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"

The

passionate love for scientific truth has not been enfeebled

;

the conquests of the

erect in the midst of fallen greatness."

"

The

circle of the

wealthy and the learned."

we

years hare passed over oar heads, since

Lord Brougham.

The Labours of Seven Years." *
to 1855
was imposing enough

pages, by our story of "

— from 1848

recapitulation,

it is

—

TOOLS.

If the

Hammer of Frictional Action.
Naylors Steam Hammer with Improved Valve Gearing.
Eassie's Mechanical

its

work

of

MISCELLANEOUS,

to deserve this

Bower's Combined Gas Apparatus for Small Towns and Villages.
Clayton's Brickmaking Machine.
Crosley cf Goldsmith's Wet Gas Meter.
Farrel's Fireproof Flooring and Roofing.
Poole (J' M'Gillivray's Rotatm'y Mapstand.
White's Air-Blast Flour Mill Grinding Stones.

very certain that the two additional years, which have

brought us to the present date, have been far more than correspondingly
important, within the briefer space which they measure.

reckon our years by our volumes, and, in both cases, each suc-

ceeding one seems to
superiority over

its

make good

its title

the whole of the first eight volumes

more evident

It is still

to a vast

and ever-increasing

This

evident throughout

immediate predecessor.
in the "

— or the

Volume

I.,

is

first series

—

what

still

all so in

remains

for

we

articles, "

Points in the law of patents, specifications, infringements, and

novelty,"

must be regarded

It will

be most of

We

are permitted to lock but upon the very brink of these tell-tales of years

which are

to come,

and

to see there the plain indications of

and Industry conjoined must inevitably accomplish.
dark

;

record,

what Science

Beyond

this, all is

and what the Journal of the practical mechanic will hereafter

must be hopefully worked and waited

—

for

all

prescience

is

denied

as important contributions to legal practice,

as affects the world of invention

;

whilst the papers dealing with the

Patent laws of India, Bavaria, and Sweden, are equally useful and
interesting, from the fact that British inventors are gradually learning

them abroad.

that there are brilliant fields of enterprise for

The

" Mechanical Notes from America," which have been regularly

given during the past year, have proved of obvious interest to European
engineers and manufacturers, who have thus gained a considerably
increased insight into the energetic systems and pursuits of the

us.

In briefly commenting upon our " past," as comprehended merely
within our last volume,

it

may

be remarked, for the benefit of those

who

good things, that

way

and

it is

gratifying to

this

eight pages of copperplate engravings, which, with 560

developed here for the

more important subjects treated of

letterpress, there

have been given these separate

in

wood engravings,
the 344 pages of

special engravings

:

RAILWAYS.

X* ikon's

Roth well's Ten-Wheeled Double Bogie Tank Locomotive.

STEAM EN6INES,
df Stephen's Combined External aud Internal Furnace Steam Boiler.
States Higk-Speed Direct-Action Blowing Engine.
Tulloch $ Lennys Geared Trunk Marine Engines of the Steamships

first

know

many

that very

of the novelties

time in our " mechanical notes," have become

hoped, with

Our

still

more attractive

illustrated record of "

interest

Recent Patents

"

and

practical value.

for the past year, is parti-

cularly rich in details of the growing inventions of the time.
'.'

Registered Designs,"

it

In conjunc-

presents no fewer

than 165 specifications of mechanical and chemical inventions in every

and "Empress."

branch of modem improvement. All of these are most copiously illustrated
with wood engravings in very full detail. This section of our labours

TEXTILE MACHINERY.

alone,

may, indeed, be taken as a very

A little

fair

exposition of the progressive

attention to

necessarily keeps the

Bridson's Rotatory Beetle.

improvement

Crawford's Mechanical Washer for Manufacturing Purposes.

engineer, machinist, manufacturer, and chemist, well up in that infor-

Wallace's Steam Jjash- Wheel for Washing

Page
>"o.

is

tion with its cognate list of

Auld

" Cottingham"

it

of

quickly engrafted on the industrial practice of this country. These importations of mechanical helps and suggestions will be continued, and, it
it is

Outside Cylinder Goods Locomotive.

;

men

have given the Americans so many new and
but fair that we should negotiate an exchange in

We

the United States.

have not closely followed the career of these pages, that in the twentyillustrate the

The

to the consideration of their efficient legal protection.

we have

day commence.

this

development of new inventions, we have devoted much time

and space

second series," which

us to do, and shall be done.

the volumes of the future, which

In the leading original matter for the year, whilst assisting in the
practical

of this Journal.

just seen safely through the press, and ushered forth as a practical earnest
of

WOEK, PAST AND FUTURE.

ITS

reminded the

briefly

readers of the Practical Mechanics Journal of our performances in

We

power has alone stood

intellectual

knowledge amongst the community at large, is the work of our own age, and it has made all the conquests of science, both in recent and
in older times, of incalculably greater value, of incomparably higher importance to the interests of mankind, than they were whilst scientific study

THE PKACTICAL MECHANIC'S JOURNAL:

seven years

;

diffusion of

was confined within the narrow

Two

mind have alone remained durable
Academy of Sciences.

Guizot's Eloge before the

109.— Vol. X.

of the time.

and Bleaching.

265, P. 31. Jourrd, Vol.

mation which largely affects his pursuits.
VII.

must constantly lag somewhat behind

it

Without such a guide, he
and thus play a

his competitors,

—a

THE PRACTICAL MECHANIC'S JOURNAL.
game with the industrial world. " Scientific and literary history,"
says Lord Brougham, " the record of the progress of science and of let-

losing

ters,

serves two purposes; the one historical and critical, the other didacIt is of great

tic.

advancement

of

importance to trace the progress of mankind in the

knowledge and

its

diffusion; to

show by what

steps

improvements have been made and applied; to estimate the relative
merits of those whose claims upon our gratitude are the most unques-

April

1,

1857.

In the working of wood, there were occupied 9,832 wood cutters and
woodmen, 1,046 bobbin makers and turners, 182,696 carpenters and
1,341 carvers, 6,684 chair makers, 2,300 cork cutters, 25,201
shipbuilders and shipwrights.

joiners,

The

engaged in occupations connected with the
numbered as follows
12,818 builders, 67,989
101,442 masons and paviers, 62,808 painters, plumbers, and

builders and persons

erection of houses were
bricklayers,

:

—

glaziers.

the subject of those labours, with the aspect and extent of the region

In coach-making and kindred occupations, 16,778 persons were emmaking of agricultural implements, 053. In clothing
the outward man, there were engaged 274,451 boot and shoemakers, aud

that yet remains unexplored."

152,072

tionable

;

aud

Amongst

to ascertain

the position in which their labours have

left

the minor points of our monthly discourses, which have their

ployed, and in the
tailors.

Amongst minor manufactures may be mentioned, sugar

refining with
2,777 persons tallow melting and candle-making, 5,284 as manufacturing chemists, 4,048, as well as 1,393 soap boilers, and 4,031 tobacco
and snuff manufacturers.
The coal miners numbered 219,015 persons the quarriers of stone,
23,489 the quarriers of slate, 8,154 the labourers on roads, 10,293
on railways, 34,036, whilst there were 7,594 railway engine drivers,
stokers, &c, and 10,948 railway officials; with gas works, there were
connected 5,630 persons (besides 2,343 gas-fitters), and with waterworks, 975.
Two important classes of men must still be mentioned, the printers, who
amouuted to 26,024 persons, and the civil engineers to 3,009 persons.
;

important use, are our catalogue of the " Mechanic's Library," and the
section devoted to the "

appears

;

The first places before
of New Books."
new mechanical and scientific book as it

Reviews

the reader the title of every

the second dissects the contents of the more prominent volumes,

and gives impartial and unbiassed advice upon their merits.

We
have

have thus done something towards arousing attention

lately

When we

been about.

to

what we

remind our readers that one-sixth

additional matter has been added to the annual volume, in the shape of
four pages of illustrations

and

letterpress in each

monthly

part, that

we

;

;

;

;

;

are constantly adding to the interest and value of the matter given in

our pages, and that

we

perhaps say with truth, as

we may
past may

we once urged

before, that the

honestly speak for the future of the

The

THE MANUFACTURERS AND ARTIFICERS OF GREAT

is

employed

of the occupations of that section of the people

in the

manufacturing and industrial

arts,

according to

the population returns of 1841, will show what an immense proportion
The persons emof our twenty-one millions is engaged in hard work.
ployed in the manufacture, printing, and dyeing of cotton and calico,

were 501,465 in the woollen cloth manufacture, 137,814; in the worsted
manufacture, 104,061 in the hose manufacture, 65,049 in the silk
manufacture, 114,570; in the manufacture of linen and flax, 98,860; in
in the manufacture of hemp, 20,688
the manufacture of lace, 63,600
in the
(including 15,966 rope makers, and 4,026 sailcloth makers)
manufacture of paper, 14,501 in the manufacture of straw plait, 32,062,
of shawls, 5,833, and of thread, 3,566 persons.
If we turn to the workers in metals, we find engaged in the iron
manufacture, 80,032 persons; besides 28,008 miners, 112,776 blacksmiths,
28,533 nail makers, 4,727 needle makers, 1,050 razor makers, 4,422
anchorsmiths and chainsmiths, 184 anvil makers, 2,094 blade makers and
forgers, 7,457 boiler makers, 767 bolt makers, 6,324 file makers, 792
fender and fire-iron makers, 2,309 knife and fork makers, 7,642 gunsmiths and gunmakers, 1,306 saw smiths and makers, 1,424 scissor
makers, 2,185 screw cutters and makers, 805 scythe and sickle makers,
768 shovel and spade makers, of 18,468 miners, 1,803 coppersmiths.
In the lead manufacture, 2,334 persons were employed, besides 22,530
miners iu the tin manufacture, 1,943 persons, in addition to 15,030
miners in the zinc manufacture, 468 persons in the brass manufacture,
11,230 persons, exclusive of 4,428 braziers, 299 cock makers and founders, and 397 brass turners, workers, and finishers
as gold and silver
smiths, there were occupied 11,242 persons, and as gold and silver
refiners, cutters, and workers, 629 in miscellaneous metal manufactures,
there were engaged 19,159 clock and watch makers, 6,423 bellhangers
and locksmiths, 10,097 tinmen, tinworkers, and tinkers, 3,673 tinplate
workers, 930 spoon makers, 804 hinge makers, 1,336 steel-pen makers,
1,295 pin makers, 1,453 type founders, 4,311 tool makers, 3,066 wire
workers and weavers, 1,302 wire makers and drawers, 969 weighing
machine makers, 826 philosophical instrument makers, 9,584 whitesmiths, 902 persons otherwise engaged in the white metal manufacture,
and finally, 48.682 engine and machine makers. We may select from the
classes employed in the making of objects partly of metal and partly of
other materials, the following:
3,876 clog and patten makers, 4,137
umbrella, parasol, and stick makers, and 6,996 button makers.
In the earthenware manufacture, there were 36,512 persons employed,
aud in the glass manufacture, 12,005.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

Crystal Palace and

may

be supposed to be matters of
have, accordingly, deemed it
important occasionally to refer to its condition.
The building remains
as grandly beautiful as ever, and, from the nature of its materials, may
be supposed to require but little attention or repairs to maintain it in
perfect order but its financial position is such, that no representations
on this point are to be ventured on without a tedious investigation.
The control has long since passed from the hands of the original stockholders to that of a receiver
Mr. John H. White under whose managelest interest

its

affairs

everywhere, and

1

;

BRITAIN.
The following resume

METROPOLITAN RAILROAD SYSTEM; PROPOSED IMPROVECRYSTAL PALACE
MENTS THEREON SLEDGES EXPANDING AUGER.

more or

PRACTICAL MECHANICS JOVMNAL.

which

MECHANICAL NOTES FROM AMERICA.

are equally sedulously improving the quality of

our plates and wood engravings, and adding to their number,

—

—

ment it has maintained a rather prosperous sort of posthumous existence.
One or two doorkeepers and porters have been regularly employed, at
very moderate salaries and a sufficient number of persons have usually
paid the admission fee
25 cents to more than meet the current exImagine considerable quantities of valuable statuary, in every
penses.
state of preservation
machinery, goods, and nondescripts
packed,
;

—

—

—

—

—

unpacked, and unpackable splendid glass cases, with gilt letters, indicating the name and locality of the owner, but. filled with emptiness
fountain playing in the centre
a few forlorn-looking females at stands,
vending samples of perfumery, confectionery, and babies' toys and a
few still more lonesome-looking visitors from the rural districts,
imagine all this, and add one or two acres of empty floor, very unevenly
distributed between pillars, and huge plain-looking stoves, some of which
and you have a tolerable picture of the real condition of its
are hot
The financial prospects have been recently complicated by the
interior.
fact that, by a singular process, a new set of receivers have been
appointed over the head of Mr. White and although formal possession
has been taken by these parties in the name of the American Institute,
which Association has had a boiler and several pieces of machinery
remaining there since its last annual exhibition in October the world
Regrets are freoutside seems to be supremely indifferent to its fate.
quently heard that it cannot be made to support itself; but, on the other
hand, active measures have been taken by property-holders in the
vicinity to have it removed as a nuisance, and the area it covers converted into a green and public square, as originally intended when it
was laid out. One great perhaps the great reason of its failure, has
been its distance from the heart of the city, which varies from one and
a half to three miles, accordingly as the heart is considered to lie in the
Even with our excellently-matured
business or the fashionable centres.
means of conveying passengers, the time consumed in travelling to and
from the Palace has rendered an evening visit almost impracticable and
the thought of sacrificing a whole day to such amusement is formidable
As the
to the mass of prudent and closely-calculating Americans.
metropolitan railroad system of New York is somewhat peculiar, and so
eminently successful that it is now beginning to be adopted by several
other American cities, it may he profitable to devote a large portion of
this letter to an illustration of it.
New York city is about two miles wide, and of indefinite and daily
The island extends to a total length of twelve miles,
increasing length.

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

;

—

—
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extreme upper portion is tout pastures and forest, varied here and
there by the presence of a large manufactory, and by a half opened, but
evenly graded way, which will ultimately form a continuation of an
avenue.
The avenues traversing the city longitudinally are wide, and
afford ample room for railroad tracks, which latter are laid in double or
single lines, flush with the surface of the pavemeut.
On these, light
cars are drawn singly by horses, at intervals varying from three minutes
to half an hour, throughout the whole day and night.
There are five
such lines, traversing routes which are mainly parallel though near
their lower termini, all these roads enter the ancient crooked streets,
and are compelled to travel, in many instances, over tracks common to
two or more lines. New York is, to a very great extent, a manufacturing or producing, as well as a commercial city ; but, in the main, both
tout the

;

branches of business are concentrated within two miles of the Battery
which latter originally formed the extreme southern point while the
streets are paved, and substantial brick or freestone dwellings are pretty
thickly sprinkled up to as great a distance as six miles from the same
point.
Until within the last four or five years, stages, or omnibuses,
were the only means of public conveyance but now the five lines referred to
each running from forty to sixty cars take the bulk of the
travel, though many omnibuses continue to traverse the same routes,
and hundreds more are employed on lateral lines. The whole number
of omnibuses in the city is probably about eleven hundred.
In addition
to these, two or more small swift steamers are now running, nearly from
one end to the other of the island, touching at several intermediate
points, the existence of a considerable village, termed Harlem, near
the upper extremity, making it possible for such an enterprise ultimately

—

;

—

—

to succeed.

cars of

two

New York and
into the city

by

— the
—are drawn

of the principal railroads diverging from this city

Harlem, and the

New York

and

New Haven

same tracks, as are
traversed by the metropolitan cars; and being mounted on swivelling
trucks, in the ordinary American style
which is probably familiar to
your readers they are enabled to traverse the curves with tolerable
horses, over similar, or, in fact, the

—

—

although running

off the track at these points is not a very
occurrence, either with them or the smaller cars.
It is the
rule never to stop on a curve, partly to avoid the risk of leaving the
track when starting, but more to save the horses from the extra labour
which would be involved.
Each car requires two men a driver, who stands on the platform iu
front, and manages the horses
and a conductor, who stands inside, or
on the rear platform, and collects the fares. The ears stop for passengers at any point, except on curves or steep inclines and the desire to
alight is indicated at any moment from the inside, by pulling a strap
traversing overhead.
Fig. 3 represents a cross section, and fig. 4 a
side elevation, of one of these cars, the same letters
Fig. 3.
indicating like parts in both.
The bearings, A,
are outside of the wheels, and support the body of
the car at such a moderate elevation, that the floor
is but little above the axis, while the wheels are
provided for by the space under the seats. The
wheels are 30 inches in diameter, and are, of
course, cast considerably lighter than ordinary car
wheels.
The cars are substantially made, generfacility,

uncommon

—
;

;

A few have been manufactured of
but with indifferent success.
The width and
height of the bodies of the cars are each 7 feet, and the length 17 feet,
exclusive of the platforms, b, which project some 2 feet 3 inches at each
end.
At c are round bars of wood, which may be grasped by the passengers, to aid them in maintaining their equilibrium in standing or
ally of wood.
iron,

A

A

history of metropolitan railways would be intolerably tedious.
may prove equally so. But presuming the subject to be one
6f interest in every considerable city, and one heretofore not fairly presented in print, some prolixity may be allowable.
The guage of the
description

tracks is the ordinary one of four feet eight and a half inches.
Every
route has two tracks
one on which the cars travel up, and the other on
which they return. But the two are not necessarily in the same street
or avenue.
The rails are of a peculiar kind, known as the flange rail,

—

weighing from 54 to 84 pounds per yard. A section of this rail is represented by fig. 1, in which a represents a portion of the wheel, with an
ordinary flange thereon; b, the body, or main subFig. 1.
stantial portion of the rail
and c, a flange, which is
designed merely to produce a negative effect, by
forming an open channel, in which the flange of the
wheel travels. The rails are laid on longitudinal
bearings of pine, which, again, are underlaid by cross
ties, to which the longitudinal timbers are fastened
by bolts, inserted through small angular castings, as
represented by d, in fig. 2.
This figure represents a
;

cross section of the track complete
b being the rails;
the longitudinal timbers; f, the cross ties; d, the fastenings referred
to; and G, the ordinary paving-stones.
The track being necessarily
always level with the surface of the street, it would seem that few streets
E,

are
F>g-2.

sufficiently

level

to

allow of the construction
of such a railroad but so
'ar is this from being the
;

ease, that in Centre-street

—

where not only the
small cars, but also, until
quite recently, the long
heavy cars of the Harlem railroad, weighing the full amount of ordinary
first-class passenger cars, were hauled up and down
the grade for
many hundred feet is inclined 175 feet to the mile. The grades employed
about the city vary from this the maximum grade to a dead level;
and although two horses are amply sufficient, under ordinary circumstances, to take the cars
even when crammed to their utmost capacity
over all the minor grades, it is common to attach an extra horse, to
ascend the long, steep, and curved incline in Chatham-square; when, as
is usual at the close of each working day, the cars going up are all
crowded.
The curves adopted vary from all the ordinary large radii
down to as small a radius as 35 feet, which latter is adopted from necessity, in turning several of the short corners in narrow streets, in the
lower part of the city.
The operation of traversing over curves of small
radii 13 very much facilitated by the peculiar construction of the track at
these points.
The outer rail is invariably a flat plate, resembling, in
short, the flange rail in fig. 1, without its groove; so that the moment
the car reaches the commencement of a curve, the outer whuel rises, and
the bearing is transferred from the tread to the periphery of its flange,
thus making that wheel, in effect, of proportionally increased diameter.

—

—

—

The

—

—

moving about,

d

the bell-strap,
rove through rings
just under the roof;
and E are bells,
which latter, as
well as the brake
wheels,
are
p,
mounted at each
extremity, to provide for moving in
both directions.
is

Fig.

4.

The maximum
speed allowed by law is six miles per hour, but when the street is clear,
a rather greater speed is frequently adopted.
It costs the horses considerable effort to start when heavily loaded, but, as a general thing, the
service appears, on the whole, rather easier than ordinary staging.
The
men serve from about six o'clock in the morning until ten or eleven at
night, at which time most of the cars are laid up, but a few are run
throughout the whole night.
Three relays of horses are usually
employed in a day's work. The fares are invariably 5 cents for all distances within the city proper, and the business thus far has proved to be
the most remunerative form of railroad enterprise which our country has
witnessed.
The companies are continually improving and increasing
their stock of cars and animals, and are declaring liberal dividends of
Heavy falls of snow are the
from 4 to 6 per cent, semi-annually.
greatest enemies of metropolitan railroads, as, under these embargoes,
their interests, and those of travellers by sleighs and sledges of all kinds,
come into serious collision. For several days after some of our greatest
snow storms, while the snow is from six inches to two or three feet deep,
the cars have been compelled to stop running; but generally, a few
extra horses to each car, with the aid, in some cases, of snow ploughs,

and of some hundred men, have sufficed to clear the track. And the
universal verdict of all, even of the more aristocratic portion of the citizens, is favourable to the increase of these democratic facilities for travel.
The neighbouring city of Brooklyn has several lines, on some of which
the experiment of carrying passengers at a lower rate of fare was tried,
but all have since been obliged to rise to the 5 cent standard.
In
Boston, one or more railroads of this character have been extended from
the heart of the city some miles into the country, and such lines come
into direct and successful competition with parallel lines worked by
The forte of this system of railroads must, however,
Iocomoiives.
necessarily lie in conveying passengers through thickly-crowded streets,
where a great amount of short " way-travel" adds powerfully to its
In stormy, or very cold or hot weather, there are many pasreceipts.
sengers who enter these cars only to ride a very small fraction of a mile.

;
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As may have been already

interred, the doors are at each end of the
and the opportunities for ingress and exit are on each side of each
A practice has been recently
end, by a small step, represented at e.
adopted, and will, it is understood, be extensively used during the warm
weather of the current year, of constructing light seats on the roof as
and allowing those male passengers who
represented in the engraving
choose to climb by simple perpendicular ladders, affixed at each end, to
Even without this attachment, the
this sightly and airy elevation.
carrying capacity of a car is ordinarily much beyond what would be
presumed, from the fact that, by the aid of the longitudinal rods, c, and
short straps or loops of leather depending therefrom, an indefinite numIt is by no means
ber of passengers may stand in the central space.
cars,

—

—

uncommon to see the seats filled, the interior standing space quite densely
crowded, and the platforms at each end so thickly covered, that no more
can obtain a foothold. It is contemplated by the managers of one, at
least, of the great lines of country travel, to leave their large cars in
future at the outskirts of the thickly-settled portion of the city, and, by
contract, to induce the metropolitan companies to take their passengers
through the streets in the small cars alone.
The damage to the sleighing, occasioned by clearing so large a portion
of the streets, as is necessitated by the operation of these railroads, is a

great annoyance, when, as is the case
Fig. 5at this present moment, the accumulation of snow is so great as almost to
prohibit the use of wheels.
And here
may be mentioned a new style of
sledge, which has been patented by
some one whose name has been forgotten, and has now become quite common.
It is constructed by simply removing
the wheels from carriages, and substituting runners, constructed as in
fig. 5, where a represents the body of a common express waggon ; b, one
of the elliptic springs commonly introduced between the body and the
The
axle; and c, a boss, made to fit the axles, like the boss of a wheel.
three spokes, d, and the light iron rod, e, connect this boss to the runner
or shoe, f; and by this arrangement, with the aid of four such runners,
which, during summer weather, occupy but a trifle
Fig. 6.
of space, any common wheel carriage can be

changed

to

a sledge, and again back to a wheel

carriage, with a very few minutes' labour.

It will

be readily seen that each runner or shoe, in passing inequalities in the road, is free to oscillate
on the axle, independently of the others and this
is considered rather an advantage than otherwise
but the light chain, o, is introduced to connect
the forward portion thereof loosely to the body of
the waggon, to prevent any very great derangement of position, or overturning of the shoe from

—

—
Fig. 7.

accident.

Fig. 6 represents the latest and best expanding
or auger, which has yet appeared in this

bit,

country.

It is

capable of boring holes of every

possible diameter, between one inch

three quarters.

By removing

a part,

and two and
it is

capable

of boring a j inch hole.
It is composed of five
parts, one of which is represented separately in

Fig. 6 represents the instrument
7 and 8.
complete, a being the main, and b the next principal part.
The part a is slotted, as represented,
and allows b to take any desired position within it.
There are a series of holes in a, fitted to receive
and retain very tightly two tapering pins, c and d.
In b are three such series of holes, and by placing
the part b within the slot, and inserting c through
one of the corresponding holes, every change of the
pin, r>, into a new place in the series, gives a correspondingly increased diameter to the hole bored.
figs.

111

When

the whole series of holes, e, have been used,
the part B is not capable of assuming any more
angular positions but both pins must be removed,
the pin, c, inserted in a new hole, f, and the series,
f, may then be used, boring holes of a still increasing diameter; and in the same manner with
the series, a.
Both the parts, a and b, have sharp,
Fig. 8.
thin lips, as represented at a' b', so that, as the
auger advances, the boring is, in fact, effected by two successive operations; the part, a. aided by its screw, a", and its sharp lip, a', boring a
smooth, uniform h >le, f inch in diameter, and serving as a centre, around
;
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which b smoothly shaves away the wood in the annular space, to produc e
a larger circle.
To allow of adjusting for every conceivable size of holCe
between those already provided for, the pinching screw, h, is introduce d.
To use this, the pin, d, must be removed, the part b nicely adjusted jto
the required radius, and the screw, h, then tightly brought down.
Tiie
slotted form of a, and the tightness with which b fits therein, gives greSat
strength to this bit and so sanguine of its success are the capitalists
interested in the patent, among whom are some of the largest hardw; e
dealers in the country, that a contract has just been completed for niie
manufacture of 25,000, all of the capacity described. The bit ippei .'s
to bore with great freedom in all kinds of wood, and to rid itself <>f itlie
chips much better than might be anticipated.
How well the principle A,"
capable of being applied to the smaller bits, which are, by the way, much
more in demand among the great mass of mechanics, remains to be seen
but it may, no doubt, be constructed in sizes considerably smaller than
these examples.
The pins, c and D, should have been described as
slightly tapering, so that they are retained without fastenings of any
kind and the sharp lip, b', on the part b, is forged separate, and inserted
tightly in a hole, as represented by the dotted lines.
The inventor of
this auger, or bit, is L. H. Gibbs, of this city.
;

;

T. D. Stetson.

New

York, February, 1857.

PATENTS IN AMERICA,
The Report

1856.

Hon. Charles Mason, the United States ComPatents, has just been issued as the retrospect of the
of the

missioner of
business of 1856.
In it the author states that the official business has
been constantly on the increase. The total amount of money paid into
the treasury on patent accounts during the year was 192,588 dollars;
but out of this sum above 42,000 dollars have been refunded on withdrawals, leaving the actual expenditure more than 7,000 dollars over the
receipts.

There have been during the year 525 more applications, 118 more
478 more patents than in 1855. The patents have increased
in a much greater ratio than the applications; and the commissioner
attributes this to the progress made, both within and without the office,
in the knowledge of the proper principles and rules, in accordance with
which patents should be granted or refused.
The applications were
4,960, and the actual grants 2,502.
The commissioner recommends the adoption of a modification of our
caveats, and

"provisional protection" system, instead of the inefficient caveat.
He
remarks, in similar terms, upon our instalment system of payments,
" Something," he adds, " in the
as being a most desirable course.
nature of the English writ of scire facias might also be incorporated into
our law with advantage," as at present there is no power in America to
repeal a patent under any circumstances.
This is certainly a very
He also recommends the adoption
great fault in the Transatlantic law.
Whilst objecting to our disof our system of printing specifications.
pensing altogether with examinations of claims for patents, Mr. Mason
strongly recommends that his own system of examinations should be
made simply advisory, and that " the right of an inventor to protection
should not be left to the arbitrary determination of any officer under
government." He also urges the propriety of altering the rate of patent
fees, contending, reasonably enough, that the present rate is too low for
This, of course, cannot have any
the efficient action of the office.
reference to the fees payable by British subjects, which are absurdly
high.
In fact, what with high fees and the difficulties attendant upon
the existing examination system, America is at present practically shut
out from the British inventor.

HARPOON GUN FOR WHALE

FISHERS.

In that extensive branch of our commercial industry, the whale fishery,
which the public generally know so little, we do not often hear of any
The field, however, is not so barren as
scientific or mechanical novelty.
might at first sight be imagined. The old system of capturing these
hu<*e monsters of the deep, by rowing the boat alongside the whale, when
it rose to the surface to breathe, and launching the harpoon from the hand
of a man standing in the bow of the boat, has given way to the far more
effective and less dangerous mode of discharging a harpoon from a swivel
gun.
A line, equal to the length of the gun's range, is attached to the
harpoon, and this is hauled in or slackened, according to the exigencies
This mode of capturing whales is an immense stride in adof the case.
vance of the old system but the weapons hitherto used for the purpose
have been defective iu one important point the means of taking an acof

;

—
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This defect in the harpoon gun has engaged the attention
of Mr. Alexander Mitchell of Peterhead, Aberdeen, and it is to the improvements which he has introduced that we now direct our reader's
curate aim.

attention.
is a complete side view of the improved harsupported on a forked swivel, the spindle at the lower

The annexed engraving
poon gun.

It is

Our engraving represents a full-sized longitudinal section of the
charger.
In it the cylinder, a, closed at the bottom, has another cylinder,
b, capable of moving freely within it, but air-tight or nearly so.
This
internal tube is held up by a helical spring, c,
so that it has a constant tendency to remain
at the end shown in the figure.
Besides this
there is a second and smaller tube, d, soldered
upon the outside of the tube, a.
The inner
tube, b, carries a pr< jecting stud, holding a longitudinal blunt needle, e, extending down the
whole length of the tube, d ; the two tubes have
a connecting hole at f, and there is also a corresponding hole drilled in the tube, b, at g. The
action is this
The tube, b, being filled with
gunpowder at the end screw plug, h, this is
pressed down by the thumb, so as to compress
the air inside and when the hole, a, comes opposite the hole, f, a small portion of the powder
is injected into the tube, d, and falling down by
the sides of the blunt needle at f, it is forced
into the nipple by means of the needle.
By this
means the sportsman can pump the whole of the powder in the cylinder, A,
into the chamber of the gun.
This is a very great convenience, and it supplies an effectual remedy
for the excessive evils attending foul nipples, those great plagues of
sportsmen and users of fire-arms. The capper, which, however, is not
an essential part of the contrivance, consists of the small cylindrical
chamber, J, fitted with the plunger or capping presser, k. This cylinder
is long enough to hold four or five caps, which can be easily put on the
nipple, as required, one after the other, by pressing down the plunger
with the finger.
small blade is attached by its centre to the outside
of the cap chamber, to retain the caps and exert some frictional pressure
on the plunger, for the same purpose.
:

made in a convenient position
The stock of the gun is
the hoat.
in the swivel by a pin, which passes
and admits of the elevation or dethrough from side to side,
lock of the guniscovered by ahinged
The
pression of the gun.
metal plate, to protect it from the spray of the sea water; the trigger is
fitted in the side of the stock, and has attached to it a lanyard, by drawing which the gun is fired. The barrel is made from 30 to 36 inches in
length, and on the upper part of the muzzle is hinged an elevation bur,
which is carried along the top of the barrel, and terminates just over the
end of which

is fitted in

a

hole

how

or other part of
secured between the fork

at the

lock.
At the breech of the barrel is fitted a stadia, or index plate of brass,
To
to indicate the necessary elevation of the barrel for different ranges.
one side of the swivel fork is attached a metal plate, in which a curved
slot a pin or stud travels, and to it is fastened a
other end of the rod is hinged to the under side of the
elevation bar.
By means of this arrangement, the bar rises or falls with
The distance of the object being
the elevation or depression of the gun.
estimated by the marksman, the elevation bar adjusts itself to the proper

slot is

made, and in this

slotted rod.

The

angle as he raises or depresses the muzzle of the gun.
The inventor has made several trials of this apparatus with confirmed
success, as regards accuracy of firing and general utility.

;

A

The makers

consider the instrument to be better without this appenda matter for personal consideration.
In many instances
would be a great advantage to the sportsman, to be enabled to cap his

age
it

gun

NIPPLE CHARGER AND CAPPER FOR MISS-FIRE GUNS.
Many attempts have been made to produce a satisfactory nipple
charger, which should enable the sportsman to set his piece right after
a miss-fire, or to drive out a ball or charge of shot, which may be inadThe first satisfactory
vertently put down the barrel before the powder.
contrivance of the kind is due to Messrs. Paton & Walsh, the guntnakers
of Perth.
This apparatus consists of a small hollow metal cylinder or tube closed
at one end, and having a second tube or cylinder inserted in it at its
open end, beyond which the inner tube or cylinder slightly projects.
This inner cylinder is capable of moving freely within the external
cylinder, but with an air-tight fitting or nearly so, and it is held up or
outwards by an internal helical spring, so that it has a constant tendency to remain at the outer end of its traverse. The external cylinder
has also soldered or otherwise attached to its outer surface, a parallel
tube of small diameter, containing a blunt needle, carried at one end by
a small projecting stud on the outside of the inner cylinder.
The needle
extends along the whole length of the small tube, which has a communication with the large external cylinder, by a small lateral passage made
at the junction of the soldering.
The inner cylinder has also a small
lateral aperture in it.
The inner cylinder is filled with gunpowder by a
screwed head-cap on its projecting end, and when the nipple of the arm
is to be charged with gunpowder, the inner cylinder is pressed down so
as to compress the air inside it, and when the hole in this tube comes
opposite to the passage through the outer cylinder into its external parallel small tube, a small portion of the powder is injected into the small
external tube.
The open end of this small tube is bored out conically to
fit upon the nipple, so that, as the compression upon the inner cylinder
takes place, the powder falling down by the side of the needle is injected
at once into the nipple.
In this way, the sportsman can pump the whole
of the gunpowder in the inner cylinder into the breech or chamber of the
piece.
The external cylinder has also attached to it a second parallel
external tube of small diameter on its opposite side.
In this tube are
placed a few percussion or detonating caps, these caps being disposed in
regular order, with their open ends towards the open discharge end of
their containing tube.
The caps are held by a check spring, but they
are al-o pressed down by a small helical spring.
After charging the
nipple in the manner described, the user of the gun can at once put a cap
on the nipple by the agency of the same apparatus.

—

;

but this

is

so easily even

when

cold

benumbs

his fingers.

Captain Norton, who is a well-known authority in gunnery affairs,
suggests that much of the difficulty arising from the fouling of nipples,
might be obviated by using gun-cotton instead of gunpowder. Gun-cotton
certainly does not foul so much as powder, but all our experience teaches
us that it has some other inconveniences, which experience so far has
not enabled us to remove.
At any rate gunpowder is still in universal
use as an explosive agent, and so long as it is so, our improvements must
be directed, as Messrs. Paton & Walsh have shown us, towards the
realised difficulties attending its use.

GRAIN WASHER AND DRYER.

A useful washing apparatus for cleansing foul grain, such as Egyptian
wheat, was introduced some years ago by Mr. Robert Young, of the Atlas
Works, East Market Street, Glasgow, and was adopted with considerable
Since that time, the inventor has profited largely by his pracsuccess.
tical experiences, and he has now organized a washer and dryer combined, so as to completely effect the removal of foreign matters, and the
drying of the grain, at one operation, and with a most economical result.
Our engraving presents a complete front elevation of this combined
The washing chamber is a vertical cylinder, a,
The washing operation is perdisposed in the centre of the machine.
formed by a central vertical shaft, b, running in a footstep at the bottom
of the chamber, and supported by an overhead collar bearing in a hanger,
which serves also to carry the driving gear. Upon this shaft which
runs at fifty revolutions per minute is fixed a drum, or dasher, for
working the grain well into the cleansing water in the chamber.
The whole of the movements of the machine are derived from the
pulley on a main shaft to the left ; this pulley having upon it a crossed
belt working upon a pulley, fast on a short shaft carrying a pinion,
On the upper
driving the two reversed bevil wheels upon the shaft, b.
part of the riddle shaft is a horizontal pulley, c, by which the shaft of the
dryer is driven.
On the shaft, b, and withiu the washer, a, is fitted a
washer and dryer.

—

—

drum, near the top of which is fixed a disc, made to incline downwards
to the drum.
The wheat falls into the washer from a riddle or sieve,
one end of which is suspended by hooks attached to eyes in the underside
of the hanger.
A vibrating motion is given to the riddle, by means of a
crank fitted on a vertical shaft, which is actuated by a pair of bevil wheels
and a pinion, driven by the two reversed wheels on the shaft, b. 'J he
shaking action given to the riddle sifts the grain as it passes onwards,
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The shaft, b, being put in
it fulls from the riddle into the washer, a.
motion, the wheat is thoroughly washed, and passes off by the shoot, F,
The light and damaged grain which floats on the surinto the dryer.
face of the water, is carried through the spout or shoot, d, the bottom of
which is made of wirework, to allow the water to fall through it the
The impurities which fall from the
grain descends into the vessel, e.
grain in the washer, a, pass through a perforated false bottom, and are
and

;
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dimensions of these sectional portions of fire-brick, which the inventor
has found to be conveniently suitable for his purpose. At the earlier
stages of his work, he tried larger sizes, but experiment proved that
the smaller these sections are, consistent with regard to collateral requirements, the more accurate and satisfactory is the mould.
Fig. 2 is a sectional elevation of one of the moulds as lined with these
bricks; the joints being filled up with a clay mortar, so as to bring the
whole to an uniformly even surface, fit for shaping the metal to the
required accuracy of form.
Fig. 3 is a section of the moulding pit, where the casting takes place,
showing the mould box open, with a finished core standing erect in
the centre.
The two halves of the mould box
Fig. 2.
are hinged upon a bottom central stud-pin, over
which part the core is set on end, when the
two halves of the mould box are brought together,
and the mould is ready for casting. Each half
of the mould box has jointed to it a toothed
rack, passed through a suitable guide on a
pedestal carrying the bearings for a winch
spindle, on which is a spur-pinion gearing with
the rack.
In this way, a few turns of the
winch in either direction opens or closes the
mould box. When the metal begins to set in
the mould, the core bar, which is of the collapsalso an invention of Mr. Kinniburgh
able kind
is slacked off, or reduced in diameter, by merely
The two
turning the central actuating spindle.
halves are then opened by their respective rack
and pinion actions, and the newly-cast pipe is left
When the mould has someready for removal.

—

—

what cooled down, any flaws

in its surface are

easily repaired with a little clay composition,

carried off with the waste water by a pipe fixed at the bottom of the
The dryer, G, consists of a cylindrical case, in which are fitted
washer.
two drums, revolving at different velocities. The vertical portion of the
outer drum is made of perforated copper, to allow the passage of water

The outer drum is driven by a pulley fast on a hollow
The pulley for
the shaft of the inner drum passes.
Both the puldriving this shaft is larger than that of the outer drum.
leys are driven by endless bands, which pass round the pulley, c, on the
riddle shaft. The grain f:>Usfrom the shoot, F, on to the inner drum, by the
rotation of which it is thrown off against the sides of the exterior drum,
which revolves at a greater speed than the inner. The centrifugal action
causes the water to pass through the meshes of the perforated copper,
through
shaft,

its

meshes.

down which

to the bottom, round which a suitable channel is made to carry
through a waste pipe. The dried grain is screwed by the action
of the inner cylinder to the lower part of the dryer, and escapes by an
aperture made for the purpose, from whence it is removed by an eleva-

and
it

fall

when

the whole surface is blackwashed, so as to
be at once ready for another casting.
There are just now at work in the London
Works, Renfrew, three moulds of this kind, producing 18-inch pipes for the Blackburn Water
Works.
The pipes so made are very good
specimens of work ; the only evident fault about
them being a slight undulation of surface,
arising apparently from some expansive distortion of the fire-clay surface.
The two usual longitudinal fins are the only ones visible upon
the surface of the pipes, which is clean and smooth, and the slight distortion to which we have referred, seems to affect nothing but the eye of
the critical examiner, for the work can be in no way injured by it.

off

Fig.

a

or other contrivance for removing it.
are informed that a considerable number of these machines are in
operation, and perform their work in a highly satisfactory manner.
tor,

ii,

We

***.

FIRE-CLAY MOULDS FOR CASTING PIPES.
The

idea of using fire-clay surfaces for casting iron pipes and other
was first practically developed by Messrs. Hoby and Kinniburgh,

articles,

at the

London Works, Renfrew, some
Fig.

four or five years ago.*
Beginning with a solid coating of fire-clay over the whole
length of the mould, Mr. Kinniburgh, who worked
with great perseverance at his project, found him-

1.

self gradually driven to the use of sectional portions of fire-clay bricks, and under this form we

now

find the system in successful operation.
Our
three illustrations exhibit the details of the whole
process as applied for casting pipes.
In fig. 1 we

"

have represented the mode of moulding the sectional
portions of fire-brick with which the mould box is
lined.
All the pattern or original matrix which is
necessary, is a short length of iron pipe, accurately
turned externally.
It is upon this that the fireclay, with a slight admixture of sand, is moulded
into the required sectional forms, by means of an
open brick mould or wooden frame, which is placed upon the pattern
piece, so that the clay kneaded into it, is at once formed to the contour
of the pipe, upon its inner or under surface.
Our figure shows the
'

See page 263, Vol. VI., Practical Mechanic's Journal.

;

:
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what can be accomplished with fire-clay mould*, it
of eighty
at the present time of writing, upwards
that,
mentioned
may be
process still goes on
the
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It is at present imwith uufailing results in the shape of good pipes.
possible to see the end of this new system, but it must be obvious that a
system whereby a mould once made, can be made to turn out so many of
counterits counterparts, must be capable of withstanding a good many
balancing disadvantages on other points, even supposing such to exist.

AIR AND

WATER DISCHARGER FOR STEAM

PIPES.

The collection of air and water in steam pipes, used for heating and
other purposes, has always been a difficulty with the mechanical engineer, and much ingenuity has been expended upon schemes for the
improvement of the action of the pipes in this respect. A very simple,
cheap, and effective apparatus, for performing the double duty, has just
been introduced by Mr. George M'Callan of Johnstone and as this contrivance must recommeud itself to every user of steam, we engrave a
sectional view of it, that it may assist in telling its own story.
It consists of a small receiver, connected at its upper end with the
steam pipe to be cleared of air. This vessel has also a vertical pipe
attached to it

—

outside,

short

near

its

GAS WORKS AT BUENOS AYRES.
(Illustrated by Plates

have frequently noted the rapid progress of British engineering
in Brazil, and have consequently shown how much that country is
indebted to our capital, wielded, as it has been, with skill and perseWe now come to some of the details of the great works
verance.
which have been carried out under these circumstances, selecting the
Buenos Ayres Gas Works recently put into complete working order,*
These works, it will be
as an example of what has really been effected.
remembered, were carried out by Messrs. E. T. Bellhouse & Co. of Manchester, under the engineering superintendence of Mr. W. Bragge.
Our Plate 205 presents detailed views of a portion of the retorts.
Fig. 1 on this plate shows the retort bed in external elevation as looking
Fig. 2 is a longiat the firing end, another bed being in cross section.

The retorts are of
tudinal section through the central retort of a bed.
In Plate 206, fig. 3 is a side elevation of
five in a bed.
section
the
shall enter into
the condensers, and fig. 4 is a corresponding plan.
the minute details of these structures hereafter, as we produce further

—

D

We

plates of the works.

by

a
branch
upper

At the
top of this vertical pipe there

MECHANIC'S LIBRARY.

end.

is

a small

air

valve, having a

long

tubular

stem depending
from it.
This
stem is open at
its lower end
which dips into
a small quantity
of mercury contained in the
pipe
whilst the
upper end is
closed.
So long

—

as cold air flows
into the receiver

from the steam
pipe above, this
out through the outside air valve; but when steam
begins to flow in, its heat, acting upon the air contained in the tubular
stem of the air valve, causes the valve to rise upwards, and close the
In this way, whilst any air from the steam pipe flows easily
air escape.
away, no steam can ever be lost.
The bottom of the receiving vessel has in it a small water-discharge
branch, governed by an equilibrium valve, the top of which carries a
Thus, as water pours into the receiver from the steam pipe,
ball float.
it gradually accumulates, until its level is high enough for it to float the
When the
ball, open the equilibrium valve, and discharge the water.
water level subsides, the sinking of the ball float closes the valve.
In our figure, the connection with the steam pipe is by the upper
central branch, A, which discharges the air and water from the steam
pipe into the oblong, bemispherically ended, cylindrical chamber, b.
This chamber, which is made up of two equal sections, bolted together
by central flanges, contains a ball float, c, to the lower side of which is
attached an equilibrium or double-seated valve, d, governing the communication between the interior of the chamber and the water-discharge
The chamber, b, is supported upon a suitable hollow base-piece,
pipe, e.
through which the water-discharge pipe is passed. With this arrangement of valve, the float acts with great certainty in opening and closing
the water-discharge pipe, jnst as the water of condensation accumulates
The upper lateral branch, f, is that by which the air passes
or subsides.
off into the external vertical pipe, o, to escape through the upper bend,
h.
The pipe. G, is the mercurial chamber, in which is the air-discharge
valve, with its tubular stem dipping into a small portion of mercury in
air finds its

way

the bottom of

205 and 206.)

We

it.

The sj stem by which the action of the steam-heat upon the air in this
tubular stem cause3 the resultant expansive force of the heated air to
close the valve when air has ceased to flow, is highly ingenious, and its
working is so sensitive as to save almost every particle of steam. With
this apparatus, steam pipes can be kept perfectly free from accumulations of air and water, without any loss of valuable steam.
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RECENT PATENTS.
FEED APPARATUS FOR THRASHING MACHINES.
James Picken, Dunlop, Ayrshire.

— Patent

dated September 4, 1856.

In ordinary thrashing machines, the unthrashed grain is fed between
two feed rollers, and passes thence between the thrashing drum and a
riddle or grating, the riddle being usually stationary; but in Mr.
Picken's arrangement, the riddle or grating is hinged at the end furthest
from the feed rollers, and at the other end is so attached to the lower
By means of this arrangement,
feed roller that both move together.
the feed roller and the riddle adjust themselves to the feed or quantity
The choking of the appaof unthrashed grain fed into the machine.
ratus is thus prevented, and its action rendered uniform and easy.
The illustrative figure is a vertical longitudinal section or sectional
elevation of part of a thrashing machine, as modified according to Mr.
The unthrashed grain is fed into the machine
Picken's invention.
between the pair of parallel fluted feed or taking-in rollers, a, b. The

upper
pair,

roller, A,

of this

carried in

is

end

bearings in the stationary framework, c, of tho
the
whilst
machine,

lower

roller, B, is simi-

larly supported in bearings in the vertical

adjustable

or

sliding

These pieces,
d, are supported upon
the two free ends of a
pieces, D.

single blade spring, E,

resting by its convex
central portion upon the

stationary cross-bar, r,

which

has

in

it

two

inverted set screws, o,
set up as required, to give more or less upward spring
The sieve, riddle, or grating, H, which
pressure to the lower roller, b.
covers in the lower portion of the beating drum, J, has its front end, k,
connected to the sliding or adjustable pieces, d, of the lower roller, b, so
as to rise and fall with this roller, whilst the back or inner end of the
As
sieve, riddle, or grating is jointed at L to the stationary framing.

which can be

* See pages Gl

and

247, P. 31. Journal for

June nnd December last.

;
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the unthrashed grain is fed into this machine, it is drawn forward by
the two rollers. A, b, until it comes within the reach of the revolving
beater, j, by the action of which the grain is dashed out of the ears.
Should the feed be suddenly increased, the lower roller, b, descends,
it the sieve, riddle, or grating, n, so that no choking or
deranging filling-up can take place between the beater and the feedWhen
rollers and grating, and the thrashing action goes uniformly on.
the feed is again reduced, the lower roller, b, with the grating, h, at
once return to their normal position, and thus the machine is rendered
self-adjusting, and the grain is uniformly well thrashed, whilst the risks
of breaking down are satisfactorily obviated.

carrying with

PROPELLING VESSELS BY CENTRAL SCREWS.
John Buchanan,

Catrine, Ayrshire.

— Patent dated September

13, 1856.

part of the improvements comprehended under this patent consists
in constructing vessels with a channel or recess in the bottom of the hull.
In one modification of this invention, the channel is carried upwards at

One

an angle, to a height sufficient to admit of the rotation of a screw propelIn another arrangeler, and then downwards, until it meets the keel.
ment, the roof of the channel is made to curve upwards in a gradual
sweep, and, from a given height, to descend in a similar curve to the
bottom of the vessel. Another form of channel is also shown in the
patentee's drawings, in which the channel is adapted for receiving a
In this case the channel is carried gradually
paddle-wheel propeller.
upwards, until it meets a curved recess, in which the wheel rotates.
The channel is made at or near the centre of the hull and, to allow the
;

Fig-

end of the channel or trough,

a, a

strong bearer or kelson,

b, is

carried

upwards at an angle, and then horizontally, terminating in a stern post, c,
which is carried up to the deck timbers, and secured thereto. The beam
or kelson, n, forms a continuation of the keel, n, and the whole is strongly

Upon
secured together in order to form a firm support for the engines.
the beam or kelson, b, a sole plate, e, is fitted, on which are placed a
pair of direct-action engines; these are placed on the forward portion of
The
the channel's roof, which is suitably recessed for the purpose.
engines', p, consist in this instance of a pair of parallel horizontal cylinders, driving an inclined screw propeller shaft, u. which runs aft, and
Fig.

With this arrangement, the vessel, when aground,
stem and stern upon the ordinary keel, and amidships upon the
bilge-keels, L, which will keep the vessel always in an upright position.
Another modification of the improvements is shown by figs. 3 and 4, in
which arrangement the longitudinal section of the channel or trough, a,
curves gradually upwards from the fore-part of the vessel, and descends
in a corresponding, or nearly corresponding manner, towards the stern
of the vessel.
The screw propeller, M, is fitted in the central part of the
channel or trough in a trunk, n, which is carried up to the deck, to afford
facilities for raising the propeller out of the water when required.
The
propeller shaft, o, is carried through a casing, p, recessed in the channel,
In the arrangement delineated in figs. 3 and 4, the keel, D, is carried
A.
from the stem to stern of the vessel in the usual manner. Another of
the improvements consists in exhausting the air from the channel or

—

trough, a, by the following means:
At the highest part of the channel,
a cover, y, is bolted to the channel's roof, to which a pipe, it, furnished

a,

connected.

The other end

cock

is

of this pipe

fitted in

roof.

In the arrangement delineated in figs. 1 and 2, the propeller works in
a channel or trough formed in the lower part of the hull, and at or near
the centre of the vessel.
This channel or recess, a, has a transverse
section of a semicircular form at its upper part, as shown at fig. 2, and
is carried upwards at an angle, the apex of which is over the part
where the propeller is fitted. From this part, the roof of the channel is
carried gradually downwards until it meets the keel.
From the forward
1.

To the inner end
passes through a tube, H, fitted in the stern post, c.
of the tube, n, is fitted a stuffing-box, i, through which the propeller
The screw or propeller blade is keyed to the end of
shaft, o, works.
This arrangement
the shaft outside the tube in the ordinal y manner.
of the stuffing-box, i, at the end of the tube, h, brings it into a position
where it may be readily got at for inspection or repair. The boilers, k,
of the engines are placed on the opposite side of the apex of the channel
or this space may be occupied by the coal bunkers, the boilers being
The keel, d, terminates
disposed over the highest part of the channel.
at the fore and after ends of the channel, A, along each side of which a
Fis.

rests at the

is

above the surface of the water to escape, a suitable valve or
the highest part of the channel roof.
Means are also
described for exhausting the air from the channel, in order to fill it witli
water, and thereby insure the complete immersion of the screw propeller.
In vessels constructed in this way, the propeller is wholly recessed
within the channel, the sides of which are protected by a pair of bilge
keels; or a keel of the ordinary description may be carried from end to
end of the hull. So that by these means the propeller cannot be injured
when the ship is aground.
In the engravings by which we illustrate this invention, fig. 1 is a
longitudinal elevation, partially in section, of a ship's hull, constructed
according to one modification of the improvements,
Fig, 2.
and as fitted with a single-bladed propeller. Fig.
2 is a transverse section corresponding to fig. 1,
as taken at a part immediately behind the propeller.
Fig. 3 is a longitudinal section of the central portion of a vessel, showing another form of channel,
or trough, as well as a different disposition of the
engines, boilers, and propeller.
Fig. 4 is a transverse section of the hull corresponding to fig. 3,
this section being taken at the most elevated part of the channel's
air confined

3.

bilge-keel, l, is made.

with a stop-cock or valve,

April 1,1837.

is

4

As the
connected to the air-pump of the engine, or with a hand-pump.
air is exhausted from the channel, the water rises within it until it is
filled
and it will remain so, owing to the atmospheric pressure on the
surrounding water.
It will be obvious that the exhausting of the air
will only be required when the draught of the vessel is below the channel's roof.
But in all vessels constructed under this patent, with a central channel beneath, it is intended to fit them with suitable valves, to
allow the air contained within the channel to escape when the propeller
is put in motion.
In another modification of the improvements, a single
The
paddle-wheel is fitted in a recess made in the centre of the ship.
channel in this arrangement is of a different form to the foregoing modifications.
It is carried upwards from fore and aft in a very gradual
rise, until it meets the circular recess rh which the paddle-wheel is fitted.
The propelling portion of the paddle-wheel, u, projects below the channel
and as the back water from the wheel passes away through the
channel, and under the bottom, it lifts the hull, and tends to assist the
progress of the vessel through the water.
;

;

April
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A. Cochet,

and, consequently, by an instantaneous movement, to cause the shoes or
skids of all the carriages to descend and come into action simultaneously.

The improvements specified under this patent consist of certain
mechauical arrangements, by means of which, when the brake is put in
action, the carnage or waggon is lifted off the rails, and caused to rest
on statable shoes or skids. The whole of the brakes or skids throughout a train are instantly and simultaneously brought into action, by
simply turning a winch handle, which is under the control of the
guard or attendant in charge of the train.
The annexed engraving is a longitudinal elevation of a luggage van
as fitted with the improved brakes.
The shoes or skids, a, which form
the brake, descend in front of the wheels on to the rails, instead of acting on the circumferences or peripheries of the wheels, as is usually the
case, the rotatory movement of the wheels being obstructed by means of
the small flanges, a, with which the shoes are furnished, and by which

In the ordinary condition of the train, the shoes or skids, A, are held
suspended, or out of action, behind the wheels, the hooks,,}', being engaged in the rings or slots, i, serving to suspend the rods, i.
In order to remove the shoes after the stoppage of the train, and
replace the mechanism in its original position, the ring or slot, i, maybe
connected with the hook, j, by simply raising the lever, h, by means of
the handle, h.
The shoes are not of a greater weight than can be conveniently lifted by hand.
Where heavy shoes, however, are used, any
convenient mechanical arrangement may be used for lifting them.
As the carriages are hung upon springs, they are not always at an
equal or uniform height from the rails, but vary according to the weight
with which they are loaded. This, however, will not in any way impede
the action of the brakes, as the mechanical arrangement adopted allows
the brakes to fall a greater or less distance, as may be required.
For
this purpose the axis, c, is furnished: with two enlargements, or bosses,

RAILWAY BRAKES.
J.

H. Johnson,

Lincoln's

Inn Fields and Glasgow,

(J. B.

M.

Paris.)— Patent dated June 24, 1856.

which are fitted the
screw-threaded extremities of the bars, d.
These
extremities are furnished
with nut s,<2, which control
the play of the ends of
the rods, d, through the
bosses; the rods being
adjusted by the nuts, so as
to be of sufficient length
to allow for the greatest
descent of the shoes, or
the greatest possible elevation of the carriage, as
would be the case when it
into

is

empty.

Although the

carriages may not all be ofT
the same height, yet the-

proper action of the horizontal rod, j, on the roofsof the carriages, by meansof which the instantaneous disengagement of the
brakes is effected,- willmot
be interfered with, butwili
work ef&Gtively-.by reasom
of the simple arrangement
of bent armsor cjanks, i"
and j",. tue dimensions ofT
wiiiohaare large enough*

they are prevented from slipping

the rails.
Each pair of shoes is
loosely fixed on the two extremities of a horizontal bar, b, united to a
moveable axis, c, by two rods or bars, d, d. These two rods or bars are
united by means of a cross-piece, e, having an enlargement forged
off

upon it, in which is fixed, by means of a nut,/, a fork or double eye, F,
which serves, by the aid of the connecting rod, o, to connect the back
pair of shoes with the pair in front.
This connecting rod, instead of
being in one piece throughout its whole length, may be united at the
back part with one or two chain links, g, thus augmenting its length by
a flexible joint, in order that the back pair of shoes may come into operation before those in front, when the detachment takes place by which
they are thrown into action.
One of the moveable axes, e, namely, that
one which acts as a centre of oscillation for the front pair of shoes, is
furnished with a bent lever handle, h, which is united to a vertical rod,
i.
The upper extremity of this rod is formed into a slot or rin", i, into
which the hook, j, i.s engaged, which hook is fast on the horizontal rod,
j, fitted on to the top of the carriage, and therefore it supports the rod,
i, the lever, h, and the four shoes.
It will thus be obvious, that if thering or slot, i, has its support, j, removed, the four shoes, a, will immediately and simultaneously descend upon the rails in front of the
wheels, as they will be no longer supported or held up.
A similar arrangement may be applied to all or any number of the
carriages of a train
and in order to work them all simultaneously, the
rods, j, which work in the bearings, /;, on the roofs of the carriages, are
bent at their extremities, the one into the form of a winch handle, ji,
the other simply into that of a lever arm,
f. It will be seen from this,
that when the guard or official charged with the duty of attending to.
the brake considers it necessary to throw it into action, he has me?ely to;

turn the handle,

j,

No. 109.- Vol. X.

a quarter of a revolution, to disengage the huyks, i.
°
J
'

&h admit of their acting,,
whateve-rmay be the ordinary differences of heights sntbdistances between,
the carriages.. The bent rod, j', for examplej.wil! always actuate the arm.
j",_which is forged on to the neighbouring rod.- The-cross birrs, n; which
unite each; pair of shoes, are furnished wiijt>hpoKs, serving to receive therings forming the two extremities of thcred, e, ^hichjeonueets the front
pair ©f shoes with those at the hack.
The two- levers,, or bars-, p, are.
united to one another by the diagonal tie-bars, or braces, .e, and are
retained at a proper distance apart onrtba axis, c, by the collars, A/which
do not prevent them from sliding in tha^slots, c, when the chain no longer,-.

,

sustains

thera-.

will be easily understood that, the same- pvlnaiple of shoes- op-sk'idsraay be applied in various ways, by modifying- slightly the mechanical!
It-

details, so as to- enable the carriages, or
truokg^f. any ocm&truction
Stted with these brakes.

to'he.-

PRINTING- DESIGNS IN gOLOUKED' POWDER:.
A. L. Rei», Glasgow.— Patent-dated August

%

185fr.
of a very ingeniously constructed machine,
Mr. Reid'trawffers to the surface of fabrics or other materials, the
outline of design*
obtained by passing powdered colouring matter through
a suitably perforated pattern.
The powdered colour used in these improvements is of,
a resinous nature, in order that when, the fabric is passed
round- a heated,
roller the coloured dottings may adhere to.it, owing
to the action of the
heat on the resin.
This process, whioh, is particularly applicable
for,
ornamenting muslins and other piece goods, and especially
for the outline devices or figures to be worked or embroidered
by a subsequent
operation, as in the case of the manufacture or production
of what

By means

arc*

B-
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technically and commercially

known

as

"sewed muslins," is

carried into

by the agency of a combination of rollers, which shake or
pass the powdered colour through an endless pattern sheet from a colourholder, and then fix the powder devices by an after treatment.
The
fabric to be thus prepared is passed into the machine by an endless feedcloth and rollers, and the powder is applied at the instant when the fabric
At
passes over or round the inner roller of the feed-cloth arrangement.
this part of the machine there is an opposing roller, which, in its revolution, shakes or works the powdered colouring matter from a reservoir, in
which the roller revolves, through the endless pattern fabric. This is
perforated in correspondence with the intended figure, and being passed
over a guide roller, and thence over a permeable cylinder or rotatory
practical effect

support, the rubber or brush forces the colouring matter through the
perforations at the time that the pattern passes along with the unprinted

In this way the
fabric between the rubber or brush and the table.
colouring matter is deposited upon the fabric to be figured, in patches
corresponding with the pattern perforations.
The fabric thus powdered
passes thence over a steam chamber or heated roller for setting the

powder, and

this

completes the operation.

The accompanying engraving is a transverse vertical section of the
machinery. The framing of this machine, which is of the open rectangular kind, consists of a pair of parallel vertical standards, a, held together

yLa

April 1,1857.

for this one roller only.
The rest of the series are actuated by a
spur wheel, fast on the outer end of the spindle of the roller, o, which
wheel is in gear with a corresponding spur wheel, fast on the end of the
spindle of the roller, e.
This connection thus causes the rollers, e and 01
to revolve together at exactly corresponding rates.
The wheel on the
spindle of the roller, e, again gears with the large central spur wheel,
fast on the end of the tensional roller, H, and this large wheel similarly
gears with an opposite spur wheel on the spindle of the roller, f.
The
bearings of the roller, e, are fixtures, but those of f and h are moveable
for adjustment, as may be required for different lengths of perforated
pattern fabric.
The vertical adjustment of the roller, h, has been already

ment

described; that for the roller, F, is effected by the winch handles, x,
which actuate screws operating horizontally upon the roller bearings, so
as to traverse them in or out, as may be necessary, along the slotted
holding brackets in which the bearings are carried.
The pattern or
figuring powder of blue, or any other desired colour, is of a resinous character, and is contained in the long narrow holding trough, v, which is
connected to the rubber bar, d, by curved spring pieces, k.
This rubber
bar is guided at each end so as to have a parallel traverse from a disc
crank action, z, by end pins and slols, the pins being carried by the table,
A fixed hori/, and working up through slots in the ends of the bar, d.
zontal rod or bar, g, is carried in pendent brackets fast to the framing,
and this rod has upon it an edge stop piece, h, bearing against the upper
undulating or serrated edge of the back portion of the powder-holder, v.
The under side of the rubbing bar is faced with edge flannel or other
suitable rubbing material, as at j, disposed in an undulating or zig-zag
form, to produce a severe rubbing edge.
The parts thus fitted up cause
the powder to be shaken out it' the perforated or permeable bottom of
the holder, the traverse action of the powder-holder giving a vibratory
shake to the holder, by forcing the undulating edge against the stop of
the bar, g.
As the powder falls, it is received upon the perforated pattern
fabric, j, which is in close contact at this part with the unprinted or
blank fabric, d, and as the two fabrics travel forward, the newly-sprinkled
powder comes beneath the rubber. The effect of this is, that the deposited powder is well rubbed through the pattern perforations, and reaches
the blank fabric in lines or devices, corresponding to the devices formed
The crank disc, z, on the top of
in the pattern sheet.
the vertical shaft, Q, actuates a brushing apparatus, which clears off the

by the perforations
loose

powder

as to

left

on the upper face of the pattern web.

made to bear against the upper face
This small pulley
be driven by the disc.

pulley,

I,

is

A small

frictional

of the crank disc, z, so
is fast on the end of a

short shaft, set in bracket bearings, m, carried by the framing.
This
shaft has upon it a small pulley, over which, and over a corresponding
pulley on the opposite side of the framing, there is passed an endless hori-

zontal brush, o, composed of a belt of some flexible material set with inThe lower side of this endless brush thus
clined blocks of brushes.
constantly traverses over the powdered surface of the perforated sheet,
and clears away the loose particles, sweeping them into a catching trough

by suitable cross bars to form a complete independent frame. Brackets
are bolted to the back of these standards, to carry bearings for the
spindle of the beam or roller, c, on which is wound the blank or unprinted
fabric,

upon which

be placed.

From

fabric the outline pattern or
this

beam

ornamental figure

is to

or roller, the unprinted fabric, d, passes off

where the powdered colour is
This powdering action mainly consists
impressed or deposited upon it.
of three large rollers or cylinders, e, f, o, which are each carried by their
spindles in end bearings in the main framing.
The two opposite parallel
in the direction of the arrow, to the action

conjunction with the small tensional spring roller, h, serve
an endless perforated sheet or web of fabric, j, which is caused

rollers, e, f, in

to carry

to traverse

by the

roller action in the direction of the arrow, the velocity

with that of the fabric to
The small intermediate roller, h, is simply
be figured or ornamented.
intended for the tensional adjustment of the perforated fabric. Its spindle
rests by its ends in bearings carried and guided iu slotted brackets, bolted
to the framing standards, so that they can be set up at pleasure by the
winch handles, L, fast on the upper ends of short screws, helical springs
being interposed between the elevating nuts of the screws, and the underside of the actual spindle bearings, to give necessary free, elastic action.
The lower roller, c, is simply a counter-pressure one for the roller, e, the
blank fabric and the pattern web being received and pressed together
between the two. The whole of the movements of the machine are originated by a f.ist-and-loose band pulley arrangement.
These pulleys are
on the overhanging end of a bottom horizontal shaft, running in bracket
bearings carried by the framing, and having at its opposite end a bevil
wheel in gear with a bevil pinion, fast on the lower end of a short vertical worm shaft, supported in footstep and collar bearings on the framing.
This shaft has upon it a worm or endless screw, r, in gear with a worm
This is the movewheel, s, fast on the end of the spindle of the roller, g.
of this traverse being in exact correspondence

At the side of the framing, opposite to that on
fitted below the brush.
which the beam for the unfigured fabric is placed, there is a large hollow
steam-heated cylinder, q, employed for fixing the deposited powder upon
the fabric.
The spindle of this cylinder is supported by the framing in

The heating steam being supplied
r, at its ends.
through one end stuffing-box by a pipe, whilst a pipe at the
opposite end stuffing-box serves to carry away the water of condensation.
As the newly-powdered fabric passes from the rubbing and brushing
action, it is directed over and round this heated cylinder, and the heat thus
imparted to the powdered fabric, acting upon the resinous matter in the
After
figuring powder, partially softens it, and thus fixes the lines.
leaving the steam cylinder, the figured piece passes along beneath the
machine, and is finally wound upon a beam, t, which is supported by end
spindle bearings in the framing, beneath the beam of the blank fabric.
This beam, t, is actuated by a crossed belt, u, from a pulley on the end
of the spindle of the roller, E, and as the beam, c, carrying the blank
fabric is fitted with a weighted frictional pulley, to give it a steady
retarding power, the tractive action of the beam, t, keeps the figured
fabric at a constant stretch.
The same general plan may be judiciously adopted by the shawl printer,
Instead of being compelled to actufor getting up his primary designs.
ally cut the blocks before the effect of a new design on the actual material to be printed can be really developed, this system of perforated design
paper or fabric may be resorted to with equal effect, each colour of the
The operator may thus
design having its own special perforated sheet.
deposit colour through such perforations upon a sample of the goods to
be printed, so as to bring out all the effect before cutting the blocks.
Hence, by this means, the great initial cost of cutting blocks for designs,
which fail when applied to the actual material to be printed for use, is
stuffing-box bearings,

to the cylinder

saved.

—
April

1,
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SPINNING OR TWISTING MACHINERY.
J.

Watson, Glasgow, and

C. F.

Halle, Manchester.

—Patent dated

September 9, 1856.

This invention relates to a new arrangement of spinning or twisting
mechanism, which is applicable in all cases where the spindle-and-flyer
arrangement is at present used, being in substitution of that contrivance,
and having for its object the obtainment of an increased effective speed,
and the reduction of waste. In this improved arrangement, what may
be termed an inverted flyer is used, that is to say, the legs or arms of
the flver project outwards from a tubular spindle or tubulnr collar, carried in bearings in one or two horizontal bars, and fitted with a wharve
The thread
or pulley, or a toothed wheel, by means of which it is driven.
or varn descends from above in the usual way, and passes through the
eve of one of the flyer legs to a central spindle, upon which it is wound,
or it may be wound upon a small tube or upon a bobbin or pirn carried
upon the spindle. The spindle passes down through the tubular spindle
of the flyer and rests on a bar or rail, a vertical reciprocatory movement
being imparted to it by the rail, to regulate the building up of the yarn

A

small pulley or wharve may be fixed on the spindle, for
the purpose of applying a factional cord or strap for the production of
A vane or other contrivance may also be fitted
the necessary drag.
upon the spindle, for the purpose of retarding the motion imparted to it
bv the tubular flyer spindle, this retardation being, of course, adjusted to
suit the degree of spinning or twisting action required.
Our engraving shows a side view of one spindle and flyer partly in
section.
The framing is of ordinary character, as well as the arrangement of the bobbins and drawing rollers the flyers, d, are of the inverted
kind, their legs being turned upwards; they are
formed with a lengthened collar tube, which is fitted
to rotate in bushes or bearings formed in the two
fixed rails, k; the spindles, F, are supported in footstep bearings fitted in the vertical reciprocating rail,
I
Upon the lower end of the spindle is placed a
G.
or thread.

;

small wharve or pulley, h

;

and behind

this pulley,

secured a piece of wire,
i, the upper end of which is turned to form a hook,
the lower end being fastened in the reciprocating
rail, G.
To the front part of the rail is fixed the vertical piece of metal, k
this piece of metal being
placed in front of the pulley, H, its upper edge is
notched or serrated. A piece of cord or string, l, is
fastened to the wire, i, and to the other end is attached a small weight.
The vertical reciprocating
rail, g, is actuated by the ordinary means of a heartshaped cam, its vertical motion regulating the form
of the cop.
The yarn descends from the drawing
rollers in the ordinary manner, and is passed through
the eye of the flyer to the spindle on which it is
wound, or it may be wound upon a tube or upon a
bobbin.
The required tensional drag upon the yarn
is very readily and effectively adjusted by the cord,
l, and weight.
If the cord is passed through the
notch on the extreme right of the piece of metal or
L
*^
standard, k, little or no pressure is exerted on the
1
pulley, h; but as the cord is shifted in the notches to
^%
"^
the left, its pressure upon the pulley is increased in
proportion as it deviates from a direct line; and this frictional pressure
obviously tends to retard the motion of the spindles.
The motion of the
spindles may be further retarded, if required, by fitting to each of them
a vane or other similar flat surface, so that the resistance which the
pressure of the air offers to its rapid rotation, will have the effect of
further checking the motion of the spindle.
The tension of the yarn
being so completely under control, the flyers may be driven at a higher
speed than is ordinarily the case, and without increasing the waste of

and

parallel

with

its side, is

;

SI

ONE-CUTTING MACHINE.

R. Stewart, Glasgow.

—Patent dated July 25, 1856.

Tlrs apparatus, which we exhibit in two aspects in our engravings
being a front view, and fig. 2 a side or end view of one modification
of it
is intended for cutting large masses of stone into blocks, dispensing
with the severe manual labour ordinarily required for this operation.
According to the particular plan shown in our engravings, a suitable
sole or bed is laid down fur the traverse upon it of a carriage carrying
the catting tools, the stone to be cut being placed beneath.
The carriage

—

traverses upon rails upon the sole or bed, being supported upon wheels,
one or more of which are toothed to gear into a rack or racks upon the rails
or sole.
The machine may be

furn'shed w'th any convenient
number of cutting tools, arranged in a line one behind the
other, and following each other
Each tool or cutin the cut.
ting chisel, which may be of
any suitable form, is fitted into
a socket in the lower end of a
slightly

or

vertical

Fig.

1.

inclined

bar, capable of sliding easily in

guides attached to the carriage
framing.
The cutting action
is made to take place by raising

and letting

which

fall this bar,

of considerable weight, and
causes the cutting tool to foris

cibly strike the stone,
effect

and so

an increment of the cut.

The bar

by means of
embracing it, and

is lifted

a socket piece

which has jointed

to its inner

side a short lever or eccentric
piece,

which grips the

when the

tool

bar

This short lever

lifting action takes place.

outside of the joint which connects

the whole socket

is lifted

it

by means

being worked by hand or by steam

is

linked at a point

to the socket to a lever above,

and

of this connection, the lever above

m

or other motive power, applied

through a crank shaft or otherwise, so as to cause the lever to

The short lever or
eccentric piece jointed to the lift-

reciprocate.

is made with a tail,
which comes in contact with a
cross bar or stop on the socket
reaching its highest point, and

ing socket

thereby causes the socket to release the tool bar,
its

own weight.

ment

which

falls

by

Then

the moveof the upper lever lowers

the lifting socket, which again
takes hold of the tool bar in order
to raise

it.

In this manner the tool always
follows its work, the lifting socket
taking hold of it higher up as the
The carcut gradually deepens.
riage may be moved forward by
hand, by means of a suitable lever-connection with the running wheels,
or a self-acting feed motion may be employed, such motion consisting,
for example, of a ratchet wheel and pall lever movement, actuated by any
of the reciprocating parts of the machine, and also in connection with the
running wheels; or again, in some cases the carriage may be kept stationary during a number of strokes, so that the cut may be made vertically downwards on the side of the stone, or at any other part.
The patentee describes another form of his apparatus, wherein a
rocking shaft carrying levers, from which the chisel bars are suspended,
is actuated by a continuously revolving shaft carrying a lifting lever
roller, working a tail bar on the rocking shaft.

TWILL, DIAPER, AND CORDED WEAVING.
James Somerville, Glasgow.

material.

fig. 1

11

— Patent dated June

6,

1S56.

Mr. Somerville's machinery is adapted for producing various kinds of
figured fabrics; such, for example, as twilled or diaper weaving combined with each other, or with plain weaving, as also for cording.
Fig. 1 of the engravings is a plan of a power-loom, as fitted witli the
improved mechanism. Fig. 2 is a front elevation, and fig. 3 a side elevation, of the shedding mechanism as detached from the loom.
Fig. 4
is a side elevation, and fig. 5 is a transverse section, of two of the pattern
barrels.
In the arrangement shown in the engravings there are eight
heddles, although of course various numbers may be used; and these
heddles are actuated by being drawn downwards by cords attached to
levers or marches, being raised by the reaction of springs above.
The
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by cords to treadles or levers, each of which last
levers is connected by a rod or cord to the centre of a horizontal traversing bar, f, fig. 1, forming part of the shedding and pattern mechanism
contained in or upon the framing, o, bolted down to the floor at one side
There are nine of the traversing bars, f; eight of them
of the loom.
corresponding to the eight heddles, and the remaining one acting upon
the taking-up mechanism of the loom, as will be hereafter explained.
Each of the bars, f, is fitted with vertical pins, h, fig. 5, at each end
levers are connected

these pins working in holes in the framing cross bars, i, and serving to
guide the bars and retain them constantly in a horizontal position.
The
bars, f, are each fitted with two pins, which project downwards, each
pin, as at j, in fig. 5, being over the centre line of a barrel, k.
The two
barrels, k, are carried each in a traversing frame, I., which is guided upon
vertical rods, m, fixed to the frame, G.
Each frame, L, is carried and
moved vertically by means of a rack, n, the two racks, N, being on opposite sides of pinions on the same shaft, o, so that the two frames always
move in opposite directions. The shaft, o, has fixed on it near the side
Fig.

Fig. 3.

2.

April

I,

1837.

immediately over it. The bars, f, in rising actuate the corresponding heddle levers, by means of other levers.
At each descent of
either of the barrels, k, a ratchet wheel, v, on one end of the barrel comes
in contact with a spring catch,
which causes the barrel to turn the
r
distance of one tooth, which corresponds to that between two enretiguouslongitudinal rows of holes on tbe barrel.
A fresh row of holes is thus
brought under the pins, j, so that, at the nest lift of the barrel, the heddles
may, if desired, be actuated in accordance with an arrangement of the
plugged and open holes differing from that of the preceding row.
A pall, x, carried by the frame, l, falls into a
fresh tooth of the ratchet wheel,."?, after each shift, and
prevents any backward movement; whilst a friction
cord, Y, passed rotund the other end of tbe barrel, prevents tbe latter from being jerked round too far by the
action of the catch, w.
The movements of tbe two barrels are alternated as already mentioned,, and the ends
of the barrels are numbered, so that they am be easily
set round to accord with each other wbea reqpired.
In
arranging the mechanism to produce assy desired routine
of shedding action, the holes corresponding to the heddles which are to be actuated for the first shed are plugged up on the first line of boles on one barrel. The
person arranging the mechanism next plugs upy on the
first line of the second barrel, tbe holes corresponding
to the heddles to be actuated for the second shed;, he
then returns to the second row of the first barrel for the
third shed, back again to the second row of the seemid
barrel for the fourth shed, and so en, arranging the
plugs for the successive shots alternately on each bari'ek
When the barrels, K, are first mads,, it will be unnecessary to bore all the holes, unbored spaces being left to'
correspond to such holes as would otherwise have to' be
plugged for the pattern the barrels are intended to'
work. Then, in arranging the barrels for a second pattern, some of the
holes may require to be plugged, and some of the anbored spaces to be
bored.
Sometimes, as in plain weaving, the shed action will be suchy
that if the barrels, k, were kept turning, each successive row of holeswould be required to be plugged, according
to the same arrangement as the preceding
row; and it will be obvious, that under these
circumstances the desired effect wovsld be
produced without turning the barrels, the
space that would be otherwise occupied wpon
the barrels by the similarly plugged rows
of holes being thereby saved, and the range
This
of pattern consequently extended.
stoppage of tbe barrel's rotation is effected
when necessary by drawing back tbe catches, w, which operation is performed by means of a segment or pattern wheel, z this wheel, z, is carried upon a stud pin in a bracket, a, bolted to the side of the loom, and
is formed with ratchet teeth upon its circumference, bemg moved round'
a notch at each revolution of the shaft, t, by means of an eccentric pin
on the end of the shaft; a rod, o, from which is jointed to a lever, vibrating from a centre near the flooring, and fitted with a pall, d which acts
on the ratchet teeth. The wheel, z, has bolted to its face or side a number of segments, some of which project further from the oentre of the
wheel than the others, and when they come round lift up a lever, g, lying
The outer end of this lever, g, is
in the same plane as the segments.
connected by cords, h, passing round pulleys to the catches, w, and when.
raised by the larger segments, p, causes these catches tobu drawn out of
the way of the barrels, k.
The segments, e, /, on the wheel must he
arranged according to the effect desired to be produced by the shedding
action; the larger segments,/, being placed at points corresponding to
the periods in the pattern where it is not necessary to turn the barrels, k..
Jacquard barrels and cards may be used instead of the- barrels, K. In
pin, j,

w

I

j

[

J

|

;

s

of the loom a pinion, p, in gear with a toothed segment, q, which vibrates
on a stud pin, it, bolted to the side frame of the loom.
This segment, q,

moved to and fro by an eccentric, s, upon the shaft, T, which corresponds to the tappet shaft of an ordinary loom, being driven at half the
speed of the crank shaft, u. The action of the segment, q, causes the
shaft, o, to turn alternately in opposite directions, and to move the barrels,
k, up and down alternately; one always rising

is

Fi B

4.

whilst the other falls, and vice versa.
Each barperforated with rows of holes running
round them, as shown in fig. 4, each row corresponding to one of the bars, f. These holes
are sufficiently large to admit the pins, j, which
pass into any of them that are left open on the barrel, k, rising.
If any
of these holes are filled or plugged up in any convenient way, however,
it will be obvious that the ascent of the barrel, k, will cause the corre-

rel, k, is

sponding bars,

f,

to rise, the plug in each case pressing

up against the

this modification it is preferred to make the barrel six-sided, or with more
than four sides, as is the case with ordinary jacquard barrels, so as to
reduce the extent of turn required for each change. It will be obvious,
that when jacquard barrels and cards are used in this way, the length of
pattern which the loom may be made to take in is unlimited, except by
the extent to which it may be convenient to increase the number of the

cards.

This improved mechanism is more particularly designed for producing
various kinds of weaving effects in the same web, by varying the shed;
action.
In this kind of weaving H is also necessary at times to vary the
taking-up motion of the loom; the patentee has provided for this,. by
adding an extra bar to those which actuate the heddles, so as to lift the
pall of the take-up movement when required.

—

:
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REGISTERED DESIGNS.
GAS SHADE AND REGULATOR.
Registered for Mr. T. Patstone, Birmingham.

This ornamental and useful appendage to a gas-bumer
afford the

means

—

is

designed to

of regulating the height of the flame when the ordinary
glass globe or shade only is used.

Our
its

illustrative

engraving shows

application to a shade, a, to the

upper part of which

is

fitted

a

brass ring or support, b from this
ring three radial wires, c, spring.
These wires are attached to a boss,
d, in the centre of which is a
screw, e, carrying at its lower
end a glass bell, f. By means of
the screw, the bell, f, may be
raised or lowered as desired, by
which the distance between the
upper part of the shade, A, and the
bell, f, may be increased or diminished, and thus regulate the
;

height of the flame. This little
addition to our gas-burners will
also prevent, to a great extent,
the blackening of the ceilings,
arising from the uncontrolled escape of smoke.

13

After reviewing at some length the history of the stereoscope, he passes
on to monocular and binocular vision, and describes the ocular, reflecting,
and lenticular stereoscopes.
He then discusses the theory of stereoscopic vision, and the union of similar pictures in binocular vision.
After mentioning the method of taking pictures for the stereoscope, and
the adaptation of pictures as to their size, position, and illumination, he
shows the application of its powers to painting, sculpture, architecture,
and engineering to natural history to educational purposes, and to
purposes of amusement and he concludes with some observations on
the production of stereoscopic pictures from a single picture on certain
and on certain difficulties
fallacies of sight in the vision of solid bodies

—

—

;

;

;

experienced in the use of the stereoscope.
It is not a work to quote largely from ; but we shall be enabled to
give our readers some idea of one or two of the points handled, and of
the style of composition, which, for a purely scientific treatise, is very
pleasing.

has long been a vexed question among philosophers, how we see
The author is very elaborate in his proof,
two eyes.
that the law of visible direction, which he first announced, supplies us
with the true explanation. But whether the explanation will be deemed
But he says, with apparent truth, that the
satisfactory, we know not.
most important advantage which we derive from the use of two eyes, is
to enable us to see distance, or a third dimension in space.
The law of distinct vision may be thus expressed " Vision is most
distinct when it is performed by the central point of the retina, and the
distinctness decreases with the distance from the central point."
The stereoscope is not absolutely necessary for enabling a person to
persons have
the author says few
see the effect produced by it. Most
But we
the power of uniting the dissimilar pictures by the eyes alone.
admit it is an unpleasant process, and by no means so satisfactory as by
looking through the little instrument. The stereoscope, the author says,
was contrived for this very purpose " but it is not the stereoscope, as
has been imagined, that gives the relief."
It

objects single with

:

—

—

;

SEPARATING CHEESE VAT.
Registered for Mr.

W.

G. Speed, Shepton Mallet, Somerset.

In using cheese vats of the ordinary construction, it is found to be
remove the pressed cheese from the vat but, by means of the
"separating
cheese
vat,"
figured in our engraving, all
inconvenience and loss of time

difficult to

;

is

obviated.

The

registered

vat is made in two parts,
hinged together at one side,
and secured at the other by
screws; when these are unfastened, the two parts of the
vat may be folded back, and
the cheese is released without
trouble.

The engraving

re-

presents a perspective elevation of the improved cheese
vat reversed, in the act of being freed from the cheese. In
order to facilitate the removal
of the freed cheese on its
separation from the vat, the

made

in two halves, a and a', and is fitted on one side with
which enables the two halves to be opened when the cheese is
to be removed, as shown in the figure.
The vat is kept tightly closed
when under the cheese press by means of the screw pins, c, which are
screwed by means of a moveable key, with lugs, e, formed on the metal
straps, F, which are secured to each half of the vat.
latter is

hinges,

e,

REVIEWS OF NEW BOOKS.
The

Stereoscope, its History, Theory, and Construction with its
Application to the Fine and Usefdl Arts, and to Education.
By Sir David Brewster. With Fifty Wood Engravings. London
Murray. I806.
;

This long story forms the contents of but a third of the title-page of
work; the remaining two-thirds being filled up with an elaborate catalogue of the honours of the author, which seem amusingly profuse. With
this, however, we have little to do.
Sir David is acknowledged to be in
great part the inventor of this interesting and simple instrument and
he here enters very elaborately into its principles and construction.

this

;

No. 109.—Vol. X.

" But though we see with one eye the direction in which any object, or point of
an object, is situated, we do not see its position, or the distance from the eye at
which it is placed. If a small luminous point or flame is put into a dark room by
another person, we cannot, with one eye, form anything like a correct estimate
of its distance.
Even in good light, we cannot with one eye snuff a candle, or
pour wine into a small glass at arm's length. In monocular vision, we learn from
experience to estimate all distances, but particularly great ones, by various means,
which are called the criteria of distance ; but it is only with both eyes that we
can estimate, with anything like accuracy, the distance of objects not far from us.
And with all these means (i.e., the criteria of distance) of estimating distances, it
is only by binocular vision, in which we converge the optical axis upon the object,
that we have the power of seeing distance within a limited range.
" But this is the only point in which monocular is inferior to binocidar vision.
In the following respects it is superior to it
" 1. When we look at oil paintings, the vamish on their surface reflects to each
eye the light which falls upon it from certain parts of the room. By closing one
eye we shut out the quantity of reflected light which enters it. Pictures should
always be viewed by the eye farthest from windows or lights in the apartment,
as light diminishes the sensibility of the eye to the red rays.
" 2. When we view a picture with both eyes, we discover, from the convergency
of the optic axes, that the picture is on a plane surface, every part of which is
But when we shut one eye, we do not make this
nearly equidistant from us.
discovery ; and, therefore, the effect with which the artist gives relief to the
and hence, in monocular
painting exercises its whole effect in deceiving us
:

;

vision, the relievo of the painting is

much more

complete.

" This influence over our judgment is beautifully shown in viewing with one eye
photographs, either of persons, or landscapes, or solid objects. After a little
practice the illusion is very perfect, and is aided by the correct geometrical perspective and chiaroscuro of the daguerreotype or talbotype. To this effect we
may give the name of monocular relief."

The author very

clearly demonstrates the correctness of one of the

by Mr. Owen Jones long ago,
and has thus set a seal of confirmation for ever upon the consummate
skill and taste displayed by our architect of the Alhambra.
He notices that it is an obvious result of certain observations he
makes, " that in painting, and in coloured decorations of all kinds, the
red, or less refrangible colours, should be given to the prominent parts of
the object to be represented, and the blue, or more refrangible colours, to
the background, and the parts of objects that are to retire from the eye."
The author very complacently refers to a misapprehension existing
among optical writers, as to the mode in which any object may be prorules of colouring aesthetically arrived at

perly represented

;

thus

:

" In treating of the images of objects formed by lenses and mirrors with
spherical surfaces, optical writers have satisfied themselves by showing that the
images of straight lines so formed are conic sections, elliptical, parabolic, or
hyperbolic.
I am not aware that any writer has treated of the images of solid
bodies, and of their shape, as affected by the size of the lenses or mirrors by which
they are formed, or has even attempted to show how a perfect image of any object
shall endeavour to supply this defect."
can be obtained.

We

C

—

—

;
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This is accordingly done very satisfactorily, but remains to be carried
out in practice by every photographer ; and the author concludes that
his readers will observe, that the science, as well as the art, of binocular
portraiture for the stereoscope, is in a transition state, in which, he
declares, it cannot long remain.
He goes on to notice a difficulty in seeing the two pictures single, which
is experienced by many persons when they first look into a stereoscope,
" in consequence of their eyes having less power than common over their
optic axes, or from their being more or less distant than two inches and
The two images thus produced frequently
a half, the average distance.
disappear in a few minutes, though sometimes it requires a little patience,
and some practice, to see the single image. We have known persons
who have lost the power of uniting the images, in consequence of having
discontinued the use of the instrument for some months ; but they have
always acquired it again after a little practice."
It is very remarkable how a constantly recurring truth is exemplified
in the history of this instrument
we mean how, when any new grand
thing is discovered, there accompanies it, at a short distance in time,
some other new thing assisting in the result. It was thus with the
stereoscope which was produced, and just in the nick of time photography, at first hesitating, came boldly forward with its wonderful aid
to assist the power of the instrument.
Manipulation in photography must be capable of furnishing many interesting anecdotes.
Here is one, among others. Mr. Bridges, who
ascended Mount Etna for the purpose of taking views of its scenery,
placed his camera on the edge of the crater.
No sooner was the camera
fixed, and the sensitive paper introduced, than an eruption took place,
whicli forced Mr. Bridges to quit his camera in order to save his life.
When the eruption was over, he returned to collect the fragments of his
instrument, when, to his great surprise and delight, he found that his
camera was not only uninjured, but contained a picture of the crater and
the eruption.
The streets of London, and of all towns beyond mere villages, now
teem with magicians offering to take your portrait for any price, from
sixpence upwards. What crowds the exhibition of the examples publicly
ourselves cannot help often lookexhibited by the artist still attract
ing again and again upon these free picture-galleries, and we confess we
have not yet been satisfied. How intrinsically interesting the art must
Nothing is invented and perfected at the same
he, and how wonderful
time, says the legal draughtsman, and our own life, as an unwearied
contribution to the science and art of mechanism, is sufficiently demonstrative that the truth enunciated in this legal maxim is capable of universal application.
We can imagine that the instrument now before our
notice is destined for very noble things indeed
far beyond the rim of
the horizon of those who use it as an ephemeral amusement.
In this
view we heartily concur in the observations of Sir David Brewster, which
form an elegant corollary to his instructive details of its history and
construction, and we have reason to hope finding it in due time supplying
to every home the place of all distant things, which, but for it, would
remain unseen and unknown, save by the few who have leisure and
wealth enabling them to travel.
It remains but to say, that the work is got up in one of John Murray's

—

!
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—

best styles.

The Great Bell op Westminster A Letter
M.A., Q.C.
By W. L. Baker, C.E. 8vo.
:

Nichols

&

Sons, Parliament Street.

to E. B. Denison, Esq.,
Pp. 15.
Westminster:

1857.

The Westminster Palace

clock in earlier years, and the great bell now,
have afforded materials for much rancorous discussion, and Mr. Baker's
pamphlet informs us that we have not yet reached the end of it. The origin
of this gentleman's present production is this.
He became a patentee of
improvements in bells on the 10th of April, 1854, and although he did not
succeed in practically introducing these improvements himself, Mr.
Denison as he, the patentee, alleges did so for him, but without giving
credit in any way to the real inventor.
Mr. Baker says

—

—

:

11

1 long since became dissatisfied with the means in use for attaching hells to
the stock or beam from which they are hung, and perceived that it was not only
complicated, inefficient, and behind the engineering skill of the day, but that it
led to serious evils.
The clapper, by always striking the same part of the soundbow or circumference of the bell, wears in it, in course of time, two deep holes,
and generally finishes by cracking it, and rendering the bell useless. The only
remedy for this, under the old system of hanging, is to turn the bell one quarter
round, and refit and rebolt it to the stock.
But this ' quartering ' is attended with
mechanical imperfections, as every one acquainted with the subject is aware it
is expensive, and can only be done once, after which the destruction of the hell
may indeed he deferred, but two more holes are gradually beaten into the soundbow, and the existence of these four irregularities cannot but be injurious to the
tone.
;

April

1,

1857.

" It occurred to me, as the simplest method of at once remedying these serious
defects, to hang a bell upon a vertical axis or axle, upon which it could be readily
turned round, and thus present in succession every part of the sound-bow to the
blows of the clapper. It also appeared desirable to introduce the use of metal
stocks.
This part of my invention was planned in June, 1844. In order to facilitate the turning of heavy bells, I added to my plans in July, 1847, a simple contrivance, with which one man could easily turn a hell of any weight."

That Mr. Baker's plans were duly appreciated at any rate in some
1855 he exhibited a five hundredweight bell, cast by Messrs. Mears of Whitechapel, the well-known bellfounders, at the Paris Exhibition, and received a prize medal for it.
But
quarters, appears from the fact, that in

time Mr. Denison, looked up to as a great horological authority,
Mr. Baker's improvements, ending, however, by
adopting a somewhat similar contrivance in the great Westminster bell.
To show how the case really stands, Mr. Baker gives drawings of his
Paris Exhibition prize bell, as specified under his patent
another
modification also delineated in that document
and the great bell of
Westminster itself, all together. In the first of these, the bell is supported
on a single central iron bolt passed through the crown of the bell, which
is free to turn upon this bolt, being held up by a retaining collar.
In
the second plan, a long neck is cast upon the bell's crown, and this neck
being passed through the stock, forms the centre on which the bell turns.
In the third arrangement, adopted by Mr. Denison in the Westminster
bell, a flanged neck is cast upon the bell, and this flange rests upon a
ring of hooked bolts carried by the stock, so that the turning of the bell
must take place upon this array of hooks, and round the bolt which holds
all this

utterly repudiated

—

—

the clapper, as a centre.

Now, without

we may

upon the question of infringement,
Mr. Baker's plans is superior to
the Westminster bell, and it certainly does

offering our opinion

distinctly say that either of

that actually employed in
appear that Mr. Denison has strained his endeavours to accomplish the

important end gained by Mr. Baker, but with a very inferior result.

Observations of the Permanent Way Company, oroN Opinions expressed at the Meeting of the Institution of Civil Engineers, on
Tuesday, February 7, 1857. 8vo. Pp.14. London: 1857.

The "Permanent Way Company" is an association which has been
got together for the purpose of buying up patented inventions connected
with the permanent way of railways, and then working them to the best
advantage, as a business speculation, like any other commercial transaction.
This novel undertaking is presided over by Messrs. P. W. and W.
H. Barlow, C. H. Wild, J. Samuel, R. Richardson, and P. Ashcroft at
least we find these names appended as the directorate to the " Observa-

—

tions "

The

which we are now dissecting.
origin of the present production

is

thus explained in the prefatory

remarks which head these observations:

Way

" The Permanent
Company, in issuing the following Observations in
reference to opinions expressed at a recent meeting of the Institution of Civil
Engineers, think it right to state, in explanation and justification of what may be
thought an exceptional course, that, as the Institution holds itself in no way
responsible for the opinions expressed at its meetings, and as the recent discussion
referred to matters brought irregularly forward, and foreign to the subject then
under consideration of the Institution, no other means exist of removing impressions which opinions then expressed were calculated to produce.
" As it is understood that further inquiry into the operation of the Patent Laws
is in contemplation, some of the considerations suggested in the following pages
may not be undeserving of notice."

During the discussion which took place at the Institution of Civil
Engineers, on the reading of Messrs. Adams' & Parsons' papers on Permanent Way, antagonistic opinions were expressed by some of the parties
to the argument in reference to the propriety of engineers becoming patentees, or combining their own with other patents, purchased by them in
connection, and worked under the superintendence of an association constiThese opinions
tuted as the Permanent Way Company undoubtedly is.
are taken to be worth combating by the company, and hence the observations before us.
The remarks in question were to the effect, that it is
injurious to the character of the professional engineer that he should be
interested in patents applicable to works under his own direction, as it
exposes him to the suspicion that he is thereby influenced by an improper
bias, or led to exercise an undue influence as to the use of his invention
aud that the combination of a number of patents under one company was
objectionable, on the ground that it was easier for engineers to arrange
for the use of inventions when held by separate hands than when
combined.
To illustrate their view of the subject, the Permanent Way Company
supplies us with a short history of the formation of this curious association.
From this ex parte explanation, we gather that some eight or nine years
ago, when serious attention was aroused to the inefficient condition of our

April
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iron roads, engineers began to bring forward plans of improvement, and
thus a competition arose, in which interest may fairly be supposed to
Under these circumstances it was
interfere with sound judgment.
argued that a co-operation of engineers with patented inventions would
relieve them from suspicion, and conduce to the advancement of real improvements. Hence arose the Permanent Way Company, an association
which now boasts having laid 6,000 miles of single line under one or
other of the combined patents, by the advice and direction of engineers
unconnected with the company.
Those who are interested in discussions of this nature, had better read
have said as much about it,
this pamphlet through for themselves.
and perhaps more, than we could fairly be expected to do, and we cannot
see in it any more than is to be expected from a business circular, whether

15

the Minnesota Pioneer, the newspaper of the district, he says, " labour
here stands firmly on its legs the year round, and drives things through,''

— a very quaint and pithy character of the

locality.

Nininger is in the heart of this land of Canaan, this region of milk and
honey.
It is watered by the mighty Mississippi, and by that flowing
river it communicates with all the States through which that giant river
runs and hence Mr. Donnelly, taking all its secondary advantages into
account, argues fairly enough that Nininger is admirably suited for
becoming a vast metropolis of industry.
;

We

it

Adcock's Engineer's Pocket Book tor the Year 1857.
London Simpkin, Marshall, & Co. 1857.

refers to rag-stores or railways.

The Iron Question

:

This pocket guide for the engineer has been, for many years, a welcome
friend to the practical man, whether he is an engineer, a machinist, a
builder, a manufacturer, or a general scientific observer.
The edition

Considered in connection with Theory, Practice,

year seems to have undergone a painstaking revision, so
to the progressive standard of the time.
The practical
data, which, in such a companion, are so much drawn upon by all who
are connected with constructive pursuits, have especially been added to
and improved, and numerous papers on acoustics, the compass, contour
levels, ferro-metallurgy, gutta-percha, light and colour, measuring instruments, and railway and road curves, have been incorporated with the
previous standard matter of the book. In the chapter on ferro-metallurgy,
perhaps it would have been as well had a less prominence been given to
the Bessemer iron process, which is hardly in its right place in a handbook of reference like this, where such things only as are well ascertained
ought to find a place, and then only within a judiciously restricted area.
But this special matter is yet only little more than guess work, and it
has certainly not arrived at the dignity which should fit it for the pages
of an engineer's guide.
This, however, is but a slight blemish upon a
book which we have so long employed with convenience and satisfaction,
and which we again recommend to the world of mechanics and practical
for the present

and Experience, with special reference to " the Bessemer Process."
By Joseph Hall. 8vo. Pp. 73. Lithographs. London Hamilton,
Adams, & Co. 1857.

as to

:

"The Bessemer Process,"
Mr. Joseph Hall's remarks in
the little volume which we have just read, and, as the production of an
experienced iron-maker, they come to us with redoubled interest just
now.
Mr. Hall, who is connected with the Bloomfield Iron Works,
Tipton, Staffordshire, has been urged to come forward on the " iron
One is the undue praise that
question " by two weighty considerations.
has been lavished upon Mr. Eessemer's process, and the other, the reflections unsparingly thrown out against iron-masters for their sleepy rate of
improvement. In opening his case, the author goes to the article " Iron
Manufacture," from the pen of Mr. Fairbairn, in the last edition of the
The

three

little

words of the

Pp. 352.

:

title-page,

sufficiently reveal the essential feature of

Encyclopedia Britannica, to show how indecisively the opinion of that
eminently practical man is given on this subject and further, how, from
Mr. Fairbairn's expressed admission, the article quoted is wrong in
That
attributing to Mr. Nasmyth the credit of the pig-boiling system.
credit is really due to Mr. Joseph Hall. Mr. Hall's iron experiences date
from 1806 and not many years after that, his attention was irresistibly
aroused to what may be done in the scrap-iron trade, by the insignificant
fact of his master's bringing an old hob-nailed iron shoe-heel, and throwReasoning upon this simple matter
ing it into the refinery of the works.
of economy, Mr. Hall resolutely set about the work of utilizing every
atom of iron to be met with in any shape about the works and the
history of this, which he gives in the present volume, is at once interestMr. Hall's illustrations are direct to the point, for
ing and important.
they show a " Staffordshire knot," tied cold in solid round 2£ inch bar-iron.
This is an experimentum cruris, as any one will see who knows what
Another figure which he gives, is that of a
the Staffordshire crest is.
punched bar, two inches wide, and half an inch thick, having in it a hole
6J inche3 diameter, gradually widened out, from the impression of a halfinch punch, without showing any fracture.
Mr. Hall's book, as we have
before remarked, is well timed, for the reason that it gives a check to
some of the rashly favourable opinions of the present day as to Bessemer's
process.
Those who waver on this subject may judiciously consult Mr.
Hall, who will not only tell them how and where the Bessemer process
is at fault, but will supply them with some useful statistical and referential matter in his sub -head, the Appendix.
;

;

;

keep

it

up

men.
,

A

Practical Treatise on Cast and Wrought-Iron Bbidges. By W.
Parts 4, 5, 6, and 7.
London E. &F. N. Spon. 1856-7.

Humber.

:

This engineer's reference book continues its course with the same
efficiency which characterised its opening parts.
The illustrations in
the pages before us, comprise Mr. Ashcroft's " Bridge over the Stour,"
on the South-Eastern Railway
Mr. Cubitt's " Coal Depot, Hitchin
Station," on the Great Northern
Mr. Lloyd's " Viva del Mar Bridge,"
on the Valparaiso and St. Jago Railway Mr. P. W. Barlow's " Method
of Calculating the Strains on aTriangular Girder;" Messrs. Gilkes,Wilson,
& Co.'s " Swing Bridge at Bergen, Norway ;" Mr. Cubitt's " Girders on
the Great Northern Railway ;" Mr. P. W. Barlow's " Viaduct on Warren
&Kennard's patent Londonderry and Enniskillen Railway ;" Mr. Page's
" Chelsea Bridge" over the Thames Mr. Cubitt's " Bridge, High Street,
Biggleswade," Great Northern Railway Mr. Hemans' " Tubular Girder
Bridge over Loch Atalia," on the Midland Great Western Railway of
Ireland.
Here is a tolerably rich table of engineering fare, and it only
remains for us to add that the technical descriptions are written and
arranged by a practical man for practical men.
;

;

;

—

;

;

Practical Perspective The Course of Lectures on Linear Perspective,
delivered at, and forming a part of the Instruction in the Training
School, Marlborough House; and in the Schools of Art in connection
with the Department of Science and Art. By R. Burchett, Head
Master of the Training and Normal School. London: Chapman &
:

Nininger City.

By

Ignatius Donnelly.
London : 1856.

8vo. Maps.

Pp. 32.

This is a descriptive and laudatory pamphlet upon the great natural
advantages possessed by the Minnesota territory, of which Nininger in
Dpkota county is the chief city.
Minnesota territory in the far west of Canada extends from the
Mississippi and St. Croix rivers, and the eastern extremity of Lake
Superior on the east, to the Missouri and White rivers on the west, a
distance of more than four hundred mile3 and from the Iowa line, latitude
40° 30', on the south to the British line, latitude 49° on the north, to an
equal distance, the whole making an area of 166,000 square miles, or
106,000,000 acres. The country is very diversified, consisting of heavy
timber-land, prairie-land, lakes, bottom-land, and oak openings.
It is
well watered by numerous streams, some of them navigable for hundreds
of miles by steamers, while all of them, as well as the lakes, are stocked
with the finest qualities of fish in great numbers.
After a general detail of the material being of the country Mr.
Donnelly does full justice to it by his praises and quoting the words of

—

—

;

—

—

Hall.

A

1856.

is essential to all who desire to acquire
the art of drawing, but the difficulties attending its study have too often
deterred learners from prosecuting their labours to a useful result. Many,
therefore, are the works which have been composed with the view of
smoothing these difficulties, and of stripping the rules of their repulsive
abstruseness.
Of Mr. Burchett's attempt, we are bound to say that it
is one of the best books on the subject we have seen.
It seems to have
been composed with a full knowledge of the points at which the student
has been most puzzled, and pains have been taken to help him over them.
No one, however, must suppose that all difficulties can be removed.
This is not possible but if the subject is attacked with a willing mind,
and a determination to master it, we think he will find Mr. Burchett's

knowledge of perspective

;

volume of great

assistance.

;
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whereby the direction of
For transmitting
the reciprocating motion of the pistons to the index, one of the valve-frames was
furnished at the back with two ribs, or feathers, set parallel to each other, but one
in advance of the other.
These feathers acted as teeth, and in sliding backwards
and forwards with the piston-rod, they entered alternately the teeth of an escapewheel, and so drove it round tooth by tooth.
The arbor of this wheel led through
the water-case to the counting apparatus
and thus motion was communicated
directly to it, without the aid of pawls and ratchet-wheels.
By this arrangement the meter became a very simple and inexpensive machine,
not liable to derangement; or if injured, it was easily repaired, as the only moving
parts were the two valves and two pistons.
There was an entire absence of concussion.
The pressure of the head was preserved, and being similar within and
without the cylinders, there was no friction upon the pistons; and the water-tight
external case or chamber served as a deposit for sand, or other extraneous matter.
These merits were admitted by the engineers of the Sunderland Water Works,
where the meters had been connected with meters by other manufacturers, and
altered its position over the ports of the other cylinder,

CORRESPONDENCE.

the flow of water into that measuring cylinder was reversed.

MINER'S SAFETY LAMP.
send you a rough sketch of my lamp, which, I trust, will
Fig. 1 is a vertical, and
find a place in the Practical Mechanic's Journal.
An ordinary Davy lamp, a, is
fig. 2 is a transverse section of the lamp.
made with a single wire-gauze roof, the lower part of the gauze opposite
The " Davy" is fitted within an
the flame of the lamp being cut away.
outer gauze casing, b, in the lower part of which
Fig. 1.
is an opening corresponding to that in the inner
Between the edges of the two casings,
gauze.
which are brought together at this part, is fitted a
plate of mica, c, protected externally by a crossThe wick of the lamp, d,
barred framework.
passes through the central aperture shown in the
section, fig. 2. There are also two other apertures,
one on each side of the wick-holder; one of these
serves to supply the flame of the lamp with air,
and the other affords the means of trimming the
wick without opening the lamp. Access to the
interior of the lamp, while it is in use in the mine.
is prevented by means of a cross bar hinged to one
side of the outer casing, b, and secured on the
I have received
opposite side by a padlock.
satisfactory reports from two collieries, in which
S
lamps of this construction have been tried.
I do not, however, recommend this lamp for
exploring purposes, because the carburetted hydrogen, after passing through the double gauze, does
not readily ignite inside the lamp, and, therefore,
But this
its presence is not so readily detected.
circumstance renders it safer than the ordinary
" Davy " as a lamp to work by, and also renders
the light steadier than it can be when liable to be
obscured or lost in the dim and fitful flare of firedamp.
Whether every advantage could not be
obtained by carrying the outer gauze only up to
half the height of the lamp, is a point which L am
about to investigate.

Herewith

I

C.

W.

E.

Itempstone Hall, Loughborough, March, 1857.

;

exhibited identical results.

Models of Jopling's, Kennedy's, Siemens', and Chadwick's meters, were exhibited
during the evening.
In the course of the discussion, descriptions were given of Kennedy's, of Chadwick's, and of Siemens' meters.
The former was described as consisting of a single
vertical cylinder, wherein a deep piston worked, with a packing consisting of a
vulcanized india-rubber ring, made to roll between the piston and the cylinder,
allowing for easy motion, aud yet being perfectly water-tight without friction.
The alternate action of the piston was communicated to the counting apparatus by
means of a rack and pinion, and action was given to the inlet and outlet valves by
means of a tumbling weight. This machine, it was contended, was very durable,
and easily kept in order; the elasticity of the packing and the peculiar rolling
motion diminished the friction; the pressure of the water was preserved through
the meter; the action of the valves was regular and simple, and under the most
extreme trials the variation had never been found to exceed one per cent. The
meters were stated to have been extensively employed and much approved by
water-works engineers.
Chadwick's new meter was described to consist of three or more rollers, revolving
on their axes, attached to the periphery of a wheel, the spindle of which worked in
journals in two upright supports.
These rollers rested upon a bag, or piece of
prepared leather, with inlet and outlet passages, and so fixed upon a concave bedplate of brass, as to form the measuring chamber of the meter.
The water being
admitted to the bag, propelled the rollers forward, so that they each m turn passed
over every part, and expressed the fluid before them by the outlet pipe.
The
motion was regulated by a governor, moving in an opposite direction to the rollers;
and the counting apparatus was identical with that in the old meter, described on a
These meters had not been very long in use,
former occasion at the Institution.
in action

but, as far as could be at present seen, they

might be

oalled successful.

Siemens' meter was of the class termed '' inferential" measurers, and so many
of them were in use, that it was not considered necessary to give any minute
description of their construction, beyond stating that its action was similar to that
of the Barker's mill, the water entering at the centre, and being expelled through
numerous curved orifices at the periphery of the revolving meter. It was contended
accuracy of measurement
that the chief desiderata for high-pressure meters were
under very varying pressures; free passage for the water, without loss of pressure;

—
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Water Meters," by Mr. T. T.

Jopling.
After
alluding to the generic merits and defects of piston and bucket meters
merits
which were generally appreciated, and defects which were apparently inseparable
the author
from these machines, and had only as yet been partially removed
in

—

—

proceeded to describe a meter constructed on the piston or diaphragm principle,
which appeared to meet the objections hitherto made to that class of meter. It
consisted of two measuring cylinders, set parallel to each other, with working pistons, the rods of which projected out of the cylinders in opposite directions, carrying at their extremities slide-valve frames, for supporting and operating on the

These measuring cylinders
governed the ports of the cylinders.
were contained in a cast-iron case, or tank, into which the water to be measured
The water thence passed into the cylinders,
entered under a certain pressure.
from which, after having acted upon one or other of the pistons, it made its escape.
Through the agency of suitable counting apparatus, connected with one of the
piston-rods, the reciprocating movements of the piston were counted, and thus the
quantity of water passed through the meter in a given time was indicated.
The
measuring chambers were made somewhat like ordinary steam-engine cylinders, as
respected the inlet and outlet ports but in one of the cylinders the direction of the
inlet ports was inverted, in order that the right-hand port might pass the water to
the left-hand end of the cylinder, and the left-hand port to the right-hand end.
By this means the two pistons were enabled to follow each other in the same
direction, and to maintain a continuous stream of water without the use of cranks.
The slide valves were pressed up against the ports of the cylinder by means of

slide valves that

;

them in contact with the faces when the meter was at
remain stationary during the greater portion of the progress of the pistons, but just as the piston of one cylinder was completing its
stroke, one of a pair of tappets on the valve frame, carried by the piston-rod of
that cylinder, would strike against the valve which that valve-frame carried, and

springs, in order to retain
rest.

They were

free to

compactness and lightness of construction, with durability and cheapness.
Good meters were made both of the piston and diaphragm class, and many did
register excellently during laboratory experiments, and for short periods; but the
real test was the action after twelve months' constant work, and it was generally
found that some injury had occurred to piston meters from the introduction of
sand, or other extraneous matter, whereas the action of the differential meters was
Arguing that a
as perfect after several years as when first they were erected.
certain force was required to cause motion, it had been stated that these meters
were not capable of registering small quantities of fluid at low velocities. This
was, however, an erroneous opinion, in proof of which it was mentioned, that a
small house-meter had registered accurately so small a quantity as half a gill per
These meters gained in sensitiveness as they worked, whereas piston and
minute.
The former could be so applied as to
other meters were liable to wear and tearlittle
more resistance than a bend in the pipe. They were so compact in
present
form, and so small, that they could be adapted to almost any situation, however
restricted and under either high or low pressure, and with constant or intermittent
action, they had been found to give satisfactory results.
It was stated that the East London Water Works Company had 200 of Siemens'
They had cost, on an average, £10 a-piecc; but few failures
meters now at work.
had occurred, and those quite capable of being remedied, so that casualties were
They were also almost exclusively used
likely to be even less frequent in future.
at Bristol, where they were tested every three months, aud it had been observed
The new meters were, consequently, adthat they gained from 1 to 2 per cent.
;

justed so as to allow for that gain.
It was admitted that both Jopling's and Kennedy's meters had, when tested,
been found to act very satisfactorily, and that, practically, they could be received
as very good efficient machines both for the water companies and the consumers.
It was shown that there had been at least eleveu distinct classes of meters, and
probably not less than ten varieties in each class, which could be taken as one

They might be divided into two great
working under the direct pressure of the
mains, and delivering the water without any sensible diminution of the pressure
and low-pressure meters, which, receiving the water under pressure, merely delihundred and ten
classes

distinct inventions.

— high-pressure

meters, that

is,

—

;
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or other receptacle, generally situated at the top of the

position being

made, that the force was constant, and,

was asserted to be generally the best,
especially in those cases where the consumption was large and irregular, as that of
Of this class, Parkinson's was said
brewers, dyers, bleachers, calico-printers, &c
to register accurately under all circumstances of change of head and velocity, or
The piston, diaphragm, puff-bag, and screw-meters, were then
quantity delivered.
successively described.
In reference to Siemens' meter, it was asserted that it was
in principle simply a turbine, or a Barker's mill, and that it partook of the errors
of those machines, which no superiority of manufacture or skill in invention could
entirely overcome.
It could not register so small a quantity as would not give
impulse to the machine.
It had also been remarked, that in some situations it
was liable to become corroded, which materially lesseued the speed, and that, in
some instances, the meters had actually been stopped.
Explanations were given of the cases of objections to Siemens' meters, and the
question was announced to be further treated on a future occasion.

of rupture for

all

vered

into a cistern,

it

building to be supplied.

The

latter class

Decembeb
"

On

the

Laws

of the Strength of

9.

Wrought and Cast

Iron," by

Mr. William

BeU.
In this paper it was stated, that the chief point had been the consideration of
the longitudinal, as compared with the transverse, strength of wrought and cast
For this purpose the whole of the experiments made up to the present time,
iron.
on tearing asunder or crushing bars of cast-iron, and those made by breaking bars
transversely, had been taken, and from them, and the known formulas of elasticity,
such values of the constants in the formula? had been deduced as would satisfy
And by comparison a general view of the accordeach experiment individually.
ance or non-accordance of theory with experiment had been obtained, and some
general laws arrived

at.

theory of elasticity, as given by Poisson and Navier, was
beam, the centre of gravity of the area
of cross section, through which, according to this theory, the neutral axis passed,
and calculating the moment of the forces with respect to this axis, the application

The mathematical

assumed.

By

finding, for each experimental

of the formula to the experiments was easily made.
The first constant obtained was the weight per square inch of the modulus of
elasticity, and this, when deduced from the transverse strain, was taken from the
deflexions produced by small weights, and in
For wrought-iron, the
very little strained.

ail

beam

cases where the

or bar

was

most comparable experiments were

considered to be those detailed in the " Iron Commissioners' Report," which gave,
by transverse strain, from 12,200 tons to 12,750 tons per square inch, and by
For castextension of bars, from 12,200 tons to 12,900 tons per square inch.

Low Moor, Blaenavon, and Gartsherrie irons were, from ten6,305 tons; from compression, 5,698 tons; and from transverse strain, 5,968
Other experiments on the transverse strain of wrought-iron
tons per square inch.
gave from 9,000 to 14,000 tons per square inch, whilst with cast-iron the results
On this point, it was stated that
were found to vary from 4,000 to 8,000 tons.
Mr. W. H. Barlow, F.R.S., M. Inst. C.E., in some experiments on the neutral
axis, recently laid before the Eoyal Society, found results nearly agreeing with the
higher number.
Another mode of arriving at the value of the modulus of elasticity, by means of
the ratios
the bending or breaking weight of " long pillars," was also examined
of the lengths of the pillars to their diameters being taken as abscissae, and the
It was
bending weights, obtained both from theory and experiment, as ordinates.
thus found that, for the experiments on wrought-iron pillars, given in the beforewell
with the curve of observamentioned report, the curve of theory agreed very
The experition, until the length became shorter than 70 times the thickness.
examined
were
those
in
the
2nd
volume of Tredgold on
pillars
ments on cast-iron
Cast Iron. The correspondence with theory was very good for those with the ends
rounded, until the length became shorter than 20 times the diameter and for those
with the ends flat, until the length became shorter than 50 times the diameter.
The hollow cylindrical pillars, with one exception that of a short pillar gave
The corresponvalues for the modulus of elasticity of from 4,350 to 6,680 tons.
dence between theory and experiment seemed, in the author's opinion, to warrant
iron the averages of

sion,

;

;

—

—

the conclusion, that the theory was perfectly trustworthy when only small compressions and extensions were concerned.
The fundamental assumptions usually made in the theory of the strength of
First, that in a beam strained transversely, the
materials were then considered.
extensions and compressions of the particles were proportional to their distances
Second, that the extensions and compressions were proporaxis.

from the neutral

—

and compressive forces known as Hooke's law, and by the
And third, supposing the latter law to hold good, that
phrase, ut iensio sic vis.
whenever, in a beam subjected to transverse strain, the tension or compression on

tional to the tensile

the outside particles was the same as would be obtained by direct experiment on
It
pulling asunder or crashing bars of the same material, the beam gave way.
appeared, however, from experiment, that for large compressions and extensions,
Hooke ceased to be applicable. It was found that, in cast-iron, this
law did not differ widely from the truth within the range of the experiments

the law of

whilst in wrought-iron, although the difference was great near the point of rupture,
yet the curve of compression was similar in form to the curve of extension, the

therefore, equal to the force
compressions or extensions.
From this investigation, the author
thought it would be obvious, that the supposition of a constant force was different
from the truth in one direction, while the law of Hooke was different from it in
another, so that these two laws formed limits between which the truth always lay
in cast-iron the latter law being more nearly approximated to.
It was shown that
the results derived from experiments, by assuming the ordinaiy law, were slightly

above the truth, the difference, even in a rectangular section of wrought-iron, being
probably less than 20 per cent., and in cast-iron still smaller, while in large box
and double T girders, with a broad bottom flange, the difference was practically
insensible.

The other constant obtained was the value in tons per square inch of the tension
and compression of the outside particles, when the beam became raptured by
transverse strain.
For wrought-iron, the experiments on solid iron bars were
fewer than could be wished, and gave results varying between
14J and 18J tons
per square inch.
In this material it was thought that it might probably be the
compressive, rather than the tensile, force which determined the fracture.
The
only experiments on the direct compression of wrought-iron were those on two
bars, given in the Iron Commissioners' Report
where one gave way under a strain
of 14'5 tons, the other under 13'8 tons per square inch.
The quality of iron was not
stated, but it was believed to have been soft.
It was asserted that the better

—

kinds of wrought-iron were able to sustain a greater tensile force, the worse kinds
a greater compressive force.
According to Mr. Eaton Hodgkinson's experiments,
wrought-iron might be defined to have its tensile to its compressive force, nearly
in a ratio of equality
cast-iron to have those forces in a ratio of about 1 to 6.
This being so, it was thought worthy of consideration, whether in the plates of a
large wrought-iron bridge subjected to compression, a slightly inferior quality of
iron might be used, not only as more economical, but as better in itself.
With regard to riveted iron, the results from all the wrought-iron tubes in the
beforementioned report, gave from 7"1 to 24-8 tons per square inch.
The lower
;

numbers were apparently caused by using thin plates for tubes of comparatively
large diameter. If this were avoided, it was thought that, in calculating the strength
of wrought-iron tubes, 15 tons per square inch might be allowed for the breaking
force on the outside particles.

When

the experiments on cast-iron were examined in this manner, the following
became apparent: experiments on small bars broken transversely gave results of
20 tons, and even more, for the tension and compression of the outside particles,
when the experiments were examined by the ordinary theory. If these results
were diminished by 20 per cent., which it appeared would more than make up the
difference oaused by assuming the ordinary law, there was still a result of, say 16
tons, while by direct experiments on the tensile force of cast-iron, 7 or 8 tons was
found to be the utmost that it would bear.
In regard to this subject, Mr. W. H.
Barlow had alluded to the alternative hypothesis, that the neutral axis shifted its
position as the beam became strained, and that when rupture took place the neutral
axis was " at, or above, the top of the beam."
This hypothesis was considered by
fact

the author to be contrary to the elementary principles of mechanics

sum

of the compressive forces on one side of the axis

was next considered what effect this deviation from the law of Hooke would
have as to the force on the outside particles, as deduced from that law ; the sup-

of

In experiments on the direct tensile strength,

it

was assumed that the outward

was uniformly distributed over the area of the bar ; in other words, that the
resultant of the external forces acting on the bar, passed through, and had the same
force

This probably obtained in wrought-iron from its great
;
but in cast-iron there was no such extensibility, and
this point was, therefore, to some extent doubtful.
If a few experiments were
made, in which the force deviated from the axis by certain large and measurable
amounts, and then were made to approach the axis, until some law was obtained
which could be tested, this point would be set at rest.
table was then given,
showing the values of the forces on the outside particles at the time of rupture, in
ton6 per square inch, from which it appeared that there was a diminution as the
size of the beams increased.
Beams 3 inches by 3 inches, as compared with those
of 1 inch by 1 inch, showed a falling off of strength to the extent of about 4 tons
per square inch.
The results derived from Mr. Hodgkinson's and Mr. T. Cubitt's
experiments gave about 10 tons per square inch, when the sound beams only of
the latter experimenter were included in tire calculation, or 96 tons per square
inch when the unsound beams were taken into account.
From this table it appeared
that the breaking weight of tolerably large girders might be calculated with considerable accuracy, by using 7 or 8 tons per square inch as the force of tension on
the outside particles, when rupture took place.
In conclusion, the author expressed the hope that he had succeeded in establishdirection with, the axis.

extensibility before rupture

A

ing

tl

e following propositions

First,

That

in

:

experiments where the materials were hut slightly strained, theory

and experiment coincided.
Seconl, That where the ordinary theory was applied to the rupture of beams,
and especially large beams, of wrought-iron, theory and experiment practically

fracture.

It

as the

sum

transverse strain, were alluded to.

by longitudinal compression or extension in other words,
the force was scarcely altered by a large increase of the compression or extension.
:

for,

them on the other. As evidence on this point in one material, the observations of
Sir David Brewster, in passing polarized light through a piece of glass subjected to

coincided.

force of rupture, either

;

to the

the tensile forces on the other, therefore, if there were tensions on one side of the
axis, there must be an area out of which to get compressions sufficient to balance

The true law might, therefore,
be roughly expressed by saving that, beyond a given amount of force, the same
force corresponded to all compressions and extensions, this force being nearly the
ordinates likewise being nearly equal in amount.

must be equal

Third, That there appeared to be no good reason for supposing that the neutral
axis shifted its position to

any extent worth noticing, even up to the time of

Fourth, That in cast-iron, although theory seemed to differ from experiment,
when the transverse strength of small bars was compared with the direct tensile
strength, assuming the latter to be correctly stated at 7 or 8 tons per souare inch.

—
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yet,

when the

transverse strength of large girders was compared with the direct

tensile strength, the coincidence of theory

and experiment was nearly exact.

That the ordinary theory of the strength of materials was more

Fifth,

trust-

In an appendix, the author explained the formulas used in examining the experiments, and gave the demonstrations of the results arrived at ; the experiments
for ascertaining the modulus of elasticity, and the forces on the outside particles at
the time of rupture, being examined in great detail.
Specimens of the recently discovered iron deposits in the Himalayas, Northern

Mr. W. Sowerby, Assoc. Inst. C.E.
These deposits were found in the lower range of hills, called the Bhabur, at
a general elevation of about 500 feet above the adjacent plains
and they were
more or less continuous from the Sada river, on the confines of Nepal, to the River
Ganges, a few miles above the head of the grand Ganges Canal at Hurdwar, being
about 150 miles in length.
There were six different beds of ironstone, one above
the other, of varying thickness and quality.
The lowest bed was a rich red ironstone associated with clay, and its thickness was, in many places, upwards of 50
feet.
They contained on an average nearly 60 per cent, of metallic iron. The
India, were exhibited by

;

was the

Water and

analysis of these ores

:

1857.

funds for the purpose of forming a telegraphic line from America

In 1848 a submarine telegraph wire, insulated with gutta-percha, was laid by
Lieutenant Siemens, of the Royal Prussian Artillery, under the Rhine, from Deutz
to Cologne, a distance of about half-a-mile.
And in January, 1849, Mr. C. V.
Walker towed a similar wire two miles in length out to sea, off Dover, and sent

London through it.
In August, 1850, a gutta-percha covered wire was laid by Mr. Wollaston from
Dover to Calais, through which signals were sent with success, but it lasted perfect
only about twenty-four hours.
On the 25th of September, 1851, a cable consisting of four insulated wires,
incased in a sheath of ten No. 1 iron wires, was laid down from Dover to Calais
by Mr. Crampton, assisted by Mr. Wollaston, and was stated to have remained
signals to

perfect to the present time.

was stated that

It

who undertook

it

was

entirely

owing to the energy and

skill of

Mr. Crampton,

that time looked
upon with distrust by some of the leading engineers of this country and France,
and believed by the public generally to be impossible, that the world was now
and the leading circumstances
indebted for the benefits of submarine telegraphs
the responsible task of carrying out a scheme,

up

to

;

2 00
22'40
-

carbonic acid,

Earthy matter,

-

Arsenic,

Lime,
Peroxide of

for

1,

to Europe.

worthy than was generally supposed.

following

Government

April

91

2-60
73'50

iron,

101'41

141
10000

Excess,

The author then proceeded to give a detailed
of the case were briefly explained.
account of the construction of the Dover and Calais cable, which was the first laid
down ; and the system of construction of all the principal submarine telegraphs in
Europe up to the present day, with

pointed out

Metallic iron, 50-9G per cent.

all

particulars relative to them,

was shown

in

a comparative table.
The author discussed the respective merits of the compound cable system, or the
collection of many insulated wires into one cable, as in the Calais and Ostend
telegraphs, and the simple cable, containing but one wire, as in the lines of the
International Telegraph Company to Holland and Ireland: the greater facility which
these latter afforded for repair, and the less chance of having the business stopped
by rupture, since one wire only, and not all, would be affected by the cause, was
;

and

it

was shown that the

cost of the

two systems did not materially

differ.

The

other beds were chiefly a compact brown clay ironstone, about 15 to 20 feet
containing about 40 per cent, of metal.
There were also yellow

The conductive power of submerged wires was then theoretically investigated,
it was shown that a considerable difference as to time existed between the

in thickness,

and

hydrates and silicious ironstones, of less thickness and of poor quality.
Masses
of the richest ironstone, many tons in weight, were found lying on the hill slopes,
and the beds were in numerous places seen exposed in high escarpments and deep
ravines.
The enclosing rocks of the beds were micaceous sandstones, not unlike
the sandstones of a coal formation
thin seams of lignitic and slightly bituminous
coal had been found outcropping.
Mountain limestone, of excellent quality for
flux, formed part of the adjacent hills.

transmission of signals upon suspended wires, and upon insulated wires immersed
That while with the former it appeared that the
in water, or buried in the earth.
that in
only limit of practical speed was the possibility of deciphering the signals

The district in which the iron ore was found was a dense primeval forest of Saul,
Huldo, Kya, Jamin, and other hard woods, in inexhaustible quantity, and peculiarly
suitable for making charcoal.
The number of small streams and large ri%'ers issuing
from the hills would afford ample water-power for any amount of machinery. The
Government of India decided on erecting a small experimental work during the
cold season of 1855-5C, which was intrusted to Mr. Sowerby ; specimens of the
iron produced were exhibited, and were so conclusive as to have determined the

always he a limit of possibility of the number of signals that could be transmitted
These effects were stated to be caused by lateral induction, the
in a given time.
insulated wire assuming the nature of a Leyden arrangement of vast dimensions,
where the copper wire represented the inner coating, and the film of moisture surThis latter amounted to
rounding the gutta-percha acted as the outer coating.
upwards of 320 square feet per mile. The practical effect produced by this lateral
induction was chiefly the retardation of the signals, and consequently, to a certain
extent, placing a limit to the quantity of messages that could be transmitted along
This effect was visible upon every submarine line of upwards of
a submarine line.
10 miles in length, and even upon some of less length but upon the longest line
It was not until the line
yet constructed the inconvenience was not very great.

;

The interior of the hills was also stated to
contain immense deposits of rich haematite, specular and magnetic iron ores; likeViews of the locality, and of the works
erected, were also shown.
Specimens of coal, iron, copper, galena, &c, discovered
by Mr. Sowerby in South-Eastem Africa, were likewise exhibited.
The coal-beds
question of the extension of the works.

wise copper, galena, and other minerals.

were in the territory of Natal, and were traced from the sea-coast to the Kathlamba
Mounts, a distance of about 1 50 miles ; they varied in thickness from a few inches
to fourteen feet at the outcrop.
Iron, copper, &c, were found in great abundance
and variety in various districts.

January

13, 1857.

Among

the presents announced, was the portrait of Mr. Manby, secretary, painted
by Mr. Sydney Hodges, for Mr. T. R. Crampton, M. Inst. C.E., by whom it was
presented, and to

whom

the thanks of the meeting were unanimously voted, and the
room of the Institution.
" On Submarine Electric Telegraphs," by Mr. F. R. Window.
In a brief relation of the early history of the Submarine Electric Telegraph, it was stated not
to
have been the invention of any one person, but rather the result of the combined
portrait

was ordered

to be suspended in the meeting

researches and exertions of

many

experimenters.

The

first

mention that the author

had been able to find of any method of sufficiently insulating wires, as to enable
them to conduct a current when submerged in water, was in an account of some
experiments made in India by Dr. (now Sir \V. B.) O'Shaughnessy in 1839
recorded in the journal of the Asiatic Society.
In these experiments the wire was
covered with tarred yarn, and enclosed in a split ratan, which wa6 again
enveloped
in another coating of tarred yarn.
Shortly after this, (in 1840,) Professor Wheatstone gave it as his
opinion,

expressed before a committee of the House of

Commons,

that a submarine

communiOctober of the same

England and France was practicable. And iu
year, a paragraph in the " Bulletin de l'Academie Royale des Sciences
de Bruxelles "
stated, that Professor Wheatstone had discovered a means of joining
cation between

Belgium and

England by a submarine telegraph.
mentioned.

The nature of the discovery was not, however
made previous to the suggestion of Pro-

All these experiments were

Faraday to use as an insulating agent gutta-percha, which, up to the
present
time, had been universally employed.
An extract from an American newspaper
was given, containing an account of a submarine telegraph stated to have
been
successfully constructed by Colonel Colt, from Hell Gate to Fire
Island, and in
which it was also said that the same gentleman had applied to the United

—

the latter the electric current required an appreciable period of time to arrive at its
destination, and another longer period to escape from the wire into the earth
and

—

that this period of time increased regularly with the length of the wire; consequently, upon a line formed of submerged wires of considerable length, there would

;

was prolonged to upwards of 700 miles, that the retardation became a serious
obstruction.
It was argued, from some experiments that were made at Lothbury,
by Mr. Latimer Clark, upon 1,600 miles of subterranean wire, that signals upon
the line which was about to be laid down between Ireland and America, would
require about 2\ seconds to arrive at their destination ; and that, after each signal,
another 4£ seconds must elapse before the line was free to receive another electric
Each word of average length would thus occupy about a minute, and each
wave.
despatch of 20 words would, with the necessary code signals and unavoidable
repetitions, require about half

50 messages in 24 hours.
The author argued, that

since submarine lines

were more costly than suspended

and, nevertheless, a smaller amount of business could be sent along them in
an equal time, it was important that no pains should be spared, whereby this lateral
might be reduced ; though,
induction
and, consequently, the evils arising from it
being in accordance with a law of nature, it could not be entirely avoided.
lines,

—

—

January 20 and

27.

Discussion on Mr. Window's paper.
After the meeting, Messrs. Scheutz's Calculating Machine was exhibited in the
There
library, and was explained by Mr. Babbage and Mr. Gravatt, M. Inst. C.E.

shown a portion of a table of logarithms, which had been composed,
and printed entirely by its aid, and without the use of types. It was
estimated that these compound operations could be accomplished in less than half
the time which a compositor would take to set the types; and at the same time all
The machine had been recently purchased by Mr.
liability of error was avoided.
John H. Rathbone, of Albany, U.S., for presentation to the Dudley Observatory,
was

also

calculated,

U. S. America.

February

fessor

States

an hour, thus making the limit of possibility about

3.

"On the varieties of Permanent Way practically in use on Railways," by Mr.
W. B. Adams.
"On some recent improvements in the Permanent Way of Railways," by Mr. P.
M.

Parsons.

April

1.
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The union takes place between the pictures and the eye. This is a different instrument from that formerly proposed by Mr. Elliot, although somewhat resembling it.
The second instrument described magnifies the two photographic pictures, and at
the same time facilitates their union, by means of two small telescopes, like those

ROYAL SCOTTISH SOCIETY OF ARTS.
December

"On

S,

1S56.

Improvements in Small Siphons; with remarks on the
advantageous employment of Large Siphons for purposes for which they are not
commonly used," by James Elliot, Esq. This flexible bag siphon is similar to
Mr.
that already proposed simultaneously by Mr. Coffey and Professor Lover.*
Ellioc recommended the employment of large siphons in certain cases of draining
ponds and mosses temporarily, as, for instance, to obtain deposits of marl from their
beds, instead of the common process of deep cuttings or tunnels, and also in such
several proposed

—

cases as exhausting the water from coffer-dams in rapid streams, instead of the

usual method by pumping.
"On Messrs. J. & G. Hunter's Patent Improvements in Stone- cutting Machinery, with Specimens of Work and of the Tools," communicated by Mr. P. K.

—

Hunter, Gorton Foundry, Manchester. The object of the machine was stated to
be, to cut freestone of any sort into sizes suitable for building or other purposes,
bv means of hardened tools or cutters fixed in the periphery of a revolving disc, on
the principle of a circular saw, and to supersede the slow and ordinary method
That, by this new method, a
of cutting by friction with iron plates and sand.
common grindstone of any thickness can be cut through with very little waste of
The
steel, and fed forward to the machine at the rate of 7 inches per minute.
tools are of round bar steel, and are made hollow up the stem (trumpet-shaped), to
facilitate the sharpening of their edge, which is thinned out upon the horn of the
anvil, and then driven into a mould made for the purpose, after which they are
The thickness of cut taken with an 11 feet disc is 1| inches;
slightly ground.
It was stated that a number
thinner cuts may be taken with smaller-sized discs.
and in Dean Forest,
of these machines are at work in different parts of Scotland
Gloucestershire, one with a disc 11 feet diameter is used for cutting up freestone
blocks into flags for paving, and is able to turn off 250 superficial feet in ten hours
Two labourers are
the force required to drive it being about one horse-power.
required to attend the machine, and a smith to sharpen the tools, one set of which,
being
able
to
cut
80
or
stone, and from
number,
90
feet
of
ordinary
twenty-four in
40 to 50 feet of common grindstone, the total waste of steel being at the rate of
The advantages of the machine were stated
six ounces per 100 feet of stone cut.
to be, that it requires no skilled person to work it, as any labourer can turn or
replace the tools, they being completely self-adjusting and that it can cut at least
ten times more stone than any other machine with the same amount of horse-power.
"On an Apparatus for Rescuing from Drowning on the Ice giving way," by
model of a rescue was
Mr. Thomas D. Bryce, 4 Carlton Street, Edinburgh.
shown, whereby a group of people, having fallen into the water by reason of the ice
breaking, will be enabled all to save themselves from drowning, by finding steps to
answer their various positions, by which to climb up to the surface all at one time
;

—

;

—A

The inventor stated that the
without delay, as in the case of the ordinary ladder.
steps are made of willow, mortised into oak sides, painted red and white, in spaces
narrower
wing
of steps at each side, supported with rope
alternately, and with a
sides, to admit a safety plank to slide through between the steps at each side of the
aperture in the ice, at any depth of water, and to support persons assisting the
people upwards, and to hold the rescue steady, in the event of more ice giving way.
The rescue is four feet longer than the depth of the water where it is to be used.
The appended portable rope-ladder, with willow steps hooked upon the top bar,
will

hang perpendicularly when the rescue

feet distant

from

same

time.

at the

it

at the

is let

down

at an angle stretching

some

bottom of the water, thus affording six ways of escape

January

12, 1857.

The final report of the prize committee was read, and the Brisbane prize was
delivered to David Landale, Esq., mining engineer, Edinburgh, for his "New and
improved arrangement of the Direct-acting Pumping Engine, adapted for deep and
heavy pumping," devised and introduced by him into Scotland.
" On the manufacture of Iron by the process of Bessemer, with special reference
to recent experiments conducted on the large scale," by Dr. Stevenson Macadam.
Dr. Macadam stated that further practical experiments would shortly be carried
out at the Govan Iron-works, Glasgow, the results of which he would lay before
the society.

" On two new forms of the Stereoscope, intended for the purpose of uniting large
James Elliot. Mr. Elliot stated that the
lenticular stereoscope of Sir David Brewster, especially with recent improvements,
already
so perfect that it would probably be impossible to make
is an instrument
any material improvement upon it; but it is only adapted to viewing small pictures.
Professor Wheatstone's reflecting stereoscope is the only one by which, hitherto, it
has been possible to unite large pietures ; but it is liable to several disadvantages,
even with those of a small size, and to still more in the case of large ones.
The

—

binocular photographic pictures," by Mr.

object of the instruments

that can be made.

now

proposed,

is

to unite the largest photographic pictures

That can be done by the eyes

alone, by

means of

cross vision,

In doing so, the eyes form three pictures; the middle one, in which
two are united, being that which gives the stereoscopic relief. The intention of
Mr. Elliot's first instrument is merely to assist the eye, by shutting out the two
superfluous pictures, leaving only the middle one visible.
It is made in the form
of a box, with two orifices for the eyes in the one end, and the two sides closing on

but not easily.

hinges at the extremities nearest the eyes.
Their further extremities are brought
towards each other just so far, that the left side excludes the view of the left picture
from the left eye, and the right side prevents the right picture from being seen by

the right eye, while each eye has a full view of the picture on the alternate side.
"

19

See an engraving at page 148, Practical Mechanic's Journal, Vol. VI.

—

of an opera-glass, but directed crosswise
the right-hand telescope viewing the lefthand picture, and the left-hand telescope the right-hand picture. The telescopes
are connected together by a hinge, and also turn separately on vertical axes, so as

and to the degree
placed on a stand, another hinge, and also two small
screws, are employed to give the telescopes, unitedly and separately, the angular
The third instrument (Mr. Waterston's) accomelevation or depression required.
plishes the same purpose as the first, in a simpler manner, by means of two open
to enable

them

to be adjusted both to the width between the eyes

When

of obliquity required.

same manner as the two telescopes, and directed
Either the first instrument or the third gives perhaps as fine
an effect as the telescopic form, but many eyes are iucapable of uniting the pictures
In using any of these
with the naked eye, while the telescopes compel the union.
instruments, the pictures are placed side by side, but in the reverse order to that
stereoscope,
that
which usually occupies the
in which they stand in the common
tubes, connected together in the

in the

same way.

right-hand being placed on the left, and vice versa.
paper by Mr. George Waterston, on a third form of the same instrument,
was also communicated by Mr. Elliot.
" On experiments with his Free-Revolver Stand for astronomical instruments, on
This paper was a sequel to one by
a voyage to Teneriffe," by Professor Smyth.

A

—

the same author, read before the Royal Scottish Society of Arts last spring, on the
angular disturbances of ships and contained an account of the actual trial at sea
;

of

some of the new forms of instruments there described.
With the " Naval Dinometer," the laws of the rolling and pitching of the yacht

Titania, nobly placed at the author's disposal for the purpose of the astronomical
expedition to Teneriffe, by Robert Stephenson, Esq., M.P., were ascertained; and
some interesting particulars were arrived at respecting the effects of single and

and squally weather; more particularly respecting the
With the "free-revolver stand,"
trade-wind influences.
mounted within an observatory box, the experiment was
eliminating
the effects of the rolling
success,
of
perfect
and pitching of the vessel. For the horizon line of the sea being brought into the
field of view of the telescope, and bisected by the wire, remained bisected for many
minutes, even when the rolls of the yacht amounted to 20 per minute of 12° each.

compound

swells, calms,
continuous growth of the
carrying a telescope, and
made, and with the most

similar success for several days in the seas
about Madeira, until oDe of the axles of the driving-wheels gave way.

The experiments were continued with

January

26.

a method of producing Magic-Lantern Slides by Photographic means," by
Dr. Paterson described a process by which he had
Robert Paterson, M.D., Leith.
succeeded in procuring transparencies sufficiently good for the purposes of the
magic-lantern. It was the simple moist collodion process, with this difference, that

"On

—

—

a new salt
the collodion was iodized with the iodide of potassium and cadmium
The transparencies were coloured with water colours, and
described by Gmelin.

Dr. Paterson exhibited, by means of the oxy-hydrogen light in the
magic-lantern, a series of views produced in this way, taken in Central America

not varnished.

and Egypt.

"On a new method of producing an Intense and Steady Light by means of the
Bunsen Lamp," by Mr. Alexander Bryson. The above photographic slides were
This method obviates the objection of the freexhibited by means of this light..

—

It consists of a common
quent explosions while using the old Drummond light.
Through the middle of
Bunsen lamp, without the air being admitted below.
Bunsen's burner is led a small tube,, by which the oxygen is conveyed to the lime,
which is placed above.. There is no union of the two gases until they both reach
It is much more steady than the usual
the lime, which is rendered incandescent.

and seems more intense.
tempered steel Multiplying Wheels for bringing up the speed of the Flywheel or Spinner of the Free-revolver Stand for Astronomical Instruments at
Sea," by Professor C. P. Smyth.
"On a Self-acting Ventilator for Private Rooms, Offices, Halls, &c, lately invented by Mr. Trotter, Engineer at Donaldson's Hospital, Edinburgh, and brought
into use in it, and in several other large Institutions of that City," communicated
by William Wood, Esq., F.R.S.E., F.R.C.S.E.— This ventilator, it was stated,
may be made entirely of wood or of zinc, or partly of zinc and of glass. It is placed

light,

"On

the upper part of one or more of the windows of the room to be ventilated,
according to its size and other circumstances; and the principle on which the venheated and polluted
tilator acts is that of allowing a free escape from the room of
window in which
air; while, at the same time, it prevents all access into it by the
opening left by the
of
the
consequence
it is fitted up of cold air from without, in
in

ventilator for the escape of the polluted air being temporarily shut up by any current
The advantages of this venof air from without attempting to flow into the room.
1st, That from its being self-acting, the ventilation of
tilator were stated to

be—

any degree, depend on care or attention on the part of serFrom its construction and action, no current of cold air is
introduced by means of it into the room; and, 3dly, Free ventilation is secured by
This system of ventilation has been for some time past,
it at a very small expense.
and is now, in successful operation in five different institutions of this city, and

the

room does

not, in

vants or others

;

2dly,

Into several of the buildings it was inabout to be made use of in a sixth.
troduced with the sanction and approval of experienced and able architects, who,
made
after careful inquiry and personal examination, confirm the favourable report
by the officials of all of them, of the successful working of the ventilators without
producing the slightest inconvenience of any kind.

is
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Tom

February

9.

February

23.

—

—

propelled the liquid representing the blood into the arteries, and so on, till
turned by the veins to the reservoir from whence it was propelled, as before.

it

re-

"On the use of the India-rubber Comb for Electrical purposes, such as charging
Mr. Elliot stated that it is well
a Leyden Jar and inflaming Gas," by Mr. Elliot.
known that excellent combs for the hair are now made of a preparation of indiarubber and bitumen, and that, when these are used, the hair crackles and gives out
The object of the communication was to show how, by this means, a
sparks.
degree of electrical excitement may be produced in the human body sufficient to
inflame hydrogen gas by a spark from the finger, and to charge a Leyden jar so as

—

For this purpose, the person combed is insulated, the comb
smart shock.
being armed with a toothed brass bar on one side, to collect the electricity from the
comb, and the person operating having his hand in contact with the bar. The instrument was brought forward rather as a curiosity than for any practical purpose,
but it was at the same time suggested that, if electricity be of any use as a curative
to give a

furnishes a cheap and simple mode of administering it.
a brush of the same material would be still more useful,
since it would generate electricity much more copiously; and a hint was thrown
out by the author that india-rubber, prepared in the same manner, would be preagent, the electrical
It

was

comb

also proposed that

ferable to glass for electrical machines.

There was one bell in the world that was almost perfectly similar to the Westminster bell, and that was the great bell of Moscow.
That was a most favourable
coincidence, for a bell of such a size as that at Moscow would never have been cast
by a nation so well acquainted with the principles of bell-making, if it had not been
perfectly correct in form.
The weight of the Moscow bell was reported to be 193
tons, but he was certain, from the accounts he had heard of it, that it must at least
weigh 250 tons, and that another fine Russian bell, which was said to weigh i
tons, in reality weighed 120, so that he generally concluded that the Russian bells
were really heavier than they were stated to be.
The thickness of the bell of Westminster was just l-12th of its diameter at the sound-bow.
People often ordered
bells of only l-15th diameter, which took less copper and saved their silver, but
as at Westminster they were not so pressed for silver, they determined to have the

With regard to the thin part of the bell, or its waist, it was
when struck there sounded a much higher note than when struck
at the sound-bow, and this he and his colleagues at first thought was something to
be remedied; but after some experiments they were compelled to give up the hobby,
and to admit that bells should give forth a higher note when struck at the waist
than when struck at the thick part.
This great bell, when struck at the waist,
gave a tone three notes higher than when struck at the thickest.
As to the combell

the right thing.

curious that bells

position of bells, said

Mr. Denison (striking

bells of the different

By

tone.
bell

tin.

Many

people believed that a bell of pure silver would have a fine
make sure of having a good
actually came and put his plate into the melting pot himself.

accident he heard of a clergyman who, to

with silver in

it,

a gentleman who had sacrificed so much would know all
about the tone of silver as a composition with other metals for bells, so he (Mr.
Denison) wrote to hiin for information.
The answer he got from the clergyman
was, that it was some since he had made the experiment, and he had forgotten all
about its results.
Well, he thought if he got such an answer as that at the expense
of all the poor man's spoons and forks, that he (Mr. Denison) would have nothing
The great bell of Rouen was called a silver bell,
to do with silver in his big bell.
but when melted and part analysed it was found to contain no trace of silver whatIn fact, silver was never used in the
ever, though it had an extra quantity of tin.
composition of any bell that he had known or heard of.
The mixture was copper
and tin, the general proportion being four of copper to one of tin; and though that
was not quite treating tin fairly, bellfounders liked the mixture, for the bell was
It was, however, a most singular thing, but many exsofter and easier to tone.
periments proved that the copper got in those days would not bear such a proportion of tin mixed with it as the old copper had done.
The composition used" in the
Westminster bell was 22 of copper to 7 of tin, or copper 75'86, tin 24'14, which
was about the very best proportion in which they could be used for bells. Its extraordinary specific gravity was another proof of the goodness of the composition.
The specific gravity of York bell was 8'76, of Lincoln 8'78, and the highest figure
allowed by the alloys of copper and tin alone was 8-87; that of a piece of Westminster bell taken from the bottom was no less than 8-94. The specific gravity of
the Doncaster bells recast in 1835 was only 7'8, but those bells were as bad as

Now, he thought that

lie.

9.

Electro-Magnetism as a Motive Power," by Mr. J. Elliot, Edinburgh.
the Composition of the Cement taken from the Tomb of Napoleon at St.
Helena," by Dr. Dalzell.
"On an improved Pruning Bill and Rake," by Mr. D. Campbell, Wemyss

"On

SOCIETY OF ARTS.

"On

Castle, Fife.

January

"On

21, 1857.

Central America, and the proposed

ROYAL SOCIETY.
March

6,

1857.

—

" On the Qualities and Capabilities of Bells," by Mr. E. B. Denison. Mr.
Denison, as the designer of the great Westminster bell, attracted a large audience,
He remarked that most people seemed more surprised
Sir C. Fellaves in the chair.
at his having made the Westminster bell the tone he wanted, than at a bell of such
His having got the tone E was, however, most easily
a size being made at all.
for.

Honduras

Interoceanic Railway," by

Mr. E. G. Squier.

January

accounted

metals as he pro-

made of steel gave a hard sound; with
a mixture of iron and antimony the sound was better.
Iron and tin was better than
antimony; one of phosphorus and copper made an average good tone. A mixture
of aluminum and copper was a failure; but the best of all was the common bell of
ceeded, in illustration of his remarks), those

bad could

March

1857.

of Oxford Mr. Denison characterized as one of the worst bells in existence,
bell of Exeter was a decent bell if it only had a decent clapper.

copper and

a simple form of apparatus, constructed to show the mechanism of the
This was a very beautiful apparatus,
Circulation of the Blood," by Dr. Sanders.
consisting of a series of glass tubes representing the arteries, lymphatics, and veins
the heart being represented by an india-rubber hollow ball, having valves attached to the tubes above and below it, and which, when compressed by the hand,

On

1,

while the great

" On a Marine Hydraulic Propeller, applicable to Steam Navigation," by Messrs.
Ruthven, Edinburgh.
" On Improvements on Machinery for Cutting Envelopes, India-rubber for
Overshoes, and Tin Plates for Preserved Meat Cases, and on the Steel Dies for
that Machinery," by Mr. R. Burn, Edinburgh.
The author stated, that the perfect steel dies exhibited are a sample of dies
which were made and tempered with oil from the seed of the Sea Island cotton,
and that it is probable that in Eastern countries this oil may be found to be used
After describing the process of manufacturing the dies, as
in tempering steel.
now carried on by him, he further stated that, of the sample dies shown, the last
made had been well proved, and possessed the temper required for cutting various
kinds of paper, also tin and india-rubber; and that as many as sixteen of these
dies had been made and fitted to a half-inch malleable iron plate; and that, with
the assistance of a hydraulic press, these will cut fifty sheets of paper into 800
envelopes at one stroke, and seventy sheets of tin into whatever shape required.
In the discussion which followed, it was remarked, as something extraordinary,
that these dies, of size so large, and the parts of which were of such different
thickness, should have been so well tempered as to stand the severe test to which
they had been put.
" On a New Tent for Military and other Purposes," by Mr. F. Lightbody,
Edinburgh.
" On the Application of Iron and Steel Wire to the Strengthening of Cast
Iron," by Mr. W. Bain, Edinburgh.

"

April

For instance,

if

a

bell

was made of 30 inches diameter, and

it

had

a certain tone, every bellfounder knew at once that a bell of GO inches would be an
octave lower, so that it was perfectly easy and certain when they had one bell, to
know what the tone of another so much smaller or larger would be, provided the

shape and relative thickness of both were alike.

The

was originally inthickness 9 inches; but by
big bell

tended to have been E flat, its weight 14 tons, and its
some accident its weight was raised to 16 tons, and its thickness to 9 inches ^ths,
which raised the note from E flat to E. The difference between the Westminster
bell and other bells was, that it was fatter along the outside of the sound bow, that
it was not cut away at the lip, as in the case of the Paris bell, but swept on in a
Long-waisted bells, or those which were almost straight in the
continuous curve.
If a line was drawn from the top
side, were inferior to those which were hollow.
of the Westminster bell to its outer edge, the space between such a line and its side
would be l-12th of the bell's diameter; while in the other bells, especially in that
Westminster in height was only 2-3rds of its diameter,
of Paris, it was not a 14th.
Such differences, slight as they
while the height of the bell of Paris was 5-6ths.
acquainted
with the subject, were really all important.
Great
seemed to persons not

28.

" On the Application of Machinery in the War Department," by Mr. John
During the last
Anderson, Inspector of Machinery, Royal Arsenal, Woolwich.
few years, important improvements have been made in the manufactories of the
War Department. Up to a recent period, the work was performed by hand labour.
The simple statement that there are now CS steam-engines, with a nominal power
18 steam hamequal to 1170 horses, giving motion to 16,540 feet of shafting
mers and 2773 machines of various descriptions, will afford some notion of the
extraordinary effort which has been made to render several establishments thoroughly
efficient, and fitted for any emergency.

—

—

February

4.

"On

experiments with Silk-worms, with a view to improve the present Silk
yielding of Bengal," by Mr. T. Bashford of Surdah, East Indies.

February
"

11.

On

the Application of Rails for Horse Traffic in the Streets and Environs of
London, and also for Railway Branches," by Mr. W. B. Adams.

February

18.

"On

a powerful modification of the Induction Coil, and some
Phenomena developed by it," by Mr. J. H. Hearder, Liverpool.

February
"

On

new

Electrical

25.

the Factory or Half-time system of Education, and its general application"

by Mr. Alexander Redgrave.

April

"On
the

1,
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the cause of Railway Locomotives and Carriages running off the line, and
This
it," by J. Stewart Hepburn, Esq., of Colquhalzie.

means of preventing

was a revival of the exploded notion of double flanges for the wheels.
" On a Flat Pressure System of Stereotyping," by Mr. James Hogg.
"On a Causeway-Layer's Staff or Level'," by Mr. T. D. Bryce.

March

4.

appliances for facilitating Submarine Engineering and Exploration," by
Major H. B. Sears. Part 1. Submarine Engineering.

"On

CHEMICAL SOCIETY.
February

16, 1S57.

The authors
the Valuation of Nitre," by Professors Abel and Bloxam.
described a series of estimations of the salt, by the modification of Gay-Lussac's
process introduced by them some time ago, combustion, however, being effected

"On

with Mr. Brodie's graphite, instead of with resin as formerly.
"On the occurrence of crystallised Binoxide of Tin in some Gun-metal Casting
at Woolwich," by Professor Abel.
"On the temperature of Charcoal while traversed by an Electric Current," and
" On the thermo-electric properties of certain Metals with reference to the direction
in which heat and electricity cross their joints," by Mr. R. Adie.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
February

1S57.

5,

After the address of the president, Chief Baron Pollock, Mr. C. Long exhibited
specimens of gelatine and iodide and bromide of cadmium, as referred to in his previous paper.

A

machine for rapidly and thoroughly washing positive paper prints, by Mr. B.
Fox, was then described: and this was followed by an exhibition of Mr. MayaH's
portraits on factitious ivory, a composition of sulphate of baryta and albumen.
Mr. Atkinson, of Liverpool, closed the proceedings by his exhibition of his new
stereoscopic camera and dark box.

INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.
September 17 and
This was the special general meeting
already given.

MONTHLY

NOTES.

Fenn's Oil Can.
vance, of which
is

— The simple and useful

little

contri-

we

give a vertical section in our figure,
the invention of Mr. Fenn of Newgate Street, and it

adds one more to the many excellent workshop adjuncts
which that machinist has given to the mechanical engineer.

The

oil is contained in the bulb or spherical reservoir,
which is slightly flattened to form a standing base; a
piece of lead being placed inside to bring the can to a

vertical position,

no matter how

In this respect, the notion

it

may

be laid down.

may

be said to be taken from
the grotesque ball figure toys of mandarins, which are
similarly loaded to produce the succession of nods, traditionally said to be executed by the living Chinese functionaries.

When

oiling, air enters

the discharge tube

is turned down for
by the separate side branch, so as to

oil to flow freely and continuously.
The oil
can never escape by the separate air-tube, because the
latter is curved off to the side opposite to that of the end
bend of the oiling tube.
This is a very convenient and
effective form of oil can ; it prevents undue waste of oil, is
very handy in use, and its general form is particularly
well suited for the work it has to do.
Common oil cans
are usually very wasteful, whilst they are bulky and
inconvenient in handling, especially about complicated
The sooner they are replaced by something of the kind which we have

allow the

machinery.
engraved the better.

Self-acting Letter Stamper.

—M.

arquebusier to the Emperor
Napoleon, has invented a post-office automaton, which takes up every letter as it
is thrown into the box, places it under the stamp, where it receives the postmark
and date, and throws it out again for delivery to its destination. The process
indicates the
letters

may

number of

letters

Salles,

thus stamped.

It is said that

be stamped by this machine in one minute.

no

less

The General

than 200
Post-office

has made a trial of the invention, which has turned out satisfactory, and it is now
in treaty with M. Salles for machines to be furnished to all the principal postoffices throughout France.
The illegibility of postmarks, so often complained of,
will, it is said, be completely obviated by the use of the automaton.
No. 109,—Ynl. X.

Will.

j

Indian Surface Dressing for Walls. It is customary in India to dress
over stone and brick walls, and the flat roofs of the country, with a plastic composition, which withstands all the vicissitudes of temperature and moisture, and
This coating
presents all the characteristics of a highly polished marble surface.
is exceedingly durable, as is illustrated in the case of the Madras Cathedral, a
structure which was plastered with this material forty years ago, the coating being
still in excellent preservation.
This dressing is applied in one, two, or three coats,
as may be wanted.
For one Coat. The composition is made up of one part of lime and one and
three-quarters of fine river sand, thoroughly mixed and well beaten up with water.
Before applying the plaster the wall should be trimmed with a trowel, and swept
perfectly clean, and then sprinkled with water.
The wall being ready, the plaster
is brought to the required consistency by being mixed with water in which jaghery
dissolved
in the proportion of half a pound
(or very coarse brown sugar) has been
It is then laid on with a trowel, about half an inch
of sugar to a gallon of water.
thick, and levelled with a flat wooden rule, being afterwards smoothed with a wooden
During the process of rubbing, the plaster
rubber till it acquires an even surface.
is occasionally sprinkled with a little pure lime mixed with water, to give it a bard
and even surface.
For two Coats. The first coat is applied as already described, with the exception that the surface is left rough, and no pure lime is applied during the process
of rubbing.
day or two after the first coat is put on, and while it is still moist,
The plaster used for the second coat consists of three
the second coat is applied.
These are mixed as before, and afterparts of lime and one of fine white sand.
wards ground on a flat stone with a small stone roller, till they are reduced to a
fine paste.
The plaster thus prepared is laid on a wooden rubber, and applied
It is then rubbed
with care over the first coat about the eighth of an inch thick.
down perfectly smooth with a small trowel, and afterwards polished with a crystal
has
acquired
polish,
a
a little very fine
or smooth stone rubber, and as soon as it
ballapum (soap-stone or steatite) powder is sprinkled on it to increase the whiteness
and polish of the plaster, and the polishing continued. The ballapum powder is
tied up in a cloth, and dusted over the wall as pumice is applied to paper, by which
means the finest parts are only used. The second coat ought to be applied and
finished in one day, for it usually hardens too much during the night to be polished
The practice is to continue polishing
the following day, unless in damp weather.

—

—

A

the plaster until

it is

quite dry, and a

number

of bricklayers are employed in order

Moisture continues to exude from the plaster
This ought to be carefully wiped off with a
cloth, and the wall kept perfectly dry till the moisture ceases.
For three Coats. The first is laid on as already described, but it is left a fortnight or three weeks to dry before the second coat is applied.
The plaster for the
second coat consists of one part of lime, and one of fine river sand, (reed from the
coarser particles and from clay by sifting.
It is well mixed and beaten up in a
clean trough, and applied over the first coat about a quarter of an inch in thickness,
the first coat being previously moistened with a little water; it is next rubbed
down in the same manner as the first coat, but acquires a much smoother surface,
the plaster being of a finer quality.
A day or two afterwards, before it has had
time to dry, the third coat is applied.
It consists of four parts of lime and one of
fine white sand.
These, after being well mixed, and reduced by grinding to a very
fine paste, quite free from grittiness, are put into a large earthen jar, of the size
nearly of half a hogshead, and mixed with the whites of eg^s, and milk curds in
the proportion of twelve eggs, and two quarts of curds with the whey, to every
half-bushel of plaster
these are all well mixed, and rubbed between the hands
till the ingredients are thoroughly incorporated, and the composition reduced to a
uniform consistent paste, a little thicker than cream, and perfectly free from grittiness.
The plaster is now fit for use, and is put on with a wooden rubber, about
the tenth of an inch thick, and gently rubbed till it becomes perfectly smooth immediately after this another coat of still finer plaster is applied, consisting of pure
lime ground to a very fine paste, and afterwards mixed with water in a tub till it
is of the consistence of cream
this is put on about a sixteenth of an inch thick
with a brush, and rubbed gently with a small trowel till it acquires a slight degTee
of hardness
it is then rubbed with the crystal or stone rubber till a beautiful polish
is produced, not forgetting to sprinkle the wall with fine soap-stone powder during
the process of polishing.
If the plaster is not entirely dry on the second morning,
The moisthe operation of polishing ought to be continued until it is quite dry.
ture, as before directed, must be carefully wiped off, and the wall kept dry till all
appearance of moisture ceases.
The stone used in polishing is a crystal or white
pebble, or piece of steatite, about three inches long and one and a quarter broad,
with a perfectly smooth face.
The quality of this marble coating depends chiefly
on the plaster for the upper coat being reduced to a very fine paste, perfectly free
from grittiness; and on its being, after it is applied to the wall, rubbed constantly
with great care till it is quite dry, and has acquired a very fine polish, all moisture
The following combeing removed constantly as soon as it appears by wiping.
position for protecting plaster exposed to the weather is frequently used in India,
three parts of linseed oil boiled, with one-sixth of its weight of litharge,
viz. :
and one part of wax; the surfaces must be perfectly dry before applying the composition, which should be laid on hot with a brush.
Wrecks on the British Coasts in 1856. It was only in February last
We now add a general statethat we gave a detailed list of the wrecks of 1855.
ment of those of 1856, which tells an almost equally melancholy tale. In the
year 1856, 1,153 ships were wrecked or met with casualties on and near the coast
of the United Kingdom, between 49° and 62° north latitude and mid-channel, and
12° west longitude.
The burden of these ships was 229,936 tons, and the
number of hands employed 10,014. The largest number of casualties occurred in
Of these shins, 884 were British,
January, February, November, and December.
that

be well polished the first day.
for some days after it is completed.
it

—

18, 1856.

Glasgow, a notice of which we have

at

21

;

;

;

;

—

—
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home; 32 British, registered in the colonies; and 237 foreigners.
546 were sailing ships over sea, 434 coasters, 139 colliers, and 34 steamships.
506 wrecks, &c, occurred on the east coast, 307 on the west coast, 119 on the
south coast, 155 on the Irish coast, 12 off the Scilly Isles, 11 off Lundy Island,
261 of the ships were com5 off the Isle of Man, and 33 off the northern isles.
manded by musters holding certificates of competency, 290 by masters holding
certificates of service, 297 by masters of coasters, 95 by persons whose qualifica484 ships are reported as insured, and
tions are unknown, and 210 by foreigners.
179 as uninsured. The causes of accidents involving total loss include 148 cases
of stress of weather, 10 of mistaking lights, &c, 37 of unseaworthiness, 38 of fog
or current, 5 of defective compasses, 3 of defective charts, 12 of errors in judgment,
3 of ignorance of coast, 7 of errors of pilot, 3 of want of pilot, 21 of neglect of
The
the lead, 11 of want of caution, 2 of interference, and 9 of general negligence.
wrecks of 1856 exhibit a decrease of 638 per cent, as compared with 1855, and
the collisions an increase of 27"94 per cent, as compared with 1855.
Typograph, or Relief Printer for the Blind. The original "typograph," or writing machine for the blind, is, as we have already noticed,* the
invention of Mr. Hughes of Manchester, but Mr. W. T. Kennan of Fishamble
Street, Dublin, has lately added an important improvement to its mechanism.
registered at

—

April

1,

1S57.

—

The Textile Manufactures of Great

Britain. Between 1838 and
number of factories in the United Kingdom— cotton,
woollen, worsted, flax, and silk
was such as, if equally spread over that period,
would have been 32 per annum; but from 1850 to 185G it has been at the rate of
per
annum.
86
Between 1838 and 1856 the number of factories increased 21
per cent., but the amount of horse-power employed increased no less than 58 per
1850, the increase

in

the

—

In the main, this large increase is to be ascribed to the extension of trade,
though to a certain extent, and in regard to some of the textile fabrics, as carpets,
ribands, and linen, it is owing to the application of steam-power to work formerly
done by hand.
But there is another circumstance to be noticed one that shows
cent.

—

the constant progress of science and skill.
What we have just stated is the
nominal increase of horse-power, but the real power has increased more; for,

owing to improvements in construction, the steam-engine is capable of yielding a
greater force than formerly, and more work is obtained from the same weight of
machinery.
Thus, to go back only to 1850, and observe the nominal horse-power
then in the factories, and the number of spindles and looms provided to be worked
by it; at the same ratio it would have taken a force equal to 175,000 horses to
give motion to the spindles and looms of 1856, but the actual power in 1856 was
only 161,435 horses, or less by above 13,000.
In cotton factories, in 1850, there
were 275 spindles for each horse-power; in 1856 it served, on an average, for 315.
The number of persons employed is less now, in proportion to the machinery, than
it was;
but, of course, the number has teen increasing absolutely.
It has increased no less than 61 per cent, since 1838, which is considerably more than
twice as much as the increase in the population of the country.
The number of
men (above 18) has increased 82 per cent., and of women (above 13) nearly 68
per cent.
Of the labour employed in factories, therefore, a larger proportion now
is adult labour.
The number of children under 13 fell off enormously when the
law came into operation which required them to be kept at school for part of five

days in the week; and now, althcugh from this circumstance two children would
be needed to perform the work that one performed twenty years ago, the absolute

number of children, in all the 5,000 factories of the kingdom, is less than it was
1835 in the 3,000 by which alone returns were then furnished. As to the
relative number, compared with the other factory workers, the proportion of
children now employed, though it has increased largely in the cotton factories in
the last six years, is still not quite half what it was in 1835.
The relative proportion of the bands employed in factories now is as follows:
Of every 30 factory
workers 2 are children under 13, 17 are females above 13, and 11 are males above
13, and of this last number two-thirds are above 18.
Unhappily, it is feared that
in

Mr. Kennan came to have his attention directed to it, from having a commission to
Failing in obtaining it, he
obtain one of the original machines for a friend of his.
set about making one upon Mr. Hughes' groundwork, and the instrument shown
our perspective sketch is the result.
In external appearance, it is very little
different to that which we have already engraved.
The outer brass plate has on its
margin a set of raised characters, with a corresponding set of Roman characters
When using
in an inner circle; each of the latter is supported by a small spring.
in

is found by the
then brought round beside the lever, f, which
is then depressed by the thumb; this impresses the corresponding type upon the
letter paper, previously placed under a coloured or charcoal leaf in the portfolio, c.

the instrument, the desired letter or figure on the tangible circle
fore finger of the right

The subsequent

hand;

it is

moves the ratchet wheel, which then
and brings the type frame to the proper
position for the succeeding letter.
When one line has been completed, the
ratchet wheel is moved along the screw, e, to the left, and the portfolio is sent
forward by the screw any desired quantity.
In this way the lines may be accurately
spaced at pleasure.
After a very few days' practice, a blind person will be able to
action of raising the lever

travels to the right, along the screw, e.

write with great rapidity.
The tangible characters on the adjusting plate are
according to the system invented by Mr. Moon, of the Blind Asylum at Brighton.
They are easily leirnt by blind persons who cannot well distinguish letters of more

The printed letters are of the ordinary Roman character. It must
be a great blessing to the blind, to be thus enabled to commit their thoughts to
paper, as in the ordinary writing of those who can see.
complex forms.

—A

Compound Rock Drills set in Fusible Metal.
Philadelphian
engineer has suggested the use of fusible metal
the ordinary alloy of 8 parts bismuth, 5 of lead, and 3 of tin in the manufacture of composite drills of large
The holder of drills made in this way, consists of an iron
size for boring rocks.
cup with a stem fitting into the diill socket of the operating spindle in the usual

—

—

way.
The cutting edges of the drill are formed of hard-tempered steel chisels
which are set in suitable order, with their tang or socket ends in this cup.
Fusible
metal in a melted condition is then run into the cup, so as to surround the whole
of the inserted chisel tangs, and as the metal sets, the whole are bound by it into
one solid tool.
The cutting ends of the chisels are of course spread or overhung
beyond the periphery of the cup, so that the tool works freely, and permits of the easy
passage of the borings and water.
Upon this plan it is easy to make a rock-borer
of any desired diameter, as the chisels have only to be expanded more or less, previous to the setting in metal to produce any required hole, even with the same
detailed parts.
"When worn or injured in any way, all that the borer has to do is
to melt out the fusible metal, which a heat under that of boiling water permits him
to do, when the original guage can be at once made up with fresh and sharp

With this ingenious contrivance, it is easy to bore holes of very
large diameter; such, indeed, as cannot possibly be accomplished with a single
cutting edges.
solid drill.

Marine Steam Engineering

—

in France.
In addition to the usual prizes
by the French Academy of Sciences, there is this year an
extraordinary one of 6,000 francs (£240) for an essay "On the Application of
offered for competition

Steam to the Navy." The essays must be sent in prior to November 1, 1857.
The amount of the prize ought to be sufficient to tempt our mechanical men to
come forward in this matter. We hope they will do so, with boldness and energy.

* Pa<re 132. Vol. IV., P.

M. Journal.

—

the children who, through this change in the law, are not

ill

the factory, are not

and that very many of them do but wait, without instruction, until they
are of age to be employed as "young persons."
Graving Dock and Basin in the Clyde. Messrs. Tod & M'Gregor, the
marine engineers, are now executing dock-works on the most extensive scale in the
Clyde, and they are thus carrying out what the city of Glasgow ought to have done
for itself long ago.
The works consist of a graving dock of the largest class, and
an outer basin, with wharves for berthing vessels which may be fitting out or
waiting to be docked.
There will be in all four wharves, including the wharf at
the building-yard.
Upon one of these wharves a steam crane will be placed,
capable of lilting weights of 60 tons.
The graving dock will be larger than any
in the Thames, and will equal the largest in Liverpool, and far exceeding anything
hitherto made in Scotland.
It will be 500 feet long within the gates, and 80 feet
wide.
It will open from the tidal basin, which again opens from the Kelvin, so
that the gates will be entirely beyond the range of the sur_*e of passing steamers
on the Clyde.
Owing to the comparatively small rise and fall of tide in the
Clyde, the water cannot be got qnit of after taking in a vessel, by allowing it to
flow out with the ebb, as is the case at Liverpool and other ports; but this will be
done artificially by an engine, which will pump the dock dry in two hours.
At
at school,

—

the

same time

provision has been

made

to discharge this water, through a

number

of channels, into the recesses behind the gates, so as to scour any deposit

may

which

Through these channels the water for filling the dock will also
be introduced, and in this way it will be impossible for any stuff to collect there.
wharves
of
the
basin, along with those on the Kelvin and Clyde, will give
The
berthage to four vessels of the largest class, each from 300 to 400 feet in length;
and the dock itself will accommodate
so that, in addition to the ships in dock
four other ships may, at
ships of the largest class which ever yet have been built
the same time, be fitting out at the berths, and receiving their machinery and
boilers.
Messrs. Bell & Miller, the enginrers from whose designs the fine buildingsheds at Messrs. Tod & M'Gregor's ship-yard were erected, are the engineers of
the new works, and they are performing their share in the most satisfactory manaccumulate.

—

ner, everything being of the

—

most substantial kind.

Extinguishing Fires on Board Ship.

—

Dr. Paton of Paisley has explained
us a very simple, and apparently most effective plan, of extinguishing fires at
"
ship on fire" is a very awful thing, and the thanks of the world are
sea.
well due to any one who, seeing the causes cannot be wholly removed, may suggest
available
hints for the mitigation of the too-often heart-rending effects
any really
The suggestion made by Dr. Paton is, that when a fire is
of such casualties.
discovered below, the ship should be filled with carbonic acid g.is, as soon as the
crew and passengers are removed upon deck. This can be accomplished by placing,
in some convenient part or parts of the vessel, a tank or tanks, containing supercarbonate of soda, or some other carbonate; and in the interior thereof a glass
to

A

due proportion of sulphuric or other acid for displacing the gas.
d»'ck by an opening, through which an
iron rod could be passed, and having openings in the side, through which the gas
might escape into the hold of the vessel, the upper opening being closed as soon as
Upon any alarm of
the glass is broken, so that the gas might be diffused below.
vessel, containing a

The tank should communicate with the

—

April

1,

—

—
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all being mustered upon deck, the carboy in the interior of the carbonate
mi^ht then be broken by the iron rod. The vessel would fill in a few minutes
with fixed air, extinguishing the fire at the same time, so that there would not be
This may be
the smallest danger, unless it bad penetrated the deck previously.
verified by taking an air-tight deal box, a tumbler, or any convenient air-tight
fire,

placing a quantity of super-carbonate of soda at the bottom, with a tube
reaching to the top ; then, filling the vessel with cotton or other combustible,
vessel,

and while combustion is going on, pour a little vinegar or other acid in the
The fire will instantly be extinguished, even though there is
tube upon the soda.
no covering over the vessel to retain the gas. Below the hatches, this plan would
but in cases where a disastrous fire burns downdoubtless answer perfectly well
wards, we are afraid that we must look for other means to arrest them.
ignite,

;

Steam-Boiler Deposits.

— The following analysis

the result of an investigation recently

C.

W.

Williams:

—

brown colour

— Analysis

made

of steam-boiler deposit is
by Dr. Edwards of Liverpool, for Mr.

of crystalline deposit from boilers

— very hard, whitish-

crystallized in repeated layers of small prisms,

contact with the water) rough and nodular

—

inner surface (in
specific gravity 2 '82, at 60° Fahr.

contains

Sulphate of lime,

Water

78*00
14-00
3-20

-

of crystallizing action,

Sulphate of magnesia,
Sulphate of potassa,
Silica,

-----

The other salts appear to me to be deposulphate of lime, crystallized in prisms.
between each act of crystallization, which forms a layer of the saline constituents of the water adherent to the primary crystals of the sulphate of lime, and

The definite
thus be regarded as impurity, and of secondary importance.
gypsum would, doubtless, operate greatly in increasing its
power as a conductor of heat. With reference to the conducting power of this

may

crystallization of the

deposit, I experimented with a vessel, the bottom of which was formed of the
1 found the heat passed rapidly through the material,
same, half an inch thick.
and that the highest temperature attained by the outer surface, during a continued
boiling, was 240° Fahr.
Such a temperature cannot injure the iron boiler plates,
and it seems to me that this species of incrustation is a sufficiently good conductor
J. Baker Edwards,
of heat to prevent the irou becoming injuriously heated.
Ph.D., F.C.S.
Jacques Ccetjr, the French Silversmith. The Society of Inventors and
Manufacturing Artists, celebrated during the past month a solemn mass in the
church of the Madeleine at Paris, to the memory of Jacques Cceur, the illustrious
Four centuries have gone by since the day of this
silversmith to Charles VII.
great artist, the novel ceremony which we are recording having taken place on the
400th anniversary of his death. The ceremony attracted the attendance of the
most eminent men in trade, manufactures, and literature. After the Gospel, the
Abbe; Duonesnay, rector of St. Laurent, recapitulated, in an eloquent discourse,
the principal events in the life of Jacques Coeur, the founder of French commerce,
who was so devoted to his country and his king. The preacher, taking advantage
of his subject, spoke at some length and with much animation on the moral influence which commerce, manufactures, and the arts, deservedly exercise on the
condition of human society.
He sanctified, it may be said,' industrial labour and
commerce, by demonstrating that both spring from the Deity himself, and that
man, as His image, is at the same time the creator, when, by enriching the world
with the wonders of inventive genius, he does not convert them into the instruments of a selfish and corrupting sensuality, but applies himself, on the contrary,
to render the force of capital and of labour serviceable to the moral and intellectual,
as well as the material, development of the greatest number.
This scientific
explanation of the principles of Christianity, delivered from the pulpit in such
eloquent language, produced a profound sensation on the assembly.
Canadian Telegraphic Lines. The Montreal Telegraph Company employs
326 persons, and has 2,783 miles of telegraph line in actual operation, and 148
more in course of erection. Its main line is 1,100 miles in length, and it has an
independent line of 6G0 miles, extending from Quebec to Buffalo.
It throws out
lateral lines to the extent of 1,019 miles, and has now four miles of submarine
telegraph.
In 1856, 500,000 messages were sent over its wires.
In the month
of October, the average daily messages sent through the Montreal office amounted
The capital it has raised is £70,000 currency. Its stock stands at 15
to 750.
per cent, premium.
It has paid, besides bonuses, a dividend of 10 per cent, per
annum, while constantly engaged in the construction of new lines.

—

—

Underwood

—An

in-

&

Burt, for enabling press
copies to be taken of documents which combine printed with written matter.
Most
of the principal railway companies state, that it will be of extraordinary service to

them

in economizing time and labour.
At the post-office, likewise, and all other
government offices and establishments where forms are used with printed headings,
it is calculated to meet a want that has long been felt.
The invention simply
consists of a printing-ink, which, with the ordinary copying press, will give off an
impression on copying-paper analogous to that of writing-ink.
At present, the
copying press refuses to notice any printed matter which may be upon the manuscript sheet to be copied, and this printed matter is often as important as the
written portion.
Id such cases, the plan which we have mentioned must be
<>f

peculiar value.

however, the American supplies us with something simpler and
cheaper still, as shown in our annexed figure.
It is a cutter ca^t
in a small conical holder of block tin.
This sharpener is cast in a
metal mould, the little knife being held in position by a small metal

cam

or retainer, whilst the block tin is poured round it.
thus formed at one operation after the cutter is made

The whole

the holding ring at one end for the grasp of the fingers, the conical hole
for the entry of the pencil, and the slot for the egress of the pencil
is

:

Our sketch shows this
sharpener as in operation, with a pencil entered into it, and the
shaving emerging from the slot.
Such a sharpener may obviously
be produced at an excessively cheap rate, and although when the
cutter is blunted it must be thrown aside for a new one, as it
cannot be sharpened, yet the very trifling expense of its primary
shavings, being all produced in the mould.

make up

for this defect.

If only

in the way of cheapinstrument deserves a notice in the Practical
Mechanic's Journal.
Institution op the Engineers of Glasgow. The meeting of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers in Glasgow, in September last, gave the first
the
impulse to a movement which now offers fair to result in a substantial fact
formation of an " Institution of the Engineers of Glasgow."
In following up the
subject, Mr. Rankine, the chairman, and Mr. Neilson, the vice-chairman, of the
local committee of the September meeting, issued a circular stating that it was
considered " very desirable, that a society or institution of the engineers of Glasgow should be formed for the purpose of obtaining a more cordial co-operation in
the promotion of all objects tending to the advancement of their profession,
whether practically, scientifically, or otherwise; and also for enabling the engineers
of Glasgow, as a body, to take that important and prominent position which the

purpose of showing what can be done

this

little

—

sited

Print and Manuscript Multiplied in the Copying- Press.

Co.,

—

analysis shows that the crystalline deposit consists chiefly of dihydrated

vention has been introduced by Messrs.

&

of cutter, consisting merely of a small brass holder with a conical
hole for the pencil, and a little cutter screwed on outside.
Now,

ness,

100-00

The above

—

The pencil sharpener
was noticed by us some time ago* as an ingenious and
effective little contrivance for putting a fine point upon crayons and lead pencils,
and since that time we have bought for a single franc, in Paris, a still simpler form

for the

2-20
1-00

Organic matter and traces of chlorides,

American Rough-and-Ready Pencil Sharpener.

of Messrs. Marion

production seems to more than

160
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them to."
preliminary meeting was accordingly
7th of March, in the hall of the Philosophical Society, to concert

result of their labours entitles

held, on the

1

many leading mechanihope that the start thus given will be worked out to
due advantage, and that, before long, Glasgow will enjoy the advantages of possessing an engineering congress of its own.
measures for
cal

men was

this purpose,

secured.

when the

cordial co-operation of

We

—

Splitting Tree Stumps by Captain Norton's Cartridges. The
mode of using Captain Norton's cartridge for splitting refractory stumps

following

communicated to us by the gallant inventor. Bore a hole with
an inch auger, a little more than half-way down into the most solid part of the
stump, then insert the cartridge with its wooden head uppermost, and push it home
with the iron bar, taking care not to use so much force as would burst the paper;
about a drachm of powder may then be poured in over the head of the cartridge;
then insert the igniter, with its cap inwards, into the cavity at the bottom of the
bar; then place the bar resting on the head of the cartridge; a long plank with a
rope tied round one end is then allowed to rest with the tied end on the stump,
close to the projecting head of the bar; a man standing at the other end of the
plank rakes its head by means of the rope, about a foot above the projecting iron,
and allows the head of the plank to fall on it, when the instant explosion of the
cartridge is effected, and the stump rent asunder.
Two cartridges may be exploded
at the same instant as if by electricity, by having two holes hored at the required
distance apart, and the two iron bars may be struck simultaneously by placing a
piece of timber with a deep groove on the heads of the bars, and striking it in the
centre with a plank.
The Railway Service of Great Britain. At the end cf June, 1856,
there were 138,590 persons employed on all the railroads of the United Kingdom,
against 136,498 at the end of June, 1855.
Of these, 108,228 were employed in
England and Wales, 16,935 in Scotland, and 13,427 in Ireland. The total length
of lines open last June was 8,506 miles, against 8,116 in 1855, and the total
The list of
length of line authorized at the end of June last was 12,897 miles.
persons employed is thus divided
viz., 327 secretaries and managers, 47 treasurers, 377 engineers, 600 superintendents, 278 storekeepers, 245 cashiers and
accountants, 1,239 inspectors and timekeepers, 2,415 stationmasters, 370 collectors of tickets, 220 draughtsmen, 8,158 clerks, 1,866 foremen, 3,299 enginedrivers, 3,382 deputy -drivers and firemen, 3,335 guards and breaksmen, 2,935
switchmen, 2,044 gatekeepers, 2,293 policemen and watchmen, 16,008 porters,
6,407 platelayers, 25,217 artificers, 54,696 labourers, and 2,832 miscellaneous
employes.
This shows an increase of more than two thousand railway officials as
compared with those of 1855.
Galvanism as an Industrial Agent. By a decree of February, 1852, a
prize of 50,000 francs (£2,000) was offered by the French government, for the
discovery of a means of rendering the galvanic battery commercially available in
the industrial arts, as a source of heat and light, as a source of mechanical power,
and as a chemical or medical agent. A committee has now been formed lor the
purpose of examining and reporting upon the competitive proposals which have
been developed by this offer, so that we may shortly expect to hear whether anything really valuable has yet been accomplished by the explorers in this great and
of trees, has been

—

—

—

Page
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practically

unworked

Held.

The committee

consists of

MM.

Dumas,

Chevreul, Pelouze, Regnaulr, Despretz, Rayer, Serres, Charles Dupin, Sequier,
members of the Academy; Reynaud, director of lighthouses; and
Deville, of the

Normal School.

Marine Memoranda: Progress of Screw Propulsion.

— The

The

plaintiff sued as Masson's assignee.
The defendant pleaded a number of pleas,
the chief being one denying the novelty of the invention.
Sir F. Thesiger, in
opening the case to the jury, said the action was brought to recover damages for

career of

the infringement of a patent granted in November, 1850, to a Frenchman named
Masson. The defendant, Hoffman, was an agent of a Frankfort house, who imported articles into this country, which professed to be made under another patent,

granted five years after Masson's patent, but which were identical with those made
under Masson's patent. The learned counsel said he felt bound to call the attention of the jury to the

t

:

—

one part of the globe to another.

A distinguished American shipbuilder has contracted with an association of landholders in California, for the construction of two mammoth steamships, each of
7000 tons, designed for the conveyance of 3000 passengers, to accomplish the trip
via the Isthmus in fifteen days, to afford a cheap and rapid communication between
California and the Eastern States,

and augment the population of the Pacific coast.
breadth of beam, 55 feet; depth of hold

— length, 440 feet;

The dimensions are:
34 feet.
The second voyage

of the Royal Charter from Liverpool to Melbourne, must be
regarded as a great auxiliary steamship triumph.
On one day she ran 417 statute
miles in the 24 hours, being at the rate of 17J miles per hour.
At one time, upwards of 17 knot6 ran off the reel within the hour, showing a speed of 20 miles an

The distance over which her route took her
was run in 34 days.

hour.
this

is

8,964 nautical miles and

mode

in which the defendant had prepared for his defence.
Act of Parliament not only to plead his defences, but also
to give specific notice of the grounds of bis objections; and as to Masson not being
the true and first inventor, he gave notice of two other patents and the names of
24 persons in trade who had sold such articles before Masson's patent. That had
rendered it incumbent upon the plaintiff's attorney to go about in the trade to make
inquiries, and the result of those inquiries the jury would hear.
Only on Thursday
last, the defendant had obtained leave to amend his notice, which he did by striking
out 20 of the 24 names, and adding eight others; and he also added three other

He was

;

;

required by the

patents to his previous list.
The object of the improvements now to be laid before
the jury, was that of preserving provisions and making them easy of transport.
That was the general idea, and approximated to what Masson had in his mind,
though the application of his invention was not so limited. Masson was gardener
to the Central Horticultural Society in Paris, and he sold his patent to Chollet, the
plaintiff.
A patent was taken out in 1850, but it was not till the beginning of
the year 1851 that the plaintiff introduced it into England.
It was exhibited at
the Great Exhibition of 1851, and obtained the approbation of the judges, who
awarded a prize medal, considering it to be an invention of great novelty and
utility.
At first the trade slighted it and ridiculed it; but its merits at length
became so apparent, that it was now in the greatest use, not only by the Government of this country, but also by many foreign Governments.
It was adopted in
the navy and in emigration vessels, and to such an extent was it used in the campaign in the Crimea, that no fewer than 800,000,000 rations of the preserved
vegetables were sent out and consumed there.
The method in which Masson
treated succulent vegetables was this
-He caused them to be desiccated by exposure to heated air, and then placed them on wicker shelves, where they were
dried; and then, by means of hydraulic pressure, he reduced them to the smallest
compass, so that they became, as it were, air-tight.
In that state they might be
preserved for years, and yet the vegetables when dressed were of precisely the same
character as before; the vegetables possessed the same nutritive quality, and even
the same appearance, with the exception that they were smaller in size.
As an in:

I

Preserved Vegetables: Chollet

v.

LAW

CASES.

Hoffman.

— The

plaintiff in this

Maximilian Louis Chollet, was a Frenchman carrying on busine^s in Paris,
and he sued the defendant, Hoffman, the agent of a house at Frankfort, to recover

—

stance of the astonishing effects of Masson's process, the learned counsel exhibited
to the jury a cake of vegetables four inches square and a quarter of an inch thick,
which when dressed would form rations of vegetables for five persons.
He also exhibited another cake, 6 lbs. in weight, and which appeared to be about one foot square
and an inch and a half thick, which the learned counsel said would form rations for

145 persons. The cake at present was hard and dry, but when dressed it would
come out like vegetables dressed for dinner. Sir F. Thesiger said Masson's invention consisted of the combination of desiccation and compression, resulting in an
article entirely new.
He understood that the plaintiff was threatened with hops
and tobacco, which were compressed, but the jury would recollect that that was for
the purpose of stowage merely.
Lord Campbell instanced hay, which wa3 compressed for the same purpose.
Sir F. Thesiger:
And cotton. The defendant
would also refer to the case of dried fruit, figs, and raisins. Masson's process was
one combined of drying or desiccating the article and compressing it; and that process had never been practised before Masson had taken out his patent.
Mr. James

—

here observed that the question was, whether the plaintiff could prevent everybody
from doing what they had done before.
Sir F. Thesiger said he would undertake
to prove that Warneky's patent, on which the defendant would rely, was identical
with the plaintiff's.
The plaintiff manufactured his cakes in France, because he
was able to do it there more cheaply than he could in England. The deed of
assignment executed by the patentee to the plaintiff, on the 28th of March, 1855,
was then put in. Mr. James at once took the objection that the plaintiff could not
sustain the action without proving that the assignment had been registered in
"The Register of Proprietors," as required by the Patent Law Amendment Act,
The 35th section of the statute (the 15th and 16th Victoria, cap. 83)
1852.
enacted that there should be kept in the office for filing specifications in Chancery
a book, entitled " The Register of Proprietors," in which shall be entered the assignment of any patent, &c; that certified copies of such entries shall be prima facie
"provided always, that until such entry
proof of assignment of such letters patent
shall have been made the grantee or grantees of the letters patent shall be deemed
and taken to be the sole and exclusive proprietor, or proprietors, of such letters
patent." The objection was of course held to be fatal, and Lord Campbell directed
the jury to find a verdict for the defendant upon the issue as to the assignment,
and discharged the jury from giving any verdict as to the other issues.
Sir F.
Thesiger then explained that he had declined to be nonsuited, having in view the
proceedings that would be taken in the Court of Chancery.
;

Ruling Ornamental Figures
REPORTS OF PATENT

1857.

paration of certain vegetable alimentary substances for the provisioning of ships and
armies, and other purposes where the said substances are required to be preserved."

Red

Jacket seems to rank with that of the finest sailing ves>els which the world
has seen.
The first voyage of this ship was from New York to Liverpool, and this,
under very adverse circumstances, she performed in thirteen days one hour.
Her
second trip was from Liverpool to Melbourne, which she accomplished in sixty-nine
days, and the home passage in seventy-three days, completing her voyage round
the world, including detention abroad, within five months and ten days, proving
herself easy and comfortable under canvas.
This, however, is not all: she has now
completely circumnavigated the globe four separate times within the brief period of
two years and seven months, including all delays, both at home and abroad.
During
these four voyages she has sailed 114,972 miles, in every variety of climate, and
under all vicissitudes of weather, and has never lost a spar nor a sail.
In the
course of these voyages she has carried out 1,623, and brought home 832, passengers; she has brought home 537,000 ounces, or about fourteen and a half tons of
gold, valued at £2, 148,000, besides large and valuable cargoes of general merchandise, together with several thousand bags of royal mails, and all without the slightest
accident of any description to goods, gold, or passengers.
Great as the aggregate
of tliis performance unquestionably is, it was far outstripped in relative proportion
during large portions of the first voyage.
On a calculation of the whole distance
run, 13,880 miles, the me occupied gives 205J miles per day as her average speed
throughout the voyage but the passage from 17° 45' E. long, to Port Philip Heads, a
distance of 5,579 miles, was made in nineteen days fifteen hours, being an average
run of 2844; miles per day her greatest day's run being 400 miles, an average of
16J miles per hour. The largest day's work as yet claimed for a steamer was 353
miles in twenty-four hours, or an average of 14 £ miles per hour.
From the official
log of the Red Jacktt, which has been published, it appears that on her first voyage
to Melbourne she ran upwards of 300 miles a day on thirteen different days, one
day, as stated above, making 400 miles, and several days running between 320 and
350 miles a day. On her return voyage she logged 350 miles and upwards on four
different days, and exceeded 300 miles on each of ten separate days.
The recent establishment of a mail steam packet communication to India by the
Cape of Good Hope, and to Australia by way of India, has increased the annual
expense of the mail packet service by a quarter of a million sterling.
It has been
stated that the total annual charge for the packet service is £905,064, but this
for
the Channel mail packet service.
sum is exclusive of that
The charges combined, for the whole of the Ocean and Channel mail packet service is above a
annum.
The
number
sterling
per
of
mail
packets
million
employed in the Channel
and Ocean mail service is 117; their aggregate tonnage is 131,712 tons; and they
have an aggregate power of 40,286 horses ; 57 of the packets are built of iron, and
28 of them are screw steamers only 18 out of the 117 are furnished with lightning
The largest ship amongst the mail packets is the paddlewheel steamer
conductors.
The most powerful of the mail packets is the
Persia, which is 3,587 tons burden.
La Plata, which has a power of 939 horses. The La Plata has also the deepest
draught of water of any of the packets, drawing as she does 21 J feet the Persia
The 117 mail packets are manned by 7,348 persons. The
only draws 21 feet.
aggregate length of the Channel and Ocean mail lines at the present time is 56,521
miles; the number of miles the mail steamers perform in a year is 2,569,860, more
than ten times the distance between the earth and the moon.
Letters are now sent
from Valparaiso to Sydney, through Europe and Asia, a distance of nearly 20,000
This is a more certain and speedier route than sending such
miles, in three months.
letters across the Pacific, a distance of some 8,000 miles, because the Pacific is not
crossed by a mail packet, and is the only ocean on the globe that is not so crossed.
The length of the Ocean mail line traversed by United States steam packets is 7,200
miles, and the number of miles they cover in a year is about 600,000.
The French
m.Q il packets are limited at present to the Mediterranean. The lengfh of the French
mail line on that sea is about 5,000 miles, and the number of miles the packets pass
The Belgian and Portuguese
over it in a year is about three-quarters of a million.
governments have each established a line of Transatlantic mail steam packets, and
the Emperor of the French has just stated, in his speech from the throne, his
The mail steam packets carry the wealthiest
intention to establish a similar line.
passengers, the most expensive cargo, and the largest specie freights that pass from
the

1,

damages for the infringement of a patent granted to Etienne Masson on the 12ih
of November, 1850.
The patent in question was for "improvements in the pri«

president;

Poncelet, Morin,

Henry Sainte-Clair

April

:

Smith

v.

Davidson & Wilson.

—We

have already reported this important case, which was tried in July last year.*
The principal questions of law involved in the original findings are (1), whether
there was a prior use by the defenders sufficient to invalidate the letters patent

action,

*

See page 137, Practical mechanic's Journal

for

August

last.
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and (2) whether the use of a machine by ths defenders of their own independent
invention is an infringement of the letters patent.
The judgment of the Court answered both questions in favour of the pursuer.
The Lord President said, that the bill of exceptions having been withdrawn, the
Court had to decide upon the legal effect only of the special findings of fact in the
The pursuer had for his object to establish the validity of his
verdict of the jury.
patent, and in the event of the judgment of the Court upon the findings of the
jury determining that the letters patent had been infringed by the defenders, the
The
jurv, with the consent of parties, had assessed the damages at one shilling.
jury had found that the pursuer's improvement was his own original invention.
They found, also, that he had regularly taken out his patent. The defenders, by
They alleged that
their alternative issues, had raised the question of prior use.
the pursuers invention was known and used prior to the date of the letters patent.
been
used.
If
the
pursuer had pubif
it
had
It did not signify who had used it,
lished H himself, or if another person had found it out and published it,, the patent
would have been invalid. The only use which the defenders allege is that of their
own machine, which is substantially the same as the pursuer's. Now, the jury
have found that Mr. Davidson " did not use his invention for the purposes of his
trade before 14th November, 185S; but that the machine invented by him was
capable of being so used before that date ;" that is scarcely such use as is legally
But in order to invalidate letters patent, the use must nob
equivalent to prior use.
The words, " known and used within the United Kingonlv be prior, but public
in the issue cannot be limited in their import to the private use of the
It must be held
defenders' machine in a garret before a few workmen and friends.
that the defenders did not use their machine publicly before 14th November, 1853.
"
The jury had found the defenders did use their machine, for the purposes of their

dom,"

trade," between the 14th

November, 1853, and the 1st February, 1854.

ornamenting of which the said design, or a fraudulent imitation thereof,
knowledge that the pursuers' consent, as proprietors of said
design, had not been given to such application ; to the loss, injury, and damage of
the pursuers?
Damages laid at £500. Evidence for the pursuers was led, that
to the

was

applied, in the

workmen of the defenders, Eitchie, Watson, & Co., had used the backs of the
Carron Company's grates as models; that they had taken tin copies of them in
sand, and altered the ornaments slightly.
Evidence for the defenders was given
by ironmongers and others, that the grates were quite different in appearance.
Verdict for the pursuers
damages, £90.
the

—

Toy Furniture

whether or not an agreement in writing, accepted by word of mouth, was
good under the Statute of Frauds and, secondly, whether or not, on the sale of a
patent, there was an implied warranty that the patent was indefeasible.
Mr. Justice Willes, who delivered judgment in this case, said that,, if it were necessary to
;

decide the first point, the court would feel disposed to accept the ruling of ViceChancellor Eiudersley, in a ease reported in the third volume of Drewry's Eeports,
in the affirmative
and as to the second point, in accordance with the judgment
;

just given in " Hall

Conder," the decision would' be, that there was no such
for by the defendant, and that the plea of non
concessit only puts in issue the granting of a patent.
Rule discharged.

implied warranty as

—

PEOVISIONAL EEOTECTTON FOE INVENTIONS
UNDER THE PATENT LAW AMENDMENT ACT.
When

$g?"

Recorded December 17.

Goodwin M.

3064.

Armand

3086.

William R. Bowditch, Wakefield, Yorkshire— Improvements in the manufacture
of a compound to be used as a varnish for water colours, and as a carrier for water

P.. Swift,. Viscount Carlingfbrd, Swiftseath,
ehariot or apparatus for navigating the air.

Recorded December.

aerial

26..

—

J. B. Louis de Marcescheau, Paris Improvements in the modes of communicating or transmitting motion to propelling apparatus, engines, or machinery.

Recorded December, 29.

colours or paints.

Recorded January
17.

John

1857.

2,

Wilson,. St. Helen's, Lancashire— Improvements

Recorded January

in,

the inanufacture of steel.

8.

Goodman, Abraham Myers, and Louis Goodman, King David-lane, Shadwell— Improvements in the manufacture of caps or coverings for the head.

64. Julius

Recorded Jamtary 19.
154.

John Haswell, Vienna— Improvements in the construction of railway
which improvements are also applicable to locomotive steam engines.

160. Frederick

Recorded January 20.
Walton, Haughton Dale Mills, near Manchester

— An

carriages,

improved plastic

composition, and in the application of machinery for manufacturing the same.

—

Recorded January 21.
186.

Henry Medlock, Great Marlboro ugh-street — An improved method

of purifying

water.

Recorded January
190.,

22.,

Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet-street— Improvements in the preparation of
lighting, and in lamps, wicks, and chimneys. ( Communication.)

oil for

—

Recorded January

22& Adolphe Hen6el,

Stafford-place,

26..

Pimlico— Invention

for the

manufacture of German

yeast from flour.

Recorded January 27.
241.

David Y. Stewart, Glasgow

—Improvements

in moulding or manufacturing cast-

iron pipes.

Recorded February
303.

—

last.

Kilkenny—An

2993.

:

January

is to.be understood,.

1856..

2768. Alexander Clark, Gate-street, Lincoln' s-inn-fields— Improvements, in the application and construction of revolving window-shutters and blinds, and metal window
sashes.

A

278, Practical Mechanic's Journal for

the city or town is not mentioned, London

Recorded November 21,

—

A

Page

v..

was contended

But

There was next the other question of infringeprior use to invalidate the patent.
ment.
The case was an uncommon one, inasmuch as it was a case of contempoThe jury have found that both inventions were original, and
raneous invention.
the question is, whether the defender's giving out of his own invention, after 1st
The question is one of
February, 1854, was an infringement of the letters patent.
novelty and importance, and no case of authority had been cited by counsel which
The defender contended that he is still entitled to use his
at all met it directly.
own invention (1), because the pursuer could not prevent him from doing what be
was doing before; and (2) because he could not prevent him from using his own
The answer to the first of these
invention, but only the pursuer's invention.
arguments is, that the defender did not do before the date of the patent what he
" for the purposes of his trade,"
the
machine
had done since. He did not use
except during the period of the provisional protection, which is not prior use. The
namely, that be has a
defenders case must, therefore, rest upon the other ground
In the debate, cases of extreme hardship had
right to use his own invention.
been supposed
of extensive manufactures being stopped, and the like
by subseThere was no such extreme hardship in this
quent inventors obtaining a patent.
case.
Still the principle was involved, and he was not of opinion that this argument on the part of the defender is sound in law.. When a patent is a valid patent,
then the person who holds it is the owner of the invention against all persons
whatever.
He makes a bargain with the public. He gives his invention to the
It is not the dispublic, on condition of securing a monopoly of it for a time.
man may
covery which secures his right, but the publication of the discovery.
live and die without divulging his discovery, and the public, having derived no
Only the man who gives his discobenefit from him, confers on him no benefit..
very to the public is entitled to the monopoly.
separate inventor who invents
own
go
on
with
his
invention, however original it may
after him is not entitled to
be; and in the same way, one who invents before him cannot go on with his.
If
he could, the monopoly would be destroyed.
Some one say Mr. Davidson has
invented the machine previously, and he uses his invention, and disseminates it.
Parties use a machine substantially the same as that for which the patent was
taken out, and say, " The machine we use is not Mr. Smith's machine, which is
That would destroy the monopoly.
patented, but Mr. Davidson's, which is not."
He was of opinion that a prior invention which is published invalidates letters
patent, but a prior invention which is not published does not invalidate letters
patent, while the use of it is an infringement of the monopoly which they are
intended to protect.
Such an ending of such a case must be welcomed with satisfaction by all who
really uphold the M rights of inventors."
Ornamental Design foe Grates Caeeon Co. v. Eitchie, Watson, &
Co. This case, already reported by us,* has now been brought to a conclusion, the
plaintiffs having put in their altered issue, and the defendants their counter issue,
as directed by the court in the first instance.
The issues were:. 1. Whether
the pursuers are, in terms of the Act 5 and 6 Vict. chap. 160, proprietors of the
design, of which No. 5 of process is the certificate of registration ?
2. Whether,
between the 1st day of March, 1855, and the 31st day of January, 1856, the
defenders did, in violation of the pursuers' copyright in said design, apply the said
design, or a fraudulent imitation thereof, for the purpose of sale, to the ornamenting
of the backs of fire-gTates, to the loss, injnry, and damage of the pursuers?
3. Whether, daring the time aforesaid, the defenders did, in violation of the pursuers' copyright in said design, publish, sell, or expose for sale, backs of fire-grates,

—

:

firstly,

;

—

—

Smith

v. Neale.
In this case, which involved the sale of
a patent for making children's toys, a motion was made for a new trial.
The
plaintiff, as we have already reported,* sued the defendant for damages for the
non-performance of a contract to assign a patent, and had a verdict with £75
damages. The defendant obtained a rule calling upon the plaintiff to show cause
why the verdict should not be set aside, on the ground of the misdirection of the
learned Judge who tried the cause.
The principal questions to be decided were

that finding eannot take effect (1 ), because the issue does not embrace that period
of time and (2) because the statute does not admit of this as amounting to prior
use.
The letters patent bear the date 14th November, 1853. From that date
He was. therefore of opinion that there had been no
they run and are effectual.

—

25

2.

John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's-inn-fields, and 166 Buchanan-street, Glasgow
Improvements in heating the feed-water of steam-boilers.— (Communication
from Messrs. Baudoin, Taniturier, and Richard.)

Recorded February 3.
Richard Laming, Hayward's Heath, Cuck field— Improvements in purifying gas, in
obtaining materials useful for that purpose, and in working up into useful products certain ammoniacal and phosphatic substances obtainable as residues in
the purifying of gas.
312. James Taylor, Middlesbrough-on-Tees, Yorkshire— Improvements in the governors
for the engines of screw steamers, and other vessels propelled from the stern.
314. George White, Laurence Pountney-lane, Cannon-street Certain improvements in
dyeing and printing textile fibres and fabrics.—(Communication.)
311.

—

Page

136; Practical
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—
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368.

Mecorded February
318.

319.

320.
321.
322.
323.
324.
325.

4.

369.

Andrew Steinmetz, Edith Villas, North-end, Fulham — A method, mode, contrivance, or management to check the honesty of omnibus conductors, and other
receivers of money under similar circumstances, to be accounted for to their

370.

employers, without machine or mechanical appliance.
Elizabeth-street South, Piralico
Improvements in the manufacture of blacking, for polishing, softening, and preserving boots and shoes, and
other leathern articles.
Odoardo Gandine, Newman-street, Oxford-street An indicating target.
Edward Lewis and Gideon Bohm, Coleman-street Improvements in printing in
colours, called an improved phntogalvanographic chromographic process.
Felix Moreau, Paris Invention for recoveringthe fatty matters from coom or dirty
axle grease and lubricating oils, thereby rendering them fit to be used again.
Saul Hart, Portland-street, Liverpool Improvements in apparatus for raising and
forcing water.
Charles De Bergue, Dowgate-hill Improvements in the method of, or apparatus
for, laying the permanent way of railways.
William E. Newton, 6G Chancery-lane Improvements in pianofortes. (Commu-

—

James Hamsher,

—

371.

(Communication.)

—

374.

Samuel Groves, Judd-place East

377.

William T. Walker, King-square, St. Luke Improvements in apparatus used in
gas works for exhausting, forcing, transmitting, and regulating the flow of gas,

—

380.
331.

5.

Iron Works, Southampton

— Improvements

382.

in guages

for indicating pressure and vacuum.
Improvements in travelling bags or
331. Philip and Frederick Schafef, Brewer-street
cases, and an apparatus for carrying fittings therein.
332. Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery-lane— An improvement in casting metallic articles.

—

3S3.

384.

— (Communication.)

Recorded February

—

—

August

389.

John

390.

391.

(Communication.)

345.

James

Gilroy, Auldhouscfield, near Pollokshaws, Renfrewshire— Improvements in
applying starch or other semifluid matter by machinery to woven fabrics.
John M. Worrall, Salford, Lancashire— An improvement in finishing a certain
description of fustians called "diagonals."
George Wright, Sheffield Improvements in stove grates or five-places.
Thomas Newton, Walsall, Staffordshire Improvements in the construction of
Stockmen's saddles and appendages thereto. (Partly a communication.)
Antoine Decle and Francois A. Draulc, Paris Improvements in the manufacture

392.

393.

Paris— Improvements

in preparing

Mecorded February
347.

395

and applying surfaces

for

396.

356.

397.

398.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

William Hirst, Bath— Improvements in manufacturing felted fabrics.
William Wilkins, 4 South-street, Finsbury An improved cannon, which he

—

a revolving battery.—(Communication.)
M. Parsons, Duke-street, Adelphi— Improvements in the permanent
of railways.
Mecorded February 9.

365. Perceval

James Murdoch,

Mecorded February 12.

— New and improved machinery

Joshua Horton,

408.

John Langford and Joseph Wilder, Birmingham— A new or improved sigoal and

steam in steam

boilers,

and

for

alarum.
B. Adams, 1 Adam-street, Adelphi— Improvements in buildings and other
structures.
Improvements in machinery for preparing
410. Peter H. Desvignes, Lewisham, Kent
flax, hemp, and other fibrous materials.

409.

William

—

413.
414.

David Baker, Gisbro' Alum Works, Yorkshire— Improvements iu the manufacture of compounds of alumina and of magnesia.
William Wilkins, Camberwell, Surrey Improvements in flushing apparatus.
Isaac Blackburn, Islington, and Robert Blackburn, Edinburgh Improvements in
engines or implements to be employed iu agriculture, applicable also to the
transporting of heavy bodies to the traction of carriages, and to the conveyance

415.

Edward Maynard, Brooklyn, New York, U.S.

416.

William E. Newton, 66 Chancery-lane

calls

—

7 Staple-inn An improvement in the process of treating the
threads of floss silk, which is also applicable to the threads of other fibrous
materials.— (Communication.)
367. James Taylor, Britannia Works, Birkenhead— Improvements in machinery for
crushing various substances.

junior, Brierly Hill, Staffordshire
for regulating the generation and pressure of
preventing the explosion of steam boilers.

407.

411.

way

in power-

—

—An

power. (Communication.)
361. Richard A.Rrooman, 166 Fleet-street— Improvements in measuring the capacity
and contents of casks and other similar vessels, and in instruments or apparatus
employed therein. (Communication.)
362. George T. Bousfield, Sussex-place, Loughborough-road, Brixton Improvements
in lamps adapted for burning resin oil.— (Communication.)

— Certain improvements

weaving.

— An

—

366.

for

401. William G. Armstrong, Newcastle-upon-Tyne— Improvements in ordnance.
An improved method of using or
402. Richard D. Kay, Accrington, Lancashire
applying a certain colouring matter, either singly or in combination with other
colouring matters, to woven or felted fabrics, yarns, or threads, either in the
white or dyed state.— (Communication.)
403. John Poole, Riley-street, Chelsea— Improvements in safety or other valves, and in
mechanical appliances thereto.
Improvements in the manufacture and discharge
404. John Macintosh, Euston-square
of projectiles.
Essex-street,
Strand—
Improvements in chimney tops or cowls.
Hendy,
James
S.
405.
406. George Chappellpotts, New Oxford-street— Improvements in cleansing casks.

—

j

James Taylor, Upper-street, Islington, and Edward Owen, Aberdeen-terrace,
Blackheath Improvements in the manufacture of yellow prussiate of potash.
improved mode of treating and distilling
358. Felix L. Bauweus, Ranelagh-road
fatty matters, and in the apparatus employed therein.
359. Thomas Brown and George Parry, Ebbw Vale, Monmouthshire Improvements in
the manufacture of iron.
360. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet-street
improved method of obtaining motive

William and Jacob Todd, Heywood, Lancashire
looms

—

357.

363.
364.

400.

—

to painters' brushes,

John T. Pitman, 67 Gracechurch-street— Improvements in the mode of making
metallic hames for horses.— (Communication.)
John T. Pitman, 67 Gracechurch-street— An improved system of working metallic

ores and their products, both metallic and mineral.— (Communication.)
Invention for pre399. Achille C. Dandraut, Paris, and Earl-street, Blackfriars-road
serving organized animal and vegetable matters, especially alimentary substances.

Crickmay, Guildford-place, Lower Kennington lane— Certain improvements in breech-loading guns or pistols for military and other pui poses, and
which said improvements are applicable, and will admit of being applied, to
guns or pistols now in use.
Francis Wrigley, Manchester An improved apparatus for cutting tobacco.
John H.Johnson, 47 Lincoln's-inn-fields, and 166 Buchanan-street, Glasgow— Improvements in casting metals.— (Communication from Messrs. Jackson Brothers,
Petin, Gaudet, & Company, Rive de Gier, France.)
Joseph N. V. Cadiat, Paris— Invention for the application of centrifugal force in
purifying minerals, or any other similar hard substances, by washing.
Joseph Skertcbly, Culford-road, De Beauvoir-square Improvements in, and in
the manufacture of saggers.
William Greenslade, Bristol, and James Wood, Saint Pancras Certain improve-

ments in brushes, especially applicable

—

Mecorded February 11.

—

munication.)

355.

—

—

in looms

351. Charles

354.

—

cation.)

and in pickers used for weaving.
348. Nicholas Nomico, Manchester, and George Hayes, Bury
Improvements in looms.
349. James A. Limbert, Royal Navy Improvements in marine steam engines.
Improvements in marine steam engines. (Com350. John C. Haddan, Cannon-row

352.
353.

F. Watson, St. John's-square, Clerkenwell— Improvements in the construction of watches.
Jesse Bridgwood, Burslem, Staffordshire Potteries Improvements in connecting
pipes to the basins of water-closets and wash-hand basins, and also in the means
of stopping the outlets of wash-hand basins.
William W. Pilcher, St. Margaret's-at-Cliffe, Dover— Improvements in straw
shakers of thrashing machines.
Abraham Royds and John Kenyon, Lower-place, Rochdale— Certain improvements
or a certain improvement in machines for spinning or doubling, commonly
known as throstles.
Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet-street An improvement in or addition to the locks
of fire-arms. (Communication.)
Thomas Howard, King and Queen Iron Works, Rotherhithe Improvements in
the construction of cranked shafts or axles.
Henry and Arthur Ileald, Sabden, Whalley, Lancashire— Improvements in pickers
and picker checks employed in weaving.
Henry T. Ropes and David W. Thomas, Liverpool Improvements in the application of filters to cocks, taps, or other valves used to draw off liquids. (Communi-

—

7.

Henry and Arthur Heald, Sabden, Whalley, Lancashire— Improvements

—
—

—

—

394.

—
—

of bracelets.

346. Pierre Poisson,
painting.

—

—

387.

—

—

—

—

6.

Stntt, Sabden, near Whalley, Lancashire
Improvements in pickers.
William Green, Pembroke-cottages, Caledonian-road, Islington Improvements in
manufacturing or producing substitutes for leather for boots, shoes, and other
uses, and in machinery or apparatus for effecting the same.
340. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet-street Improvements iu preparing or dressing
threads and other fibrous materials, and in the machinery employed therein.

—

apparatus employed in such manufacture.
Daniel B. Herts, Buuhill-row— Improvements in apparatus for stamping and
embossing. (Communication.)
Benjamin YV. Owrid, Dundalk, Louth An improved method of connecting and
disconnecting pipes or rubes.
Joseph Graham and James Shepherd, Burnley, and Thomas Whitaker, Accrington,
Lancashire Certain improvements in power looms for weaving.
Jabez Morgan, Kidderminster, Worcestershire Certain improvements in the
manufacture of steel and iron wire for umbrella and parasol frames.
William R. Hodges, Manchester— Improvements in the manufacture of an elastic

metallic compounds.
F. W. Partz, New York, U.S. —An improved method of evaporating fluids,
condensing and absorbing vapors, gases, and fumes, arresting and precipitating
flocculent, metallic, or other particles, and transferring heat from air or steam to
fluids and pulverulent substances.
388. Thomas F. Johnson and John Williams, Leicester Improvements in screw gill
machinery for preparing wool and other fibrous materials.

—

Thomas

10.

—

material, and of its application to certain purposes.
385. Austin Chambers, Canterbury, and William H. Champion, Lynsted, Kent—
mode of working railway breaks.
386. George Bedson, Manchester— Improvements in coating metal with metal and

333. Clarance Brazil and William N. Crumraack, Chorley, Lancashire— Improvements
in looms for weaving.
334. Henry Smith, Stamford, Lincolnshire— Improvements in haymaking machinery.
335. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery-lane— Certain improvements in breech-loading
fire-arms. (Communication.)
336. George Chowen, James-street, Covent-garden— Invention for preventing further
casualties on the Goodwin Sands.

343.
344.

in organs.
Willis, Manchester-street, Gray's-inn-road— Improvements in organs.

—

—

342.

Henry

and cleansing and warming gas apparatus.
378. Abel Stokes, Birmingham— New or improved machinery to be used in the manufacture of nails, pins, screws, and other similar articles,
Improvements in the manufacture or pro379. Julian Bernard, Albany, Piccadilly
duction of boots and shoes, or coverings for the feet, and in the machinery or

—

transport on water.

Thomas Summers, Nnrtham

Clerkenwell— An improved construction of

— Improvements

375.
376.

Mecorded February

—

—

341.

of metallic ores.
J. Taylor, Sekforde-street,

Thomas

—

Mecorded February

—
—

stereoscope.

—

—

337.
339.

—

—

Leon Talabot, Chausse'e d'Antin, Paris Improvements in the manufacture of iron
and steel.
Joseph Fenn, Newgate-street— An improvement in oil cans and other like vessels.

David Falconer, Causeyside, Paisley, Renfrewshire Improvements in the mechanical arrangement for raising and forcing of water or other fluid, air, or gases,
373. John Harding, Beeston Manor Iron Works, Leeds
Improvements in the treatment

nication.)
An improvement in machinery for polishing
326. Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery-lane
flat surfaces of glass and other substances.
(Communication.)
Certain improvements in steam engines.
327. James Burrows, Wigan, Lancashire
328. John H. Johnson, 47 Lin col n's-inn-fi elds, and 166 Buchanan-street, Glasgow
Improvements in the treatment of flax and similar textile materials.— (Communication from Julian Lefebure, Brussels.)
329. Robert H. Houston, Gre&nock Improvements in effecting general conveyance or

330.

—

372.

—

—

April 1,1857.

Henry Cartwright, Dean Broseley, Shropshire Improvements in the application
and mode of working eccentrics on steam engines.
Charles Turner and Louis Watermann, Liverpool Improvements in or applicable
to the class of hats made from straw, grass, palm leaf, or other like materials.

—

of passengers.

—

— An improvement in calks for the
— Improved machinery for turning articles
of irregular forms in the direction of their length. —(Communication.)

shoes of animals.

—

April

417.
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William E. Newton, 66 Chancery-lane

—Improved machinery for cutting metals or

other hard substances,— (Communication.)
418. Elias Bowcock, Manchester - Certain improvements in the manufacture of cords to
be used in skirts and petticoats.
419. George Gimson, Staleybridge, Lancashire— Certain improvements in steam engines.
420. Thomas Wingate, Glasgow— Improvements in screw propellers, and in adjusting

27

—

467. Frederick B. Houghton, Upper Gloucester-place, Dorset-square Improvements in
the preparation of materials used in the manufacture of paper.
468. Robert B. Cooley, Nottingham
An improvement in the manufacture of knitted
fabrics.
469. William Young, Queen-street— Improvements in five-places or stoves.
470. John Naylor, Wintertou, near Brigg, Lincolnshire Improvements in horse-shoes.

—

—

the same.

Recorded February 13.
W. "Williams. Liverpool— Improvements in increasing the draught and
promoting the combustion of the fuel in furnaces.
422. Charles Crossley, Dan Leeming, and John Crossley, Halifax Improvements in
apparatus for heatiug, and in taps to be employed in combination therewith,
4*21.

Charles

—

which taps are also applicable for general purposes.
H. Harrison, Ty Mawr, Ponty Pridd, Glamorganshire Certain improvements in the machinery or apparatus as at present employed for raising water

—

423. "William

from mines.

—

424. "William Richardson, Kanelagh-grove, Pimlico Improvements in the use of iron
or any other metal by itself, or in combiuation with other materials, for structural purposes.
An improved apparatus for supply425. Frederick H. Sykes. Cork-street, Piccadilly
ing or feeding boilers with water, applicable to raising and forcing liquids for

Recorded February 18.
471. Charles de Bergue, Dowgate-hill— Certain improvements in marine steam-engines.
472. Jacob Green, Philadelphia, U.S.
Improvements in furnaces for burning combustible gases under pressure in the manufacture of glass, iron, and other metals.
473. Hector Christie, Sal ford, Lancashire— Improvements in finishing and polishing

—

threads and yarns.

47S-

—

other purposes.

—

Improvements in water-closets, and in apparatus connected therewith.
427. William S. Clark, High Holborn— Improvements in machines for grating sub426.

D. A. Lamb, Berwick-upon-Tweed

stances.— (Communication.)
42S.

429.
430.
431.

432.

433.

434.

435.

—

—

—

—

—

—

John Williams, Port Madoc, Carnarvonshire Improvements
lowering and stopping anchor chains on board ships, and

in apparatus for
for other similar

purposes.

Recorded February 14.
437.
43S.

439.

440.
441.
442.
443.
444.
445.

—

Andrew B. Walker, Liverpool An improved apparatus for heating fluids.
Hamilton H. Fulton and Thomas B. Etty, Great Queen-street Improvements

—

in

the generation and application of steam power for propelling, hauling, driving,
or conveying, particularly applicable to farming purposes.
Alexander Forrest, Birmingham Improvements in the construction and ornamentation of belt or band fastenings, and other dress fastenings.
John Cruikshank. Princes End, near Tipton, Staffordshire An improvement or
improvements in rolling iron and steel wire.
Josiah Firth, Flush Mill?, Heckmondwike, and Joseph Crabtree, Mill Bridge,
Yorkshire Improvements in power-looms for weaving fancy goods.
Archibald Smith, Princes-street Improvements in machinery for the manufacture
of wire rope and other ropes.
James Taylor, Upper-street, Islington Improvements in the preparation or manufacture of manures.
Charles R. Moate, Old Broad-street Improvements in the permanent way of
railways.
William Cooke, Cornhill Improvements in apparatus for ventilating.

—

—

—
—

—

Recorded February
•=47.

—

—

479.

480.
481.

David Cheetham, Rochdale— Improvements in machinery or apparatus for preparing, spinning, and reeling cotton and other fibrous materials.
Certain improvements in ships' windlasses, capstans,
Samuel Dyer, Bristol
bumpkins, gins, and cranes.
apparatus for the manufacture of type
Louis L. Foucher, Paris— Improvements
and other articles used in letterpress printing.

—

m

Recorded February

Lot Wilks, Bed ford- row— An apparatus for signalling between the guards and
engine drivers on railway trains, which is also applicable to other similar pur-

483.

George F. L. Meakin, 40 Albion-street, Hyde-park— An improved method of ap-

poses.

plying brakes to railway carriages.

David

L. Price, Beaufort, Brecknockshire— Improvements in electric apparatus for
giving signals, and appliances connected therewith.
455. "William Halsall and William Hayhurst, Bury, Lancashire
An improved selfacting " temple/' to be employed in power-looms for weaving.
An improved mode of constructing breakwaters
456. James Abernethy, Westminster
in deep water.
457. James Crook, Winck worth- place, Hoxton— Improvements in looms for weaving
elastic and other fabrics.
4SS. Thomas Clayton, Manchester— Improvements in machinery or apparatus for ornamenting and embossing wood, leather, paper, and other similar articles.
Improvements in the manufacture of sheet4S9. William Clark, 53 Chancery-lane
(Communication.)
glass.
Soothill,
Rochdale
Lord
and
William
Improvements in steam-boilers for
490. James
the more effectual consumption of smoke, whereby a great saving of coal will be
effected.
491. Henry Y. D. Scott, Brompton Barracks, near Chatham— An improved manufacture of cement.
Improvements in the masts, yards, and
492. Peter Cato and Joseph Betteley, Liverpool
spars for ships or sailing vessels.
484.

—

—

—

—

—

—

Recorded February 20.

William Oakes, Stockton-on-Tees,

494.

Henry T. Hetyer, Ryde,

495.

Edward Edwards, Abenbury Forge, Wrexham, Flintshire— Improvements

iron.

bridges and

—

10 Cowley-place, Commercial-road, Peckham Improvements
machinery for manufacturing nails.
451. William E. W^iley, Great Hampton-street, Birmingham Improvements in the
manufacture of metal pens and penholders.
452. Joseph Quick, jun., and Alexender Eraser, Sumner-street, Sonthwark
Improvements in apparatus for regulating the drawing off and the supply of water and

—

—

496.

497

—

Grist,

498.

499.

500.
501.
502.

—

—

in machinery or apparatus for the manufacture of pasteboard. (Communication.)
455. William Clark, Chancery-lane Improvements in the manufacture of railway
chairs.— (Communication.)

—

—

457.
458459.

460.

461.
402.

4C3.
464.
465.
466.

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

moulding.

Thomas Ball,

3 Hyde-street, St. George's, Bloomsbury— An improved portable oven
for baking bread and other articles of food, in the camp, the field, or the house.
Henry Green, Liverpool An improved stove to be heated by gas.
Charles Cowper, 20 Southampton-buildings, Chancery-lane
Improvements in
making drains, and in machinery for that purpose.— (Communication.)
John Goodman, Pall-mall, St. James's parish Improvements in apparatus for
holding together letters, music, and other loose sheets. (Communication.)
"William Bnrslem and John Burslem, Cheadle, Cheshire An improved " picker,"
to be used in power-looms for weaving.
John Bennett, Birmingham A new nr improved joint for fishing-rods, the rods or
handles of parasols, and for other rods.
Thomas Withnall, Manchester Improvements in the manufacture of copper, brass,
or other metallic rollers or cylinders.
Emile Alcan, Fore-street Improvements in machinery for twisting, doubling, and
spinning cotton, silk, and other fibrous materials. ("Communication.)
Harby Barber, Belgrave, Leicestershire Improvements in knitting machinery.
Jean B. Pascal, Lyons, France— An improved engine, with rotary piston, applicable
to various purposes.
Augustus Kaltwaaser, 5 Grove-street, Camdentown An improvement in the action
of horizontal pianofortes.

Elkan Adler, 133 High Holborn

Improvements in spring bed-bottoms, said bottoms being applicable to other descriptions of furniture.
505. Capt. Alexander T. Blakely, Tonbridge Wells, Kent Improvements in ordnance,
Improvements in machinery for
506. John Elce and Samuel Hartley, Manchester
507.

Recorded February 17.
456.

Recorded February 21.
504.

John H. Johnson, 47 Li n coin' s-inn-fi elds and Glasgow— Improvements

—

—

other fluids.

454.

in the manufacture of

in the construction of

in the
for cables and other purposes.
Improvements in mash tuns, and in apparatus to be
Islington
employed therewith, which apparatus is also applicable to the heating and
keeping up of a continuous circulation of liquids iu any vessel to which it may
be connected.
Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet-street— Improvements in steam-digging apparatus
suitable for draining and excavating purposes, parts of which are applicable to
reaping. (Communication.)
Jobn R. Crook, Birmingham An improved material for, and an improvement in
the manufacture of hat tips, which material is also applicable to the manufacture of hat and other boxes or cases.
John Combe, Leeds— Impmvements in the construction and driving of power-looms
in the formation of shuttles, and in the winding and arrangement of weft, parts
of which improvements are applicable to other purposes.
An improved manufacture of artificial
Frederick C. Jeune, Gresham-street
leather.
Joseph Glover and John Bold, Liverpool Improvements consisting of extended
uses of photography as applied to dials, tablets, and pictures.
Wilhelm Zipser and Johann P. Klein, Biala, Galicia, Austria Improved machinery or apparatus to be used in the manufacture of woollen cloth.

John

Alexander Parkes, 8 Bath-road, Birmingham— Improvements in the manufacture
of nails,

Wight — Improvements

Isle of
arched structures.

manufacture of chains

—

in

Durham— Improvements

493.

—

Thomas Newcomb,

19.

4S2.

—

wristbands.

453.

—

of various colours.

16.

Jean M. Letestu, Paris— Improvements in signals.
William R. Jackson, Baltimore, Maryland, U.S. An improved railway break.
448. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery-lane Improved machinery for manufacturing
nuts and washers. ^Communication.)
449. John Crawley, the elder, Wood-street, Cheapside Improvements in collars and
446.

450.

—

—

—

—

Seabright-place, Hackney-road Improved apparatus to be used for
burning pyrotechnic compositions, or preparations for producing artificial lights

John Moule,

—A

new or improved method of constructing
Walter S. Mappin, Birmingham
doors and windows for the prevention of burglary, which method of construction
is also applicable to other articles where strength is required.
Noel C. Smith, Churton-street, Pimlico Improvements in the disc engine.
Marmaduke W. Hallett, St. George's-road, Eccleston-sqnare— Improvements in
apparatus for securing window and other openings in buildiugs.
John Lawson and Stephen Cotton, Leeds Improvements in machinery for roving,
spinning, or twisting flax, cotton, wool, and other fibrous substances.
George Hardstaff, Skegby Colliery, near Mansfield Improvements in apparatus
for actuating and applying the breaks of carriages used on railways, and for
coupling such carriages.
Richard Houchin, junior, Bridport-place, New North-road, Hoxton Improvements
in alarums.
Titus Robottom, Atherstone, Warwickshire— Improvements in locomotive engines
chiefly adapted for the purposes of common-road or street traction, and the
working of agricultural implements.
James Gpcker, Liverpool Improvements in, and apparatus for, the manufacture of
wire, part of which improvements is applicable to the annealing of other metallic
articles.

436.

—

An improvement or improvements in illumination.
474. Robert Best, Birmingham
475. John Rylands, Warrington, Lancashire
Improvements in annealing wire.
476. Julien Blanc, 59 Rue St. Louis, Batignolles, near Paris— Improvements in making
bread and biscuits. (Communication.)

508.
509.
510.

—

An improved apparatus applicable to steampipes or cylinders used for heating and drying, which said apparatus may be
similarly employed wherever steam is used for such purposes.
John Whitehead, Preston, Lancashire— Improvements in boilers.
Francis H. Thomson, Glasgow— Improvements in the manufacture of iron.
John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's-inn-fields and Glasgow— Improvements in spinningmachines. (Communication from Joel Smith, Northbridge, Worcester, Massachusetts, U.S.)
John Barber, Manchester Improvements in compound printing maundrills.
John Middleton, Hyde, Cheshire, and William Stent, Fairfield, near Manchester
Improvements in railway chairs, and in the jointing of rails for railways.
John Tnrner, Syresham, Northamptonshire— Improvements iu the process of manufacturing bread, and in the component parts of the same.
Victor Touche, 14 Rathbone-placc, Oxford-street— Improvements iu the manufacture of paper from bass or bast.
John Williams, Wifiginton, Oxfordshire Improvements in commm road vehicles.
Michael Grouse, 549 Oxford-street An improved apparatus for giving stability to
life-boats and other boats.
George Phillips, Hammersmith Improvements in stationery cabinets, and in
envelopes to be used therewith.
William Gossage, Widnes, Lancashire Improvements in the manufacture of soda
and potash.
Joseph Fielding, Ashton-under-Lyne

—

511.
512.
513.

514.
515516.
517.

518.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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519.

Auguste Qnidde and Charles Mayet, Biala, Galicia, Austria

—Certain improvements

520.
521.

—

Stonthall, Swansea, Glamorganshire Improvements in labels.
William Footman, 24 Rodney-street, Pentonville— Invention for further utilizing
the illuminating properties of gas, by improvements in burners and shades, or
reflectors.

—

A. Bourdier and Victor Masselon, 4 Trafalgar-square, Charing-cross
Improvements in obtaining and applying motive power.
523. Joseph J. Bannister, Southwark, Surrey An improved watch and property pro522. Charles

—

568.
569.

570.

tector pocket.

James Brown, Aldgate — Invention

534.

of a method or methods of preparing paper to
it to receive an impression from an engraved block or plate, type, or other
printing agent, while in a dry state.
Francis Coniliane La Croix, New York, U.S. An improvement in reducing and
reeling the topsails of vessels.
Improvements in producing figures and
Giuseppe Devincenzi, Maddox-street
designs upon plates for printing from.
James E> Shearman, Pimlico Improvements in saddles and collars for horses and
other animals.
John Kirkbam, Tonbridge-place, New-road Improvements in the construction of
furnaces, ovens, or kilns for drying, baking, or burning pottery or earthenware,
bricks, tiles, or other similar articles, and in the means of collecting and condensing or carrying off the smoke, gases, or vapours, evolved from 6uch or other
furnaces or fireplaces, or that escape or arise from the retorts and other parts of
the apparatus used in the manufacture of gas.
William E. Newton, 66 Chancery-lane An improved furnace for locomotive and
other boilers. (Communication.)
Charles H. Murray, Oakley Cottages, Old Kent-road An improved construction of
chain pump.
Jacques H. M. Maissiat, Paris Improvements in dibbling machinery for depositing grain and manure.
Aimi? Koch, Belfast— Improvements in machinery for breaking and scutching flax,
hemp, and other fibrous substances.
Invention for separating the different solid fatty acids
Laurent Laurot, Paris
(acides gras) from the liquid fatty ones.
Improvements in fasteners for parts of
George Bamett, 102 Aldersgate-street

535.

John Milues and William Thompson, Sutton

524.

«nable

525.
526.
527.

528.

529.

—

—

—

—

530.
531.
532.
533.

—

—

—

—

garments.

provements in looms

for

536. Claude F. Latruffe, Paris,

Mill, Kildwick,

Yorkshire

—

539.

541.
542.
543.
544.
645.
546.

—

—

iron pipes.
672. Nathaniel J. Amies,
ratus for polishing

Manchester— Certain improvements
and finishing yarns or threads.
Recorded Ftbruary 27.

carriages.
575.

William Robertson and James G. Orchar, Dundee, and John Menzies, Ordie Mill,
Perthshire Improvements in machinery or apparatus for winding yarns or

576.
577.

William Wilkinson, Nottingham— Improvements in lighting, and in lamps.
Edward Mucklow, Bury, Lancashire Certain improvements in apparatus to be
employed for the purposes of cooling and evaporating.
James R. Field, Fore-street, Cripplegate, and Julius and Louis Goodman, Great
Certain improvements in trowsers.
Prescott-street, Goodman's-fields
Samuel Draper, Lenton, Nottingham Improvements in apparatus for retarding
and stopping carriages on railways, and in cocks or taps used for such and other

—

thread.

5S0.
581.

—

—

—

Recorded Ftbruary 28.

in heating

— Improvements in under-skirts or petticoats.
Iron Works, Gateshead-upon-Tyne, Durham —

Brooman, 166 Fleet-street

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

purposes.
582. Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery-lane— An improvement in springs for railroad
carriages and other uses. (Communication.)
583. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery-lane— Improved valve gear for reciprocating
steam-engines, whose power is applied directly by the piston, without employing
a rotary shaft.— (Communication.)

685.

—

machinery or appa-

Godfrey Ermen and Francis Spencer, Manchester— Improvements in the manufacture of bands, straps, or belts for driving machinery, and for other purposes.
574. David Davies, Wigmore-street, Cavendish-square— An improvement in steps for

— Im-

(Communication.)
Stephen W. Hawks, Gateshead
Improvements in railway chairs.
Joseph Betteley, Liverpool Improvements in machinery for lifting and working
anchors, cables, and other weights on shipboard.
Joseph Robinson, Glasgow Terrace, Thames Bank, Pimlico Improvements in the
stages used in green-houses and hot-houses.
Alexander Parkes, Birmingham
Improvements in separating tin from tinplate
scrap, and tin or 2inc from other surfaces of iron.
John Pullar and Laurence Pullar, Perth An improvement in the manufacture of
umbrellas and parasols.
John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's-inn-fields, and Glasgow— Improvements in fastenings for dress and other purposes. (Communication from Hypolite Marie, Paris.)
George M'Calian, Johnstone, Renfrewshire Improvements in air and water discharge apparatus for steam pipes.
Alexander Mitchell, Peterhead, Aberdeenshire Improvements in harpoon guns.
James Thornton, Belfast— Improvements in the manufacture of bricks, tiles, and
tubes of earthenware.

in

573.

584

and 4 South-street, Finsbury— Improvements

apparatus.
537. Richard A.

540.

—

weaving.
Recorded February 24.

538.

571.

—

Joseph

—

—

1857.

and Samuel R.
Bruton, Manchester An improved azure blue for domestic purposes.
S. Edwards, 233 and 234 Blackfriars-road, Surrey
Invention for the preparation and novel application of a certain foreign fruit or vegetable as an article
of food, confectionery, or to be used in brewing or distilling, or for the manufacture of sugar and gum.
William Mills, Lower Craven-place, Kentish-town An improvement in the action
of upright piano-fortes.
Brook Hodgson and John Carter, Halifax, Yorkshire Improvements in looms for
weaving Brussels carpets and other terry fabrics.
Victor Cassaignes, Queen-street, Goldeu-square— Improvements in the manufacture of metallic pens and penholders.
Walter Macfarlane, Glasgow Improvements in moulding or manufacturing cast-

—

667.

Edward R. Wood,

1,

566. Charles Bruton, senior, Charles Bruton, junior, Francis J. Bruton,

in propelling.

Recorded February 23.

April

—

Frederick Stubbin, Bawtry, Yorkshire Improvements in propelling vessels.
Edgar Heale and Mary Ann Heale, Albion-terrace, Hatfield New T14WU, Hertfordshire Invention for the treatment of vegetable and other substances.
Anguish H. A. Durant, St. James-street— Improvements in apparatus for ascertaining and indicating the number of, and distance travelled by, passengers in
public carriages, and the fares paid.
Improvements in looms for
Jesse Briggs, Newsted Mill, Pudsey, near Leeds
weaving.
Charles W. Harrison, Woolwich Improvements in obtaining light by electricity.
Thomas Horton, Birmingham An improvement or improvements in the manufacture of mottled or variegated soaps.
George Wilson, Glasgow Improvements in weaving.
James E. M'Connell, Wolverton— Improvements in railway brakes.
Henry W. Taylor, C.R.E. Norfolk-crescent, Hyde-park— Improvements in the per-

—

—

5S8.
6S9.
590.
591.
592.

—

—

—

manent way

of railways.

Armand le Comte de Fontainemoreau, Paris, and 4 South-street, Finsbury
Improvements in window shutters. (Communication.)
Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet-street -An improvement in the manufacture of

593. Peter

—

595-

—

sulphate of soda. (Communication.)
596. Henry D. P. Cunningham, Bury, Hants— An improvement in sails, and in the
reefing and furling of sails, and setting and taking in of sails.
597. Theodore H.Jennens, Hunter's-Iane, Birmingham A new or improved manufacture of rollers or cylinders for printing fabricB.

—

Recorded February 25.

William Wood, Monkhill-house, near Pontefract, Yorkshire— Improvements in
machinery or apparatus used in the manufacture of carpets and other pile fabrics.
548. William Wood, Monkhill-hou>e, near Pontefract, Yorkshire
Improvements in
machinery or apparatus ueed in the manufacture of carpets and other pile fabrics.
549. James Fenton, Low Moor, near Bradford, Yorkshire— An improved method of connecting the feed-pipes of locomotive engines and tenders.
550. Job Mead and George Mead, Bethnal Green— Improvements in metallic packing
547.

j8y* Information as to any of these applications,
cation to the Editor of this Journal.

and

their progress,

may

be

had on appli-

—

boxes or cases.
Laurent Piaud, Paris, and 4 South-street, Finsbury— Improvements in ventilatin"
and preventing inundations in coal mines.
552. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery-lane— Improved machinery for making preparings
from waste silk, cotton, wooL" flax, hemp, and other fibrous materials. (Commu551.

DESIGNS FOR ARTICLES OF UTILITY.
Registered

—

nication.)

553. Louis E. O. Degrand, Paris— Certain improved lenticular glasses for lighting and
reflecting or refracting.
554. Christian Schwedersky, Railway-place, Fenchurch -street— Improvements in floating ships or vessels.
655. John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's-inn-fields, and Glasgow Improvements in apparatus or instruments for measuring distances and elevations.
(Communication

—

—

from Enoch A. Crandall, Friendship, Alleghany, New York, U.S.)
556. John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's-inn-fields, and Glasgow— Improvements in carding
machines. (Communication from Eugene Lhuillier, Louviers, France.)
657. Moses H. Picciotto, 8 Crosby-square— Improvements in preparing flax, hemp, and
other fibrous substances.
Park-terrace, Brixton-road— An improvement in the manufacture

James Spence,

559.

Auguste Godet, Bordeaux, France

560.

John H. Glew,

561.

Thomas G. Shaw,

of artificial coral.

— Improvements in reefing

March

3rd, 1856.

16th, 3944

Wm. G.

climates."

3946

—

3947
23rd, 3943
25th, 3949
26th, 3950

Shaw, Kingsland,— u The signaliser."

&

Blaise, 67 St. James'-street,— " Fumigating apparatus
for the cure of diseases of the skin."
Whicker
Blaise, 67 St. James'-street,—" An enema or syringe."
Joshua E. Kellick, 7 Ludgate-hill,— " Waistcoat shirt."

Whicker

&

Samuel Whitehall, Nottingham,—" Anti-garotte cravat."
Patstone, Birmingham,—" Improved gas shade and regu-

Thomas

lator."

—

3951

Robert L. Howard, 85 Whitecross-street,

27th, 3952
28th, 3953
3rd,

3954

— " High-pressure

ball-

—

cock."

March

sails.

14th to

17th, 3945
21st,

—

558.

from Feb.

Joseph J. Welch and John Margetson, 17 Cheapside,— " The Westend collar."
Mander & Allender, Liverpool,—" An air-conductor hat for tropical

Feb. 14th, 3943

Joseph Underwood, Birmingham, " A clasp."
Hill, Son, & White, Coventry,—" White's detached watch escapement."
Robert Maples, Sheffield,— " Improved double-bouud carpenter's
brace, with octagon compound lever-pad."

Recorded February 26.

Pancras— An improved method of fastening
and gentlemen's boots and shoes.
35 Great St. Helens, Bislmpsgate An improved thrashing and
winnowing machine, which he calls a flail-thrashing machine for corn and 'other
Charlotte-street, St.

ladies'

—

grain.
562.
563.

564.

William E. Wiley, Birmingham— Improvements in ever-pointed pencil cases.
David O. Edwards, Cambridge Villa, Gilston-road, West Brompton— Invention for
ventilating and removing the products of combustion of fuel and of respiration
from the apartments of dwelling-houses, and from public buildings.
Joseph Hoy, senior, Islington— Improvement in apparatus for distributing sand
on railway

565.

Andrew

P.
boring.

rails.

How, Mark-lane— Improvements

in

machinerv or

tools for drilling

and

TO READERS AND CORRESPONDENTS.
Commencement of Volume II., Second Series, of the Practical Mechanic's
Journal.— The present Part of this Journal, No. 109, commences Volume II., Second
Series, of the work, being the tenth year of its existence. Vol. I., Second Series, just
completed, may now be had from any bookseller, in cloth, gold lettered, price 14s. It
contains 28 quarto pages of Copperplate Engravings, 560 Engravings on Wood, and 344

pages of letterpress.

—

Waggon Address ant> Invoice Box. In our note on this subject last month, we
omitted to state that William Hill of Carlisle— a brakesman on the Caledonian line— is
the inventor of the invoice-box and fog-signal, of which we gave illustrative figures.
shall be glad to learn his address.
P. G.— The article is very ingeuious and useful.
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basin of the Ganges

the rest will cross from that

;

basin to the Sutlej, one of the feeders of the Indus, the second great

INDIA.

river of India.

Our Indian possessions have been called the highest jewel in the
British crown.
That this expression was not a mere figure of speech,
will be apparent

when we

state that the population of India is six times

greater than the population of Great Britain and Ireland

about twenty-

;

eight times greater than the population of other British possessions, and

human

nearly one-seventh of the whole
there

is

here a vast

immense slumbering

capabilities to be

No one can doubt

race.

that

of all kinds; that there are

field for enterprise

awakened

to vigorous life

and

;

that Europe has to benefit greatly more than she has ever yet done

the produce of her fertile

by a thousand

warmed by a

soil,

What

rivers.

by

and watered

tropical sun,

sugar-cane, the tea-plant, spice-bearing trees, and

rice,

those yielding luscious fruits

Imagine the work

!

structing roads, water-courses, drains, tanks

And

viaducts, &c.

then, as to the

first

and

;

all

to be done in con-

immediate advantages this

probability the whole of the iron

as well the rolling stock, will be manufactured in Britain
to

come.

Indeed,

it

must be

it

work required,
for some years

ill

As

England.

commercial advantages

to the

which will result from the establishment of railways in India, we believe

when

the resources of that country are considered, there cannot be

The

two opinions.

population

production are immense
paratively scanty;
are of trifling

the natural sources of

;

and the reason

;

present com-

soil is at

minerals remain untouched;

its

amount

vast and docile

is

but the produce of the

;

its

manufactures

evident, for until

is

means

are

established for conveying the produce of industry to suitable markets,

must be

enterprise

restricted,

Railways are required
the

exchange

down

bring

and labour cramped.

connect one district with another, to facilitate

to

of their respective productions;

to the sea-board the metals

means

India should have the

but,

and crops

of sending

more than

all,

to

strikes us that

it

cent.

we

in place of English coke

more

to

our advantage to

It

them

to be worked,

and must remain

and the produce conveyed

command a sale.
The public, however, seems

so until railways enable
to the spots

where they

have awakened

at last to

the importance of railway communication in India.

and
It

is

We

way

extent of the projects,

Our readers

if

proposed to be done

will

more readily comprehend the

they will take the trouble to lay before them a

of the country for reference, as

The

is

in our great dependency, in this leading department of

engineering enterprise.

map

soliciting the

shall proceed to describe the principal

schemes, solely with the view of showing what
in this

largest of these enterprises

is

we go

along.

that undertaken

by the East Indian

Railway Company, with a present capital of nearly eight millions.
line

commences

at Calcutta,

and

it

has been projected to extend

Lahore, the capital of the Punjaub, a distance of 1305 miles
this length
traffic

;

which

lies

upon.

A

;

The
it

to

that of

only 122 miles have been actually completed and opened for

683 miles are now

in process of construction, whilst that part

between Delhi and Lahore (500 miles) has not been touched
glance at the

H». 110.- Vol. X.

map

situate in a country

may

the estimated cost of which

;

is

two

about equi-distant from Calcutta and Bombay,

is

abounding in coal and minerals.

be stated, as an example of the readiness of the population to

avail themselves of the facilities of railway transit, that during the half-

year, 432,231 persons

were passengers upon the 122 miles of completed

Hue, whilst the tonnage of goods carried amounted to 33,000, an increase
of

more than one-third over the tonnage of the preceding

The system

of railways projected

Railway Company,

is

many, but they have
to

make a

The branches

another gigantic scheme.

all their

root at

six months.

by the Great Indiano Peninsular

Bombay.

One

are

of their projects

is

line in a south-western direction, as far as Kistna, to a line

from Madras.

Another and much longer

From

the East Indian railway at Agra.

line is that

this line a

from Bombay to

branch

contem-

is

plated to Jubbulpore, to meet the branch line of the East Indian Rail-

way

already mentioned

;

and a second branch

has been projected to

line

Nagpore, in the centre of the Peninsula, and in the midst of the Berar
cotton field.
The execution of these various lines will absorb a vast

sum

of

money; and no one can conjecture when,

completed.

A very

small part

is

to the public, those

The

if ever,

they will he

actually under construction,

and only

being of course in the

cost of the portion

now open

has not

exceeded £10,000 per mile, including rolling stock and stations.

Let us pass over to the other side of the Peninsula, and see what the
Madras Railway Company are doing, or have projected. From Madras
is

to be carried to the eastern sea-board at Beypore, a distance of

miles, but of this only

opened.

Then a

65 miles have actually been completed and
hundred miles in length, has been pro-

line, several

jected, but its course has not yet been determined on, to

meet the south-

western line of the Great Indian Peninsular Company; and a branch
line of

will

show that

The

to a sense of

Several lines are

and several new companies are

in course of formation,

aid of British capitalists.

of native,

having been thus re-

about 75 miles to Bangalore, in the Mysore dominions, has been

surveyed, and received the sanction of the East Indian Compauy.

will

now

Jubbulpore

millions.

a line

totally useless,

absorb 42 per

by the use

has been recently proposed to form a branch line from Mirzapore to

400

now

now only

fuel,

coal, the cost of fuel

Jubbulpore, a distance of 250 miles

During the progress of the preliminary surveys which have
been carried on by the various companies which we shall shortly mention, valuable deposits of coal and metals have been discovered, but
attention.

sleepers,

;

duced from 14Jd. to 2jd. per train mile.

form those lines to which he was lately endeavouring to attract our

these are

and

neighbourhood of Bombay.

shall find greatly

country

a great saving having been effected in

;

to Britain its silk, cotton,

invest our capital in this field of enterprise, than to help the Czar to

of rails, 34,486 tons

and 300,000 creosoted

at first absorbed 67 per cent, of the returns,

89 miles have been opened

sugar, tea, and rope materials, is of vast importance to both countries;

and

for in this

That

of the interior.

lines to the trade of

and 122 locomotive engines
and tenders have been purchased. The cost of the line as far as completed has been about £11,000 per mile.
The working expenses, which

has been calculated, that three-fourths of the total

outlay will be incurred

that

have been contracted

in building bridges,

country will derive from the construction of such works,

remembered that in

of chairs, 7,347 tons of fishing pieces,

vast mines of coal and metals are lying

hid beneath the surface; what vast tracts above ought to be planted

with cotton,

To show the immense present value of these
we may mention that 164,525 tons

Great Britain,

as far as Delhi the line runs

line proposed to be

formed by the Bombay, Baroda, and Central

Indian Railway Company, commences at Bombay, and runs northward,

along the coast to Ahmedabad, a distance of 335 miles.

commenced

in

November, 1855, but the company

on the northern part of the

is

Proceedings

at present

workin"

namely, that lying between Surat and
Baroda; the government not permitting them to form the Bombay part
at

first.

The

line,

total capital of the

company

estimate for the works and rolling stock

is

is

£2,010,000;

£6,000 per mile.

and the

The com-

pany's engineers have explored about 4,000 linear miles, with the object
of ascertaining the best means of connecting the eastern and western
coasts of the Peninsula, and the branches most likely to develop the

enormous resources of the country.
and coal deposits are reported

to

Turning our attention once more

iron

to the north of India,

we

find several

which at present no acts have yet been
The Eastern Bengal Railway Company proposes to establish

companies projecting lines
obtained.

During the surveys, copious

have been discovered.

for

a communication throughout the Delta of the Ganges,

by constructing
E

a
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railway on the

left

through

districts

company

starts

Lank

of the

Hooghly

eastward and northward,

to the

which must, of course, give way
Indian Railway Company's lines

kingdom

one of

Junctions with the East

to the other.

made, and the chief towns of

will be

The chief productions

will be connected together.

are rice, wheat, Indian corn, and other grain

of

Oude

opium, sugar cane, indigo,

;

Large quantities of saltpetre are obtained from the

and linseed.
and

field,

after refinement, are sent to the Calcutta market.

soil,

Hides, horns,

every reason

and tallow,

also form a considerable trade

to believe

that a system of railways in this district will be of great

benefit to

so that there

;

is

In the Punjaub, a lately acquired kingdom, a line about 230 miles

long has been projected by the Punjaub Railway Company.

posed to

commence

town and military

at Moultan, a large

and

to carry it to

It is pro-

station on the

and possessing a brisk internal

Sutlej, the political capital of the district,

trade,

parties

ought

to join in

ment
all

is

seeking and applying

Lahore and Unirotser, the commercial capital of

1857.

practised

by both branches

of the

the concerns of the railways,

however

Home
;

all

officer,

whose duty

it

any

special

and publicly

should be to inform those

bodies on matters requiring professional explanation."

Such a mode

proceeding necessarily entails great delay and waste of money.
confusion will be introduced where

professional

knowledge and

and the

the tedious forms of epistolary

routine, but without the exclusive devotion of

responsible professional

Govern-

and that

must come under the

trifling,

consideration, and receive the sanction of the Court of Directors

Board of Control, " carried on with

immense importance that
Where there is a want of

of

it is

coming

to

a conclusion

;

home

and hence,

whilst on the one hand the inevitable delay of a complicated system

much

of

Moreover,

of responsible professional advice, the

authorities are naturally diffident of

all

said that the

It is

it.

of India in reference to the proceedings of the companies

harmonious combinations should have place.

it.

1,

given of the delay, shows that a remedy can be easily found, and

most minute control

with the modest capital of a million.

In the kingdom of Oude, two rival companies are in the

the

This

peopled with fifteen millions of inhabitants.

May

is

want of uniformity in the regulations and the demust become more and more apparent as matters proceed, and

increased, the

cisions

Steamers on

the lines, instead of being cheap and efficient works, constructed within

the Indus will connect Moultan with the terminus of the Scinde railway

a reasonably rapid period, will exhibit costly and discordant results

the Punjaub, and equal to Delhi in population and wealth.

at Hyderabad,

and thus place the Punjaub

communication with

in

Kurrachee, at the mouth of the Indus, the natural port of Scinde.
is

said that Scinde, the Punjaub,

and the states under

It

control, cover

an

take an interest in this question,

we can recommend

in reference to their financial effects

millions.

Indian Interests," in which they will find

uniform guage of five feet six inches has been established for

all

we are inclined
we have heard

It

railways in India

and

;

this,

than either of those of which

may

to think, is a better
so

much

in

of our readers as
Lieut. -Col.

Ken-

nedy's pamphlet, entitled " Principles of Railway Construction, analysed

area of 130,000 square miles, and possess a population of twenty -five

A.

To such

spread over an interminable series of years.

many

on Shareholders, and on British and

many

sensible remarks,

and

valuable data for arriving at a right conclusion.

guage

England.

MECHANICAL NOTES FROM AMERICA.

be mentioned that the several companies have obtained a guaran-

teed rate of interest, usually five per cent., from the Indian government.

Although the cost of constructing railways in our Indian possessions

much

has been

less

than in Britain, where the average cost has been

£30,000 per mile, we are led
higher than
regulations.

it

to believe that the

think that the expenditure on works and rolling stock

should not exceed £7,000 per mile, and
efficiently

expenditure has been

need to have been under proper management and better

We

At a

provided at this rate.

that everything could be

cost so small as this, the share-

holders need never fear the having to suffer that depreciation of their

property which British companies have had to endure.

It is stated that

out of forty-six British railway companies, in which about £113,000,000

had been invested, exclusive of borrowed
one companies had depreciated

to the

or preference capital, forty-

extent of nearly £33,000,000

The circum-

whilst the gain to four had been less than one million.

stances under which our railways were undertaken, and the lavish ex-

penditure which attended them, are well known, and fully explain

all

this.

One

IKON AND STEEL

thing, however, connected with the construction of Indian rail-

ways, demands instant correction, and that

the extraordinarily slow

is

FAST SCREW STEAMEES GOVERNORS AGAIN GAS-COAL,
AND BURNING FLUID rRATT'S SAFETY LAMP.
;

OIL,

The discoveries of Mr. H. Bessemer, that iron, or the impurities
mingled therewith, can be made to burn when air is forced through it in
a melted state, attracted much attention in this country when it was first
made public, but the theme has now been quietly dropped. Either by
chance or as a result of very skilful management such as few underthis mode of
stand in its application even to a really good invention
iron-working attracted the attention of the editors, and absorbed the
columns, of the newspapers in Great Britain, far more than any new and
Our press but
untried invention in such a track now seems to deserve.
echoed in fact, literally copied, for the most part from the London and
Birmingham journals; and although some of our heaviest iron concerns
among them the well known house of Cooper & Hewitt, owning a large
number of blast furnaces and rolling mills had invested quite liberally
in constructing the apparatus for testing it on a large scale with our
the fever had passed its crisis in Great Britain, and
ores and materials
the intelligence thereof had reached this country before an actual trial
had been had at any single point on this continent. Our miners and
smelters will continue to work in the old established, but almost infinitely
varied modes; our puddlers and their helpers will continue to knead the
glowing pool of metal, until it coheres in the furnace our squeezers and
rolls will still continue to compete with the hammer in bringing it to
shape; workmen, owners, and professional chemists, will continue in
doubt how and to what extent cinder is a desirable element in the product; importers from Great Britain will continue to undervalue our
home-made metal and statesmen, press, and people, will continue to

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

There cannot be a doubt that something

progress of the works.
radically

wrong

here,

when we

state that,

although the date of the

contract of the East Indian Company's line

is

first

dated nearly seven years

is

ago, only 122 miles have yet been opened for traffic; that

is to

say, the

;

annum

progress has been only at the rate of 18 miles per
rate of advance of the Indian Peninsular

Company

their line, has only been about 13 miles per

whilst the

formation of

annum, since the date

their first contract, nearly seven years back.

Company has pushed on more

in the

;

rapidly than the others, but even they

have not exceeded the rate of 20A miles per annum.

How

is

this ?

this snail's progress satisfactory to the shareholders, or desired

Indian people?

To what

vast lines be postponed,
It

seems to us that

if

of

The Madras Railway
Is

by the

future generation will the completion of these

if this is to

be the rate of progress throughout

railways are desirable at

of all parties to form the lines with rapidity.

all, it

The

is

?

to the interest

explanation which

is

liscuss the effect of protective tariffs, fixed or fluctuating, in retarding
railroad construction, and in developing or strangling, alternately, the

Our present
important iron-producing arm of our national industry.
duty (30 dollars per ton) is sufficient to make the iron manufacture
profitable
in fact, under favourable circumstances, to make it one of the
But bills are now being favourbest investments our resources afford.
ably considered in Congress, which propose to include railroad iron in a
so that before the mail shall distribute in
list of imports entirely free
this country the Practical Mechanic's Journal containing these lines, the
workmen may be idly reclining about the closed doors of what are now
some of our most actively-driven mills.
In this' country, as in every other, there are scores of inventions produced every month, destined to be of no value either to the parties most

—

;

a;
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and supremely toiinterested public. Such
the case -with all the iron and steel processes, to which the Bessemer furore seems to have given an impulse but there are one or two
which seem to deserve a few moments' attention. One is the " American Magnetic Iron Company's," formerly the " Harvey Iron Company's"
interested, nor to the great

may be

;

method, which is quietly but industriously pushed forward at works
adjoining this city.
It has been recently made public, that improvements by Mr. Miner, the president, made on the basis of the original
Harvey patent, enable this company to produce a very tolerable wrought
The
iron, direct from the ore, at a cost little greater than that of pig.
apparatus, should this prove to be the fact, will be examined and described in full in a future letter.
1 he present information is only secondhand. The furnace seems important in one point not yet referred to
One of these furnaces large enough to
the cost of its construction.
conduct the operation on a moderate scale, by the production of 2 tons

—

—

—

24 hours can be erected for about 2,500 dollars.
Mr. John Neville has in successful use, on a small scale or had but
a few weeks ago a process for making steel, the simplicity of which is
almost amusing to any one accustomed to case-hardening iron.
It is,
in fact, but an extension of the process of case-hardening, until the whole
substance, instead of the mere surface, is steeled.
Mr. Neville puts old
iron scraps
wrought-iron only, of course, being used, but without any
other care in the selection
into a crucible, to the extent of about 40 lbs.
and to this jumbled mass of old nails and horse-shoes, boiler iron and old
wires, he adds only half an ounce of yellow prussiate of potash, one ounce
of sal ammoniac, eight ounces of charcoal, one gill of ehloride of sodium
(common salt), and three and a half ounces of manganese and pours out
what is affirmed by the operators to be a good cast steel, after only about
three hours' cooking.
The scrap iron is worth about 2 cents per pound,
or 80 cents for the mass operated upon; the prussiate, one cent; the
ammoniac, one cent; the coal, salt, and manganese, about one cent; and
the labour and fuel consumed, where the operation is conducted on a
liberal scale, cannot well increase the cost above LOO dol. for the whole
charge of a crucible whilst the product is assumed to be nearly 40 lbs.
of metal, worth 15 cents per pound, or about 6'00 dols.
The question
hinges on how much the product resembles real cast steel.
If it is
the same in quality as that for which nought but the Dannemora mines
of Sweden could heretofore supply the material, and nought but Sheffield
and Warrington hands prepare, assort, and label, the invention is one of
almost priceless value.
But this all-important question is not yet satisof metal per

—

—

—

—

;

;

factorily answered.

When

it is, I

will again allude to

it.

The

superior

character of English cast-steel, assumed above, is based on the fact, that
it possesses a character for evenness of temper, under any given treatment, which no American steel is yet proved to possess. America makes
splendid tools and files of British steel, but although geologists and
chemists are repeatedly affirming the discovery or long known existence
of ore beds, pure as any in the world, so long as English steel-makers
hold a monopoly of the few Swedish mines, which have so long proved the
mine3 for this purpose, so long, under the present regime, Great Britain
will supply the world with the best cast-steel.
When our country, either
by the use of old or new processes, shall concentrate capital and skill to
eqnal the old-established works of Britain
shall assort and divide the
metal into classes, in proportion as it is more or less carbonized, so as to
vary the subsequent treatment with like good effect and, as another
necessary preliminary, shall command an immense amount of business at
remunerative rates then it may be found that our ores are the best, and
our steel-makers the most successful, in the universe. But, unfortunately, that state of things has not arrived, nor can it be seen in the
prospective.
This brief review of the iron and steel manufacture then
leads to the conclusion, that, in a scientific view, there is plenty of room
for improvement, and many hopeful devices for the purpose, but no well
established step in that direction has been actually taken ; and in a
politic-commercial, or national view, that we can make iron
a tough,
excellent iron, better than English, and almost equal to Swede or Sable
but cannot make steel.
At page 277,* you give the performance of the iron screw steamship
Nubia 2250 tons, built by Mr. Laird of Birkenhead, which averaged
11-pj knots an hour from Suez to Calcutta and back
9000 miles and
justly claim it as the quickest long trip of any screw steamer afloat
speed rarely excelled by the fastest paddle steamers. I have to offset this
by a short, rapid run, of a new screw steamer, of very moderate size and
tolerably full model, which is, probably, considering the dimensions of the
vessel, the fastest screw-propulsion on record.
The Curlevi a coasting
vessel, built by Mr. Sneeden of Greenpoint, and provided with engines
by Messrs. Corliss & Nightingale of Providence -whose success in land-

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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engineering was detailed at page 244,* ran 9 miles in 35 minutes,
being 15$ miles per hour. The vessel is 160 feet long on deck, with
28J feet breadth of beam, and 10 feet depth of hold. She has two
engines, receiving steam at a high pressure, and working it very expansively, by means of peculiar valves and valve motions.
The Silver governor, described at page 258,* hardly received justice
Considered merely as an attachment to the steamer then
at that time.
the main subject of remark
its claims to merit as a rival of the old
governor, for general stationary engines, were treated too cavalierly.
It
has since proved itself decidedly superior to the conical pendulum, and
allowing theory to follow rather than lead experiment, we can now see
ample reason why it should be so. The conical pendulum, or ordinary
governor, opposes gravity alone to centrifugal force and at the angles
where it is generally worked, gravity is but little more active when the
balls are in their highest than their lowest position
and the relations of
the opposing forces, in the varying positions of the masses, are such that
there is, with each change of load on the engine, a tendency to move too
far, and remain there too long; thence to vibrate back, and again to
repeat the movement many times, unless opposed by friction.
Friction
prevents the vibration, but makes the regulation slow and faulty; so
that with either much or little friction, difficulties are involved.
But
the balanced ball, or Silver's governor, exhibits no such effects, the difference being due to the rapid rate at which the tension of the spring
increases as the balls are thrown out.
In short referring, by way of
illustration, to the engraving already given
it is desirable to make this
governor nearly frictionless. As the balls are thrown out by any increased speed, the spring, k, f, is compressed to an increased tension,
and vice versa; the effect on the position of the balls being nearly similar,
within certain small limits, to that of gravity on the ordinary governor,,
but greater, quicker, and with a stronger inclination to remain in< a

—

—

—
—

—

—

medium position. The effect of the whole difference between
spring action and gravity, then, is twofold
in one respect bad, and in
another good but the latter is greatly in excess. The Silver governor
jumps quickly, with each change of load, on the engine, and in practice
positively prevents any injurious change in the speed.
It is used on
engines impelling the Hoe rotatory printing-presses in the Tribune
office, and elsewhere, where the load is changed every few minutes from
absolutely nothing to the maximum, without affecting the speed but for
about one revolution of the engine. The evil is in its greater speed with
a light than with a heavy load a fact which certainly arisen both in
this and the ordinary ball governor; but greater with this,, for reasons
which will become obvious on reflection. A great load requires a wide
throttle, and this, again, a spread position of the balls.. This, in: either
form, requires greater speed than a more contracted position
and the
spring, by increasing its strain in a more rapid ratio than gravity, makes
this evil greater.
But it is, for all ordinary purposes, too small to be of
effect, and is, in fact, practically so inappreciable, that the workmen
insist that no such effect is produced, claiming that the governor is
quicker and surer, and no less absolutely regular, than those before
employed. The fault will always exist in theory with all centrifugal
governors, but it is too small to be of moment for most purposes; and
the Silver, or double-balanced form, will probably, if liberally managed,
come into general use, as a decided improvement in, all situations where
sudden changes of load are experienced.
Mexico, the dark country of priestly extortion, misrule, and continual
revolution, is now making some vigorous efforts at progress in. the arts.
Dr. Naphegyi, the active government officer, who, I think, stands in a
position pretty nearly analogous to that of our Commissioner of Patents,
has established agencies in this city and elsewhere, to keep the department properly informed as to what is going on and, as a fruit of the
progressive spirit, there are now being completed, in the vicinity of the
chief city, gas works on a very extensive scale, designed to light the city
on the modern and most approved principles. Meanwhile, much has
been done and is doing, in this country, to perfect and improve the regulation of the pressure of gas, and one concern has proved itself very successful in producing a cheap and valuable burning oil from the more
highly bituminous varieties of the mineral fuel.
Messrs. Cairns, of
Cloverport, Kentucky, have erected a considerable establishment for this
manufacture, and have offered to supply the Government with this fluid
for lighthouses at only 1 dollar per gallon, the actual illuminating value
of the oil being represented as very nearly equal to sperm whale oil,
which latter costs nearly twice that amount.
The great illuminating materials, where gas cannot be commanded,
are, and probably will for a long time continue, in a country as well
wooded as this, to be derived from resins, in the forms of camphine and
certain

—

;

—
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" burning fluids."

The great cleanliness and moderate expense of
which, by the way, can be burned in
lighting by this latter fluid
lamps differing but little from oil lamps, and, like
Fig. 1camphine, requires no extra supply of air to effect com-

—

combustion— has made it extremely popular in
every portion of our country; but its volatile nature
and free-burning qualities make it dangerous, and much
invention is now directed to the supplying lamps which
shall render its use perfectly safe even with ignorant,
stupid, or careless persons.
The vapour of burning
fluid, when mingled with from 6 to 15 times its volume
of air, forms an explosive mixture; and between explosions of lamps, cans, and kegs, and accidental spillings
of the fluid, from other causes, upon the person, and
allowing it to ignite, the deaihs and serious accidents
from this agent are probably very far greater in extent
than all the much-bewailed accidents by steam-boiler
explosions.
Not a tithe of the accidents and deaths
from this domestic fiend go upon the records of the press, and nearly all
know one or more persons who have become victims, within the limited
circle of their own personal acquaintance.
Amongst the more hopeful
of the means for securing safety is Pratt's Patent Lamp and Filler, repreIn these, a principle
sented in figs. 1 and 2.
Fig- 2.
analogous to that of Davy's safety lamp for
miners, is put to use, to prevent the passage
of flame, where either air or the fluid can pass
freely.
The aperture through which the fluid
is poured into the lamp is covered by a tight
screw stopper, represented at a, fig. 1. When
this is removed to supply the lamp, there is
discovei ed below a cellular strainer, the openings in which are too fine for the flame to
penetrate. The fluid poured thereon descends
readily, but as through such an obstruction
plete
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worked in a very simple manner by a plain belt pulley arrangement,
driven by an overhead reversing shaft.
Our engraving represents the
tool in front elevation.
Here the hammer, a, is guided vertically by
the parallel standards, b, set upon a stone foundation in the usual way,
and bound together at the top by a cross bar, on which is a small stationary guide pulley for the driving belt action.
The hammer is suspended from the lower end of a leather belt, the upper end of which
is passed over and attached to a plain pulley, c, fast on the horizontal
reversing shaft, D, the attachment of the belt to the pulley being such
that the belt is capable of winding upon the pulley in either direction.
This shaft is carried in bearings in short pedestals set on an overhead
bar, and it has fast upon each end an internal friction cone, e.
One or
other of these friction cones is brought into action, as may be desired, by
the long pendant lever handle, f, the upper end of which is forked to
embrace an annular collar fast on the shaft, d. This shaft is capable of
a short longitudinal movement in its bearings, so that, by pressing the
lever, f, in either direction, one or other of the internal cones, e, is
brought into frictional contact with its corresponding external cone. The
external cones are respectively fast upon the inner ends of two separate

-

the air displaced might find some difficulty in
escaping, small tubes, b, are provided at the sides of the principal wicktubes, c; and through these the air escapes freely, as may also the vapour,

should any quantity be generated in the lamp.
Thus it will be seen
that the lamp is never open in a dangerous sense; that is, it is always so
defended by this cellular material that flame cannot enter.
The can,
fig. 2, has two such defences
one at the nozzle, D, where the fluid is
poured out into the lamp, and one at the top, e, where it receives its
supply.
Both apertures are secured by additional
Fig. 3.
stoppers, to prevent evaporation when not in use.
When the screwed stopper, e, is removed from the
top, and the stopper, d', removed from d, the can
is ready to be used in supplying the dangerous
fluid to the previously opened aperture, A, in the
lamp; and it maybe so used while the lamp is
burning with perfect impunity, as there seems to
be no possible room either to suppose an explosion
possible, or by any violence to throw much fluid
upon the person, as its escape through the small

—

cells referred to is necessarily quite slow.

The

cellular material is very simple

and conve-

and easily taken apart to be washed, should
ever become necessary.
It is composed simply
of two strips of thin sheet brass, coiled up together,
and confined by a ring of wire. One sheet is plain,
and the other corrugated, or crimped, in fine wavy
ridges.
When these are rolled together, there
results a porous or cellular mass of metal, about
Fig. 4.
one inch long, and of the required diameter and
however well moistened it maybe by the combustible fluid, any attempt
of the fire to penetrate it is frustrated by the rapid conduction away of
the heat by the metal.
The arrangement of the materials is shown in
figs. 3 and 4, the first being an end, and the last a perspective view.
nient,
it

;

T. D. Stetson.

New

Fork, Feb. 24, 1S57.

CONTINUOUS ACTION STRAP HAMMER.

—

An effective steam or mechanically actuated hammer well suited for
ordinary forge work of moderate size— has recently been introduced into
the workshops of Sheffield, by Mr. W. C. Hutton of that town.
It is

continually revolving driving shafts, set in the axial line of the shaft,
D, and carrying belt pulleys, a; one having an open, and the other
a crossed belt, so as to run in reverse directions.
So long as the lever,
F, is in its vertical position, both cone movements are disengaged, and
the hammer remains stationary.
The instant, however, that the lever

pushed to one side, the corresponding cone movement is engaged
c, winds up the belt, and thus the hammer is raised.
When
the required height has been attained, the pressure of the hand upon the
lever is relaxed, and the hammer falls to perform its stroke. The instant
the blow is struck, the workman rapidly pushes the lever over to the
other side, when the opposite cone action comes into operation.
This is
the whole routine of working.
is

the pulley,

of the hammer gives considerable momentum to the belt
which, therefore, continues to revolve after the blow is struck;
but the instant reversing of the lever carries it forward in the same
direction, and again elevates the hammer on its rebound, thus preventing
the occurrence of a second blow, and the consequent destruction of the
belt, which would otherwise arise from the back-lash or sudden check,
if the hammer were raised again in the same direction as before.
This hammer is applicable not only to the stamping of cold metals,
but to the forging of iron and steel, between pairs of dies, as is now
much practised in America, and it will doubtless prove an acceptable
addition to the workshops of smiths and others, with whom a good
mechanically actuated hammer has hitherto been an essential desideratum.
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SAFETY APPARATUS FOR GUARDING MINE SHAFTS.
Fig.

life of the miner is attended with so many dangers, against which
that all inventive men feel im
practically impossible to provide

The
it

is

—

peratively called upon to do what they can, as regards what are really
The government of a great mining country
preventible calamities.
like ours, feeling the urgency of the matter, has often come forward with
legislative regulations for the better preservation of human life, and the
result has been the introduction of night guards for pit mouths, indicating
apparatus for showing the position of the cages in the shafts, detaching
catches for preventing over-winding, supporting stops for holding the
cage when the winding rope breaks, the Davy lamp, and score3 of other
precautionary contrivances.
But nothing has yet been done for insuring
the miner from accidentally falling down the shafts during the time of
actual working.
That some such contrivance was wanted, has often
been shown by the occurrence of fatalities of the most frightful character.
Only a few weeks back, a Scotch miner fell down the shaft after the
butch.
It has been left to Mr. William Reid, of the Mount Vernon
Colliery, near Glasgow, to introduce a complete prevention of such awful
catastrophies.
As applied to an ordinary coal pit mouth, the apparatus
consists of an open rectangular timber frame, large enough to embrace

the opening at the head of the shaft. This frame has its two ends hinged
on so that it can be easily opened out for adjustment in its place, without
When the cage is down the
interfering with the winding rope or cage.
shaft, this guard frame stands upon the pit mouth, so that nothing can fall
down the shaft ; but, when the cage 13 wound upwards, projections upon
the cage come in contact with the feet of the frame, and lift it up clear of
This action carries the guard frame clear away from
the pit's mouth.
the pit's mouth, so as to allow of full access to it, whilst at this time the
cage itself forms the guard, and prevents anything from falling down
the shaft.
In this way a most effective guard is kept over the pit's
mouth, at all times of the actual working of the pit, whilst, at the same
time, this protective apparatus does not in any way impede the operations
of the miners or attendants.
The same apparatus, suitably modified, is
applicable in a variety of situations where dangerous openings are to be
guarded as, for example, to shafts or excavations of all kinds, and to
the mouths of elevators for feeding blast furnaces.
Our engravings represent the apparatus in two views, as applied to a
coal-pit.
Fig. 1 is a side view of the duplex overhead gear, frame- work,
cage, and safety apparatus of a mine, and fig. 2 is a corresponding front
view of the same apparatus. One of the cages of the divided shaft is up

—

Fig. 2.

1.

and the other down the one on the right being down the shaft, the shifting guard frame is left surrounding the open mouth, so that it is impossible for any accident to happen there; that on the left is up, as in the
act of delivering a hutch, and the guard is, consequently, lifted by it
high enough to give clear access to the cage.
The simplicity and cheapness of this little automatic contrivance are
very obvious, and its certainty of action is equally so therefore, we
may reasonably hope that not much time will elapse before every mine
;

;

shaft in the country is fitted with Mr. Reid's useful contrivance, for it is
one of those mechanical safe-guards which those whose lot it is to labour
in darkness and in peril have a vested right to receive.

COMPASS CORRECTOR AND SPRING SUSPENSION COMPASS.
By Mr. W. Graham,

Glasgow.

{Illustrated by Plate 207.)

The errors of the mariner's compass have always formed matter for
the deepest consideration of the nautical man and the philosopher and
this may well be so, seeing to how enormous an extent the action of the
little balanced needle affects the well-being of the whole human family.
Every ship which goes out of the sight of land, may be said to be in the
keeping of its compass. All is trusted to it and upon its rectitude
must obviously depend the failure or the success of whatever is hazarded
directly or indirectly
human or inanimate upon the planks or the iron
plates which float upon the bosom of the deep.
If the mariner's compass had its difficulties when our ships were all
timber; and consequently, when the local attraction was of course but
trifling, they have been increased tenfold since we began to frame toIn all cases, whether timber
gether iron plates for seagoing purposes.
or iron is used as the material of the ships's hulls, local attraction must
be present but where large masses of metal surround the needle on all
sides, as in an iron-built vessel, it is clear that the local derangement
cannot but be of the most serious kind.
;

;

—

—

;

That the evil of untrue compasses still exists, is by no means due to
any apathy on the part of those from whom a remedy ought to come.
On the contrary, expedients of all kinds have been tried for its removal
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always, nowever, ending in uncertain results, Which showed how far off
the real truth the intending improvers have been.
It seems to have been left to Capt. W. Graham, of Glasgow, to put an
end to these difficulties. Capt. Graham, who, as an experienced sailor,
has acquainted himself with every side of the question, has devised and
introduced what is really a compass corrector.
This invention has been
proved in long voyages to be most completely successful; and the
originator of the new system has, therefore, the satisfaction of feeling
that he has at length given to the seaman—and through him, to the
world a -safe, convenient, and effectual remedy for all the evils which
have 'hitherto affected the navigator's ocean guide.
The compass, in its improved form, is represented in the three figures
of the accompanying engravings.
Fig. 1 represents the compass as
fitted op complete, with the binnacle in section; fig. 2 is a detached
perspective view of the compass and its appurtenances and fig. 3 is a
plan of the eompass.
According to this invention, a series of small magnets, varying in
number according to circumstances, are disposed on a frame round the
compass, and on a level with it.
They are placed in opposition to each
other, " end-on " to the compass, and are capable of being moved to or
from it by means of small adjusting screws.
The magnets thus placed in close proximity to the needle exercise
a powerful 'controlling influence over it, and can be made, by simply
turning the screws, to counteract any amount of local attraction with
the greatest ease.
The adjustment may be effected in harbour by
swinging the ship in the usual way, to ascertain the amount of deviation
on the various points, and during the course of the voyage, when change
of hemisphere, or any other cause, has produced an alteration in the disturbing influence, the shipmaster can with the greatest facility make
the necessary readjustment for himself whenever he can obtain an observation.
This invaluable property, of easy readjustment at all times,
cannot be too highly prized and it is a distinguishing feature of Captain
Graham's invention which must commend it specially to every shipmaster who has experienced difficulty from the irregularities referred to.
An apparatus is attached, whereby, by means of screws, the compass
bowl can be elevated or depressed at pleasure, and the object of which
is to enable correction to be made of the deviation caused by the heeling of the vessel.
The magnets used being small and apart from the
beams andother iron materials, they cannot impart to them any magnetic
influence.
The position of the magnets also being not below, but on
a level with the compass, the magnetic action produced is not perpendicular but horizontal ; consequently the natural dip of the needle is not

—

;

;

increased.

The

influence of the magnets thus disposed
energy to the needle, and entirely to remove

dency

to

hang, and thus the compass

is

found to impart greater
its sluggishness and tenmade at once to indicate, with
is

the greatest precision, the slightest alteration in the ship's course.
Another important effect is to steady the needle, and prevent the
oscillation usually caused by the rolling and pitching of the ship in tempestuous weather or otherwise, and this property is peculiarly serviceable
in steamers, where the vibratory motion produced by the propeller and
machinery renders oscillation an evil of some magnitude. These properties render this invention better suited than the ordinary compass for
steering on board ships of all kinds, and more especially paddle and
screw steamers.
The " spring suspension compass" is an improvement which involves
the suspension of the compass bowl on metallic springs, the use of
which is to cut off from the compass all vibratory motion arising from
the machinery or propellor, or the percussion and tremor due to the
pitching of the ship in a heavy sea.
It is much superior to the floating
compass, as it hangs more isolated from the ship, and possesses all its
advantages to a greater degree
whilst it is more economical, as it
requires no oil or other fluid.
Being suspended inside the gimbals, the
compass is preserved in its central position when the ship heUs over,
and consequently prevents any error arising by the compass losing
its central position, when adjusted by magnets.
It can also be fitted
with an azimuth circle on a new construction, by which the variation
and deviation can be found with the greatest of ease by amplitude or
azimuth.
;

BRICK AND TILE-MAKING MACHINE.
By

R. Gkey, Esq., Neiocastle-on-Tyne.
{Illustrated by Plate 208.)

May

1,

1857.

tinuous pressure to expel the plastic clay horizontally through dies,
placed at or near the bottom of a pug mill.
By this arrangement, which
possesses the great advantages of simplicity of parts, and consequent
cheapness, a very superior amount of work can be performed within a

given time.
Fig. 1 of our engravings

is an elevation of the entire machine.
Fig.
a plan of the machine corresponding.
Fig. 3 is an enlarged
longitudinal section of the delivery table and cutting mechanism, as in
the act of severing the bricks from the exuding stream of clay.
And
fig. 4 is a transverse vertical section of the same parts.
The pug-mill, a,
standing upon a cylindrical base, is actuated by its central vertical
shaft, b, by spur gearing from above.
The clay is supplied at the top in
the usual way, through the spaces left by the arms of the triple-curved
bracket forming the upper bearing support for the shaft. This shaft is
fitted with the usual pugging arms or knives, and in addition to these, it
has attached to it, at the part coincident with the bottom of the clay
cylinder, a helical or screw blade, c, which operates in compressing the
clay, and forcing it downwards, so as to compel it to exude, in a continuous stream, through the lateral discharge aperture, D, on the two
opposite sides of the pug-mill, a.
These apertures are of course fitted
with the proper form of dies for giving to the stream of clay the transverse section of a brick, as at e, in fig. 4.
The exuding stream of
clay is received, as it emerges from the discharging die aperture, upon
the set of horizontal rollers, p, which are of small diameter, and set very
close together, so as virtually to form a conveying platform for the clay.
This receiving roller platform is arranged in a peculiar manner, for the
purpose of counteracting an objectionable tendency which brick-moulding machinery of this class always possesses.
Owing to the screw-discharge action of the bottom helical blade of the
pug-mill, the exuding clay suffers excessive pressure at one of its corners,
whilst there is a corresponding defective pressure at the other, resulting
in the side surface of the clay coming out in a roughened and partially
disintegrated condition.
To obviate this great evil, Mr. Grey has ingeniously disposed his receiving roller platform, so that its longitudinal
centre line, and that of the die orifice, instead of radiating from the
centre of the pug-mill shaft, shall form a tangent, with a small circle,
The greater or less diameter of
struck from the centre of the shaft.
this imaginary circle obviously gives a correspondingly greater or less
amount of skew to the platform or roller table, f, this skew being of
The proportion which
course variable under different circumstances.
we have shown, however, has been found by Mr. Grey to answer the
purpose well.
The roller platform, f, is supported upon four grooved carrying pulleys,
edges of the stationary table, h. The action
a, which run upon the
When the stream of clay exudes
of this platform arrangement is this:
from the die orifice, d, it travels freely over the receiving roller surface,
until the extreme outer end of the mass comes up against the vertical
stop, I, which is hinged at its lower side to the travelling table of the
The forward pressure of the elay, acting in this way,
roller platform.
carries the roller platform, f, forward with it, the stop, i, being held up in
a vertical position by a projection at the end of the central portion of a
forked bar, j, the back forks of which are hinged to the under side of the
These forks rest upon the ends of a
table of the roller platform, at K.
At m are four
blade spring, l, secured by its centre to the fixed table, n.
transverse sliding bars; the lower pair are of a lozenge section, and pass
through corresponding openings in the framework of the roller platform.
The upper and lower bars are connected to each other at their extremities
by short vertical bars, so as to form two rectangular frames.
These two frames are connected at their upper sides by a bar, n, laid
transversely across them, and at their under sides by a corresponding
Between these two bars are stretched the ordinary cutting wires,
bar, o.
The cutting wires are made to pass transversely through the stream of
clay in motion, so soon as the end of the stream has come into contact
with the barrier, I, so that the clay will thus be cut transversely into any
number of desired lengths, at the same time that it is exuding from the
pug-mill, the cutting wires having not only a transverse motion imparted
to them by hand, in the operation of cutting, but receiving also a longitudinal motion or traverse with the platform in the direction of the stream
of clay the mode of effecting such combined motions constituting one of
the main features of the invention, and enabling the stream of clay to be
cut rectangularly during the time of its longitudinal or outward traverse,
whereby a great saving of time is effected. As the space between the
last wire of the series and the barrier is the same as the spaces between
the other wires, it follows, as a matter of course, that all waste will be

2

is

A

V

—

;

avoided.

Mr. Grey's invention, of which we present four separate views in
combination and detail, provides for the manufacture of various fictile
articles
such as bricks, tiles, pipes, and chimney-pots by causing con-

—

—

The cutter shown in the figures is made to cut seven lengths or
bricks at one time, but this number may of course be varied to any
desired extent by simply increasing or diminishing the size of the appar-
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Directly underneath the lower bar of the cutting frame,

atus.

is fitted

under sides of the
transverse bars, at; upon each side of this bar is hinged a " tumbler" or
catch, q, each catch being so hinged to the bar as to permit of its falling
back when pushed in one direction, and of being immoveable, or offering a resistance when acted upon in the opposite direction.
These
tumblers, Q, are so arranged that they work in opposite directions to each
other, and their function is to depress the supporting bar, j, and so
release the barrier from its holding groove or catch, at the moment when
the cutting wires have passed in either direction through the stream of
clay; such wires being made to cut in both directions across the clay,
and not requiring to be brought back again to their original position
after each cut.
The pressure of the end of the stream of clay against
the released barrier causes it to be thrown over horizontally on to the
end of the supporting bar, as shown to the right side of fig. 1. The
stream of clay already cut into lengths is then left without resistance on
the platform, whilst the platform itself is run back again to its original
parallel thereto the short bar, p, dovetailed into the

and the cut lengths are removed therefrom by
hand. The retrograde or back traverse of the platform is effected by means
of the counterweight, e, which is connected to a cord passing over a guide
pulley and attached to one end of the platform. This weight also serves
to prevent the platform from being run out by the actual friction of the
position close to the die,

clay over its surface before arriving at the barrier. Each of the tumblers
operates on a separate branch of the supporting bar.
The first tumbler
acts upon one branch, and thereby causes the depression of the supporting
bar, when the cutting frame by its lateral traverse brings that tumbler
into ac ion, whilst the other tumbler at the return stroke of the cutting
frame, is brought in contact with its respective branch, in the same
manner, and again effects the depression of the bar. Each tumbler, in
acting on its respective branch to depress it, presents itself to that branch

a rigid state, and by having its lower end rounded or inclined, as shown
engraving, it is enabled to pass over the branch, and so depress it,
but when it has to return again across the branch, the hinge in the tumbler enables it to fall back, and so pass freely over the branch without
again depressing it.
The action of each tumbler is precisely similar, but they are so disposed
on the bar, p, as to act on different planes on the two branches.
The
tumbler which has last acted upon its respective branch passes on the
return stroke through one or other of the slots or openings formed in a
line with its course on the opposite branch; that is to say, supposing the
first tumbler to have acted upon its respective branch, it will on its return pass first over the same branch by turning backwards on its hinge,
and then through the slot in the other branch at the return stroke. The
slot serves to allow the tumbler to repass the branch without acting upon
it.
Although only two sliding platforms and cutting mechanism have
been shown, three or more may obviously be applied to one pug-mill,
with dies corresponding thereto.
This completes the detail of the evolutions of the machine, which
appears to be as completely effective as it is ingenious.
And we think
it will be sufficiently obvious from what we have stated in our description, that this machine may be worked with greater ease and rapidity
than many of those at present in use. These advantages, combined with
its non-liability to derangement, will render it a valuable assistant to
those who require to use a brick and tile making machine.
in

in the

THE ART-TREASUEES EXHIBITION.
back things to their origin as it is to fix their
are happily placed in the middle way, and may
often do, sometimes usefully, and always without

It is as difficult to trace
final

destination.

We

employ our time, as we
great harm, in hunting

remote causes and effects, and so getting
and environing ourselves with the brightness of the past, or the rainbow tints of the future.
How came Manafter

rid of_the unpoetical present,

chester

—

the dull plodding, ten-hour-f ictory, novel city

— a city

literally

up by hands and arms of human flesh and iron, and therewith performing its multitudinous metamorphoses upon unsophistocated cotton
how came this Manchester to select itself as the first spot in all the earth
where an Art- Treasures Exhibition was to be held ? It is curious to
built,

observe how extremes meet.
They fall into one " as naturally as pigs
squeak." The poison and the antidote, in this as all other analogous
relations, somehow are sure to come together, if the philosopher cannot
certainly demonstrate their co-ordinate existence in all time. That there

between any known two arts an intimate connection, is probably a
trnth as old as the ages and size, other things being equal, is necessarily,
to our blindness, a measure of power.
With these thoughts running in
one's head, we cannot be surprised at the way in which Manchester has
is

;

come out
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from the suggestions made, it follows that nowhere iu
ought we to have expected to see the
germ come into being but where it has, as we see this day, originated

this

wide

for,

;

— this very wide world,

and burst

forth, in this beautiful spring, in all the quiet

intrinsic beauty,

with which this great city of

and essentially

now

attracting the
notice of the refined tastes of all lands.
In this great seat of cosmopolitan manufacture— a manufacture indispensable to all classes, from sovereigns to peasants, from the highest
civilized to all but the lowest barbarian
art of no mean order has for lung
toil is

—

rejoiced to lend its aid in improving appearances and offering stimulants
to purchasers over the whole habitable globe.
Art, however,, everr more
it lately has been, has not operated alone to this endScience
has had its hard work to do, and has done it, and is still doing it but
with this passing remark we must go to our theme.
Our princely
manufacturers could not rest on the lower step of the temple- They had
profited by the grand display of '51, and by such profits had educated
themselves for better things.
do not say that before '51 the Manchester men had not taken interest, and great interest too, in art-manufacture, and had not before then also extended their pleasures to' the
sister arts of more fascinating character
for we know that they had.
But the results of the great exhibition gave an impetus in. the high
direction which has produced the present significant display, and in it
alone we may see what a noble patroness to highest art has been, and is,
this noble city of our land.
But now that we have got this collection together, what are we to
make of it ? Let us try something. Higher still ? Well, higher still
if you can and will.
We shall, however, do well enough if we make the

polished as

;

We

;

best of

it itself.

We

have a well-fitted, if not an elegant building, carefully filled (all
arrangements meet) with art treasures of all kinds, except necessarily
that peculiar one
music for which also Manchester and her great
public have shown, in many ways, their enlightened love.
We have
sculpture and painting in all manner of materials
specimens sufficient
to show a tyro the acknowledged history and present state of those
divine arts, but more particularly as they have been cultivated en. his

—

—

—

native shores.
Sculpture, for obvious reasons, will be the less well represented.
This, however, is not so much to be deplored
far what can a
person see in that, after he has once received into his soul such influences
as emanate from the marbles of the Parthenon ?
Indeed, if we are to*
have anything of this sort which has been created in modern times,
those ancient treasures, standing even in their fallen fortunes, at so
awful a distance, are better in their place away. If we desire to receive
;

some kindred influences, we may hope to get them from the sister art of
painting and here, fortunately, we have the means of getting them.
For it does not appear to have been upon the chances to assemble together
a fortuitous collection of atoms from so many ancient and modern homes,,
with the object in view, and not be lucky. It is really marvellous, not
indeed what has been brought together, but how what has been brought
together has been made, by a little careful thought in arrangement, to<
open before us a book of teaching or, Mr. Pedant in this kind of learning, as you will
a great memento of acquirement.
It was the holding
the former views which has enabled the projectors to realize their conceptions, and we do most heartily congratulate them on the success of
their efforts, whatever may be their result on the many hundreds of
thousands to whom the instruction thus opened to them may become anaid to the means of living or a contribution to their future worldly happiness.
If he is a benefactor to his species who produces two ears of corn
where one only grew before, surely we must consider them equal benefactors who do their best to induce the man of the world, the epicure,
or the sensualist, to turn aside for a time from his grovelling pursuits,
and drink at the pure fountain, around which lie "things of beauty" that
the imagination of thf* painter and the sculptor call into being, and
render possible to exist as "joys for ever."
In our hope we trust that we shall not be confounded.
hope that
these great halls, and chambers, and galleries, and what not, will not have
been produced for the dissipation of the lounger or the mere amusement
hope to see and hear of thousands npon thousands
of the wealthy.
going up to this new temple, and to worship too, in a way to worship
by studying some of the excellencies of the grand treasure house of the
world, and by assimilating what of them is possible.
Let us all try to
get something out of it beyond the pleasurable titillation of the moment.
To all genuine lovers of art this hope need not be expressed, and we
speak here to those who are on the road thitherward, which they prove
by the unspoken wish to get this season, somehow or another, to Manchester.
hope to learn that Manchester is full to overflowing, and
we hope that from even the most obscure village in the kingdom some
will go and obtain a new, or get confirmed in an old taste, and disseminate it widely on his return home.
;

—

—

We

We

We

—
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RECENT PATENTS.
STEAM COOKING AND BAKING APPARATUS.
Thomas
Within the

Scott, Glasgow.

last

— Patent dated August 18, 1856.

few years gas has been very generally introduced into

private houses, and in many establishments it is used for heating cooking
vessels and ovens.
But we have observed that less attention has been
given to the application of steam to culinary purposes. This may have
arisen partly from an apprehension of danger in its use, and partly from

the difficulty of readily applying

its

heat to a series of vessels for cooking

Fig.

1.

May

1,

1857

use in the interior of the main steam-jacketed chamber forming the
stand for the separate and detached vessels.
The main chamber, a, is a
rectangular structure of cast-iron, supported on suitable supporting feet,
and fitted with a loose top plate, b, made tight at its junction with the
vessel all round.
An internal flange, c, is also cast all round the vessel
near its top, to carry the internal horizontal loose plate or diaphragm, d.
It is between the top plate, b, and the internal diaphragm, d, that the
base portions of the separate cooking vessels, e, p, g, h, are inserted.
These separate vessels may obviously be of various forms, but, in the
present instance, they consist of three boiling or stewing pans, e, p, o, and
a kettle, h.
All these vessels are formed with encircling steam jackets.
These jackets, as shown in the section at J, cover the bottom and all the
sides, and the centre of the bottom of each has a small conical hole in it,
for insertion upon the correspondingly conical end of the steam inlet
pipe, j'.
The top plate, b, has four holes formed in it for the reception of
the vessels, which are made to fit accurately to the holes, so as to prevent
waste of heat. The heating steam from the boiler is supplied by the horizontal branch pipe, k, passing into the side of the main chamber, A, and
communicating with the central vertical pipe, l. This pipe has in connection with it a set of six upper branches, m, ii',radiating outwards four of
these having turned-up ends passing through the internal diaphragm, d, to
the inlet coned ends, J', for the supply of the separate vessels.
There are
also two other branches, n, admitting steam to the upper sides of the
internal steam-jacketed cells, ovens, or baking chambers, o.
These
internal chambers, o, are supported upon a bottom cross-piece, p, resting
upon the main diaphragm bottom, q, of the main chamber, a. In this
way, steam is supplied to the whole of the separate cooking departments.
The supply of steam to the vessels, e, p, g, h, is regulated by the stopcocks, r, each of which has a square head projecting up through a small
hole in the diaphragm, d, so as to be easily reached by a box-ended key,
stop-cocks in succession, as may be
s, which can be applied to the
required.
The water of condensation is conveyed away from each of the
separate vessels, e, f, g, h, by a small hole in the bottom of the outer
shell, as at v.
As the water forms in the steam-jackets of the vessels, it
drips through these holes, and, falling upon the upper surface of the plate,
n, it is carried off by the small funnel receiver, w, leading to the water
discharge pipe, x.
Similarly, the water formed in the jackets of the
baking chambers is carried off by the short branch pipes, Y, leading to
the same exit pipe, x.
The difficulties at which we have hinted, appear to be fairly overcome
in this arrangement, for Mr. Scott's plans obviously combine safety,
As applied for baking bread,
simplicity, and economy in a high degree.
the oven promises to be of great benefit to the community, not more for
economy's sake than for the precise manner in which successive batches
of bread can be produced by it, as the heat is uniform throughout.
It is
already in use on a large scale, showing how serviceable it is for extenfor

;

sive cookery and baking operations, under the management of the patentee, in conjunction with Mr. Mackay, of Barnhill, Springburn, Glasgow.

OIL"
J. II. Johnson,

CANS FOR LUBRICATING.

London and Glasgow

(J. F.

Berendokf, Paris).

—

Patent dated June 3, 1856.

This ingenious little apparatus provides the means of using a thicker
than usual, and the getting at intricate movements to be lubricated.
The improvements consist in the application of a cylinder fitted with a
oil

piston to the inside of the oilcan, the
bottom of the cylinder being open
and projecting inside to within a
short distance from the bottom of the
space is left all round between the outer surface of the cylincan.

We

think Mr. Scott entitled to much credit for the simple
but ingenious arrangement of his apparatus.
Fig. 1 of our engravings is a transverse vertical section of one modifiFig. 2 is
cation of his apparatus, as fitted up with four cooking vessels.
These forms of the apparatus exhibit the
a plan corresponding to fig. 1.
implements as adapted for boiling, stewing, and otherwise cooking or preparing food for use in vessels or utensils capable of holding liquid matters,
as well as for roasting, baking, and otherwise cooking or preparing food
or baking.

A

der and the inside of the can, in
which space the oil is supplied to
the can by a suitable mouth piece,
capable of being closed tightly by a
screwed cap, or other suitable arrangement. The ordinary pouring spout or tube is connected to the can in
In using this oil can it is simply necessary to press
the usual manner.
down the piston by placing the thumb on a button on the end of the
piston rod, whereupon the descent of the piston will force out the oil
from the can without the necessity for inclining, which, in many cases
where intricate machinery is to be lubricated it is impossible to effect.
A helical spring underneath the button on the piston rod, forces up the

Our engravpiston again after the pressure of the thumb is removed.
ing represents a vertical section of the improved oil can, clearly explaining what we have just noted.

April
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RAILWAY WHEEL TYRES.
J.

H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields and Glasgow, (Jackson Brothers,
Patent dated April 17, 1856.
Petix Gaudet & Co., Paris.)

—

This invention relates to the manufacture of tyres for wheels, in such
manner as to render them more perfect and homogeneous in their strucThis is effected by rolling suitablyture than as ordinarily made.
shaped bars, and stamping them in matrices. Another modification of
this process consists in rolling rough blanks between suitable rolls, and
Another improvement comprised
avoiding all hammering of the tyre.
in this invention consists of the peculiar construction and arrangement
In carrying out this
of the rolls used in forming or moulding the tyres.
of a breadth
invention, a bar of iron, of either of the forms, a, b, fig. 1
corresponding to the height or breadth of the blank is rolled
Fig- 1or coiled, in the form of a spiral, on the conical extremity, c,
and can be removed from the
of a roll
as shown in fig. 2
,_^
^^^SsSJn, end of the roll when coiled, by withdrawing the key, d, and
rj—T-3 ^j taking away the end piece or flange, e, which serves to guide
the bar when it is being coiled.
This first operation being completed, another iron bar, of the form
shown at F, figs. 3 and 4 namely, of a wedge-shape section is to be
This bar of iron is to
rolled on a cylinder.
Fig. 2.
be of such a length that it can only be rolled
one revolution, so as to form a ring. The
extremities of this bar may or may not be
tapered or bevilled, in order to obtain an
overlapping flush joint.
These two operations having been com-

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

pleted, the ring, f, is placed inside the blank,
g, as

shown

in fig. 5.

It will

be seen by this

figure, that the blank,

o, is rolled conically,

and the supplementary

ring, f, is introduced,

in order that the flange

may

be formed out

of the greater thickness of the metal, the
thick edge of the ring, F, coinciding with the

This blank, e, is then placed in a furnace, and
flange side of the blank.
raised to a welding heat, and is afterwards placed in a matrix, H, under
a hammer, I, such matrix having the exact form of the finished blank.
The hammer, I, is fitted or formed with a conical proFig. 3.
jecting nipple or boss, J, which, on entering the central
opening in the blank, at each stroke forces out the metal
laterally, all round from the interior of the blank.
It
A

a few blows have been struck
g, will have taken the exact
form of the die or matrix, h, which thus gives a ring
perfectly welded, and in a fit state for being rolled into
will be seen that, after

by the hammer, the blank,

a tyre.
In order to obtain a tyre without welding, the internal
ring, f, may be dispensed with.
The two last spirals
or turns of the blank may be made of steel, so as to
obtain a steel surface for the tyre. The dies, or matrices
and hammers, may be altered in form, by giving the
form of the hammer, i, to the die or matrix, h, and that
Fig. 4.
of the matrix to the hammer.
This welding and hammering possesses an important advantage, since it allows the blanks to
be made in flat spirals.
It also enables the hammering to be performed
under very favourable oircumstances, since the material is compressed
laterally, in consequence of the
conical form of the projection
on the hammer.
Fig. 6 shows another mode
of forming a blank without
welding.
For this purpose a
bar of iron is rolled, of the
form, a, fig. 1, of a width equal
to that of the desired blank.
This bar, on leaving the rolling mill, is rolled or coiled in
a spiral or volute form
as in
fig. 6
on the end of a conical

—

—

roller,

When

B.

this coiled

has been formed, a
second ring, of a similar conring,

a,

—

struction
represented at c,
placed in the interior of it.
The whole is then placed in a
farnace, and raised to a welding heat, when it is carried to the rolling
mill, to receive the required dimensions.

fig.

7

—

i3
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It will be seen, that by giving the form,
from which the ring is obtained, a blank is produced,
having the rough form or
outline of a tyre
that is to
say, with the flange already
formed upon it so that, on
placing this blank between

A, fig. 1, to the bar of iron
Fig.

6.

—

—

the rolls, c, d, fig. 7, which
have the exact form of the

the pressure will be
exerted on the entire surface,
that is, internally and externally, and the rolling will thus be very
effectively performed.
This process for obtaining a spiral ring without welding, differs from
the process previously mentioned, in this, that the ring is not hammered,
that it has the rough form of the tyre with its flange, and that it is
passed directly to the rolls after being coiled.
However, if deemed desirable, the blank thus produced may be placed in a die or matrix similar to
fig. 5, and be there subjected to the process of
tyre,

hammering.

This hammering

differs slightly

that previously described, although the

same

from

result

The

blank, having been raised to a
is placed in a matrix ; and
inside the central aperture of the blank a small
ring is introduced, formed in several pieces.
This ring has a conical interior, so that when it is
the form of which is
struck by the hammer, i
is

obtained.

welding temperature,

such that the part,

j,

conical portion of this

—
hammer, enters the
ring — the pressure which

j

of the

is

exerted in a lateral or radiating direction, causes
the spirals of the blank to be perfectly welded, by
the time the conical portion of the hammer has
penetrated through the ring.
The flat portion, k, of the hammer then
reaches the upper surface of the blank, and renders it even.
The object
of the ring
which is made in various pieces is to obtain an internal
radiating pressure or hammering, at the same time preserving a cylindrical exterior, ready for rolling; so that both cylinders may exercise
their pressure on the entire surface of the blank.
For the purpose of finishing the blanks, and giving them the required
dimensions, a peculiar arrangement of rolling mill is used, which forms
a part of this invention. An upper horizontal roll is capable of being

—

—

by means of any suitable arrangement of
mechanism, whilst a lower roll remains fixed in its bearings, which
should be situated between the collars. The end of the lower roll rests
raised or lowered at will,

in a support, placed outside the framing.

A

vertical roll presses against
the ends of the two horizontal rolls this roll is. maintained in its vertical position by suitable supports, arranged for that purpose.
It is pressed
against by pressure screws, and receives its motion from bevil pinions.
It will thus be seen, that by raising the upper roll, the blank can be
introduced between the three rolls conjointly, and that, by giving a
powerful downward pressure to the upper roll, by means of any suitable
mechanism, when the three rolls are in motion, th,e tyre or blank can
;

be rolled, and any required dimensions given to

it;-

expansion being only

possible in the direction of its circumference.
to the flange, it may be produced at either of the parts,
be thought desirable, the end of the lower roll receiving the
The apparatus may also be, reversed, if desired, by
necessary form.
placing the two horizontal rolls vertically, and the single vertical roll
horizontally.
The tyres can thus be rolled to any required dimensions.

With regard

as

may

;

SULPHURIC ACID.
J. L. Crockett,

West-Ham, Essex.

— Patent dated Jidy,19, 1856.

In the manufacture of sulphuric acid, the sulphurous acid obtained by
burning sulphur in a furnace, and causing the fumes to combine with
water in a suitable chamber, is afterwards concentrated in leaden
chambers constructed for the purpose. These chambers are of great
capacity, and involve considerable expense in their erection, and conAnother plan is to concentrate
tinual outlay to keep them in repair.
the weak acid in platinum stills, but these vessels also are exceedingly
Mr. Crockett has overcome
costly, the metal being dearer than gold.
the difficulties of expense in the first instance, and the subsequent rapid
destruction of metal, in a very ingenious way.
The concentrating
chamber is composed of fireclay tiles, or other cheap material, and below
this is placed a layer of sand, supported by another casing of tiles;
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a layer of sand, contained within a leaden casing, which is
The space between the
by another casing of lead.
leaden casings may, if desired, be filled with cold water.
Our engraving represents a longitudinal vertical section of the improved
a is the concentrating tank, b the inner casconcentrating apparatus,

beneath

tliis is

also surrounded

ing of fire tiles, c the first layer of sand, d a second layer of fire tiles, c
the second layer of sand, contained within e, the inner leaden casing
which encloses the above enumerated materials, b is the second or outer
leaden casing, which forms a cold-water tank, surrounding the sides and
By this means any
bottom of the concentrating tank or chamber.
acid which may percolate
through the tiles and sand
will be prevented from
being lost, and will be kept
perfectly cool by the water
which surrounds the inner

P^]

leaden casing,
c is the
furnace, which opens direct

April

1,

1867.

producing at the same time, across all the bells, a current which finds its
way to the circumference of the last bell, e.
The projection in the bell, c, becomes so highly heated that the smoke
is completely burned, together with any combustible gases passing ofl
with it. The mixture of gas and air passes upwards along the course
shown by the arrows, b, d, and circulates round the bell, c, which raises
its temperature, so that the carbon and the carbonic oxide, with the oxygen of the air, are completely consumed. The gases which leave the
bell, c, are colourless, and without injurious properties; and as it is
unnecessary to cause them to circulate any longer in the apparatus,
they are, therefore, allowed to escape freely into e. The bell, c, is simply
covered by another bell, e, of opaque glass or porcelain, in order to
prevent loss of heat by radiation.
In order to prevent any of the incombustible gases finding their way
back again to the flame, a space is left between the bells, c and e, and
this latter bell surmounted by a small perforated cap or wire gauze, thus
producing a draught, and making a large portion of the hot gases pass
along the route indicated by the arrows, k.

into the overhead heating
the bottom of
flue,
D,

—

which forms the roof or
cover to the concentrating
opens into the chimney, e; by being placed above the
it is less liable to injure the same, whilst, at the same time, a more
even temperature is obtained. Suitable inlets and outlets, a, are employed for facilitating the introduction of fresh weak acid, and the
escape of the gases and igneous vapour evolved during the process of
tank.
tank,

This

concentration.
It is obviuus that by suitable arrangements, well known to those employed in the concentration of sulphuric acid, the tank may be fed with
weak acid by means of a siphon, whilst the acid which has undergone
A
the process of concentration may be removed by similar means.
number of these tanks may also be arranged at different elevations; the acid
being made to pass from the top tank, successively through the rest,
until it finally emerges at the desired strength.

SMOKE-CONSUMING APPARATUS FOR LAMPS.
H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields and Glasgow,

J.

(J. B.

T. Akdky, Paris.)

Patent dated July 15, 1856.
familiar with the injurious effect of smoke from gas
lamps upon goods or furniture, aud the positive waste of
light arising from the existence of such smoke.

Every one

burners or

COMPRESSED

flue

is

oil

J.

AIR.

H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields and Glasgow, (JonN Cockekiix,
Seraing.)

The

— Patent dated December

13, 1855.

numerous engineers has been directed to the construction of mechanical arrangements for using air or gas as a motive
power with economy and effect. The following invention relates to a
peculiar construction and arrangement of apparatus for containing aeriform
fluids under pressure, and for supplying them at or near a uniform
pressure to any convenient and suitable prime mover, whether for
attention of

stationary or locomotive purposes, as a substitute for high pressure steam.
is composed of two parts, namely, a receiver and a distributor; the receiver contains the compressed air or gas, and supplies

The apparatus

the same to the distributor, which conveys it to the engine at a constant
and invariable, or nearly invariable, pressure. The receiver consists of
a number of tubes, closed at their ends, and opening, by suitable branch
pipes, fitted with stop-cocks, into a box or chamber, in which is fitted the
main pipe which leads to the distributor. This latter apparatus consists
of a strong cylinder or vessel, communicating at the bottom with the
pipe which leads from the box or chamber before referred to, whilst at
one side is cast a branch pipe, to which is attached the pipe leading to the

engine.
The top of this cylinder is hermetically closed by a strong
cover, fitted with a stuffing-box, through which passes an internal rod,

Fi&l.

object of this invention is to obviate tho
by means of an arrangement to be attached to the upper part of the glass chimney.
Our engraving shows one modification of the

The

evil,

improved smoke-consuming apparatus. The
apparatus is composed of several bells, hung
one inside the other, with considerably intervening spaces, and united by any suitable mode

An inverted funnel, A, receives
the products of combustion on leaving the
chimney, B. The cylindrical part of the funof junction.
all

nel, a, passes into a bell-shaped

compartment,

The
at the upper part of the apparatus.
centre of this bell is made to project at c, thus
deflecting and dispersing the smoke as it rises,
c,

and causing it to circulate around the circumference of the bell, which
is

itself

another
it,

as

figure.

contained

in

bell, e, fixed to

shown

in

the

Finally,

the

edges of this last bell, e,
lap over the edges of
the inverted bell, which
is
connected to the
cylindrical part of the
funnel, a, by means of
Fig. 9.
studs, leaving at the
same time an annular space, by which the gas

may

escape.

The hot
nel, a,

gases and smoke from the chimney, b, penetrate into the fundrawing with them a. certain quantity of atmospheric air, and

acts as a valve or stopper to the opening into the bottom
of the cylinder or vessel, whilst its upper end is fitted with a piston
passage
working inside a small cylinder, which is closed at the top.

whose lower end

A

is

made

longitudinally through this rod, so as to form a communication

April

1.
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between the main pipe and the small cylinder, thereby holding: the rod in
on the top and bottom thereof.
When this rod is raised, the compressed air or gas will enter the cylinder
or Tessel until the required pressure is obtained therein; whereupon, by
means of a lever acted upon by a rod fitted with a piston working in
another closed cylinder, the rod inside the main cylinder or vessel will be
The last-mentioned closed
depressed, and close up the lower aperture.
cylinder is in communication with the main cylinder or vessel by a small
pipe, and a spring is made to act on the rod in a contrary direction to the
pressure on its piston.
By this means, when the pressure decreases at
all in the main cylinder or vessel, the spring will push up the rod, and
thus elevate the lever connected with it, and so raise the stopper or rod
under the main receiver or vessel, to permit of a fresh supply of compressed
air or gas entering the same, and, when the pressure is thus re-established,
the opening will be closed again, the apparatus being thus self-acting.
Fig. 1 of our engravings represents a longitudinal vertical section of
the distributor and receiver; fig. 2 is a corresponding plan of the same,
and fig. 3 is a transverse section of the receiver. The receiver is composed of a number of wrought-iron tubes, A, securely closed at their
extremities.
Each of these principal tubes, A, communicates by means
of the small pipe, B, with the secondary vertical pipes, c, which are also
The secondary pipes, c, communicate with one
closed at both ends.
another by means of the chamber, e, and each secondary pipe, c, corresponds to a group composed of two vertical columns of the tubes, A A, as
shown by the plan, fig. 2. Each tube, a, can be isolated from its secondary
pipe, c, by means of a stop-cock, d; and each group of tubes, a, can be
isolated from the other groups by means of the stup-cocUs, d', fixed in the
pipes which communicate from the secondary pipes, c, to the chamber, e.
The main pipe, F, communicates with the chamber, e, and is closed at its
It is at this extremity, f, that the
extremity by the moveable plug, G.
The
reservoir of compressed air terminates and the distributor begins.
distributor is composed of a cylindrical receiver, h, hermetically closed
by a cover. The moveable plug, G, forms a species of safety-valve on the
mouth of the tube at F, and after passing through a stuffing-box fixed on
the cover of the receiver, it terminates in a small piston working in the
closed cylinder, j.
The plug, G, has a central passage drilled throughout
its entire length, affording a communication between the compressed air
The distributor communicates with
receiver and the small cylinder, j.
any suitable prime mover by the side branch, i, in the cylinder, h. This
cylinder, h, is also in communication by means of the pipe with the
second small cylinder, l.
In this cylinder works a piston fitted to the
extremity of the rod, k, which is forced upwards by the helical spring,
s is a moveable or adjustable nut, against which the spring acts, so that,
by raising or lowering this nut, the force of the spring may be diminished
or increased at pleasure
the lower end of the spring rests upon the castm
iron plate, n, which supports the whole of the distributing apparatus,
is a lever working on a fixed centre at o, in the bracket fixed to the
equilibrio, the pressure acting equally

to permit the air of

The

slotted centre of this lever, m, is traversed

which supports the plug,

g,

and the extremity

is

by a stud

machine expends the

To

obtain this,

movement, and
which can be

The

rod, k.
L,

by means

jointed to the rod, K.

action of the distributor will now be easily understood.
Suppose that the receiver is charged with air or gas at the pressure

and that
pressure

it is

—P

desired to convey

it to

the prime

mover

at

p,

in the distributor in proportion as the

fluid.

it is

necessary to impart to the plug, G, a reciprocating

to maintain the pressure

effected

by means

cylinder, h, being in

the air will then exert at f the pressure

p,

in the distributor,

and small piston on the
communication with the small cylinder,

of the spring

of the pipe, f, the pressure

—P

is

brought

to

bear also on the

upon the

pressing it downwards; the spring tends to raise the plug, g, and the
piston tends to make it descend, and close the opening at f.
When
these two forces are in equilibrio, the lever, m, and consequently the plug,
but if one of these forces is more powerful, the rod, k,
G, will be at rest
rises or falls accordingly, and thereby opens or closes the aperture at f.
Suppose now that the spring has been compressed by means of the
nut, s, so that its pressure produces or nearly produces an equilibrium on
;

the piston above,

when

it is

submitted to the pressure

—P

;

it is

evident,

the pressure diminishes in the cylinder, h, and consequently
on the piston, that the spring, T, will expand and raise the plug, and a
greater quantity of compressed air will pass from the receiver into the
cylinder, h, where the pressure will immediately be increased.
The
piston will then again become acted upon with greater power than
that exerted by the spring, which it will compress, at the same time
lowering the plug, g, and diminishing the passage for the entrance of air
then, that

if

at f.
It is

mover
p

—

,

thus obvious that the apparatus will regulate itself when a prime
employed which uses up, in a uniform manner, at the pressure

is

the air derived

by the

distributor from the receiver,

and that

this

pressure may be either increased or diminished at pleasure, since the
tension of the spring can be regulated according to the pressure desired,
by raising or lowering the nut, s.
This apparatus may be applied to locomotive, marine, and stationary
engines, and to many other useful purposes in the arts and manufactures.

CUTTING IEEEGULAE FOEMS.
J.

H. Johksoh, London and Glasgow, (H. D. Storek
Boston, V.

S.)— Patent dated May

&

J.

W.

Bicknell,

10, 1856.

This invention relates to the cutting spiral or twisted and other irregular forms in wood or other material, which can be operated upon by
Fig. 1 of our illustrative engravings is a
revolving cutters or knives.

any reduced
Fig.

,

—P constantly

rod, k, united to the extremity of the lever, si, which will
be submitted to two opposing forces, namely, that of the spring, T,
pressing upwards on the nut, s, and that of the air acting on the piston,

piston,

pin,

The

the receiver to pass in such quantity that the

P
pressure ^— may be maintained

;

plate, s.

39

which pressure

1.

it

j, where it will be conveyed by means of the passage drilled through the plug, g.
As the
small piston, p., has exactly the same diameter as the force of the plug at f,
the plug will consequently be equally pressed in both directions by the air
in the receiver.
The part also of the plug which works through the
stuffing-box, having also the same diameter as the part at f, the air inside
the cylinder, h, will have no action whatever on the plug, either upwards or
downwards. The result of this is, that the plug remains applied to the
opening at F, and closes it perfectly, whatever may be the pressure of the
air in'the cylinder, h, and receiver, so long as no external force is applied
to it; but if the lever be raised, it draws the plug with it, the aperture at
F is opened, and the air from the receiver immediately enters the

will also exert in the small equilibrium cylinder,

cylinder, H.

If, also,

the air has acquired the pressure

—P

in the cylinder,

the lever, it, will be lowered, the opening at F will again be closed, and
the air will remain in the cylinder and receiver at the respective pressures

—
m and

p.

Suppose a prime mover be put in communication with the cylinder, h,
by means of the branch, i, and that this prime mover requires a certain
quantity of air at the pressure
cylinder,

it

P
—

,

to

be supplied regularly by the

will be seen, in this case, that the plug

must be

raised, so as

side elevation of one modification of the machinery, and fig. 2 is an
enlarged detail longitudinal section of the upper part of one of the cuttei
spindles.

The end

standards, a a, support the table, b;

c c are

two
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cutter spindles, in the upper part of each of which is screwed the cutter
Two sides of this stem are flattened, and upon
head or stem, d, fig. 2.
or against their sides are laid the cutting knives or tools, d; a are
clamping plates, which are placed over the knives, and are held firmly in

contact with them, so as to hold them perfectly secure, by the action of
the hevilled or inclined projections on the cutter head or stem, d, and an
inclined collar; these inclined surfaces corresponding to the hevilled or
It will thus be obvious
inclined extremities of the clamping plates, o.
that, by lowering the inclined collar by
2.
Fig.
means of the nut, H, on the upper screwed
portion of the cutter head or stem, d, the
two clamping plates will be caused to press
firmly against the knives, and may be kept
in that position by means of the jamb nut,
i.
A collar bearing, e, is placed' round
These bearings
each of the spindles, c.
are contained in the openings in the upper
longitudinal bar, q, and are held therein by
the centre screws, e e fig. 2, upon the
points of which the bearings are free to
Inside these
oscillate in one direction.
bearings are fitted the brasses, e 2 e 2 within
which the spindles, c c, rotate freely.
Round each of these collar bearings, and
embracing the cutter head or stem, d, is
fitted a tubular guide,/, which is slotted at
two opposite sides to admit of the passage
there through of the centre screws, e' e\
It will thus be obvious that the guide,/, is
perfectly free to rise and fall with the
spindle, c, without receiving any rotatory
motion therefrom, j is a guard, which is
screwed on to the top of the cutter head or
stem, d, and fixed at any desired elevation
thereon by the jamb nut, i; the part at o
is made square, or of any other suitable shape, to enable it to be embraced
by a key or spanner, and turned round for the purpose of raising or lowering the guard according to the thickness of material to be acted upon.
A broad flange is formed round the lower edge of the guard, J, to protect
the hands of the workman from the cutters, and prevent the material
from rising up from the table when under the action of the cutters. The
cutter spindles, c c, are each fitted with a small driving pulley, o o, and
work at their lower ends in bearings, h k, in the traversing blocks or
plates, h' h'.
These spindles may be adjusted vertically by a set screw
placed beneath them, as shown in fig. 1.
A. suitable projection on the
inner sides or faces of these blocks or plates, //, fits into, and works freely
along the curved slots in the lower longitudinal bar, g. The upper edge
of this bar is made with a double curve, and is formed with spur teeth
upon it, the curves for the racks and slots being struck from the centres
of oscillation, e' e\ of the spindles.
On one end of a short horizontal
shaft, carried by each of the blocks, K, is fitted a spur pinion, i, (shown
in dotted lines in fig. 1,) gearing into the teeth of the curved racks; on
the opposite ends of these short shafts is fitted a worm wheel, i, which
receives motion from the screw, h, on the short vertical shaft, &', also
carried in bearings in the block, h'.
On the upper ends of these short
shafts, h' k', are fitted a set of cone pulleys, m, which receive their motion
by a belt from a corresponding set of pulleys, I, on a second short vertical
These latter shafts receive
shaft, m', also carried by the blucks, h'.
motion from the cutter spindles, c c, by means of the short belt, i'.
It
will thus be obvious, that when the cutter spindles, c, are driven by their
belts and pulleys, o, they will also impart motion to the pinions, i, through
the short belts and cone pulleys, and thereby effect the traversing of the
blocks, h\ along their curved slots.
This traversing of the blocks, /»',
will obviously incline more or less the cutter heads, d, which will thereby
cut the material in a spiral or twisted direction.
In fig. 1, one of the
cutter spindles is shown inclined at a considerable angle with the cutting
table, whilst the other is shown in a vertical position, suitable for cutting
ordinary or straight work if required.
,
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receivers are connected with the generator by a pipe, and an extension
of this pipe conducts the compressed air or gas to the engine or prime
mover.
The lower parts of the receivers are connected by a pipe with a
tank or reservoir of water, placed at a considerable elevation above the
receivers.
As the air or gas is used up by the prime mover, the water

from the tank flows into the receivers, so as to keep the air or gas at a
constant uniform pressure.

Our engraving represents an elevation

of the receivers and a vertical seca are the receivers, which may be of any suitable form,
dimension, or material, for containing the compressed air or gas. The pipe,
b c, is in communication, by means of its extremity, d, with the generator,
which may be of any desired construction
tion of the tank,

suitable for

the generation of aeriform
The extremity, c, com-

fluids or gases.

municates with any suitable prime mover,
whilst the intermediate portion of the pipe

communicates with the receivers, a, by
the branches, d.
e and p are two cocks
for opening or closing the communication
with the generator and the prime mover,
o is the tank or reservoir of water, the

,

COMPRESSED AIR MOTIVE POWER.
J.

H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn

(John Cockerii.l, Seraing.)

Fields,

and Glasgow,

— Patent dated December

13,

1855.

This apparatus relates to the construction and arrangement of apparatus for supplying compressed air or gas to engines in lieu of steam.
The apparatus consists of a series of receivers arranged between the
generator of the compressed air or gas, and the prime mover.
The

[OQQQ
capacity of which is greater than that of all the receivers, A, combined.
Tbis tank is plaoed at a considerable elevation above the bottom line, 6,
of the receivers.
The pipe, H i, and the branches, j, therefrom admit
the water from the tank or reservoir, g, through the cock, k, into the
receivers, a.
The height or level, a, of the water in the reservoir, g,
should be maintained nearly always the same.
If all the cocks be closed,
and the aeriform fluid contained in the receivers, a, be at the atmospheric
pressure only; then, in order to set the apparatus to work, the cock, k,
must first be opened, when the water from the tank, g, will flow into the
receivers, a, until it has arrived at the level shown by the dotted line, c,
at which point the water and the compressed air are in equilibrium. The
cock, e, is now opened, when the generator will be brought into communication with the receivers, and will supply them with compressed air or gas
at a pressure equal to that of the column of water, a b, and the water will
be again driven bock from the receivers, A, into the tank, g.
If the
operation be continued until the water be reduced to the level, b, in the
receivers, a, and if the cock, f, be then opened, the prime mover will be
put in motion through the unvarying action of the compressed air, whilst
a regular supply of compressed air will pass from the generator into the
receivers by the cock, e.
This apparatus can be regulated so as to feed any prime mover either
in a continuous or intermittent manner; and it may be charged in the
night, or when the engine is not working, with the air or gas required
for use during the ensuing day, or when the engine is to be again started.
Since the power required in railways is necessarily intermittent, this
apparatus is especially applicable to railway locomotion ; and this application may be made by means of a propulsion tube beneath the line, so
constructed as to receive the compressed air or gas.

EVAPORATION.
J. L. Crockett, West

Ham,

Essex.

— Patent dated July

19, 1856.

In the ordinary process of conducting the evaporation of liquids for
the manufacture of cheniioal salts, the evaporating pans are heated from
below.
By this method the pans are rapidly injured by the incrustation
this evil involves
of the solid matter upon the hottest part of the pan
The object the inventor of the
also an increased consumption of fuel.
following system has had in view, is to remedy both the evils referred to,
and, at the same time, increase the efficiency and convenience of the
apparatus, which he appears to have accomplished in a very satisfactory
manner.
Fig. 1 of the engravings represents a longitudinal vertical section,
taken along the centre of the improved evaporating or concentrating
apparatus; and fig. 2 is a corresponding transverse vertical section of
a a, are a number of evaporating pans, arranged side by side,
the same,
and enclosed in the brickwork, b. These pans are covered over by a
metallic or firebrick top, c, which forms the floor of the main heating
e, is the furnace, which opens direct into the main heating flue,
flue, u.
and serves to impart the derived heat to the pans, A, such heat being
applied to the top surface of the pans by radiation from the floor, c, of
;
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flue.
F, is the chimney, which serves also for carrying
vapours arising during the process of evaporation. Above the
main heating flue is built a hot-air chamber, g, the floor of which serves
This hot-chamber communicates, byas the roof of the heating flue.
means of the lateral passages, h, with the interior of the evaporating
pans. A, at or near their upper part, with the view of obtaining a more
rapid surface evaporation of the liquid contained in the pans, by bringing
hot air into direct contact with the surface of suoh liquid.
This heated
air, with the steam and vapours arising from the liquid, pass off by the

the

main heating

off the

Fig.

Fig.

1.
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commences

to close or descend, under the pressure of the weighted lever.
the conical valve will be at once closed
and as the piston descends,
the water below it can only escape by passing through a small slot or
f,

;

opening, i, formed either in the valve itself, or in the seat.
As this flow
of water through the piston, and the consequent descent of the same,
must necessarily be very slow, it follows that the supply valve, c, will

very slowly, during which time a constant flow of water is passing
closet, the amount of such flow being, of course, regulated by
the size of the slot in the valve, i, as it is this slot which regulates the
descent of the supply valve.
close

down the

2.

FIRE-ARMS.
J.

H. Johnson, London and Glasgow (J. E. Halsei,
Patent dated August 30, 1856.

New

York).

—

This
channel
powder,
venting

passages kk, into the second flue, l, w'aieh also opens into the
chimney. M u are vertical sliding doors, witk which each pan is furnished, for the purpose of enabling the matters deposited by the liquid
to be raked out into the pocket or trough, sr, which extends along the
centre range of the pans.
Any convenient opening may be used, as
shown in dotted lines at o, for the facility of filling the pans with fresh
liquid.
As each pan is separate and distinct from its neighbour, any one
or more of such pans may be filled or emptied, without interfering in any
way with the working of the others.
lateral

VALVES.
R. L.

Howard, London.

— Patent dated July

4,

1856.

This invention relates to valves, which are adapted more particularly
The accompanyto regulate the flow of water supplied to closet basins.
ing engraving is a vertical section of one of Mr. Howard's improved
valves.
A metal cylinder, a, forms the valve casing, the internal lips of
which serve as a seating for the supply valve, c. This valve consists
simply of a metal disc, faced with leather or other suitable packing, and
secured to the valve spindle, D, which passes through a stuffing-box,
E,

in the top of the cylin-

and is connected to
the weighted lever, f. This
lever works on a moveder,

able fulcrum in the link, g,
its power is capable of
adjustment or

and

invention relates to the application to fire-arms of a tubular
of communication between the priming and the charge of gunfor the purpose of igniting the charge from the front, and preany portion of the powder from being driven out of the barrel
unignited.
The accompanying engraving is a longitudinal section of
the breech of a rifle, with a portion of the barrel containing a charge
attached thereto. A is a
tube, which is screwed, or
otherwise fastened, into
the breech, b, its axis corresponding with that of
the bore of the piece,
whilst its length is such
that it will extend nearly
through the charge of
powder, c.
This tube
communicates at its rear
end with an angular or inclined tube, or passage, d, which opens into the
nipple, E, thus forming a continuous tube, extending from the nipple to
or near to the forward end of the charge.
In loading the piece, the tube,
will become filled with powder; and this powder will be ignited by
the cap, which is placed upon the nipple.
The fire will obviously be
first communicated to the forward portion of the charge of powder, in
A,

place of to the rear end, as is usually the case.
By this means the burning of the whole of the powder is ensured, before any portion of it can be
blown out of the barrel, thereby giving a greater range and more peneWith revolvers, where the nipple is placed in
trating force to the ball.
the rear of the barrel, and in the same visual line
a continuation of
the nipple tube
a suitable distance into the interior of the barrel will
form the igniting tube, A.
The arrangement of igniting tube, hereinbefore described, is equally
and advantageously applicable, with slight modifications, not only to
small arms with percussion and flint locks, but also to cannon and
mortars, of almost every description, with or without locks.

regulation, by
inserting
the
joint pin of the

valve

one

other
holes

made

lever,

CLEANING AND HULLING GRAIN.

spindle

into

of

—

—

J.

H. Joihnson, London and Glasgoio

or

the
in

but not

shown

in the
engraving. To
the lower ex-

tremity of the valve spindle is connected loosely the piston, h, which fits
accurately and fluid tight into the lower portion of the cylinder.
In a
central aperture in this piston is fitted a conical or mitre valve, the upper
edge of the opening being bevilled, to serve as a valve shed, j is a
stop-piece, screwed on to the bottom of the spindle, to prevent it from
being drawn through the piston, and there is just sufficient play allowed
between the valve and the st»p-piece to admit of the valve being opened
freely,
k is the inlet or service pipe, and h, the pipe leading to the
closet basin.
The pull of the closet is made to act upon the under side
of the weighted lever, f, and lift it up.
When raised, the action of this
apparatus is as follows:
The weighted lever, f, having been elevated,
the supply valve, c, will be opened, and admit a flow of water, passing
through the apparatus into the closet, so long as the supply valve is kept

—

open.

The act of opening the supply valve opens also the conical valve in
the piston, h.
This admits of the passage of water through the opening
in the piston to the under side thereof, and when the supply valve, c,
Vol.
110.—
X.
Ho.

(C. T.

Labokey, Paris).

—

Patent dated April 16, 1856.

The improvements
or moistened state,

under this patent, consist of various meof which grain or seeds, either in a dry
cleaned and hulled, or deprived of their outer
Fig. 1 of the accompanying engravings is a
modification of an apparatus for treating dry
section of a machine for hulling and dressing

specified

chanical arrangements,

by means

may

be

skin or ligneous covering.
longitudinal section of one
grain.
Fig. 2 is a vertical
In suitable bearings,
or polishing the grain or seeds at one operation.
fixed on the framework, A, fig. 1, are placed the axles, which are fixed
These hullers are composed
to the revolving hullers or beaters, b and c.

number of curved blades, fitted with roughened or file-cut plates of
iron or steel, similar plates being fitted to the interior of the hollow cylinof a

ders or fixed drums, d.

These cylinders or drums which, in conjunction with the revolving
form the actual hulling mechanism, are composed of two or
more segments of wood or cast-iron, united by cross pieces, in such a
beaters,

way

as to allow of their being opened at pleasure, in order to be cleaned.
cylinders is placed a vibrating perforated plate, e,

Above the hulling

which answers the purpose of a smut machine. Its object is to remove
from the grain any small stones or other hard bodies, which
would injure the surface of the roughened plates. The vibrating plate,
e, receives its motion from a small cam or tappet, n, mounted on a shaft,
on one extremity of which is fitted a pulley driven by a band. The
or separate

G
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f, into which the grain to be treated
furnished with a door or sliding register, which, with
the assistance of a rack and pinion, regulates the discharge opening at
will.
The grain thrown into the hopper, f, passe3 down upon the plate,
E, and thence by means of the passage, o, into the first hulling cylinder,
D, in which the first decortication is produced by means of the revolving
blades furnished with the roughened plates, and by meaus of the rough-

plate, e, is
is

thrown.

surmounted by a hopper,
It is

Fig.

1.
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fixed drum, so arranged, is used fur hulling dry grain, but when the wet
process is used, this drum is furnished with staves of wood only, without
the roughened and perforated plates.
The staves of the fixed drum are
held together by means of rings.
These rings are made in two halves,
and are united by the wooden longitudinal bars. These bars are moveable, in order to allow of the fixed drum being opened or closed at pleasure ;
the distance or space which is left between the fixed drum and the
revolving drum being thereby adjusted.
The moistened grain is introduced at the upper portion of the machine, at the hopper, o.
The
rotatory action of the drum draws the grain with it, eventually forcing it
to leave the machine through the opening at n, whence it passes on to
the inclined plane, I.
slide, k, when shut down, forms a partition
between the grain that is leaving the cylinder and that which is entering it, and thus prevents the grain making more than one revolution
with the drum.
By raising the slide, /, however, the grain may be
carried round with the drum during several revolutions.
The openings, J, cut in the bottom of the fixed drum and outer casing, allow
of any grain being removed, which may remain in the machine when
it is stopped.
These openings are closed by doors acted upon by a lever.
When the grain leaves this hulling machine, the kernal is completely
separated from the husk, and it may be at once introduced into a brushing
or dressing and polishing machine in connection with the huller ; so that
the grain after having passed through that machine, can immediately enter
the dressing cylinder by passing along the passage or spout, i. The framework of this apparatus is composed of three horizontal plates, L, united
by four columns, M. An opening is made in the top plate for the introduction of the spout, i, which supplies the grain to the dressing cylinder.
The middle horizontal plate, l, has a projecting part on one side to receive
the grain which is expelled by the collector or scraper, n, as far as the
extremity of the mouth of the fan blower, o, fixed on the vertical shaft,
This fan separates the husks or ligneous portions which are detached
p.
by the brushes, which husks, with the grain, pass down the delivery

A

ened plates which line the interior of the cylinder.
The grain now
passes along the passage, h, and enters the second cylinder, in which
the hulling process is still further carried out.
The bottom of the passage
h, is composed of a finely perforated sheet of metal, so as to allow the
smallest grain or seeds to pass through it.
On leaving the second hulling
cylinder, the grain falls on to the sieve, M, in the vibrating frame, j, passing on its way between the upper roughened plate, l, and the brushes,
During the descent of the grain, the
i, fixed upon traversing bands.
fan blower or winnower, k, drives off through the opening of its casing
so much of the husk or chaff as may have been detached by the action of
the hulling cylinders and their revolving blades.
This fan differs but
slightly from those in ordinary use for this purpose, the only difference
being that the fan blades are arranged to slide on their arms, towards or
from the centre at pleasure, so as to produce a less energetic or more
powerful blast as found desirable.
The object of the brushes, i, and the
roughened plates, L, is to detach any husk and dust still adhering to the
grain which have not been previously removed.
For this purpose, the
bands carrying the brushes, are mounted on two pulleys, and made to
travel, so that the brushes are continually rubbing the grain against the
plates, l.
These plates are roughened on their surface in a similar manner to ordinary rasps. They are arranged in a semi-circular form, and
are then prolonged underneath in a straight line as far as the commencement of the sieve, m. This sieve is composed of wire gauze or perforated
metal plates, fitted in a frame, and capable of being easily removed and
replaced.
Several sieves may be used of various guages, so that the
grain may be sifted to any degree of fineness. The frame, J, is supported
upon four friction pulleys, which allow of a vibrating motion being imparted to it, by which means the grain is caused to descend to the lower
The various portions of this apparatus may
end, where it is discharged.
be driven by gearing, or pulleys and bands as found most convenient.
The second arrangement of apparatus which may be used for heating
dry or moistened grain, is represented in the engraving, fig. 2. It is
indispensable that the grain before being hulled, should be cleaned, and
that the dirt and dust which adhere to the husk should be removed by
the action of a fan blower, in order that the grain may be quite clean
before being moistened, and is introduced into the hulling cylinder or
machine. The machine, fig. 2, consists of a rectangular frame, A, carrying a drum or cylinder, b, composed of staves of wood, connected with
the axle, c, by the arms or spokes.
The external circumference of
this drum is furnished with roughened plates, e, alternately cut in the
fashion of a file, or with zig-zags, and in the fashion of a rasp.
The
fixed drum, F, is also formed of wooden staves, and is, when dry grain is
treated, internally furnished with roughened plates, arranged alternately
with plates of metal of the same thickness, but which, instead of being
roughened, are pierced with small and very closely arranged holes, of
such a diameter that the small grains and dust can alone pass. This

Fig.

2.

and are blown off upwards into the spout, e, whilst the grain
below through the aperture at the lower part of the spout. The
lower plate, L, which may be called the foundation plate, is similar to
that just described, but it has a circular opening made in it, through
which the air required by the fan blower enters. The outer casing of
the brush cylinder is formed of four conical segmental frames, composed
The interior of these
of cross pieces and uprights bolted together.
frames form the casing, which should be furnished with wire gauze of a
sufficiently fine mesh to prevent the small grains from passing through
it.
Two of the compartments in the casing are furnished with cork
spout, q,

falls
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instead of wire gauze, so that, by the friction of the grain against the
cork, the moisture which may still remain on the surface of the grain
(supposing moistened grain to be under treatment), as well as any husk
or dust adhering to it, will be effectually removed.
This arrangement may also be advantageously employed for polishing

and giving a lustrous appearance to rice, s is the brushing drum, which
of a conical shape, its sides being parallel, however, to the surrounding
casing.
This drum is keyed on to the vertical shaft, p, working in
suitable bearings.
The staves of the brushing drum are fitted with
bristles on their outer surfaces, and are smaller at one end than at the
other, so as to form a cone.
These brushes are manufactured of hogs
bristles, or other suitable material, according to the kind of grain that is
to be acted on. The friction produced by the brushing drum is regulated
by means of a screw which raises the footstep on which the drum shaft
is

The driving pulleys of the hulling drum serves to transmit a
Grain,
rotatory motion from that machine to the brushing drum, t.
which has been hulled by the process hereinbefore described, not only
produces flour of the first quality, and of superior whiteness, but yields
from two to five per cent, more than grain treated in the ordinary manner.
turns.

pin, m, in the valve, j, travels along the inclined plane of the spiral
L, and this motion opens the valve to the position shown in the
figure.
On the contrary, when the pipe, I, is turned downwards, the

groove,

valve is screwed out against the face, c, and the slots or apertures in the
valve are then opposite the sides of the passage, which is consequently
closed.
In this arrangement or construction of a tap, the pressure of the
water acts upon the upper side of the valve, tending to keep it closely

down upon

its seat.

PREPARING AND BLEACHING FABRICS.
J.

Under

Begg, Glasgow.

— Patent dated October

1,

1856.

this invention, the goods to

be prepared and bleached are
operated upon in a continuous and most effective manner, in a series of
vats or chambers arranged in two parallel rows, and made to communicate with each other by means of pipes fitted with stop-cocks or valves.
In the first, for example, of one row of these chambers is placed a suitable
washing or preparing liquor; in the second, a bleaching liquor, and so
The goods to be treated,
on throughout the series, as may be required.
are placed in the bottom of a chamber in the opposite row all the cham;

TAPS OK VALVES.
Robert Brows, Glasgow.
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—-Patent dated September 25,

Fig.

1856.

1.

In this invention, Mr. Brown has directed his attention to improving
the construction of taps and valves suitable for the service of water in
dwelling houses, and for discharging the contents of cisterns, tanks, or
reservoirs.
The specification also includes an improvement by means of
which the effective leverage of self-acting ball floats may be adjusted
with great facility to suit the pressure of the water ou the valve. Fig. 1
of oar engravings is a vertical longitudinal section of one of the improved
taps.
Fig. 2 is a plan partially in section of a tap adapted for the service
of water in dwelling bouses.
The shell or chamber of the tap, a, is cast or made with a horizontal
water way or passage through it, and with a vertical aperture, in which
the tubular valve,
Fig-l-

is fitted.

b,

The lower

end of the valve, b,
passes through an
opening made in the
horizontal
part or
acting valve face, c,
of
the water-way,
and terminates in a
screw, d, over which
is placed a washer or
ring, e, of vulcanized

beis being heated by steam.

chamber

The washing

liquor is then

pumped from

chamber, and forced through the goods
contained therein.
The washing liquor flows out at. the other end of
the goods chamber, through a pipe fitted with a loaded valve, and back
again into the washing liquor chamber.
When the washing operation
is done, the bleaching liquors are successively forced through the goods,
and at the close of the process, the valves and pipes are so adjusted that
the pump draws off the moisture, leaving the goods dry for removal.
Fig. 1 of the engravings is an end elevation of the apparatus as lookits

into the goods

india-rubber, leather,

or other suitable ma-

Fig. 2.

This washer
is retained in its place by a metal cap, e, which is screwed on to the
spindle, D, of the valve, and serves to keep the washer, e, in close contact
with the horizontal part, c, of the tap, which thus forms the valve seating.
In the lower part of the tubular portion of the valve, b, are cut
four, or other suitable number of slots or apertures, g, which may be
arranged in two rows, one above the other. When the lever, H, is
depressed, the valve, b, is forced downwards, and this action brings the
upper row of slots or apertures, G, in a line with the inlet water-way,
whilst the lower row is below the opening in the part, c; the water,
therefore, rushes through the upper openings from the inlet through the
tubular portion of the valve, and away by the lower apertures to the outlet passage of the tap.
In the modification shown in fig. 2, the valve is shifted by means of a
pin which travels in a groove in the
terial.

'

F'S- 2

-

shell.

The

valve,

j,

shown

in this

a curved pipe,
i, the raising or depressing of which
turns the water on or off as required.
In this case, a spiral groove, m, is

figure, is attached to

made in the metal of the tap, k, at
one end of the horizontal passage or
water-way.
The valve, j, has a
pin, m, projecting from its side, and
this pin travels in the groove, L,
when the outlet pipe, i, is turned
upon

its

axis.

The

outlet pipe,

I,

curved at its upper part, and is
attached to the valve, j, upon turning the outlet pipe upwards, so as to place it in a vertical position; the
is

ing upon the chamber in which the goods to be treated, are placed.
Fig.
2 is a plan of the entire apparatus corresponding.
In these views, A, is
the chamber or vat in which the actual bleaching action takes place, and
b c D is the composite or cellular chamber containing supplies of the
various liquid ingredients employed in the process.
The chamber, A,
has attached alongside it, a vertical plunger pump, e, the plunger or
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is actuated by an overhead eccentric, or by any other
convenient movement.
The lower end of this pump communicates by a
short transverse branch, F, with the bottom of the chamber, a, whilst an
opposite branch, g, communicates by means of a curved pipe, it, with the
short horizontal pipe, J, from which branches, k i. m, pass to the respective
This latter chamber is on a
cells or divisions of the chamber, bob.
higher lever than the chamber, A, and all the three branches open into
Another pipe, n, having upon it a loaded
it, on a level with its bottom.
valve, o, communicates between the upper part of the chamber, A, and
the open top of the first cell, b, in the opposite chamber.
When this apparatus is in action, the working of the pump, E, draws
out the particular preparing or bleaching liquid which may be required,
according to whichever of the pipes, K, l, or u, is made to communicate
with the pump. The liquid so withdrawn, is forcibly injected into the
mass of goods contained in the chamber, a, and after thoroughly permeating the goods, the used liquid is discharged from the upper part of the
chamber, through the weighted valve, o, on the pipe, n, and again conveyed to the containing chamber. Each pipe is fitted with governing
cocks or valves, so that the action may be quickly changed from one

piston of which

fluid to the other.

BLEACHING AND WASHING FABRICS.
James Fleming, Junr. Benfrew.

—Patent dated November

25, 1856.

In the specification of former Letters Patent granted to Mr. Fleming,
there was described an arrangement of winches or reels, by means of
which the goods under treatment were conveyed into or from open
In the present invention these winches or
mouthed vomiting boilers.
reels are converted into drums either of a cylindrical or polygonal form,
and made to rotate upon a tubular shaft communicating with steam or
water pipes. Steam, hot air, water or fluids, used in bleaching processes
Fig.

is fitted

with a stop valve

1.

to regulate the

,

admission of the steam into the

whence it finds its way through perforations into the interior of
the winch, p, and thence through perforations in the sides of the winch
Steam is also
out amongst the goods, o, passing round the winch.
shaft, G,

admitted into the lower part of the vessel, c, to maintain in a heated
state the liquids therein contained when the apparatus is in operation.
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are introduced to the interior of the winches or reels and a 1 jvved to
escape through perforations made in the casing of the winch or reel.
Ry means of this arrangement, the steam or fluid is brought into direct
contact wiih the goods passing round the winch, and the bleaching
and cleansing processes are thereby accelerated and performed in a more
efficient manner.
Fig. 1 of onr engravings represents a side elevation partially in section
of the improved bleaching or cleansing apparatus.
Fig. 2 is a transverse vertical section through one of the winches and the chamber or
vessel in which it is placed.
The dash wheels work in the channel, A,
being driven by the horizontal shaft, b, whilst one of the adjacent sides
of the square is occupied by a series of boiling, bleaching, or cleansing
vessels, c, which take the place of the vomiting boilers, represented and
described in his former specification, the rub-boards being in this
instance dispensed with, and of which one entire vessel and a portion of
another are shown in fig. 1.
The lower portion of each vessel, c, is in
this instance built of timber, and in form resembles an ordinary washing
mill; this is surmounted by a cacing, d, fitted with a sliding door, e,
This door is suspended by cords passing over pulleys to
in front.
counterweights, so that it can be easily adjusted either to entirely shut
up or enclose the space over the vessel, c, or to leave it more or less open,
as may be found most desirable in practice.
A cased winch, p, is disposed longitudinally upon a horizontal shaft, g, within the upper part
In the present instance this winch
of the casing, d, over the vessel, c.
is square in transverse section, being formed of four perfora'.ed boards
attached to solid cast-iron end frames, h, fixed on the shaft, g, and being
supported between the ends by intermediate open frames, i, also carried
upon the shaft, g. The shaft, g, is passed through the vertical ends of
the casing, d, and is supported in bearings in brackets, j, bolted to the
wall, k, of the building.

The

shaft, g, is tubular,

and communicates by

a stuffing box joint, l, with the branch, m, of a steam pipe, n, by which
steam is brought from some suitable boiler or generator, The branch, m,
Vis-

2.

This steam is obtained from the pipe, N, by a branch pipe, p, fitted witli
a stop valve, and communicating with a horizontal pipe, q, passing
longitudinally through the vessel, c, and being formed with a line of perforations for the issue of the steam.
The entire range of vessels, c, are
in communication by pipes, r, passing from one to the other, and any of
the liquids used in bleaching or cleansing being introduced into one of

—
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The liquids are by preference
the vessel? finds its way into them all.
introduced into the end vessel, c, of the series, and passing through
them all, are conveyed, after being used, by a pipe to a pump, by which
they are pumped up into a duct or rhone, u, to- be conveyed back to their
receivers or mixing vessels, or, if desired, a constant current may be
kept trp through the vessels by the pump, the liquids being passed
through them over and over again. Water is supplied to the vessels
when required by a pipe, v-, which runs along the entire range, and
which is fitted with branches, w, having stopcocks, x, for supplying
each vessel.
Each vessel is also fitted with a discharge valve, Y;
communicating with a discharge pipe, z, by which the used liquids are
conveyed away, the valves, r, being opened or closed by means of hand
levers, a, above, to which they are linked.
The fabrics or materials to
be operated upon are formed into long chains, one, o, of which is placed
in each vessel, being passed over the winch, f, a considerable number of
times, the lower portion of each convolution or turn of the chain dipping
down into the liquid in the vessel, c. A grating, b, is fixed in the vessel,
c, and the chain, o, is made to pass between its vertical bars, whereby
The several
each convolution is kept separate from its neighbour.
winches are driven by means of a horizontal shaft, c, running along
above the entire range of vessels, c, and driven itself by means of a short
vertical shaft geared to it by bevil wheels.
The driving gear for the
winches is placed in the alternate spaces between the vessels, c, each set
of driving derails acting upon the winches on each side of it.
At each
of these alternate spaces, the shaft, c, has keyed upon it a spur wheel, i,
in gear with a spur wheel on an intermediate shaft. /.
This shaft carries
two spur wheels, k, which can be put into driving gear by means of
separate clutches, I, commanded by the lever handles, m.
Each spur
wheel, h, is in gear with a spur wheel fast on the shaft, a, of one of the
winches, F, and in this manner the several winches are driven, the
attendants being able to put any single winch into or out of gear at
pleasure by means of the corresponding clutch lever, m, or to, put the
entire series into or out of gear at once by means of a clutch lever.
The
several driving details between the vessels, c, are carried on two brackets,
j, bolted to the wall, k, and a third bracket, o, also bolted to the wall, k,
serves to give support to the steam pipe, n, and to carry centre studs for
the clutch levers, m.
In the arrangement of apparatus represented, provision is made for the
introduction of steam only into the winches, f; but if found desirable in
practice, hot or cold air, hot or cold water, or chemical liquids, may also
be introduced therein by means of the tubular shafts.
first

sashes.

with

Many

4o

private houses and

some mansions have been

fitted

up

in copper wire, whilst the tinned iron wire is applicable to
the common class of houses, as well as to the carrying of heavy
shutters.
it

Fig. 1 exhibits a short length of the chain, capable of supporting
lbs., the sketch being drawn to the scale of natural size.
Fig. 2 is a
perspective view of a pulley, with the chain upon it; and fig. 3 is an
edge view of the pulley, showing how its periphery is formed to suit the
chain.
The new chain is also well suited for use as a dog and halter
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chain, pillar chain,
chandeliers,

and dog couples.

As

particularly useful, for
all supporting and guide pulleys.

The chain

it is

it

applied for scales, lamps, and
runs with great freedom over

now being made in large quantities by machinery, so as
accuracy of form and a plentiful supply.

is

to insure both

HIGH-PRESSURE BALL COCK.
Registered for

Mb, R. L. Howard, Whitecross

Street,

London.

In designing this modification of the ordinary self-acting water-service
tap, Mr. Howard has sought to combine efficiency of action with economy
in the prime cost of the article.
He has, therefore, very wisely avoided
the use of ground metal surfaces in the arrangement of the tap, and substituted a cylindrical valve and washer
of india-rubber.
Our engraving represents a plan of the under side of the
cock
a, is the waterway, and b, a
cylindrical plug, fitted at the inner
extremity
with
an india-rubber
washer, c, which rests upon the seat,
d.
A stud or pin, e, is screwed
into the side of the plug, and projects
into the inclined slot, f, made in the
body of the cock, a is a square shank
for the attachment thereto of the ordinary float-ball lever. When the float-ball is full up, the pin, e, will be
at the lower end of the inclined slot, f, and the cock will he closed ; but
as the ball descends, the plug will be turned, and, thepin, e, will rise
along the inclined slot, and cause the end of the plug to be withdrawn
from the seat, d, thereby opening the cock. These taps are simple in
construction, and not liable to stick, or get out of order.
;

EEGISTEEED DESIGNS.
COMBINED RULER, SCALE, AND PENCIL-HOLDER.
DOUBLE-LOOr CHAINS.
Registered for
Fig.

Me. Thosias

P.

Fig.

1.

Registered for

Hawkins, Dale End, Birmingham.
Fig.

2.

3.

In this useful

Me. Andrew Smith,

Ilauclilhie, Ayrshire.

there are combined a ruler for ruling
straight lines, in combination with a multi-sided foot rule, having upon
its different sides or faces, the scales of measures, of different nations
the whole forming a portable case for a pencil or writing instrument;
whilst; the tubular form of the case insures it, from warping or getting
out pf truth.
Fig. 1 of our engravings represents a longitudinal view of the instrument, which is rectangular in transverse section, and is mainly composed of four thin longitudinal strips of ornamental wood, attached
together so as to form a complete tube, having at one end a closing
piece of wood, to shut up the tube.
On the four external sides of this
little article,

Fig. 2.

tube or case, are marked or engraved the scales of measures of different
countries, such as the English, French, and other measures.
The
opposite end of the case is open, and it is there formed cylindrically in

the interior, for a short distance, to receive the cylindrical shoulder
piece of the pencil head, as represented in the longitudinal section, fig.
2, the pencil or writing instrument, being thus packed away securely

when
The chain which we

illustrate here, in three detailed figures, is applipurpi se for which " wire chains" have hitherto been

cable for every
used, as well as for

n any other purposes, such

as the

hanging

of

window

out of use.

This is a very neat and compact pocket instrument; and the pencil
being carried securely in the body of the ruler, is always free from harm,
and ready for use.
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REVIEWS OF
The Physical Geography of the
U.S. Navy.
Son, & Co.

NEW

BOOKS.

By M.

Sea.

F.

Maury, LL.D., Lieut.
London Low,

Second Edition, enlarged and improved.

:

This book contains a good deal of information, but it is ill-written and
verbose. It brings together many facts, scattered through several books,
without acknowledging the sources where they were obtained. As it is,
we are left to suppose that no one had attended to this subject before Mr.
Maury, and that all facts he lays before us had been worked out by himself alone.
The " Wind and Current Charts" have no doubt been highly
useful to navigators, but it was not in good taste for their author to bring
himself so frequently forward, for the purpose of receiving our admiring
gaze.
There is still room for a good book on this subject, and we hope
From the
that some competent person will direct his attention to it.
quantity of theology this volume contains, we are led to conjecture that
the letters LL.D. after the author's name, have been printed by mistake
for

D.D.

however, to bring forward instances of the great saving of
time which have resulted from the systematic collection of the experience of navigators as to the winds and currents of the ocean, and from
The
which the charts prepared by Lieut. Maury were drawn up.
average passage from New York to California was formerly 183 days;
but with these charts for their guide, the voyage can now be accomplished in an average time of 1 35 days. Again, the passage from Eugland
to Australia formerly occupied an average time of 124 days; but the
average passage is now not more than 97. When the various tracks
taken by a large number of navigators were projected upon the charts,
one was surprised ( says Lieut. Maury ) to see how they cut up and
There
divided the ocean off into great turnpike-looking thoroughfares.
was the road to China, it and the road to South America, to the Pacific
round Cape Horn, to the East round the Cape of Good Hope, and to Australia, were one and the same, until the navigator had left the North,
crossed the equator, and passed over into the South Atlantic. Here there
was, in this great highway, a fork to the right leading to the ports of
Brazil.
A little farther on yon came to another on the left; it was the
There was
road by which the Cape of Good Hope was to be doubled.
no finger-board or other visible sign to guide the wayfarer, but neverThis outward
none missed it.
theless all turned off at the same place
road to India, and the gold fields of Australia, was, as it passed through
the South Atlantic, a crooked one but the road home from the Cape was
straight, for the winds along it were fresh and fair.
But the outwardbound route through the North Atlantic, from the United States especially, was most curious and crooked.
It seemed on the chart to be as
well beaten, and almost as well defined, as any Indian trail through the
wilderness.
First it struck across the Atlantic until it reached the Cape
Verde Islands on the other side; then it took a turn, and came back on
this side again, reaching the coast of Brazil, in the vicinity of Cape St.
Roque. Here there was another turn, and another recrossing of the
broad ocean, striking this time for the Cape of Good Hope, but bending
far away to the right, before that turning point was reached.
Thus the
great highway, from the United States to the Cape of Good Hope, nearly
crossed the Atlantic three times.
The other parts of the ocean by the
wayside were blank untravelled spaces; all the vessels that sailed went
by one road, and returned by the other. Now and then there was a sort
of country cross road, that was frequented by robbers and bad men, as
they passed on their voyage from Africa to the West Indies, and back.
But all the rest of the ocean on the wayside, and to the distance of hundreds of miles on either hand, was blank, and seemed as untravelled, and
as much out of the way of the haunts of civilised man, as the solitudes
of the wilderness that lie broad off from the emigrant's trail to Oregon.
It is right,

—
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op Astronomy.

By

E. Loomis, LL.D.,

New

York.

This work is a creditable contribution of the American press to the
history of science.
find in it a narrative of facts connected with the
discovery of the planet Neptune, and on a calm review of the matter, we
are obliged to say, what we have always thought, that this chapter is one
that brings no credit to English astronomers. The supineness of a " slow"

We

who was receiving money in exchange for promises to perform
certain duties, led to our being deprived of a distinguished honour which
would appropriately have followed in the wake of other triumphs in the
professor

same departmeut of
thing

else, is

but too

science, his neglect of duty, for

common amongst

it

can be called no-

persons holding professorships at

1857.

our old universities.
Such persons are too apt to look upon their appointments simpiy as snug sleeping berths, bringing in so much money per
annum, instead of considering them as situations with important duties
which ought to be rigorously and conscientiously fulfilled. How does
the matter stand?
For 6ome years previously, the disturbances which
the planet Uranus exhibited
that is to say, the discrepancy between his
observed place and his calculated place had given rise to conjectures as
to its cause; and the most rational seemed to be, that somewhere or other
beyond the recognised bounds of the system, there existed a planet never
hitherto perceived, the gravitating influence of which produced the disturbances in question.
The difficulties in the way of ascertaining the
truth or error of this conjecture were certainly great, as will be apparent
when we consider that it seemed to be necessary to search amongst the
stars of the whole ecliptic for the supposed planet, which, after all, might
be so far distant as to be situate beyond the range of our vision. Observe,
that two elements were unknown, viz., the mass and the distance of the
supposed planet, for the disturbance would be equally well accounted for
if the mass were large and the distance great, or the mass small and the
distance less.
The Astronomer-Royal always spoke of the difficulties
attending the calculation of the place of such a body, and gave no encouragement to persons who showed a disposition to undertake the labour.
However, Mr. Adams, a young Cambridge wrangler, set to work, and
started with the assumption that the planet might be supposed to revolve
in an orbit about twice as far from the centre of the system as Uranus,
the farthest of the known planets, since such a law obtained amongst the
more distant components of the solar system as then known. His calculations being made, the results were submitted in 1845 to Mr. Airy,
who pronounced them very satisfactory. They were then placed in the
hands of Mr. Challis, the astronomer at the Cambridge observatory, who
swept the heavens with his telescope, near the spot indicated by Mr.
Adams.
It appears that he had actually twice observed the planet
without recognising it, and without reducing his observations, for he
thought the matter might very well wait. "Being fully resolved," says Dr.
Loomis, " to make sure of the diamond, he shovelled up with it a great
mass of rubbish, and stored it away to examine at his leisure." Unfortunate Challis
you missed a splendid opportunity for redeeming yourself from insignificance, and, what is a vastly greater consideration, you
threw to others a glory which might have been acquired by the British
nation, besides committing a great injustice to Mr. Adams.
must
now turn to France, where M. Leverrier, ignorant that Mr. Adams was
similarly employed, had made calculations as to the place of the unknown
body, and had arrived at results, differing only by one degree of longitude
from those at which Mr. Adams had previously arrived. Leverrier wrote
shortly afterwards to Dr. Galle of Berlin, with a request that he would
What did Galle do ?
search the heavens at the spot he pointed out.
Did he fritter away precious time, and store up observations for reduction
at a future time of leisure ?
No on the very day on which he received
Leverrier's letter, he directed his telescope to the spot indicated, and at
once netted the illustrious stranger. Thus was accomplished one of the
most staking intellectual feats of modern times, and thus had Mr. Adams
the intense mortification of losing the whole benefit of his laborious calculations, and the great honour which, bad his efforts been properly
seconded, was justly his due.

—
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Logic for the Million A Familiar Exposition of the Art of Reasoning.
With an Appendix on the Philosophy of Language. By J. W.
:

Gilbart, F.R.S.

Longman &

Co.

Cardinal Richelieu, being a minister of ability, conceived himself to be
likewise a poet.
Mr. Gilbart, knowing something about banking, thinks
We cannot
he is competent to expound the art and science of logic.
congratulate the latter upon the success of his work, any more than the
sincere critics of former times could congratulate the Cardinal upon the
admit that Mr. Gilbart's book is amusing.
excellence of his verses.
It is so partly from the author's impertinence and his blunders, partly
from the extracts given from other books, of which at least one-half of
But then, if people wish for a book in which instructhis is composed.
tion is blended with amusement, we suppose they would prefer having
recourse to such books as " Half Hours with the Best Authors," rather
than to a work on Logic; or if in search of pure amusement, there are
As an exposition of the art of
our old friends " Miller" and " Punch."
reasoning, the book before us is an absurdity, except so far as the author
affords us illustrations of bad reasoning and imperfect definition in his
own part of it. For instance, the word " Enthymeme," in logic, signia syllogism, with one premiss suppressed.
Whereupon, our author
fies
" I shall take my umbrella,
gives us as an example of an enthymeme
for I think it will rain ;" which is a mere statement of a reason for doing

We

The Recent Progress

1,

—
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Again, the form he frames
a certain action, and is no enthynieme at all.
as an example of the syllogism shows that he does not know what a
In another place he says, " An analogy means a relation
syllogism is.
or agreement between two or more things, which in other respects are
First, remark the inaccuracy of the expression,
entirely different."
which ought to run an analogy is so and so, or the word analogy means
Secondly, the explanation is far too vague to be comprethis or that.
hended by any one who did not previously know what an analogy is;
Again, we are told that comparison
viz., the resemblance of relations.
is sl principle frequently used in reasoning; meaning, we suppose, simply
that comparisons are frequently employed in conducting an argument.
Comparison is not a principle. Again, " proving too much " is first
called a fallacy, and then this fallacy is termed an argument.
Not to
be tedious, we will only point out one more of the mistakes with which
the book swarms.
The following is brought forward as an example of
" the operation whereby we infer one proposition from another :"
" Fire
Here we have
will burn, and therefore do not approach it too near'y."
a proposition followed by a precept, but no example of inference.
From these instances it may be easily seen, that our expositor of the
art of reasoning has undertaken a task to which he is not equal, and
that students of the art who consult the book are not likely to obtain the
instruction they are in search of.
The public, however, may like to
know that Mr. Gilbart has been good enough to present them with his

—

The average price of the liquor is 3s. 6d. per butt of 108 gallons, and
the cartage to the nearest manufacturing chemist from here would be
about 4s., increasing the value to 7s. 6d. per butt. This, of course,
would not pay, and we have been obliged hitherto after storing some
65,000 gallons in a spare gas-holder tank to burn the remainder of the
produce.
The apparatus consists of a tank for saturating the ammoniacal liquor, an evaporating tank, two coolers, and two drainers.
The saturators, fig. 1, are best in duplicate. Ours are made of two

—
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Fig.

Fig.

1.

2.

—

portrait,

A

by way

of frontispece.

Course of Practical Geometry, being an Introduction to every
branch of Mathematical Drawing. By W. Pease, C.E. Third Edition,
revised, corrected,

and enlarged.

By

J. A. Pease.

London

:

Relfe,

Brothers.

This little volume of 80 pages, and with 82 diagrams, has the merit
It will be found useful as far as it goes,
of being clear and intelligible.
but it is not so complete as we should like to have seen it. For instance,
relating to the circle

the problems

advantage.

We

might have been increased with

do not find any of the following useful problems.

To

describe a circle that shall have its circumference equal to a given right
line, or its area equal to a given figure; to describe a circle that shall
pass through three given points to draw a tangent to a circle through
;

a given point to divide the area of a given circle into a given number
Again, more problems connected with the ellipse should
of equal parts.
have been given, and some reference to the best instruments for drawing
this figure should have been made.
;

Introductory Account op Messrs. Muirand Co.'s Improved Machinery
foe the Manufacture of Rifle Sights. By C. F. Partington, jun.
8vo.
Pp.39. Printed for private circulation. London: 1857.
In this interesting little pamphlet, Mr. Partington has dressed up an
apparently insignificant subject, so as to show how well it does, in reality,
deserve scientific attention. This is the manufacture of rifle sights or
aiming pieces by machinery. During the emergencies of the late war,
the government was seriously pressed for the production of a large number of these sights suited for their new rifles, and Messrs. Muir & Co.,
of the Britannia Works, Manchester, took a contract to furnish four
hundred sights per week. To enable them to accomplish this work, they
fitted up a complete set of machinery, specially for the purpose, at a cost
of nearly £1,500.
It is this machinery, and the various operations performed by it, in converting crude metal into a rifle sight, which Mr.
Partington describes here. The sight is composed of eight separate pieces
of metal
the iron body, steel blade, steel spring, steel slide, tip-spring
screw, tip screw and joint pin.
The manufacture and putting together
of these parts involves twenty-six different operations, and as all is
most ingeniously accomplished by machinery, Mr. Partington's description of Messrs. Muir's mechanical efforts is well worth the examination
;

of the mechanical engineer.

CORRESPONDENCE.
MANUFACTURE OF SULPHATE OF AMMONIA AT THE
CRYSTAL PALACE GAS WORKS.
As I am satisfied that the manufacture of sulphate of ammonia is
especially at such works as ours,
capable of returning a good revenue
where the cost of removing the ammoniacal liquor is great I take the
liberty of laying before you the following particulars of our ammoniacal
apparatus :

—

—

with lead, holding together about 4 butts
These are raised on brick piers, a sufficient height to run off

old cast-iron purifiers, lined

of liquor.

the liquor into the evaporating tank.

The evaporating tank, the edge of which rests on the coolers, is of
wood, lined with lead 18 feet long by 4 feet wide, and 1 foot deep
and stands about two feet from the ground. Three lengths of 4 inch
leaden pipe run the whole length, as in fig. 2.
A pipe, not less than
4 inches in diameter, is needful to avoid friction, which would cause a
too rapid condensation of the steam, and consequent loss of heat,
a is
the inlet of the waste steam from the engine.
B is the exit carried up
through the roof of the shed, plugs of wood being used to direct the
course of the same.
The pipes, c, convey the condensed steam to the
nearest drain.
The 4 inch pipes should rest on small wooden blocks,
about 18 inches apart, a fall, of course, being given towards b.
The coolers are made by dividing a long wooden tank in the centre,
each division being 9 feet long by 5 feet wide, and 18 inches deep with
a well in each 2 feet square, and 1 foot deep
the whole lined with lead.
They are about a foot deep in the ground. The drainers are also made
in one, and divided into two compartments, 3 feet square each, lined with

—

—

—

The ends, slightly inclining, overhang the coolers, and are made
with shifting boards, the lowest of which is two inches from the bottom,
to allow the liquor to drain off.
The boards are put in, as required,
according to the quantity of sulphate thrown up.
In carrying out the process, the saturator is nearly filled with liquor.
Salphuric acid is then added in small quantities, and stirred with a
wooden rake, until litmus paper is slightly reddened, which is an indication that the liquor is sufficiently saturated with the acid.
It is then
run off into the evaporating tank, by means of a short wooden spout from
an earthenware tap, attached to a leaden pipe connecting the two saturators, as shown in fig. 1.
The waste steam is then allowed to pass
through, and in from 35 to 40 hours the surface will be covered with
lead.

small shining particles, which show that the ammonia is crystallizing,
and should now be drawn off into one of the coolers with a siphon,
where, as it cools, the crystals will form on the sides, and fall to the
bottom.
Another charge must now be prepared, and when run into the
evaporating tank, about two-thirds of the liquor from the first cooler,
which is called the " mother liquor," must be added to it a wooden
scoop should be used for this purpose
the remainder of the liquor being
added from time to time during the evaporation so that the whole of the
liquor from the No. 1 cooler is boiled over again, and when ready, run off
into cooler No. 2.
The crystals left in the first cooler should be taken
up with a wooden shovel, placed in the drainer overhanging, and left
about 24 hours to drain.
The sulphate can then be stored or shot into
bags, ready for removal.
The great difficulty is to get the " mother liquor" that is, the liquor
in a proper state for crystallizing
as it requires evaporating a dozen
times, or more.
After it is once obtained, the process goes on well
enough, and with very little attention. For saturating the liquor, we
have a large jar, which holds about two carboys of acid. The top is
fitted in with cement.
I first used plaster of Paris, but found the acid
corroded it very fast.
Roman cement, on the contrary, stands very well.
It does not do to connect the saturating tanks, as a difficulty is experienced in saturating the liquor equally in both.
I should prefer a tap to
each where two vessels are used. 1 have stated that the coolers are placed
in the ground.
I should prefer having them above ground, resting on
sleepers, to permit free access of air, as I find, through having them
placed in the ground, the liquor takes a much longer time to cool, which
is inconvenient where it is made rapidly.
I may here point out that all iron vessels used in the process must be
covered with lead where the acid comes in contact.
Even nails must
not be used without being tinned.
The wood-work is put together with

—
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The acid we use is the so-called " brown oil of vitriol,"
pins.
containing 80 per cent, of acid. The price is f d. per lb. for the nett
quantity of acid contained in the vitriol i. -e., 20 percent, is deducted
from the gross weight of the vitriol that price being charged for the
acid only, subject to a discount according to the distance it has to be
carted.
The acid is sent in carboys, weighing about 1G2 lbs. each.
The carboy itself is valued at 5s., which is allowed on its being returned.
saturate about 4 butts at a time with 2 carboys of acid, which
Therefore, we have for each
cwt. of sulphate.
produce from 3 to

1,

1857.

wooden

—

We

3J

charge as follows:
Br.

£
4 butts of liquor, at 3s.

2 carboys of acid, at
Add for waste

Ey

balance to

6<1

Crf., .........

Dy

14
12
2

3!

civt.

per ton

15s
sulphate, at £13 15s.

— say

)

s.

d.

„

profit,..

the gas-works are small, and no engine used, it may not be
This objection
considered practicable to evaporate the liquor as stated.
I would meet by suggesting the erection of a small plain boiler, to supply
It would be useful for other purposes,
the requisite quantity of steam.
such as steaming pipes, &c, and might be made to run on wheels. The
cost of such a boiler would not be great, nor would the expense of evaporation be materially increased, as a portion of it would be met by the
greater value of the sulphate which is sold for agricultural purposes,

Where

being a cheap substitute for gnano, and in the country would command
better prices than at present, by saving the heavy cost of carriage from
London.

GUN-COTTON FOR FOWLING-PIECES.
Referring to the subject of gun-cotton cartridges, I have found that
ten grains inclosed in its cartridge, is sufficient to lodge an ounce of
shot in a deal board at the distance of forty yards.
I fired this cartridge
from one of Cooper's breech-loading shot-guns.
On other occasions I
have fired an ounce and a half of No. 2 shot from a horse-pistol (1 1 bore),
with a gun-cotton cartridge of
twelve grains, into a deal b>ard at
the distance of ten paces, when the
grains of shot buried themselves in
the board.
This I did, to prove
that such a weapon is admirably
adapted for house-defence, as with
gun-cotton cartridges a miss-fire
never occurs.
In both trials, I
broke the inner end of the cartridge,
in order to insure certainty of fire
gun-cotton does riot fall out like
the grains of gunpowder.
When the nipples are so placed as to give
central or horizontal fire, after the manner of Mr. W. Horton's patent
breech, which is shown in the accompanying engraving, it is then not
The form of the
necessary to break the inner end of the cartridge.
breech of sporting guns generally, is not favourable to the use of guncotton cartridges, because there is a vacuum which the cotton cannot be
forced into; but Mr. Horton's patent breech is so formed, that the
I would not recommend
cartridge reaches to the bottom of the nipple.
a light-made gun for practice with gun-cotton, or even gunpowder.
:

J. Norton.

Gravesrnd.

Magkds Ohren.
Bell G-reen,

Lower Sydenham, Kent,

April, 1857.

PROCEEDINGS OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.

THE SUSPENSION OF GREAT
On

read

r

BELLS.

review of Mr. Balcer's pamphlet on " The Great Bell
of Westminster," a plan for the adaptation of that gentleman's plan to old bells
This notion is
has occurred to me.
shown in the two sketches annexed fig.
1 being an elevation of a bell suspended
according to my idea, with the actual
suspensory details in section, and fig. 2
a plan of the apparatus.
In this arrangement, A is an iron ring
with an inside flange, intended to receive
the stock, b, of the bell, the ends of which

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.
February 10 and

17.

Discussion on Messrs. Adams' and Parsons' papers on " Permanent
H. C. Hurry exhibited a model of an improved railway crossing.

Way." Mr.

;

upon the flange, as at 0, so that it
can be turned round in any direction
somewhat in the manner of a marine
barometer.
The bell swings on centres,
r>, and a metal ring, e, covers
the whole
to keep the bell in its place.
rest

;

C.

Lluyn

Offa,

Butler Clough.

Mold, April, 1857.

difficulty arising

With reference to your article on a
" Nipple Charger for Guns," page 5, Part
109, Practical Mechanic's Journal, as to the

the following

from the fouling of nipples,

I

beg

to call attention to

:

At Gumpolds Kirchen, near Vienna, there are manufactured a peculiar
kind of " gun igniters" (German, gewchrziinder), which are to be used
They bear in their shape some resemblance
in lieu of percussion caps.
the purpose of using them, the nipple has to be
and the hole in it funnel-shaped, so as to admit
They explode just as easy as perthe lower portion of the "igniter."
cussion caps, are perfectly water-proof, and the whole, consisting only of
a peculiar chemical composition, leave, when exploded, no residuum
whatever behind, and instead of choking up, rather tend to clean the
nipple. I recollect having seen such " gun igniters" as farbaekas 1850;
but I have tried too few experiments with them, and am hence unable

to small nails,

and

made somewhat

to

for

larger,

judge of then- practicability.
April, 1857.

24.

directed to this want, designed the simplified testing machine, the description of
which formed the subject of the paper, and which could be produced for £200 to

£300, instead

of

testing machines.

£1,100 to £1,600, the cost of the Government and Corporation
The bed of the new machine consisted of a trough of cast-iron,

with a slot throughout its length (30 yards), to contain the portion of cable under
this trough was laid on guntrees of wood as a foundation, and a few cross
bars were placed over the slot, to prevent the end of the chain from rising in case
This arrangement precluded the possibility of accident to the workof fracture.
men when testing chains, as the ends were restrained within the trough instead of
proof;

sweeping across laterally, as frequently occurred when the chains were laid upon a
The arrangements for the main hydraulic cylinder, the valves,
bench for testing.
and the levers, were very simple and effective, and the results of very numerous
series of experiments, which were given, demonstrated the power and uniform
one of which was used at the Paris Universal Exhibition
action of these machines
in 1855, for making a long series of experiments on the strengths of colonial and
other timber, under the direction of Captain Fowke, K.E., part of whose report was

—

GUN IGNITERS.
Fig. 2.

February

u On Chain Cable and Timber Testing," by Mr. T. Dunn.
The hydrostatic
press machines for testing chain cables had been generally so costly in construction,
foundations,
that
few
the
such
expensive
of
chain
required
manufacturers
and
had
Messrs. Dunn, Hattersley, &
on their premises any means of testing their chains.
Co., of the Windsor Bridge Iron Works, Manchester, having had their attention

G. J. G.

quoted.

The paper was
in testing

illustrated

by numerous drawings, and some of the

links broken

were exhibited.

In the course of the discussion it was remarked, that the broken links showed,
almost every instance, that the fractures had arisen from an imperfect union of
It was considered that sufficient force and rapidthe iron of the links in welding.
ity of blows oould not be obtained by hand labour, and that tilt hammers with the
requisite speed had not yet been employed; neither had steam hammers, which
were merely lifted by steam and fell by their own gravity, sufficient speed for
description was given of Naylor's single or double-acting
heavy chain making.
steam hammer, which could be changed at pleasure, by merely moving a lever, and
by which any amount of steam, from a mere breathing upon the piston, to that of
the full pressure of the boiler could be applied, and be varied whilst the hammer
in

A

Two of these hammers were employed in the workshops of the
in full work.
Eastern Counties Railway at Stratford, and one at Norwich. Ttiey were somewhat
like tbe "Nasmyth" hammer, but comprised several modifications having reference
was

The hammers weighed 10 cwt. each,
and when worked with a length of stroke of 12 inches, and double acting, 250
be
than
twice the number that could be
obtained, or more
blows per minute could
particularly to the valves and valve gearing.

—

May
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by an ordinary hammer lifted by steam, and falling by its own unaided
The same principle was said to be applicable for riveting iron plates for

given

parity.

—

also for boilers, tanks, wrought-iron bridges, rivet-making,

&c.
which had been made to discover the law which regulated the
size of the chain cable aud the weight of anchor for a given ship, showed that
shipbuilding

Some

calculations

^

^/load displacement

gave the diameter of the chain cable usually employed by screw steamers of the
present form.

A

in the library after the meeting, of Lapham's
This consisted of a
of regulating the height of water in steam boilers."
cylinder in communication, situated at the proper level of the water in

working model was exhibited

"Method
pipe and

Two pipes proceeded to this
"which were kept filled with cold water.
from the steam portion of the boiler, and the other from the
level, steam would pass
the
proper
water space.
When the water fell below
through the lower or water pipe, and expanding the water in the cylinder and pipe,
would cause an expansive action against an india-rubber diaphragm, to which was
attached a lever, acting by cranks aud levers upon the stopcock or valve in the
the

boiler,

cylinder, the one

49

In general there was an increased yield of about 2000 cubic feet per ton when
using clay retorts.
It was probable that the power of the clay for retaining heat
had some influence on the quantity of gas produced.
It had been observed, that instead of following the usual law, the leakage of gas
through the pores or fissures of the clay retorts was exactly as the pressure,
instead of as the square of the pressure.
The circumstances under which the bi-sulphuret of carbon was evolved were
treated of at some length; and it was shown, that even the method now adopted,
of leaving in the gas a small portion of ammonia, was not entirely effectual in removing the prejudicial effect of the bi-sulphuret of carbon, which was so severely
felt in the rooms where gas was burned.
It was stated that the carbonaceous deposit in the retorts could be more speedily
removed by the use of a small quantity of salt thrown in when in a heated state.
It was very important that the interior surface should be as smooth as possible to
reduce the tendency to deposit, which was believed to proceed from the tar produced
in the process of destructive distillation of the coal, rather than from the gas.
The
use of clay retorts was admitted to be now almost universal, except in very small
gas-works, and that the economy they induced was even greater than had been
stated in the paper.

feed-pipe.

Makch

Makch

3.

"On

the results of the use of Clay Retorts for Gas-making," by Mr. Jabez
Church. The substitution of fire-clay for metal, in the construction of retorts, was
Originally
attributed to Mr. Grafton, and dated back as far as the year 1S20.

they were square in transverse section, but that form was soon changed for the D,
or oven shape, which had been since adhered to, both in this country aud abroad;
this latter form of retort admitting of a stratum of coal being distributed of an
equal thickness throughout.
The comparative quantities of gas made by iron and clay retorts of the D form,
of 15 inches by 13 inches in section, and 7 feet 6 inches in length, had been found

by the author to be as follows:
The iron retorts lasting 365 days, and working off l£ cwt. of coal for each
charge, effected the carbonization of 2,190 cwt. of coal, which at 9,000 cubic feet
of gas per ton, gave a total quantity of 9S5,500 cubic feet of gas per retort;

912 days, carbonized 5,472 cwt. of coal, which, at
It
9,000 cubic feet of gas per ton, gave 2,462,400 cubic feet of gas per retort.
would thus be seen that the clay retorts yielded a greater quantity of gas, from the
same weight of coal, than the iron retorts, but the specific gravity of the gas so
made was less, and its illuminating power was diminished, in consequence of the
increased temperature of the clay retorts, which caused the last portion of the gas

Discussion on Mr. J. Church's paper.

13.

was contended that the merits of clay
had been somewhat unduly praised, that in some instances quite as much
gas had been made in iron retorts as in clay ones, and that iron retorts had been
known to be in constant use for two and a half years.
"On high speed Steam Navigation, and on the relative efficiency of the Screw
Propeller and Paddle Wheels," by Mr. E. Armstrong.
It

retorts

Makch

17, 24, 31.

Discussion on Mr. Armstrong's paper.

April
"

On

the laying of the Permanent

Way

7.

of the

Bordeaux and Bayonne Railway,"

by Mr. F. K. Conder.

whilst the clay retorts lasted

to be decomposed.
retorts in large works, was with the
This reduced the pressure on the retort, and prevented
the escape of gas through the pores and fissures; and by that system the quantity
made was increased about 200 cubic feet per ton of coal. In small works the expense of an exhausting apparatus, and steam machinery to work it, would not be
compensated by the gas saved. In such cases, therefore, it was necessary to work
at as low a pressure as possible; and it had been found, that a water gauge presThe deposition of carbon from the
sure of 7 inches was the most profitable.
decomposition of gas at a high temperature, was more abundant in clay than in
iron retorts, and it had been determined, experimentally, that its amount was also
influenced by the particular kind of clay used, as well as by the smoothness or
roughness of the interior surface of the retorts, the deposition being greatest in the
latter case.
The principal portion of carbon appeared to separate from the gas
at the earlier period of working the charge of coal, and ceased to be separated towards the latter part of the time; so that every time the retorts were charged and
worked, there was a distinct layer of carbon thus formed, and eventually this accuThe removal of this
mulation became so great, that it required to be removed.
carbonaceous incrustation, on account of the fragile nature of the clay retorts,
very
carefully.
In
the
ordinary
conducted
way
atmospheric air was
required to be
introduced into the retort for from nine to thirty hours, and then the carbon was
The author had tried the plan of insertdetached by means of chisel-ended bars.
ing an earthenware pipe through an orifice in the lower part of one of the lids, the
inclination of the pipe being changed, so as to allow the air entering through it to
impinge successively on every part of the carbonaceous mass ; being, at the same
time, a temporary connection made between the ascending pipe leading to the hy-

The most

practical

method of working clay

addition of an exhauster.

draulic

By

this

main and the main flue of the retort stack leading to the chimney shaft.
method only half the time was needed for the removal of the carbonaceous

incrustation.

With respect to the quantity of fuel required for carbonizing the coal, it had been
found that, with short retorts, the results were about the same, whether clay or
iron retorts were used.
In ordinary working, about 25 to 30 per cent, on the
quantity of coke made was consumed, assuming that Newcastle coal was used, and
With clay retorts of
that a chaldron of coke was produced by each ton of coal.
20 feet in length, a saving of fuel was effected.
In conclusion, the author stated that the cost of clay retorts was about 50 per
cent, less than that of iron retorts, and that there wa6 a saving of about 20 per
cent, in the setting, whilst their durability in work was two and a half times
greater, the former lasting two and a half years, and the latter only one year.
In the discussion, the general results given in the paper were confirmed; it was,
however, stated that the quantities of gas obtained from iron and from clay retorts
In some places where 7,600
must be in proportion to the qualities of coal used.
feet of gas had been produced by iron retorts, as much as 9,200 cubic feet had
been made in clay retorts; and the produce bad even been as high as 11,000 cubic

ROYAL SCOTTISH SOCIETY OF ARTS.
Makch
"

a remarkable case of induced Colour-Blindness, illustrating the danger of
the present system of Night-Signals at sea," by Professor George Wilson.
" On a Gas-Hood, or Apparatus for enabling a Workman to enter a Gasometer,
Brewers' or Distillers' Tun, or other vessel full of noxious air, without injury," by
Mr. John Z. Kay, gas-engineer, Dundee. This apparatus consists of an Indiarubber hood, furnished with glass eves, mouth-piece, valve chamber, and inhaling

and exhaling tubes; whereby the wearer is cut off from the gases or foul vapours
that surround him, and is enabled to breathe pure air through the tubes that are
connected to the hood, and carried to the external atmosphere.
" On an Apparatus for Heating Conservatories and other Apartments, by means
of Water heated by Gas," by Mr. Craigie of Falconhall.
This apparatus differs
from the ordinary hot-water apparatus in this respect, that the water is heated by
by a coal fire. In order to economise the
heat of the gas, the combustion is effected in a chamber surrounded by water, the
flue from which is traversed by narrow pipes, opening at each end into the water
vessel.
One advantage of this apparatus was stated to be, that, on account of its
construction, a great extent of heating surface is obtained and an active circulation
is induced, which brings continually a new body of relatively cold water in contact
with the heating surface, so that all the available heat is abstracted from the proonly enough being left to secure a draft of fresh air to feed
ducts of combustion
the flame
and that in this way the heat is greatly economised. Another advantage was stated to be, that, on account of its cleanliness and the ease with which it
is managed, this apparatus can be used in many situations where a coal stove could
After having been lighted and regulated, it requires no further
not be admitted.
attention
whereas a coal fire must be waited on constantly, and must be watched
as well to prevent its burning too strongly as to see that it does not go out
for,
notwithstanding every possible care, the loss of valuable plants is often sustained
from failure in one or other of these respects.
In the use of his apparatus any such
risk is avoided, and the trouble and expense of attendance saved.
Heating by gas,
too, it was stated, could be done on a much smaller scale than heating by coal: for
the smaller a coal fire is, the more unremitting must be the attention of the stoker.
In this way, it was stated, small conservatories, and other apartments, may be kept
warm during winter at a comparatively trifling expense, and the whole of the heating apparatus may be arranged so as to be ornamental.
A supply of air to feed the
flame may be introduced from the outside, and by means of a flue or chimney the
vitiated products of combustion are entirely removed from the apartment, and thus
the air is not contaminated by the mixture of carbonic acid and sulphurous gases.
Two forms of the apparatus were exhibited in action the water throughout the
tubes being soon brought up to the boiling point, the stove standing in a space of
about one foot square, by 18 inches high. Both forms were quite successful in
their action, aud a model of a table was shown, having an arrangement of pipes
beneath the top, which could be made more or less ornamental, as another mode of
heating family rooms or bedrooms.
the flame of gas, instead of being heated

:

;

;

;

—

:

feet per ton of coal.
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On

April
'On

the

13.

Ganges Cam'," by Mr. Thomas Login.

H
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"
fly

On

providing rooms of refuge in Mines, to which survivors of an explosion
from the deadly approach of the after Damp," by Mr. R. Aytoun.

"On
"On

Electric Clocks, and an Electric Clock

may

Pendulum," by Mr. H. Kerr.

boil the coffee,

for use on

and then

an ordinary

May

filter it for

fire;

use —

all

by one operation.

They

1,1857.

are adapted

or by using a Bunsen lamp, the coffee can be

made on

the breakfast table.

durable and indelible labels or tallies for Plants in Conservatories," by Mr.
H. Craigie.
" On new applications of Gas to Heating and Lighting," by Mr. C. J. Burnett.

MONTHLY NOTES.
ROYAL SOCIETY.
Combined Knife and Saw Pruning Bill.

March
"

On

19.

it is

may

a system of Train Signalling," by which also disabled trains

telegraph

without the aid of portable apparatus, by Mr. C. V. Walker.
the Serpentines of Canada and their associated Rocks," by Mr. T. S.

for assistance

"On
Hunt.

often difficult to cut a thick branch with the

March
"On

the

Economy

tree?,

&c.

unless the

Being exactly three

and being divided into feet
measuring trees after they are felled.
a walking staff, being provided with a
point on the end for that purpose.
Altogether it is an implement the most
useful and complete for the purposes to which it is applied that has ever
yet come before the arboriculturist.
Mr. Campbell has also introduced
a new form of iron rake, to which we may direct the attention of agriculturists.
In hoeing with the Dutch hoe, a great many weeds are left
untouched, and these, after being uncovered by the rake, have to be
plucked up by the hand.
This improvement is a remedy for this very
annoying labour.
It also serves for the purpose of thinning and weeding
onions or carrots in rows, and cau be used in making the rut for drilling.
It resembles the common rake, except that the end tooth on the left side
cut off
is made like the blade of a pocket pruning knife which can
feet in length,

feet, it is likewise useful for

It can also be conveniently used as

18.

25.

The paper reid was "On a New System of Nature Printing," by Mr. Christopher
Dresser.
The first rude attempts to produce impressions from natural objects were
made as early as the year 1650, and in 1707 Linnseus alludes to the productions
of Kessei, who afterwards carried out the art to some considerable extent, even
colouring the impressions by hand.

In 1833, Peter Kyhl, a Danish goldsmith,
adopted the plan of placing the plant, after being dried, between a plate of
These were then passed between steel rollers, and
and one of heated lead.
the plant became pressed into the lead.
In 1849, Professor Leydolt, at Vienna,
obtained impressions from agates by treating them with acids.
Dr. Branson, of
Sheffield, proposed the application of the electrotype in bis paper read before the
society in 1851, using gutta-percha to obtain the first impressions
but that was
afterwards abandoned, and ultimately a modification of Kyhl's original process,
with the addition of the use of the electrotype, was patented by Messrs. Bradbury
& Evans.
first

steel

;

April

bill,

is provided with a saw.
This want has now been provided for
by Mr. Daniel Campbell, the forester at Wemyss Castle, Fifeshire.
In his
bill the labour and difficulty of cutting the branch with the implement commonly used, as well as the burden and inconvenience of carrying a saw, is
avoided, by its being provided with a knife on the one side and a saw on

and half

of Food," by Dr. Letheby.

March

pruning

operator

the other.

SOCIETY OF ARTS.

—In

common

1.

weeds.

—

The Steam Plough in Kent. The Kentish farmers have lately been
astonished and gratified by a series of experimental workings of Fowler's
Mr. Fowler, who has expended much time and money upon
steam plough.

I

the practical adaptation of steam to field culture, has discarded the ponderous locomotive-engine system, and employs a stationary engine, working

wire ropes, which draw a combination of ploughshares across the Held from
With four shares, eight acres are turned over per day; with
six shares, this result is increased in proportion, ploughing twelve acres per
side to side.

"On

the trade, habits, and education of the Street
the Rev. W. Rogers.

April

"On

Houses, as they were,

are,

Hawkers

of London," by

is

to be,"

by Mr.

J. \V.

Papworth.

obvious that it must distance every other existing plan in rapidity of execute n; so that where ploughing has been unduly kept back, the farmer can
It ought to be
always fall back upon his machinery to help him through.

CHEMICAL SOCIETY.
March 16.
"On

certain circumstances tending to disguise the presence of various

GLASGOW PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY.
Afril

8.

new fystem

of Sewerage, and other sanatory arrangements for converting
the excrementary refuse, dry garbage, and ashes," by Mr. Walter Macfarlane,
a

We have frequently had occasion to notice the very
Saracen Foundry, Glasgow.
useful contrivances which Mr. Macfarlane has, from time to time, introduced in
connection with sewerage and general sanatory matters, and we are glad to find
that the industry which has charactized him for some years past has not yet
On the present occasion, he submitted a scheme wherein, by dividing
the sewage into two sections, carrying off the underground drainage, rainfall and
waste waters, into what he calls water sewers, and the excrementary and other
deserted him.

refuse of large establishments into excrementary sewers

tanks, he proposed to place the sanatory discipline

and intercepting or dull
of large towns on a much better

He

gave a very interesting detail of his proposed plans,
showing how easily the health of towns might be improved with advantage to the
footing than at present.

much of the satisfactory progress of the steam plough in the
Kentish district, is owing to the energetic exertions of Mr. Aveling, a young
mechanical farmer of Ruckinge, near Ashford, who has worked hard for the
success of the steam ploughman.
Millar's Self-Acting Decanter Stopper. The obtainment of a conveniently useful automatic stopper for decauters has frequently been aimed at, but
now present another, and
hitherto without any really practical result.
apparently a successful attempt, by Mr. John Millar, of South St. Andrew Street,
recoided, that

Acids and

Bases in Chemical Analysis," by Mr. J. Spiller.
The author showed that the presence of citrate of soda in solution prevented the precipitation of sulphuric acid by
a baryta salt, save by the adoption of certain precautions, and in a similar manner
interfered with other re-actions in very general use.

"On

Calculations show that the expense of ploughing with this machine
only from one-half to two-thirds of that of horse-power, whilst the farmers
Apart from the other
themselves admit the great superiority of the work.
points of economical gain arising from the adoption of this system, it is
day.

15.

and ought

local revenues.

—

We

Edinburgh. Our engraving represents the decanter as in the act of being
inclined for pouring out

the contents, and

the fitting to the flange
or lip of the decanter a

metal ring, to which

Fkbrcary

13.

the application of Light and Electricity to the production of Engravings
1'hotogalvanography," by Mr. T. A. Malone.

March

"On the Great Bell of Westminster," by Mr. E, B. Denison.
Mr. Craigie also exhibited several different forms of coffee-pots, contrived by him,
which can be made at a cheap rate, for the use of the humbler classes; but available on a similar principle for more expensive articles.
They steam, and, if desired,

A

piece of metal.

horizontal lever

is

small

jointed

to the upright, so as to

project over the flange or

and
end of the

the decanter

;

is jointed
a small piece of metal, carrying a twisted wire or ornamental band, which encircles
The under side of the stopper is made to correthe upper part of the stopper.
spond in shape with the mouth of the decanter, so that when it rests thereon, it

horizontal lever

and prevents the evaporation of the liquid contained within the decanof this arrangement, when the decanter is inclined, the piece of
metal jointed to the inner end of the horizontal lever turns on its axis, and removes the stopper from the mouth of the vessel; and if the decanter be still more
inclined, the horizontal lever moves on its axis, carrying the stopper still further
away from the mouth, and clear of the liquid as it issues from the vessel. With
this arrangement of stopper, the decanter can go upon its travels round the table,
fits close,

ter.

6.

is

soldered a short upright

to the inner

"On

con-

from the neck seat. The
arrangement consists in

lip of

ROYAL INSTITUTION.

it

the
shows
stopper open or removed
sequently

By means

—

May

1,
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juicy flow as required, without the hand being required to touch the
stopper is always at its post, and it obviously closes and uncloses

giving up

its

stopper.

The

the neck in obedience to the mere pouring action alone.
Huletts Gas Pressure Regulator. The variation in the pressure in

—

domestic gas pipes, and consequently the undue extension and depression of the
This irregularity affects
flame at the burner, is felt wherever gas light is used.
both the direct comfort of the user of the light, and the economical consumption of
it induces the disagreeableness of a flickering light, whence arises
Mr. Hulett's gas pressure regulator,
combustion, and consequently loss.

the gas, for
inefficient

;

of which
sets

all

when

we

give a section,

this to rights, for

1

27 were passengers. Of these 28 cases, 19 of them
from the carelessness of the parties themselves.
Of the wounded, however, 298 were passengers.
The fatalities amongst the officials were 142, 112 of
"
them arising from misconduct or want of
caution."
Such a list of deaths and
injuries looks large
but we must remember the number of people carried, and be
thankful that the deaths of the passengers are in the relation of but one to five
curious, that of the killed, only

clearly arose

;

millions.

The Textile Manufactures of Scotland.— What

it

number

rectifies all

nicety.

variations of

the

greatest

The gas

enters the

to

from the main,
by the pipe, a, and passes
thence through the valve, b,
on the upper open end of
regulator

employed

in

them

:

Cotton Factories Spinning.
Counties.

32
3
70

1,452,633

Dumbarton,

2

Stirling,

to

60,000
24,624
44,056
7,464
668,396
15,624
37,244
524,815
70,410

Dumfries,
Lanark,
Linlithgow,
Perth,

the space comprehended be-

as

Spindles.

1
1

Renfrew

so

Factories.

Aberdeen,
Bute,

reach

that pipe,

is

of factories,

fitted

is

pressure

Scotland is doing in
shown in the following tabular matter, which details the
with the quantity of spindles, power-looms, and persons

manufactures

textile

upon the
line of piping between the
gas-holder and the burners,
it

1

28
1

1

neath the inverted dipping
This cup or movecup, c.
able chamber, as it may he termed, dips into an annular trough of mercury in the
base casting of the apparatus, so as to secure an hermetically sealed joint at that
part; and on its top there is fixed a small pillar stnd, on which is set a platform
lever. D.

From

51

this platform lever, a jointed connecting rod passes

Employed.
Males.

Females

66
133
131
29

576
133
305
32

1,502
60

..

4,815

...

68
250

121
1,544

..

3,488

...

127

350

3,713

10,017

Cotton Factories 'Weaving.
Counties.

down through

Employed.
Females.
70
65

Power-Looms.

Factories.

a central aperture in the cup, C, to the hcrizontal arm of a small bell crank working the inlet valve, E.
The connecting rod and centre joints of this crank are im-

Aberdeen,

A y.

....

1

mercury, contained in a small cavity in the base of the regulator, so as to
insure accuracy of action.
The gas escapes from beneath the cup by the efflux

Bute,

....

2

....

1

60
112
605
133

The adjustment of the regulator to suit any required pressure, is attained
weight placed upon the platform lever of the cup, and which can be set
back or forward to give a greater or less effective leverage pressure as may be
required.
An examination of the figure will show that the greater the initial pressure of the gas upon the underside of the cup, c, the closer will the influx valve, B,
be shut down, thus reducing the pressure correspondingly at the supply pipe, e.
The adjustment can always be effected to the greatest nicety to suit any pressure,
and when once properly arranged, we have no doubt that such a regulator will put
an end to all outcries as to the variable pressures of our gas burners.

Lanark,

29

9,755

5,270

1

20

Renfrew,

4

1,677

Stirling,

1

113

25
909
55

40

12,475

mersed

in

pipe, e.

by a

flat

—

An ingenious substitute for the slovenly vent
eof. Ale Casks.
peg o* afe barrels, has lately been introduced by Mr. James Russell, of 18 Adelphi
Street, Glasgow, under the form represented in vertical section in our figure. The
apparatus consists of a plain cylindrical brass
vessel, having a segmental division, a, on one
Ventilator

"Water is supplied to this section by
it.
an opening at the top np to the level indicated,
this being adjusted by a lateral overflow aperture.
side of

The

partition forming the section, although closed

at the top junction with the vessel,

open at the
bottom, as shown by the arrow, and hence the
water finds its way into the remainder of the
cylinder as at b, on the other side.
From this
division a vertical central pipe, open at the top,
and reaching very nearly to the top of the cylinder, passes downwards and terminates in a conical
screw, by which it is screwed firmly into the
usual vent peg aperture of the cask.
The apparatus thus forms a fixture on the cask so long as it
is in actual use.
As the ale is drawn off, atmospheric air finds its way in to supply the place of the liquor removed, by descending
throogh the fluid in the division, a, and rising np through that in the other section,
B, and finally descending through the central pipe, to the interior of the cask.
Tn this way the exact amount of air corresponding to the liquor withdrawn is admitted to the cask, and the fluid in the cylinder forms a complete hydraulic joint,
entirely preventing the interchange of air between the external atmosphere and the
interior of the cask.

Exports and Imports of Iron.
in the

year 1856, to

374

is

—The

importations of foreign iron amounted,
tons of iron ore, 1,104 tons of chromate of iron, 1,867

tons of pig iron, 51,935 tons of nnwrought iron bars, 1,427 tons of iron bloom,
1.400 tons of old broken and old cast iron, 1,599 tons of unwrought steel, and
12,144 cwt. of machinery, wrought castings, tools, and cutlery. The quantities of

kingdom in the year 1856, included 357,326
ton3 of pig iron, 673.077 tons of bar iron, 28,796 tons of bolt and rod iron, 72,394
torn of cast iron, 9,190 tons of iron wire, 28,146 tons of anchors and grapnels,
38 059 tons of hoops, 11,281 tons of nails, 25,969 tons of old iron for re-manufacture, and 21,858 tons of unwrought steel.
The quantity of British hardware
exported in 1856 amounted to 34,738 tons; declared value, £3,747,598.
Bailway Accidents in 1856. There have been 281 persons killed, and 394
wounded on British railways during the pust )ear, 1856. Of the deaths, no fewer
than 67 have arisen from the commission of acts of trespass upon the lines, and for
these fatalities the railways mast certainly be held utterly blameless.
But those
riui.-.aLCes, 'level crossings," have caused the death of 28 human beings.
It is rather

Dumbarton,

.,

Perth,

The

total

number of

1

367
86

6,847

1,166

cotton factories in which spinning and weaving are carried

viz., Ayr, 2 ; Bute, 1
Dumbarton, 1 Lanark, 16 Perth, 1
In these factories, 58S,496 spindles and 9,149 power-looms are
at work
and they employ, collectively, 2,502 males and 9,229 females. The
number of cotton factories not included in either of the above descriptions is 18,
which employ together 228 males and 996 females. The total number of cotton
factories in Scotland is 1S2, employing 2,041,129 spindles, 21,624 power-looms,

on together is 24
and Renfrew, 3.

;

;

;

;

;

and 34,698 persons.

Woollen Factories Employed
Counties.

Aberdeen,
Ayr,
Banff,

Berwick
Clackmannan,

Factories.

14
18
3
4

...

...
...
...

...
...

Edinburgh,

5
2

Elgin,

2

...

Forfar,

2

...

Haddington,

1

...

Inverness
Kincardine,
Kinross,
Kirkcudbright,
Lanark,

2

...

5

...

1

...

6

...

3

...

4
18
3

...

Dumfries,

Peebles,

Perth,

Renfrew

...

20,618
4,056
3,388

825
340
84

...

154

...

Selkirk

9

...

Stirling

24

...

157

170
972

...

...

Roxburgh,

4,096
7,351

1,300
1,406
3,300
4,502
8,742
7,500
14,810
1,802

2
15

Ross,

in Spinning.

Spindles.

14

British iron exported from the united

—

....

27,564
15,002
31,981

Males
12o'

...

Employed.
Females.

123

...

137

290

...

]2
22
376
184
74

3

...
...
...

...

6

290
113

24

21
9

...
...

2

...

53
43
28
38

...

...
...

...

16
14
30

...

55
96
235
40

...

6

5

442
239
348

260
102
376

2580

2248

...
...
...

...
...
...

159,963

365
36
101

47

The number employed in weaving is only one, employing 34 looms and 37 hands.
The total number of woollen factories in which spinning and weaving is earned on

—

is 35, distributed over the counties in the following manner:
Aberdeen, 4;
Clackmannan, 4 Dumfries, 1 ; Elgin, 1 Fife, 2 Peebles, 2 ; Ross,
Berwick, 1
In these factories are
1; Roxburgh, 9; Selkirk, 8; Stirling, 1; Wigton, 1.
employed 112,262 spindles, 631 power-looms, 2,102 males, and 1,995 females.
included
in either of the above description is 3,
The number of factories not
employing 318 hands. The total number of woollen factories in Scotland is 196,
employing 272,225 spindles, 665 power-looms, and 9,280 persons.
The number

together

;

;

;

;

—
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employing 21,137 spindles, 135 power-looms, and 895
persons.
The number of flax factories is 1G8, in which 278,304 spindles, 4,011
The number of silk factories is 6,
power-looms, and 31,722 persons are engaged.
This statement is curious, as
employing 30,244 spindles and 837 persons.
showing how the cottun and woollen trades take up special and distinct localities
of their own.
The British Association in Dublin, 1857. The Dublin meeting- of the
British Association for this year is announced to open on Wednesday the 26th of
The opening and closing general meetings, and two
August, lasting eight days.
evening meetings for lectures, will be held in the Round Room of the Mansion
will
also
House.
There
be an evening at the Royal Dublin Society House, and
another at the Royal Irish Academy, when an opportunity will be afforded for
general conversation among the members.
The Rev. H. Lloyd, D.D. succeeds Dr.
Daubeny as president, and the following gentlemen have been appointed presidents
of the scientific committees:
Mathematics and physics, the Rev. Dr. Robinson;
chemistry and mineralogy, Dr. Apjohn
geology, Lord Talbot de Malahide;
zoology and botany, including phj-siology, Dr. Robert Ball; ethnology and geography, the Rev. Dr. Todd; economic science and statistics, the Archbishop of
Dublin
mechanical science, the Earl of Rosse.
Notices of communications intended to be read at the Association, accompanied by a statement whether the
author will be present at the meeting, are to be addressed to the secretaries of the
section to which the paper relates, or to the local secretaries of the meeting, or to
of worsted factories

is

from below or round the lamp.
The glass may be supported on a narrow rim or
shoulder at the lower end of this outer part of the burner, and it may be steadied
by a support raised from the centre part of the burner.

Marine Memoranda: Progress of Screw Propulsion.

&

cylinder principle, and the vessels will be employed on the Nile.
The employment
of iron screw colliers in the coal trade is also extending, and several are building on

;

John

Philips,

Esq.,

— The number

most vigorous in Ireland. The number of
33,503,580 of the former, and

respectively

369,205 of the latter, and the actual horse-power given in the returns is 161,435.
Power-looms have increased from 115,801 (in 1836) to the number already indicated
viz., 369,205.
The average value of the cotton goods and yarn exported
in the three years 1853, 1854, and 1855 was, in round numbers, £31,000,000;
of woollen and worsted goods and yarn, the average exports for three years amounted
to £10,000,000.
The number of children employed has decreased considerably in
flux and woollen factories, while it has increased in worsted.
The total number of
children under 13 years of age employed in all kinds of factories last year amounted
to 46,071; the number of males between 13 and 18 to 72,220; the number of
females above 13 to 387,826; and the number of males above 18 years to 176,400
making a grand aggregate array of 682,497. There were during the half year
1,919 accidents from machinery, and 53 not due to machinery. The number of
informations was 380, and the number of convictions 245.
It is to be regretted
that the accident list for the year shows the usual sad catastrophes.
Large Dies for Cutting Envelopes.— Mr. Burn, of the Castle Mills,
Edinburgh, has lately produced what may be called perfect steel dies, made and
tempered with oil from the seed of the Sea Island cotton, and it has been conjectured that in Eastern countries this oil may be found to be used in tempering steel.
These dies possess the temper required for cutting various kinds of paper, also tin
and india-rubber; as many as sixteen of them have been made and fitted to a halfinch malleable iron plate, and with the assistance of a hydraulic press, these will
cut fifty sheets of paper into 800 envelopes at one stroke, and seventy sheets of tin
into whatever shape required.
It is something extraordinary that these dies, of
size so large, and the parts of which were of such different thickness, should have
been so well tempered as to stand the severe test to which they have been put.
The Society of Arts Exhibition. This is the ninth annual show of the
Society of Aits, recalling to our minds what has been doing during the year 1856.
The Catalogue this year consists of 52 pages, embracing a curious variety of things
falling within the catalogued heads of "Engineering and Mechanical appliances;
Philosophical and Educational apparatus; Building Contrivances and Hardware;
and Miscellanea." A very great proportion of the exhibited articles have already
appeared in our pages; hut of such as have not, we shall present copious illustrations
in a detailed notice next month.
Penetration of Shot at different Ranges.— Mr. Kennedy, of Kilmarnock, sometime ago put a question to the scientific world, through our pages,* as
to the "reason why" a ball fired from a gun possesses a more energetic penetrative
power at a long range than a shoit one, up to a considerable distance. That
question has so far met with no reply, and one cogent reason for this is to be found
in the fact that most people doubt the reality of the thing.
But let us see what
occurred the other day at Woolwich, at such a length of range as effectually settles
the question.
For the purpose of testing the durability of iron plares, such as were
used in the late war for encasing floating batteries, a target faced with such iron
plates was set up for practice with 68-pounder guns.
The range taken first of all
was 400 yards. The result is described in the feeble words, " the effect was visible,
and several of the plates were damaged." The second round was fired at a distance
twice the former range
of 800 yards
and the iron plates were splintered and
crushed, showing that such firing would soon destroy them.
Now here is a great
fact, which we beg to add to Mr. Kennedy's note of inquiry.
Shadowless Burners for Lamps.— Mr. John Sherar, ironmonger, of
Aberdeen, has lately introduced an important improvement in oil and spirit lamps,
whereby he gets rid of the objectionable shadow usually cast by such lamps. The

—
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—
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iron screw steamer

&

named the Lyon has

Co., to run between Sunderland and

Mr. Hugh Taylor, of the Coal Exchange, on similar principles. The Messrs.
Palmer are building five iron vessels, and iiave despatched four since the new year,
and other firms are well supplied with orders; so that this branch of industry is

for

exceedingly brisk

January

last.

in the

north-east ports.

In speaking of the Great Eastern, Mr. Scott Eussell has recently made the
" My share of the merit and responsibility is that of builder of
following remarks
the ship for the Eastern Steam Navigation Company.
I designed her lines and
:

constructed the iron hull of the ship, and
as a piece of naval architecture.

I

am

am responsible for her merits or defects
equally responsible for the paddlewheel

engines of 1,000 horse-power, by which she is to be propelled.
But Messrs.
James Watt & Co., the eminent engineers of Soho, have the entire merit of the
design and construction of the engines of 1,500 horse-power which are to propel

however, to the company's engineer, Mr. I. K. Brunei, that the
is due of building a steamship large enough to carry coals
sufficient for full steaming on the longest voyage.
He, at the outset, and long
before it had assumed a mercantile form, communicated his views to me, and 1
have participated in the contrivance of the best means to carry them into practical
effect.
I think, further, that the idea of using two sets of engines and two prothe screw.

It

is,

original conception

and was his invention. It was his idea also to introduce a
and bottom of the Britannia-bridge into the
It will be seen that these are the main characconstruction of the great ship.
teristics which distingush this from other ships, and these are Mr. Brunei's.
Her
lines and her structure in other respects are identical with those of my other ships,
which are constructed like this on a principle of my own, which I have systematically carried out during the last twenty years, and which is commonly called the
wave principle. The launching of the ship, the rigging and masting of the
ship, her cabins and her outfit are not mine, but are executed entirely under Mr.
Brunei, Captain Harrison, and the other officers of the company."
We reprint these observations, as well for the purpose of placing on record the
respective shares of the designers and constructors in this great ship, as for entering our dissent from the writer's opinion as to the originality of the combination of
"two sets of engines and two propellers." This is an arrangement which we have
heard discussed years ago and if Mr. Russell wishes for an example of a promoter
of such a scheme, we may mention Mr. Boyd of Glasgow, with whom the idea was
at one time a great favourite.
At the trial of the new Princess Royal, an iron steamship built by Messrs. Tod
& Macgregor to supply the loss of the old Glasgow and Liverpool favourite of that
name, she ran from the Cloch to the Cumbrae light, a distance of 15§ miles, in
6l£ minutes, her engines making twenty revolutions with steam at ten pounds.
pellers

is

original,

cellular construction like that at the top

1

'
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reports of patent law cases.
Fire Grates: Finlat

—

This was a case before the Lord Justicev. Allan.
Clerk and a jury on counter-issues regarding an alleged infringement of patent
the pursuer being Mr. John Finlay, ironmonger in Glasgow, and the defender, Mr.
James Allan, sen., ironmonger, Glasgow. The issue was to the following effect
It being admitted that, on 1st October, 1852, the pursuer, John Finlay, obtained
letters patent, bearing to be for improvements in "grates and fireplaces, or appaWhether the pursuer caused to be filed a
ratus for the generation of heat."
specification in terms of the proviso contained in said letters patent; and whether
during the year preceding 1st June, 1856, or any part thereof, and during the
:

—

currency of the said letters patent, the defender, James Allan, sen., did wrongfully,
and in violation of the said letters patent, within his manufacturing premises, or
shops, or warehouses, or other premises occupied by him at or near Elmbank, or in
or near
sell

Blythswood Buildings, Bothwell

make

or

thereof,

a

Street, all in or near Glasgow,

or use a grate or grates, having applied thereto,

and used as part

detent link or holder, formed with undulating notches or holding surfaces, acting in
both directions, by the use of lateral or simple pressure only, as described in the
said specification ?

*

An

moment.

at the present

constructed.

by the factory inspectors in 1856, amounted to 5,117 against
1850, and 4,217 in 1838.
Of these, 2,210 were cotton factories, 1,505
woollen, 525 worsted, 417 flax, and 460 silk.
The cotton factories have increased
14*2 per cent, and the silk 66 per cent.
The woollen trade is becoming concentrated in Yorkshire, and the worsted manufacture is almost exclusively confined to
is

Tyne

London.
This vessel having to lie on the ground with a full cargo is curiously
The bottom is built on the cellular tubular principle, similar to the
Britannia bridge at Holyhead; and another iron screw of 1,500 tons is building

F.R.S., Magdalen Bridge,

in

the same county.
The flax trade
spindles and looms in 1856 was

the

just been despatched from Messrs. Mitchell

of factories from which sched-

ules were received

4,600

—

The Russian
orders to the north-east ports this spring for
screw
iron
steamers to be built for the Black Sea.
An iron screw steamer of 372
tons, built by Messrs. T. & W. Smith, of North Shields, has been despatched to
Odessa for the Russian Service, and Messrs. Charles Mitchell
Co., of LowWalker, are constructing a fleet of vessels ranging from 200 to 1,100 tons for the
Black Sea, and Messrs. Lesley and a Stockton house are similarly employed.
Messrs. Mitchell & Co. are also building several iron paddlewheel steamers for the
Volga, and passenger steamers for St. Petersburg.
They have also launched the
Makmoudie, which, with the Alexandria and AIJi, are built for the service of the
Egyptian Steam Navigation Company. Their engines are built upon the oscillating
Government have sent extensive

;

secretary,

1857.

distance from the flame as to allow of the rays of light from the flume passing
beneath as well as above this outer part, and without throwing any shadow there-

—

Our Textile Manufactures.

1,

outer part of the burner, between which and the centre part of the burner holding the
wick the air passes to support the flame, is made of a conical shape, and at such a

8,

—

the assistant general
Oxford.

May

in

The

counter-issues were:

—

1.

Whether

the application or use.

connection with a grate or grates, of a detent link or holder, with undulating

Maj-

1,
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notches or holding surfaces, acting in both directions by the use of lateral or simple
pressure only, as described in the said specification, was known and publicly used

Whe-

2.
within the United Kingdom prior to the date of the said letters patent?
ther the application or use, in connection with a grate or grates, of a detent link or
holder, with undulating notches or holding surfaces, acting in both directions, by
the use of lateral or simple pressure only, as described in the said specification, was

net an improvement of any public benefit or advantage? After hearing scientific
witnesses, the jury, as directed by the Court, delivered a special verdict on the pursuer's issue, finding for the pursuer, with leave to the defender to move the Court
to enter the verdict for him upon any point of law against the validity of the
patent raised by the evidence in the Judge's notes, so far as relates to the validity
of the patent generally, or to the part of the patent said to be infringed upon, and
in so far as such objections could competently have been stated at the trial.
The
defender agreed to withdraw his issues upon the understanding assented to by the
pursuer, that in stating his case for the verdict being entered up in his favour on
the evidence adduced, he was in no respect limited or prejudiced.
We have given
an illustrative description of Sir. Finlay's grate at page 66 of onr 6th volume.
Bottle Capsules Betts v. Menzies & Wildy. This was a motion to
obtain an injunction restraining the importation into England of metallic capsules
(for stopping bottles) to the prejudice of the plaintiff's rights and privileges under
the patent held by him for the manufacture of those articles.
The discussion
chiefly turned on the question whether it was not a case in which the plaintiffs
right ought first to be decided at law before any interference by this Court by way
of interlocutory injunction; the chief defendant, Wildy, whose manufactory is at
Malines (the defendant Menzies, a former clerk of the plaintiff being now Wildy 's
agent in London) contending that Betts's invention was not new, having, in fact,
formed the subject of a patent taken out by one Dobbs in 1804 (but which latter
patent no one had discovered till after this litigation had commenced); and that
the defendant had not been guilty of any infringement, his method of preparing the
metal (a combination of lead and tin) being by fusion first, and afterwards by rolling; whereas the invention claimed by Betts was that of manufacturing the combined metal by rolling or other mechanical pressure simply.
On the other hand,
evidence was adduced on behalf of the plaintiff to show that nothing useful for the
purpose of capsules could be manufactured under Dobbs's patent, if, as was therein
proposed, the metals (the tin and lead) were cast in equal thicknesses; and no
evidence was adduced of this patent having ever been acted on in any way.
With
respect to the infringement, it was shown that Wildy had in his manufactory in
Belgium machinery for manufacturing the combined metal in the identical manner
claimed by the plaintiffs specification, though he had also another mode (which he
said he adopted), namely that of coating by fusion only, but which method, as the
plaintiff and his witnesses stated, was quite inadequate for the proper coherence of
the two metals forming the combination in question.
His Honour, after adverting
to the principles by which this court is governed in cases of patents where there has
been lon^ enjoyment, said, that here complete possession and enjoyment by the
plaintiff for a period of eight years, namely, since the year 1849, had been most
satisfactorily established; and that as to any serious doubt being thrown upon the
validity of the plaintiff's patent by the one which had now been discovered to have
been taken out by Dobbs in 1804, this had not been shown.
In fact the evidence
was rather such as to remove any such doubt, the process of plating lead with tin
in the one case being essentially different from that employed in the other, and it
having been proved to the Court, by the evidence of eminent metal brokers, that if
such a combined metal as that claimed by the plaintiff had been manufactured, or
in use, before the plaintiffs patent, they must have met with it, which they had
not.
As to the infringement, a sufficiently strong case had been made out by the
plaintiff to induce the Court to grant an injunction, though at the same time the
plaintiff must be put on an undertaking to try the case at law forthwith, and to be
answerable in damages to the defendant in case of failing to establish his right.
The injunction was then granted, restraining the defendants, their agents, &c,
from importing into England, and from making, using, vending, or supplying in
England, and from offering to vend or supply, or causing to be sold or supplied in
England, any metallic capsules or other articles or things manufactured by Messrs.
Wildy & Co., or any other person or persons, either wholly or in part from such or
the like material as the material described in the specification of the plaintiff's
patent.
It was arranged that the trial at law should take place at the sittings
after Easter Term.

—

:

Preserved Vegetables Chollet v. Hoffman.
:

which we reported
the patent to

last

month, the

him had been

plaintiff failed to

—At

the

trial

of this case,

means from one

to three gallons of oil and grease were expressed from every hundredweight of waste, which was of mercantile value, and the cotton waste was cleaned
by the process and fit afterwards for the manufacture of paper and for other uses.
For this invention he took out a patent on the 16th of October, 1855.
The defendant took out a patent for the same invention six days later.
On the crossexamination of the plaintiff and his witnesses, it appeared that the plaintiff had his
hydrostatic press and invention in full work fjpr three months before he took out
his patent, and that he had heard that the refuse of soapsuds or "magma," when
treated in the same way with pressure and heat, yielded grease fit for mercantile
purposes; and also that linseed oil was obtained in the same manner by heat and
pressure.
Some of the witnesses called to prove the infringement of the patent by
the defendant, proved that he was using the same process just before the date of
the plaintiff's patent.
His Lordship, on this evidence, said, the patent was gone,
and advised the plaintiff to treat with the defendant, and the matter ended by the
withdrawal of a juror.

Cheese Making: Griffiths & Co. v. Dixon,
ment of a patent

granted.

Recovering Waste Grease: Wilkinson
Baron Martin

oil

v.

Teall.

This he carried out by enclosing the vessel containing the curds and whey
chamber, and making a perforated tube form part of the vessel itself.
He also substituted a revolving curd-breaker for the old wooden rod, and
adopted a new mode of pressing; the curd by means of a sieve apparatus.
This
ation.

in a cylindrical

invention became the property of Messrs. Griffiths, and Mr. Dixon having seen the

apparatus at some show, made a rough imitation of it, and other parties adopting
the same course, these proceedings became necessary.
Mr. Dixon was only the
nominal defendant in the action, which was really directed against an association
of farmers who had combined for the purpose of upsetting the patent, and thus
getting a right to use the improved apparatus free.
The defence set up was that
the invention was not new, but after contradictory evidence on this point, the jury
found for the plaintiff. This verdict also ended a second action of Griffiths v.
Blundell.

Tetlet

The

in

PROVISIONAL PROTECTION FOE INVENTIONS
UNDER THE PATENT LAW AMENDMENT
When

(Ja?"

the city or town is not mentioned,

Recorded Deomher
2954.

London

for the

manufacture of bricks,

tiles,

is to

ACT.
be understood.

12, 1866.

Henry Wiraball, Aldermaston, Berks — Improvements
pipes,

and other

in machinery or apparatus
articles of a similar nature.

Recorded December 20.

—

Loos, Leicester-square Improvements in the manufacture of cement,
mortar, concrete, and artificial stone.

3017.

Edward

3031.

Thomas Roberts and John

Recorded December 22.
Dale, Manchester, and

John D. Pritcbard, Warrington

— Improvements in the manufacture of oxalate of soda, which improvements are
also applicable to the manufacture of oxalic acid.

Recorded January
38.

Henry A.

5, 1857.

Jowett, Sawley, Derbyshire— Improvements in steam-engines.

Recorded January 20.

V. Newton, 66 Chancery-lane— An improvement in the manufacture of
(Communication.)
Recorded January 31.

163. Alfred

—

hosiery.

288.

Duncan Morrison, Bordesley Works, Birmingham— A new

or

improved manufac-

ture of ordnance.

Recorded February 18.
477.

Thomas W. Davenport, Birmingham, and Samuel
Manor, Warwickshire — A new or improved method
menting

articles in papier-mache*

Cole, Wilton-street, Aston
of manufacturing and orna-

and charcoal.

Recorded February 20.
503. Isaac Aldebert, 57

Long Acre— An improved shackle

for the springs of carriages.

Recorded February 27.
578.

Edward Mucklow, Bury, Lancashire

action

579.

— An

improvement in the manufacture

of

William H. Thornthwaite, Newgate-street— Certain improvements in barometers.

at Liverpool, for infringing a patent for expressing the grease

out of cotton waste and "shoddy."

—

This was an action for an infringement
which the verdict was found for the defendants, on the ground that the invention was not new. A rule having been obtained
for a new trial, Mr. Knowles, Q.C., Mr. Hindmarsh, and Mr. Macrory showed
cause against the rule; and Mr. Collier, Q.C., and Mr. Chance appeared in support of it.
The Court took time to consider its judgment.

pump,

" alizarine."

plaintiff it appears carries

on

business at Wakefield, in Yorkshire, and as early as 1853 he turned his attention
to the practicability of expressing the oil ont of cotton and woollen waste, and after
a series of experiments with an ordinary press, and with hot water and steam, he

adopted a hydrostatic press for compressing large quantities of cotton waste,
through which a jet of steam had been previously sent so as to heat it. By this
at last

Easton and Another.

v.

of a patent in a centrifugal

;

—This was an

action for the infringe-

&

question was for an invention by Mr. Keevil, of Chippenham, Wilts, the chief improvement being a filter for draining off the whey at the proper stage of the oper-

prove that the assignment of

and 16th of Victoria, chap. 83. Under
but, as he
and
declined to be so,
appeared, his Lordship directed a verdict to be entered for the
defendant on the sixth issue, which raised the question whether the patent had been
duly assigned to the plaintiff.
The learned counsel said he was quite taken by surprise by the objection.
He now contended that this was a misdirection, for the plea
only put in issue the fact of the assignment, and that if the defendant intended to
rely on the objection he ought to have given notice thereof to the plaintiff.
Eule

and

for

Messrs. Griffiths

registered in the office of the Registrar of Inventions,

the-e circumstances Lord Campbell said the plaintiff must be nonsuited

— This

improvements

in making cheese, was tried at Warwick.
The
Co., the extensive tin-plate workers of Bradford
Street, Birmingham, and the defendant is a farmer near Preston.
The patent in
plaintiffs are

as required by the 35th section of the 15th

before

53

Recorded February 28.
694. Peter

Armand

le

Improvements

Paris, and 4 South-street, Finsbury—
and other rings.— (Communication.)

Comte de Fontainemoreau,
in finger

Recorded March

2.

James Murphy, Newport, Monmouthsh ire— Improvements

in securing screw nuts
on their bolts, and bolts in plates.
Improvements
Essex—
in
gas
regulators.
Halstead,
599. Samuel Wright,
598,
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601.
602.

603.
604.

605.

606.

607.
60S.

Charles J. Tarry and William Briddon, Manchester— A certain improvement in
the manufacture of shirt collars.
Thomas Parker. 34 Sitwell-street, Derby— Improvements in railway wheels.
Frederick D. Jones, Tavistock-street, Co vent-garden— An improvement in the
construction of the bits of horses.— (Communication.)
"William Pedder, 4 Savage Gardens, Tower-hill— Certain improved methods of
strengthening metallic and other structures.
Edwin P. Jones, Kedcar, Yorkshire— Improvements in the manufacture of pig and
bar iron.
Dr. William H. Smith, Philadelphia, U.S., James Cadman, Maestig, Glamorganshire, and Joseph Cadman, Sandersfoot, Pembrokeshire— An improved nierhod
of manufacturing solid and hollow bricks, pipes, and other hollow and solid
ware, from clay, shale, and other mineral substances.
Thomas Rose, junior, Botany Bay-farm, Hilgay Fen, Norfolksh ire— Improvements
in apparatus for cutting or disintegrating vegetable substances.
Frederick W. Mowbray, Bradford— Improvements in weaving.
Charles Pauvert, Chatellerault, France— Certain improvements in manufacturing

iron,
609. Charles Pauvert, Chatellerault,
cast-steel.
610. Charles Pauvert, Chatellerault,
steel and cast-steel.
611.

612.

France— Certain improvements

in manufacturing

France— Certain improvements

in manufacturing

652.

William E. Newton, 66 Chancery-lane— An improved manufacture of tracing

653.

James K. Cheetham, and Thomas Southworth, Rochdale, Lancashire — Improve-

654.

655.

Recorded March

—

called
of the

such purposes.
661.

steam boilers.
improved mode of preparing tapes for the

662.

3.

Thomas

in cartridges

and

purposes.

—

furniture.

for propelling ships or boats.
An improved method
672. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet-street
maintaining the water level in boilers.— (Communication.)

—

Recorded March

—

675.

William E.Newton, 66 Chancery-lane— Improved means

I

676.

677.
)

—

678679.

(Communication.)

William Taylor, How Wood, Renfrewshire— Improvements in the manufacture of
iron and steel.
Improvements in weaving
William Adam and John S. Templeton, Glasgow

681.

—

682.

looped and pile fabrics.
Improvements in apparatus for protecting articles worn
629. Robert Mair, Ediuburgh
on the person.

—

—

—

640.
641.
642.
643.

644.

645.

—
—

—

I

—

William E. Newton, 66 Chancery-lane

China

grass,

Andrew Knox,

—

machines.
George Bower,

St. Neote,

facturing gas.

—

—

—

—An

and other fibrous substances.
Mile-end, and Thomas Robson, Aldersgate-street

—An improved gas

692,

William H. Barlow, Derby, and James Samuel, George-street— Improvements in

693.

William C. T.

694,

Frederick A. Fitton, Ardwick, Manchester Improvements in certain machines for
preparing, spinning, and doubling cotton, and other fibrous substances.

695.

James

697.

Johannes Neuenschwander, Albion-wharf, Kensington-basin, Kensington
Improvements in the process of preserving milk.
William C. Day, Strand Improvements in portmanteaus.
Charles Reynaud, Lyons, France, and 2 Catharine-street, Strand Improvements
in the application of india-rubber springs to mattresses, sofas, chairs, and other

cast-iron sleepers for railways.
Schaeffer, Stanningley, near
waste waters of woollen and other mills.

—

Huntingdonshire— Improvements

in apparatus for

manu-

Leeds

in treating the

E. Duyck, West Farieigh— An improvement in treating cotton seed, in
order to extract colour from the oil obtained therefrom.

Recorded March

698.
699.

—Improvements

—

—

facturing the hoops to he used in connecting such pipes and columns, and in the
shape of such pipes, columns, and conduits, whereby they become adapted for
the support and conveyance of vehicles.
646. Anthony Ansens, Paris
Improvements in moulds or forms for loaves of sugar.
64S. John Woodley and Henry H. Swinford, Limehouse
Improvements in sawing
649.

—

Henry

regulator.

William Mnir, Glasgow Improvements in generating steam for marine purposes.
Jean L. F. Bardin, Paris A new mode of ornamentation.
Samuel Sntcliffe and James Stocks, Manningham, near Bradford— Improvements
in means or apparatus, in connection with steam-boiler and other furnaces, to
facilitate the consumption of smoke therein.
William Holland, Birmingham A new or improved manufacture of runner notches
and top notches for umbrellas and parasols.
Hugh Greaves, New Palace-yard, Westminster Improvements in the mode of
coupling or connecting pipes, columns, and conduits, in the machinery for manu-

—

—
—

—

(Communication.)
Improved machinery for cutting screwthreads.— CCommunication.)
Certain improvements in steering apparatus
688. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery-lane
for ships and other vessels.
(Communication.)
improved construction of rudder.—
689. Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery-lane
(Communication.)
690. James G. Marshall, Leeds— Improvements in machinery for preparing flax, hemp,
687.

5.

George W. Dyson, Tinsley, near Sheffield— Invention for tilting iron and steel, or
any other malleable substance, by perpendicular motion.
William F. T. Bradshaw, Sheffield— Improvements in making palette and other
like knives.

9.

Clement Sharp, Birmingham— A new or improved manufacture of ships' thimbles,
and other metallic fittings used for rigging and sails, and rope gearing in general.
James D. Lee, Shipley, Bradford, and James Crabtree, Windhill, Calverley, Yorkshire—Improvements in power looms.
Frederick S. Hemming. Westminster— Improvemeuts in the manufacture of railway chairs and sleepers.
William Tytherleigh, Birmingham— Improvements in the manufacture of bullets
and shot.
George Davies, 1 Serle-street. Lincoln's-inn, and Glasgow An improved self-inking stamp for printing cards, labels, and other articles. (Communication.)
Samuel Faulkner, Manchester Certain improvements in machinery or apparatus
for carding cotton and other fibrous substances.
Edward Cook and James Stokes, Birmingham Improvements in certain parts of

cess.

I

691.

Recorded March

for,

A

i

—

—

and apparatus

—

—

—

W.

of,

metallic bedsteads.
R, Smith, Wellingborough, Northamptonshire Certain improvements in
manufacturing and purifying gas made from coal or other bituminous substances
for illumination.
An improved mode of forming a screw in the
684. Frederick Simpson, Redhill, Reigate
necks of bottles, jars, and other similar vessels.
new construction of floors and ceilings of
685. Charles C. Dennett, Nottingham—
buildings.
686. Carl H. J. W. M.Liebmann, Fartown, Huddersfield, Yorkshire— Improvements in
the purification of water, and the preparation of materials requisite for the pro683.

4.

Improvements in apparatus for steering
ships. (Communication.)
Improvements
in fire-arms, and in balls or
Ralston,
21
Tokenhouse-yard
631. Gerard
projectiles,—-(Communication.)
Improvements in capstans.
632. Thomas Biown, Fenchurch -street
633. William Hartley and Thomas H. Farrar, Bolton—Improvements in looms.
634. Thomas W. G. Treeby, 1 Westbourne-teiTace-villa. Paddington— Improvements in
sewers and gulleys, and outfall to sewers and gulleys, and of sewage.
635. Henry Lawrence De Zeng. Geneva, Ontario, New York, U.S.— Improvements in
marine and fog signals for reefs aud other locations.
636. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery-lane— Certain improvements in machines for
cutting standing crops. (Communication.)
637. John
Heinke, Great Portland-street An improved construction of diving-bell.
Improvements in paint638. James Stephens, 8 Northampton-road, Clerkenwell
brushes, and in similar kinds of brushes.

—

—

—

together with an apparatus for producing the same.
An improvement in the manufacture of warp fabrics
Ball, Nottingham

Rudolph Bndmer, 2 Thavies Inn, Holborn

—

Georges A. Tabourin. Lyons, France An improved rotative engine.
Robert J. Maryon, 40 Hooper-street, Westminster-road, Lambeth Improvements
in the construction of steam locomotive engines.
Improved machinery or apparatus
671. Patrick M'Grade, 7 Upper Lifly-street, Dublin

669.
670.

bullets,

for preventing the forgery
or imitation of bank-notes, bills, certificates, cheques, bonds, deeds, and other
like articles.— (Communication.)
625. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery-lane— Improved machinery for removing snow
from railways. (Communication.)
626. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery-lane— Invention of a preparation of materials for
coating roofs or other portions of buildings, to render them impervious to wet.—

639

—

—

suitable for the manufacture of gloves.

Recorded March

— Improvements in suspen-

—

An improvement in constructing apparatuses for
George Hawksley, Bromley
heating and cooling air, steam, and other fluids.
An improved mode of constructing
667. Charles Lunglev, Deptford-green Dockyard
dry-docks and basins for the stowage of ships.
668. William Urquhart, 481 New Oxford-street
A new mode of ornamenting household

James Broad,

—

7.

Mark's-crescent, Regent's-park

666.

623.

630.

St.

—

Arum
Arum genus.

622.

628.

Rowland M. Ordish,

664. Eleonore A. Pagnerre, 143 Drury-lane Invention of a machine for counting, cutting, and inserting wire in blocks of wood, for the purpose of printing and stamping on linen, calico, silk, cloth, and paper, and for all printing purposes.
665. Josiah Parkes, 11 Great College-street
An improved apparatus for locomotive

—

method of, and apparatus for, heating by gas.
Edward Lindner, New York, U.S. Improvements

627.

—

—

sion bridges.

—

624.

—

Petrie, Woolwich
Improved means of and apparatuses for creating or
increasing draughts and currents.
Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet-street Improvements in furnaces and fire-places.
(Communication.)

William

Recorded March
663.

149 and 150 Drury-lane, Holborn— Invention for the application of
artificial boards, or papier mache\ or patent composition boards, composed (or
partly so) of any vegetable fibre, and the like, either in its raw state or worked
up from old substances, to friction washers of every description of wheeled carriage and cart axles, also for covering wing and dash irons, and forming heel
boards for Hansom cabs.
619. John Banks, Northampton— A new description of life-preserver, adapted also to
the preservation of property.
Improvements in locks for travelling bags, port620. William Leuchar6, Piccadilly
folios, despatch boxes, and such like depositories.
621. Georges Danre, Pierre F. V. Monillard, and Pierre A. Mercier, Paris— An improved

618.

—

for the production of gas for lighting, in carburetting or increasing the illuminating effect of, and in compressing gas, also in the apparatuses employed for

fabrics.

Sileoni,

6.

—

—

Genoa, Sardinia Invention for obtaining starch from a plant,
maculalum and Arum Italicum, and from all other roots and plants

Giacomo

—

A. Calvert, Manchester Improvements in machinery for ginning cotton,
and for cleaning and carding cotton and other fibrous materials.
658. William Findlater and William Keetley, Birmingham
An improvement or
improvements in carriages.
659. Luke Barton, Hyson Green, near Nottingham, and Edwin S. Brookes, Nottingham
Improvements in the manufacture of knitted fabrics.
660. Georges Danie\ Pierre F. V. Mouillard, and Pierre A. Mercier, Paris
Improvements in carbonizing or distilling wood, peat, oil-cake, coal, and other substances

in

Recorded March
617.

—

market
James Anderson, West Bromwich, Staffordshire— An improvement
from mixed

in

cloth.

ments in the use or application of certain substances for sizeing or finishing
yarn or thread, also applicable for sizeing or stiffening woven and other fabrics.
George T. Bousfield, Sussex-place, Loughbornugh-road, Brixton Improvements in
machinery for compressing clay and other materials applicable to the manufacture of bricks and other articles. (Communication.)
Richard A. Coward, Laurence Pountney-lane
Improvements in screw or Bubmerged propellers.

657. Francis

in the process
generally termed " gathering," used in ihe manufacture of certain kinds of glass.
616. Thomas Gray, Rose-lane, Stepney— Improvements in separating vegetable fibres

615.

— (Communication.)

—

—

David Patridge,
William Brown, Gre^hara-street— An

1857.

William Travis, Crompton, Prestwich-cum-Oldham, Lancashire— Improvements

tion.)

613.
614.

1,

651.

furnaces.

William Poupard, Wych-street— An improvement in buttons, and means of fastening buttons to garments and fabrics.
Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet-street— A method of constructing and heating
buildings and apparatus for the winding of silk from the cocoon. (Communica-

Woolwich— Improvements

May

10.

—

—

—

—

cushions or articles of furniture. (Partly a communication.)
700. James Hamilton, Rochdale Improvements in coating iron and other metals with

—

metallic substances.
701. Charles Baylis, Poultry An improved method of constructing and arranging
roads and ways, particularly applicable to populous cities and crowded thorough-

—

fares.

——
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Recorded March 11.

Robert L. Jones, Chester— Improvements in regulating clocks by electricity.
George Monntford, Caledonian-terrace, Leeds— Improvements in machinery or apparatus for catting or chopping loaf sugar, roots, and other substances.
Matin, HoUingworth, Cheshire— Improvements in furnaces and apparatus
William
704.
for generating steam.
Giajola, Birmingham— Improvements in moderator lamps.
Charles
E.
705.
706. Simeon Denham, Strafford-square, Wakefield— A self-acting machine for the delivery

756.

of postage and receipt stamps.
707. William Boden, Blackball, Poplar— Improved apparatus for flushing water-closets

702.
703.

70S.

and urinals.
John R. R. Humfreys,

Lancashire— Improvements in apparatus

for

709.
710.

for surface printing.

Recorded March 12.
711.

Joseph J. Derriey, Paris

—Improvements in machines for manufacturing lozenges,

wafers, or pastilles of pasty materials.

—

Viscount de Waresquiel and Julien D'Helle, Paris Improvements in
railwav carriages.
Esses-street, Strand An improved method of purifying schistous
or bituminous oils. (Communication.)
714. John Avery, 32 Essex-street, Strand— An improved method of preserving butter—
(Communication.)
715. George Travis, Mercaston, Derby— Improvements in apparatus used in the manu-

712. Albert

713.

—

John Avery, 32

—

substances.
717.

William E. Newton, 66 Chancery-lane— Improved machinery for drawing and preparing silk, cotton, wool, flax, hemp, and other fibrous substances. (Communi-

—

cation.)

71S.

William E. Newton, 66 Chancery-hne— Improvements in the process

of,

and appa-

—(Communication.)

ratus for tanning.

Recorded March 13.

—A

new or improved method

719.

Thomas Home,

720.

Emmanuel Berger and

721.

beating and brushing carpets.
Samuel L. Taylor, Cotton End, and Thomas E. Rolfe, Northhill, Bedfordshire
Improvements in boilers for generating steam, heating water, and for other

jun.,

Birmingham

metallic bedsteads and

of ornamenting

755.

759.

Jacob Green, Philadelphia, U.S.

—

—

Recorded March 14.

—

Improvements in the
726. Charles Cowper, 20 Southampton-buildings, Chancery-lane
manufacture of artificial leather, or a substitute for leather. (Communication.)
Improvements in the mode of grind727. John Wheatman and John Smith, Sheffield
ing circular saws.
723. Robert Macdonald, Glasgow Improvements in sewing or embroidering textile
fabrics. (Partly a communication.)
Improvements in buffing, bearing,
729. Henry Bridges. Bridgewater, Somersetshire
and draw springs, and buffer cases for railway purposes.
Improvements in machinery for the
730- Joseph P. Oates, Edrington, Warwickshire
manufacture of bricks, tiles, pipes, and other articles made of plastic materials.
731. Martin Nunn, Hampstead Certain improvements in machinery or apparatus for
washing or cleansing clothes, piece-goods, and other articles.
732. Henry Bradley and Elmit Wray, Hull Improvements in beaters used in thrashing

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

machines.

mals upon fulled cloth.— (Communication.)
Richard Talbot, Moxley, near Bilston, Staffordshire— Improvements in furnaces,
and in the manufacture of iron.
763. John Wilkes, Thomas Wilkes, and Gilbert Wilkes, Birmingham— A new or improved manufacture of rollers or cylinders for printing fabrics.
Improvements in the manufacture of paper.
764. Lewis Hope, Bishops gate-churchyard
(Communication.)
765. Sir James C. Anderson, Fennoy, Cork, Ireland— Improvements in locomotive and
762.

—

—

other carriages.
766.

John H. Taylor, New York, U.S.

767.

after the
76S.

manner known

Pendleton, Lancashire
Improvements in apparatus for discharging the water resulting from the condensing of steam used in apparatus
heated by steam.

George Marshall, Morpeth, Northumberland
James Thomson, Black-Euthven, Perthshire

—

Improvements in mowing and reaping
machines. (Communication.)
Henry Glaysher, Isle of Wight— Improvements in steam-engine boiler and other

—

furnaces.
(City) Improvements in apparatus for the supply of water to steam-boilers.
George J. Hall, 10 and 11 Archer-street, St. James's An improvement in finishing
fabrics made wholly or partly of silk.
740. Jules Moes, Rue de l'Echiquier, Paris— Improvements in warming and ventilating.
741. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fle«t-street
Improvements in zincing or coating metals
with zinc, and in cleaning metals. ('Communication.,)
742. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet-street Improvements in apparatuses for splitting
leather, in order to manufacture tubes, sheaths, and other articles. (Coinmuni-

—

—

—
—

—

Recorded March 17.

—

Amies Manchester Certain improvements in machinery or apparatus for polishing and finishing yarns or threads.
745. Henry B. Palmer, Bermondsey, Surrey
An improved fire-lighter.
740. George F- Remfry, Riches-court, Lime-street— Invention of a portable apparatus

—

for working punkas and whisks.
Whittle-lane, near Burnley, Lancashire Improvements in looms.
William E. Newton, 66 Chancery-lane Certain improvements in folding windowblinds and shatters. (Communication.)
William E. Newton, 66 Chancery-lane Certain improvements in artificial legs.

Thomas Dean,

—
—

—

—

—

for

— An

—

775.

—

William G. Merrett, Leadeuhall-street

—

—

— An improvement in coats and waistcoats.

Recorded March 20.
S. Adshead and Abraham Holden, North-End Mills, Stalybridge, Cheshire
—Certain improvements in machinery for carding cotton and other fibrous

776.

Thomas

777.

Jean Ninck, Brewer-street, Golden-square Improvements in placing sets or partial
sets, of teeth, gums, and palates on plates.
Heury Hall, Spotland, Rochdale An addition to " throstles " for doffing the bobbins.
Charles Weiss and Henry Lister, Huddersfield, Yorkshire— Improvements in the
means, machinery, or apparatus employed in the finishing of mohair and other

materials.

779.
751.

—

—

textile fabrics.
752. Charles Weiss, Henry Lister, and John Mitchell, Huddersfield— Improvements in
finishing woollen and other textile fabrics, and in the machinery or apparatus
employed for that purpose.
Improvements in
783. John Parker, East Markham, near Tuxford, Nottinghamshire
apparatus for separating corn and other grain and seeds from dust, chaff, and

—

other matters.

Greenwood, Morley, near Leeds— Improvements in spinning mules and

7S4.

Nathan

785.
756.

John P. Jourda, New York, U.S. Invention for raising sunken vessel.
Improvements in machinery
John Chedgey, Grove, Southwark, Surrey

J.

slubbing machines.

—

—

for

mangling, calendering, or pressing goods.
Improved machinery for stopping or retarding
787. George W. Sayer, Cognac, France
railway carriages.
Nottingham Improvements in dividing lace.
Murmaduke
Miller,
78S. Isaac Atkin and
Improvements in steam
789. William Johnson, 47 Lincoln's-inn-fields, and Glasgow
apparatus
connected therewith. (Commuuication.)
and
furnaces,
and
in
boilers

—

—

—

—

Recorded March 21.
793.

William and John Banks, Bolton, Lancashire— Certain improvements in machinery
or apparatus to be employed for washing, scouring, or bleaching cotton, linen, and

George Perrott, Cork— Improvements in horse gearing.
Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet-street An improved method of drivingthe spindles
of spinning frames. (Communication.)
799. James E. Cole, New York, U.S. Improvements in the rig and working the sails of
square sail vessels.
801. Robert Mushet, Coleford, Gloucestershire Improvements in the manufacture of
795.
797.

—

—

—

—

cast-steel.
803. Frederick S. Hemming, Westminster Improvements in the mode of treating peat,
mixed or not mixed with other vegetable or animal fibrous substances, and in the
application of the name to various purposes.
805. Thomas H. Head and Joseph Wright, Stockton-on-Tees Improvements in casting
railway chairs, and in the manufacture of other castings.

—

—

807.

Henry Dolby and Edwin T. Dolby, 56 Regent-street, Quadrant — Improvements in
machinery used when printing several colours in succession on the same suriace.

809.

William Heap, machinist, Ashton-uncler-Lyne

811.

John Shearer, Aberdeen— Improvements in

Recorded March 23.

— Certain improvements in self-acting

slide lathes.
oil

and

spirit

lamps

for the formation

of burners obviating shadow.
Mills, Lower Craven-place, Kentish-town Improvements in the action ot
upright pianofortes.
815. Thomas M. Smith and Cornelius Burke, Earle-street, Kensington— Improvements
in the preparation of materials applicable to the manufacture of candles.
817. Frederick J. Jones, Aldermanbury— An improved buckle or fastening.
813.

—

William

Recorded March 24.

f

0ommnnication.j
Modeste Anquetin, Paris— An improved travellers watch.
James Withoall, Manchester— Certain improvements in the manufacture of rollers
or cylinder.-* to be employed for printing calico and other surfaces.
William MacNaught, Rochdale
Certain improvements in engines worked by
steam or other motive power, and in their gearing for connecting them with
machinery, and in the means of lubricating such engines.
William M'Cuiloch and Thomas Kennedy, Kilmarnock— Improvements in stopcocks or valves.

pickling."

769. Joel Williams, Mold, Flintshire— Improvements in cocks or taps.
improved " picker," to be used in power770. Henry Armistead, Colne, Lancashire
looms for weaving.
771. Samuel Campbell, Newington Improvements in preserving vegetable substances.
An improved projectile. (Communication.)
772. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet-street
Improvements in safety apparatus for
773. William Reid, Shettleston, Lanarkshire
guarding the mouths of pits, excavations, and other openings.
774. Marie A. C. Mellier, Frews Weir Mills, Exeter— Improvements in desiccating or
drying paper and other goods in process of manufacture.

—

cation.)

idz.

"

other textile fabrics.

— An improved saw-setting apparatus.

Henry Martin, County Lunatic Asylum, Hanwell,

751,

as

Joseph Lewis, Salford, Lancashire— Improvements in machinery or apparatus
reaping and mowing.
Recorded March 19.

—

Thomas Bowden,

Nathaniel J.

—

Improvements in buckets and valve seats for
pumps.
Richard Johnson, Manchester— Improvements in cleaning iron and other metals,
bilge and other

Recorded March 16.

748.
749.

— Improvements in gas-consuming furnaces, and
in the automatic action of the controlling valves or dampers of the said furnaces.
Francois B. Loubatieres, Agen, France — Improvements in the manufacture of paper,
card-board, and pasteboard.
James Murdoch, Staple Inn — An improved process for imitating the skins of ani-

wash-hand stands.

—

734.
736.

—

engines.

Jules E. Matile, Paris— Improvements in machinery for

heating or boiling purposes.
Improvements in pre722. William R. Nevins and Joseph J. Yates, New York, U.S.
paring and baking bread and biscuits, and in machinery employed therein.
Improvements in the means of letting on and
723. William W. Squires, Liverpool
drawing off water and other fluids.
724. William Hesketh, Accrington, Lancashire— Improvements in looms.
Improvements in producing printing surfaces.
725. Edmond J. N. Juvin, Paris

733.

—

Thomas Yarrow, Aroroath,

facture of cheese.
716. John Shaw and William Manwaring, Banbury, Oxfordshire— Improvements in
machinery or apparatus for cutting or reducing turnips or other vegetable

Kirkcudbright

Millar, Edinburgh
Improvements in stoppers or closing apparatus for decanters, bottles, and other receptacles.
Forfarshire
Improvements in locomotive steam-

John

761.

engraved surfaces

of

—

757.

burn-

William Hale, Swan Walk, Chelsea— An improvement in rolling iron and steel.
James D. Cooper, Great James-street, Bedford-row— Improvements in producing

—

Recorded Slarck 18.

760.

Salford,

ing gas.

George Forsyth, Stakeford Foundry, Maxwelltown, Stewartry
Improvements in steam-cooking apparatus.
John Fox, Preston, Lancashire An improved music scale.

823.

H. Collyer, M.D., Park-road, Regent's-park— Improved machine for cleaning
and purifying wheat and other grain.
Jean A. Zibelin, Paris Improvements in the fabrication of artificial wines, brandy,
and vinegar.
Alfred "V. Newton, 66 Chancery-lane— Improvements in carding engines. (Com-

825.

Thomas Lawes, 77 Chancery-lane — An improved

819. Robert
821.

—

—

munication.)

implement

to

be

used in tilling the land.

construction

of agricultural

—
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Recorded March 25.
827.
829.

William H.

Collins,

Birmingham— Improvements

knobs

in attaching

— An improved construction of water-meter.
Communication.)
John Henderson, Lasswade, Mid-Lothian — Improvements in writing instruments.

Recorded April
035,

John Bourne, 9

in the

tion of fibrous materials for being spun.

treatment or prepara-

—

Improvements in the
839. Charles Cowper, 20 Southampton Buildings, Chancery-lane
manufacture of shot and shells for rifled ordnance. (Communication.)
Wilson, Banbury, Oxfordshire Improvements in the cutting tools used
Joseph
for rounding, surfacing, or otherwise operating on wood.

—

—

W.

841.

Billiter-street

— Invention

1857,

4.

for the generation

motive power,

(

William Somervail, Dunlop, Ayrshire— Improvements

1,

Thomas Craddock,

—

to spindles.

John Mickle, Newcastle-upon-Tyne— Improvements in machinery or apparatus for
reaping and mowing.
John Hewett, Sheffield— Improvements in sewing machines.— (Communication.)

831.
833. Alfred V. Newton, 6G Chancery-lane
835.
837.

May

137 Tachbrook-street— Certain improvements in the steamengine and Bteam-boiler.
Improvements in the wires or conductors of electric
933. Fe'lix M. Baudouin, Paris
telegraphs, and in the machinery for the manufacture thereof.
931.

and application of

— Improvements

937,

Henry Harvey and Robert Smith, 22

943.

Adolphe Leclercq, Trith St. Leger, near Valenciennes, France— Certain improvements in sleepers of railways.
Richard Birkin, jun., and Thomas I. Birkin, Nottingham Improvements in the
manufacture of figured lace.
Emile Testelin, Ghent, Belgium Invention of a new system for the application of
electricity as a moving power.
William Sumner, Preston, Lancashire— Improvements in machinery or apparatus
for preparing, stubbing, and roving fibrous materials.
John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's-inn-fields, and Glasgow Improvements in preserving food.— (Communication from Poe E. Lemetteus and Michael Bouiere,
Rouen, France.)
James Hansor, Barnes, Surrey Improvements in apparatus for consuming gas.
John J. Rippon, Oakenshaw Print-works, near Accrington A new or improved

Surrey-street, Strand

in
raising sunken ships, other vessels, and all other matters and things, from under
to the surface of the water, and to prevent their sinking.
939. Elkan Adler and Francis B. Howell, High Holborn— Improvements in machines
for cleaning knives and other similar articles.
941, John Austen, Paris— Certain improvements for extracting silk and other textile
and vegetable substances from the bark and leaves of every description of mul-

berry trees.

Recorded March 26.

Uriah Lane, Regency-square, Brighton— An improvement in the transmission of
motive power.
William T. Clark, Cottage-place, City-road— A portable metallic spring matress.
Dominico Tomasini. Great Coram-street Improvements in the construction of easy
chairs and chamber commodes.
S49. Augustus F. Butler. Ceylon — Improvements in machinery for pulping coffee.
851. Jason J. Palmer, New York, U.S.— Improvements in the construction of steam
843.

815.
847.

—

945.
947.

949.
951.

boilers.
853.

George White, Port Glasgow— Improvements in weaving.

855.

Emil V. Lowenstein, New-street, Bishopgate-street

.053.

Recorded March 27.

955,

— Improvements in the construe

ovens

—

—

instrument or apparatus for straining or filtering colours.

for the

—

fluids.

Recorded March 28.
867.

—

-

manufacture of coke.
859. George Sugden and Jonas Briggs, Bradford— Improved machinery for weaving
checks or figured fabrics.
861. Charles Martin, Castle-street, Reading— Improvements in working signal apparatus
on railways.
Improvements in apparatus for regulating the passage of
863. William Ross, Glasgow
tion of

—

—

Recorded April

6.

Melling, Rainhill Iron Works, near Prescott Lancashire— Improvements
in taps or valves, and in apparatus to prevent the overflowing of, and letting off,
the water from baths.
Improvements in treating
George T. Bousfield, Lough borough-park, Brixton
india-rubber and gutta percha, in order to render the same impermeable to illuminating and other gases. (Communication.)
Improvements in the manufacture
961, Samuel Clarke, 55 Albany-street, Regent's-park
of candles and night lights.
An improvement in the construction of
963, Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery-lane

Thomas

—

—

Edward B. Beaumont, Woodhall, Barnsley, Yorkshire— Improvements

in

lamps

and apparatus used in coal mines.
869. Hippolyte B. Girard, Paris— Improvements in insulating telegraphic wires or conductors, and in apparatus for stretching such wires.
871. John J. Russell, Wednesbury, Staffordshire
Improvements in the manufacture of
metal tubes.

—

Recorded March 30.

965,

—

—
smoothing-irons.— (Communication.)
Charles Goodyear, Liecester-square — An

improved manufacture of waterproof
embroidered and other

fabric, applicable as a substitute for leather, prunella,

ornamental fabrics and

stuffs.

John H. Taylor, 24 Alma-street, Hoxton— Improvements

—

in regulating the flow of

fluids.

Arthur Neild and Nathaniel B. Sutcliffe, Asbton-under-Lvne, Lancashire Improvements in treating or cleansing certain descriptions of cotton waste.
875. David Jack, Glasgow
Improvements in washing or cleansing textile fabrics and
873.

—

materials.
877.
879.

William Childs, the younger, Brighton— Improvements in the construction of expansible, boxes, cases, and receptacles.
John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's-inn-fields, and Glasgow— Improvements in warming
and ventilating apartments. (Communication from Daniel Leasure, Newcastle,
Pennsvlvania,

$§?* Information as
cation to the Editor of

885.
887.

John C. Evans, South Lambeth— Improvements in railway rolling stock.
Samuel J. Goode, Ashton, near Birmingham An improvement or improvements

Recorded March 31.

and

their progress,

may

had on appli-

be

DESIGNS FOR ARTICLES OF UTILITY.

—

in depositing metallic allovs by electricity.
George Lander and Thomas Ireland, Dunfermline, Fifesbire— Improvements in the
manufacture of brine to be used in the manufacture of salt.
John Graham, Ann-street, Devonport-street, Commercial-road East An improved

—

steering apparatus.
893.

these applications,

Journal.

—

Arthur Granger, High Holborn— An improved manufacture of safety envelope.

891.

any of

IT. S.)

881.

889.

to

t7iis

Anguish H. A. Durant, Conservative Club,

St.

James's

—Certain

Registered

March

3955
3956

1st to

April

7th, 1857.

John J. Stone, London, — " Crystal lamp."

& Co.,

John Coulson

Grantham,—" Improved smut and

chaffing

machine."

improvements

Walter Leigh, 4 Glengall-grove, Old Kent-road,—" Shirt

21st,

3957
3958

23rd,

3959

George Bayley, 37 Upper Thames-street,—" Ventilated waterproof

25th,

3960

20th,

in omnibuses.

Recorded April

1st,

14th,

from March

1.

895. Charles lies, Birmingham— Improvements in bolts for doors.
897. Benjamin H. Paul, Tnrrington-street, Torrington-square— Improvements in the
preservation of stone, either natural or artificial, also of cements and other similar compositions.
899. Charles Greves, St. Thomas-street, Southwark— Improvements in breech-loading

& Quin, 65a Poland-street, Oxford-street,—"
Portable Stereoscope."

Moran

The

cap life-buoy," &c.

collar."

People's

—

26tb,

3961

& Joseph Chappell, Bolton, Lancashire, " Improved chimney-top for preventing down draughts."
Foster, Porter, & Co., Wood-street, Cheapside, " The Westonian

— Improvements in preparing and finishing threads or yarns.

27th,

3962

Jacob Lyons

and escapes in gas

28th,

—

3963
3964

Improvements in the manufacture of combs for combing
wool, silk, cotton, flax, or other fibrous materials.
Newton,
907. Alfred V.
66 Chancery-lane Certain improvements in fire-arms. (Com-

30th,

3965

3rd,

3966

—

3967

4th,

3963

7th,

3969

guns and pistols.
901. Robert Adam, Paisley
903.

Lambert Perin, Paris— Invention
pipes.

905.

909.

John Sugden, Bradford

for the easy discovery of flaws

munication.)
Oliver, 28 Bow-lane, Poplar
and conveying sulphuric acid.

—
—Improvements

Recorded April
911.
913.

&

Sons, 10 and 11 Wilson-street, Finsbury,— "
registered expanding travelling-bag."
James Taylor, Barnby Moor, Yorkshire,—" Safety harness."

Mark Bowden

&

Co., Bristol,

— " Bowden's

The

transparent disk ad-

vertiser."

—

April
in apparatus for manufacturing

John Spencer, West Butterwick, Lincolnshire,—" Sack-lifter and
weighing machine combined."
James Adamson & Samuel Hilton, 4 Oxford-terrace, Islington,—
"

2.

—

Certain improvements in machinery for
George Lowry, Sal ford, Lancashire
heckling flax and other fibrous materials.
John F. Wieland, Glasgow Improvements in portable apparatus and materials

—

for cleaning the teeth.

—

tie."

—

John

William Blair

Hollow flame

deflector, or inverted bridge for furnaces."

A mounting for bayonet scabbards."
Charles Gammon, 2 Bury-place, Bloomsbury-square,— " Self-adjusting spring-watch protector."
Frederick Baker, 106 High-street, Marylebone,
" The Persian
John L. Tabberner, 4 Trafalgar-square,—"

—

coal- box."

—

A. Holden, Bingley Works, Birmingham Certain improvements in carriage lamps and general carriage and harness furniture and fittings.
in the points of
railway crossings.
919. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet-street— Improvements in treating and bleaching
fibrous vegetable substances, and in machinery employed therein. (Communi-

915.

Howard

917.

Edwin Maw, Doncaster Iron Works, Yorkshire— An improvement

TO READERS AND CORRESPONDENTS.

—

cation.)
921. Alfred V.

Newton, 66 Chancery-lane
(Communication.)

— Improvements

Recorded April
923.
9U5.

Commencement of Volume
in repeating fire-arms.—

3.

William H. Box, East Lone. Cornwall— An improved fish-hook.
Stephen Barker, Birmingham— An improvement or improvements in the manufac-

ture of steel.
927. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet-street— Invention of a
of bolts and rivets.— (Communication.)
929. David Joy, Leeds— Improvements in steam-engines.

machine

for the

manufacture

—

IL,

Second Series, of the Practical Mechanic's

This Part and that for last month commence Volume II., Second Series, of
this Journal, being the tenth year of its existence. Vol. I., Second Series, just completed,
had from any bookseller, in cloth, gold lettered, price 14s. It contains 28
now
be
may
quarto pages of Copperplate Engravings, 560 Engravings on Wood, and 344 pages of
k-tterpress.
(1
Fenn's Oil-Can. An Exeter correspondent writes on this as follows:— I see in the
Practical Mechanic's Journal, of last month, an oil-can by Fenn of London. I beg to
inform you that I have one of these oil-cans, bought of an ironmonger in February, 1856.
I had also two made of copper in June, 1856."
It is of French make, and is of tin.
T. R. The invention is not yet specified. It will appear in this Journal in due course.

Journal.

—

—

June
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the unstable water at twenty miles an hour, with a corresponding facility

STEAM: THE GREAT AGENT OF CIVILIZATION.

judices cannot long hold out, and what

was formerly the custom

It

of the elderly

gentlemen of our times to

it,

save that they were beginning to be

whirled along the railways at thirty miles an hour, and steamed across

before this

all too

to the

This feeling obviously goes

somewhat apathetically
the human race, which we must, in

apt to regard

the great increase of happiness to

we ought now and then to pause to
way we have made, what we have overcome, and what is

In these high-pressure times,

The hurry

before us.

and the consequence

what has

of

modern existence does not often permit

that

is

really been gained

we

on without feeling the

live

could have in the same perfection

what

all

could have at

for a
;

all,

moment.

;

it is

full

tions,

than

of this,

weight of

What

is

there that

day

it

;

is

pen which

blank surface beneath

it,

now

ters in the type

we

rapidly transferring our thoughts to the

What, indeed, is there
As our observant cor-

!

?

exist without the aid of steam, as the inhabitants could neither be

warmed, nor lighted."

we have

vation, although, as

Nothing can be truer than

before expressed

it,

this obser-

steam does not often

get the credit due to such vast performances, nor secure for itself
legitimate

title

its

all

but the universal source of motive power.

One by one, the water-wheels and windmills, those proverbially uncertain
and irregular prime movers, have been cleared away for steam-engines to
take their place, and give the manufacturer a power of unrivalled steadi-

When an

ness and endurance.

he knows what he
is

or

is

employer of power orders a steam-engine,

going to get; but

in putting

landmarks of time in our days

When any

of us wishes to journey to

some distant

in that quarter.

If there is

down a water-wheel, he
may come

and forthwith, almost unconsciously, he finds himself deposited on the
spot of his wishes.

on the contrary, the locomotive whistle has never

If,

re-echoed iu the locality, he considers,

it to.

be practically inaccessible,

and arranges accordingly.
Steam has given us nearly a million and a half
Last year, 125,000,000 of

railways alone.

veyed on our railways
say, that but 8

Has

control.
ful

and

On

were

;

and of

killed,

this

and 282

horses'

human

immense mass,

power on our

beings were con-

it

is

due to steam to

by causes beyond

injured,

their

conveying power?

so safe a

the great and wide road of the ocean, there are realised wonders

be called, of England and America

and London nearer

— floating palaces, as they may
— have virtually brought New York

The steam-ships

of at least equal value.

each other than were London and Edinburgh a

to

From

few generations ago.

now

the same cause, India

is

now

nearer to us

We are

building the largest ship the world ever saw, of wrought-iron plates,

such as were unheard of not long back.

This ship

is

— made to speak,

as

it

—

by the simple press it must now be conceded that the steamby going quicker ahead in the race of improvement, has far

The

along the waste of waters without the untiring force of steam.
large wrought-iron plates forming her structural details

4

feet

3 inches wide,

1

It is
feel

may

feet long,

—

be said alone to have brought into existence.

only

when we come

to real incontrovertible figures, that

we

the full force of the ever-advancing power of industrial steam.

Take,

for

example, the exports of British productions

works particularly hard

we

— 27

J inches thick, and weighing 2 J tons each are
which the steam-

engine

were not unfrequently under discussion;
but whatever may have been said of the enormous gain to the world by

the Great Eastern,

a giant specimen of marine architecture, which could never be impelled

In former times, the relative claims of the steam-engine and printingpress, as agents of civilization,

own

the world not cause to be thankful for the aid of so power-

may

not as the heavens are propitious or otherwise.

the

if

a railway, he takes his ticket,

in themselves triumphs of mechanical production,

were,

part, the

consult some railway map, and ascertain

is to

only sure of the vehicle for his power, and the power itself

the introduction of the system of moveable types

nay, further

;

machinery would not only

than a northern Scotch, or a remote Irish county was in 1790.

of the vehicular well-spring of civilization.

Steam has now become

real

intricacies of convertive

Instead of the results of machinery, look at the results of the steamengine.

Aberdeen on the same

and which has impressed these written charac-

before the reader's eye

not

imaginations of our originative men.

ways run

about us in which steam has not had some hand

now

mazy

our

iron

to

we need

this powerj

have never been required, but they could not have even entered into the

respondent, Mr. Clougb, recently remarked,* " our large cities could not

fed. clothed,

which are the

this,

hard-working

in the absence of

were, determi-

it

easy to bring out the results

is

Without

to the fullest extent.

thing he does

Euston station

is

this reservoir of force, it

first

the same power which has produced the paper on which

write, the steel

and with

nay, in a multitude of instances,

the same power which can alone transmit the productions

of the printing-press from the

;

machinery

of

still

production of the material on which the types of this great organ are impressed

nation

con-

The steam-engine prints the Times, and then sends it 500 miles
on the same day. The steam-engine is the main agent in the

steam ?

away,

we

there that

is

ordinarily

This manageable vapour gives us a force of continuous

steam?

of

action, possessing unapproachable steadiness, and, as

from the accumulated adaptations of modern

Let us, indeed, think

applied science.

we

what we

results of

have troubled ourselves to develop the wonderful mechanical combina-

honesty, attribute to the industrial use of steam.

sider the

work down-

the splendour of magnifi-

formance, apart from the prime mover, in the absence of the great power

and we are now

common

But where would be the

cent successes.

all

grand wonder died out as a wonder, and people began to look

It

rate.

reign of steam as plain matters of course.
still,

" Results of Machinery," from the date of Babbage's

The

wards, have gone on gradually increasing in

understand as machinery, or the driven apparatus of mechanical per-

about one-third of that

at

upon the immense addition to their comforts and conveniences due
on

hostile pre-

must rapidly

call civilization

was not very long

and seas

rivers

we

increase everywhere, as a matter of course.

indulge in occasional remarks upon the " wonderful thing, steam, sir,"

without knowing anything about

and

as regards the frequency of despatches, misconceptions

— coal and cotton.

In the

exported something under 780,000 tons of coal.

—

first

for

which steam

quarter of 1855,

In the correspond-

engine,

ing term of 1856, the amount was above 1,000,000 tons; whilst the

exceeded the typographical system in the civilizing benefits which it
has conferred.
Formerly, everything was kept back by the want of that

even this statement sinks into insignificance when we remember what

necessary fusion of the elements of society, which can alone remove or

the actual colliery product of the country

annihilate national and provincial antipathies and falsities of estimation;

2,600

it is very certain, that the lack of rapid mutual communication
between the distant localities of the earth, was the greatest of all barriers

some 70,000,000 tons

whilst

to

the progress of material benefits

locomotion

is fast

remedying

all this.

amongst the human

When

race.

the members of the

Steam

human

family are able to get over the solid earth at the rate of sixty, and over

"

No. 111.— Vol. X.

P2ge

230, P. 31. Journal for

December

last.

quarter just passed has witnessed the shipping of 1,250,000 tons.

collieries,

is.

But

Great Britain possesses

and out of these, steam gives us an annual supply of
of coal.

At the opening of the century, the centre of which we have just passed,
we imported and manufactured but 75,000 bales of raw, or mere fibrous
cotton.

Now we

take and manufacture not less than 2,250,000 bales,

whilst at least 1,900,000 bales

goto other

countries; and all this

is

converted into yarn and cloth by the spinning-machine and the loom

it

mainly through the action of coals and water, operating

in

is

true, but

j

—

—

;
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Even at
the mechanical contrivance which we call a steam-engine.
the commencement of the eighteenth century, our entire annual import
The steam-engine, with its
of raw cotton was but 2,000,000 pounds.
handmaid machinery, has now brought us to such a pass, that this
modest quantity would hardly keep our mills going for forty-eight hours.
Last year, our consumption was at the rate of 45,000 bales per week, or
more than 2,250,000 bales a year, with a constant tendency to increase.
In cotton goods, the exports for the past three months amount to very
nearly £7,208,000 sterling, against £6,332,000 in 185G, and £5,882,000

This

in 1855.

the steam-engine's work: for

is

along the surface of the earth

it

and con-

to the light of day,

which brings up our most valuable mineral
veys

the same power

it is all

and which spins and weaves the

;

and then distributes the manufactured

delicate cotton fibres,

articles

over the length and breadth of the globe.

we have made 60,000,000 tons of pig-iron within
No less an amount than
this little island of ours.

Since the year 1785,
the narrow space of

45,000,000 tons of this crude iron has been used in the convertive manu-

This great manu-

facture of 30,000,000 tons of rolled or malleable iron.

facturing business has consumed 210,000,000 tons of coal

source of manufacturing heat

— 135,000,000 tons of
The

27,000,000 tons of limestone.

Steam

and useless.

is

all

out of materials formerly hidden

the great mover in

would

the ironstone, coal, and lime

Without

all this.

who can doubt

application as a laborious worker,

great

trade has added £12,000,000 sterling

mineral owners,

to the rentals of the

— the

raw ironstone, and

its scientific

that the great bulk of

have been slumbering in the

still

unopened recesses of the earth.
Metal-working Birmingham

known metal

is

— that

remarkable spot, where every

tortured into every conceivable variety of form

— had, no

longer ago than 1685, but 4000 inhabitants; and Dr. Johnson's father

used to come over from Litchfield on market-days, and open a

town with

the supply of the

Now

literature.

Here are more

old Michael Johnson's efforts.

If any one doubts

steam-engine.

let

it,

him peep

citi-

bosom would look with

zens, and the meanest dealer in books within its

scom upon

stall for

boasts of 200,000

it

into

some

fruits of the

of the

wonder-

workshops of modern Birmingham, contemplate the origin of the

ful

power

in each,

When

and he will doubt no more.

dead black game was

Norway, the

we can have

first

the same thing from

Trunk railway

imported into this country from

was deemed somewhat

traffic

of Canada,

wonder

of a

Upper Canada.

in its

way.

Now

Steam on the Grand

working in active conjunction with steam on

June

1,

JS57.

THE SOCIETY OF ARTS EXHIBITION.
The ninth exhibition of inventions at the house of the Society of Arts
brings forward a good many new things, but it is less rich in the way of
novelties than in perfected developments of what most of us knew
before.
After the first blush of an invention, it is often lost sight of, at
any rate for a time, but the collections at the Society of Arts act as
out-spoken reminders of the existence of new things, showing their real
position and value, and giving us the realities of what were before but
ideal dreams.
will now examine what some of these realities
are
The " Franklin Stove," by Mr. Witter of Manchester, is a very useful
arrangement of open fire-grate for domestic purposes. The elevation is
so much, that a sheet of zinc is a sufficient protection for the floor
where a hearthstone is not available.
The front has two separate
covers or shields adjustable upon it, an upper and a lower one, fitted
with handles so as to be easy of fitting on when the upper shield is
fitted, a most powerful draught is produced, as it acts as a blower,
screening the upper part, and permitting air to rush in from below.
The lower shield is virtually a damper, operating so as to keep the fire
going at a slow rate of combustion.
When both shields are applied,
The grate is set on axles so
the fire is safely enclosed for the night.
Mr. Witter's design remedies an evil which we
as to be invertible.
have often lamented.
Fig. 1 represents Mr. Barsham's "Straw Bottle Envelope," or refrigerant bottle packing, a very ingenious and useful thing, exhibited by
Messrs. Seymer of Eastcheap.
It is composed of small bunches of
straw, of a length suitable for the bottles to be packed,
F >" 1stitched or laced together into a taper tubular form
each bottle, prior to being packed away in its case, is
entered into one of these straw envelopes, which
presents an equal thickness of straw all round, and
forms a secure packing covering. It is obvious that
any one may pack bottles in this way, as the envelope
obviates the necessity of employing what may be called
skilled labour.
There is no loose straw or litter either
in the packing or unpacking, and the operations are
greatly facilitated in this way, whilst spaced is saved;
for fifteen dozen quart bottles go into the space occupied by twelve dozen when packed in the usual way.
The envelope becomes a good refrigerator when dipped
This little contrivance must be as usein cold water.
ful to the wine merchant as the wine consumer, for the
gain in economy and cleanliness in both instances is

We

:

;

very great.
Fig. 2 represents a "PI ammeter," invented by Mr.
Amsler, a Swiss, and exhibited by Messrs. Elliott of
It is intended for calculating the areas of plnns, or irreguthe Strand.
lar surfaces of any kind.
It rests upon three points, d, e, f
these are
respectively, 1. a point of the circumference of the divided wheel, d; 2.
a point of the tracer, p, at the end of the arm, a; 3. a point, E, at the
end of the other arm,
Fi 6- 2.
which is kept
B,
fixed during the time
:

game and

the Atlantic Ocean, brings us

and

forests of Canada, thousands of miles

poultry from the homesteads

The Grand Trunk

off.

extends along the whole length of the province, and as

it

line

communicates

game, shot on the banks of Lake
England within three weeks.

direct with the shore of the Atlantic,

Huron, can now be eaten

—

Such instances
civilization

now

to

in

prove that steam

before us

— might be

is

fairly multiplied to

an extent very

On

such a subject,

command.

far beyond the limits of the space at our

the pen which

now

traces these remarks could travel long and pleasantly.

But that little word
lias

not ceased to

shall pass

away

" Finis"

"

and

must sometimes be

that

tell us,
;

practically the great agent of

inscribed, for the moralist

things come to an end

all

this conclusion, the

—that

" this too

thoughts of the mind and

the wanderings of the pen cannot escape.

But
solemn

this

we may

might the author

we cannot look upon the prist without the
we have before us a tremendous future. Well

say, that

reflection, that

of the

homely-worded, but expressive "Song of Steam,"

in poetically enumerating the

vapour, rhapsodise thus

powers and advantages of the simple

:

of operation.

The operator places
e, at a convenient distance from
figure
to
be
the
measured, so that the

the point,

tracer,

f,

may

tra-

verse the entire periphery of the figure;
but if the figure is too large to allow this, it can be subdivided by
drawing straight lines through it, and the contents of the several parts
computed separately and added together. He then places the point of
the tracer on any convenient starting point in the periphery.
When
the instrument is thus adjusted, he reads off the division on the horizontal disc, G, also that on the perpendicular wheel and vernier, H.
Suppose that the horizontal disc gives 3, and the vertical wheel gives
905, namely, 90 on the wheel and 5 on the vernier, this reading must

down thus, 3.905. He then carries the tracing point round
the figure in the direction of the hands of a watch, and when the whole
circuit has been made, he observes the readings again.
Suppose them

be put
" Hurrah

!

hurrah

!

The mountain's
Time

the waters

—space — have

The world

!

o'er,

steep decline;

yielded to

the world

is

my

mine

1"

power

:

5.763, then subtract the former reading from the latter, the result will
be 1.858; and multiplying this by 10, he gets the contents of the figure
in square inches, namely, 18*68.
Notice must be taken whether the disc,

June
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has made an entire circuit, if so, 10 must be added for every revolution
whole number thus, if the disc had gone once round, the second
reading would have been 15.763; if twice round, 25.763, and so on.
Messrs. Elliott also showed Mr. W. Pole's "Prismatic Clinometer,"
which consists of a prismatic compass, with the addition of a weighted
dial, for the purpose of taking vertical angles.
A fountain or reservoir pen has long been wanted, and often attempted.
The " Pocket Fountain Pen, " by Messrs. Stark & Co. of
Fig- 3.
Fig. 3
Monkton, Thanet, is the latest of these essays.
shows the pen in longitudinal section. It differs from all
previous things of the kind, in having its barrel reservoir
for the ink partly formed of vulcanized caoutchouc, as at a
in the figure; it is supplied with ink by drawing off the
upper end cap-piece of the barrel, and then unscrewing the
The stem
inside top cap which is covered by the end cap.
of a metal filler which accompanies the pen, is then placed
in the pen, and supplied with ink up to a guide line, which
indicates the quantity of ink necessary for one filling.
The
piston of the filler then being unscrewed, the pen is at once
filled, and the pen is ready for use.
The flow of ink to the
nib is regulated by a small internal valve, the lever tail of
which is connected to the elastic piece, a, so that the presWe
sure of the finger, in writing, secures a uniform flow.
have tried this instrument, and find it very manageable.
The '" Solid Swiss Parqueterie," of Messrs. Arrowsmith
of New Bond Street, is an excellent ornamental flooring.
Unlike the ordinary veneered work of this kind, Messrs.
Arrowsmith's parqueterie is solid throughout, every piece
of wood being tongned and grooved together, and jointed
with marine glue. This gives great strength, and renders
it capable of being fixed direct to the joists, without requiring auy under- flooring, ffe have before us a very beautiful design for this sort of work, by Mr. G. G. Scott, which
has been executed for Sir W. H. Forman.
This example
clearly shows how fine a decorative subject this is, in the
bands of an architect of designing eminence.
The ballroom and saloons at the house of the Turkish ambassador were laid in
this way, on the occasion of her Majesty's visit, and there deservedly
G,

to the

;

attracted great attention.
The " Ventilating Gas Stove," of Mr. Archibald Davidson of Porter
Street, Soho, is represented in partial secFig. 4.
This stove has
tional elevation in fig. 4.

two openings

in the bottom
to one is
attached a pipe, a, bringing fresh air from
the outside of the building to aid the combustion.
This pipe is bent downwards
about two feet on the outside of the wall.
To the other is attached a pipe, b, passing
out of the building, for carrying off the
products of combustion, being bent upwards
for six or eight feet.
In this way the
stove is made to warm any apartment,
without producing any objectionable odour.
To facilitate the operation of lighting, the
top part of the stove may be separated from
the lower part, the junction being rendered
air-tight by a water reservoir at c.
The
supply of gas is regulated by the stopcock,
d.
If intended merely as a stove, the
ornamental upper part shown in our engraving may be dispensed with.
The
addition of the vase and surmounting glass
renders it available as well as a hall lamp,
a gas jet being carried upwards to the
globe for this purpose.
When so fitted up,
the apparatus forms a very elegant piece of
;

furniture.

In Mr. Marquis' " Safety Sliding Gas
Chandelier," a novel and artistic step is

taken in a branch which has long stood in
need of such help. Here the stiff central
vertical tube is abolished, whilst all the
advantages of an ascending and descending

light are secured.

A

single balance weight
used, this being in the form of a
graceful piece of drapery or festoon. Velvet

only

with small shot is the material emsuspensory chains should fail, it cannot

filled

ployed for this weight; and

if its

is

59

come down,
joint

is

as the body of the chandelier will retain it.
The adjusting
a metallic one, and its action is confined to the part next the

ceiling.

The "Metallic Flesh-Brush," shown
5 and

in elevation

and section

a very important improvement upon the old brush.
made by Messrs. D. J. Walton & Sons, of the
Fig. 5.
Haughton Dale Works, Denton, near Manchester.
This firm has erected very extensive works at
that place, for the manufacture of the material
of which these brushes are composed.
The
brushing surface is composed of very fine wire
card teeth, set in india-rubber cloth, just as in
the carding fabric used in textile manufactures.
The case or handle of the brush is of gutta
percha, neatly and sharply moulded to an elegant form, and the wire fabric is pillowed upon
a soft and yielding cushion recessed into the
body of the brush, wherein is a convex piece of
wood, for giving the wire teeth the necessary
convexity.
The effect of this brush, for we
have tried it, is at once pleasant to the skin, and
energetic in its removal of the epidermal scales.
Mr. J. C. Sikes, of Chevening Kectory, Sevenoaks,

6, is

shows

his "

It is

Improved Ornamental Veneer

Flooring, for Sides of Rooms,

and Halls."

in figs.

Window

Recesses,

It is constructed in the

form of

whole, half, and quarter pieces, like the encausFig. 6.
tic tile-work now so much used, instead of being
in large combined square pieces like parqueterie.
Under this system
of construction, very elaborate patterns can be worked with great ease,
as it permits of a superior amount of minute combination.
In laying
such flooring down, the joists are filled in with deal boarding, and the
veneer pieces are then firmly glued down. This flooring answers well
for filling in small spaces left uncovered by carpeting.
Mr. Wright's " Vice-jaw Chairs and Bed-plate Solid Sleepers and
Rails for Streets," are both fully represented in the exhibition.
The
former has been already noticed by us; but we may direct attention to
the street rails, in which matter Mr. Wright has lately done the state

good service.

W.

G. Wilson's " Pneumatic Moderator for
It consists essentially of a set of balanced valve discs, which are hung on centres alternately on opposite
sides of the interior of the chimney.
Whenever a
Fig 7.
downward current arises, the aerial pressure from
Fig. 7

represents

Chimneys"

Mr.

in vertical section.

above overcomes the balance weights, and partially
closes the flue, thus preventing the blow-down from
sending the smoke into the apartment.
The " Blocks of Preserved Coal and Coke," shown
by Mr. H. W. Wood of Briton Ferry, Neath, demand
attention, as being successful examples of the production of an economical artificial fuel.
The coal used is
the fresh cut small material of known quality, and is
first dried and heated, and it then has a quantity of
pitch added to it in proportion to suit the quality of

The admixture of the pitch with the coal is
carried on in a pug-mill, .\nd the compound is turned
coal used.

A

moulds and subjected to pressure.
ton of
coal requires rather more than 41 cubic feet of
stowage room ou board ship, whilst a ton of these
into iron

Welsh

—

composition blocks goes into 26 feet
thus saving
1,500 cubic feet in every 100 tons. Common coal, too,
loses by waste and deteriorated evaporative power in a long voyage,
whilst these blocks lose nothing, and spontaneous combustion, so common in coal-laden ships, is impossible with Mr. Wood's fuel.
Mr. G. Heppell, of Uttoxeter, shows a plan of ventilating mines,
wherein he combines a furnace action with a new plan of cage ventilation.
He places a furnace on the ground surface in the bottom of a
chimney leading from the top of the upcast shaft. Provision is made for
allowing the air from the workings to flow in under and all round the
furnace, so as to obtain a superior rarefying power.
In his cage plan,
he makes the shafts air-tight, and fits the cages thoroughly to them,
placing in the top of each cage a balanced valve, whilst in the bottom
of the cage there is as large a hole as possible.
At the bottom of tho
shaft, within the headway, there is also a balanced valve or door.
By
this simple arrangement, either fresh atmospheric air may be forced into
the workings at the rate of twelve miles an hour, or, by reversing the
valves, the vitiated air may be withdrawn in this way.
Fig. 8 is a vertical section of Mr. Little's " Poor Man's Candle.'
It
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GO
is

intended for burning bituminous or paraffine

oils,

the reservoir being

A

large solid wick is used in it, combustion
in the base of the pedestal.
occurring only on its surface, preventing the diffusion of unconsumed

In fact, Mr. Little states that a
carbon, aud the charring of the wick.
single wick will last for a year.
The supply of air for the flame is obFig. 8.
tained by means of a perforated diaphragm, placed over the wick at the
top.
Mr. Little also makes a " Poor

Man's

Candle

Lamp," which ope-
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end elevation of bis mill, and fig. 11 is a view of the diagonal bracts
between the standards. The three rolls are readily accessible in this
arrangement, and these can be quickly got in and out, by removing the
three upper pins in the diagonal bars which embrace the bearings. The
inventor also provides a horizontal liquor-pump, which gives a continuIt consists of a single cylinder
ous stream without the aid of clacks.
fitted with two pistons, which are worked in concert, from an eccentric
upon the upper roller shaft.
Fig. 10.

rates in a generally similar manner,

wicks being employed in it for
one flame. Mr. Little has his light
in constant use as a substitute for
five

One of them
the common candle.
gives the light of two candles, and
snuffing is never required, whilst the
flame is extremely brilliant, and as
steady as a piece of metal at a white
beat.
It gives out no smell in burning,

mon

and burns

in

any kind

of

com-

just as well as in a
costly vase.
No doubt the oil produced from bituminous matter, such
as coal and shale, will hereafter be
vessel,

extensively used for illuminating
purposes instead of tallow and if so,
Mr. Little has certainly met the case
by providing a cheap and suitable
apparatus for burning it.
The " Chest for the Preservation
of Life and Property at Sea," by Mr.
;

John Banks

of

Northampton,

is

a

convenient modification of a seaman's
clothes chest, to serve as a float in
cases of emergency.
The chest is formed in two separate water-tight
parts, hinged together, each having a semicircular recess in one side,
so that it can be opened and clasped round the body, preserving the
sailor in an upright position, with his head far above water.
The " Root Pulper," by Mr. Bentall of Heybridge, is a useful implement for effecting the reduction of vegetables. It consists of a horizontal
drum, with knives set spirally upon it, which knives gear into a screw
or worm-spindle as they rotate, this worm being set with its axis parallel
This arrangement obviates clogging.
to that of the drum.
Fig. 9 shows Mr. Annelli's " Crampon,'' for preventing the slipping
of horses in frosty weather.
It is a thin metal plate, formed to the
outline of the horse's hoof, and furnished with spikes on the ground or
This plate is clamped and strapped to the foot by binders
treading side.
passed round the hoof.
It is very easily put on and off, a great point to
be looked at in all contrivances intended
Fig. 9.
to supersede such barbarous processes
as sharping or roughing at present in
use.

Mr. P. A. Godefroy has some specimens
improved or prepared gutta percha,
which are intended to illustrate the practicability of combining some cheap substance with the pure gum, so as to keep
down the price by diminishing the consumption, and at the same time improve
the quality of the article.
The matter
of

incorporated

is

prepared cocoa-nut

shell.

Gutta percha has risen from £28 a ton in
1848 to £100 now, so that Mr. Godefroy has a wide margin to work
upon.
The prepared shell costs £20 a ton, and from 25 to 40 per cent.
of it may be added to the pure gum.
Mr. Godefroy states that his compound is peculiarly well suited for coating telegraph wires, being far
more durable under such circumstances than ordinary gutta percha.
In the "Ship's Rudder," shown by Mr. John Holman of Topsham,
the braces and ordinary connections are dispensed with.
The bottom
centre is held by a dovetail fastening, and the upper bearing is retained
by a wedge action.
In the " Improved Lead Trap" of Mr. D. G. Laing, the sharp-edged
dip-pipe, so objectionable in ordinary traps, is avoided, and a full way is
provided for the discharge of all that has to pass through the trap.
brass manhole on the top affords easy access to the trap for cleansing.
Mr. Lewsey's " Improvements in Sugar Mills" consist in the substitution of wrought for cast iron for the main side frames.
Fig. 10 is an

A

Fig, 11.

The " Knuckle- Jointed Screw Propeller," by Mr. Lynn, assistant
inspector of steam machinery in Portsmouth dockyard, enables vessels
In a two-bladed screw
to carry spare screws in a very convenient way.
made in this way, each blade is a piece by itself, and the two are
" knuckle-jointed " upon the shaft, to form a complete propeller.
A
shoulder is formed upon the single knuckle of one blade, abutting upon
and forming a stop in a recess in the top side of the double knuckle of
the other blade.
The two bosses being accurately fitted together, the
combination forms a complete eye for the T-headed shaft of the propeller.
The " Elevator and Observatory " of Messrs. Stocqueler & Saunders
is a species of portable adjustable scaffolding, being a combination of

An arrangement of three
three sets of the old-fashioned " lazy-tongs.''
screw shafts and bevil wheels, driven by a winch, enables one man to
elevate the apparatus, the top of which carries the platform or observatory-stand for the user.
One man can thus elevate another to a height
Such an apparatus, well made, and kept
of 30 feet in three minutes.
simple in its parts, must be a very useful thing for many purposes
where elevation is required.
Mr. Athawes' " Percolator Fork," for agricultural and gardening
It has four tines, the two
purposes, is a very effective implement.
central ones being set a little in front of the two edge ones by au upper
convex bend, and they are also slightly longer than the others. It is
intended for loosening the soil, the operator inserting it in the usual
way, and then prizing it on until the tines appear above the surface.
In Mr. Evan Leigh's " Antifriction Top Rollers" for textile machinery,
the bearing is inside, and the oil is conveyed down a groove, from which
With this arrangethe bearing can draw its supplies as from a fountain.
ment, oiling once a week suffices, instead of the ordinary troublesome
process of going over the same thing several times a day.
Next month we shall notice several important articles which deserve
a more lengthened explanation than we can afford here.

—
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MACFARLANE'S SYSTEM OF SEWERAGE AND SANATORY ARRANGEMENTS FOR TOWNS.
Mr. Walter Maefarlane, of the Saracen Foundry, Glasgow, who has
considered the subject of the engineering of town sewerage for many
years, and has successfully introduced many useful appliances for putting
this matter into
a more commonsense shape than
it
had hitherto
has
possessed,
now
suggested

the
entire
remodelling of our
drainage
and
sewerage arrangements, on a plan
well
which
is
worthy of the
careful

of all

branch connections from the water-closets, and

all flowing into intercepting ordure tanks, n.
The intercepting ordure tanks, d, are of cast-iron, of an oblong shape,
about twelve feet
Fig. 1.
long, three feet
broad, and nine
feet deep, divided
into two compartments of equal
size, tobe wrought

alternately.

The excrement
supply sewers, b,
discharge
themselves into the
tank from each
side, by the double
bianch pipes, c,

attention

who have

to

having at

do with the management of the
health.

public

Mr.

Maefarlane

proposes to divide
all
town sewer-

age into two

by

using
separate
water sewers, and

exerementary
sewers, with

overflows ; and in
the sides of this
gutter is a sluice-

in-

tercepting tanks.
The three large

engravings
which we

plate, h,

to

clearly

explain
these
plans ;
for
the
carrying out of
which, the following new works
are necessary
1. Excrement supsewers
ply
of
glazed
earthenware, connecting
the water-closets
with the ordure
tanks 2. cast-iron
intercepting
ordure tanks ; 3. excrement discharge
sewers of glazed

ready for being
emptied by the
ordure
waggon.

:

A perforated plate,
I,

;

of

a

eleva-

would appear in

operation.
Fig. 2 is plan of
the
apparatus,

elastic hose of the

ordure

the

ordure waggon.
The main cen-

ample

to get into

screwed thimble,
which fits the

showing the top
cover open.
Fig.
3 isalongitudinal
of

giving

in

the inside at any
time.
An ordure
discharge pipe, k.
is in each compartment, having
on the one end a

actual

elevation

the
thus

room

one

of
the
intercepting
ordure tanks, as
it

meet

centre,

to

Fig. 1 of these

tion

each

man-hole doors, j,
are level with the
street, and hinged

earthenware
4.
ordure waggons.

sectional

is fitted in

tank, to prevent
the grosser parts
of the solid matter from getting
into the
excrement
discharge
sewers.
The

;

is

press-

liquid flows
the discharge
sewer, l, leaving
the solid ordure
in the tank comparatively
free
from water, and

illus-

engravings

by

down which

ing
the

with

trate the present
article,

out-

wide, by two feet
deep, runs across
the centre of the
tank, into which
the liquid portion

dis-

tinct sections,

its

a stop-valve,
e, actuated by a
lever, f.
A gutter, e,
one foot
lets

waggon.

From twelve
Fig- 2.

tral water sewer is at a.
The excrement supply sewers, b, are for conveying the water-closet matters to the ordure tank.
They are of the
usual glazed earthenware, from four to nine
inches in diameter, and
placed on each side of the street, three feet below
the ground having

twenty of
intercepting

to

these
or-

dure tanks, would be required in a population of 400,000 inhabitants.
Each compartment holds from seventy to eighty cubic feet of ordure,
more or less mixed with water. They would require to be emptied one
or twice a day, each load weighing about 2 tons 10 cwt, the daily weight
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of course, depending on the extent to

which the water could be with-

drawn.
Fig. 1 represents one of the compartments of the tank filled with
ordure, the surface water withdrawn, and the elastic hose attached, ready
The other comfor conveying the accumulation to the ordure waggon.

partment

is
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By this system of excrement sewers, in a population of 400,000, there
would only be about 20,000,000 gallons of excrementary sewage daily,
or as much as would fill a sewer, from 18 to 24 inches diameter, running
at the rate of two miles per hour. No paper, rags, straw, nor other insoluble matter being mixed up with it, there would be no greater difficulty
nor expense at-

Fig.3-

the
receiving
matters from the

tendingits transport and disposal
than the same
quantity
of
water,
whilst
being so concentrated, its value
to the agricul-

excrementary
supply sewers,
b,

the solid parts

precipitating

to

bottom,
the
whilst the liquid

on

parts,

turist

pass-

would be

The

ing through the

increased.

sluice

plate,

and

running

matters
recovered from
the ordure tanks
solid

I,

over

the lip of
the centre gutter, o, thus flow
off to the excre-

mentary

dis-

charge sewers.

The

would

.

manure

excre-

ment discharge

be

of

much

value.

are

These are Mr.

conveying

Macfarlane's
views as to how
the
excrementary refuse of

sewers,
for

also

disposed of, and
converted into
a concentrated
dry
portable

i,,

the liquid that
flows from the
intercepting ordure tanks, to
proper recepta-

ourtownsshould
be carried out
from the midst

cles or reservoirs

out of the town,
and would be
made
the
of
usual glazed earthenware, averaging from 12 to 24 inches diameter, and
placed about six feet below the ground level.
The ordure waggon, fig. 3, is for emptying the ordure tanks of their
solid accumulations, and conveying the matter to the manure depot.
It
is an excellent application of the atmospheric principle to such purposes.
It consists of a spring waggon, a, on which rest a cylindrical iron tank,
i), three feet in diameter by ten feet long
and above this are two lateral
tubes, c, one foot three inches in diameter by eight feet long, receiving
the gases disengaged from the matters during the charging.
projecting pipe, D, is on the back, on which is placed an index, e, to show
the degree of vacuum produced by the pumps, o, mounted on each side
Each of the pistons of the two pumps is driven by an
of the machine.
eccentric, h, mounted on the axle, i, of the back wheels.
As this waggon travels along the streets, the action causes the rotation of the eccenThe pistons of the two pumps are
tric fixed on the wheel by the pin, j.
guided in their rectilinear working by the two vertical rods, k, which
slide parallel in the two guides, L, fixed on each side of the upright
;

A

frames, m.
Upon the two ends or covers of the pumps are attached two tubes, n ;
each contains a spring-valve, opening from the end inwards, for the suction, and another tube, o, with the valve opening outwards, for the discharge or descent, the pumps being double-acting, each end having one
The result is, by the aid
valve for suction, and one for the discharge.
of elastic tubes screwed to the pipes, n, and the other end connected to
the pipe with two branches, p, on the top of a chest with an exhaustvalve, the exterior of each pump is thus put in connection with the
tank. Supposing, then, that the waggon is set in motion, and starts from
the manure depot, the air and gases in the cylinders will be driven to the
outside, and a vacuum is produced before the waggon arrives at the
intercepting ordure tank.
A connection is then made by coupling an
elastic hose to the back of the circular disc-valve, Q, and the ordure discharge pipe, k, fig. 1. The conductor has then nothing more to do than
to pull the lever, it, fig. 2, and the ordure in the tank empties itself into
When the waggon is full, he again
the waggon almost instantaneously.
stops the connection by the lever, e, uncouples his hose, and drives off
and delivers the contents at the manure depot. Thus, the whole operation of emptying is the work of a few minutes, and without giving the

This system of
emptying these matters has been in extensive use for several years in
the United States, and has been introduced into Paris within the last
twelvemonth with great success.

slightest offence to either our sense of smell or sight.

of

populathe next
question
is,
what is to be done with the produce? By keeping the excrementary
matters by themselves, and separating the liquid from the solid parts, we
put them into the best state for converting them to their most profitable
use.
In a population of 400,000, with the present sewage system, there
are about 22,000,000 gallons of sewage daily, or in bulk as much as
would fill a stream six feet wide by three feet deep, running at the rate
of two miles per hour.
The great expense attending the transit of such
an enormous volume of water, has hitherto prevented the sewage in a
liquid state from being disposed of to agriculturists, although an almost
universal opinion seems to prevail, that this is the best and most profitable
mode of using it. Now, however, when freed from such an enormous
quantity of water, much of the difficulty which has hitherto prevented it
from being profitably turned to account will be removed.
It is impossible to carry out any really efficient measure, having for
its object the purification of our towns and rivers, without thoroughly
overhauling the whole subject of town cleansing, both as to excrementary
matters, and dry garbage and ashes. Both of these sections being hitherto
so mixed up with each other, it is absolutely necessary, if the one were to
be dealt with, the other must be disposed of also and in order to do so
effectively, Mr. Macfarlane has constructed a complete suite of cast-iron
sanatory appliances for the purpose of carrying out a combined system of
town cleansing, treating the excrementary portion by means of various
public conveniences, and the dry portion by ash-bin contrivances of various
kinds, as ash-shafts and thus, by keeping the excrementary refuse entirely
separate from the dry garbage and ashes, there is maintained a healthy
atmosphere. This also adds to the fresh cleanliness of the premises, by
keeping the dry garbage free from mire, thus converting the various
ingredients into a higher than an agricultural value.
tion

the
;

;

;

CHECK LOOM.
By

Messrs.

M. A.

Mum and J.

M'Ilwham, Anderston Foundry, Glasgow.

{Illustrated by Plate 209.)

which have been
developed in the elaboration of the vast textile manufactures of this
country, are certainly amongst the greatest of the performances of the
machinist and mechanical engineer. These exquisitely refined ingenuities seem to be never-ending. Our continually increasing trades, relating
to the conversion of fibrous materials, imperatively demand a correspond-

The wondrous

subtleties of mechanical combination
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enlarged range of mechanical helps; and no sooner do we arrive at
to be the point beyond which complexity cannot be carried,
than something, more complicated still, is sure to be asked at the hands
of the designer and constructor of the spindles that twist, or the looms
that weave, the almost numberless varieties of yarns and cloth, which are
insrlv

what appears

looked upon as the pure necessaries of civilized life. The subject
an alluring one we are led on in it, step by step the achievement

now

;

one point

;

is

of

—long aspired —being always the strongest possible induceto

ment to mount to another.
The " Check Loom " of Messrs. Muir & M'llwham

affords us an excelFig. 1 on our plate is a side elevation
of the loom, as looking on the pattern-working portion of the mechanism.
Fig. 3 is a plan of the
Fig. 2 is a complete front view corresponding.
end of the loom corresponding to fig. 1. Figs. 4, 5, and 6 are enlarged

lent illustration of our subject.

details of the pattern-working

mechanism detached.

In this instance,

the shuttles are changed at one side only of the loom lathe, a; and the
shuttle drop-box, b, which is in this instance constructed for four shuttles,
is arranged in the ordinary way, to slide up and down in a frame, c, upon

the side of the lathe, being shifted by a rod, D, to a cross-head, on the top
The lower end of the rod, d,
of which it is jointed by means of lugs, e.
is jointed to the front end of a lever, f, which oscillates upon a stud-pin
carried in a bracket bolted to the lower cross-bar of the side frame, 8, of
The lever, f, is formed with an elongated boss, which has
the loom.
formed upon it, near the framing, a notched segment, h, lying directly or
nearly behind the back portion of the lever, f; this segment, H, serving to

lock the shuttle drop-box, b, in its various positions. The back end of the
lever, f, hasjointed to it a forked link, i, the two upwardly directed legs of
which are jointed to the opposite sides of an open frame lever, J, arranged
to vibrate on a centre, K, in a bracket, L, bolted to the back portion of the
The parts being thus connected, it will be
side frame, g, of the loom.
obvious that the shuttle drop- box, b, will rise as the frame lever, J, falls,
and vice versa. A powerful spring, sr, is applied so as to give the lever,
j, and connections, a tendency to rise whenever they are free to do so,
and thus lower the shuttle drop-box; the spring being attached at its
upper end to a bracket, x, bolted to the upper part of the side frame, g,
of the loom, and at its lower end to a pin, o, on the arm of the segment,
n ; this pin being set in such a position, with reference to the centre of
motion and the movement of the parts, that the spring acts with proportionately less leverage the more it is stretched, so that its action is renWhen the shuttle
dered more uniform than it otherwise might be.
drop-box is to be raised, this movement is effected by the depression of
the frame lever, J, such depression being caused by one or other of the
three cams, p, formed by preference in one piece, and keyed upon the
low or tappet shaft, Q, of the loom ; this shaft being prolonged laterally
beyond the side frame, G, of the loom for the purpose. Each cam is proportioned so as when in effective action to bring a particular cell of the
Thus the cam of smallest
shuttle drop-box on a level with the race.
radius brings the second cell from the top up to the race ; the cam of the
next larger radius brings the third cell up, and the cam of the largest
The cams, p, do not act directly upon
radius the fourth or lowest cell.
the frame lever, J ; but each cam acts upon a pulley carried by a separate
catch-bar, E, which swings loosely on a horizontal spindle, s, fixed across
the open part of the frame lever, J, and vibrates with the rotation of the
cam, without imparting any motion to the frame lever, j, unless locked
by the action of the pattern mechanism, so as to be incapable of yielding
to the depressing action of the cam, without causing the frame lever, j,
to descend also.
The locking is effected by means of a transverse horizontal bar, t, which slides in slots in the sides of the frame lever, j, near
its front end.
The catch bars, b, are made with tails projecting in front
of the spindle, s, the tails being of different lengths, to correspond inversely with the cams the catch bar acted on by the cam of smallest
radius having the longest tail, and the other catch bars shorter ones.
When, however, the locking bar, t, is at the front end of its slot, it is
quite out of the way of the longest-tailed catch-bar, it, and when the
cams, p, come round, they depress the back ends of the catch-bars, r,
causing their tails to rise, but without moving the frame lever in any
way. But when the locking bar, t, is moved one degree back in its slot,
it comes over the tail of the longest catch-bar, r, corresponding to the
cam of smallest radius; and on the cams coming round, the tail of this
catch-bar being prevented from rising, its back end cannot be depressed
without carrying down with it the frame lever, j.
The frame lever, j, is
consequently depressed to the extent corresponding to the cam of smallest
radius, and the shuttle drop-box is raised in the manner hereinbefore explained, so as to bring the second cell on a level with the race.
If the
locking bar, t, is shifted a degree further back, it comes over the tail
of the second or middle catch-bar, e, so that on the cams coming round,
the frame lever, j, will be depressed to the extent corresponding to the
second cam, and the third shuttle cell of the drop-box will be raised to a
;
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level with the race.

Similarly, by shifting the locking bar, t, still fur
ther back, so as to come over the tail of the shortest catch-bar, r, the
cam of largest radius will be caused to give an effective stroke, and so raise
the fourth or lowermost shuttle cell to a level with the race. The locking
bar, t, is shifted as the weaving action goes on, in accordance with the
requirements of the pattern, by two rods, u, jointed to it, one on each side,

outside of the frame lever,

J, through the slots in which the bar, T, prowhich are curved to clear the spindle, s, are
jointed at their back ends to the two arms of a crosshead, v, bolted to the
upper end of a lever, w, carried on a stud pin fixed in a curved arm, x,
formed upon and projecting down from the bracket, l. The lever, w,

The two

jects.

with

its

rods, u,

crosshead, V,

is so set

that the points of connection of the rods,

may always

be as nearly as possible in a plane which passes through
the centres, k, and the locking bar, T, when the frame lever, J, is in its
middle position, in order that the movements of the frame lever, J, may
affect the position of the locking bar, T, as little as possible. The lower end
of the lever, w, carries an adjustable stud, y, upon which is jointed a rod, z.
passing towards the front of the loom, and resting near its front end upon
a roller, a. It is this rod, z, which is acted upon by the pattern mechanism, and transmits all the movements governing the action of the cams,
tl,

The pattern mechanism consists of a barrel, b, carried loosely upon
a horizontal spindle, c, fixed in the side standards, d, of a small frame
placed at the side of the loom to carry the pattern mechanism. Washers
of leather are applied to the bosses of the barrel, to prevent it from being
p.

jerked too far when moved.
The barrel is formed with a ratchet wheel,
e, upon one end, and a spur wheel,/, upon the other end, and the spur
wheel is in gear with a pinion, </, upon a parallel screw spindle, h, carried
in bearings in brackets formed upon the standards, d.
The barrel, b, is
formed with holes disposed helically or spirally round it the pitch of
the helical line of holes on the barrel, and the pitch of the screw spindle,
k, together with the sizes of the wheels, /and g, being so proportioned
that a nut lever, q, carried by the screw spindle, li, as it were, follows
the helical line of holes upon the barrel being moved longitudinally
a distance equal to the pitch of the helical line of holes at every turn of
the barrel.
The pitch of the teeth of the ratchet wheel, e, corresponds
to that of the holes on the barrel, as taken circularly, and at each revolution of the tappet shaft, q, the barrel is moved round to the extent of a
hole by the action of a lever, i, centered upon the spindle, c, and acted
upon by a cam, j, fig. 6, on the shaft, Q. The pall, h, which is carried
by the lever, i, and which acts upon the ratchet wheel, e, is forked so as
to be lifted out of gear by a pin on the back end of another pall, I, also
This second pall, I, is for causing the
carried on a pin on the lever, i.
barrel, b, to turn backwards, or in the opposite direction to that in which
it is driven by the pall, k, when required the backward motion being produced by the action of the pall, I, on a ratchet wheel, m, fast on the screw
spindle, h
the reversal of the motion being effected by simply lowering
or raising the pall, I, by means of the link, n, the manner of actuating
which link will be hereinafter described. The holes in the barrel, t, are
contrived to receive pins or buttons, p, which have various amounts of
projection from the barrel surface, according to the number of shuttles
used. Thus in the present instance, in which arrangements are made for
;

;

;

working four shuttles, there are pins, p, of three different sizes, corresponding, in fact, to the three cams, p, already described the absence
at any point of any pin, and the consequent inaction of all the cams, p,
corresponding to tbe use in the pattern of the top shuttle, and the pins
and cams corresponding severally to the other three shuttles, making
;

all.
The screw spindle, h, carries two nut levers, q, the bosses of
which are tapped to work upon the thread of the spindle, the levers consequently moving longitudinally back and forwards, as the screw spindle
turns alternately in opposite directions.
The nut levers are formed with
bevilled pointed projections, r, which come in contact with the pins, p, on
the barrel, b, each lever assuming a position determined by the amount of
projection of the particular pin, p, acting upon it at any one time.
The
nut levers are, however, never both in action at once, but are thrown
into and out of gear alternately.
Their lower ends are prolonged to act
upon a horizontal crosshead, s, fixed upon the front end of the rod, z,
which transmits the pattern action to the actual shifting details, as
already explained.
Each nut lever, q, is always pressed towards the

four in

barrel, 6, by the crosshead of a lever,
fixed across the framing, d; the lever,

turning loosely on a spindle, u,
being formed with an elongated
boss, which has another short lever, v, upon it, acted upon by a powerful spring, w, in such a manner as to cause the lever, t, to press the nut
lever, q, towards the barrel.
The rod, z, has imparted to it, by the
lever, w, which is acted upon by a spring, x, a constant tendency to push
the crosshead, s, forward against wbichever nut lever, q, happens to be
in action. With these arrangements, it follows that when an unoccupied
hole on the barrel, 6, is opposite to or against the projection, r, on the nnt
lever, q, in action, the spring, w, will force back the nut lever, and with
t,

(,

;
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the crosshead, s, and rod, z, as far as they can go; thereby causing the spring, m, to pull up the lever, F, further than it might be required to go,
were it not for the catch piece, 7, and lever, 8. When the shuttle droplocking bar, t, to occupy the front end of its slots, clear of the catchbox is in its highest position, the locking bar, T, is at the back end of its
ars, R, so that the revolution of the cams, p, at this period do not depress
slots in the frame lever, J, as in fig. 6; the bar, z, being in its most forthe frame lever, J ; and the shuttle drop-box, a, consequently remains in
If, at the
ward position, allowing the spring, 11, to pull the lever, 8, so that its top
its lowest position, with its top cell on a level with the race.
1
next shift of the barrel, b, a pin,^) fig. 4, of the smallest or first size end is thrown over the top catch of the piece, 7. Then if, on the next
shift taking place, the shuttle drop-box is to fall, for example, to the exacts on the nut lever, q, it will push it forward against the pressure of
the spring, w.
The spring, x, will then shift the lever, w, and rod, z, a tent of only one shuttle cell, the rod, z, is moved one degree backwards
corresponding distance, the lever, w, bringing the locking bar, t, back by the action of the barrel, b, and turns the lever, 8, off the top catch of
the piece, 7, but not further than will allow the second catch of this
over the tail of the first catch- bar, r; the effect of which will be to lift
up the shuttle drop-box, so as to bring its second shuttle cell on a level piece to come up to and be caught by it. This takes place before the
locking lever, z, is free from the segment, H, so that when the spring, M,
with the race in the manner already explained.
If pins, %? and p3, fig. 4,
of the second and third sizes, follow in succession upon the barrel, b, the
comes into action it cannot lift the frame lever, j, higher than the catch
nut lever, q, will be pushed further forward at each shift, and the lever, lever, 8, will allow it to go. Then, as the cams, p, come round, the
w, in following it will shift the locking bar, t, further back, so as in suc- largest one does not again depress the frame lever, j, to its previous position, for the looking bar, t, is by this time moved forward clear of the tail
cession to act on the second and third catch-bars, and through their
means cause the corresponding shift upwards of the shuttle drop-box. If of the catch-bar, r, corresponding to this cam. If the shift down of the
the shuttle drop-box is to remain unaltered during more than one shift of shuttle-box had been to the extent of two or three cells, instead of only
one, the corresponding movement of the rod, z, would have shifted the
the barrel, 6, a pin of the size corresponding to the position of the drop-box
is repeated in as many successive holes on the barrel as is necessary
catch lever, 8, so as to hold the frame lever, jr, at the corresponding
or,
if the drop-box is in its lowest position, the proper number of holes are
catch of the piece, 7.
It will be observed that the locking lever, z, resimply left unoccupied. The projection, r, of the nut lever, q, is by pre- leases the segment, H, at every turn of the tappet shaft, Q, whether the
shuttle drop-box has to be shifted or not ; but in case no shift takes place,
ference never allowed to press against the surface of the barrel, b, at the
the position of the catch lever, 8, remains unaltered, and prevents the
places where the unoccupied holes occur; but is prevented from doing
so by the lever, w, the crosshead, v, of which is fitted with an adjustable
frame lever, J, from moving when the segment, H, is released.
It is
screw-pin, y, contrived to come against the bracket, x.
This pin, y, is found desirable in practice to make the teeth of the segment, h, or the
solid portions between the notches, to project to different extents ; the top
set so that the lever, w, cannot allow the rod, z, to move so far backwards as will admit of the nut lever touching the surface of the barrel
tooth projecting the most, the next tooth slightly less, and the two next
whilst the extent of movement actually allowed is sufficient to shift the
ones slightly less still. The object of this arrangement is to insure the enlocking bar, t, quite clear of the catch-bars, r.
The pin, pt, is followed trance of the locking lever, z, into the proper notch when a shift up to the
by another pin of the same size, in consequence of which the lowest extent of two or three shuttle cells takes place, the increased projection
of the upper teeth catching the end of the locking lever, z, and preventshuttle cell will be kept on a level with the race during two shifts of the
barrel, b, that is to say, during two turns of the tappet shaft, Q, correing the comparatively more rapid movement from carrying the segment,
sponding to four single picks of the shuttle. The next hole on the barrel n, and the parts connected with it too far.
If the pattern to be woven is
is, however, left unoccupied, which will have the effect of lowering the
of the class in which the second half is precisely like the first half, but
shuttle drop-box to its lowest position.
But, before proceeding to dewith the various portions in an inverted order, a single nut lever, q,
scribe what takes place when the shuttle drop-box is lowered, it will be
upon the screw spindle, h, will be sufficient, one half of the pattern being
well to explain, to a certain extent, the action of the locking mechanism
woven whilst the barrel turns in one direction, and the other half whilst
which holds the shuttle drop-box in position between the shifts.
the barrel turns in the opposite direction
the nut lever being correAs already mentioned, a notched segment, h, is formed upon or attached spondingly carried longitudinally first in one direction and then in
to the boss of the lever, f, for the purpose of locking the shuttle drop-box
the other, so that, at the end of each complete repeat of the pattern,
in position.
This segment, h, is formed with four notches corresponding the parts are in the proper positions for starting a fresh repeat, a mere
to the four positions the shuttle drop-box is in this instance constructed
reversing contrivance being required at the end and at the beginning of
to assume, and the locking is effected by the entrance into one of these
the half pattern.
In cases, however, where the pattern is not repeated
notches of the lower bent end of a locking lever, s, carried upon a stud pin inversely in this way, two nut levers, q, are required, as shown in Plate
attached to the side frame, o, of the loom.
The upper arm of this lock- 209. These two nut levers, q, are disposed so that their projections, r,
ing lever, z, is pulled backwards by a spring, 4, to give its lower end a upon which the barrel pins, p, act, are about half the length of the barrel
tendency to enter one of the notches in the segment, ir, when permitted apart; and contrivances are applied for throwing them alternately into
to do so by the action of a cam, 5, against the periphery of which the
action, the two never being in action together.
The entire extent of
upper bent end of the same lever, s, is pulled by the spring, 4. The pattern which is to be set out upon the barrel by means of the pins, p,
cam, 5, is fixed upon the tappet shaft, q; and it may here be mentioned whether this extent comprehends repetitions of complete repeats or of
that it has bolted to it the cam,^, which acts on the lever, i, giving moportions of repeats of the pattern, or forms in itself one complete repeat
tion to the barrel, b.
The cam, 5, has its periphery concentric with the of tbe pattern, is divided into two portions, which are set out, one upon
shaft, q, for the greater part round, and when the top end of the lever, z,
each half of the barrel, but so that one portion runs in one direction and
is in contact with this portion, the lower end is in a notch of the segthe other portion in the opposite direction.
Then, when the barrel iB
ment, n. When, however, a projecting portion, 6, of the cam comes turning in one direction, that nut lever, q, is in action, which is acted
round and acts upon the lever, z, it takes the latter out of the notch in upon by the portion of the barrel which has its pins arranged to suit the
the segment, H, and the cam is set in such a position upon the shaft that
portion of the pattern as running in the corresponding direction
and the
the lever, z, is kept clear from the segment, h, during the time that
other nut lever, q, will come into action when the first one has traversed
the shuttle drop-box is or may be being shifted.
In connection with the over the whole of its portion of the pattern the barrel and nut levers
locking mechanism there is a stepped catch-piece, 7, formed or fixed upon being simultaneously reversed to work over the portion of the pattern
the front end of the frame lever, j, and acting with a catch lever, 8, to
running in the opposite direction. Thus, on the second portion of the patregulate the descent of the shuttle drop-box.
The catch lever, 8, is tern being completed, the first nut lever, q, which has been out of action
carried on a stud upon the bracket supporting the lever, f, and its lower
in the meantime, will have returned to the point from whence it originally
end carries a pin, 9, which is acted upon by an adjustable stop, 10, fast started, and on the reversal of the movements, this first nut lever will
upon the rod, z, against which stop the lever is always kept by a spring, come into action again, and commence a fresh repeat of the pattern. The
11.
Supposing that at the next change of shuttle the drop-box is only reversing of the motion of the pattern barrel, o, and accompanying derequired to be lowered one step, in which case, before the lever, F, can he
tails, as well as the throwing the nut levers into and out of gear, is
moved, the locking lever, z, must be shifted clear from the segment, H. effected by means of a tumbling bar, 12, formed with end spindles which
This is effected by the coming round of the projecting portion, 6, of the turn in bearings in the frame, d. On one of the end spindles which procam, 5; and it is obvious that the locking lever must at all times be jects through the framing, d, there is fixed a lever, 13, to a pin on which
quite clear before the cams begin to depress the frame lever, j, should it
The lever,
is connected a spring, 14, attached below to a fixed bracket.
have to be depressed (which is not the case, however, when the parts 13, and spring, 14, are so disposed, that when the tumbling bar, 12, is
are in the position shown in fig. 6).
In other words, in all cases, whether midway between its extreme positions, the spring pulls directly across
the frame lever, J, is about to he depressed or to be raised, the unlocking
the centre of the spindle ; and on the tumbling bar being shifted beyond
is effected, as far as regards the segment, h, some time before the most
this point towards either side, the spring immediately comes into effecprominent portion of the cam which next comes into effective action tive action, to complete the shift of the bar. The nut levers, q, are made
actually bears upon the frame lever.
This would allow time for the with catches, 15; that of one lever being above the tumbling bar, 12,
it

,

;

;

;

;

!
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and that of the other lever below it, so that when the tumbling bar
is raised it holds back one nut lever, q, out of action, and when it is
lowered it holds back the other, either nut lever being in action when
not thus held back.
At the end of the helical line of pins, p, or holes on
the barrel, b, corresponding to each portion of the pattern, there is inserted in the barrel a reversing pin, 16, which projects further from the
surface of the barrel than the other pins, and is formed with a lateral
projection.
This lateral projection comes in contact at the proper time
with one or other, as the case may be, of two catches, 17, capable of

adjustment upon the tumbling bar, 12. The reversing pin, 16, by this
means, turns over the tumbling bar, 12, the latter portion of the movement being assisted by the spring, 14, as already explained. At the
same time the pin, 16, also lifts the nut lever, q, which has just been in
action, away from the barrel, and into such a position that the tumbling
the movement
bar, 12, locks it out of action by means of the catch, 15
of the tumbling bar releasing the other nut lever, q, which is immediately forced into action by the corresponding spring, w.
The lever, 13,
is formed in one piece with an arm or lever, 18, carrying a pin working
in a slot in the link, n, of the pall, I, of the ratchet movement, by means
;

which the pattern mechanism

driven as already hereinbefore debar, 12, the motion of the
barrel, 6, is reversed by bringing into gear the pall, Z, and throwing out
of gear the pall, £, or vice versa, bv the downward or upward shift given
to the link, n, by the lever, 18.
The stroke or movement of the tumbling
bar, 12, is limited each way by means of adjustable screw pins, 19, tapped
through lugs formed upon the lever, 18, and arranged so that one of them
comes in contact with the top side of the lug, 20, cast upon the framing,
d, when the lever, 18, moves down, whilst the other one comes in contact
with the under side of the same lug, 20, when the lever, 18, moves up.
In constructing the apparatus, each of the springs, w, must be made
powerful enough to overcome the springs x and 11, as it has to move
back the rod, z, against the action of these springs, whilst the spring x
has only to shift the locking bar, t, backwards, and to move the rod, z,
forward to keep its crosshead in contact with the nut lever, q, when the
action of the barrel, 6. forces forward this nut lever against the action of
its spring, w ; the spring, 11, serving also at the same time merely to keep
the pin, 9, of the lever, 8, forward against the stop, 10, on the rod, z.
The springs w and x are fixed to points in such positions that they act
with less leverage in proportion as they become more stretched, being
placed so that they act more nearly at right angles when not stretched,
and gradually less so as they become stretched.
The variable movement of the frame lever, J, may be obtained by
means of a single cam, p, and a single catch bar, e, the tail of the catch
bar being formed with steps like the catch-piece, 7, fast on the frame
lever itself.
In this case the cam is made of such a size as to give the
greatest shift of which the shuttle box is capable, and any lesser shift is
obtained by shifting the locking bar, t, forward more or less, so that, as
the cam comes round, it does not depress the frame lever until one of the
steps of the catch bar catches the locking bar, t.
In practice, however, it is preferred to adopt the arrangement represented in Plate 209, and hereinbefore described, as in it advantage is
taken of the smaller spaces to be passed through with the lesser shifts of
the shuttle box, to make the shifting movement with such lesser shifts
as slow as possible; whilst, with the single cam and catch bar arrangement, the movement, on a comparatively small shift occurring, is as rapid
as the latter portion of the movement, when a comparatively large shift
takes place.
In applying shifting shuttle boxes to both sides of the
loom lathe, the movements of both shuttle boxes may be derived from
apparatus constructed on the hereinbefore described system, suitably
modified in its minor details to suit the object in view.
For example, if
the loom is to be arranged for the weaving or manufacture of "corded"
fabrics, that is to say, fabrics with occasional lines of coarser or thicker
weft, this is accomplished in a very simple manner, by carrying a shaft
across the loom to connect the shuttle boxes on each side with the cam and
pattern movement.
Instead of setting the lever, p, on a stud pin, as represented in fig. 1, Plate 209, this lever is made fast upon a shaft set in
bearings in the two ends of the loom frame, and the opposite end of this
shaft carries a single-armed lever, from the end of which a rod passes
upwards to the shuttle boxes on that side of the loom. Under such an
arrangement, the cam or tappet action of the loom is contrived so that
the shuttle boxes shall shift at every pick of weft, so that the " cord "
weft shuttle shall always be held and retained in its box after each pick,
to whichever side it may be thrown.
In Plate 209 portions of the loom are shown to which the invention
has no direct reference, and which may be arranged and constructed according to any suitable plan, the representation of such portions serving
merely to mark out the relative positions in which it is preferred to place
the details Cfimnrphended in the invention.
No. 111.— Vol. X.
of

scribed.

Thus, at every

is

shift of the

tumbling
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In carrying out the arrangements for varying the taking-up

working with more than one

of looms

movement

shuttle, the shuttle drop-box is

connected with the pin on the lathe sword, which, according to a wellknown arrangement, imparts an oscillating motion to the taking-up lever,
carrying a pall to act on the taking-up ratchet wheel. The pin works
in a slot in the taking-up lever, and as it is shifted up or down on the
lathe sword, gives a greater or less stroke, according as it acts nearer to
or further from the centre of motion of the lever.
Thus, if the pin acts
below the centre of the lever, the lever will make the smallest stroke
when the shuttle drop-box is in its lowest position that is, when the top
shuttle is working.
Then, at each shift up of the shuttle box, the lever
will be made to give a greater stroke, giving its greatest when the lowest
shuttle is in use.
The weaver has therefore to arrange his shuttles so
that the weft which has to be most slowly taken up is in a shuttle appertaining to the top cell of the shuttle box; the other shuttles being arranged below in the order corresponding with the degree of rapidity of
take-up to be imparted to the woven fabric when each is in use.
This checking loom certainly offers superior advantages to the manufacturer in so far, that patterns varying from 8 to 2000, or more shots,
can be worked, requiring little time or trouble, and no extra expense in
making the change from one pattern to another. Another advantage
is, that the shuttles can be shifted to the extremes, or to any other positions found most desirable in arranging the pattern; whilst the loom is
easily understood, simple to work, and not liable to go wrong.
;

THE ROYAL ACADEMY.
Our readers may possibly remember that in our notices last year, and
the year before that, we strongly animadverted upon the absence from the
walls of the London great annual fair
and fare of pictures of the works

—

many

of the academicians themselves,

—

and upon the

idle example
which such a fact upheld to the tyro in the profession. They may also
possibly remember our strongly expressed disapprobation of the many
merely sketchy performances which had been sent in, and these, too, by

of

academicians.

It affords

us

much

humble remarks on these and other

gratification this year, to find our

and enforced by
the great leading periodical of the times.
No doubt these are growing
evils, and deserve much reprobation.
Above all, should the painter be
industrious,
above all, should he be a painter. The first necessity, fortunately, it is out of his power to evade, as he well knows, if success is
points, appropriated

—

more than a rough draughtsman, however
Had Raphael himself left nothing
but his sketches
We rather surmise that they have received undue
reflection from his great performances, and that our hero-worship has
prevented to use an old English word, and without meaning anything
else
our reason in this matter.
But we will not repeat ourselves.
We do not know that it induces a more fastidious eye, but we are
accustomed to pay our visits of inspection of the annual store at the
Academy in the prime of the morning. We are wont to do what we
would recommend all our readers to do these fine mornings to rise early
rise with the sun
and this enables us, after some little humble manihis object

;

but a painter

happy may be the

is

effect produced.

!

—

—

—

;

—

—

among our botanical pets, to escape out of the prison of common
worldly thought, and take a stroll in the fields.
Instead of returning
home, we extend our walk, and two of the long wide thoroughfares of
London bring us to Trafalgar Square. We ordinarily find ourselves at
this, the opening hour, with some pleasant spirits, if any, and being few
are the more congenial, if congeniality may be said to exist between
mere automata. We are there together, and each alone. And this is as
we like to converse with our exhibitors in their productions. We can
take them each into a corner, and really see what there is in them.
And here they tell us their little secret histories, and place many confidences in us; and we trust that we have hitherto, as we shall continue
to endeavour to do, treated them all accordingly, as tender and affectionate
friends
friends that we ourselves could by no manner of means (to
make confession) do comfortably without. How much are we all creatures of habit even in experiencing periodical sensations
Life is mainly occupied with efforts at attainment and performance.
Nowhere does this trite observation obtrude itself so forcibly as on the
walls of the present Academy.
We observe efforts at attainment and
efforts at performance, very many and very various, but evidences of
attainment or performance which implies attainment are rare.
It is
humiliating, but the fact is so.
Much has been done, it must be admitted, but much more remains to be done by British art.
We are not
satisfied, and cannot justify ourselves to our readers in being so, expressing ourselves as satisfied, merely because we have here a better than
average exhibition. We desire something more, and the motto chosen
pulations

—

K
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the present catalogue shows precisely enough what is required.
it may stand thus
" Let no one be like another, but each one
But how ? Let each be perfect in himself."
like the highest.
very much regret that the Royal Academy should still think it
for

We

character or pleasure, to associate, with
painting and sculpture, water-colour drawings, including purely archiIt is bad enough that we
tectural drawings. This ought not so to be.
are compelled, year after year, to inspect what our sculptors can produce,
all huddled up together in a dark corner of the same establishment.
But there is as yet no association of sculptors to divide the labour.
There are, however, two distinguished societies for the special encouragement of water-colour drawings, and why, on earth, any are admitted
strongly suspect that
at the Royal Academy it is difficult to say.
fashion and the miniatures have much to do with it; but if our conjecture is the correct reason at the bottom, the present long existing
arrangement ought, at whatever inconvenience it might temporarily
prove, to be reformed altogether.
We have infinitely better things in
water colour shown at each of the rival establishments. Not even the
essential to its institutional

'

We

graceful and artistic miniatures of Sir W. C. Ross, nor the very carefullypainted flower pieces of Mrs. W. Uuffield, ought to give them a right
of admission here.
cannot the Royal academicians, or those in
authority, perceive the advantages resulting from the adoption of the
great principle of the division of labour, which is applicable to the fine
It was well in
arts as well as to every other form of human action?
early times to have one institution for the encouragement of all kinds of
art; but, happily, nature herself has from time to time arisen, and
" accidentia " subdivided where otherwise intelligent man has continued
to plod on in his old style and beaten course.
It has been thus in
science
but, fortunately, there it has passed into the " has-beens," and

Why

;

daily almost do we see new branches of science vindicating to themselves distinct establishments for the greater advantage of themselves,

and

for the greater interest of the world.
Eastlake, Elmore, H. Hunt, C. Landseer, Herbert, and E. M. Ward,
are all absent
we trust merely recruiting, or more extendedly industrious for the next year's display.
If, however, they produce nothing
better comparatively than Mr. Maclise's Teter the Great in the present
gallery (for which we have waited so long), it does not seem that their
Strangely enough, Mr. Maclise
biennial will be worth waiting for.
attempts to supply his self-conscious short-comings by a novelty in the

—

shape of drawings, respecting which

we will not anticipate it.
The promises held out

we

shall

have somewhat

to say,

and

to

some pleasure.
Let us take them in the order of number
25. " A Yorkshire river's
bank," H. F. Witherby, a capital study of weeds and wild-flowers.
very carefully
28. " A crab and lobster shore," E. W. Cooke, A.R.A.
It is almost as detailed as a photograph.
painted and well understood.
:

—

—

;

"Interior of the Duoma at Milan," by Roberts, in his great style.
pillars supporting the octagon, and between which the
procession ascends the steps leading to the choir, are encircled with
These are covered with basso-relievos,
pulpits of silver and bronze.
and rest on colossal caryatides, representing the symbols of the four
50. " News from
evangelists, and four of the doctors of the church.

An

The two great

home," by Millais, A.R.A.
figure of the highlander

is

;

completely unworthy of the

artist.

The

too petite to render the intended expression in

"Fort Socoa, St. Jean de Luz," Stanfield,
R.A. This is carelessly painted, and displays an effort at effect without
producing any. There is a redeeming point in the eddies and the water
in the foreground (if we may use the expression), which are painted in
his best style.
a great improvement, by Mr. A. J.
65. " At rest,"
61.

the face satisfactorily.

—

It is
Stark ; but the thatch on the roof requires revision as to colour.
woolly and dingy. 77. "Scene in Brae Mar; Highland deer, stonechat, eagle, and hare " painted by Sir Edwin Landseer in his usual
grand style. It forms a magnificent gallery picture, and a noble comIt is not,
panion to the celebrated portrait of the monarch of the glen.
however, a good attitude for the stag, because it is a momentary one;
The story, too, is not
after a few seconds it becomes painful to look at.
The mountain hare is life itself. 78 is Mr. Maclise's large
well told.
picture of Peter the Great working in the dockyard at Deptford, and
visited by William the Third.
The composition is not in the artist's
best kind.
It displays labour at invention, but the drawing throughout
;

;

—

;

—

—

;

;

;

us of coming power are not very extended
on the present occasion, if we may judge from the exhibited examples.
There is much pretension, and more imitation, and a very certain influence for evil is demonstrated by many young artists having received
false impressions of the character of their pre-Raphaelite elder brethren.
Adopting our ordinary mode, we shall omit to notice (except where it is
richly deserved) special deficiencies and absurdities, and point out to our
readers intending a visit, such specimens that may be looked at with

41.

—

—

'

1,1837.

wonderful, and the accessories
books, charts, plans, nautical instruments, models, &e.
lying about, are produced in all but reality.
The
figure of Peter is displeasing and disappointing to every boy, and the
critics generally do not like that of William
but to ourselves it seems
that in this figure the chief interest of the picture lies, and that the
picture should be designated (the artist has left this open)
William
III. visiting Peter the Great.
We can see our nearly greatest king,
with the characteristic reserve upon his countenance, envying the kindred
worth in the young hero, and seeing his fame in the future. 93. "Rough
and ready." How ever Sir Edwin could send such a picture to be exhibited
we cannot conceive. A horse in a farmyard is about to step on a hen's
egg, which she is protecting with all her impotence.
This is all we can
make out, as the figures are scarcely more than drawn in oil, while the
strewn straw in the foreground is disgraceful.
For the sake of example to
the younger brethren, no R.A. should be allowed to exhibit so careless a
performance. 107. "Titian preparing to make his first essay in colouring."
Ridulfi states that Titian, when a boy, gave the earliest indication of his
future eminence as a colorist, by making a drawing of a Madonna, which
he coloured with the juices of flowers.
Mr. Dyce has in this produced a
very happy picture in the P.R. style. 138. " The young brother;" a
fine painting by Mulready, at his best.
The hand of the boy on the
right is quite marvellous.
204. " Port, na Spania, near the Giant's
Causeway, Antrim, coast of Ireland," is another fine thing of Stanfield,
senior.
The cliffs of basaltic columns towering up above the hills produce an imperishable impression.
213. " Sir Roger de Coverley in
church " a very clever painting by Leslie. Sir Roger, who is lord of the
whole congregation, has just awoke, flushed out of a sound nap, and
observing one of his humble retainers asleep, has, according to his
custom, sent a servant to wake him up.
It is amusing to notice how
the artist has made all the congregation (each in his own way) conscious
of the scene, except the worthy knight himself.
227. " The Dame's
absence;" very well painted by A. Rankley. 264. " The first break in
the family
Willie going awa;" one of those admirable productions of
Mr. T. Faed which is rendering him famous. 283. " A dream of the
past
Sir Isumbras at the ford " to us, one of the worst things which
Mr. Millais has done. Cut from it everything except the three heads,
and there would be enough to please and to suggest all that is elsewhere
painted.
In no case should an artist paint what may be suggested for
a thing suggested is always better painted by the observer's own imagination, than the most laborious efforts can accomplish.
299. "Namevery much improved, and honoured
less and friendless," Miss E. Osborn
with a place "on the line," creditable both to the artist and the "hangers."
Passing on we notice again with pleasure the flowers of the two Misses
345 is the much-lauded " Uncle
Mutrie, which are always admirable.
Tom and his Wife for sale," by Sir E. Landseer and much too lauded in
To us it is an unpleasant picture, and neither shows nor
our opinion.
suggests anything agreeable.
390. " The Ryans and Dwyers calum400. " The golden age " a most
niated men " capital, by E. Nicol.
charming portrait, by L. W. Uesanges, of a daughter of Lord LondesWe involuntarily wish the little maid to grow in spirit as she
borough.
is in form.
408. " The escape of a heretic " by Mr. Millais, in his first
style, telling the story well, and exciting sympathy and interest, but
surely it is not improved by his prevailing mannerism.
418. Another
fine interior by Roberts, but too sketchy.
442. " Morning after a heavy
gale
weather moderating " one of the very best productions of E. W.
Cooke a very noble picture, well understood, and very carefully painted
This is a complete model picture, as a picture of the class
in every part.
should be painted.
It is grand and simple in effect, with the minutest
detail made out.
It would pay well to engrave it well, and would
doubtless prove a popular print, especially with nautical men, among
whom "the Goodwin" is a spot of ever-continuing interest. Mr.
well deserve lingering over, as do Mr.
Provis's interiors
471, 1154
and Mrs. Duffield's fruit pieces 472, 873 the latter, by-the-by, as it
ought not to be, in water color. 541. "The last day of the sale;" very
clever, by G. B. O'Neill, showing careful study and selection of incident.
556 by Dobson, and 569 by G. E. Hering, cannot be neglected; while
616, " The sick child," by a new hand, Mr. J. Clark, is sounding the
young artist's fame everywhere. Mr. Clark possesses merit of the very
highest class.
This picture it is a small one is a complete gem. Its
drawing, composition (except that the mother should have been stirring
the gruel [?] with her right instead of her left hand), and colour, are
exceedingly creditable to the artist.
By-the-by, we have heard an odd
story about this little picture, which ought to stir up the painter's soul
We have heard that three of the most dislike the sound of a trumpet.
tinguished members of the Academy were competitors for this precious
little prize, and yet that they had been forestalled, proving very sufficiently that if a man really paints conscientiously, he will have his
reward. The expression on the face of the poor little sick child is
is

—

Englished

June

;

;

;

;

—

;

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—
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No higher
peifectlv inimitable, and must come home to every parent.
[raise than this conld be bestowed, and it is merited equally in respect
of the other solitary contribution of the same artist to the British Insti"The dead rabbit," with which no doubt many of our readers
tution

—

—

784. " Convent of Madonna del Sasso, Lago Maggiore ;" a
are familiar.
870. " Sebastopol as seen from the
beautiful pictnre, by Mr. Telbin.
Redan;" taken on the sp< t the day after the battle, by E. Inglefield

—

We

have, observed upon Sir Edwin Landseei's
very clever sketch.
careless painting in oue of his contributions, but Mr. Uwins, another
It is quite scandalous that such things as 912
R.A., beats him hollow.
and 916 should be allowed to appear. We rather suspect the " hangers,"
by placing them near together, intended the production of this their
1137. "A way through the wood," ought to teach some
natural effect.
Au enof our other R.A.'s a better treatment in their compositions.
why have we not a separate
graving (but why engravings here?
Society of Engravers?) 1199, of Prince Albert, by F. Hall, from a photograph, is most admirable, and the very best recent likeness which we

—

have seen.

Among the drawings, and forming almost half of them, must be mentioned no less than forty-two, which the talent and encouraging industry
They represent (1159)
of Mr. Maclise have here brought together.
•'
The story of the conquest." Each forms a chapter in itself, and is in
The series commences with Harold departing on
itself a complete idea.
a visit to William of Normandy, and taking leave of Edward the Confessor; and terminates with the night alter the battle of Hastings, and
Edith discovering among the slain the body of Harold, the last Saxon
king of England. Mr. Maclise in all his pictures has been universally
famed for his draughtsmanship ; but in these drawings he has excelled
himself.
Perhaps we are not saying too much if we say, that, in the
whole course of English art, no one artist has ever before produced
such a magnificent series of drawings. As well in design as in composition they are incomparable,

and show

still

more the glorious

stuff

If report speak truly, excellence is exalted to a
the artist is made of.
marvel; for it is said that the draughtsman has made no use of models
in his drawings, and that they have been the result of evening home
amusement. Every one of them well deserves the tyro's clusest study.

a grand epic.
A few things, however, must
is not much this year.
" Adam consoling Eve after the
be noticed.
1209, by Mr. Baily,
ivil dream,''
from Paradise Lost, in marble, adds to tbe artist's estabished fame, as does 1215. " The young naturalist," in marble, by Mr.
Weekes. 1225. " The bard," to be executed in marble by Mr. Theed,
but the brow wants more
for the Egyptian Hall, is a fine conception
grandeur.
The head altogether is comparatively too small. 1372.
••
Innocence " bas-relief, in marble, by Mr. C. A. W. Wilke, meritspraise.
Among the very few noticeable busts are two of great merit
1274, " Nora Creina," with the motto from Moore
It is altogether

The

sculpture
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Among the portrait busts may be mentioned those of the Queen by Mr.
Noble, the late Lord Raglan, and Lord Lyons, Samuel Warren, Charles
Kean, G. V. Brooke, Martin F. Tupper, Canon Dale, Mrs. Beecher
Stowe, and Alfred Tennyson.
By-the-by, there are two medallions very
stupidly reversed in the catalogue.
1368 should be Thomas Carlyle,
and 1370 the poet laureate.
These portraits and busts of individuals in some way distinguished
are sufficiently numerous; but when we glance at the multitude of
others which are here present, we are induced to wonder how it is that
there can be found, not only people vain enough " to sit," but painters
and sculptors

enough to aid in handing down such commonPrivate affection should be controlled by public
example in other words, we think the Academy would do well to exclude all portraits and busts not of known individuals.
This would be
a means, too, of giving a better place to some decent exhibitors whose
works are necessarily hung in the invisible region.
On the whole, we do not consider it more than au average collection.
There is no one contribution (excepting Mr. Maclise's drawings) which
is of surpassing excellence, and there are not a more than ordinary
number of average merit.
We are glad to find the heathen mythology generally giving place to
better things more in accordance with modern sympathies.
There are
scarcely more than three or four subjects taken from this field, and those
which are, are almost beneath notice. The exhibition, however, demonstrates too realistic a tendency.
Works of pure imagination are very
few, and these not noticeable.
servile

places to posterity.

—

WALLEY'S SAFETY APPARATUS FOR STEAM BOILERS.
The

fearful

casualties connected with

steam-boiler explosions are

enough to compel us to look everywhere for a remedy, and
although no mechanical contrivance can possibly compensate for a want
of good personal attention and judicious management, yet we must
always look for a material amount of assistance in our management
terrible

f

—

—

'.

I

;

;

—

:

u Sweeter 'tis to gaze upon
Nora's lid that seldom rises.
"
Few her looks

and 1277, " Lesbia," with the further excerpt from the same author
"Leshia hath a beaming eye,
But no one knows for whom
Right and left its arrows fly

it

beameth;

!

The former is the most idealised bust in the exhibition.
both in marble.
If the sculptor be, as we believe, the same gentleman who about last
Christmas time published an unpretending little poem entitled, " Queen
Lceta," or the misletoe, embellished with fanciful engravings by himself
after his own designs, he displays powers which require opportunity (if
wanting) and industry alone to arrive at the highest excellence: we
had almost forgotten to mention his name G. Halse.
should like
to see this gentleman venture upon a whole length figure.
He ought to
would say, " Courage "
succeed.
As usual, the display of portraits is large, and is happily made in
general to occupy the middle upper portion of the walls, which, consequently, at a distance only claim the regard of the casual inspector.
Some of them, however, are remarkably fine likenesses, and good pictures,
Among the portraits, are those of Her Majesty
but these are not legion.
the Queen, and Prince Albert of course, Captain M'Clintock, R.N.,
Sir Roderick T. Murchison, Mr. Vandenhoff as Shylock, the Marquis of
Lansdowne (a capital portrait), the Rev. Dr. Adler the chief Rabbi, Sir
Charles L. Ea3tlake the President, N. B. Ward, John Tidd Pratt, George

—

We

We

!

Henry

Sir James Simpson, Sir George
Harry D. Jones, David Cox, John
K. Brunei, Dr. Lyon Playfair, Sir William Fenwick, Williams

Combe, Mr. Dallas,

Sir

Ellis,

Pollock, the Prince of Prussia, Sir

Gibson, I.
of Kars, Joseph Hume, Sir Henry Holland, Dr. Candlish, Dr. M'Culloeh.
John Ruskin, Mrs. Austin, Sir Fitzroy Kelly, Mademoiselle Piccolomini,
and last, but not certainly the least, Dr. Livingstone.

of steam, at the hands of the mechanical engineer.

Amongst

the most

that of Mr. J. Walley
of Derby, whose plan we now exhibit as applied to a plain cylindrical
In this figure, a is the steam-pipe, which takes the steam to the
boiler.
engine, having in it a throttle valve, E.
Inside the boiler, at c d, is a
recent contrivances connected with this subject

is

double lever, set on a centre at e; and at f is a float, resting on the surface of the water, a cast-iron ball, a, being employed to balance the
weight of the float. A steam-tight box, h, is fixed on the boiler, to carry
the wheel, i, the spindle of this wheel having a bearing in each side of
This wheel carries an index-finger, to point out the height of
the box.
the water in the boiler, on an index set upon the outside of the casing.
A lever, L, is also fast to the axis of the wheel, a rod, m, being carried
from this lever to a bell-crank, n, set on a stud-pin, carried by the wall.
One end of this bell-crank is passed into a hole in the damper, o, placed
in the flue leading to the chimney.
Tbe action of the apparatus is this: As the water-level in the boiler
lowers, the index-finger shows the alteration but if, from any negligence
on the part of the attendant or, as is often the case, the boiler is left
working without attendance for some time the water falls fo low as to
endanger the safety of the boiler, the apparatus then conies into operation, by closing the outlet of the steam to the engine, thereby giving
alarm, and also simultaneously closing the damper, thereby stopping all
draught to the chimney; and, as a consequence, the fire will die out. Thus,
in case the boilerman should not be at hand, there is no danger of an

—

—

;

—
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explosion.
A great advantage of the apparatus is, that notice is given
of danger from the boiler before any part of it is exposed to the action of
the fire, there being sufficient height of water left to re-start the engine,
and remedy the evil, by setting the pump in working order. Nor is
there any danger from incrustation, one of the great objections to fusible
plugs, as the crust forms over the plug, so that, even if it fuses, the water
cannot escape. All the axles are made of the knife-joint class, which

impossible that they should become fixed.
These arrangeoffer considerable advantages in point of safety, and the
facility of management of industrial steam.

renders

it

ments seem to

BOYDELL'S STEAM-TRACTION ENGINE AND ENDLESS

RAILWAY.
Common-road steam locomotion has received a satisfactory forward
impulse in Mr. Boydell's machinery, which embodies engine and railway
all in one.
Our engraving represents the machinery in perspective, as
at work over uneven ground.
It consists of a steam-engine and boiler,

June

of water, which, if obtained from the Croton aqueduct,

1,

1807.

would cost the

consumers, paying at the ordinary rates, some 5000 dols. each, or 70,000
In fact, it would be impossible, with the present
dols. in all, per annum.
arrangement of the aqueduct for supplying the city with water, to
attempt by it to furnish for these thirsty monsters all the water they
The principal use to which water is applied by the sugarrequire.
refiners, is the condensing of the steam, or vapour, from the boiling
materials in their vacuum pans; and the water from the aqueduct is in

summer

altogether too

warm

to act efficiently for this purpose.

The

deep wells, however, furnish the fluid at a uniform temperature of about
52°, summer and winter.
New York is underlaid by a ledge of hard
rock, at a depth varying from nothing to 100 or 120 feet.
It was
attempted, in one instance, to bore through this rock at a point under
the United States Hotel, and a boring, 3 or 4 inches in diameter, was
patiently carried to a depth of about 520 feet, but proved an absolute
failure in every respect, except to determine negatively the thickness of
the rock.
The successful wells vary from 20 inches to 6 feet in diameter, and are carried down to a depth varying from 70 to 100 feet,
although water is found in abundance, by the ordinary process of welldigging, at the depth of only about 25 feet, in all the lower portions of
the city.
It may be remarked here, that there is an immense difference
in the taste and other properties of water from these wells, as compared
with that from the springs nearer the surface although it is possible that
The
longer use, even of these deep wells, will render them finally foul.
water from both I conceive to be principally filtered from the surface.
In the country, or in a city recently formed, the well-water is reasonably
pure; but after a time the earth at the surface becomes more and more
filled with objectionable organic matter, and the filtered product graduSuch has been the case with most of our newly-built
ally becomes bad.
cities, the water being at first good, and gradually deteriorating, until
aqueducts from neighbouring streams were imperatively demanded.
Unless these deep wells are fed from some distant source of which there
is no sufficient proof, as no tough and impermeable strata exists to prevent the filtration referred to these wells also will finally become more
Yet the confidence of the
or less foul.
It is only a question of time.
public, which has been recently awakened to the subject, is so great,
the International
that one of our finest hotels and refreshment saloons
has lately procured an Artesian well on its own premises, and the fact
The water is
is considered as adding to the attractions of the place.
regarded at present as quite superior even to the Croton, which latter is
almost unequalled, and nowhere surpassed in the world, for purity and
;

—

—

—

—

general desirable qualities.
set

Near

upon a frame which runs upon four wheels, each wheel carrying a

As

the wheels roll forward, they alternately lay down and take up these short lengths of rail, in such a way
as always to provide what is practically a continuous line of railway for
all the wheels to pass over.
This system, as modified to suit wheels both drawn by horses and
automatically urged by steam power, has been subjected to very extensive
trials of all kinds, both agricultural and military, and the result warrants
both the tiller of the soil and the military man, in considering that in it
a real step has been achieved in the adaptation of steam power to the
common uses of the human family.
series of six lengths of rails.

New

Brunswick,

neighbouring state of

in the

are several Artesian wells, from
freely.

spring.

—

One an abandoned
The deepest boring

500

affair

to

600

New

Jersey, there

which overflow
act as a permanent

feet deep,

— continues

to

in the world, perhaps,

has been in this

Louis, on the west bank of the Mississippi, is a boring
made on the premises of Messrs. Belcher Brothers, which had been
This is some 500 feet
carried, in 1854, to the depth of 2,350 feet.

country.

In

St.

deeper than the famous well at Grenelle, in Paris; but whether the projectors have been successful in obtaining liberal quantities of water
through this source has never been made public.

The subject of water-supply suggests the discussion of a point which
This is the accumufrequently one of much difficulty in connection.
It is frequently the case that,
lation of air in the bends of water-pipes.
either from necessity, or for want of care in laying pipes, there occurs
one or more upward bends, like that represented at a, in the accompanyFor some cause which has never yet been fully exing sketch, fig. 1.
plained, air is liable to accumulate in these bends, and when there, proves
a source of great difficulty. It diminishes
Fig. 1
the pressure of the water at the point of
discharge, and, in short, wofully violates
the law, that " fluids will rise as high as
The cause of the collecthe fountain."
tion is undoubtedly due to the mechanical
retention of small particles of air in the
water, which gather at these points
when the water stands still for a suffiWhen once gathcient length of time.
ered, and the fluid again set in motion,
the air probably disposes itself in the manner represented in our engraving, the greater quantity being in the lower arm of the siphon-like bend.
In this situation, it materially detracts from the gravity of the contents of
the pipe between b and c, while that between c and d is as dense as ever.
As a consequence, the water refuses to rise in c d to a level with the
This explanation may be too brief for the satisfaction of all
point, b.
readers, but the true theory will probably be evolved from the illustrais

MECHANICAL NOTES FROM AMERICA.
Artesian Wells in Permeable Strata; Artesian Wells generally — Removal of Air from
Aqueduct Pipes — Howe, Forbes, Linnell's, and others' Divided Topsail-rig — Devices
for Aiding the Helmsman — Crossman's Changeable Balanced Rudder, Velocimeter,
and Leeway Indicator— Ships to lay the Atlantic Telegraph — American Wrecking
in the Black Sea — Management of the Erie Railroad — Methods of Warming Buildings — Gold's Steam-heater.
It is not, I think,

mean

generally

known

that Artrsian wells

— by which

I

wells of small bore, penetrating to a depth far below the level of
are practicable, and may be, in
the first considerable springs met with

—

employed with a very good effect, even where the pressure
of the springs below is not sufficient to raise them to the surface, and
cause the wells to overflow spontaneously. Such wells as do flow in the

some

cases,

manner last referred to, are the only styles generally recognised in the
public mind as Artesian wells.
But there are some dozen or more examples within this city, some of which have been several years in constant use, and numerous others within the circuit of fifty miles from
here, which have been produced by the process of boring through the
loose stratum, and the sides protected by a stout tube of cast-iron, in the
manner of the deeper Artesian proper; and which, although the water
does not rise to the surface, yet bring it from very deep springs to levels
so near the surface, that it can be readily withdrawn by pumping.
There are brewers and sugar-refiners in this city, who use quantities

-

tion without

much

study.

The

difficulty in dislodging the air

by the

;
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motion of the water is undoubtedly due to the fact, that the water, under
such circumstances, cannot generally be induced to flow with sufficient
rapiditv to actually fill the tube, or is dribbled over in small quantities at
the beud, a, so that the air remains for a long time, and is only dragged
away by mechanical mixture, in small quantities, with the passing curThere are several methods of overcoming this difficulty, one of the
rent.
But
is not to allow its creation.
to use a Hibernianism
best of which
if the pipes are already laid, it is generally too late to think of rearranging them and I have referred to the subject for tbe purpose of
presenting a device lately originated in Leowell, Massachusetts, for overcoming the difficulty. Where the point, a, is below the fountain, as
represented in fig. 1, the air may be discharged by employing a stopcock
Anat that point, which can be opened so often as difficulty occurs.
other and closely analogous method is to allow a very small leak to
remain always open on the upper side of the pipe, at the point a. Still
another plan is to lead a small pipe directly up from that point, till its
upper end is above the level of b. This last method is almost without
objection, where practicable, except from its liability to freeze in winter.
Either of the methods, however, will be found perfectly effective when
But there are many cases where the pipe is
the fluid is under pressure.
allowed to act as a siphon, and where an
opening in the pipe at a would induce air
It is for
to suck in rather than flow out.
such cases that the device here exhibited is

—

—

;

especially designed.

Fig. 2 shows this arrangement very disOn the upper side of the bend, a,
Above this is a
attached a stopcock, f.

hoisting and lowering.
The only advantages arising from this would
be the diminished strain on the cap, or mast-head, as it is obvious that
carrying away the topmast would generally destroy both sails.
Mr. A. B. Crossman of Huntington, Long Island, is the inventor of
what, it must be confessed, is a rather awkward-looking attachment to
rudders of vessels, but one which has proved itself of great utility, and
is probably worthy of quite frequent adoption.
It is a simple method of
balancing, or partially balancing, the pressure of the water on the rudder, so as to enable the helmsman to retain perfect control of the vessel,
without the expenditure of any considerable strength. With heavy cross
seas, the toil in steering is frequently excessive, and large vessels often
employ two or four men at the wheel and these are liable, without considerable skill and care, to be thrown down, and very harshly used by
the violent movements of the rudder.
Before showing Mr. Crossman's
attachment, allow me to refer briefly to one or two other devices.
A citizen of California, whose name is not now recollected, exhibited
in the Crystal Palace, in 1853, a model of a double rudder, which has
since been introduced, to a considerable extent, on vessels of various
sizes, with good success.
This invention is represented in elevation by
fig. 3, and in plan by fig. 4.
a is the rudder proper, arranged in the
ordinary manner,
b is the addiFig- 3'
tional one, and is connected to A
by the links, c c, above the deck.
A cross-head is fixed on the top
of b, and a similar cross-head
is mounted on a;
so that, by
;

tinctly.

the aid of the links,

is

heads are always kept in parallel
positions.
As a consequence,
the effective portions of the
rudders, a and b, are likewise
parallel, but standing in planes,
making any small angle desired
with the line of the keel. The
blade of a is all abaft of its axis
of motion. The blade of b, on the
contrary, is all forward of its axis,
and both are made as thin as
practicable.
This steering device is very efficient in ordinary
steering, when the helm is turned
to but very slight angles with
the keel; but when put hard over

globe or vessel,

any capacity

;

of any form, and of almost
and above this, again, is

e,

This simple apparakeep the air always exThe
pelled from the tube.
The mode of operation is simply as follows
cocks, f and G, and the vessel, e, being supposed perfectly tight, the
cock, f, is opened, and all the air collected at a rises immediately to the
upper part of the vessel, e. Whenever it is supposed that the vessel, e,
is full of air, and commencing to accumulate in the bend at a, f is shut,
and the cock, o, opened. In this position, pouring water gradually into
the pipe at g, completely displaces the air in the vessel, e and when
filled with water, g is again closed, and F opened.
In case any of these
parts should, from imperfect construction or subsequent use, become
leaky, the device must be managed differently.
Both cocks, f and g,
must be kept closed until a small quantity of air has accumulated in
the bend at -a then g being opened, and e freshly filled with water, the
cocks, F and g, are successively opened to allow the air to escape, in
the same manner as before explained but during so short a period of
time, the leakage will be of little consequence.
At page 153 of Vol. TIL, P. ZI. Journal, I explained what was then
almost the first appearance of a new style of divided topsails for squarerigged vessels.
It is the invention of Mr. Elias Howe, and has since
come into very general use. There are many varieties of divided topsails before the public.
The Howe is decidedly the most popular, but is
objectionable in a very important point.
The lower topsail-yard being
trussed to the cap or mast-head, and being necessarily held several feet
therefrom, in order to clear the topmost shrouds when braced up, it exerts
so severe a strain when running close-hauled in heavy weather, that the
parts can with difficulty be made sufficiently strong.
But the principal
objection is, that whenever the topmast is carried away, the lower topsail-yard
goes with it.
The great
as well as, of course, all above it
importance of a reliable lower topsail has induced several modifications,
which may be here briefly referred to.
First, tbe Forbes Rig, to which reference was made in my previous
notice
the earliest, and with some the most popular rig
carries the
lower topsail-yard either on the mast-head, which is made extra long, or
upon the heel of the topmast. In either case, the strain on the masthead is slight, and the topmast, if carried away, usually breaks above the
cap, and leaves the lower topsail intact.
A mode of construction has
since been patented, which consists in making the lower masts extra
high, and trussing two yards thereon.
This construction obviously produces a reliable lower topsail but as the invention has never yet been
put in practice, or at least the rig has never yet made its appearance on
this stage, its practicability cannot well be determined on.
It would
seem difficult, without some very peculiar arrangement of the shrouds,
to allow tbe lower yard to stand at any considerable angle.
Mr. Linnell
of Orleans, Massachusetts, has recently patented a rig, in which the
lower topsail-yard runs on the topmast, or rather is mounted as if to run
there, but without halliards for hoisting it.
In short, both topsail-yards
ran on the topmast above the cap, but only the upper one is capable of
another stopcock, G.
tus

is sufficient

to

:

;

;

;

—

—

—

—

;

—

ea

(;,

the cross-

to either side, so that the blades

Fig-

i-

stand in planes nearly across the
line of the keel, the additional rudder, instead of aiding, actually diminishes the effect, as will be obvious on a little reflection.
Crossman's rudder is represented by fig. 5. The balance portion, b,
is an attachment moveable in a curved line, as represented, so that, by
the aid of a chain, it may be drawn up and
Fig. 5.
put out of the way, whenever, by entering
shallow water, or from any other cause, such
movement may be desirable. In this highest position, it simply adds to the breadth of
the rudder.
In its lower position, it projects
so large a portion of its area forward of its
axial line, that the rudder is almost balanced
at least, it is sufficiently balanced to relieve
the helmsman from any serious difficulty or
danger.
The invention has been put in use,
with very good success, on one or more
It will be readily seen that
small vessels.
this construction allows, by hauling up the
chain and balance-piece b of the rudder, that
it is equivalent to an ordinary one, giving it
greater breadth for " tacking," and of making it a balance rudder in ordinary steering thus presenting
advantage which could well be desired. The attachment, c, is of metal,
and travels in a groove on the curved bottom of the true rudder, A. It is
sharpened at the forward edge, and is of sufficient weight to descend of
itself with a little shaking of the rudder.
Whenever, unexpectedly, the
vessel runs into shallow water, so that its attachment drags on the
bottom, it of course changes its position of itself, and hence suffers no
injury.

Frederic E. Sickels, a steam-engineer and inventor of some note, had
also on exhibition in 1853, a steam-steering device, intended for steamers

which surmounted the difficulty by throwing the labour of
steering entirely upon small steam-engines connected, and leaving the
of all kinds,
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helmsman only to control the valves. A wheel was provided of ordinary
Turning this
appearance, and worked in exactly the ordinary manner.
wheel in the usual direction gave motion, by means of eccentrics, to
valves, which admitted the steam to small cylinders, and thus gave a
rotatory motion to a shaft, there being two cylinders standing at right
angles.
A small pinion on this shaft was geared into the true steering
wheel, and by this arrangement, whatever violent strain was thrown by
the rudder on the latter was felt only by the steam in the cylinders, and
no part was transmitted to the hand of the helmsman. This operated
well, though rather noisily, in the Palace ; but I am not aware that it
has ever been put in practice.
The sloop Sarah, exhibited in our harbour last summer, had an attachment for indicating in the cabin exactly the speed and amount of leeway
of the vessel, which is represented in fig. 3.
d is a small paddle-wheel
of metal, hung in a cavity recessed into the lower part of the keel, with
axis in line therewith.
The lower edge of the wheel projects below
the bottom, and is free to be acted on by the passing water.
The blades
are thin, and so long as the vessel runs directly before the wind, or so
its

long as there is no leeway, no revolution of the wheel is produced but
whenever the vessel moves sidewise through the water, whether in lying
to or in sailing with a side wind, the wheel is revolved by the side motion acting on the exposed vanes, and, by suitable small gearing connected, it revolves the upright shaft, e, and shows, by moving a suitable
index, the extent of such side motion, irrespective of whatever progress
the vessel may have made in the meantime.
Another device was
employed on the same vessel for indicating the rate of motion.
f
represents a weighted vane hinged at the point, g, at or near the lower
surface of the keel. The gravity of the vane f tends constantly to hold it
perpendicularly below g, in which case the rod, h, connected to the lever
would be drawn down, and indicate nothing on a suitable index above.
The pressure of the water, as the weighted vane f is drawn through
it, holds it at various angles corresponding to the speed of the vessel;
and the index above being graduated accordingly, a tolerable idea is
formed of the rate of motion. I describe these devices because they
suggest themselves in discussing these nautical matters, but I did not
consider the experiments on these indicators very successful at the time,
and have heard nothing of them since.
The government has designated the mammoth screw steamship
Niagara briefly described at page 176, Vol. VII., P. 31. Journal to
act as principal in laying the American half of the great Atlantic cable.
The capacity of this ship is about 5,500 tons, and as the whole cable will
weigh but about 2,300 tons, except what additional weight may be due
to an increased size intended to be employed near the shores, it may be
presumed that the magic thread will in nowise overload her. She will
be attended by the old and favourite paddle steamship 3Iississijjpi so
that in case of any failure she may be taken in tow.
A Boston wrecker, Mr. John A. Gowan, has contracted with the
Russian government
as your readers are doubtless aware
for the
raising of the whole, or as many as practicable, of the vessels sunk at
Sebastopol, and other points, during the war.
He leaves this country
during the coming month, with a liberal supply of machinery, and a
cmnpany of men selected for the undertaking. A high degree of con;

—

—

}

—

—

fidence

is felt

in his success.

of the New York and Erie Railroad, Mr. D. C.
M'Callum, has resigned his seat, the resignation to take effect during
the coming month.
He intends to devote his entire attention to bridgebuilding, in which he had been before very successful.
1 will endeavour,
on a future occasion, to send a sketch and discuss the principles of his
bridge, as compared with others.
The bridge is a truss of timber and
wrought-iron, and is one of a class which is very popular in this heavilytimbered country.
Mr. M'Callum's administration on the Erie Railroad
has been marked by the introduction of a very novel, and, as I believe,
very desirable and efficient mode of management. The road is 480 miles
long, with several branches, one of which is 120 miles in length.
The
number of men directly employed by the company since the number
was reduced by his management is 4,746, of which nearly 40U0 are
under the control of the superintendent. The road is divided into five
divisions, and an assistant superintendent is provided for each part.
Mr.
M'C. conceived that a general superintendent should be not merely a
scape-goat, on which all the employes could throw the responsibility of
their acts with impunity, but should actually know and be responsible
for the management of the details.
He employed some eight or ten
active clerks in the general office in this city, and established a system

The superintendent

—

to know at any moment the state of affairs
The position and condition of every one of the 200
more locomotives was every day 'recorded, so that the amount of

of reports,

which enabled him

on the whole
or

—

line.

or other circumstances connected with the working of each,
could be known at a glance.
The same course was observed with every
repairs,

June

1,1837.

one of the 3000 cars, and every car lying idle for any considerable length
and every car running empty in either direction, whether from
necessity or bad management, was duly shown, in a suitable tabular
form, on the books.
An accurate account was kept of the fuel and other
materials consumed, and of the work performed by each engineer; so
that the efficiency of every engineer, whether in economy of fuel or in
the care of his machine, was known and appreciated.
The time occupied by every train between any two stations was also recorded, and the
time spent at each station, with the reasons therefor.
This matter of
speed was properly considered one of great importance, as the fuel consumed in impelling a heavy-freight train is of great moment, and varies
with the speed. The record tends to correct the development of a strong
disposition which always exists in the men to loiter at stations, and
compensate therefor by running at a high speed over the intermediate
track.
The effect of this system has been quite economical; but this is
due, perhaps, more to a system of monthly reports
an important part
which I had almost forgotten to mention prepared in the general office
from these daily returns, so as to present, in a tabular form, the exact
results attained at every part of the road
so that every man can feel
that his skill, or want of it
his honesty and judgment, or their absence
are duly appreciated, recorded, and will soon be published and spread
before all the other employes on the road, as well as also a large number
of stockholders, bondholders, directors, and the whole world.
This
system has been maintained until the present moment, and is still in
successful operation
but whether it will be retained by the coining
administration, is not yet determined.
Mr. M'Callum has many friends,
but has met with some very strong opposition; and among the opposers
are the engineers of the road, who have twice combined, and made formidable strikes in opposition to some of the measures.
On the occasion
of the first strike, there were several days, if not weeks, during which
no communication of any kind, except by telegraph, could be had over
the road
and the second one produced deleterious effects on the economical and efficient working of the trains, which have not yet been fully
overcome, although many months have elapsed since the strike took
of time,

—

—

—

—

;

;

;

place.
It may be rather unseasonable to discuss, in the month of May or
June, the best methods of heating buildings; still, the subject is an important one, and being, perhaps, more open to variety of opinion than
any other, any facts or reasonable theorizing thereon are always valuable.
The system of heating here generally believed to be the most healthy,
but certainly most expensive, is by means of hot water conveyed in
pipes.
One great argument in its favour is the impossibility of producing by its means any very intensely-heated surface; a corollary is, that
the inefficiency of the surfaces so heated renders a large amount of
And thus the desirable end is attained of heating
surface necessary.
large quantities of air to a small extent, instead, as is too often the case,
heating small quantities very highly, and allowing them to mix with the
cold, thus securing, in rather an objectionable manner, the temperature
desired.
A little reflection, however, or perhaps none at all, will suffice
to show your intelligent readers, that with steam-heating it is equally
impossible to produce very intensely hot surfaces.
The temperature of
both steam and water in a boiler depends upon the pressure of the steam,
and in every case the boiler temperature, with any ordinary and reasonable pressure, is less than 300° or 400°.
Now iron, even if polished,
does not commence to oxidize until over 500° are produced; and the
humbug that heated iron vitiates the air, by absorbing its oxygen, is
therefore futile in its application to steam-heating.
In fact, it is ridiculous to assume, even in stove or furnace heating, that the quantity of
oxygen absorbed by the heated metal can be sufficient to seriously affect

the character of large quantities of external air, when the absolute and
actual amount of oxidation
which is readily ascertained by inspecting
the iron
Air may be
is so trifling as to be almost inappreciable.

—

—

burned, or induced to change its condition, possibly, by contact with hot
metal but the change is most assuredly due to the burning of organic
particles therein, or to simply a change in its hygrometric condition,
and not to the actual absence of oxygen. At all events, the heat produced by steam is too moderate to be objectionable.
Now, the heat produced by hot water taken from the same boiler, and
under the same pressure, may be equal to that of the steam, but will
generally be less ; because the water, unlike steam, lowers its temperaA steam-pipe, charged with steam of any
ture as it yields its heat.
given pressure, and kept in free communication with the boiler, so that
fresh steam can be supplied as fast as it is condensed, will always maintain the same temperature, however rapidly the condensation is effected.
If the room is cold, the steam will rapidly change into water, and trickle
back through the same or an additional pipe according to the system of
heating employed but fresh steam will always supply its place with a
proportional degree of rapidity.
Water, on the contrary, lowers its
;

—

—

June
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Travelling in a circuit, the
temperature with every expenditure of heat.
portion of pipe attached directly to the boiler is highly heated; the next
is cooler, and the temperature in this manner gradually lowers until
the circuit is completed, and the mean is thus considerably lower than
the initial temperature.
Mr. S. J. Gold, of New Haven, has recently introduced a system of
steam-heating, which appears free from objection, and is by far the most
economical, efficient, and safe, of any steam-heating apparatus known.
Jt is now in use in several of the finest stores and largest buildings in
First, in the means of regulating
this city.
It is novel in two points.
the pressure in the boiler; and second, in the means of transmitting the
The principle on which this latter is
heat to the air in the apartments.
effected, renders it imperatively necessary to keep the steam at a very low
pressure.
The pressure maintained in Mr. Gold's boilers, although it
varies slightlv, is always less than one pound per square inch above that
of the atmosphere.
A liberal quantity of anthracite is supplied to the
furnace, and the door tightly closed, after which the only air admitted to
support combustion is through an orifice, closed by a damper or valve,
which latter is connected to a self-regulating device, closely analogous
The
to that of Clark's, presented at page 88, Vol. IX., P. M. Journal.
heat of the fire being thus graduated to the wants of the apparatus, and
the pressure of the steam thus uniformly low, the heat is thrown out
therefrom through large sheets of thin metal, which are considerably
more efficient and less expensive than an equal weight of ordinary tubes.
Fig. 6 represents a sectional view of the radiator. The metal employed
Two rectangular sheets measuring, for example, 3
is sheet copper.
At
by 4 feet are placed on edge, and tightly joined at the edges.
points, distant, perhaps, only 2 or 3 inches each from the other, over
the whole surface, the metal is indented or bulged, to form hemispheres;
and these swells are placed opposite each other, as shown.
Through the points where the metal of the two sheets comes
into contact, rivets are placed, which thus serve to support the
moderate pressure. The steam-pipe is connected to the lower
edge, and two additional cocks are attached to each radiator,
or each nest of radiators for it is common to place several side
One of these cocks is at the
by side, a few inches apart.
lower edge, and the other at the top.
Steam is lighter than
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EECENT PATENTS.
TRANSMITTING MOTIVE POWER.
Robert Struthers, Holyhead.

— Patent dated

October 24, 1856.

in velo -ity, or the friction thereof will

This invention relates to an arrangement of compound gearing,
adapted for communicating an increased speed to screw propellers, by
means of which the revolutions of the crank shaft of the engine are mulThe arrangement of gearing is also applicable
tiplied in any given ratio.
and by a slight
to other purposes, where an increased speed is required
modification the reverse effect may be obtained, the motion transmitted
from the prime mover being reduced in any desired proportion. As
adapted for driving the screw propeller, the end of the engine, or driving
shaft, has keyed upon it a crank arm, or a disc plate, having a crank pin
The crank pin of this crank or disc runs loose in its
in its outer face.
retaining bearing, and it has keyed upon it a spur pinion, which is in gear
externally with an internally-toothed spur wheel, held stationary, in a
vertical position, by the framing; whilst internally it gears with a corresponding toothed pinion, which is keyed fast on the screw-propeller
shaft.
The screw-propeller shaft is disposed with its axis in line with
that of the driving shaft, so that externally the two shafts appear to be
in one length, the end of the driving shaft being bored out, to admit the
corresponding junction end of the driven or screw-propeller shaft. As
the driving shaft revolves, the crank-arm pinion is obviously carried
round the driving shaft's centre at the same rate of revolution upon this
centre as the shaft itself; but being in gear on one side with the fixed
internally-toothed ring or wheel, and on the other with the second pinion
on the driven shaft, it follows that a differential rotative action ensues.
The crank-arm pinion, in revolving round the centre of its shaft, is also
made to revolve independently upon its own centre, at each turn of the
driving shaft, as many times, less one, as its number of teeth are contained in the number of teeth in the fixed internal wheel; and as this
crank-arm pinion is also in gear with another pinion upon the driven
shaft, it follows that the latter is made to revolve just as much faster
than the driving shaft, as is determined by the relations between the

the water.

numbers

—

—

;

air,

and when

it is

desired to employ the whole surface of the
is opened
the steam-cock, b, is

radiator, the steam-cock, a,

;

and the air-cock, c, being opened, steam from a rises
fively, and fills the radiator, expelling the air through c.
AVhen steam rather than air begins to escape, c is closed, and
thenceforward the operation of the radiator is simple and
effective: the water which condenses on its interior surface
trickles down, and flows back, through a, to the boiler.
The
pipe, a, must of course be, with this arrangement, sufficiently
large to make the current of steam through it very moderate
closed

;

prevent the return of
however, it becomes desirable to use a smaller
amount of surface, and thus to economize the heat, the first
operation is to shut the cock, a, and thus isolate the radiator
from the boiler. Thus situated, the condensation, which of
course continues, will soon create a partial vacuum in its interior.
Now
open c, and air flows in, filling all the lower part of the radiator, and
gradually rising, until the radiator is half or two-thirds filled with this
dead fluid. No<v close c, and open a again, and steam will immediately
commence to enter through a, and rise through the contained air, to heat
the top only.
The heating, the concomitant condensation, and the return of the water, now proceeds as before, but to a smaller extent.
The inclination usually given to the steam-heating pipes in this
arrangement, and which is found amply sufficient to conduct back the
water freely to the boiler, is only 6 inches in 100 feet; but it is absolutely necessary to give some inclination to the pipe at every point, as
otherwise the water will accumulate; and although not in sufficient
quantities to absolutely stop the heating process, it will produce, by its
bubbling agitation, a very disagreeable sound.
T. D. Stetson.
Nap York, 1857.
If,

;

of teeth in the crank-arm pinion,

and those

in the fixed internal

wheel.
Fig.

1

of the engravings is an elevation of one modification of the
Fisr. 1.
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improvements, and fig. 2 is a partially sectional elevation of the movement.
The compound gearing is supported or contained within the
framing, e, and, as shown in fig. 2, the propellor shaft is in a direct axial
line with the drivhig shaft, so that externally the two shafts appear a*

;
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by boring out the end of the driving shaft a, so as
end of the propellor shaft, f, the one revolving within the
other.
The driving shaft, A, has keyed to it the disc plate or crank disc,
g, which consequently rotates with the shaft, and another disc plate, H,
one.

This

is

effected

to receive the

is

Fig.

bolted to the proby the

pellor shaft, f,

2.

and nuts,
These disc plates

I^M

bolts

i.

fit

within the periphery

June

1,

1857.

pulley on the saw spindle is a guide pulley, supported by a spindle,
bolted to the verticil plate of the traversing carriage, i.
The driving
belt is passed under the first guide pulley, thence over the pulley on the
saw spindle, and under the second guide pulley, and round the pulley, e,
as before described.
The upper surface of the side standards, a, are
planed smooth, to facilitate the molion of the saw carriage to and fro.
self-acting reciprocatory motion is given to the saw by means of the
horizontal side rod, l, which is caused to act upon a weighted lever con-

A

nected to the coupling,

f,

and by means of the bevil wheels, d and

e,

of the circular part

of the framing, and
serve to protect the

Fig.

1.

Fig.

2.

internal gearing from
injury, as well as to
screen the attendants
from entanglement.
A crank pin, j, passes
disc
the
through
plates,

g and H, from

side to side, and rotates freely in bear-

ings therein, and upon
this crank pin a spur
pinion, k, is keyed.
pinion, k, is in

The

gear with the stationary annular, or internally-toothed wheel,
L, which forms a part of the fixed framing, e, being held in a vertical
position by the framing, e.
The pinion, K, is also in gear with the
By means of this
pinion, m, which is keyed to the propeller shaft, f.
arrangement, when a rotatory motion is given to the driving shaft it
it the disc plates, g and h, and the crank pin, j, which
The pinion,
causes the pinion, k, to rotate within the annular wheel, L.
k, being also in gear with the pinion, M, on the propellor shaft, F, the
speed of the latter is increased according to the difference between the
number of teeth on the crank arm pinion, k, and those in the fixed
annular or internally-toothed wheel, l.
Another modification of the improved arrangement of compound gearing, consists in using a crank keyed to the driving shaft, and carrying
at its outer end a spur pinion in gear with the internally-toothed wheel,
and with a pinion on the driven shaft. In this arrangement the disc
plates which enclose the annularwheel are dispensed with. Another modification of the improved compound gearing, consists in so arranging the
relative proportions of the crank arm pinion, and that on the driven shaft,
The
as to reduce the speed of the driven shaft, instead of increasing it.
facility with which these differential speeds may be obtained or altered,
to suit the particular purpose for which it is desired, renders these combinations of compound gearing of great use to the practical engineer,
and applicable to a variety of purposes in mechanical arrangements.

carries with

TRAVERSING CIRCULAR SAW.
William Jeffrey, Glasgow.

— Patent

dated October 17, 1856.

These improvements relate to an arrangement of traversing circular
saw for cross-cutting timber with rapidity and accuracy, as well as to a
contrivance of a saw-table or bench, for insuring precision of cut.
Fig. 1
of the accompanying engravings is a longitudinal elevation of one modiFig. 2 is a plan corresponding.
fication of the patentee's improvements.
In this arrangement of sawing machinery, the saw traverses to and fro,
The main framing, a, consists of
while the wood is held stationary.
two vertical standards, connected by a bed plate, at each end of which
ore fixed the bearings of a screw shaft, by means of which the saw is
Motion is given to the moving parts of
caused to traverse to and fro.
the machinery by means of a main driving pulley or drum, round which
is passed an endless band or belt, which is carried round a pulley, c, at
The shaft of the pulley, c, has upon it
the opposite end of the machine.
the two loose bevil wheels, r> and E, the bosses of which are notched, so
that either of them will readily couple with the clutch or coupling, f,
which slides to and fro on a feather made on the pulley shaft. By
means of this arrangement, either of the bevil wheels, n or e, may be
made to cause the wheel, G, which is fast to the screw shaft, h, to turn
The screw shaft, H, is entered through a
in either direction, as desired.
nut, attached to the lower part of the carriage, i, which supports the
circular saw, k, and its driving pulley.
The spindle of the saw is carried
in a bearing, o, bolted to the saw carriage, i
and on each side of the
;

moves the screw

shaft, n, alternately in opposite directions.

The

side

from the side of the framing, and one
end of this rod is turned upwards, and forms a slop, m and at some distance along the rod, near the end of the traverse of the saw carriage,
another stop, n, is filted to the rod, and secured by a pinching screw.
At each side of the saw carriage is bolted a pin, which projects beyond
the carriage, so as to come in contact with the stops, m and n, as the
To one end of the side rod, L, is attached a
carriage moves to and fro.
link, which is connected to the bell-crank lever, o, the column, p, formThe other end of the bell-crank lever, o, is attached
ing a fulcrum for it.
to a forked lever, one end of which is connected to the coupling, f, the
other being fast to the shaft, Q, on which is a weighted lever, n.
When
the pin on the right of the saw carriage, i, comes in contact with the
stop, k, the side rod, l, is moved forward until the end, m, of the rod
comes against its nearest guide. This motion of the rod, l, causes the
link to turn the bell-crank lever, o, upon its axis, and thereby lift the
weighted lever, R, until it is just beyond the vertical line. The equilibrium being thus overcome, the lever falls on the other side of the shaft;
and this action causes a forked lever, which is connected to the coupling,
F, to move it along the shaft of the pulley, c, and put the opposite bevil
wheel in gear with the wheel, g, and thereby move the saw in the opposite direction.
The tumbling motion of the weighted lever is so arranged
as to take effect just at the point when the saw carriage has reached the
limit of its traverse, so that the saw is caused to travel backwards and
forwards without requiring personal attention.
The saw may be instantly thrown out of action, if required, by means
When
of the hand lever, z, which is attached to the weighted lever, r.
the hand lever is lifted to a horizontal position, it turns the shaft, Q, on
its axis, and throws the coupling out of gear with the wheels, d, e,
The hand lever, s, may be
thereby stopping the traverse of the saw.
rod, l,

is fitted

in guides projecting

;

retained in the horizontal position by means of the sliding bar, t, which
is forked at its outer end, for the purpose of holding the hand lever
when pushed forwards by means of its handle. Above the moving parts
of the machinery is fitted the table, u, supported on suitable columns
and upon this table is fitted a wooden bed or table, on which the timber

June
to

1,

be cut

ISd*
is
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placed.

rollers fitted in

it,

The wooden

table has a

number

of antifriction

the peripheries of which project just above the surface

By this means the timber laid upon the table is capable of
of the table.
being moved with facility up to, or away from, the teeth of the saw.
One edge of the timber, v, which is to be cut, is pushed against the beam
or " feuce," w, and is firmly held in that position by the screws, x,
which are actuated by the handles. The screws, x, are supported in
overhanging brackets, which are fitted with rollers, made to travel on
the upper side of the metal plate, t, and with a roller on their under side.
This latter roller works in a step, carried in the beam of wood, w. By
means of this arrangement, although the timber, v, is held firmly during
the operation of cutting, it may be easily pushed forward, preparatory to
making a fresh cut. The rollers in the table, u, and on the brackets,
admit of the timber being moved when a moderate force is applied
thereto.
This movement of the timber must, it is obvious, be made
when the saw has passed it on its backward traverse.
The next part of this invention has reference to machinery or apparatus for sawing or cutting wood, in which a fixed saw is used.
The
table of the machine is supported on four columns.
The circular saw
blade works through a longitudinal slot, or opening, made in the table,
in which a plate of metal slides to and fro.
This plate has attached to it
a counterbalance weight, which draws the sliding plate back along in
the groove.
Across the groove, and in a direction at a right angle to the
saw, a ledge, or stop, is fixed to the sliding plate.
The upper side of the
ledge is divided into inches, or other suitable divisions.
The wood to be
cut is squared at one end, and this part is pushed against the graduated
ledge, which must be brought back, so as to be clear of the saw.
To
allow of the wood travelling easily on the table, the sliding plate is made
slightly higher than the surface of the table.
The wood is placed
against the ledge, so that the side furthest from the saw corresponds to
the number of inches the piece is to be when cut.
The part projecting
beyond the ledge is then brought against the saw by pushing the timber
along the table, over the surface of which it slides easily by the motion
of the sliding plate.
When the cut has been made, the workman releases
the wood, which then travels back by the action of the weight on the
plate, and is in readiness for a fresh cut.
The graduated ledge also
affords considerable facility for cutting timber into planks, or portions of
uniform thickness, the piece of timber being moved across the path of
the saw a predetermined distance after each cut.

ADJUSTABLE CRADLE SCYTHE.
James Payse, Kirkcudbright.
This

is

an excellent modification of a scythe,

abstract good qualities,
liarities

Fig.

1

of

— Patent dated April 15, 1857.

it

as, apart from other
provides for accurate adaptation to the pecu-

any mower.

of our engravings represents the scythe with its cradle complete,
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say, it is forked for the convenience of holding during working.
The
length of handle, a, next the scythe blade, is curved to a considerable
extent at the part where it joins the blade; and the other length springs
at an angle from the concavity of this curvature, the two being stayed
across by an intermediate piece of wood.
The
Fi S- 2
actual handles or short holding pieces grasped
by the mower are attached, one to each length
of the main handle, and at the upper ends
thereof; and these short handles are minutely
adjustable as to their vertical angles of position, hy means of screw-clipping holders, the
adjustment being easily effected by turning
the handle back or forward upon its axis, so
as to slacken or tighten its hold, and enable
it to be set as required, by the individual
mower using the implement. At the end of
the snaith or main handle, a, where the scythe
blade is attached, a metal collar, n, is fastened
securely on to the wood, and this collar has in
it a cross piece of metal tapped through at
the centre, to receive the screwed end of the
connecting bolt.
This cross piece is also
notched or serrated on one side for the purpose
of receiving corresponding notches or serrations on the inside face of a metal cap, c,
through a hole in the centre of which, the
Tig. 3.
screw-connecting bolt just referred to is
passed.
This cap forms the butt end piece of the snaith, and when
the scythe is fitted for use, it is screwed hard up against the butt end
of the snaith by the central bolt, the serrations preventing it from
turning round from its position under any ordinary strain during working ; whilst it can be reset to any position; by slackening off the central bolt and engaging fresh serrations.
This end eap piece has- forged
upon it a short angular lateral limb, or connecting piece, d, having an
eye at its opposite lower end, for forming the connection with the scythe
blade.
This is effected by a short stud piece, having at one end a flattened side bearing against the under side, e,. of the heel of the scythe
blade, to which it is attached by a short screw bolt, upon which it can
be set round as required, as upon a centre.
The other end of this short
stud piece is screwed and entered through the eye of the limb of the butt
end cap, where it is fastened by a, nut. The blade is further connected
to the snaith by a stay rod, g, attached at a part some distance up the
blade from the heel.
This part of the blade is perforated and fitted with
a loosely revolving stud piece with an eye on its upper end; into this eye,
a small hook at the outer end of the connecting stay rod is entered.
The
other end of the stay is attached to the snaith at some distance up from
the butt end, by an embracing ring, or narrow clipping, collar piece, fitted
upon the snaith. This collar piece has on one side a. short screwed stud,
fitted with a binding nut, and an eye in that end! of the connecting stay
is entered upon this stud, and held, by the screw.
The clipping collar is
cut through on one side, and a screw bolt is passed through a pair of eyes
in it, to bind it to the snaith at any required part.
To. gather the mown
grain or grass, a light gatherer or "cradle," p, is attached to the scythe.
This cradle consists of a light vertical metal standard, attached by a bent
hinged piece of metal to the heel of the scythe, being held by the same
stud bolt which connects the butt end cap. limb, to the scythe.
This upright piece has attached to it two or more lateral arms, extending over
in the direction of the scythe point.
The top. of the upright is attached
by a screw joint to the end of a light curved connecting link or rod, the
other end of this link being attached to- the short length of the snaith by
a screw and nut stud.
By means of these several connections, the mower can always adjust
his scythe exactly as he wants it, as regards all the points in which adjustment can ever be necessary that is to say, the angles of the short
handles of the snaith the horizontal angle of the blade with the snaith,
or the opening and shutting angle ; the descent of the blade towards the
earth the inclination of the cutting edge, towards the earth ; and the set
of the cradle.
And when out of use, the mower can shut up the implement within a very small compass, insuring portability.
-

;

;

;

MANUFACTURE OF PAPER.
G.

and

figs. 2 and 3 are details of the adjustable joint connections.
snaith or handle of the improved scythes is of the duplex kind; that
No. ill.— Vol. X.

The
is to

Bektbam and W. M'Niven, Edinburgh.

—Patent dated

JYov. 8, 1856.

In this invention the patentees have directed their attention to the
improvement of what is known among paper-makers- as the "knotting
machine" that is to say, the apparatus by means of which the pulp is
cleansed or freed from all coarse particles, and thereby rendered fit for the

—
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paper-making machine. The improvements

relate, firstly, to the

mechani-

cal action of the sieve or strainer of the knotting machine, and secondly,
In the illustrative engravings of this
to the construction of the strainer.
fig. 1 is an end view of a knotting machine, arranged in
accordance with the patentees' improvements fig. 2 is a vertical section of the same, and fig. 3 is a vertical section of a knotting machine,
having one modification of the improved strainer applied thereto.
In the arrangement of the knotting machine shown in figs. 1 and 2,
an oblong rectangular frame or case, a, made either of iron, wood, or
other suitable material, forms a chest or vat, in which the strained pulp is
The interior of the frame, A, is formed into two chambers,
received.
one of which, b, is parallel with the sides of the frame; the other chamber, c, is formed by the horizontal plate, n, which extends from the

invention,

;

Fig-

plate which encloses the
chamber, n, to the opposite
In
side of the machine.
this last chamber, c, the
sieve or strainer through
which the pulp passes is

!•

fitted; it consists of a brass
frame, E, in the lower part
of which the sieve, F, is fit-

The frame or strainer,
extends nearly the
whole length of the chamber, c; each of its upper
corners has a projecting
horn or eye, by means of
which it is attached to the
ted.
E,

horizontal
i":

of the side rods,

r,,

-i';M

i

are connected

!l

by means

side

rods,

longitudinal
o.

The ends

of the vertical rods, h, to the

cross-heads, i, and these cross-heads are attached by means of the rods,
The eccentrics, K, are fast on the horizontal shaft,
j, to the eccentrics, k.
l, which passes in a longitudinal direction beneath the chamber, c, and to
this shaft a rotatory motion is given from a suitable prime mover, either by

means of a belt pulley arrangement, or bevil gearing. In order to prevent
the weight of the strainer, E, and the pulp contained within it, when in
action, from being thrown upon the eccentrics, k, at each end of the machine a curved steel spring, m, is attached, by means of screws and nuts,
The lower
to a bracket, p, which projects from the ends of the frame, a.
ends of the rods, u, which pass through the cross-heads, i, rest upon the
outer ends of the curved springs, m, the tensional pressure of which
against the rods or cross-heads, is regulated by means of the screws and
The effect of attaching
nuts which attach the spring to the brackets, n.
the strainer to the cross-heads will be, that a vertical shaking movement, or a rising and falling action, will be communicated to the strainer
when the eccentrics are put in motion by means of the shaft, L. The
pulp to be strained is forced through the meshes of the sieve, f, by means
of atmospheric pressure produced in the following manner:
To the under
side of the frame, e, of the sieve or strainer, is attached one edge of a
piece orpieces of vulcanized caoutchouc, or other suitable flexible material.
This belt or piece of caoutchouc, o, is carried round the frame, e, and
fastened thereto in an air-tight manner, by means of strips of copper
secured to the frame by screws or rivets.
The lower edge of the belt
of caoutchouc is fastened to the horizontal plate, d, which forms the bot-

—

tom
Fig.

2.

The

belt

of

caoutchouc thus encloses
the
space
below
the
strainer, so that

when

the

strainer is filled with pulp
in a semi-fluid state, it

forms an air-tight,or nearly
air-tight chamber. When
a vertical vibratory motion
is given to the strainer,
the finer portions of the
pulp are forced through the slots or openings in the sieve or strainer, by
the pressure of the atmosphere on the surface of the semi-fluid pulp when
lifted, this

or strainer

through which the finer particles of the pulp pass; but the downward
motion of the strainer causes the air contained within the chamber to be
forced through the slits or openings in the sieve, and the film of pulp
is thereby removed.
Thus, by the alternate elevation and depression of
the strainer, the pulp is rapidly and effectively passed through the interstices of the sieve.
The chamber or space below the strainer is fitted
with one or more pipes or ducts, by means of which the cleansed pulp is
conveyed into thechamber, b, of the vat.
Fig. 3.
The entrance to each of these pipes
or ducts is governed by a horizontal
slide valve, which is actuated by a
spindle passing through the sides of the
vat, and furnished with a handle, by
means of which the workman opens or
shuts the valve as required.
The pulp
flows down the pipe, q, and into the
chamber, b, in which is fitted an agitator or " hog,''

s,

to

which a rotatory

motion is given, in order to keep the
pulp in a uniform state of suspension
in the water.
From the chamber, B, the pulp flows over the breast, T,
of the vat towards the wire-cloth of the machine, by means of which it is
converted into paper.
Instead of thus working the strainer, the action
may be given from one side only, whilst the strainer frame is supported
on fixed centres on the other.
In the arrangement shown in fig. 3, the sieve or strainer is formed
into a hollow cylindrical or polygonal drum.
The exterior of this drum
is covered with sieve plates of the ordinary kind, so that the entire periphery of the drum is permeable, for the finer particles of the pulp to pass
through into its interior.
In this arrangement, the vat, u, may be made
of wood, cast-iron, or other suitable material
it consists of a deep chamber, v, in which the strainer, w, is fitted.
In the illustrative figure, the
strainer is shown of a square form in its cross section the corner bars, x,
forming the frame of the drum, are attached to and supported by the metal
crosses, y, fitted on the tubular spindles, z.
The hollow spindles or gudgeons, z, pass through the ends of the vat, tt, and are fitted with stuffingboxes and plugs, by means of which the drum or strainer may be connected with pipes, and the junctions kept air and steam tight. The
periphery of the drum alone is made of sieve plates, a; the ends of the
drum are made solid. A pipe communicates at one end with the interior of the drum or strainer, through its hollow shaft or gudgeon, and
serves to convey steam or air into the strainer.
Another pipe at the
opposite end of the drum is carried upwards, and communicates by means
of a double-branched pipe, with a separate vat or reservoir, and with an
air-pump, by means of which the interior of the strainer is exhausted
of air.
The pipe, with the vat and air-pump, is fitted with valves for
discharging the pulp into the reservoir or vat, whence it flows through
the pipe, b, to the chamber, c, and over the breast to the machine.
The
unstrained pulp is placed in the vat, u, and a rotatory motion is given to
the strainer, by means of a belt pulley arrangement, or other means of
communicating motion thereto. The air-pump is then put in motion, and
the air drawn off from the interior of the strainer; this has the effect of
causing the pulp to be forced through the interstices of the strainer, by
reason of the increased or unbalanced atmospheric pressure on its exterior.
;

;

of

and nuts.

is

of the strainer will obviously cause a layer

upon the surface of the sieve

in

the caoutchouc is firmly
secured by means of clamps
of wood or metal. These
clamps, p, are fastened
to the plate, d, by bolts

the strainer

The upward motion

of the pulp to be deposited

the chamber, c,
which the strainer
fitted.
The edge of

and
is

strainer.

Juno 1,1857.

action causing a partial

vacuum below

the

DRESSING FLOUR.
Andrew Dunlop,

Glasgow.

—Patent dated October

0,

1856.

Mr. Dunlop's plans relate, in the first part, to an arrangement of
machinery, in which the dressing cloth is shaken by a rapid slackening
and tightening action. The dressing cloth is attached to longitudinal
bars, which are kept apart by means of springs.
The bars are attached
on their under sides to levers, which are acted upon by projections or
cams on a continuously revolving wheel. When the levers are acted
upon by the cam wheel, the longitudinal bars are caused to approach
each other, and the dressing cloth is thereby slackened, causing it to baf
down between the bars. The instant, however, the levers have passed
the cam, the bars are released, and by means of the springs they are
drawn apart, and the dressing cloth consequently tightened.
This
alternate tightening and slackening of the dressing cloth causes the flour
or meal to be rapidly sifted through its meshes.
The second part of the
invention consists of improvements in separating the bran from the
flour or meal first, and then dividing the remaining flour into qualities
of varying degrees of fineness.
In our engravings, fig. 1 is an end view
of a machine for dressing flour arranged according to the patentee's

June
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Fi<r. 2 is a longitudinal elevation of the same, the end
machine being broken off. In tbis machine there are a
series of dressing cloths arranged one above the other in what may be
billed stories or flats, and differing in the fineness of the interstices or
meshes throngh which the flour passes. The sides of the wooden framework, a, of the machine, are fitted with a series of flap doors, B, corresponding to the number of divisions into which the machine is divided
by the dressing cloths, c. By means
of these doors, access may be had to

improvements.

portion of the

the interior of either of the compartments of the machine when required.
The dressing cloths, c, and their sidebars, D, are arranged in a slanting or
angular position, as shown in the longitudinal elevation, and they are supported by pendent brackets, e, fast on
At the front part of the
the rods, p.
machine, the ends of the rods, f, are
carried in the framing, and project
through it, and to the end of each is
attached a lever, g, which is connected
by a link, h, to an arm, i, fast on the
sliding bar or rod, J, which slides in
On the lower part
the brackets, k.
of the sliding bar, j, are two rollers,
h, and a vertical reciprocatory motion
is given to the bar, J, by means of a
heart-shaped cam, m, which rotates
between these rollers, and alternately
raises and depresses the sliding bar.
The bar, j, at the part between the
rollers, l, is enlarged laterally, and a slot is made therein to admit of the
end of a short horizontal shaft, n, passing through it, and which is
carried by a bearing at the back of the sliding bar, j, and in front by a
bearing depending from the projecting framework, o, of the machine.
The shaft, H, has keyed upon it the heart-shaped cam, m, the driving
band pulley, p, and bevil pinion, q, which latter is in gear with a cog
wheel, e, on the shaft, s, and gives motion by means of a band to the
pulley, t.
The spindle of the pulley, t, passes through from side to side
of the machine, and carries upon it a pair of band pulleys, u, and at the
opposite end of the machine is a corresponding pair of pulleys, over
which is passed a pair of bands, v, to which are attached the scrapers,
w. The unsifted flour or meal, and the different qualities thereof, are
"V

Fig.

75

causes the heart or cam, m, to rotate, by which means the sliding bar,
lifted and depressed.
This action of the bar, j, turns the rods, f,
partially round, causing the bars, d, to oscillate, and thus imparts an
alternate stretching and slackening action to the dressing cloths, c.
The vibratory action imparted to the dressing cloths, causes the flour or
meal to pass successively through the cloths of the different compartments, the finest particles only reaching the lowest compartment. The
dressing cloth of the upper compartment is sufficiently coarse to allow
all the particles of flour to pass through, whilst it retains the bran only,
which is carried onward to the lower end of the compartment, and passes
through an aperture in the end of the machine, and out by a shoot or
The dressing cloth of the second compartment is of such a
passage.
degree of fineness, that it retains only the coarsest quality of flour or
meal, technically known as " thirds," which is kept separate, and passes
away by a separate shoot or passage. The third compartment separates
the quality of flour known as "parings," and this product passes off by
The lowest dressing cloth separates the
a distinct shoot or passage.
quality of flour known in the trade as " sharps," which is kept apart
from the others, and passes off by a shoot appropriated to it. Finally,
the " superfine or extra " falls into the lowest chamber, and is scraped
up to one end of the machine by the blades, w, of the rotatory scraper,
whence it falls through a spout or shoot.
These machines occupy less space than those known as "French
machines;" at the same time they dress the flour in a far more efficient
manner. Another important advantage is, that the flour may be taken
warm from the grinding stones, and at once submitted to the machine,
which will thoroughly cool it during the process of dressing.
it

j, is

ROOFING TILES.
W.

Bkodie, Belhaven, East Lothian.

—Patent dated October 28, 1856.

The object of this invention is to produce tiles suitable for roofing and
other purposes, in a more rapid and economical manner than can be done
by the ordinary process. The clay or other plastic material, after being
prepared in a pug-mill, is made to exude through a die of a horse-shoe
form.
The stream of clay, as it issues from the die, is cut into lengths
The horse-shoe
suitable for the tiles to be manufactured therefrom.
shaped blanks are moulded to the form of the tile by means of a
machine, which forms the subject of this patent. Fig. 1 of our illustrative engravings is a longitudinal elevation of the

machine, and
of the same.

fig.

The working

2.

2 a plan

the machine are supported
on a wooden framing of a
rectangular form, and this
framing, a, is furnished
with hand-spokes or handles, B, secured to the
uprights which support
the frame carrying the
machine; and by means
of these handles the machine may be readily removed from place to place.
The central metal column,
c, is

*m

parts of

ft

fastened to the fram-

by means of bolts and nuts, and serves to support the moulding
Through the centre of the column, o, a spindle or shaft, d,
apparatus.
passes, and this spindle is secured at the lower part by a key or cotter,
but so as to allow the shaft to turn freely upon its axis. To the upper
part of the spindle or shaft,
Fis- "
d, the moulding apparatus,

ing, a,

E,

is

attached

prevented from mixing with each other by means of the cloths or other
impervious and flexible material, which are fastened to the sides of the
machine, and pass over the rods, F, the lower edges being secured to the
vibrating bars, D.
At the back or lower end of the machine, the ends of
the cloths, c, are formed into a sort of pocket, which delivers the bran,
and all but the finest quality of flour, into shoots or spouts appropriated
to each quality.
This part of the machine is enclosed by a door, by
means of which access is readily had to the ends of the compartments,

and

to the shoots

when

necessary.

The

flour or

meal

is

fed into the

upper compartment of the machine by a hopper or other suitable arrangement, and when the shaft, n, is put in motion by the driving pulley, p,

sists

;

this por-

machine con-

tion of the

principally

of

the

moulding plate, f, which
is of a concave shape, one
its edges being bent
over to form the convex
part of the tile.
These

of

moulding plates are made
and arranged
Each moulding
in the machine, one upon each side of the column, c.
plate is made to turn upon its axis, so that it can be readily reversed in
its position
for this purpose, it is attached, by means of a spindle, G, to

in duplicate,

;
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machine.
the bracket, H, which projects from the swivelling part of the
A handle, i, is fitted to the side of each moulding plate, to facilitate the
The
operations of the workman in reversing the position of the plate.
horse-shoe shaped blanks are then handed to a workman, who proceeds
opposite to him ; he
to lay one of the blanks upon the moulding plate
raised
then presses the clay into the concavity of the plate, and over the
edge on one side of the plate. This convexly-curved portion
or curved

lines or
of the moulding plate is made with a series of longitudinal
indentations on its upper surface, and the clay, when pressed on this
portion of the moulding plate, is impressed with lines or corrugations

The object of making
corresponding to those on the moulding plate.
for
these corrugations in the under side of the tile is, that, when used
thereby
roofing, the mortar or cement will fill up these indentations, and
hold the tiles more securely together than those made in the ordinary
way. When the workman has caused the first blank to
take the form of the moulding plate, by the pressure of
his hand upon the surface of the clay, he turns the moulding apparatus round, so as to bring the other moulding
An attendant upon the opposite side
plate towards him.
of the machine removes the moulded tile by means of a
lifter or " horse," which corresponds to the form of the

.Tunc 1,1837.

caused by the partial rotation of the spindle, H, which
has the effect of winding the strap, l, round the cam, k, and this action
suddenly draws or jerks the picking stick towards the centre of the
loom, causing the pickers to traverse along their guides, and drive the
One modification of the mechanical arrangeshuttle through the shed.
ment, by means of which the spindles, h, are actuated or not, according
to the requirements of the pattern, consists of a disc of metal, M, made
with a number of lateral studs or pins, n, projecting from the outer edge
These studs or pins, n, are made with sloping
of each of its sides.
sides, so that the end of a lever pressing against the side of the disc,
and in a line with the apices of the pins, will have a smooth reciprocating motion given to it. The disc, m, is made fast to the shaft, o, which
runs in end bearings carried by the framing, and is actuated by the
The ratchet wheel,
ratchet wheel, p, which is keyed on the same shaft.
to the other, is

Fig.

2.

lifter upon the tile, and by means of
turns the moulding plate upon its axis.
The tile being thus transferred to the lifter or "horse,"
is carried away to the drying shelves, and, subsequently,
Tiles manufacfired in a kiln in the ordinary manner.
tured according to these improvements are much more
compact and dense than those of the ordinary kind, and
are, consequently, capable of withstanding atmospheric
tile

;

he places the

the handle,

i,

influences proportionately longer.

WEAVING CORDED AND CHECKED
George Wilson,

Glasgow.

— Patent

FABRICS.
dated

October 17, 1856.
of the ingenious but simple mechanical arrangements which
form the subject-matter of these letters patent, various kinds of fabrics
hitherto produced only in the hand-loom, or by the aid of very complicated power-loom mechanism, may be woven with as much ease and

By means

rapidity as ordinary plain cloth.

In the engravings we have given to illustrate this invention, fig. 1 is
a side or end elevation of the loom, and fig. 2 is a plan of the lower porThe frame of the loom consists of two rectangular
tion of the loom.
cast-iron side standards, A, connected at the lower part by transverse
The lathe or slay, c, is
stays, and at the upper part by an arched stay.
connected by means of the lathe swords, i>, to the rooking shaft, E, on
each end of which is a bracket, F and to these brackets the picking
Each of the picking sticks is actusticks, a, are secured by a joint pin.
;

ated by means of a spindle, B, the lower end of which rests in a footstep
bearing in a brackFig. 1et, I, fast to the
rocking shaft, e, of
The
the lathe, c.
upper end of the
spindle, h, rotates
in a collar beaming,
j,

which projects

from

the side of
the lathe sword, d.
Near the lower part
of the spindle, H,
is

keyed a cam,

segmentallyshaped piece of

or

metal,

and

k,

to

fastened a
strap, l, the free
end of which is
passed through a
slot in the picking

this

is

stick,
is

to

which it
by a

secured

buckle

or

other

The upper end of each picking stick is connected
with the picker by means of a strap in the ordinary manner. The necessary reciprocating motion of each of the picking sticks, by means of
suitable fastening.

which the shuttle

is

driven across the warp, from one side of the loom

moved by means of the pall, Q, to which a reciprocating mot'on is
given by an eccentric, K, on the crank shaft, s. The free end of the
pall, Q, takes into the teeth of the ratchet wheel, p, and at each revolution of the crank shaft, s, the wheel, p, is moved round one tooth by this
This movement of the ratchet wheel carries with it the disc, M,
action.
by means of which the two bent levers, T and u, are caused to slide to
and fro on the shaft, v, also carried in end bearings in the framing, on
which shaft they are fitted loosely. These bent levers, t and u, are
prevented from sliding too far along the shaft, v, by means of the adjusting collars, w, each of which is secured to the shaft, v, by a pinching
screw.
The upper end of each of the bent levers, t and u, is bent inwards, forming a right angle with the plane side of the lever, and this
end of each lever presses against the opposite sides of the disc, m. To
an eye in the lower end of each of the curved levers, t and u, is attached
The cord, x, of the lever, t, is passed under a
a cord or band, x, t.
pulley, z, fitted in a bracket depending from the right-hand side standard, A, and is carried upwards and attached to one end of a lever, a.
The band or cord, y, attached to the bent lever, u, is in like manner
passed under a pulley, 6, fitted to the left-hand side standard, a, and is
Each of the levers, a and c, are secured to the
attached to a lever, c.
standards, A, by a bolt fitted in a slot, by means of which the height of
each lever may be adjusted, the bolt forming the fulcrum of the lever.
The free end of each lever, a, c, is connected by a pin to an intermediate
link or rod, d, and the upper end of this link or rod is placed between
A
the plates of a bracket, c, which is bolted to the side standards, A.
slot is made in each of the check plates of the bracket, e, and the upper
end of the link or rod, d, has an eye through which is passed a pin or
The pin, f, is secured to the rod, d,
stud,/, which works in the slots.
by a pinching screw, and slides freely in a vertical direction in the slots
p, is

of the bracket, E.

The

action of this mechanical arrangement

is

as follows:

— As

the

pushed away as its upper end travels
This
over the pins or studs projecting from the sides of the disc, m.
motion causes the lever to move a short distance along the shaft, v,
which has the effect of tightening the cord, x, attached to its lower end,
and depressing the lever, a. The motion of the lever, u, is precisely
similar to that of the lever, t, the action of the pins being arranged to
The depression of the end of the levers, a or c,
take place alternately.
raises the rod, d, which brings the pin,/, on a level with the stud, g, on

disc, M, rotates, the

-

bent level

,

t, is

At the backward movement of the lathe, the stud, g,
the spindle, h.
comes in contact with the pin,/ which causes the spindle, h, to rotate
upon its axis, and wind the strap, l, on the cam, k; and this action

June

1,
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ierks the picking stick to which it is attached towards the centre of the
loom, thereby driving the shuttle through the shed.
As the action of
the levers, t and u, is arranged to take place alternately, when the pin,
f, of one lever is raised, the other is depressed, anil therefore the picking
stick on that side remains unaffected

by the movement

of the lathe.

The studs or pins on each side of the disc, m, are arranged according to
number of picks required in succession from one side of the lathe or
the other and instead of this disc, st, being actuated by a ratchet wheel,
it may be moved by a cog wheel on the shaft, o, in gear with another
the

;

wheel on the crank shaft.
Another part of the patentee's improvements consists of certain means

when several shuttles are used. One
modification consists of a disc, to the outer edge of which are bolted a
number of segmental pieces of metal, which are made to project above
the periphery of the disc, forming a series of teeth upon its edge.
The
projecting parts of these lifting segments, i, are varied according to the
height the shuttle-boxes are to be raised, and are so arranged as to bring
each shuttle-box in a line with the shed in the required order or succession.
The disc is keyed to a shaft, and to another shaft is keyed a
lever, the end of which rests upon the periphery of the disc, so that when
in this position the upper shuttle-box is in a line with the shed; and as
the end of the lever passes over the projecting portions of the segments,
the lever raises the rod, which carries with it the shuttle-box frame,
bringing each shuttle-box in succession opposite the shed.
Therefore,
according to the arrangement of the segments on the disc, so will the
shuttle-boxes he successively brought into action, and by this means
wefts of varying thicknesses or different colours may be thrown into the
fabric with the utmost facility, thus placing at the command of the
weaver a great variety of patterns and effects, without requiring the aid
of the complicated mechanism hitherto used for the purpose.
for actuating shifting drop-boxes

OCTAGON LAUNDRY STOVE.

Mr. John Spencer, West Butterwick,

Lincolnshire.

weighing and

lifting in one,

a considerable saving of time and labour is effected.
Our engraving is a perspective view of the sack-lifter and weighing
machine, the lifter being shown partially raised. The weighing machine,
a, is of the ordinary construction, and when in use
the frame or platform, b, of
the sack-lifter is lowered,
and sinks into the channel
or groove made in the scaleboard of the weighing machine, so as not to interfere
with its action. The plat-

for use in many
besides laundries.
It consists of
a hollow octagonal pillar or column, a,
forming the fuel chamber.
The base,
b, of this pillar forms the ashpit,
this
portion being supported upon four pillar

available
tions

legs, c,

on the

top, d, of the fuel

The stove is fitted with the usual supporting holders for the irons, of which, by reason
of the octagonal shape, sixteen can be heated
at once, the whole being subjected to the
same temperature. The door, f, is made to
lift off and on, so that no holes need be bored
through the stove sides.
This form and arrangement of stove greatly economizes the space taken up, whilst it
possesses very superior heating power, and
the heat is equally diffused on all sides.

CORRESPONDENCE.
have no doubt been surprised
magnitude of the railway scheme in India, for

of your readers, besides myself,
of the

which, of course, a vast sum of money will be required.
At the outset
of the establishment of railways, or even of common roads, in any
country, there has generally been a great difficulty in procuring the
necessary means; and it is worthwhile for us to consider how these
means have actually been provided in different parts of the world.
1 will begin with the great Republic of the United States of America,
where I resided some time, in the States of South Carolina and Georgia.

The

legislatures of these States, finding that charters for
with authority to issue £1 notes five dollars

banking

— were

—

leges,

privi-

practicable for

is

attached to the
c,

which

is

tra-

guided

rods, e; at the

back

of the platform, b, the sides
are prolonged outwards and

formed into eyes, which travel up and down the guide
rods,

The

rack, c, is
of a pinion,
on the spindle of which is a

raised

f.

by means

cog wheel in gear with another and similar wheel on
the spindle below it, and
which is put in motion by

means

of the handle, g.

It

will be obvious from the
foregoing, that the frame or platform, b, may
be raised to any convenient
height by turning the handle, g, and may be kept
in that position by a
catch or detent taking into the teeth of the
upper cog wheel.

two machines will, we apprehend, be apprehave occasion to use them in their business.

of the

The

at its lower part

by the

The combination

floor.

chamber is pyramidal or coned, with the
same number of sides as the main body
part, and at its apex is the flue passage, e.

vels in a guide, d, fixed to
the edge of the table, d', and

e,

vertical rack,

_

pillar

obviously
other situa-

is

great
a railway and a bank simultaneously,
providing that, for every bank share issued, a certain amount of railway
stock should be taken up.
Thus, the anticipated immediate gains of the
banking business induced the public to wait for the more tardy returns
upon their capital invested in railway works. Every one knows that the
railway system has extended itself throughout every part of the United
States, notwithstanding the competition of water communication, and
that it is becoming more complete every year.
I beg to refer your readers now to another country under a different
form of government, where quite another mode was adopted to raise
funds for road-making.
Murray's Handbook of Northern Italy gives
the following account of the road from Florence to Fiesole, page 588
" The latter is the main road, into which the former falls before it reaches
the Dominican convent.
Hence until recently the road was no longer

form,

ciated by those who
No. 11L— Vol. X

This stove

a.

by your account

In this design the inventor has carried out the idea of combining two
very useful machines in one, viz., a weighing machine and a sack-lifter.
By means of this arrangement, the sack of wheat or flour, &c, may be
weighed, and at once lifted to a convenient height for removal.
By
distinct operations of

Street, Perth.

Mr. Macnab's useful stove mainly consists of a hollow octagonal
or column,

Many

SACK-LIFTER AND WEIGHING MACHINE COMBINED.

combining the hitherto

Mr. Robert Macnab, 44 Mill

Registered for

THE COMMERCIAL RESOURCES OF RAILWAYS AND ROADS.

REGISTERED DESIGNS.

Registered for
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demand, each granted charters

in

to

:

lent road,

any wheeled carriage.

made

.

.

.

There

—

now an excelAmongst us, we

is

at the expense of the city of Fiesole.

should have formed a joint-stock company, and issued shares to raise the
The Fiesolans did the needful in a neater way; they issued
titles of nobility.
They have a libra d'ord, and those inscribed therein
gain particular rank.
No one can be presented at court unless he is
noble, and there was the most ample demand for the honour.
Marquises, counts, and barons, who paid various sums
300 dollars and
upwards have been created by dozens; amongst others, an English
dancing master, and an English banker's clerk."
In different parts of the world, therefore, however variously constituted
and governed, there appears to be some cord or nerve capable of moving
large masses of people towards a particular object, causing them unconsciously to accomplish a result highly beneficial to themselves and the
supplies.

—

—

state they inhabit.
" Cosi all'egro facuiuli

pargiamo asperso
licor, gli orli del vaso
Succhi amari; ingannato intanto ci beve
Edall'ingaono alio, vita riceve."
Tasso

Di souave

Llwyn Offa, Mold, May, 1857.

C.

— Gerusalteme Lib.

Butler Clough.

m

——
:
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base a treatise on this extraordinary branch of industry than he has; but
we are to judge from the specimen before us, it would, in all probability, be a work of great difficulty for Mr. Hancock to separate himself
and the firm of Cha3. Macintosh & Co. from the manufacture or rather,
that Mr. Hancock would have great difficulty in appreciating the inventions and labours of others in the manufacture.
Mr. Hancock's book, then, is a plain history of himself and his inventions for a period of thirty-seven years; and in his appendix he gives full
copies of the specifications of his fourteen different patents, taken out
between the years 1820 and 1847. Being originally a mechanic, Mr.
Hancock first adapted machinery to the manufacture and working in
various ways and for many different purposes, of this gum
and the first
half of this treatise gives the history of his experiments and manufactures
from 1820 to 1842.
In that year, as is already well known, from the
published evidence of various law reports, Mr. Hancock had brought to
his notice specimens of india-rubber, said to be brought from America;
these specimens would not stiffen by cold, and were not much affected
by solvents, heat, or oils. One of them had a slight smell of sulphur,
and Mr. Hancock states that he thought a sulphurous powder had been
if

;

Specimens op Tables, Calculated, Stereomoulded, and Printed by
Machinery. Pp.50. London: Longmans. 1857.

The results of Messrs. Scheutz's labours have already been in part
communicated to the readers of the Practical Mechanic's Journal.* The
curious volume before us, which is dedicated to Mr. Babbage, in acknowledgment of the assistance which he has rendered to the authors,
embraces a prefatory historical memoir, which will be read with great
interest by all who care to consider the intricacies and beauties of the
" Calculating Machine."
This memoir tells us how the labours of the
Messrs. Scheutz were really the pursuit of knowledge and scientific conhow success was really finally attained
struction under difficulties
how the calculating instrument was brought to this country, and exhihow Mr. Gravatt placed it
bited at the works of Messrs. Donkin & Co.
how it
before the Royal Society and the Institution of Civil Engineers
gained a success at the Paris Exhibition and how it was finally purchased by Mr. Rathbone for the Dudley Observatory at Albany, in the

—

—
—

—

In addition to these details, there is given a brief description of the apparatus, from which we extract the following section:

United States.

" The size of the whole machine, when placed on its proper stand, and protected by its cover, is about that of a small square pianoforte. The calculating
portion of the machine consists of a series of fifteen upright steel axes, passing
down the middle of five horizontal rows of silver-coated numbering rings, fifteen
in each row, each ring being supported by, and turning concentrically on, its own
small brass shelf, having within it a hole rather less than the largest diameter of
the ring.
Round the cylindrical surface of each ring are engraved the ordinary
numerals from
to 9, one of which, in each position of the ring, appears in front,
so that the successive numbers shown in any horizontal row of rings may be read
from left to right, as in ordinary writing.
" The upper row exhibits the number or answer resulting from the calculation
to fifteen places of figures, the first eight of which the machine stereotypes.
The
numbers seen on the second row of rings constitute the first order of differences,
also to fifteen places of figures, if that number be required; and the third, fourth,
and fifth row of rings, in like manner, exhibit the second, third, and fourth orders
of differences.
Any row can be set by hand, so as to present to the eye any
number expressed according to the decimal scale of rotation such as the number
9876543210511789, the first eight figures of which, if in the uppermost row, would,
on being calculated by the machine, be immediately stereotyped. But by simply
changing a ring in each of two of the vertical columns, the machine can be made
to exhibit and to calculate numbers expressed in the mixed senary system of
notation, as in that of degrees, minutes, seconds, and decimals of a second.
Thus, for instance, if the result 874324087356402 were indicated in the upper
row of rings, it would be stereotyped 87 degrees 43 minutes 24.69 seconds.
While this process is going on, the argument proper to each result is at the same
time, also, stereotyped in its proper place nothing more being required for that
purpose than to set each row of figure-rings to differences previously calculated
from the proper formula, and to place a strip of sheet-lead on the slide of the
printing apparatus.
Then, by turning the handle to do which requires no
greater power than what is exerted in turning that of a small barrel-organ the
whole table required is calculated and stereomouklcd in the lead. By this expression is meant that the strip of lead is made into a beautiful stereotype mould,
from which any number of sharp stereotype plates can be produced, ready for the
working of an ordinary printing-press. At the average rate of working the
machine, 120 lines per hour of arguments and results are calculated and actually
stereotyped, ready for the press.
It is found on trial that the machine calculates
and stereotypes, without chance of error, two and a half pages of figures, in the
same time that a skilful compositor would take merely to set up the types for
one single page."
;

;

—

—

;

rubbed on

it

to mislead.

Having

these specimens before him, Mr. Hancock set to work to find
out the treatment which would effect the much-desired change in indiarubber, and we can scarcely conceive that these specimens afforded no

mode by which the change in the condition of the rubber
had been brought about. The result of his prolonged experiments appears
in the specification of his patent of 21st November, 1843, which completely discloses the process of vulcanization.
Since this grand addition to the manufactures of Charles Macintosh & Co. was attained,
Mr. Hancock's powers of invention appear to have been suspended, as
he has only obtained three patents of later date in his individual name.
This patent of Mr. Hancock's, although appearing to rest upon a very
narrow ground of invention, has successfully withstood the very numerous
actions at law and suits in equity in which it has appeared, and we
imagine, during the last few years of its existence, the royalties realised
from it, and the profits on the exclusive manufactures of its owners, have
clue to the

been enormous.
We can recommend this volume to our readers as being not only a very
important link in the history of a manufacture of great value and utility,
but also as an example, to use Mr. Hancock's own words, that, with very
slender means and small beginnings, by care and industry, with the blessing of God, any inventor may eventually hope to reap the reward of his
exertions.
We hope that the publication of this volume may induce
Mr. Charles Goodyear to give to the world his experiences in this most
interesting manufacture and this, we think, might be done without any
very great sacrifice on his part, if our memory serves us right as to a
volume by him, we remember to have seen some years ago, printed (by
india-rubber type) for private circulation only.
Although Mr. Hancock
mentions the manufacture of hard india-rubber in various ways and for
numerous purposes, Messrs. Macintosh & Co. appear to have carried it
on to a very small extent only, and the experiences of Mr. Goodyear, or
of the late Mr. Charles Morey (of Paris), could they be obtained, would
be of great value with regard to what is certainly one of the most beautiful
and surprising manufactures of the age.
;

To this Mr. Gravatt has added an abstract of .his own manner of considering and calculating by this machine.
The tables of logarithms,
" calculated, stereomoulded, and printed by machinery," are from 1 to
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10.000.
These tables are excessively interesting from the fact, that
they are all printed from stereotype plates, produced directly from the
machine, and without the use of any moveable type. The book is really
unique, and the Messrs. Scheutz deserve the thanks of all scientific men,
for such a result of their ingenuity and industrial toil.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.
April
"

On

21, 1857.

the application of Electro-Magnetism as a motive power," by

April
Personal Narrative op the Origin and Progress op the Caoutchouc
or India- Rubber Manufacture in England.
By Thomas Hancock,
of the firm of Chas. Macintosh & Co.
With Engravings. London
Longmans.
Mr. Hancock seems to disarm criticism, by stating in his preface that
the work is by no means to be taken as a history of the manufacture, as
it is put forth as nothing more than an account of his own progress.
Mr. Hancock's experience in the manufacture has been so large, that
probably no one has better grounds or fuller information upon which to
*

Pages 5S and

187, Vol.

VIII.

Mr. Robert

Hunt.
28.

After the meeting, the attention of the memDiscussion on Mr. Hunt's paper.
bers was especially directed to a small volume, presented by Messrs. Scheutz, of

Stockholm, through Mr. Gravatt, entitled "Specimens of tables, calculated, stereomoulded, and printed by Machinery."

Mat
"

On

5.

the employment of Rubble, Beton, or Concrete, in works of engineering

and architecture," by Mr. Renuie.

May

12.

After the conclusion of the discussion on Mr Rennie's paper, the following was
read:
" On Building BriJges upon Brick Cylinders in India," by Mr. G. B. Bruce.

June
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Mat
*•

On

19.

the disturbances of Suspension Bridges and the means of counteracting

them," by Messrs. Lukin and Conder.

Mat
The President held

his

this evening,

when a

13, 1S57.

" Additional note on the Statistics of Colour Blindness," by Dr. G. Wilson.

Apkil

27.

the formation and value of German Yeast," by Lord Blantyre.
a plan of Working Collieries, by which Explosions are impossible," by

On
" On

Mr. E. Aytoun.
" On Combined Pomps

to raise water without Clacks, with Kennedy and Eastwood's patent metallic packing buckets," by Messrs. R. & W. Moore, Glasgow.
The pumps are so arranged that the water pumped by the first passes through the
In like manner, the water for supplying the second passes
secjnd to the surface.
through the first. The buckets are connected to bell cranks, and the one ascends
When the first bucket makes its ascent, the water
while the other descends.
again, when the
lifted by it passes through the lids of the second to the surface
second "bucket makes its ascent, the water for supplying it passes through the lids
of the first, and the water is thus kept in a continuous flow.
11
On a Refraction Protractor, and its application to the designing of the prisms
employed in lighthouse apparatus," by Mr. J. M. Balfour. The refraction protractor, which is founded on a proposition in Dr. Young's "Lectures on Natural
Philosophy," is a very simple instrument for protracting at once the patli of a ray
;

of light after refraction at the surface of any transparent substance, it consists, in
For more
its simplest form, of an ordinary ruler, graduated in a peculiar manner.

and guides are added; and by combining several
of these instruments, the path of a ray of light through a refracting substance of
any form may be traced, or the form of a prism determined, capable cf acting in
any required manner. The apparatus is peculiarly adapted to designing the prisms
employed in lighthouse apparatus, a set of twenty-four prisms having been laid

complex operations other

down by

it in

rulers

three or four days, which,

determined as they have hitherto been,

if

could not have been calculated in less than a month.

neath them, thus taking the saws into and out of cut at each traverse. In polishing stone according to this invention, the rough block is placed upon a revolving
table carried upon the upper end of a vertical spindle driven from beneath, and
the polishing block of stone or metal is held down by an overhead frame, so as to
press upon the upper surface of the revolving stone, and polish it or face it as may
be required.
In another plan, the polishing is effected by a revolving polishing
stone or piece of metal resembling a broad grindstone set upon a horizontal spindle.
Beneath this stone or metal polisher there is an inclined table, carrving a truck
upon which the rough stone to be polished is placed.
As the polisher revolves
at a high rate, the treated stone is constantly traversed beneath its periphery, by a
chain weight which draws the stone forward as quickly as the surface is reduced.
Similarly the horizontal frame may be used for facing stones for certain purposes,

by laying the stones upon the frame on each side of the polisher, and traversing
to, and in contact with, the revolving periphery.
This plan, of course,
gives a concave face to the stoifes, which answers well for jointing purposes.

them up

—

Gun Cotton Cartridge and Conoidal Shot. Capt. J. Norton has forwarded to us a model of a conoidal rifle shot and seamless gun cotton cartridge,
of which we give an engraving.
The elongated shot is made on the percussion
shell principle, and has attached to it a seamless
cartridge filled with gun cotton.
The shot is
made to slide down the barrel by its own gravity,
to its proper position at the

away with the

thus doing
It

;

—

the destructive art.

barrel.

On

;

and rapidity in
loading is thus obtained independent of the important advantage, arising from the
barrel of the rifle not being soiled by the explosion of the gun cotton, which is a
source of constant annoyance and delay in using gunpowder.
Paper Rifle Percussion Shell. This is another matter connected with
Capt. Norton's favourite theme, and is the latest production of his fertile resources
in
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breech

necessity of using a ramrod.

will be obvious that great facility

rifled, or

11

a

instance the saw frame is simply traversed rapidly back and forward, by a crank
or any other reciprocntory action, and is supported upon a frame which is formed
with reversed inclines near each end.
The saw frame is set on small carrying
pulleys, which alternately run down and up the inclines on the guide piece be-

EOYAL SCOTTISH SOCIETY OF ARTS.

11

used for the saw frame, but the stone is raised to be cut from
third modification, the saw frame is contrived to work over a
stationary guide frame, so as to bring the saws into aud out of cut.
In this
is

Under

below.

large gathev-

tcg of engineers took place.

Apkil

in the freest manner, thus quickening the cutting action in a remarkable degree. As
the cutting proceeds, the saw frame is gradually lowered, to keep the cutting edges
to their work, by a vertical screw arrangement, connected by gearing with the
actuating details of the machine. According to a slightly different plan, the same

up

crank action

26.

annual Conversazione
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It consists of a paper shell, the lower part of

made with grooves corresponding
The chamber of the shell is made

which

is

to the internal configuration of the rifle

to contain several short lucifer matches,

sufficient space being left for the insertion of

inquiries into the quantity of air inspired at each five minutes, quarter,

and

half-hour of the day and night, and under the influence of various kiDds of exercise, food, medicine, and temperature," by Dr. E. Smith.

SOCIETY OF AETS.

a cork or stopper at the end of the
is filled up with fine gunpowder, to a level
with the heads of the matches.
A disc of thin calico is placed over the mouth of
the shell, and the stopper which has a small hole
in its centre is inserted.
The shell thus far completed is ready for service.
Prior to putting the i^
shell into the barrel of the rifle, a broad-headed pN^S
\ N fz-'^j^jr^r
tack or short nail is inserted in the aperture in
shell.

The space between

the matches

.

•

,

Apkil

"On

22, 1857.

the cork.

Disinfection," by Dr. E. A. Smith.

April

"On Metropolitan Improvements

Mat
"How can

29.

and Thames Embankment," by Mr. F. Bennoch.
13.

increased supplies of Cotton be obtained?" by Mr. J. B. Smith,

M.P.

The

shell is pressed

to be a

most

that by a

Mat
"
"
"

20, 1857.

On a new base obtained from the juice of Flesh," by Professor Strecker.
On a new method of testing Urine," by Mr. Horsley.
On the fatty matters of the Excreta of Disease," by Dr. Marcet.

MONTHLY NOTES.
Henderson's Stone-Sawing Machine.— Mr. Matthew Henderson,

a marwoiker of Glasgow, has lately suggested the use of several useful things connected with the sawing or cutting of marble and stone of different kinds.
Under
one modification, Mr. Henderson's apparatus consists of a bed and frame, resembling that of an engineer's planing machine.
The stone to be cut is placed upon
a moveable platform or truck, within this frame beneath a horizontal saw frame
carrying as many cntters as are necessary.
This saw frame is suspended at each
end upon a short crank arm, which crank arms are actuated by suitable gearing,
so as to revolve at a high rate, carrying round the saw frame between them.
In
this way the saws, which are always kept horizontal, are rapidly brought
into and
taken out a short cut upon the stone beneath.
Each time the saws leave their
cut, the sand and water, employed as the actual cutting
agents, fall into the cut

ble

the barrel

by means of a hollow-headed ramrod until it reaches the gun cotton cartridge.
When the shell strikes any object, the tack or nail is forcibly driven inwards,
causing the matches to ignite and fire the powder. The explosive force of the
powder scatters the burning matches in all directions, which consequently set fire
to any combustible materials they may come in contact with.
Capt. Norton states
that from experiments he has made with these percussion shells, they will be found
effective

means of setting fire to the sails of an enemy's ships.
Mr. W. E. Gaine has discovered the remarkable

Parchment Paper.

CHEMICAL SOCIETY

down

—

fact,

momentary immersion of paper

in strong sulphuric acid, diluted with
bulk of water, and allowed to cool, and then instantly washing it free from
acid, first in plenty of water, and then in weak ammonia, it becomes endued with
such extraordinary tenacity, that whereas a band of the original paper, of about

half

its

an inch in width, breaks under a weight of seven or eight pounds, in its modified
condition it will support nearly a hundredweight.
Messrs. De La Eue and Co.
have entered into an arrangement with the discoverer to introduce it into commerce, where, from its almost indestructibility, it will doubtless supersede parchment in many of its applications. Specimens of engravings have been shown,
which have been so treated qfter having received the impression the acid had in
no way injured the lines of the engraving, whilst the great contraction which the
paper underwent, gave a delicate softness and sharpness to the picture.
Several
photographs have also been printed on this parchinent-paper, as it is called, the
peculiar hard nature of the surface enabling photographers, the inventor states,
to obtain beautifully rich tones with a far less expenditure of nitrate of silver than
:

at present.

The Science of Gunnert. — Our

previous articles have shown, we think,
have not hitherto possessed a science of gunnery, and it
therefore highly gratifying to find that something is now being done towards the

pretty fully, that
is

we

really

up of such a science. The late trials at the Hythe School of Musketry
between Mr. Whitworth's rifle and the Enfield arm prove this.
They show that
when a good mechanic has turned his attention to the subject, good has clearly
resulted, as we prophesied it would.
In the Hythe trial, when comparison during
ten shots was instituted between the two arms, the result was, that at 500 yards
range, Mr. Whitworth's rifle showed a superior accuracy of 1'87 feet, the elevation
building
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being
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5 degrees, whilst that of the Enfield
on Mr. Whitworth's side was 311

rifle

f-uperiority

feet,

was 1'32. At 800 yards the
and at 1,100 yards of S'68

feet, whilst at 1,400 and at 1,880 yards, no hits were obtained with the Enfield
In point of penetration, the results
arm, and consequently all comparison ceased.
obtained were equally decisive; the Whitworth projectile, with the regulation charge
of powder, going through 33 half-inch planks of elm, and being brought up by a
solid oak bulk beyond, while the Enfield ball could not get past the I3:h plank.
The shooting was performed by Colonel Hay and Mr. Guner. both excellent shots;
and all doubt as to the effect of the individual aiming was set at vest by using a
machine or mechanical rest, which of course placed the two weapons on perfect
equality.
The results of Mr. Whitworth's plans are also shown in the fact, that
with a rifle 39 inches long, and half-inch bore, having one rifle turn in 20 inches,

June

1,

1857.

Journal, we have proof that nothing seemed to weary his intellect or exhaust his
Even here alone the epitaph of Wren may indeed be said to be Mr.

attention.

M'Dowall's due.

M'Callan's Air and "Water Discharger for Steam Pipes.

— We

drew the attention of our readers to an ingenious contrivance for discharging air and water from steam-pipes.*
The inventor has since made some further
recently

improvements

in

the apparatus, which are shown in the accompanying engravings.
Fig.

1.

or two turns in its length, he can get through a wrought iron plate sis-tenths
It is calcuof an inch thick, or cut a core out of a 6-inch solid piece of timber.
The whole
lated that the ball rotates at the rate of 15,000 turns per minute.

furnishes a complete answer to the question as to the penetration of 4-inch plates

of batteries.

American Tree-Felling Machine.

—A

contrivance

for felling trees

by

means of manually-driven saw-cutters, has lately been introduced in America by
Mr. Durden nf Montgomery, Alabama.
Our engraving represents the apparatus
It is carried upon a framework running on four small
as in the act of felling a tree.
wheels, and the cutting action

performed

is

cutter

wheel,

upon avert

:

by the
A, mounted

cal shaft, carry-

ing a bevil pinion

in gear
with a bevil wheel fast on

the

horizontal

Motion

is

shaft,

given

to

b.

the

apparatus by a winch handle
on the end of a second horizontal shaft, c, which carries

a very broadspur wheel gearing with a pinion on the shaft, R. The further inner
end of the shaft, c, is screwed and passed through a nut in the framing of the

machine, and thus, as the machine is driven to cause revolution of the cutter wheel,
the screw action slowly advances the cutter up to its work.
The whole apparatus
is steadied by dogs or retainers carried by the framing, and screwed into the trunks
of the trees.

—

London Omnibus Statistics. The " London General Omnibus Company "
began business with a few omnibuses on the 7th of January, 1856, the first supply
being constantly added to, until the number of venules was 600.
The profits
realised in the year 1856 amounted to 12J per cent, of the capital.
The result
of the working of the first three months of 1857, is stated to be equivalent to 15
per cent, on the capital.
The balance-sheet shows a total of .£1,085,286, including unissued shares oi b< th sides to the amount of £200,000.
The funds
of the company are composed of issued shares to the amount of £800,000,
and unissued shares to the amount of £200,000; together £1,000,000.
The 600
omnibuses, with all their appurtenanc s, cost £400,000.
In addition to this, the
sum of £48,108 has been expended f r the purchase of new omnibuses, for the
increase of the number of horses, and for various improvements in the stock.
The company have in reserve 26,312 shares for payment of 210 omnibuses, which
were agreed to be delivered to the company but as they run on rather poor lines
of road, and as some of them would expose the company to considerable loss, it is
proposed to enter into arrangements with the contractors to modify the original
agreement, so as to enable the company to reduce the number of omnibuses still to
be delivered; and also the capital of the company to the extent of £120,000.
The receipts from the omnibuses during the year amounted to £454,830, being at
the rate of 1 6s. per day for each omnibus.
The number of horses employed averaged
4,541 per day.
The advertisements in omnibuses realised £1,263. The interest
on the unemployed capital produced £15,222.
The sundry receipts, which form
together a sum of £19,432, added to the products of the traffic, bring the total
revenue to the sum of £474,262, so that each omnibus earned very nearly £3, and
each horse nearly 6s. per day.
The working expenses of every description amounted
to £399,863.
The general expenses, including rents and management, amounted
to £19,040; the wages of drivers and conductors to £77,680
government duty,
licenses, and tolls to £51,631
compensation for accidents to £418; inspection,
£238; maintaining and renewing omnibuses, &c., £35,466; feeding horses,
£171,840, or 2s. ljd. per day for each horse. The other expenses connected
with the horses, shoeing, attendance, and depreciation, amounted to £43,547, or
5s. 4^d. per day for each omnibus, making, with the food, £1. 6s. 7d. per day.
The number of omnibuses averaged 450 per day. Each omnibus had run 54
miles, representing for the 450 omnibuses 24,300 miles per day.
The average
work of each horse had been 12 miles per day, GOO omnibuses, having 5,879
horses to work them, formed now the working stock.
They embrace the best
routes, comprising 63 lines.
The late Mr. John M'Dowall. All mechanical men will learn with regret,
that Mr. John M'Dowall, the eminent mechanical engineer, of WalkinshawFoundrv,
Johnstone, has passed from amongst them.
Mr. M'Dowall died on the 14th of
May, after a very short illness, at his residence, Walkinshaw Lodge, Renfrewshire.
Mr. M'Dowall was a man of wide and varied experience in all that pertains to the
profession of the practical engineer; but more than this, we may safely say that
in the branch which he has especially made his own, that of saw-mill engineering,
he has left behind him no rival.
There is hardly in the country a private establi.-hmeut, or a government timber yard, that does not contain examples of his
constructive ability; and even in turning over the pages of the Practical Mechanic's
<

;

;

;

—

an elevation of the air and water discharger; fig. 2, a vertical section of
fig. 3, a vertical section of the air valve and mercurial chamber,
drawn to a larger scale. The apparatus is attached, by means of the pipe, A, to
the steam-pipe, the air and water from which is discharged into the chamber, B, in
which is fitted a ball-float, c.
The ball-float governs the apertures in the upper
part of the pipe, e, through which the
Fig. 3.
water is discharged.
A serious objection
to the use of ball-floats in apparatus of
this kind arises in consequence of water
finding its way into the interior of th3
valve, and thereby lessening its buoyancy
and efficiency.
Mr. M'Callan has overcome this difficulty in a very simple
manner, by making holes in the lower
part of the internal tube which forms the
Fig. 1

is

the same; and

valve of the discharge-pipe, E.

By means
may

of this arrangement, any water that
find its

way

into the valve

flows off at

once through the apertures of the pipe, E.
As the water from the steam-pipe accumulates in the chamber, b, it lifts the ballfloat, C,

The

and flows away down the pipe, E.
in the chamber escapes

air contained

throujh the passage, f, into the mercurial
chamber, G, in which is fitted a tubular
valve that governs the outlet-pipe, it.
The upper part of the tubular valve is

made

level with the pipe, h*, in order to
prevent any accumulation of water on the
top of the valve, which was found to be
the case when the pipe, h, was curved upwards from the valve.
The air-discharger, as shown in fig. 3, is arranged so that it may be used without the other
part of the apparatus, if required.
The improvements we have pointed out certainly give additional value to this

useful apparatus.

MARINE MEMORANDA.
The United

States steam-frigate

Niagara has

lately been a good deal talked
of live oak, varying in width and thickness from 22 inches by 14 near the keel, to 11 by S on deck.
The keel is 320
feet long
length on deck, 345 feet breadth of beam over all, 55 feet depth of

about, and she deserves

it.

:

The

hull

is

;

;

Four boilers and three horizontal engines of 1000-horse
6 inches.
power, huilt by Pease & Murphy, constitute her propelling power.
The cylinAll of this machinery, weighing
ders are 72 inches in diameter and 8-feet stroke.
hold,

31

over

500

feet

tons, is

applied to turn a single propeller of 18 feet

* See

page

7,

Practical Mechanic's Journal for April last.

diameter.

To

June

1,
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protect the machinery from shot in action, it is all enclosed by immense iron
Her
coal-bunkers, overarching and descending many feet below the water-line.
chimneys are telescopic, and while she is under sail or in battle may be lowered
almost "out of sight. The engine and fire-rooms are perfect in their way, and being

well supplied with ample ventilators, will probably be as cool and comfortable as
The Niagara will rely for speed mainly npon her sailing abilities,
can be desired.
and although the fires will always be kept bedded, and everything in readiness for
getting up steam at short notice whenever required, she will, unless in calms and
Her model is that of a
on extraordinary occasions, be only a clipper frigate.
mammoth clipper, with shallow forefoot, sharp high bow, and hollow water-lines.
Everywhere she
presented.
View her as we will, not a single straight line is
curves fluent and free, challenging the admiration of the most critical by her vast
She sits on the sea " like a thing of
yet perfectly symmetrical proportions.
"life," and when careering before a twelve-knot breeze, one would feel on her as
though he were astride a fleet high-mettled courser bounding along on the wings
When under full sail, she will spread about 14,000 running yards
of the wind.
or 7,000 square yards of canvas, and it is anticipated that her speed under can-

Her mainvas will be 15 or 16 knots, and under steam 11 or 12 knots an hour.
mast is SI feet above deck, 111 feet in extreme height, 37J inches in diameter;
foremast, 74 feet above deck, 101 feet in extreme height, and 35 inches in diameHer mainyard is
feet in height, and 30 inches in diameter.
and her foreyard 94 feet. Her armament will consist of 12
great guns of 11 inches bore, 12 feet in length, and capable of throwing shot
These guns were all cast at the
of 170 pounds and shells of 130 pounds weight.
West Point Foundry, but will not be put on board until after she has finished her
One great feature in this
peaceful task of laying the great submarine cable.
Between the bottom or orlop and berth decks
vessel is her high and airy decks.
the height is 6 feet 6 inches ; between the lower and main deck, 6 feet 8 inches
The main deck, on which the
between the main and spar decks, 7 feet 3 inches.
ter

;

106

mizenmast, So

feet in length,

;

and most of the men live, is admirably lighted by a multitude of deadand thoroughly ventilated. Captain Hudson's cabin is large and commoThe most interesting object in it is a good likeness
dious, and neatly furnished.
of the great marine architect, George Steers, painted in oil, life size, and framed in
This was painted for and presented by the workmen employed
carved rosewoodby Mr. Steers to the frigate, and will always have an honourable place in the
State rooms have been fitted up in this room for the occupation
captain's cabin.
of Professor Morse and Peter Cooper during the time the Niagara is engaged in
The working force of the Niagara is 530 men, but on this trip
laying the cable.
officers

lights,

In addition to the above, she will have one boatswain's
she will have only 490.
mate, one gunner's ditto, one carpenter's ditto, one yeoman, one master-at-arms,
one ship's cook, five quarter masters, two quarter gunners, four captains of the
forecastle, six captains of the tops, two captains of the afterguard, seven coxwains,
one ship's steward, two officers' ditto, one surgeon's steward, one sailmaker's mate,

two captains of the hold, two officers' cooks, two ship's corporals, 100 seamen,
Of the marines, there are 4 sergeants, 3
100 ordinary ditto, and 100 landsmen.
In the engineer's department, 46 firemen
corporals, 2 musicians, and 50 privates.
Some idea of the capacity of such a floating
and coal-passers are employed.
town may be arrived at, when we state that she can carry, in addition to her guns,
ammunition, coal, spare spars and sails, enough of provisions, clothing, medicine,
grog, and nearly every other necessary required by all on board for a three
Undoubtedly the Niagara is the finest, fastest, and largest vessel in
years' cruise.
the United States navy, and wherever she goes, will reflect credit on the genius

plaintiff was the sole proprietor, and had a right to maintain an action as such.
But
on reference to the 35th section of the Patent Law Amendment Act, we find that
it was " provided that until such entry shall have been made, the grantee or grantees of the letters patent shall be deemed and taken to be the sole and exclusive
proprietor and proprietors of such letters patent, and of all the licenses and privileges thereby given and granted."
Masson, therefore, was the sole person entitled
to any remedy.
With respect to the other point made by the plaintiff, that the
defendant was precluded from relying on the objection, because he had not given
it, the Court was of opinion
that the notices of objection which
was bound to give were such only as affected the validity of the pawas rightly entered for the defendant on the sixth plea; and
a new trial must be discharged.
Rule discharged. Subsequently the

specific notice of

the defendant
tent.

The

the rule for

verdict

plaintiff applied for leave to appeal against the decision of the

The Court had decided

—

:

;

PROVISIONAL PEOTECTION FOR INVENTIONS
UNDER THE PATENT LAW AMENDMENT
$2?"

When

Charles F.Vasserot, 45 Essex-street, Strand

the

third

412.

Hoffmax.

Grosvenor-street, and Henry Boyens, George-street, Commercialroad East Improvements in apparatus for steering ships and vessels, and in
apparatus for communicating or signalling between the deck and engine-room

Thomas Turner,

—

Recorded March
656.

John King,
shoes.

St.

;

— (Comm unication.)

The

Belfast,

Recorded March 17.

Askew and John Askew,

CharTes-street,

Ham pstead -road,

and Henry

Myers, 60 Upper Charlotte-street— Improvements in hydraulic and refrigerating
apparatus for the purpose of raising sunken vessels, anchors, and all other submerged bodies, with light and other certain apparatus used for the same purposes.
747. Sir Francis C. Knowles, Baronet, Lovetl Hill, Berks— Improvements in the manufacture of cast-steeT.

Recorded March 20.
780.

plaintiff in his declaration alleged that

patent had been granted to Masson, and that the said letters patent had
The defendant in his sixth plea said that the
been duly assigned to the plaintiff.
The meansaid letters patent were not duly assigned to the plaintiff, as alleged.
ing of the allegation that the letters patent had been duly assigned was, that the

9.

and Colin Hunter, Islandreagh— Improvements in
electro-magnetic engines and batteries.

James A. Cnmine,

744. Charles

his objections to the plaintiff's

he had not given any notice of it along with
patent.
The Court having taken time to consMer, Lord Campbell now read the
judgment of the Court, holding that at the trial the verdict had been rightly di-

6.

Swithin's-lane— Improvements in the manufacture of boots and
Recorded March

680.

— We reported the sec-

proceedings last month, when a rule was granted
for a new trial, and it was contended by the plaintiff that the registration of the
and
assignment was not a condition precedent to his recovering in this action
that, at all events, the defendant could not be allowed to take the objection, as
in the history of these

rected to be entered for the defendant.

—An improved paint.— (Communication.)

of steam vessels.

;

v.

ACT.
be understood.

Hook, Snodland, Kent— Improvements in the manufacture of paper.

successful.

Preserved Vegetables: Chollet
ond chapter

is to

Recorded February 12.
is

and on the second occasion before Mr. Justice Erie, when
The case now came before the court upon a rule to
show cause why the verdict found for the plaintiff at the last trial should not be set
aside, and a new trial granted, on the ground of misdirection, rejection of evidence,
and the verdict being against the evidence on 21 different points.

was

not mentioned, London

—(Communication,)

an action in which the plaintiff sought to recover damages for the
infringement of two patents for certain improvements in wool-combing machinery.
The question at issue has been already twice tried. On the first occasion, as will
aopear from our previous reports, it was tried before Lord Campbell, when the dethe plaintiff

is

Recorded January 27.

edition of

fendant obtained a verdict

the city or town

Recorded January 17.
139.

234. Charles T.

Leather.— This

to prove that he

—

:

REPORTS OF PATEXT LAW CASES.
v.

Court in this case.

was regisand that in default of that proof he could not
recover for an infringement.
Lord Campbell said it was a very proper case for a
Court of Error, and the Court would grant leave as prayed.
Steam GuaGes Coffey v. Smith. This was a motion for an injunction to
restrain the defendants from infringing a patent of the plaintiff's for the manufacture and sale of a self-acting steam and liquid guage, applied to steam boilers,
whereby, when the guage tube was broken, a valve was closed, preventing the escape
of water and steam.
According to the allegations on the part of the plaintiff, he
obtained a patent in 1852, and in January, 1S56, he sent one of the instruments
to the defendant, whose works are at Derby, with a view of getting a number of
them manufactured by him at a cheap rate. Some correspondence took place with
respect to price, and eventually, on the 11th of March, defendant returned the
model and declined the order.
Subsequently, plaintiff discovered that on the 28th
of February defendant had taken out a patent for an invention which was similar
in all respects, except in one detail.
His honour considered that plaintiff had been
guilty of laches in not coming to the court before.
He directed the motion to stand
over, with liberty to the plaintiff to bring any action he may be advised to, and
the defendant to keep an account in the meantime.
Anchors Trotman v. Hingley. This was a motion for an injunction to
restrain the defendants from manufacturing anchors according to the specifications
of the plaintiff's patent, and from affixing the trade mark of " Trotman's patent,"
or any imitation thereof, on any anchor manufactured by the defendants. For the
motion, it was said that the affidavits in answer to those of the defendant were not
ready, and asked only for an order restraining the use by the defendants of the
plaintiff's trade mark until the motion should be disposed of.
For the defendants
it was submitted that the plaintiff, not being a manufacturer, could have no trade
mark, and that the words " Trotman's patent" were a designation of the kind of
anchor known in the trade by that name
and he should be prepared to show,
when the motion came on, that the plaintiff's patent was invalid.
The ViceChancellor said that the plaintiff was clearly in possession of a patent, which had
not been hitherto questioned, and the use by the defendant of the plaintiff's trade
mark must be restrained until the motion could be disposed of.

considerable saving in taking soundings.

Wool-Comeisg Machinery: Lister

was bound

that the plaintiff

tered as the assignee of the patent,

and mechanical skill of that country.
The 3-gun paddle ship Seagull, now on her surveying ground station round the
Hebrides, has been fitted with a small deck engine of four horses-power, occupying
This
bnt two feet square, for the purpose of gathering in the deep sea lead line.
engine can run at from 500 to 600 revolutions per minute, and will gather in
This engine will effect a very
board 400 fathoms of lead line in eight minutes.
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Edward Gripper, Winchester Wharf, Bankside, Southwark— Invention

for the
treatment of the fruit or vegetable " algorabas," and in the application of the

same as food

for cattle.

Recorded March 21.

letters

790.

William Seaton, Chester-place, Regent's-park— Improvements in the construction
ot the permanent way of railways, and iu the machinery or apparatus employed
therein.

—
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William Moxon, and John Clayton, Bluepits, Lancaster, and Samuel Fearnley,
Halifax Certain improvements in looms for weaving, which said improvements
are particularly applicable to looms for weaving carpets and other looped or piled

—

fabrics.

—

796.

Thomas Lawrence, Salford Certain improvements in steam engines.
Henry Lafone, Liverpool — Improvements in tanning.
Samuel Hemming, Eow, Middlesex— A new or improved material for

798.

Gustav

792.
7f)4.

J.

New

802. Robert Mushet, Coleford,

—

steel.

Edmund Hyde, Kingston-upon-Thames— Improvements

in

the manufacture

of

husks of cocoa nuts.

fabrics from the products of the

Recorded March 23.

Normandy, jun., 67 Judd-street, Brunswick-square— An improved process
manufacturing iron. (Communication.)
Nnttal, Farnworth, Lancaster— An improvement or improvements in machinery for preparing cotton, flax, wool, or other fibrous materials.
812. Ellis Rowland, Manchester Certain improvements in steam engines.
814. John Smith, 4 Albion-square, South Side, Dalston— An iuiprovemeut in applying
steam or other aeriform fluids expansively in engines.
816. Jean J. Baranowski, Paris
An improved method of, and apparatus for, signalling
808. Louis A.

—

for

810.

Thomas

—

—

upon railways.
818. Marius Chastagnon, Pouzin Ardeeha, France, and of 45 Essex-street, Strand
Improvements in tuyers for blast furnaces.

820.
S22.

James Tangye and Joseph Tangye, Birmingham, — A new or improved lifting jack.
Thomas Y. Hall, Newcastle-upon-Tyne— Improvements in steam guages and water
Samuel Fox, Deepcar, Sheffield—Improvements in hardening and tempering
wire, and in straightening wire.
Recorded March 25.

—

—A

—

—

—

—

—

glass.
910. Robert Martin, 14 Cambridge-road, Kings-cross, and Joseph W. Sutton, 32 Lambs
Conduit-street Improvements in the means ot giving alarm in dwelling-houses
aud other buildings, in cases of robbery, fire, or other emergencies.

—

Recorded April
912. Francois

of constructing dissected
914.

Recorded March 26.

852.

—
—A

—

Morris, Albert-square, Clapham-road Certain improvements in connecting
the rails of railways.
Rualem, 29 Rue-de-Paris, Belville— Improvements in railway brakes.

854. Francois

Recorded April 3.

Recorded March 27.

Alexander Delon, 39 Rue-de-1'Echiquier, Paris, and 4 South-street, Finsbury—
An improved mould for the manufacture of buttons.
857. Edouard Hochstettar, Paris
The employment for motive purposes of sulphuret of
carbon, an ;igeut not hitherto so used. (Communication.)
858. Edmund A. Spurr, Newton-road, Bayswater Improvements in fire-places, chimneys
and stove grates.
862. John Ward, Glasgow— Improvements in the manufacture or production of manures
856.

—

—

or fertilizing agents.

Recorded March
8C4.
866.
868.
870.

—

William Hardman and James Dngdale, Farnworth, near Manchester Improvements in machinery for preparing cotton, flax, wool, or other fibrous materials.
924. William Holland, Birmingham— A new or improved manufacture of runner notches
and top notches for umbrellas and parasols.
926. William H. Taplin, London— Improvements in the construction of fire-places and
922.

stoves.
Improvements in machinery or apparatus used in the manufactuie of brushes for flour-dressing machines.
Improvements in machinery or
930. Arthur Paget, Loughborough, Leicestershire
apparatus for the manufacture of looped fabrics, and in the manner of constructing the same.
Improvements in spinning flix, tow, and hemp.
332. Thomas Whitehead, Leeds
Improvements in the
934. John H, Johnson, 47 Lincoln's-inn-fields, and Glasgow

928.

John Smith, Bradford

28.

—

David Thomson, Pimlico Improvements in rotatory pumps.
Ferdinand Jossa, St. Helen's Colliery, near Bishops Auckland, Durham —Improvements in furnaces and ovens for the prevention of smoke, and for economy of fuel.
Robert Russel, Manchester Improvements in railway turntables.
Louis E. Deplanque, 39 Rue-de-1'Echiquier, Paris, and 4 South-street, FinsburyAn improved composition for sharpening and setting fine-edged cutting instru-

—

—

—

—

floss silk.

—

— (Communication from

Eduiond Royer and Felix Rouse,

Paris.)

Recorded April
936.

Joseph F. Toussaint, Brussels— A method

4.

for facilitating the

examination and

dis-

fissures, flaws, or deteriorations in the inserted or hidden parts of axles,
or other like pieces of machinery subject to decay and rupture.
George Spencer. Cannon-street West — Improvements in machines used for facilitating the discharge of coals, minerals, earths, and other similar materials, from
waggons used on railways, tramways, and common roads.
Elkan Adler, New York, now at 133 High Holborn, and Robert P. Abernethy,
Cincinnati, now at 36 High Holborn Improvements in machines for cleaning
knives and other similar articles.
Charles Renshaw, Dukinfield, Cheshire— Improvements iu self-acting differential
valves.
James Milnes and Frederick W. Mowbray, Bradford Improvements in lubricating
the pistons and valves of steam engines.
Job and George Mead, Bethnal Green— Improvements in metallic and other packing boxes or cases.
John H. Johnson. 47 Lincoln's-inn-fields, and Glasgow Improvements in the
manufacture of hard iudia-rubber. (Communication from Madame A. C. Morey,

covery of

940.

942.
944.
946.
948.

—

—

—

—

(Communication.)

—

A

— (Communication.)

mines,

James

improvements in the manufacture of hats
and in the instruments employed in the said

Birmingham— An improvement or improvements in locks.
918. Robert Otway, Lambeth
An improvement in scythes.
920. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet-street—
steam windlass and boiler for the same,
together with certain modifications to enable the windlass to be worked by hand.

— Cer-

Railway passengers' signal alarum.
841. Charles H. Baker. 7 Angel-court
846. George White, 5 Laurence Pountney-lane, Cannon-street
Improvements in glass
furnaces. (Communication.)
84S. Jean J. C. Benoist, 42 Rue Jerusalem, Brussels, Belgium
new method of applying marks on paper for pnstal purposes.
850. Josiah L. Clark, 35 Adelaide-road, Haverstock Hill— Improvements in lighting
c<>al

or churts.

— Certain

for the head,

manufacture.
916. Duncan Morrison and Samuel Lilley,

935.

Radcliffe, James Fearnehough, and Joseph Mather, Eccles, Lancaster
tain improvements in index machines, applicable to looms tor weaving.

—

maps

Richard Husband, Manchester

and other coverings

—

John

2.

A. Laureci^que, Paris, and 4 South-street, Finsbury— An improved system

treatment of

John Henderson, Lasswade, Midlothian Improvements in the manufacture or production of plain and figured fabrics.
838. Robert Cassels, Glasgow, and Thomas Morton, Motherwell— Improvements in the
manufacture of iron,
840. Simon M. Allaire, Paris— Improvements in manufacturing hats, caps, and bonnets.

—

—

•
ornamental fabrics,
904. Robert Wardell, Stamvick, Yorkshire— Certain improvements in reaping machines.
906. Henry Smith, Stamford, Lincolnshire— Improvements in chnff-cutting machines.
908. John Crossley, St. Helen's, Lancashire Improvements in machinery for smoothing

cutting hay, straw, and other similar substances.

842.

Leslie, Glasgow
Improvements in the treatment of wash waters containing
soap, oils, saponified or saponifiable matters, for the obtainment of products

steel

826. Charles F. L. Oudry, Anteuil, near Paris, and 4 South-street, Finsbury Improvements in the preservation of articles of cast, wrought, rolled, and forged iron, zinc,
and other metals or alloys of metals, against oxidation from humidity, and other
destructive effects of air and water.
machine or apparatus to be used in cleansing,
828. Thomas Lawes, 77 Chancery-lane
purifying, and drying animal and vegetable substances.
830. George D. Early and John W. Edmonds, Camberwell, Surrey Invention of a
method of producing glass designs, figures, and patterns.
832. Pearson Hill, Hampstead Improvements in machinery for stamping, marking, or
printing and arranging papers, letters, and other articles.
834. Reuben Sims, Bedford, near Leigh
Improvements in machineiy or apparatus for
83G.

—

John

therefrom. (Communication.)
902. William Smith, Glasgow
Improvements in the manufacture or production of

indicators.

S24.

—

—

Recorded March 24.

1.

cylinders for printing fabrics.
900.

York, U.S. Improvements in paddle wheels.
Gloucester— Improvements in the manufacture of cast-

1S57.

Robert A. Wright, Batignolles, near Paris, and Louis J. Foudie", Paris A new
apparatus destined to produce chemical decompositions by means of superheated
steam and water.
896. William S. Burton, Oxford-street— A new or improved manufacture of rollers or

Gunther, John-street— Improvements in preparing blocks and stones for

building purposes.
800. Matthew A. Crooker,

806.

Recorded April

1,

894.

roofing or

or other building purposes.

June

Paris.)
Improved machinery for crushing land
952. John P. Harvey, Spalding, Lincolnshire
or clods.
new or improved manufacture of crown
954. William Perks, junior, Birmingham
and sheet glass.
956. John J. Rippon, Oakenshaw Print Works, near Accrington An improvement or
improvements in rollers or cylinders for printing fabrics.

—
—A

—

Recorded April

6.

960. Charles Burrell, Thetford— Improvements in portable steam-engines suitable for
agricultural purposes,
1
966. Charles Goodyear, Leicester-square— Improvements in the manufacture of wa'e: proof boots and shoes, applicable also in part to boots and shoes of other kinds,

and

to other outer

coverings for the

feet.

M. Siblet, Paris, and 4 South-street, Finsbury— An improved pulp for the
manufacture of paper.

968. Louis J.

Recorded April

7.

ments.
872.

Joseph Thursfield, Congleton, Cheshire— An improved water ram

for raising water.

Recorded March 30.
Scott, Glasgow— Improvements in bottles, and their stoppering or closing
details.
J. Cudworth, Ashford, Kent Improvements in locomotive boiler furnaces.

876.

Joseph

878.
6S0.

James

—

Richard H. Thomas, Kidsgrove, Staffordshire— Improved machinery
plastic substances into spherical forms or balls.

for

converting

Recorded March 31.

Jean E. D'Arcet, Paris— Improvements in distilling and rectifying tar, resin oils
turpentine, bitumen, and other matters, and in the apparatus for the same.'
884. Henry Francis, 456 West Strand
Improvements in machinery for ploughing and
working land.
886. George Hamilton, Blackland Mill, Paisley— Improvements in the treatment or
882.

—

855.

finishing of woven fabrics.
C. Hills, Dept lord— Improvements in manufacturing gas, and in apparatus
connected therewith.

Frank

890. Josiah Wright, Hemel Hempstead, Herts—
improved method of bleachin<*
straw-plait and straw.— (Communication.)
892. William Glover, Manchester— Improvements in looms for weaving.

An

969.

William Neville, Jersey— Improvements in amalgamating certain substances

970.

Ebenezer Rogers, Abercarn, Monmouthshire—Improved methods of applying

971.

John Rothwell,

for

the production of fuel.

972.
973.

974.
975.
976.

977.
978.

fuel

for heating purposes.
Enfield, and Samuel D. Cooper, Westminster— Improvements in
breech-loading fire-amis.
James G. Hunt, Cincinnati, U.S.— Improvements in fences and gates.
John T. Pitman, 67 Gracechurch-street— Improvements in apparatus called fireescapes.— (Communication.)
Improvements in
George. Pearson, Oldham, and Edward Jessop, Manchester
sewing machines.
for weaving.
Certain
improvements
power-looms
Rochdale—
in
Dearden,
Henry
John Robinson, Glossop, Derbyshire— An improved apparatus for driving r giving
which
said
improvement
is
also
applicable
power-looms,
to driving
to
motion
other machinery.
Edward Finch, Chepstow An improvement in railway brakes.
Charles Cochrane, Middlebro'-on-Tees— An improvement in the heating of the blast

—

i

—

for blast furnaces.

—

William S. Gale, New York, U.S. Improved means for rendering the joints of
engines or other machinery steam or fluid tight.
A portable
981. Frederick Piercy and Samuel Flagg, 8 Belgrave-street, Argyle-square
expanding life and military boat, which is also adapted for other purposes.
979.

—

—

Jaae

1.

—
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1S37.

1037.

Recorded April
962:
954.

SS5.

S.

Barnabas Taylor, Cranbrook, Kent— An improved arrangement of combined bed
and utensil for the use of invalids.
Robert K. Bowler. Charing-cross— Certain improvements in boots and otber similar covering for the feet.
Benjamin Hiugley and Samuel Hiugley, Cradley, Worcester— Improvements in
anchors.

.

manufacBilling. Birmingham— An improvement or improvements in the
ture of metallic cornice ends.
in sawing machinery.
Improvements
Norwich—
Alfred
Sparke,
and
B.
Soarke
9S7.
Improvements in fastening
955. Alfred Francis. Eucomb-terrace, Wandsworth-road—
shutters and doors.
Chapeltown Iron \\ orks,
and
Thorncliffe
Beacher,
9S9. Edmund Edwards and Edward
near Sheffield— Improvements in machinery or apparatus for washing or cleansing

9S& Martin

James

mineral and other substauces.
laying down sub990. Charles T. Bright. Cedars, Harrow Weald— Improvements in
marine telegraph cables, and in apparatuses to be employed therein.
land.—
991. Alfred V. Newton". 66 Chancery-lane— Improved machinery for cultivating

Communication.)
and
Jasper W. Rogers. Peat House, Roberts-Town, Kildare— Improved means of,
apparatus for, collecting for use the excrement of towns and villages, and for
facilitating the dra nage of houses generally.
99a Alfred V. Newton. 60 Chancery-lane— Improved machinery for manufacturing
coiled springs.— (Communication.)
moulds. (Com994. Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery-lane— Improvements in hand bullet
i"

Joseph and Edmund

83

Ratcliff, 59

—

munication.)

—

Charles Barlow, 89 Chancery-lane— An invention for consuming the smoke and gases
of furnaces, and at the same time furnishing a hot-air blast, being a smoke and
gas consuming hot-air blast furnace.— (Communication.)
1047. John Ramsbottoro, Longsight, near Manchester Improvements in wrought-iron
railway chairs, and in machinery for manufacturing the same and other articles.
10-15.

—

Recorded April 14.

—

1048. Robert Hazard, Thanet-place, Strand
An improved heat extractor.
1049. Peter Wicks, 10 Devonshire-street, Bloomsbury, and Thomas G. Ghislin, 7 Alfred
place, Blackfriars-road
An invention for superseding the use of bristles, cocoa
fibres, flax, hemp, whalebone, &c, to be styled and called an invention for adapting and applying the fibrous plants of South Africa for the purposes of manufacture.
1050. Charles J. M. Lavigne, Paris— Improvements in machines or apparatus for swinging, see-sawing, revolving, and for performing other exercises or amusements in

—

1052.

draining pipes, and other articles of clay of a

1053.

William Oxlev and Hush Strath. Manchester— Improvements in lubricators.
John A. Molineaui, Brighton— Improvements in economising heat in locomotive
and other high-pressure steam engines.
1000. Thomas Rolfe, Regent-street— Improvements in pianofortes.
1001. Augustus F. Kynaston, 6 Osboyie-place, Plymouth— Securing and disconnecting
ships" boats and towing cables.
1002. Henry Thompson and Henry Walmsley. Great Harwood, near Blackburn, Lancashire Improvements in looms for weaving.
1003. Edwin P. Alexander, 47 Lincoln's-inn-fields— Improvements in the manufacture

1054

the

9.

1051.

1055.
1056.

—

—

—
—

—

1057.

1015. Charles J. Bunker, New York, U.S.— An improved life-preserver, or life-preserving
shirt or sack.
A universal Jacquard apparatus.
1016. William Smith, Salisbury-street, Adelphi

—

Communication.)
1017. James Marrow. Sheerness
(

1058.
1059.
1060.

1061.

10.62.

1063.

1064.

1065.

1068.
1069.

—

Improvements in machinery or apparatus for manufacturing boIts T rivets, nuts, and other similar forgings,
An apparatus to be used in connection with certain
1018. Charles Smith, Holloway
domestic utensils.
new or improved vat to be
1019. John Matthews, Hurcott Mill, near Kidderminster
used in the manufacture of paper.
1020. Henry F. Courenq. Toulouse, and Essex-street, Strand— Improvements in ma-

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Recorded April 15.
Robert Knowles, Manchester Certain improvements in power-looms for weaving.
John Coutts, Wellington Lodge, Northumberland An improved method of uniting
together the parts of all kinds of floating bodies composed of metallic substances,
as well as vessels for containing fluids, gases, &c.
Louis Barnett, 5 New-street, Bishopsgate Improvements in the making and cutting out of garments.
Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery-lane— Improved apparatus for taking the measurements for coats and other garments. (Communication.)
Charles Goodyear, jun., Leicester-square An improved manufacture of paper-knife,
Bonnet F. Brunnel, Hampstead-road— Improvements in raising sunken vessels.
and other submerged structures and articles, and in machinery and apparatus
employed therein.
James Pavne, Kirkcudbright Improvements in scythes.
Thomas Richardson, Newcastle-011-Tyne, and Manning Prentice, Stowmarket— Improvements in the manufacture of manure.
Jacob Safran, Wellclose-square Improvements in locking or fastening combinations of drawers in chests, tables, nests, or otherwise.
Jean B. Leuillet, Paris Improvements in binding account and other books.

—

—

1070.
1071.

—

—

—

—

—A

1021.
1023.
1024.

chinery for ruling paper.
Sebastien D. Lheritier, Paris Certain improvements in signals.
Joseph England, Beverley, Yorkshire— Improvements in machinery for washing
and wringing woven fabrics and similar articles.
Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet-street Improvements in the distillation and rectification of spirits, in apparatuses employed therein, and in the preparation of the
substances to be distilled. (Communication.)
Francois D. Lejard, Paris An improved safety apparatus to be applied to the

—

—
William G. Wiles, Cork — Improvements in brewing.
triggers of fire-arms.

1026.
1027.

Thomas Wilton and John Huggett, Eastbourne, Sussex

—An

apparatus for regu-

lating the flow or supply of gas.
Pengelly, Gloucester-street Commercial -road East, and George Porter,
JIary Ann-terrace, Abbey-street, Bethnal Green -road— Improvements in the
application of steam to lifting or hoisting coals and other goods from ship's holds.
1029. Charles 3. Johns, Barnard's Inn, Holborn. at present of Glasgow— Improvements
in preparing pulp for the manufacture of paner.
1090. Thoma3 R. Winder, Dover— An improved mode of constructing submarine works.
1031. Josiah Gimson, Leicester
Improved apparatus for preventing the explosion of
1028.

Thomas N.

steam
1032.

Recorded April
1072.
1073.

—
— Improvements in steam boilers.

boilers.

1074.
1075.

—Improvements in electric lamps.

Thomas

George Raggett, 21 Duke-street,

—(Communication.)

St.

James's

Essex — An improved gas-regulator.
— Improvements in railway brakes and

Thomas and Frederick Sugden, Oldham — Improvements in sewing machines.
Samuel T. Cook, Halifax — Improvements in the mode or method of manufacturing
William Weild, Manchester— Improved arrangements for printing, dyeing, colouring, or staining, and otherwise preparing yams or threads for various manufacturing purposes.

—

1077. Robert Hindle, Sahden, Lancashire Improvements in that apparatus used in calico
and other printing, known as the sieve.
1079. Isaac Sherwood and Joseph B. Wayne. Birmingham— Improvements in certain
apparatus to be attached to vehicles for the purpose of acting as a check upon
the drivers or conductors of such vehicles, by indicating the number of passengers carried and the distance each has travelled.
1080. James Warburton, Addingham, near Otley, Yorkshire Improvements in preparing

—

1081.
10S2.

and combing wool and other fibres.
Johnson Hands, Epsom Improvements in kilns, and in furnaces and flues for
withdrawing air and vapours from drying and other chambers.
James Warburton, Addingham, near Otley, Yorkshire Improvements in carding

—

—

machinery.

Henry Adcock, City-road

Jean B. Pascal, Lyons

16.

Linsell, Halstead,

iron retorts, safes, cisterns, ovens, boilers, chests, and other similar articles of
iron manufacture.
1076.

1085.
1087.

George Schaub, Birmingham

1088.

Edward

1084.

—

J. Searle. Portland-wharf, Wapping-wall, Shadwell Improvements in
fastenings for window sssh s.
1035. Joseph Maurice, 316 Regent-street— Certain improvements in the fastenings, fixings,
and attachments used for supporting or securing artificial teeth in the mouth.
1036. Thomas Richardson and Edmund J. J. Browell, Newcastle-on-Tyne
Improvements
in treating old or waste railway wood Sleepers and bearers, and in preparing or
preserving wood for railway sleepers and bearers, and other works.

—

Samuel Newington, Ridgeway, Ticehurst, Sussex Improvements in structures for
growing grapes and other fruit.
James Warburton, Addingham, near Otley, Yorkshire Improvementsin preparing
and combing wool and other fibres.
William Smith, 10 Salisbury-street, Adelphi— Asmoke-consuming furnace. (Com-

1083.

Recorded April 13.
1033.
1034.

John Sudbury and Alfred W.
carriages.

—

—

1025.

—

—

1066.
1067.

Recorded April 11.

parasol ribs.
Thomas Harrison, Nibthwaite Mills, Lancashire New or improved machinery for
the manufacture of wooden pill-boxes, match-boxes, and other such like articles.
Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet-street Improvements in machinery for mixing,
solidifying, pressing, and moulding. (Commnnication.)
Benjamin O'Neale Stratford, (Earl of Aldborough,) Stratford Lodge, Wicklow
Improvements in aerial navigation, and in the apparatus connected therewith,
parts of which are applicable to locomotion generally.
Robert Knowles, Manchester Certain improvements in machinery or apparatus
for winding yarn.
John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's-inn-fields, and Glasgow Improvements in apparatus for generating and superheating steam.
(Communication from Auguste
Pronvost, Lille, France.)
John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's-inn-fields. and 166 Buchanan- street, Glasgow Improvements in machinery or apparatus for raising and forcing of fluids.— (Communication.)
John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's-inn-fields, and Glasgow— Improvements in firearms.— (Communication from Francois Schepers, Liege, Belgium.)
Alfred V. Newtop, 66 Chancery-lane— Improvements in carding engines.
William E. Newton, 66 Chancery-lane Improved means of lighting gas for illuminating and other purposes.— (Communication.)
Henry Willis, Manchester-street, Gray's- inn-road Improved machinery for supplying air to organs and free reed instruments.

—

—

taking photographic pictures.
1006- George E. Taylor. Leeds An improvement in raising and shearing cloths.
1007. William Clarke. 53 Chancery-lane— An improved instrument for indicating the
pressure of steam. 'Communication.)
1008. Robert Turnbull. Harwich, Es^ex— Improvements in slips or ways for heaving up
and moving ships, and in cradles for the same.
1009. William Armitage and Henry Lea, Farnley, Yorkshire— Certain improvements in
the manufacture of iron.
1010. John Leach, Over Darwen, Lancashire— Improvements in looms for weaving.
1011. John Beech. Shrewsbury, and John Williams, Wellington, Salop— An improved
mode of securing the rails of railways in their chairs.
Improvements in the manufacture of, and in the
1012. John C. Haddan, Cannon-row
means of. and apparatus for, discharging projectiles.
improvement or improvements in the smelting
An
Haddan.
Cannon-row
1013. John C.
and refining of iron. (Communication.)

air.

John Rubery, Birmingham— Improvements in the manufacture of umbrella and

—

—

of fulminating powder. (Communication.)
1004- Charles F. Bielefield, Wellington-street. Strand— Improvements in preparing the
surfaces of slabs and sheets made of fibrous and cementing materials.
1005. Joseph Purnell, John-street West, Barnsbury— Improvements in apparatus for

—

—

Edgar Brooks. Birmingham— Improvements in the manufacture of fire-arms.
John Harland. 31 Shield-street, Newcastle-upon-Tyne— Purifying plastic clay used
for the making of all kinds of earthenware, and for the cheaper and more expeditions manufacture of bricks, tiles,
similar nature or description.

im-

—

996.
997.

998.
999.

— An

A

Douald Bethune. Cambridge-terrace. Hyde-park— Improvements in apparatus
preventing or consuming smoke iu chimneys and furnaces.
Recorded April

Birmingham

—

995.

for

St. Panl's-square,

—

992.
~*

:

and 60

proved mode or modes of adjusting chandeliers.
103S. Charles Goodyear, Leicester-square
Improvements in the manufacture of lifepreserving apparel and other buoyant pliant articles.
1039. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery-lane
Improvementsin the construction of boats,
buoys, floats, or other buoyant vessels. (Communication.)
1040. Augustus E. Schmersahl, Miles Platting, Lancashire Improvements in treating
bones for the purpose of obtaining gelatine, size, or glue, and in obtaining
certain useful products from such treatment.
1041. Daniel Reading, Claverden, Warwick— An apparatus for ventilating and increasing
the draught in fireplaces and flues.
1042. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet street—
method of and apparatus for disinfecting
alcohol, or for separating essential oils therefrom
(Communication.)
1043. Pierre V. Beaumesnil and Charles Erhard, 67 Rue Lafayette, Paris
A new and
improved system of wheels for railway and other carriages.
1044 Thomas G. Potter, New Oxford-street An apparatus for day and night advertising.

—

munication.)

—

—

—A new or improved manufacture of types for printing.
Recorded April

17.

Adelphi Iron Works, Salford, Lancashire— Improvements in
acting mules for spinning and doubling. (Partly a commnnication.)
Oldfield.

—

se.lt
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8A
1089.

Samuel Messenger and Theodore Fletcher, Birmingham

— Certain

improvements

in gas-burners.
L. Caillaud, Marsh gate-lane, Stratford, Essex— Improvements in removing
the fur from the skins of rabbits, and in preparing rabbit, calf, and other skins
f >r tanning.
Improvements in the manufacture or production
1091. Gabriel Arthur, Linares, Spain
of bricks, tiles, and other articles of earthenware.

1090.

Recorded April

18.

1092. John Smith, Kidderminster— Improvements in the manufacture of carpets.
1093. Hippolyte Duhamel, jun., Clichy-la-Garenne, near Paris— Improvements
fabrication of glass.

1095.
1096.

—Certain

Thomas

improvements

Harris, Sniff nail, Shropshire
structing and applying horse-shoes.

John Wylip, Edinburgh — Improvements

in the

mode

in the

of con-

—

munication.)
Pigott-street, East India-road, Limehouse— Improvements in
the floats or paddle boards of paddle wheels.
1100. fiustav Jahn, 43 Bedford-row
Improvements in revolver fire-arms.
1101. Henry Heald, Sabden, Lancashire— Au improved method of packing pickers employed in looms.
1102. Charles R. Barnes, New York, U.S.
Improvements in means for hulling and
cleaning rice, and other grains having a hull or husk.

—

ing grains.

—

—

—

— Improvements in the construction of
— Improvements

for clean-

in safety-valves for

steam boilers.— (Communication.)
1151. George Wright, Sheffield— Improved apparatus for heating.
1152. Albert D. Bishop, Woolwich
An improvement in the construction of windlasses.
1153. William C. Cambridge, Bristol
Improvements in chain harrows.
1154. Alexander la Paraz, 10 Gloucester-place, Portman-square, and Josephine Mazel. 16
King-street, Portman-square Improvements in preparing paints and varnishes.

—

—
—

—(Communication.)

Andre
Andre

1155.
1157.

P. Rochette, Brighouse,
P. Rochette, Brighouse,

Yorkshire
Yorkshire

— An improvement in currying leather.
— Improvements in currying leather.

1159.

Recorded April 24.
Robert F. Swift and Richard Swift, 7 Wharf, Wenlock-road, City-road, and John
Cormes, Balmes-road, Hackney — Improved machinery for washing, wringing,
and mangling clothes or fabrics.
Edward Manico, Bucklersbury Improvements in obtaining foundations for marine

1160.

William Clark, 53 Chancery-lane

1161.

Jean B. Bellon, Moorgate-street Chambers -Improvements in mordants for use in
dyeing processes.
Thomas Craddock, 137 Tachbrook-street, Pimlico— Certain improvements in the
Bteam-engine and the steam-boiler.
James Caddickand Thomas Hemmiugs.Garndyn's Iron Works, and David Caddick,
Ebbw Vale Iron Works, near Newport, Monmouthshire Improvements in
puddling and balling furnaces for heating and melting iron or steel.

1158.

—

or other structures.

— Improvements

in machinery or apparatus for

embroidering.— (Communication.)

1162.

1163,

—

—

Rudolph Bodmer, 2 Thavies-inn, Holborn

1150.

Recorded April 20.
1105. Thomas Sanderson, Lothian-road, Edinburgh Improvements in wheeled carriages.
1106. Richard F. Sturgei, Birmingham
A new or improved manufacture of metallic pens.
1107 John C. Martin, Fein Cottage, Charlewood-road, Putney An improvement in the
manufacture of paper.
1109. William Thomson, Dalkeith Gardens Improvements in stoves or heating apparatus.
1110. Robert Tindall, inn., Fraserburgh, Aberdeenshire Improvements in harpoon guns

1S57.

corsets.

Henry D. Deane, 18

—

81 Wells-street, Oxford-street

1,

Jaques Richard, near Melun, France— An improved agricultural machine

in piano-fortes.

David H. Brandon, Paris, and 45 Bedford-row Improvements in fastenings for
shutters, windows, doors, &c— (Communication.)
1097 George Davies, 1 Searle-street, Lincoln's-inn, and 28 St. Enoch-square, Glasgow —
Improvements in the method of laying underground telegraphic wires.— (Com1099.

John Garnett,

Jean M.

—

1094.

1143.

June

—

Recorded April 25.
1165.
11G7,

Samuel W&lmsley, Stockport, Cheshire— Certain improvements in machinery
preparing aud spinning cotton and other fibrous materials.
Samuel Sunderland aud Richard Dean, Burnley, Lancashire — Improvements
looms.

for

in

—

1111.

John

1112.

John Underwood, Gloucester-road— An improved method of

printing, and of pre-

1175.

William White, Adelaide-street, South Shields, Durham Improvements in making
moulds or matrices employed in casting metals.
James Simpson and Edwin Rimmer, Manchester A certain improvement in
Venetian blinds.
Rev. James Burrow, Ashford Parsonage, Bakewell— Improvements in coating

1113.
1114.

paring materials employed therein.
William Clav, Liverpool Improvements in the manufacture of iron and steel.
William E. Newton, 66 Chancery-lane — Certain improvements in meters for mea-

1177.

Joseph Belshaw, Nottingham

1115.

Thomas W. G. Treeby,

1169.

and ammunition.

Wood-street— An improvement

S. Jaivis,

in the

manufacture of stocks or ties

1171.

for the neck.

—

—

suring the flow of gas, water, or other fluids. (Communication.)
1 Westbourne Terrace Villas, Paddington
Improvements
on siphons and parts connected therewith.

—

—

Recorded April 27.

1121.

F. Sherman, Roxbury, Mass., U.S., now residing in Liverpool— Improvements in machinery for the manufacture of ropes, strands for ropes, and for other

Amnry

purposes.
William Gossage, Widnos, Lancashire Improvements in the manufacture of certain kinds of soap.
Alfred V. Newcon, 66 Chancery-lane— Improvements in rules and other measuring
instruments. (Communication.)
Edwin Marten, Pratt's-row, Phipps-bridge, Mitcham, Surrey
Improvements in
apparatus for regulating the pressure and supply of gas.
Jilm Chanter and David Annan, Bow— Improvements in furnaces when moveable
fire-bare are used.
Henry Smart, 17 Qneen's-terrace, Bayswater Improvements in organs.
Daniel Colladon, 62 Rue de la Victoire, Paris Improvements in means and machinery for boring and cutting stone, earth, and other like substances, and for
ventilating the places where such machinery is employed.

—

—

1122.
1123.
1124.
1125.

—

—

Recorded April

—

Amable V.

F. Larchier, Paris— Improvements in the manufacture of gas. (Communication.)
1180. Charles Cowper, 20 Southampton-buildings, Chancery-lane
Improvements in
electro-plating and depositing metals.
(Communication.)
1181. Polydore de Keyser, Cannon-street West—An apparatus for preventing horses
1179,

—

slipping.

—

— (Communication.)

1182

William Thompson and Hamilton Woods, Spring Gardens Engine Works, Newcastle-on-Tyne Improvements in lowering weights by means of cranes, winches,

1183,

Edmund

—

or similar apparatus.
F. Barnes, New York, U.S.

substances to be spun.

1120.

and called an
1184. Peter

Armand

— Improvements in telegraphic instruments,
Embossing Telegraph."
Comte de Fontainemoreau, 4 South-street, Finsbury Improve-

1129.

James Higgin and John

ments in obtaining motive power. (Communication.)
John Macintosh, Euston-place, Euston-square An improvement
ture of air-beds, cushions, and other like inflated and
bags.

1187.

Thomas

D. Rotch, Snrbitton, Surrey— Certain

gas generators.

js?"*

Information as

Essex— Improvements
new an3

useful

in machi-

improvements in

—(Communication.)

to ant/

of these applications, and their progress,

may

he

had on appli-

cation to the Editor of this Journal.

—

Lightfoot, Manchester

— An

DESIGNS FOR ARTICLES OF UTILITY.
Registered

improved compound, and

machines.

—(Communication.)

1134. Robert Taylor, Richard Worswick, and John Lovatt, Ipswich— Improvements in
railway chairs, and in the mode of securing the ends of rails therein.
1135. Gerolamma Cavanna, Genoa Improvements in obtaining motive power.
1136. Richard B. Grantham, 7 Great Scotland-yard, and John Grantham and Henry
Sharp, Liverpool— Improvements in graving docks.
1137. Charles E. Osmont, Rue Nueve Coquenard, Paris -Improvements in penholders.
1138. William Robertson, Manchester Certain improvements in machines for preparing
to be spun cotton and other fibrous materials.
1139. William Rutt, Sutton-place, Homerton Improvements in microscopes.

—

—

—

to

May

\2th, 1857.

George E.Oldham, 60 Mortimer-street, Cavendish-square,—" Sans-

20th,

3971

Henry

22nd,

3972

Andrew Smith, Mauchline, Ayrshire,

27th,

3973

George Rainsford, Berkley-street, Birmingham,— "

29th,

3974

Joseph Morris

6th,
7th,

3975
3976

Joseph Cooke, Colchester, Essex,—" Portable poultry pen."
Herman H.Armstrong, 184 St. George's-street, Wellclose-square,

8th,

3977

" Ships" scuttles."
Philip Phillips, 30 St. Martin's-lane,— "

—

—

16th

3970

William Williams. Liverpool An improved propeller for propelling ships, boats
and other vessels.
William Ogden and Henry Firth, Bacup, Lancashire— Improvements in fans or
William Kendall, Blawith. Ulverstone, Lancashire— Improvements in the manufacture of boxes aud similar articles, and in the machinery or apparatus to be
employed therein.
John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's-inn-fields, and Glasgow Improvements in 6ewing

from April

April 16th,

pareil shirt."
J. Pemberton, 9 University-street, Tottenham-court-road,—
" Signal lantern."

—"Combined ruler, scale

and

pencil holder."

blowing apparatus.

An

alarm ap-

Astwood Bank, near Redditch,

— "Needle

paratus."

&

Sons,

wrapper."

May

—

The sans

egal portman-

teau."

—
—
12th,

3978
3979
3980

Robert Macnab, Perth,—" Octagon laundry stove."
John Bush, D.;rby,— " Lock."
Price's Patent Candle Company, Belmont, Vauxhall,— " Candle

—
—

3981
3982

J.

holder."

& W.

Baker, St. Philips, Bristol,—" A drain pipe."
J. Hartley, 21 Pump-row, Old-street-road,—"
fastener for umbrellas."

Fountain

Recorded April 23.

Improved

—
—

1144.
1145.
1146.

George Welch, Birmingham Improvements in metallic pens and penholders.
Matthew Dunnett, Glasgow Improvements in embroidering or sewing, and in
machinery or apparatus connected therewith.
James Morison, Paisley Improvements in portable shower and sponge baths.
David Milnes, Bradford An improved manufacture of woven goods or fabrics.
George Scarr and James Pollard, Burnley, Lancashire Certain improvements in

1147.

James Taylor,

1141.
1143.

in the manufacfluid-tight apparatus or

22.

in the method of applying the same for the purpose of stiffening
fibrous or textile materials, the same being applicable to the fixing of colouring
matters or pigments.

1133.

—

1186, Alfred Eddington, Springfield, near Chelmsford,
nery for ploughing, tilling, and draining land.

improvements

1132.

—

—

1185.

Steel, Glasgow— Improvements in discharging ashes from steam boats.
Burton, Padiham, and Simeon Lord, Burnley, Lancashire An improved
self-acting steam-pipe regulator, which is also applicable to drying cylinders,,
and other similar purposes.

Thomas

1131.

"

le

William

1127.
1128.

1130.

— Improvements in manufacturing knit fabrics.

—

Recorded April 21.
1116. Henry Wimball, Aldermaston, Berks— Improvements in pug-mills.
1117. Benoit A. Fournier, 51 High Holborn— An invention for preventing on railways
those accidents that occur through one locomotive running into another.
1118. William Crighton, Manchester, and Peter Foxcroft, Pendleton, Lancashire— Improvements in machinery or apparatus for preparing cotton, wool, or other fibrous
1119.

•

wrought-iron.

—
—

power-looms

and

light.

for

—

weaving.

Culleu, Banffshire— Improvements in apparatus for producing fire

TO EEADEES AND CORRESPONDENTS.
Commercial Traveller, Exeter.— We are obliged by his note. The arrangement Is
certainly new in Scotland.
W- T., London.— The contrivance does not appear to have been made known beyond
the locality he mentions.
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to the

CONTINUOUS-ACTION STEAM BOILING APPARATUS.
By

Messrs. Cbaxstocn, Young,

connecting pipe over each kier, between the ingress and egress
A steam pipe from the boiler is made to communi-

branch of each kier.

by means

cate,

& Lovell,

85

Berwickshire.

of branches fitted with stopcocks, with each ingress

branch, or with each kier.
(Illustrated by Plate 210.)

Heat may undoubtedly be

said to be the great source of the industrial

Everything

element of our hard-working times.
scale involves the

m

do on the great

development of heat in some form or other

;

and the

economical obtainment, the effective adaptation and employment, and
the provision of security against working loss, are always attracting the
attention of engineering men.

management,

practical
is

It

is

a costly article, and

difficult of

with which theory

in that severe scientific sense

constantly impressing us

and when we say that we have now

;

to

by the aid of which great economy can really be
manner bearing upon a vast variety of the industrial appli-

present a contrivance,
effected in a

we do

cations of heat,

it

we have

with the intention that what

to

explain

in the matter should be carefully listened to, as an important accession
to practical or applied science

;

in other words, to that science

which

to

which we

refer, is the joint

invention of Mr. G. C.

may

were, and out of operation.
When all the kiers are in operation, all the
stopcocks on the connection pipe are closed, all the stopcocks on the
ingress and egress branches are opened, and all the stopcocks
admitting

steam from the boiler are closed, or nearly so, except one, which admits
steam into the first kier. Ebullition is thereby caused in the first kier.

and the steam from

this kier passes through its egress pipe through a
portion of the connection pipe, and through the ingress pipe of the second
kier into that kier.
The steam from the second kier passes in the same

manner

to the third kier,

that the steam from

power

By closing the ingress and egress branches of any
and opening the stopcock between those branches on the connec-

George Young, plumber, of Dunse, and Mr. John Lovell of Chirnside

tion pipe, this kier

we have given

name

the

of " Continuous- Action

Boiling Apparatus," the steam once raised in
applied until the initial heat
It is

customary

to

employ

it

Steam

being continuously

kiers, or boiling vessels, for boiling various

materials, such as textile fabrics or materials, or materials used in the

One

manufacture of paper.

kier preceding

it

kier succeeding

may

be detached from the rest, the steam from the

it,

or the second in advance

class of kiers, or vessels so used, are unco-

to

be used in carrying out this invention,

may

are closed or covered in, but have their upper parts communicating with

the vessels in various ways.

of waste steam-pipes,

and

it is

to the

class of kiers that the present invention is applicable.

made

is

covered

The steam

the case in the vomiting kiers; or

rated false bottom, through which

it

it

enters beneath a perfo-

and passes

rises,

into

and through

the water or liquid and materials to be operated upon and pliced ab
the false bott'im.

is

by forcing the liquid up through a large

to operate in these vessels

tube, as

>ve

This ingress of steam causes the contents of the kier

Any

or vessel to boil.

heat introduced by the steam in this way, after

the liquid has reached the boiling puint, will rise to the surface in the

form of steam, excepting what
vessel.

is lost

by

radiation from the sides of the

Hitherto the steam thus rising from or passing through the

contents of the kier, has been allowed to blow off through the waste

steam-pipe into the atmosphere, but, according to the present invention,
this

steam

is

utilised, or

made

to give out additional

The invention

being so wasted.

is

tice,

work, instead of

more particularly applicable where

a number of such boiling kiers are used

;

and, in carrying

it

one kier,

made

is

The steam

to

what would

ordinarily be the waste steam from

produce the boiling action in another or second kier.

rising from the contents of this second kier

third kier, there to produce the boiling action,

range of any convenient number of kiers.

made

is

water 'or

may

it

to pass

through a

coil of

is

conveyed

to

a

and so on throughout a

From

range in action, the steam, instead of being allowed
atmosphere,

the last kier of the
to

blow

off into the

piping immersed in the

be sent directly into the water), from which the kiers

are to be supplied, so that this water

by

to

the

suitably

may be

a further amount of fuel be thereby saved.

raised in temperature,

and

it is

obvious that various kinds

be used, and also that the steam

Thus,

for

may

be admitted into

example, where a number of

steam dash wheels are used, the steam being introduced into such wheels
purpose of causing the contents to boil, the steam may be con-

for the

veyed from one wheel

to

another in succession, the wheels being suitably

constructed and provided with an arrangement of piping similar to that

already described for a like purpose.

out this invention in practice, and
factures; but

it

There are several modes of working

it is

applicable in a variety of

manu-

essentially consists in utilising the steam rising from the

contents of vessels wherein boiling or ebullition

is

produced; and in

providing a free and ample escape or vent for the steam from each kier,

which
effect

free escape or

vent

is

found necessary to produce the desired

on the materials, whilst, at the same time, the steam

mized that blow-off or waste

is

entirely prevented.

is

so econo-

In addition to the

saving of fuel to be obtained by the application of this invention, a further saving will be effected by economizing the chemical ingredients

employed

in the boiling process.

Fig. 1 on our Plate 210,

out in prac-

such kiers or boiling vessels are so connected, by means of suitable

pipes or passages, that

connection pipe

and, likewise,

may be admitted directly into any one of the kiers
Although kiers are here mentioned as one kind of vessel

of the range.

of vessels

by means

;

the fresh steam

boiler,

vered and open to the atmosphere, whilst another class of such vessels

the atmosphere

now opened

passing along the

adjusting the stopcocks communicating between the pipe and the steam

exhausted.

is

admit as

the deficiency in the steam from

the preceding kier.
kier,

it

found

cock of such kier

boiler is slightly opened, to

make up

fresh steam as will

If it is

kiers does not possess sufficient boiling

for acting efficiently in the succeeding kier, the

T. CranstouH of the Paper Mills, Chirnside Bridge, Berwickshire, Mr.

Bridge, and to

and so on throughout the range.

any of the

communicating with the steam

much

careful industry has turned to practical account.

The arrangement

With this arrangement either the entire
be in operation and in communication with each
other at once, or any one or more of the kiers may be detached, as it
range of keirs

vessels, such as are

of paper.

used

is

an external elevation of four kiers or boiling

for boiling materials

This set of four kiers

is

used in the manufacture

supposed to represent a portion of a

long range of such boilers, one being shown in vertical section.
is

a plan of the four kiers corresponding.

Fig. 3

is

pair of dash wheels, also part of a series as fitted

present improvements; and

fig.

4

is

Fig. 2

a side elevation of a

up according

to the

a transverse vertical section of one

of the dash wheels, illustrating the internal details of the arrangement.

Fig. 5 of the engravings

is

a plan of the dash wheels

of the arrangement for heating water

wise waste steam, and

fig.

7

is

by means

;

fig.

6

is

a side view

of the surplus or other-

a plan corresponding to

fig. 6.

whole length of the entire range of kiers. To this pipe are also joined
the several branches by which the steam leaves the kiers.
Each ingress

The kiers or chambers, A, are fitted up with a continuous steam pipe, b,
by means of which the steam is conveyed from the boiler to the kiers.
At c are branch pipes connecting the pipe, b, with the ingress pipes, n.
Each branch pipe, c, at its junction with the pipe, », is fitted with a
stopcock.
The ingress pipe, d, and the egress pipe, e, branch from the

and egres3 branch

continuous pipe,

In carrying this invention

into effect according to one modification, branch pipes,

steam enters the several kiers, are joined

?>'o.

112.—Vol. X.

is

to

by which the

a single pipe running the

provided with a stopcock, and a stopcock

is fitted

f,

and both of these pipes are

fitted

with stopcocks, by

N
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which the communication with the kiers may be opened or closed. The
ngress pipe, D, is carried downwards in the kier through the false
bottom, o, and the steam passes up through the perforations in the false
botto n into the fluid contained in the kier.
When the temperature
of the fluid has reached the boiling point, the steam of ebullition rises
from the surface of the fluid, and passes through the egress pipe, e,
along the pipe, F, and down the ingress pipe of the next kier, and having

.Tnly 1,1557.

contents of that kier, the difficulty is obviated by partially opening the
stopcock over the kier in the branch pipe, o, by which a jet of steam
direct from the boiler is admitted to the kier, and thus rapidly raises tho

temperature of the

fluid.

improved dash wheels is shown in figs. 3, 4,
wheels is supported on a stationary horizontal
which passes through the stuffing-boxes fitted on each
side of the wheel, and is fixed to
and supported by the columns, i.
To each side of the wheels, J, a

The arrangement
and

Each

5.

hollow shaft, h,

of the

of the

strong forked bracket, k, is fixed,
which rotates on the fixed shaft,
H. One of the brackets, k, is made
with a bevil wheel, which gears
with a corresponding wheel, and
by means of suitable shafting is
connected with a steam engine, or
other prime mover, which gives
motion to the dash wheels. Inside
each dash wheel, j, and parallel
to its sides, are fixed two discs or
partitions, l, so arranged as to
leave a space between the discs
and the sides of the dash wheels.
Each of these discs or partitions,
L, has a number of holes made in
it, as shown in the section, fig. 4,
Plate 210. These holes or perforations commence at the periphery
of the partitions, l, and are disposed in concentric rows approaching the centre of the discs.
The
steam is admitted to the interior
of the first dash wheel (or to any
other of the series) by the induction pipe, m,

which

is

carried along

the range of the dash wheels, and
parallel to the front of the same.

From
passes off into the third, and so on
throughout the series. When the steam has performed its work in the
last kier, it is conveyed by the egress pipe into a coil of pipes fitted in a
cold water cistern, whence the kiers or other vessels are primarily supplied.
By this arrangement, no portion of the heat is allowed to escape,
except that which radiates from the surface of the vessels.
The kiers
are so arranged that any one or more may be thrown out of use as re-

heated the fluid in the second kier,

it

this induction pipe, m,

the

vertical pipes, N, branch out, each of them being fitted with a stopcock by which means steam, direct from the boiler, may be admitted
The fixed hollow
into either of the dash wheels as may be required.

shaft or axle, h, is connected with the external induction steam pipe,
m, by a flange; and inside the dash wheel the hollow shaft branches
off into two pipes, o; these pipes are carried downwards to the lower
part of the dash wheel, and placed in the space formed between its sides
The lower ends of the steam pipes, o,
and the discs or partitions, l.
are closed, but the steam escapes therefrom through numerous perforations made in the lower part of the pipes. The induction steam passage in the fixed hollow shaft, H, does not pass completely through it,
By
but is closed up just beyond the second vertical steam pipe, o.
this means the steam is prevented from passing off to the eduction
its heat to the contents of the dash wheel.
the boiler passes through the induction pipe, M, up
the pipe, n, of the first dash wheel, and through the hollow axle, h,
thence down the pipes, o, and into the water or other fluid at the bottom of the dash wheel. The water or other fluid in the dash wheel

pipe before

it

has imparted

The steam from

flows through the holes in the discs, l, and by this means is brought
into contact with the steam as it rushes through the holes in the pipes, o.
When the temperature of the fluid in the first dash wheel is raised to the
boiling point by means of the heat imparted from the steam, ebullition

commences, and steam rises from the surface of the fluid. It is the
steam thus given off that serves to heat the contents of the second dash
The
wheel, and so on in like manner throughout the series of wheels.
steam of ebullition rises to the upper part of the dash wheel, and passes
through the holes in the discs or partitions, l, and thence away by the
eduction pipe, p, the lower end of which pipe is fitted with a stopcock
The eduction steam pipe, p,
for drawing off the water of condensation.
between and over
is carried upwards and bent at a right angle, passing
the upper part of the dash wheels it is again bent at a right angle to
;

with the front side of the second dash wheel, down
which it is carried, and enters the second dash wheel at the junction of
By this means an
the vertical steam pipe, u, with the hollow axle, h.
additional quantity of steam, direct from the boiler, may be let into either
of the dash wheel's along with the steam of ebullition, by slightly openThe foreing the steam cock fitted to each of the eduction pipes, n.
going arrangement of the eduction pipes, p, is carried out with all the
dash wheels, and each eduction pipe is fitted with a stopcock so that

bring

by closing the stopcocks fitted on the ingress and egress pipes,
that the whole or any portion of the kiers may be brought into
operation at pleasure.
In the event of the steam passing off from one
|uired,
e, so

kier to another being insufficient to produce the desired results on the

it

parallel

;

July
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communication with either of the dash wheels may be shut off as
Finally, the eduction pipe, r, proceeding from the last dash
wheel of the series, is carried into a cold water cistern or reservoir, q,
Figs. 6 and 7, or connected with a coil of pipe, k, placed therein, or with
any other vessel containing fluid, the temperature of which it is desired
its

required.

to raise.

In practical reference to what has been accomplished by the adoption
of this system, it may he remarked that, at the Chirnside Bridge mills of
Messrs. Y. Trotter & Son, where there are ten rag boilers, one steam, or
that quantity which was formerly supplied to each of the series of ten,

now

efficiently boils five of

steam into the

tity of fresh

The water

them

;

and by the admission of a small quan-

sixth, all the ten boilers are properly heated.

in the cistern, heated only

by the steam from the last boiler,

generally at 170° or 180° Fahrenheit and there is always abundance
of heated water in the cistern to supply all the boilers. The disconnecting of one or more boilers for the purpose of charging and emptying, is
found in practice to be exceedingly simple. The saving of alkali consequent upon the adoption of the new process, amounts to 35 per cent,
upon the quantity used. This economy arises from the fact, that the
alkali is distilled over from one boiler to another in the range, and thus
acting upon the contents of each, instead of passing away from each
As regards the actual fuel consumption
boiler with the steam as waste.
involved in the new plan, the following notes of comparative trials tell
is

;

their

own

tale

:

BOILING ON THE OLD SYSTEM.

1.

18 tons 15 cwt.
18 " 12 "
37

..

14

29

•

:

therm, at 11 a.m. 34° therm, at 10 p.m. 32°
"
"
28°
"
"
31°:
:

7

6 cwt.

11

"

:

:

therm, at 11 a.m. 31": therm, at 10 P.M. 28°
"
"
30°:
28°
"
"

17
Tons.

Total coal consumed by the old process,
"
"
by patent process,

37
29

Showing a saving

7

in

48 hours

of.

Cwt.
.

7

..

17

.

10

.

.

This consumption of coal is that which is required for all the purposes
of the mill, including the boiling operations.
It was found from former trials that the coals required for the boiling
of the rags on the old plan was about five tons per day of twenty-four

The whole difference of seven tons ten hundredweight is saved
on the boiling, so that the patent process appears to require little more
than one-fifth of the coals required by the old process. On the first day's
experiment by the patent plan, fifteen hundredweight more coals were
used than on the second day. The reason is, that the water in the hot
water cistern was cold when commencing.
Whoever peruses this article, must see that what we have narrated is
a very common-sense piece of economy, such indeed as must be followed
out by all who use steam under the circumstances which we have

hours.

instanced, as well as in a great variety of other circumstances, if a real
saving can stimulate, as we think it can, the adoption of all reasonable

means

their place will know no more.
We must hope that the regret which we
cannot help feeling on this account, may tend to enhance in value the
labours of those who have come, and are coming before us, by making
us more and more assimilate them, so to speak, ere they too shall have
passed away with ourselves, and new generations, both of teachers and of
taught, supply the place of the present stream.
Professor Tyndall, who last season gave his views, and the results of
his observations in a more general form, confirmed them very happily in
the first discourse of this session, by making some observations on glaciers.
He and Mr. Huxley, it appeals, have employed part of their
vacation (where, by-the-by, does the man of science have any ?) in visiting some of the glaciers of the Grindelwald, the Aar, and the Rhone.
Certain phenomena attending them were first noticed, such as their power
to accommodate themselves to the sinuosities of their beds, the motion of
their mass through valleys of variable width, and that their centre moved
more quickly than their sides all evidencing their ductility. This fact
has originated certain theories respecting them, which Dr. Tyndall has
done his best completely to refute to general satisfaction. It had never
been imagined that the bendings and contortions, and other evidences of
apparent viscosity exhibited by glaciers, could be made manifest on hard
specimens of ice.
But this was shown by him to be experimentally
possible.
Moulds of various forms were hollowed out in boxwood, and
pieces of ice were placed in these moulds, and subjected to pressure.
In
this way spheres of ice were flattened into cakes, and cakes formed into
transparent lenses.
A straight bar of ice, six inches long, was passed
through a series of moulds augmenting in curvature, and was finally placed
before the company bent into a semi-ring.
A small block of ice was
placed in a hemispherical cavity, and was pressed upon by a hemispherical protuberance not large enough to fill the cavity the ice yielded, and
filled the space between both, thus forming itself into a transparent cup.
Having performed these novel and interesting experiments, the speaker
observed that the real germ from which the results had sprung was to be
found in a lecture given at the Royal Institution in June, 1850, and which
will be found reported in our pages of that year.
In this lecture, Mr.
Faraday showed that when two pieces of ice at a temperature of 32°
Fahr. are placed in contact with each other, they freeze together by the
conversion of the film of moisture between them into ice.
We cannot
help incidentally observing, that it is as honourable to himself as it is
interesting to watchers of the lecturer's growing scientific character, to
notice with how great delight he seeks an opportunity of referring the
origin of his labours to the suggestions of his great teacher. Dr. Tyndall
very rationally concludes from these experiments, that the alteration in
the form of the ice was effected, not by a viscous movement of the particles, but through fracture and regelation.
The veined or laminar structure of glacier ice was next considered, which Professor J. D. Forbes, in
his earlier writings, compared to slaty cleavage
a truly happy comparison, which was left to the lecturer to prove to be identical, and this was
illustrated by some ingeniously constructed troughs, in one of which a
thick liquid was made to take its course.
The cleaved structure observable has been referred to differential motion; but if so, we ought to expect
it parallel to the sides, instead of oblique to them, as it was stated actually
The
to exist in a glacier of the form of the trough experimented in.
speaker also explained that the lamination, like that of slaty rock, is
always approximately at right angles to the direction of maximum pressure, and asserted, in fact, that the association of pressure and lamination
is far more distinct in the case of a glacier than in the case of slate rock.
The ice structure sometimes, indeed, exhibits a true cleavage, and we
hear that, since this lecture was delivered, Mr. Tyndall has succeeded in
impressing upon a perfectly transparent prism of ice, a cleavage of the
most perfect kind by combining the conditions of nature, he has produced her results. In the investigations he has made into the subject of
glaciers, the well-known " dirt bands," to which so much theoretic importance is attached, were finally considered, and an explanation of these
bands, as they are seen upon the glaciers of the Grindelwald and of the
Rhone, was attempted. The lecturer concluded with a merited compliment to Professor Forbes, to whose observations and labours high value
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have again adopted our usual course to notice, as they arise, the
subjects of the lectures to be here delivered, and have reserved our space
for a summary of the lectures themselves, one of which, however, namely
that by Professor Faraday at the commencement of this year's series, will
receive, as it merits, separate and distinct notice.
We have again to express many obligations, writing, as we do, on
behalf of the exoteric public, to Mr. Barlow, the distinguished honorary
secretary, for his efforts and success in obtaining the aid of eminent individuals who have come warm and fresh on the subjects which they have
made their own, and have very agreeably here, for the first time in many
cases, disseminated the truths which they have discovered. The air, earth,
water physics, metaphysics, morals, literature, art nothing comes
amiss to Mr. Barlow, whose eye runs with cunning scrutiny over all
sees where the new and the true is most likely to be being found out,
and, like an able angler in the realms of human investigation and thought,
has, for the current season, managed to bring before the most intelligent
and pleasant audience in London, the most deservedly eminent in this
world's ways.
Several indeed are the names which we miss, and which

—

—

—

was attached.
The Rev. F. D. Maurice

— "the

rejected of

Kings"

—followed

on a

very different subject: "Milton considered as a Schoolmaster." The
lecturer's face, beaming with subtle intelligence, never exhibited its
features more pleasantly than as he successively opened out his views of
this noble kindred master- mind, as he gradually extracted from the compound mass of facts before him, the brilliant metal out of the dull ore
which had become located in St. Bride's churchyard (!) and afterwards
Milton was an actual schoolmaster in each
in Aldersgate-street (! !).
place
first, of his two nephews, and then of the children of some of his
friends.
As this occupation appears so inconsistent with what we might
wish the occupation of the author of the " L'Allegro," " II Peuseroso,"

—
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" Coraus," "Lycidas," and " Paradise Lost," had been, the lecturer put
the suggestive question, whether the poet's scheme of the private boarding school, might not have been a very reasonable means of preventing
him from vapouring away his patriotism first, by making him inde-

—

pendent of his pen secondly, by making him a less creditable associate
for those who would have been glad to amuse their unemployed leisure
with his learning and eloquence? Only the names of two of Milton's
John and Edward Phillips but with all
pupils have come down to us
his teaching, both, even before the Restoration, became royalists, and,
;

—

;
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media successively, each of which has a different absorbing effect upon
This is true of
it, very unexpected results may be frequently obtained.
combinations of coloured glasses or coloured liquids.
A red solution of
meconate of iron, for instance, appears black when seen through the blue
solution of an ammoniacal copper salt.
If a vessel, filled with the blue
alcoholic solution of a cobalt salt, be immersed in a pale yellow solution
of chromic acid, it appears to contain a deep red liquid.
Green nitrate
of chromium also becomes red when looked at through the same yellow
solution.
Similarly, when two coloured compounds are mixed together,
which are incapable of entering into chemical combination, an unexpected
colour will frequently result thus, on adding a little blue sulphindigotate
of potash to a solution of yellow chromate of potash, the result was green,
but, on adding a larger amount of the blue salt, it changed to red.
There was here no chemical change yet how naturally, said the lecturer,
might a chemist have received the unlooked-for colour as evidence of a
This experiment introduced the subject of diehromanew compound
tism (which had been first noticed by Sir John Herschel)
all the phenomena of which were stated to be dependent, not on any chemical action
exerted by the water, but on the quantity of the colouring substance
traversed by the light in its passage to the eye; the same solution
appearing of different colours, according to the thickness seen through,
and a deep stratum of a dilute liquid having the same tint as a shallow
stratum of the same liquid when strong. The lecturer concluded an
important and suggestive discourse with some very ingeniously devised
experiments upon a solution of salt of chromium, tinctures of cochineal
and lavender, and solutions of sulphindigotate of potash and chromate of
potash, as seen through the prism, the results of which were most novel
and interesting, but which require diagrams for their explanation.

strange to say, both, for a time, fell into the licentiousness which so
commonly accompanied that reaction. One of them, however, recurs
in after life, with affectionate reverence, to the education he had received
in Aldersgate-street, and gives an account of that education, which shows
that it embraced, as we might expect it would, every kind of study and
the other speaks with warmth, and something of remorse, of the blessings which his school-years might have been to him if he had passed
In England we have grammar-schools, and what are
them aright.
;
In Germany there are what are called
called commercial schools.
gymnasia, and real schools.
The lecturer stated that the idea of
Milton, in bis letter to Mr. Hartlib on education, is, that this division is
unnecessary and artificial that the knowledge of words is best obtained
in union with the knowledge of things, and that each is helpful and
necessary to the other. His maxim, that "language is but the instrument conveying to us things useful to be known," might lead us to think
This
that he did not regard language as a direct means of culture.
would be a hasty inference. Milton looked upon the reading of good
books as the best and only means of obtaining a knowledge of language.
He protests, therefore, against the preposterous exaction of forcing the
empty wits of children to compose themes, verses, and orations, as a way
to obtain the knowledge of a language.
But the author of a host of
AMERICA.
Latin elegiacs, the Latin correspondent of foreign courts, is not so inconsistent with himself as to despise such exercises.
Milton regards them
morley's railway chair— railway car wheels MOORE'S triple plate wheel
EVANS' steam ploughing machine cast-iron buildings badger's and bogardus'
as " the acts of ripest judgment, and the final work of a head filled by
SY8TEM OF IRON BUILDINGS — ARCHITECTURAL CASTINGS PREVENTING THE OXIDATION
long reading and observing, with elegant maxims and copious invention."
OF IRON.
This is not, said the lecturer, the language of a rebel against scholarship,
Mr. J. H. Morley, chief engineer of the St. Louis and Iron Mountain
of
a
severe
and
fastidious
but
scholar. Milton's compassion for boys was
combined with horror at their solecisms. We ourselves should profit by railroad in Missouri, has lately patented and introduced a style of chair
the warnings which he gives us.
He would have us conversant with for connecting the ends of rails for permanent way, which seems equal,
if not preferable, to any similar device before made public, not even
facts rather than with names, and he aims at the useful as directly as
the most profound utilitarian.
The classics are, by Milton, not resorted excepting the varied forms of fish-joints, either of which latter is considerably more expensive, as they require more bolts, and necessitate a
to for the purpose of forming a style, but of instilling manly thoughts
Morley's chair is in two
which a higher wisdom may purify and make divine.
Because the punching through of the web of the rail.
Englishman is a poor creature when busied with abstractions, and the pieces, one on each side of the rail, which pieces are held together by
two stout bolts, crossing just under the lower flange of the rail, and
strongest of all when he is dealing with realities, Milton would have
him trained in these. All exercises and all recreations are to contribute holding the ends firmly in position, in a manner somewhat analogous to
to the same end.
The pupils are to learn " the exact use of their wea- the fish-joint.* This form of fish-joint is employed on the Reading railroad, a road leading from Philadelphia to one of the great anthracite coal
pon," both as " a good means of making them healthy, nimble, and well
regions above Reading, and which is worked more fully up to its capain breath, and of inspiring them with a gallant and fearless courage,
It has a double track,
which, being tempered with seasonable precepts of true fortitude and city than any with which I am acquainted.
and is either level or " down grade" at every point, from the coal region
patience, shall turn into a native and heroic valour, and make them hate
the cowardice of doing wrong."
In their very sports they are to learn to the wharves at Richmond, four miles above Philadelphia, where
the rudiments of scholarship.
Music is not recommended as a graceful most of the coal is shipped. The long trains of cars, heavily loaded
with the carbonaceous material, succeed each other at very short interrecreation to a few, but as an instrument of making all the pupils " gentle
vals; and so severely is the road worked, that ordinary iron, in the form
from rustic passions and distempered passions."
Very glad, indeed, were we to welcome again Dr. John Hall Glad- of rails, lasts but about two years, making it an important consideration
to determine by experience, and adopt the best possible form of joint.
stone, whose chemical and other researches have began to demonstrate
great power for discovery.
His discourse " On Chromatic Phenomena, From the annual official report, now lying before me, of the President of
exhibited by Transmitted Light," followed Mr. Maurice's.
Having the Iron Mountain Road, it appears that for several miles the rails of
that road have been joined by Morley's chair during nearly a year, and
succinctly, as is the custom here, explained some of the more elementary
the device has given the most perfect satisfaction in every respect;
facts and principles relating to reflected light, he turned to his subject,
and it was seen that pieces of coloured glass interposed in the beam of and taking this, in addition to the theoretical evidence, as a tolerable
promise that it may prove a very decided step in advance of any previous
light from the electric lamp, stopped certain rays, while they allowed
others to pass through.
Thus a red glass cut off all the blue end of the device, I will proceed to present its peculiarities.
A and e, figs. 1, 2, and 3, are ends of the rails to be joined, c and d
spectrum, while a small blue glass divided the red end into several
luminous bands, alternating with dark spaces. The same was true of are the two halves of the chair. Each half may be described as composed
of an upper and a lower jaw. The upcoloured liquids, a solution of sulphate of indigo absorbing the orange
Fig. l.
aud yellow rays, and giving a spectrum consisting of a red ray separated per jaw, e, is designed to fit over, and
by a broad black space from the green, blue, and violet. An oxy-hydro- the lower jaw, F, to pass under, the
gen lime-light, covered successively by red, yellow, and blue bell-glasses, lower flange of the rail, as represented
produced the same effect on the coloured diagrams and other objects distinctly in the cross- section, fig. 1. g
is a bolt with a nut, and, if desired, an
around, as if the source of light bad been alternately red, yellow, and
additional key, arranged in the same
blue; and the opacity of these glasses to certain rays, and their transparency to others, was further illustrated by burning spirit lamps, the manner, and for the same purpose, as
wicks of which had been previously sprinkled with salt, under yellow in the fish-joint above described. The
and blue bell-glasses. The yellow glass appeared perfectly transparent acting faces of the jaws, E and f, are
shaped as represented in fig. 1, so as
to the light which it covered, hut the blue did not suffer the least yellow
not to touch the flange of the rail at its edge, but so as to produce its
to pass
indeed, the soda-flame under it seemed of a pale violet tipped
with green.
Again, if white light be transmitted through two or more
* Illustrated in Vol. IV., page 147, of the fractical Mechanic's Journal,
;

;

;
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whole pressure upon the upper and lower surfaces. The edge of the
notched by a punch in the ordinary manner, as shown in
and there are stops, or corresponding parts, cast in the interior
fie. 3
of the chair, to fit into these recesses, so that the rails are prevented from
rail flanee is
;

slipping or
Fig.

2.

working end-

wise through

the

The space

which the

in

chair.

received is
not straight, but is shaped
as represented in fig. 2
so that the pressure of e
is move strongly felt at the
ends of the chair, and that
of f in the middle of the
chair, and, consequently,
on the ends of the rails. This construction receives the rails freely, and
allows the two parts of the chair to be bolted very firmly and tightly
together, when the rails are held in a slightly angular position, the joint
being raised a foot or more above the ordinary level of the track. But
when a joint thus secured is pressed down by gravity, or by any external
aid, and firmly bolted to the cross tie by spikes— arranged on the exterior
of the chair in the ordiFig. 3.
nary manner the joint is
and
held very firmly
rigidly.
The shape of the
chair tends to, and unrail flange

is

—

doubtedly does slightly,
spring the extreme ends
of the rails upwards; but
it is too slight to be observable, and is intended
to be only sufficient to
prevent the least possible

working of the

The

rail ends.

effect is as intended,

and when these chairs are
applied to rails partially

worn, as has been the case in a number of experimental trials on the New
York and Erie Road, the last inch of the end of the tread, which invariably becomes battered down when carried in the ordinary chair, gradually
becomes discoloured and rusts by exposure in this chair, showing that it
does not come in contact with the wheels.
The releasing effect, when
the wheels are on other portions of the rail
and tend, by the elasticity
of the rail, to depress the parts on which they rest, and consequently to
elevate the joint
is more conjectural, as there appear no very infallible
indications that the joint ever does actually spring upwards, or that the
rail in other parts becomes actually depressed to a sufficient extent to
affect the tightness of the grip.
But as, on the other hand, there has
been experienced no mischief attributable to the expansion and contraction of the metal, we may as well, perhaps, concede all that the inventor
claims, and allow that the chair does alternately release and tighten its
hold with the passage of every wheel across it.
The weight of these
chairs, as fitted on the Iron Mountain Road, where it is claimed none
have broken, was 28 lbs., including bolts and nuts. A later pattern,
somewhat better proportioned, weighing a few pounds less, has split in
one or two instances, owing possibly to a difference in the metal but it
would probably be better to consider it an indication that the casting
was too light. With this weight of metal, the actual cost of each joint,
at the prices for iron and labour which oblain in this country, was

—
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It is not intended at this juncture to present and recommend any par'
ticular style of newly-invented car-wheel.
The accnmpanying illustra'
(fig. 4) repi-esent Moore's triple-plate wheel, one of
the most approved varieties, and indicate the extent to which
form has been contorted and compounded in the endeavour
to allow for shrinkage, and to provide the proper amount of

tions

Fig. 4.

The manufacture of car-wheels is a business
entirely distinct from the production of ordinary castings.
It is conducted in a great number of points, in all portions

elasticity.

The Union Car-wheel and Fire Works, the
only establishment of the kind in this city, uses American
metal entirely Salisbury iron, from the north-western portion of Connecticut
smelted with hot-blast, but with charcoal fuel, and mix a sufficient quantity of white iron with
the ordinary Nos. 2 and 3, to produce the required depth of
f
chill on the surface.
No water-pipes or like devices are
employed in the chilling; but this operation is effected simply
by introducing a stout ring of iron into the mould, and the depth of chill
produced is about five-eighths of an inch. Such wheels generally fail,
either by cracking gradually at some point, an occurrence which is
ascertained by the response, or rather the absence of a response, when
the wheel is struck with a hammer
a precautionary operation, which
is performed at intervals on every journey
or by either a gradual wear,
a soft indentation, or a kind of crumbling fracture on the tread.
Many efforts have been made, both in your country and ours, to apply
steam power to the disintegration and agitation of the earth for agricultural purposes.
In ordinary practice, the soil is prepared for culture
either by ploughing or spading, and the applications of steam power have
Either
generally been made on either one or the other of these plans.
one or more ploughs, analogous in form and action to ploughs hauled by
horses and cattle, have been drawn across the field, or the earth has been
cut up and spaded by rotatory diggers.
An invention by James W.
Evans of this city, for which letters-patent are now pending, proposes
to perform the labour in a manner partly analogous to both, and is one
which, on several accounts, seems preferable to any which have yet
been presented.
It consists in a carriage with three wheels, and provided with ploughs, which are worked with a reciprocating action, so as
of the country.

—

—

—

—

make

short cuts, and always in the direction the reverse of that
by the carriage, so that the resistance of the earth to the passage of the plough is always aiding rather than retarding the progressive
motion of the whole.
This principle is its most prominent feature, and
might be worked out in a variety of methods. The general design of
a
this steam-ploughing machine is shown, in side elevation, by fig. 5.

to

travelled

—

Fig. 6.

;

between 80 and 90 cents.

The subject of car-wheels is one which has attracted much attention,
ever since the dates when Gray and Stevenson were exerting themselves
to recommend and render practicable this method of communication.
To secure the greatest strength and elasticity with the least material,
and at the same time to obtain all the hardness and ability of the tread
to withstand wear which can possibly be attained, is a very simple
enunciation of a problem which is by no means easily solved.
In this
country, the speed is usually moderate, as compared with that in Great
Britain, but the tracks are usually in far worse condition.
The average
speed of express trains on the railroads of New York State, which may
probably be assumed as considerably above that on a majority of American roads, particularly in the west and south, is 35 miles per hour, without including stoppages.
A few hollow axles, wrought-iron wheels, and
even wooden wheels, the latter supporting a wrought-iron or steel tire
around a stout iron boss, have been imported, and a greater number have
been manufactured on our soil; and the majority of all these approved
styles have been successful in practice, but the universally-favourite
material with railroad directors is cast-iron, chilled on the tread.

represents one of the driving-wheels, made in a polygonal or other form,
to obtain a hold on the earth, somewhat analogous to that of a gear
wheel, or the dentated wheels employed on reapers and mowing machines.
b is a steering wheel, capable of being turned by suitable means, under
control of the engineer,
c is the boiler, an upright tubular construction, which, however, might be replaced by any other which might prove
more desirable, d is a tank for water. There are two oscillating cylinders, e, one of which is mounted on each side, and the two give a continued
rotatory motion to a transverse shaft, P, which is cranked, so as to give
reciprocating motions simultaneously, in opposite directions, to the two
plough-frames, g h.
These plough-frames are alternately raised and deThe
pressed by the action of steam upon pistons in small cylinders, i.

motion of the valve controlling the admission of steam to this cylinder, i,
such, that the frames are alternately raised and lowered, so that the
ploughs are first elevated by the action of the steam in the cylinder, i;
then drawn forward or backward, whichever it may be termed toward
the wheel, a, by the crank in p; then depressed by the action of i; and
fourth, again thrust forward by the crank. It results from the soft action
is

—

—
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by winch the raising and lowering motion is effected, that any resistance
opposed either by an unusual adhesion of the earth, or by any other cause,
to the lifting of the ploughs, or the presence of a

rock or other obstacle
descent, cannot fracture or seriously derange the mechanism.
The shaft, f, is geared to the driving shaft of the wheels, a, so as to impart a moderate motion to the latter; and as the resistance to the ploughs
may generally be esteemed to be greater than that to the forward motion

opposing

its

may be considered simply regulating rather
than driving wheels. For although, in ascending steep inclinations, they
might serve to urge the carriage forward, in addition to the action of the
ploughs, on level ground or in descending inclines, they would undoubtedly retard it.
I have omitted to describe the details, as they are
not particularly well arranged but the principle of urging the carriage
forward by this kicking action, seems the most philosophical of any which
has been made public.
I would suggest here, that, as the resistance to
the rotation of the shaft, p, is greatest when the plough-frames, g and h,
are at midstroke, and is reduced to nothing when the said frames are
changing their motion at the ends of their respective strokes, the two
cylinders, e, already described, should be of unequal size. One, connected
as in the manner represented, should be large and powerful, and intended
to perform the most of the labour; while the other at the opposite extremity, and connected to a crank keyed at right angles to the first, should
be small, and only capable of dragging the machinery past the dead
of the machine, the wheels, a,

;

point.

The use of cast-iron in the construction of buildings has progressed
very rapidly within a very few years.
It is only since 1844 that the
use of simple cast-iron pillars, in various forms, has been adopted in
making the fronts of the lower stories of buildings in cities. This mode
of construction was first introduced in this country, if not in the world,
by Mr. Daniel D. Badger, a native of Portland, Maine, then a mechanic
in Boston, and now at the head of a very extensive manufactory of iron
buildings.
The design of this mode of construction is simply to allow a

greater space for windows, an object of great importance in the retail
trade.
The first building thus " enlightened " is, I think, now standing
in Washington Street, Boston.
The office of D. D. Badger & Co., Duane

was erected in 1846 and two stories of similar build,
and the other a basement of the same, were put up by
Maiden Lane, in this city, in 1847. I am thus particular

Street, in this city,

one the

;

first floor,

Mr. Badger

in

about dates, in order that the claims of any individual to the first originating of this already highly popular architecture, may be placed on a
basis of facts in every instance.
A very large number of buildings are now already constructed, and
many are in process of erection, not only in this city, but in nearly all
the dense cities in the Union.
The United States Government has
adopted it in the acceptance of designs for a marine hospital at New
Orleans a building which is to be three stones high, aud to measure
2000 feet around. This building is to be constructed by Harmon & Co.
of Washington, and will be a kind of

—

Fig.

"pise" construction; that is, two walls
between with earthy
matters, to prevent the too ready conduction of beat, which latter is generally an objection, to some extent, to
the metallic material.
Badger & Co.,

6.

of iron, filled in

the party first alluded to, are now
probably the most extensive constructors of iron buildings in
America.
Their establishment, provided with
much labour-saving machinery to
facilitate the work, is located between
Thirteenth and Fourteenth Streets, in

and employs between 400
and 500 men.
But to Mr. James Bogardus, a

this city,

mechanic, almost or quite unequalled in
a gentleman, equally unrivalled in
courtesy and integrity
is due mainly, if not entirely, the present popularity of tins material in building.
It is immaterial when Mr. Bogardus,
or, in fact, any one else, first conceived the idea, but it is understood to
have been long a favourite project with him. He made it a principal
point of study, in travelling among the noble specimens of architecture
in the old world, and returned fully imbued with its importance and
practicability.
He designed a large shop, and constructed a model of
the same in 1848, and in 1849 erected the shop in which much of his
work is now conducted, at the corner of Duane and Centre Streets, in this
city
a building the exterior of which is entirely iron and glass.
Mr.
B.'s claim to originality is based on two very strong facts
that he was
'tne first to design, and the first to erect, a building of cast-iron; and
skill,

—

.

patience, and

judgment

—

— and

—
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is the inventor and patentee of a mode of fastening which
imparts to such a structure one of its principal points of superiority over
other metal
Previous efforts in this line had been
its immense strength.
directed to the piling together of cast-iron, in a manner analogous to stone
and brick masonry. Bogardus bolted together the parts in such a manner,
that gales, earthquakes, or even steam-boiler and powder explosions,
so long as any part of the building remained intact, would sustain the
whole structure. Bogardus carries around a line of sill, so to speak, at the
base of each story an elevation from the inside is shown in fig. G. The
exterior may be plain, as represented, or may be thrown into any fancy
form which may be desired; but the upper and lower faces, especially
at those points with which the uprights, a and b, come in contact, must
be made plain, and the ends of the sill which abut together must be
similarly formed.
One stout bolt and nut secures together the abutting

again, that he

—

:

ends, and
sented,

two similar fastenings confine the uprights, a and

making a very strong and

b,

as repre-

rigid connection of the whole.

Bogardus' buildings are fastened in this manner at every principal

The windows or panels, which serve as the filling up between the
skeleton frames thus constructed, are very readily secured by very simWhen this material is used simply for a front, the whole is
ple means.
secured at the sides to the brick walls, by deep anchors of wrought-iron
Cast-iron buildings constructed itr this manner, or
let into the latter.
even in the less perfect method, somewhat more extensively practised
by Badger & Co., have never yet been severely tested by fire, to ascertain
the precise effect of the intermittent action of that element, and of cold
water from the engines but little anxiety is felt with regard to the
point.

;

buildings are all made with a sufficient amount of architectural pretension, and consequently, of irregular rather than plain and
straight surfaces, to allow every desirable amount of contraction and exThe first iron
pansion, without any considerable danger of cracking.
nouses sent to California, a species of wrought-iron construction, were
worked and destroyed by the heat of the fires, which were so lavish in
result.

The

and in one case it is
supposed that the expansion of the parts, produced by the heat of a neighbouring building, induced the doors to retain their places with such force,
that the men within, who had remained to the latest moment to protect
the goods, were imprisoned and perished miserably, when, had they
understood the material, or had provision been made in the construction for such emergencies, they might have saved themselves with
their attentions on that hastily-constructed city

;

little difficulty.

The nature of cast-iron allows of very cheap multiplication of ornamental forms. A favourite style of architecture is a kind of Iron Corinthian, by which I mean a hybrid Grecian order, composed of flattened
pilasters, and half round or mural columns, plentifully interlarded with
arches, and other concomitants of Roman, Gothic, and other varied styles.
The Corinthian capitals are made in great perfection, but only by a species
of piecing, which may ultimately prove objectionable from the oxidation
of the fastenings. The leaves are cast in separate portions, and secured by
one or two stout rivets, and by allowing the series of leaves to lap over
each other like shingles or clapboards the relief to these ornaments is even
The
stronger than that of the stone, which they are intended to imitate.
capitals complete, including the stout cast-iron shell, the light and graceful leaves and scrolls, and the wrought or malleable rivets, are all treated
with oil at a high temperature, to prevent oxidation. Badger immerses
the capital in boiling oil, and leaves it immersed for some minutes, until
the whole mass has reached the boiling, or rather the frying temperature.
Bogardus previously heats bis iron to a somewhat higher temperature
and burns in the fatty fluid, with probably a somewhat better effect.
Linseed oil is the kind invariably employed for this purpose, and it is
believed that, with this frying process to fill the pores as a commencement,
several coats of good paint subsequently applied, will preserve the details
It will be obviof the structure for a long and almost indefinite period.
;

ous to the reader that the preservation of iron when used for building
purposes is a matter of the highest importance, and that no pains should
be spared to accomplish it in the most effectual manner. Several of the
most pretentious stores and manufactories erected within the past three
years in this city, have been of this material externally, with floors of
iron and brick, to make a perfectly fireproof building, and a large number of others employ this material for the front, with common wooden
Perhaps the finest building of all, exteriorly considered, is
floors.
Houghwont's lamp and chandelier store, corner of Broadway and Broome
Street, which has a front of 63 feet on the former, and 100 on the latter
street, with a total height, from the side-walk to the cornice, of 78 feet.
Both fronts of this building cost but 31,000 dols., and generally the cost
of iron architecture ranges little, if at all, above that of marble and
granite of ordinary pretension.

T. D. Stetson.

New

York, 1857.
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way. The dotted lines indicate the general contour o^
the upper part of the carriage, when closed.
The folding knee flap, A'

as fitted in this

BAR.

The steam-hammer which we here engrave in main-side elevation, is
a matured modification of the tool originally patented by Mr. R. Morrison of the Ouseburn Engine Works, Newcastle, and engraved by us in
The working steam cylinder, a, is cast with
our Plate 155, Vol. VII.
opposite parallel face pieces and edge flanges, by which it is fitted and
bolted between the upper retaining faced flanges of the main framing
The cylinder has a stuffing-box in each end cover, through
standards, b.
which the continuous hammer or piston bar, c, is passed, the upper end
The actuating steam
of the bar having a flat side to prevent turning.
is supplied to the hammer cylinder by a horizontal branch leading to the
cvlindrieal valve chest, d, of an equilibrium or balanced admission valve.

immediately behind the box-seat, contains all that is necessary for
covering in the front part of the carriage. The back folding leather head,
b, of the usual kind, meets this front cover and closes all in.
The advantage of this arrangement is, that whilst the closed barouche presents the
usual appearance of a handsome and comfortable carriage, it can be
opened to the form shown by the sharp lines in our figure, without involving the objectionable and cumbrous loose pieces usually forming
part of such equipages.
Thus, the carriage is always ready for immediate conversion as may be required.
Either two or four persons may
thus be covered up and when the front collapsing head is not wanted
as a cover, it can be used as a folding knee-flap in the ordinary way.
Mr. Neall's " Union Gas Stove," fig. 2, is a very
Fig. 2.
nice contrivance, combining light and heat in an effective way. The form under which we have engraved it, is
one of the simplest of the inventor's designs. It consists
of a short gas pillar, through the centre of which the
gas pipe is carried upwards to the burners.
These are
covered by an oval glass dome, acting so as to collect
the heat of the flames for warming the apartment, and
at the same time diffusing light around, as from an illuminated globe. Mr. Neall shows the arrangement as
carried out with all kinds of pedestal, bracket, and
pendant lamps, many of them beautiful in design.
Fig. 3 is a plan of a domestic fire-grate as fitted for
house ventilation, by Mr. Davidson of Porter Street,
Soho. The inlet pipe, A, supplies fresh air from the exterior of the building.
This air passes in so as to be warmed at the back and sides of the
fire, as well as beneath
the
;

fender,

whence

it

Fig.

flows into

3.

by
and

the room at various outlets

the sides of
mantelpiece.
tially

jamb

the
Fig.

sectional

4

is

a par-

elevation

of

Mr. Davidson's plan of combining a smoke and ventilation flue in one, for domestic
purposes.
The chimney flue,
A, is surrounded by a wider
pipe, b, having a junctionsocket branch, c, for taking

away

This valve is worked by a spindle from below, the lever of this spindle
being carried upon a stud centre, supported by a bracket upon the valve
stuffing-box cover.
The other long free end of this valve lever works
in a vertical guide, e, which has branches above and below for the regu-

The branch, g, works the horizontal
hammer blows.
spindle of the stop valve governing the steam way to the equilibrium
valve.
The waste-water cock of the steam cylinder is worked by the

lation of the

The waste steam
handle, h, this valve being behind the cylinder.
escapes by the vertical pipe shown in front of the cylinder, this pipe
having branches leading to the top and bottom of the cylinder. The
engineman is stationed on a platform at i. The care and attention of
the inventor have resulted in the production of a most useful tool.

the vitiated air of the
apartment. The pipe from this
junction may be carried between the joists to the most convenient part
of the room.
Mr. Davidson also ventilates and flushes water-closets
very effectively, by mea.ns of a pipe attached
Fig. i.
to the highest part of the drain-pipe, and carried to the top of the building or into the rain
water pipe. This carries off the gases generated in the drain or escaping from the sewer.
A flushing pipe is also carried from the siphon
to the cistern, for washing out as may be required.

The " Shell Projectiles for Ordnance," by
Mr. Joseph Roberts of Vassall Villas, Brixton, are contrived so as to

explode on striking

their object, without, however, involving de-

THE SOCIETY OF ARTS EXHIBITION.
We

so
missiles of this kind.

now

proceed to remark upon a few more of the more prominent
we promised last month
"Collapsing Head for Carriages, invisible when not in use," by
Mr. James Rock, jun.,
j
Fj
of Hastings, is a very

articles of the Exhibition, as

The

tonating powder,

:

means

excellent

of

converting an ordinary open carriage into
a close one, on the
instant,

in

case

of

sudden rain or cold,
without giving the
carriage a heavy appearance when in its
usual form. Mr. Rock

shows

his

plan,

as

adapted to several kinds of open carriages, such as the sociable, four
wheeled dog-cart, and the barouche.
Our fig. 1 represents a barouche

dangerous in ordinary
Fig. 5 is a longitudinal

section of this projectile.

It is of a sugar-

back being slightly hollowed,
allowing the force of the powder to be better
concentrated in it.
It is exploded by means
of fuze powder, and is fired from a rifled
cannon, or from a " Lancaster " gun. The
square stem piece of malleable iron, a, is
placed through the cast-iron case, b, and the square box, c, let down
over the stem, a, and tightened there, by means of a screw, or by driving
a wedge down; the faces pressing on each other should be filed smooth.
This is the only part which requires filing to procure a close fitting. A
small tube of gunpowder, o, is placed in a second tube, with a spring to
a piece is left out in the part, c,
press it close to the square stem, a
directly under the hole, for a guide, and to keep the top of the tube in
its place.
The remaining part of the case is now filled with powder,
and the cover, i, placed on and secured to the lower part of the case by
The point is now put on, and secured
driving four or five pins through.
by riveting the malleable iron which stands above it. The other end
loaf form, the

;
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has a ring,

j,

of lead, placed round

cause it to follow the grooves
sufficient quantity of slow burning fuze powder
it,

v, to

and prevent windage. A
is next placed in the hole, g, to fill it as far as the cross-hole, p, which is
not filled; the remaining portion of this hole, y, is filled with quick
burning fuze powder. When the point is stopped in its course, the
inertia of the case slides the square piece along the rod, and allows the
tube, d, to rush forward, and thus make a communication with the powThe filling of the remaining part of the hole, G,
der contained within.

ing down of the

light.

July 1,1857.

The inventor

also

shows

his plan as adapted to

fish-tail burners.

The

"

Steam and Water Guages," by Messrs. Chadhurn Brothers of
very useful things of their class. The steam guage acts
by means of the usual flexible metal disc, the material of which is such
as to resist corrosive action.
The centre of the index hand is placed to
one side of the dial, thus obtaining an enlarged scale of graduations, and
this fcale is primarily marked off by a mercurial column.
Mr. Hitt of Southampton Street shows a " Direct-Acting Pendulous
Steam Engine;" it is a great curiosity we wish we could say it is as
useful.
The piston movement is communicated to the driven shaft by
means of a ratchet or escapement action of a peculiar and complex kind.
Sheffield, are

—

What advantage

Al

it is supposed to afford, we cannot possibly conceive.
" Improved Stove for Drying Rooms," by Mr. Dixon of St.
James's Place, Hampstead Road, is of cast-iron, surrounded by a wrought

The

Pj^— -

band

securing it against cracking. Very great facilities are
supply of fuel and for cleaning out the flues, rendering it useful for general rough work.
Mr. Lot Wilk's " Apparatus for Signalling between the Guards and
Drivers of Railway Trains," consists of an arrangement of air chambers,
with pistons working in them, fixed in the carriages and guard's van.
When a piston is lifted, air is forced through a series of tubes connecting
the carriages, so as to ring a bell or sound a whistle.
This scheme
resembles many others which have preceded it, in particular that of Mr.
Doull, whose plan we noticed in a former volume.
Mr. Wright's " Vice-jaw Chairs and Bedplate Solid Sleepers, and Rails
for Streets and Roads," show that the inventor has worked up his wellconceived plans to great perfection.
His street rails will serve to draw
close attention to the important subject of intra-mural rail communication, because they bring the point directly to a practical issue which
cannot be mistaken.
The " Electro-Chemical Bath," by Dr. Caplin of York Place, Portman
Square, is the development of an ingenious idea for extracting particles
of metals which may have been absorbed into the system.
The user
places himself in an isolated metal tub, the body being also isolated from
the tub, and the water is acidulated with nitric or hydrochloric acid, if
mercury, gold, or silver is to be removed, and with sulphuric acid- for
lead.
One end of the bath is put in connection with the negative pole of
Our readers can judge
the pile, and the user grasps the positive pole.
from this description, how far the plan will answer its intended end.
The "Button Fastener" of Messrs. Griffin & Duley of Northampton,
consists of a screw and nut arrangement, by which the ordinary shanked
button is securely attached to the fabric.
The "Self- Acting Brooch," by Mr. Forster of Gravesend, supplies a
For this
ready means for attaching such articles with superior safety.
end, curvilinear or talon-shaped pins are fastened to the articles, through
the intervention of a tube with sliding stem pieces, in such manner
that, when the ornament is to be disengaged, the pins are raised simultaneously by pressing the stems, causing them to slide within the tube
Both of these
so as to actuate the pins which work on joint centres.
fastening schemes belong to a class to which we should like to see more
attention given, as the present defective state of our dress fastenings is a
continual source of annoyance.
Mr. John Alcock's " Elliptograph" bears a very strong resemblance
to Mr. Webb's instrument, engraved at page 191 of " The Practical
Draughtsman's Booh of Industrial Design."
The " Spherograph for Laying Down Courses in Great Circle Sailing,"
by Mr. A. Gerard of Aberdeen, is a very effective chart for the purpose,
and it is simple, as all such things must be, to be of any real use.
iron

afforded in

with quick burning fuze powder is of importance because, should the
square case be put on wrong in fitting, the shell will have time to get
far enough away to insure perfect safety to the persons using it without
it the pressure of the powder would have a tendency to lift the piece,
and, rushing between, fire the powder contained within the shell.
The
part, a, should be made as heavy as possible, but the area of the case
must be larger than the point, in proportion to its weight, so that the
obstruction of the air will not be sufficient to fire it.
It would be as well
if several holes, s, were cored through the stern, a, and filled with powder, so that it might be blown to pieces with the case.
Should the shell
be stopped before the fuze has burnt to the hole, the shell will still be
fired, only that it will wait till the fuze has burnt to the tube of gunpowder also. Supposing the tube not to act properly, or all the fuze to
be burnt away before its journey is completed; to insure the explosion of
the shell, the inventor proposes that the end of the fuze shall communicate with the powder contained within the shell by the tube, h.
The
fuze powder might be approaching rocket powder, which would increase
its progress through the air
a piece of wood might be placed half round
the square stem, a, between the point and case, if the friction of the
;

;

;

piece, c, is not considered sufficient, in case of its falling in transportation.

The

" Compressed Trenails and Keys," of Messrs. Ransomes & Sims
show the perfection to which these details of railway construction have been brought in the hands of this energetic firm
they
also show " Biddell's Hand-Power Steel Oat Mill," by which one man
of Ipswich,

;

can bruise fiom three to five bushels of oats per hour.
The cutting
roller has pure steel cutting surfaces, which are supported at the back
by cast-iron, so that a most excellent cutter is thus secured.
The
"

Bean Cutter," by the same inventor,

treats the largest and smallest
teeth are of separate pieces of
steel, set in a cylinder; each tooth has three cutting edges, so that three

varieties of beans equally well.

The

adjustments can be made to keep a sharp edge always in work, and,
all the edges are blunted, new teeth can be put in by an ordinary
labourer.
With this mill, a man can cut three bushels of beans per

when
hour.

The " Railway Postman,'' by Mr. A. D. Lacy of Knayton, Thirsk, is
an improvement upon the common plan of exchanging bags between
passing railway trains and post stations.
By the new plan, the objectionable concussion caused by the bag being thrown from or to the train
into a receptacle
Fig.

damage

6.

quite avoided, as well as
to the contents of the bags from mis-

deliveries, whilst

is

by

it

bags or packages of

double the present weight may he delivered.
Mr. White's gas lamp, fig. 6, is intended to
secure the better combustion of the gas. Our
view is a section of such a lamp on the argand
principle.
The central gas supply pipe carries
a saucer-shaped glass, upon which the globe
rests.
The actual tubular chimney of the
flame has a top cap upon it, in which cap
there is a central aperture for the passage
of the air current.
The air to support combustion enters between the chimney and the
upper part of the globe, as shown by the outer
arrows.
The current then descends, and passes in at the bottom of the
chimney, and thence out at the top cap. The saueer-shaped piece beneath
the globe being transparent, no obstacle interposes between the light
and the table beneath and the top cap is a reflector for aiding the throw;

for
it

for the

We

have one of them before us, and have tried it by means of the ruler and
The chart presents a
index, which the inventor uses for the purpose.
stereographic projection of the sphere, having the meridians and parallels
of latitude drawn to single degrees, for finding the first course and distance on the great circle between two places whose longitudes and latiThe original idea was to employ one such diagram,
tudes are given.
with an exact copy, on a transparent substance turning above the first
on the common centre but, as the carrying out of this plan was attended
with practical difficulties, the transparency has been abandoned, and
replaced by the small brass instrument called the ruler and index.
Such exhibitions as these are amongst the really commendable things
of the day, for they serve the double purpose of recalling our attention
to partly forgotten novelties, and securing attentive consideration to
Most inventions are born in a very
the maturities of improvement.
The touches of time, and the strokes
imperfectly developed condition.
of genius, are alike necessary to their sound and solid progress; and
certainly, the best examples of the effects of both these perfecting agents
can nowhere be better seen than in the annual collections given us by
;

the Society of Arts.
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The gas for the larger flame flows through the angular
passages which communicate with the channels in the lower stop-cock,
thence by the upper angular passages to the jet, from which it issues
through the angular openings at each side of the central tube. The
central flame of the improved burner greatly increases the brilliancy of
the flame produced by the gas issuing from the angular openings; and
the quantity of gas required for the larger flame is much less than is
used in burners made without the central tube.
passages.

LAMPS AND SHADES.
G.

I.

Bache, Glasgow.

—Patent dated November

12, 1858.

invention the patentee has improved upon the ordinary mode

In this
of attaching or securing the shades of gas burners to the supporting
gallerv.
The letters patent also include improvements in glass shades,
and in the construction or arrangement of gas jets or burners.
In our engravings, fig. 1 is an elevation of the improved shade as
applied to a pendent burner fig. 2 is one modification of an improved
gallery, suitable for a shade, as shown in fig. 1 ; and fig. 3 is a modification of the patentee's arrangement of a gas burner, adapted for giving a
The pendent gas
better light with increased economy of consumption.
burner, fig. 1, is shown as having applied to it a cap or bell supported
over the shade, the object of which is to protect the flame from currents
The shade is made of
of air, where it is placed in exposed situations.
gliss, either moulded or blown.
At the upper part is a raised edge or
Below this raised edge the
fillet, surrounding the opening in the glass.
glass bulges outwards, forming a dome at the upper part of the shade.
At the base of the dome the glass is curved inwards, and made to form
a graceful sweep towards the narrowed part which rests upon the gallery.
highly ornamental appearance may be given to this curved portion of
the shade, by painting decorative figures thereon, or by staining the
whole or a portion of the compartments into which the lower part of the
This part of the
shade may be divided.
shade may also be decorated with figures or
designs formed of differently-coloured glass,
either moulded or cast thereon, the effect of
which may be heightened by a judicious combination of ground and transparent surfaces
of the shade itself.
The lower edge of the
shade is curved inwards, and then bent upwards, forming a groove or ledge to receive
the pins by means of which the shade is secured
The shade is
to the gallery of the burner.
supported by three or four light arms, which
project laterally from the stem of the burner
or it may be supported in the gallery, fig. 2,
where the burner is not pendent. Another
modification of a gallery consists of a metal
ring corresponding to the diameter of the lower
part of the shade, and attached to the burner
by means of a screw in the usual manner.
On the upper side of the ring is a hooked pin,
curving outwards, and fixed to the ring. Upon
the opposite side of the ring is another and
similar pin, but made with a screw which
passes through the gallery ring.
The lower
end of the screw has a milled head, by means
of which the hooked part may be turned, and
raised or lowered as required.
Before placing
the shade npon the gallery, the pin is turned inwards.
The grooved edge
of the shade is passed under the fixed pin, and the shade allowed to rest
upon the gallery. The pin is then screwed downwards, if necessary, and
its hooked end left curving outwards in the groove or ledge
Fig. 3.
of the shade.
The cap or bell is supported by wire arms
These wires are curved outwards
attached to a screw cap.
at their lower ends, to afford a firm support for the cap or
bell.
By means of the screw cap, the bell may be raised
or lowered in order to regulate the distance of the bell
from the shade below, and thereby obtain an increased
amount of light from the burner, at the same time protecting the flame from currents of air.
A modification of the improved burner is shown in
vertical section in fig. 3.
This arrangement of burner
has three apertures in the jet, by means of which the gas
is emitted, and affords facilities for burning a very small
flame, or a broad flat flame, as may be required, both
flames being regulated by separate stop-cocks.
The central small tube supplies the gas for the minute flame
the gas flows
through the vertical passage as it passes from the supply pipe, thence by
the diagonal passages, shown in dotted lines, to the central tube.
The
flow of gas through the passages is controlled by a stop-cock arrangement, which consists of a collar ground to fit the external part of the
burner accurately. The stop-cock has a channel made in it, by means
of which the two diagonal passages are made to communicate with each
other, when the cock is tamed so as to bring the channel opposite the
No. 112.— VoJ.X.

SUPPLYING WATER TO BOILERS.
& A. M'Kekzie, Glasgow. —Patent dated

;

A

&3

J
™

;

R.

M'Conkell

Oct. 10,

1856.

M'Connell & M'Kenzie's arrangements consists of a
double cylindrical chamber, placed one within the other, and so arranged
that the annular chamber is made to communicate with the supplying
reservoir, and the inner one with the boiler.
In the chamber a buoyant
float apparatus is fitted, by means of which the admission of water to the
boiler is governed, as will be presently described.
Fig. 1 of the illustrative engravings is an elevation, partially in section, of the apparatus
above referred to. Fig. 2 is a vertical section of a rotatory apparatus.
Fig. 3 is an elevation, partially in section, of an apparatus for indicating
the water level in boilers.
With reference to the apparatus shown in
fig. 1, it consists of an outer annular chamber formed by the double
casing, a, and an inner chamber, E.
The inner part of the dome cover,
c,has an opening
at its upper part,
JS&* Fig. 1.
through which
opening the wa-

One

of Messrs.

ter passes to the

inner

chamber.

The

cold water
supply pipe lead-

the
from
tank or reservoir
opens into the

ing

outer chamber of
the casing, A, at
its

lower

and

is

part,

furnished
with a ball or
othervalve. The
supply pipe, f,
leading from the
inner chamber,
b, to the boiler,
is also fitted with
a weighted ball
or other valve.
In the centre of
the chamber, B,
isfittedavertical
shaft, F, the upper end of which is supported by a transverse stay, crossing the opening in the inner cover, c.
On this shaft is placed the
cylindrical float, G, which has at its upper and lower ends a projecting
catch, i and J.
To the shaft, F, are secured the pins of the detents, k
and l. Both the catches, i and j, and the detents, k and l, are rounded
off at the engaging parts, by which means the catches, i and j, may be
released from the detents by the weight

or pressure of the float.

The

float, a,

attached by means of a lug to a
lever, m, which is connected at its other
end to the plug of the steam-cock, n,
opening to the steam- pipe, o.
The
lug on the float, G, has a slot made in
it, and the lever, m, is connected to it
by a pin. This arrangement admits
of the lever, m, adjusting itself to the
different positions of the float, G, as itslides up and down the shaft, F.
As
the height of the water in the boiler
decreases, the ball or other valve in
"_±
the pipe, e, is opened, and the water
x "-y-;.--.in the chamber, e, passes through the
pipe into the boiler.
The descent of the water leaves the float, g, supported by its upper catch, i, bearing against the detent, k, until the
weight of the float overcomes the pressure of the detent, and the flout
slides down the shaft, f, and its lower catch, j, is caught by the detent,
is

'
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This action shuts the steam-cook, n, and the steam within the inner
is condensed by the cooling influence of the surrounding cold
The unbalanced atmospheric pressure thus obtained, causes the
water.
water to rise within the
Fi S' 3
annular chamber, and
pour oyer the edges of
the aperture in the inner
L.

chamber

'

cover,
fluid

The flow

c.

into

chamber
float,

sure

G,

of
inner
releases the

the

when

that end of the apparatus inwards, and cause the spindle, d, to actuate
the pinions, H and j.
The rotatory motion of the pinion, J, opens the
cock or valve of the cold water-pipe, and thereby admits the necessary
quantity of water to the boiler.
At the same time, the disturbance of

the equilibrium is at once indicated to the stoker or attendant in charge
of the boiler.
It will be obvious to the practical engineer, that the foregoing mechanical arrangements for indicating the height of water in steam
boilers, may be used either in conjunction with the apparatus for supplying boilers with water or without, as may be found convenient.

over-

resistance of

the weighted detent, i.,
by which means the
steam is again admitted
to the inner chamber, b.

The

filling

1, 1857.

its pres-

is sufficient to

come the

July

and

dis-

charging of the water in the inner chamber goes on alternately, according to the consumption of water in the boiler.
The arrangement of the apparatus shown in fig. 2, consists of a
circular chamber, a, supported by vertical side standards, b, attached to
a suitable base plate. The interior of the chamber, A, is divided into
three parts or separate chambers by the partitions, c, which are also
attached to an inner chamber, d, and this chamber is likewise divided
by the three pipes, e, f, g. The inner parts of the chamber, d, form a
journal which fits the axle, h, closely, but is free to rotate thereon.
The
three pipes, E, p, g, communicate with two passages, i, j, bored partially
through the axle, h. The upper passage, i, is open to the supply tank or
reservoir of water, and the lower passage, j, is in connection with the
feed-pipe of the boiler.
There is also another passage, k, bored partially
through the axle, h, in a longitudinal direction, and then downwards at
a right angle, opening into the division of the chamber below it. The
inner chamber, d, is also divided by the partitions, l, into three parts or
chambers, each of which has an opening at its outer part to the annular
space between the interior of the outer chamber, A, and the exterior of
the chamber, d.
On the exterior of the outer case, A, are three studs or
stops, m, fitted opposite or in a line with the centre of the pipes, e, f, g
and at the central part, between the side standards below the chamber,
A, is fixed a spring, n, which presses against one of the studs when either
of the pipes, e, f, g, is in a vertical line above it.
For example, as the
apparatus is shown in the engraving, the water in the bottom chamber is
being discharged into the boiler. This is done by the pressure of the
steam which is admitted through the aperture, k, in the axle, b, and
forces the water up the pipe, g, through the aperture, J, and thence into
the boiler.
While this is being done, the water from the tank or reservoir is flowing into the right-hand upper chambers, through the aperture,
I, and pipe, e.
As the water is forced out of the lower chambers, they
become filled with steam, and consequently lighter, until the weight of
water accumulated in the upper chambers overcomes the pressure of the
spring, n, against the stud opposite the pipe, G.
This action causes the
wheel to rotate, and the pipe, e, is brought into communication with the
aperture, j, the spring, k, meanwhile stopping the further rotation of the
apparatus.
During this discharging and filling action, the steam which
filled the chambers communicating with the pipe, f, has become condensed, and the water from the tank or reservoir will be forced through
the aperture, i, when the pipe, f, is brought into communication with it.
An arrangement of apparatus for indicating the height of water in
boilers is shown in fig. 3.
It consists of a horizontal tube, a, having
broad flanged ends, to which are fitted the convex caps, b. Between the
faces of the flanges and the caps are fitted two pieces of vulcanized indiarubber, or other suitable flexible material, c.
These flexible diaphragms
are connected to each other by the shaft or spindle, d, which has at each
end two discs. These are placed one on each side of the flexible diaphragms, c, the whole being secured by nuts screwed on to the ends of
the spindle, d.
The steam-pipe, e, is carried upwards, and bent into a
siphon form, the shorter leg of which, and the space formed between the
cap, b, and the diaphragm, o, is filled with water.
The object of this is
to prevent the steam from injuring or destroying the diaphragm, c, with
which it would otherwise come in contact. The pipe, f, is carried down
into the boiler below the surface of the water, which is forced up the
pipe by the pressure of the steam.
A screw thread, G, is cut on the
centre of the spindle, and this screw is in gear with the pinion, h, to the
spindle of which the index hand is attached outside the dial plate, I.
The screw, o, also gives motion to a pinion, j, which actuates the rod,
k, by means of which the cock or valve of the feed water-pipe is opened.
When the pressure of steam in the pipe, e, exceeds the weight of the
column of water in the p'pe, f, the steam will force the diaphragm, c, at
;

WEAVING CORDED
J. Someeville, Glasgow.

These improvements

FABRICS.

—Patent dated November 10, 1856.

weaving the class of fabrics technically
as " corded," " checked," or cross-over fabrics.
The essential
feature of the invention consists in so arranging the details of the heddleworking mechanism, that the shed of the warpmay.be kept open at any
relate to

known

desired interval, for the passage through
weft, to form the " cord " of the fabric.

it of any number of shots of
Our engraving is a plan of a

portion of a loom arranged in accordance with the patentee's improvements, the parts not essential to the description of the invention being
omitted. The treadle levers, a and b, have fitted to each of them a small
antifriction pulley.

These pulleys, c D,
are so arranged as
to

be immediately

under, or in a vertical plane with the
cams or tappets on
the tappet shaft, e,

which

is

away in

the centre,

broken

where
cams are fitted.

at the part

the

The

pulley, c, has
a slight lateral tra-

verse on the projecting part of the
treadle lever, a.

A

bent blade spring,
f, is bolted at one end to the treadle lever, a, and its free end presses
the side of the frame which carries the block of the pulley, c.
To the
end of the spring, f, is attached a cord or chain, g, which passes partly
round the double-grooved pulley, H. Another cord or chain, i, is attached
to the vertical spring, j, which has a catch at its free end, and holds
down the other treadle lever, b, when brought into action the spring is
The double-grooved
attached by means of a cord, i, to the pulley, h.
pulley, h, turns on a stud spindle carried in a bracket fast to the left-hand
side standard of the loom, and round its other groove a cord or chain, k,
This second groove of the
is passed, which is fastened to the pulley.
pulley, H, is made somewhat smaller in diameter than the one to which
;

the two cords or chains,

a and

I,

are attached.

The

free

end of the

cord,

upwards, and fastened to the end of a lever, i., which turns
on a stud, m, projecting from the loom framing this lever has upon its
under side a small projection, by means of which the lever is lifted at
certain predetermined points by the rotation of the pattern wheel that is
The pattern wheel, n, is actuated by
fitted immediately underneath.
the reciprocatory movement of the lathe, which gives motion to an
k, is carried

;

adjustable lever, o; this lever is carried upon a centre stud fixed to
A longitudinal slot is made in the upper and lower
the loom framing.
ends of the lever, o, and its lower end is attached to the lathe sword by
means of a stud pin which projects laterally from the sword. The upper
end of the lever, o, carries a catch or pall, p, which is attached to the
lever, o, by a pin and nut; the free end of the catch works in the teeth of
the pattern wheel, n. By means of the slot in the lower end of the lever,
o, it may be so adjusted as to give a longer or shorter throw to the catch,
p, as required, and thus insure its working accurately in the ratchet
The rim of the pattern wheel, n, has a
teeth of the pattern wheel, N.
series of holes or slots made in it by means of which segmentally-shaped
pieces of metal, R, may be readily attached thereto by bolts and nuts.
At each revolution of the crank shaft, the cams or tappets on the tappet
shaft alternately depress the pulleys, c and d, by which means the heddles
But if
are actuated in succession, and ordinary plain cloth is woven.
the pattern wheel, N, has one or more of the segmentally-shaped pieces
;

of metal, k, attached to

it,

the operations of the loom are

somewhat

dif-

July
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For, when one of the pieces of metal is brought under the lerer,
rotation of the pattern wheel, H, a projection on its under side
passes on to the segment, e; the effect of which is, that the end of the
lever to which the cord, K, is attached is raised, and the pulley, h, to
ferent.
l.

by the

which

it

is fastened,

thereby turned upon

its axis.

The

rotation of the

pullev, H, has the effect of winding the cords, a and i, upon its periphery,
and this action draws aside the spring, f, and with it the pulley, c, from
under the cam or tappet, while the vertical spring, j, is drawn so as to
By this means the shed is kept open as
hold the treadle lever, b, down.

95

the grain, as well by the direct steam heat, as by the aerial current,
which may thus be produced in contact with the grain.
Our engraving represents a plan of a building and mechanical apparatus suitable for treating and drying agricultural produce.
The building
is placed upon a suitable foundation of masonry, and in the centre is
fixed a strong footstep bearing, which supports the lower end of the

The upper part of the
At the lower part of the shaft

vertical shaft, A.

shaft is supported in a collar

bearing.

is

a collar or shoulder, which

long as the lever, l, is kept up by the segmentally-shaped pieces of metal,
e, the number of shots of weft thus thrown through the open shed being
When the lever, l, is
regulated by the length of the pieces of metal, R.
released from the pattern pieces of metal, b, the treadle levers, a and b,
are again brought into action, and the sheds in the warp are formed in
The shots of weft
regular succession, as in ordinary plain weaving.
which form the cord are bound in at the selvages, by causing the outer
threads of the warp to cross each other as the shots of weft are thrown
in.
The outer thread at each side of the warp is passed through an eye
made in a cord, one end of which is fastened to a spring; the cord, after
passing over guide pulleys at the upper part of the loom framing, is carried under pulleys at the bottom of the loom, and attached to a lever.

The lever rests upon one of the tappets, by means of which it is raised at
each revolution of the tappet, and causes the threads of the warp which
are passed through the eyes in the cord to cross each other, and thereby
bind in the weft shot. The reaction of the spring brings the selvage
threads back to their normal position when the lever descends, and the
threads are thus made to cross each other alternately, in a similar manner
While forming the cord in the fabric, the
to the action of the heddles.
taking-up motion is suspended by means of a second series of segmentallyshaped pieces of metal, s, which are bolted to the opposite side of the
pattern wheel, s, to that on which the cording segments, E, are fastened.
These segments, s, act upon a projection on the under side of a bent
one end of
lever, t, which vibrates upon a pin attached to the framing
the lever is suspended by a cord, u, attached to the side standard the
other end, v, of the lever, T, is connected by means of a cord to the pall
of the ordinary ratchet wheel of the take-up motion, on the outside side
of the frame.
To prevent the pattern being deranged by the suspension
of the loom movements, a ratchet wheel, w, is fitted on the tappet shaft,
The catch turns on
e, into the teeth of which a pall or catch, x, takes.
a stud pin, t, fixed in the framing, and at its upper end is an eye to
which a cord is attached; the other end of the cord is fastened to the belt
By this means, when
lever, by which the loom is thrown out of action.
the attendant stops the loom, the catch falls into the teeth of the ratchet
wheel, w, and prevents any backward movement of the tappet shaft, e,
by which the pattern might be deranged. The shaft which carries the
pattern wheel, s, has fitted to it a pulley, over which is passed a belt, z,
one end of which is secured to an eye fast to the flooring, and the other
is connected to a lever.
The lever is fast at one end to a pin fitted in a
bracket projecting from the loom framing, the other end is secured by
means of a pin passed through the guide. This arrangement admits of
the tensional pressure of the belt, z, on the pulley, being regulated so as
By means of the
to check or control the speed of the pattern wheel, N.
foregoing improvements, the weaver has placed at command a great
variety of patterns and effects, which may be woven with as much ease
and despatch as ordinary plain fabrics.
;

;

DRYING GRAIN.
J. C. SrxcxAiE, Elgin.

— Patent dated

November

1,

1856.

This invention relates to the adaptation and use of the centrifugal
drying apparatus, technically known as the " Hydro-extractor," for
drying grain in the straw, as well as other produce of the farm, so as to
insure the rapid drying and preparation of the grain and other vegetable
produce, in readiness for stacking, storing, or the market.
In treating
corn, for example, in this way, the sheaves, as soon as they are reaped,
are conveyed at once to the centrifugal apparatus, and the motion of
such apparatus immediately removes and throws off the moisture, rendering the grain dry and fit for future treatment and use.
The grain is
deposited in the revolving chamber of the apparatus, in such manner
that the root or stubble ends are next to the outside of the arms, whilst
the tops or corn ends overlap each other so far in the middle as to keep
the layers tolerably level, the damper samples being disposed at the parts
nearest the extremities.
The centrifugal apparatus may form a useful
adjunct to a steam thrashing mill, so that when dried the grain can be
thrashed out at once.
When steam is at hand, a jet may be conveyed
into a perforated chamber in the centre of the apparatus to aid in drying

serves to support a cast-iron frame or eye, e.
This frame or eye, and
another fitted higher up on the central shaft, carry upon them the framework which supports the grain or other produce under operation. The
framework on which the grain is placed consists of the horizontal or main
frames, c, bolted to the sides of the lower cast-iron frame, b, from each
Upon the frames, c,
face or side of which the frames project outwards.
These frames
the vertical or side frame, d, rests, and is bolted thereto.
support the trellis work or lattices on which the bottom series of sheaves
placed.
The side frames, d, are bolted to the upper and lower open
frames or eyes, c, and form the compartments which contain the grain to
be dried.
The frames, c, are bound together by the tie-rods, E, connected to the upper central and lower parts of the frames, c, and they
are additionally strengthened by the transverse ties, f.
The space enclosed by each pair of the frames, i>, forms the compartments in which
the grain or other agricultural produce to be dried is placed and in order
to adjust the width of each compartment to the varying lengths of the
sheaves of grain, the outer end or part beyond the frame, b, of one of
This adjustable portion
the ribs of each compartment is made moveable.
of the frame is made to move in a direction parallel to the opposite and
fixed side of the compartment.
To meet the exigencies of this variation
in the width of the compartments, the tie-rods, e, are made with a
swivelling link and screw, by means of which they may be lengthened
or shortened as required.
Light iron lattices form the sides of each
compartment, and are bolted to the frames. A corresponding lattice, g,
is placed across the frames, and forms the bottom of each compartment
and at a suitable distance above the bottom lattice, corresponding to the
diameter of a sheaf, is fitted a double lattice frame. The outer end of
each compartment is closed by a latticed door, h, secured by bolts or
other suitable fastening.
In this modification, the drying apparatus is
arranged in an octagonally-shaped building, at each angle of which is an
iron column resting upon the plates which form the lower frame of the
building.
On the top of each of the columns, a radial girder, l, rests
the inner end of each girder is bolted to the ring or eye, J, in which the
The brasses forming the collar
collar bearing of the shaft, a, is fitted.
bearing for the journal of the shaft, A, are fitted between the upper and
lower sides of the ring or eye, J, and are retained in their proper position,

is

;

and adjusted

to the journal,

by means of

cotters.

The

central shaft is

supposed to be driveu by a belt carried from a fast-and-Ioose pulley outside the building containing the drying apparatus, and passed round a
pulley on the shaft.
The outer casing or wall of the building is by
preference of wood, and made to form a series of double doors, k, opening
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from the centre of each of the eight sides formed between the columns,
By means of this arrangement, the operation of drying agricultural
produce may he facilitated by opening the doors to the windward, and if
required those to leeward, in order to obtain a current of air through the
L.

building.

In arranging the grain to be dried, preference

is

given to the plan or

method of placing it with the lower part of the plant in the direction in
which the apparatus is made to revolve. When the compartments are
filled, and the lattice doors fastened, the shaft, a, is put in rapid motion,
causing a current of air to pass with great velocity through the tiers or
layers of grain or other vegetable matters to be dried, by which means
they are speedily rendered fit for thrashing or stacking, as may be
required.
The agriculturist having a machine of the kind hereinbefore
described, is thereby enabled to dry and prepare his crops in a rapid and
efficient manner, irrespective of unfavourable weather or atmospheric
changes, that would otherwise retard his progress, and at times be
attended with heavy pecuniary

loss.
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and thus prevents the presser from flying too far from the
In another form, the parts being generally the same as hereinbefore described, the wire above the upper collar is carried outwards to
produce a short transverse or lateral lever, and it is then directed down
alongside the flyer tube to the foot of the bottom collar bearer.
This
wire acts as the weight to overcome the power of the presser. A slot
is formed in the bottom collar, and when the foot of the weight comes
in contact with the end of the slot, it prevents the presser from flying
the

slot,

spindle.

too far from the spindle.

MANUFACTURE OF
Andrew Barclay,

Kilmarnoclc.

— Patent

IRON.
dated November 15, 1856.

Under these improvements the patentee has specified an arrangement
of a compound furnace, in which the processes of roasting or calcining
the ore, fluxing, reducing, refining, and puddling, are all carried out in
one apparatus. By this means the crude ore when put into the furnace
does not leave it until it is in a state suitable for at once converting into

SLUBBING AND ROVING FLYERS.
William Sumner,

Preston.

— Patent

dated April

malleable iron by the subsequent operations of hammering and rolling.
Our illustrative figure is a vertical section of the compound furnace, as
arranged according to the patentee's improvements. It consists of a

1857.
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fireplace or furnace, A.
The
roof of the furnace gradually

The centrifugal presser flyer was
addition to textile machinery; but it has had its retarding difficulties,
some of which have received no remedy until now, when Mr. Sumner
Under one form of his new flyer, the presser
has tried his hand upon it.
reckoned in its time

an important

upwards, and then deforming a reverberatory chamber, b, of the usual
arched form.
At the hack of
the fire-bars, c, the brickwork
is built to form a bridge, n, and
behind this bridge the floor of
the reverberatory chamber, b,
is hollowed out to form a kind
rises

scends,

which conducts the sluhbing or roving from the flyer tube to the
spool or bobbin, is attached to the lower end of a vertical connecting-rod,
supported in top and bottom collar bearings carried by the flyer tube, the
upper end of this rod being connected to a short weighted lever arm, the

lever,

which during rotation gives the required pressure
roving being laid on to the bobbin by it. The upper
collar of the connecting-rod has a projection upon it for preventing the
presser from moving too far from the spindle on which the bobbin is
placed.
The lower collar has also upon it a boss or projection which,
when fixed to the flyer leg, is placed lower than the flyer tube. This
projection is for the purpose of keeping the presser from rising too near
the flyer tube.
The centrifugally acting weight has a slot in it, commencing a little above the centre thereof,
and extending nearly to the bottom in
depth.
The weight is drilled through
from the top down to this slot, and the
lever being bent to the proper shape, the
weight is fixed upon the lever, and the
parts are connected by riveting.
The
advantage secured by the weight being
suspended from the lever at the centre,
is, that should the weight from any cause
get removed from its perpendicular position, a counterpoise power will always
be found at one end, to add to that part
of the weight which has suffered a decrease of power through derangement,
thus equalizing its power and properties
of balance whatever may be its position.
According to another modification of the
centrifugal action of
to the Blubbing or

chamber or recess, e, for the
reception of the molten metal.
Beyond the hollowed part or
of

E, the brickwork is
upwards and forms an

chamber,
carried

inclined plane, f, terminating

an aperture, G, made in the
brickwork forming the exterior
of the furnace.
In a vertical
direction, above the lower part
in

of the inclined plane or hearth,
f, the brickwork is carried upwards to form a square shaft or
chimney.
A short distance
below the opening of the shaft,

=*«,

improved apparatus, the projections upon
the collars carried by the flyer tube may
be dispensed with.
The bottom collar is,
in this instance, fixed at a short distance
above the flyer end. Below the connecting-rod and bottom collar, the wire is
carried round the inside of the flyer tube
to the position of the presser.

bobbin

is

a

little

above

full,

When

the

this wire

comes

in contact with the flyer tube, the flyer tube serving as a stop for
the presser, to prevent it from flying off too far from the spindle.
Under
another form, of which our figure presents a front elevation, the parts
generally are arranged in the manner previously described ; but above
the upper collar, the wire is carriea round the inside of the flyer tube
to the opposite side of the flyer tube, to the connecting-rod, thus forming
a short transverse lever.
From this lever part, the wire proceeds down-

wards along the flyer tube, and acts itself as the weight, the foot of
which is entered into a slot in the flyer tube. This slot humours the
power of the weight, and prevents the foot of it from expanding from
its position when at work; and when the presser is at a little above
"full bobbin," the foot of the weight comes in contact with the end of

H,

a

i,
is made in each side of the furnace.
These
made with an incline at the lower part, which forms a
overhanging the hearth or inclined plane, f. The apertures or

lateral aperture,

apertures,

i,

are

hearth, k,
rectangular openings, i, through which the furnace is charged with ore,
are reached by means of a platform, j, placed at a convenient distance
below the feed openings. The brickwork, l, at the base of the interior
of the shaft, h, is curved, so as to cause the heat and flame of the furnace
to impinge on the hearth or inclined plane, k.
The ore or ironstone is

deposited upon the hearth, k, at the upper part of the furnace, for the
purpose of undergoing the process of calcination.
As the heat from
below impinges upou the ore, the latter becomes highly heated, and
when it has been sufficiently roasted or calcined, it is pushed off from
the hearth, whence it falls on to the inclined plane, f.
At this stage of
the process, the flux to be mixed with the roasted ore is conveyed into
the interior of the furnace through the opening, g.
The heat of the
burning fuel impinges upon the ore and fluxing materials on the hearth,

Julv

1,
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and the metal, as it is reduced from the ore, flows down the hearth, F,
and collects in the chamber or recess, e. The scoria or slag, and other
foreign matter, may be skimmed off from time to time, or tapped off by
means of an opening made in the side of the furnace for the purpose. The
mass of molten metal collected in the chamber or recess, e, may be run off
F,

into pigs or moulds, or the molten metal

may

be subjected to the operation of puddling.
For this purpose, a door, m, is made in the side of the
furnace, by means cf which the workman has ready access to the puddling chamber, e, to stir or agitate the molten metal, and to form it into
blooms in the ordinary manner. The balls of puddled iron or "blooms "

thus obtained, are then ready for the operations of hammering, rolling,
or being otherwise treated, to give it the peculiar character of the metal
known as malleable iron. During the operation of puddling or working
a charge, a second quantity may be undergoing the process of heating
npon the hearth, f. and the metal resulting therefrom may be collected
in a second chamber or recess formed in the hearth, as shown by the
dotted line at k.
In using this modification, however, it would be
necessary to build the hearth, f, of greater extent or length than is
shown in the engraving. After working off the quantity of metal contained in the first chamber, e, the molten metal in the second chamber
may be allowed to flow into the chamber, E, for the purpose of undergoing the process of puddling. Instead of allowing the metal to flow
from the second or refining chamber into the puddling chamber, e, it
may be drawn off from the refining chamber by means of a tap-hole, in
a state suitable for the subsequent operations, by means of which it is
converted into malleable iron.
The communication between the refining
chamber and the puddling chamber, e, is effected by removing the fireThe block,
clay block which forms a bridge between the two chambers.
o, may be removed by means of a rod passed through a door or opening
made for the purpose in the side of the furnace.
It will be obvious to the practical ironmaker, that either refined iron
or malleable iron may also be produced from pig iron in a furnace of this
kind, or of a generally similar character, with very superior results as
regards quality of the metal and economy of cos
And instead of arranging the parts in the precise manner hereinbefore described, the
patentee forms a duct leading from the fluxing, refining, and reducing
chamber formed in the incline of the furnace, to the puddling chamber
at the foot of the incline, so that when the metal has been fully treated
Fresh materials may
in the fluxing chamber, it can be easily run off.
then be brought down from above for treatment in the fluxing chamber,
.

and so

on.

MOULDING METALS.
David

Law and John Inglis,

Glasgow.

— PaUntdatcd September 27, 1856.

to improvements upon machinery or apparatus
moulding metals, for which British letters patent were granted in
1853 to the present patentees. The invention also comprehends im-

This invention relates

for

means
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of a frictional gripping box.

This gripping box was fixed

to the

rammer

According to the prespindle turning in it.
sent improvements, the gripping box is cylindrical and turns with the
spindle, being set in a cylindrical socket attached to the sliding piece.
sliding piece, the

The rammer

spindle is held fast during a certain part of the operation of
moulding, by means of wedges set round the gripping box, and held or
The ramreleased by means of a ring acting upon their broader ends.
mer spindle is turned by means of a ratchet movement fitted on the
gripping box, to which a rotatory motion is given by a cord passing
round the box, and attached to the framing of the machine. One modification of the patentee's improvements in moulding, is shown in the
accompanying engravings. Fig. 1 is a vertical section of the gripping
box, fig. 2 is a front elevation of the same, and fig. 3 a transverse
section of the lower part of the gripping box, showing the arrangement

by means

of

which the rammer spindle

is

made

to rotate

upon

its axis.

The arched

or bulging brackets, a, are bolted to the standards or other
stationary parts of the machine, forming the guides in which the rammer
The spindle, b, passes
spindle, e, traverses in a vertical direction.
c, which is carried in the sliding
the two forming a journal or bearing for
vertical motion or traverse is given to the
sliding bracket, d, from a disc or crank working at the back of the
sliding bracket.. The gripping box, c, is caused to turn upon its axis by
means of a rope or chain, f, which is passed round it, and over a grooved
wheel or pulley, G, the end being secured to, a pin, h, which passes
through a lug on the lower bracket, a, and is fastened
The other end of the rope or chain,
thereto by a nut.

through the cylindrical gripping box,

bracket, d, having a cover,
the box, c, to revolve in.

e,

A

F, is

passed under the pulley,

pin, k, secured in a
H,

to the

manner

upper bracket,

I,

and

is

attached to a

similar to that of the pin,

a.

rotate loosely on pins, carried

The

pulleys,

by brackets

g and

i,

fast to the

The rammer spindle is held tightly
r>.
within the gripping box, by means of wedges, l, which
are set at equal distances apart round the rammer
spindle, b.
They are retained in their places by the ring of metal, sr, to
which is connected the forked lever, N. Near to the outer end of the
forked lever, is fastened a helical spring, o, which is attached by a
By
spindle and nut to a short horizontal stud, p, fixed to the cover, E.
means of the nut on the lower end of the spindle of the helical spring, o,
the pressure of the ring, m, on the upper part of the wedges, L, is reguThe wedges, l, which by preference are made of
lated or adjusted.
poplar wood, are inserted in brass boxes, q, which are screwed tight
between the ring, n, and the lower ring, m', by three bolts. A rotatory
motion is given to the rammer spindle, b, and the gripping box, c, by
means of the friction of the rope or chain, f, on the loose pulley, c', of
Above the loose
the box, c, and the mechanical arrangement within it.
pulley, c', is fitted a metal ring, r, which carries the studs of the palls,
Bes, which are actuated by a loose ring, t, set by a pinching screw.
tween the ring, it, and the loose pulley, c', is the ratchet wheel, u, keyed
fast to the gripping box, c.
As the ring, t, is made to rotate, the palls,
s, fall into the teeth, and prevent any backward motion of the ring, u.
sliding bracket,

is lifted in a vertical direction by a disc or crank
the back of the plate, which carries with it the gripping box, c,
This upward motion
the rammer spindle, b, and the pulleys, G and i.
of the moveable parts carries the pulley, i, nearer to the upper bracket,
A, which would have the effect of slackening the rope or chain, f, but
for the pin, h, and pulley, g, which draw away the rope as fast as the
The
distance between the pulley, i, and the pin, k, is diminished.
movement of the gripping box, c, and the rotation of the pulleys, g and
H, cause the rope or chain, f, to twist the gripping box, c, round upon

The

sliding bracket, d,

fitted at

axis, which has the effect of causing the palls, s, to actuate the
ratchet ring, u, within which the rammer spindle, b, is tightly secured
by the wedges, l; consequently, the rammer spindle travels in one
At the downward motion of the sliding
direction with the gripping box.
plate, d, the pulley, G, approaches the lower bracket, a, and this motion
will obviously draw the rope or chain, f, in a direction the reverse of
But although
that which it has when the gripping box is ascending.
this motion of the rope actuates the box, c, it has no effect on the rammer

its

because, when the box moves in this reversed direction, the
over the ratchet teeth, u, without moving the gripping box,
The instant, however, that the sliding bracket, n, begins its ascent,
c.
the palls, s, take into the ratchet teeth, and the rammer spindle turns
round.
The downward pressure or force of the rammer spindle, b, is
regulated by the resistance of the spring, o, which is attached to the
"When the
forked lever, n, and retains the ring, m, on the wedges, l.
resistance or pressure against the rammer spindle exceeds the tensional
force of the spring, o, it is elongated, and the ring, m, rises and releases
The moment this is effected, the forked lever again
the rammer spindle.
Spindle

;

palls, s, slip

proved apparatus for forming the socket or faucet portion of pipe mouldr.
In the earlier mould-making apparatus above referred to, the rammer

was worked by a
No. 112.— Vol. X.

sliding piece connected to the

rammer

spindle

by
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wedges are again brought closely in contact
with the rammer spindle, b. Thus the lifting and the rotatory motion
of the rammer spindle, while the mould is being filled with sand, is continuously and rapidly effected by the combined mechanical movements
above described.
Another part of the invention consists of a mechanical arrangement,
by which a hollowing or scooping instrument may be accurately adjusted
or lowered into one or more moulds placed in a vertical position on a
The spindle to which the scooping instrument is
carriage beneath.
attached passes through a vertical tubular guide, and to its upper end is
attached a swivel to which a chain is fastened, which is passed over a
grooved wheel or pulley, and has at its other end a counterbalance.
The axle of the pulley is supported on a pair of vertical standards carried
by a column or pillar, the base of which is secured to a traversing plate.
Below the plate is fitted a horizontal screw, the outer end of which
carries a winch-handle.
By means of this screw the plate is moved to
and fro. The bracket by which the whole of the apparatus is carried
radiates on a stud bolt passing through a beam, and is secured in any
desired position by means of a nut and hand lever.
By means of this
arrangement, the platform may be turned either to the right or left hand
by simply moving the bracket over the centre of the pipe. The pipe
moulds are placed in a vertical position on suitable carriages, and brought
under the scooping apparatus, which is then lowered into one of the
moulds, and turned round to form the faucet or socket.
The last part of this invention consists of improvements in the arrangement and construction of carriages for supporting the pipe moulds
during the process of casting. When the pipe is cast with its socket
end upwards, the core is adjusted and supported inside the mould by
means of a disc, formed with an aperture in the centre to receive the end
of the core bar.
This disc is made to fit in a cheek or stop made in the
under side of the plate which forms the top of the carriage. The disc is inserted through a lateral opening in the carriage, and is lifted into its proper
position by means of a foot lever, which raises the lifters on which the
disc is placed.
The foot lever and the lifters are connected to brackets
by means of bolts and nuts which pass through the lifters and brackets.
When the disc is raised by means of the levers and lifters, it is retained
in its place by the two side levers, which, when brought together, come
under and grip the disc, retaining it firmly in a position directly under
the mould.
Before using the disc in the operation of casting, a ring
of moulding sand is made thereon, to fill up the space between the
mould and the bottom of the core.
The mould being properly placed
in a vertical position, the core is lowered into it, the projecting part of
its lower end being brought over the aperture in the centre of the disc, /,
and placed therein. To cast pipes with the faucet or socket downwards,
requires the foregoing arrangement to be somewhat modified.
Instead
of using the disc, a ring or bottom piece is made to correspond in form
to the internal shape of the faucet or socket, and it is made to receive
the lower end of the main core.
By means of this modification, the core
which has to be lowered into the mould extends only through the plain
cylindrical part of the mould above the faucet or socket.

Presses the ring, u, and the

JACQUARD CARDS.
James Blain,

Belfast.

—Patent

dated December 8, 1856.

The ordinary "cards" or pieces of perforated pasteboard used in
weaving ornamental fabrics in the Jacquard loom, are subject to derangement from atmospheric changes, are easily torn or injured, and
are useless after the pattern they were cut for is done with.
The
object of these improvements is, then, to obviate these evils, by
making

the cards of a combination of materials not liable to be affected
by atmospheric changes, at the same time increasing their durability.

cards manufactured according to this invention may be used over
and over again for the weaving of the same or different designs. This
renewal of the cards, as it may be termed, is a point of great importance
to the manufacturer, as a set of cards may be renewed at much less expense than a new set of the ordinary cards would cost.
In manufacturing cards for weaving according to these improvements, suitable
lengths of linen or cotton cloth are coated on one side of the fabric with
glue or other adhesive matter, upon which is laid one or more layers of
paper or thin pasteboard.
These combined materials are then submitted
to pressure by passing them between rollers or through suitable pressing
machinery.
This operation forces out the superfluous glue or other
adhesive matter, and presses the textile fabric and the paper closely
together.
The combined material is finally dried, and is then cut into
pieces of a uniform size, corresponding to the cards ordinarily used.
The
improved cards thus prepared are perforated or cut in the ordinary
manner, and are then ready for the use of the weaver. The cards made

The
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to the foregoing system are thin and light, but exceedingly
and nothing short of extreme violence will injure them.
The
renewal of these improved cards after the pattern is d'»ne with, is very
readily effected.
One side of the used cnrd is covered with paper, which
is attached to the card by means of glue or paste, and upon the paper
is placed a layer of linen, cotton, or other textile fabric, cemented to the
paper by glue or other adhesive material.
The renewed cards are then
rolled or pressed, and finally dried.
They are then ready for being perforated or cut in the same manner as is practised with new and unused
cards.
When the renewed cards are no longer required for the second
pattern for which they have been perforated, they may be again renewed
by covering them with paper and a textile fabric as before explained,
and this operation may be repeated several times before the cards become
useless.
It will be obvious to the practical man, that cards for Jacquard
machines, manufactured according to these improvements, offer great
advantages to manufacturers who have occasion to use them. Not only
are they much more durable than the ordinary cards, but the facility
with which they may be renewed and applied to the weaving of other
designs renders them far more economical in use.

according
firm,

PROJECTILES.
J.

H. Johnson, London and Glasgow.
St.

(G.

M. Hctton,

Vice- Consul,

Petersbvrgh.)

Patent dated November 11, 1856.
refer principally to modes of constructing prosuch manner that their centre of gravity shall be in front of
the centre of the mass when the shot is placed in the piece ready for
In making solid shot according to this invention, after the shot
firing.
The lightest part of the shot floats
is cast it is floated in mercury.
A hole is bored in the shot at the
uppermost, and that part is marked.
marked point down towards the centre. The diameter of the hole may
The hole is plugged up with
be about one-fifth of the shot's diameter.
wood, and when placed in the gun the wood plug is put towards the
When fired, the shot maintains
breech in an axial line with the piece.
the same position during its flight, and rotates about a line coincident
with the axis of the plug.
Fig. 1 of the engravings represents a section of a spherical solid shot
a is the body of the shot,
constructed according to this invention,
which is bored on its lightest side to about its
centre, this hole or bore being filled up with
It will be found advanthe wooden plug, b.
tageous to make the hole and plug conical,
that is, a little wider at the surface of the
shot, and tapering moderately inwards towards
By coating the sides of the holes
the centre.
with white or red lead paint, the wooden plugs
will adhere sufficiently when driven tightly
home. By this mode of balancing the shot,
the position of the axis of gyration will be preserved during the flight by the centrifugal
force tending to keep the centres, or mean

These improvements

jectiles, in

circle of the

momentum

of gyration, at the

greatest possible distance from the axis, the
resistance of the air at the same time maintaining the axis parallel to the path described

by keeping the

lighter
the hole or cavity
found more advantageous to cast them solid, and

side of the projectile behind.

New

shot

may have

cast in them, but it is
then proceed to find the lighter side

by floating them in mercury.
shown at c, fig. 1, of felt, and of
such a form as to fill easily the space between the projectile and the bore
of the piece at a point about square with the centre of the projectile, and
extending back along the bore of the piece to about square with the
hinder part of the shot, as shown by the dotted line, c, in fig. 1, the
hinder portion of the gromet being tapered or bevilled inwards. The
outer or cylindrical part of the gromet is greased to reduce friction,
which may be still further reduced by making the gromet rather smaller
than the bore, and attaching by any suitable gromet a covering of linen
To secure the whole
or other fabric, which should be then well greased.
together, and preserve the proper positions, a light sabot, d, of wood or
other suitable material is attached behind the projectile, the front end of
the sabot being tapered to enter the conical recess in the back of the
gromet, the sabot being secured thereto by the straps, e e, of thin tin,
It is

preferred to

make

the gromet

copper, or other suitable material.
employed with these projectiles, as

A

central hole

shown

is

made

in the sabot

in fig. 1, such hole being in

the direction of the axis of the sabot, and of about one-fourth the calibre
diameter; and when the sabots are of wood, it is preferred to make

in
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them of the central parts of trees or branches, and to place the grain of
the wood in the direction of the axis of the sabot.
Another arrangement in shot is to make the hole which is bored therein
a little deeper and wider than before stated, and to fill this hole with
fuse composition strongly compressed, leaving
only space for a cap of brass, steel, or iron, to be
firmly screwed down upon it.
hole or holes

A

made through

with their faces downwards in the open case, so as to rest upon the
block inside.
The letter to be stamped is first of all moistened in any
convenient way, and the corner to be stamped is then pressed down upnn
the open top of the case, by means of a plate suspended over it, and
acting upon a hinge for the convenience of filling the box.
This pressure causes the case to descend against the upward pressure of its springs,
until the surface of the letter comes in contact with the uppermost stamp
of the pile upon the block, and this stamp therefore at once attaches
itself to the moistened surface of the letter.
When the pressure is
removed, the open case springs up again, leaving the rest of the stamps
behind.
The letter may be moistened in various ways whilst it is held in the
left hand.
According to one arrangement, the base may be contrived
as a water trough, with a sponge dipping into the water, and rising a
little above the level of the outside case.
The letter is drawn over this
sponge, and then applied in the way hereinbefore described.
Under another modification, the inside block is made to ascend, whilst
the outside case remains fixed, the lever for raising it acting upon the
plate suspended over the box, thereby bringing it down upon the letter,
at the same time the inside block is made to rise and carry the pile of
stamps.

so that, the
composition being ignited by the discharge of the
piece, the issuing flame or gas from the projectile will have a propulsive and incendiary
effect, and will show the path of the shot at night.
A shot of this description is shown in section
A is the body of the shot ; b, the hole
at fig. 2.
bored therein on the lightest side
c, the metal
cap which is screwed into the hole, b, and is perforated at c.
Fig. 3 represents a shell constructed according to these improvements.
a is the body of the shell ; B, the contraction of the internal cavity for
the purpose of increasing the weight of the
Fig- S.
front part of the projectile.
The centre of
gravity will thus be thrown in front of the
centre of the figure, and the axis of greatest momentum of gyration will be made to pass with
OPERA-GLASSES.
sufficient exactness through both those centres,
in which position the centrifugal force will tend
C. W. Dixey, London.
Patent dated November 13, 1856.
to retain it during the flight.
In opera-glasses of the ordinary kind, the bars which unite the stationThe inventor prefers using a tougher material
ary and sliding tubes are flat pieces of metal.
The upper bar, which is
than ordinary cast-iron for the manufacture of
immediately under the
improved
projectiles
for
example,
his
;
StirFig. 1.
caps of the eye lenses,
ling's toughened cast-iron, and the compounds
from its position prevents
intermediate between cast-iron and steel.
the eye-glasses from being
brought close to the eyes
in using the instrument.
The effect of this is, that
STAMP AFFIXER.
the field of view is conG. B. Peice, Bedford.— Patent dated May 7, 1857.
tracted, and the instruIn commercial establishments where a large number of letters and ment rendered inconveaccounts are required to be stamped daily, a rapid and effective means of nient in use. To avoid this
affixing the stamps becomes a desideratum of some importance.
The in- objection, Mr. Dixey has
improvements
vention to which we now direct attention has been contrived to do this contrived
work with speed and certainty. This apparatus is especially intended which form the subject of
is

or are

9'J

this cap,

;

—

to be

used

for affixing adhesive postage

also available for attaching stamps
so as to do

away with

and

stamps to letters, but which is
under other circumstances,

labels

the ordinary tedious manual process of affixing

such things. Our
engraving is a perspective view of
one modification of
the apparatus.
It
consists of a base
block of wood, in
the centre of which
is

fixed downasolid

rectangular piece
of metal, wood, or
other
substance,
the upper surface
of which

projects

a short distance
above the level of
the
surrounding
base, and is of a
size and shape corresponding to the
stamp to be used.
This block is surrounded by an open rectangular case of metal, open at
the top and bottom, with slots or perforations on the upper surfaces of
the side3 to admit air.
The inside of this case or box being nicely fitted
to the block, a space or recess is left all round the fixed metal block,
between the vertical sides of the block and the surrounding wood of the
base piece this recess being to allow of the vertical descent of the open
case, until, when at the bottom of its travel, the upper surface
of the
open case shall be on a level with the surface of the fixed block. Flanges
are formed round the bottom edge of the open case, and suitable springs
are fitted in the recess to bear the latter upwards, provision being made
in the shape of st .p.? for preventing the open case
from being forced too
high by the spring action. The postage stamps are deposited in a pile
to

;

this patent.

Our engravings represent two modifications

of the improved
Fig. 1 is a side elevation of one arrangement, and fig. 2 an
end view of the other. The curved bars, a and B, still pass through a

opera-glasses.

two axes
manner

straight line, uniting the
ted in the ordinary

of sight.

to the slides, c c, carrying

One

of these bars, a, is

fit-

Fig- 2.

the eye-glasses, whilst the
second bar, b, is fixed to

the stationary tubes,

which carry
glasses.

the

d

d,

object-

The curved form

may be
modified without altering
the principle, and may
take, for example, the form of bar shown in fig. 2, the curve being carried
upwards in place of inwards, so as to form a bridge which will fit over
the nose, somewhat similar to the bridge of a pair of spectacles, or of
double reading-glasses.
In this latter case, the milled adjusting tube, e, will no longer be in
the same plane as the sight tubes, but will be slightly above it; but this
arrangement will not, however, interfere with the adjustment of the
of these bars, a b,

slides.

THERMOMETRIC APPARATUS.
W. H. Gauntlett,

Middlesbro '-on-Tees.

— Patent dated October

3,

1856.

This invention has for its object improvements in thermometric
apparatus.
For this purpose two tubes or rods of different metals are
combined or fixed together at one end. The other end of each tube or
rod is free or unattached, but they are connected and communicate with
each other by means of suitable gearing, in the following or other convenient manner
To the free end of one tube or bar is fixed a dial or
graduated plate, having thereon an axis, on which is placed a pointing
hand and a pinion. The free end of the other tube or bar is made with,
or has fixed thereon a toothed rack, which takes into the teeth of the
pinion.
Hence, when the temperature varies, the two tubes or bars
:

—
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will vary in their expansion or contraction, and the pointing hand will
indicate on the dial the temperature for the time being to which the
Or, in place of the pointing hand
thermometric apparatus is subjected.

being actuated by the toothed rack and pinion, other suitable gearing
be used.

may

The accompanying engraving is a back view of one arrangement of
the thermometric apparatus, showing the interior of the instrument.
The dial plate, a, is fastened
to a flange, b, inside the external

The action of the instrument depends upon the differ-

ease.

ential

expansion of two tubes

composed of different
metals, and united with each
or rods,

other at the lower part.
These
tubes or rods project downwards from the lower part of
the apparatus.
The upper end
of the outer tube, c, is screwed
into the external case of the

instrument.

This tube has a
it, which is

collar, d, fitted to

intended to support the thermometer when the tube is
immersed in a gaseous or aqueous fluid.
The upper end of
the
inner tube, e, presses
against a pin, which actuates a
toothed quadrant or segmental
rack. The quadrant gears with
a small pinion, the spindle of
which carries a pointer or index
upon the outside of the dial
plate.
A curved spring, one
end of which is fastened to the
flange, B, whilst the free end
presses against the toothed quadrant, and thereby keeps the lower part
of the quadrant in contact with the pin on the upper part of the tube, e.
The spindles of the index pinion, and the toothed quadrant, are indicated
by dotted circles upon their supporting bracket piece. When the apparatus is in use, the differential expansion or contraction of the metal
tubes acts upon the pin which moves the quadrant and pinion, and
thereby indicates the degree of temperature upon the dial plate.
The advantage in this heat-guage consists in its capability of indicating
degrees of heat beyond the limits of the ordinary mercurial thermometer,
the extent of its range being limited only by the fusing point of the
metals of which it is composed.
Its advantage also consists in the heat
acting directly upon the sensitive part of the instrument, no intervening
substance, such as glass, being made use of as in the case of the ordinary
mercurial thermometer, by which that instrument is rendered unfit to
be applied to high temperatures, in consequence of the danger of its
being destroyed by reason of the glass tube flying to pieces.
Its capability of accurately measuring high degrees of heat, and the form of its
construction, render this heat-guage peculiarly adapted for use in the
heating stoves of blast furnaces, and other stoves and ovens wherein a
high temperature is produced.
It is equally efficient for lower temperatures, and for indicating the heat of the atmosphere and liquids.

LUBRICATING COMPOUNDS AND FUEL.
James Perry, Antrim.

—Patent

dated December

6,

1856.

This invention relates to the manufacture of oleaginous matter and
artificial fuel from common coal tar.
It will be at once obvious to our
mechanical readers, that if any practicable process could be introduced,
whereby the use of palm oil and other costly lubricating materials could
be superseded by a cheaper and easily obtained compound, such an invention must be attended with important commercial advantages. It is,
then, to the accomplishment of this object that Mr. Perry has directed
his experiments, and the result of bis researches has been highly satisfactory.
Under one modification, the improved process consists in
distilling mineral or coal tar in a suitable boiler or retort.
The condensed products of distillation are then mixed with a preparation of lime.
The compound changes in a short time into a soft yellow grease, admirably adapted for lubricating machinery and other similar purposes.
The vessel used for distilling the tar maybe made of iron or other suitable
material.

The

ordinary kind

is

boiler or retort is set in brickwork,

made beneath

it.

The

and a furnace of the
being charged

distilling vessel
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with a suitable quantity of crude or ordinary mineral or coal tar, the
operation of distilling is proceeded with, the beak of the retort or a pipe
connected with the boiler being carried into a suitable receiver or condensing vessel. The volatile matters which rise from the coal tar and
condense in the receiver, consist of naphtha and dead oil.
The next
operation is to add to the mixed naphtha and oil an aqueous solution of
lime.
The solution of lime requires to be strained before adding it to
the naphtha and tar oil, in order to prevent any lumps or undissolved
The proportion of the added lime
particles passing into the compound.
varies with the character or nature of the coal tar, and the greater or
In some instances, equal proportions
less firmness desired in the grease.
The naphtha, tar oil, and the preparation or
of lime and tar are used.
cream of lime, are thoroughly agitated together, the result of which
agitation or blending of the matters together, is the production of a soft
unctuous compound admirably adapted for lubricating purposes. The
consistency or firmness of this compound may be increased or reduced,
by regulating the proportion of lime added to a given quantity of naphtha
and tar oil. In some instances it may be found necessary to further
purify the naphtha and tar

oil after

the

first distillation,

either

by a

with manganese and sulIn order to improve the appearance of the lubricating
phuric acid.
compound, and to take away any unpleasant odour it may have, it will
be advantageous to mix with the naphtha and tar oil a portion of resin
oil.
The resin oil is to be added to, and well incorporated with, the
naphtha and tar oil, before adding the preparation of lime to the distillatory
In preparing the lubricating compound as above described,
products.
it will be found that a higher temperature than is ordinarily used in
treating the products of coal tar adds greatly to the superiority of the
The addition of a small proportion of resin oil, as
resulting product.
hereinbefore described, improves the appearance of the grease, and preBut if a larger proportion
vents any unpleasant smell arising from it.
redistillation, or

by

redistilling the products

is added, the compound necessarily becomes more expensive,
and gives out a strong odour of the resinous matter.
The next part of the improvements has reference to utilizing the tar

of resin oil

left in

the boiler or retort after the process of distillation.

The crude

removed from
per cent., more or less

tar or pitchy matter, whilst in a plastic or soft state, is

—

about 25
the distilling vessel, and a proportion
peat charcoal, or carbonized peat, is added thereto.

— of

This carbonaceous compound is subsequently moulded into blocks, or otherwise
formed into masses of a convenient size; and when thus treated, the
result is a fuel nearly equal to coal in its combustible qualities, and
If preferred, the refuse tar may be
burning with very little smoke.
used as a fuel unmixed with any other ingredient; but a much superior
article is produced by combining it with peat as before described.
By
means of these improvements, mineral or coal tar is converted into two
highly useful products by an easy and expeditious process avoiding all
waste.

BALANCING THE GRAVITY OF HORIZONTAL PISTONS.
William Robertson, Glasgow.

—Patent dated May

23, 1857.

intended to obviate a difficulty and evil which arises
more particularly in horizontal steam-engines, viz., that of the unequal

This invention

is

wear of the piston and cylinder.
The improvements relate to pistons of various kinds, and used

for

various purposes, but particularly to the pistons of horizontal steamIn horizontal steam-engines arranged in the ordinary manner,
engines.
the weight of the piston always causes serious wear between its lower
side and the corresponding part of the cylinder's bore, the tendency of
the wear being to bring the original cylindrical bore to an elliptic or
irregular form. But according to the present improvements, the working
steam of the engine is made to counterbalance this tendency to irregularity of wear, by acting between the lower side of the piston and the
cylinder in such a way as to relieve the parts from all undue frictional
pressure.

In carrying out this plan in practice, a portion of the piston's periphery is cut away on the lower side, to allow of steam entering in between the piston and the cylinder on that part. The steam is supplied
to the recess in the piston through the body of the latter by means of a
horizontal tube, the inner end of which opens into the body of the piston,
whence by a proper duct the steam passes forward to the recess. The
other or outer end of this tube works out through a stuffing-box in the
cylinder cover, and the projecting portion, which is quite open at the
end, works into a stuffing-box in the end of a stationary steam pipe or
chamber, which is supplied with steam direct from the boiler. In this
way a free steam communication is always kept up during the piston's
action between the steam boiler and the counterbalancing recess in the
piston and the area of this recess being proportioned to the weight of the
;

Jniy
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piston and the working steam pressure,

it

relieved from all objectionable lateral or
cylinder.

follows that the piston

is fully

downward pressure upon

the

;

MOULDS FOR

l.

J.

of the core bar is enlarged

by moving the wedge,

b,

from the central

spindle.

The mechanical arrangement for coating the core bars with loam or
moulding sand, consists of a pair of vertical side standards, o, bolted at the
bottom to a sole plate, and united at the upper part by a cross-head, p,
in which is fitted a spindle carrying a pail; of pulleys, q.
The crosshead, p, is made to branch out at each side, and the pulleys, Q, are fitted
in the opening thus formed; or the spindle of the pulleys may be passed
through the cross-head, so as to overhang the sides. Over one of the
side standards, o, two other pulleys, k, are fitted parallel to the pulleys,
Q, and a chain, s, passed over each pair of pulleys, q and r.
The two
chains, s, are united into one a short distance below the pulleys.
The

1.

Fig. 2 is a transverse section of the same. The piston has a portion of its
periphery cut away at the lower part, or apertures are made therein.
Steam is admitted to the interior of the piston
by means of a tube parallel with the piston rod.
This tube works through a stuffing-box in the
cylinder cover, and passes through another
stuffing-box in the end of a fixed steam pipe
or chamber, which is in connection with the
boiler.
The steam from the boiler passes
through the piston tube into the piston itself,
and by means of the apertures in the piston
exerts its pressure upon the lower side of the
cylinder
whilst, at the same time, the steam
exerts an upward pressure upon the piston,
which tends to relieve the lower part of the cylinder of its weight, and
thereby renders the wear uniform. The arrangement of the piston tube
working through the cylinder and in the fixed steam pipe or chamber,
does not in anywise interfere with or impede the action of the piston.

Fig.

attached to the strap by a pin.
i,
The two moveable segmental
pieces, a, are jointed to the brackets, d, 30 that they fold inwards upon
the wedge-shaped piece of metal, b or outwards, when the circumference

a link,

;

accompanying engravings is a vertical section of a horizontal cylinder and piston having the improvements applied thereto.
Fig. 1 of the

Fig.

101

Kixxibcrgh, Benfrew.

PIPES.

—Patent dated

Nov. 13, 1856.

The first part of this invention has reference
to the arrangement and construction of adjustable core bars, the peripheries of which may be
expanded or contracted to a certain extent. Fig.
1 of the accompanying engravings is a partially
sectional elevation of one modification of the
core bar; fig. 2 is a plan of the same ; and fig. 3
is an elevation, partially in section, of the patentee's improvements in coating the core bar
with a layer of loam or moulding sand. The
core bar is formed or consists of three longitudinal segmental plates, a, and a narrow wedgeshaped piece of metal, b, the exterior of the
four pieces forming the circumference of the
core bar.
The segmental plates, a, rest on the
bottom or end plate, c, within a ring or recess
made for the purpose. One of the segments is
stationary, the others are made to expand or
collapse by the means hereafter described.
On
the inner side of the stationary segmental piece,
a', three projecting arms or
brackets, tj, are
cast or bolted thereto.
At the inner end of
each of the brackets, d, is a hollow collar, forming an eye, through which the central spindle,
E, passes.
The spindle is made to turn easily
in the eyes of the brackets when put in motion.
The upper end of the spindle, e, is squared,
to receive a key or spanner, by means of which
a rotatoiy motion may be given to the spindle, e,
and the parts connected to it. The rotation of
the spindle, e, gives motion to the wedge-shaped
piece of metal, b, by means of which the circumference of the core bar may, within certain
limits, be increased or diminished as required.
The outward and inward motion of the wedgeshaped piece of metal, e, is effected by means of
eccentrics, f, keyed to the central spindle, e.
The strap, o, of the eccentrics, is connected to
the wedge-shaped piece of metal, b, by means of

single
ried

chain

is

carFig.

round a crab or

windlass,

3.

by means

which the double
chains may be hoisted or lowered as reof

The

quired.

free

ends of the chains, s,
are connected to the
funnel or hopper,

t,

on which are cast the
cross arms, v
and
these arms slide up
and down in vertical
grooves, formed in
;

the inner face of the
side
standards,
o.
The core bar to be
coated with loam or

moulding

sand

is

placed, in a vertical

a low
the
wheels of which run
on rails, laid down
between the standards, o.
The lower
end of the spindle, e,
of the core bar, proposition,

carriage,

jects

on

v,

through

an

aperture in the carriage, v; and when the spindle is brought under the
centre of the cross-head, p, the lower end is received into a hollow nut,
which can be raised or lowered by means of a screw, w, working in a
The upper end of the spindle is centred
boss, cast on the sole plate.
and held in like manner by a screw, x, pendent from the cross-bead, Y.
Botli the screws, w and x, are adjusted by means of a pin, passed through
the retaining nuts.
When the core bar has been properly placed in
position and adjusted, the funnel or hopper, t, is lowered to the bottom
of the core bar, and filled with loam.
The hopper is then slightly raised,
which causes a portion of the loam to pass through the space between
the hopper and the core bar.
The hopper is then lowered, which has
the effect of compressing or consolidating the loam which passed between
the annular space on lifting the hopper.
Thus, by alternately lifting
and lowering the hopper, the core bar becomes quickly coated with loam,
care being taken to raise the hopper somewhat higher after each compressing or downward action.
The thickness of the coating of loam
deposited on the core bar will correspond to the annular space, or distance, between the lower edge of the hopper and the exterior of the core
bar.

The core of the faucet portion of the pipe is formed by placing a
quantity of the loam or moulding sand around the lower part of the core
bar, and giving it the required form by means of a template, the internal
part of which corresponds to the shape of the faucet.
The core bar is
then released, and wheeled away to be dried, during which operation it
is kept in a vertical position
by this means it is more rapidly and
uniformly dried than by the usual mode of placing it horizontally. In
order to remove the core bar after the casting is completed, it is only
necessary to turn the central spindle, by means of the key or spanner
fitted to its squared end, so as to cause the eccentrics to- withdraw the
wedge-shaped piece of metal, or the segment to which it is attached Inwards.
This action admits of the moveable segments collapsing or folding over each other, so that the contracted core bar may be removed from
the interior of the casting with the utmost facility.
;
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On
with moveable perches and zinc pans for water.
is hung a double card-case for holding the announceFig,

1.

Agriculturist's Assistant, foolscap 8vo, 3s. 6d., cloth. Ewart.
Chemical Atlas and Dictionaries, 36s., cloth. Dr. Normandy.
Colour, Laws of Contrast of, Trans, by Spanton. 2s., cloth. Chevretll.
Cotton, Cultivation of, in the Southern States, 8vo, 12s. De Dow,
Cotton-Planter's Manual, 24mo, 6s. Turver.
Essays from the Edinburgh and Quarterly Reviews, 18s. Sir John Herschel,
Lendy.
Fortification, Elements of, post 8vo, 7s. 6d., cloth.
Gasometry, Trans, by Roscoe, post 8vo, 8s. 6d., cloth. l?n isen.
Grasses and Forage Plants, Treatise on, 8vo, 7s. 6d. C. L. Flint.
Inductive Sciences, History of, 3rd edit., 3 vols., 24s. Whewell.
Iron, Manufacture of, in Great Britain, 8vo, 10s., cloth. Wilkie.
Paper and Paper-Making. Chronology of, 8vo, sewed, 6s. Mansell.
Pottery and Porcelain, History of, 2nd edit., 8vo, 31s. 6ii. Marryat.
Ready Reckoner, 4th edit., sq., 2s., cloth. Poole.
A. Cross.
Scientific and Literary Memorials, post 8vo, 9s. 6d., cloth.
Arago.
Scientific Men, Biographies of Distinguished, 8vo, 18s., cloth.
Small Anns, Report of Experiments with, post 8vo, 8s., cloth,

Steam-Engine, its History and Mechanism, 2nd edit., 2s. Burn.
Steam-Engine, a Poem, post 8vo, 7s, 6d., cloth. Baker.
Stereoscopic Pictures, How to Take, crown 8vo, Is., sewed. Ackland.
Sugar Cane, History and Mode of Culture of the Chinese, Is. 6d., sewed.
Weight Calculator, from 1 Lb. to 16 Tons, royal 8vo, 12s. 6d. Harben.

TURNTABLE FOR ENGINE AND TENDER,
FORTY-TWO FEET DIAMETER.
By

Messrs. Richardson

&

Sons, Hartlepool Iron Works,

Durham.

[Illustrated by Plate 211.)

large turntable, which we have engraved in Plate 211, is a very
good example of railway plant construction, being simple in its parts,
and judiciously put together. The first figure of the illustrations is a
and the second
sectional elevation of the table
its pit and foundation
is somewhat more than a half plan of it.
The actual moving position consists simply of a pair of deep parallel
cast-iron girder beams, secured together by a short transverse centre

The

—

;

piece carrying the turning centre pin, and two end segmental beams,
each fitted with a pair of carrying wheels; thus the whole structure of

The two main

upon four wheels.

girders carry longitudinal timber beams, also staged transversely, forming the immediate
bed of the narrow timber platform or table top, on which again are
secured the bridge rails for the making up of the continuity of the line.

the table

is

carried

platform is merely wide enough to allow of a foot passage along
each side of the line of rails, and it is guarded along each side by a light
ornamental metal rail.
The central formation on which the centre bearing rests, is masonry
set in concrete, the cast-iron bearing pedestal, or footstep, being bolted
down on the upper stone of the structure. The steel bearing surfaces

Fig.

ment of the

class and number
arrangement appears to be well adapted

by means of a lateral wedge.
surrounding this central masonry is covered with a
good thickness of Hartlepool cement and round this is an annular formation structure of masonry in concrete, supporting the annular double
T rail on which the plain carrying wheels of the table run. This annular
rail is secured by cast-iron chairs directly upon the masonry, which also
carries a circular brick wall, coped with stone, to stand flush with the

The concave

pit

;

table platform.

In this table, whilst everything really necessary is substantially done,
is used beyond the absolute requirements of the work; and
Messrs. Richardson may be congratulated on having produced a solid
and judiciously constructed table at a cheap rate.

nothing

REGISTERED DESIGNS.
Registered for Mr. Joseph Cooke,

The inventor

Head

Street,

Colcliester.

of this design has turned his attention to a difficulty

—

which frequently besets the committees of poultry shows that of obtaining appropriate and uniform pens for the birds to be exhibited in.
By means of these portable pens, exhibition-rooms may be quickly fitted
up at a moderate cost, and their appearance rendered neat, light, and
uniform.
Fig. 1 of the engravings we have given to illustrate this
design, shows a pair of poultry pens set up ready for the reception of the
birds.
Fig. 2 is a perspective view of the pens folded up for the convenience of carriage.
The sides are hinged to the floor, so as to fold
inwards when the pens are folded up. The front and top are formed of
wired frames.
The former slide up and down in grooves. The interior

The whole

of the

purpose for which

it

has

TRUSS.
Registered for Mr.

Peter Gadsby, 23 Wardwich, Derly.

Most of us have heard one or other of our afflicted fellow-mortals
Any
describe the anguish and distress cau«ed by hernia or rupture.
good mechanical support, by means of which such severity of suffering
be alleviated, is a bona fide boon to humanity.
Cobbett records, in glowing language, his gratitude to Coles, the eminent
truss-maker, for the great
relief he experienced from
the use of one of his
trusses, during one of his
cart

memorable

The

The

late

William

political trials.

design, figured in our

engraving, shows the arrangement of a truss designed for persons suffering
from rupture.
The improved truss consists of a
waist-belt, A, to

PORTABLE POULTRY PEN.

for the

been designed.

The

of the footstep are adjustable, as to level,

2.

of the pen, &c.

which

is

secured the pad, b, in front
of which is a steel spring, c.
To this spring one end of
the trap, d, is fastened, by
means of a stud projecting from the spring, c
the other end of the strap
The free end of the waist
is secured to the back of the waist-belt, A.
a series of holes
belt passes over a stud on the upper part of the pad, b
The pressure
in the belt enables the wearer to adjust it as required.
The truss is
of the pad is regulated by the spring, c, and the strap, d.
are informed that a truss of
made light, and very easy to wear.
this kind has been fitted to an infant of only one month old, and that
adults who have tried them speak in the highest terms of their comfort
;

We

and

efficiency.
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" Soap and tobacco in its various forms are prohibited, the Portuguese government having granted a monopoly for the manufacture and sale of these articles to
a private company at Lisbon. A natural consequence of this monopoly is, that

SASH FASTENER.
Registered for Messrs. E.

& W.

Tatlor, Birmingham.

Our illustrative engraving represents a design for facilitating the
The fastener is also intended to
fastening arid unfastening of windows.
prevent the unpleasant
shaking and jarring of
the sashes, which the
catches in ordinary use
A is
do not overcome.
a bolt turning upon a
pin, b, which secures it
Round
to a base plate.
the pin, b, is coiled a
wire spring enclosed in
a box, which spring has
a tendency to maintain
the bolt, a, in the posiThe plate is screwed to the
tion seen in the black line in the drawing.
upper sash, and to the lower one is similarly attached a plate, c, upon
which the thumb-catch, d, is pinned. This catch is capable of moving
only in a horizontal direction. A spring maintains the thumb-catch
in its proper position until the bolt, a, being brought round by the hand,
To
the peg, e, engages in the notch, f, and thus secures the sashes.
release them it is only necessary to press back the thumb-catch, when
the coiled spring in the box will throw back the bolt.

the island

EEVIEWS OF NEW BOOKS.
A

Hand-Book for Invalid and
its Climate axd Scexery.
other Visitors.
By Robert White. Second Edition. Edited, and
in great part Re-Written, with the addition of much New Matter, by
James Yate Johnson. With a Map of the Island. 8vo. Pp. 338.
Edinburgh : A. & C. Black. 1857.

— "named from

her woods, with fragrant bowers adorned"
do oceano, do undoso campo flor, gentil Madeira" here is
a captivating subject for an author.
" I think Madeira is the pleasantest place in the world to live in.
The
air is very sweet and temperate, whence it is no wonder if the ancients
reckoned it the Elysian Fields, and as an earthly paradise." So wrote
Moquet two hundred and fifty-six years ago, when he visited this remarkable little island; and there are many living observers who would
go far to indorse the glowing opinion, for far down the current of time
we find Mr. Henry Nelson Coleridge saying, " I should think the situation of Madeira the most enviable on the whole earth.
It insures almost
every European comfort, together with almost every tropical luxury.
The seasons are the youth, maturity, and old age, of a never-ending, stillAllowing for the difference in the current phraseobeginning spring."
logy of the two widely-distant periods when these opinions were written,
we hardly know which of them is most to be admired.
The first edition of this book appeared in 1851, and the painstaking
care of its then author, Mr. Robert White, was rewarded by a large circulation.
We say its " then author," because, in the edition now before
us, Mr. Johnson has, in fact, produced a new book
for he has entirely
recast it, to bring it up to the present condition of the island and its inhabitants.
Several chapters in it, including those on the natural history
of the island, are quite new; and the same remark may almost be made
as regards the sections of physical geography
agriculture and gardening

Madeira

—" Filha

—

;

—the government

and general

—

—

statistics
and the excursions into difBesides all this novelty, large additions have
been made to Mr. White's meteorological observations, bringing down
this part of the information embodied in the volume to the latest acces-

ferent parts of the island.

sible date.

The book certainly is a model guide, for it tells us all that the visitor
can possibly wish to know, from leaving London to his return home.
It
tells him how to go, and what to do when he gets there, and goes
minutely into those very details on which the uninformed person wishes
to gain practical particulars.
It is, in short, the work of one who has
leamt all he knows, in the school of direct experience, and now tells it to
us with the skill of a practised delineator of what he has seen and felt.
It is carious how good and bad things are mingled together in the social
structure of this island; for we read but a few of Mr. Johnson's pages
before we are told, almost in the same breath, that whilst the customhouse is liberally managed

is

supplied with execrably bad soap and tobacco at exorbitant prices."

The same contrast

is apparent throughout the book.
administration of the Church of England in Madeira seems to be
a rather costly affair, seeing that, in 1810, the ground for the chapel cost
the British factory 5,435 dollars, or something over £1,130 pounds sterThe chapel itself was paid for by subscriptions raised amongst the
ling.
British residents, aided by a voluntary impost of 2s. 6d. on every pipe of
In spite, however, of this enormous outlay, it
wine exported by them.
was not opened until 1822, when the money laid out upon it amounted
a sum which, in our opinion, ought to have
to no less than £10,000
paid for churches and chapels for the entire congregation of an island
very much larger than Madeira. Land for religious purposes of any
kind seems to be an expensive commodity in the island, for in 1822,
when a piece of ground was bought for the enlargement of the strangers'
cemetery, the cost, including some trifling building, came to £2,211.

The

—

" This piece of ground is planted with tall cypresses, and the tombs are half
concealed by luxuriant heliotropes, geraniums, rose-trees, and other plants, over
which hang the large leaves and snow-white flowers of the datura. The spot,
though inspiring feelings of profound melancholy, has a pleasing appearance, and
we linger not unwillingly among its fragrant flowers, to read the simple tale of
those who, when attacked by disease in the bloom and joy of youth, sought a
relief at these shores for their sufferings, and yet only found that relief in the
grave, far removed from friends and home."

between this country and Madeira
be sadly in want of remodelling, for, although the full postage
of 8d. or Is. lOd. per letter must be paid in this country, the Madeira
officials insist upon a further payment of 8d. for handing the precious
epistle over the counter of the office, without even taking the trouble to
deliver it at the house of the owner.
It is gratifying to learn that the ancient polite bearing of the inhabitants is still kept up, and that they seem to possess, as a gift of nature,
Even the children have an ease in their
the essence of good manners.
behaviour, which contrasts strongly with the juvenile bashfulness so
common amongst us. The lower classes are sober and orderly, but
grossly superstitious and ignorant, and accustomed to perform all sorts
Owing
of stupid fooleries, in pursuance of their so-called religious vows.
to all this, they are strongly prejudiced against everything in the shape
of innovation.
No improvement will go down with them. They are
litigious in a high degree, but acts of violence and heinous crimes seldom
occur.
This gratifying state of matters is, however, considerably reduced in value by our author's remark, that " petty thefts are common,
Thanks, we
and strict integrity is nearly unknown." Happy land
suppose, in a great measure, to the carelessness, indifference, want of
energy, and laxity of morality of the bulk of the priests.
We must go
to the same source, we suppose, to find out the reason why even the
better classes are but slightly acquainted with general science or litera" A private library," we are told, " is a thing unheard of, and
ture.
there is not a Portuguese bookseller's shop on the island."
The island manufactures are all on a very small scale. They include
coarse woollen and cotton goods for home use, hats, tallow candles, rough
earthenware, gold and silver work
that is always found in a barbarous
country casks, musical instruments, furniture, marquetry, shoes, baskets, sweetmeats, feather flowers, and ornamental needlework.
The
banker's art is unknown, and money is either hoarded up, after the " old
stocking" fashion in our old times, or invested in gold ornaments, for
reconversion in time of need.
Here is our author's " stroll through the
streets," which will, perhaps, tell more of the external aspect of the
place than all we can say ourselves

The

seem

Madeira:
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postal regulations existing

to

!

—

—

:

We

"
cannot have been many minutes in any of the thoroughfares, before an
ox-sledge, bearing a pipe of wine, a barrel of sugar-cane spirit, or a pile of luggage, will make its appearance ; its approach announced by tinkling bells, heard
Then comes, perhaps, a string of
at intervals between the shouts of the driver.
miserable, care-worn donkeys, carrying pack-saddles laden with sand or stones.
Entering the Cathedral square, we see groups of men seated in the shade of the
trees, gaily chatting away the hours, or lazily enjoying their cigars, solitary and
silent.
Anon comes by a couple of priests in flowing black robes and curious
hats.
On yonder door-steps are lads with carapuqas on their heads, and cards in
their hands, calling to mind some of the juvenile gamblers Murillo has painted.
They are as excited by the game as if they were playing for ten-guinea points, when,
perhaps, the highest stake the winner can carry off is a five-ret piece, value one
farthing, and that to be paid out of the contingent earnings of the loser next day.
Stand aside, for do we not hear the prancing of horses? These are burriqueiros,
showing off the points and paces of their steeds before the newly-landed passengers of the steamer just anchored in the bay, whom, if we follow to the nearest
market, we shall see expending silver coin in the purchase of bananas, guavas,
Turning into the nearest street, there is an
figs, or oranges fresh from the tree.
old woman roasting chestnuts, or frying odoriferous fish in a little pond of oil.
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As we proceed, we pass doors of shoemakers and cabinetmakers innumerable, the
latter displaying walking-sticks, paper-cutters, rulers, and other articles made of
Now and then we come upon a man exercising the art
the woods of the island.
of turning. His lathe is of curiously-primitive construction it is near the ground,
and the operator is bent almost double as he works it by means of a string
attached to a stick, using one of his feet to steady the cutting implement. This
will remind those who have visited Damascus, of the carpenters who there hold
The coopers have been of late years less of a
*the wood they plane by the toe.
nuisance than in the flourishing time of the wine trade. They formed a guild,
possessing peculiar privileges, one of which was, that they were at liberty to carry
on their calling in the street. This was frequently done to the great inconvenience of equestrians and pedestrians. Now comes by a perspiring peasant,
bearing on his head a bundle of fresh grass, the sickle that cut it hanging at his
waist.
Behind him is a girl, who has just descended from the mountains with a
cord of dry underwood for the fire. "What next ? a Portuguese lady in full dress,
seared in her palanquin, and on her way to pay a visit to some other eccelleutissima
donna. The men carry her as if she were as heavy as she looks. Not so the
raen with the hammock, at the bottom of which, wrapped in coats and shawls,
lies some poor enfeebled invalid.
Here is a woman seated at her own door, and
plying her distaff of cane, on the look-out all the while for some one to help her
through the next half-hour with pleasant conversation. Or there are two women,
one with her head on the other's lap but this scene we need not describe, so let
us pass on to the shops."
;

—

—

During the long dry portions of the summer, artificial irrigation is
largely resorted to, to keep vegetation alive.
The water is brought
down from the hills wherever it is found, through levadas, or masonry
ducts
:

44

Each Izmda is under the management of a committee, elected by the persons
whose land is watered by it; or a single person, called Juiz da Levada, who is
generally the largest landed proprietor of the district,

is

intrusted with the con-

by way of remuneration for his services, a run of
twenty-four hours. The right to a supply of water is very strictly looked after
this is a commodity much more often in the market than land itself, and disputes
trol of the stream, receiving,

arising out of claims to it are of frequent occurrence, affording a very profitable
source of income to the lawyers. Each piece of ground within the district of a
given levado is entitled to so many hours' use of the stream in the giro, or space
of time occupied in making the tour of the whole district, which giro varies from
15 to 40 days, according to the extent of the district.
The actual serving out of
the water is under the management of a levadeiro. an officer who is said not to be
beyond the reach of a bribe. It is very amusing to witness the excitement of the
persons who are set to distribute a run of water over a piece of ground, when the
stream at the appointed time rushes in through the hole in the wall. Armed
with enchadas, they rush about, bawling, as is usual with Portuguese when there
is work to do, ,at the top of their voices, whilst they divide the main stream into
several minor ones, which are directed by means of small furrowT s over the whole
inclosure.
This, too, is the time for filling the tank, which every garden contains."

Amusing stones are told of their levelling blunders in tunnels and
water-courses, in which, after spending large sums in cutting ducts
through refractory rocks, it was found that the water could not be persuaded to flow upwards, and the work had to be altogether remodelled.
The lamentable failure of the vine has brought sugar cultivation again
into favour, and during last year the island possessed eighteen sugarmills, the owners of many of which have gone the right way to work by
Cochineal, too, is now cultiordering good machinery from England.
vated with success, as far as it has gone.
The steep inequalities of the country throw great difficulties in the
way of road-making. An inclination of 14°, or 1 in 4, is not at all out
of the way there but there is one road, with a slope of 27°, or 1 in 2
The volume throughout is a very pleasant one, but we cannot afford
here to say any more about it, than that it closes with some useful tabular matter, embodying the weights, measures, and money of the island
and other information, and is illustrated
the heights of the mountains
;

!

—

by an excellent map.

The Life op George Stephenson, Railway Engineer.
Smiles.
1857.

With

Portrait.

8vo.

Pp. 512.

London

:

By Samuel
John Murray.

44
About eight miles west of Newcastle-on-Tyne," says Mr. Smiles, 4l stands
the colliery village of Wylam, consisting of a number of mean cottages, situated
on the north bank of the river Tyne. The Newcastle and Carlisle railway runs
along the opposite bank of the river and the traveller by that line sees only the
usual signs of a colliery in the unsightly pumping-engine, surrounded by heaps of
ashes, coal-dust, and slag while a neighbouring iron furnace, in full blast, throws
out dense smoke and loud jets of steam by day, and lurid flames at night.
These
works form the nucleus of the village, which is almost entirely occupied by coal;

;

miners and iron-furnace men.
14
There is nothing to interest one in the village

itself.
But, about a hundred
yards from its eastern extremity, stands a humble detached dwelling, which will
be interesting to many as the birthplace of George Stephenson, the railway
engineer.
It is a common, two-storied, red-tiled building, portioned off into four
labourers' apartments.
The house is known by the name of High-street House,
and was originally so called, because it stands by the side of what used to be the
old riding Post-road or street, between Newcastle and Hexham, along which the
)

July

1,

1857.

post was carried on horseback within the memory of people still living.
The lower room in the west end of the humble cottage referred to was the home
of the Stephenson family, and there George Stephenson was born on the t)th of
June, 1781.
The apartment is now, what it was then, an ordinary labourer's
dwelling its walls unplastered, its floor of clay, and the bare rafters are exposed
overhead."
.

.

—

In this lonely dwelling then, it may almost be said, was the gigantic
system of modern railways hatched, and Mr. Smiles has done well in
reverting back to it, for the purpose of bringing out, in the strongest
relief, the keenness of the untrained intellect, and the fertility of the
mental resources of 44 George Stephenson, Railway Engineer." It was
here that Robert Stephenson, of whom George was the second son, lived
as a hard-working daily labourer, enjoying the office of fireman of the old
pumping-engine of Wylam colliery, which fine old piece of machinery
41
stood till she grew fearsome to look at, and then she was pulled down."
At this occupation old Robert Stephenson earned, when in full employment, twelve shillings a week, and managed upon it to bring up six
children, sons of toil.
It is curious to remark, that during this time
Robert Stephenson acted as fireman to a colliery engine, over which
Robert Hawthorn acted as plugman or engineman.
This Robert Hawthorn was the grandfather of the eminent men of the same name who
Whilst this was going on,
still build locomotives at Newcastle-on-Tyne.
George Stephenson grew to be old enough to tend cows at twopence
a-day, and it was in this way that he first earned money.
From this
salary he gradually ascended by twopences in the scale of remuneration,
until he arrived at the dignity of eightpence a-day, as the driver of a
How he progressed in his career of labour, first getcolliery gin-horse.
ting to be fireman, and then engineman, is told in Mr. Smiles' second
chapter, in terms which will be perused and thought over with pleasure
by every energetic working man.
We have already remarked upon the curious accidents by which the
ancestors of men of eminence in cognate pursuits of our own times were
thrown together in early years, and we have a further illustration of this
odd coincidence in the fact, that George Siephenson was now himself
thrown in contact with William Locke, the father of the present Joseph
Locke, M.P., who was then a colliery brakesman.
Whilst George Stephenson was hard at work at his own immediate
employment, and studying the action of the steam-engine, he neglected
no opportunity of helping himself forward in other ways; and amongst
and out of this craft, it
these was that of making and mending shoes
Good wages brought
is worthy of remark, he saved his first guinea.
about the inevitable matrimony, and the next thing that we hear of our
hero was his practical attempt at perpetual motion
a vain pursuit,
which, however, taught him a good deal by the negative action of failures.
From this time forward he gathered reputation as an ingenious, trustworthy, and painstaking mechanic, and gradually won his way to
mechanical eminence by the long and tedious steps which are here elaborately laid before us, for the first time, by the literary industry of Mr.
Smiles.
George Stephenson passed, as all uneducated mechanical men
do, through a long series of nonsensicalities and empty schemes, always
learning something, until, in 1812, he was appointed engine-wright at
Killingworth, and soon after erected there his first pit engine.
The substitution of steam locomotives for horses and men upon the
colliery lines, now began to be talked of in a furtive sort of way, and
George Stephenson, after very properly making himself acquainted with
the theories and practice of others, set to work with the resolution of a
man who knew what he was about, and built his first locomotive. On
this subject Mr. Smiles repeats the old story of the Stephenson invention
We thought that this point had been long
of the 44 steam-blast pipe."
ago disposed of in favour of Mr. Timothy Hackworth. In this, as in a
multitude of other details of the volume before us, the author evinces the
too common leaning towards the subject of his memoir, and somewhat
pillages truth for the sake of wrongly adding to the fame of a great man,
who needs no such trivial support for the perpetuation of his name, and
the substantiation of his sound merits as an engineer.
How George Stephenson did perform really great things for railway
engineering how he worked his way through the all but insuperable
and how he finally took his proper
difficulties of prejudice and ignorance
are all told by
position in this grand branch of mechanical engineering
Mr. Smiles with the minute care of an industrious biogiapher. But we
have to repeat that his failures failures which must be made by mechaWitare far too smoothly glossed over.
nical as well as by other men

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

ness his 44 three-cylinder locomotive," which, like many others of his
Mr. Smiles cannot bring
contrivances, was a mistake, and nothing else.
Mr. Stephenson's memory would have lost nothing
himself to say this.
by such candid admissions, and the world would thereby have gained a
good deal in the way of truth and justice.
Darlington, which has had so much to do with the struggling, the

julv
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and the perfecting operations of the railway engineer, is,
even whilst we write, the scene of the erection of a telling memorial of
bygone railway times. The " first passenger locomotive" is being prepared for being set npon a memorial pillar in that stirring town, as
something to look np to with feelings of pride by ourselves and those
who are to come after ns. The scene of laying the first stone was additionally interesting from the fact, that Robert Murrough, the first driver
of this venerable " No. 1," was present to aid in the inauguration.
We ought to mention that the volume is illustrated by a very excellent engraving from the well-known full-length portrait of Stephenson,
painted by Lucas.
This engraving is by Mr. W. Holl, and is well
worthy of his high reputation as a multiplier of artistic productions.
progressive,

The Chemical Atlas,

or Tables showing at a Glance the Operations of
Qualitative Analysis, with Practical Observations and Copious Indices
By A. Normandy, Author of " The Commerof Tests and Reactions.
London: Knight & Co.
cial Hand-Book of Chemical Analysis," &c.

1857.

The Dictionaries to the Chemical Atlas, be ng

:
a Dictionary of Simple
Substances, and of their Simple Combinations, indicating the Tests by
which they may be Identified; and a Dictionary of Tests and Reagents, indicating their Preparations for the Laboratory, the Means
of Testing their Purity and their Behaviour with Simple Substances,
and their Simple Combinations. By A. Normandy. London Knight
1857.
Co.
:

&

The

latter of these two volumes is the necessary supplement to the
which consists of elaborate tables, accompanied by explanatory
text.
The entire work essays to supply what was a great desideratum,
namely, a simple and methodical arrangement, presenting at a glance
all the operations of a systematic chemical analysis, and affording the
The author states that,
means of an easy and immediate reference.
though commenced without any view to subsequent publication, but
first,

simply as a gnide for the use of pupils, the work is, in reality, the result
of an almost daily practice in the laboratory for the last four years.
think he has succeeded in producing a very useful work, one, indeed,

What

almost indispensable to the chemical student, and to manufacturers, miners, and assayers, whilst engaged in chemical qualitative
analysis.
In the Atlas, the operations of that branch of chemical
research are so explained, and the arrangement is such, that not only
the various steps of the analysis, bnt those also which lead, in the most
direct and safe manner, to the contemplated end, are clearly seen at one
view.
We are nnable to give our readers any specimen of the Atlas, in consequence of the size of the page but from the Dictionaries we transcribe
the following, as examples of the mode of treatment, from which it will
be seen that no words are lost in describing the matters under conis

;

sideration

:

—

Potassium is a metal which, when freshly cut, has the appearance of lead. At the ordinary temperature it is as soft as wax, but at 32° Fahr.
it is brittle and crystalline.
By exposure it becomes immediately tarnished and
oxydised wherefore, it is always kept immersed in mineral or Persian naphtha.
Its specific gravity is 0-865
it is, therefore, considerably lighter than water.
Except mercury, it is the most fusible of all metals it melts completely at 150°
Potassium has a very great affinity for
Fahr., and distils over at a low red heat.
oxygen, by which it is converted into potash, but it is not altered by exposure in
oxygen.
water
perfectly dry
It decomposes
at the ordinary temperature, so that
when projected on water, it absorbs the oxygen of it with such violence as to
become incandescent, and inflames the hydrogen of the water, which then conThrown upon mercury, provided the latter be quite dry, it amaltains potash.
gamates quietly with it but in the open air it runs on the surface of the mercury,
on account of the moisture of the atmosphere and of the hydrogen evolved."
11

Potassium.

:

;

;

;

The preceding
stances
'

;

the next

Sugar

— (C

is taken from the Dictionary of Simple Subtaken from the Dictionary of Tests and Reagents

extract
is

:

—

Cane sugar is used as a test of the presence of free
12 H,j O,,^.
sulphuric acid, and by this test, which is known under the name of Runge's test,
exceeding small quantities of free sulphuric acid may be rendered apparent. The
modus operandi is as follows : Dissolve 1 part of cane sugar in 30 parts of water,
and pour some of it into a small porcelain capsule, or into the cover of a porcelain
crucible, and empty it out again, so that the porcelain be only moistened with it
expose it to the jet of steam issuing from a Florence flask, containing water in a
state of ebullition, and deposit one drop of the suspected liquid in the porcelain
capsule, or crucible cover, just alluded to.
If sulphuric acid be present, a stain
varying from an intense black colour to a dingy green, according to the quantity
of sulphuric acid present will appear.
1 of acid in 8000 parts of water yields
yet a very distinct greenish black stain.
This reaction is due to the decomposition of the sugar, by the acid acting upon it at that temperature.
Salts of copper
yield also a stain when so treated, but the stain is reddish or yellowish, and
cannot be mistaken for that which is produced by sulphuric acid."
Mo. 112^ Vol X.

—

—

Where to See

Art Treasures

Exhibition,

It

;

or,

The Operative's Guide to the
Pp. 16.
Man-

Manchester, 1857.

chester, 1857.
little book has been prepared, as the prefatory initials " E. T. B."
by a Manchester resident, who has closely atheart the well-being
and elevating mental enjoyments of the world's workers. Struck by the
bewildering effect upon the working man of the vast collection of the
treasures of art which Manchester has been the first to give to the world,
"E. T. B." has most opportunely set himself to work to provide a
remedy in the shape of such a guide as would at once tell the general
visitor " what to see, and where to see it," and he has appropriately
dedicated it " to the working classes of Lancashire and Yorkshire." We
are glad to see that this little book begins with an index of the several
divisions of the Exhibition, showing the inquirer at a glance where to go
amongst the pages for the particular information he may want. The
contents of the book are put together in a clear and sensible way, well
suited for the purpose kept in view by the benevolent author
and we
recommend not only every operative but every visitor, no matter of what

This

tell us,

;

grade, to avail himself of " E. T. B.'s" pages when he makes his first
peep into the Art Treasures Exhibition.
The concluding lines of the book, which we shall quote here, show in
what spirit the author has conceived his task, and we commend them to

the consideration of

all

:

" It will be advantageous for our operatives to avail themselves of the present
opportunity of improving their taste in the arts of ornamental design ; it is their
interest to do so, and the districts of Lancashire and Yorkshire take so important
a part in supplying the world with textile and other productions, that to them
peculiarly applies the saying of a literary critic,
If to cheapness of production
England can add beauty of design, she is doubly armed against all competitors.'
The valuable treasures of art in this exhibition have been generously lent by the
Queen, Prince Albert, and the nobility and gentry of the United Kingdom, for the
special gratification and improvement of the people, and it is to be hoped that
they will show their appreciation of the sacrifice made (at considerable risk and
expense) for their gratification, by availing themselves of the opportunity."
'
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Public Health Act:

Burlet

in

" Leeds Mercury."

and Operations at

Its Application to,

Wharfedale.
12mo.

By

Reprinted from the

Ratepayer.
Pp.8. 1857.
a

The

third visit of the cholera in 1853, gave the inhabitants of Burley
an opportune hint as to the difficulties of
their sanitary condition, and although the inhabitants escaped the fell

in Wharfedale, Yorkshire,

disease, they accepted the admonition given to them,

and set about bringing into operation the " Nuisance Removal and Diseases Prevention Act.''
After undergoing the bad effects of some internal quarrels, the " Public
Health Act" was resorted to to get the district out of its troubles, and
this little pamphlet gives us a history of the very beneficial working of
that Act.
The result as stated by "a Ratepayer" is, that under the
engineering management of Mr. M'Landsborogh of Bradford, the blessings of health have been largely added to in the locality at a very economical cost.

Facts and Fallacies of the Sewerage System of London and other
large Towns, &c. By Jasper W. Rogers, C.E. 8vo. Pp. 76.
London Atchley & Co.
:

plans, elevations, and sections, being a complete exposition of
its defects, showing that pestilence is spread by its deposits, detailing
the means of remedying its evils, and pointing out the necessity for

"With

public lavatories and'closets as the first step towards the moral advancement of the lower classes" is the continuation of the title-page matter
of Mr. Rogers' pithy and arousing book.
It is many years since Mr. Rogers drew public attention to the unhealthy condition of the sewerage matters of our large towns, when he

—

showed how well

Irish peat charcoal
filth, and further,

was adapted

for absorbing all the

how

excellent a fertiliser this subFor a
stance was, inasmuch as it yielded carbon to the roots of plants.
long time, Mr. Rogers' theories were combated in every possible way,
hurtful qualities of

and with the most unscrupulous means but gradually the world came
round to his way of thinking, and he now brings his established views
before us, giving us, with an unsparing hand, the " Facts and Fallacies
of the Sewerage System of London."
Twenty years ago, "The Thames Improvement Company" stood forward for the purification of the Thames from the contaminating influence
of excretory matter, but nothing was done, and the evil, even then
Well,
excessive, hss now grown into something utterly unbearable.
therefore, may ererget'c men like Mr. Rogers discourse of the "facts
and fallacies" of a system which produces such deplorable results. He
;

j
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with what is now more than an assumption, that wherever excretory
matter is deposited, there it principally remains but in order to let his
readers judge for themselves, he furnishes them with plates both of the
old
and unluckily existing cesspool arrangements, and of designs, by
the execution of which the bulk of the evil might be swept away. Like
Mr. Macfarlane, whose plans we detailed last month, Mr. Rogers insists
upon the separate removal of the different matters at present discharged
combinedly into our sewers; and he illustrates his notions by means of
several good plates, clearly showing the engineering practicability of
the proposed arrangements in particular, that of a dry tunnel for every
street, to contain a surface-water drain, telegraph wires, and gas, water,
and house-refuse mains.
The inhabitants of London ought to remember, that there are sixtynine towns discharging their filth into the Thames above London. These
sixty-nine towns contain 364,000 people
add to this the discharge from
London itself, and then,
Londoners pause to consider your position.

starts

;

—

—

1,

1867.

We

hope that the wealthy
workmen studying at the museum.
portion of the public will not be backward in lending their aid to the support and
advancement of this excellent establishment.
Shifting T-Square. Messrs. Stanley & Robinson of Great Turnstile,

for the use of

—

New

London, to whose improvements in instruments, used by the mechanical and architectural draughtsman, we have before had occasion to direct attention, have introThe blade of the square is fitted into
duced another arrangement of the T-square.

----A

'J

;

;

!

PROCEEDINGS OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.
a mortice made in the head, and indicated in onr illustrative figure by the angular
dotted line.
The blade is connected to the head by a sciew and adjusting nut, by
means of which the blade may be inclined and fixed to any required angle. _
graduated quadrant is fitted in the blade, so that it may be fixed to the required
An important point in this improved square is,
angle with the greatest nicety.
that the blade is made so that the instrument can be reversed, and corresponding re-

A

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

May
"

19,

1857.

On

the disturbances of suspension bridges and the
them," by Messrs. A. S. Lukin and Charles E. Conder.

modes

of counteracting

have to
ing rib

when

it

think, be appreciated by draughtsmen, and come generally into use.
have often occasion to draw upon
the labour-saving contrivances of the United States, and we have peculiar satisfaction in doing so in the present instance, by presenting an illustration of a mecha-

square
the last sitting a communication

was presented from Lord Brougham on

cer-

tain real or supposed paradoxes in mathematics,

and especially in integral calculus.
M. Dumeril read a report on a paper sent in by Mr. Hollard, on a genus of tish
called OstraciJes, remarkable for their straoge form, and for having the body clothed
in an inflexible armour of hard plates, the tail fins passing through a hole in their
They are only met with in tropical regions, and are mentioned by
coat of mail.
Strabo, who calls them Os/racious,
a name lately readopted.
Mr. Hollard has
specially devoted his attention to the structure of the plates of this fish which are
all polyhedral, and he has obtained results calculated to cast a new light
on the
fossil remains of many fish hitherto but imperfectly known.
M. Verdet read a
paper on the optical properties of magnetic bodies, in which, besides iron and nickel
he recognises cobalt, manganese, chromium, titanium, and corium, as magnetic
metals.
M. Louis Figuier presented a paper, in which he contradicts M. C. Ber-

—

may secrete sugar after death. 51. Goldschmidt
sent in two observations on the small planet discovered by him on the "27th ult.
They are as follows:
nard's assertion that the liver

Mean

May
June

time of Paris.

1,

10*55

rain.

15

h.

15

h.

Declination.

15 min. 58 sec
12 inin. 9-2 sec.

12deg. 8 min.

we

will,

Winch-Handle Geared Auger.

New

York.

Our eugraving

represents this usetool

ful

sists of

front

in

cona horizontal

elevation.

It

open
where

timber base,
at the part

the borer descends
to its cut, but solid
at

forward

the

part where the operator

during

can

stand

the

boring

From

this

couple

a

base

of

parallel timber pil-

spring up

lars

to

whole

the

carry

The

mechanism.

MONTHLY

—We

Mr, Thomas Douglass of

nical borer or auger, by

action.

Right Ascension.

27, 11 o'clock.

it.

useful for architectural or other work, where converging

FRENCH ACADEMY OF SCIENCES.
At

This peculiarity of the square renders it particularly
and diverging angular lines
The instrument is made with the ordinary projectbe repeatedly drawn.
or feather upon one side of the blade, which serves as a stop to the blade,
This improved
is used fur drawing lines at right angles to the head.

drawn with

verse angles

tops of these pillars

NOTES.

by

joined

are

a

crosshead; and this
upper portion has

attached to

The Architectural Museum.—This museum
its

collections were until lately deposited in the

rooms

was founded in 1851 and
in Canon Row Westminster

but they have been recently removed to the building erected
on the estate at South
Kensington, purchased by the commissioners of the
Exhibition of 1851
The
museum was intended to supply the public, but especially architects
artists and art
workmen, with the means of studying the architectural art of
past ages
'a large
collection of casts and specimens from the best ancient
examples both British and
foreign, has been brought together, as well as printed
books and specimens of details, comprehending figures, animals, foliage,
mouldings, &c. The whole ranee of
Gothic art is more or less represented by casts and specimens.
It is now intended
to collect casts of natural foliage with the view of
affording a comparison between
the works „f art and nature, and of supplying the student
with means for advancn
e art_P
° Rrap S drawin S s > and engravings of architectural works models
,of buildings are occasionally added.
The whole collection now numbers more than
7000 specimens
It is proposed to deliver courses of
lectures, during the sessions
in the galleries of the museum, and in the lecture-room
attached.
Prizes are annually offered for the most meritorious specimens
of stone and wood carvinz metal
work, decorative painting, &c. Although the
government has now offered to' house
the museum, it must not be supposed that it
receives government aid beyond this.
The museum has been altogether supported, we believe,
bv private subscription and
is under the management of a
committee, amongst which we observe the
names of
Charles Barry, Professor Cockered, Philip
Hardwick, and Professor Donaldson.
The committee state that donations or loans of
specimens, engravings, books, &c,
will be highly serviceable, especially
of books, as it is wished to form an
art library^
'

A'

'

,

•

open

it

an

cast-iron

frame, formed with

two cross-bars for
upper and lower
collar bearings for

the auger spindle.

The top

of

this

auger spindle cara bevil wheel,
with which a corbevil
responding
ries

wheel on the horiwinchzontal
handle
gears.

ating

spindle

This actuspindle

is

carried in bearings

upon the front of
the cast-iron frame, and

it

has at each end a winch-handle, fitted with loose trans-

The cast-iron frame is capable^ of
for working by.
as the boring
sliding vertically in guiding holders carried by the pillars, so that,
the bore has
proceeds, the whole descends as the auger penetrates the wood. When
verse

wooden hand pieces

upon
been finished, a spur pinion, carried upon the winch shaft, is traversed laterally
and on turning the handle,
the shaft to gear with a fixed rack upon the framing
;

July
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When out of use,
this rack and pinion action draws up the auger out of the bore.
the auger is held clear by a spring catch in the crosshead uf the framing, which
The tool is a most convenient
receives the arched top of the sliding auger frame.
thing, and it will no doubt soon get largely into use.
Alcock's Dynamometer.

—A

very good arrangement of dynamometer or
set of four spur wheels and an ad-

power measurer, involving nothing more than a

justable weight lever, has been

contrived by Mr. John Alcock

of Manchester.

Fig. 1 of our

engravings represents the dy-

namometer

in

side elevation,

as with one of its side frames
removed. Fig. 2 is a corresponding elevation of the instrument at right angles to
fig. 1. In fig. 2 the horizontal
shaft to the left is the engine
or power shaft
and the op;

posite shaft, that of the

ma-
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sum of £2019. 10s. had been received from 417 subscribers, o*
were members of the institution, and 59 private friends of Mr. Manby
The amounts subscribed varied from half a guinea to one hundred pounds and
Mr. Bidder, as treasurer to the fund, explained, on the occasion of the presentation, that many more subscriptions were announced, so that the publication of
the list of contributors would be delayed on that account.
The testimonial
eventually took the form of a timepiece and pair of candelabra, with two thousand
pounds "added;" and this handsome present was placed in the hands of Mr.
Robert Stephenson for presentation, a task which he accomplished, with the
addition of the following graceful remarks
" Mr. Manby having, after eighteen
years' service, resigned the position of paid secretary, it had been resolved to
offer to him a testimony of the respect and esteem in which he was held, and,
in doing this, he would make a few brief observations on the circumstances under
which Mr. Manby had become connected with the institution, the duties he
had performed, and the services he had rendered. After the usual struggles and
vicissitudes, the young society, although very ably directed by Mr. Thomas Webster,
presentation, the

whom 358

;

:

had scarcely established itself among the scientific bodies of the metropolis.
The
minutes of its proceedings were but meagrely reported, and its transactions were
scarcely

known beyond

the members themselves.

chinery or resistance.

Mr. Manby undertook the duties of

two shafts are in
axial line, and they are carried in bearings in the bottom

proceedings, the

These
the same

pedestals, at the

same time

working loosely through the

—

secretary,

new

From the time, however, when
vigour was infused into all their

number of members increased, the character of the papers improved, and the care bestowed on the editing and publication eventually rendered
the records of the proceedings a most useful text-book for the profession.
Mr.
Manby's sphere of usefulness was not, however, confined to the performance of his
official duties, for he was ever ready to give advice to the younger members, and
aid to the senior members, from his well-stored mind, in reference to
every department of engineering, as well as in a variety of ways, rendered more
to afford

pleasing by the alacrity and cheerfulness with which the friendly offices were per-

formed.

The

which was

to

value of the information afforded was enhanced by its accuracy,
to be attributed to the practical foundation of his pro-

some extent

fessional education, the early portion of his life having been spent in the

as a mechanical engineer, at the period

when

the profession

workshop,
to assume

was beginning

its present importance.
In some degree, therefore, Mr. Manby lost the official
character of secretary, and became the friend and companion of the majority of
the members of the engineering profession."
In the abstract, we decidedly object

to testimonials

;

we think

that every industrious man's pursuits ought to yield

him

arduous exertions.
But there are, perhaps, occasions when prominent efforts deserve extra prominent
recognition, and if there ever was such an instance, surely that of Mr. Manby is one.
Kensington Museum. The following rules have been sanctioned for the
1. The collections
admission to this museum, which is now open to the public:
of objects relating to education, architecture, and trade, of pictures, sculpture,
ornamental art, and models of patented inventions, will be open to the public daily,
from 10 till 4 in the daytime, and from 7 to 10 in the evening, on Mondays and
Thursdays, except during the appointed vacations.
2. On Mondays, Tuesdays,
and Saturdays, and daily during the Easter and Christmas weeks, the public will
be admitted free
but on these days, books, examples, models, casts, &c, cannot
be removed for study.
3. On Wednesdays, Thursdays, and Fridays, the public
will be admitted on payment of Gd. each person.
This sum during the daytime
will enable any person to consult any books, diagrams, &c, in the collections of
education, and to copy any article in the collections of art; except modern paintings, for which special permission in writing must be obtained.
In the evening,
works cannot be removed.
An annual ticKet of admission to all the collections,
morning and evening, may be obtained for 10s. 4. Sticks, umbrellas, parcels, &c,
must be left at the doors. 5. Except the fees above mentioned, no fee or gratuity
6. The
is to be received by any officer of the department from any person.
library of art is open every day, from 11 morning to 9 evening, except Saturday,
students
when it is closed at 4 afternoon, and the usual vacations. 7. All registered
Occasional
of the Central School of Art have free admission to the library.
students are admitted upon payment of 6<Z., which will entitle them to entrance
for six days from the day of the payment of the fee, inclusive.
A monthly ticket
may be obtained for Is. 6<£, and an annual admission for 10s. 8. Refreshment
and waiting rooms in a special building have been erected, and presented to the
They are under the
public, by the Commissioners for the Exhibition of 1851.
management of Mr. G. Withers. 9. The General Omnibus Company have arrangements in progress to convey passengers to and from the museum and all parts of
their appropriate testimonials, in the shape of fair rewards for

—

two

side pieces of the central moveable frame, or vibrating portion, carrying the

weight

lever.

On

the inner end of the power shaft, and just inside of the frame on
that side, is a spur pinion in gear
.

with a corresponding pinion running
by the
vibrating frame.
This second pinion
gears with one side of an upper broad
spur pinion, running loose on a stud

loose in an inside stud carried

in the

top of the vibrating frame, and

also gears with a
spur wheel fast on the inner end of
the resistance or driven shaft, being also within the vibrating frame.
So long as the engine runs free, without any load, the motion of the engine
shaft simply drives this train of spur
gearing, without causing any other

this bro;id pinion

action of the parts.

But when the
machinery

resistance of the driven

begins to be

felt, the result is a tendency to lift up the weighted lever,
thus showing what power the engine
is actually transmitting, the weight
being shifted upon the lever, back
or forward, until the lever is supported by the movement free of the
This effect arises
stationary rest.
from the action of the leading pinion
on the engine shaft causing the upper
broad pinion to revolve partly round
the large spur wheel, just as the latter is more or less retarded by the
This of course carries
ty resistance.
round the frame containing the gearing, and with it the weighted lever, which, being graduated, at once indicates the
power exerted, by the posirion of the weight in the series of fraduations.

The Masby Testimonial of the Institution of Civil Engineers.

—

The

eighteen years' labour of Mr. Charles Manby, at the Institution of Civil
Engineers, will not soon be forgotten, either by the institution, or by that large
class of the public, which is, more or less, connected with the engineering profession.

Bat whilst we

of as have good cause for wishing well to Mr. Manby, on his
prosecution of his duties in Great George Street, it
thought right to give him, in addition, some really substantial token
all

secession from the active

has been

of regard; and to this end, a

handed over to the

handsome subscription has been made, and the

retiring secretary, as a

farewell

gift.

Up

result

to the day of

—

;

the metropolis every half hour at least.
We were present on the 22nd ult. at the
private view of the South Kensington Museum, and were much pleased with the
Here are exspaciousness of the building and the excellence of the arrangement.
hibited the pictures and drawings munificently presented to the nation by Mr.
Sheepshanks.
Here also are casts from antique and modern sculptures, and architectural details, mediaeval furniture, painted glass, tapestry,

&c,

are deposited here.

The educational department contains specimens

of scientific instruments, objects of
In the
natural history, school-room models, and a library of 5000 volumes.
Commissioners
of Patents, various
department which has been furnished by the
models of machinery are exhibited, along with some elaborate models of steam
is a working model, that cost, we are assured, £1400,
and paddle-wheels of the great steamship now building at Millwall.
The trade collection which became the property of the Commissioners of the Exhibition of 1851, is to be seen here, comprehending raw materials and manufactured
This museum is calculated to be of eminent
articles in most of the leading trades.

engines,

&c, amongst which

of the engines

and we trust that the people will not be
backward at taking advantage of the excellent opportunity now afforded them in
raising themselves intellectually and morally, and advancing the nation in every
branch of art and manufacture.
service in the education of the people,
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Hydrostatic Organ-Blower.

— An

ingenious application of the hydrostatic

blowing organs, has been recently patented by Messrs. Joy
& Holt of Leeds. The ease with which the mechanical force of a column of water
may, by means of this engine, be applied to organs as a motive power, and the
perfect control which the performer has over the supply of wind to the instruWe furnish our
ment, will doubtless bring this arrangement into general use.
readers with two engravings,
Fi&which will serve to convey
a clear idea of the inven-

power

to the purpose of

fig.

2

tion

a transverse
corresponding.
is

cylinder

The ad-

mission of the water to the
cylinder

regulated

is

by a

the back of
attached to a small

valve,

slide

which

is

double piston, that working
in the cylinders formed at
the top and bottom of the
valve-box. The pistons are
actuated by the water pres-

and egress

sure, the ingress

of which

is

fmr-way

cock.

regulated by a

of this cock

The plug
attached

is

to,

and moved by means of a
small lever which is connected to a vertical rod, the upper end of which is secured
The vertical rod is fitted with set nuts, by
to an arm fitted to the piston rod.
means of which the action of the four-way cock may be adjusted. In the outlet
cock of the four-way cock is
Fi o- 2.
a set screw, by which the
area of the port can be diminished so as to retard the
of the water, and
thereby regulate the speed of

escape

The water-main

the valve.
fitted

is

with

stopcock,

to

an ordinary
which is at-

tached a lever connected
with the reservoir of wind.
This lever is so arranged,
that
full

when

when the
one-quarter exhausted the cock is full on.
the wind reservoir is kept constantly filled.

By means
Under

the

the cock

reservoir

is

closed,

reservoir

is

is

and

about

of this self-regulating action,

arrangement of the engine,
the motion of the valve can be adjusted to suit any pressure of water that may
be
at command.
This arrangement of machinery, which obviously renders the organ
player quite independent of extraneous manual aid, has already
been practically
this

^

applied with great success.

Multiple Lithographing for Preventing Forgery.— All
and executive

difficulties in

the

way

of the forger,

the attempts

throwing
and hence the utmost that

has been accomplished has been the reduction of the chances of successful imitation,
because what is difficult and costly for the capitalist to execute must obviously be
tenfold more so in the hands of the furtive and unaided individual
forger.
Messrs.
Scheuck & Macfarlane of Edinburgh, whose works in lithography have earned for

them a

large amount of artistic reputation, have just produced a novelty in the way
of forgery prevention, which, whilst working in the direction we have indicated,
deserves examination from its very comprehensive nature.
They begin by placing
in the hands of a skilful lithographer an impression,
from steel or copper bank-note

and from this he prints three impressions with transfer ink or transfer paper.
These impressions are then transferred to three different stones.
He next erases
certain parts of the lettering or ornament from one stone,
and certain other parts
from the second stone, and the rest of the parts that remain on
the third stone, so
that what is wanting on the first stone remains on the second,
and vice versa,
and what is wanting on both is supplied by the third— the three together
forming
plate,

a complete whole, though done from three different printings
and colours.
One
stnuemay be printed with a metallic colour, let us suppose vermilion; another stone
with a colour extracted from a plant, say indigo; and the third stone
either in lake

Then a flat tint (for example, pale green, containing in the centre,
white lines, the British arms or other device) is printed over the whole;
then again another tint printing, suppose rose colour,
from a transfer of a brass
plate, exhibiting a very complicated design
in white lines.
The effect must of
course be made harmonious and pleasing.
The impracticability of attempting foror black ink.
in faint

all,

there

to attempt erasures;

be obtained, as
is

it

is

the inability to copy by photography, to work with acid, or

lastly, no transfer from a bank-note thus printed could
cannot be done otherwise by the Anastatic printing process. This

and

certainly an addition to the banker's safeguards.

The Manufacture of the Atlantic Telegraph Cable.
1250

— One-half,

or

miles of this

at their

The cable consists of
The gutta-percha

a strand

is sewed
from end to end with spun yarn, and covered with 18 strands of seven wires each.
There are thus 25,000 miles of strand, composed of seven times that quantity of
The process of spinning occupied 80
wire, being a total of 175,000 miles of wire.
days, 2500 miles of wire being used per day, and 350 hands being employed. The
spun yarn was also made by Messrs. Newall upon the same premises, 100 machines
The finished
for this purpose being ranged in one of the upper floors of the works.
cable was formed into four large coils, 28 feet diameter and 8 feet high.
Its weight
averages one ton per mile. Messrs. Newall have also contracted for 1000 miles of
If the present procable, for laying down between Cagliari and Malta and Corfu.
gressive formation of these great connecting links goes on as at present, v>e shall
soon cease to consider any place, however geographically distant, to be very far off.

of copper wire, covered three times with gutta-percha.

—

Despatch Oil Socket and Axle Cleaner. Mr Charles Brown of Barlborough, near Chesterfield, has recently very successfully introduced the American
invention of Mr. Garratt, of what is called the " Despatch Oil Socket and Axle
improving the action of the lubricating details of carriage axles.
be set in the naves of all kinds of wheels, whether new or old,
and it operates so as to admit to the working surfaces a gentle supply of oil, with
the additional result that, when the oil becomes sticky or viscid, it is received *by
the axle-cleaner, together with whatever thick matter, such as particles of dirt and
The impurities
iron, may be present, and which make the vehicle run heavily.
are removed from the axle-cleaner from time to time, prior to replenishing the oil
socket with fresh oil.
The oil socket is inserted in a hole drilled into the nave of
the wheel, near the spokes, so as to be conveniently accessible for filling with oil.
The axle is constantly and effectively lubrieated by the oil in the socket slowly
percolating on to the axle in sufficient quantity for the purpose of lubrication, but
The proper lubrication
at the same time avoiding waste or unsightly droppings.
of carriage axles effects not only a positive saving in the wear and tear of the
carriages, but, what is of far greater importance, a saving in horse flesh, by lessenThe application of the oil socket to wheel
ing the load thrown upon the animal.
carriages is very trifling in the first cost, and we think that those who give the
invention a trial will congratulate themselves upon having laid out their money to
advantage.
The Late Mr. Joseph Taylor, the Railway Engineer. The unfortunate death by violence, of Mr. Joseph Taylor, the engineer of the Morayshire Railway,
deserves some passing remarks at our hands, not more from his immediate contributions to the Practical Mechanic's Journal* than for his general inventive additions
to the practice of mechanical engineering. Mr. Taylor met with his death whilst in
the active execution of his duty on the Morayshire line, trying a locomotive which
had just been repaired.
It appears that, when on his trial trip, the engine which
he was driving ran into a waggon attached to the engine of a previous train which
curve in the line prevented the proper
had returned for ballasting purposes.
Cleaner,"

for

The apparatus can

—

A

and the result was, that the ballast waggon was thrown
up, and in falling crushed Mr. Taylor, killing him, and injuring a lad who was with
him.
Mr. Taylor's accomplishments, as evidenced by what he has actually done,
sighting to save collision,

were of a rare order: his whole

But

good.

at the scientific prevention of forgery have uniformly resulted
in the
artistic

and, above

miles (one-half of the whole cable) were completed.

an ordinary steam engine,
the piston having a reciprocatory motion given to it by
the pressure of a column or
stream of water admitted
alternately to the top and
bottom of the piston by
suitable passages.

gery clearly accrues from the fact, that, in order to produce the plates, a numbe
of very clever workmen would be required, expensive machinery must be employed

sec-

similar to that of

is

1657

The

and

section of the engine,

1,

immense cable, has just been finished by Messrs. Newall & Co.
impromptu works, Birkenhead. The wire used was made by the old firm
of Messrs. Richard Johnson & Co. of Manchester, who completed their task by the
1st of June.
Messrs. Newall commenced spinning the cable on the 18th of February, and proceeded without interruption until the 8th of June, when 1250

Fig. 1 is a vertical

tion.

July

eye; and

ill

there

life

may

be said to have been spent in doing positive
directly before the public

was much more about him than came

skill, we have to deplore that of
which would have done honour to names of far

addition to the loss of his professional

and scientific
higher worldly renown.
his literary

abilities,

Marine Memoranda

:

Progress of Screw Propulsion.

—The

largest

screw steamer ever built on the Clyde has been launched during the past month
by Messrs J. &G. Thomson of Clyde-Bank, Glasgow. This vessel is intended for
the trade of the European and Australian Company, and is of 2800 tons burden
over all, she measures 360 feet, with a beam of 42 feet, and a depth of 31 feet 6
inches and she is to have direct acting-engines of 700 horse-power, fitted with
Her boilers are
Mr. G. Thomson's expansion gear, noticed by us some time ago.
Her hold will
tubular, six in number, and she has a three-bladed screw propeller.
carry 900 tons measurement of goods, and her bunkers will stow 1500 tons of coal,
;

enough

The

for full

power steaming

for

24 days.

ferry on the river Clyde at Erskine, on

worked by hand-winch chain

boats,

when

Lord Blantyre's property, so long

horses and carriages were to be taken

over, has just been supplied with a ten horse-power iron steamboat, made by
This ferry craft, which is from the deMessrs. Wingate of Whiteinch, Glasgow.
signs of Mr. Ure, the engineer of the Clyde Trust, will effect a very important saving of time in crossing the river, as it will reduce the former tedious passage to

two minutes.
It is in pointed illustration of the practical spread of

now mention

steam navigation, that we

the fact of two-fifths of the whole Atlantic

Taylor and Cranston's coupling gear

for

commerce being

railway carriages, Plate

170, Vol.

carried

VIII.

July

1,
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There are 51 steamers running between the United States and
on bv steamers.
Europe, and of these, 31 are iron screws belonging to England.

LAW REPORTS

IN"

PATENT CASES.

Menzies.

— Queen's

—

Bench, June 20.
This
was an action to recover damages for the alleged infringement of a patent granted
"
a new manufacture of capsules,
to the plaintiff on the 13th of January, 1S49, for
and of a material to be employed therein, and for other purposes."

Bottle Capsules

The

plaintiff

Betts

;

v.

was one of four sous

of the late

Mr. Betts, the inventor of Betts's

The manufacture of brandy was carried on at Smithfield, but
British brandy.
there was also a manufactory in Wharf Road, City Road, at which Mr. Betts
manufactured " capsules " and tinfoil, under several patents which he had taken
Mr. Betts died in the year 1847 ; but, previous to his death, he had transout.
Previous to the loth of January, 1S49,
ferred his business to his four sons.
" capsules " and " tinfoil " were made entirely of tin, a metal which is five times as
dear as lead, but, towards the latter end of the year 1848, it occurred to Mr. W.
In
Betts, the plaintiff, to endeavour to make them of lead coated with tin.
making his experiments, he laid a plate of tin on a plate of lead, and passed them

He

found that, after being subjected to this operation, the
and, having repeated the operation several times, he
plates partially cohered
eventually proved that lead and tin could be mechanically united by heavy pressure
into one substance. A plate of tin was then placed on each side of a plate of lead,
the two plates of tin being together l-10th and the lead 9-l0ths of an inch in
thickness; and the plates, bein^ thus rolled out, produced a broad riband of lead,
coated on both sides with a brilliant surface of tin, incapable of being acted upon
by acids. The new metal thus produced was then cut into disks, and manufactured
An article was thus produced which was not only 72 per cent,
into capsules.
cheaper than the tin capsules, but was more flexible and convenient in use; and,
being coated with tin on. both sides, the capsules had the brilliant appearance of
The plaintiff completed his discovery on the 27th of
tin, and were not poisonous.
November, 1848, and the next day he petitioned the Crown for a patent, but
some little delay took place on the part of the officers of the Crown, so that the
As soon as the invention
patent was not sealed, till the 13th of January, 1849.
became known, the capsules, from the reduced price, came at once into very
the new " tinfoil " or
general use, not only in this country, but on the continent

between the

rollers.

;

;

"Bettys metal"

came

into extensive use in a variety of ways.

It appeared,
however, that soon afterwards the brothers began to dispute about the patent
and that, while the plaintiff claimed it as his exclusive property, the other brother*
claimed a joint interest in it.
The defendant, Menzies, had been foreman of the
capsule manufactory, and so had become acquainted with the plaintiff's process;
but, on the 9th of August, 1849, he was dismissed from the plaintiff's service.
A tew weeks afterwards he went over to Belgium, and became acquainted with the

also

who has now a manufactory at Malines, where he manumode which the plaintiff alleged was an infringepatent
January
The defendant Menzies, in October,
his
of
13, 1849.
In the meantime the plaintiff and his brothers had
1850, returned to England.
become involved in a Chancery suit on the subject of the patent. The defendant

other defendant, Wildey,

factures capsules according to a

ment of

Menzies then entered the employ of the brothers; and in the year 1852 a suggeswas made by him in Chancery that the plaintiff's patent was void, because,
as be (Menzies) said, in the interval between the petition for the patent, the 28th
of November, 1848, and the grant of the patent on the 13th of January, 1849,
tion

made of the new
18o2 an action at law was directed by the Court of Chancery
to be tried between the plaintiff and his brothers with respect to the validity of
the plaintiff's patent; but the action and all the Chancery proceedings were
referred to a barrister, who in 1856 made his award, under which the plaintiff
retained the patent, and was directed to pay his brothers from £2000 to £3000.
During these proceedings the defendant Menzies was the adviser and witness of
the plaintiff's brothers; but be subsequently renewed his connection with Mr.
Wildey, the other defendant.
In the year 1854 Wildey took out a patent in
Belgium for making capsules in a manner similar to that described in the plaintiff's
the plaintiff had sold a large number of capsules to the public
metal.

In the year

The mode of manufacture adopted by Wildey was said to be a clear piracy of
the plaintiff's invention, though he alleged that the articles which he imported
and which the defendant Menzies had sold, were not made
according to the plaintiff's method, but according to a method patented by a Mr.
Dobos in this country so far back as the years 1804 and 1820. The plaintiff's
into this country,

witnesses said that Dobbs's patent was not identical with the plaintiff's, the chief
upon being, that in the plaintiff's patent the proportionate thick-

difference relied

ness of the metals was specified, whereas in Dobbs's patent of 1804 the metals
were to be "of equal or unequal thicknesses." Evidence was given to show that

Dobbs's patent had never been brought into use at all. Several witnesses employed
in Wildey s manufactory were brought over, and, according to their evidence, the
capsules made by them in his manufactory, and which were proved to have been
imported into London and consigned to Mei.zies, were made in precisely the same

method as that described in the plaintiff's specification.
It was submitted that there was no evidence of infringement, and that the
plaintiffs specification was bad; but these objections having been overruled by the
judge, it was contended, on the part of the defendants, first, that the plaintiff's
patent was clearly bad, for there was no novelty in it, the precise method adopted
by bim being that specified by Dobbs in 1804; and, secondly, that there was no
infringement, for the capsules imported into London by the defendant had been
his specification, claimed,

" First, the manufacture of the new material, lead combined with tin, on one or
its surfaces, by rolling or other mechanical pressure, as herein described;
and, secondly, the manufacture of capsules of the new material of lead and tin
combined by mechanical pressure, as herein described."
both of

Dobbs's patent for making "Albion Metal" was dated the 10th of September,

1804, and consisted,

"In

plating, coating, or uniting lead with tin, and also their various alloys or
may require, which when done I denominate Albion metal,

mixtures, as the case

and which

I

apply to the manufacture of cisterns, linings for cisterns, covering and

gutters for buildings, boilers, vats,

and such other things as require

and

linings, coffin furniture,

made

to be

worms

for distillers,

of a flexible, a wholesome, or a cheap

metallic substance.

"

The

operation of coating or plating lead with tin, or coating or plating alloyed

make Albion metal, I perform by various
methods, as hereafter described
that is to say, I take a plate or ingot of lead, or
alloyed lead, and a plate of tin, or alloyed tin, of equal or unequal thicknesses, and
laying them together, their surfaces being clean, pass them between the rollers of
a flatting or rolling mill with what is technically called ' a hard pinch,' so as to
lead with tin, or with alloyed tin, to

—

make

If, after the first passage of the plates or pieces of
the metals cohere.
metal between the rolls, the plates or pieces do not sufficiently cohere, I pass them
a second or third time, or more, between the rolls, until a sufficient degree of
cohesion is produced.
" N.B. It will be useful, if not necessary, to have the rolls and the metals hot

when

the cohesion of the metals

rolls, especially

when

is

to be effected by their passage between the

the alloyed pieces or plates are used.

When

lead, or alloyed

to be coated or plated on both sides with tin or alloyed tin, I
apply a plate of tin or alloyed tin on each side of the plate or piece, or lead or
lead,
and
pass them between the rolls of a mill under the circumstances
alloyed
lead, is required

aforementioned; or the same may be effected by taking a plate, which I double
with the lead side inwards, and pass it through the rolls as before described, to
I also make Albion metal by the following
obtain the proper degree of cohesion.
method
I cast a plate or ingot of lead or alloyed lead, and, as soon as it is set
or congealed, I cast tin or alloyed tin upon it, or under, or on all sides of it, which
will cohere with the piece of metal first cast, and the Albion metal thus prepared
may be wrought or flatted by the usual means of rolling, hammering, or pressing."
It was stated by the witnesses that the plaintiff's process and Dobbs's were precisely similar, and that they had made a metal under Dobbs's patent which could not
be distinguished from that made by the plaintiff. Both the defendants were examined
but in the course of the evidence it apat great length in support of this view
peared from a letter written by Menzies to Wildey, that neither of them knew anything about Dobbs's patent until a very recent period, and that, on making the
discovery, they were advised that they could safely import the articles into England.
Evidence was given by Menzies to show that, before the dute of the plaintiff's patent, he had sold a large number of capsules made of his new metal, and this
evidence was supported by entries made in the books by Menzies, and showing by
the weight that the goods in question must have been of the new metal, which was
But on cross-examination it appeared that two of these enheavier than the old.
tries had been made on erasures, and from the adding up it appeared that the
original entries must have corresponded exactly with the weight of the old metal,
Lord Campbell, in summing up the evidence, made
which consisted of tin only.
some observations which were not very favourable to the defendants' proceedings,
and observed that the course taken was a hardship on the plaintiff; but still that
consideration must not determine the case, but the jury must say, upon the eviVerdict for the plaintiff
dence, whether or not there had been an infringement.
on all the issues, the defendant obtaining leave to move to enter the verdict in his
:

—

;

favour.

Preservative Composition for Iron Ships

:

Bicrford

v.

Hates.

—

This was amotion in the Vice-Chancellor's Court for an injunction to restrain the
infringement of a patent invention for coating, with a certain preservative comThe
position, the plates and other parts of which iron ships are constructed.
original patentees, Messrs.

Westwood and

Baillie,

had assigned the

letters patent,

The invention, as
September, 18c4, to the plaintiffs.
March, 1855, consisted in laying
layer
of
asphalt,
or a coating of
varnish,
and
then
a
or
coating
of
black
on a layer
boiled oil and black lead and black varnish, or of black varnish, asphalt, and spirits of
naphtha. In March, 1856", William Day, who was a licensee of the patent, in consequence of a communication from his foreman, went on board the ship Philosopher,
in the Queen's basin at Liverpool, and found some workmen engaged in coating the
inside of the ship's bottom with a varnish or composition, upon which a layer of
which were obtained

in

described in the specification filed on the 5th of

patent.

made under Dobbs's patent

109

of

1820 by

fusion.

It appeared that the plaintiff, in

asphalt was then applied, in every material similar, as alleged in the bill, to the
The defendant
patent invention of the plaintiffs, and in infringement thereof.

Hayes was employed in coating the Philosopher for the owners, Messrs. Harrison,
with asphalt, and denied that he was infringing the patent of the plaintiffs, alleging
that he did not apply any coating of varnish before applying the asphalt, and stating
other differences.
Upon the hearing of the present motion he raised a question us
Two scientific
to the validity of the patent invention claimed by the plaintiffs.
men had proceeded to Liverpool, by direction of the Court, and inspected the coating of the Philosopher, and they distinctly stated that the composition had been
The Vice-Chancellor, after observing that a quesapplied in two distinct layers.

importance was raised, as to which the defendants were entitled
a jury, said that an undertaking must be given that the
defendant Hayes would keep an account of all applications of asphalt, externally
or internally, in which a coating of asphalt should be laid on any other substance
than iron, and a correct statement of any layer or matter, a coating of which was
applied by him to iron.
His honour, after adverting to the evidence, said that
tion of considerable

to have the decision of
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him

there

was

upon

this interlocutory application, until

at law.

sufficient

the case to lead

in

The motion would stand over

to say that

he ought not to interfere

until the result of the action

had been ascer-

tained.

UNDER THE PATENT LAW AMENDMENT
city or

town

is

not mentioned, London

is to

1,

1857.

—

Essex-street, Islington
An improvement in furnaces for melting the
materials of glass, iron, and other metals, and for boiling water and other sub-

John Aitken,
stances.

—

Amirew P. How, Mark-lane Improved cork-holder for bottles and other vessels.
William J. Curtis, Crown-court, Old Broad-street— Improvements in apparatus to
facilitate passengers ascending to and descending from the roofs of omnibuses.
1206. Airaable A. Revel-Busquet, Paris, and 4 South-street, Finsbury— Certain improvements in artificial flowers.
1207. Francois Menusier, Paris, and 4 South-street, Finsbury
An improved bee-hive.
1208. Joseph Bottomley. Christopher Hodson, and William Fielden, Kochdale— Improvements in mules for spinning.
1209. George Bartholomew, Linlithgow
Improvements in tanners' and curriers' knives.
1210. John II. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's-inn-fields, and Glasgow
Improvements in apparatus for distilling, applicable also to the extraction of oils, colouring matters, and
essences, and to the purification of gums.— (Communication from Poe E. Lemettais and Michel Boniere, younger, Rouen, France.)
1204.
1205.

—

PROVISIONAL PROTECTION FOR INVENTIONS
t®T When the

1203.

the plaintiffs had estahlished their right

July

—

ACT.
be understood.

—

Recorded March 20.

Paris—An improved cooking

778.

Joseph

804.

fuel and time.
Bewicke Blackburn, Clapham-common, Surrey

F. Maine,

—

Walton, Haughton Dale Mills, near Manchester Improvements in the
manufacture of wire cards for metallic brushes, and for carding fibrous substances,
and in the machinery employed therein.
1213. Henry Ball, Birmingham
Improvements in repeating and other fire-arms.
1214. Lucius H. Spooner, Munlochy, Ross-shire
A new or improved manufacture of
paper and paper pulp.
1215. Barnard Barcroft, Radcliffe Hall, near Manchester
Improvements in dyeing and

1212. Frederick
in the manufac-

ture of peas.

—

Recorded March 30.
874.

Recorded April 30.

apparatus, producing a saving of

— Improvements

John H. Taylor, 24 Alma-street, Hoxton — Improvements

in apparatus for regu-

lating the flow of fluids, applicable to water-closets and other similar purposes.

—

—

printing.

Recorded April
950.

4.

—

John IT. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's-inn-fields, and Glasgow Improvements in steam
hammers. (Communication from Marie J. D. Farcot, Port St. Ouen, Paris.)

—

Bartholomew Predavalle, Great

6.

Russeli-street,

1218.

Samuel Mortimer, Halifax

pressure.

Brierly, Chorley,

7.

Lancashire— Improved mules or machinery

to

be used in

spinning.

Recorded April
104G. Patrick M'Farlane, Comrie,

t3.

Perthshire— Improvements in looms
Recorded April

Armand

for

—

drying chambers.

1226.

James Anderson, Glasgow — Improvements
of

18.

William H. D. Granville, Holborn Hill— Improvements in fire-arms, and in the
means of loading the same.
1103. Charles B. Nonnand. Havre, France
Improvements in generating motive power
by the employment of heated air, steam, and gases.

—

Recorded

(Communication.

of pipes for smoking.
John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's-inn-fields,
tus for preventing collisions at sea.
Felix Pitel, Brest, France.)

Matthew Smith. Hey wood. Lancashire- Certain improvements in looms for weaving.
Stephen Tonks, Joseph Beeden, and William Breeden, Birmingham A new or
improved gas-hume- .— f Communication.)
1168. Edmund W. Otway. West Bromwich, Staffordshire— Improved apparatus emploved
in descending and ascending pits or shafts, and raising minerals and other bodies

—

therefrom.

Thomas Mann, Aldbrough,

near Borough bridge, Yorkshire— Improvements in
horse powers.
1172. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery-lane— Invention for the application of certain
substances not hitherto used for food, as a source of nutrition and support to the
respiratory organs of animals.— (Communication.)
1174. William Cory, jun., Gordon-place, Gordon-square— An improvement in the manufacture of coke.
1176. William Pickstone, RadclifTe Bridge, near Manchester— An improvement in preparing or manufacturing dyeing matter, peculiarly applicable to cotton and other
vegetable fibres, and useful when dyeing and printing other fibres and fabrics.—

—(Communication.)

1178-

Augustus P. Oldershaw, Doctors' Commons— An improvement
skidding the wheels of carriages.

1188.

William Levesley, Sheffield— Improvements in manufacturing the blanks of forks,
scissors, cutlery, chisels, and other tools, which improvements are applicable to
the manufacture of springs for pocket-knives, and other like articles, now prepared bv the forging process.
Julien Billiard, Red Lion-square— Improvements in the arrangements and construction of furnaces and other fire-places. (Communication.)

in apparatus for

Recorded April 27.

—

1190. Heinrich Hochstaetter, Darmstadt— Improvements in the manufacture of matches.
1191. James Withnall, Manchester Certain improvements in the manufacture of rollers
or cylinders to be employed for printing calico and other surfaces.

—

Wilson Ager, Rohrsburg, Pennsylvania, U.S.— An improved mode
cleaning
193.

manufacture

Leake and Matthew Sykes, Barnsley, Yorkshire— Improvements
suming smoke and generating heat in furnaces of steam-engine or other

1233. Richard

in conboilers,

also heating the feed-water of the said boilers; therefore, economizing fuel to a
great extent.

May

2.

1235. Edward Tucker, Belfast Improvements in the manufacture of starch.
1239, Charles Chatel, Paris— Improvements in the manufacture of blinds, screens, reflectors, and other articles of a similar nature.
1241. Joseph Davy and William B^ntley, Bradfoid Certain improvements in looms for
weaving fibrous substances.
Improvements in the manufacture of shoes and boots.
1243. Adolphe L. Cauville, Paris
Improvements in cop tubes used
1245. John Marland, Lawrence, Massachusetts, U.S.
in spinning.
1247. John P. Booth, Cork— An improved manufacture of stuffing for beds, couches,
cushions, and other seats.
Improvements in the manufacture of knobs,
1249. Tertius J. Cooke, Wolverhampton
roses, and escutcheons used for doors, drawers, shutters, and other similar purposes.

—

—

—

—

Recorded

May

4.

—

An improved
B. Moseley, 52 Upper Charlotte-street, Fitzroy-square
pneumatic holder, adapted for photographic and other purposes.
1255. William E. Wiley, Birmingham— Improvements in ever-pointed pencils.
1257. Spendlove Desborough, 42 Noble-street— An improvement in the manufacture of
the seal flaps of envelopes and letter-paper.
1259. George Travis, Mercaston, Derby— Improvements in apparatus used in the manufacture of cheese.
1261. Archibald Turner, Leicester— Improvements in the manufacture of elastic fabrics,
and fi r the application of such fabrics to the manufacture of boots and shoes.
1263. Bennett J. Heywood, Leicester-square— An improved construction of self-closing
valve, and means for rendering the same applicable for supplying or discharging
1253.

Thomas

air, water,

and other

fluids.

Recorded

May

5.

1264. Juste Herrero, Paris— An improved inking and stamping machine.
1265. John T. Pitman, 67 Gracechuich-street— An improvement in the construction of

Recorded April 28.

1194.

for the

—

and Glasgow Improvements in appara(Communication from Messrs. Treve &

—

1164.
1166.

1

1.

Edward Hawkes, Birmingham — New or improved machinery

%
1231.

Recorded

1189-

May

1229.

Essex-street, Strand

—

Recorded April 25.

and use

— An improved washing or fulling machine.—

John Avery, 32

Recorded April 23.

Solomon P. Hecht, Gresham-Rtreet— Improvements in the manufacture of moulds
for m akin e: fancy tobacco pipes and other ornamental articles from plastic materials.
( Communication.)
John T. Way, Welbeck-street— An improvement in the manufacture of soap.

in the treatment, application,

maize or Indian corn.

1227.

1098.

1170.

steam ham-

—

16.

le

Recorded April

1156.

in

1220. Charles Cammell, Sheffield— Improvements in the manufacture of axles or axletrees for railway carriages, and shafts for various purposes.
1221. George Powers, Wellclose-square An improved scuttle for ships.
1222. Thomas F. Hale, Bristol
An improved tap or cock.
1223. Samuel R. Lewis, 11 Catherine-street— Improvements in trousers.
1225. John Collins, Birmingham
Improvements in furnaces and flues, and in kilns and

—

1142.

in indicators for registering

— Improvements

— Improvements in " 6crew gill-boxes," used in the preparation of wool and other fibrous substances.
William E. Newton, 66 Chancery-lane — Improved machiuery for moulding and
pressing bricks. — (Communication.)
—

weaving.

Comte de Fontainemn-eau, Paris, and 4 South-street, Finsbury—
An improved truck apparatus for moving and transporting stones and other
heavy bodies. (Communication.)

1086. Peter

John M'Dowall, Walkinshaw Foundry, Johnstone

1219.

Recorded April

Henry

1217.

Bedford-square— A new motive

power.
980.

Thomas Baldwin, Bury, Lancashire — Improvements
mers.

Recorded April
958.

1216.

of hulling

and

curry combs.—(Communication.)
1267.

Thomas Keddy, Birmingham— New

1269.

William B. Paul, Langport, Somersetshire

1270.

William Wilkins, Wapping— An improved method

1271.

John Easterbrook and Robert

1272.
1273.

Henrv

or improved machinery for cutting sugar and
other substances.
1268 Louis Le Chevalier Cottam, Winsley-street, Oxford-street— Improvements in stable

rice.

fittings.

James Barker. Blackfriars-road— An improved propeller for ships and vessels.
Kenneth L. Sutherland, Junior United Service Club, St. James's— An improved

safety candle lantern.
1195. William A. Giibee, 4 South-street, Finsbury— An improved mode of reefing and
reducing topsails.— (Communication.)
1196. Denis Grundy, Tyldesley, Lancashire— Improvements in the manufacture of boots,
shoes, and clogs.
1197. Wright Jones Pendleton, and Thomas Edwards, Eccles, Lancashire— An improved

— Improvements

in signalling

upon

railways.
of laying

submarine telegraph

cables.

F. Drury, Sheffield— Improvements in machinery or

tools for drilling and boring.
E. Hoole, Green Lane Works, Sheffield— Improvements in stove grates.
Levi Bissell, New York, U.S.— Improvements in trucks for locomotive engines.

lubricator.

1198.
1199.

John Ramsbottom, Accrington, and John Bailey, Salford. Lancashire— Improvements in regulating the flow an<! pressure of liquids and fluids.
George Newton, Upper Thames-street— Improvements in copying and other presses.

I

Recorded April 29.
1202. Charles Pascal!,

Norwood, Surrey— Improvements in tile-making machinery.

Recorded

May

6.

George K. Geyelin, 4 Lothbury— Invention for making osciHating spring laths for
beds, conches, and other purposes.
1277. William Hood, Edgbaston, Warwickshire— An improved charcoal filter for rectifying and cleansing spirits, and which is also applicable for filtering water and
1275.

other fluids.

July

1,
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—

^Wbrcester Improvements in cutting irregular forms, and in the
1279' Arthur Kinderf
machinery or apparatus employed therein or connected therewith.
Stonehouse— An improved pipe tube or stem.
Semple,
19R1 Matthew
1285*
M. Schwab, Carlisle-street— Improvements in breech-loading fire-arms.

Ill

1391. Nathaniel Ogle, Jersey— An improved method of propelling and ventilating ships.
1393. Richard Bradly and William Craven, Wakefield— Improvements in machinery
or
apparatus for making bricks and tiles.

Frederick

May

Recorded

7.

Heilbronn,
12S7. Ernst Zie^ler.
charcoal applicable also as a colouring matter.

W.

12S9. Charles

knobs

of a substitute for animal

Ramie, Camberwell, Surrey— Improvements in the mode of attaching

to spindles.

Duncan Morrison, Bordesley "Works, Birmingham— A new

or improved manufacprinting fabrics.
ture of rollers or cylinders for
New
North-road,
Islington— InvenShepperton Cottages,
I29i "William C- Aberdeiii, 16
and stud for gentlemen's shirt-collars and
tion of the tubular elastic fastener
1291.

1297.

wristbands, and other garments.
Improvements in the
15 Upper Birnsbury-street, Islington
manufacture of various kinds of glue or gelatine.
apparatus
for affixing stamps and
Improvements
in
Bedford
Price,
George B.

1299.

James Hedgely, Westbourne-street, Eaton-square— Improvements

1295.

—

John Stenhouse,

—

labels to letters

and documents.

in

lamps

for

railway carriages.

May

Recorded

8.

Improvements in the manufacture of sheets of material
1302. Caleb Tavler. Deptford—
suitable for covering floors, and for other useful purposes.

Brymbo Iron Works, near Wrexham— Improvements in collecting the inflammable gases generated in blast furnaces.

1303. Charles E. Darby,

Recorded

May

1311. "William P. Miles,

Dartmouth

Perry Vale,

Villas,

Sydenham— An improved guage-

cutting machine.

m

Birmingham— Improvements in machinery
making rivets, bolts, and spikes— (Communication.)
John Pvm, Pimlico Improvements in machinery to be employed on the water
raising and lowering weights.

1313. Francis Watkins, Smethwick. near
1315.

—

May

Recorded

1333.
1335.

for
for

(Communication.)
Improvements in furnaces, specially adapted
1341. "William E. Newton. 66 Chancery-lane—
to the generation of steam for motive power, but applicable to furnaces for other

—

purposes. (Comma nication.)
1343. "William Massev, Newport, Salop

— Improvements

land by steam power.

May

Recorded

in engines for the cultivation of

—
—
—

Recorded

May

John Hardley, Shide,

14.

1359. "William Sisson3 and Peter White, Kingston -upon -Hull, Yorkshire— Improvements in steam pile-driving machinery.
1361. "William and Joshua Hyde, Dudley, Worcestershire— Improvements in the construction of vices.
1363. Goorge Crawford, Edinburgh— Improvements in pianofortes.
1365. Edmund Hollingworth, Weston Underwood, Derbyshire Improved machinery or
apparatus for washing linen and other articles.
new or improved spring for carriages
1367. Daniel Reading, Claverdon, Warwickshire
or other vehicles.
1369. Charles Bartholomew, Rotherham, and John Heptinstall, Masbro', Yorkshire— Improvements in machinery for rolling tyres and hoops for railway and other
wheels, and also other articles made of iron and steel.

—A

Recorded
1371. Michael J. VandeTborght,

15.

Rue Neuve, Brussels— A new system

ducing simultaneously the threefold

—

James Abbot,

1425.

James H. Tozer, Liverpool— Improvements

—

for

blooming

iron.

William Clark, 53 Chancery-lane

—

effect

—An improvement
—An improved

Homerton

in the construction of

Armande

21.

—

le Comte de Fontainemoreau, London, Paris, and Brussels
Certain
in the processes for detaching or separating calcareous rocks.

1435.

—(Communication.)
William Blacklidge, jun., Hoghton, and George Reid, Bolton-le-Moors, Lancashire
— Certain improvements in the construction of churns, which said improvements
are also applicable to other agitating or stirring apparatus.
William Foster, Bradford — Improvements in the making of worsted and woollen

1437.

William E. Newton, 66 Chancery-lane— An improved method

1433.

May

Recorded

22.

—

1439. John G. Taylor, Glasgow
Improvements in writing materials.
1441. Christophe Muratori, Rue Lafitte, Paris, now at Hotel de l'Europe, City— Invention
for obtaining a new sort of white hy silicate of magnesia and oxide of zinc, or
by silicate of magnesia and carbonate of lead, in the first case a composition of
zinc, and in the second a composition of lead.
1443. William Hensman, Linslade, Buckinghamshire— Improvements in drills for sowing
1445.

seeds and depositing manure.
Perceval M. Parsons, Duke-street, Adelphi Improvements in making moulds for
casting railway chairs and other articles in metal, and in apparatus for that pur-

—

pose.

—

1447. Frederick Walton and John Pinson, Wolverhampton
New or improved machinery
for stamping or raising metals.
1449. John R. Engledue and William Cullis
Improvements in ventilators for ships'
cabins, apartments, and places.
1451. Peter Effertz, Nelson-square, Blackfriar's- road— Improvements in machinery for
making bricks.

—

Recorded
1453.

William Carron, Birmingham

May

— A new

23.

or improved nail, spike, or bolt, and

ma-

chinery for manufacturing the same.
1455. Pascal F. Coulon, Paris, and 4 South-street, Finsbury— Certain improvements in
velveting paper and textile fabrics.
1457. John Rankin, Manchester
Improvements in ventilators.
1459. Thomas Silver, Philadelphia, U.S.— An improved steam-engine governor.
1461. John Phillips, Clipston-street, Portland-road Improved apparatus for supporting
and propelling the human body in water.

—

—

Recorded

1469.

oil

1473.

16.

—A

of sewing or stitching

fabrics together.— (Communication.)

public vehicles.

mode of attaching handles to table
1385. Charles
Rami£, Camberwell, Surrey
cutlery.
1387. Henry Trappes, Manchester An improvement in the construction of a sliding
drawer, applicable to all steam engines, either fixed or locomotive, for the distribution of steam, aeriform, or liquids, used either as a motive power, or for any
industrial or artistic purpose. f Communication.)
1389. Joseph Ellis, Port Hope, Canada Improvements in the manufacture of artificial
stone.

1475.
1477.
1479.

—

—
—

—

improvements

1471.

tell-tale for

May

May

Recorded
1431. Peter

1465.

Recorded

—

—

sewing and embroidering.

W.

applicable to travelling caps and other

coverings for the head.
Improvements in the preparation of the colouring matter called murexide. (Communication.)
1429. Edward C. Kemp, Avon-place, Pershore-road, Birmingham Improvements in
unions for gas-pipes and other pipes or tubes (Communication.)
1427.

machinery proof casting, breaking off, and rubbing

1375. Isaac and William Whitesmith, Glasgow— Improvements in weaving.
1377. David Carter, Honly, near Huddersfield— Improvements in machinery or apparatus
for cleansing the waste of woollen or other fibrous manufactures, or for recovering
the wool or other fibres from such waste substances or materials.
1379. Sophia Sands, Nottingham— Improvements in the manufacture of fringes.— (Com-

—

bruising and

other purposes.
the younger, Bilston, Richard H. Thomas, Kidsgrove, John Young,
Bilston, and James E. Hunt, Highfields, near Bilston, Staffordshire Improved

1423.

1463.

cans. 'Communication.)
1383. Francis Parker, Elm House,

for

—

of

—

munication.)
1381. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet-street

improved apparatus

grinding vegetable substances.

Paul Ingwersen, 452 New Oxford-street— Invention of a certain remedy to prevent
and dissolve the deposits in boilers and steam generators.— (Communication.)
1417. Henry Keogh, 37 Hugh-street, and French A. Keogh, Inner Temple
Invention
for lighting the public gas lamps in the cities and towns of Great Britain and
Ireland by electricity, and for turning off and on the gas to same simultaneously.
1421. Elijah Aldis, North-street, Manchester Improvements in cramps for flooring and

(sraoothingj of printing characters.
Whitaker, Islington Improvements in the construction of machinery for

1373. Frederic,

20.

1415.

—

May

May
Wight— An

Isle of

yarn.
13.

1345. Stephen Yeldbam. Stamford-street— Invention for the better application and arrangement of indices to books of all kinds.
1347. Edward Eley, Union-place, City-road —Improvements in the manufacture and
application of pipes for heating purposes.
1349. Abraham Fitzgibbon, Canada, now at Bath, Somersetshire— Improvements in the
form of rails for use in railways and tramways.
1351. Richard D. Kay, Accrington. Lancashire Improvements in machinery or apparatus
for printing woven or felted fabrics. (Communication.)
Improvements in the manufacture of gas.
1353. John Peak. "Wigan, Lancashire
1355. Joseph Fielding, Ashton-under-Lyne An improvement in apparatus applicable to
heating and drying, which said apparatus may
used
for
steam pipes or cylinders
be similarly employed wherever steam is used for such purposes.

—

19.

Recorded
1413.

machinery

—

May

1401. John Carnaby, Snow Hill— An improved registering index for gas and other meters.
1403. Charles Reeves, Birmingham— New or improved grinding and polishing machinery, to be used in the manufacture of knives, matchets, swords, and other similar articles.
1405. Julius F. P. Ludwig Von Sparre, Eisleben, Prussia— Improvements in separating
substances of different specific gravities, and in the machinery and apparatuses
employed therein,
1407. William Whitehead, Huddersfield— Improvements in cards for Jacquard mechanism.
1409. John W. Burton and George Pye, Ipswich, and 80 Lombard-street— An improvement in pressing and crushing flax, hemp, and other fibrous substances.
1411. Louis Cornides, 4 Trafalgar-square, Cliaring-cross— Improvements in the manufacture of gelatine and glue.

12.

Edwin Cotterill, Birmingham— A new or improved method of preventing the picking of ordinary locks and other fastenings.
Rose C. Carbonino, Paris Improvements in nose bags.
James D. Malcolm, Leicester-square— Improvements in the construction of buffing
apparatus for railway engines and carriages.
Thomas Lambert, Short-street, New Cut, and Obed Wakefield, Lambeth-terrace,
Lambeth— Improvements in apparatus for drawing off water and other fluids.
Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet-street— Improvements in the preparation of steel,
and in the steeling or manufacture of tyres, shafts, axles, and other forgings.—

18.

—

Recorded

9.

Improvements in machinery for weaving.
1307. "William Glover, Manchester—
Weedon, Northamptonshire— Invention for testing the
1309. "William Hebdon, Paviliou
strength of woollen cloth, linen, and all other woven fabrics, also of every description of material upon which a strain can be exerted.

May

Recorded

John Avery,

Essex-street, Strand— Improvements in mills for grinding corn and
other like substances.—(Communication.)
1397. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery-lane— Improvements in the manufacture of boots,
shoes, and other coverings for the feet.— (Communication.)
1399. William Clark, 53 Chancery-lane— Improvements in the manufacture of silk, and
in the machinery used therein. (Communication.)
1395.

Wurtembnrg— Invention

May

25.

J. H. Rodd, Earl's-court, St. Ann's— A method of sailing or propelling a
vessel or vessels out of or on the surface of the water.
Schofield C. Sheard and George Underwood, Smethwick, near Birmingham - Certain improvements in supplying boilers with water, generating steam, and
consuming smoke, and which said improvements are applicable to marine,
locomotive, stationary, and other boilers.
Nicolaus C. Szerelmey, Bermuda-place, Bath-road, Peckham Improvements in
preparing combinations of materials for coating wooden and iron ships or vessels.
William Fox, Rue Constantine, BouIogne-sur-Mer, France Improvements in the
manufacture of steel pens.
Henry Cogan, Trent, Somersetshire— An improved adjustable connection or joint,
particularly applicable to agricultural implements.
Marin J. A. Mille, Paris— Improvements in producing gas.
Louis D. Aubert, Paris— Improvements in fastenings for securing rails in the chairs.
William E. Newton, 66 Chancery-lane An improved mode of relieving the slide
valves of steam engines from unnecessary pressure. (Communication.)

Walter

—

—

—

Recorded

May

—

27.

1481.

James E. Cook, Greenock — An improved composition

1485,

decay and fouling of ships' bottoms and other exposed surfaces.
William S. Clark, 133 High Holborn— Improvements in printing presses.
munication.)

for the

prevention of the

—(Com-
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Clark and Benjamin Moore, 133 High Holborn— Improvements in
chums for producing butter. (Communication.)
1489. Robert Parkinson and John Standish, Blackburn, Lancashire— Improvements in
machinery or apparatus used in the preparation of cotton, wool, flax, or other
flbrous materials to be spun.
1491. William I. Ellis, Vulcan Foundry, near Warrington, Lancashire
Certain improvements in steam-engines.
1493. Robert Low, Union-street, Woolwich, and William Press, Stepney-causeway
1487.

William

S.

—

—

—

1495.

A certain new improvement or new improvements in the construction of vices.
Edward Welch, Penge, Surrey Improvements in fireplaces and flues, and appara-

—
—

tus connected therewith.
1497. Jean L. Codet-Negrier, Paris Improvements in the manufacture of boots, shoes,
harness, and other articles.
1499. Randal Cresswell, Conduit-street, Regent-street—
new article, to be called " typha
velvet," suitable for carpets, furniture hangings, wearing apparel, and other
useful purposes.
1501. John Williamson, Francis Williamson, and Joseph Wadsworth, Keighley, Yorkshire, and John Wright, Griffe Mill, Haworth, Bradford
Improvements in looms.
1503. Ferdinand Jossa, St. Helen's Colliery, near Bishop Auckland, Durham
Improvements in hammers worked by atmospheric pressure.
1505. Milivoi Petrovitch, Lieutenant-Colonel of Artillery, Belgrade, Servia The improvement of projectiles used with fire-arms.
1506. Thomas Grahame, Upper Seymour-street, Portman-square Improvements in inland

A

—

—
—

—
— Improvements in water

navigation.
T. Jopling, Dunning-street Foundry, Sunderland

1507.

Thomas

1509.

gnages of steam boilers.
Richard E. Hodges, Southampton-row, Bloomsbury

1564.

applicable to

Jean

May

28.

—A

new

May

29.

Salles, Paris

— An improved apparatus for printing and stamping.
— Improvements in the manufacture or production

James Merrylees, Paisley

Recorded

Recorded June

of

May

—

shirts.

Thomas

L. Boote and Richard Boote, Burslem, Staffordshire— Improvements in the
manufacture of ornamental pottery, and articles made from clay and other like

Recorded June

stpam.

—

1537.

Thomas Wilson, Bradmore House, Chiswick— Improvements

the engineer or attendant below.

in floating bodies

used in washing machines.

1587.
1589.

Edmund K.

1582.

1584.

1585.

—

1538. Lazare P.

Lambert-Alexandre and Louis P. F. Mallet, Paris— Improvements in
machinery for propelling vessels.
Frank P. Fellows, Wolverhampton— Improvements in the manufacture of hinges,
cocks, and other jointed articles, or articles of which one part is required to be
capable of turning upon or in another part of the same article.
John A. Salmon, Glasgow— Improvements in steam-engines, and in apparatus for

feeding boilers and in furnaces.
1542. Louis L. Bequemie, Paris— Improvements in cocks. (Communication,)
1543. George Tingle, Northwood. near Hanley, Staffordshire— An improvement or improvements in machinery for the manufacture of articles from clay and other
plastic substances,
1545. Henry Thompson, 322 Regent-street, Marylebone— Improvements in pianofortes.
1546. Thomas Slater, Finkee-street, Hull -An improvement in ploughs.
1547. Stanislaus Hoga. 1 Marylebone-street— An improvement in coating the surfaces of
the cells of galvanic batteries, and also the surfaces of crucibles.
1549. Henry L. Muller, jun., Paris—
new means of advertising.

papier mach^, cardboard, and other similar articles. (Communication.)
Muspratt, Liverpool, and Dr. Balthasar W. Gerland, Lloyd-street,
Greenheys, Manchester— Improvements in treating waste liquors produced in
the manufacture of chlorine, and in separating nickel, cobalt, and copper, from
liquors containing them in combination with manganese and iron.

Recorded June

in bedsteads.—
(Communication.)
1591. Frederick O. Ward, Cork-street, Burlington Gardens, and Captain Frederick
Wynauts, Brussels Improvements in manufacturing manure, and obtaining

—

accessory products.
Florence, Italy An improved machine for punching, stamping, or
cutting metals and other substances.
1593. Rudolph Dinglinger, Berlin — Improvements in pumps, which improvements are
also applicable to steam-engines.

1554.
1555.

(§? Information

as

Registered

May

14th,
16th,

3983

19th,
20th,

3987
3988
3989
3990
3991
3992

—

Recorded June

—

—

artificial fuel.

Samuel Morand, Manchester— Improvements in apparatus used
drying fabrics.

and

their progress,

may

be

had on appli-

3984
3985

22nd,
25th,

from May 14th

to

June

10th, 1857.

Peter Gadsby, Derby,—" A truss."
Henry Levy, Sheffield, " The cork corapresser and bottle corker."
George Grainger, Worcester, " Telegraph insnlator."
Henry Black & Co., Berners-street, Oxford-street, " A detached
elliptic spring for carriages."
Fann & Lamb, Nottingham,—" Drawers or pantaloons."

—

—

—

—

John Young, Wolverhampton. " Night latch."
John Webb. Hawkedon, Suffolk,—" Improved adjustable plough."
Welch and Margetson, Cheapside, " The Oriental shirt-collar."
E. & W. Taylor, Birmingham. " A window-sash fastener."
" A flower and fruit
Jonathan W. Heythorn, Nottingham,

—

—

—

gatherer."
28th,

June

2nd,
10th,

3993
3994
3995

G. V. Ball, Banbury.—" A parcels mould."
Sons, Redditch, " Needle-case or holder."
Henry Milward
Sons, Birmingham,—" Lifting and traversing
James Thornton
jack."

&
&

—

TO HEADERS AND CORRESPONDENTS.
—

pressing

these applications,

in purify-

3.

1557. Peter R. Arrowsmith and Robert Caunce, Bol ton -le- Moors Certain improvements
in machinery for carding cotton and other fibrous materials.
1553. Paul E. Chappnis, Fleet-street— Improvements in stereoscopes.
1559. Edmond Roy, Paris Improvements in the construction of railway vehicles for the
special purpose of allowing them' to run freely on short curved lines.
1560. Charles Robertson, London— Invention of an apparatus for cleaning the bottoms of
iron ships while afloat.
1561. Samuel Lees, James Lees, and Frederick Lees, Rochdale— Improvements in machinery for warping cotton, worsted, and other fibrous substances.
1562. William Jones, Kelvey Cottage, Swansea— Improvements in heating and com1563.

—
_

—

Hampstead-road— Improvements

any of

DESIGNS FOR ARTICLES OF UTILITY.

William

1556. Nicolino Corrado, 4 Cardington-street,
ing fatty matter.

to

cation to the Editor of this Journal.

2.

—

—

Hiram Powers,

A

S. Clark and Benjamin Moore, 133 High Holborn— Improvements in
animal traps.
Peter Armand le Comte de Fontainemorean, London, Paris, and Brussels— Improved means of floating submerged bodies. (Communication.)
Newton Bentley, Salford, and John Alcock, Little Bolton, Lancashire— Improvements in machinery or apparatus for forging and stamping metals, which is also
applicable to pile-driving, crushing ores and seeds, beetling and fulling woven
fabrics, and other similar purposes.
James Allen and John Gibson, Manchester An improved union joint.
James Stevens, Darlington Works, Southwark-bridge-road
Improvements in
water gas meters.

6.

Thomas G. Shaw, Dartmouth-row, Blackheath— Improvements

—

Recorded June

—

— —

—

1592.

1.

—

stearic acid.
Joseph E. M. J. Clair, Annonay, France— Certain improvements in propelling on
water and in the air. (Communication.)
Thomas Wheelhouse, Salford, near Manchester, and John Greenwood, Pendleton
Improvements in ventilating vehicles or carriages in motion.
Henry Schmidt, 34 Surrey-street, Strand Invention of the new cork roller for lithographic printing. (Communication.)
Improvements in preparing printed or particoloured
George Collier, Halifax
yarns for manufacture into fabrics.
Ferdinand Jossa, St. Helen's Colliery, near Bishops- Auckland, Durham— Improvements in uniting iron and steel.
William E. Newton, 66 Chancery-lane— Improvements in the manufacture of paper,

1590.

George Hornsey, Southampton— Improved apparatus for the engine-rooms of
steam vessels for communicating signals and orders from the captain on deck to

Recorded June

5.

Robert H. Collyer, 3 Park-road, Regent's-park
An improved mode of preparing the residue of beet-root, mangel-wurtzel, and other species of the genus
beta, left in sugar-making and distillation, to be used as material in making
paper, papier mache", millboard, and other similar manufactures.
1579. Richard Roberts, Heaton Norris, Lancashire, and Wright Shaw and Samuel Shaw,
Geecross, Cheshire Improvements in machinery for weaving and folding fabrics.
Improvements in manufacturing
1580. Edouard Roussille, Jurancon, near Pau, France
1578. Dr.

1583.

30.

1535.

1553.

4.

—

—

1552.

—

1569. Laurent P. Therrin, Grand Rue Dieppe, Seine Inferienre, France Improvements
in railway brakes, applicable to railway carriages, called railway lever brakes.
1570. Henry C. Jennings, 8 Great Tower-street
Improvements in the manufacture of
paper, papier mache\ and other similar substances.
1572. Victor Blumberg, Bloomfield Lodge, Notting-hill— Improvements in the manufacture of billiard tables.
1573. William Miller, 15 Buckingham -street, Strand— Improvements in the manufacture
of sugar, and in the apparatus used therein.
1574. William Harding, Forest-hill, Kent— An improvement in pistol holsters.
1575. Thomas W. Roys, Southampton, Long Island, New York, U.S.— Improvements
applicable to fire-arms.
1576. James King, Observatory-street, Oxford— Improvements in the manufacture of

1581.

—

1551.

—

—
—

John Jobson, Bulwark-street, Dover Improvements in oil-cans or feeders.
William Barr, 15 Panton-street, Haymarket Improvements in actual measurement for " delineating garments." (Communication.)

—

or improved slop and toilet pail.

1523. Louis Heinemann and Arnold Heinemann, Manchester Improvements in those
parts of printing machines called " doctors."
1525. Pierre B. Chapuis, Lyons, France— Improvements in machinery for manufacturing
ribbons, trimmings, fringes, and healds.
1527. Moses Clark, St. Mary Cray, Henry Oldfield and William Salmon, Foots Cray,
Kent— Improvements in machinery or apparatus used in the manufacture of
paper.
1529. Lewis F. Kenny, Stanley-street, Pimlico— Improvements in window-frames and
sashes.
1531. Ralph E. Ridley, Hexham, Northumberland
Improvements in the permanent
way of railways.
1533. Ferdinand C. Warlich, Hope Cottage, Kentish-town— Improvements in generating

1541.

—

nication.)

1567.
1568.

1577.

carpets and other ornamental fabrics.

1539.

roads.

—

Alexander Simpson. 77 Chancery-lane
(Communication.)
Recorded

1519.
1521.

1857.

plastic materials.

Recorded
1515.

common

—

— Improvements in guages and

William E. Newton, 66 Chancery-lane An improved method of applying photography to the use of engravers. (Communication.)
Thomas Hart, Watt's-terrace, Old Kent-road, Surrey— Improvements in the manufacture of lamp glasses, applicable to railway carriage and other lamps.

—

1513.

1,

George Deeley, West Bromwich, Staffordshire Improved means for preventing
the explosion of steam boilers.
1566. Richard A. Broornan, 166 Fleet-street
Improvements in gas-burners. (Commu1565.

scales.

1511.

July

George Remington, Hereford-square, Old Broinpton, and John B. Balcombe, Sutherland-terrace, Loughborough-park, Brixton— Improvements in locomotive engines,

for stretching

and

Royal Scottish Society of Arts.— By an error of the printer, a portion of our report
transposed into the report of the Royal Institution.
on Mr. Craigie's inventions has been
page 49, under date March 30th, instead of at page 50.
It ought to have come in on
expression " running" refers to the actual length of
A Practical Inquirer.— The
canvas as measured in its web state. It is woven 18 inches wide.
Reid's Safety Apparatus for Guarding Mine Shafts.— Mr. William Howe, of Clay
Cross Chesterfield, writes that he has applied a similar apparatus at the Clay Cross
Works for several years.
"
Inquirer. What is erroneously termed Galvanised Iron," is made by first cleansing
the surface of the iron by the joint action of dilute acid and friction, and then plunging
produces
a superficial alloy of the zinc, and, in this
This
zine.
melted
it into a bath of
condition, the prepared iron is dipped in a hath of tin.
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who have watched

All

STEAM HAMMER.

113
the progress of mechanically-actuated

will recollect, that the fixed piston

hammers

and moving cylinder arrangement

firms the leading or essential feature of Mr. Coiulie's plans; although

By Mr. Johx

Bar Iron Works,

Coxdie, Govan

Glasgow.

(Illustrated by Plate 212.)

now going

and

difficulties,

this extension of its industrial field is

on at such a rate, that mechanical history

to be breathless in

keeping up with
steam

last great

Mr. Condie's

hammer

indeed be said

These

tools

have gone on

in-

creasing in quick gradations, until the climax of a 6i tons dead hammer-

ing weight, with a
is

shown

fall

which

in operation, at the

illustrates the

works

before, that

it

will turn out

such dimensions, as will at once render
to

it

produce a yet more splendidly-powerful

Our

plate represents the

hammer

The foundation on which

side view.

hammer

lately erected,

Alexander Fulton, Esq., of the

of

" Glasgow Forge," Scotland Street, Glasgow

what has gone

This result

of 7 feet 6 inches, has been reached.

in our Plate 212,

and now

and we may presume, from

;

masses of malleable iron of
imperative upon Mr. Condie

tool.

both in

full front elevation

stands

it

is

and in

an enormously massive

bed of iron and timber combined, forming of itself a vast and costly sub-,
structure, which would render the tool still more impressively gigantic,
were

it

not hidden from the eye.

The

work,

actual framing standing upon this

The open arrangement
for

lities

working

the

of

forg-

heaviest classes

20

there

being

clear

working

under

centre of this
really the

beam for

hammer

opening

cast in the

is

the passage through of the steam cylinder, which

is

These two lower columns are surmounted by

block.

a pair of segmental frame pillars, which, conjoined, form a complete open

semicircular arch, springing up to a height of 26 feet.

These segmental

the

beam.

The

and

has a working

it

of 7£
is

now

a

4

constructing

also

hammer

ton

fall

Mr. Condie

feet.

of

a

Mr.

similar

design

Fulton,

provision

being

16 clear

feet of

made

for

working
the

for

between

space

will

under the beam.

have a

of this

tool

of 5 feet

fall

9 inches.

Our wood engravings show other sizes aim luiuis of nauuueis which
Mr. Condie has made upon his well-known " moving cylinder" principle,
but with framing more nearly resembling the old form of hammers.
Fig.

The upper and
to which part of the valve gearing is attached.
lower columns are jointed to each other internally in " spigot and faucet''

which are now extensively

The

used in the smiths' shops

and their junction flanges are

also firmly secured

hammering

by

bolts.

traverse are fixed to the central

1

of these separate

10 and 20 cwt. hammers,

of engineering

establish-

or intermediate horizontal beam, and also to the arc above, provision

ments, and similar works.

being made for adjusting them by means of

The framing standards

liners.

of

The hammer cylinder is cast of great strength, particularly at the
lower end, which is formed with a dovetail socket, to receive the acting

back

hammer

allow a rod of any length

arrangement permitting of the replacement of the

face, this

striking portion

when worn.

communicating with the

At each

side of the cylinder

interior of the cylinder

by means

is

a channel,

of ports near

these smaller tools are bent

to be

laterally,

so

to

as

welded either along

or across the anvil.

Our

the bottom, for the purpose of allowing the air to escape from beneath

sketch shows the conveni-

the piston during the ascent of the cylinder, preparatory to a stroke, and

ence of this

to re-enter

elevated to

its full

neath, having no

But when the cylinder

plan, for

it

is

exhibits

how

the longest

height, the ports pass the piston, and the air be-

rod can

be

manipulated

during the cylinder's descent.

means

consequently compressed, and

with the greatest ease, in

acts as a recoil spring, in adding force to the descending blow of the

the line of the plane of the

hammer.

standards.

A

of egress,

is

Such

a tool

upon the entablature, and

must obviously economise

the piston rod is connected to the main cylinder valves by a lever and

labour and fuel to a very

small horizontal steam cylinder

link arrangement.

The steam

is

slide

fixed

valve of this small cylinder

acted upon by the self-acting gear, but whilst the tool

is

is

perfectly self-

acting, it is so arranged that the attendant can arrest the motion of

the

hammer

whilst falling, or cause

ascending.
Me. 113.—VoL X.

it

to fall at

any moment whilst

'

columns, and 7 feet

illustrations represents the

vertical guide pieces for the

affords peculiar faci-

cylinder weighs 6^ tons,

leaving sufficient space to receive the entablature containing the valves,

fashion,

hammer framing

and

height

frame pillars are joined together at the crown centre by internal flanges,

and

of the

be-

clear

of

feet

The hammer

An

wholesome

of

feet

space

tween the columns,
8i

vertically

of equal solidity.

of a

the hammer,

verse section, placed 20 feet apart, and bound together laterally by a strong

beam

in this adoption

perform the hammering

departure from pre-existing plans.

base consists of a pair of vertical cast-iron columns, of rectangular trans-

horizontal cast-iron

But

latter actually

clear that Mr. Condie has carried out a very

is

it

different respects.

making the

traversing cylinder,

ings under

one of the most prominent

is

what we urge.

instances of the truth of

may

gigantic facts.

its

and very

in other

tool

Whoever peruses this article, and examines the large plate with which
we illustrate it, will agree with us that the triumphs of steam, as a
mechanical agent, are ever on the increase. The more it accomplishes,
Every new achievement but leads it on to the
the more it finds to do.
attack of superior

it

must be conceded beyond this, that the inventor has introduced many
other improvements in detail, which go far towards the perfecting of the

'•S^t^^JL ~= -- ^^3jgiSK^:*K:i *-^'
=!

great extent, whilst they produce

work

of a superior class,

>

inasmuch as

one heat usually answers the end of several, applied in the ordinary

way.
Fig. 2

is

an elevation of a 30 cwt. hammer, each framing standard of

which has a Gothic opening

in its

lower expanded part, thus affording
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This

additional access to the anvil.

is

a peculiarly useful tool for a

shows the form and arrangement of 40 and 50 cwt. hammers
for puddling forges, which are now rapidly displacing the old-fashioned
metal helves and squeezers.
Fig. 4

is

a 50 cwt.

hammer,

suitable for a jobbing forge; the framing

standards being arranged according to the usual plans.
be said to illustrate

all

of mechanically actuated tools of this class.

mechanical engineering,
gressive strides in the

The

This series

may

that can at present be brought forward on the subject

it is

But

much more than

in the present aspect of

probable that vastly pro-

same way, must shortly

fall to

be recorded.

failure or success of the Great Eastern steam-ship will, to

tain
Fi B

.

a cer-

extent,

affect

3.

the continuance and
increase in the size
of wrought-iron forge

work to be made for
some time to come.
All the unpreceden-

heavy

tedly
in

shafts

enormous

this

ship,

were

under

Mr. Condie's

forged

hammers, at a time,
and

under

circum-

when such

stances,

heavy masses could
not have been shaped
elsewhere.

It

may

1,

1867.

ART-TREASURES EXHIBITION AT MANCHESTER.

jobbing forge.
Fig. 3

August

The wonderful

collection of art-treasures,

brought together by the

citizens of Manchester, from every quarter of the United

now

Kingdom,

is

height of its popularity; and it behoves us, as chroniclers
of events which concern the education of the people, especially with
reference to their improvement in industrial operations, to say a few
words on this marvel of the year. The edifice in which the works of
art are housed is composed, like the Exhibition building of 1851, and
like the Crystal Palace at Sydenham, of iron and glass; and its contents
are arranged under the following sections:
1. Paintings by Ancient
Masters; 2. Paintings by Modern Masters; 3. British Portrait Gallery;
4. Historical Miniatures; 5. Museum of Ornamental Art; 6. Sculpture;
7. Water-Colour Drawings ;
8. Engravings ;
9. Photographs.
The
building is a parallelogram, having side saloons throughout its whole
length, except at the part termed the transept.
The grand entrance is
at the east end, a great organ is placed at the west end, the railway to
Warrington runs on the south side, and the Botanic Gardens, into which
access can be obtained from the building, lie on the north side.
The
middle portion or great hall east of the transept, contains the contributions of the British Museum and Marlborough House, and these
consist chiefly of mediaeval objects.
Here, also, is the Soulages collection, which has been purchased from the original purchasers for the
purposes of the present Exhibition, and is now the property of the exeIn this part of the building is also deposited the
cutive committee.
sculptures and the Meyrick collection of ancient armour.
The paintings
by ancient masters are placed in the saloons on the south side of the
building; those of modern masters, in saloons on the north side.
In the
transept are tapestries, furniture, sculpture, and photographs, whilst the
water-colour drawings occupy the west end of the building.
In this
vast assemblage of objects, there is something to please and instruct
every taste enough, indeed, to puzzle and distract the visitor, unless
ample time is allowed for a careful survey, or unless he limits his attention to a part.
A well-arranged catalogue is, of course, an important guide to all
who undertake the inspection and it is satisfactory that a good catalogue has been issued by the executive committee, its only fault being
that its price is too high.
We think the committee would have done
well to publish a shorter catalogue, at so small a sum that every artisan
and mechanic would have been induced to purchase one.
However,
others have endeavoured to supply this omission.
Of those guides which
have been compiled expressly for the use of the working classes, we can
strongly recommend one which bears the title of, " What to See. and
Where to see it! or, The Operative's Guide to the Art-Treasures Exhibition."
This little work gives, in a few clear words, a summary of
those objects best worth inspection, so that a person, with no time to
lose, can at once search out what is of most value.
If we may judge
from the initials appended to the short preface, the working classes have
to thank one of the leading engineers of Manchester for this useful guide.
The writer recommends the working men to commence the task of inspection with the sculpture, the armoury, the tapestries, the Oriental
court, the furniture, the carving, the metallic works, the porcelain, and
other specimens of industrial and ornamental art.
In this recommendation we are quite disposed to concur, for these objects will doubtless
afford greater enjoyment to the practical man than the productions of
the painter.
Amongst the " Furniture and Carvings in Wood and Ivory," there
will be found, under the organ gallery, several carved and partly gilded
Venetian chairs, of the date of about 1560; four Elizabethan bedposts,
belonging to the Earl of Stafford; an elaborately carved double sideboard
two carved cabinets, one of them inlaid with different kinds of wood and
mother-of-pearl a cabinet in ivory and ebony ; and some elaborate cornices.
These are all antique, and the artisan may profitably compare
them with the modern specimens which are placed near them an elaborately carved bed, designed and executed by Charles of Warrington and
the Alscot Park buffet, the figures of which were modelled by Hugues
in the full

—

—

—

—

;

be

questioned whe-

ther,

in

compound
plates,

made
step ahead at once, although there cannot be
to

this

vast

of

iron

we have
too

not

large

a

any reasonable doubt that

enormously large vessels must we come at

last.

Still,

should the

present spirited undertaking answer but iu part, the views of

its

pro-

;

;

;

Protat, of Paris.

Near the doors of the Hertford gallery, in the transept, may be seen a
bearing date 1513, and a sideboard; near the open court
is a wardrobe of the sixteenth or seventeenth century; and near the
orchestra are three full-sized figures, boldly carved in wood.
Turning into the great hall, there will be observed, along the north
wall, adjoining the modem painting saloons, a small cabinet, having
drawers inlaid with different woods the Medici coffer, of mother-ofpearl inlaid; a cabinet, in wood inlay, belonging to the Earl of Warwick;
a grand cabinet of wood and ormolu, from Windsor Castle a pair of
Venetian chairs, carved and gilded, with embroidered velvet cushions; a
grand Buhl clock and stand, eighteenth century a large throne-seat, dated
fine bookcase,

;

;

moers, steam hammer-makers,
far

ahead even

like

of the splendid tool

Mr. Condie,

which we

this

will soon

have to go

month engrave.

;
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155y a cabinet ornamented with steel-incised plates on tortoise shell, of
the seventeenth or eighteenth century; another cabinet, ornamented
with pictures, formed of coloured marbles a large ebony cabinet, of the
seventeenth century, with figures finely cut, representing "the Judgment
of Solomon ;" and another splendid ebon}' cabinet, with finely painted
;

;

panels in the interior.
In the great ball, along the south wall, adjoining the ancient painting
saloons, the following objects deserve attention:
A carved dressoir, of
the fifteenth century a carved chestnut wood marriage coffer, Italian,
about 1550 a similar one also on the north side ; a large frame of ivory
carvings, from marriage coffers a carved oak Madonna and Child, by
several interesting wood carvings of
Giefus, of the nineteenth century
the fifteenth century a model of York Minster, in cork a number of
carved chairs, from the Soulages collection and a small Elizabethan
screw-press.
In the great hall are four groups of articles railed off, two near the
grand entrance, and two near the armoury. In the groups near the
entrance there should be noticed, on the south side, a French secretaire
and cabinet, covered with earthenware; a cabinet of wood, ormolu, and
Sevres china, of the eighteenth century;
on the north side, some fine
Florentine inlaid caskets; a splendid clock, belonging to the Queen, made
of tortoise-shell and amber, mounted with silver; the Arundel priedieu,
from Stonyhuist College; a rich Buhl coffer and stand; and a richlyinlaid wood arabesque table, of the eighteenth century.
In the groups near the armoury are placed a fine Buhl cabinet, made
for Cardinal Retz a beautiful casket and stand, ornamented with Sevres
china; the Fonthill jewel cabinet, inlaid with lapis-lazuli and pebbles;
a cabinet of ivory, ebony, and tortoise-shell, belonging to the Earl of
Stamford and Warrington a small cabinet, faced with Venetian glass
and a remarkable cabinet, designed by Horace Walpole, in which the
roost eminent artists of the age rendered assistance.
The carvings
in ivory in the Exhibition deserve a minute examination.
They will
be found in case L, wall case L, and case I, on the south side of the great
hall, near the armoury, and in case S, on the north side.
In the Oriental
court, also, will be found many curious specimens from India and China.
The carpenter, the joiner, the cabinet-maker, and the carver, will be
specially interested in the examination of the works of ancient and
modern execution, here noticed under the head of " Furniture and
Carvings of Wood and Ivory." The beautiful bed, by Charles of Warrington, was designed and executed from a praiseworthy feeling of
emulation excited by the works in the Exhibition of 1851 and it is to
be hoped that similar beneficial impressions may be produced in the
working population by the present Exhibition.
Amongst the " Tapestry, Embroidery, Needlework, Lace, &c," we
must call attention to two sets of tapestries from Raffaelle's cartoons,
placed with the other tapestries and wall-hangings around the transept.
The silk tapestry five pieces, with ornamental borders from
Buckingham Palace, will be found in the north transept; and two
exceedingly fine specimens of gobelin tapestry are hung in the corridor
leading to the refreshment tents.
In the transept are two glass cases,
containing beautiful specimens of embroidery and lace.
In the Oriental
museum will be found Indian carpets and rugs of cotton, wool, and silk,
Persian embroidered floor covers, shawls from Cashmere, and the muslins,
ginghams, chintzes, gauzes, and silks, for which the Eastern countries

—

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

—

—

have been long celebrated. Rich specimens of embroidery in gold, velvet,
and other costly materials, are deposited in the Indian tent in the centre
of this museum.
Those engaged in our cotton and silk factories,
workers in embroidery, and all who exercise the needle for pleasure or
profit, will find this department full of interest.
Turning now to the " Metal Work, Bronze Sculpture, Gold and Silver
Work," we may point out the following bronze sculptures in the transept
and great hall
" Mercury," copied from John of Bologna " The Praying Boy," after the antique, by Fischer; " The Young Naturalist," after
Weekes; Cardwell's " Huntsman and Stag;" and a number of busts of
celebrated persons.
Vechte's shield, and the splendid shield presented
to the Queen by the King of Prussia, are in the transept, both fine pieces
of workmanship.
Mrs. Thorneycroft's bronze statues of the Prince
Alfred and Princess Alice are in the water-colour gallery.
In the two
groups of objects railed in near the main entrance, are several most interesting metallic specimens. In the one to the north are an Italian bronze
vase of the sixteenth century, supported by tritohs, and ornamented
by sea-fight in alto relievo, and some bronze figures. In the group to
the south are a pair of antique fire-dogs, some fine bronzes, and a pair of
:

—

;

wrought-iron serpents, represented as ready to spring.
The latter are
remarkable works, and form an excellent study to all workers in iron.
In the two groups of articles near the armoury are some massive silver
articles
a table and two richly embossed tripods, presented to Charles II.
by the city of London.

—
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Walking along the south wall of the great hall, there will be found a
pair of cast-iron fire-dogs a wrought-iron safe, with elaborate iron and
brass lock; a metal clock of the fourteenth century; a strong wrought;

iron bossed and ribbed iron chest or coffer; and three specimens of firecovers {the curfew). Near the north wall of the great hall are four bronze
alto-relievos of the Seasons, by Soldani, of Florence, belonging to the

Queen a statuette of Queen Elizabeth on horseback, in silver, by Morel
a figure, in bronze, of Napoleon planning his Egyptian campaign, of
which six only were made, and the mould destroyed; and a bronze
shield.
The wall-case M, on the north side of the great hall, contains a
fine collection of locks, keys, and bells, worthy of notice as good specimens of ancient workmanship. Cases U and N, on the north side, contain some beautiful examples of metal work.
The idols and bells exhibited in the Oriental court should be examined. For specimens of articles
in precious metals, we turn to the testimonial services; to the case containing the Royal plate, and to the gold and silver cases K, on the north,
near the transept also to cases F and G, on the south side of the great
hall.
In case H, on the south side, will be found thirty-three small
statuettes of the kings of France, made by Vechte also a finely-chiselled
casket of the sixteenth century.
Venetian group in silver, set with
precious stones, representing a chariot drawn by four horses, of the sixteenth century, will be found in case R, north side.
In the Oriental museum will be found some exquisite specimens of
gold and silver fillagree work, and other native Indian jewellers' work.
The specimens of metallic workmanship to which we have called
attention will be highly interesting to the mechanic, the smith, the
founder, and the worker in gold and silver.
We will now turn our attention to the display of "Arms and Armour."
In two compartments, to the right and left hand, as we go up the great
hall, will be found specimens of arms and armour
amongst which will
he seen suits of armour for horsemen and warriors on foot, arranged upon
figures of horses and men, in such a way that they can be examined with
ease.
Amongst the most interesting specimens of armour on the south
side of the great hall (the Meyrick'Collection), maybe mentioned the
embossed and inlaid suit of Alfonso, Duke of Ferrara, 1568; a complete
equestrian suit, chased and engraved; a fluted cap-a-pie suit of armour,
1495 and a most curious suit of cavalier's armour in folds, put together
on the overlapping principle of a lobster's shell, of the date of 1560. On
the north side of the great hall are the armour of a Maltese knight of
Queen Elizabeth's time, and a suit of German armour of the time of
Henry VI11. from the tower; the suits of Prince Henry, and Prince
The specimens of
Charles, and the Cellini shield, from Windsor Castle.
gear for horses, swords, pistols, guns, powder flasks, targets, breastplates,
casques, &c., which are exhibited, give proof of the workmanship
bestowed to produce useful and ornamental effect in the warlike arms
and accoutrements in former times. In glass case J, will be found some
British shields, and a spur or two of a date anterior to the Conquest.
In
the Oriental museum will be found some magnificent specimens of twisted
and of wire gun barrels, as well as of Damascene blades, made of the
famous Indian or Wootz steel. The bows, arrows, and shields, of various
materials, and the chain, scale, and plate armour, helmets, spears, battle
axes, and daggers, show the skill of the Indian armourer and cutler, especially the sword in which the pearls are let into the centre of its blade
the daggers contained one within another, with the joints so finely made
that they are hardly perceptible, even with the aid of the magnifying
glass; and the dagger, which on striking separates into five blades.
A complete suit of armour in lacquered ware from Japan, is a curious
contrast to the other more serviceable suits of armour in metal.
Let us now direct our attention to the "China and Porcelain, Majolica
Ware, Pottery, &c." Porcelain is supposed to have been manufactured
in China nearly 200 years B.C., but was scarcely known in Europe until
Some very choice specimens of
the latter part of the sixteenth century.
China porcelain, and a few of Japanese porcelain, are exhibited in case D,
on the south side of the great ball and, by way of comparison, it may be
well to turn to the case C, in which may be seen a collection of European
china or porcelain, comprising some fine examples from the manufactories
of Dresden, Sevres, Berlin, Copenhagen, Spain, Italy, and from the
English works of Bow, Chelsea, Derby, and Worcester. In wall case R,
on the north side, will be found enamelled porcelain, by Burns of
Worcester enamelled Parian marble, by Copeland and some beautiful
examples of Sevres porcelain, contributed by the Duke of Portland. A
few fine specimens of Italian blue enamelled earthenware, of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and the Queen's Majolica plate are in
case Q; and the Italian Majolica or Raffaelle ware, and Pallisy ware, in
cases R, P, and 0, north side of the great hall, and in case E, south side, will
Two oval dishes of Pallisy ware, having fish
well repay examination.
and reptiles thereon, in bold relief, should be especially noticed.
Some remarkable specimens of Glass may be seen in case A, on the
;

;

;

A

—

;

;

—

—

;

;

;
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snuth side of the great hall, among which is an Arabian glass-lamp, the
The old Venetian specimens
oldest example in the Mediaeval collection.
are frequently in most grotesque style, being shaped like animals, fishes
&c.
In case G, south side, will be found vessels of glass, mounted with
metal and precious stones, and sometimes engraved with quaint and
curious designs.
The upper part of case M, north side, contains the
Venetian glass belonging to the Soulages collection.
In case T, north
side, are beautiful examples of Venetian and German glass manufacture,
and oriental enamelling. Specimens of enamelling may be seen in case
B, south side, (which contains a series of twelve enamels, representing
the life of Christ, an enamelled basin of the twelfth century, and some
fine enamelled pastoral staffs), in wall case C, south side, and in case 1,
north side.
In wall
The specimens of "Bookbinding" will not detain us long.
case P, north side of great hall, are some choice illustrations of bookbinding in leather, of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, in a good
state of preservation, and alongside them are modern specimens, including a finely carved Bible cover in wood.
In a case next the bookstall, on the south side, are a series of French and English bookbindings
of tasteful design and good execution, -a large volume by Bedford
A
obtained the silver medal prize at the Paris Exhibition of 1855.
volume printed by Aldus, and bound by Gascon, in the sixteenth century,
is a valuable piece of work.
On the present occasion we must refrain from referring to the
sculpture, the paintings, the water-colour drawings, the portrait gallery,
and the engravings. We think that, notwithstanding the brevity of
our notice, enough has been said to show the value and interest of
this Exhibition to the working classes.

—

TELESCOPIC CRADLE FOR HEAVING UP VESSELS.

A very ingenious arrangement of ship's cradle, to which we have
given the name of " telescopic " frym its peculiar automatic elongating
action, has been lately introduced by Mr. Robert Turnbull, of Harwich,
Essex, for the purpose of getting a greater depth of water at the fore end
than can be got with the ordinary cradle. Our engravings represent a
Fig.

1.

Anoint
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or sliding rods draw out to the required length of the cradle before the
In launching, immediately that the
vessel can fall aft upon the blocks.
after end of the vessel rises, the after cradle goes no further down, and
is less liable to

get off the ways.

The

fore piece carries the vessel

down

until she is afloat.

In our fig. 1, the fore foot of the vessel has just touched the upper end
In fig. 2, the vessel
of the cradle, preparatory to the actual heaving up.
Fig. 3 is a side elevation of two
is on the cradle in the act of going up.
Fig. 3.

of the carriages, showing the telescopic tube, a, which slides through
the elongated eyes, b, in the carriages, c, thereby admitting of the

This is a most ingenious and
contraction and elongation of the cradle.
effective way of getting all the advantages of a considerable lift, within
a very short space and as common cradles can be easily altered to it,
it promises to come into very successful use.
;

THE ROYAL INSTITUTION.
We resume our notices of the Sessional papers, with the discourse of
Mr. Thomas A. Malone, the well-known director of the laboratory in the
London Institution, on the application of light and electricity to the proPhotogalvanography, as it is awfully named.
duction of engravings
After stating that the various methods hitherto devised for the solution
the certain perpetuation and cheap multiplicaof the important problem
tion, by means of printing ink and the ordinary printing presses, of the
images of natural objects, as obtained in the camera obscura by the
might be arranged under three great
processes of ordinary photography
divisional methods, he proceeded to detail their successive histories.
The first method was almost coeval with the first attempts made to produce sun-drawn pictures. It had been asserted that photography and
photographic engraving had been invented between 1813 and 1827, by
Nicephore Niepce, of Chalon sur Saone but a reference to the journal
of the Royal Institution would show that photography really sprung
from the labours of Thomas Wedgwood and Humphrey Davy, as far
back as 1803. M. Niepce, however, had the undoubted right to be conNiepce's images of
sidered the originator of photographic engraving.
1827 (specimens of which were exhibited by Dr. Robert Brown), had
much that is beautiful in common with the daguerreotype of a later day.
The lecturer stated that Daguerre's pictures might be said to be only
Alter detailing Niepce's
exalted examples of the same phenomenon.
process, which is now merely matter of curious history, he observed
upon the second method, founded upon certain properties possessed by
the daguerrean image: and referred to Mr. Grove's paper in the Philosophical Magazine of 1842, detailing a method by which Daguerre's
images could be engraved by the chlorine evolved by voltaic action,
when the daguerreotype plate is made the positive terminal of a battery,
the negative wire being
and immersed in diluted hydrochloric acid
terminated by a plate of platinum acid, which was placed opposite and
This process was stated to be much
parallel to the photographic image.
more under control than the last. Here the image was truly drawn by
light, and engraved by electricity, and prints from plates so engraved in
1842 were exhibited. He also referred to the labours of Dr. Donnfi of
Paris, and alluded to M. Fizeau's modified improvements, his etchings
possessing greater vigour than those obtained by Donne's or Grove's
process and some beautiful results obtained by the late M. Hurliman, a
Mr.
skilful engraver of Paris, attest the value of the improvement.
Henry Fox Talbot opens the third division by his method, known as the
gelatine and bichromate of potash process, in which a steel plate is
covered with a liquified jelly containing bichromate of potash in solution.
In 1854, Herr Paul Pretsch of the Imperial Printing Office at Vienna,
patented in this country, and subsequently in France, a process which
Photogalvanography.
he has called by the long name first mentioned
The lecturer then entered very minutely into the science of the process,
and detailed the various practical operations, which have resulted in the
very beautiful engravings now to be seen in many print-shops, and
which appear to indicate an eventual state of things, which will be as

—

—

—

;

two different positions as going upon such a cradle, which is in
detached pieces connected together by sliding i-ods and tubes placed on
each side, or at the centre part of the cradle, and on the outside of the
sideways.
At the after end of the cradle guides are fixed, to keep the
When the cradle is put down to haul a
keel of the vessel in the centre.

vessel in

Fig.

2.

;

:

—

vessel up, the sliding rods are run into their respective tubes, bringing
the detached pieces together, and the cradle from ten to forty feet further

down, according to the depth of water required. As sooti as the vessel
is in position, the heaving up the ways is commenced, and the telescopic

useful in education as

it

now

is

interesting in art.

Mr. Christopher Dresser next came forward with an address, "On the
relation of Science and Ornamental Art," very sketchy and very wild,
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winding up with a singular suggestion (which highly amused the
audience) of a definite connexion between musical notes and ornamental
form. Taking up the notes of " God Save the Queen," as so many of the
well-known vibrations, and drawing proportionate lines one after another
from a given centre (but inversely to the number of the vibrations), he produced a figure of some slightly ornamental form! He defined "Beauty"
to be " That quality in an object which causes a thrill of delight to pass
through the soul of its beholder.'' " This will never do." The great
nugget must have been pre-eminently beautiful
Professor Faraday followed in a grand discourse, " On the Conservation of Force,' 1 so important for
sideration in a separate article.

many

reasons that

we

reserve

it

for con-

Mr. Denison nest descanted " On the Great Bell of Westminster,"
Big Ben, as " The Times" has named it. He had nothing that could be
called a scientific theory of bell-founding to propound.
He did not even
profess to give a reason why any particular form of bell is better than
another, neither had he any thing to say of the history of bells. The art
of making them has been sinking lower and lower, until we have seen
no less than three peals in succession made for the Royal Exchange, by
two of the only three makers of large bells in England, aud the chimes
not yet allowed to play, because a perfect peal has not been produced
while the great bell of York, after costing £2000, is not used at all.
Big Ben happens to sound E natural. Assuming this fact to be duly recorded, and the bell being the most permanent of all musical instru;

ments, our posterity, as long as this bell lives, will be able to ascertain
the musical standard of England in the middle of the ninteenth century.
Mr. Denison then proceeded to describe at length the observations and
experiments which led him to adopt the particular form and composition

which were used

for this, the largest bell which has ever been cast in
England. He alluded to the form and thickness of most of the known
bells in Europe, and also referred to some Chinese bells, and observed
that he never saw an ugly bell that was a good one.
The thickness of
the Westminster Bell was designed to be T2r of the diameter, or 9 inches,
which would have made it 14 tons, the weight which was prescribed for
it 12 or 14 years ago.
By some mistake.in setting out the pattern, or
making the mould, which the founders have never been able to account
l
for, the bell was made 9f-inches thick, which is very nearly
T ¥ of the
diameter, 9 feet 5j-inches, and which increased the weight to 16 tons,
within 174 lbs., and raised the note from E flat to E.
Fortunately
the same ratio of increase was made throughout, and the waist is
3j-inches, or J of the sound bow, as it ought to be
and, therefore,
the only effect of the mistake is, that the bell is heavier and more
powerful for it being cast the first, the alteration of the note did not
signify, as the four quarter bells can be as easily made to accord with E
natural as with E flat.
As these will be rather smaller in consequence,
the aggregate weight of the whole five will be about 24 tons, the weight
which the lecturer originally estimated. The width of the bell at the
top, inside, is half the widtb at the mouth, as it generally is.
He stated
that the exact tune of a set of bells as they come out of the moulds, is
quite a secondary consideration to their tone or quality of sound, because
the notes can be altered a little either way by cutting; but the quality
of the tone will remain the same for ever, except that it gets louder for
the first two or three years that the bell is used; which Mr. Denison
referred to the particles arranging themselves more completely in a
crystalline order under the hammering, as is well known to take place
even in wrought-iron. Bell-metal was stated to consist generally of
from 5 to 3 of copper to 1 of tin the softer alloys of 8 or 10 to 1 are
called gun-metal; and the harder or more brittle alloy of 2 to 1 is called
speculum-metal. There is a great question as to the best proportions for
bells, so as to yield the strongest, clearest, and best sound possible.
It
had been found that the best metal is that which has the highest specific
gravity of all the mixtures of copper and tin.
The metal used for Big
Ben is 22 to 7, twice melted, or rendering it to a per centage, copper
7.j'86; tin 24T.
The lecturer advised every one who makes a contract
for bells to stipulate, that they shall be rejected if they are found on
analysis to contain less than 22, or at any rate 21 per cent, of tin, or
more than 2 per cent, of anything but copper and tin. It ought to be
made another condition with a bell-founder, that the specific gravity of
his bells should not be less than 8'7.
He also stated that the ingots
were only in the furnace two and a-half hours before the metal was
ready for running, as the alloy of copper and tin melts, as usual with
alloys, at a much kwer heat than the most obstinate of the two metals
requires alone. The whole 16 tons were run into the mould in five
minutes. Quiek castiDg is essential to the security of sound casting.
Prsfessor John Phillips next gave an account of the geology of the
Malvern hills. The Malvern hills stand nearly on a line of ancient
boundary between different raees of people. From the estuary of the
Mersey to the mouth of the Severn, the elevated region on the west has
;
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always sheltered the truly British tribes; while on the east, invaders of
alternately conquered and been dispossessed of the
richer vales and gentler hills. Even more remarkable is their position in a
geological point of view.
They stand between monuments of two ages of
the world
on the west, Palaeozoic on the east, Mesozoic deposits. On
the west, an elevated region of undulated stratification
on the east,
these strata thrown down by a vast fault, and covered by others of a
later date, lie against the Malvern hills as against a wall.
So they
stood between land and sea at the close of the Palaeozoic period between
dry land full of trilobites and other organic monuments of the earliest
ages of the world, and seas swarming with enaliosaurians and ammonites, and other forms of life never seen before that epoch, and long since
removed from the catalogue of life. The rocks which stand in this remarkable relation to physical geography are of igneous origin. The
epoch of their formation was probably earlier than all but the very
oldest of the Palaeozoic strata of this region, and earlier than any of the
Silurian strata on the west of the chain.
The Malvern rock is, then,
one of the very oldest masses of a granitic or syenitic nature which can
be mentioned in the British isles, or even in Europe; for in the greater
number of other cases where granite is found below Palaeozoic strata, it
shows, by veins injected, and by great metamorphisms adjacent, that it

many names, have

—

;

;

;

was in fusion after the consolidation of these strata. The date of the
elevation of Malvern rock is, however, not of the same antiquity ; for it
was, with the strata deposited on it, moved both upward and downward
in the Silurian ages, and only acquired its full relative height by great flexures after the Devonian periods, and a great fault after the Permean ages.
appears that the upward and downward movements of ground which,
and the Palaeozoic tracts of Scandinavia,
affect us with a lively interest, are the modern differentials, by which
to integrate the far grander phenomena of the unstable earth-crust of
earlier periods of time.
Perhaps no geological phenomenon is more certain or more significant of the true condition of the earth's mass, than
this repeated upward and downward movement of the crust in one region
this contemporaneous rising of one tract, and sinking of another, not
far removed
this washing of one Palaeozoic shore, while another
neighbouring Palaeozoic basin was receiving additional sediments. Dry
and elevated, while to the northward and southward the sea was rich
with the thousands of organic forms of the carboniferous era, the ridges
of Malvern appear never since to have been covered by the deposits of
water, and thus claim to be regarded as a tract of the most ancient land
in Britain, composed of some of its oldest strata, resting on one of the
oldest of its pyrogenous formations.
It

in the volcanic region of Italy,

—

—

;

;

MECHANICAL NOTES FROM AMERICA.
—
—

of the American Patent System How American Patent Applications are
conducted the Management of Patents Opening of an important wew Railroad
Failure of the Free Exhibitions of Patents— Dimpfel's Vent-Tubular Boiler.

The Nature

—

The American patent system
The principles of

is generally supposed to be the best
protection to inventors are similar to
enlightened countries, and the fundamental difference con-

in existence.

those in

all

examination to which applications for patents are subThis examination gives no additional value in law to the patent, but, of course, adds
to its value in fact, by diminishing the chances that two or more patents
may cover the same improvements. Much has been written and published, on both sides of the Atlantic, with regard to the proper governmental management of monopolies of this kind; and I will attempt little
more, on this occasion, than a brief but clear expose of the system now
There are every day more and more
actually in force in this country.
reasons for supposing that the practice is not sufficiently well understood
by large numbers of British inventors, particularly with regard to the
nature of rejections, and the rigour with which inventions are analyzed
and divided.
The United States Patent Office belongs to the interior department of
the government, and is under the general control of the secretary of the
interior.
The whole establishment was destroyed by fire in 1836, and
the existence of the present system may be considered as dating from
that period.
A very capacious fire-proof building has been constructed,
and every provision made for a very permanent and extensive business;
notwithstanding which, and the very general opinion expressed above,
that the system is the best yet known, there are influences at work
which may bring about very important changes in a few years.
The Patent Office corps consists substantially of a commissioner, or
general head, in whose name, or that of the chief clerk in his absence,
all the business of the office ia transacted
several principal examiners,
now increased to twelve, each with one or more assistants a draughtsman and machinist, with assistants and librarians, clerks, copyists, ana
sists in the rigid

jected, prior to the granting of the important documents.

—

—

—
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business ostensibly performed by the commissioner is, in
the main, really transacted by the examiners, to whom all applications
are referred, and whose decision, whether adverse or favourable, is
generally final, until an appeal has been made therefrom to the commissioner in person, either by the inventor or his attorney.
Imagine a long building of white marble, with large wings, and with
several additions in progress, all of very attractive and substantial appearance, and so elevated, that the basement is nearly or quite above the
Imagine several spacious entrances,
level of the surrounding country.
and ample passages or halls, extending throughout the main building
Imagine doors on each side, labelled " No Admittance,"
and its wings.
porters.

throughout the whole of the first story, and cavernous dark recesses in
the basement, literally crammed with models of rejected applications.
Surmount all this with an additional story, a large portion of which is
filled with curiosities collected by various exploring expeditions; and one
long capacious room, arranged with cases for the exhibition of models of
patented inventions, each labelled with a name and date.
This is, in
brief, the physical constitution of the United States Patent Office.
The word " patent" means public. A monopoly of an invention is
in every country, nominally at least, granted as a remuneration for

making

the subject public.
The publicity of American patents is far
obvious than the present English system of publishing each for sale.
But the annual report of the commissioner presents brief descriptions of
the subject matter, accompanied by small outline engravings on wood.
less

These are distributed gratuitously to applicants from all parts of the
country, and any one may possess full certified copies of all the papers,
in any particular case, by paying a fee for the copying.
Any visitor at
the office may inspect the models at his leisure, and call for the drawings
or the recorded papers of any case which he may desire to study, without
charge.
The model room is in two stories, or rather is provided with a wide
gallery, running quite round, designed to accommodate an equal number
of cases with the ground floor.
The whole number of cases is ninetysix.
Each stands out from the wall, allowing ample space for visitors to
walk round it, and it is constructed of glass on all sides. The shelves
in each are eighteen inches apart, and although the rule, once so rigorously enforced, that every model shall measure not more than twelve
inches in every direction, is still adhered to, as indicating very desirable
dimensions, the extreme size possibly allowable is only limited, in fact,
by the height between the shelves in these show cases. It may be here
observed that few, if any, models of patented inventions are of rough or
disagreeable appearance, while scores in the tiers in the basement are of
very cheap and shabby appearance.
The "moral" to be deduced from
this is very apparent:
Make your models elegant, or at least neat.
However little the fact may be acknowledged, American patent specifications are, or should be, designed for three classes of readers:
First,
the public; second, the courts and third, the examiners in the Patent
Office.
The public must be instructed how to make and use the invention; the quibbles of the courts, and the acuteness of opposing counsel,
must be effectually guarded against, and the whims, prejudices, and real
or fancied smartness of examiners, must be humoured.
In this country,
and latterly in Great Britain, the courts have put a liberal construction,
in every case, on the language of a patent, and the whole question of
legality may generally be set aside in preparing a specification, on the
supposition that, if the document is properly and clearly drawn for the
public, the courts will recognise its validity, without adhering very
closely to any particular form.
But the inspection and decision of the
Patent Office examiner is so much more tangible and immediate, that, in
point of fact, it is too often the case that the document is drawn up
entirely with regard to meeting the views of these parties.
It cannot reasonably be expected that twelve distinct and independent
men, especially in a republic like this, where individuality, in every respect, is recognised and encouraged, can be brought to act on precisely
the same rules, much less to see objects in precisely similar lights.
Patent agents outside the office, who aid inventors in preparing their
cases, must not only be qualified by natural taste, practical familiarity
with inventions, extensive knowledge, and mature and sound judgment,
to advise with inventors, and, by a skilful use of the pen and pencil, to
spread on paper the precise nature and extent of any improvement, but
must meet the various requirements of the examiners. There are twelve
examiners, each with their distinct classes of subjects, and there must
be nearly or quite as many modes of preparing and presenting applications.
This is a condition which is much to be regretted, although it is
difficult to see how it can be avoided, without destroying the life of the
system, unless we adopt the system recommended by Judge Mason, the
present very able and popular commissioner, and make the decisions of
the examiners only advisory.
The course of a patent application, under
the present regime, is as follows:
The application, on being received, is

—

—

;

—
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whose department it belongs; and at the
canvassed by him or his assistants first, with regard

transferred to the examiner to

—

and utility, some, however, being satisfied with a much lower
degree of both than others.
If it stands this test, the next point is to
diligently compare it with all the drawings in the office relating to the
to invention

same

subject, which, to facilitate the operation, are classified in conveIf the application is granted, the. first intimation of the

nient portfolios.

the patent complete, but if, on the other hand,
decided to have been anticipated, a letter of rejection is forwarded,
giving references to from one to six or eight previous patents or rejected
applications, or to articles in books or periodicals, very frequently the
Practical Mechanic's Journal.
Two courses are now open to the inventor.
He may incontinently withdraw his application, and receive back twothirds of the fee or he may examine the references, and if able again to
swear, as at first, that he does not know or believe his invention has
ever before been known or used, he may alter or revise his specification
or claims, and present them again, accompanied or not by an elaborate
argument why the patent should be granted.
After a second rejection, the only course is to appeal, first to the commissioner of patents, and lastly, to the assistant judge of the district
court.
Under some commissioners, it has been almost useless to appeal
from the decisions of the examiners, as their reasons for disappointing
the applicant have almost invariably been decided to be good and sufficient; but under the present incumbent it is quite different.
Judge
Mason seems to have accepted the office under an impression that the
action on applications had been too rigorous, and that the policy of the
institution must be liberalized, or inventors would rise in a mass, and
demand a revolution in the system. He has instituted considerably less
stringent rules in several minor points, is liberal in reviewing the decisions of those beneath him, and frequently grants patents to applicants
who appeal, and are very earnest in their desire for the same, by allowing all doubts to go in favour of the petitioner.
Patents have thus been
granted which are probably worth little more than is a patent for an
anticipated invention in Great Britain.
In short, the action of the
American Patent Office in sucli instances which I confess have been
approximates very closely to that in your country.
rare
But before attempting an appeal to the commissioner, the application
is entitled to two examinations; and a first rejection is, in fact, a mere
matter of course in a great number of cases.
The inventor or his agent
first draws up, as distinctly as possible, a description of his invention,
setting it forth in as favourable a light as is consistent with strict fidelity
to truth, and claims as broadly as possible.
The application is in due
time formally rejected, and references are given, for example, to a German
treatise, a French periodical, or a whimsical suggestion from some
anonymous correspondent of a newspaper, as also to some two or three
patents or rejected applications.
Now the business assumes a new
phase.
After an examination of all these authorities, with, perhaps,
various other matter bearing on the same, discovered in the search, and
another thorough digestion of the whole subject, the specification is
carefully revised, and the claim limited to that particular step in the
line of improvement which this individual is now found to have originated.
But patent examiners, like many other people, are strongly inclined to retain any opinion once formed, and very decidedly expressed
and it is consequently politic to avoid, if possible, the process referred to,
and obtain the patent by what a surgeon might call the " first inten-

fact, outside, is the issue of
it is

;

—

—

tion."

in

The

many

objections raised by examiners to the granting of cases are,

instances, complained of by inventors as whimsical, illogical,

Generally speaking, a newly-appointed examiner grants
patents too liberally; and on the other hand, an old and case-hardened
occupant of this responsible situation seems to gradually become an
opposing attorney, to resist the claims of every applicant.
Unheard-of
and unsuccessful experiments are brought to light by their researches,
and hurled with extinguishing effect against the hopes of an enthusiasAn idle suggestion of some hairtic, skilful, and practical inventor.
brained philanthropist serves, in some instances, to induce a first rejection, and perhaps, from want of energy or skill in prosecuting the claim,
a final defeat of a subsequently excellent device.
The examinatory system is fundamentally designed for the benefit
Its true mission is to prevent a
both of the inventor and the public.
luckless inventor from expending his money and energies on patenting
old inventions, and to prevent the manufacturers, engineers, and agriculturists of the nation, from being restricted and annoyed by patents
which have no legal vitality. It is certainly much to be regretted, if
the faults or weaknesses of human nature prevent the realization of this
And in truth, the American patent system, as now administered,
idea.
is nearer perfection than is generally imagined.
Patents are granted to
Americans for a very small sum, hardly sufficient, it appears, in practice,
to balance the expenses of the examination
and the decisions of the

and stupid.

;
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which require much legal and logical analysis, as well as great
familiarity with the subject, are in general fully as correct as should be

officials,

The division of duties amongst so many, and allowing each
almost supreme in his particular department, certainly gives
great facilities for the acquirement of extensive knowledge, and the
development of a high degree of ambition to perform the duties creditably but the absence of extraordinary wisdom, due either to a want of
time or to prejudice in examining a case, is not rare, and it sometimes
becomes the business of a patent attorney to study to circumvent these
worthies.
It is certainly an unfortunate state of affairs when the inventor has to pay large fees to skilful parties, for helping him over the fence
which has been built for his own benefit.
Every city of importance in the northern states is blessed with patent
agents, but the two great centres for this business are Washington and
New York. The former city contains some twenty individuals and firms
devoted to the business, and the latter fully as many.
There are certainly, on the surface, some advantages to the inventor in employing an
agent at the door of the office.
To do the subject full justice, the
Washington agents generally may be acknowledged as superior in the
circumventive skill, and in the knowledge of patent business, strictly so
called; whilst the New York agents are amongst and of the people, and
are far more valuable as advisers.
Nearly every agent in New York, or
other distant cities, is connected more or less directly with one of the
Washington agencies, and by this arrangement the advantages of both
expected.
to rule

;

locations are

more

New York

or less perfectly secured.

is the great
the political and
legal depot of the country.
The New York attorney is in daily contact
with the real life.
Many of the agents in this and other cities are practical mechanics or engineers, and continue fully up in what pertains to
their profession.
Washington is a scattered city. It contains little
besides government offices, a broken bridge, an unfinished monument, a
stiff and frozen institution
the Smithsonian
a national observatory,
and one steam-engine, that employed in driving the government printing presses.
It was probably good policy in our fathers to construct a
city located like this, where the governmental functions could be per-

commercial and manufacturing centre; Washington

—

formed
on a
all

—

from the direct influence of wealth and business but it seems,
have been ill advised, and certainly the effect, on
breathe its atmosphere for any long period, is to isolate them

free

first

who

is

;

inspection, to

from all that is active in life.
A Washington patent agent, like a patent
examiner, after a few years practice, knows all that is in the office, and
is profoundly ignorant of everything else.
The pages of musty books,
the portfolios of drawings, and the models on the shelves, constitute, to
too great an extent, the whole mental and business capital of both these
important classes.
American patent applications require, as everybody knows, two drawings, or sets of drawings
a model or specimen, a full description or
specification, a petition or humble demand for a patent, and an oath that
the applicant believes himself the first inventor.
The drawings may be
of any size, and on various materials.
One is kept in the office for
reference the other is returned to the inventor, attached to his patent.
It is very desirable that the one for the office be on stout paper, and the
other on parchment or transparent muslin, to withstand wear.
The best
size for both is 19 by 13 inches.
The other papers may be on any material, and of any size, as they are not much inspected by the public, but
1

—

;

are copied into substantial volumes for permanent reference.
But one point more deserves attention. This is the analysis of inventions.
Great Britain and other countries cover in one patent various
improvements relating to a single subject. United States patents cover
each but one, unless the points are very closely related. It is not un-

usual for American patents to contain two or more claims, and one has
been granted with as great a number as twenty-four but such are never,
except through inadvertency, allowed to cover features which can be
applied independent of the others.
When a single invention contains
several novel features, all essential to a single effect, it is common to
cover each by a separate claim
and the patent is probably somewhat
more valuable on this account. Or again, when a single invention has
been pushed forward several distinct steps before the application is made,
it is allowable to claim, first the primitive step, and then each of the
successive ones, when combined therewith or added thereto.
But if each
;

;

or either additional step in itself

is applicable to other processes or
desirable to monopolize such a use thereof, separate
applications must be made for each.
The same model may, in some
cases, be used for several applications; and invariably a model of a
rejected application may be employed as a model for a subsequent successful one, provided it can be made available without alteration.

machines, and

Thus

it is

economises models, which are sometimes very expensive, to
first for those points which are least liable to be granted; and if
rejected on these, to apply with the same for the more novel features.
apply

it

319

Generally, however, British subjects cannot afford to be rejected; and it
important to avoid this interestingly disagreeable termination of a suit,
by only applying for a patent when there is a fair prospect of obtaining it.
It might, perhaps, be equally interesting to dissect the various prois

cesses employed in disposing of patents
but they are, no doubt, very
similar in all countries, and there is no special inducement to undertake
the task.
There is no American system of selling patents, unless the
cutting up of territory for some, and especially those relating to agricul;

may be so termed. Here, as everywhere else, some have so extremely high an opinion of their inventions, that they refuse various
liberal offers at first, and finally retain possession of the monopolv,
without allowing it to benefit either themselves or others, until it becomes
but a worthless bundle of manuscript in their hands.
Others go to the
other extreme, and sell undivided halves or thirds for a mere trifle, and
thus lose control, in a manner which causes them much vexation and
whilst others, again, succeed in selling, by a process more
loss of time
or less rapid, the right to parties who possess all the capital and other
requisites to urge it successfully through, and make it the foundation of
a very great business, from which the inventor reaps, of course, a very
small share comparatively, yet a sum which amounts to a very liberal
premium on his inventive talent. The first step is to determine if the
patent is really valuable; the next is to set such a price upon it as it will
On the answer to the
be likely to sell for, without regard to the first.
first question depends simply the necessity for selling immediately, and
for a consideration immediately convertible into cash.
If, like a majoture,

;

monopoly

in question is intrinsically worthless, the
honest men to avoid it, and to allow a set of hungry
menials to impose upon an innocent public as pretentiously and successfully as possible, retaining for themselves, of course, the lion's share of
the ill-gotten gains.
If, on the contrary, it is judged to be really valuable, it maybe sold on credit to earnest and skilful men; it may be
" farmed out" to such men, allowing them to pay a per-centage or a
royalty on the use; it maybe worked by a corporation, in which the
inventor shall own a liberal portion of the stock; or disposed of in any
other of the thousand and one ways in which such business is managed
in every country; always premising that it is better, in almost every
case, to operate with a patent when first granted, than at any period
long afterwards. There are a few cases in which the true value of an
invention is not appreciated until several years after its development,
but these instances are exceedingly rare and the policy of keeping a
patent like a dog in the manger, so that the invention benefits no one for
any considerable period, i3 usually decidedly to the disadvantage of the
rity of others, the

best course

is for all

;

inventor, as it certainly is to the mass of the community.
There is no
discovery, however important, and there can be no patent, however judiciously prepared, but is liable to be seriously damaged by some other

invention following in

its

trail.

The

brilliancy of the light

which at

one moment dazzles the eyes of a whole community, may be eclipsed and
extinguished by a brighter one, and possibly one suggested by this very
discovery.
It is the duty of an agent, of course, to aid the inventor, by
suggesting all the practicable forms in which his invention may be made
available; in short, to aid him in developing and perfecting his idea.
But all the skill which can ever be commanded in any case, cannot
ensure against the possibility
in fact, the strong probability
that a
patent may become of little worth long before the fourteen years' lifetime of the monopoly has expired.
The great event of the past mouth has been the formal opening of the
Ohio and Mississippi railroad. This road runs transversely across the
drainage of the Mississippi, and is designed to form a very important link
in the chain of roads which bear the immense trade and travel between
the Atlantic states and the extreme west. The road runs from Cincinnati
to St. Louis.
The opening was celebrated on the 3d and 4th of June,
and the courtesies not only of this road, but of some score of connecting
roads leading therefrom to the seaboard, have been extended to a considerable number in the eastern states.
This is rather an extraordinary
proceeding, though no more so, perhaps, than the occasion requires.
The giving of free tickets to any parties, or for any purpose, has of late
been very generally discontinued, both by the givers and the recipients.
On page 286 of your last volume were presented the brief outlines of
schemes for exhibiting inventions and manufactures, at a small charge
for rent.
It is probable that both the principal enterprises of this kind
the " Halls of Patents" in this city, and the " Hall of Arts" in Boston,
have perished still-born. The large and elegant halls provided for the
purpose in this city remain locked up, and, there is reason to believe, are
nearly empty.
It is inexpedient for parties abroad to send goods for :>uch

—

—

—

institutions at present.

Acting upon the possibly false impression, that too much space cannot
be taken in these letters by so important a subject as railroad practice,
so long as there is anything really meritorious and thoroughly tested
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not known to
be devoted to the Dimpfel tubular boiler, a form which,
although several years in use here, and patented in Great Britain and in
several European countries, has never, I think, been introduced in
practice, nor noticed in any of the mechanical journals outside of our
The inventor is Mr. F. P. Dimpfel, an experienced
own country.
engineer of Philadelphia, and it is possibly destined to become indispensable for locomotives in which the importance of exposing great heating
surface, in a small space, is particularly great.
It may be classed as
one of the now very popular forms of tubular boilers in which the water
is contained within the tubes, the heated products of combustion being
allowed to circulate on their exteriors.
A tolerable idea of the construction may be obtained from the accompanying figures, and those to whom this subject is of most interest will
readily perceive, on inspection, some of the very obvious advantages due
to this construction.
Several of the most serious difficulties incident to
the use of the tubular boiler are overcome very completely by this inTwo boilers of this style were fitted in the steamer, State of
vention.
Maine, navigating the Long Island Sound; but the owners having, from
the success of these boilers in previous instances, anticipated too high a
degree of efficiency, with a very limited amount of space and heating
surface- the length being only 11 feet, in place of five boilers, 26 feet

which

the mass of your

is

readers, the remainder of this

letter will

—

August 1,1857.

combustion chamber, but which may, in less affected language, be termed
simply a large flue, nearly or quite filled with tubes, so that the products
of combustion, in passing, are compelled to circulate throughout the
mass.
A liberal water space, c, is provided on all sides, and also at the
smoke-box end and the escape of the products of combustion is principally provided for by causing the draught to descend, as indicated by
;

the arrows, into a receptacle,

r>,

below, whence

in the

it rises,

ordinary

manner, to the smoke-pipe. But it is usual not to provide a sufficiently
large passage in this channel for the whole draught, and to leave a vertical opening, a, in the end of the boiler, through which a portion is
allowed to escape directly into the smoke-box, without descending.
This space is found very convenient for the introduction and removal of
the bent tubes.
To prevent the too easy flow of the heated gases
through the opening, a, which is thus miide in the otherwise closely
packed tubes, substantial dampers, or upright bridges, e, are provided,
being so constructed that they may be contracted, to be introduced
through the narrow opening, a, and expanded by simple means, after
being fitted in their place. Some of these boilers have been in use for
nearly three years, and none have as yet failed or been condemned.
It
Fig.

2.

—

employed they proved unequal to their expectations, and
were removed a fact which, without explanation, might affect their
long, before

—

reputation unfavourably.
The boiler now appears to be increasing in
popularity, and has lately proved itself very successful for locomotives,

and it may safely be considered hy far the best form extant for the use
of coal in this important branch of engineering.
There are two coalburning locomotives with these boilers, which have been running, since
Since that date, two have been
1852, on the Little Schuylkill railroad.
introduced on the Reading and Philadelphia railroad, two on the Philadelphia, Wilmington, and Baltimore, one on the New York and Erie,
and several on other roads in different parts of the north and east all,
I think, with a very satisfactory degree of success.
It will be readily

is

perceived that the construction allows of active circulation of the water,
in fact, does that of all those boilers which inclose the water within

tube sheet, the most sensitive part in all tubular boilers, is pretty effectually preserved from the destroying influence of extreme high temperaIt has been objected to this, as to every other form of crooked
tures.
tube, that it is very liable to be filled by scale but the active circulation
induced by the rapid escape of steam through the vertical, or nearly
vertical, portions in the furnace, dragging upward with it the water
which flows in at the forward end, prevents this from occasioning any
Apart from this, the curvature is not objectionable, nor are
difficulty.
the tubes very difficult either to insert, caulk, or remove; and the curvature provides very efficiently for all the expansion and contraction
which can ever, by any possibility, be demanded. All, or nearly all,
the coal-burning locomotives of other styles in use require very powerful
means for increasing the draught, but this style is remarkable for the
reverse.
The splendid locomotive with this boiler, lately constructed at
the Taunton Locomotive Works, and now running on the New York and
Erie road, although provided, like all other coal burners, with means for
contracting the blast orifice, almost invariably runs with it full open.
The nozzle is five inches in diameter, and thus affords a much freerescape of the exhaust steam than those with the common tubular boilers,

—

as,

the tubes.
The exterior or shell of the boiler

is

arranged and proportioned prewhen designed for

cisely as for the ordinary tubular boiler, except that,

the area of the grate is necessarily made as
of the crown sheet, a matter of considerable difficulty in all tubular boilers, is very much facilitated in this
by the depressed or inverted arching form adopted in that part; and this
feature, for aught which can be seen to the contrary, might be equally
well applied to all forms of boiler, were it not for the fact, that the mud
and scale would be likely to collect in the depression thus formed. The
rapid current of water and steam rising from the ends of the tubes prevents any such possibility, and the curvature, which is carried to about
the extent indicated by the figure, has, iu one experimental boiler,

burning anthracite
large as possible.

coal,

The supporting

Fig.

1.

naturally to be supposed that this construction is open to the same
objection as all other coal-burning boilers
that the side plates of the
inside of the fire-box are destroyed by the intensely-concentrated heat

—

peculiar to this kind of fuel.
But the presence of the tubes, at varying
distances below the crown sheet, preserves the latter from any injury
due to this cause; and consequently, the junction of the tubes with the

;

even in wood-burning locomotives.
It was originally the design of the inventor to provide a chamber, e,
under the barrel of the boiler, and opening up into the large flue or
combustion chamber. The design of this was to catch and retain the
small cinders which might be carried to this point hy the draught, and
but it has been
to allow of their removal by taking off the bottom plate
found of little importance in practice, and has been omitted in all the
The front or forward end of the boiler is made of
later constructions.
three stout plates, f, f', and f", screwed by screw-bolts to the stout
wrought-iron frame within the shell; and by removing the plates, f, f',
the ends of the tubes are very readily made accessible for caulking when
;

necessary.

The Dimpfel locomotive,
allowed the generation of as high a pressure as is ever considered necessary, even in our locomotives, without the use of stays in any form.
This, however, was merely as a test, and in practice, stay-bars are
employed as usual; but a smaller number suffices, for obvious reasons.
The tubes are straight for a large portion of their length, but are curved
upwards in the furnace, as represented in fig. 1, and are set in the crown
sheet, which is thus rendered, in fact, the tube sheet of the fire-box.
The tubes, by thus projecting into the fire-box, are slightly in the way of
supplying the fuel; and, as a consequence, the fire-door must be placed a
little lower than usual.
The barrel, or cylindrical portion of the boiler,
incloses an interior shell, which is strongly stayed, to resist the compressive strain.
This forms what has been, in some boilers, termed a

in the chain connecting

who

Webster, running on one of the links of road

New York

with Washington,

is

run by Mr.

gives the following account of her performance,
which is also vouched for by the superintendent of motive power. In the
The
six days, ending the 16th hist., the number of miles run was 744.
load was invariably either eight or nine passenger carriages, being ordinary long carriages, accommodating sixty passengers each, but all the
The fuel was Cumberland coal, semi-bituminous.
seats are rarely filled.
The water evaporated was 181,187 lbs. The coal consumed was 21,800
Amount of water evaporated per pound of coal, 831 lbs. Amount
lbs.
Total cost of coal, 48 dols.
of coal consumed per mile run, 2786 lbs.
54 cents. Total cost of wood for kindling the fires, 3 dols. 78 cents.
Cost of wood kindling, J cent.
Cost for coal per mile run, 6| cents.

Nathaniel Gookins,

August

1,
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a locomotive with a similar boiler, on the same road
Christiana
a regular passenger train, at an expense which, taking an average of several months, or a total of above 11,000 miles, has been as
follows:
Cost per hundred miles' run: for coal, 6 dols. 11 cents; for

The

—runs

—

kindling wood, 1

89 cents;

dol.

53 cents

for oil waste,

&c,

;

for labour

and materials

1 dol. 2*2 cents.

in repairs, 3 dols.

Total, 12 dols. 75 cents

These are what we term
per hundred, or 12J cents per single mile run.
in this country extraordinary results, but I have neglected to ascertain
the load hauled, except by the Webster.
The cost for fuel per mile run,
by locomotives burning wood and coal, but principally the former, on the
line of the New York and Erie Railroad Company
a Company which
has, by careful attention to the subject, arrived at a high degree of
economy in this particular is 15 cents per mile. This average includes
a large number of very heavily loaded freight trains, and also many light
passenger trains but the higher speed required in passenger trains goes
far to balance the comparison, and show in a fair light the very favourable pecuniary results of these coal burners.
Probably the boilers of this style longest in use are those on the Little
Schuylkill railroad. There are two running on the line, and one stationary
in the repair shop. They have been in use ever since 1852. The master
machinist last year reported that the tubes and tube ends had never given
any trouble a very remarkable circumstance in any tubular boilers of
that or any other age
and that " the fire-boxes seem as good as the
day they came, except a small flaw in one," which was remedied by a
patch as usual.
This gentleman estimates that the Company has made
a saving of 25 per cent, by the use of these boilers.
T. D. Stetson.
Xew York, 1857.

—

—

;

—

—

CLUXES & MACINTOSH'S BOTTLING APPARATUS.
The enormous amount

of business carried on in the transference of
valuable liquors of all kinds, from the bulk to bottles
or the process
technically called "bottling," in the language of the wine merchant
obviously necessitates the use of some such mechanical contrivance as
will enable the operative bottler to carry on the process with rapidity
the certainty of filling to the exact extent, and the avoidance of waste
and, accordingly, we find that mechanical inventors have at various
times given their close attention to the subject.
But the general adoption of the imperfect tumbling filling pipe arrangement, which acts by
falling over with the bottle as the latter gets full, shows that something
more complete and effective is still wanted for the purpose. This want,
we think, is now supplied by the contrivance just introduced conjointly

—

;

;
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of the usual reservoir or containing chamber, a, into which the liquid to
be bottled is primarily supplied from the cask or other large holder.
This reservoir is at the back and upper portion of the apparatus, and it
is lined internally, at the height or level at which the operator must
keep the liquid supplied to it; this level being preserved either by an
adjustable supplying stopcock, or by a ball-float or other mechanical
arrangement. The reservoir is fitted with a vertical permeable diaphragm, b, for the purpose of keeping back floating impurities; and at
the front side, there are fitted into it a series or row of bottling siphons,
or fixed bent tubes, c.
These tubes have their longer arms curved
down into the bottom of the reservoir; their bottom open ends being
just clear of the reservoir bottom.
The other and outer projecting end
of each of these tubes is screwed at d, to receive the screwed upper end
of a pendent valvular supplying tube, e.
This separate tube, when
screwed on, carries down this leg, or end of the siphon tube, to a lower
level than that of the reservoir bottom.
The bottom extremity of this
tube is closed up with a valve seating, f immediately above which are
lateral openings for the outflow of the liquid.
This tube is also embraced by a long outer tube, G, the bottom open end of which rests upon
the valve seating of the internal tube, whilst its upper open end carries
a small weight, h, to keep it down.
Beneath the range of supplying
;

siphons, there is an inclined stage or platform, j, adjustable at different
heights to suit the sizes of the bottles to be filled.
This stage or incline
has formed upon it a series of horizontal grooves or ledges, to act as
rest stops for the bottom of the bottles.
The bottles to be filled are
each placed beneath a projecting siphon leg, and entered up so as to
bring the leg low down in the bottle and being still further pressed up,
the top of the bottle neck catches against the lower side of the weight,
and lifts up the tube, causing the lower end or valve face part to clear
the valve seat, and permit the liquid to flow from the reservoir down
into the bottle.
Whilst the filling goes on, the bottle is quite stationary
upon its rest; and when the level in the bottle reaches the corresponding level in the reservoir, the supply ceases. This level is so regulated
as to suit the level required in the bottle-neck ; and the displacement of
the end of the siphon tube allows for the corking room.
The simplicity of the details of this ingenious little apparatus is a
great point in its favour, as it will continue to work for a long time
without any derangement; and, besides this, the bottles are always
stationary, involving considerations of importance as regards risk of
breakage, misadjustment, and inaccuracy of filling, common to the ordinary forms of mechanical bottlers.
;

RENNIE'S SELF-ACTING DOORS FOR MINES.
By means of ingenious mechanical arrangements, Mr. Rennie has
accomplished a very important service in the economy of coal
mines, namely, that of opening and shutting the doors used for
directing the current of air through the galleries of the mine, so as
to be entirely independent of manual attention or assistance.
The
subject of the ventilation of coal pits is one of grave importance,
when we consider the many lives that have been sacrificed to imperfect or inadequate systems of ventilation, or to apparently
unimportant inattention or negligence on the part of the coalworkers any improvements in this respect are, therefore, entitled
to our earnest consideration and warmest advocacy, if found practical
and beneficial.
The invention to which we now direct the attention of our
readers, relates to the so arranging the trap-doors used in mines
for ventilating purposes, and the actuating mechanism of such
doors, that the passage through of the wagons shall opeu and close
the doors without any manual or secondary interference.
According to one modification of this arrangement, the hinge side of the
door has attached to it a back lever piece in which is an eye, by
which it is jointed to one end of a connecting-rod, which passes
along the side of the railway or working to some distance beyond
the door, where its opposite end is jointed to the back end of a short
horizontal lever piece.
There is one of these levers at the same
each being set on a vertical stud
distance on each side the trap-door
centre in the ground.
These two levers are connected together by
opposed or reversed diagonal rods working through the partition.
These rods are jointed and attached in such manner, that the rod
jointed at one end to the end of the horizontal lever nearest the rails
of the working, is jointed at its other end to the opposite end of the
other horizontal lever, or that end of this lever which is furthest from
The other rod is jointed to the levers in a precisely
the line of rails.
similar way, so that in all cases where one horizontal lever is moved,
;

—

by Mr. Thomas Clunes the plumber of Aberdeen, and Mr. John Macintosh, the engineer of the extensive

paper -works of the Messrs. Pirie in

that city.

This apparatus, which
No. 113.— Vol. X.

we

here engrave in sectional elevation, consists

S
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the corresponding end of the opposite one moves in the reverse direction; the corresponding ends of the levers always approaching to, or
The ends of the horizontal
receding from the trap-door, in concert.
levers nearest the rails are each fitted with pendent catches or stop
pieces.
There are two of these pendent catches in each lever end, and
they are hung on stud centres with reverse stops, that is to say, one
catch holds in one direction, and gives in the other, and vice versa.
The wagons, each, carry a projecting pin, or are so provided in other
respects, that as they approach the door, they act upon the pendent
catches of the lever on that side in such manner as to press forward the
front end of the lever, and this movement, through the agency of the

connections hereinbefore described, opens the door just as the horse's
it.
The same action brings forward the corresponding end
of the other lever, so that when the wagon has passed through the door,
closing
it operates upon this other lever just as in the previous instauce
the door, and putting the lever first operated upon into a proper position
for again opening the door on the approach of a succeeding wagon.
This arrangement answers well for the passage of a single wagon, or a
short train, but when it is required to work trap-doors for long trains,
it becomes necessary to provide such an arrangement as will secure the
opening of the door only just as the horse or wagon approaches it, and
yet allow a sufficient length of time to elapse after the first wagon has
passed through the door, for the last of the train to clear, before the shutThis may be effected in various ways, but
ting action comes into play.
it is satisfactorily accomplished, according to one modification, by an
arrangement of rocking shafts, or bell crank actions, and reverse action
One of such rocking shafts is placed near the door
levers or catches.
on each side, and each of them is connected by a back cord, or light rod,

head reaches

—

fitted

corresponding levers,

to the corresponding

arms

n,

the shorter arms of which are connected

of the levers, b,

by means

of the rods,

i>.

To

one arm of each of these levers, b, is attached a wire cord each of these
cords is secured to a quadrant, which is fast to the hinge rod of the door,
e, which is to be operated upon by the levers b and c.
The cord, F,
passes from the quadrant round the pulley, o, and is fastened to the

it

operates upon the catch of the

A

frame is fitted a
moveable frame,
which is hinged
to the lower frame
at the back part

;

the open door, the axle of the fore wagon comes in contact with and depresses the longer arm of the right hand lever, c ; this action closes the
door, and places the levers in their normal position, ready to he again
operated upon.
An important feature in this invention is, that where
the train of coal

wagons

no matter what its speed
be opened when the head of the animal is within
and will close air-tight immediately after the last
is

drawn by a

horse,

may be, the door will
a short distance of it;
carriage of the train has cleared the door.
By means of this arrangement, or modifications thereof, the doors of mines may be opened and

this action

same time dispensing with manual

highly useful instrument, calculated to save

the drawing of the cord, n, whilst the lever, c, is raised, by the action of
the lever, b, and the drawing of the cord, f, ready to be acted upon by
the approaching train of wagons.
When the train has passed through

it,

The motion

and

much

labour

in

underground surveying, has been introduced by Mr. Rennie, the
The accompanying
patentee of the above ingenious improvements.
engraving will give our readers a clear idea of its construction.
The instrument

to show
when the instrument is level.
Above the main

to open.

door,

attention.

which, being attached to the quadrant, causes the door
of the levers, b and c, on the left hand side of the
figure, has also had the effect of reversing the position of those upon
the opposite side
that is to say, the right hand lever, b, is depressed by

;

cord, h, with

movement near the

closed with unerring certainty, at the

attached by
of a ball
and socket joint
to a tripod stand
of the ordinary
kind; it consists
of a fixed or main
frame, to one side
of which is fitted
a spirit tube, that

of the bell-crank lever,

1857.

opens the door. The latter remains open until the front wagon has
reached the further off rocking shaft or movement on the other side of
the door, when the proper catch of that movement having been set to
the requisite position by the same action which opened the door, is now
acted upon by the wagon to close the door. In this way, the wagons,
as they approacli the door, always miss the far out action on that side
of the door, and operate upon that near the door; and on passing through
the door, the wagons always miss the rocking shaft action nearest the
door on that side, and operate upon the one furthest away.
Various arrangements of operating catches may be used for this purpose. For
instance, the wagons may be caused to act upon incline plane pieces or
levers, disposed at proper distances from the doors, so as to act in the
general manner hereinbefore described.
To prevent the doors being left
open by foot-passengers, a spring or weight is attached to each, so as to
close the doors in the absence of the closing action of the wagons.
Our illustrative figure is a side elevation of one modification of the
patentee's arrangement for opening and closing the doors in coal mines,
by means of self-acting mechanical arrangements.
The railway or
tram-road, a, is laid upon sleepers, and runs throughout the main
galleries of the mine.
To the sleepers of the railway, at suitable
distances on either side of the door to be operated upon, are bolted the
bearings of the bell-crank levers, b.
Beyond the bell-crank levers, b, are

c.
The cord, n, which is fastened
hand bell-crank, b, is attached to the opposite side of the
quadrant on the hinge rod, and from thence is carried round the pulley,
i, and secured to the shorter arm of the left hand bell-crank lever, o.
The pulleys, o and i, are carried upon studs fixed to the upright posts, j,
and these are placed at a suitable distance from the door, corresponding
to the length of the train of wagons used in conveying the eoal along the
When the coal wagon, k, is moved in the direction
galleries or workings.
indicated by the arrow drawn upon its side, the fore-axle of the wagon
comes in contact with the longer arm of the lever, b, which is thereby
depressed this action reverses the position of the lever, c, and draws the

arm

to the right

1,

with two other rocking shaft or bell crank movements, which are placed
one on each side of the door, at the proper distance from it, to allow of
the passage of the train.
The movements are also connected with the
actual door-closing mechanism in any convenient manner.
The result
of this arrangement is, that when a wagon comes up to the closed door,

;

shorter

Aiifrnst

is

means

serves

of the instrument.

To the moveable
frame are attached the vertical
which
limbs
carry the upper
tube and the griduated central bar to which the lower

tubes are

August
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These tubes are hinged to the moveable frame, and are
connected.
The tubes are conprovided with eve-glasses and cross hair sights.
nected together by a cross bar, which slides to and fro on the graduated
This cross bar is made somewhat shorter than the distance
cenrral bar.
between the tubes. By this means, when the connecting bar is traversed upon the central bar towards the hack of the instrument, the
front ends of the tubes are caused to converge, so that they may be
simultaneously brought to bear upon a distant object.
In using this
instrument, it is first brought to a level, which is shown by the spirit
The distance of the object may
tube at the side of the main frame.
then be ascertained, by bringing the lower tubes to bear upon it, when
the distance will be shown on the graduated central bar by the position
During the taking of an observaof the slide of the connecting bar.
tion, the main frame remains level, but the moveable frame may be
elevated until the object is brought into view.
The angle of elevation
is shown by an index or pointer attached to the main frame, and which
shows upon the quadrant attached to the moveable frame, the number
By means of this arrangement, much
of degrees the tubes are elevated.
labour may he saved in underground surveying.

RECENT PATENTS.

POWER LOOMS.
James Drydex, Dundee.

—Patent dated November

The improvements described under these

6,

1856.

letters patent relate

—

firstly,

and equable take-up motion secondly,
to a mode of mounting rollers, whereby an elastic action is imparted to
them thirdly, to a mode of stopping the take-up motion by means of a
spring detent acting upon the lever of the weft protector.
The actual
cloth roller or beam is worked in the ordinary manner, by ratchet or
other gearing, and the fabric, as it is woven, passes, in its course to this
beam, round and beneath a fixed guide roller carried by the loom framing; round and beneath a revolving guide roller carried by the breast
beam thence round and above a vibrating guide roller, carried by an
india-rubber cushion, fixed in the loom framing, (the effect of which is
to ease the strain on the warp,) and then round and beneath a roller
studded with pins or projections, and finally up to the cloth beam. The
studded roller is driven by a train of gearing, the first wheel of which
is actuated by a ratchet arrangement connected with the loom lathe or
This train of gearing is contrived so that it can be adjusted
slay arm.
to suit various thicknesses of cloth, the wheel upon the spindle of the
to the obtaining of an uniform

;

;

studded roller being so proportioned that each of
Fig.

its

teeth represents one

1.
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be acted upon by the weft fork or protector movement.
When the
weft thread breaks, the weft fork action raises the detent of the ratchet
movement out of gear, so that the cloth cannot be taken up by the studded roller whilst no weft is being thrown in. The stop action of the
loom is also fitted with a spring stud, which acts so as to retain the detent
out of gear until the loom is again set on.
By this system the cloth is
taken up uniformly, and in cases of stoppage due to the failure of the
weft thread, thin places cannot occur in the fabric.
Fig. 1 of the engravings is a side elevation of a loom as fitted with the
improvements applied thereto. Fig. 2 is a plan, showing part of the
arrangement of the weft fork, or protector. The framing of the loom
consists of open rectangular cast-irou side standards, a, united by transverse stays of the usual description.
On the stud of the ratchet wheel,
b, is fitted the bent lever, c, to the upper end of which, a pall, d, is attached by a pin the lever is made with a tail piece, which is in contact
with a stud, E, fixed on the end of the rocking shaft, f, which carries the
swords of the lathe, G. The stud, e, is adjustable in the slot made in
At each backward movement of the
the bracket to which it is bolted.
lathe, the stud draws with it the lower end of the lever, c, which depresses the upper end, and thereby causes the pall, d, to move forward
and fall into the next tooth of the ratchet wheel. On the outer end of
the lever, c, is a counterweight, n, by which means an adjustable tension
is maintained on the cloth, when the tail piece of the lever is released
from the pressure of the stud, e, on the lathe making its forward stroke
When the ratchet wheel, b, is moved round by the
to beat up the weft.
action of the lever, o, its position is maintained by the pall, d, which is
secured by a stud attached to the loom framing, its free end taking into
On the inner end of the short shaft of
the teeth of the ratchet wheel.
the ratchet wheel, n, is a pinion, i, which is in gear with, and consequently gives motion to the spur wheel, j, on the shaft of the cloth beam
or roller, k.
Before the cloth reaches the
cloth beam, it is passed round the measuring
roller, l; the surface of this roller is roughened
to

;

Fig.

2.

HISRg
or covered with points projecting from its peripherv.
to the spiked roller, l,

Motion

is

given

by means

of a ratchet wheel and gearing, fitted
at the opposite side of the loom.
To a bracket, M, is connected a swinging lever, n, the lower end of which has a slot in it, in which a stud
projecting from the sword of the lathe, g, works.
pall, o, is connected
by a pin to the lever, n; the free end of the pall takes into the teeth of

A

the ratchet wheel, p, which is carried by a stud, q.
The ratchet wheel
is also held by another pall, the action of which will be described hereafter, in referring to the stopping of the loom by the weft protector.
Motion is given to the ratchet wheel, r, through the reciprocatory movement of the lathe sword. At each backward movement of the lathe,
the pall, o, draws the wheel, p, round a distance equal to one tooth; the
ratchet wheel is thus turned one tooth at each stroke of the lathe.
The
ratchet wheel is made in one piece with the spur pinion, r, which gears

with the toothed wheel, s this wheel is made in like manner to the ratchet wheel, p, with a spur pinion, t, at its centre.
The pinion, t, is in
gear with a pinion, u, on the spindle of the spiked roller, l; by means
;

put in motion. The
of the pall, o,
acted upon by the reciprocatory motion of the lathe sword, g the rotation of the ratchet wheel moves the spur wheel, s, and its pinion, t, in its
turn, moves the pinion, u, on the spiked roller, l, the motion of which is
therefore uniform with the action of the lathe.
The rate of motion of
the spiked roller may be varied and adapted to the number of shots and
the thickness of the fabric, by changing the pinion, u, on its axis for one
having more or less teeth; the pinion, u, being so proportioned to the
fabric that each tooth in its periphery is equivalent to one "porter" of
of this system of gearing, the spiked roller, l,
ratchet wheel, p, is moved one tooth at a time

is

by means

;

weft, or of

;

" porter " of weft.

The detent catch of the ratchet motion of this train
has attached to it a rod or link passing upwards to the level of the breast
beam, along which a continuation of this link, or a connection thereof,
passes to the other side of the loom, where a stud or lever is fitted to it

40 threads

in

37 inches of

cloth.

The woven

fabric passes

from the brenst beam, v, round the small roller, w, which is carried in
brackets projecting from the under side of the loom framing, or breast
beam. From the roller, w, the fabric is carried over a vibrating roller,
x this roller, x, is supported in brackets or snugs fixed to the side standards, a; the brackets or snugs are by preference made of an eccentric
form as shown in their cross section.
In the hollow or recess of
the bracket, is fitted a piece of vulcanized india-nihbjr or other elastic
substance, y, forming a cushion on which the ends of the roller, x, rest.
The effect of this arrangement is, that the roller, x, has a certain amount
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of vibratory action imparted to it by the elastic nature of the cushions or
bearings, v, which admit of the roller, x, being depressed to a certain
extent by the pressure of the cloth upon it, while the reaction of the
By this means
india-rubber maintains an elastic tension on the fabric.

From
the strain on the warp is taken off during the process of weaving.
the roller, x, the cloth passes round the spiked roller, L, to the cloth
uniform tension is
beam, k, on which the woven fabric is wound.
maintained on the cloth beam by means of the counterweight, h, on the
lever, c, which may be adjusted to the nature of the fabric by shifting
the weight along the lever.
Thus, by the combined movements of the
mechanical arrangements on each side of the loom, the cloth is accurately

A

1,
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pattern rising through the space or spaces in the plate, and of its withThe table,
drawal through the plate when the moulding is completed.
Below the table is a
A, of the machine is supported by the standards, n.
hollow cylindrical guide, c, in which a hollow sliding mandril or piston,
This mandril carries the pattern to be moulded, and by its
d, works.
vertical movement the pattern is raised into the mould box, e, (which is
supported immediately above it), and lowered therefrom as required.
its lower end the mandril or piston is fitted with a female screw, in
which a screwed shaft, p, works, for the purpose of raising and lowering
A bevil wheel, g, is keyed to this shaft, and into the
the mandril.

At

Fig.

and effectively taken up as it is woven. The drag take-up motion being
used upon the one side to drive the winding-on roller, or cloth beam, k,
and the positive motion on the other to drive the spiked roller, l. This
arrangement admits of the rollers being kept as far apart as may be
necessary, and obviates the uncertainty arising from the mode of driving
one of the rollers by its friction against the other, thereby preventing,
The
also, the injury done to the cloth by its rubbing against the roller.
next part of the invention consists in the application of a spring detent

The weft protector
weft fork or protector.
has upon it a pin or projection, b, which presses against the
finger, c, on the light rod or spindle, d.
This spindle passes along to
the other side of the loom, and carries on its outer end an arm, c, to which
a rod or wire,/, is attached.
The lower end of this rod or wire is connected to a pall,
which is attached by a stud to the loom framing the
pall falls into the teeth of the ratchet wheel, r; when the weft thread
breaks, the weft protector lever, a, is pushed back, causing the pin, b,
to press against the finger, c, on the spindle, d.
This action lifts the
arm, e, and raises the pall, g, out of the ratchet wheel, by which means
the ratchet wheel is prevented from actuating the taking-up motion
and although the loom should make one or two shots without weft,
no cloth will be taken up.
Under the lever, a, a spring detent, h, is
fitted; this detent is made with an angular point, which takes into one
of two notches made in the lever, a, as seen at i, in fig. 2. The position
of these notches corresponds to the two positions in which the lever is
placed when the loom is in and out of gear in either case the detent
enters one of the notches and holds the lever, a, fast.
The detent is
acted upon by a spiral spring, i, which presses and serves to retain its
angular point in the notches of the lever, a. For example, when the
weft protector is brought into action by the failure of the weft, the lever,
a, is pushed back, the point of the detent passes into the next notch,
thereby holding the lever, a, in that position, and preventing the pall, g,
from falling into the teeth of the ratchet wheel.
When the loom attendant shifts the strap from the loose to the fast pulley, this action moves
the lever, a, back to its former position, and the point of the detent becomes engaged in the other notch of the cheek of the lever, a. By means
of this arrangement of the parts connected with the weft protector, the

August

1.

to the setting off lever of the
lever, a,

jjr,

;

;

;

loom is instantly and effectively stopped, and no thin places or " gauze
can occur in the woven fabric.

MOULDS FOR
object of this invention

—

FL

2.

"

is to facilitate
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the operation of moulding

metal in sand
in order to produce more perfect impressions
than has hitherto been attainable.
This invention applies more particularly to the moulding of articles
having insterstitial vacuities, as, for example, wheels with radial arms,
and plough and other frames; but it may be also used with advantage in
preparing moulds for solid castings, or castings with indents or recesses.
It is well known that sand moulds, when well rammed up, are liable to
injury from the lifting out of the patterns, and many plans have been
proposed for facilitating their withdrawal from the moulds, and thus preserving the sharpness of the impression made in the sand but these plans,
or such of them as relate to the starting or separating of the pattern from
the overlying sand by mechanical means, are not applicable to the
moulding of articles having an annular or reticulated figure.
Fig. 1 of the illustrative engravings is a vertical section, and fig. 2 a
plan view of an arrangement of apparatus for protruding the pattern
into the flask or mould box, and for withdrawing it therefrom when the
sand is rammed. This apparatus, which for convenience is made double,
is fitted for the purpose of moulding plough wheels.
Two patterns are
provided, one to mould the wheel and one part of the boss, and the other
to mould the other portion of the boss.
In the several arrangements the
bottom of the flask or moulding box presents the counterpart figure of
tlie profile or plan of the pattern, and it is thus formed to permit of the

articles of

outer portion of the plate by horse-shoe shaped brackets, m, fig. 1.
The operation of moulding, by this apparatus, may be thus briefly
The mould box or flask having been placed upon the moulddescribed:
ing plate, k, and the pattern brought up so as to protrude to the required

CASTINfi.

James Howard, Bedford. — Patent dated February

The

wheel, G, a pinion, h, takes for driving the same. The axle of this pinion
supported in suitable bearings carried by the main framing of the
machine, and it receives rotatory motion from a hand wheel, i, keyed to
its upper end.
A moulding plate, k, forms a bottom to the mould box
The
it is supported by columns standing up from the table, A.
construction of this plate is shown best in the plan view, fig. 2, wherein
the wheel pattern, l, is shown as fitting the spaces made in the plate, k.
In order to support the inner part of the plate, k, it is connected to the
is

;

;

extent into the box (which position is determined by an adjusting screw,
n, pendent from the mandril head, and provided with stops for the purpose), the sand is thrown in and rammed up in the usual manner.
When this operation is performed, the workman, by means of the hand
wheel, i, lowers the pattern, and a perfect impression is left in the sand;
the mould is then free to be lifted off the plate without risk of disturbing
the moulded sand, or injuring the sharp edges of the impression thus
When casting wheels, as represented in the engraving, a
produced.
loose metal collar is dropped on the shoulder of the boss, and on the
withdrawal of the pattern the collar is left in the mould. Chills or smooth

facings may be thus obtained better than in casting in moulds prepared
in the ordinary manner.
By the side of the apparatus first described, is provided a second plate,
k', fitted to receive the pattern of the boss of the wheel, which is pro-

truded through the plate by means of a vertical rod or mandril,

o,

that
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The patentee

This mandril, o, is slotted to
a rock shaft, Q, to the other end

also describes, in his specification, a modification of the
foregoing, for moulding several copies of small articles simultaneously.

hand lever, k, is keyed.
The depression, therefore, of the
lever, k, will draw the pattern out of the box, and the lifting of the lever
will carry it up through the mould plate.
A stop must also be provided
in this arrangement for determining the height which the pattern shall

Also another arrangement for preparing moulds for heavy castings.
The object of the invention is to preserve the parallelism of the pattern,
and to make provision for supporting the edges of the moulded sand, so
as to ensure rapid and perfect moulding.

receive the end of an arm,

p,

it.

affixed to

of which a

be

lifted.

RAILWAY BRAKES.
William Hill,

Carlisle.

—Patent dated May

16, 1857.

ssSb'NI

No one of the various branches of mechanical practice, connected with
railway engineering, has been more prolific in inventions than that
devoted to the means of controlling and stopping the progress of railway
carriages.
The large number of plans which have been brought forward, shows the amount of consideration which engineers have given to
And the evidence afforded by many a
this highly important subject.
sad catastrophe indicates, in unmistakable language, the imperfect
nature of the means we have at present at command fur stopping railway
trains.
Only a week or so back, we were told that the lives of the
emperor of the French, and six of his marshals, were put in imminent
danger, owing to the impetus acquired by a locomotive, and the carriages in which they were seated, in descending an incline. Fortunately
for all parties the runaway engine dashed into a ploughed field, where it
was soon brought under control.
The invention to which we now direct our readers' attention, relates
to brakes or frictional retarding or stopping apparatus for railway trains
especially adapted for use in
of a very energetically severe action
emergencies, when trains are to be stopped within very short distances.
It consists of a duplex stop-catch apparatus, fitted up upon holding pulleys or discs, fast upon the axles of the railway carriages, so as to enable
the guard or brakesman to convert all the wheels in a train into frictional retarders.
Each axle has fast upon it one of the holding pulleys,
the periphery of which is fitted up with two spring stop-catches, set in
reverse directions, so as to act for both directions of the running of the
train.
To the framing of the carriages there is, jointed at the parts corresponding to each pulley, a duplex detent, having reverse arms; so that,
when the detent is turned upon its stud centre in either direction, the
descending arm gear3 with the pulley catch on that side, thus at once
holding the axle from revolving and converting the wheels into frictional
retarders acting upon the rails.
The two duplex detents on each carriage are linked together by an intermediate connecting rod, so that the
two work in concert; and to this rod is attached a cord or chain. This
arrangement is pursued throughout all the carriages forming a train,
and the connecting cords or chains being furnished with suitable end
junctions, the whole are easily joined into one line when the train is
made up; and this line is arranged to be under the control of the proper
train attendants, so that it can be easily drawn when emergencies arise.
So long as the brake is not required, the duplex detents stand clear of
the catch pulleys, being retained out of gear by small springs fitted up
for that purpose.
But when it is necessary to stop the train suddenly,
the attendant pulls the line which works the detents, and thus brings
all the arms on one side down within range of the catches on the pulleys, and thus stops all the wheels.
The direction of the running of the
train obviously governs the direction in which the line must be drawn,
so as to bring down the proper detent arms.
Oar engraving shows a longitudinal view of the lower framing of a
railway carriage, having the patentee's improvements applied thereto.
A cord or chain is fastened to the lever, a, and carried outside the framing of the carriages along the train. The lever, a, actuates the rod
which connects the double detents together. When the lever is drawn

—

—
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to the right of the engraving, the connecting rod will be carried forward
in the direction of the arrow.
The effect of this action will be to bring
b, of the duplex detents into contact with the pulleys on the
wheels.
Upon the descent of the detent arms, they come into contact
with spring catches on the pulleys, and thereby instantly stop the rotation of the wheels.
By this means, each of the wheels becomes a drag
upon the carriage, tending, by its severe frictional force upon the rails,
to effectually retard the progress of the train.
This brake acts with great energy, and is not intended for the ordinary legitimate work of the train, for which the common brakes must
be used but it is peculiarly adapted for rapidly stopping the train when
impending danger calls for stringent measures of the kind.

the arms,

;

DRYING GLUE.
Edward Tucker,

Belfast.

— Patent

dated November 22, 1856.

This invention relates principally to the drying or desiccation of glue
Instead of running the boiled glue from
the boiling or setting vessel into wooden troughs for solidification, and
then drying it in thin layers in the usual way, on nets suspended in the
air, the present improvements provide for the pouring of the boiled mass
into separate pans or small drying receivers, which are regularly disposed on racks or supports in a drying chamber or stove.
The liquid
glne is then subjected to the action of a strong heat, from 140 to 160
degrees, more or less, of Fahrenheit's scale.
Whilst this heating operation proceeds, thorough ventilation is carried on through the stove, by
fans or other mechanical means, so as to secure a rapid evaporation of
the moisture from the pans.
By this system of procedure, the glue or
other gelatinous matter is rapidly and most effectively dried and prepared

and other gelatinous matter.

for use.

According to another modification of this invention, the fluid glue or
gelatinous matter is deposited in a suitable containing vessel, fitted up
with a horizontal metal drum or cylinder, which is kept heated by
steam passed into its interior, or into an encircling jacket space, by
a tubular shaft.
The lower side of this heated drum or cylinder dips
into the liquid mass, and being made to revolve at a slow rate, in a
heated atmosphere, the cylindrical surface takes up thin films of the
is then quickly solidified and dried.
As each, turn of the
completed, a film of glue is completely dried.
By this means,
glue of any desired thickness, can be dried with great rapidity.
Fig. 1 of our illustrative engravings is a transverse vertical section of
one modification of the apparatus for drying or solidifying glue or other
gelatinous matter; and fig. 2 is a longitudinal vertical elevation corresponding to fig. 1. The vessel in which the concentration of the thin
gelatinous fluid is effected, consists of an oblong rectangular vessel, a,
divided into two by a horizontal partition or diaphragm, b, thus forming
a close chamber at the bottom of the vessel for the circulation of steam
or water, and an open pan at the upper part in which the gelatinous

glue,

drum

which
is

T
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The vessel, A, is, by preference, made of galvanized iron, and is built into the brickwork, c, which, in the modification
shown in the engraving, forms the furnace and flue, by means of which
The furnace or fuel chamber,
the water in the close chamber is heated.
n, is built at one end of the concentrating vessel, A, and is enclosed by
A bridge, F, of fire-clay bricks is built over the fire to
fire doors, E.
protect that end of the vessel, A, from being burnt, as would be the case,
if the heat and flame of the burning fuel were allowed to impinge diThe bridge, F, is, bowever, made with apertures in it,
rectly upon it.
through which a portion of the heat passes to the vessel above. Instead
of the brick arch being used to protect the bottom of the vessel, an iron
The heated
plate may be interposed between the fire and the vessel, a.
and non-combustible matters arising from the burning fuel pass along
beneath the bottom of the vessel, a, and down the arched flue, g, to the
chimney or shaft, h. By means of a damper, i, fitted at the entrance of
the flue, G, the velocity of the current of air through the flue may be
increased or diminished, according to the amount of heat required during
The water chamber below the partition or diaphragm, b,
the operation.
is supplied with water by means of the funnel and pipe, j, which has a
stopcock fitted in it for the purpose of regulating the admission of the
The steam arising from the ebullition of the water escapes
water.
through the pipe, k, into the shaft, h this pipe is also furnished with a
stopcock to govern the emission of the steam. The pan or upper compartment of the vessel, a, is divided longitudinally by a partition, l, which extends nearly the whole length of the vessel, leaving a space at either end
The top of the vessel, a,
unoccupied, equal to half the width of the pan.
is covered in with a wooden or other suitable covering, x, which extends

is to

provide a means of putting the size or thin liquid glue in motion,

the current of air passing over the surface of the liquid glue is regulated,
and the progress of the evaporation expedited or retarded, as may be
required.
The thin clarified liquid glue is placed in the evaporating
vessel,

a,

and the water chamber below the

The

water.

fire

is

Fig.

,,, „„„„

along beneath the vessel, a, raises the temperature of the water, and the
thin liquid glue above.
The wheel, n, is put in motion, and the fluid
glue flows in a current round the partition, l, as indicated in the drawing by the arrows.
As the steam rises from the surface of the fluid, the
current of air which enters by the open space at the front part of the
covering, m, conveys it away into the chimney; and thus the process of
concentrating the thin solution of glue is carried on in a rapid and efficient manner.
In the foregoing modification of the improvements, the
clarified liquid glue is evaporated or concentrated by the agency of
heated water; but the same end maybe attained by causing steam to
pass through the chamber.
The steam for this purpose may be conveyed into the chamber by a pipe connected with a boiler; an eduction
pipe being fitted at the other end of the chamber, and carried into the
chimney, for the steam to pass off. When the solution of glue is sufficiently evaporated, it is run off from the vessel, a, by means of the
cocks, Q, into moulds.
To facilitate the removal of the whole of the
concentrated gelatinous solution, the evaporating pan is made somewhat
deeper at the part where the stopcocks or taps, q, are fitted.
The
moulds, r, into which the glue is run from the vessel, a, are long shallow
vessels placed parallel to the sides of the evaporating apparatus, and, by
preference, made of a length corresponding thereto.
These moulds are
made of metal, or lined with sheets of metal or glass; or if made of a
material to which the glue will adhere, the surfaces are oiled before
running the glue into them. The moulds, r, are supported on wooden
frames or tressels, s, and the shallow pan or vessel forming the mould is
divided horizontally by a diaphragm, t, in a similar manner to the
vessel, a.
The space below the diaphragm, t, is intended for the circulation of a stream of cold water, which is admitted by the pipe, u, and
passes out at the other end of the mould by the pipe, v.
The concentrated gelatinous fluid from the vessel, a, is run into the moulds until
the depth of the fluid corresponds, or nearly so, with the thickness nf
the cake of glue.
The stream of cold water passing under the moulds
rapidly congeals or partially solidifies the glue into a tough mass. When
this is effected, the stratum of glue is divided into cakes, and removed to
the drying-house to be finally hardened into solid cakes.
The cakes of
glue, as they are removed from the moulds, are placed on nets stretched
upon oblong frames in the usual manner; these frames being made with

1807.

and thereby cause a current to circulate round the partition, i.. It has
been found, that when the solution of glue is exposed to heat, for the
purpose of evaporating the aqueous portion, the surface of the solution
becomes quickly covered with a dense viscid skin, which effectually
prevents further evaporation, on account of its impermeability. This
serious and important evil is remedied by keeping the mass of fluid in
uninterrupted motion; and this is accomplished by means of the wheel,
N, or other mechanical equivalent.
The vapour arising from the surface
of the evaporating vessel is conveyed by means of a duct, o, into the
chimney, h. The opening left at the end of the covering, m, admits a
current of air to the surface of the fluid glue under operation, and
this current of air, which may be heated with advantage, drives the
aqueous vapour through the duct, o, into the chimney. Within the
duet, o, a throttle valve, p, is fitted, by means of which the velocity of

;

,

1,

from the back or rear end of the pan, to within about 12 inches of the
front.
At one side of the concentrating or evaporating vessel is fitted a
fan or paddle wheel, n, to which a rotatory motion is given, either by
means of a belt pulley arrangement, or by turning it by hand. The
wheel, n, is boxed in by a wooden covering, and the spindle of the wheel
is carried in bearings which are bolted to the side of the vessel, A, and the
partition, l.
The object of fitting this wheel in the evaporating vessel,

fluid is concentrated.

),
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partition, b,

filled

with

lighted in the furnace, the heat of which, passing
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by any other suitable method, so as to
The filled frames are removed to
stand conveniently one upon another.
a drying-house, in which they are arranged in piles or stacks.
The
drying-house is a building of wood or other suitable material, and
is so arranged, that a current of heated air may be drawn through the
building by means of a fan or other exhausting apparatus.
The air to
be passed through the drying-house may be conveniently and economically heated by passing through tubes fitted in a steam-chest or boiler.
The end of the heated tubes is passed into the drying-house, and the air
is drawn through the tubes by means of the exhausting apparatus placed
In order to diffuse the heated air
on the other side of the drying-house.
through the building in an uniform manner, and prevent its ascending
too rapidly to the roof, the end of the building where the pipes for the
admission and emission of the heated air are fitted, is divided off by partitions.
A number of holes is made in these partitions, and the holes at
the lower part of each partition are made much nearer together than
The object of this arrangement is, that a much
those at the upper part.
larger quantity of warm air may be drawn through the lower part of the
partitions than the upper, and thereby equalize its distribution through
the building.
The arrangement of the frames, one above the other, admits of the air passing freely over and under them; and the heated air
being admitted at one end of the building, and drawn off at the other, a
continuous and effective circulation is kept up.
In some cases the
drying of the cakes may be effected with sufficient rapidity without the
In this modification, atmospheric air of the natural
use of heated air.
temperature is continually passed through the drying-house, by means
of the exhausting apparatus, as before described in reference to the use
of heated air.
By means of this arrangement of the drying-house, the
cakes of partially solidified glue are dried in a far more rapid and effecInstead of running the contive manner than by the ordinary process.
centrated glue into the moulds to be cooled by a substratum of cold
water, it is sometimes convenient to run the gelatinous solution into
metallic or other pans or shallow trays, just the size of the intended cake
of glue, and transfer these at once to a stove, where they are placed on
The temperature being kept at a suitable point with good
racks to dry.
ventilation, the glue is rapidly desiccated, and put beyond danger of
decomposition from unfavourable weather; but the former mode is
feet at the corners, or supported
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when it can be duly effected. Another modification of the
improvements in the process of drying glue, consists of a vessel or pan,
Over this vessel a
in which the concentrated gelatinous fluid is placed.
drum or cylinder is fitted in such manner as to dip into or below the

woodwork forming the chamber, c, is perforated to allow the washing
or bleaching fluids free access to and fro.
vertical lever, a, is fitted to one end of the horizontal shaft, E ; a

The dram is made of metal its ends being
surface of "the fluid glue.
solid, so that the interior forms a steam chamber, the steam is admitted
slow rotatory
through hollow journals on which the dram rotates.
motion is given to the drum, which, as it revolves, carries up a thin film
The heat of the dram dries the film of glue deposited
of the liquid glue.

lever, H,

preferable,

;

A

on its surface, before, or by the time it has completed a revolution.
Thus, as the dram rotates, films of the liquid glue are successively
carried up and dried, and by this means the cakes of glue may be readily
made of any desired thickness. When a sufficient quantity of glue has
been deposited upon the cylinder, the gelatinous coating is divided into
cakes, which are subjected to the process of drying, in the
described.

manner

before

WASHING FABRICS.
David Macdoxald, Glasgow.

A

reciprocatory motion

is given to the lever by means of the connecting
attached to the pin of the crank shaft, i.
A pin, j,
projects laterally from the face of the lever, g, and a notch, or recess, is
made in the connecting lever, h, which fits the pin, j. The end of the
connecting lever is formed into a handle, so that the working chamber, c,
can be instantly thrown out of gear by simply lifting the handle of the
connecting lever, h. To prevent the washing or bleaching liquids from
being thrown out beyond the apparatus, the washing chamber, B, is
enclosed by a pair of lids, k.
Suitable slots are made in the lids, so as
to pass over the staples, l, which stand up from the flange of the washing chamber; the lids are fastened down by passing a rod, or bolt,
through the eyes of tbe staples which project above the lids.
The
washing fluids, or chemical matters, are put into the apparatus at the
upper part, and when done with, are drawn off by the pipe, m. By means
of a suitable cock or valve, tbe pipe, m, may also be used for conveying
a jet of steam beneath the working vessel or chamber, n the steam
serves to assist and expedite the action of the soap and other chemical
matters used in the operations of cleansing and bleaching. The goods
or textile materials, to be washed or bleached, are put into the chambers
of the working vessel, c.
This is effected by lifting the handle of the
connecting lever, h, so as to release the lever, g; the workman then
depresses the lever, g, with his hand, until it is in a horizontal, or nearly
horizontal position, in which it may be retained by a bolt or catch.
The
depressing of the lever, g, either to the right or left hand side, causes the
working vessel to turn upon its axis the convex part rises out of the
chamber, B, and the partition, f, is brought upon a level, or nearly so,
with the upper part of the chamber, b. When one of the chambers of
the working vessel, c, is elevated as described, the readiest access is
afforded for placing the goods or materials to be operated upon within it,
and by this means both the chambers of the working vessel may be
charged with the utmost facility and despatch.
When the goods or materials have been placed in the working vessel,
the lever, g, is connected to the prime mover by the notch, or clutch, in
the connecting lever, h.
Rotatory motion is communicated to the crank
shaft, i, which imparts a reciprocatory motion to the lever, G, by reason
of the difference of length in the lever, G, and crank, I.
The reciprocatory motion of the lever, g, obviously communicates a corresponding
pendulous or swinging movement from side to side of the working vessel,
c.
This to-and-fro movement of the working vessel causes the fabrics
or materials to be forcibly shaken or agitated, and their folds or convolution are loosened, and the whole of the surfaces are exposed to the
cleansing action of the fluid and chemical matters.
During this agitation of the goods, the operation is greatly facilitated by the admission of
The steam is allowed to play upon
a jet of steam through the pipe, M.
the goods, the fibres of which it tends to open at the same time serving
The pento maintain or elevate the temperature of tbe washing fluid.
dulous or swinging motion imparted to the working vessel or agitator,
in this improved apparatus, is calculated to accomplish the cleansing
operation in a quicker and more effective manner than a rotatory motion,

which

is

;

— Patent dated December 26, 1856.

In this invention we have a novel form of apparatus for cleansing and
preparing textile fabrics by the combined agency of steam, chemical
matters, and mechanical action. The apparatus in which the operations
are carried on, consists of a stationary semi-cylindrical chamber, or a
chamber of a shape more or less approximating thereto, placed with its
flat or straight portion upwards, and having within it an inverted moveThis working vessel resembles an
able chamber or working vessel.
inverted boat, with its two ends cut square off, and it fits closely in between the two opposite flat sides of the stationary chamber, and with its
bottom edges in close contact with the concave bottom surface of that
chamber. A horizontal spindle or shaft, occupying the position of the
centre from which the cylindrical bottom of the stationary chamber may
be supposed to be struck out, serves as the working centre of the working vessel, so that as the working vessel is moved from side to side, it
The required
follows the curve of the stationary chamber's bottom.
vibratory or oscillatory action is given to the working vessel by a crank
or other mover, joined to a lever standing up from the top of the working
A steam pipe opens into the bottom of the
vessel, or from its shaft.
stationary chamber beneath the working vessel, and here the fabrics
and materials to be treated are placed, so as to rest upon the concave
bottom of the stationary chamber, being covered by the working vessel.
Our engraving is a vertical section of an apparatus for washing,
bleaching, cleansing, or preparing textile fabrics or materials, arranged
according to one
modification of the

The

invention.

washing or bleaching chamber is
supported
by a
rectangular opensided frame, a, the
top of which is
made with a flange
to

;

;

consequence of the fabrics being opened better by the to-and-fro
motion, and the surfaces thereby more exposed to the action of the heat
in

and

fluid.

which the cham-

ber

is

The

bolted.

MECHANIC'S LIBRARY.

washing chamber
or vessel,

b, is

of a

semi-cylindrical

form, and is made
with a flange corresponding to that
upon the framing,
A, to

which
by

secured

it

is

bolts

and nuts. Within the chamber, A, is fitted a moveable vessel or agitator, c, to which a swinging or vibratory motion is communicated.
The
chamber, c, is of an elliptical or boat-shaped form, and is suspended with
its open part downwards, the curve of its vibration being made to correspond to the internal configuration of the stationary chamber, a. The
moveable vessel, c, is attached by means of eyes, d, to a horizontal shaft,
e, which passes through the chamber, B, from side to side, and is supported in bearings fitted in the framing, a.
The eyes, u, are made with
carved arms which extend over the exterior of the chamber, 0, and to
these arms the chamber or working vessel is attached. The eyes, d, are
also made with vertical arms, to which is fastened the partition, j?; this
partition divides the chamber, c, into two separate working vessels. The

Drawing, Elements of, post 8vo, 7s. 6<1., cloth. Raskin.
Patent Laws of Various Countries, Synopsis of, Is. Tolhausen.
Churches, One Hundred Designs for, royal 8vo, 21s. Hart.
Microscope, How to Work with the, post 8vo, 6s., cloth. Beale.
Orthographic Projection, Elementary Treatise on, 8vo., 9s. Binns.
Pottery, Guide to the Knowledge of. Bohn's Illustrated Library, 5s.
Technical Analysis, Bolley's Manual of. Bohn's Scientific Library, 5s.
Ambrotype Manual, 12mo, 6s. Burgess.
Academy of Science of St. Louis, Transactions of, 8vo, 6s. Sweden.
Geological Report of South Carolina, 8vo, 8s. 6d. Lieber.

REGISTERED DESIGNS.
FLOWER AND FRUIT GATHERER.
Registered for

To

Mr.

J.

W. Haythorn,

Nottingham.

the amateur or professional flower or fruit cultivator this instrument
By its means flowers or fruit
will, doubtless, prove a useful assistant.
growing beyond or above the reach of the hand may be cut from the
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parent stem, and securely held until lowered to the operator's hand, or
Thus a choice tress of flowers, a tempting bunch of
placed in a basket.
grapes, or other fruit, may be gathered, without incurring the danger and
The instrument is also useful for pruninconvenience of using ladders.
ing and trimming small branches, removing decayed parts of trees and

climbing plants.

Our illustrative engraving represents a front view of the
The gatherer is fixed in a stem or handle, A, of any convenient

design.
length.

In the upper part of the handle a stationary nipper, b, is fixed the nipper
acts also as a cutting edge, against which the
;

moveable blade,

c,

cuts.

A

moveable nipper,

d,

corresponding to the fixed nipper, b, is connected
to the blade, c.
The stem of the flower or fruit is
severed by the blade, c, acting against the edge of
the nipper, B, and when severed is firmly held
between the jaws of the nippers, b, and d. The
arm of the blade, c, is attached to the stationary
part, b, by means of a link, e; the blade, c, is made
with a slot at the part where it is riveted to
the nipper, b.
By means of this arrangement the
blade, c, is caused to have a sliding or sawing
motion whilst closing, which quickly severs the
stem or branch with which it is brought in contact.
At the lower part of the arm of the nipper, D, is
an eye, to which is fastened a string, f this string
is passed over a pulley fitted on the nipper, b, and
down the handle, a; by drawing and holding the
string, the stem of the flower or fruit is held between
The lower part, a, of the
the jaws of the nippers.
nipper, d, acts as a spring to give a certain amount
of elasticity to the jaws in retaining the stem of
On the other side of the stationary part, b, is a
the cut flower or fruit,
spring, which presses against the link, e, and serves to keep the jaws
distended, as shown in the engraving.
;

REVIEWS OF NEW BOOKS.
to the Arts
of Painting, Decoration of Buildings, Mosaic Work, Tapestry and
Carpet Weaving, Calico Printing &c. By M. E. Chevreul. TransLondon G. Routledge.
lated from the French by John Spanton.

The Laws of Contrast of Colour, and their Application

:

This is a cheap edition of an excellent treatise on colours, so far
We, English, are notoriously deficient
as they are affected by contrast.
in what is termed an eye for colour; that is to say, all our arrangements
are more or less inharmonious, the fact being that we never consider
whether two colours will look well or ill together all we think of is to
have each colour good of itself. On the other hand the French are
intuitively acquainted with, or have acquired by study, a knowledge of
the optical laws involved in the contrast of colours; and every one knows
that their combinations of colours and tones are as agreeable in their
manufactured goods, their house decorations, their festal ornaments, and
;

A work like this,
the dresses of their women, as ours are the reverse.
written by a man well acquainted with his subject, as M. Chevreul is, deserves to be studied by all occupied in the production of objects in which
varieties of colour are employed ; and we make no doubt that an attentive
immense service in improving the taste of our
eyes have been properly educated, our women will no
longer array themselves in those jarring combinations of tints which
make them ridiculous in the eyes of "our lively neighbours;'' the walls
and floors of our houses will cease to present those hideous contrasts
In bringing about so desirable a
which are now universally visible.
reform, the little volume before us will be of important use, and we
strongly recommend it to the notice of our artisans.
perusal of
nation.

it

will be of

When our

River Gardens. By H. Noel Humphreys.
Son & Co. 1857.

London: Sampson Low,

Many and many an hour in the dull and gloomy days of summer, for,
unfortunately, we cannot be without them even then, have we wanted,
and positively required, some " out-of-door amusement" at home; and
many and many an hour have we desired, before the business of the day
early as it has been
has commenced, to acquire some means of

—

—

refreshment after sleep, beyond what a long dull city street and a few
small dull rooms in such street could afford.
It is true that we have had

August 1,1857.

and known the value of resources in some ordinary kinds of amusements
of an artistic nature, but these were all too near akin to our business
pursuits, and required always as much industry and expenditure to
indulge in as they do.
We now find that neither a little drawing nor
even less music does a man any harm, and that a little scientific reading
may do him a great deal of good, and when the reading is in natural
history, it may also add much, very much, to his pleasure and profit.
Here is a little volume which we have trained ourselves sufficiently to
appreciate.
Crochet and potichomany have gone out, and aquaria have
come in, even with the ladies. The visit is not now to the embroiderers
for the newest patterns of work, but to the fields and the ponds for new
forms of aquatic life, or to examine for themselves in their actual habitat
the new little "loves of things'' water scorpions, water-devils, newts,
Well,

spiders, tadpoles, et id genus omne.

we have added

we must

declare that since

ornaments a glass vase and a few of these living
things within it, coupled with a microscope, we have never wanted
a means of home gratification for an odd half-hour, which, before that
happy period, was often occasionally wasted in pure idling or in grumbling.
Mr. Humphreys has here added to our enjoyments, and increased
his own fair reputation as a provider of every rational pleasure.
His
book, as will be surmised, is an account of the best methods of cultivating
fresh-water plants in aquaria, in such a manner as to afford suitable
abodes for fish, and many interesting kinds of aquatic animals.
Being
well known by his "Ocean Gardens," "Insect Changes," "British
Butterflies and their Transformations," &c, he comes before the public
with good grace and induces confidence, and, as practical in this way, we
can heartily recommend this little volume to our readers, and particularly
to our

who take an interest in this, or kindred pursuits.
After an introduction detailing his own first experiences
very pleasant
to look back upon
in the subject matter, he devotes a chapter to the
history of the discovery of the principles of the aquarium, in which,
of course, the names of Lavoisier, Priestley, and Ingenhauss, of the
last century, and Ward, Johnston, Lankester, and Warrington in this,
are necessarily noticed with honour.
Another chapter is devoted to the
mode of planting the river garden in the aquarium, and another concerning the characteristics of the plants selected for the aquarium, and
chapters on the mollusca and fish 'Separate chapters for sticklebacks
and their nest-building, and gold-fish reptiles and insects, &c, for the
aquarium, concluding the work.
The book is also tolerably illustrated
with eight coloured wood-cuts, although the author and the engraver
sadly put us out at first, from some errors in reference to numbers on the
plates, but which a very little knowledge soon corrects.
It is to be
regretted that the plates are not better engraved, but possibly the fault
lies in the original drawings
the drawing of the caddis-worm in the
frontispiece we notice as particularly slovenly.
had marked several passages for extract, relating to the entirely
new and most interesting discovery of nest-building by the little stickleback,
a discovery made by M. Coste, and published in a paper read before
the French Academy.
But we must leave this to be read in the book
itself.
will show some of our younger readers as well as we can,
and in his words as near as we can, how the author recommends an
aquarium to be constructed.
In the first place, care should be taken that the paint and cement of the
glass tank (an article now too common to require description), should be
perfectly dry, and entirely free from any unpleasant smell as a layer at
the bottom, it is better to use only cleanly washed river-sand, a slight disturbance of which will not render the water turbid, as when other kinds
of earth are used.
In placing a few shells or other objects on the sand,
as stays to the roots of plants that should have a fixed position, care
should be taken to select such objects as would naturally be found
Sea shells or corals, so often used for this purpose, have
in fresh water.
a very anomalous appearance, and destroy the natural character of the
River water is the best, but pump or well water
whole arrangement.
will answer very well, especially if well aerated, by pouring from one
The tank should be filled with water
vessel to another before used.
some days before the introduction of the plants, and so long as any prismatic scum makes its appearance at the surface, the water should be
changed.
When at last the water remains perfectly clear, then, and not
before, we may begin to introduce our plants.
Pieces of rock may be
put in to make it more picturesque, but any containing metal are bad, as
are also all kinds of drops, such as clinkers from glass-houses, &c.
Stones gathered from the pebbly beds of brooks, or the rocky shallows of
When the aquarium has been furnished with its plants,
lakes, are best.
and a few of the smaller water snails have been introduced to destroy the
confervoid growth on the glass, and to consume decaying vegetation, at
the same time furnishing a vast number of eggs to nourish the fish and
other animals which may have been now placed in the tank a complete
circle of compensating principles may be said to have been established,
to those

—

—

—

—

—

We

—

We

;

;
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which impart to the aquarium many of the permanent qualities of a
The vessel, however, must above all things be placed where
it will receive a sufficient quantity of light; for, without that vivifying
influence, neither the aquarium nor even the natural lake itself could
carry on its interesting processes.
We have abstained from giving the names of plants and animals
which may be fitly introduced, and would refer our readers to the volume

wheels between the rails, and two on the outside, and was attached to a train of
23 passenger carriages, weighing 86 tons, which it moved with so little exertion,
that we suggested to have some more added, which was done.
We then had 35
passenger carriages, some of them with six wheels, weighing 138£ tons. The
train was 270 yards long, and at about two-thirds of the distance from the engine,
there was an S or reverse curve.
All the carriages were coupled closely together, as when used for an express train, and the engine drew the whole train
from a state of perfect rest, with little more than half the steam employed."

itself for this information, if

The engine proposed for a goods traffic at five miles an hour on the rail,
has a pair of 7 inch cylinders and 7 feet driving wheels, and weighs 8
tons whe nempty, and 10 tons, with coals and water.
For passenger
traffic, an engine with larger wheels, and capable of travelling at the
rate of 8 miles an hour, would be used.
The rails proposed for carrying such engines are made of longitudinal timber sleepers, having a bar
of iron, 2
§ running down the centre.
Mr. Hemming goes into all the salient points of the engine which he
advocates, to show its suitability for Indian traffic; and he certainly
makes out an engineering case worthy of consideration by those whose
business it is to look to the securing of an efficient means of transport in
that " brightest jewel of the British Crown"
our Indian possessions.

real lake.

We

needed.
cannot help observing upon the paucity of invention which the

initial letters

and

tail

pieces exhibit; the latter are all

mere

servile copies

of individual specimens of animals iu the larger wood-cuts.

The Argument of Mr. Edward

N. Dickerson, with his Notes and
EXPLANATIONS OF THE CHARGE OF JUDGE NELSON AND THE VERDICT
ok the Jury in the Case of Sickels v. Borden.
New
8vo. Pp. 67.
York: John S. Voorhils.
J

It is not often that

we draw upon

our American neighbours for con-

tributions to our legal precedents in patent cases; but the present cause

has been deemed of sufficient importance to deserve a pretty bulky
pamphlet, and in this form it reaches us. The action, " Sickels v. Borden,"
was really directed against Mr. Horatio Allen, of the well-known
Novelty Iron Works, New York; the firm of which Mr. Allen is the
head, having openly infringed Mr. Sickels' patent for a cut-off steam
valve.
The plaintifFs counsel were Mr. C. M. Keller, and Mr. E,
N. Dickerson, and the sixty-seven pages before us are principally made
up of the argument of the latter of these two gentlemen, which was
heard after the trial had lasted for ten days, and after Mr. Cutting had
closed for the defendant.
This address is a very elaborate one.
Indeed
it has a very close resemblance to elaboration run mad, and it embodies a
vast amount of what we should term flippant language, largely adulterated with expletive mattter of a very strong cast.
The speech, however,
told on the American jury, and we are bound to say, that under the circumstances, Mr. Dickerson did not allow his client's cause to suffer in his
hands.
The result of the trial was, that in accordance with the shrewd
and careful charge of Judge Nelson, the jury returned a verdict for 720
dollars.

+

,

—

Report on the Twenty- Fifth Exhibition of American Manufactures,
held in the City of Philadelphia, 1856.
1857.

Pp. 105.

8vo.

Philadelphia.

The Franklin
ists

Institute annually calls upon the mechanical industrialof the United States to give a practical exemplification of their

by joining in an "Institution of American Manufactures;"
and we have here the official report upon the show of last year a catalogue of the articles deposited and an address delivered by Mr. H. D.
progress,

—

—

Gilpin on the termination of the exhibition.
The catalogue tells us that there were 2105 separate entries in the
exhibition.
These entries detail almost every possible variety of manufactures
books and stationery
embracing agricultural implements
boots and shoes
cabinet ware and upholstery chemicals coach work ;
cotton and woollen goods; dentistry; fancy goods; fine arts; furs;
gentlemen's furnishing goods; glass and china; hardware; housebuilding materials; housekeeping articles iron; lamps and gas fixtures;
leather and morocco ; marble and statuary
models and machinery ;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

Cheap Railroads for India and the Colonies, in connection with the
Traction Engine and Endless Railway.
By Frederick H. Hemming.
8vo.
Pp.41. London: Wilson. 1857.

musical instruments; needlework; ordnance; paints and artists' colours;
philosophical apparatus
saddlery, harness, and trunks
silk goods
silver ware and jewelry
silver plated and britannia ware
soaps and
perfumery stoves and heaters straw goods surgical instruments tin
ware; umbrellas; and wigs.
The report shows that a very large number of the exhibited articles
were deemed worthy of prizes of various kinds evincing, in the most
gratifying manner, that America is making large advances in some progressive improvements.
It also shows that a multitude of others were
valuable enough to deserve a reference to committees of examination, or,
at least, a commendatory remark.
Inquirers after what is doing in
America will find this report a very clear and pithy guide, well worthy
of preparatory consideration.
Mr. Gilpin's address is mainly devoted to an eulogium upon Benjamin
Franklin and in it he takes particular care to speak with a voice of
encouragement to every class of industrialists, to persevere in working
forward towards continuous improvements, through the aid of what
science has laid open to them.
The impressive language of this discourse adds materially to the intrinsic weight of the matter which the
author handles and the younger members of the class of mechanical
aspirants will not waste the time which they may devote to the consideration of what is here thrown out on their behalf.
;

;

;

;

" Speed in forming communications is of more importance in India,"
says Colonel Cotton, ''than speed in travelling on them"; and Mr. Hemming takes this remark for his text, in bringing forward Mr. Boydell's
"Steam Traction Engine and Endless Railway,* as a suitable agent in giving a mechanical system of intercommunication to the distant parts of
India and the colonies.
Commencing with a ten years' experience of the
practical working of Irish railways, the author had his attention drawn
to the scheme of the " North of India Tramroad Company," the working
of which he soon saw he could improve by engrafting upon it the Steam
Traction Engine and Endless Railway.
Even with a light rail of 35
pounds to the yard, he shows that the project would require 55 tons of
iron per mile; whilst, by the adoption of Mr. Boydell's engine, 12 tons
per mile would answer the same end; saving, at the same time, a very
large proportion of the time which any ordinary railway system requires
for its execution.
These are important elements of argumentative
matter; and Mr. Hemming uses them well in what he says on the sub-

he handles.

ject

In the original scheme of the Indian company, it was proposed to use
of all, animal power, and then, as the traffic developed, light locomotive engines, as the tractive force. Both of these aids to locomotion

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

first

Hemming at once sweeps away by bringing up his "steam-horse,"
thus giving a steady five mile an hour rate, instead of the uncertain
speeds to be expected from the arrangements primarily proposed.
have already seen what the new traction engine can do on the road and
field; and the author thus urges its advantages on the rail, from actual
Mr.

We

tests
"

of Electricity including Galvanism, Magnetism, Diamagnetism, Electro-Dynamics, Magneto-Electricity, and the Electric
Telegraph.
By H. M. Noad. Fourth edition. Entirely re-written.
Part II.
Magnetism and the
Part I.
Electricity and Galvanism.
Pp. 910.
Electric Telegraph.
London: George Knight & Co.

—

:

—

1855-57.

:

The engine was

by the

road, taking its own agricultural impleThetford, in Norfolk, and Saffron Walden, in
Essex, at both of which places it had been ploughing, to perform similar duties
at Farningham, in Kent, and in passing the Bricklayer's Arms Station of the
Bonth-Eastern Railway, we were permitted to take it there for the trial in

ments with

it,

on

travelling

its

way from

ion.

"The

A Manual

engine has 7-inch cylinders, and a 6-feet driving-wheel. On its arrival
it placed itself in the proper position for drawing, having two

in the station,

In the midst of the splendid progressive achievements in mechanical
and chemical science, which the last few years have brought to light,
we have still been groping along the barely marked tracks of the even
Practically speaking, and with
yet infantine science of electricity.
little more than the one splendid exception of the electric telegraph, we
have yet to learn the very rudiments of the practical application of this
subtle power.
Although it slumbers everywhere around us, we cannot
grasp it we often come, as it were, upon it, but when the positive laying hold of the material force comes to be attempted, it invariably
;

*

Engraved

at

page

<vi,

Practical Mechanic's Journal, for

June

last.
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certain practical results have been got, and
these are important, not only directly in themselves, but, and far more,

manages

to elude us.

of the original,

Still,

— these

August
little

1,

1857.

publications of the patent office are calcu-

eminent service both to inventors and to the public. The
present one has been compiled, we understand, by Mr. J. Macgregor, the
barrister.
It contains not only a short introduction, embracing the
early history of inventions connected with the subject, but many useful
and interesting notes, and altogether seems to have been very carefully
executed.
lated to be of

bearing upon what they apparently open up to us in the indisand two portly volumes from the pen of so good a practical
tinct future
authority as Mr. Noad, laying open before us all the known accumulations of information upon the subject, are opportunely satisfactory aids,
to be used, we hope, in the acquisition of those wider views and more
substantial achievements to which we all look forward with anxious
in their

;

interest.

CORRESPONDENCE.

The volumes conjointly embrace twenty-two chapters, twelve of
which constitute vol. I. These twelve deal with statical or frictional
electricity; the phenomena of frictional electricity; the electrical machine
accumulated electricity; atmospheric electricity; galvanic or

—

ELONGATED RIFLE SHOT.

;

effects of the voltaic current

electro-physiology
thermo-electricity
and the theory of the voltaic pile. Volume II. takes
in the remainder
embracing magnetism, proper electro-magnetism
magneto-electricity; the electric telegraph; diamagnetism
and the
magnetic hypothesis.
In treating this voluminous list of subjects,
Mr. Noad deals both with antique history and modern facts, in the style
for which we have before owed him substantial thanks, and for which
voltaic electricity

;

;

I this day fired into the river, from my four-pounder rifle cannon, planted
on the Rosherville Terrace, a bottle encased in its elongated wooden
sabot; a waterman on the look-out in the river brought back to me the
bottle with its neck fractured and driven into its wooden case or sabot,
by the concussion and resistance of the water. This proves that elongated rifle shells charged with the liquid fire (phosphorus dissolved
in bisulphuret of carbon), may be efficiently used as incendiary shells,
and they are, in my opinion, much more comfortable in practical use than
shells charged with molten iron, which latter require & furnace for their
preparation, whereas the liquid fire shells may be carried without inconvenience or hazard they moreover act independent of a fuze or percussion

;

—

;

;

we now recommend his pages as embodying the most serviceable information of the kind to be found within the limits of the English
language.
The volumes, too, are carefully laid out for practical use, by the
adoption of a clear system of subdivision for, in addition to the chapter
arrangement of the subjects, each section is properly mapped out for the
searcher, in well-defined paragraphs; and a terminal list of contents
further enables the inquirer to get at the information he wants, in the
simplest possible manner.
All this is aided by 497 well executed wood
engravings, which make the work really complete.

;

;

appliance.
J.

In a recent treatise on fire-arms by Lieutenant F. C. Simons, Bengal
page 25, is the following passage: "The projections on a
bullet are the rudders of it, and determine the direction of its head, and
that, too, much after the manner that the hoisting or lowering of particular sails of a ship is often made to determine the direction of its head."
Their use is to hold
I do not think that the projections have this effect.
firmly in the spiral grooves of the rifle, and not slip out of them
for if
they do slip out of the grooves, in passing through the barrel, the spiral
motion around the long axis of the shot is not imparted to it. The following experiment proves this. In the year 1823, I was in the habit of
discharging a rifled arrow, or bolt, from Staudenmayer's rifled air-gun,
and found that, with elevation, I could throw it seven hundred yards; its
flight was perfectly steady, and the line of aim accurate.
When I shot
this same rifled bolt with its projections vertically, its flight upwards was
perfectly steady, having the rotating or spiral motion imparted to it but
when it began to descend, having no longer the spiral motion, it vibrated
This, I think, proves that the spiral motion was altogether
greatly.
independent of the projections on its inner end. When I shot the same
bolt from the smooth-bore barrel of Staudenmayer's air-gun, it ranged
little more than half the distance, and vibrated during its whole flight.
This rifled bolt is represented in page 7 fig. 15, in my pamphlet on
Hebert, 88 Cheapside.
Projectiles.

—

Artillery,

Report on the Establishment and Present Condition of the Public
Baths and Wash-Houses in Liverpool. By James Newlands, C.E.,
Borough Engineer. Ordered by the Baths' Committee to be printed.
October, 1856.

Hewson &

Norton.

Bosherville Hotel, 6th July, 1857.

Procter, Liverpool.

;

This pamphlet, of 162 pages, illustrated by twelve pages of plans and
drawings, contains a narrative of the origin and progress of the baths
and wash-houses of Liverpool, and affords information as to the cost and
working expenses of the existing establishments.
Institutions of this nature are of the first importance to the physical
well-being of the people and it is a judicious step to publish the experiences of one locality for the benefit of others.
As the habits of the
;

people become more cleanly, as greater detestation of dirt prevails, so
will the general health of the community advance.
This is not merely
a question for the consideration of the poor, since we know that in all
epidemics the upper classes are cut down as well as the lower, and it
is now perfectly well known that want of cleanliness in and around our
habitations fosters, if it does not give rise to, those dire pestilences
which ever and anon sweep off thousands upon thousands. Philanthropists who are anxious to extend the inestimable benefit of health, should
not be discouraged if their poorer brethren do not at first embrace as
eagerly as they ought, the opportunities which have been of late years
afforded them.
It requires no ordinary effort in persons to whom filth
is habitual, to give themselves the trouble of keeping themselves and
their houses in a proper state.
must expect that they will require
to be educated in new feelings and customs, and all education is a work
of time.
must look to the rising generation, rather than to the
present; and by teaching it the laws which physiology and medical
science have disclosed
teaching it also better habits, as far as we can,
we may hope that the general health of the community will more and
more improve. Nor should we forget that the mind is more healthy
when lodged in a healthy body ; and that progress, which should ever
be the watchword of nations, will inevitably go on more rapidly and

;

J.

Norton.

Roslxrville Hotel, July 11th, 1857.

We

PROCEEDINGS OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.

We

ROYAL INSTITUTION.

;

safely.

Abridgments of the Specifications relating to Marine Propulsion.
Part I.
Printed by order of the Commissioners of Patents.
London
:

Great Seal Patent

This
cations,

Office,

1857.

one of that valuable series of abridgments of patent specifiwhich are from time to time issued by the commissioners of

is

The first part of those relating to marine propulsion comprises
the specifications up to the end of December, 1830.
Giving us an
accurate account of the chief heads of the specifications ; issued at a low
price
telling us whether the original contains drawings
whether it has
been printed, and, if so, its price ; and referring us to the place of deposit
patents.

;

;

June
"

12.

On

This subject was
the relations of Gold to Light," by Professor Faraday.
Since that time pure gold leaf has been operated
brought forward just a year ago.

This was the more imupon, and the previous operations have been verified.
portant in regard to the effect of heat in taking away the green colour of the
The
transmitted light, and destroying, to a large extent, the power of reflexion.
temperature of boiling oil, if continued long enough, is sufficient for this effect;
fusion)
Whether
temperature
(far
short
of
produces
more
rapidly.
it
hut a higher
it is the result of a mere breaking up by retraction of a corrugated film, or an
Pressure restores the green colour, but it also has
allotropic change, is uncertain.
Corresponding
the like effect upon films obtained by other processes than beating.
As before stated, films of gold may be
results are produced with other metals.
obtained on a weak solution of the metal, by bringing an atmosphere containing
They are produced also when small
vapours of phosphorus into contact with it.
particles of phosphorus are placed floating on such a solution; and then, as a film
differing in thickness is formed, the concentric rings due to Newton's thin plates
These films transmit light of various colours.
When heated they
are produced.
become amethystine or ruby and then when pressed, become green, just as heated
This effect of pressure is characteristic of metallic gold, whether it is in
gold leaf
;

August
leaf,

lf
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Gold

or film, or dust.

wire,

deflagration^ produces a deposit

on

separated into very fine particles by the electric
glass, which, being examined, either chemically

or physically, proves to be pure metallic gold.

This deposit transmits various

some parts are grey, others green, or amethystine, or even a bright
In order to remove any possibility of a compound of gold, as an oxide, being
ruby.
present, the deflagrations were made upon topaz, mica, and rock crystal, as well as
glass, and also in atmospheres of carbonic acid and of hydrogen.
Still the results
were the same, and ruby gold appeared in one case as much as in another.
Being
heated, all parts of the deposit became of an amethystine or ruby colour; and by
pressure these parts could be changed, so as to transmit the green ray.
The procoloured rays:

duction ofjfaid^ consisting of very finely divided particles of gold diffused through
was spoken of before. These fluids may be of various colours by trans-

water,

mitted light from ruby to blue
the effects being produced only by diffused
particles of metallic gold.
If a drop of solution of phosphorus in bisulphide of
carbon be put into a bottle containing a quart or more of very weak solution of
gold, and the whole be agitated, the chauge is brought about sooner than by the
;

process formerly described

very quickly indeed

;

or

;

so that

if

a solution of phosphorus in ether be employed,

a few hours' standing completes the action.

preparations have the same qualities as those before described.

The

All the

differently

may

have the coloured particles partially removed by filtration
and so long as the particles are kept by the filter from aggregation, they preserve
their ruby or other colour unchanged, even though salt be present.
If fine isinglass
be soaked in water, then wanned to melt it, and one of these rich fluids be added,
with agitation, a ruby jelly fluid will be obtained, which, when sufficiently concentrated and cold, supplies a tremulous jelly, and this, when dried, yields a hard ruby
gelatine, which being soaked in water, becomes tremulous again, and by heat and
more water yields a ruby fluid. The dry hard ruby jelly is perfectly analogous to
the well-known ruby glass, though often finer in colour, and both owe the colour to
particles of metallic gold.
Animal membranes may, in like manner, have ruby
particles diffused through them, and then are perfectly analogous in their action on
light to the gold ruby glass, and from the same cause.
When a leaf of beaten gold
is held obliquely across a ray of common light, it polarizes a portion of it
and the
light transmitted is polarized in the same direction as that transmitted by a bundle
of thin plates of glass; the effect is produced by the heated leaf as well as by the
green leaf, and does not appear to be due to any condition brought on by the
heating, or to internal structure.
When a polarized ray is employed, and the inclined leaf held across it, the ray is affected, and a part passes the analyzer, provided the gold film is inclined in a plane forming an angle of 45° with the plane of
polarization.
Like effects are produced by the films of gold produced from solution
and phosphorus, and also by the deposited dust of gold due to the electric discharge.
The same effects are produced by the other deflagrated metals, so long as the dusty
coloured fluids

;

;

films are in the metallic state.
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"On the application of Steam-power to Agricultural purposes," by Mr. W.
Waller, of Lincoln.
This is Mr. Waller's second paper on the subject, and involves
" Barn machinery," taking up the details in the three classes of, Thrashing and
dressing apparatus for grain, Mill and flour-dressing apparatus, and Corn-crushing,
straw-chopping, and root-cutting implements.
"On an Improved Steam Pile Driver," by Mr. R. Morrison, of Newcastle.
This is on the principle of the author's " Steam hammer, with continuous piston
bar," an

example of which we engraved

June

last

month.

23, 24, 1857.

" On a Large Tubular Wrought-Iron Crane, recently erected at Keyham dockyard. Devonport," by Mr. W. Fairbaim.
" On a Mode of Connecting the Feed-Pipes between Locomotive Engines and
Tenders," by Mr. James Fenton, Bradford.
" On a Furnace particularly applicable where intense Heat is required," by Mr.
C.

W. Siemens.

"On the Large Blast Engine, and new
Mr. W. Menelaus, of Merthyr Tydvil.

Rolling Mill, at Dowlais Ironworks," by

" On the Comparative Evaporative powers of Brass and Iron Tubes," by Mr,
George Tosh, of Maryport.
" On a Plan for the Prevention of Smoke in Steam Boiler and other Furnaces,"
by Mr. W. B. Johnson, of Manchester.
" On a Vertical Steam Boiler," by Mr. T. Dunn, of Manchester.
" On a standard Decimal Measure of Length for Mechanical Engineering work,"
by Mr. J. Whit worth.
" On the Saving of Dead Weight in Passenger Trains," by Mr. Charles Fay, of
Manchester.
" On Improvements in Iron and Steel," by Mr. T. W. Dodds, of Rotherham.
" On Recent Improvements in Water Meters," by Mr. B. Fothergill, of Manchester.

" On a Safety Escape Pipe for Steam Boilers," by Mr. John Ramsbottom, of
Manchester.
" On a new Apparatus for the Application of Water Power," by Mr. D. Joy, of
We engraved this arrangement in the P. M. Journal of last month.
Leeds.
" On Balancing the Valves of Steam Engines," by Mr. James Fenton, of Bradford.

"

On

an Apparatus for Economizing Fuel, by Mr.

W.

Craig, of Manchester.

MONTHLY NOTES.

As

these finer preparations could be held in place
such substance, and as glass itself had an effect, it was

only on glass or some
necessary to find a medium in which the power of the glass was nothing; and this
was obtained in the bisulphide of carbon. Here the effect of gold upon a ray of
light, which was unaffected by the glass supporting it, was rendered very manifest,
not only to a single observer, but also to a large audience.
The object of these

was

powers of a substance acting upon li^ht,
when its particles were extremely divided, to the exclusion of every other change of
constitution.
It was hoped that some of the very important differences in the
action upon the rays, might in this way be referred to the relation in size or in
number of the vibrations of the light and the particles of the body, and also to the
distance of the latter from each other; and, as many of the effects are novel in this
point of view, it is hoped that they will be of service to the physical philosopher.
investigations

to ascertain the varied

CHEMICAL SOCIETY.
June
" On a new
"

On

18.

Organo-thionic Acids," by Mr. Hobson.
the state of the Air in Unventilated Apartments," by Drs. Roscoe and
series of

Pellenkofer.

"On
"

"
"

On
On
On

for Didymium," by Dr. Gladstone.
the action of Heat upon Gold, by Mr. Napier.
a new Maximum and Minimum Thermometer," by Mr. M* Vicar.
Thialdine," by Dr. Hofmanu.
This was the last meeting of the Session.

an Optical Test

1

'

Hydrant Working without Waste or Freezing Up.
engraving represents a vertical section of a hydrant lately
introduced in America, for the especial purpose of preventing
waste of water, and the very great objection attending the
It consists of a vertical
freezing up of such contrivances.
hollow body, a, into which the supply pipe from the main
enters near the bottom, where there is an immoveable concave iron plate, having attached to it a disc of india-rubber,
Beneath this is a convex
b, forming a moveable bottom.
metal piece, c, also moveable, and connected by an upper
bridle piece, to a central vertical rod passing up the pillar, to
The supply
a crank worked by an external lever handle.
and discharge pipes enter through the immoveable concave
plate into the box, formed by the plate and elastic disc, so
that all the water passes through this box.
On the supply
pipe there is a conical cock, e, so arranged that the water
enters at one end in the direction of the taper, and is discharged through a rectangular port in the side, §.-ineh long
and ^-inch wide, so that a very small movement fully opens
As the pressure of the water is in the directhe passage.
tion of the cock's axial line, the fluid tightness is well preserved.
This cock is connected by links with the bridle piece
before described.
By raising the handle, d, the long connecting rod raises the convex plate, and with it the elastic
diaphragm and after moving up about an inch, the cock
When the
opens, and the water flows out of the pipe, f.
handle is let go, the weight of the parts, aided by the

— Our

annexed

e^^^f|fpi|u
i/^lml?
J[

||

j

;

SOCIETY OF ARTS.

May
"On
national

columnar pressure of the water, closes the hydrant. As the
water is forced out by the upward pressure of the metal

Commerce," by Mr. T. Winkworth.

piece, C, against the elastic

May
11

20.

the Brussells Congress of 1856, and its bearing on the progress of Inter-

27.

On some

engaged

in

Combinations and Phenomena that occur amongst the elements
the Manufacture of Iron, and in the Conversion of Iron into Steel," by

Mr. C. Beirks.

diaphragm,

it

follows, that

when

go, whatever water may be in the
Hence there can be no
pipe, f, flows back into the box.
waste; and when the box part is sunk iuto the earth, frost

the discharge lever

cannot reach

is let

it.

Extraction of Sulphur from Pyrites and Mundic.

—The
INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.
November 5, 1856.
"

On

the Ventilating

Abercom.

This fan
p*ge 153, vol. v., P.

Fan at the Abercorn Collieries," by Mr. E. Rogers, of
the one proposed by Mr. Nasmyth, and engraved by us at
M. Journal.

is

great Australian and Californian discoveries of auridrawn attention to a subject long
disregarded
the scientific extraction of the precious metal
ferous matter, have latterly

—

from the crude
mineral containing it.
Mr. P. A. Godefroy of London has now introduced a
system of treatment, by which he expects to add largely to the yield of pure
metal.
His 'plan is based upon the principle, that the metalliferous portions
of rocky or earthy substances are held in their sulphates, known as pyrites or
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mundic

and that the point of desideratum is the separation of the sulphur in
which the metals are contained; generally, it is found in these northern latitudes
Mr. Godefroy assumes that the
in granular and infimtesiuully small particles.
cause of failure hitherto has been, that while crushing and washing only are inadequate to extract the precious particles, much of the gold, and nearly all the silver,
that is to say, that the minutely fine granular
have been lost by incandescence
components have been evaporated in sulphurous fume, of which abundant proof appears on analyzing the adhesions of a furnace funnel used for the calcining operation*
Having been led to suspect, from the insignificant results of this latter treatment,
compared with the promise of the previous assay, that such might be the cause of
disappointment, and having by patient observation satisfied himself of its truth, he
conceived that the main object to be attained, namely, the separation of the sulphur, might be effected through an alkaline solvent, suggested by his experience of
many years in chemical pursuits. This was tried and found to answer. The
process consists in first extracting the pyrites or mundic from the matrix, then
thorough washing to clear oft' the remainder uf the earthy matters, grinding the
stuff so prepared to the fineness of flour and finally, the application of the solvent
by means of iron vessels, one to contain the matter treated, another to generate
sleam for the required temperature; the size of such vessels being regulated by
the quantity of metallic sulphates to be acted on.
The solvent becomes effective
at a high temperature, by brief exposure to which, say of a few hours, the sulphur
is held in solution, and afterwards drawn off, leaving the metallic residuum to be
reduced by furnace or other known means.
All minerals, of whatever kind,
having metalliferous contents combined with sulphur, can be treated by this
system, and under it will, in many cases, prove remunerative beyond the charges
;

i

August

1,

1867.

so that the fireman can always keep his bars clear without

any physical exertion.
regulated by a two-way valve and overAs represented in our figure, the water is passing into
the boiler; but, by drawing back the horizontal rod, c, the overflow pipe is opened,
and, as the pressure in the boiler keeps down the clack, the water obviously passes
back to the tank. An external casing, c, is fitted on the base of the chimney,

The supply

of feed water to the boiler

is

flow pipe arrangement, B.

for

double purpose of heating the feed water, and arresting the sparks.
casing is an annular water vessel, containing about 20 gallons of

the

Within

this

—

and inside this again, a netting of coarse wire the whole being far enough
;
apart to allow of plenty of draught room.
The parallel dotted lines represent the
water vessel, with the straight portion extending down into the smoke-box the
water

;

show the spark-arrester, attached to an arched plate, which is
[laced above the water vessel, and connects the external with the internal flues.

inside dotted lines

;

of reduction.

—

Dovetailed Building Stones. The foundations of the two most notable
lighthouses in our country, furnish examples of the great strength which may, be
given to masonry, by causing the pieces of the solid material itself to dovetail and
bind together. Acting, we may assume, on these examples as practical hints, Mr.
G. J. Giiuther of London has proposed some new forms of stones, so contrived as
to afford superior binding powers, from the fact that, when structurally put
together, they are tied to one another in all directions.
Each block is cut in such
a shape, that only four sides of it form a parallelogram, its upper and lower sides
being formed each by two inclined planes, which incline towards each other from
the edges towards the middle in such a manner respectively, that the direction of
is formed by the two inclined planes of the one ( upper") side, forms
a right angle with or crosses the direction of the other (lower) side.
The shape of
the averted side, it will be perceived, is a modification, but a peculiar application,

the furrow that

of the dovetail principle, and

is in so far altogether distinct from any such mason
which the dovetail principle was applied hitherto; this description of
blocks is chiefly fit for any right-angular or square mason work, and the mason
work is dovetailed together crosswise, in two right-angular directions, by each block.
Prize List for the Government Offices' Designs. One of the chief
professional sights of London has latterly been found in Westminster Hall, where
the results of the "all world" competition for designs for the new government
offices have been formally on view.
The following is the list of the artists,
entitled, by the judges' award, to the several gradations of prizes

work,

in

—
:

Design No.
M.

Cressinet,

Grand Rue de

1.

Block Plan.

Premium.

Vaug'irard, Paris, (No. 12)

.

.

.

W.

Design No.

£500
200

Hastings, Esq., Belfast, (189)
Messrs. Morgan and Phipson, 3 Danes-inn, Strand, (128)

.

.

100

Foreign Department.

2.

through the open stack to the external atmosphere.
This improvement is simple
and durable, requiring few repairs, except to renew the wire netting about once a
year.
At D is an arrangement for increasing and diminishing at pleasure the
effect of the blast from the exhaust steam.
It consists of a short straight pipe,
permanently fastened to the top of the heating chamber, and another of equal
length, which slides over it.
light iron stand, as high as it is desirable to raise
the outside pipe, is placed on one side, with grooved pulleys at the top and bottom

A

a small wire cord is made fast to the bottom of the outside pipe, and passed over
the upper pulley and under the lower one, and thence back to a small winch

On the side of the
placed on the end of the boiler, convenient to the fireman.
pipe opposite the cord attachment, is a friction roller, to prevent the pipe from
jamming

....
.

Messrs. Buxton and Ilabershon, 38 Bloomsbury-square (54)
.
George E. Street, Esq., 33 Montague-place, Bedford-square, (129)

.

.
.

.

800
500
300
200
100

.100
.

100

When

while being raised and lowered.

the blast

is

to

be increased,

by a pall to
When
from sliding down again, till the coal is thoroughly ignited.
sufficient steam is raised, and the fire burns clearly, the winch is loosened, and the
It will be seen that the stack
stack lowered by its weight to its former position.
may be secured at any point, between the lowest and highest elevation, so as to
This arrangesecure a regular draft adapted to the requirements of the engii.e.
ment possesses some advantages over the usual method of increasing and diminishing the orifice of the exhaust pipe to regulate the blast, because the power of the
cylinder is not affected by it, nor does it influence the vertical passage of the
exhaust steam; it is not liable to get out of order, and can be readily repaired or
the fireman raises the stack by turning the winch, and fastens

prevent

Indian Railways.
opened to the

to be

it

it

renewed.

Messrs. Coe and Hofland, 8 Danes-inn, Strand, (84)
.
.
Messrs. Banks and Barry, 27 Sackville-street, (58)
George Gilbert Scott, Esq., 20 Spring-gardens, (116 a) .
.
Messrs. Deane and Woodward, Merrion-street, Dublin, (35)
Thomas Bellamy, Esq., 8 Charlotte-street, Bedford-square, (17)

— The eyes

folly of

of the government and the public are beginning
proceeding at a snail's pace with the construction of

In a recent article which appeared in our columns, we made some
these railways.
remarks on this subject, and shall now only point out, that if ordinary diligence
had been used, large sections of the lines would have been completed, and the
events which have spread alarm through India and Britain would not have occurred.
Loyal battalions could have been poured with rapidity upon the disaffected dis-

and crushed rebellion in the bud. It is most desirable, on commercial
grounds alone, that these railways should be finished with the least possible delay.
Instead of advancing at the ridiculously slow rate of from thirteen to twenty miles
It
a year, hundreds of miles ought to have been completed in each twelvemonth.
is to be hoped that an absurd adherence to routine on the part of the government,
and underhand obstruction on the part of interested officials, will no longer be permitted to waste valuable time, and place in jeopardy the dearest interests of the
country.
Only think of the enormous expense which this mutiny in the Indian
army will occasion. How much better would it have been to lay the money out
on the formation of railways, which would bring the produce of coal and iron
mines, of cotton, opium, and indigo fields, and tea plantations, from the interior to
tricts,

Design No. 3.— War Office.
H. B. Garling, Esq., 11 King's-road, GrayVinn, (77)
M. B. D'Hazeville, Rue de Nord, Paris, (75)

.

.

.

....

Rochead, Esq., Glasgow, (61)
Messrs. Pntchard and Seddon, Llandaff, (140)
Cuthbert Brodrick, Esq., 17 East Parade, Leeds, (20)
.
Messrs. W. G. & E. Habershon, 38 Bloomsbury-square, (54 a).
John Dwyer, Esq., 11 Great Marlborough-street, (126)
.
J. T.

The narrow part of the spark-arrester is placed over the exhaust pipes in such a
way as to arrest the sparks, but admit the free passage of the exhaust steam

.

.

.

800
500
300
200
100

.100
.

100

This shows that amongst the successful designers are two Frenchmen, two Irishmen,
and a Scotchman
a Frenchman, M. Cressinet, carrying ofT the first prize of £500
for the design No. 1., "Block plan."
Mr. Rochead, who takes the third prize for
the war office, is a Glasgow architect, who has rapidly risen into considerable local
reputation during the last few years.
The occasion is a great one, and ought to be
treated in a correspondingly great manner.

—

the seaboard

!

Meeting of Naturalists at Bonn.
ciety of

German

—

The thirty-third meeting of the SoNaturalists and Physicians has been fixed for the 18th Septem-

this

The position of that university town in
ber at Bonn, to continue until the 24th,
the immediate neighbourhood of the most beautiful part of the Rhine, the abundance of its scientific resources, and the facility of access, are likely to attract a

ciency,

large

Coal-Burning Locomotive.

—As much

attention

is

now being

directed in

country to the production of a locomotive capable of burning coal with effiwe now present an engraving of an American attempt at the same end.
The engine is one of the goods class, running on the Mine-Hill and Schuylkill

Haven

line,

and was

built

by Messrs. Baldwin, with

Wilder, the locomotive engineer.

The furnace

improvements by Mr.

is fitted with a self-acting bar
which can be set up or down by the handbecome disengaged from, the bars as required. These
fingers receive motion from an eccentric on the axle, next but one to the fire-box,

clearer, consisting of a set of fingers
lever, a, so as to enter, or

number

of the friends of science.

A Mountain-Top

—

Railway.
The nearest approach to "mountain-top"
railways in this country, may be summed up by enumerating the wild Caledonian
line, and one or two others ; but in the State of Virginia they accomplish far more
The railway made by Mr. Charles Ellett across the Blue
wondrous things.
Ridge at Rock Fish Gap, is an instance of this. This mountain-top line is a part
of a continuous line of railroad in course of construction through Central Virginia,

August

1,
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and it appears that the commonwealth of Virginia
from Richmond to the Ohio
undertook the construction of seventeen miles of this route, embracing the passage
of the Blue Ridge, and the tunnel which was supposed necessary for this p.issage.
As usual, the commonwealth, like all other similar bodies, found it impossible to
do what appeared so easy to be done, and finding, after four years' work on the
tunnel, that at least three years more would be necessary for its completion, and
that, in the meantime, the company, of which Mr. Ellett was the engineer, could
not enjoy the revenue of the capital expended in the complete works, he formed
the bold design of crossing the ridge by a temporary line to be worked by locomotive
power, and intended to maintain a complete connection of the roads at the eastern
and western base. The mountain-top line crosses the summit of the Blue Ridge
at Rock Fish Gap, where the elevation of the mountain is 1885 feet above tide.
The crest of the ridge is very narrow, and is passed on a curve of 300 feet radius.
There is barely room for an engine with an ordinary train to stand on the summit,
before the road slopes off. descending both towards the east and west, to the valleys
The length of the descent on the
on either side of the ridge. "Western side
western side, from the summit to what is here assumed to be the foot of the mountain, is 10,650 feet, or 2-j-^ miles.
The line descends in this distance, on the
west side, 450 feet or at the average rate of one foot in 23f feet.
The average
gride on the western slope is, therefore, 223 T1 - feet per mile.
The maximum
8
grade on the western slope is 5 T feet in 100, or 2"9 T ^j feet per mile.
On both
sides of the mountain, the ruling curves are described with a radius of 300 feet, on
6
which the grade is 237 T 5 feet per mile. The excess of the maximum over the
average grade is occasioned by the attempt to compensate, in the distribution of the
necessary ascent, for the effect of curvature.
When the road was first opened,
it speedily appeared that the difference of 43 feet on the western side, and 58 feet
on the eastern side, between the grades on curves of 300 feet radii and those on
straight lines, was not sufficient to compensate for the increased traction due to
snch curvature.
The velocity, with a constant supply of steam, was promptly
retarded on passing from a straight line to a curve, and promptly accelerated again
But after a little experience in
on passing from the curve to the straight line.
the working of the road, it was found advisable to supply a small amount of
grease to the flanch of the engine by means of a sponge, saturated with oil, which,
when needed, is kept in contact with the wheel by a spring. Since the use of the
oil was introduced, the difficulty of turning the curves has been so far diminished,
that it is no longer possible to determine whether grades of 237-j^ feet per mile on
curves of 300 feet radius, or grades of 296 feet per mile on straight lines, are traversed most rapidly by the engine. Eastern side
But the more difficult portion of
the work was on the eastern side of the mountain, where the ascent was greater, aud
the slope, in order to reach a certain level, which became a necessary condition of
the problem of location, was required to be greater.
The length of the line of
descent from the summit to the foot of the grade is 12,500 feet, or 2 T3^y miles.
The road descends in this distance 610 feet, or at the average rate of one foot in
20£ feet. The average grade on the eastern slope is, therefore, 257-^ feet per
mile.
The maximum grade on the eastern slope is 5-^ feet in 100, or 295-j
feet per mile.
This maximum grade is found in a continuous line of half a mile
in length.
The total length of the line from the foot of the mountain on the west
side, across the summit, to the foot of the mountain on the east side, is 4-j%9y- miles.
But, in consequence of delays which occurred in the construction of other parts
of the commonwealth's road, it became necessary to extend the line 3£ miles further, running it around unfinished cuts and embankments at four different points,
so that the distance actually worked by the mountain engines is about 8 miles.
The locomotives used for this severe service, are from the Philadelphia works of
Messrs. Baldwin. They are on six wheels, all coupled, and 42 inches in diameter.
The wheels are set very close, so that the distance between the extreme points of
contact of the wheels and the rail, of the front and rear drivers, is 9 feet 4 inches.
This closeness of the wheels, of course, greatly reduces the difficulty of turning the
short curves of the road.
The diameter of the cylinders is 16£ inches; and the
;

:

—

;

^

:

—

^

To
and at the sametfrne avoid
its tank upon the boiler, and the footboard is lengthened out and provided with suspended side boxes, where a supply
of fuel may be stored.
By this means the weight of wood and water, instead of
abstracting from the effective power of the engine, contributes to its adhesion and
consequent ability to climb the mountain.
The weight of these engines is 27^length of the stroke 20 inches.

increase the adhesion,

the resistance of a tender, the engine carries

tons,

when

the boiler and tank are supplied with water, and fuel enough for a trip
is on board.
The capacity of the tank is sufficient to hold 100 cubic

of eight miles
feet

and it has storage room on top for 100 cubic feet of wood,
what may be carried in the side boxes and on the footboard. To

of water,

in addition to

enable the engines better to adapt themselves to the flexures of the road, the
front and middle pair of drivers are held in position by wrought-iron beams,

having cylindrical boxes in each end for the journal bearings, which beams vibrate
on spherical pins fixed in the frame of the engine on each side, and resting on
the centres of the beams.
The object of this arrangement is to form a truck,
somewhat flexible, which enables the drivers more readily to traverse the curves

The

of the road.

on the mountain
and since the road was constructed, a tank has been establishe
on the eastern slope, where the ascending engines stop daily on a grade of 280 feet
;

per mile, and are there held by the brakes while the tank is being filled, and started
again at the signal aud without any difficulty.
The ordinary speed of the engines,

when

tons.
With such trains the engines are stopped on the line, ascending or
descending, and are started again, on the steepest grades, at the disci etion of the

engineer.

Water

for the
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supply of the engines has been found

difficult to

obtain

—

Man ore Coating for Grain and

Seeds.

— One of the greatest

curiosities

is a new manuring system propounded by M. Biches, a
French agriculturist.
It is a chemical composition, the nature of which is
still kept secret by the inventor; but its mode of application is rather curious, the
grain intended to be sown being mechanically coated with the compound previously to
its being consigned to the earth.
The rich principle being thus in immediate contact with the seed to be developed, the soil needs no other kind of manure.
Four
pounds of the compound are sufficient for an acre of land.
According to M.
Biches' experiments, the application of his manure would raise the present yield of
France from 82,000,000 hectolitres of wheat to 410,000,000. Dr. Stockhard,
Professor at the Academy of Tharand, in Saxony, has lately pronounced in favour

of the times, before us,

of this system.

Election of Fellows of the Royal Society.
the mystic

number

—The annual

election of

of fifteen Fellows of the Royal Society, has resulted in the choice

of the following gentlemen, for the

ponderous letters F.R.S.

—

privilege of writing

after

their

names the

L. S. Beale, G. Boule, G. B. Buxton, T. Davidson,

G. Grote, Rowland Hill, The Rev. T. Kirkman, W. Marcet, M.D., J. Marshall,
A. Smith, M.D., R. Angus Smith, C. Piazzi Smyth, H. C. Sorby, J. Welsh, and
J. Whitwoith.
The Grape Blight Prevention Prizes. An important report on this
subject has been communicated to the Societe" d'Encouragement pour Mndustrie
Nationale, by M. Barral, in the name of the committee appointed by the society to
decide whether the prizes offered by it for the discovery of a remedy against the
blight should be awarded or not.
From this report it appears that sulphur is at
length proved to be the only efficacious and infallible remedy against the ravages of
the oidium tuckeri, and that the prize of 10,000f., offered by the French Government in conjunction with the society, is jointly due 1, to Mr. Kyle an English
horticulturist, who first applied sulphur to this purpose in 184S; 2, to M. Du-

—

—

chartre, Professor of

Agronomy

at Versailles,

who

first

introduced the

method

in

Gontier, a horticulturist at Montrouge, near Paris, who was the
first to apply it on a large scale ; and 4, to M. Henry Mares, Secretary to the
Society of Agriculture of the department of the Herault, who by numerous experi-

France

;

3, to

M.

ments has proved the superiority of sulphur over all other agents previously
Moretried, and pointed out the surest and most economical way of applying it.

when

50

to 6 miles

scientific

them when empty or partly loaded.
weigh with their loads from 40 to 43

These three carriages, when full,
tons.
Sometimes,
though rarely, when the business has been unusually heavy, the loads have exceeded

7£ miles an hour on the ascending grades, and from 5£

—

over,

or four of

is

The Shipping of Great Britain. On the 31st of December, 1856, there
were registered, at all the ports of England, 6479 sailing vessels, of 196,275 tons,
(of and under 50 tons each), and 12,027 sailing vessels, of 2,989,121 tons, (above
There were also registered 529 steamers, of 12,884 tons, (of and
50 tons each).
under 50 tons), and 743 steamers, of 262,751 tons, (above 50 tons each).
In
Scotland there were 1097 sailing vessels under, and 1987 above, 50 tons; and 51
steamers under, and 219 above, 50 tons. In Ireland there were 1010 sailing vessels
under, and 1048 above, 50 tons; and 25 steamers under, and 120 above, 50 tons.
In England, in 1856, there entered inwards, coastwise, 93,328 British vessels, of
7,253,608 tons, and 262 foreigners of 45,901 tons; while 106,896 British ships
of 8,170,971 tons, and 85 foreigners of 14,632 tons, cleared outwards.
These
were all sailing vessels. Of steamers, 13,143 British, of 3,045,612 tons, with 19
foreign steamers, of 4025 tons, entered inwards (England); while 12,964 British,
of 2,938,239 tons, and 29 foreign, of 5539 tons, cleared outwards.
In 1856
4503 British sailing vessels, of 1,558,198 tons, entered inwards (England) from
the colonies, and 4218 vessels, of 1,604,397 tons, cleared outwards.
The number of foreign vessels from the colonies was 568, of 327,209 tons, inwards; and
525 of 288,652 tons, outwards. The number of steamers (almost all English)
was 393 in, and 432 out. From foreign ports, in 1856, 13,611 British sailing
vessels, of 2,559,769 tons, entered inwards in England; 1307, of 226,520 tons,
in Scotland; and 652, of 129,530 tons, in Ireland.
The total number of British
steamers inwards was 4278, of 1,517,973 tons.
The number of foreign sailing
vessels entered inwards was 14,935, of 3,153,183 tons, in England; 2410 of
2S3,625 tons, in Scotland; and 507, of 112,873 tons, in Ireland. The number of
foreign steamers entered inwards from foreign ports was 896, of 290,008 tons.
It further appears that 942 timber vessels of 178,112 tons (sailing and steam),
and 208 iron vessels of 66,466 tons (sailing and steam), were built and registered
in the United Kingdom last year;
1835 vessels, of 414,823 tons, were sold
and transferred; 719 sailing vessels, and 35 steamers, of 195,725 tons in the
aggregate, were wrecked last year
all belonging to the United Kingdom; 110
vessels were broken up; 26 colonial-built vessels and 57 foreign-built vessels were
concurrently registered at the ports of the United Kingdom last year.
The trade
of the United Kingdom employs about 26,029 British ships, of 6,390,715 tons,
and 20,744 foreign ships, of 4,480,859 tons.

regular daily service of each of the engines is to make four trips
of eight miles over the mountain, drawing one eight-wheel baggage car, together
with two eight-wheel passenger cars, in each direction. In conveying freight,
the regular train on the mountain is three of the eight-wheel house carriages
fully loaded,

loaded,

an hour on the descent.

M. Mares has won

ment
for so

the prize of 3,000f. proposed by the Societe d'Encourage-

for the best essay on the nature of the

many

years.

malady which has attacked the vine

M. Mares had observed

acts most advantageously

that sulphur not only destroys the

upon the vine when

it is in blossom, even
sulphuration by the well known bellows invented for the purpose by M. Guntier, should be effected in June, and a
In the
third and last in July, when every danger of blight will be finally averted.
month of May, one woman alone can in the space of five days sulphurize 2,000 vines

oidium, but

it

not attacked with the blight.

A second

with 50 kilogrammes of sulphur; in June, from 800 to 1,000; and in July from
600 to 700.
The plant is well sulphured when the eye can perceive numerous

U
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museum having

grains of fine dust on a leaf or grape held against the light. The report concludes
with proposing prizes of encouragement of l,000f. each to MM.Camille Leroy and

MM.

of Edinburgh.

for each engine.

In accomplishing

But when

a single

used in connection with a horizontal engine, for which class the invenpeculiarly well suited, the condenser is situated directly beneath the longitu-

condenser
tion is

James Bertram,

more condensers are used

is

horizontal steam cylinder.

This condenser is a vertical one,
resembling an expanded pipe, and its upper duct communicates with the exhaust
This condenser is fitted with a
port of the steam cylinder in the usual manner.
cold water injection jet of the ordinary kind, and it has also a lateral branch pipe
At the bottom of the
with a species of snifting valve upon it, opening outwards.
condenser there is a wide discharge duct, governed by a valve opening downwards,
and kept up to its face by a spring. This duct opens out into the external atmosThe action of the engine so fitted is this when the steam cylinder piston
phere.
arrives at the end of its stroke, the exhaust port is opened in the usual manner to
Here it meets with
allow the steam in the cylinder to escape into the condenser.
the injection jet of cold water, and is hence more or less condensed as it enters the
The piston then beginning to return by the action of fresh
condensing chamber.
steam from the boiler upon its opposite end, whatever used steam remains in the
cylinder from the previous stroke is forcibly driven down into the condenser, and its
shock opens the foot valve of that chamber, allowing the water collected there to
As the engine
be driven out, whilst any air escapes by the small snifting valve.
proceeds in its action this system goes on; and whilst the injection water partially
condenses the exhausted steam, the shock or sudden pressure at each fresh steam
action upon the piston, opens the bottom valve of the condenser, and discharges the
Instead of relying upon this species of self or automatic action of
contents thereof.
the condenser valve, provision may be made for the proper, predetermined, periodSimilarly, the injecical opening of such valve by the motion of the engine itself.
tion valve for the cold water may be opened and closed hy the engine, at proper
When two condensers are employed, one is put in communication with
intervals.
each end of the steam cylinder, so that they work alternately, thus affording longer
This arrangement is suitable for all
time for condensation of the used steam.
classes of engines, but especially for those with horizontal cylinders, to which airdinal centre of the

—

pumps are somewhat difficult of adaptation.
Dunbar's Ships' Boat Gear. The safe and

—

days a week

easy taking in and launching

Murton

paid to Messrs.

&

Co.

for

As to the museum for natural hisdonations are here also spoken of, the most valuable being the collection
of the late Professor Edward Forbes, which that lamented man bequeathed to the
museum. More space is demanded here for the effective display of the specimens,
exhibition for the fast-accumulating objects.
tory,

many

many

them cannot be exhibited at all, every available
That section of the report devoted to

spot having been previously appropriated.

gether by a longitudinal rod or link-piece, jointed at each end to the davits, and
this rod has suspended from it near one end, a snatch block, with an open or hinged
side, for the free entry therein of the tackle or fall, as required.
Each davit also
carries at its outer end a complete purchase tackle, the upper block in each case being

attached to the davit by a swivel link, whilst the lower blocks each have a bottom connecting hook. The fall from one tackle passes direct to the part where the haulage
is to be applied, whilst the fall from the other is brought along beneath the connecting rod of the davits, and then passed over the snatch block suspended from
that rod, thus bringing both

falls finally together for working in exact concert.
Hence, when the two falls are operated upon, either in lifting or lowering, and
whether by hand or by a deck winch or other apparatus, the boat is invariably
lifted and lowered on an even keel, and the boat can be swung in and out board
with great facility and safety, always meeting and leaving the water on an even
keel.
The disengagement is effected by a detent contrivance at each end of the
boat, the two detent actions being connected by a longitudinal rod passing along
the boat's bottom.
In this way when a disengagement is to take place, the sailor,
by moving a catch lever, can act upon two connections, and cause a simultaneous
disengagement of both ends of the boat.
Belaying pins are provided upon one of
the lower blocks, for the attachment of the falls.
Government Department of Science and Art. The Fourth Report of
the Department of Science and Art has just been issued, and we hasten to give a
summary of its contents. It is encouraging, as giving an account of progressive
advance in almost all the sections, and of retrograde action in none of importance.
And first, as to the geological survey, it appears that, in England, 1149 square
miles have been surveyed during the nine months previous to the 31st December
last, for the construction of new maps, whilst maps constructed from the surveys
of previous years have been published, which embrace an area of 2357 square miles.
In Ireland, 1604 square miles of country have been surveyed during the same
period.
In the pulasontological branch of the survey, we are informed that 15,000
specimens of British fossils have been classified, of which only 742 have been
in the cases of the museum.
It is proposed to distribute the duplicate specimens

—

museum amongst the provincial museums of the kingdom
and with this view, Sir Roderick Murchison, the director-general, has caused
twenty-two sets of duplicates, amounting to about 700 specimens, to be prepared
;

assistance

is

said to be required for the examination of the

accumulating stores.

Lectures have been delivered in the theatre attached to the
Those delivered in the daytime seem to have been scantily attended, but the evening courses have been
attended by as many as the theatre would bold, that is, by about 600 persons.
These lectures are intended for working men, and each course consists of only six
lectures, for which sixpence is paid, or one penny a lecture.
The persons who have
visited the museum of practical geology during 1856, amounted to 20,415, the

museum

in

Jermyn

Street by the different professors.

number
was

;

for the

More

total

seventeen pieces of modern Staffordshire earthen-

movements which have always engaged the best attention of engineers
and nautical men.
In a plan lately developed by Mr. A. A. Dunbar, of Glasgow,
the outer ends of the two davits on the ship's deck or bulwark, are connected toare nautical

for distribution.

The

ware and porcelain of various recent designs; and the nest largest item is £o5 y
paid for a screen and two pediments of wrought iron, German work of the seventeenth century. During the past year the collection purchased from M. Soulages was
exhibited at the museum, and in the two months during which it was open to the
public, upwards of 48,000 persons visited it, more than 5000 of whom paid for
The library attached to the museum has been increased during
their admission.
the past year by nearly 500 volumes.
It has only been open seven months during
the past year, for three months were occupied in the removal of the books to their
present place of deposit, in South Kensington.
The report then refers to the
Museum of Irish Industry, the Royal Dublin Society, the Royal Zoological Society of Ireland, and the Norman Lace School.
We are sorry to see that this
school has been broken up, the annual parliamentary grant of -£500 having been
withdrawn, in consequence of lacemaking being no longer followed as a pursuit.
The lace made at the school is said to have been excellent in quality, and the
designs good, but the public, following the caprices of fashion, have ceased to ask
Turning to Scotland, we find a notice of the progress of the Scottish
for it.
Industrial and Natural History Museum.
We are told that a building has been
designed for the piece of ground behind the university, purchased some little time
back, and that it is proposed to apply to parliament for money to commence the
The museum of natural history was visited by upwards of
intended erection.
90,000 persons in 1856. The entrance fee is now only sixpence, and on one day
admission
the
week
the
is free.
Many gifts, some of them of great value, are
in
acknowledged by the director of the industrial museum but it is stated, that until
new buildings have been erected, the museum cannot be open to the public. It is
to be hoped that no time will be lost in erecting an appropriate edifice for the

of ships' boats, and their disengagement from the tackles or suspensory apparatus,

in the possession of the

in place of three.

were male and 17 female students. During the year 37 masters
106, of
have received certificates from the department and 21 students have been appointed
to masterships, and are now employed in teaching in the provinces.
The number of
students attending the training school has been 405.
At the female school of art
in Gower Street the number of students at the morning classes has been 104 (in
the previous year 122), and in the evening classes 22.
A good many additions
have been made to the museum of art by purchase; the largest item is <£103 lis.,
;

—

this eud, one or

five

whom 89

Condensing Steam Engine Without an Air Pump. An arrangement
whereby the air-pump may be dispensed with in condensing steam engines, has
recently been introduced by Mr.

been open for

of teachers in training at the training school of art during the past school year

Berkeley, Chancel, Gaudry, Hardy, Money,

Kopezinski, and
and Bonnel, for their laudable efforts towards the object in question.
of 500f. each to

August 1,1857.

keeper states that

of

under the inspection of the department having reference to secondary
system of inspection has been introduced
during the past year in the place of occasional inspection. In former years certain
works were required to be sent up to London for examination and exhibition, and
rewards were given according to their excellence.
Thus the whole works of a
school did not come under examination, and it was not apparent under this system
whether the pupils understood the principles upon which they worked, and for
aught that appears, the pupils might have made mere mechanical copies.
The
exhibition in London has now been given up, and inspectors have been sent to each
town where there is a school of art, for the purpose of examining all the works of
the school, and of bestowing local medals.
Those works which thus receive
rewards, are to be collected and exhibited annually. The exhibition of the present
year will be held in Manchester, and the most deserving works will receive national
medals.
There are now fifty-six local schools of art, the increase during the past
In these schools
year having been three, and nine district metropolitan schools.
upwards of twelve thousand pupils have been receiving instruction. Surely, sooner
or later, we shall perceive an elevation of the public taste in every department of
art.
Nearly twelve thousand pupils attended the local schools of science, includNew schools have been
ing under this designation navigation and trade schools.
opened at six places.
The scientific schools are of two kinds, namely, secondary
schools in which only science is taught, and intermediate schools in which advanced
schools,

instruction, informs us that a constant

elementary instruction

is

given to prepare the pupils for scientific instruction ; for it
basis for what is taught in the

was found that unless instruction was given as a

advantages to be derived from the latter were in a great meafavourable result has followed from the establishment of these inter-

scientific schools, the

sure

lost.

A

mediate, as might have been expected.

In addition to the schools connected with

attached a certain number of public or private
schools, the pupils of which receive one or more lessons weekly in elementary
the department to each art school,

drawing; and

facilities

is

are given to the

teachers and pupil teachers of public

schools to qualify themselves to impart instruction in drawing to the pupils under

Upwards of twelve hundred teachers and pupil teachers have availed
themselves of this opportunity during the past year, and many teachers in public
schools are now able of themselves to communicate elementary instruction to those
Including the pupil schools in connection with the training
under their charge.
their care.

school in London, 22,746 children were taught the elements of drawing last year.

instruments and materials for drawing are now offered as rewards
are successful in completing the papers included in the examiand it is not essential that the candidates should have
nation of the first grade
attended schools in connection with the department.
have already announced
in our pages, that an educational museum has been opened at South Kensington.

Small rewards

to

all

scholars

of

who

;

We

The nucleus of this museum was presented to the government at the close of the
educational exhibition in St. Martin's Hall in 1854, but this, on examination, proved
to be insufficient for the purposes of a
fore

made

permanent museum. An appeal was therewhich has been well responded

to the producers of educational apparatus,

August

1,
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and the museum, though not perfect, is a very good one. Various series of
diagrams on a large scale have been finished, and are now displayed in the museum.
Professor Willis has completed his illustrations of mechanical powers, and is
engaged in simplifying and preparing for manufacture various examples iu applied
mechanics.
Mr. Rigg, the principal of the Chester training school, has produced
some good illustrations of mechanical movements and models fitted for agricultural
schools.
To supply the increasing demand for agricultural apparatus, he has
erected a manufactory at Chester, and this is capable of turning out apparatus on
a large scale.
Mr. Sheepshanks' splendid gift to the nation, now well housed at
Kensington, includes 211 paintings in oil, aud 100 drawings and sketches.
a 1\ hen it is recollected,"
says the Report, " that this magnificent collection has
been granted to the nation during the lifetime of the donor, and that the conditions
of the gift are of the most open description, the public will no doubt appreciate the
disinterested spirit in which it has been made." Would that we had more instances
amongst the wealthy of such a disinterested spirit
to,

Marine Memoranda.

— The

Charier Oak, a little sloop-rigged yacht of 23
tons' burden, has arrived at Liverpool from New York, during the last month.
For
a little craft of 40 feet in length this is an unusual and daring exploit.
She was
built, owned, and sailed, by Mr. C. R. Webb, of Stamford, Connecticut.
Her canvas consists of mainsail, jib, flying-jib, gaff, top-sail, square sail, and studding sail
spreading in all 900 yards.
Mr. J. K. Martin, the ship-builder of Dundee, has lately proposed the use on
board ships, of a combination of the capstan and windlass, so as to afford a superior
hoisting power for the heavy work of the sailor.
The main vertical spindle of the
capstan has upon it a double crank, and a connecting rod from each of these cranks
passes to the panel apparatus of the windlass.
Hence, as the capstan spindle revolves, a continuous movement is imparted to the windlass barrel.
The actual
connecting gear may be modified in various ways; Mr. Martin's improvement being
essentially the simple combination of the movements of the two sets of apparatus

—

may actuate the other.
pontoon, or landing stage, has just been fitted up and launched at Neyland,
Milford Haven, more especially for the use of the Great Eastern steamer.
This
pontoon, designed by Mr. Brunei, has been constructed under the superintendence
of Mr. Okeden, the resident engineer at Neyland.
It is 150 feet long, 42 feet
wide, and 16 feet in depth, and is constructed of wrought-iron plates, riveted
that the revolution of the one

A

together and stiffened with angle-irons at regular intervals, and divided by strong
bulkheads, with four water-tight compartments.
The ironwork weighs about 230

and the timber about 350

tons,

pontoon

200

is

The

tons.

roadway on to the
riveted together, with a span of

bridge forming the

also constructed of wrought-irou plates,

and a

clear rounding of 12 feet; one end resting on the shore on strong
built into solid masonry, the other end resting on the deck of the
pontoon, so as to rise aud fall with the tide.
The bridge weighs about 130 tons,
and has been executed by Messrs. Westwood and Baillie, of Loudon Yard, Isle of
feet,

iron hinges

Dogs.

The total cumber of steamers belonging to the United Kingdom, as taken on
the 1st of January last, is ],669; the combined tonnage, exclusive of engine-room,
being 383,598.
The launch of the Great Eastern herself is expected to come off
in a

month

cost,

or two, but her trial trip

including

all

contingencies,

sum £198,000 remains

is

Her

deferred until April, next year.

comes

to

total

something under £600,000, of which

:

ment of a patent granted in December, 1840, to the plaintiff for a lathe, to be used
by which two wheels fixed in the same axle
could be bored or turned, driven from or by the same mean cone pulley.
The defendants pleaded that the invention was not new.
It appeared that the patent
granted to the plaintiff had expired in December, 1854, but it was not until nearly
two years after that the action was commenced.
The case came on for trial in
June, 1856, and the plaintiff obtained a verdict, which was subsequently set aside,
in the preparation of railway wheels,

and a new

trial ordered.
The plaintiff, in the specification of his patent, claimed
new the combination of apparatus by which he produced the desired result of
turning two wheels at the same time.
In support of his case Mr. Locke, Mr.
Stephenson, Mr. Fothergill, and other engineers were called.
They stated that
the invention of the plaintiff was a new and important one, which fully effected its

as

purpose, and according to their experience was, at the date of the patent, perfectly
new ; that it was useful to effect its purpose, and a complete machine ; and that
the machines used by the defendants in their works were of the same construction.
To support their pleas, the defendants attempted to show that, at the date of the
patent, there were machines at work in various places, substantially the same as that
of the plaintiff's.
Three models were produced in court. The first was that of a
lathe used at the Milton works, but the defendants failed to

show that

it

was

in

use in December, 1840, and abandoned so mnch of their case as depended on it;
the second machine had been invented in 1838 by a Mr. Crossley, and used at
Royton works for turning pulleys
the third was a modification of it, which was
used at Brymbo works for boring and turning pipes.
The judge left it to the jury
to say whether the machine of the plaintiff was substantially the same as those relied on by the defendants.
The plaintiff admitted that all the ingredients of his
machine were old, but claimed that the combination of them to produce the desired
;

was new. The jury found for the plaintiff, and it was agreed that the damages should be assessed at the amount found in the former trial
124/., being a
royalty of ten per cent, on the price of the machines used by the defendants.
result

—

Peice's

Patent

Companv.— Queen's

Candle
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known company with

large

;

two patents, of which the plaintiffs are the proprietors, one granted in 1842 to
Messss. Jones and Wilson, and the other in 1843, to Messrs. Gwynne and Wilson,
for improvements in the treatment of oily and fatty matters, and in the manufacture
of candles.

The defendants denied the infringement, aud

also the novelty of the

invention.
It

appeared from the

plaintiffs'

evidence that the

first

of the above patents,

"Jones and Wilson's," was granted on the 8th of December, 1842, and among
other improvements, it introduced a new mode of admitting steam into the still
for the purpose of distilling the oily and fatty matters used in the manufacture.
The specification stated that steam had already been admitted in the process of
distilling fatty and oily bodies, but only in such a manner as to admit the free
steam at one aperture and it stated that the patentees had found it advantageous
that the steam should be introduced " in minutely divided streams throughout
the whole of the fatty or oily bodies under process, such streams being admitted
below the surface of the fatty or oily bodies, and at or near the bottom of the
still." The specification then added :— " We introduce such streams by perforated
steam pipes in the form of a coil or otherwise, in like manner to what has heretofore been practised when boiling fatty and oily matters
but such mode of introducing steam in minutely divided streams has not been practised in combination
with distillation."
The method of introducing the steam originally adopted by
the plaintiffs was by means of a pipe descending through the oily matter and forming a coil at the bottom of the still. The coil being perforated on the sides, allowed
the steam to escape into the oily matter, and thus facilitated the process of distillation but, instead of this method, the plaintiffs now used a descending pipe, which
communicated with six tubes lying near the bottom of the still, from the perforated
sides of which the steam escaped into the oily matter.
It was alleged that the
defendants had infringed this patent, by the mode in which they introduced steam
;

;

;

<(

in minutely divided streams," below the surface of the fatty or oily bodies.
The
defendants introduced the steam by means of a pipe terminating near the bottom of
the still, with a disk concave on the underside and the plaintiffs' witnesses stated
that the steam descending through the tube would be spread over the under surface
;

of the disk, and would ascend through the fatty or oily matterin the still in the form
of a thin film, or in the words of the plaintiffs' patent, in " minutely divided streams."

was therefore contended by the plaintiffs, that the disk used by the defendants
was merely a "mechanical equivalent" for the means adopted by the plaintiffs, a::d
produced precisely the same results.
The plaintiffs' second patent "Gwynne and
Wilson's," was dated the 28th of December, 1843, and among other improvements,
"
it described
a mode of distilling fatty and oily matters by causing such distillation
to be effected by the heat of a suitable gaseous body (preferring steam)."
By the
specification enrolled under a previous patent of the 16th of November, 1843, the
patentees had described certain apparatus and processes used by them for the admission of steam or other suitable gaseous bodies into fatty and oily bodies, as a
It

means

of excluding the air during the distillation thereof;

but in the said appar-

was proposed to effect the distillation by the heat of a fire
placed under the still, which it was desirable to avoid, on account of the risk of the
heated fatty or oily matter escaping into the fire. It was discovered that by using as
atus and processes,

it

the distilling agent a suitable gaseous body (preferring steam), heated to a degree suf-

to be got.

reports of patext law cases.
Railway Wheel Lathe Beattie v. London, Brighton, and South
Coast Railway. This action was brought to recover damages for the infringe-

—

are the well

establishments at Vauxhall and
Liverpool
the defendants are a recently established company, with a manufactory
at Pimlico.
The action was brought to recover damages for the infringement o'f
tiffs

Company

Bench, Guildhall, July

v.

Bauwen's Patent Candle

3, before

Lord Campbell.

The

plain-

ficient to

place the

cause the distillation of fatty and oily matters, the patentees were able to
still at a distance from the fire, and thereby to avoid danger in case of

any escape of the matters under process.
This was effected by the heat of steam
admitted in the manner pointed out in the specification of the patent of the 16th
of November, 1843, the pipe and steam worm being increased in size, the heating of the steam being effected by causing it to pass through an apparatus similar
to that in use for heating air for the purpose of

facture of iron.

The

producing a hot blast in the manuNewton's patent of 1S41, which

specification then referred to

described an apparatus for heating steam used in the distillation of fatty and oily

matters, by causing the same to pass through pipes subjected externally to the heat
of the fatty or oily matters themselves, heated by a naked fire to the degree required to produce the distillation thereof; and they disclaimed the use of heated steam

the process of distilling fatty or oily matters, where the additional heat of the
is derived from the fatty or oily matters, themselves heated by fire as abovementioned, or where the fatty or oily matters into which heated steam is admitted, are heated by a naked fire up to a temperature as high as that of the inin

steam

coming steam. The substantial distinction between the plaintiffs' and Newton's
In Newton's
process as above described by the patentees appeared to be this
i. e., at
process, the steam was heated in what was called " a subheated state,"
;

—

a lower temperature than that of the oily matter; whereas, in the plaintiffs' process,
i. e., heated
the steam was introduced iu what was called "a superheated state,"
much greater degree than the oily matter. In fact, in the plaintiffs' process,

to a

the heated steam was the only agency by which heat was applied to the oily matter,
the fire under the still being altogether dispensed with. The plaintiffs' complained
that the defendants had adopted a process of distillation which

—

was

substantially

the same as that patented in 1843
viz., by "superheated steam;" and iu order
to establish the case, they called two witnesses, named Hastings and Murphy, who
had formerly been in the defendants' employ, and who gave a description of the
process they adopted. According to their evidence, the defendants had a furnace at
a distance from the still, but communicating with it by a flue ; aud also a coil of

steam pipes above the furnace from which the steam entered the still. They stated
that they had instructions to keep the coil of pipes at a red heat, the effect of
which would be that the steam would become "superheated;" but that by the use of
a damper in the flue, the heat of the steam could be kept down, so that the manufacture might be conducted with " subheated steam."
It appeared that two
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inspectors, Messrs.

May and

to inspect the defendants

1

Perkins, had been appointed

apparatus and

by the Court of Chancery
The inspectors' report, which

its results.

in Court, showed that the results of the experiments, which were conducted entirely by the defendants' own workmen, were more successful when
" subbeated steam" was used, than when, by drawing out the damper, the " steamBut two chemists of distinction, Mr. Warren De
heated steam" was employed.
la Rue and Dr. Hoffman, were examined to show that the results of their experiments were entirety different, and Mr. Wilson, the manager of the plaintiffs'
establishment, and one of the inventors of the patented processes, gave similar evidence. Tbey stated that the introduction of " superheated steam" was an immense
improvement in the manufacture, and that it had been exclusively used, ever since

was read

London and Liverpool, in which,
he believed nearly 12,000 tons of candles and nightlights would
be made in the present year. On the part of the defendants it was contended, that
there had been no infringement of the plaintiffs' patent.
With respect to the first
point, he contended that the steam was not introduced into the defendants' still
" in minutely divided streams," but in one jet ; and, secondly, that the process

its

discovery in the plaintiffs' manufactories, both in

Mr. Wilson

carried

said,

on by the defendants was

steam."

Several scientific

men

by " subbeated steam," and not by "superheated

of eminence were examined

on behalf of the dewas not

fendants, and stated their opinion that in the defendants' process the steam

admitted into the oily matter " in minutely divided streams,"but by a tube terminating near the bottom of the still, with a concave disk, and that the effect was to
cause the steam to be mechanically mixed with the oily matter, which was then
forced towards the side of the still, and so prevented the carbonization of the oily
matter.
They also stated that they had examined the defendants' apparatus, and
had seen it used to distil by '* subheated steam," and they considered the product so
made was better than when the damper was drawn out and " superheated steam"

Mr. Bauwen, the manager of the defendants' company, and several of
workmen, distinctly contradicted the evidence given by Hastings and Murphy
as to the mode in which defendants' manufacture was conducted.
Evidence was
given to show that the coil of steam pipes, which were ordinary iron gas pipes, would
not have borne being kept at a red heat, as stated.
Lord Campbell, in summing
up the evidence, said, the questions to be decided were entirely for the jury.
The
first question was as to the novelty of the patent of 1842, which the defendants
said was bad, because they had claimed one improvement, not now in dispute,
which however was not new. The jury having expressed their opinion on this
point in favour of the plaintiffs, Lord Campbell said, there would then be two
questions for their consideration, —whether the defendants had infringed either or
both the patents of 1842 andl843.
The patent of 1842 related to the introduction of steam into the oily matter " in minutely divided streams," and the jury
must say, upon the evidence, whether or not the method used by the defendants
was substantially the same as that of the plaintiffs, and find their verdict accordingly.
With respect to the patent of 1843, the jury would have a more difficult
and painful question to determine.
That patent referred to the use of what was
"
called
superheated steam," instead of the previous method of using " subheated
steam," in the process of distillation.
On that point the evidence was of the most
conflicting character.
If the plaintiffs' witnesses, Hastings and Murphy, spoke the
truth, the defendants had supported their case by a system of conspiracy and
perjury such as was never before witnessed
but their evidence was met by the
direct evidence of Bauwen and his workmen, as well as by that of scientific witnesses. The jury must say whether they believed Hastings and Murphy on the one
side, or Bauwen and his men on the other.
If the jury believed Hastings and
Murphy, they ought to find for the plaintiffs; but if they believed the witnesses

was

used.

their

;

for the defendants, they ought to find for the defendants.
After retirement the
jury found a verdict for the plaintiffs as to the inlringement of the patent of 1842,
and for the defendants as to the patent of 1843.

Woollen Manufacture: Bkook and another

—

v.

Aston.

— Trial

at

Nisi Prius before Lord Campbell.
The plaintiffs were woollen manufacturers at
Huddersfield, in Yorkshire; and the defendant was also engaged in the same
manufacture at-the same place. The action was brought to recover damages for
the infringement of a patent granted to the plaintiffs on the 23d of February,
1856, for " an improvement in finishing yarns of wool and hair, and in the finishing of woollen fabrics and piece-goods." The defendant pleaded that the plaintiffs'
process was not a new invention, and also that he had not infringed it.
It appeared from the plaintiffs' specification, filed in the autumn of last year, that "this
invention has for its object an improvement in finishing yarns of wool or hair, and
in the finishing of woven fabrics or piece-goods, and consists of causing yarns of
wocd or hair, while distended and kept separate, to be subjected to the action of
rotatory beaters or burnishers, by which such yarns will be burnished or polished
on all sides.
And the invention also consists of subjecting woven fabrics or piecegoods of cotton, linen, silk, wool, hair, or other fibre, when in an extended state, to

the action of rotatory beaters or burnishers on either or both sides, by which such
woven fabrics or piece-goods will be burnished or polished on their surfaces."
After describing the mode in which the plaintiffs effected their purpose, they
claimed
" Firstly, the causing yarns of wool or hair, while distended and kept
separate, to be subjected to the action of rotatory beaters or burnishers, whereby

—

the

fibre

is

closed

and strengthened,

and the

surface

effectually

polished.

Secondly, we claim the subjecting woven fabrics or piece-goods of cotton, linen,
wool, hair, or other fibre, when in an extended state, to the action of rotatory
beaters or burnishers, as herein described, whereby the face of the woven fabric or

silk,

piece-goods

is

It appeared

from the

closed

and polished, and

is

made

soft

and silky

to handle or touch."

evidence that soon after the plaintiffs had specified
end of 1856, the defendant had applied to the maker
of the machine, and asked him to make one for him
but, meeting with a refusal,
on the ground that the invention was patented, the defendant said that if he (the
plaintiffs'

their invention, in the latter

;

August

1,

1&57

maker) would not make him one, somebody else would.
The defendant then
applied to a machine-maker, named Cliff, and before long be was found to have a
machine in operation, which the plaintiff's witnesses declared to be an exact imitation of the plaintiffs'.
At the close of the plaintiffs' evidence, it was objected that
the plaintiffs' patent was bad, because it was a patent for producing the result in
reference to hair and wool, by means of the same machinery as was patented by
them in 1853, in reference to cotton and linen yarn. Lord Campbell reserved

move on that point. The defendant's counsel then said
he wished to call evidence to show, not only that there had been no infringement,
but that the process patented by the plaintiffs was not new, but was already well
known and in use before the plaintiffs took out their patent. The defendant was
then examined, and denied that he had infringed the plaintiffs' patent
but the
jury said they were of opinion, that if the plaintiffs' patent was good, there had
been an infringement.
His lordship, in summing up, left it to the jury to say
whether or not the process used by the defendant was substantially that patented
leave to the defendant to

;

by the

plaintiffs

;

if so,

the plaintiffs were entitled to a verdict.

The jury found

a

verdict for the plaintiffs, with 40s. damages.

Higoins. — Queen's Bench,

Seed v.
Guildhall, July 7, before
and
Seed, the plaintiff, is a spindle and fly manufacturer at Preston
the defendants, Messrs. Higgins & Co., are in the same line of business at Manchester.
Damages were sought to be recovered for the infringement of a patent
granted to the plaintiff on the 14th of July, 1846, for "certain improvements in
machinery or apparatus for preparing, slubbing, and roving cotton and other

— William

Lord Campbell.
;

fibrous substances."

Among

other pleas, the defendants denied the novelty and

The

also the infringement of the plaintiff's invention.

improvement

plaintiffs

applied solely to that part of the machinery for roving cotton called " the flyer,"
which was employed in connection with the spindle for the purpose of winding the

roving upon the bobbin.
It consisted " in the application
of centrifugal force to the flyers employed in the above-mentioned
the purpose of producing the required elasticity or pressure upon
causing the small spur or lever, which conducts the sliver of cotton
sliver, or

of the principle

machinery, for
the bobbin, by
or other fibrous

material on to the bobbin, to press or bear against the same, simply by the action
of such force, instead of being effected by springs or such other mechanical pressure."
By the application of his invention, the plaintiff" stated that the bobbin of
rovings would not only be made hard, but equally compressed throughout, as the
pressure upon the same would be found to decrease slightly as the diameter of the
bobbin increased, and thus equalize the formation thereof, instead of having the
outer or finished diameter made harder than the interior, which bad previously

The plaintiff therefore 'claimed as his invention "the application
of the law or principle of centrifugal force " to flyers used in machinery for roving
cotton, &c. ; but, on the 12th of August, 1854, the plaintiff entered a disclaimer,
in which he disclaimed " all application of the law or principle of centrifugal
been the case.

force" as being part of his invention, or as comprised in his claim in his specification, " except only the application of centrifugal force by means of a weight acting
upon a presser, so as to cause it to press against a bobbin, as described in the said
specification."
It appeared from the plaintiff's evidence that, previous to his invention, several kinJs of "flyers"

objections from which the plaintiff's

had been
was free.

in use,

When

but they were
the plaintiff

all

first

liable

to

took out

he believed himself to be the discoverer of the application of the law of
force" to a flyer; but he afterwards disclaimed that, except as
applied by means of a weight acting upon a presser, as described in the specification. This disclaimer seemed to be owing to the discovery which he made, that in
the year 1830, a Mr. J. C. Dyer had taken out a patent for the application of
Several witnesses were
that principle to the presser attached to his " flyer."
his patent,

"centrifugal

who confirmed the statement made by the plaintiff, that no flyer made
under Dyer's patent had come into use; and that the plaintiffs "flyer" was
an immense improvement upon those previously known, and that it had now
come into nearly universal use. The plaintiff had granted several licenses to
manufacturers to make his "flyer; " and from inquiries he had made, he believed
called,

The plaintiff's scientific
that as many as 500,000 were at this time in use.
witnesses were cross-examined to show that Dyer had discovered the application
of the law of centrifugal force to a presser attached to a flyer, and that the action
same principle as Dyer's, and that the
was applied by him in a similar manner. The dif-

of the plaintiff's presser depended on the
principle of centrifugal force

ference pointed out by the witnesses was, that in Dyer's patent the weight which,
by the revolution of the flyer on the spindle, produced the centrifugal force, was

attached to the presser at the bottom of the flyer; but in the plaintiff's patem, the
presser was carried up one leg of the flyer, and had the weight attached to it at
the top.
The flyer which the defendants had used was produced to the witnesses,
it appeared to have the weight, neither at the top, as in the plaintiff's patent,
They,
nor at the bottom, as in Dyer's patent, but a little above the middle.
but if the weight had been a
therefore, said it was more like Seed's than Dyer's
The plaintiff's
little lower, it would have been more like Dyer's than Seed's.

and

;

witnesses stated that the plaintiff's flyer was superior, because, in the first place,
caused much less vibration to the machinery ; and, secondly, it occupied much

it

room in the frame. At the close of the plaintiff's case, it was submitted on
the part of the defenders, that the plaintiff's specification was bad, because it was
shown that the same principle was contained in Dyer's specification of 1830, and
Lord Campbell said he should have been
also in Higgins' specification of 1834.
less

of the same opinion but for the plaintiffs disclaimer, in which he claimed the
application of centrifugal force to a weight acting upon a presser at the top of the
flyer.
It was then contended that the plaintiff, in his specification, claimed the

application of the principle of centrifugal force, and he could not make his specifiIt was also argued that,
cation good by making a fresh claim in the disclaimer.
if

the particular

mode

only

was claimed

—

viz.,

with the weight at the top of the

August

1,

—
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no infringement. Lord Campbell said he would give leave
but it w*b for the jury to say whether there had been
any infringement. Lord Campbell, in summing up the evidence, told the jury
that if they were of opinion that a competent workman, by reading Dyer's specification, could construct the plaintiff's flyer, there was no novelty in his (plaintiffs')
invention, and the defendants would be entitled to a verdict; but if there was a
substantial difference between the two, the plaintiff would be entitled to the verHis lordship observed that, according to the evidence, the plaintiff's flyer
dict.
was a very useful invention, and had produced quite a revolution in that department of manufacture; bat, still, if it was not new, it could not be maintained.
The second point for the jury would be whether there had been any infringement,
and the jury must say, upon the evidence, whether or not the flyer made by the
The jury found a verdict for the
defendants was an imitation of the plaintiff's.
plaintiff on both issues
but the defendants obtained leave to move on the points
reserved as to the effect in point of law of the disclaimer.

Aver

'there

move on

to

had

tieen

the first point;

;

Envelope Machinery De la Rue
:

v.

Dickenson.

—The

trial of this

case

was reported in nur number for March. A rule was subsequently
granted, calling on the plaintiffs to show cause why the verdict should not be set
aside, and a verdict entered for the defendants, or why there should not be a new
1. That if the plaintiff's specifications are
trial upon the three following grounds
to be read as embracing the defendant's or Reinond's processes, the patents and
2.
specifications are respectively too wide, and the patents cannot be supported.
That if the patents are for the specific machinery described, there was no evidence
Th;it
was
weight
of
the
evidence.
of infringement.
3.
the verdict
against the
The Court having taken time to consider, Lord Campbell delivered judgment in
at Xlsi Prius

:

—

— We

favour of the plaintiff's views, as follows
are of opinion that the rule obtained
by the defendants in this case ought to be discharged. It is admitted that the
inventions for which the two patents sued upon were granted, were new and useful,
:

and the only objection to the specifications
and vague. The usual dilemma, however,

is,

that the claims in

them

are too wide

propounded, that upon this objection
the patents are void; or that, if the claims are construed to be within legal limits,
After carefully conthere has been no infringement of them by the defendants.
sidering the specifications, we think that the claim in each is for described means
is

of conducting a useful process, resulting in a valuable manufacture
and that the
show what portions of those means are claimed as new, and
;

specifications distinctly

what portions

are allowed to be old.

We

therefore have only to determine

whether

The defendants contend
the alleged infringement of them has been established.
that there was no evidence of infringement to be left to the jury, and that the
judge, at the close of the plaintiffs' case, was bound either to have directed a nonsuit, or to have ordered a verdict to be entered for the defendants upon the plea of
4t
Not Guilty."
are told that evidence being given of what the defendants
actually did in the process alleged to be the infringement, it is always the province
of the judge to say whether there has been an infringement or not; and that, in

We

the present case, the judge, without calling upon the defendants for an answer,
ought to have determined by his own authority that there had been no infringement. We consider, however, that the doctrine contended for is contrary to principle, would render it impossible to administer the law of patents, and is by no
means to be deduced from " Unwin v. Heath," or any of the other decisions referred
to.
There may well be a case where the judge may and ought to take upon himself to say, that the plaintiff has offered no evidence to be left to the jury to prove
infringement -as, if there were a patent for a chemical composition, and the evidence were that the defendant has constructed and used a machine for combing
wool; but if the evidence has a tendency to show that the defendant had used
substantially the same means to obtain the same result as specified by the plaintiff
and scientific witnesses have sworn that the defendant actually has used such
means the question becomes one of fact, or of fact mixed with law, which the
judge is bound to submit to the jury. There can be no doubt that such evidence
was adduced by the plaintiffs, both with respect to the patent of 1815 and the
patent of 1849.
The defendants, therefore, are confined to the contention, that
With respect to the patent of 1845, they
the verdict was against the evidence.
are clearly so far right when they insist that nothing which they did in their mode

—

—

—

of conducting the process of making envelopes, prior to the stage of the process
where they had got the flaps of the blank in a fit state for the second descent of

the plunger to fold them, could be construed to be an infringement

;

for the plain-

had disclaimed the "creasing" accomplished by Adenhrook's machine, and
admitted that the defendants' " air jets" mast be considered a discovery, which
wonld be the subject of a patent. But at this stage the plaintiffs' claim begins,
and there was evidence of resemblance between the manner in which the plaintiffs
and defendants completed the process, and produced the perfect envelopes, from
which we are of opinion, that the jury were justified in coming to the conclusion
that the defendants' process was an imitation of, and was substantially the same
The folding of the flaps now commences, and the plaintiffs fold
as, the plaintiff's.
the flaps in succession by the folding instruments, most ingeniously actuated by
" cams." The defendants likewise use folding instruments, inserted in the inverted box of the plungers, and the stroke of the descending plunger, making these
folding instruments, called " projections," touch the different flaps in succession,
folds them finally in the same manner, although not in the same order.
Whether
the two modes of folding by the " cams" and by the " plunger" be essentially
different, or substantially the same, we think, was a pure question of fact for the
jury; and we cannot say that the jury were wrong in the conclusion at which they
arrived.
Great stress was laid by the defendants upon the fact that, according to
this process, there was no contrivance for holding the blank while the folding was
going on ; but we think that the judge was right in telling the jury that there
might be an infringement without a contrivance to bold the flap, if, without such
a contrivance, the two modes of folding were substantially the same.
The folding
tiffs
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being a material part of the plaintiffs' process of manufacturing envelopes, it is not
necessary to determine whether their claim extended to the rest of the process, and
whether the two modes of delivery of the perfect envelopes be essentially different,

same

but we would observe that, generally speaking, as
the result of the process invented and patented is the
ultimate object in view, the purpose of the patent laws is to protect all that is new
in this process, if it be described, although not expressly claimed.
With respect
to the patent of 1849, for " gumming" the envelopes, the jury at the trial, after
or be substantially the

the manufacture which

;

is

two models, and seeing them work, expressed a clear
was a colourable imitation of the plaintiffs', and we
think that this conclusion was fully warranted by the evidence.
The great argument of the defendants was, that they did not take the gum from " an intermediary
surface," and that their process of gumming could not properly be called " surface
printing;" but we are of opinion that they might be guilty of an infringement
without using an intermediary surface, and that, without what is strictly called
" surface printing," they might " apply gum to the flaps of the envelopes by operaattentively examining the

opinion that the defendants'

tions acting in the

gum

manner of surface

printing, in contradistinction to the applica-

from a fountain containing the gum." For these reasons we
think that the verdict ought not to be disturbed, and we pronounce judgment for

tion of

direct

the plaintiffs.

The same case has also been before V. C. Wood, on a motion for an attachment
against the defendants for breach of the injunction awarded on the 1st of June,
them during the continuance of the plaintiffs' letters-patent from using,
without the leave or license of the plaintiffs, for the purpose of folding the flap3 of
envelopes in succession, one after the other, or for the gumming or cementing
restraining

them to adhere together while being
any machines similar to the machine produced for inspection at the defendant's manufactory on the 27th of May, 1856, or any -machinery, &c, made or

together the edges of such flaps, and causing
folded,

arranged according to the plaintiff's patent invention, or only colourably differing
therefrom, or by the substitution of mere mechanical equivalents for the same, and
from folding the flaps of envelopes in succession, one after the other, and gumming
or cementing the edges of such flaps and causing them to adhere together while in
course of folding, by means of such machine, &c, and from selling any envelopes
heretofore manufactured by the defendants, and in the manufacture whereof any
such machine, &c, has been used for the purpose of folding, &c. (in the terms
already specified), and, if necessary, generally from making, using, or vending
plaintiffs' patent inventions, or in any way imitating the same.
The defendants, upon the day the injunction was granted, wrote to the plaintiffs,
stating, that since the verdict, they had completely remodelled their machinery,
so as to obviate any cause of complaint, and offering an inspection.
An inspection
took place on the 8th of June, and the patent agents sent down to the manufactory
on behalf of the plaintiffs, made their report, in which they stated that the defendants had removed the gumming apparatus formerly used, and also the inclined
projections (formerly applied to the inside of the plunger), which assisted to
arrange and fold the several flaps one on the other, and introduced a short projecting air-pipe within the plunger to incline the pocket fhip, but that, in their
opinion, the defendants were still using parts of the machinery described in the
plaintiffs' specification, and that such parts were new at the date of the patent,
and material to the success of the plaintiffs' invention. This affidavit, which was
the subject of much comment by the defendants' counsel, proceeded to specify the
technical details of the action employed by the defendants in the machinery
inspected.
The plaintiffs, upon receiving this report, had served the defendants
with notice of motion to commit them for breach of the injunction.
Models were
produced in court for the purpose of illustrating the various complicated processes
"
of envelope-making, and several envelopes were
turned out," to the great admiration of a very crowded court.
In support of the motion, it was contended that
the defendants' machinery was substantially the same as that of the plaintiffs, and
involved the essential parts of the patented invention, though varied in form, and
that the plaintiffs' right, which had been established by verdict, and confirmed by
the judgment of the Court of Quaen's Bench, which was unappealed from, ought
to be effectually secured to them, even if the defendants were not actually committed
a proceeding for which the plaintiffs did not press.
On behalf of the defendants, it was contended that there had been no violation
of the plaintiff's patent since the verdict, still less of the order made upon the
u folding in succession."
injunction, which was in strictness confined to the
The Vice-Chancellor said that, although the motion was in form to commit the

—

defendants for breach of the injunction, the real object was to try the substantial
merits of the case.
It was plain upon the specifications that " folding over"
viz., a turning over the ends, so that the envelope was in a condition of advancing
to a condition to be gummed and made complete, was a main point claimed by the
plaintiffs.
He should have been very glad if the jury, following Lord Campbell's
recommendation, had found the special particulars in which the infringement had
been made.
His Honour, after entering into a long and minute investigation of
the various arrangements for envelope folding, which he characterised as most ingenious and beautiful, said that there was a considerable prima facie case of invasion of the patent, though not that which amounted to a breach of the injunction,

and he could not make the plaintiffs pay the costs of this motion. The suit had
been properly framed for the purpose of asserting the rights of the plaintiffs, nor
had either party probably thought that the order would have operated in this
manner.
The right course now to take would be to make no order upon this
motion, except to adjourn the question of costs until the hearing of the cause.
Pumping Machinery: Tktley v. Easton and Another. This was an
action for the infringement of a patent obtained in 1846, for pumping water by
centrifugal force.
The invention claimed as new a wheel with hollow spokes,
communicating with the water to be raised, and having a channel on both sides

—
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the wheel to avoid the friction caused by suction.
The pleas raised the question
whether the invention was new, and it was contended at the trial before Mr.
Justice Willes, that the invention was not new.
The learned judge was of opinion
that the invention had been disclosed, and directed the jury accordingly.
rule
for a new trial was subsequently obtained on the ground of this direction on the
but the court was of opinion that, although for anything compart of the judge
municated to the public by Hale's patent, the invention and patent might be good,
Ruthven's patent of circular pans was almost identical with the invention of the
plaintiff, and the method of introducing the water on both sides the wheel must be
taken to have been learned by the plaintiff from Ruthven.
The raising of water

A

;

by centrifugal force not being claimed by the plaintiff as his invention, the court
were of opinion that the judgment of the learned judge who tried the cause was
right, and that the rule for a new trial must be discharged.
Wool-Combing Machinery Lister v. Leather.— This was an action in
which the plaintiff sought to recover damages for the infringement of two patents
for certain improvements in wool-combing machinery.
The question at issue has
been already twice tried.
On the first occasion it was tried befure Lord Campbell,
when the defendant obtained a verdict; and on the second occasion, before Mr.
:

August

must be considered a separate and independent invention, aa if the
patent had been granted for this alone.
The defendants contend, on the contrary,

that the patent was granted for one process, comprising several successive and
connected parts, the use of fixed upper millstones being one of them.
do not
think it necessary to try to reconcile the different parts of the specification (which
are somewhat conflicting), or to give any positive opinion upon this question; for,
supposing the patent to be for a combination, consisting of several parts for one
process, we are of opinion that the defendants are liable in this action for having
used a material part of the process which was new, for the same purpose as that
mentioned in the specification, although they did not at the same time use all the
parts of the process as specified.
The defendants admit that they used the part of
the process, No. 2, as described in the amended specification, and they rest their de-

We

fence upon the fact that they did so only in a mill with a rotating upper millstone;

upper millstone were clearly described by the plaintiff in the stateto be found in his specification as part of the combination for
which he took out his patent,
as No. 2 is a material part of the combination, and
was new, we are of opinion that he cannot lawfully use No. 2 fjr the same purpose,
by substituting a rotating upper millstone for a fixed upper millstone, or by resorting
This
to any other equivalent for any other separate part of the process specified.
but, if the fixed

ment and diagram

—

case seems to us to be governed by "Lister

evidence, and the verdict being against the evidence on twenty-one different points.

ment

The Court

of Queen's Bench, however, after an

1857.

specification,

when the plaintiff was successful. The plaintiff obtained a rule to
show cause why the verdict found for the plaintiff at the last trial should not be
set aside, and a new trial granted, on the ground of misdirection, rejection of
Justice Erie,

1,

in that case

we

fully

v.

Leather," and the authorities which

therefore that there ought to be judg-

commented upon, and

for the plaintiff.

argument which occupied several

days, decided that the verdict had been properly found for the plaintiff on all the
issues;

and the rule

for a

new

Wire Ropes: Newall
The

v.

trial

was accordingly discharged.

Webster,

— Nisi Prius

at Guildhall, July 9tk.

—

PROVISIONAL PROTECTION FOR INVENTIONS

was the well-known manufacturer of wire rope; and the
defendants were the licensees under his patent obtained in 1840, and were sued,
on account of a claim of more than £3000 royalties.
The defence set up was
thut in the license the plaintiff had agreed that, in case a verdict against the
plaintiff in this case

any action to be brought by the patentee
against third parties, the royalty should cease to be paid
and it was alleged that
what took place on the trial of an action brought by the patentee against one
Wilson, was a virtual defeat of the patent.
The jury returned a verdict in favour
of the plaintiff for the amount claimed; but the judge gave the defendant leave to

UNDER THE PATENT LAW AMENDMENT
gSJ*

When

the city or town

validity of the patent should be given in

;

move the

court.

Grinding Machinery: Bovill

v.

Keywortii, and Another.

points reserved for

its

consideration to the following effect:

— We

if

the combination be new,

is

Tlje

descends into a chamber below, added to the quantity and improved the quality of
the flour produced in grinding, and its effect was highly favourable to the health
and comfort of the men employed in the operation. Still, if the specification does
not point out the mode by which this part of the process, No. 2, is to be conducted,
only,

and the patent would have been

it

would be the statement of a principle

invalid.

But we

are of opinion that the

it cannot, as contended, be pronounced in point of law
had in this respect; and we are of opinion that the evidence adduced at the
trial shows it to be quite sufficient.
The specification says: -"In carrying out the
second part of my invention, when working millstones with a blast of air, I introduce a pipe to the millstone case from a fan or other exhausting machine, so as to
carry off all the warm dusty air blown through between the stones to a chamber as
hereafter described, and this part of my invention relates only to the sucking away
the 'plenum' of dusty air forced through the stones, and not to employing a
sufficient exhausting power to induce a current of air between the millstones without a blast."
The exhaust produced by the pipe and fan is to be proportioned to
the "plenum" caused by the blast, taking care not to produce the inconvenient
How can a judge take upon himcurrent of air against which a caution is given.
self to say that this may not be enough to enable a workman of competent skill to
According to the evidence, the specification was
construct the machinery?
abundantly sufficient for this purpose, and therefore it could be no more necessary
in the specification to explain the details by which the pipe and fan were to be employed to create and to regulate the "exhaust," than to describe how the millstone
The learned counsel for the
case or the stones themselves were to be fashioned.
defendants, after being familiarly acquainted with the manner in which this part of
the process is conducted, being asked to suggest the fit language to he employed to
instruct the workmen how to adjust the "exhaust," so as properly to suck away the
"plenum" that the "stive"may be discharged into the chamber above, were unable
to devise any improvement upon the specification.
Therefore the plaintiff, being

specification on the face of
to be

now

—

allowed

to be the inventor,

John

Recorded April

only to consider whether there has been an actionable infringement of it
by the defendants using the exhaust and the blast in the manner described, No. 2,
in a mill in which the upper stone rotated and the nether stone was fixed.
The
plaintiff contends that his patent, as explained by the specification, was originally
for four separate and independent inventions, and that No. 2, in the amended

London

is to

be understood.

5.

Slack,

Manchester— Improvements

6.

in lubricating certain parts of

looms

for

weaving.
Recorded April 22.
Sharpies, Crawshaw Booth, near Kawtenstall, Lancashire— Improvements
in drying cottou and other fibrous substances or materials.

1126.

James

1200.

David Chadwick, Salford, Lancashire, and Herbert Frost, Manchester— Improvements in apparatus for measuring water and other liquids aud gas, applicable

Recorded April 28.

also to the purpose of obtaining motive power.

Recorded
1482.
1484.

1486.

May

2.

—

William Hart, Brigg, Lincolnshire Improvements in signal lamps.
William S.Clark, 133 High Holborn— Improvements in machines for producing
(Communication.)
artificial ices from cream and other liquids.
William S. Clark, 133 High Holborn— Improvements iu copying presses. (Com-

—

—

munication.)
1488.
1490.
1492.
1496.

Manchester— Improvements in water guages.
William Holland, Birmingham Improvements in umbrellas and parasols.
Henry Ciompton, Far n worth, Lancashire— Certain improvements in machinery
or apparatus for stretching woven fabrics.
Improvements in winnowing or cornWilliam Sawney, Beverley, Yorkshire

James

Sutcliffe,

—

dressing machines.
1498. Virginie Bacqueville-Pieters, Paris
windows, doors, and other places.

1600.
1502.

1504.

1508.
1510.
1512.

—
— Improvements in outside blinds or shades for

Randal Cresswell, Conduit-street, Kegent-Btreet— Improvements in grease or lubricating boxes for axles and other rotary parts of machinery.
Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet-street— Improvements in distilling and iu apparatus employed therein. (Communication.)
Louis J. A. Danne, Caen, France— Invention for manufacturing gutta-percha glue,
and applying the said glue to various new purposes.
Edward P. Griffiths, High-street, Camberwell— Improvements in apparatus for
beating the whites of eggs and other fluids and matters.
William Hale, Swan-walk, Chelsea— Improvements in rolling iron and steel.
Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery-lane— Certain improved apparatus to be used in

—

the manufacture of iron.

—(Communication.)
Recorded

May

6.

Doudeauville, Paris— Improvements in the mode of silvering animal, vegetable, and mineral objects.
1286. Peter Armand le Comte de Fontainemoreau, London, Paris, and Brussels— Improvements in the preservation of grain and alimentary substances in general— (Communication.)
Recorded May 12.

1274.

Johann

P. Becker,

Rue

—

Armand le Comte de Fontainemoreau, London, Paris, and Brussels An improved hydraulic motor.—(Communication.)
William Massey and John Smith, Newport, Salop— Improvements iu machinery
for ploughing and cultivating land.

1330. Peter
1342.

Recorded
1376.

the jury being, in our opinion, fully justified

that the process had not been publicly practised at Glasgow before the
date of the patent, and the specification being sufficient, the patent is valid ; and
in finding

we have

964.

whole

certainly the subject of

a patent; and so would the part, No. 2, if taken separately, for "exhausting the
air from the cases of millstones, combined with the application of a blast to the
grinding surfaces," as they introduce very important improvements in manufacturing
wheat and other grain into flour.
The combination of the "exhaust" with the
"blast," so as to carry off the warm dusty air blown through between the stones
to a chamber above, while the pure flour in a dry condition, without the "stive,"

so as to accomplish the object in view,

Thomas

are of opinion

that the objections to the validity of this patent cannot be supported.
of the plaintiff's process,

not mentioned,

J. Thomson, Greenwood Park, Newry, Down— Improvements in the construction of gasometers, whereby they are rendered applicable to lighting
railway carriages.

650.

—This

case has been twice mentioned in our last volume (p. 136 and p. 305).
Lord
Campbell now delivered the judgment of the Court of Queen's Bench on the

is

Recorded March

ACT.

13S6.
1388.

May

15.

A

new apparatus or advertising
Paris, and Surrey-street, Strand—
in railway carriages, omnibuses, cabriolets, and other vehicles, and in theatres
and public places.
Recorded May 16.

Henry Schmidt.

Henry Jones, Birmingham— An improvement or improvements in engines for
raising beer aud other liquids.
George H. Creswell, Devonport, Devonshire— Improvements in apparatus for
supplying ink or other mixture for stamps used in stamping letters and other
articles.

—

Improvements in pre1390. Charles Cowper, Southampton-buildings, Chancery-lane
paring solutions and extracts of the colouring matter of madder and other tinc(Communication.)
torial substances for dyeing and printing.
1392. William Hill, Carlisle- Improvements in railway brakes.

—

August
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Recorded
1394.

May

Rudolph Bodmer, Thavies-inn, Holbora

1517.

IS.

— Improvements

in

locomotive steam

—

engines. (Communication.)
1396. Isaac L. Pulvennacher, Paris— Improvements in pipes or tubes for smoking.
1395. James Apperley and William Clissold, Dudbridge, Gloucestershire— An improvement in carding engines, and in condensers applicable thereto.

Recorded
1403.

May

Thomas W. Roys, Southampton, Long

chinerv

for

A

—

—

James Hopkins,

May

1530.
1532.
15S4.

—

—

—

—

—

Recorded June

William

1548.

of metals and metallic alloys.
Richard Wright, Brighton Improvements

IT.

motive power.
W. Hackworth, Darlington, Durham Improvements in machinery or
apparatus for forcing, lifting, and exhausting aeriform bodies and liquids, appli-

—

John

cable to blast furnaces.

May

Recorded

22.

1440. Sleyer Drukker, London-wall— Improvements in apparatus for indicating the
passage of time.
A new or improved manu1446. John T. Wright and Edwin P. Wright. Birmingham
facture of cloths or coverings for railway trucks and other vehicles, ricks, and
other such like purposes.
Improvements in knitting
144S. Benjamin H. Hine and William Onion. Nottingham

—

—

machinery for the manufacture of ribbed fabrics.
Samuel Fox, Deepcar Works, Sheffield An improvement in the manufacture of
flat steel wire, used for the manufacture of the ribs and stretchers of umbrellas
and parasols.
Anton de Schuttenbach. St. Petersburg Improvements in preparing fatty matters
for the manufacture of candles and other purposes.

—

—

May

23.

Recorded June

Cherie Sfartel, Boulogne-sur-Mer, France

John Jordan, Liverpool

1588.

James

— Improvements

—

—

Recorded
1462.

1464.

1466.

1468.

1470.
1472.

1474.

May

—

Thomas

Bullock, 4 Skinner-place, Holloway, St. Mary's, Islington Invention for
the construction of water-closets upon the principle of self-action and self-cleansing, called the self-cleansing water-closet.
William Robertson, Glasgow Improvements in pistons, and in apparatus connected therewith.
William K. Newton. 66 Chancery-lane Improved counting apparatus, applicable
for counting envelopes, cards, printed papers, or other articles that require to be
put up in packets or parcels containing fixed numbers. (Communication.)
Alphonse Coutant, Paris Improvements in forging and rolling iron wheels for
railways.
John Crossley, St. Helen's, Lancashire Improvements in machinery for grinding
and smoothing glass, marble, and other substances.
Henry W. Tyler. Norfolk-crescent, Hyde-park Improvements in the permanent
way of railways.
Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet-street— Improvements in pumps.—(Communica-

—

—

—

—

—

—

tion.)

—

John Earnshaw.

jun., Ossett, near Wakefield
Improvements in the toothed
coverings of rag machine cylinders, and in the machinery or apparatus for preparing the same,
1478. William S. Underbill, Newport, Salop
Certain improvements in wringing ma-

1476.

—

chines.
1480. Robert J. Hendrie, jun., Blossom- street
other furnaces.

— An

Receded May

improvement in steam boiler and

27.

A

Recorded

May

28.

—Improvements in railways.— (Communication.)

1514. Nathaniel Cox, Liverpool

Recorded
1516.

William WilbeT.

New

May

29.

York, U.S.— Invention of hot-air apparatus for hulling and

extracting oils from oleaginous seeds.

in the construction of iron ships or

Recorded June

6.

—

Edward H. Hudson, Burley,

—

—

Recorded June

S.

—

1602.

Donald Bethune, Cambridge-terrace, Hyde-park Improvements in apparatus for
preventing or consuming smoke in furnaces and chimneys.
John Brown, Golds Green, West Bromwich, Staffordshire Certain improvements

1603.

Edgar Brooks, Birmingham

1604.

John Bickford, Crediton, Devonshire— Improvements

1601.

—

prevention of steam-boiler explosions.
A new or improved manufacture of gun barrels, and
other articles of like manufacture.

adapted

to the

—

Recorded June

9.

1605.

in machinery for cutting
gutters for irrigating land, and for cutting other surface drains or gutters.
William Wright, Forth-street, Newcastle-on-Tyne Improvements in apparatus

1606.

William Wright, Forth-street, Newcastle-on-Tyne— Improvements

1607.

John Robertson, Valley

—

annealing glass in ovens.

feeding

fires

and furnaces with

1608. Isaac
1609. John

in apparatus for

—

—

Whitesmith and William Whitesmith, Glasgow Improvements inweaving.
Improvements in the application of light to facilitate

H. Tuck, Pall Mall
operations under water.

1610.

fuel.

Improvements in machinery or
Field, Mid-Lothian
apparatus for treating or preparing and boiling rags and other materials.

—

—

Clement A. Kurtz and Louis A. Nori, Paris Improvements in extracting the
colouring matter from gum-lac, and other similar substances, and in treating the
residues thereof.

1611. Peter

Armand

le

Comte de Fontainemoreau,

Paris, and 4 South-street, Finsbury

—Improvements in the construction of axle bearings— (Communication.)
— Improvements in furnaces—(Communication.)
1614. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery-lane — An improved arrangement or construction
of cut-off gear for steam-engines.— (Communication.)
1615. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery-lane — An improved life-boat— (Communication.)
1616. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery-Jane— An improved construction of faucet or cock.
— (Communication.
1618. George Mumby, Cloudesley-square, Islington — Improvements in machinery for
1613.

Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet-street

•

sewing, embroidering, and other ornamental work.
1619. Joseph A. Burdon, Paris, and 4 South-street, Finsbury Certain improvements in
apparatus for producing expansion in steam and other motive power engines.
1620. George Baxter, Northampton-square
Improvements in printing in colours.
1621. Thomas Daniel, Darley Mills, near Derby— Improvements iu drawing frames.

—

—

—

1453. Charles D. Davies, Holloway Improvements in the application of coir or cocoa-nut
tree fibre as a substitute for hair in the manufacture of cloths used in seed-crushing.
1494. James Savory, Tewkesbury, Gloucestershire—
machine for separating seeds,
whitecoats, and dirt from wheat and seeds, awns, and dirt from barley, and for
cleaning and polishing wheat, barley, and other grain fit for market.

in fire-arms.

Otley, Yorkshire Improvements in means or apparatus to prevent driving-straps lapping on the shafting, when they shift off their
pulleys.
1595. Henri J. No6, Paris—Improvements in portable stereoscopes.
Improvements in machinery for winding or
1596. Joseph Rogers, Bartholomew-close
folding drapery and other like goods.
1597. Edward Edwards, Englefield-terrace, De Beauvoir-town, Kingsland— An improved
mode of fastening stair-rods and other rods.
Improvements in machinery for breaking, hatch1598. Amory F. Sherman, Liverpool
elling, roving, spinning, and tarring hemp, flax, manilla, or any fibrous material
or materials.
1599. Alfred J. V. Dopter, Paris— Improvements in ornamenting cloth, wood, metal,
leather, and other surfaces.
1594.

for
25.

improvement

5.

Morris, Clapham, Surrey— Certain improvements in connecting the rails of
railways, and in supporting the'same.

—

—

manufacture of mats for photo"

4.

— An

Recorded June
1586.

in the electric deposition

boilers.

2.

— A new or improved
Recorded June

—

H. Duplais, Paris, and 4 South-street, Finsbury Certain improvemeuts in
the manufacture of felt hats and bonnets.
1456. Edwin Travis, Oldham, and Joseph L. Casartelli, Manchester An improved
apparatus for regulating the supply of steam, air, water, and other fluids.
Machinery or apparatus for cleaning the inside of
1458. Thomas H. Roberts, Plymouth
casks and puncheons.
1460. Gautier Olivier de la Barre, Great Tich field-street, Cavendish-square Improvements in obtaining and applying motive power. (Communication.)
1454. Noel J.

steam

in

Shaw, Birmingham
graphic and other pictures.

1550, Charles

—

Recorded

1.

Walenn, 68 Chancery-lane— Improvements

1540.

George's-in-the-East, and George Pearce, Slile-end— Improve-

ments in trucks.
William Owen, Ardwick, near Manchester— Improvements in machinery or apparatus for stretching woven fabrics.
1434. William Tf^d, Heywood, Lancashire— Certain improvements in the treatment of
varns or threads, and in rhe apparatus for performing the same.
1436. William Beech, Burslem, Staffordshire— Improvements in generating and applying

—

George W. Pye and Thomas Oldknow, Nottingham Improvements in machinery
for manufacturing bobbin-net or twist lace.
1536, Thomas Sherratt, South-square, Gray's-inn
Improvements in time-keepers.

1571.

21.

1432.

1452.

1528.

—

St.

30.

S.

&c—

1526.

polishing knives ( Communication.)
Improvements in
C. Kemp, Avon-place, Pershore-road, Birmingham
chandelier or other pendant gaslights, and in the fittings for the same.

Edward

Recorded

1450.

May

Clark, 133 High Holborn— Improvements in machinery for the manufacture, of an instrument for sharpening watch-cleaning sticks used by watchmakers, said instrument being also applicable to the sharpening of small wooden
cylinders for other purposes, such as lead pencils,
(Communication.)
Edouard Alexandre, Paris, and 45 Essex-street, Strand
Improvements in the
manufacture of organs, and other similar musical instruments.
Dr. Hermann Bleibtren, Alum Works, near Bonn-on-the-Rlrine, Prussia A new
mode of preparing coke for metallurgical processes.
John James and William D. Grimshaw, Southampton An improved screw propeller for propelling ships or other navigable vessels through water.
Jean Salles, Paris An improved safety lock.

William

such purposes.

new or improved moderator lamp.
1416. Alfred A. Usher, Birmingham—
An improved machine for moulding and
1420. Laurent Lethuillier, Rue Marbenf, Paris
compressing bricks, tiles, and other articles made of soft materials.
1422. John Harrison, New Church-road, South Hackney Improvements in railway
signals.
1424 Joseph Jakens, Bury, Lancashire— Improvements applicable to printing and dyeing
woven fabrics and fibrous materials.
1426. William 3. Clark, 133 High Holborn— Improvements in machines for cleaning and

1438.

1524.

Edward A. Cowper, Great

1412. Charles TV. Harrison, Woolwich— Improvements in obtaining light by electricity.
1414. Abel Fonlkes, Chester— Improvements in sewing or pointing gloves, and in ma-

1430.

ornamental fabrics.
Recorded

New York, U.S.—Improvements

Island,

for

142S.

1520.

Manchester— Improvements in
machinery for spinning, doubling, and winding yarn and thread.
Charles Fleet, Brighton -An improvement or improvements in the manufacture of
printing ink,— (Communication.)
James Merrylees, Paisley— Improvements in the manufacture or production of
Chell, Longsight, near

19.

applicable to explosive shells.
George-street, "Westminster— Improvements in furnaces
heatin? air and other elastic fluids.
1406. John Hope. Bishop Auckland, Durham—An improved screw nut and ratchet brace
for working the same.
1405. Jacob U. Ott, Zell, Zurich. Switzerland, and Friedrich A. SI. Udloff, Somers-town
—Improvements in ruling paper, and in the pens or instruments for the same.
1410. Maria B. Rowland, Acton Green— Improvements in soap and detergent preparations
or compounds.
Recorded May 20.
1404.

1518.

139

Thomas Willis and George

Recorded June 10.
1623. James Brown, Aldgate— An improvement in the manufacture of paper.
1624. Joseph S. Bailey, Keighley, Yorkshire Improvements in machinery for combing
wool and other fibrous materials.
Improvements in apparatus for printing or endorsing in
1625. Griffith Jarrett, London
colours on paper or other surfaces, being improvements upon the invention
secured to him by letters patent, dated the 29th day of July, 1853.
Improvements in cocks, taps, or valves.
1626. Maxwell Miller, Glasgow
New or improved machinery
1627. William Gorse and Samuel Pollock, Birmingham
for the manufacture of bricks and other articles of like manufacture.
1628. Thomas IT. Roberts, Storehouse, Devonshire Improvements in the manufacture
of casks.

—

—

—

—

—
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1629.

George Sampson and Joseph Sampson, Bradford, and Elijah Ledger, Lofthouse,
near "Wakefield, Yorkshire Improvements in means or apparatus for effecting

—

the folding or rigging of woven fabrics.
1630. Arthur Dunn, Dalston
An improvement in preparing and packing tooth-powder,
1631. Michael Puddefoot, Queen's- terrace, Woolwich -road, Greenwich Improvements in

—

mowing machines.

—

—

1632. Etienne Lemoine, Paris Improvements in gas-meters.
1633. Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chan eery -lane— Improvements in reaping

—

(Communication.)
»

George F. Remfry, Riches-court, Lime-street— An improved apparatus for supporting, protecting, and propelling the human body in water.
1637. Arthur Folson, Boston, U.S.
Improvements in the construction of tunnels or ways
under water.
163S. Daniel J. Daly, Cork
Improvements in venting casks, and in preserving them
from bursting by the action of the liquors contained therein.
1639. James Robertson, Glasgow
Improvements in lifting, lowering, transporting, and
regulating the motion of heavy bodies.
1640. James Shaw and Hugh Shaw, Waterhead Mill, near Oldham Certain improve*
ments in machinery or apparatus for preparing and spinning cotton and other

—

—

—

fibrous substances.
1641. Josiah L. Clark, 35 Adelaide-road, Haverstock-hill
Improvements in apparatus
for conveying letters or parcels between places by the pressure of air and vacuum.

—

1G43.

William Wilkins, Leicester

— Improvements in machinery for

Recorded June 17.

—

machines
1693.

for

—
— An improved shirt-cutting machine. — (Com-

manufacturing the same.

Henry Hosch, Old Jewry Chambers
munication,)

1695. Frederick Warner, Jewin-crescent, Cripplegate— Improvements in supplying water
to water-closets and other vessels.
1696. Gustave Marqfoy, Bordeaux, France— Improvements in actuating railway signals.
1697. Henry Brinsmead, Fore-street, St. Clements, Ipswich— Improvements in machinery
for dressing com.
1698. Frederick Ransoine, Ipswich
Improvements in moulding plastic materials.
1699. Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery-lane— Improvements in machinery for forging nails

—

—

and other
1700.

Henry

articles. (Communication.)
Hibbert, Sal ford, and Henry Richardson,

Recorded June 18.

looped fabrics.
1701.

—

1702.
1703.

scale."— (Communication.)

—

Benjamin Noakes and Frederic J. Wood, Spa-road, Surrey Invention of a method
of, and apparatus to be employed in, the sealing of the joints in metallic casks
and other similar vessels.
1651. Edward Brasier, Stepney — Improvements in treating flax, hemp, and other vegetable fibres, and in the machinery employed therein.
1652. Charles d'Ambly, Stuttgart, Wurtemberg— Improvements in cutting and preparing
1650.

—

—

—

engines.

Recorded June

13.

1660. Robert Mushet, Coleford, Gloucestershire— Improvements in the manufacture of
cast steel.
John King, Glasgow Improvements in the manufacture or production of collars,
cuff's, and similar articles of ladies' dress.
1662. Chapman March, Alwaltou Mills, Huntingdonshire Improvements in obtaining

—

1661.

—

motive power.
1663. Etienne Cominal, Paris— Improvements

in printing shawls and other tissues.
Jones, Cambridge Villas, Fulhara Improvements in apparatus for
cutting and gathering fruit and flowers.
1665. Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery-lane— An improvement in the manufacture of sulphuric acid. (Communication.)
1666. Helmuth Gartner, Mount Gardens, Lambeth— An improved construction of engine
for raising and discharging water.

—

Thomas M.

Jersey, U.S.

— An improved

safety valve for steam

Thomas L. Ralph and Thomas L. Ralph, the younger, Birmingham — An improvement or improvements in the manufacture of metallic tubes.
Thomas Ward, Great Bridge, Staffordshire An improvement or improvements in

—

Edward Sykes and Matthew W. Crawford, Glosaop, Derbyshire— Certain improvements in the construction and arrangement of the pans or vessels, and the

furnaces and flues to be employed for the purposes of soap-boiling, tallow-melting,
bone boiling, dreg-boiling, and other similar offensive processes.
Improvements in machinery for preparing
J. Thompson, North Shields
small coal and other matters to be used as fuel. (Communication,)
1707. George W. Charlwood, 14 Tavistock- row, Covent-garden Improvements in machines for mowing and reaping. (Communication.)
1708. Horace H. Day, New York, U.S. Improvements in preparing and vulcanizing
india-rubber, gutta-percha, or other analogous gums—-(Communication.)
1709. Horace H. Day, New York, U.S.— Improvements in the manufacture of elastic
1705.

—

William

—

—

—
—

fabrics.

— (Communication.)

1G53. Carl G. Carleman, 31 Jewin-crescent- Improvements in submerged propellers for
propelling vessels.
1654. Malcolm Macdonald, Glasgow — Improvements in washing, bleaching, cleansing,
and preparing textile fabrics and materials.
1655. Eugene Barsanti and Felix Matteucci, Florence Improved apparatus for obtaining
motive power from gases.
1656. Clarance Brazil, Chorley, Lancashire Improvements in looms for weaving.
1657. George Lister, Rivers, near Dursley, Gloucestershire An improvement in carding

1664.

New

the manufacture of strip and hoop iron.
1704.

—

horn.

George P. Clark, Newark,
boilers.

—

Joseph Whitworth, Manchester Improvements in ordnance, fire-arms, and projectiles, and in machinery employed in their manufacture.
1646. James Buchanan, Glasgow
Improvements in the manufacture and finishing of
heddles or healds for weaving, parts of which improvements are applicable to
the preparing and weaving of fibrous materials.
1647. Thomas Rutter and James Banister, Birmingham Improvements in umbrellas
and parasols.
1G49. George Davies, 1 Serle-street, Lincoln's-inn, and Glasgow— Improved apparatus
for weighing grain and other articles, to be called " the electro-magnetic grain
1645.

Manchester — Improvements in

finishing or polishing yarns or threads.

the manufacture of

Recorded June 12.

1857.

1689. Philipp Kurten, Cologne, Prussia— An improved process of manufacturing mottled
soap,
1690. John Smith, Oldham— Improvements In the manufacture of woven fabrics.
1691. William and Henry Hodgson, Bradford
An improved lubricator or oiler by means
of force pumps or valves.
1692. Salomon Sturm and Henry E. Boiir, Paris
Improvements in optical lenses, and in

1636.

—

1,

—

machines.—{Com-

munication.)
1634. Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery-lane— Improvements in the construction and mode
of propelling and steering navigable vessels. (Communication.)
1635. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery-lane— Improvements in printing machinery.

Recorded June 11.

August

—

Joseph Ellis, Brighton Improvements In apparatus to be used for decanting wine
and other liquids, and for drawing corks from bottles.
1687. William Barnard de Blaquiere, 50 Pall-mall— Improvements in connecting the ends
of submarine electric telegraph cables,
1688. Richard Goulding, Bonner-road, Victoria-park Improvements in the extraction of
gold, and silver, and other metals.
1686.

Recorded June 19.
1711.

—

James Champion, Manchester
plicable to
materials.

Improved arrangements of spindles and flyers apmachinery or apparatus for preparing, spinning, and doubling fibrous

Pincoffs, Manchester— Improvements in treating madder, munjeet, or any
of their preparations,
Spencer, 21 Southampton-place, Euston-square— Certain improvements in
the purification of water, and other fluid and gaseous bodies.
1714. Joseph Hill, Mount Pleasant, near Ferry Hill, Durham
Improvements in the
permanent way of railways.
1715. John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's-inn-fields, and Glasgow Improvements in pressure
guages. (Communication.)
1716. Herman Jaeger, London Coffee-house, Ludgate-hill— Improvements in looms for

1712.

Simon

1713.

Thomas

—

—

—
—

weaving (Communication.)
1717. Horace H. Day, New York, U. S.
An improved method of treating or purifying
gutta percha.— (Communication.)
1718. John D. Garrett, Saxmundham, Suffolk
An improved construction of horse-hoe.
1719. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery-lane Improvements in the construction of rail-

way

—

crossings.

—(Communication.)

1720. Robert Rennie. Netherwood,
doors for mines.

—
—

Dumbartonshire

— Improvements

in self-acting trap-

—

1667.

Thomas Heaton,

Bolton,

$5?" Information as

to

any of

these applications,

and

their progress,

may

be

had on appli-

cation to the Editor of this Journal.

Recorded June 15.

Lancashire— Improvements

in self-acting doors

and gate-

ways.

Vero and James Everitt, Atherstone, Warwickshire— Improvements in
the manufacture of hats and other coverings for the head, and in mactiiuery or
apparatus to be employed in the said manufacture.
John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's-inn-fields, and Glasgow Improvements in quadrants, sextants, and other similar instruments. (Communication from James

1668. Charles

1669.

—

1671.

DESIGNS FOR ARTICLES OF UTILITY.

—

C. Lane, Brooklyn, New York. U.S.)
E. Newton, 66 Chancery-lane— Improvements in puddling iron, and in the
furnaces and apparatus employed for the purpose. (Communication.)

Registered

June

William

—

and John James, Cwm Celyn and Blaina Iron Works,
Monmouthshire An improved construction of hot-blast stove.
Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery-lane— Improved means of registering the perform-

1672. Frederick Levick, jun.,

—

1673.

ance of railway trains.

Edmund Thompson,

Recorded June

Thomas W.

16.

A

Lord, Leeds—
certain improvement in machinery for carding flax,
tow, and other fibrous substances.
1679. Stephen Holinan, New Cross, Kent, and White friars- street— Improvements in force
1677.

pumps.
1681. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery-lane— An improved mode of, and apparatus for,
feeding in fuel to furnaces and fire-boxes. (Communication.)
1683. William A. Edwards, Hereford Cottage, Denmark-road, Oamberwell — Improvements in apparatus for separating iron and other matters from ores and other

—

3996

20th,

3997

23d,

3998

from May 14th

to

June

10th, 1857.

James Barlow, 4 King

William-street, City,—" Barlow's registered
coffee roaster and cooking apparatus."
John Eaton, Twywill Works, near Thrapston, Northamptonshire,
" Turnip hoe."
William Mark Lowe, Manchester,—
Co.,
Sharp, Stewart,

—

&

&

"

— (Communication.)

Barnard's-tei race, Scawby-with-Sturton, Lincolnshire— Improvements in piano-forte hammers.
1675. William Young, Queen-street, Cheapside —Improvements in lamps and burners.
1G74.

13th,

29th,

3999

2d,
4th,

4000
4001

7th,

—

4002
4003

8th,

4004

Gouging bit."
Edward Yeomans, Kinver, near Stourbridge,—" Door

for

puddling

furnaces."

Jnly

Charles Lenny, Croydon, Surrey,—"

The Hoi ford

carriage."

—

& James Hobson Wallis, Nottingham, "A
man's hosiery under-waistcoat."
Augustin Laybourn, 51 Edge ware-road, London, "Burglary alarm."
Farwig & Bullock, 16 Rupert-street, Haymarket, London, "Lantern
for policemen and others."
Collin Pulling, Selsey, Sussex,—" Trap for rats, birds, &c"
Thomas Ashwell

—

—

TO HEADERS AND CORRESPONDENTS.

substances.

John Fowler,

jun., Comhill, Robert Burton, Maberley-terrace, Ball's Pond-road,
and Thomas Clarke, St. James's-place, Hackney-road— Improvements in the
construction and arrangement of locomotive and other carriages, to facilate their
movement on common roads and other surfaces.
1685. George T. Bousfield, Lough borough-park, Brixton— Improvements in the construction of wheels and axle-boxes.
(Communication.)

1684.

—

but the conJ. M. D.— The area cannot be too large, as regards the theoretical action
structive details will, of course, govern the dimensions— See Bourne's Catechism of the
There are various good guages— See G Wynne's, page 260 Practical
Steam Engine.
;

Mechanic's Journal for January last; also, Sydney Smith's simple contrivance advertised
on the cover of this Journal.
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small cylinder on the

EXAMPLES OF STATIONARY STEAM ENGINES.
walk through a

to the relation existing

steam engines, furnishes the hest means of obtaining a good idea of the
varieties in the form and principle of these important mechanical

it

many

In accomplishing such a task, the keen observer of the

combinations.

mechanical manufacturing processes, will at once notice the

different

interposition of mill-work shafting and bevil wheels

much

means

as possible), as a certain

between a great

many

now

down

is

The

ment

lines of shafting driven

now

is

The same

by a central engine.

also largely adopted in the case of dash or

immov-

new system

of working

this

arrange-

more

To

this

who may think

It

is

well suited for

has the advantage of few-

upon a

down

plain flat sole-plate, bolted

The steam

fig. 1.

cylinder

bolted

is

and the crank shaft pedestal

at the

is

the former instance, with a governor.

works

in a horizontal guide, carried

by the

and the connecting rod passes directly from the cross-head
For a plain direct-acting single cylinder engine,

crank shaft.

arrangement
is

is

as simple as can well be conceived.

a modernised high and low pressure compound or double

cylinder beam-engine of the Woolf type, such as

scale required

by the giant

is

to

is

adopted

when

the

be carried out on the large

Here a

textile establishments of our times.

and other

massive masonry foundation carries a pair of central vertical fluted

branch of the subject

columns, supporting a cast-iron entablature, stretching across from wall

mills,

and we now but mention

closely,

be

very neat.

it is

It is carried

piston rod slide block

Fig. 3

wash wheels,

capable of further extension with

is

establishments of hard and constant work.
hereafter refer

and, finally,

duplex cylinder expansion principle

advantage in engineering workshops, iron-works, sugar

we may

;

to this sole-plate at one end,

to the

and other individually heavy machinery.
This

on

may

a plain horizontal direct-acting high-pressure engine, with a

is

sole-plate,

and, consequently, frictionless steam ducts for the old-fashioned

heavy

form of steam engine

is limited.

other, being surmounted, as in

steam-pipes being conveyed from them by

;

this

upon a masonry foundation, like

In these cases, the boilers are the central

properly-ramified pipes to each small engine, thus substituting
able,

inclination

single cylinder.

actuated by a separate steam engine, placed directly alongside the

sources of the motive power

either within or

the

Fig. 2

print-works, for instance, each of those wonderful printing

framing of the machine.

dismissed to the condenser, which forms part of the base

The air-pump and condenser can he put
outside of the main framework.
The angle of

directed action

of economising power, and,

machines, which turn off their miles of ornamented calico per day,

two cylinders, and

ness and simplicity of parts, combined with good balance and well-

consequently, working costs.

In

its

proportion

its effect in

of the

framing.

a situation where the height

central steam engine and the various driven machines, being avoided

as

is finally

gives out

it

between the diameters

which may be desired; and

a far more direct manner than was formerly the custom (the

in

after doing

adapted to any particular circumstance of position or compactness

existence of a strong tendency towards the application of the motive

power

Here

larger cylinder on the right.

workshops, devoted to the manufacture of

series of

and expanded therefrom,

left,

work, through a horizontal duct concealed by the base framing, into the

(Illustrated hy Plate 213.)

A

141

it

here for

to wall of the engine-house,

worth their while to

and carrying the pedestal bearings

for the

213, representing various forms and kinds of engines, which will return

The high and low pressure steam cylinders of different
diameters are placed side by side, close together, upon an ornamental
The piston rod of the small high-pressure
base, rectangular in plan.

instruction for the time spent in their examination.

cylinder

the consideration of our readers

it

main beam.

consider over; our present object being to direct attention to our Plate

The

six figures on the

tion, represent so

bv the

compound

many prominent
steam

aid of which,

They

ary motive power.

is

are

varieties of mechanical arrangements,

by no means intended

given here, simply as

fair

The

to be instanced as

They
now being made in

specimens of what are

figs. 1, 3,

manufacturing

in the

and

4, are representations of

principle,

districts.

The

engines on the

has become the practice

to

placing a

new

auxiliary,

and using the steam

is

insufficient to drive

put down boilers for high-pressure steam,

high-pressure engine in the engine-house to act as an
first in

or high

1 is

class.

It is entirely

supported on a stone foundation, which carries the angular cast-iron side
standards, neatly ornamented with diagonal panels.
cylinders,

down

which are

to the

The two steam

set in opposite or reverse directions, are

bolted

lower external portions of the two inclines of this framing,

which also carries the piston rod

slide block guides.

bucket of the air-pump

The

;

is

rod, jointed to the

feed, is

worked by a

piston rods

pump

for the

rod, jointed to the

the opposite side of the main centre.

admitted to operate at

its initial

supply of the necessary boiler

The steam

acts as in

into the larger one; the

steam from the lower end of

vice versa.

an example of the same idea, worked out on the plan so well
by Mr. William Macnaught the high and low pressure steam
cylinders being on opposite sides of the main working centre of the
Fig. 4

is

originated

;

The masonry foundation

beam.

carries a set of four central columns,

supporting the central portion of an overhead entablature, arranged as
in fig.

3

;

the beam.

this entablature carrying the bearings for the

The small high-pressure

cylinder

is

bolted

jointed to the

shaft.

This shaft

)

formed by the framing

;

this centre

being crowned with the usual duplex pendulum governor.

This engine acts on the precise principle so long ago laid down by Woolf;
high-pressure steam from the boiler being primarily
No. 114.— Vol. X.

supplied to the

being

the small cylinder being discharged into the upper end of the large one,

ends of

carried in central pedestal bearings set on seats

fig. 1,

high-pressure in the smaller cylinder,

elevated base casting on the left of the main centre, and

triangle,

The
main

beam, at a corresponding point on

two connecting rods, the opposite
which work upon one crank pin on the main horizontal engine
is

similarly

rod, cruciform in transverse section.

worked by a pendent

are, respectively, directly jointed to

crowning the apex of the

is

the old parallel

the crank being connected to this end of the

;

end; whilst the cold water

and

an inclined direct-acting condensing engine of the compound

and low pressure double cylinder expansion

beam

pedestal bearings for the crank shaft are at the opposite end of

and then expand

the high-pressure cylinder, and

then at a reduced pressure in the condensing engine.
Fig.

at a point

beam, at a point midway between the working centre and the extreme

which has lately become com-

In the cotton mills of Manchester

such an extent that the condensing engine power

it, it

main overhead beam,

piston rod of the large low-pressure steam cylinder

the masonry foundation

the

and the neighbourhood, where the spinning machinery has been increased
to

suitable links to the

beam by a long connecting

combined high and low pressure

mon

by

motion of Watt being adopted for forming the connections.

are

workshops around us.

Three of them,

jointed

jointed to the extreme outer end of the main

rendered practically available a3 a station-

on account of novelty of design or construction.

peculiar,

is

two-thirds of the half length of the beam, from the working centre.

Plate, forming our leading illustra-

main centre of

down upon an
its

piston rod

is

beam at a point half way between the main centre and the
The large low-pressure cylinder is situated on the
extreme end.

opposite side of the main centre,

end of the beam.

its

rod being jointed to the extreme

The high-pressure steam,

after operating in the small

cylinder, passes off to continue its labour in the larger cylinder, being

conducted thither by a duct beneath the level of the sole-plate.
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Mr. M'Naught's

original idea in developing this plan

power of such existing engines as happened

of adding to the

he over-

to

burdened, without putting any undue strain upon the working parts
but

has been found well worthy of adoption in totally

it

the excellent balance afforded
Fig. 5
is

used

new

engines, as

a most important point of advantage.

when an overhead crank

small powers,

shaft

required.

is

THE ROYAL INSTITUTION.

;

a plain high-pressure direct-acting vertical engine, such as

is

for

it is

We

would now resume our notice of the past sessional discourses.
subject of the Submarine Telegraph is of the highest interest, increased, perhaps, by the recent untoward circumstances attending the

The

somewhat

consists of a pair of fluted columns, disposed

widely apart, and carrying an entablature supporting the pedestal bear-

The

ings of the overhead crank shaft.

down

vertical steam cylinder

between these columns, and

to the stone foundation

it is

is

bolted

cast with

diametrically opposed brackets, for carrying the guides for the piston-rod

head of which has a connecting rod passing directly

slide block, the cross

up

to the

Fig. 6

overhead crank.
is

an example of a horizontal compound, or duplex cylinder
In this arrangement, the two cylinders

high and low pressure engine.

are carried upon a masonry foundation, having a

flat sole-plate

upon

on

it,

one end of which are bolted down the horizontal high and low pressure

steam cylinders, whilst the opposite end has upon
of the crank shaft

The

piston rod slide blocks.

same crank

the
is

it

the pedestal bearings

the intermediate portion carrying the guides for the

;

two cylinders are jointed

pistons of the

by a connecting

pin,

rod, in the usual

manner.

to

Steam

supplied to the two cylinders in succession, by the vertical branch

pipe on the left

;

and the exhaust steam from the low-pressure cylinder

down

finally passes off

the slightly-inclined pipes to the condensers,

The same

situated on the lower section of the foundation.

the foundation also carries the inclined air-pumps,

portion of

worked by a secondary

crank from the main shaft, and discharging the water into a hot well

Our view

the supply of the boiler.

supposed

is

to

for

be taken at a sectional

attempt

down

the Atlantic cable. It is, however, to be hoped
accomplish this magnificent triumph across the
wide expanse of the Atlantic. At present we are now forming a course
of action on acts long since (lor these times) done in America, and
which we may have to reverse or modify after the next mail reaches us.
Then, we shall, as it were, see the acts done which are to regulate our
own actions. The committee of managers did well to ask and secure
Mr. W. Brett's kind services in detailing his personal experience. He
mentioned that his first idea of submarine telegraphs arose out of a
conversation with his brother, early in 1845, when discussing the
system of electric telegraphs, as then recently established between
London and Slough; and in considering the practicability of an entire
underground communication, the question arose, " If possible underground, why not under water?" and " If under the water, why not along
the bed of the ocean ?"
In 1847, Mr. Brett obtained permission, from
Louis Phillippe, to unite England with France, by a submarine line, but
then failed to obtain the attention of the public, it being considered too
hazardous for their support. An encouraging smile came with Louis
Napoleon, and a first attempt was made in 1850, with a copper wire,
inclosed in gutta percha
a material which then opportunely came to
aid.
The place chosen on the French coast for landing the wire was
this spot being purposely
Cape Grinez, under a cliff among rocks
selected, because it afforded no anchorage to vessels, and was difficult of
approach.
It was a glorious day to cheer the hopes of the speculators,
as from the English shore sped the vessel, dying away in the distance,
first the hull, then the funnel, till the smoke only could be seen against
the white cliffs of Grinez, which Mr. Brett saw with a glass, from his
station at the Dover railway.
The shadow of the smoke on the cliffs
ceased to move the vessel had come to anchor. In half an hour, the end
of the wire was conveyed to the shore, and the printing instrument
attached, and then the first electric message across the channel was sent,
After several other communications,
properly reserved for the emperor.
the words " all well," and " good night," were printed in Roman type,
and closed the evening. But transient was the joy. The very next
morning all communication had been destroyed. The wire had parted
near the French coast. A year of grace for another trial was granted,
and in September, 1851, the existing line of telegraphic communication
between England and Fiance was established. In May, 1853, the Dover
and Ostend line was laid down, commencing at the South Foreland, and
terminating at Middle Kirk, about five miles from Ostend a length of
seventy miles. The depths encountered in the British Channel had no
where exceeded thirty fathoms. In the same year concessions were
granted to Mr. Brett, to unite Corsica, Sardinia, and the Colony of Algeria,
with their respective capitals. On arriving at Genoa in July, 1854, the
Sardinian government placed three vessels of war at the disposal of the
party, who set sail at ten at night for the harbour of Spezzia, the place
the Prince Cariginan, several
selected for making fast the cable
ministers, and the ambassadors of England and France, honouring themThe end of the cable was attached to a cliff,
selves by being present.
chosen by accident, under a building once occupied by Dante, and in
which he composed a portion of the Inferno, and the satisfaction of the
A despatch was immeparty was exhibited by a salute of sixty guns.
diately forwarded through the wire to Paris and Turin, announcing to
the French and Sardinian governments the telegraphic union of Corsica
with France and Piedmont. The submerging of the cable between CorIn Septemsica and Sardinia was accomplished a few days afterwards.
ber, 1855, an attempt was made to unite Sardinia and Algiers, but the
wire, at a distance of sixty miles from land, was broken during a storm,
apparently by friction on the rocks at the bottom, about 500 fathoms in
Mr. Brett then mentioned some statistics relalength from the vessel.
ting to the now late Atlantic cable, with which our readers are familiar.
Perhaps, however, all of them do not know that in this cable, the copper
or conducting wire is composed of seven twisted wires formed into one,
thus avoiding the danger of a flaw, which any single wire might be subject
to.
Three separate coats of gutta percha were then laid, one over the
This gutta percha core
other, the wire being thus perfectly insulated.
passes and repasses, in the course of its manufacture, no less a length
than 40,000 miles. The outer iron wires, of which there are 126, are
twisted into strands, each containing 7 wires, which made an aggregate
of 315,000 miles to the 2,500 miles of cable.
Mr. Faraday occupied a few minutes, the same evening, in giving a

late

that

The framing
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was simply that

we

to lay

shall, ere long,

—

;

;

line

through the centre between the two engines, and shows one of the

steam cylinders with

We

its

air-pump and condenser.

have thus given in

full detail

a few of the leading specimens of

arrangements of stationary engines, not so

much

as

mere examples

for

copying, as to serve for pictorial references to which the engineer can

always turn

for aid

—just

as the scientific or literary

man

consults his

note-book.

The

question of the failure or continuance of the grand source of our

mechanical power

— our

coal beds

— may

reasonably be touched upon

here, in discussing the mechanical appliances

mand

for the conversion of the latent

We

active force.

which we have at com

power of our mineral

will look at the positive facts of the case.

fuel into

Each acre

of a coal seam, four feet thick, and yielding one yard nett of pure fuel,
is

equivalent to about 5,000 tons, and possesses a reserve of untiring

mechanical strength in

3,000,000 tons of
toiling

its

fuel,

equal to the life-long labour of more

Each square mile

than 1,G00 men.

of one such single coal bed contains

This quantity

fuel.

is

men
we assume

equivalent to 1,000,000

through twenty years of their ripest strength.

If

that 10,000,000 tons of coal out of the present annual product of our

mines

— 65,000,000

tons

chanical power, then

— are

really applied to the production of

we may

me-

be said to call yearly to our aid an army

of 3,300,000 men, pledged to exert their fullest strength for twenty
years.

England's actual expenditure then

by 66,000,000 able labourers.
duct of the united kingdom
to

amount

to

may

The

reckoned or represented
in the

whole coal pro-

more than that of 400,000,000 of strong men, or more than

facts certainly
tell

is

power

therefore be calculated on these grounds

double the number of adult males

and

latent

now

living upon the globe.

These

bring vividly before us what our physical force really

is,

us that, even with our constantly increasing consumption of this

inestimably valuable mineral, Great Britain's supplies are well able to
last out her

demands, through that long expanse of coming time which

we may suppose

to lie before us,

between the present days and that of

the steam engine, and those which Will see that

seded by a mightier

still.

mighty power super-

—

;
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Mr. C. V. Walker's mode of telegraphing electrically
from one station on a railway to the next on either side, or from a break
down on the rail to either of these stations. Mr. Gassiot's great induction
coil was also exhibited and referred to by Mr. Faraday, who described
brief account of

its

particular points as to insulation,

&c, and showed some

of its fine

results.

Mr. Robert Warington followed, in a very interesting discourse, on
After accurately
the aquarium.
the subject which he has made bis own
detailing the history of the subject in its chemical relations, he proceeded
to give an account of his own experiments, to test the troth of the statements made for many years, in our works on chemistry, that growing
large
vegetation could counterbalance the vital functions of fish.
12-gallon receiver was filled to about two-thirds its capacity with riverwater, some clean washed sand and gravel, with several large fragments

—

A

the latter so arranged as to afford shelter to
it
from the sun's rays. A good healthy plant of vallisneria spiralis
was then transplanted, and as soon as it had recovered from this operaAll appeared to progress
tion, a pair of gold fish were introduced.
healthily for a short time, hut the rapid decay of the leaves rendered the
water turbid, aDd caused a rapid growth of green confervoid mucus on
The fish
the surface of the water, and upon the sides of the receiver.
The removal of this decaying vegealso assumed a sickly appearance.
tation as fast as it was formed, became, therefore, a point of paramount
importance, and, to effect this, recourse was had to a very useful little
scavenger, the limnea stagnalis. Five or six of these little water snails
were introduced, and their extraordinary voracity and continued and
This exrapid locomotion, soon restored the whole to a healthy state.
periment proved the natural balance between the animal and vegetable
kingdoms. The principles called into action are, that the water, holding
atmospheric air in solution, is a healthy medium for the respiration of
of rock-work placed in

;

fish

which thus converts the oxygen constituent into carbonic acid.
The plant, by its vital functions, absorbs the carbonic acid, and
appropriating and solidifying the carbon of the gaseous compound, for
the construction of its proper tissues, eliminates the oxygen ready again
While the snail, finding its proper
to sustain the health of the fish.
nutriment in the decomposing vegetation and confervoid mucus, by its
voracity, prevents their accumulation, and, by its vital powers, converts
that which would otherwise act as a poisonous agent, into a rich and
Reasoning from analogy, it
fruitful pabulum for the vegetable growth.
was evident that the same balance should be capable of being permanently maintained in sea water, and thus a vast and unexplored field
for investigation opened to the research of the naturalist, and this
It is not often that a continuing harmproved on trial to-be the case.
less amusement can be accompanied with the knowledge of principles' so
simple.
Many of oar readers have, probably, established some kind of
aquarium before this.
They now know the principles which have
Many others may, possibly, like to try
caused their success or failure.
some experiments in this way, and, for the benefit of all, we venture to
spare space for the farther remarks of Mr. Warington, which may assist
Fresh water used should be clean, and taken direct from a
them.
river, or from a soft spring, and should not have been purified by means
Sea water should be taken at a distance from shore, and at the
of lime.
The plants best fitted for fresh water are the
period of high water.
vallisneria spiralis, themyriophyllum, ceratophyllum, and the anacharis.
Weeding should be done in the spring, and on no account in the autumn.
If the limnea stagnalis is found too large and voracious, a smaller kind
The
of the limnea may be used, and the various species of planorbis.
number must be adjusted to the quantity of work to be performed. In
the
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Mr. Warington, and instructed and entertained a large audience with
some modifications of woody fibre, and their applicaAfter an adequate introduction of the subject, he adverted to
tions.
the ingenious application of fibre in general and to Mr. Blancbard's
mode, by powerful pressure, and the use of metallic bands, during the
process, to support the wood, of giving permanent curvature to beams
and planks without injury to the fibre. The principal subject of the
discourse, however, was the parchment paper invented and patented by
Mr. Gaine, and very recently introduced into commerce.
He succeeded
in discovering, that while paper is exposed to a mixture of two parts of
concentrated sulphuric acid (s. g. P854, or thereabouts), with one part
of water, for no longer time than is taken up in drawing it through the
acid, it is immediately converted into a strong, tough, skin-like material.
All traces of the sulphuric acid must be instantly removed by careful
washing in water. If the strength of the acid much exceeds or falls
short of these limits, the paper is either charred, or else converted into
The same conversion into dextrine also ensues if the paper
dextrine.
be allowed to remain for many minutes in the sulphuric acid, after the
change in its texture has been effected. When properly made, it forms
a substance so strong, that a ring of it, seven-eighths of an inch in
width, and weighing no more than twenty-three grains, sustained 92
lbs.
a strip of parchment, of tho same dimensions, supporting only
about 5K lbs. The lecturer stated that the action of the sulphuric acid
might be classed among the phenomena ascribed to catalysis (or contacthis observations on

;

;

action).

The substance

will, probably, replace, to

some

extent, vellum,

documents; and it
may become useful for school and other books exposed to constant wear.
The new material also promises to be of value for photographic purposes,
and also for artistic uses, in consequence of the manner in which it bears
in book-binding;

both

oil

it

will furnish material for legal

and water-colour.

fish,

sea water, as scavengers, the common periwinkle, varieties of trochus,
and the nassa reticulata, are recommended. But the services of annelids,
chitons, star-fish, nudibranch molluscs, &c., can be called into use.
Light also must be carefully and properly adjusted. The heat of the
water may, as a general rule, be between 45° and 75° Fah. The food
must be in accordance with the habits of the fish, &c. For the vegetable and mud-feeders, vermicelli, crashed small, with, now and then, a
little animal food, as worms, small shreds of meat, rasped boiled liver,
and the like. For the marine creatures, raw meat dried in the sun, and
moistened when used, answers very well. Oyster, muscle, cockle, raw
These should be
fi3h, shrimps, and the like matters, may be employed.
cut up or pulled into pieces, and never more given than they can at
once appropriate and, if rejected by one, it should be transferred to
another, or removed from the tank.
In the case of actinia;, they require, from their fixed position, that the food should he guided to their
tentacles; and, if the animal fond, of whatever kind, is soaked in a little
water, and the water thus impregnated with animal fluids be dropped, in
moderate quantity, into the tank, it will afford food for the small entomostracha, and smaller creatures with which the water abounds.
Mr. Barlow, the vice-president and honorary-secretary, succeeded
;

SKETCH OF THE EARLY HISTORY OF STEAM NAVIGATION.
As soon as the power of steam had been disclosed to the mind of man,
the notiun of its application to the propulsion of vessels, floating on
water, must have presented itself simultaneously with the idea of propelling carriages on land.
But the means of turning such a notion to
practical account were not in existence in early times
and accordingly,
we find that, though various schemes were promulgated, their practical
In proposing his atmospheric
realization had to wait many years.
engine, Papin noticed its possible application to vessels, so as to enable
them, as he termed it, to be navigated against the wind. The propelling
;

in his plan, consisted of two wheels, placed at the sides of
the vessel; and when he had constructed the model of his second steam
machine, he tried it as a motive power in a small boat furnished with
such wheels. But the experiment entirely failed, and we hear no more
of steam navigatiou until Jonathan Hulls, subsequent to the application
of Newcomen's machine to the pumping of water, published a book, illustrated with plates, wherein he described a method of towing vessels, by
means of steam, into or out of harbour. His book appeared in 1737, but
he had previously obtained a patent for this mode of applying Newcomen's
engine.
His plan was to convert the alternate motion of the piston into
a rotating motion, by means of a crank placed at the extremity of the
beam; and this motion was made, by means of cords and pulleys, to
Of course, the very imperfect
actuate a wheel attached to a tug-boat.
action of the machinery, as well as the expense of coal, prevented the

mechanism,

plan from coming into use.
In 1753, we find a certain French abbe, of Nancy, proposing the appliAud on
cation of Newcomen's fire-engine to the working of row-boats.
the occasion of competing for a prize, offered by the Academy of Sciences
at Paris, for the solution of the problem, how to dispense with the wind
but his proin navigation, Gauthier again brought bis scheme forward
;

posed mechanism was attended with the same defects as Hull's, of whose
The memoir to which
plan it was, indeed, little more than a repetition.
the prize was awarded was written by Daniel Bernoulli, who showed
that the force of gunpowder and boiling water, as far as they were
known in his time, could not be made usefully applicable to the movement of oars. He showed, moreover, by calculation, that one of Newcomen's great steam-engines such as were used in England for the
could not propel a
raising of water, with a power of 20 or 25 horses
vessel at a greater speed than two knots an hour.
A French nobleman the Marquis de Jouffroy then came forward.
He caused a boat to be built on the Doubs, and to this he fitted a propelling apparatus, which expanded when it struck the water, and closed as
it prepared to make another stroke, the idea being taken from the feet
of swimming fowls.
One of Watt's single-acting engines was employed

—

—

—

—
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give motion to this apparatus.
Experiments with this boat were
continued for two months in the summer of 1776, and then the plan was
to

for it was found, that when the vessel had acquired a certain
webbed apparatus would not re-open after it had once closed.
The Marquis then turned his attention to wheels, armed with paddles
a contrivance of great antiquity.
The vessel lie now built was upwards
of 140 feet long by 16 broad.
The engine again one of Watt's singleacting engines
was made at Lyons, and the experiments took place on
the Saone, in 1783.
To the surprise of great crowds of spectators, this
large craft was made to move against the current without wind, and

abandoned

;

speed, the

—

—

without the appearance of a single person on deck. Jouffroy thought
himself justified, from the success of his steamer, in applying to Government for a grant of exclusive privileges; but the Minister of the day
refused this, except on certain conditions, into which Jouffroy, who had
exhausted his funds, was unable to comply. He thereupon abandoned
the further prosecution of his attempts, and the scene changed to another
country.

Although Watt's scheme of a double-acting steam engine was made
it was not until 1784 that it received the improvements
which enabled it to transmit a perfectly regular rotatory motion. The
idea was almost immediately laid hold of in America, and applied to the
purpose of propelling vessels through water.
In the last-mentioned
year, two American inventors, named Fitch and Rumsey, exhibited the
result of their independent labours to Washington.
Rumsey was so far
first, but Fitch was able to put his plan to the proof of experiment, on a
public in 1781,

Fitch's apparatus was a
simple piece of mechanism, composed of ordinary oars, with vertical
blades, which were driven by steam.
But such was its imperfection,
that the speed communicated to the boat was not more than two and a
half knots an hour.
However, ill 1787, lie constructed a second vessel,
with steam machinery, which went at the rate of five or six knots an
hour.
But the continual derangements of the mechanism, and the
improbability that those who had advanced money towards the enterprise would receive anything in the shape of return, caused the whole
scheme to be abandoned. Fitch went to France in 1791, and there met
with friends, who entered into his views as to the establishment of
steam-boats on some of the rivers.
At first the government seemed to
promise support, but subsequently the projectors were left to their own
resources and then came the troubles of the Revolution, which put a
stop to everything of that kind.
Ramsey's apparatus was of a totally
different construction from that of Fitch.
He made use of a pump,
which drew up the water in front, and let it out behind. This plan had
been proposed in France by Daniel Bernoulli, and Franklin had favoured
it, as may be seen from one of his letters, where the subject is treated of
at some length.
Considering only the extreme ease of paddle- wheels,
immersed up to the axle, Franklin showed that much power would be
lost by making use of such paddles.
Bernoulli's plan seemed to him
much superior, and he advised Rumsey to adapt it to his vessel. This
was accordingly done, and in 1787 a boat was on the water, fitted with
the machinery, but it could not be made to move at a greater rate than
two knots and a half an hour. The insufficiency of this plan being
apparent, Rumsey tried the expedient of having long poles, set in motion
by a suitable arrangement of cranks, which were made to strike the
bottom of the river, and thus push the boat forward. The encouragement he received in America not being in accordance with his expectations, Rumsey quitted the country, and came to London, in 1789, where,
obtaining funds for the construction of machines and the purchase of
boats, experiments were made on the Thames.
These, however, were
not very satisfactory; and before any improvement was made, the inventor died.
Abortive as were all Rumsey's attempts, it is to him that is due the
credit of turning the attention of a more successful man to this field of
invention.
This was Robert Fulton, with whom Rumsey met in London,
and who was induced by the latter to devote himself to the solution of
a problem which had hitherto baffled all who approached it. Fulton was
born of Irish parents, in 1765, in the State of Pennsylvania.
His education was of the most meagre description, and he was sent at an earlv age
to work with a jeweller at Philadelphia but showing a talent for painting, he started as a portrait-painter in that city, and, attracting the
attention of persons of influence, be was induced to visit England, for
the purpose of receiving instruction from his then celebrated countryman, Benjamin West. Though well received by him, Fulton became
impressed with the idea that he was not destined to achieve eminence in
this profession
and he accordingly abandoned the pencil, and betook
himself to the study of mechanics.
In order to make himself thoroughly
acquainted with the practical details of machinery, he resided two years
in Birmingham; and then going to London, for the purpose of turning
his talents aud acquirements to account, he there became acquainted
sufficiently large scale, before his competitor.

;

;

;
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with Rumsey, from whom he derived a strong impression of the great
advantages to be derived from navigation by steam, if such a scheme
could be brought to bear.
About this time, Earl Stanhope whose name is well known to the
was
public in connection with a particular form of the printing-press
actively employed in attempting to make steam the motive power on
board vessels.
He had a boat, furnished with an engine of sufficient
power, and his propelling apparatus consisted of a piece of mechanism,
something like what Jouffroy adopted. Fulton was emboldened to write
to his Lordship, to dissuade him from employing such an apparatus,
advising him to have recourse to paddles instead.
This advice was not,
however, followed, and the establishment of steam navigation may be
said to have suffered considerable delay in consequence.
It must be
recorded, that Lord Stanhope was not the first in Great Britain to turn
his attention to the construction of steam -boats.
Patrick Miller, of
Dalswinton, had made attempts, in 1787, to substitute paddles for oars
on rivers and canals, the paddles being set in motion by manual labour,
through the intervention of a crank. As it was apparent that sufficient
power was not thereby obtained, the idea of driving them by steam was
suggested, and an engineer, called Symington, was called into counsel.
A small pleasure-boat, fitted with a steam-engine, was set to work, in
1788, on a piece of water on the Dalswinton estate, and afterwards on
the Forth and Clyde Canal, where it attained a speed of seven miles an
hour.
This experiment succeeding, Miller proceeded to build a vessel
nearly 40 feet long; and this was towed by means of an engine placed
This was employed on the
in a small boat, which preceded it like a tug.
Forth and Clyde Canal, where it remained at work for some years, being
able to draw two vessels of the joint burden of 140 tons.
Fulton, having been disappointed in all his attempts, applied his mind
to elaborate various other inventions in mechanics, and then went to
France, where he endeavoured to work out his ideas but his first experiment failed, by reason of the weight of the machinery breaking the boat;
and as a second experiment, made with a large boat in 1803, the vessel
Application having been made
could not be propelled at a useful speed.
to Bonaparte for assistance in prosecuting his plans, a direct refusal was
returned, and Fulton turned his thoughts towards his native country.
First, however, he visited England, and an American capitalist, named
Livingston, having come forward, an engine was ordered at the establishment of Boulton & Watt, without the disclosure of its intended
Fulton thought it prudent to see what had been done in
application.
Scotland, whither he went, and going on board Miller's vessel, the whole
mechanism was explained to him. He then proceeded to America, and
having procured a patent for the sole working of steam-boats on American rivers, he caused a vessel to be built, with the aid of plans obtained
from Henry Bell, an engineer, who had assisted Symington, and the
This vessel was named
engines from Birmingham were placed in her.
The engines had a
the Clermont, and its burden was about 150 tons.
power of 18 horses, and the paddle-wheels a diameter of 16 feet, which,
however, was soon found to be too large a size. This little vessel the
precursor of the countless number of craft impelled by steam, which now
plied on the Hudson, between New York and
float on American rivers
Albany, a distance of about 180 miles. It is said that, in its first voyage
up the stream, no person was adventurous enough to embark as passenger, and that only a single passenger was brought back to New York.
It may be noticed, in passing, that the cry of the infringement of vested
was raised
only too common when innovations are attempted
interests
on this occasion by the owners of sailing vessels, who naturally thought
that, if this experiment should meet with success, their trade must suffer.
They endeavoured, in every possible way, to daunt the proprietors of the
Clermont, and even to damage the vessel, until the legislature of New
York interfered with a penal enactment. But the enterprise flourished
in spite of opposition, and, as a consequence, Fulton proceeded to conIn 1811 he built four vessels, the largest of
struct more steam-boats.
which had a burden of 526 tons. In the next year he built two steam
ferry-boats, and he was employed to build several other vessels for companies, to which he had ceded part of his exclusive rights of navigation.
In 1814, in contemplation of war between Great Britain and the United
States, he projected and built a steam frigate, 145 feet long, which had
in the middle an open space, GQ feet by 55, in which the paddles were
Fulton
placed, with the view of protecting them from the enemy's fire.
was not destined to enjoy his success many years, for he died in the
early part of 1815, at the age of fifty, from the effects of exposure,
His death
encountered in carrying out some of his various plans.
excited much sorrow in the United States, and many honours were, most
properly, paid to his memory; for, whether we regard him as an inventor, or as an adopter of other men's ideas, there is no doubt that his
native land derived immense advantages from his schemes.
We must now return to Britain. In 1812, Henry Bell whose name

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

—
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we have had occasion to mention before —-constructed a small steamer,
Comet, which plied on the Clyde, between Glasgow and
Greenock but as the engines had only a power of 3 horses, this can only
However, in 1815, he built
be looked at in the light of an experiment.
the Bob Boy, a vessel of 90 tons burden, and with engines of 30 horse
power. In that year several other vessels were built on the Clyde, and

called the

;

sent to different parts of England.
In 1817, a regular line of steamers
was established between Holyhead and Dublin, and this was the first
line of sea-going steamers.
This enterprise being completely successful,
many companies were projected, and lines were soon established between
England and the continent of Europe, which were followed by lines on
In the world
the Mediterranean, the Baltic, and other European seas.
of scientific industry, one step is only preliminary to another; and the
feasibility of despatching steamers across stormy oceans soon began to
be agitated.
In 18-5, an English steamer, the Enterprise, made the

voyage from Falmouth to Calcutta, using alternately steam and sail.
an American steamer, of
Indeed, previously to this— namely, in 1819
300 tons burden, arrived at Liverpool, and returned home in safety, but
At length the time
both voyages were effected with the aid of sails.

—

came when the bold attempt was made to cross the ocean with vessels
impelled by steam alone.
Many of our readers will, doubtless, remember
the building and launching, at Bristol, of the Great Western, of 1340
tons, and of the length of 240 feet, with engines of 450 horse-power.
She put to sea on the 8th of April, 1 838, and reached New York on the
25th of the same month, getting over, on an average, 210 miles a day.
Her course, however, was not solitary; for a rival company sent to sea,
day afterwards, a vessel named the Sirius, the burden of which was
little more than half that of the Great Western, and this vessel reached
New York first. Thus was solved a problem, which had agitated the
scientific and mercantile communities of two nations for a long time.
The return voyages were equally successful. The larger vessel conthe

tinued on this line for many years, but the Sirius, being found too weak
On her voyage out,
for the ocean, was transferred to another scene.
the Great Western consumed 655 tons of coal and on her return voyage,
which occupied fifteen days, 392 tons. From this time, large ocean
steamers were built and launched with great rapidity, and steam navi;

gation took

its

place as one of the leading features of

modern

civilization.

MECHANICAL NOTES FROM AMERICA.
—

BLOWING APPARATUS FAS AND PUMP MACKENZIE'S BLOWER — ANALYSIS OF POWER
EXPENDED IN BLmVING MACKENZIE'S AUTOMATIC SELF-REGULATING EXPANSION VALVE
FUR STEAM ENGINES HEAPING MACHINES — PROFESSOR VERGNE3* ELECTRO-MAGNETIC
THEORY PROFESSOR VERGXES' PROCESS FOR REMOVING METALS FROM THE HUMAN SYSTEM.

—

—
—
—

In comparing the two chief plans of blowing furnaces, we find that
the fan is cheap, its action continuous, and the power absorbed, when
but a gentle blast is required, is very moderate ; but when a considerable
The
pressure is needed, the amount of power necessary is extravagant.
blast usually employed in cupola furnaces in this country, varies from
At the first-named
one-fourth of a pound to one pound per square-inch.
pressure the fan, in any of its approved forms, is very efficient; but at
the last named, its usefulness is decidedly inferior to the pump or cylinder.
Here, as. elsewhere, blast or smelting furnaces are almost universally
blown by large cylinders. There are a great variety of modifications
in which cylinder blowers are arranged in relation to steam power, hut
Two
the action is invariably that of mammoth double-acting pumps.
are generally employed in connection the one commencing to deliver
at about the termination of the stroke of the other, so that the blast
Many of the foundries also employ this form
is tolerably continuous.
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and against the other particles of air, also consumes power wastefully, or
without directly promoting the end in view.
Pumps compress air directly. They involve little friction of the gaseous
fluids, hut create a considerable amount between the rubbing surfaces of
the mechanism.
The parts consist of a huge cylinder, with a solid piston, and usually light self-acting valves.
The friction of the piston and
piston-rod is necessarily very considerable, however judiciously the whole
may he arranged. The first action of a pump, on commencing its stroke,
is to close the induction valves, by compressing the air before it.
As
this compression proceeds, the air becomes more and more dense, until it
equals the density in the delivery pipe.
A very slight increase, beyond
this, suffices to open the delivery valves, and pour the contents of the
cylinder through the opening thus made.
At the termination of the
stroke, the delivery valves close, and the small quantity of remaining
air expands as the piston recedes, until the density, becoming less than
the ordinary atmosphere, the induction valves open themselves, and
admit a cylinder full of air at the ordinary pressure. Blast furnaces
are blown with pressures which vary according to circumstances, from
two to ten or more pounds per square inch above the ordinary atmospheric
the majority in this country do not employ above three or four pounds,

—

except in very extraordinary emergencies, as when a chill is threatened.
It is very difficult, if not impossible, to devise blowing mechanism
which shall apply nearly the full power of the motor, in compressing the
air.
We have seen that fans extinguish power by the friction of the air,
and also by the friction of the gearing or belting necessary to obtain the
extremely high speed required cylinders consume power by the friction
of the parts, and the various water-pressure devices not only charge the
air with aqueous particles, but inevitably involve a very considerable
amount of loss, due to the same ultimate causes as above.
A recent device, acting on a novel principle, and of simple construction,
is now used by a considerable number of the most progressive concerns,
both in this vicinity and in distant quarters, and is, on several accounts,
superior to any in common use. It is deserving of a very extensive introduction, unless some evils not yet apparent shall develop themselves. It
is the invention of Philip YV. Mackenzie, of Jersey City, N.J.
It is but a
simple form of rotatory pump, and seems preferable to any of the sliding
wing pumps previously developed. The exterior form is cylindrical, and
the motion may be either very moderate or rapid without, as would
appear from experience, very materially affecting its efficiency and
smoothness.
;

Imagine a smooth cylinder, three feet long, and forty inches in diameter.
Imagine a fixed shaft in the centre, embraced loosely by the inner edges
of three or more wings of proper width, which wings extend almost into
contact with the interior cylindrical surface.
Imagine another cylinder
thirty inches in diameter, and somewhat longer than the other, mounted
eccentrically within the first, so that their surfaces coincide at one point.
Imagine equi-distant openings in the interior cylinder through which
the aforementioned wings protrude.
On providing suitable induction
and eduction passages, and giving a rotatory motion to the interior cylinder, the wings are swept round in such a manner as to draw in, and force
out, a very powerful blast.
is a vertical section in a plane at right angles to the axis, and
a vertical longitudinal section.
Fig. 3 is a section of a portion
on a larger scale, showing the device for allowing the blades or wings to
stand at varying angles in their passage through the inner cylinder.
The principles involved in this blower are tolerably simple, but the construction is singularly compounded, from the fact that there are two cen-

Fig. 1

fig.

2

is

;

Fig.

1.

of blower.

The

object to be accomplished is the final ejection of air at a high
fire.
The principal steps immediately preceding this,

velocity into a

are its compression, and conveyance at a moderate speed through a
pipe.
The action of the blower is therefore purely that of compression.
The fan accomplishes this by generating a high rotatory velocity

and the centrifugal force resulting therefrom supplies
the compression desired.
In some fans the arms are not radial, but
carve backward, so as to form portions of volute curves. These arms
impel the air to some extent radially, without reference to the rotatory
It is imvelocity ; and it is doubtless beneficial so to curve them.
possible, however, to compress air by a fan, without wasting a large
per centage of the power in friction, not of the machinery, but of the
air itself.
The air is carried spirally, with a very rapid motion, around
the interior surface of the case; and also radially, but less rapidly,
along the plane or curved faces of the blades.
On its final deliverance
at the periphery, it possesses an immensely high velocity which, to the
extent that it is extinguished by friction against the surrounding surfaces,
in the particles,

issSiScSSs
tres or axes; the lower one,

which forms the centre of motion of

tru

blades, not being coincident with the centre of motion of the revolvin j
cylinder.
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Referring to the engravings, a represents the fixed or external cylinand B, a fixed shaft shorter than a, and located accurately in its cenIt is supported hy the fixed ca-tings, c, one at
tre.
Fig. 3.
each extremity, and these are, in turn, supported by
the fixed centres, D, extending outward from each,
through the end of the blower, where they are keyed
to suitable standards, e.
By these means, a fixed
cylindrical bearing, B, is provided, on which are
mounted the wings or vanes, p, o, and h, by means
of straps or hinges to each vane.
At i are cast-iron
bosses, fitted accurately (but with liberty to turn
freely) on the fixed centres, d, before described. From
I extend the arms, J, to support the interior cylinder,
k, which is extended outward through the ends of the fixed cylinder, a,
but is slightly contracted to make a shoulder at the lines of contact
therewith, in order to check the escape of air through the narrow annular aperture, which necessarily exists in the absence of packing.
One
end of the cylinder, K, projects sufficiently, as represented in fig. 2, to
form a pulley on which the driving belt is carried, and by the aid of
which a continuous smooth rotatory motion is imparted to it, and hence,
necessarily, to f, g, and h, which, although every point moves in a perfect
circle, in effect slide out and in through peculiar bearings as k revolves.
To provide for this, the cylinder, k, is .cast with shells, or casings, extending the whole length of its working portion, and of sufficient volume
each to enclose the small cylinder, L, which is slotted for a sufficient
length to allow a free passage outward and inward to the corresponding
blade.
The cylinders, t., are supported in soft metal, m, fig. 3, and the
whole is arranged as represented to allow the blade to assume the various
angular positions required by the partial revolution of l within its support, m.
The blades, as usually constructed, are of boiler iron, from one
quarter to half-an-inch in thickness, and the cylinder, l, is three inches
in diameter.
To make the machine as durable and frictionless as possible, it is common with the best makers (Messrs. Hoe & Co. of this city),
the famous printing-press makers, to cast l as a hollow shell, and fill it
with soft metal, as sectioned in fig. 3. This hearing is of special importance, as nearly the whole friction of the machine is developed at these
points.
Arranged as now described, there has been found no difficulty
in working this blower, to produce pressure of from one-half to two
pounds per square inch. I presume it would be a good blower for blast
furnaces, but as it has never been tested in forcing air at high pressures,
1 cannot speak confidently of its use for such purposes.
A close mathematical analysis of its action would be somewhat difficult, from an uncertainty with regard to how much allowance should be
made for the momentum of air. It will be readily seen by inspection that
the chamber r, enclosed between G and h, in fig. 1, is entirely shut off
from connection with the exterior, but its contents are necessarily under
only the ordinary atmospheric pressure.
N is the passage for the free
entrance of ordinary air, and o the passage for its discharge in a compressed condition. It follows that the pressure is always at its maximum
in o, and always at the ordinary atmospheric pressure (about 14*7 pounds
per square inch) in n, while the contents of p vary between these conditions, according as the chamber is put in connection with either.
With
all the parts as represented, the pressure in p is simply 147.
A very
slight movement of the cylinder K brings the edge of h into the open
passage o, and the first effect is necessarily a backward rush of the comBefore, however, this operation
piessed air in o to fill the chamber p.
can be legitimately completed by the ordinary motion of fluids, the
forward movement of g, by diminishing the volume of the chamber, compresses the air before it, and thus aids in raising it to the full density
required, after which its discharge through o is easy and natural.
The
amount of this regurgitant or backward flow of the air in any given
instance, must depend upon the velocity with which the machine is
driven.
It is evident that a velocity can be assigned, at which the momentum of even so rare a fluid as air would be sufficient to maintain its
continuous onward motion, although the velocity of the ejected air would
diminish nearly or quite to nothing, and again be increased as each
blade compresses the air in p.
In practice there is a sensible flutter, or
variation, in the pressure of the blast but this, so far from being an evil,
is considered a positive advantage by most or all of the founders who
have yet introduced this machine.
It is considered that the trembling
agitation induced among the materials in the furnace is beneficial to the
lightening up and intermingling of the charges.
Putting the matter
even in its worst light, it cannot be considered in a very high degree
objectionable.
The only evils which do, or apparently can arise, are,
first, a loss of power in the blowing machine, and second, a deleterious
effect on the pipes in which the air is conveyed.
The first is evidently
due, by the laws of mechanics, to the regurgitant action above referred
to, but it cannot be serious
as in every case where the matter has
der,

;

;
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received attention, the blower has been found to work with considerably
less power than either fans or cylinders of equal efficiency.
The machine has, as yet, exhibited no tendency to heat at any points,
or to involve expense in repairs, and evidently requires no very nice adjustment of parts to be sufficiently tight for ordinary blowing. The
point, q, where the surface of the interior and exterior cylinders coincide,
is usually fitted, as represented, with a block of hard wood, the acting

which is covered with stout sole leather, making a species of
packing which may be adjusted or driven down at pleasure by the aid of
the screws represented.
Those portions of the cylinder from o to Q, and
again from q to h, being inoperative, are of larger diameter than the
acting portions below, the intent being to allow the free passage of air in
either direction around the ends of the wings, as they pass through these
portions of their revolution.
This feature is important, as otherwise the
air would become greatly compressed on one side, while a vacuum would
exist at times on the other side of q.
The dotted line shows the path of
the outer edges of the wings.
This machine is considered to be capable of working efficiently as a
pump, and it is easy to see that it is possible, and doubtless practicable,
to employ it for such a purpose.
When thus used, the objection referred
to, arising from the regurgitant action of elastic fluids, would be entirely
avoided; but another would be involved, due to the varied velocity with
which it would urge the water. Supposing the machine represented to
be used as a pump, it would deliver at its minimum rate when h commences to pass the opening o, and at a considerably greater rate wheu a
has arrived at the central point between k and o.
From this moment
the velocity of discharge would again diminish, until g in turn arrived at
the position held hy h, when the rate of discharge would again be at its
minimum. The objection due to the variable velocity would doubtless
be greatly diminished by the use of air chambers and, either with or
without these appendages, the difficulty would probably be far less than
is ordinarily experienced with reciprocating pumps.
Nothing short of
actual experiment can test the desirability of the machine for this purpose, as it is evident that the unequal velocity of the water, if found
serious, may be very much lessened by increasing the number of blades or
wings, and changing the position of the passages n and o to points in
the periphery much nearer to each other, and to the centre of what, in
our description, has been termed the chamber p.
But its use as a blower, which has been in the highest degree successful in practice for a period of more than twelve months, offers by far the
most inviting field for investigation, and one which I cannot leave withAlgebra and the higher mathematics are disagreeable
out reluctance.
to large numbers, perhaps even to some who read the P. M. Journal.
The diagrams produced by the indicator of a steam engine are, however,
familiar, it may be presumed, to nearly all, and the analogous geometrical
face of

;

method of delineating the

total

dynamic

effect of variable forces,

may

perhaps be considered equally so. Let me occupy a little space with a
geometrical investigation of the power expended in blowing; confining
attention simply to the pump or cylinder, and the new blower.
Let a b, fig. 4, represent the length of stroke of the cylinder blower,
and b e the surplus pressure in the discharge pipe, by which I mean the
pressure per square inch above that of
Fig. 4.
the ordinary or external atmosphere.
As
the piston proceeds from a towards b,
compressing the air before it, the pressure will gradually rise, as shown by
the parabolic curve A d, to an extent
somewhat greater than b e.
The selfacting discharge valves then open, and
the air is discharged freely, allowing the
pressure to fall to the extent b e, which it
The
holds to the end of the stroke.
pressure of the air discharged, therefore, is
represented by the vertical depth b e, and
the volume by the area of the cylinder,
multiplied by the line e d, or by the corIf employing the
responding line B F.
same pumping apparatus, it becomes necessary to discharge air at a higher pressure, B H, the upper portion of the diagram

Fig.

5.

,„

^
H

x

E.

\^^

representing the dynamic effect, changes
B
A
F
to that indicated by the dotted line, agh b.
J
The pressure is now represented by the *
line b H, and the volume discharged by
Fi„. 6
the area of the piston multiplied by the
line o h, or the corresponding line i b.
If to either of the diagrams now
described, we add the rectangle, a b j k, to represent the constant resistance throughout the stroke, due to the friction of the piston and piston
I

.
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drawn

across the diagram at

any point on the
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but changes at short intervals, so as to allow the lubricator free admission between the acting surfaces
and it would, probably, be the case
piston at the corresponding point in the stroke, and the whole area of the
with this machine, even in discharging air at high pressures.
figure will indicate the whole dynamic effect, or the whole quantity of
There are many parts of large steam engines which are working in
power absorbed in a single stroke. Efficient lubrication may diminish, precisely this condition the surfaces being lubricated by the interbut cannot reduce to nothing, the height of the rectangle, a b k j and a mittent action, or, rather, by the alternate action of the forces in opposite
proper arrangement of the valves may diminish the protuberance indicat- directions, so that far less abrasion or heating is produced than would
ing the surplus pressure at the points d or a, but the height, b e, and the result from a considerably less force, applied constantly in one direction.
parabolic curve, j. d, cannot be changed.
A review of this dissertation on the propulsion of air, induces a fear
Applying the same method in analyzing the resistance to the new or that the severity of the criticisms may create an impression adverse to
Mackenzie blower, let a b represent that portion of a revolution (obviously the claims of the new machine. I have been led deeper into the investijust one-third) performed by the revolving cylinder k, while any given
gation than I anticipated at the commencement, but no deeper than is
blade is moving from the position c to the position h.
Let B e, as before, deserved. It is very cheap, compact, and requiring no attention, exrepresent the pressure in the discharge pipe.
Confining our attention cept oiling once a day, blows stronger, and with a smaller consumption
exclusively to one blade or wing, the one just coming into action in the
of power than any of the devices previously employed for the purpose.
position g, its first resistance is nothing, as represented by the corner a
I have canvassed its faults with a faithfulness, bordering strongly, perbut so soon as the blade at h has fairly entered the discharge passage o,
haps, upon cruelty; but, despite these, the blower has proved itself the
the air in o, supposing the velocity to be small, flows back into p, and
best yet invented for purposes where a pressure of more than one quarter
rapidly raises the pressure to the maximum, so that the pressure on any
of a pound, and less than two pounds, per square inch, is required.
given square inch of the blade is represented by the figure abed, the
Messrs. Cora & Webster, of this city, have a cupola furnace twenty-six
total area of which is considerably greater than the corresponding area
inches in diameter.
They use this machine, and melt about two tons of
a b e d, in the analysis of the cylinder blower; but, as an offset to this, iron per hour. They drive the machine 110 revolutions per minute, and
the friction of the Mackenzie machine is considerably less, and may be
it is estimated by them to consume, about two and a half horse power.
properly represented by the area a j k b, smaller than the corresponding
They, on one or two occasions, melted three tons per hour, by driving
area in fig. 4, so that the area of the whole figure, j k e d a, may or may
the blower 150 revolutions.
Messrs. Hoe & Co. (a party interested in
not be greater than the corresponding area, J k e d a, in fig. 4.
the manufacture) use a cupola of the same size, and run the blower only
It is thus
proved that, theoretically, there is a loss of power by the regurgitant action twenty revolutions to melt two tons per hour. This is as fast as they
or backward flow of the air, which raises the resistance against the blade
can use the metal conveniently. The Westville Malleable-Iron Works
to its maximum, nearer the commencement of its motion through the
(malleable cast-iron) in Connecticut, melt forty-seven ewt. of soft iron
chamber p, than would be the case were the action more closely analo- per hour in a cupola of the same size as above, running the blower
gous to that of a cylinder blower, but that the power consumed in con- eighty revolutions per minute. Messrs. Warrall & Co., of this city, use
sequence is small, and is represented by the area of the irregular figure a cupola 36 inches in diameter, with four tweers, each 6 by 6 inches.
add. Fig. 5 is a diagram, therefore, representing the action of When melting a heat of from two to three tons, they bring down the
Mackenzie's blower, working at a very low velocity. The strong lines iron at the rate of 6,000 pounds per hour, between the time of "stopping
represent the condition when discharging air at a moderate pressure,
in " and dropping in the bottom.
They have taken off five and a half
while the dotted lines indicate the resistance when worked with the same
tons, gross weight, in one hour and forty-two minutes, or 7,000 pounds
moderate velocity to produce a higher pressure.
per hour, reckoned from the commencement of the melting.
Now, it is
Fig. 6 is intended to represent the resistance at a high speed, suftrue that such melting is sometimes obtained by the use of a fan, but
ficiently high, as has been before assumed to be practicable, to entirely
only at an enormous speed, ruinous to journals and boxes, and at a great
prevent the backward rush,
a b represents what corresponds to a stroke, expenditure of power. The Mackenzie blower makes eighty-five revoas before, and b e the normal pressure in the discharge pipe.
The resist- lutions per minute to effect the above results, and is believed to require
ance to a blade commences at nothing, as before, and rises gradually if less than four horse power.
One of the large stove manufactories at
such a term can be applied to an effect, the whole of which is produced in Troy, in this State, melts six tons per hour regularly, and has melted
a very short space of time to a height considerably greater than b e.
seven tons in a single hour, in a furnace, the area of the bottom of
This is due to the fact, that not only the proper pressure, B e, has to be which is 1,600 square inches.
The speed of the Mackenzie blower
overcome, but that the inertia of a quantity of air in the discharge pipe
employed is 120 revolutions per minute. I may here observe, that the
near the mouth of the blowing machine, which has lost its motion in size of the machine is always that given at the commencement of the
consequence of the absence of a fresh supply behind it, must be rapidly description and that the tons, uniformly meant in mechanical statistics
overcome, and the whole again urged forward at a sufficiently high
in this country, are but 2,000 lbs. each.
The concern last alluded to
velocity to maintain its onward motion, or rather to hinder a reverse
burns but 3,200 lbs. of coal in melting twelve tons of iron, equal to meltmovement until the next blade becomes efficient in propelling it. I have ing seven and a half lbs. of metal with one pound of fuel. The proprienot been careful to draw the curves in these figures with mathematical
tors of a number of other establishments have also given figures showing
accuracy, nor is it possible to make diagrams which will represent, with
a very important saving of fuel in the use of this machine, in lieu of the
absolute perfection, the action of a machine which is intentionally leaky.
fan or cylinders which it has superseded; but as the saving is due, of
It has been considered expedient to leave narrow spaces between the
course, entirely to the increased strength and improved character of the
working surfaces in this machine, on the correct supposition that the loss blast, I have preferred to neglect such statistics, and confine attention
of effect due to such leakages would be less serious than the friction and
solely to the blowing operation itself.
wear necessarily accruing from tight contact.
While heartily endorsing its value as a blower, at and between the
The diagrams here
roughly presented, therefore, are intended only as approximations, and limits of pressure pointed out, and confidently believing it capable of
as aids in conveying to the mind a clear conception of the varying
working very efficiently and profitably at higher pressures, I would not
pressures.
They tend to demonstrate that, although a high velocity convey the impression that it is liable to objection as a blower at more
might prevent the effect of the anomalous action in this machine from gentle pressures. At the repair-shop of the Hudson River line, in this
being as sensibly felt as at low speeds, the actual amount of power ex- city, one of these blowers is employed for blowing forge or smith's fires,
pended in blowing a given quantity of air with a given pressure is prowith perfect satisfaction, and with the advantage of avoiding the whirbably about equal at all velocities of the machine.
ring or humming sound attending the use of fans but it may reasonably
The diagrams 5 and 6 are only intended to represent the pressures be doubted, whether such a consideration, or even a trifling advantage
per square inch.
The areas of blade exposed to pressure increase from arising from the ability to graduate the force of the air, so as to blow
the commencement, to the middle of what I have termed the stroke, and
with more violence when heating an unusually large forging, would
diminish again, from this point to the end, so that the effect in resisting justify ordinary smiths in purchasing a machine of this character, when
the motion of the cylinder, k, is still more unequal than would appear
the cheaper fans have proved themselves so abundantly capable of perfrom the diagram but it is, probably, not important to attempt to de- forming the work.
The financial element is the great one to be consimonstrate the exact amount of this variation.
dered in solving all such questions; and if, as the above has probably
It is sufficient to know
that neither a serious wearing of the parts, a heating at any points, nor
satisfactorily demonstrated, the new invention will save the proprietors
any other indications exist to support the assertion, based on theory of ordinary foundries one pound sterling per day for fuel, and from two
alone, that the pressure can, by any means, be made very severe on the
to ten times as much in time and wages saved, and relieve them from
partially rolling cylinders, i,.
It is proved to be true in many other
all the trouble and vexation attending the use of their present blowing
varieties of mechanism, that lubricated surfaces may be rubbed together
machinery, it may induce a considerable forward step in that branch of
with great force, without injuring either, if the force is not continuous, the arts.
rod, a vertical line

a

B, will

indicate exactly the

amount

line

of resistance to the motion of the

;

;

;

;
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The same inventor, whose personal claims to consideration may be
disposed of by terming him a young but ingenious engineer, produced, a
short time since, a valve for steam engines, which acts on a principle
The fact is, no doubt, familiar to all, that
believed to be entirely novel.
when a port first opens to admit steam to one end of a cylinder, the
current enters but slowly, on account of the slow motion of the piston.
As the piston approaches the middle of its stroke, its velocity rapidly
increases, and after passing the half stroke, it again gradually diminishes
In short, if the passage is, as it should be, sufficiently large
to nothing.
to allow the free entrance of the steam, the velocity of the fluid is
always exactly proportional to the velocity of the piston. Now, the
friction due to a violent rush of steam, tends to drive with it all the
bodies in its path, even those on which it acts only laterally; and if we
imagine plates or thin rings, suspended in the steam pipe, and supported
by a spring of just sufficient tension, the plates would remain up in
obedience to the pressure of the spring, until the current of steam became sufficiently violent at each stroke to overcome it; and if adjusted
to shut at or near the quarter stroke when the engine is running at its
usual speed, it follows that when, in consequence of a more rapid
motion of the engine, the steam moves with equal violence at an earlier
period in the stroke, the plates or rings would descend earlier.
Mr.
Mackenzie applies this principle to the working of an automatic selfregulating expansion valve.
Fig. 7 is a sectional view of the invention,
as successfully tested some eighteen months since, on an engine of thirty
horse power although there are many other forms, some of which are
;

Fig.

probably more simple, in which the
device can be applied,
a is an enlargement in the steam pipe, with an annular
opening, b, in what would otherwise con-

7.

stitute a tight horizontal partition therein.

an accurately turned ring, mounted
over the annular opening, and supported
by occasional struts or uprights, not represented,
c is the valve, consisting,
substantially, of two concentric rings, as
shown, with radial arms extending inward, to connect with a cylindrical case,
containing a spiral spring in the centre.
The valve, c, is attached by uprights to a
disc, which is again connected to the stem
of a piston, d, fitting loosely in the cylina' is

der, e.

Suspended above

is

a self-acting

valve, f, in the upper end of the cylinder,
e,

which

is free

to

open downwards, and

allow the influx of steam to the space above
d, as the valve, c, descends, but closes automatically, whenever this valve
and the piston, d, rise with sufficient velocity. G is a valve, adjustable by
a screw, as represented, which provides a more or less liberal escape for
the steam confined above i>, as it rises,
h is an arm, mounted on a
shaft, which is capable of being set by mechanism outside; by its
means, the rod, i, may be raised or lowered at pleasure,
j is a
coiled spring, which, having an abutment on the collar at the lower
extremity of i, tends continually to lift the valve, c, with considerThe ring, a', must form a tolerably steam-tight contact
able force.
with the two concentric portions of the valve, c, and yet without any
serious amount of friction to prevent the motion of the latter.
The
valve, c, and its attachment piston, d, are lifted by a rocking motion,
imparted to the engine by the shaft, k, with two short arms or cross
arms between c and d, which act on the under side of the plate at the
commencement of each stroke, and after being thus assisted at a time
when the motion of the steam is slow, the spring, j, is enabled to lift the
When lifted it is sustained by the spring,
valve, c, to its full extent.
while k returns with its short arms to the position represented, and the
steam passes freely through the annular opening, e, into the cylinder to
drive the piston.
In flowing to the openings, b, it acts both on the
exterior and interior surfaces of c, and as the proper velocity is attained,
draws the valve down to its seat, on the principle above described, and
thus regulates the speed of the engine by " cutting off" the admission
of the steam at an earlier period, as the speed increases, and allowing
the steam to " follow " the piston further when the speed of the engine
chances to be diminished a very justly popular system of regulating,
and one which has been more or less perfectly adopted by a considerable
number of engine-builders. The apparatus now under consideration is
intended to be used either as an expansion valve
standing in the passage above the ordinary slide valve, and auxiliary thereto or to dispense
with the slide valve altogether, except, perhaps, for the exhaust, and to
serve as the only steam valve, in which case one must be provided at
each end of the cylinder.
The piston, D, the cylinder, e, &c, in which

—

—

—
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works, are found necessary to check the otherwise too violent upward
motion induced by the unresisted action of the spring, j; but it was not
judged necessary in any of the experiments to provide any means of
checking the descent. It is, of course, desirable to let any expansion
valve close rapidly to avoid wire-drawing the steam and so far as could
be judged by the clicking sound, the descent of the valve to its seat was
not sufficiently violent to induce any serious effect.
It should be stated,
that the width of the valve, measured across both the concentric rings
and the space between, is but little greater than the width of the annular
opening, b, and consequently there is little of what may be termed actual
pressure applied to force the valve down.
The descent is designed to
be due solely to the adhesion of the steam to the surfaces exposed, and to
the momentum of the fluid impinging upon the upper edges of the valve
and its arms, and upon the disc on which the arms of the shaft, k, acts.
It might be expedient to produce an additional quantity of surface on
which the current might act, which could easily be attained by lengthening the stem between the disc piston, d, and mounting a number of plain
plates, extending either radially or otherwise, nearly or quite across the
passage, with their edges alone offering direct resistance to the passing
current, while their sides would afford surface on which the friction
might act. The device i9 valuable, chiefly on account of its novelty,
though the idea may yet be worked out into something of importance.
Several societies, among which the National is the most prominent,
will this year make a grand trial of reaping and mowing machines.
In
order to display the qualities of the machines in reaping ordinary grain
to the best advantage, the trial of these machines will be made beforehand at a central point in this State, during the coming month. The
medals are to be of unusual value; the gold medal being advertised to
be worth 160 dollars.
Considerable prominence has been given, within a few weeks past, to
the electro-magnetic engine of Professor Vergnes.
But it is difficult to
say on what it i9 based, further than the fact that the Professor has
given a very feeble exhibition, and invited editors and reporters to partake of a collation ou the occasion.
The machine is practically of no
consequence as yet, and must be classed among the thousand and one
simply hopeful experiments in that line.
But the assertion of the Professor, that engines of this class develope power in proportion to the
square of the consumption of metal, is entitled to far more attention.
The Professor is a savan of some note in connection with galvanism.
He is the inventor of a process which has been indorsed by great numbers,
if not a majority of the medical profession, as a successful one for
removing mercury, lead, zinc, and in short any metals from the human
system.
It is well known that the use of metals in certain ways, as,
for example, lead, in the art of painting, is productive, in a longer or
shorter period, of very serious effects on the health of the workmen
fact believed to be due to the incorporation of particles of metal into the
system.
The invention consists in immersing the body of the patient
in a bath of acidulated water, and making him form, in effect, one of the
plates of an electro-plating apparatus, attaching the wires in the usual
way, the positive to the patient, and the negative to a separate plate, or
to the metallic surface of the bath tub, with which the patient is to be
The
protected from an actual contact by some suitable non-conductor.
chemical action induces, as usual, a removal of metal from the positive
"plate," to be deposited on the other; or, in other words, the poison
exudes from the pores of the patient to be deposited on some other less
valuable ware and a large number of certificates are extant, proving
that a few weeks or months of this practice, repeated one or more times
every day, has resulted in the apparently perfect restoration to health
of many who had been reduced almost to death by painter's cholic and
it

;

—

;

other diseases of this character..
I have referred to this discovery merely as showing that the gentleman is, or ought to be, well versed in the mysteries of galvanic action.
He has published several long articles relating to his engine, within
two or three weeks and although his diction lacks the clearness of a
Lardner, I cannot be mistaken in inferring that he means to claim for
his engine, as also for every other electro-magnetic machine, the quadIf
rupling of the power by simply doubling the power of the battery.
this means anything, it means that the power is as the square of the
consumption of materials a proposition certainly very novel and startbut I know
ling.
It is, if true, a great anomaly in dynamic agencies
no one except himself who believes it. His engine, although of considerable size, has been employed simply in turning a wheel, and although
it is reported to have turned the wheel with a velocity approximating
somewhat to the square of the number of cups employed in his battery
at each experiment, it is easy to see how much, or rather how little
importance, should be attached to such an experiment.
T. D. Stetson.
New York, 1857.
;
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cylinder only is used, may be slightly modified, and may consist of a
long plate extending from the top to the bottom port of the cylinder,
such ports opening direct into the steam chest, which is extended for
that purpose, in place of having long steam passages cast in the cylinder.

STEAM ENGINES.
J.

H. Johssoh, Lincoln's Inn Fields and Glasgow, (N. Dovoib, France).
Patent dated August 20, 1856.

This invention relates to certain peculiar constructions and arrangements of steam engines, applicable as stationary marine or locomotive
engines, whereby greater effect is obtained, whilst compactness and
solidity are combined in the construction of the engine.
Our engraving
represents a longitudinal section of one modification of these improvements.
According to this modification two cylinders are employed,
placed endwise in the same axial line, either vertically, horizontally, or
obliquely fitted on to suitable fixed supports, and divided from each
other by one common division plate, serving as the bottom for each
cylinder.
The two cylinders are both double-acting, and are each fitted
with a separate piston and rod of their own, passing through stuffing
boxes in the cylinder covers. These rods are connected to separate
crossheads, which are again united by side rods.
To these rods, at or
near their centres, are jointed two connecting rods, which are united at
their opposite ends by a crosshead, connected by a short rod to the crank.
The valve for the inlet of the steam is separate and distinct from
the escape valves, and both sets of valves are worked from separate
eccentrics of their own. The inlet valve consists merely of a rectangular
;

M. A. Mdir

MOULDING METALS.
& J. M'Ilwham.— Patent dated January

15, 1857.

The improvements

described under these letters patent have reference
to various mechanical arrangements, and an improved general system or
routine of procedure, to be used for moulding or shaping articles in metal
The several improvements are especially adapted
of different kinds.
for moulding or shaping railway chairs, and for such manufacture, the
machinery and means are of the following kind
The whole of the establishment in which these improvements are to
:

be carried into practical effect, is especially arranged for the purpose, in
all its details, from the melting furnace or cupola to the discharge of
The floor of the moulding shop is paved
the casting from the mould.
and at proper and regular
or covered with cast-iron plates, laid level
distances asunder, recesses are formed in the floor to receive the mechanical moulding apparatus employed in the process. This apparatus consists, in each case, of a cast rectangular open frame, having a lower fixed
platform or table disposed on a level with the floor.
Side standards extend upwards from the level of this platform to carry guide eyes for the
vertically traversing spindles of a shifting and turning platform above.
This shifting platform carries cranked-end studs or pivots, fitting into
bearings in the two upper ends of the vertical sliding
spindles already referred to, so that either surface of the
platform can be turned uppermost by a simple turn of the
hand.
The two sliding spindles have
heads, and the
platform is so arranged, that whichever way the platform
is turned up, it comes to rest upon the
heads in a perfectly horizontal position.
The two chair patterns are
immoveably attached by their soles to the face of this
platform, and on that side to which the end pivots are
cranked; and when the moulder commences operations,
he turns the platform with its patterns thereon round, so
that the patterns stand side by side on the upper surface
of the platform. The flask or moulding-sand box is placed
over the patterns upon the platform, being attached thereto
by suitable detachable latches or pins. These latches or
pins consist in each case of a screwed stud passed right
through the platform, and having a short transverse
setting handle on each end, so that the adjustment can
be easily effected from both sides of the platform. The lower edge
of the sand flask has a rim upon it, and when the box or flask is to
be fixed in position, the pins are screwed down to cause collar pieces
The box is then rammed with sand
to press hard upon the rim.
in the usual manner, a slip of metal being put in for the formation of
the turned-over lip of the higher arm of the chair's jaws, and a " chill
Whilst this ramming is proceedplate for the opposite or lower jaw.
ing, the platform on which it takes place is in its lowest position, the
operator having depressed it by means of a balanced-lever action, connected with a cross shaft working the slide spindles from beneath and
it is firmly held in its proper horizontal position by a self-acting spring
detent or inclined hookcatch, set upon the
head of one of the sliding
carrying spindles. There is a fixed stud pin on one end of the platform,
which, when the latter is turned down to this position, presses back the
inclined upper end of the spring detent, and enters a slight notch in the
detent just below the incline.
This detent holds the platform with
sufficient firmness to insure its stability during the operation of ramming but it at once releases the platform when the workman commences to turn the latter round to its reverse position. When the
ramming is finished, the operator places a flat cover plate on the top
of the box, and fixes it in position by a couple of bell-crank lever hooks,
and he then pulls forward his hand lever and elevates the platform so
as to leave room beneath for the entrance of a small carriage which is
in readiness, and is drawn along the floor directly upon the stationary
platform, which is on a level' with it.
The platform, with its patterns
and rammed box, is then reversed upon its end pivots, and the whole is
lowered upon the sliding spindles by means of the lever movement below, until the flask rests, by what is now its lower end, upon the carriage
table and the flask, being detached from the platform by turning round
or slipping out the retaining latches or pins, is allowed to rest entirely
on the carriage. A second detent, of what may be termed the weighted
lever or pendulum kind, is applied at the front of the apparatus for regulating the action of the platform at this stage.
This detent has a notch
;

T

T

having a rectangular opening in the middle of it, and this valve
in a steam chest placed over the division plate of the cylinders.
It is actuated by two arms fixed to a rocking valve spindle, which is
passed through a stuffing box in the side of the steam chest. On the
outer end of this spindle is a toothed segment, gearing into a corresponding segment which works on a stud centre fixed to the framing. A

plate,

works

species of link is cast on the lower part of this last-mentioned segment,
in the curved slot of which is a sliding block or pin, which serves as an

attachment for the end of the eccentric rod, and also for a rod connected
with the governor. The valve is thus enabled to work with a variable
expansion through the action of the governor. There are two ports for
each cylinder in the steam-chest face, making four in all, namely, one
for the top and one for the bottom of each cylinder.
The slide is so
constructed that when its central aperture is over the port leading to
the bottom of one cylinder, the edge of the slide will be just past the
port leading to the top of the other cylinder, and vice versa.
The exhaust or escape valves, of which there are four, are all connected to one
rod, which is worked by a segment actuated by an eccentric and rod of
The steam on escaping may either enter a condenser or escape
its own.
into the atmosphere, according as the engine is used as a condensing or
high-pressure engine.
The same eccentric which works the escape
valves works also a feed pump.
When applied to a single cylinder, the
arrangements before described are necessarily slightly modified, since
there is only one piston rod to be connected to the crank.
In this
arrangement the crank works at the opposite end of the cylinder to that
at which the piston rod comes out, and the piston rod is made to work
in two fixed guide brackets.
crosshead is fixed on to the piston rod,
and to each side of this crosshead is attached a connecting rod, the two
connecting rods being united behind the cylinder by another crosshead,
which is connected by a short rod to the crank. In this modification,
the two side rods in the double cylinder arrangement are dispensed with.
The rest of the parts remain the same, or nearly so, as those referred to
in the fir3t-described arrangement.
The inlet slide valve, when one

A
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holding a stud on the end of the platform, at the
hut when the platform
level where its steadiness is especially wanted
The lever action
is again raised, the pendulum action at once frees it.
is then worked so as to elevate the platform to its highest position,
drawing out the patterns from the flask and leaving the latter behind.
The attendant then draws away the carriage, with the moulded flask
upon it, and an empty carriage succeeds it, to proceed as before. Tho
slip of metal fur the higher limb of the jaw is then removed, and the
moulded flask being conveyed on the carriage to the proper place, another
attendant moulds and applies the sole to it, and the mould is thus completed and disposed in rows with others in a situation convenient for
the operation of pouring in the melted metal.
In chairs where the
trenail or spike holes in the soles have very little taper, as well as in
other castings where cores are required, additional provision must be
made for insuring a clear draw of the pattern from the sand. This
is accomplished by fitting to the platform loose weighted stud pins,
one for each spike hole.
These stud pins have a slight longitudinal
transverse play in holes in the platform corresponding with the spike
holes in the patterns, and they are retained on the reverse side of the
platform by supporting brackets, whilst their inserted ends just reach to
the base of the pattern sole, and thus form the ends for the spike-hole
cores.
When the pattern is withdrawn from the mould, the play which
these stud pins have
as the pins remain slightly behind, and pressing
by their weight upon the moulded sand cores causes the moulded cores
to clear freely and sharply.
The carriage platform beneath the turning
platform is cleared of loose sand after every moulding operation, by a
sliding scraper worked by handles from the front.
This scraper has
inclined sides, which answer for guiding the carriage to the right part,
when run in, whilst it also forms the stop for the inward run of the
in its

upper end

fur

;

—

—

carriage.
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facture of railway chairs, are equally well suited for casting other articles
in metal.

Fig. 1 of the annexed engravings is an elevation partially in section
of one arrangement or modification of the improvements in moulding or

shaping metals, as applied to the production or manufacture of railway
chairs.
Fig. 2 is a plan of the arrangement corresponding to fig. 1.
The moulding shop, as arranged for casting railway chairs, has a series
of moulding tables or platforms placed end to end, and having an interval or space between each table or platform.
The floor of the moulding
shop, between every pair of moulding machines, is laid with plates of
iron, or other material, evenly disposed, so as to form a level or nearly
level surface, thus making one complete floor serve for two machines.
There is a space left between every floor, which is then used for heaping
up the moulding sand, and depositing the railway chairs as they are cast.
The moulding table or platform is supported upon a cast-iron base or
platform, a, which is sunk in a recess made below the floor of the moulding shop.
The upper surface of the stationary platform, a, is level with
the surface of the flooring plates, and
made open. The moulding plate

is

Instead of moulding the main body of the chair alone in this apparamoulded separately, a simple modification
of the parts enables the moulder to mould the entire chair in the machine.
Under one form of the arrangements adopted for this purpose, the side
of the turning platform opposite to that on which the patterns are
attached, is formed so as to answer for moulding the sole portion upon
it; and hence, when the platform has been turned over with the main
box thereon, the box for the moulding of the sole portion is laid upon
this reverse face of the platform, and rammed up with sand.
The platform is then separated from the sole mould box by lowering it whilst
the sole mould box is held up, and the main mould box being released
from the platform, and clear of the patterns, the turning platform is
withdrawn horizontally from between the two sections of the mould,
which are then brought together by the action of the machine, and the
mould is completed. In this modification, provision must be made for
the easy withdrawal of the turning platform, and the correspondingly
easy return and re-attachment of the same for the turning movement.
Instead of this plan of removing the turning platform, a swinging
apparatus may be fitted up for swinging off the sole mould box from the
reverse face of the turning platform, so as to deposit the sole mould upon
the main box, which has been already withdrawn from beneath, clear of
the apparatus for the purpose.
This removal of the sole mould box may
be effected by an arrangement of swinging bracket arms, worked either
by back gearing or by a lever action from the front.
In adopting this invention for general moulding, independent of railway chairs, where two separate sectional drains of the pattern are unnecessary, the turning over of one of the boxes, or sectional portions,
may be effected by a suspensory rod or chain, capable of traversing
along an overhead beam or bar, and carrying bottom links or loops for
catching turning pins on the box.
One section can by this means be
run along by its suspending chains to the point required, being raised
and lowered as may be necessary for the turning over and deposit of the
section upon its counterpart or corresponding box.
The melted metal is conveyed from the cupola in a vessel or holder,
suspended or swung on pivots or stud centres, carried on a frame set on
carriage wheels.
The vessel on the carriage is disposed so as to be capable of running directly beneath and close to the discharge duct of the
cupola, so that the melted metal can be easily run into the vessel.
The
vessel is fitted with a tilting shaft and handles, and a locking detent on
the carriage frame is arranged for the purpose of fastening the tilting
shaft to keep the vessel upright when full of melted metal.
The carriage frame also carries a delivery spout, so that when the vessel is
tilted, the metal falls upon this spout, and is directly delivered from it
into the moulds.
The vessels are each contrived to carry melted metal
for casting six chairs, so that this number can be cast at one filling
but
it is obvious that any other convenient number may be so cast.
It will
also be obvious to the practical founder, that this apparatus and procedure, although hereinbefore described in their application in the manu;

is

raised or lowered in a vertical direction

which faces the recess,

so arranged that

by means

it

of a lever,

may

be

and also

At each end of the platform, A, is a side stanhollow, and forms a guide for the vertically
traversing spindles of the moulding plate.
The side standards, b, are
made with cross heads or
pieces, to which are bolted the blocks, c ;
turned over or inverted.
dard, b,

which

is

made

T

these form the bearings for the journals of the moulding plate.
The
vertically traversing spindles, which are shown in dotted lines in fig.
1 of our engravings, each terminate at the upper part in a disc or
plate on

which the moulding

plate, d, rests.

spindles are attached by means of links,
these levers are fast to the spindle, o,
p
;

tus, whilst the sole portion is

its side,

the levers.

The

spindle, o, is

The lower ends

of the

e and
which forms the fulcrum of
supported in bracket bearings which profig.

ject from the sides of the base or platform, a.

1,

The

to the

levers,

lever, e, is

prolonged

outwards in the recess, and formed into a handle, by means of which
the moulding plate, », may be raised or lowered as required.
To assist
the operation and lessen the force necessary to move the moulding plate,
the lever, r, is furnished with a counter weight.
The moulding table,
d, is a rectangular plate of iron, supported at each end by the cranked
end studs or pivots, h, which rest on their bearings in the side standards,
b this arrangement admits of the plate being turned over or reversed in
its position.
Upon each side of the moulding plate is an eye, which
receives a pin that projects below the bottom of the flask or moulding
sand box. The pins on the flask, fitting into the eyes upon the moulding
;

table, serve to retain the flask exactly in the required position.

The

further secured upon the moulding table by means of tbe catches,
i; these are malleable iron screws with their collars projecting above
flask

is

the surface of the moulding plate in which they are screwed. The lower
part of the catches, i, has a collar formed on it, and a handle projects
horizontally from the upper part of the stud for the purpose of turning
the catch round.
The edge of the flask, which is placed upon the
plate, is made with a rim, and a portion of the circumference of
the catches, i, is cut away, to allow this rim to pass freely between the
catches when the flattened portions are turned towards each other. When
the flask is placed upon the moulding plate, the handles of the catches are

moulding

turned round and placed at right angles to the position in which they are
shown this brings the collar pieces of the catches over the rim or projecting edge of the flask, and thereby securely fastens the flask to the moulding plate. The railway chairs are cast in pairs, and the two patterns, J,
are fastened down to the moulding plate, d the " gate" pattern, k, is also
secured to the plate, d these patterns are of iron, and in some instances,
it may be preferred to cast them in one piece with the moulding plate.
The " flask," or box, which serves to hold and support the moulded
sand, consists in this modification of a rectangular iron box, L, open at
the top and bottom, and made with handles upon its sides, for more conveniently carrying or lifting it.
The sides of the flask are made slightly
tapering, and the projecting edge has snugs formed upon it, corresponding to those upon the moulding plate, n. The other rim of the
flask
when it is in the position shown in fig. 1,
that is, the upper one
has two catches or snugs, by means of which the plate, m, is secured
to the carriage flask, which plate forms the bottom, when inverted. The
moulding plate, d, is retained in a horizontal position, and prevented
from turning upon its axis when not desired, by means of the lever, n,
in the upper part of which is a notch which takes on to a pin projecting
from a piece of iron, which is bolted, or otherwise attached to the
moulding plate, and is bent at right angles thereto. When the flask
is turned completely over, in order to release the pattern from the sand,
the pin then comes in contact with and slips under the catch, o, of the
lever; the motion of this lever is controlled by the spiral spring, r,
one end of which is secured to the lever, and the other to an eye which
;

;

;

—

—
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from the

T piece of the side standard.

By means

of this arrange-

plate and flask cannot be inverted, while the pin on
the flask is in the notch of the lever, x but when the pin is in contact
with the lever, o, it is readily released thereupon, by reason of the elas-

ment the moulding

;

Beneath the moulding plate is an arrangement
that may fall upon the platform, a.
The scraper, <j, which forms a kind of raised ledge with diagonal corners,
as shown in the plan, fig. 2, has attached to it two forked handles
these handles are connected to the scraper by means of universal
joints.
The handles are lifted up by the attendant workman, and the
scraper pushed forward on the platform, a, so as to carry the sand in
front of the machinery, from whence it is shovelled off into the spaces
As the flasks are successively rammed up
between the iron floors.
with the moulding sand, they are placed on the low carriages, r, which
pass under the moulding plate when it is raised by means of the lever, e.
The floor of these carriages is pierced with holes, as shown at fig. 2,
To keep the carriages in
in order to allow the air to pass through.
a line with each other, and that they may run in the proper direction
beneath the moulding plate, the plates of the flooring are slightly deThe
pressed in a line running towards the front of the moulding plate.
metal-pot, or boiler, is also moved to and fro upon a carriage constructed
ticitv of the spring, p.

of a scraper Cor clearing

away the sand

Pig.

of metal, which forms a notch, or recess, for the reception of the lever.
The transverse tie-rod has also a notch made in it opposite the recess
in the metal, the end of the lever, w, catches in the notch of the rod,
as well as the metal, and by this means the metal-holder is securely

The simple lifting of the lever, w, reheld in a vertical position.
leases the end of it from the recesses, and the metal-holder is free to
be tilted up on either side, as required.
As the molten metal is being
poured from the pot, or holder, into the moulds, the metal is skimmed
and the impurities kept back by means of a self-acting skimmer. This
consists of a plate of metal coated with loam, or fire-clay, or of a plate
of b; ked fire-clay, or other refractory material calculated to withstand
the heat of the metal.
The skimming plate is secured by means of
bolts and nuts to a bowed piece of metal, X, which is supported upon
pins attached to the sides of the metal-holder.
The skimming plate
sinks to some distance in the metal, and as it is poured out of the
holder the metal flows beneath the skimmer, whilst the impurities are

151

for the purpose.

It consists of a rectangular frame of iron, s, forming
the lower portion of the carriage
to this frame the standards, t, are
;

These standards have arched projecting pieces, forming a sort
of curved recess at the front and back of the carriage.
The journals
of the metal-pot, or holder, u, are carried by two standards, v, fitted
between the standards, t, and forming the bearings of the metal-pot.
The lower part of the standards, v, are curved upwards, and form rockers
which oscillate between the standards, t; the rockers upon each side of
the metal-holder are connected to each other by means of tie-rods.
bolted.

Above the bearing3 of the metal-holder are

T

fitted metal
pieces
these pieces prevent particles of sand or impure metal from falling upon
the journals of the metal-holder, and thereby impeding its motion.
The
metal-holder is furnished with a long forked lever, forming a prolongation of one of its journals.
By means of this lever the metalholder may be tipped upon either side, so as to pour the melted metal
over its edge into the moulds; the tilting of the metal-holder is greatly
facilitated by means of the curved or rocker-like form given to the lower
part of its supporting standards. The metal-holder, u, is prevented from
tilting, when not required, by means of a lever, w, which is supported
by a rod, bolted to the standards, t. The short end of the lever, w,
is

curved upwards, and

it

passes between the sides of a pendent piece

2.

kept at the back of the plate, and thereby prevented from flowing over
the side.
The wheels of the metal-holder carriage are lubricated by
The
means of an arrangement specially designed for the purpose.
wheels run Upon studs, or short axles, which are bolted to and project
from the sides of the iron frame, s. The outer ends of the axles are
shut in by means of the convexly-shaped lids, or covers, v, which turn
upon a pin secured to the front of the wheel. Within the box, or recess,
formed behind the covers, v, is placed a sponge saturated with oil, from
which the oil is slowly imparted to the journals of the wheels, and is
In
thereby prevented from running to waste, or becoming thickened.
the operation of moulding railway chairs, by means of our improved
machinery, one or both of the jaws of the chair may be "chilled"
or hardened by introducing in the mould a piece of iron, or " chill
plate," against which the metal flows in the operation of casting.
A chill plate is shown in the plan view, fig. 2, of our engravings,
resting in its proper position against the lower jaws of the pattern.
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When

the pattern is raised out of the sand, the chill plate remains
imbedded in the sand, and practically forms a part of the mould. The
other, or higher jaw of the railway chair, has a projecting lip at its

upper part, which would have the effect of retaining a portion of the
moulding sand in the concave part, and thus it would be useless to
attempt to withdraw the pattern from the mould without spoiling it.
To obviate this difficulty, the pattern is made quite flat at the higher
side of the jaws, and a thin casting, or slip piece, plain upon one side
and curved to the proper concavity upon the other, is placed against
the flattened part of the chair.
When the pattern is withdrawn from
the sand, the concave piece is left in the sand, and is removed by the
attendant moulder, who slides it out sideways before sending the mould
away. Instead of this arrangement, when a sand core is to be left, a
slip piece will be used on both sides, or jaw, of the chair.
By means of the hereinbefore described arrangement, or modifications
thereof, the operations of moulding and casting various articles in metal
may be carried on continuously, and the castings produced with great
rapidity and economy of prime cost.

OVERSHOES.

—Patent dated December 12, 1856.

M. Giandonati's improvements in goloshes or overshoes consist in
making them in such a manner that they are more easily put on to the
and removed again one great objection which at present exists to
the use of overshoes being the trouble of pulling them on, and the unpleasantness arising from the necessity for the hands being brought into
contact with the shoes in pulling them on and off.
These improvements
feet

;

consist in the introduction of a strengthening or stiffening piece at the
heel or back portion of the overshoe, and this strengthening piece is

preferred to be of india-rubber or gutta-percha.
By this means the foot
may be readily slipped into the overshoe, without requiring the shoe to
he pulled on by hand.
In order to facilitate the removal of the shoe from

the foot, without soiling the fingers, a short metallic or other stud or projection is inserted in the back of the shoe, or heel, so that, by simply

placing the toe on this projection, the overshoe may be readily drawn off.
The body of the shoe is of the ordinary shape and construction, the
heel portion being strengthened by an inner vamp or strengthening piece
of india-rubber, gutta-percha, leather, or other suitable material, sufficiently strong to impart the requisite degree of stiffness to the back or
heel portion of the shoe, to enable the foot to be pushed or slipped into it
whilst on the ground, without having to soil the fingers by pulling it on.
The projection or stud on the back or heel of the shoe, for the purpose of
facilitating its removal from the foot, may either be cast in india-rubber,
during the manufacture of the shoe, or it may be composed of wood,
metal, or other suitable material, fitted into or cast in the shoe.

MANUFACTURE OF
Edward Owen,

Blachheath.

GAS.

—Patent dated August

9,

185G.

The

patentee's improvements relate to the manufacture of gas from
spent or waste hops, and obtaining certain products from such manufacture.

In carrying out this invention, the waste or spent hops are deprived
by means of known air-drying processes, or hydraulic
pressure, so as to press the material into blocks suitable for the retort.
Whatever process for extracting the surplus water be employed, it should
be carried on until the moisture is reduced to about 100 to 150 gallons of
water to a ton of hops, or, in other words, to about one part of water to
two or three parts of hops. The hops may be used dry if desired, but
it has been found that a larger proportion of gas and ammonia results
when the hops are used in the state of moisture hereinbefore referred to.
The retorts employed in the distillation and carbonization of the hops
may be laid horizontally, similar to those at present in general use for
preparing illuminating gas from coal.
The retorts may be constructed
of fire-brick, of about a nineteen inch by thirteen inch D shape, and about
twenty feet in length, having a charge opening at one end, and a discharge aperture at the other, for supplying fresh hops and for removing
the resulting charcoal.
The retorts should be subjected to a bright red
heat in the distilling process, as commonly used in gas-works where clay
or brick retorts are employed, and it will be found advantageous to work
the retorts in sets of seven, each set being heated by two fire places, one
being situate at each end of the retorts. The gas produced passes successively into a hydraulic main, condenser, and scrubber, which latter is
supplied with streams of water by any of the methods at present adopted
of the water

1,

1857.

by passing
in gas works.
The gas is
The passage of the gas
it through an ordinary dry-lime purifier.
through the several apparatus above referred to, may be advantageously
As the hops are liable to give an
assisted by the aid of an exhauster.
illuminating gas of a somewhat varying quality, when found requisite
Boghead coal may be mixed with the hops in suitable quantities, proporThe condensation of the tar
tionate to the illuminating power required.
is effected in the hydraulic main and condenser, and after having been
separated and washed from the ammonia, it may be sold for the same
Or, if found desirable, it
purposes that wood tars are generally used.
may be distilled by the aid of superheated steam, or other known means
The
for the production of solvent naphthas and heavy lubricating oils.
ammonia will be found in the water which is deposited in the hydraulic
main and condenser, and also in the water which passes through the
scrubber.
When two scrubbers are used, the liquor from the hydraulic
main, when cold, may, with great advantage, be employed in the first
scrubber as the washing liquor, whilst clean water is used in the second
scrubber, such water being also strengthened by using it over again in
the

R. L. Giandonati, London.

September
finally purified from carbonic acid

first

scrubber.

During the process of distillation, the ammonia

will

have combined with the carbonic acid in varying proportions, but the
result of the scrubbing will be to further saturate the ammonia with
carbonic acid, thereby rendering unnecessary or proportionately diminishing the necessity for the use of lime.
The charcoal resulting from the manufacture of the gas is received in
closed vessels, whilst still hot, so that it may not be reduced to ash by
contact with the atmosphere, or lose any portion of the still remaining
nitrogen, which renders it admirably applicable as a manure.

STEAM ENGINES.
William Rennie,

Belfast.

—Patent dated October

10, 1856.

This invention relates to an improved mode of producing a vacuum in
the cylinders of steam engines, whereby the use
of the ordinary air-pump is dispensed with, and
the prime cost of the engine reduced.
According to this invention the condenser is
placed at a considerable elevation, say 34 feet
above the hot well, and the air being blown out
of the pipes by the steam from the engine, the
water from the hot well will be made to ascend in
the discharge pipe by the pressure of the atmosphere to the height of about 33 feet. The injection cock is now opened, and the injection
water flows into the condenser and passes down
the discharge pipe; the engine being then started,
the exhaust steam is at once condensed, and
a vacuum formed without the aid of an air-pump.
The accompanying engraving represents an
elevation of the condensing apparatus adapted
a represents the
to a high-pressure engine,
cylinder, b the exhaust pipe which leads direct
to the top of the condenser, c. This condenser is
placed at a considerable elevation above the hot
well, d, say 34 feet, and it communicates direct
therewith by the water discharge pipe, e. f is
the injection or cold water pipe, and a the cock
for shutting off or regulating the injection.

The

length of the exhaust and injection pipes will
depend, of course, on the portion of the engine
with regard to its elevation above the hot well
thus, if the hot well be sunk considerably below
the engine, the condenser will be lower down, or
nearer to the cylinder, and consequently the exhaust and injection pipes will be proportionately
Before starting the engine, steam is
shorter.
blown through the pipes for the purpose of expelling the air therefrom, and so producing a
vacuum. The water from the hot well will thus
be made to rise in the discharge pipe, e, by the
atmospheric pressure, to the height of about 33
feet, or to within a short distance from the condenser, and will remain at that elevation so long
The
as a vacuum is kept up in the condenser.
injection water and water of condensation flows
down the discharge pipe into the hot well as
fast as it enters the condenser, gravity alone
serving to keep the condenser empty without the aid of an air-pump.

September
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convenience of letting in the sand and pouring in the
At the lower part of the mould box, where the faucet of the
metal.
pipe is formed, it swells outwards, and terminates in a flange, by means
part, for the

MOULDS FOR CAST-IRON
D. Y. Stewart, Glasgow.

PIPES.

— Patent dated January 27, 1857.

of which

The very extensive business in manufacturing iron pipes which has
grown up within the last few years, has called forth the inventive genius
of several engineers, who have devoted themselves to the economical
production of these articles.
The imperative demands of the population
for a more abundant and purer supply of that too little valued fluid,

water, has, doubtless, been the

means of

appliances, and establishing the

engaged

in this

many

branch of manufacture.

calling forth these ingenious

large businesses

But

it is

we now

to Scotland,

see

and more

particularly to several enterprising firms in the neighbourhood of Glasgow, that we owe by far the largest portion of the advantages we have

gained by the production of cheap and superior castings for the conveyLatest in the field, at the date
ance of water to our cities and towns.
we write, are the improvements of Mr. D. Y. Stewart, of the Patent
Pipe Foundry, St. Rollox, near Glasgow, to which we now direct the
attention of our readers.
The invention relates essentially to the manufacture or moulding of
cast-iron pipes of the faucet class, and consists of a mode of preparing
the cores of such pipes; a mode of placing the cores in the moulds
previous to casting as well as of a mode of removing the same, after
the casting has been accomplished.
The invention has reference more, or less to an invention for which
Mr. D. Y. Stewart obtained Letters Patent for England, on the 4th
January, 1849. The skeletons or unclothed core bars are plain cylinders, which are coated with a layer of vegetable matter, which is swept
up to form by a shaping or sweeping edge. These faucet pipes, or pipes
with an enlarged end, are cast according to the routine of this invention,
with their faucets or enlarged ends downwards and the cores, with their
faucet ends also disposed downwards, are hoisted up vertically from below,
by a chain or tackle passed through and down the interior of the vertiIn this way, the plain cylindrical
cally disposed mould, or otherwise.
end of the core is entered up into the mould, until the faucet portion
attains its proper position in the corresponding portion of the mould.
After the casting is completed, the mould box, with its newly cast pipe,
and the core within it, are all removed in a mass, and placed horizontally
when a suitable hydrostatic press is employed for forcing out the core, in
the direction the reverse of that which it took on entering the mould.
The result of this system of procedure is, that the manufacture of the
pipes is very greatly facilitated, whilst very superior castings are produced by it.
The invention also relates, under another head, to an improvement
upon the arrangements and contrivances specified under a grant of
Letters Patent for England, obtained by Mr. David Yoolow Stewart, on
or about the 14th day of July, 1846, for "Improvements in Moulding
Iron and Brass."
In those improvements, the formation of moulds for
casting pipes is effected by a vertical spindle, carrying at its lower end
a screw blade arrangement, which ascends within the mould box as the
moulding sand is shaped into form beneath. Instead of using counterweights or other apparatus at the upper end of this moulding spindle,
the present invention provides for the use of an adjustable friciional nut
apparatus, in connection with the top of the spindle, for the purpose of
securing increased efficiency in the moulding action.
According to this
new arrangement, the moulding screw spindle is cut with a screw
thread, which is embraced by a pair of worm wheels, set on parallel
spindles, geared together.
The contiguous edges of these worm wheels
form the nut or fixed threads for the screw on the spindle; and their
spindles being provided with a suitable frictional brake apparatus, the
moulder can temper the rise of his screw blade spindle to the greatest
nicety, and be can thus modify the longitudinal traverse of the spindle
either up or down, in a most convenient and effective manner.
For
when the two worm wheels are held fast, they form a completely acting
nut; and as they are slackened off, they yield to a greater or less extent, and thus become what may be called a differentially acting nut
as, for example, in the drilling machinery made by
Mr. Joseph

it is bolted to the table or platform, n, of the carriage, which is
carried on four wheels.
The table, e, of the carriage has a circular
c, in it, in which is accurately bored to receive the pattern
piece for forming the faucet portion of tlie mould, and the lower end of
The core bar is a cylindrical or segmental collapsible tube of
core bar.
metal, through which a spindle, d, is passed.
The lower end of the core

opening,

bar has a strong flange, e, which is turned to fit the bored portion, c, of
the table, b.
Near the lower end of the spindle, d, is a screw and large
nut, f, which fixes the spindle firmly to the core bar.
The core bar is
coated with loam or sand, either by a core-making machine, or in the
ordinary manner; and after being dried, is lowered into a pit prepared
for the purpose
the faucet end of the core bar and flange, e, is placed
downwards the core bar remains there until the carriage and mould
box are brought over the mouth of the pit. In preparing the mould, the
faucet is first formed by a pattern piece or hollow ring, which is bored
to fit the opening, c, and is held up in its place by two or more of four
bolts, which pass through snugs in the flange of the pattern piece.
;

;

Fig.

1.

;

;

—

Whitworth.
In the modification of the improvements, as shown in the accompanying engravings, fig. 1 is a partially sectional elevation of a moulding box
and core one half of this figure shows the elevation of the carriage on
which the mould box is placed, and the exterior of the core; the other
half of the figure shows these parts drawn in section.
Fig. 2 is a side
elevation of the upper part of the mechanical arrangement for forming
the mould.
Fig. 3 is a view of the machinery taken at right angles to
fi?. 1.
The metal mould box, a, is made, by preference, in two parts,
and bolted together at the flanges, and is of a funnel-shape at the upper
9a. 1H.- Vol. X.
;

The mould box being

bolted to the table,

faucet portion, n, of the

mould

is

b,

as before described, the

or

rammed by hand.

now formed

mould
where the pattern ring ends, by means

The

formed from the point, j,
of the moulding machinery
described in the specification of British Letters Patent, granted to Mr.
Stewart, and dated the 14th of July, 1846.
The bolts which retain the
pattern piece in its place being removed, the pattern or hollow ring is
then drawn downwards, leaving the mould completely formed. The
pattern piece or hollow ring, which is bored out to the exact size of the
inside of the mould, so that the pattern pulley descends into it, and
answers the purpose of a moulding head. The mould being finished
in this manner, and subsequently dried, is with its carriage brought on
to the rails, which are formed on a strong rectangular iron frame, K,
round the mouth of the pit, into which the core bar has been previously
lowered.
The chain of a crane, convenient to the pit, is lowered down
through the mould, and attached by a shackle to the hole, l, in the
upper end of the spindle, d and the core bar is hoisted or drawn up
until the flange, e, comes up into the bored portion, c, of the table, B.
The core is then concentric with the outer portion of the mould at its
lower end, because the flange, e, of the core bar fits the same recess
from which the pattern piece for forming the socket portion, h, was removed. One advantage of this method of having the core raised from
plain

cylindrical portion,

of the

i,

;

is
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and the flange, e, made of the same diameter as the opening, c, in
the carriage, is, that it dots away with the "cups" geneially used for supporting the core when the pipes are cast with the faucet part upwaids. The
use of these "cups" beirg both troublesome and expensive.
The upper
end of the core is held or kept concentric with the upper end of the mould
by wedge pieces, placed at intervals between the mould and the core,
round about the circumference. The top end of the mould box is made
of a funnel shape, for the convenience of letting in the moulding sand,
and being also coated with the loam or sand, forms a good gate for
pouring in the molten metal.
At m, near the upper end of the core, is
formed a projecting strip of loam, the object of which, is to make the

beliiw,

o,
is

September

1,

1857.

which passes upwards through the framing, a. Just above the frame, F.,
keyed a toothed wheel, H, fast to the spindle, F; this wheel gears with

the pinions,

i,

on the squared vertical driving shafts,
Fig.

j.

The

pinions,

I,

3.

casting much thinner at that part, so that tile surplus metal or gatepiece may be easily broken off, then leaving the pipes of an uniform
length.
The core bar carriage and mould box is, when complete, hoisted
by the crane, and removed to the casting pit, in the lower part of which
is a holster or footstep to receive the lower end, n, of the spindle, i>,
which then bears the entire weight of the carriage and mould box, and
serves to keep the whole steady, preparatory to casting the pipe. When

the core and its bar is to be removed, this is effected either by means of
a lever, screw, or hydrostatic power.
The bolster or footstep being removed from below the spindle, d, the core is forced down into the pit;
and, in order to take the strain off the wheels and axles during this
operation, the carriage is supported by means of blocks, placed beneath
the deep circular feather, o, of its frame, and on the ridge or raised
ring on the frame, K.

The second part of this invention relates to improvements in the
machinery or apparatus for regulating the raising and lowering of the
pressor, and its spindle and pattern, for the compressing of the sand or
loam as it is fed into the mould box, for forming the plain cylindrical
portion of the moulds for casting pipes, as particularly described in the
specification of Letters Patent, granted to the present patentee, and
dated the 14th July, 1846.
The lower part of this pressor, which also
constitutes or carries the pattern, has two or more vanes projecting
from its periphery; these vanes are similar to portions of the thread of a
Fig.

are fixed to the bosses or elongated eyes, which rotate in bearings carried
by the transverse sliding frame, E; the squared shafts pass through the
centre of the bosses and pinions, which consequently rotate with them.

The upper ends

2.

of the shafts,

overhanging brackets,

j,

are supported in bearings fitted in the

which are bolted to the upper side of the horizontal framing, a. A hevilled wheel, K, is keyed to each of the shafts, j;
this wheel is driven by a pinion, M, fast to the horizontal shaft, n; the end
of the shaft, n, is carried in a bearing fitted in the bracket, K.
AVhen
the shafts, n and j, are put in motion, the pinions, i, give motion to the
wheel, H, and the screw shaft, G.
At each side of the screw shaft, G, is
a worm wheel, o, which is in gear with the screw shaft; these worm
wheels, o, are fast to the light shafts, p, which also carry the pair of
pinions, q, in gear with each other.
The shafts, p, are carried in plummet block bearings, which are bolted to the framing, a; and to the
outer end of one of the shafts is fitted a brake wheel and strap, k, one
end of which is fast to a stud projecting from the framing, a. The free
end of this strap is attached to a rod, s, which is carried downwards, and
k,

-

attached to a lever, t.
The lever oscillates on a stud fixed to the projecting bracket, u, bolted to the side of the lower part of the central
standard, d.
The lever, r, is notched on the upper side, and carries a
weight, v, and a counter-weight, by means of which the tension of the
strap, r, upon the brake wheel may be adjusted.
The pattern, with its
pressing vanes, is secured to the lower end of the central spindle, f, to
which a rotatory motion is communicated through the pinions, i. The

screw and when the pressor is rotated, serve to press down the loam or
sand beneath it.
This part of the moulding machinery is used in the
present modification
the improvements consist in the arrangement of
the parts for actuating, raising, and adjusting the presser.
In the
views, figs. 2 and 3, A is a strong rectangular cast-iron frame, one half
of which only is shown in the figures; this frame, which forms the
entablature or top of a double machine, is bolted to the upper part of two
frames or standards, b, erected between and bolted to two walls, c, one
only of each being shown in the figures.
The two side standards, B,
are made the whole width ot the frame, a, and form the main framing of
the machine. A central standard, d, serves to stiffen the framing and form
guides, together with the other standards, B, for a traversing frame, e.
This frame travels up and down the guides or projecting ribs, formed on
the standards, b, and central standard, n. The upper part of the spindle, F,
of the pattern and rammer, passes through the traversing frame, e, which
at this part is fitted with brasses and broad collars
and, besides, serving
as a bearing for the journal of the spindle, f, carries the frame, e. along
with it. The upper end of the spindle, F, is keyed to a hollow screw shaft,
;

;

;

worm wheels, o, when held tight by the brake wheel and strap, k, act
as a solid nut, so that for every revolution of the screw shaft, g, the
The
spindle and its appendages are raised one pitch of the thread.
pressure of the screw shaft upon the worm wheels is controlled by the
frictional brake, and is so tempered by the weights on the lever handle,
that the rising of the spindle and its appendages is assisted during the
formation of the mould.
The weight may also be so adjusted that the
worm wheels may, if required, be held fast, so that the spindle will be
An imraised to its full extent; that is to say, one pitch of the screw.
portant advantage connected with this anangement is, that the spindle
of the machine may be lowered into or raised out of the box with much
greater accuracy and speed than by the ordinary means at present in use.
Thus, bv means of this differential motion, the degree of hardness or
solidity given to the mould is completely under control, and may be
regulated with the greatest accuracy.

t,

MANUFACTURE OF BREAD.
John Pettighew, Glasgow.
Our mechanical

— Patent

dated Jan.

2,

1857.

pioneers, not content with the thousand-and-one use-

which they have subdued that time-and-laboursaving
agent, steam, have, with a laudable desire of increasing production,
ful applications, to

SeDtember

1,
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laboured, aud successfully, to make it perform a variety of demestio and
culinary operations.
In this invention we have another example of its
application to the homely, but useful purpose of bread-baking.
Our
illustrative engraving represents a partially sectional longitudinal elevation of one modification of the improved machinery or apparatus, as
arranged for the manufacture of bread. The first operation of mixing
the flour and water together, in their proper proportions, and kneading
or intimately combining the same, is effected in a horizontal cylindrical
chamber. The mixing and kneading is performed by a series of blades
or lifters, which project radially from a central shaft, to which a rotatory
motion is communicated.
The blades of the kneading machine are disposed in a particular manner, so that after the flour and water are mixed
together, and the compound assumes the form of dough, a portion of the
blades tends to urge the mass towards the centre of the kneading
chamber, whilst another portion of the blades forces the dough in an
opposite direction.
This to-and-fro reciprocatory, or compound motion,
is intended to imitate, as closely as mechanical means will admit, the
operation of kneading by manual power.
The horizontal cylinder, or
kneading chamber, a, is made of cast-iron, or other suitable material,
and is supported at each end in pedestal bearings, which are carried
upon iron beams, e. These beams rest upon the walls of the building in
which the apparatus or machinery is arranged. A horizontal shaft, c,
runs from end to end of the cylinder, a, and the journals of this shaft
work in the elongated eyes, d, which are made in the ends of the cylinder, and form the actual bearings of the shaft.
The projecting parts,

or tubular-journal collar pieces, d, of the cylinder ends,

work

in the
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This rod has two forked arms, between which forks the
shifting rod is actuated by means of a lever, which
comes up through the fl.ior at one end of the cylinder. By means of this
arrangement the shaft of the kneading cylinder is driven without straining it, and it may be instantly put out of, or into, gear by a simple movement of the belt lever. The cylinder, a, is caused to rotate in the
bearings, f, by means of spur-wheel gearing fitted at one end of the
kneading cylinder, and shown to the left of the figure. The shafts of
this gearing are carried in bearings in the cast-iron standards, l, one of
which is set upon the floor on which the kneading cylinder is placed, and
the other upon one of the pedestal bearings, e.
The spindle, a, which
is turned by means of a winch handle, fitted to its squared end, has upon
it a pinion, n, which gears with the wheel, o; and upon the inner end of
the spindle, p, of the wheel, o, is a pinion, Q, which gears with the wheel,
k, cast on the end of the cylinder, a.
The kneading cylinder is fitted
upon an upper floor, and projects partly above the flooring, aud partly
below it. By means of the gearing just described, the cylinder may be
turned round, so as to bring the part which is shown uppermost in the
drawing below the level of the flooring. The cylinder, a, has a longitudinal slot, or opening, made in it, in which is fitted a moveable shoot
or hopper, s.
During the mixing and kneading operations, this opening
is kept at the upper part of the cylinder.
The cylinder is charged with
a due supply of flour through the slot or opening, the hopper, s, serving
as a channel to direct the flour, and prevent waste.
The requisite
quantity of water for mixing with the flour is admitted to the cylinder,
a, from a vessel or reservoir, fitted in convenient proximity to the kneading chamber, and the mixing and kneading is effected by the action of the blades,
H, and arms, i, upon the materials.
To
cylinder, a.
belts run.

The

facilitate the operation, the interior of the

brasses of the bearings, e, and form the journals of the cylinder, A.
The
shaft, c, is made hollow throughout, and has fitted at one end of it a
stuffing-box, through which is carried a steam pipe, p.
The opposite
end of the shaft, c, is furnished with a stopcock, by means of which the
water of condensation may be drawn off from the interior of the shaft.
The kneading blades are attached to the shaft, c, by means of the
radial arms, o; and these arms are passed through the hollow shaft, and
are secured thereto by nuts.
The screw blades, h, are fastened to the
arms, a, by nuts, or other strong attachments and these blades are set
at an angle with the horizontal shaft, and they are slightly curved in a
;

helical or spiral direction.

The two screw

blades, H, fitted at each end

of the shaft, are so arranged as to impel the mass of dough towards the
centre of the kneading cvlinder; whilst the intermediate radial blades, i,

tend to propel it towards the end of the cylinder, and at the same time
they cut and mix the mass. The compound motion of the mass of dough
thus obtained produces a most effective kneading action.
A rotatory
motion is given to the horizontal shaft, c, by means of a double-belt
pulley arrangement; and the shaft is driven at each end, in order to
counteract the torsional strain that would otherwise be thrown upon the
shaft, when kneading a stiff plastic mass, if actuated at one end only.
The belts are shifted simultaneously fiom the two fast pulleys, j, on to
the loose pulleys, k, by means of a rod running along the side of the

cylinder may be heated above the temperature of the surrounding atmosphere by
admitting a jet of steam, heated air, or
fluid, to the interior of the shaft, c, by
means of the pipe, f.
The rotatoiy motion of the shaft, c, is
kept up until the contents of the cylinder
are thoroughly and sufficiently kneaded
or incorporated together.
The hopper, s,
is then lifted out of the slot or opening in
the cylinder, a, by means of cords or
chains, hooked or otherwise, attached to
the links at each end of the hopper.
The
cylinder, a, is now turned round upon its
axis by means of the winch handle and
gearing, until the longitudinal slot or
opening in the cylinder, a, is brought over
a receiver, which travels to and fro beneath
the kneading cylinder.
By this means
the contents of the kneading cylinder are
discharged at once into the receiver. The
receiver consists of a rectangular wooden
vessel, T, the bottom of which slopes
downwards towards the cutting or dividing machinery. The receiver is divided
longitudinally by a partition, u, the lower
part of which, as well as the sides of the receiving vessel, are sloped
inwards, to contract the opening in the bottom of the receiver.
For the
convenience of moving the dough-receiver to and fro beneath the cylinder, a, it is mounted upon wheels, which run upon iron beams or rails,
v, extending across the building.
The receiving vessel, t, being divided into two compartments or holders by the partition, u, each of these compartments is alternately charged
with dough from the cylinder. When the kneaded dough is discharged

from the cylinder, a, into the receiver, t, the hopper-like or sloping form
of the lower part of the receiver, gives to the mass a tendency to emerge
from the opening, t. The withdrawing and dividing of the dough into
portions of a uniform size is effected by means of a mechanical arrangement fitted below the receiver, t, in such manner that either of the apertures or openings, y, may be brought over the withdrawing and dividing
rollers.
The openings, y, of the compartments are closed when not in
use by sliding doors, z, formed of sheet-iron or other suitable material.
The dough is withdrawn by means of the rotatory action of two rollers,
which revolve in the same direction, the dough passing between the
rollers, and thence into a dividing cylinder.
Its interior is divided into
eight compartments of corresponding capacity by partitions, two of which
are longitudinal, and one vertical.
The withdrawing and dividing mechanism is fitted in a rectangular
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metal frame, a. This frame is supported by brackets, which are bolted
The
to the under side of the rails, s, on which the receiver travels.
bearings of the spindles of the two drawing rollers, b, are fitted in two
cheek plates, which form a part of the frame, a. These cheek plates
have slots made in them, and by means of the screws, c, the distance of
The
the rollers, 6, from each other may be accurately regulated.
spindle of the dividing cylinder, d, is supported, in like manner, in the
slotted side plates of the frame, a ; aud by means of the adjusting screws,
it may be raised or lowered as required.
Motion is given to the
dividing cylinder and drawing rollers by means of a belt pulley, /, on
the spindle of the cylinder, d; and the wheel, g, on the same spindle,
drives the pinion, k, of the first drawing roller, b.
The second drawing
roller is driven in the same direction as the first, by means of the intermediate wheel, i, which gears with the wheel, g, aud with the pinion, J,
on the spindle of the second drawing roller, b. The dough, as it is drawn
down from the receiver, t, by the rotatory motion of the rollers, 6, is
prevented from adhering thereto by the action of the scrapers, fc, which
serve also to direct the stream of exuding dough into the dividing cylin-

«,

At one end of each of the scrapers, 1c, is a lever, ?, to which a
weight or spring is attached, so as to regulate the pressure of the scrapers
upon the rollers, b. The stream of dough, as it descends into the cells
or compartments of the dividing cylinder, is cut off, and is pressed into
each compartment by means of a segmentally-shaped presser or cutter,
m. The ends of the presser, m, are made to overlap the dividing cylinder, d, in order to prevent the dough from being pressed out beyond the
der, d.

The pressure of the presser, m, upon the dough is
regulated by means of the lever, n, which is fast to the spindle, o, carried
by the brackets, p. The centre of the spindle, o, is connected to the
presser, m, by means of the lever and link, q; and by means of a weight
or spring, attached to the lever, n, the presser, m, is caused to bear, with
greater or less force, against the cylinder, d.
The adhesion of the dough
to the drawing rollers, 6, is further prevented, and the operation of the
presser and cutter, rn, likewise facilitated, by causing a small quantity of
flour to fall continuously upon the surface of the drawing rollers, 6, as
they rotate.
A supply of flour for this purpose is placed in the spaces, r
and 3, formed by the contraction of the bottom of the compartments of the
receiver, t; the flour being allowed to fall gradually upon the rollers, 6,
so as to keep their surfaces continually dusted therewith.
Hrush rollers
may also be fitted in these flour compartments, for the purpose of more
effectually and continuously bringing down the dusting flour.
When the filled compartments of the cylinder, d, have passed the lower
part of the presser, m, the segmentally-shaped pieces of dough fall on to
a table beneath, where they are received by attendant workmen, who
shape them to the form of the loaf by hand.
The operation of breadmaking is finally completed by baking the prepared masses of dough in
the ordinary manner.
dividing cylinder.
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To

avoid this wasteful expenditure,

we cause

the heated matters to pass

round and through a supplementary boiler, from which boiler the feed
water is supplied to the boilers used for raising steam.
In one modification of this invention, where several boilers are required for the supply
of steam, it is preferred that the supplementary or water-heating boiler
be placed in the centre of the group, or employ one of the series of boilers.
The flues of the several furnaces which surround the central or waterheating boiler, are made to converge towards the flue of the central boiler.
The flue of the central or water-heating boiler serves as a duct to bring
the heated gaseous matters of the surrounding furnaces in contact with
the surface of the supplementary or water-heating boiler.
This flue or
duct of the supplementary boiler, may either pass round or through the
boiler, or round and through the boiler, or along the sides and above and
beneath the boiler.
Or if the boiler be made multitubular, the heated
matters, or a portion of them, may be allowed to pass through the tubes,
or in any other convenient manner.
The supplementary or water-heating
boiler is kept filled with water by means of a force-pump, its office being
to supply hot water to the boilers used for raising steam.
The entire
quantity of water required for the supply of the various boilers used for
raising steam, is, in the first instance, pumped into the supplementary
boiler where it is heated.
The upper part of the supplementary or waterheating boiler, is furnished with a dome or receiver, into which the hottest and lighter portion of the water ascends.
The dome or receiver is
fitted with a thermometer for readily ascertaining the temperature of the
water, and with a safety valve, by means of which the pressure, and
consequently the temperature, of the water may be regulated.
The hot
water for the supply of the steam boilers is conveyed from the dome or
receiver by means of a pipe which branches therefrom.
The hot water
supply-pips communicates with a number of diverging pipes correspond-

number

to that of the boilers in use

these pipes enter the several
convey the heated feed water
thereto; any steam that may be generated in the supplementary boiler is
sent into the steam boilers along with the feed water.
Where the
number of boilers in use are insufficient to warrant one being converted

ing in

boilers at the lower part of each,

and serve

;

to

into the supplementary or water-heating boiler, an additional boiler or

This water-heating chamber may be fitted
between the furnace or furnaces of the steam boiler and the main chimney
or shaft, so that the heat of the gaseous matters may be imparted to the
water-heating chamber, before they pass off into the chimney or shaft.
By means of these arrangements, or modifications of the same, the
otherwise waste heat of the furnaces of steam boilers is usefully applied,
and the consumption of fuel greatly lessened.

chamber may be employed.

MANUFACTURE OF FIRE-ARMS.

GENERATING STEAM.
G. C. T. Ckanstoun, G. Young, and J. Lovell, Berwickshire.

September

These gaseous matters as they emerge from the
flue or flues are in a highly heated state, and their being allowed to pass
off without yielding up their heat is equivalent to the loss of so much fuel.
into the atmosphere.

—

J.

H. Johnson, London and Glasgow

(G.

M. Hiitton,

St. Petersburg.)
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Our columns of July last, gave evidence of the labours of Messrs.
Cranstonn, Young, and Lovell, in a highly important field for mechanical
progress, viz., the economical application of beat.
We are again called
upon to record further improvements by these gentlemen, in applying to
useful purposes the heat ordinarily allowed to escape unused from the
furnaces of steam engines.
In cairyingout this invention in practice,
where several boilers are worked in concert, one or more of the series is
converted into a water-heater for the supply of the rest of the boilers with
hot water.
This water-heating boiler, which may conveniently be the
central boiler of the set, is heated by the flues of all the others the
heated currents from all the flues and furnaces of the other boilers being
caused to pass round and through this heating boiler.
In this way, the
combined waste heat from all the really working steam boilers is turned
to economical effect in imparting a high degree of heat to the feed water
for the entire set, which is to be taken from this water-heating boiler.
The whole of the cold water employed in raising steam, is forced into
the heating boiler, which is always kept entirely full of water.
As this
water becomes heated, the hottest portion obviously rises to the top, where
there is an elevated dome, or hot water receiver, fitted with a safety valve
and thermometer. This dome supplies all the working steam boilers by
a pipe branching from it, and diverging to the lower part of each boiler.
In the furnaces of steam boilers, the heated gaseous mutters arising
from the combustion of the fuel after passing round or through the boiler,
are carried through the flue or flues into the shaft, and escape from thence
;

A portion of the present improvements refer more particularly to rifled
cannon, and consists in producing the rifle grooves in a peculiar manner.
In carrying out this part of the invention, the back end of each rifle
groove is ground or filed into the metal of the bore, by means of a caststeel wheel, the edge or face of which has a cross section, corresponding
This wheel is driven
to the deepest part of the groove, but a little larger.
by means of a cord and pulleys, or in any other convenient manner, and
is pressed against the side of the bore by means of springs or otherwise.
The rifle grooves are subsequently completed, by means of traversing
cutters, acting as in a planing machine; and being set out by a wedge
drawn between them, by a rod issuing at the muzzle of the piece. The
object of first cutting out the inner ends of the grooves, as described, is
to enable the rifling tool subsequently used to run out into a clear open
When the
space, so as to take its new position for a clean firm cut.
cannon is rifled with twelve grooves, the grooves taking up about one
half the surface of the bore, and being each about one-fiftieth of a calibre
in depth, with a cross section of circular outline, a very good result is
obtained, but it is preferred to adopt a smaller number of grooves of proIt is preferred not to extend the grooving
portionately larger size.
further back or inwards in the piece than a point corresponding with the
back of the projectile when in position for firing, so as to leave the full
strength of the metal around and a little in front of the charge of powder.
The degree of twist, or the pitch of the rifle grooves, may be modified to
suit the kind of projectile used, and it is preferred to make the twist or
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the twist increasing or the pitch diminishing towards
pitch differential
the muzzle of the piece.
The accompanying engravings represent the grooving or rifling operation.
Fig. I is a sectional elevation of part of a gun undergoing the
process of rifling fig. 2 is a sectional elevation of the rifling tool; and fig.
3 a plan of the same. The rifling of the hore is effected in the same machine
in which the recesses were cut, by the circular cutter hel'ore referred to.
The tool employed for cutting the grooves consists of a cutter-head, shown
more clearly in the enlarged plan at
Fig
fig. 2, in which cutter-head are fitted

ADJUSTABLE SCREW-PROPELLERS.
Thomas Wixgate, Glasgow.

Patent dated Febuary 12, 1857.

;

two chisel-edged

cutters,

Jt

a.

These

cutters are caused to expand or contract, so as to produce a greater or less

depth of cut, by means of the double
piece, c, which is grooved to
receive the bottoms of the cutters, and
is fixed on to one end of the rod, d,
which is contained inside the tube, b,
This tube
carrying the cutter-head.
is fitted into a cast-iron cylinder, upon
the surface of which are screwed spiral
guide rods or bars, k k, for the purpose
of giving the requisite twist to the
grooves. These guide-rods or bars can
be readily shifted, or they can be replaced by others of a greater or less
twist, or of a differential twist, as found
desirable. They fit into corresponding
grooves in a stationary standard or support. The cylinder has a collar
formed upon it at its extreme outer end, and this collar is embraced by a
bearing, fitted in a standard, carried by a traversing planing machine
bed-plate.
It will thus be obvious, that, as the cylinder is drawn through
the fixed standard, a rotatory or partial rotatory motion will be imparted
to it, and thence to the grooving cutter-head, thereby producing, in combination with the rectilinear motion of the bed-plate, the requisite twist

wedge

Within the last few years a striking revolution has taken place in our
system of marine propulsion. The screw has been quietly but rapidly
superseding the paddle-wheel; and the great majority of the vessels
recently built, and those now in the course of construction, have been
designed for screw-propellers.
In consequence of the general adoption
of this mode of impelling vessels, many engineers have devoted themselves to the task of increasing the efficiency of the screw.
Foremost
among the projects, having this object in view, have been the different
modes of adjusting the blades of the propeller, in order to place them at
the angle most favourable to the vessel's progress through the water;
or, when the screw is not required, to place its blades in such a position,
that they will not act as a drag upon the hull.
Mr. Wingate effects the
adjustment of the blades, by means of a simple but powerful mechanical
arrangement, readily accessible from the deck of the vessel.
Fig. 1 of the engravings is an elevation, partially in section, of one
modification of the improved adjustable screw-propeller.
Fig. 2 is a
partially sectional view, taken at right angles to fig. 1.
In this modification, the blades of the screw -propeller are fixed in position by means
of a pair of levers, which raise the blades of the propeller out of their
The levers which force out the
sockets, or force them into the same.
propeller blades are actuated by means of a screw, the upper end of
which is squared to receive a key corresponding thereto. This key is
lowered down on to the squared end of the screw, through an aperture
made in the deck and timbers of the ship. The screw-propeller is fitted
into an opening made in the timber or iron framing, at the part which
Fig.

Fig.

1.

2.

of the rifle grooves. The rod, d, which regulates
the depth of the grooves, has a screw thread, e,
formed upon it at its outer end, which screwed
portion works through the nut or internal

screwed

It is preferred to

collar, F.

make

this

nut by casting Babbit metal round the screw on the

rod, it being advantageous to cause the depth of the grooves to diminish gradually towards
the muzzle of the gun.
It is proposed to employ an arrangement of apparatus, whereby the cutters, a a, shall be permitted to contract gradually,
or close into the cutter-head, as they approach the muzzle.
This is accomplished by means of the arm, G, connected with the nut, f.
This
arm stands out laterally, so as to rest upon a fixed incline. On com-

mencing the

Fig. 3.

stroke, that is to say,
the cutter-head is at the breech
of the gun, the arm, g, will be at the
bottom of the incline, and will gradually

when

run up

during the outward traverse
This produces a
partial rotation of the nut, f, and causes
the rod, d, to move inwards and push
back the wedge, c, thereby admitting
of the gradual contraction of the cutters, and consequent diminishing
depth of grooves.
The connection of the arm, g, with the nut, F, is
effected by means of the set screw, h, so that it may readily be loosened
when it is requisite to set out the cutters for the succeeding deeper cut,
which is accomplished by turning more or less the nut, f, so as to draw
the wedge-piece, c, inwards, and thereby expand the cutters.
By having
recesses ground or cut into the bore at the commencement of each groove,
grooving or rifling tools or cutters are always enabled to run back into a
clear space, so as to take a new position for a clean firm cut.
This constitutes one of the main features of the present invention.
of the

it

bed-plate.

is

technically

The driving
uprights,
is

b,

keyed by

known

as the

"dead-wood," at the stern of the vessel.

shaft, a, of the propeller is carried in bearings fitted in the

which form the sides

of

the opening,

c.

The main

boss, d,

a transverse cotter, e, to the shaft, a, of the propeller; the

boss is of a globular form at the central part, and tapers off at each end,
The tapering or coniso as to facilitate its passage through the water.
cal portion, f, at the after part of the boss, d, consists of a comparatively

thin casing, which serves to encase the ends of the levers which

lift

the
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and this casing, f, also prevents the water, as it is
thrust aside by the central part of the boss, from closing abruptly behind
The lore part,
it ; which would tend to impede the speed of the vessel.
G, of the boss is loose upon the driving shaft, and its edge next the
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propeller blades,

central part, D, is made with teeth, which gear with corresponding teeth
upon the shank ends of the propeller blades. The teeth on the edge of
the part, g, may either be made entirely round the circumference or only
upon parts of the periphery; in the former case, the part, G, forms a
The teeth,
bevil wheel
in the latter, it is a double segmental wheel.

—

gear with bevil wheels or segmental
wheels made on the shank ends of the propeller blades, so that when
one of the blades is caused to turn upon its axis, it actuates the loose
part, g, which turns the other propeller blade, and moves it exactly in
accordance with its fellow blade, but of course in the opposite direction.
The propeller blades, i, at the inner part near the boss, are made with
a broad circular neck, j, which is turned to a conical shape, and fits into
a corresponding recess made in the central part, r>, of the boss.
A part
of the periphery of the neck, j, is made with teeth, which gear with
those on the louse part, G.
The plain conical portion of the neck, j, fits
the recessed part, k, of the boss, which part is accurately turned to
The shank, L,
correspond in form to the exterior of the conical neck, j.
of each propeller blade passes through a central opening in the recessed
part, it. of the boss, and the end of the shank is received in a cell, cast in
The
the metal of the boss, where it surrounds the driving shaft, a.
central part of each shank, i., is turned to form two retaining collars,
h, on the loose part, g, of the boss,

which receive between them the forked ends, m, of two levers, n and o.
These two levers, n and o, are moved in concert, but in opposite directions, by means of a screw, r, which passes through the driving shaft, a,
and is fast to the levers, N and o. The forked ends, M, of the levers, N
and o, pass on each side of the central part of the shanks, l, of the screwpropeller blades, l.
One end of the screw, e, is squared, and comes
opposite the conical or funnel-shaped opening, s, made through the part,
F, of the boss.
A box-ended key, t, is fitted to the squared end of the
screw, and this key is of sufficient length to be passed down from the

deck of the vessel, through apertures made for the purpose in the deck
and timbers or plates of the ship. When the pitch of the screw is to be
adjusted, or its blades brought into a line with the keel of the vessel, the
key, t, is lowered down until its end passes into the opening, s, and on
The rod of the key, t, is now turned
to the squared end of the screw, n.
As the
round, so as to cause the screw, r, to be screwed downwards.
The
screw descends, it carries with it the ends of the levers, n and o.
motion of the levers, n and o, causes the conical parts, j, of the propeller
blades to be partially thrust out of the recesses, k, in the boss in which
The instant the necks, j, of the propeller
they were previously wedged.
are free of their Beatings in the conical recesses, k, the blades,
be readily turned upon their axes, and set to the required angle,
The turning
or in a plane corresponding with the head of the vessel.
of the blades, i, is effected by means of a clip, u, shown in dotted lines,
which slips over and grips the edge of the upper propeller blade. The
shank of the clip is passed through the plates or timbers of the ship up
to the deck, and in a hole in the upper end of the shank is fitted a cross
bar, which rests upon a supporting piece of metal fitted on the ship's
deck.
The cross bar of the clip is supported by the rest, when the clip
is not in use; and it also serves as an index to show the position of the
propeller blades.
For this purpose a groove is made in the upper part
of the clip rest, in which the cross bar rests, when the clip is lowered on
The position of the cross bar when
to the edge of the propeller blade.
the clip is on the edge of the propeller blade, at once indicates the exact
The propeller blades having been released by
angle of the blades.
means of the screw, r, the clip is lowered on to the edge of the upper
blade
the clip is then turned by means of the cross bar, until the bar
The turning of the clip causes the prostands at the required angle.
peller blades to be set at an angle corresponding to the direction of the
cross bar in the shank of the clip, the bar and the groove in the clip
being in the same plane. The turning of the upper blade of the propeller
causes the teeth of its neck. J, to actuate the loose part, g, of the boss
and the lower blade of the propeller, and both rotate in a corresponding
When the blades of the propeller have been set to the required
ratio.
position, the screw, r, is screwed upwards, and the propeller blades are
allowed to rest upon their conical bearings, by which they are firmly
wedged. In this manner the propeller may at all times be readily
All that has to be done, after
adjusted from the deck of the vessel.
setting the propeller blades in a vertical position, is to lower the clip on
The
to the edge of the upper blade, and drop the key on to the screws.
blades may then be adjusted in a few minutes, without in any way interfering with the progress of the ship or its management under canvas.
The adjustment of the propeller blades may be effected by means of wedges,
screws, or wheels, in lieu of the lever arrangement before described.
blades,

i,

may

j,

REGISTERED DESIGNS.
CORK-COMPRESSOR AND BOTTLE-CORKER.
Registered for

The

Mr. Henry Levy, High

Street,

Sheffield.

apparatus which we here engrave is worth the attention of
every house-keeper.
It is intended to enable any person to cork bottles
of all kinds with superior facility; whilst using a cork so large in
diameter, as to insure a most accurate fit, and yet avoid risk of breakage.
Our figure is a side elevation of the apparatus as in operation. In using
it, the bottler proceeds by dipping his cork
as usual into a little of whatever liquid he
may be bottling; and the lower and narrow
end of the corking funnel being placed
upon the top of the bottle neck, as indicated
little

where the hand is
represented as grasping the parts, the cork
is dropped into the upper wide end of the
funnel, the lid being drawn back to one
side for the purpose.
This lid is simply
connected to the funnel, by an elastic band,
at the part of the figure

so that,

when

for the

entry of the cork beneath its lower
at once resumes its position as a
when the lateral pressure is re-

end,

it

cover,

it is

momentarily drawn aside

moved.

The lid has a central hole in it, through
which is passed a piston, headed to receive g
the end pressure of the hand, or the blow
of a mallet in corking.
Thus, when the \
lid is closed down, with the cork within,
this pressure or blow on the piston at once forces the cork down the
guiding and compressing funnel, into the bottle neck. The interior of
the funnel is tapered, so that its sides exert a powerfully compressing
force upon the cork, as the latter passes down and fits it to enter the
bottle neck with ease, although a cork of one-fourth larger diameter
than usual is employed.

^

LIFTING AND TRAVERSING SCREW JACK.
Registered for Messrs.

James Thornton

&

Sons, Bradford Street,

Birmingham.

We have often bad the pleasure of recording the improvements in
screw jacks and other railway and engineers' stores, introduced by
Messrs. Thornton; and we have now to draw attention to their new
modification of a lifting and traversing jack, which is peculiarly well
suited for general railway purposes.
The two main views of this in-

;

strument, which we engrave, represent it in external and sectional
elevation, whilst the minor detail shows the part of the jack when
removed from the traversing parts.
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The advantage which this jack possesses over the usual traversing
jacks, is that of immediate separation of the main vertical portion from
With this arrangement, it
the base, bv rem >vin^ the steel top pin, A,

may

be used either as a lifting or traversing jack, whilst its portability
obviously greatly increased.
The latter quality is, of course, of great
importance in the eyes of a class of men best calculated for judging of
the railway engine-drivers.
sach matters
is

—

FRAME FOR CHAFF-CUTTING MACHINE.
Registered for Messes.

Richmond

&

Chaxdi.er, Agricultural Implement-

Makers, Salford.
Messrs. Richmond

&:

Chandler, to

159

of a very short elastic band, about a quarter of an inch wide, and having
at one end a small met d plate, with a button head upon it, fitted to
enter a slot in a corresponding plate attached to the other end of the
In both instances, the attachment is effected by passing the end
band.
of the band through a slot in the plate, and stitching it in.
The slot in
the plate at one end is wider at one portion than the other, so that, when
stretched to encompass the umbrella, the button head can freely enter
the wide part; whilst, on the reactive spring of the band coming into
play, the fastening becomes completely secure, by the entering of the
button neck into the narrow part of the slot.
The fastener is firmly attached to the umbrella, by means of a strong
double band of silk, secured by a slot to the slotted plate already mentioned.
This fastener is easily engaged and disengaged, and its structure promises well for durability.

whom we

are indebted for a great
of the foremost of
recent
improvements
in

number

implements,
have here introduced a form
of chaff-cutter frame which
agricultural

greatly economises the occuspace,
and affords
superior facilities for pack-

pied
ing.

Fig. 1

is

a front elevation

of this chaff-cutter; and

2

is

fig.

a side view of the same.

The open
explains
rollers

cast-iron

itself.

are

framing

The

formed

feed

with

hooked teeth, instead of
with grooves.
This is an
implement introduced some
time ago by Messrs. Richmond and Chandler, as a

means of bringing
forward the feed to the cut,
and preventing choking.
The weighted lever hung
to the upper roller bearings,
allows of the rising of the mouth of the machine, in accommodating itself
certain

AMERICAN ANTI-COMPRESSION SLIDE VALVE.
The steam-engine slide valve, which we engrave here, and to which
name of "anti-compression" has been given, is the invention of
Mr. Henry Bates of New London, Connecticut and as it has been largely

the

;

introduced

in

the

United States, both
in
stationary
and
locomotive
we publish

Fi S- 1

-

engines,
it

on this

side of the Atlantic,
in illustration of

mo-

dern American engineering practice.
Fig. 1 of the en-

gravings is a plan of
the steam chest and
valve seat, showing
the main steam ports
and the supplemental
exhaust ports.
In
this arrangement, a,
are the main steam

and

ports,

haust

b,

the ex-

are the bars
or bridges.
At d, e,
p, are the supplemental exhaust ports, forming connections between the
main steam and exhaust ports, under the bridges represented by the
dotted lines, extending down an inch below the level of the valve seat
;

c,

Fig. 2 is a plan of the main and supplemental valves as they
in the steam chest.
The bridle
Fig. 2.
piece of the valve spindle has a projection, g,

face.

are

when

forged upon it; this part lays over, and gives
motion to the small valve, by coming in
contact with the. projections, h.
Fig. 3, is a
section of the small valve; and fig. 4, is a
similar section of the main valve.
The effect of the small valve is, first, that
it avoids compression
and, second, that it prevents a too early exhaust, as inside lap can be
used; whilst, in the third place, it allows of
the use of more outside lap than is possible
without its aid, as it admits steam when the
link is in full throw, and does not close until
sometime after the main valve has closed its
ports, thereby letting the steam follow further

^^„___^_^

;

in its course.

to the quantity of the material being cut, so as to prevent the possibility of the

bursting of the side plates.

FA.-TENER FOR UMBRELLAS.
Registered for

Mr. F.

J.

Hartley, 21 Pump Mow, Old

We have before us a set of indicator diagrams, taken from the locomotive, Wehster, built for the Philadelphia,
Willmington, and Baltimore line, and fitted with Mr. Bates' valve gearing.
These diagrams clearly show what the
Fig. 3
the valve really effects in the cylinder.
The valve is stated to be at work on
INMKliJ^
a great many engines in the United
States, and a saving of 20 per cent, in
_j
fuel is spoken of.
We have always been accustomed to consider ourselves to be ahead
of our American relatives, in valve-gearing at any rate; but it is not
the less possible that Brilish engineers may gather some hints from what
we have here told of the " Anti-Compression" Valve.

i3

Street Road,

London.
This is a useful little contrivance for confining the folds of a closed
umbrella, instead of the ordinary incomplete holding binder.
It consists

ns; 1
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Astrnnomv, Sketches nf. foolscap 8vo, cloth. Barrow.
Waxed Paper Photographic Process, Hand-book to, crown Svo, 2s., sewed. Crook.
Double Connting on the Lathe, Art of, illustrated, 8vo, 10s., cloth. Ash.
Drawing and Fainting in Water Colours, new edition, 8s. 6d. Clark.
Sketching Trees from Nature, Uinta for, 12rao, sewed. Hatton.
Cotton Planter's Manual, 6s. 6d.
Circle of Knowledge, Teacher's Hand-Bonk to the, 4s., clotb. C. Baker.
Art-Treasures of the United Kingdom, with Essays, £16 16s. Jones, Myatt, & Co.
Mathematical Science, 8vo, 2s., clotb. Davies.
Shooting Simplified, crown 8vo, 5s., cloth. J. D. Dottgall.
Steam- Engine explained hy the Indicator, 2d edition, 7s. 6d. Hopkinson.
Rustic Adornments for Homes of Taste, 2d edition, 14s., cloth. Hiliberd.
Clay Farm, Talpa, or Chronicles of, 4th edition, 5«. 6d., cloth. Hnskyns.
Poisons, Detection of, bv Medico-Chemical Analysis, 7s., cloth. Otto.
Operative, Mechanic's Workshop Companion, 5th edition. 5^. Templeton.
Ornamental Art, Treasury of, royal 8vo, 73s. 6d., clotb. Robinson.
Smoke Nuisance, Prize Essay on. 2d edition, 2s. 6d. Williams's.
Alchemy, Remarks upon, 12ojo, 6s. 6d.

on Orthographic Projection, being a

new

of teaching the Science of Mechanical and Engineering Drawing, intended for the instruction of Engineers, Architects, Builders,
Smiths, Masons, and Bricklayers, and for the use of Schools, with

wood and steel.
London; E. and F. N. Spdn.

Illustrations on

By William

Binns, Assoc.

1857.

Mr. Binns here undertakes to teach the elements of mechanical and
engineering drawing, his book being intended, he tells us, as a preparation for the study of larger works, such as our own " Practical Draughtsman's Book of Industrial Design." " With the conviction," he writes in
his preface, " that the subject of orthographic projection is the A B C of
that description of drawing which is universally adopted as a means of
representing all kinds of engineering structures, as well as articles in
process of manufacture, it has been my sole aim, during the years I
have been employed in lecturing, to reduce the subject of mechanical
drawing 1o a series of fixed rules and principles, methodically arranged,
so that the whole subject, from the pr< jection of a point or line to the
projection of the most complex object, forms, as it were, a chain of so
many links, each problem having some bearing on, or connection with,
Iiis plan is, therefore, to begin each division of the
the one preceding."
subject with the projection of a single point, and then proceed to the
projection of a line.
He very properly insists, that, in a subject like
this, the student shall make himself master of all preceding parts before
proceeding to subsequent portions. The authors explanations are full
and clear, and bis book forms one of the best introductions to the study
on which

it

treats that

we have met

with.

Brief Account of the Provisional Arrangement and Proposed Development of the Society of Arts' Collection of Illustrations
Part I.
8vo.
of Every-day Life for the Working Classes.
London. 1857.
Pp. 38.

The efforts of Mr. T. Twining, jun., for
ment of the condition of the working man

These materials have now been placed under the
charge of the government, the formation of the educational museum at
South Kensington having been seized upon as a ready and satisfactory
means of carrying out this intention, and as the basis of a classified
arrangement of information on the subjects to be embraced by this new
school.
Mr. Twining gives us a systematic plan relating to "fond,
fuel, and other household stores."
Of this store of information, which
is to be continued as the scheme is developed, it is sufficient for our
present purpose to say, that it describes the varieties of food, their mode
of ohtainment, and plans of preparation, in language which will meet the
requirements of all who have need to study it. The whole scheme is

any class of the human family which exhibits deknowledge in the domestic affairs of every-day life, to know
its weaknesses, and to quicken its powers, to dissipate its ignorance,
and arouse it from that lethargic indifference which at present harasses
all our attempts at permanent improvement.
If it will but weaken that
great tenacity for mere usage, and that nervous hatred of change which
more or less haunts us all, it will prepare the way for what, at any
rate, the working world requires, and what the working world must
well calculated to teach

certainly eventually have.

Method

Inst. C. E.

1857.

nucleus

ficiencies of

REVIEWS OF NEW BOOKS.

numerous

1,

of such a collection.

MECHANIC'S LIBRARY.

An Elementary Treatise

September

this in getting together the actual materials of at least a

the elevation and improverequire no mention from us,

The Practical Mechanic's

Assistant; containing Tables of the Weight
and Dimensions of Square, Round, and Flat Malleable and Cast-iron,
of Pipes, Pumps, Cast and Malleable
Steel, Copper, Brass, and Lead
Iron Beams, Pillars, Balls, and Cisterns: also to find the Power of
Steam-Engines, Water Wheels, and Single and Double Powered
By James Learmont, Port-Hopetoun Foundry, Edinburgh
Cranes.
Square.
Pp.104. Edinburgh: printed for the Author. 1857.
;

The engineer, mechanic, manufacturer, and artisan, each and all,
should place this little serviceable red-leather bound volume upon their
benches and book shelves and inside their desks.
No converter or
applier of the more substantial raw materials of the earth has ever performed the smallest operation without feeling how much his procedure
is or might be facilitated by having a book of reference snch as this at
his elbow.
Theie are always so many little things, simple enough in
themselves, all to be done with severe care, and all requiring some positive calculation, in the absence of an authoritative tabulated reference
book, that we cannot but thank any one, possessing industrial talents for
the purpose, for putting such an aid into our hands.
Mr. Learmont appears to have fulfilled the conditions necessary for
His matter is succinctly stated,
the efficient performance of such a task.
and, as a special point of importance in such books, the subject heads
are easy to find.
All, and much more thnn the matter mentioned in the
title-page, is treated without a too great inclination to vacuous brevity
on the one hand, or a too tedious prolixity on the other.

Reports of Cases relating to Letters Patent for Inventions decided in the Courts of Law and Equity, and before the judicial
Committee of the Privy Council. Part II. By Edward Macrory,
Esq. of the Middle Temple, Barrister-at-Law. London W. G. Benning & Co. 1857.
:

the second part of Mr. Macrory's useful Reports of Patent
important cases
Bush v. Fox ; Smith
v. the London and North- Western and other Railway Companies; Crossley v. Potter, and some cases relating to disclaimers.

This

Cases.

But if any one
they have frequently been chronicled in our pages.
even yet in ignorance of what this benevolent thinker has attempted
and accomplished for the sons of toil, we must recommend to him the
The experience acquired
perusal of the " brief account " now before us.
since 1847, in the managing committee of the Labourer's Friend

is

It contains reports of the

—

for

is

Twining to the conclusion, that much of the privation,
discomfort, and ill health to which the working classes are subject, and
many of the errors and failures of the friends of the poor, in their benevolent endeavours, might be avoided by a more general diffusion of that
species of practical knowledge which may be termed the science of common life, 'ibis train of thought suggested to him the plan of establish-

CORRESPONDENCE.

Society, led Mr.

ing exhibitions and permanent museums of domestic economy, and he
has therefore now given us, under the auspices of the Society of Arts,
the groundwork of an economic museum of this kind, contrived for the
purpose of initiating the industrialists of the country into the mysteries
From 1850 down to the present
of domestic and sanatory economy.
time lie has busied himself in the collection of notes, with a view to the
practical consummation of his well-meant purpose, and he has also gone

GAS LAMP FOR MINES.
am

induced, by the late fatal explosion at the Lundhill Colliery, to
request the favour of you to permit me, through the medium of your
Journal, to inquire of those who are practically acquainted with the
working of coal mines, whether any good use could be made of a lamp so
constructed as to give a steady, safe, and brilliant gas-light in the midst
Whether such lamps would be
of the most inflammable fire-damp ?
useful to the miner, if fixed in the neighbourhood of the workings,
so
fixed as to cast their lights along the large galleries, technically called
" boards," and by means of reflectors to have their rays deflected into
the transverse galleries called " narrows i"
For, if such a lamp would
I

—
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be useful, I am prepared to say tbat I have contrived one, possessing
the capabilities above described ; and I feel it due to humanity to make
it publicly known.
I should propose to carry out my project, by boriug over the working
part of the mine, and there introducing a pipe, in external appearance
the object of the
one, but in realitv consisting of three distinct tubes
inner one being to convey gas to the lamps, that of the intermediate pipe
to convey a constant current of fresh air to the mine, while the outer
tube would afford a channel through which foul air would be brought to
The lamp is so
the surface, by every returning stroke of the piston.
constructed that a sufficient quantity of air to feed the flame would be
allowed to pass to it but the main stream of air would pass round the
;

;

and rush out of an aperture or chimney above it, with such velocity as would prevent the possibility of the fire-damp coming into contact
with it.
A sectional view of the lamp explains the matter
in detail, as modified by later experiences, the supply
flame,

J

of air being confined to feeding the flame of the lamp,
and to sending such a current past it, through the aperture or ehimuey above it, as will effectually prevent
I
the fire-damp coming into contact with the light.
therefore purpose to take two pipes, one for gas, and
the other for air, side by side, down the shaft (or by

a short cut through a bore), and carrying them along
the principal galleries or levels, to the parts of the
mine where the lamps would be of most service, and
where they would be fixed for use to posts or some
convenient standards. Near the lamp the single airThe gas tube, c,
pipe, a, branches to two parts, B.
The arrow in the
is shown between these branches.
central tube shows the direction of the gas, while all
the other arrows show the direction of the current of
fresh air, a small portion of which passes, by the
short arrows, to feed the flame but the main current is forced from the air chamber, through the
apertures which surround the burner to the chimney,
A globular-shaped
for the purpose above stated.
gauze cap is screwed on the chimney, as an additional
although, without it, I cannot conceive
security
how fire-damp could get at the flame, with such a
A valve is fitted for
current of air rushing out.
shutting off the gas, and provision is made for shutA reflector is placed
ting off or turning on the air.
behind the lamp, in fig. 2, to cast a stronger light
along any gallery opposite which it may be thought
Should the roof of the
desirable to place a lamp.
gallery break in, and fall upon the pipes, its fall
would do them no harm, as the air and gas would
continue to flow through them ; in fact they might,
in the first instance, be laid down under the floor of
the levels.
The above brief description may serve to show the
principle of the plan I propose.
I am aware that
obstacles, unknown to me, and only known to those
who are practically acquainted with the economy of coal-mines, will have
to be encountered ; and it is in the hope that some one, possessing this
acquaintance, may come forward to grapple with these difficulties, that
I have been induced to trouble you on the subject.
I know of no insurmountable obstacle, in the way of lighting up coal-mines with gas, like
the streets of a city, were it desirable
none so great as would have
been seen, twenty years ago, to stand in the way of running a train
across the Straits of Menai, through a self-supported tube, or of conveying
a message to India and receiving back an answer in a few hours.
Thomas Cook, F.R.S.,
Professor of Fortification at Addiscombe.
;

;

—
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when

the waggon struck these fixed centres, and would render the whole
affair for the time useless. Indeed, the whole thing is far too complicated,
to become generally useful about a colliery, where everything of that
nature should he simple, not liable to get out of order, and, at the same
time, easily constructed, all of which qualities are wanting in the
mechanism of these doors.
Several contrivances have, from time to time, been tried for the above
purpose.
One of these, applicable to horse work, 1 have frequently seen

working very well, being simply
opening and shutting either way,
is opened
by the driver, who
always to open, and see that the

a door

which
ought

Fig.l.

door is
not get
crushed between a fixed door and the
loaded hutches and the fact of its preclear,

so

that the horse

may

;

tending to be self-acting, would only
cause him to be the less mindful to notice
it.
After being opened it is kept so
S\
until the train passes by, each waggon
••'''
pressing against the iron spring, a, a,
lijii
"•
fig. 1, on each side of the door, keeping
f..-''
it quite clear of the wheels of the waggon, when it is shut, by a weight connected with the top of the door by
a_ cord, b, working over the pulleys at c, keeping it in the centre, quite
j

i

i

air-tight.

Another mode, more applicable
in fig. 2.

drawing by manual labour, is shown
which is joined to the
causing the whole to assume

The waggon

to

strikes the bell crank, a,

door by a rod, b,
the position of the dotted lines when the door
Fig. 2.
is open.
After the waggon has passed it may
be closed, either by a weight, like the former,
or, as is more commonly done, by the door
being hung off the plumb, so that it may shut
of itself, according to the importance of the
particular door in the mine on which the
apparatus is placed.
Either of these plans is
more simple in construction, less liable to get
out of order, and equally as efficient as Mr.
Rennie's.
As regards the instrument, for underground surveying, by the same
gentleman, I would merely say, that although it works well which I
doubt very much
1 don't see that it would he any saving of labour; on
the contrary, I think it would be a decided hindrance.
Three persons are usually employed in underground surveying, one of
whom manages the magnetic compass, while the other two are measuring
the distance, which seldom exceeds a chain length, is done very speedily,
and at the same time that the surveyor is viewing the light. In this
way each has a share of the work at one and the same time, and it is
very soon done, while, with Mr. Rennie's instrument, the surveyor would
have three views to take, instead of one first, the usual magnetic observation, and, secondly, the views with the two " lower tubes" for the
distance
the assistants, who would still be necessary, standing the while
idle
would take more than double the time it occupies with the usual

—

—

—

—

—

method.
These observations are on the supposition that the instrument would
work correctly, but I have not a very clear idea that it would do so. 1
am mistaken if an instrument similar in principle, was not tried several
years ago, and found wanting.
One great disadvantage, everything else being satisfactory, would be
the weight and clumsiness of it, which is a thing far from being desirable
in a low working.
R. F.
Edinburgh, Ylih Auyust, 1857.

PEOCEEDLNGS OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.
RENNIE'S SELF-ACTING DOORS FOR MINES.
make a few remarks upon these doors, which you noticed in
month's Journal. They certainly show some ingenuity in construction, and would effect the object intended pretty well, so long as
they were in good order, but the number of centres of cranks and rocking
shafts placed upon, or r.S'r to the pavement, where debris is constantly
accumulating, woum oe very liicla to get choked up, the consequence of
which would be, the breaking of the cords, or the bending of the cranks,
I

beg

your

ROYAL SCOTTISH SOCIETY OF ARTS.

to

last

No.

iu.— Vol. X.

Jtjlt 20.

Makdougall Brisbane Medal being now finished, the medal,
struck from that die, and already awarded to David Landale, Esq., mining engineer, for his new arrangement of direct pumping-engines, was presented by the

The

die for the

President.

"

On

an Improved Method of Causeway-laying, with a Model of a Regulating
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Gauge

Preparing the Foundation for the Paving Stones," by Mr.
Bryce, 4 Calton Street, Edinburgh.

to be used in

Thomas D.

The advantages

are stated to be economy,

and comfort of a
quick-drying street after rain, and no splash
and to accelerate the passage of the
rain-water to his improved smooth-surface gutters.
That this would greatly
modify the much-complained-of friction and jolting caused to wheel-carriages.
utility,

durability,

;

The model
causeway,

of a regulating gauge, to be used in preparing the foundation for street
made of a light wood, 30 inches long and lj inches broad, upon a

is

l£ inches to the foot, and has a number of shifting perpendicular slides
along each side, made of wood, and shod with zinc, and the number of inches
marked upon each, to regulate the various depths and curves of street causeway,
with attached thumb-screw nuts to hold the slides in their required position.
The
one row of slides to be used for the ground foundation of the causeway, and the
shifting slides upon the other side to regulate the surface form, or top of causeway,
and would enable any road-maker to make any new causeway of the exact form of
any other street, and it would show the amount of difference of formation of the
various streets; and when applied by any workman, along with the author's newscale of

invented street parallel levels, would make the causeway of one uniform shape,
with the greatest facility and unerring certainty, and a more enduring foundation
than the usual present mode of street causewaying.
" On an Improvement in the Construction of Condensers for Marine and other

Steam-engines," by Mr. William Cuthill, Clydebank Foundry, Glasgow.
The author proposes to have the steam condensed by means of a series of tubes
traversing the condenser, which may be joined into one or more, fore and aft of
the engine, and continued in both directions diagonally through the ship's side, so
that when the vessel moves forward, the water will rush in at the fore-pipe,
through the tubes in the condenser, and exit by the aft pipe, and vice versa when
the vessel moves backwards.
Thus a constant flow of cold water will be kept up
whenever the engines are wrought, which will keep the tubes always cool. The
author states that this arrangement would in a great degree do away with the airpump, which absorbs so large quantity of the power of the engine and in consequence of no injection water being used, the boiler would always be supplied with
fresh water, which would prevent the incrustation which, in sea-going vessels, is
both injurious to the boilers and occasions a loss of fuel, in consequence of its being
a bad conductor of heat.
" On a Timber-boring Machine," by Mr. Donald Ross, Helmsdale.
;
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— During

the half-year ended the 31st of
December last, there travelled on 8,708 miles of railway open in the United Kingdom at large, 71,091,075 passengers; the total numher of miles traversed by whom

amounted to 1,021,784,747$.
Of these 9,225,622J were first class passengers,
21, 499,989 \ second class, 12,385,1 15J third class, and 28,080,347i Parliamentarians.
There were also 17,487J holders of season tickets.
The number of
parcels corn-eyed in the same interval amounted to 4,546,021, the number of
carriages to 27,602, the number of horses to 115,611, and of dogs to 164,429.
There were also conveyed 12,011,473 tons of general merchandise, and 21.801,482
tons of minerals, 1,050,662 heads of cattle, 3,926,203 of sheep, and 667,583 of
pigs.
There were 946,66+ passenger trains, and 527,568 goods trains, the numher
of miles traversed by which amounted respectively to
21,523,329i, and to
18,582,138^-. The gross total receipts from all sources of traffic on all the railways
in the United Kingdom amounted during the half-year to £12,383,741,
viz.,
£5,648,255 (£3,583 excess fares) from passengers of all classes, £438,579 from
luggage, parcels, carriages, horses, and dogs.
£3,897,574 from general' merchandise, £934,475 for minerals, and £255,823 from live stock (cattle, sheep, and
pigs).
Cotton in Africa.— The whole of the Yoruba and other countries south of
the Niger, with the Houssa and Nuffee countries on the north side of the same river,

—

have been from

time cotton-growing countries, and, notwithstanding the civil
wars, ravages, disorders, and disruptions caused by the slave trade, more than sufficient cotton to clothe their populations has always been cultivated, and their fabrics
have found markets and a ready sale in those lands where the cotton plant is not
all

Mahommedan

the latter, finding the whole country open to them, and sure of the

their

own countrymen, would make

—

At a meeting of the members of the Manchester Geolo4th instant, the following communication on the various mining lamps now in use, was read by Mr. Binney.
Since the discovery of the lamp
by Sir H. Davy, in 1816, when I produced a light enclosed in a cylinder of wire
gauze, 8 inches high and not more than 2 inches in diameter, the wire being when
twilled not less than l-40th of an inch in thickness and 30 in the warp, and 16
to 18 in the weft, and when plain not less than l-60th of an inch in thickness,
and from 28 to 30 both warp and woof, little has been done in the way of improving it.
In common use throughout the United Kingdom, the lamp is pretty
much the same as when it came out of the hands of the inventor. For simplicity,
utility, and cheapness, the lamp will in the opinion of most practical men be preferred to any yet introduced.
The inventor especially cautioned workmen against
allowing the gauze cylinder to be heated to dull redness, and moving it against
He saw what we all now know, after 30 years' experia strong current of air.
ence, that the Davy lamp was a safe instrument in the hands of a careful man,
who knew the principles on which it was constructed. It never was his idea that
it was to be opened and closed, like the door of a common lantern in the open
air; placed on the sloping floor of a mine, with dry coal dust on the outside and
moved swiftly against a strong current of
oil spilled on the g-uaze in the inside
an explosive mixture, or placed under a falling mass of coal, and crushed into all
kinds of shapes.
Yet it is well known that the lamp has been subject to all these
varieties of hard usage, and very unreasonably expected to prove a safety lamp.
I
1st
will now notice several lamps which have been more or less in use.
That
invented by the late George Stephenson, a man equally eminent in practical, as
Sir H. Davy was in theoretical, science, and who without doubt produced a
mining lamp before the latter philosopher. This lamp in its most complete state,
when it was known in the north by the name of the " Geordie lamp," was like
a common Davy with a wide glass cylinder in the inside and close to the gauze.
It has never been in great use, owing to the glass being liable to break, and
So long as
from its going out in an impure atmosphere sooner than the Davy.
the glass is entire, the lamp must he safer than a Davy, and when broken it
must be as good as that lamp but still the opinion amongst workmen has been
2nd The Upton and Roberts
that when the glass was broken it was not safe.
subject of mining lamps.
gical Society, on the

;

—

and into which the fabrics of Manchester and Glasgow have not yet
The cultivation of cotton, therefore, in the countries already named,
not new to the inhabitants all that is required is to offer them a market for the
sale of as much as they can cultivate, and by preventing the export of
slaves from
the seaboard to render some security to life, freedom, property, and labour.
It is
estimated that the annual cultivation of cotton in the Yoruba and the adjacent
States is equal to £7,200,000.
Whenever the cotton fabrics of England are introduced, via the Niger, to the upper part of the Yoruba and the circumjacent districts, the natives will probably sell their own cotton and clothe themselves
with
the lighter and cheaper cloths of Manchester and Glasgow.
English cotton fabrics
are gradually working their way into Africa and superseding the native
manufacture.
The two greater staples of the trade of the Bight of Benin are palm oil and ivory,
cotton ranking as the third.
Cotton grown in Africa is still the produce of slave
labour, but there is an immeasurable distance and a wide difference in
effect and
influence between the compulsory labour of the African slave in a foreign country,
the property of the white man, and his forced labour in the land of his birth, where
he is the properly of his own countryman.
It would appear that the natural effect
in Africa of any cummerce, based on the cultivation of the soil,
is to unshackle
the bonds of the slave
not to tighten them
and if any attempt should be made

—

Lamp.

This has the gauze in the inside of the glass instead of the outside.
Like the Geordie, last named, it is liable to go out in a foul atmosphere sooner than
a Das-y.
It is no doubt a safe and useful lamp; but its expense is greater than
that of the Davy, and its increased cost is not compensated for by its greater safety.
This has never been in general use.
It consists
3rd The Solar Mining Lamp.
The gauze was of a
in placing a solar lamp in the inside of a common Davy.
dangerous width, being nearly three inches in diameter a very serious fault in a
mining lamp. 4th
Clannys Lamp. This is a lamp with the gauze within the
glass.
It has come into considerable use in the north, but many parties object to
the glass on the outside, being liable to be broken, and the light going out in an impure atmosphere.
5th
The Muesler or Belgian Lamp. This is in considerable
It is a light simply
use in Belgium, but it has not progressed much in England.
enclosed in glass, and conseqently not near so safe in general use as the lights proBesides the above, an immense number of new
tected by both glass and gauze.
lamps have been introduced but I merely allude to these five in order to show
In
such as have been introduced into a mine, and had a fair trial by ordinary use.
most of them it will be seen that the pricker to trim the wick is in the same rude
Birmingham,
of
has
brought out
state that Sir. H. Davy left it.
Mr. Sherwood,

—

—

—

;

a lamp having a glass chimney in the inside of a wire gauze, something similar to
the lamps of that class above mentioned; but the wick, which is a flat one, and the
burning apparatus, is quite different to that adopted in any of the above lamps.
The wick takes up by capillary attraction a light oil (Young's paraffine or mineral),
and passes through a flattened tube, where it is capped with a brass nozzle having

cultivated,

a long

penetrated.

lighted, a great current of air impinges on the flame as

is

;

—

;

1857.

African to urge an undue amount of labour from his slaves,
sympathy of
a vigorous effort to obtain their freedom.
The
Government of England and the opponents of slavery are, therefore, strongly urged
to give every encouragement to the development of the great agricultural resources
possessed by Africa, in order to secure and render permanent the victory gained
over the sl*ve trade, and so shut out all prospect of its revival.
Miners' Safety Lamps. The fearful colliery explosion which has recently
taken place at Ashton, near Manchester, by which about forty persons were
hurried into eternity, gives peculiar interest at this time to any information on the

by the

;

What our Railways ark

1,

slit in

When the wick is
the top and plenty of air holes in the sides.
it passes through the slit

and thus insures a perfect combustion, such as has not hitherto been
any mining lamp. The light makes little or no smoke, and requires no
snuffing for 24 hours and it can be raised up and down by an adjusting screw in
a much simpler and more effective manner than in any other mining lainn now in
use.
The lamp is new, and up to this time has not been used in a mine. Its
light was contrasted with a common Davy and the five lamps above slightly
The inventor stated that it
noticed, and it appeared superior,' to any of them.
only consumed l^d. worth of oil in 15 hours.
A favourable opinion was expressed
but it was suggested that it be tried in a
on the advantages of the new lamp
mine, and Mr. Sherwood placed it in the hands of Mr. A. Hewlett, of the luce
in the nozzle,

effected in

;

—

;

Hall Coal Company, to be tested

in their

mines.

The Giant Mechanism of Our Ikon Manufactures.

—

Close upon our
account of Mr. Condie's splendid 6£ ton hammer; we have now to record an
equally prominent example of heavy machinery, just erected at the Dowlais IronWorks.
The arrangements comprehend an enormous steam-engine and rollingmill.
The engine blows six furnaces, and its enormous beam and adjuncts weigh

upwards

of

40

tons,

and the fly-wheel 35

tons.

The

rolling-mill has a driving
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which makes 110 revolutions per minute.
One mil-mill is to make 1,000 tons of rail per week; another rough mill is to
manufacture 700 tons per week; and 200 tons of bar iron are to be made by a
bar-mill.
This enormous rail-mill is manufactured to roll both ways at a speed of
110 revolutions per minute, and is to be capable of rolling bars of a length and
wheel of 25

feet,

and

a fly-wheel of 21,

section never before attempted.

The Highland and Agricultural

Society's

Show at

Glasgow. —

This oldest of the agricultural societies has been this year before the sight-seers of
In the
manufacturing Glasgow, with the unequalled number of 2,032 entries.
live-stock department, perhaps, few such exhibitions as this one of 1857 have ever
numbering
were
excessively
meagre
610,
been seen; but the implements, although
as to noveltv.
Decidedly the most prominent objects of the implement show were
the portable engines of English makers, amongst whom were Messrs. Clayton &
Sbuttleworth of Lincoln, Messrs. Hornsby of Grantham, and Mr. Cambridge of
Bristol.
The engines shown by these makers were certainly models of structural
form and elegance of finish and, more than this, we know, from former exhibitions,
how economical they are. Mr. Chaplin of Glasgow, showed a less pretending, but
most useful and economical engine, with a boiler on his well-known "forced combustion " principle, which worked a thrashing machine very economically, and consumed its own smoke, much to the satisfaction of the on-looking farmers, who, no
doubt, contrasted his clear-topped chimney with the belchings of black smoke elsewhere to be seen.
The chief novelties in other directions were the thrashing
What the deciding judges thought of
machines, several of which were at work.
In sowing machines, the most comthese machines is shown in our premium list.
prehensive one was that of Mr. James Simpson of Peterhead.
It is a broadcast, with the seed-trough of such a length, that it is set on a swivel centre, so
and
going
along
lanes,
it
can
be
set
line
with
the directhat for entering gates
in
Then, when it has passed the narrow thoroughfare, it is turned
tion of motion.
It takes in an enormous width of the
back to a transverse position for sowing.
Five potato diggers were
field, and is certainly a machine of great sowing power.
shown. Three of these were on Mr. Hanson's principle the other two were clearly
They attracted a good deal of attention
infringements of that gentleman's patent.
amongst the farmers, who seemed to think that they really had at last got a
machine which would get up potatoes with rapidity and economy. Of the three
scythes shown, that of Mr. Payne, noticed by us a short time ago, deservedly ob;

;

tained the prize.

The

premium

— Two-horse

ploughs for general purposes
George Ponton, Woolsrnn, Linlithgow. Trench or deep-furrow ploughs George
Subsoil ploughs for two horses
Ponton, Wools ton, Linlithgow.
Robert Law,
Subsoil ploughs for moor or stony land, for three or four
Shettleston, Glasgow.
horses
E. H. Beutnll, Heybridge, Maldon, Essex.
Double mould-board ploughs
George Ponton, Woolston, Linlithgow. Two-horse grubbers
for forming drills
Kirkwood,
Tranent
Foundry,
cultivators
-James
Tranent.
Drill grubbers for
or
green crops
James Stewart, Kirksteps, Coupar-Angns. Norwegian harrows
James Kirkwood, Tranent Foundry, Tranent. Consolidating land rollers "William
following

is

the

list;

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

Pulverising land rollers
James Suttie, Inchture, Perthshire.
Cambridge, Bristol.
Smith, Brothers & Co., Glasgow.
Land-pressers, for preparing seed-bed for grain
Harrows for
Ribbing machines James Kirkwood, Tranent Foundry, Tranent.
Harrows for lieht land E. H.
heavy land— Robert Law, Shettleston, Glasgow,
Common swing-trees or draught- bars
Ben tall, Heybridge, Maldon, Essex.
William Gray, Cambusnetban, Wishaw. Equalising swing-trees or draught-bars
Horse-hoes for drilled grain crops Mrs.
Robert Law, Shettleston, Glasgow.
Thomas Sherriff, West Barns, Dnnbar. Broadcast sowing machines for grain
Drill-sowing machines
and grass Mrs. Thomas Sherriff, West Barns, Dnnbar.
Mrs. Thomas ShemfT, West B;irns, Dunbar.
for grain
Sowing machines for
Sowing machines for mangold wurzel
turnips
Charles Hay, Freelands, Ratho.
Three-row sowing machines for beans
James Suttie, Inchture, Perthshire.
Kempt, Murray, & Nicholson, Flora Bank, Haddington. One-row sowing maJames Suttie, Inchture. Liquid-manure distributing machines
chines for beans
Liquid-manure pumps David Falconer, Causeyside
Isaac James, Cheltenham.
Straw cutters for hand labour Richmond & Chandler, Salford,
Street, Paisley.
Straw cutters for power Richmond & Chandler, Salford, ManchesManchester.
Turnip cutters for sheep
Hill and Smith, Brierley Hill Works, Dudley.
ter.
Turnip cutters for cattle Richmond & Chandler, Salford, Manchester. Turnip
James Kirkwood, Tranent Foundry, Tranent.
cutter for sheep, attachable to a cart
Richmond & Chandler, Salford, Manchester.
Oil-cake bruisers for hand labour
Richmond & Chandler, Salford, ManchesGrain and oil-cake bruisers for power
Grain-grinders, attachable to thrashing power
Richmond & Chandler, Salter.
Machine for digging potatoes Award postponed till after trial. Machines
ford.
Root-washers
E. H. Bentall, Heybridge, Maldon, Essex.
for pulping turnips
Richmond & Chandler, Salford Manchester. Steaming apparatus for preparing
Feeding-troughs for byres John Robfood
Smith, Brothers & Co., Glasgow.
Feeding-tronghs for sheep
Hill & Smith, Brierlyson, Cook Street, Glasgow.
Sheep-fodder racks
hill Works, Dudley.
William Kirkwood, Duddingston Mills,
Light
Portobello.
One-borse farm carts Robert Law, Shettleston, Glasgow.
Harvest carts
Kempt, Slurspring-carts
Robert Law, Shettleston, Glasgow.
ray, & Nicholson, Flora Bank, Haddington.
Apparatus for conveying implements
on farm
Robert Law, Shettleston, Glasgow.
Stone or iron stack pillars, with
Horse, stubble, or
framework Toon?, Peddie, & Co., Edinburgh and Glasgow.
hay rakes— John Palmer, Stockton-on-Tees.
Scythes, for general purposes
Wilhamson
James Payne, ironmonger, Kirkcudbright.
Thrashing machines
Brothers, Canal Iron Works, Kendal.
Machines to thrash, shake, clean, and
R. Hornsby & Son, Grantham, Lincolnshire.
Humprepare grain for market
meler. for attachment to a thrashing-machine
A. & W. Smith & Co., Eglinton
Engine Works, Glasgow.
Dressing fanners John Richardson, Milbourn Cottage,

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

>

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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Weighing-machines for grain, indicating measure and weight
Smith,
Brothers & Co., Glasgow.
Weighing-machines, indicating from 1 lb. to 2 tons
R. Forshaw & Co., Scotland Road, Liverpool.
Churns, worked by hand Thomas
Standing, Preston.
Cliurns, worked by power
David Cassels, Newton Mearns,
Cheese-presses
J. & T. Young, Newton Green, Ayr.
Curd-cutters, for dairy
purposes
William Wallace & Son, Crossroads, Kilmaurs.
General set of dairy
utensils— Philip Hunter, 64 Nicholson Street, Edinburgh.
Field gates, constructed
Carlisle.

—

—

—

—

iron— Hernulewicz, Main & Co., Glasgow. Field gates, not constructed
iron— Hernulewicz, Main & Co., Glasgow. Iron hurdles for cattle
fence— Hill & Smith, Brierly-hill Works, Dudley. Iron netting for sheep fence
Hernulewicz, Main & Co., Glasgow.
Traverse divisions, rack, and manger, for
farm stables
Hernulewicz, Main & Co., Glasgow.
Farm harness Hay Downie,
saddler, Corstorphiue.
Tiles and pipes for field drainage
John Anderson, Shetentirely of

entirely of

—

tleston,

for

— Robert

sewage

Brown, Ferguslie

Fire-clay Works, Paisley.

Extra Implements.

—The

London— Sheep-dipping

judges

apparatus.

—

—

commended the following: Thomas Bigg,
John Cartwright, Shrewsbury Chain har-

—

Robert Ferrier, Jedburgh
Patent road-cleaning machine, for horse-power.
Hernulewicz, Main & Co., Glasgow— Set of entrance gates, general collection of
farm gates, and other articles. W. M. Hill, Glasgow— Moore's floating-ball
washing machine. W. M. Hill, Glasgow Centrifugal drying machine. James
& Malcolm, Leadenhall Street, London Four weighing machines. P. Pherson
& Son, Norton Place, Edinburgh Cattle van, adapted to convey implements on
the farm may be used also as a harvest cart; admits of the centre of gravity being
placed at any height, with little danger of the load upsetting.
John Palmer,
Stockton-on-Tees
Howard's patent plough.
John Palmer, Stockton-on-Tees
Howard's Patent pointed harrows. Joseph Rawdon, Jedburgh Sheep-dipping
apparatus.
J. Robson, Cook Street, Glasgow
Assortment of fire-clay articles.
J. P. Rodger, 16 Hanover Street, Glasgow
Patent portable fire-engine, invented
and made by T. W. Cross & Co., Leeds. A. & G. H. Slight, Leith Walk, Edinburgh Collection of Tweeddale and other ploughs.
T. R. Starey T Nottingham
for a basket carriage.
Geo. Thomson, Coach Factory, Stirling
Four-wheeled
phaeton.
Young, Peddie, & Co., Edinburgh and Glasgow General collection of
implements and wire-work.
Alex. Chaplin, Glasgow
Patent portable steam
engine
commended specially on account of its cheapness. Richard Hornby &
Son, Grantham, Lincoln
For an eight horse-power portable steam-engine. B.
Moore & Clarke, London For a combined reaping and sowing machine. It is
satisfactory to remark, that the attendance on the show-ground was magnificent,
and that the Society must have received equally splendid contributions to its coffers.
row.

—

—
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Our Harbours and Breakwaters.
now

—

—

At

—A

great

many

coast protections are

recommended on the north and
south side of the bay, at a cost of £800,000 ; at Teesmouth, two piers, at a cost
of £275,000; at Redcar, two piers and other works, at a cost of £340,000
at
fust

proposed.

Hartlepool, two piers are

;

Bridlington, a detached rubble stone breakwater on the seaward side of the bay,
on the Smithwick sand, to be completed in a decenuium, at a cost of

to be placed

£350,000 at Aldborough, certain new works at the entrance of the Aide, at a
cost of £60,000
at Newbaven, an addition of 1,000 feet to the west pier, and
one of 100 feet to the east one, and the excavation of the harbour and approaches,
at a cost of £150,000; at St. Ives, a breakwater at a cost of £174,000
at the
new quay in the Bristol Channel, a breakwater on the north of the bay, at a cost
of £711,744.
In Scotland, two breakwaters are recommended at Wick, at a cost
of £175,175; a harbour at Peterhead, at a cost of £227,905
two breakwaters
at Elie, in the Firth of Forth, at a cost of £200,000
and a breakwater at Dunbar, at a cost of £150,000.
In Ireland, two breakwaters are recommended at
Ardglass, at a cost of £240,000 ; a channel to be dredged in Carlingford Bay, at
a cost of £20,000; and the removal of the bar, at a cost of £23,046
a cut, by
;

;

;

;

;

;

dredging, and the dredging of a channel, at Waterford, at a cost, respectively, of
£16,000 and £20,000. In the Isle of Man, a pier and breakwater are recom-

mended on the south

side of the bay at Douglas, at a cost of £30,000, and a
breakwater on the south side of the bay at Port Erin, at a cost of £15,000.
Progress of Indian Railways. We have now to add to our recent article
on " the Railways of India,"* that 3648 miles of railroad have been sanctioned in
India, and are now in course of construction, including lines from Calcutta to Delhi,
with branches, 1400 miles; from Madras to the west coast at Beypore, 430 miles;
from Madras via Cuddapah and Bellary, to meet a line from Bombay at or near
the river Krishna, 310 miles; from Bombay to Callian, with extension, 33 miles;
from the north-east to Jubhulpore, to meet the line from Mirzapore, with a branch
to Oomrawuttee and Nagpore, 818 miles; from the south-east via Poonah and
from KurSholapore, to the Krishna, to meet the line from Madras, 357 miles
and from Snrat to
rachee to a point on the Indus at or near Kotree, 120 miles
Baroda and Ahmedabad, 160 miles. The estimated outlay required to complete
the several lines sanctioned amounts to the sum total of £30,231,000, and the
total amount of capital issued with the sanction of the East India Company is
£20,314,300. The lines now in course of construction in India have been chosen
In each case
quite as much for commercial as for military and political objects.
the chief cotton producing disthe existing channel for trade has been followed
tricts are provided with railway accomodation, and the agricultural resources of
Only 300 miles of railway are open at
certain districts have been developed.
present in all the Presidencies, but 30U0 more are being constructed almost simultaneously.
The length of time occupied in the construction of lines in India will
bear a favourable comparison with the period occupied by the execution of railroads
The line in Bengal now open is 10 miles longer than the
in the mother country.

—

;

;

;

—
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London and Birmingham

railroad, yet

it

only occupied

five years in construction,

In Madras (15 miles were opened for traffic
while the English line occupied sis..
within three years after the commencement of the works, and in Bombay 33 miles
The prospects of the railways
were completed and opened in less than four years.
On the Eist India Railway,
in a financial point of view are very cheering.

The
895,442 passengers were conveyed in 1856, and 77,6S5 tons of goods.
The net profits of the Great Indian Peninsula
receipts amounted to £05,188.
Railway in 1855 and 1855 amounted to -£28,54t), and the total receipts of the
Madras line in the Utter half of the year 1856 were £11,720. The total receipts
on the same line in January, February and March of last year, amounted to £06,144.
Smoke Burnings- in Paris. The Municipal Council of Paris has recently
purchased the right to use, in their City Water-works, the patented furnace of Mr.
About eight
John Knowelden of Battersea, for a smoke-consuming furnace.
months ago, at the request of M. Haussman, and with the permission of the
Minister of Commerce, a furnace was admitted into France, shipped from London.
It was at once erected at the City Water-works, Quai d'Austerlitz, since which, by
order of the Prefect, the city engineers have superintended experiments with English and Belgian coal, with the view of reporting on their results.
M. Combes,
member of the Institute, and President of the Board of Health (Conseil de Salubrity), were also present on behalf of the Prefect of Police.
It was in consequence
of these experiments, and on the reports, which state "that the system is completely smoke-consuming, and capable of a very remarkable economy in fuel," that

—

the Municipal Council has ratified the purchase

made by

M. Dumas, voted

the sum.

and, under the Presidency of

the consideration of the Board of Public

Health

the Prefect of the Seine,

A

report

is

now under

for enforcing the decree still in

consuming the smoke of the capital. The machine in question is
pronounced to be simple and of easy application. The fire-bars are alternately
stationary and moveable, with a horizontal and longitudinal movement.
Those
that carry the coal are capable of being raised slightly, and on their return are
existence for

lowered rather below the level of the stationary bars.

The movement

is

given

and the furnace is fed by a hopper.
The door is kept slightly open to receive the fuel, which is turned into coke near
the entrance, and is carried on to the backbridge in an incandescent state, where
the cinders fall into the ashpit.
The last system of French invention, that of
Beaufame's, which is considered to generate great steam power, was tried for six
months at the Pads Water-works, but was abandoned, owing to the expense of
construction and the danger attending its application, it being liable to explosion,
besides being judged inapplicable to smaller furnaces generally.
to the bars by transmission from the engine,

Exhibition of Agricultural Implements at Sheffield

—

Sheffield

has very laudably set about a practical exemplification of what she can do in the
agricultural implement manufacture, by getting up an exhibition of her own for the
purpose.
Agricultural implement making is a new trade in Sheflidd, therefore the
occasion to which we refer is a most interesting one, as showing what people can
do when they try.
Messrs. Davy's portable steam-engine, for thrashing, was the
most prominent object brought forward. This engine deservedly gained a gold
medal prize at the recent Vienna show, in competition with English and German
makers, and it was subsequently equally successful at Perth.
It is fitted up with
a new governor arrangement, so contrived that, should an accident occur, the driving
band of the thrasher is at once thrown off, and the steam stopped. This is said to
save 25 per cent, of steam.
Steam can be got up in it in 20 minutes, and it can
thrash 500 loads of corn with a consumption of one ton of oal. Messrs. Humphrie's
of Pershore, showed their thrashing machine, having a riddle at one end for dividing
the straw from the chaff, and shakers at the other end, so constructed that the
straw is delivered quite straight and without breaking it.
It delivers two qualities
of corn at the same time
firsts and seconds.
The pumps shown by Messrs.
Stanley, Bellamy & Co. of the Misland Works, are praiseworthy examples of this
class of work.
Their portable garden engine for irrigating, cleaning windows, and
the like, is a particularly good thing the forces of Messrs. Linley are also noticeable
productions the " homogeneous metal" of Messrs. Shortridge, Howell, and Jessop,
attracted a good deal of attention
this metal is now undergoing a practical trial at
the hands of the government the agricultural forks of Messrs. Spear and Jackson,
Sheffield has indeed acted wisely in thus
are excellent examples of their kind.
putting forth her manufacturing strength in a new direction.
The Royal Agricultural Society at Salisbury. Last year Chelmsford
had the honour of welcoming the Royal Agricultural Society of England, in its
annual display.
This year, Salisbury has taken the champions of the soil to her
bosom, and on her ground the newest and best of the farmers mechanical aids
have been put through their practical performances. According to the triennial
rotation of these trials, the implements tried this year were drills, horse-hoes, haymaking machines, horse rakes, reaping and mowing machines, carts and waggons,
and other miscellaneous apparatus, employed in the cultivation and harvesting of
crops.
In addition to these, wo have bad steam ploughs and steam cultivators, to
the field tests of which, we every year look forward with increasing interest.
The
sowing, hoeing, haymaking, and some other machines were tested on various fields,
comprising about 22 acres, situate at Laverstock, and which had been cultivated
in such a manner as to develope the special capabilities of the various implements.
The curiosity among the horse hoes was a turnip-thinner, exhibited by Messrs.
Howard, in which the revolving cutters are attached up
discs on upright spindles,
instead of on horizontal spindles, as in Iluekvale's implement.
Amongst haymakers, Nicholson's improvement of hollow boxes to the wheels, as shown at
Chelmsford last year, has eclipsed the celebrated machine of Smith and Ash by.
The trial of reapers to-jk place upon a field of ripe rye, near the show-yard, the
style and expedition of the work assuring the light laud farmer that he need not
suffer a single acre of corn to shake unreaped for lack of harvest men, as was extensively the case last year, and affording promise to the grower of heavy and

—

;

;

—

;

—
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storm-broken crops, that he may yet hope to possess a machine, able to shear
without wasting, and to save both expense, and the more momentous matter of
time, in his laborious harvesting. The greatest novelty in this department was the
" Eagle" combined reaper and mower, invented by A. H. Caryl, of Sandusky, Ohio,
United States, and exhibited by Mr. Clayton, of the Atlas Works, Dorset Square,
London.
In this machine we see just the simplicity of parts and consequent lightness, the small liability to derangement in working, and yet the greatest facility
of accommodation to uneven surfaces of ground and irregular and tangled cropping,
which recommend it as emphatically a tool for the farmer. The framing, of the
most compact description, is carried by bearings upon the axle of the main carriagewheel on the near side of the machine, the horses yoked to a pole preceding it,
while the driver is mounted on the seat behind.
By this arrangement and by the
adjustment of the line of draught the weight is balanced, and the driver can elevate the front or cutting-edge 8 or 10 inches (so as to clear any obstacle or cross a
Tne objectionable side
furrow) by simply depressing the bind part with his foot.
draught or thrust of most machines is in a great measure obviated by the fixing

somewhat forwarder than, instead of abreast
main wheel. The cutters are simple in form and construction, yet very
effective.
They are acute, somewhat like Hussey's, but sliding to and fro above
the projecting "fingers," which are also tharp, and thus form shears or scissors.
A spring bar presses the knives firmly in their places, and prevents all clogging,
of the off-side small carriage-wheel
of,

the

and the vibrating motion of the cutter-bar is much slower than in other machines.
It! place of the spur-wheels and pinions, so multiplied and complex in most of our
reapers, there is here a neat arrangement of cams and slides, and not a single cogged
wheel to be found.
It operates beautifully as a mowing machine for grass or other
crops, and when employed to reap white corn a curved platform is attached, on
which a very ingenious, yet simply-constructed, automatic rake collects and delivers
the corn in sheaf-bundles in the rear of the machine, out of the way of the next
course.
This machine received the £200 prize in Massachusetts, after a three
days' trial, in 185G.
As a mower, it has gained the first prize at Salisbury.
Messrs. Burgess and Key's reaper, with the screw platform, and also an addition,
in the form of a revolving conic d roller, wrapped with a screw, in place of the old
dividing-iron, to lay the up-standing corn upon the machine, has been rewarded
Dray's Hussey, with the tipping
as also CrosskuTs Bell and Lord Kinnaird's.
platform, which has generally been a favourite, and considered as the rival of
Burgess and Key's, has been distinguished only with a commendation, the judges
In the steam
being resolved to patronize the principle of a self-acting delivery.
plough trials, Mr. Burrell's locomotive traction engine, fitted with Boy dell's endless
with
great
power,
dragging
after
railway, climbed the testing ascent steadily and
it a tender holding 1000 gallons of water, ami carrying all the ploughs and tackle
required.
The boiler is an ordinary 8-horse power, with double cylinder engines,
reversing motion, reducing gear-work, water-tank, ship steerage, &c, as last year,
Yet this enormous weight,
and weighs, when fully charged with water, 10 tons.
with the 7 tons of load behind it, proceeded up an acclivity of one in ten or twelve,
Mr. Fowler's 10the inclination in one place being no less than one in seven.
horse engine, weighing, we suppose, about eight tons, and made to travel of itself,
upon wheels with broad peripheries, instead of being fitted with the endless rails,
was only able to ascend the hill by anchoring a rope ahead and hauling up to the
Mr.
anchor, "veering" as it were, and with a slow and laborious progress.
Williams's two engines got up with the help of horses on Tuesday morning, and
Mr. BoydeU's traction engine at first failed to
also Mr. Fowler's 8-horse engine.
plough in a business like manner, because Mr. Burrell's three double ploughs, attached
beside and behind it, cannot be properly guided, and therefore ran frequently out
of work, necessitating continual stoppages and alterations of the draught chain.-.
These ploughs being removed, after the completion of the trial plot, and four o!
Howard's single furrow ploughs attached, the work was better done. But the
trials have fully demonstrated the great assistance which the "endless rails" are
Mr. Collinson Hall's engine,
to a locomotive for farm roads and arable fields.
fitted with the same rails, represents the principle of obtaining a light locomotive
For three years he has worke.i
by the employment of steam of very high pressure.
with steam of 320 lb. per square inch, and having a boiler of small diameter and of
peculiar form, so as to preserve sufficient water over the tubes, in spite of steep
gradients his engine is just what we should suppose would be adapted for travellin ;
over ploughed land.
Weight is required to obtain a " bite" for the endless nils,
;

;

this is secured by making the wheels heavy with metal.
It is advisable to
take advantage of the whole weight of the engine for gaining a firm hold of the
ground
and therefore both the main carriage wheels are driven by spunwheels,

and

;

geared from the crank-shaft.
The steerage has not been made sufficiently powerful
or under command
and perhaps farmers are not yet prepared to be on familiar
terms with such terrific pressures and white-heat furnaces.
Mr. Mall very judiciously uses Mr. Fowler's plough, which is certainly the best yet produced, and makes
Mr. Fowler's implement consists <>f two sets of
very good and well-laid work.
ploughs, combined in a long frame, which is balanced in the middle upon a pair of
;

wheels, one set of ploughs being carried in the air while the other

is in

work

;

ami

the ploughman, riding upon the frame, steers the whole with accuracy, by altering
the " lock" of the wheels.

The work performed by this implement is very creditand it is found that the furrow-slices are shaken and pulverized by the rapidity
Having ploughed some thousands of acres by
with which they are turned over.
steam power, Mr. Fowler has found the superiority of the operation to horseploughing generally acknowledged, and resulting in easier after-tillage and increased
He has now adopted the system of hauling the implement
yields of cropping.
with a wire rope by an engine which shifts itself along the headland, and he emengine
and an anchorage or else two engines working one or someploys either one
times two implements to and fro.
By this plan a very much less quantity of rope
is necessary than when the windlass and engine were fixtures, as in the scheme of
able,
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The present engines carry the winding-drums heneath them, supported
The self-propulsion of the engines along the headland is very
apou a framing.
simply and easily accomplished, though it is to be wished that Mr. Fowler had
adopted Mr. Boydell's rails, particularly in a steep and difficult travelling country,
like that around Salisbury.
Mr. Williams, who also hauls by means of drums
and wire-ropes, uses both horse and steam power, two ordinary portable engines,
with windlasses attached, on separate wheels, being stationed at the ends of the field
to haul the plough to and fro, while one horse steers the implement by a pair of
shafts, and another drags the slack or return rope.
Of course, this must be considered a clumsy and expensive arrangement, but we like the lightness of the engines
and windlasses, and the ready manner in which they propel themselves along the
headland.
The implement consists of a long rectangular timber frame, with a
number of ploughs hung on levers beneath and the draught is applied in a singular
manner by rods attached to each plough, inste id of to the frame itself. It was
found that the ploughs would not keep in the ground without being heavily
weighted perhaps, if hung lower in front they might operate in a better fashion.
Mr. Williams's system of attaching the common portable engine to a windlass, is
most likely to meet with patronage among agriculturalists.
In the section of "machinery in motion," where some 30 steam-engines have
been busily driving 24 combined thrashing machines, several fixed barn works, and
almost inmnerable mills, chaff-cutters, and corn and cake-crushers. The chief firms
exhibiting were Messrs. Garrett, Tuxford, Clayton & Shuttleworth, Hornsby,
Ransomes & Sims, Barrett & Exall, Turner, Smith & Ashby, Dray & Co., and
last year.

;

;

Among

Burrell.

the novelties are the small two-horse portable engines of Messrs.

&

Ashby, and of Messrs. Turner, which are likely to be exceedingly useful
for driving chaff-cutters, turnip-slicers, and other machinery of the farmstead, when
it is not worth while to employ the larger engine required for thrashing.
And

Smith

another feature

the application of Boydell's endless rails to ordinary portable
engines, so as to render them locomotive, by very simple and inexpensive mechanism.
Great value will be found in this arrangement, by which the farmer's engine can
is

travel with its thrashing

machine from one homestead or estate to another, without
Mr. Burrell and Mr. Lee exhibit engines on this principle,
and. Mr. Cambridge has one propelled by its carriage wheels with the assistance of
a new kind of portable railway.
But few novelties were to be found amongst the
implements, Howard & Ransome were of course great in ploughs, Hornsby &
Garrett in drills, and Crosskill & Busby in carts.
Reeves's liquid manure drill, for
delivering the seep and semi-fluid manure, at regular intervals, instead of in one
continuous flow, and an arrangement for wittering crops in rows, at any distance
apart, are of considerable importance.
Messrs. Burgess & Key showed the
celebrated American platform bee-hive, the new horse power, and a very cheap and
efficient rotary force-pump, on a new principle.
Keevil's cheese m.iking apparatus
is calculated to introduce great improvements into this hranch of dairying.
Messrs.
Howard have a revolving turnip thinner on quite a new construction. Smith & Ashby
have still further improved their haymaker, and show considerable alterations for
the better.
A visit to Milton House was amongst the good things of the time, and
Mr. Sydney Herbert read his balance sheet, being an average of five years, commencing 1850 and ending 1855, accompanied with synopses and analyses of a most
important character, showing the profitable result of growing green crops.
The
resalt is highly favourable to Mr. Herbert's system of one-third cereal and twothird hay, roots, and green crops.
The following awards of prizes for implements
were made* Grass Growing Machine.
Henry Clayton, of Atlas Works, London,
£15; W. Dray & Co., £5. Haymaking Machines. W. Newzam Nicholson, £4;
Barrett. Exall, and Andrews, £3: Smith & Ashby, £2; Henry Attwood Thompson,
£1. Horse Rake. -James & Frederick Howard, £3; Ransomes & Sims, £3;
T
Barnabas L rry,£2; Smith & Ashby, £1; William Langford Fisher, £1. Chambers'
Broadcast Manure Distributor.
R. Garrett & Suns, £8.
Manure Distributor
(dry).
Holmes & Sons, £5 R. & J. Reeves, £5. Liquid Manure Distributor.
Isaac James, £2.
Drill (general purposes').
R. Hornsby & Sons, £5; R.
Garrett & Son, £3.
Corn and Seed Drill.— Holmes & Sons, £7.
Drill (small).
R. Hornsby & Sons, £2; R. Garrett & Sons, £2.
Drill (ridge and flat work).
R. Hornsby & Sons, £5; R. Garrett & Sons, £2.
Liquid Drop Drill.
R.
G.irrett & Sons, £-1.
Reaping Machine.
Burgpss & Key, £10; A. Crosskill, £6 ;
Lord Kinnaird, £4.
Horse Hoe.
R. Garrett & Sons, £3; William Smith, £2;
Hugh Carson, £1 10s.; Priest & Woolnongh, £2; E. H. Bentall, £1 10s.
Light Waggon.— T. Milford & Son, £2; John Kiddle, £2; A. Crosskill, £2;
John Gifford,£2; Isaac James, £1 George Milford, £1. Light Cart.— William
Busby, £2; William Ball, £2; T. Milford & Son, £2; James Woods, £2; A.
Crosskill, £1; J. & F. Howard, £1.
Cranked Axle Cart.—T. Milford & Son,
£4; William Busby, £4; A. & T. Fry, £3; Alfred Crosskill, £2; J. & F. Howard
(Maznard), £2. Silver Medal:
Economical Drill (manure and seeds).
R. &
J. Reeves.
Improved Drill Pressure. J. & F. Howard.
Paring Plough.
Thomas Pain. American Horse Rake
Samuel Rowsell. Collar Bar for Iron
Hurdles.
Cottam & Cottam.
India-rubber Pump Valve.
Perreaux & Co.
Wrought Iron Sheep Trough. Hill & Smith.
Cheese Press.
H. Carson,
e-making Apparatus.
Cockey & Son.
Light Cart.
T. Milford & Son.
In addition to the above, 39 articles were "highly commended," and 18 " cornthe assistance of horses.
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brought inwards, and thus conducted to the platform, so that the swathe
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men dedl"
The following is the report of the reaping trials, as issued by
reaping commenced in a field of rye, a moderate crop, and very

—

the judges
foul.

:

The

— "The
different

portions of ground were marked by the stewards, and the lines dividing the portions
were cut out by Mr. Crosskill's machine in a most efficient manner.
For this work
it has a decided superiority over the other machines exhibited, but which superiority

was counterbalanced by the very easy and accurate work of Messrs. Burgess and
Key a machine, which was brought out with the new addition of a spiral screw on
the side of the machine nest the standing corn, which caused

all

the corn

it

touched

was

the most regular form, and perfected the side delivery.
The horses walked
at a moderate pace, and the only person attending the muchine was the driver of
horses.
To
this
machine
the judges unanimously allotted the first prize.
the
The
other machine of Messrs. Burgess and Key we highly commend for very efficient
laid in

Mr. CrosskilPs work was well done, but the swathe was not so well laid,
work.
nor so good, and even a stubble left as by Messrs. Burgess's; and this, we believe,
was caused by its not being well adapted to cut across furrows, and to make perand the scattered straws left on the swathe, we think, were owing to
fect work
a fault in the construction of the endless band for the side delivery.
This machine
has two men to work it, but cuts fast, though the power required is more than
that which is consumed by Messrs. Burgess and Key's machine, we therefore give
The third prize was allotted to the machine exhibited bv
it the second prize.
Lord Kinnaird, which worked well, but we thought the horses were driven too fast
for farm horses ; and the machine, although cheaper than those spoken of above,
was not to be compared with them for workmanship. The driver was the only
Dray's Palmer's machine reaped beautifully, laying
attendent necessarily required.
the sheaves ready for tying, and not requiring instant tying, as it delivered them
charged
for it would be far too much for us to recomon one side; but the price
mend to farmers, but we highly commend it. Two men attended this machine.
Dray's Hussey's machine worked as it has done for two or tiiree years past, but
the sheaves must be instantly tied, to prepare the way for its turning
two men
must here observe that those machines to which we have
are requisite.
awarded prizes are capable of cutting all sorts of corn, while those of Messrs. Dray
are only, strictly speaking, * reaping machines;' and while the present system, so
largely practised by farmers, of growing seeds with their barley crops, continues,
on these farms Messrs. Dray's machines are not of general utility
but we allow
that when the reaping of wheat only is an object, and if cut when tit for immediate
tying, Messrs. Dray's are excellent machines, and their Hussey is cheap in comparison
with all the others.
On referring to the report of "the trials at Leigh Court, in
1855, we feel perfectly justified in reversing the decision arrived at last year at
Boxted Lodge, when there was evidently a great fault in the construction of the
machine shown there by Messrs. Burgess and Key (and which fault lost them the
first prize), but is now rectified by the addition of the spiral screw.
We quite
agree with the distinction made at Boxted between mowing and reaping machines.
wish, therefore, that the public should fully understand that, for general harvest purposes, we most highly approve of those machines to which we have nuw
given prizes, each having a side delivery, and commend the machines of Messrs.
Dray for reaping only." The meeting has been a most successful one, and well it
might be, for in addition to the live stock attractions, there were shown no fewer
than ninty-one steam engines, twenty-six thrashing machines, and forty-six combined thrashing and winnowing machines.
The Wellington Monument for St. Paul's. The adjudication on the
First premium, ,£700, Mr.
competition for this monument, has resulted thus:
W. Calder Marshall, R.A., 47 Ebury Street, Eaton Square. Second premium,
£500, Mr. W. F. Woodington, 22 Richard's Terrace, Lurimore Road, Walworth.
Third premium, £30'), Mr. Edgar G. Papworth, 90 Milton Street, Dorset Square.
Five premiums of
Fourth premium, £200, Cav. Giovanna DuprtS, Florence.
£100 each, MM. Mariano Folcina and Ulisse Cambi, Florence; Mr. Alfred
Stevens, 7 Canning Place, Kensington; Mr. Matthew Noble, 13 Bruton Street,
Berkeley Square; Herr Ernestus Julies Hannel, Dresden; Mr. Thomas Thorneycroft, 39 Stanhope Street.
;

;

We

;

We

—

—

MARINE MEMORANDA.

—

—
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The increase of ocean steamers may be regarded as one of the most remarkable
features of the age.
But a f^v years have gone by since the first experiment was
made, and now these extraordinary agents of commerce and travel may be counted
by hundreds.
There are no less than 14 steam lines between Europe and America,
which make 586 trips per annum.
The steamer Clyde, running between Quebec
and Glasgow, and several other irregular or transient steamers, are not included
in this list.
The aggregate is quite sufficient to allow a calculation of upwards of
upwards of rive steamship departures per week from America to Europe, and an
equal number from Europe to America.
Soon, no doubt, we shall have a daily
line from each side of the Atlantic, the larger part of which will arrive at and
depart from New York.
The German steamers are doing a good passenger business, and a heavy freight is carried by the Havre and some of the Liverpool liners;
but

it

is

evident that the

amount of

business offering

is

quite inadequate to the

maintenance of so large and expensive a steam fleet, in addition to the sailing
The number of vessels that
fleet, with which they are in direct competition.
entered inwards and cleared outwards last year at the twelve principal ports of the
united kingdom amounted to 26,016, and to 24,877 respectively, and the tonnage
The number of vessels that entered inwards
thereof to 7,528,387 and 7,479,648.
is thus distributed —viz., London, 9,922; Liverpool, 4,405 ; Kingston-on-Huil,
3,097; Bristol, 682 only; Newcastle, 3,992; Southampton, S78 Leith, 1,241;
Glasgow, 509; Greenock, 286; Dublin, 324; Cork, 428; and Belfast, 252.
There are at present no fewer than 300 steam propellers, ranging from 1,000 to
1,500 tons, building on the Clyde, and in the ports of Great Britain.
The steamengine builders were never more busy than at the present time; and Mr. Napier
has more work engaged than can be executed by him for three years to come.
Meanwhile, in America, it is said that nothing is doing in this way.
Two-fifths of the gross value of importations from England and France into the
port of New York is by ocean steamers, mostly foreign; and of 86,080 passengers
sent to America during the last six months* 18,460 were brought on steamers;
and that of 57 steamers bringing passengers during the last eighteen months, onlv
two were under the United States' flag, against 35 under the British.
As another
;
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stated that the Liverpool packet ship Columbia has been
considerably detained, on account of her inability to complete her engagements for
si^n of the times,

it is

—

full cargo
the first instance, in thirty years, that any ship of the Hue to which
she belongs has had to lay over for so long a time after her regular day of sailing.
What is called the Sands Line of Transatlantic Steamers, which consisted of the
Washington and Hermann, has ceased running. The owners have decided on with-

a

drawing them from the Atlantic, on account of the loss of the American mail
This will reduce the trips across the North Atlantic, by mail and other
subsidy.
large steamers, to 560 a year, or nearly five times every week from England, and
also from North America.
The following are the names of the Transatlantic
steam packet lines now running, viz. Cunard's, Collins', "Vanderbilt's, Livingstone's,
European and Americam Company's, Liverpool, New York, and Philadelphia,
Glasgow, Belgian, Hamburg, Montreal, North Atlantic Steam Navigation, and the
Montreal Ocean Screw Steam.
:

REPORT OF PATENT LAW CASES.

BEWLEY

Hancock.— July

27

September

1,

1857.

For the present, continued his lordship, my direction to you is that you are
not bound to give the plaintiff the whole of the profits made by the defendants
while using the invention, but only so much as you think is attributible to the use

it.

of

it.

Fire-Grates: Finlay

v.

Allan.

the instance of John Finlay, against

— This was

James

a suspension and interdict,

at

Allan, the suspender, alleging that the

respondent had violated the suspender's letters patent in the mode of manufacture
of the grates made and sold by him.
The case was tried by a jury on the 25th

March last,* on the following issues:
" Whether the pursuer caused to be filed a specification in terms of the proviso
contained in letters patent and whether, during the year preceding 1st June, 1856,
or any part thereof, and during the currency of the said letters patent, the defender, James Allan, did, wrongfully and in violation of the said letters patent,
;

within his manufacturing premises, Glasgow, make or sell, or use, a grate or grates
having applied thereto, and used as part thereof, a detent link or holder, formed
with undulating notchings or holding surfaces, acting in both directions by the use

before V. C. Stuart.— Motion for an injunc;
Hancock, from holding himself out, by advertisement or otherwise, under colour of letters patent, dated the 20th of November,
1845, granted to him for Scotland, and in violation of a certain agreement, dated
the 31st of May, 1845, as possessing the sole right to manufacture gutta percha,
or articles composed thereof, and from otherwise dealing with such patent in derogation of, or in opposition to, any or either of the several patents comprised in, and
subject to, such agreement, and the rights thereby conferred on the plaintiff and
the several persons interested under the same agreement.
The agreement was
made between Messrs. Nickels Keene, Hancock, and Bewley, and it was thereby

of lateral or simple pressure only, as described in the said specification?

agreed that all patents taken out, or in the course of being, or intended to be, taken
out, or that might at any time thereafter be taken out, by any or either of the
parties thereto, in relation to the preparation and application of gutta percha, or
gutta tuban, or the manufacture of any articles therefrom, should be assigned to

far as relates to the validity of the patent generally, or to the part of the patent

v.

tion to restrain the defendant, Charles

trustees for their

common

A decree

had been already obtained, restraining
by advertisment or otherwise, under colour of
letters patent for England, as possessing the sole right to manufacture gutta percha,
or articles composed thereof, and the present bill alleged that the defendant, Hancock, on the 20th of November, 1845, obtained letters patent for Scotland, for the
same invention and that the plaintiff had recently discovered that the defendant,
Hancock, under colour of such letters patent, and in violation of the agreement,
had been holding himself out, to numerous persons in Scotland, and in particular
at Glasgow, to various persons who had been hitherto in the habit of dealing with
the plaintiff, as possessing the sole right to manufacture gutta percha, or articles
composed thereof, and that t lie defendant had been otherwise dealing with the
letters patent in Scotland, in derogation of the rights of the plaintiff and of the
other persons interested, under the agreement of the 31st of May, 1845.
Council
having been heard for both sides, the Vice-Chancellor said he thought that the
plaintiff was clearly entitled to an injunction in the terms asked, and made an order
benefit.

Hancock from holding himself

out,

;

accordingly.

Rectification of Spirits

Blumderg

—

Vincent, and Another.
July 1 before L. C. J. Cockburn.
This case illustrates the way in which patentees
can he defrauded of their rights, by clandestine proceedings, on the part of those who
wish to enjoy the benefit of inventions without paying for them.
The action was
;

:

—

v.

infringement of a patent, and as the defendants only plea was a
into court, they thereby admitted the infringement.
The plaintiff,
considering that lie had sustained greater damages, prosecuted the action.
Defendants are rectifiers of spirits in New Park Street, Borough, and purchased their

brought

for the

payment of -£150

distillery of the plaintiffs brother.
Shortly after this purchase, the plaintiff, who had
obtained a patent for a new process of purifying spirits, entered into agreement with
the defendants, for the use of the patent process, for the sum of £50 a-year, with

a proviso, that the defendants should be at liberty to terminate the agreement,
on giving twelve months' notice. This agreement was made in August, 1846. In
September, 1851, the defendants gave the plaintiff notice to terminate the agreement in twelve months, at the end of which they, of course, ceased to pay the £50,
which up to that time they had yearly paid to the plaintiff.
In the month
of January last, it transpired that the defendants were still continuing to use the
process.
Application was made, on behalf of the plaintiff, for compensation for this
infringement of his patent.
The defendants did not deny having used it after the
expiration of their notice; hut the parties not agreeing on the amount of compensation the present action

was brought.

From

the evidence,

it

Whether the

or holding surfaces, acting in both directions by the use of lateral or simple pressure
only,

was known and

publicly used within the United

Kingdom

prior to the date of

Whether the application or use of a detent link or
holder, &c, was not an improvement of any public benefit or advantage?"
By an arrangement of the parties, the following verdict was returned:
" Edinburgh, 25th March, 1857.
Find for the pursuer, with leave to the defender to move the court to enter the verdict for him upon any point of law,
the said letters patent?

2.

—

against the validity of the patent, raised by the evidence in the judge's notes, so

and so far as such objections could competently have
been stated at the trial.
The defender agreed to withdraw his issues upon the
understanding assented to by the pursuer, that in stating his case for the verdict
being entered up for him on the evidence adduced, he was in no respect to be
thereby limited or prejudiced."
The case came before the court, on the motion of Mr. Allan, the defender, to
The judges were unanimously of opinion that
have the verdict entered up for him.
said to be infringed upon,

the verdict should be entered for the defender.

The Lord

Justice- Clerk, after referring to certain cases on patent law cited by

is, what is claimed
by the patent? After reading the specification, his lordship said that he was of
door
the
grate
was
claimed
by the puropinion, that one species of
at
back of the
No doubt the
suer; namely, a door having a double draught, and nothing else.
pursuer, in stating his claim at the close of the specification, claimed under the
fourth head a link for the double door, as above described (in the specification), but
his lordship could not take this as a claim for the use of a detent link for anything
else than a double draught door.
His lordship stated he had arrived at this result
after anxious deliberation, and with every desire to give the pursuer the full benefit
of his invention.
The question then is has there been an infringement? He
thought there is none, and that the defender is entitled to maintain that there has

the counsel in their pleadings, said that the only question here

—

been no infringement.

— We

had the grates exhibited at the argument, and I consiLord Murray said
dered the pursuer's as a most ingenious invention, and all must wish him success.
Two points were pleaded before us. On one of them your lordship has given an
opinion which

As

sufficient to decide the case.

is

to the other point pleaded

by

the defender, that there was prior use of the link referred

to, it is not necessary to
pursuer to show that any differ-

go into this; but it seems to me
ences in kind of notches, and so forth, could make the pursuer's link a separate
invention.
I assent to the law of all the cases quoted by the pursuer, but they do
not interfere with our decision, which must be in the deiender's favour.
Lords Wood and Cowan concurred.
The court accordingly found that the verdict must be entered for the defender.
difficult for the

PKOVISIONAL PROTECTION FOR INVENTIONS,
UNDER THE PATENT LAW AMENDMENT

ACT.

appeared that the
<*&"

process had been in almost constant use by the defendants since the expiration of
their notice, during which period it appeared by their books that upwards of
42,000 gallons of spirits, partly gin and partly brandy, had been rectified. At a

moderate computation, the profits of the trade were estimated at a shilling per
gallon for brandy, and a sixpence per gallon for gin.
The proportions of brandy
and gin could not be ascertained; but under any circumstances the profits upon the
spirits rectified by this process, during the four or five years that the defendants
infringed the patent, would considerably exceed £1,000, which was the amount at
which the plaintiff hud his damages.
On the other band, it was contended by the
defendants' counsel that the additional advantage arising from the use of the patent
process was but small, being principally a saving of fuel and a little labour, not
amounting in value to above £9') for the whole period, which sum was abundantly
covered by the payment of £150 into court. His lordship, in summing up, observed
that, under ordinary circumstances, the agreement of the parties would be the best
criterion of damages
but the plaintiff alleged that, although £50 might be a fair
remuneration when the patent was new and but little known, that sum was not
sufficient after the process had acquired great repute and use.
The defendants
alleged that the invention was a failure, and that in consequence they ceased to use
;

Or, 1.

application or use of a detent link or holder, with undulating notches

When

the city or town

is

not mentioned, London

May

Recorded

is to

be understood.

11.

—

Improve1328. Collinson Hall, Knavestock, and Thomas Charlton, Brentwood, Essex
ment in agricultural engines and implements used therewith for ploughing and
cultivating the

6oil.

May

Recorded
1418.

Recorded
1442.

20.

Thomas Knight, Upton, Cheshire — An improved

May

cutter and cultivator of land.

22.

Bernhard Samuelson, Braffords House, near Brough, Yorkshire

—Improvements in

safety apparatus for giving artificial light.

Recorded
1467.

May

25.

Henry W. Ford, Gloucester— Improvements

in apparatus for facilitating the draft

and locomotion of carriages.

*

Vide

p. 52, Practical

Mechanic's Journal for

May

last.

September

1.
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Edward Wouley,

1757.

Recorded June
1544.

1.

Henry P. Pochin and James Woolley, Manchester— Improvements
facture of

gum

Henry

— Improvements in the rotary engines.

Clarke, Horncastle, Lincolnshire

1759.
1760.

—Improved

Joseph M. Paule, Alston, Cumberland

means

for ventilating coal

and

Recorded June 12.

— Improvements

16S0.

James Cocker, Liverpool

for

— An

improved construction of gange

for

measuring wire

and William Worby, Ipswich— Improvements in

James H. Whitehead,

Southside, Saddleworth, Yorkshire

—Improvements in press-

Recorded June

IS.

1706. John E. Barton, Kidderminster, Worcestershire— An improvement in winding
worsted on to creel bobbins of carpet looms.

Recorded June 20.

Edward Kirk. James Leadhetter. and Charles Wilson, Leeds— Certain improve-

ments in the manufacture of trunks, boxes, and other similar depositories.
1722. William Wright, Sheffield An improvement in flushing apparatuses applicable
to cisterns and water-closets.
1723. Edward V. Gardner, 24 Norfolk-street Improvements in the means employed for
horning fuel, and in the distribution of heat.
Improvements in fly presses.
1724. Samuel Fox. Deepcar, Sheffield
1725. Thomas Grahame, Upper Seymonr-street, Portm an- square Improvements in facilitating the passage of carnages on inclines of railways.
1723. Samuel Fox. Deepcar, Sheffield Improvements in the manufacture of umbrellas
and parasols.
1727. Henry Dunin^ton, Nottingham An improvement in the manufacture of cotton and
silk, and other warp pile fabrics.
172S. Benjamin Richardson, Wordsley Flint Glass Works, near Stourbridge— Improvements in manufacturing aud ornamenting articles of flint-glass.
1729. Edwin Clark, 20 Great George-street, and Joseph H. Tuck, 22 Pall-mall— Improvements in blocking or supporting ships and other vessels, for the purpose of dock-

—

—

—

—

—
—

ing them.
1730. Joseph White, Coventry

— Improvements

other timekeepers.

in escapements for chronometers

and

—

1731. Lockington St. Lawrence Bunn, Walbrook Improvements in the manufacture of
Wellington hoots.
1732. William R. Lomax, Albion-villas, Albion-road Improvements in governors and

pressure gnages.
1733.
1734.

Thomas

F. Caldicott, Boston, U.S.

—
—Improvements in planes— (Communication.)

1735.

Lambert Cowell, Adelphi, Middlesex— An improved machine for teaching the art
of swimming.
William E. Newton, 66 Chancery-lane Certain improvements in looms for circular

1736.

James G. Lynde, Great Queen-street

—

weaving, partly applicable

to

other purposes.

— (Communication.)

— Improved

means

for detecting

and prevent-

ing the waste of water in cisterns.
1737. Charles Fletcher, Gloucester Improved machinery for making bricks,

—

1738.

tiles,

and

other articles of clay or plastic materials.
W. La Baw, Jersey, Hudson, state of New Jersey, U.S. Invention for
operating the sails of vessels from the deck by means of vertical shafts.

—

George

Recorded June 22.
1739. Peter

Armand

le

Comte de Fontainemoreau, London,

proved propeller.
1740.

Jabez Church, Upper Kennington-lane, Vauxhall— Improvements in the manufac-

1767.

—(Communication.)

William E. Newton, 66 Chancery-lane

1768. Charles Sanderson, Sheffield— Improvements in the manufacture of railway bars,
girders, and other articles requiring great strength and stiffness to resist pressure, concussion, and strain.
1769. George H. M. Muntz, Handsworth, Staffordshire Improvements in the manufacture of metal tubes and axles or shafts.
1770. Joseph Exley and John Ogden, Leeds Improvements in furnaces or fireplaces for

—Improved

Paris,

and Brussels— An im-

machinery

for cutting files.

—

the prevention of smoke.
1771. Ernest A. Bourry, St. Gall, Switzerland— Improvements in apparatus or machinery
for working, expressing, and moulding clay and other plastic materials.
improvements in apparatus
1772. John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's-inn-fields, and Glasgow
for testing the strength of materials. (Communication from Francis C. Lowthorp, New Jersey, U.S.)
1773. John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's-inn-fields, and Glasgow Improvements in the
preparation of surfaces for receiving paintings or printed impressions thereon.
(Communication from Elisha Lee, Baltimore, U.S.)
1774. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet-street
An improved composition or polish for
maintaining the brilliancy of varnished or patent leather. (Communication.)
Improvements in apparatus for con1775. Edouard Besnier de la Pontonerie, Paris

1741. John Norris, jun., and George Worstenholm, Birmingham— Improvements in
machinery for making nails, bolts, spikes, screws, rivets, and screw blanks.
1742. Sir Francis C. Knowles, Lovell Hill, Berkshire— Invention of the manufacture of
aluminium and of certain reagents to be used therein.
1743. Richard Murdoch. Baltimore, U.S. Improved running gear for vehicles.
Christopher
1744.
D. Seropyan, New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.
mode of preparing
bank notes, bills of exchange, and other papers, to prevent counterfeiting, by
photography and its kindred processes.
1745. Thomas Mackenzie, Rath bone- place, Oxford-street— Improvements in the internal
decorations of those parts of buildings to which window draperies are to be
affixed, and in the arrangement and construction of the curtain fixtures.
1746. William Knapton, Albion Foundry, Monk Bar, Yorkshire An improved machine
for drilling holes in metal and other substances.

—

—A

—

—

—

Recorded June

Thoma3

1749.

Richard Shaw, Holme Lodge, near Burnley, and John Robinson, Lower House,
near Burnley, Lancashire Certain improvements in machinery for preparing
cotton and other fibrous materials.
Dancan Proudfnot, Glasgow Imorovements in drying and preparing garancine.
James Hinks, Birmingham, and James S. Nibbs, Handsworth, Staffordshire Improvements in securing and liberating the corks and stoppers of bottles, and in
the construction of the necks of bottles, for facilitating the securing and liberating
of corks and stoppers.
Daniel Evans, Rail way- terrace, New Town. Stratford— Improvements in locomotive
and other furnaces, and in heating water to be supplied to steam boilers.
Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet-street Improvements in breech-loading fire-arms.
'Communication.)
Joseph S. Rousselot, Paris— An improved method of obtaining motive power, and
engine for applying the same.
Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet-street— An improved method of engraving and of
copying figures, patterns and other devices. ('Communication.)
William E. Newton, 66 Chancery-lane Improvements in generating or obtaining
motive power. (Communication.)

1753.
1754.
1755.

1756.

C. Bridgman. Bury St. Edmund's, Suffolk— Improvements in the construction of screens, riddles, or sieves.

—

—

—

—

—

—

25.

—

1776. Charles G. Page, Washington, U.S. Improvements in cylindrical door bolts.
1777. John T. Pitman, 67 Gracechurch-street— Improvements in machinery for making
wood screws. (Communication.)
1778. Ernest A. Bourry, St. Gall, Switzerland— Improvements in kilns or ovens for
hurning or baking bricks, tiles, aud other earthen or ceramic matters.
1779. William Green, Ebery-street, Pimlico
Invention of the letter announcer.
John
Loach, Birmingham A metallic air-tight coffin.
1780.
1781. Josiah Wright, Ernest-street, Alfred Wright. Bayham-place, and Francis Roberts,
Bayham-street, St. Pancras— Invention for treating the rhubarb plant, to render
its fibres applicable to the manufacture of paper, and the juice thereof to the
manufacture of wine and spirits,
1782. Elijah J. Crocker, Liverpool— Improvements in the rigging of ships and other
vessels (Communication.)
1783. John and Edward Ingham, Bradford, and Benjamin Ingham, Halifax— Improvements in preparing worsted yarns for dyeing.
1784. Joseph Arthington and Henry Smith, Huddeisfield— Improvements for the better
illumination of the Davy tamp.
1785. Antonio Pelez, Southampton-buildings
new composition for the manufacture of
imitative stones. (Communication.)
1786. Jacob Green, Onehouse, Stowmarket, Suffolk— Certain improvements applicable to
bedsteads and other articles of furniture, for the purpose of excluding therefrom
bugs or other similar insects.
William
Palmer, 156 Western-road, Brighton Improvements in watering pots,
17S7.
garden engines, and other apparatus for watering surfaces.
1788. James L. Hancock, Pentonville, Middlesex
Improvements in means or apparatus
for washing or cleansing.
1789. William P. StruvtS, Swansea, Glamorganshire— Improvements in miner's safety

—

—

—

—

—A

—

—

—

lamps.

—

1791.

William Bough, Bunhill-row Improvements in lamps for burning resin and other
oils and fluids, also an improvement in Argand gas burners.
Stephen Bourne,4 Leonards-square, Kentish Town An improvement in the manu-

1792.

Howard Glover, Lambeth, Surrey

1793.

John Lloyd, Langefui, Anglesea

1790.

—

facture of felted fabrics.

— An improvement in pump buckets.

Recorded June 26.

—

Improvements in utilizing and deoderizing
sewage matters of dwelling houses and other places, and in apparatus to be used

with the same.
1794. Robert Hattersley, Ardwick, Manchester— Improvements in machinery for distributing and setting up or composing type.
1796. William Parsons, Brighton
Improvements in fittings to door handles and
in connection

—

spindles.

— Improvements in mules for

1797.

Benjamin Nicholls aud Samuel Ledward, Manchester

1798.

William Crook, Gilbert Rushton, and Joseph Crowther, Blackburn, Lancashire
Improvements in looms.
Francis Watkins, Smethwick, near Birmingham— Improvements in the manufac-

spinning.

1747.

1752.

—

—

suming smoke.

Recorded June 23.

—
—

—

—

(Communication.)

1750.
1751.

—

—

ing cloth.

1721.

—

metals.
ture of artificial fuel.

Recorded June 17.
1694.

—

1761. Robert Mallet, Bridge-street
Improvements in tiles and coverings for roofs and
other parts of buildings.
1762. Charles F. Vasserot, Essex-street, Strand— Improvements in the permanent way
of railways. (Communication.)
1763. Henry Genhart, Liege, Belgium— Improvements in fire-arms, in rifleing the same,
and projectiles employed therewith.
Improvements in raising weights, applicable to
1764. George Ireland, Birmingham
stamping or cutting metals, and other similar purposes.
Improvements in washing machinery.
1765. John Juckes, Dame-street, Islington
1766. Alexander Parkes, Birmingham Improvements in coating metals with other

—

16.

and other

articles.
16S2. John Fowler, jun., Cornhill,
ploughing or tilling land.

names

—

machinery

in

preparing moulds for casting iron or other metals.

Recorded June

—(Communication.)

11.

John Elce and Samuel Hartley, Manchester

indicator for registering the

Recorded June 24.

other mines.

1644.

Marylebone— An

Hamilton H. Fulton, and Thomas Bodley, 8 Great Queen-street, Westminster— Increasing the traction and bearing surface of carriage wheels.
Richard Morcom, Redruth, Cornwall— Improvements in dressing ores.
Charles Herault, Paris— Improvements in apparatus for producing aerated waters.

175S.

6.

Recorded June
1642.

High-street,

of persons occupying chambers and other apartments or offices, and for signifying
whether such persons are in or out, and at what time they will return.

manu-

from amylaceous substances.
Recorded Jane

1600.

in the
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1799.

1800.

ture of screw nuts.— (Communication.)
Michael Michaelis and John Clemson, Manchester
tion of ornamental textile fabrics by printing.

1801.

Ben net

J.

Heywood, Leicester-square

— Improvements in the produc—Improvements in the manufacture of india-

rubber goods.
1802. Stanislas Gaudrion, 53 Chancery-lane,

and Paris— An improvement in screw pro

pellers— (Communication.)
Recorded June 27.

Jonathan Preston, Pendleton, Lancashire— Improvements in apparatus for regulatig tlie pressure of steam and other fluids.
Highdown, near Hitchin, Herts Improvements in machinery or
apparatus for distributing manure.
Charles
1805.
Thurber, Worcester, Massachusetts, U.S.— An improved kaligraph or
writing machine, for writing and similar purposes.
1806. John Green, Newcastle-upon-tyne, and William Coppin, jun., BIyth, Northumberlandshire— The preservation of timber.
1807. Richard Howland, London Improvements in the construction of mangles.
1803.

—

1804. Josejwrollard,
,

—
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September

1,

1S57.

—

John E. Gardner, 453 Strand, Middlesex Improvements in illuminated clocks, and
in the apparatus employed for lighting the same.
William T. Hendry, Upper Thames-street, and Robert II. Hancock, Great Percystreet, Pentouville— Improvements in the manufacture of flexible tubes or hose

18H8. Pierre Eugene Liger, Rouez, Sarthe, France Improvements in grinding mills.
1809. Ars^ne A. Olivier, Paris— Improvements in treating or preparing and winding
silk from the cocoon, and in apparatus for the same.
1S10. George Swindells and Jonathan Arnald, Bollington, near Macclesfield, Cheshire
Certain improvements in spinning and doubling yams, and in machinery or
apparatus of the kind commonly known as mules and twining jennies.
1811. John Carter and Brook Hodgson, Halifax— Improvements in weaving carpets and

1830.

1862.

John Agar and William Agar, Bm-y— Improvements

other fabrics.
1512. "William E. Newton. 66 Chancery-lane— Improved machinery for grinding the
teeth of card cylinders— (Communication.)
A portable folding perambulator, which is so
1513. James Biggs, New Oxford-street
constructed as to occupy less space than any that has hitherto been invented.

1SG3.

Thomas Royds, Thomas Roscow, and James

1864.

Robert Gibson, Joseph Gascoigne, and Samuel Gibson, Hunslet, Yorkshire Improvements in boilers for generating steam.
Michael Henry, 77 Fleet-street Improvements in machineiy or apparatus for
cutting vegetable substances. (Communication.)
Michael Henry, 17 Fleet-street An improved machine for cleaning and crushing
grain. (Communication.)
George Cooper, Stanley-street, Sheffield Improvements in safety lamps.
John Grantham and Henry Sharp, Liverpool Improvements in working the valves
of steam engines.
Joseph Mills, Leicester An improved method of covering ricks, booths, tents, and
such like places.
Recorded July 6.

1861.

pipes.

—

—

monlding vermicelli and other paste—(Communication.)
L. Field, Lambeth, and Charles Humphrey, the younger, Camberwell— Improvements in the manufacture of candles.
1822. Gustav A. Buchholz, Strasbourg, France— Improved machineiy for hulling and
cleaning rice, wheat, and other grain.
1823. William Maltby, Grove-hill, Camberwell— Improvements in the mode of extracting
ammonia and other compounds from gas, gas liquor, sewerage, and other sub-

1865.

1866.

1869.

John

stances.

Recorded June
1825.
182G.

1827.
1829.

1830.

30.

(Communication.)

—

— Improved

machinery

for cutting corks,

bungs, and other similar articles— (Communication.)
1835. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery-lane— Improved processes for ornamenting
metallic surfaces, and for producing surfaces in intaglio or in relief for printing
purposes. (Communication.)
1836. George Murray, Glasgow— Improvements in machinery or apparatus for propelling
ships and vessels.

—

Recorded July
1837. Frederick L.

—

II.

Danchell,

New

2.

Oxford-street, and

Henry Kimber, Grove-terrace,

1843.

Clapham Improvements in the manufacture of fire and waterproof bricks, plates,
(Comcrucibles, and other vessels, forms for castings, and similar articles.
munication.)
Andrew Smith, Princes-street Improvements in the construction of life boats and
other boats or vessels.
Fdouard B. Olofson, Cologne, Prussia Improvements in the manufacture of
pigments or colours for preserving iron.
Augustus P. Malard, Paris, and 4 South-street, Finsbury— Certain improvements
in filtering water and other liquids.
Marguerite A. Laurent, Paris, and 4 South-street, Finsbury— A new antiseptic
composition.
Improvements in the mode of working steamThomas Moy, Cliffords Inn
engines.
William M'Craw, Edinburgh Improvements in the production of photographic

1844.

Edward T. Bellhouse and William

1833.
1839.
1840.
1S41.
1842.

—

—

—

—
—

Thomas Bowden,

Recorded July 7.

—

1874. Charles Faulkner and David Faulkner, Birmingham Improvements in gun and
pistol barrels, and in cannons, and in furnaces for the same.
1875. John Alison, Hainault Forest, Essex
Improvements in preparing vegetable substances for feeding animals, and in apparatus for that purpose.
1876. William Dawes, Wellington, Salop
Improvements in the pistons of steam engines.
1877. Wilhelm Adolf von Canig, Birmingham
A new or improved compound or composition to be used as a substitute for gum, paste, and other adhesive materials,
and for finishing, sizing, or stiffening fabrics and other articles to which the
same is or may be applicable.
1878- Richard J. Badge, Newton Heath, near Manchester
Improvements in railway
chairs.
1879. Joseph Piatt, Audlem, Cheshire
Improvements in gunlocks.
ImproveJ880. Frederick Bousfield, 20 Hereford-terrace, De Beauvoir Town, Middlesex
ments in the manufacture of soap.
Improvements in wool-combing, and in machines known
1881. John Speight, Bradford
as " Culliers's combing machine."
1862. Peter Armand le Comte de Fontainemoreau, Paris, and 4 South-street, Finsbury
Certain improvements in apparatus for the manufacture of boots and shoes, which
apparatus is also applicable for uniting other articles together. (Communica-

—

—

—

—

Doming, Manchester— Improvements

—

—

—

tion.)

—

H. G. BeYard, Paris Improvements in manufacturing azotic cotton or
pyroxile for photographic and other purposes.
1884. Peter H. G. Berard, Paris— Improvements in manufacturing and applying concen1883. Peter

trated collodion.
Jullion, Foot's Cray,
solids from fluids.

Kent— The mechanical and

1885.

John L.

1886.

William Smith, Kettering, Northamptonshire— Improvements in horse hoes and

chemical separation of

drills.

1887. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet-street— The manufacture upon circular frames of a
fabric suitable for petticoats and other garments, curtains, and other articles of
furniture (Communication.)
1888. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet-street Improvements in vices— (Communication.)

—

1889.

William Burgess, Newgate-street

—
— Improvements in reaping and mowing machines.

5
(JSjr * Information as to any of these applications,
cation to the Editor of this Journal,

pictures.

J.

—

—

—

1.

1831. Joseph Nickless, Coalbrook Dale, Salop— A new or improved railway chair.
1832. Thomas Brewer, Neithrop Banbury, Oxfordshire— Improvements in machines for
cutting and reducing turnips or other vegetable substances.
1833. Alexander Prince, Trafalgar-square, Charing-cross— Improvements in the construction of irons used by tailors and others for pressing cloth and other

materials. f Communication.)
1S34. Carl J. L. LerhVr, Westbourne- terrace

—

acid.

—

Recorded July

—

Pendleton, Lancashire— Improvements in apparatus for discharging the water resulting from the condensing of steam used in apparatus
heated by steam.
1872. William Munt, 16 Charter House Lane, Smithfield— A shank to be attached to all
descriptions of buttons, to be called an eylot shank.
1873. Frank C. Hills, Deptford, Kent— Improvements in the manufacture of sulphuric
1871.

—A

machine for doubling,
Hardcastle, Bradshaw, near Bolton-le- Moors
winding, plaiting, and measuring cotton and other fabrics.
Isidore C. Clciet, Ghent, Belgium, and 77 Chancery-lane— An improved rice and
barley-mill.
William Parsons, Clifton-street, Brighton— Improvements in fastenings for windows
and casements, and for other similar purposes.
Improvements in maAndrew Spottiswoode, James-street, Buckingham-gate
chinery for compressing artificial fuel and other substances.
William Pole, Birdcage Walk— Improved means for supporting telegraph wires—

Thomas

4.

—
—
—

—

1867.

1868.

for

1821.

and keys for the

Lord, Rochdale, Lancashire— Improvements in lifting heavy bodies under certain circumstances, such as minerals or
other substances from mines to the surface of the earth, or from one storey of an
edifice to another, and in machinery or apparatus to be used for such purposes.

Recorded July

Recorded June 29.

Improvements in the process of dressing and manufac1814. Narcisse Laurent, Paris
turing shammy leather.
1S15. Samuel Nye, Wa'rdou r-s tree t— Improvements in mills for grinding coffee, pepper,
spices, and other substances.
1817. Juan Pattison, Mooreate-street— An improved rotatory pump.
ISIS. James Lawrence, Colnbrook— Improvements in apparatus for brewing.
1819. John F. Meakin, Baker-street, Portman-sqnare— Improvements in carriages for
children, commonly called perambulators, and applicable to carriages for invalids,
1820. Henry Gilbee, 4 South-street, Finsbury, and Paris— Improvements in machinery

in watches

same.

and

tlieir

progress,

may

be

had on appli-

DESIGNS FOR ARTICLES OF UTILITY.

in

steam-boilers.
1S45. Charles

1S4G.

Orphin and Edward Lyons, Birmingham— Certain improvements

and other lamps.
George Davies, 1 Serle-street, Lincoln's Inn, and Glasgow— An improved marine
steam-engine governor (Communication.
George Cutler, Manchester Improvements in mangles.
Tomyns Browne, Liverpool— An instrument for ascertaining the true or actual
acclivity and declivity of bodies.
William Rowan, Belfast— Improvements in scutching and heckling flax, and other
similar vegetable fibres, and in machinery employed therein.
William Rowan, Belfast Improvements in steam-boilers and furnace flues.
Charles W. Woodworth, Liverpool - Improvements applicable to capstans and

—

1847.
1848.
1849.
1850.
1851.

—

—

oilier like
52.

Registered

in table

Recorded July

of multiplying motive

power

Henry Woodrow, 37 Granville-square Clerkenwell,— " The waistcoat

16th,

4006

17th,

4007

20th,

4008

Francis Richmond and Henry Chandler, Salford, " Improved frame
for a chaff-cutting machine."
Thomas Cook, 4 Hay's Mews, Charles-street, Berkeley-street,
" Horse crib biting-preventive head collar."
Thomas Ashwell and James Hobson Wallis, Nottingham,
" Woman's hosiery vest."
Charles Rowley & Co., Birmingham, London, and Manchester,
41
The excelsior pencil sharpener, or general coupe crayon.*'
James Welch and John Stewart Nicholson, 16 and 17 Cheapside,
" The corded Leopold shirt collar."
White & Ball, 9 St. John's-square, Clerkenwell,— " The inverted
postage and receipt stamp damper."
Abel Stokes, Birmingham,—" Curtain support for wash-hand stands,
windows, and other situations where curtains are required."
Joseph Hutchiugs, 4 Charles-street, Trevor-square, Brompton,

shirt."

22d,

4009

24th,

4010

25th,

4011

3.

William Watson, Alexandria,
Dumbartonshire Improvements in machinery for engraving or tracing designs
on cylindrical or other surfaces for printing calico and other materials.
1854. Matthew Clark, Alexandria, Dumbartonshire— Improvements in the preparation of

27th,

4012

28th,

4013

1853. Joseph Lockett, Strangeways, Manchester, and

—

cloth for turkey-red dyeing.

lhth to July 28«&, 1857.

4005

purchases.—-(Communication.)

Jean B. Meeus, Avion, Belgium— An improved method
and transmitting it to a shaft or other mechanism.

from July

July 15th,

"

Knee

—

protector."

—

Improvements
1855. Alexander A. Croll, Harold's Wood Lodge, near Romford, Essex
in the treatment of liquors containing combinations of sulphur with ammonia.
1856. Charles Topham, Hoxton, Middlesex An improved apparatus for raising and
forcing liquids.
1857. Emanuel Ruegg, Paris, and 4 South-street, Finsbury— An improved calender

—

TO READERS AND CORRESPONDENTS.

inkstand.
1858.

John Fordred, Stoke Newington, Middlesex— Improvements

1859.

Henry

in treating

and puri-

fying water.
for

M( ars and William Iloulton, jun., Baltimore, U.S.— An improved seal
railway luggage vans, and for other purposes.
D.

j

Rennie's Self-Acting Tbap-Doohs for Mines.— A correspondent, "M. E.," writes to
draw our attention to the fact, that a contrivance of this kind is to be found in Mr.
Curr's "Coal Viewer," published in 1797 and convey*s the opinion, that it is a better
arrangement than that of Mr. Reunie's.
;
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facturing cost, has not been arrived at without

BKICK AND TILE MOULDING MACHINE.
By Mr. Gat.riel Arthur, Linares, Spain.
{Illustrated by Plates

We

and

bricks cannot be made.

214 and 215.)

perhaps

hand mould at work, making bricks in a slow and
manner, continually suggesting an inquiry into the cause of
the clay moulder's non-mechanical habits. It has long been an axiom
that, wherever large quantities of the same kind of any manufactured
still

see the old

ineffective

—wherever, in

article are required

if it

we must

fact,

the same form of material

is to

mechanical aid to do the work,
be possible for machinery to accomplish it. Such an instance most

be continually reproduced,

call in

pointedly occurs in the manufacture of bricks, of which such multitudes
are required in carrying out the structural designs of mankind. But it

must be admitted that the engineer has not yet quite conquered the
brick yard, and that our clay fields are still widely open for the advance
of the steam engine and its attendant operating fingers machinery.

—

Much

of the slow progress in this

is

undoubtedly owing

to preju-

fail

own

after its

special fashion, or

—

—

brought forward as being capable of moulding good bricks anywhere
from any earth without any previous preparation and at a cost
which the most rigid economist would consider cheap.
is

—

—

Fig. 1

on our plate 214

chine as at work.
Fig.

3,

—

plate 215,

Fig. 2
is

is

is

a complete

tcgrating knives.

by the

The

solid

end of the cylinder, a

it,

at

series of disen-

shaft carrying these knives fixed

upon

driven separately from, and at a higher rate than, the cylinder
the two being caused to revolve in opposite directions.

it is
itself,

The clay

or

thrown into the end of the cylinder where these
knives work, and it is thus quickly disintegrated, until it is fine enough
There it is reto fall through the permeable portion of the cylinder.
ceived upon an endless feed cloth, or strap, which is constantly traversing beneath the cylinder, and it is thus conveyed away to a box at the
lower end of the cylinder. From this receiver it is taken up and carried
earthy matter

is

moulding apparatus by an elevator, or endless chain of
way the pure, good clay only is put to actual use,
as the stones and foreign matters are retained in the cylinder until
finally discharged at its open lower end.
The elevator already referred to
disintegrated and cleansed clay into the open top of a stationary hopper or clay holder, sustained by the framing of the moulding maThe whole of the parts of this preparing apparatus are driven by
lieadpully, a, the shaft of which is carried in bearings on the top
No. 115.—Vol. X.
to the actual

buckets.

.

In this

ma-

side elevation of this

a corresponding sectional elevation of

it.

a reverse elevation in correspondence with Fig.

1.

an end view, as looking on the clay reservoir side and Fig.
5, the wood engraving in the bodj' of the article, is a partially sectional
elevation of the rotatory screen through which the clay, fresh from the
Fig. 4

is

;

earth, is passed, prior to reaching the actual presser moulders.

of an open rectangular

the part surrounded

district will

We have been led to make these remarks by the appearance of a
machine styled by the inventor (Mr. Gabriel Arthur, of Linares, Spain)
a "Mechanical press for moulding bricks from unprepared clay "
which

meable, and the shaft which carries this cylinder has fixed upon

;

and each
good and cheap

Hence, machinery suited for one

mentioned apparatus is obviously the
upon the clay, we shall first describe

to

consideration

field,

in another.

some extent, with the difficulties attending the isolated
and often peculiar and varying character of the work to be done but
more, perhaps, rests upon the fact, that the mechanical conversion of
raw earth into bricks of good form, and at an economical rate of manudice,

mixed up,

way

must be treated

variety

much

Brick earth varies in quality with every

cost.

clay

A

is

it.

As this last

in the chain of operations

first

As taken from

the

pit,

the

deposited in an inclined cylindrical sieve, or perforated cylinder.

portion of this cylinder, at the upper end,

an entablature.

framework

An endless

is

of solid metal, or imper-

of wrought-iron pillar rods supporting

belt from this pulley descends to pass

round

a second pulley fast on a short horizontal shaft, on the end of which
a bevil wheel,

rs,

in gear with a corresponding bevil

clined shaft, forming the centre on

clay

is

wheel

fast

on an

which the rotatory sieve turns.

fed into the sieve at the upper end,

c,

solid as far

down

is

in-

The

as the

marked d, and having within it the disintegrating knife cylinder,
which works up the clay before it arrives at the actual sieve portion, e.
point

The knives

revolve at the rate of 100 turns per minute, whilst the cylin-

der runs 25 turns in the same time, in the reverse direction.

Motion is
communicated to the cylinder by a small spur wheel on the extreme
lower end of the shaft, this shaft being connected by a spur wheel train,
with a short upper

shaft, f.
This shaft again carries another terminal
spur wheel in gear with a large annular wheel surrounding the open
lower end of the sieve cylinder. The cleansed clay is discharged at this

end on to the endless travelling belt, a. This belt delivers the clay forward into a trough, in which works the bottom pulley, h, of the chain of
lifting buckets the upper pulley, i, of this chain being carried by adjustable bearings on the top of the open frame.
In this way, as before re;

2 A
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ferred

the clay

to,

is

conveyed to the fixed receiver of the moulding press.
of this hopper or holder, j, is set first clear of the

machinery.

October

One of the machines has

&

The open lower end

ventor by Messrs. A.

upper length of an endless chain of hrick moulds, k, which chain of
moulds is caused to travel continuously in one direction over a pair of

been made in this country.

end supporting pulleys, one of which is the driver. As the moulds come
under the clay holder, their open mouths are filled with the clay exuding

As

the compressed bricks

fall

out of their moulds, they are re-

ceived upon an endless travelling band or cloth,

beneath, and con-

N,

is traversed by
means of a ratchet movement, so that time is allowed after each shift of
a mould to permit of the compression and the expulsion of the bricks.
A small sand box, o, with a permeable bottom, is also fitted up upon the
machine, and periodically shaken by the action of the mechanism, so as

veyed away

for

The chain

burning or use.

of

moulds

to deposit a small portion of dry sand in each mould, prior to the filling

Another sand box,

thereof with clay.

p,

of a similar kind, drops dry

sand upon the top of the clay in the mould as
before

it

leaves the hopper, and

This addition of dry

passes beneath the compressing piston.

it

sand preserves the parts from fouling with loose clay.

The framing

and

it is

small carrying wheels, so as to be capable of easy transport.

Its

ments are

all

of this

machine

is

entirely of cast iron,

driven from the belt pulley,

with a

Q, fitted

fly

on
movewheel at
set

the other end, and carrying a spur pinion in gear with a large wheel,
in the centre of the machine.

lift

Of

the

T,

are

drawn under the pistons by the

being worked by the inclined rod,

main cam

The wheel,

shaft.

carrying the ratchet wheel,

when each

instant

these, the pair

marked

those

s are

the presser and the discharger pistons out of the moulds.

The moulds
wheel,

e,

wheel which carries

It is the shaft of this

the whole of the operating cams.

which

is

t,

v,

u,

action of the ratchet

from an eccentric pin on

on the opposite end of the shaft

serves to stop the chain of moulds at the

and

in the exact vertical position of the presser

The mould

discharger pistons.

pistons are each pushed back in their

respective places by the piston, w, before the corresponding moulds pass

under the hopper to receive their supplies of clay.

The two dry sand boxes, o, p, are fitted with wire bottoms, and at each
movement of the chain of moulds they receive a shock, throwing a portion of their sand both into the empty mould prior to the filling action,
and upon the top of the newly moulded brick.
The bricks moulded in this way receive a pressure of between thirty
and forty thousand pounds, so that they possess a strong resemblance to
artificial stone,

and may be put

into the kiln at once

;

and they may even

be used for the internal purposes of building without being burned at

all.

The rate of working of this machine is one complete turn of the
moulding chain producing 25 bricks per minute, or 1,500 bricks per
hour.
Thus, when working ten hours a day, as an ordinary perform-

—

ance

it

spect.

turns out 15,000 bricks in that time,

The working

ing everything up

costs

to,

come

to 2s. per

uniform in every

all

thousand

and including, the stacking

re-

—this amount cover-

they could be satisfactorily made to suit the circumstances.

which

Abroad,

its

which has
powers have already been tested,

builders.

now

This,

MECHANICAL NOTES FROM AMERICA.

—

—

American Woods The Relations of Inventions to each other Wheel Tires, Ashe's Improvement Fire-Proof Safes World's Salamander and Phcenis Safes.

—

—

is a common belief in this country that the woods employed for
mechanical purposes are, in general, considerably superior to those of
Europe and to this is probably due, in great part, the practice of making
work extremely slender and light.
North America in general may,
perhaps, be described as Europe intensified.
Our woods are better, our
irons are stronger, our copper is purer, our soil is richer, our summers
are hotter, our winters are colder, our rivers are longer, our mountains
are higher, our lakes are broader, our caves are deeper, our waterfalls
grander, our professional men paler, our lowest grade of labourers duller,
and our mechanics "smarter." Be this as it may, the lightness and
perfection of riding carriages in this country are, I think, generally
acknowledged; and it may not be necessary to establish all these other
points for the proper elucidation of a small and very simple improvement.
Great was the inventor of wheel tires I mean, he ought to have been
and his memory second to none, except it be the inventor of horse shoes.
Did your readers ever ponder over a wheel tire, and reflect upon the
immense results which have proceeded from this simple invention?
Nine thousand locomotives in this country, four thousand in Great Britain, and some three thousand more in other portions of the world, now
bound over iron tracts with a facility which induces to neglect the
great steps in the commencement of the train which has brought about
these magnificent results. The turnpike, pavement, and iron rail are as
directly due to the horse shoe, as is the latter to the art of metallurgy.
Hard,
Soft paths and fields answered very well for beasts of burden.
smooth roads a necessity for wheel carriages were impracticable till
the advent of the horse shoe. Protecting the hoof of the animal overcame one difficulty, smoothing the road another, and the protection of
the wheel by the tire still another, in the great series of improvements
which have conduced to the present facilities for travel, and the easy
circulation of both goods and information which has proceeded therefrom.
The great primal difficulties having been thus overcome, the
problem of smoothing, hardening, and increasing the durability of the
road. a problem which, under the technical temi of permanent way,
remains yet open has been so far solved, that steam engines, which,
with all their improvements, have not yet been able to travel with much
success on soft earth, even by the aid of all the endless railways and
other devices in the modern ploughing machines, now perform nearly all
of the land transportation of the enlightened portions of the world.
The earliest wdieels (perhaps these were a greater invention than
Such
either of the before-named) were probably short sections of a log.
wheels, termed "doubby wheels," are now in use to a large extent in
Mexico, running on well or ill-greased hard wooden axles. The modern
wheel consists of a central boss, with radial spokes, and curved felloes.
The rims of light wheels in this country are now made in but two pieces,
steamed and bent and the tire question is one of more intricacy than
might be supposed. The desideratum of securing the greatest strength
with the least material is here striven for very earnestly. A thick tire
a thin one, by its elasticity, allows strains to act on the wood;
is heavy
but this, so far from being considered an objection, is, with many carriage builders, deemed a positive advantage. Whatever the weight of
tire, and however tightly it be shrunk upon the wood, universal experience testifies to its gradual elongation under the percussive forces
while in use, involving a gradual loosening, and a necessity for occaApart from
sional setting up or contraction, in the hands of a smith.
except posthis latter evil, which no skill can ever probably overcome
sibly by the application of a less malleable form of metal, as hardened
a great difficulty has arisen from the weakening of the
steel, or the like
It has
tires at the points where the holes are made for the fastenings.
never, I think, been practicable to shrink tires so tightly, as to avoid

It

;

—

—

—

—

—

;

;

—

—

of the bricks.

Looking at the capabilities of this presser for producing bricks so
strong and dense as to enable them to be used without burning, Mr.
Arthur contemplates its extensive employment in the manufacture of
fire bricks.
Owing to the peculiar uses to which fire bricks are chiefly
applied, they would be preferable in an unburned condition, provided
assumed, can

just been completed for the in-

P. Steven of Glasgow, being the first

;

Each mould contains a movable piston, on which the loose clay is
primarily received, and on which, at the proper time, the clay is pressed
by a suitable cam movement, m. As the moulds, full of compressed clay,
come round to the under half or inverted portion of the mould chain,
the moulded bricks are forced in succession out of their moulds by the
pressing cam action, which forces out the piston and discharges the
brick.
The emptied moulds then come round again, and are refilled as
before.

1857.

and the Spanish government have entered into large contracts for its
productions, which have completely answered the views of the foreign

and as the filled moulds proceed onwards, they come in
succession beneath a vertically-acting stamper or presser, l, which compresses the loose clay with great severity, and completes the brick.
from the holder

1,

it is

be accomplished in the presser machine, at a rate

the necessity for inserting a greater or less number of bolts or corresponding fastenings through the entire rim. The weakening of the tire
at the points where the holes are made is very serious; as when it is
endeavoured to allow elasticity in the tire, the insufficient strength at
these points induces the vibration to concentrate here, and break the
metal. It is evidently impracticable to make the tire thicker at these
points but although many inventions have been proposed, the one now
to be presented is the first which, I think, has been judged in any emi;

will really pay.

If this is correct, it will be well

the great fire-brick makers to look to the

employment

worth while

for

of Mr. Arthur's

nent degree successful in avoiding

it.

October
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Mr. Tfm. A. Ashe, of this city, invented, last year, a construction represented in section in the accompanying illustrations, Figs. 1 and 2, in
both of which a represents a section of the tire, and b of the wooden
felloe
c is a ridge extending continuously around the interior of the
tire, and fitting into a corresponding groove in the periphery of the
wheel.
In Fig. 1, the tire is represented as rolled with a perfectly
cylindrical exterior
while in Fig. 2 the material is originally a flat
;

;

Fig. 3.

Figr.l.

171

oblivion, as are also its valuable contents, when the structure proves
test.
From reading the advertisements either in American or British journals, one would infer that these structures are
absolutely invulnerable,
a supposition very far from the truth. The
number of hours which any given safe will withstand a given temperature applied on all sides of its exterior is rather difficult to determine
theoretically and the percentage of safes which preserve their contents
in accidental fires is still more impossible to approximate.
In casually
exploring the ruins of a fire which swept over a large area in the city of
Troy, in this State, I observed considerable numbers of wrecks of portable
safes, the destruction of the contents of which had in every case been
complete.
Portable safes are, as before observed, double boxes, having a considerable space between the exterior and interior surfaces, which is filled
up with materials purporting to be fire-proof. Now, no material is an
absolute non-conductor of caloric.
Among all inorganic substances
capable of induring the effects of either heat or time, certain earths are
among the slowest, and certain metals among the most rapid conductors
but it is only a question of time with any material.
box, or case, of
any given thickness, surrounded by an atmosphere of any given temperature, will ultimately acquire that temperature throughout its whole
substance, whatever the material. If, were it gold or copper, this result
would obtain in a certain length of time, the substitution of sand or
ashes would necessitate the employment of a much longer time to effect
this result.
And whether the penetration of the heat be desirable or
otherwise, the designer of any given construction can, with materials the
properties of which are familiar in this respect, estimate, with some degree of certainty, the precise time in which a given quantity of heat will
be transmitted.
It follows that no material can be employed which will perfectly defend the interior against heat, in consequence of its non-conducting
properties.
As the intense heat of an accidental fire frequently continues but a very short period before the safe is covered by falling walls
and rubbish, any ordinary non-conducting earths may suffice for the
protection of the valuables within but as nearly all such structures are
liable to be exposed to a very great heat, and that for a period of many
hours or days, it is, or should be, an object with all parties who are
purchasing such constructions to ascertain precisely its capability of
withstanding the destructive influence.
The facility for the conduction of heat through any solid is due partly
to some peculiar quality in the substance itself, and partly to the meDense masses, in general,-, convey
chanical condition of its particles.
heat freely. Porous bodies, without exception, offer considerable resistance to its passage. The presence of large or small air vessels, or
rather the absence of solid material at points within the substance, forms
a strong barrier to the passage of this nrysterious agent. On this hint
the sides of ice-houses, and of refrigerators or meat safes, are filled with
saw-dust or charcoal, species of filling peculiarly non-conducting, and
which defend the ice, with other enclosed materials, for a long time
against the heat of summer. As these porous materials are, of course,
unfit for fire-proof safes, similar conditions have been partially attained
in some safes by filling with fire-brick, so arranged as to leave spaces
between. The exterior casing is lined with a continuous coating or
sheet of thin fire-bricks, the inner faces of which are provided with
ridges, or points, against which the next bricks are allowed to_ rest, so
as to leave a space J inch or more in thickness between the bodies and
so on alternately till the whole space between
the exterior and interior casing is disposed of,
as indicated at A, Fig. 4.
This is the construction of the World's safe, extensively manufactured at Troy.
Fire-brick being itself one
of the slowest conductors, and admirably fitted
to resist the very highest possible temperatures,
this construction possesses manifest advantages,
and its moderate cost has aided to bring it into
extensive use. It is probably the best which
can be devised to act entirely on the principle
of slow conduction. Each layer of brick, as is
the case with the separate particles in the
porous masses referred to, becomes heated to a certain temperature, and radiates its heat slowly across the open space to the next
and thus during a
layer, which acquires a lower temperature
fire the layers of bricks stand at any given moment in a more
or less regular gradation of temperatures the outside being
hottest, the inside coolest, but all rising in temperature more
or less rapidly.
The paper of books, drafts, notes, &c, will
endure a temperature of some 300° or 400°; but the leather bindings are readily destroyed at a far lower degree of heat, and as
a consequence it is never expected that fire-proof safes shall preserve
the binding, but only the paper and ink of the valuables enclosed.
But the safes now most extensively employed in this country possess
a quality additional to the simple non-conducting nature of its material.
The filling is of a character which, in addition to the slow transmission

unequal to the
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strip, and the ridge is produced by sinking the metal in a corresponding groove on the exterior.
Mr. Ham, one of the principal carriage
manufacturers in this metropolis, now manufactures all his carriage
wheels on this patent, and considers the tire eminently safe against all
danger of leaving the wheel. When, in consequence of the malleability,
the tire becomes gradually elongated and loosened, as above explained,
the tire, of course, loses its tight grasp of the wheel but the Up or
ridge, c, which is some J inch in depth, is believed to be sufficient to
retain it perfectly. In deference to ancient custom, however, these tires
are at present fitted with four very slender bolts at the ends of the felloes, as a kind of additional security at those points
but the necessity
for this is not very apparent, and is stoutly argued against by the parties interested.
The method of securing the butts of the felloes is represented in Fig. 3, where a is the tire e the respective felloes c a
dotted line representing the internal ridge on the tire D two slender
;

;

;

;

;

bolts

:

and

E,

a short clip or brace.

It is of course understood, that the

expansion of the metal, when heated, is sufficient to allow the fitting of
this tire to its place on the wheel and in justice to the invention, which
is, as may be inferred, not yet very fully developed, it should be stated
that of several hundred carriages now in active use with these tires, no
difficulty has yet been experienced; and it is quite probable that the
views of the inventor and of Mr. Ham are correct, in regard to the uselessness of the few bolts or rivets, D, employed.
If these fastenings can
be altogether dispensed with, it will, in addition to the advantages already alluded to, avoid the weakening of the wooden portion of the rim
due to the present practice. At each elongation and resetting of an
ordinary tire, the holes in the tire do not coincide exactly with the holes
previously made in the wood, and the boring of new ones, of course, cuts
;

out and removes the material.

my

In
letter which appeared in page 21 of vol. viii. of your
Journal, is detailed the result of a practical test of fire-proof safes made
in an open space near the Crystal Palace. The safes were those exhibited by the respective manufacturers; and the successful one preserved its books perfectly, although kept at a red heat on the exterior
for twenty -two hours, and claimed to be at that temperature for twentyfour.
There are few subjects more important in many points of view
than the efficiency and real value of those much vaunted and much
mystified structures known as fire-proof safes; and it may be well to
give the subject a somewhat careful dissection.
Materials differ in their powers of conducting heat, and, as is too
obvious to require remark, also differ in their ability to withstand high
temperatures. Fire-proof safes, or depositories for books or valuables,
may, in this country, be always comprised in one of two classes vault
safes and portable safes.
The first are of masonry, constructed in the
walls of the building, usually under ground and their value invariably
depends on the thickness cf the masonry and the non-conducting character of the material alone
except it be the door, which will be referred
to further on.
Portable safes are, on the contrary, boxes, mounted on
wheels.
Some place their portable safe on a platform near a window,
with a view to remove it readily in case of fire, at any time prior to the
falling of the floors; but these are rare instances, and in general the
portable safe stands at any convenient point in the counting-room or
office, and, after a fire, is rescued from the ruins.
It is evident that the purchaser can judge from the exterior little or
nothing of the character of a safe, further than that it is a heavy box of
considerable thickness, say from three to six inches; the exterior being
iron, and the interior mahogany, satinwood, or the like.
The theory
of fire -proof walls is never explained; the practical result is always extensively advertised when successful, but immediately consigned to
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of heat, actually annihilates or conveys away the same, in consequence
of containing within itself volatile material, which becomes vapourised
on the application of heat, and refuses to allow the temperature of the
interior to rise above a moderate degree of heat until all has assumed a
vaporous form. The principal steps in this art, beyond the simple improvement of non-conducting properties referred to, have been due to
two individuals Daniel Fitzgerald and William H. Butler, both pracMr. Fitzgerald discovered accidentally that
tical mechanics of this eity.
ordinary plaster (calcined gypsum), when wetted and moulded in the
manner usually adopted by image makers, possesses an extraordinary
After considerable difficulty in the endeavour
ability to withstand heat.
to obtain an American patent for this improvement, and having expended all his available funds in the effort, he abandoned the attempt in
despair, and sold to Mr. Enos T. Wilder, of Boston, for the inconsider-

—

dols., Iris whole right to the improvement.
of Mr. W., the application for a patent was
urged to a successful issue and the invention, under the name of
Wilder's Patent, assigned on the death of Enos T. to his brother Benjamin G. Wilder, has since been the source of an income reckoned at from
20,000 to 50,000 dols. per annum. The patent granted in 1843 expired
a few weeks ago, and has been renewed for the benefit principally of

able

sum

of about

1500

Under the management

;

Mr. Fitzgerald, on a showing of these facts to the Patent Office. The
process of manufacturing Wilder's Patent Safe, known as the Salamander
Safe, consists in simply mixing, to a proper consistency, the calcined
plaster and water, and powering it in a fluid state into the space between the exterior and interior cases until the whole is tightly filled.
Raich's improvement consists in previously covering the interior space
with a thick coating of tarry material, generally applied -on stout
paper, so as to form a very perfect waterproof barrier between the wet
plaster and the wood work, and extending over the whole of the surThese safes have
faces, which would otherwise be in intimate contact.
stood the severest test of both accidental and intentional fires by which
latter I mean furnace heats, similar to that referred to at the Crystal
Palace test. The weakness of these structures consists in the fact that
their wonderful fire-proof character is not permanent, but is destroyed
Plaster is a good
as the thick mass of plaster becomes gradually dried.
non-conductor, and therefore resists heat well, on the ordinary nonconducting principle. Further than this, it contains within its pores
a very large quantity of water, equal, as sometimes mixed, to from forty
to seventy per cent., though it is not generally found advisable to mix
When heat is applied, this water
the material very thin for safe-filling.
changes to steam. The heat of course becomes latent, in a manner
familiar to every fully ripe school-hoy, and the result is a gradual dryAs
ing, commencing at the exterior, and penetrating slowly inwards.
the process proceeds, the access of heat viz., its being required to
travel through the non-conducting mass of dried material on the exis very much retarded; and the evaporation proceeds, therefore,
terior
in a diminishing ratio, even supposing the heat on the exterior to be
constant. This is the action in a fire when it is exposed (as is invariably the case in a furnace trial) while the material is fresh, or full of
water; but the amount of moisture diminishes with each succeeding
month after the filling is poured. It is worthy of note, that however
tightly the exterior and interior cases of safes may be constructed, they
cannot practically be made vapour tight, and in some cases water has
exuded in drops through the pores or minute cracks in the exterior, and
raised the paint in the form of blisters, which on breaking developed
pure water.
The loss of fire-proof qualities due to this gradual evaporation can
never become complete, as plaster at all ordinary temperatures retains a
small percentage of moisture, and even if heated to redness will again
absorb it from the atmosphere after cooling but the quantity is very
small compared with that it originally possessed.
Exposed to the
ordinary temperature of a counting-room, the safes lose their moisture
with considerable rapidity, as may be readily tested by weighing them
at different times; and although it is impossible to give any formula to
represent the time required, it may be said that in general the drying
process will be nearly, or quite, completed in from two to six years.
Safes standing near a stove, and consequently kept at an increased
temperature, dry most rapidly.
The Phcenix Safe, a subsequent invention by Mr. Fitzgerald, overcomes this difficulty by retaining the moisture in crystals. Ordinary
alum, a material costing only about 2J cents, per pound, contains some
fifty per cent, of water, and about twelve per cent, of sulphuric acid, both
of which elements are volatile below the temperature required to destroy
papers.
This water, unlike that in plaster, is not volatile at ordinary
temperatures, and remains unaffected by time for any period, unless the
temperature be raised to a degree sufficient to destroy the crystaline
form. The Phcenix Safe was the one triumphant at the Crystal Palace
test, and as since improved by Mr. Butler, and patented under the title
of the "Alum Patent," is composed of about 50 per cent, alum, 25 per
cent, clay, and 25 per cent, carbonate of lime.
The two latter ingredients serve simply to give consistency to the mass. Alum alone, when
subjected to heat, becomes fluid, and would escape through any of the
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various fissures which are almost certain to exist in the casings.
If
clay alone be mingled with alum, as was practised in the first essays to
use this material, a very largo proportion must be employed to make
the mixture of a proper consistency. If, on the other hand, carbonate
of lime alone be employed, as small a proportion as 15 per cent, prevents
the fluidity.
The form in which the carbonate is employed is found to
be of considerable importance. Pulverised chalk, or whiting, is a very
fine form of the lime, but its properties in this relation are found to
differ materially from marble dust; and the carbonate actually employed
is composed principally of the latter, with a small quantity of the former.
By marble dust, I mean a mixture of carbonate of lime and silica, which
is obtained from marble-sawing establishments.
Almost every reader
probably knows that marble is sawn with smooth plates of iron, or saws
without teeth; and to make such saws efficient, the groove in the marble
is kept charged with water and sharp sand.
The process produces a
liberal accumulation of white gritty dust, which contains pulverised
marble and sand mingled in extremely variable proportions. Twenty
per cent, of the filling of an Alum patent safe is this mixture, and about
five per cent, is whiting.
The peculiar effect of carbonate of lime in
maintaining the solidity, or rather the great consistency of the alum
compound when exposed to heat, is undoubtedly due to the affinity of
the carbonate for the sulphuric acid of the alum.
When heat is applied
sufficient to melt the alum, the water is set free, and forms vapour,
which annihilates or renders latent the heat, on the principle already
explained in reference to the plaster safe but the sulphuric acid combines
with the carbonate of lime, and the result of this chemical combination
Without
is the production of carbonic acid gas and sulphate of lime.
attempting to follow the subject through all the mysteries of chemical
changes, the simple facts, as obtained from experiment, are, as before
mentioned, the great consistency, and at the same time volatility,
or heat-absorbing power of the compound, when mixed in the proporIf, -instead of marble dust, pure whiting alone be emtions stated.
ployed, it is found that the affinity of the carbonate for the sulphuric
acid is sometimes sufficient to decompose the alum at ordinary temperatures, and the proportions named are those which are found to be most
nearly perfect in practice. The materials are coarsely pulverised or
broken, and well mixed and are tamped into the safe in a dry state,
filling the whole space between the two cases in the same manner as the
plaster, but in the form of dry powder or dry lumps, rather than a solid
cohesive mass. In most examinations of safes of this character which
have been for some time constructed, it has been found that the materials
have cohered into a tolerably firm mass but this effect is of little consequence, as the principal security of these constructions against the
attacks of burglars must consist in the strength of the exterior and
unless, as is frequently practised in this country, and
interior cases
probably in Great Britain, stout plates of chilled cast-iron are purposely
inserted in the filling, to prevent the possibility of drilling through.
Many safes of all styles are thus provided with chilled iron on the
exterior of the filling, or between the filling and the iron casing, which
forms the outside of the whole.
The porous loose filling of an Alum patent safe is one of the best nonconductors, and is somewhat analogous in its non-conducting character
When a sufficient
to the World's safe, or fire-brick safe, above described.
degree of heat is applied to melt the alum from 200° to 300° Fall. the
material changes from a dry powder to a thick plastic condition, which
the minute bubbles of carbonic acid gas disturb and slowly agitate.
The effect of this latter is to fill any crack or slight opening which may
have been made in the structure by the violence of its fall among the
ruins; and as the process continues, and the water evaporates, the exterior of the filling forms a fine cellular mass of non-conducting material
;

;

;
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admirably adapted to resist the percolation of heat. But when all
the water has escaped from this or any other of the water-holding compositions, the entrance of the heat to the interior of the safe is comparatively rapid, and the destruction of the contents follows in a very short
period.
As a provision against the possibility that, from any violence,
and in consequence of any too great degree of fluidity in the composition, the exterior and interior cases of an Alum patent safe may be
detached from their proper connection at the front of the safe, and allowed to approach into intimate contact on either side, broken brick is
introduced at intervals in the filling of the safe, as represented in
Fig. 5, but these are supposed to play a rather unimportant part on all
still

ordinary occasions; and as their non-conducting power has been proved
to be considerably inferior to other portions of the filling, care is taken
to insert no piece of so large size that it shall extend quite from the
outside to the inside case.
The doors, it is unnecessary to remark, are made on the same principle as the bodies of the safes, and almost invariably filled with the
same composition, except the spaces necessarily occupied by the lock
and bolts, which latter radiate in all directions. The joint around the
door is made more secure by the adoption of the "double flange," a form
represented somewhat exaggerated in Fig. 4; but the necessity for tight
The presence of
joints is far less than might at first be imagined.
steam, which, when exposed to heat, invariably fills the interior either
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of a Salamander or Phcenix safe, as
which are constructed on analogous

also various other inferior styles
principles, not only prevents the
greater rise of temperature, in consequence of any heat which might be
supposed to penetrate through such a joint, hut ensures a moderate outward current of vapour. The double flange, however, when constructed
with ordinary care, makes very tight work, and has, in many instances,
proved almost waterproof, when liberally deluged by the action of fireengines.
The evils due to the escape of moisture from safes in dampening and
molding the books inclosed should be alluded to in this connection, as
one of considerable importance, and one which the makers of wet safes
new safe is damp, and, if
have never yet successfully overcome.
allowed to remain closed for several days or weeks together, produces
the most serious effects but as the drying process progresses, this evil
diminishes, and finally ceases to be noticed. The Alum safe is, of course,
entirely free from this evil.

A

;

T. D. Stetson.

A'ew York, Sept. 1S57.

THE ROYAL INSTITUTION.
The

interest attaching to the recent lectures is no way diminished, as
our readers will find when informed of the subjects of the concluding

discourses of the session, which we now propose to notice.
Some, however, are of so technical a character as to be completely out of the pale
of anything like an abridged report, and a rendering in extenso we can-

not venture upon; while others, particularly Professor Faraday's "On
the Relations of Gold to Light," have already been sufficiently noticed.
(See p. 30.)
Professor A. C. Ramsay, F.R.S., entered at once into the highest
learning in Geology, as the title of his discourse shows, "On Certain
Peculiarities of Climate during the Permian Epoch."
The geologist
rakes up, not only rocks which have always, to all rational conviction,
been rocks lying at the known base of his operations, and not only rocks
which have been covered with water, but the very air itself its humidity
or its dryness its heat or its cold. The lecturer entered minutely into
the facts constituting the argument, which was necessarily somewhat
transcendent, but very well succeeded in attracting the attention and
interest apparently of
numerous audience. In the course of the lecture, he adduced proofs to show that the internal heat of the earth has
exerted no important climatal influence during any of the geological
periods from Silurian times downwards, and exhibited a diagram illustrative of the analogies shown by the small development of molluscous
life during the cold of the Permian and Pleistocene epochs, the last of
which, as far as its fossil shells are concerned, were considered by Mr.
Ramsay as a subdivision of the recent period. We may inform our
readers who may be desirous of inquiring further into the matter, that
the subject of the lecture has, in some of its details, been treated more
fully in the Geological Journal, 1855, p. 185.
Captain John Grant succeeded, in a complete treatise " On the Application of Heat to Domestic Purposes and to Military Cookery." The
subject is a jvide one, although seeming narrow but perhaps, in an
economical point of view, it may be considered, as is certainly its due,
very important. It is notorious that no class of her Majesty's subjects
is so helpless as the soldier when he is put on his own resources in
these particulars and it is very gratifying to find a gentleman of Captain Grant's long experience in the Royal Artillery devoting his time
to the solution of the many problems involved.
Domestic Fireplaces
Domestic Cooking Apparatus The Cottage Stove Military Cookery
Field Cooking Battalion Cooking Apparatus for Troops and for permanent Barracks, were all successively treated of. The lecturer observed,
amongst other things, that the universal practice of fixing grates, and
surrounding them with masonry, is defective in principle; for the
masonry not only absorbs a large portion of the heat which is required
to warm the room, but throws a still larger portion up the chimney.
The highly-finished steel surfaces, which adorn the grates of those who
can afl'ord them, reflect and radiate a very large amount of heat in proportion to the fuel they contain but as the mass of the people can ill
afford this costly mode of obtaining heat, the object should be to secure
the maximum of heat with the minimum of cost. The detached or portable grate, similar to the Brussels stove, will secure these advantages,
and, if properly constructed, combines all that can he desired for a
tie fireplace.
The objection to casing our domestic grates with
masonry applies still stronger to cooking ranges. The remedy is simple
viz., the substitution of a detached cooking-apparatus placed in the
same recess which receives the ordinary fixed kitchen range.
portable kitchen stove of this construction may be seen in daily operation
at the North-west Reformatory Institution in the New Road, London,
where they are manufactured by the inmates. Eighty-two persons are
daily cooked for at a cost of sixpence per day.Jj It combines the means
of cooking, baking, washing, drying the linen, and supplying hot water
for baths. It is consequently capable of extension with advantage to our
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and all large establishments requiring such conveniences.
all the various useful details entered upon by
the lecturer without occupying too much space in our columns, in which
much which he stated has at different times appeared, when noticing
prisons, unions,
It is

impossible to give

registered designs for articles of utility.
Mr. F. Crace Calvert next delivered a most interesting discourse,
which he very modestly described simply as "On M. Chevreul's Laws
of Colour." The subject was evidently quite new to most of the audience, who, in the usual way, expressed their pleasure at the constant
surprises which his observations afforded.
He first gave a clear and
concise explanation of the received dogmas on the composition of light,
which he rendered sufficiently novel by his original method, and a succinct history of the subject, with particulars of the successive labourers
in the field.
He alluded more especially to Father Schceffer, a monk
who early wrote on the laws of colour to Goethe, the poet, who had
studied it to a great extent and to Count Rumford, who, about the end
of the eighteenth century, published several memoirs on these laws.
Count Rumford had explained very satisfactorily the " successive" contrast, and arrived at some insight into the "simultaneous" one, although
he did not lay down its real laws. Prieur, Lehlanc, Harris, and Field
were also winters of most interesting works on the subject; but none of
them had divided the laws into successive, simultaneous, and mixed
contrasts, which really formed the basis of the practical laws of colour.
The honour of their discovery is due to M. Chevreul. The "successive"
contrast has long been known.
It consists in the fact that, on looking
steadily for a few minutes on a red surface fixed on a white sheet of
paper, and then carrying the eye to another white sheet, there will be
perceived on it, not a red but a green one if green, red if purple,
yellow; if blue, orange.
The "simultaneous" contrast is the most
interesting and useful to be acquainted with.
When two differently
coloured surfaces are in juxtaposition, they mutually influence each
other favourably, if harmonising colours, or in a contrary manner, if
discordant and in such proportion, in either case, as to be in exact ratio
with the quantity of complementary colour which is generated in the
eye.
For example, if two half sheets of plain tinted paper, one dark
green, the other of a brilliant red, are placed side by side on a gray
piece of cloth, the colours will be mutually unproved, in consequence
of the green generated by the red surface adding itself to the green of
the juxtaposed surface, thus increasing its intensity. The green in its
turn augments the beauty of the red. This effect can easily be appreciated, if two other pieces of paper of the same colours are placed at a
short distance from the corresponding influenced ones, as below
;

;

;
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Red Gkeen.

Red.

Gbeen.
merely to place comple-

The

lecturer observed that it is not sufficient
side by side to produce harmony of colour, since the
respective intensities have a most decided influence: thus, pink and
light green agree, red and dark green also but light green and dark
Thus, to obtain the maximum of
red, and pink and dark green, do not.
effect and perfect harmony, the following colours must be placed side bjr
side, taking into account their exact intensity of shade and tint

mentary colours

;

:

Harmonising Colours.
Primitive Colours.

Complementary Colours.

(Light Hue,)

Red

Green
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If attention is not paid to this arrangement, colours, instead of mutually
improving each other, will lose in beauty. Thus, if blue and purple are
placed side by side, the blue throwing its complementary colour, orange,
upon the purple, will give it a faded appearance and the blue receiving
the orange-yellow of the purple, will assume a greenish tinge. The
same may be said of yellow and red, if placed in juxtaposition. The red,
;

its complementary colour, green, on the yellow, communicates to it a greenish tinge the yellow, by throwing its purple hue, imFrom the "mixed
parts to the red a disagreeable purple appearance.
contrast" arises the rule that a brilliant colour should never be looked
at for any length of time, if its true tint or brilliancy is to be appreciated
for if a piece of red cloth is looked at for a few minutes, green, its coni-

by throwing
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plementary colour, is generated in the eye, and adding itself to a portion
This
of the red, produces black, which tarnishes the beauty of the red.
contrast explains, too, why the tone of a colour is modified, either favourably or otherwise, according to the colour which the eye has previously
favourably, when, for instance, the eye first looks on a yellooked at
low surface and then on a purple one and unfavourably, when it looks
Mr. Craee Calvert also showed
at a blue, and then at a purple.
that black and white surfaces assume different hues according to the
colours placed in juxtaposition with them for example, black acquires
an orange or purple tint, if the colours placed beside it are blue or orange.
But these effects can be overcome, in the case of these or any colours,
by giving to the influenced colour a tint similar to that influencing it.
Thus to prevent black becoming orange by its contact with blue, it is
merely necessary that the black should be blued, and in such proportion
that the amount of blue will neutralise the orange thrown on it by influence, thus producing black.
As an instance, to prevent a gray design
acquiring a pinkish shade through working it with green, give the gray
a greenish hue, which, by neutralising the pink, will generate white
light, and thus preserve the gray.
It is obviously of the highest importance to all persons occupied with coloured designs or fabrics to be
acquainted with these laws, in order to know at once the exact colour,
shade, and tint which would produce the greatest effect when placed
beside another colour. Helping to this, Mr. Grace Calvert explained the
chromatic table of M. Chevreul, which enabled any person at a glance
to ascertain what was the complementary colour of anj' of the 13,480
shades which the French savant had distinctly classed in his table.
The lecture was profusely illustrated with examples and diagrams.
Professor Huxley followed, in a profound discourse "On the Present
State of Knowledge as to the Structure and Functions of Nerve." The
speaker commenced by directing the attention of the audience to an
index, connected with a little apparatus on the table, and vibrating
backwards and forwards with great regularity. The cause of this motion was the heart of a frog (deprived of sensation, though not of life),
which had been carefully exposed by opening the pericardium, and into
whose apex the point of a needle connected with the index had been
thrust.
Under these circumstances, the heart would go on beating with
perfect regularity and full force for hours and as every pulsation caused
the index to travel through a certain arc, the effect of any influences
brought to bear upon the heart could be made perfectly obvious to every
one present. The contractions of the muscles of the heart are rhythmical
and purposive and it becomes a question of extreme interest to ascerIt is
tain where lies the regulative power which governs their rhythm.
certain that this power is not to be found in any of the tissues binding
muscular
subin
the
there
anything
together the muscular fibres nor is
stance which can account for the regular pulsations. Experiments,
however, show that the regulative power is seated, not only in the heart
Remove the heart from the
itself, but in definite regions of the organ.
body, it still goes on beating. Halve the heart, each half goes on beating.
But if it be divided transversely between the line of junction of
the auricles with the ventricle and the apex of the latter, the detached
apex pulsates no longer, while the other segment goes on beating as
before.
If the section be carried transversely through the auricles, both
segments go on beating if the heart be cut into three portions by two
transverse sections, one above the junction of the auricles and ventricle,
and the other below it, then the basal and middle segments will go on
Clearly, then, the source of
pulsating, while the apical segment is still.
the rhythmical action, the regulative power, is to be sought somewhere
about the base of the auricles, and somewhere about the junction of the
In the frog's heart, besides the tissues above
auricles and ventricles.
:

;

;

;

;

;

;

Fig. 2 is a plan of the plough, in correspondence with Fig. 1 and Fig. 3
The plough consists of a
is a detached view of the leading wheel gear.
triangular open frame, supported upon suitable running and driving
;
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there is a nervous tissue.
Two ganglia are found
seated at or near the base of the heart; and the rhythmical contractions being found to continue in any part of the heart which
remains connected with these ganglia, and to cease in any part
cut off from them, proves that they really are the seat of the regulative power.
The lecturer exhibited another very remarkable experiment, which leads indirectly to the same conclusion. An electromagnetic apparatus was so connected with the frog upon the table, that
a series of shocks could be transmitted through the pneumogastric nerves.
When this was done, it was seen that the index almost instantly stopped,
and remained still so long as the shocks were continued. On breaking
contact, the heart remained at rest for a little time, then gave a feeble
pulsation or two, and then resumed its full action.
Consciousness and
volition are entirely excluded from any influence upon the action of the
nervous matter, which must be regarded as a substance exhibiting certain phenomena whose laws are as much a branch of physical inquiry
as those presented by a magnet.
The cranio-spinal nervous centre
originates and co-ordinates the contractions of all the muscles of the
body, independently of consciousness and the lecturer said there was
every reason to believe that the organ of consciousness stands related to
it as the pneumogastric is related to the cardiac ganglia.
The nervous
system is a great piece of mechanism placed between the external world
and our consciousness through it objects affect us, through it we affect
them. He suggested the term of " nerve-force" as applicable to this
form of material energy. Nerve-force was shown not to be electricity,
but was considered as a correlate of electricity and nerve-force, the lecturer thought, must for the future take its place among the other
physical forces.
Mr. Edward Vivian read a paper " On Meteorology, with Observations
and Sketches taken during a Balloon Ascent." In the course of it he
adverted to the now proved little influence which the moon exerts in
determining the state of the weather, and to phenomena which are familiar to our readers, relating to appearances of the earth and horizon during a balloon ascent.
Professor Tyndall followed in one of his usually brilliant exercitations,
" On M. Lissajous' Acoustic Experiments." The lecturer's labours were
honoured by the presence of M. Lissajous himself, and also of M. Duboscq,
who took charge of his own electric lamp on the occasion. It would be
out of place to detail the numerous experiments introduced and without
showing the whole series, our readers, we think, would be very little
amused or instructed. Suffice it to say, that the whole series will in all
probability be shortly laid before the public, the results being of such
singular interest as to have been performed before the Societe d'Encouragement, and, more recently, before the Emperor of the French.
Professor Faraday concluded this splendid session of the Royal Institution by the discourse "On the Relations of Gold to Light," before
alluded to.

mentioned,

;

;

;

;

AUSTIN'S STEAM PLOUGH.
Amongst the purely mechanical

cultivators which were recently set
before the Royal Agricultural Society at Salisbury, and the Highland
Society at Glasgow, was a steam plough by Mr. James Austin of
Millisle Mills, Donaghadee, Ireland. This plough, which is of what may
be termed the continuous-action class, is represented in full in our three
annexed engravings. Fig. 1 of these engravings is a complete front
view of the plough, as looking upon the transverse chains of ploughs
;

wheels, and having at the forward end an upright steam engine and
boiler.
The overhead crank-shaft of this engine is connected by an
*
arrangement of toothed and belt or chain gearing with the main f r-
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Fig. 2.

ribbed

in which is geared
a train of gearing
from a hand or steering wheel disposed
in the back portion of the frame.
The
extreme back of the framing consists of
a pair of ploughing guides, extending
out transversely as regards the path of
the machine to a distance sufficient to
cover the extent of ground to be ploughed
at once, in the lengths of the furrows
which run across the field's breadth.

a

pendently of the working of the frame
This
upon its supporting springs.
wheel is also the steerer its vertical
spindle having at_its upper end a hori;

This portion of the framing carries a set of four large wheels or chain
which are passed two distinct endless chains or ploughing
belts.
The two contiguous chain pulleys near the centre of the machine
are actuated in reverse directions,
?£ 3
from the same engine which drives
the front ground or travelling wheel,
so that the forward traverse of the
pulleys, over

machine

at right angles to the lines
of furrows bears a determined relation

to the rate of the ploughing chains
at right angles with this forward
traverse.
Each chain or ploughing
belt is fitted with suitable ploughs or
cultivators, which, as the machine
works, continually enter the ground to
plough it up in their bottom traverse,

and emerge from the ground to return
free in their upper back traverse.

Each plough
action

by a

suitable

wing

is

kept steady in

piece, fitting guides in the framing.

The

its

cross

ploughing frames are not set at an accurate right angle with the forward
framing, but slightly off that line, to such an extent as will just allow
for the forward traverse of the whole machine, and result in the formation
of accurate traverse furrows across the field. This plough always works
with its ground wheel or wheels upon the unploughed ground, as it
moves constantly forward, leaving the ploughed ground behind it. When
it is to be conveyed from field to field, the two ploughing frames are
folded back, so as to form, in the whole, one long running frame, easily
portable.

Here

is,

at

any

rate,

another mechanical suggestion for the considera-

tion of the tiller of the soil.

worm wheel,
worm worked by

zontal

or furnished with projections to enable
it to take a firm hold of the soil, as
shown in Fig. 3. The belt connection
between the engine and this wheel is
contrived so that the movements shall
always work in proper gear, inde-

of a piston moving at the rate of one stroke per minute
— (think
was
impediments in the way of applying Papin's

piston
These,

!)

it

clear,

were

But Papin was on the right track, and
were those which became so fruitful at an after period. Savery,
however, abandoned the plan of forming a vacuum in a cylinder by the
condensation of steam and he set to work on a model in which steam
was to act directly by pressure, with the view of driving water
through a pipe. He obtained a patent for his invention in 1698, and in
that year he exhibited his engine to King William, at Hampton Court.
In 1702, he put forth a pamphlet, entitled, " The Miner's Friend," in
which he described his machine with his last modifications, and took an
opportunity of replying to such objections as had been made to it.
Savery's machine is soon explained
The steam from the boiler is conducted by a pipe into the upper part of a large vessel containing water,
admitted by a pipe at the bottom, which pipe enters another pipe placed
engine to any useful account.
his ideas

;

:

at right angles to it one extremity of this second pipe reaches down to
the water to be raised the other end passes upwards to the vessel which
receives the water when raised.
Above and below the point of junction
of the two pipes are valves, opening in the same direction
that is
to say, they open upwards.
The action of the engine was this The
steam from the boiler exerted a pressure upon the surface of the water
in the vessel, and drove it through the pipe at the bottom into the
second pipe, where the current shut down the lower cock, and opened
the upper one thus finding exit up the pipe into the receiving trough.
All the water in the vessel having been thus expelled, the steam from
the boiler was cut off, and by an external application of cold water, the
steam in the vessel was condensed, and a vacuum was thereby formed.
The pressure of the atmosphere then drove the water out of the well up
the pipe, opening the lower valve in its course, and into the vessel,
;

;

—

:

—

which thereby became again filled. The steam being once more let on,
the same action ensued and thus the operation of the engine is seen to
be, the repeated expulsion of water by the force of steam from a vessel,
into which it is driven by atmospheric pressure following the condensation of steam in the same vessel. It was calculated that this vessel
could he emptied four times a minute, and the water raised to the height
of 55 feet.
If the steam in
This machine had one important defect
the vessel into which the water was raised, in the first instance, were
condensed by water admitted into the interior, the water so admitted
diminished the quantity which would be raised by the machine. If, on
the other hand, the condensation were effected by external application
of cold water, then two incompatible requisitions were made on the
vessel one of which sought to have its walls made strong, so as to resist
the internal pressure when the steam was acting the other sought to
have the vessel thin, in order that rapid condensation might ensue.
Moreover, the steam, on entering the vessel and meeting with cold
water, was condensed in large quantities, instead of at once exerting an
expulsive force. However, defective as it may be, the engine accom;

NOTES ON THE HISTORY OF THE STEAM ENGINE.
No.

II.

We

resume our sketch of the history of the Steam Engine at the point
where we paused, namely, the advent of Savery in the field of invention.
Savery had been for some time engaged in the attempt to discover a
mode of removing water from coal mines, when he became acquainted
with the labours of Papin but seeing the great imperfections of Papin's
apparatus, he proceeded upon another plan, instead of attempting to
develop that inventor's ideas. The defects of the Frenchman's engine,
as a prime mover, were certainly grave enough the necessity of continually removing and restoring the fire, the injurious effect of the heat
on the cylinder, the ridiculously slow motion communicated to the
;

:

:

;
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and to Savery undoubtedly belongs the honour
plislied a useful result
of having first contrived a steam engine which was able to perform
actual work. It was Savory's ambition to bring his engine into use in
coal mines, but it was never employed except on a small scale, to raise
water in gardens and large houses for it came at a time when owners
of mines, having been deceived innumerable times by the promises of
inventors, had taken a disgust to all schemes of the kind.
As to his fire engine, Savery declared that his only difficulty was in
obtaining vessels and tubes strong enough to withstand the pressure
" for," said he, "I will undertake to raise water 500 or 1000 feet, if you
will only supply me with vessels which will resist a pressure so great as
that of a column of water of this height. My machine will at least
easily raise a stream of water as high as 70 or 80 feet."
Savery, however, forgot the danger of explosion.
He had not applied the safetyvalve which Papin had invented; so that he could not safely raise
water higher than 40 feet. If he exceeded this limit, there was a risk of
the boiler bursting into pieces. In fact, in one of the engines he set up
at York, in which a pressure of eight or ten atmospheres was exerted, the
heat was so great that the joints gave way.
The employment of Savery's engines in various parts of the empire,
had the effect of drawing the attention of mechanical men to the use of
steam as a motive power and, at the same time, it familiarised the
working population of the manufacturing districts to the use of novel
machinery. One of the engines was set up in the neighbourhood of
Dartmouth, and there fell under the notice of a smith named Newcomen,
and a friend of his named Gawley. These two studied in concert the
principles involved in it, and the means adopted to carry them out.
Newcomen, who was not without education, entered into a correspondence with Hooke, the mathematician, on the subject; and from him it
was that he heard of Papin's abortive attempts to construct a machine
worked by steam power. Hooke pointed out the defects of Papin's contrivance, saying that, if a vacuum could be rapidly formed, then the
business would be accomplished. He tried, however, to dissuade Newcomen from working on Papin's ideas, which, as far as any useful effect
was concerned, he considered radically erroneous. This was not Newcomen's opinion. Assisted by Gawley, he constructed a model of a
cylinder furnished with a piston, below which steam was admitted, and
then condensed by a jet of cold water directed upon the exterior, when
the atmospheric pressure was of course brought into play, and the piston
descended. The two artisans, finding that the plan answered, made
application for letters patent. This application was opposed by Savery,
who had already secured the method of condensing steam by the application of cold water.
But the matter was arranged, by the parties
agreeing to petition for a patent in their joint names; and accordingly
the patent issued in 1705 to all three jointly. The leading defect of
Papin's machine consisted in using the cylinder itself as the boiler.
This utterly prevented his contrivance from being of the least practical
value. But in the engine now secured by patent, a separate boiler was
employed and thus, by what seems to us a very simple arrangement,
the principle of Papin's scheme (viz., the lifting of a piston by steam, on
the condensation of which it was carried down again by atmospheric
pressure) was seized and utilised.
Little was made of the new machine for some 3'ears.
The owners of
mines were averse to further expense in testing the contrivances of
schemers, even when secured by patent and they preferred to continue
the old plan of draining off' the water by horse power. At length the
inventors prevailed upon an adventurous man at Wolverhampton to try
one of the engines. It was constructed with some difficulty, and its
working was not all that could be wished. One day, however, the piston
suddenly began to accelerate its movements, and an investigation into the
cause led to a considerable improvement. In order to prevent the escape of
steam between the sides of the cylinder and the piston, Newcomen had
placed a small quantity of water on the upper side of the piston. Now,
it happened that the workmanship was not very perfect, and that through
some hole or incomplete junction, some of the water made its escape
into the lower part of the cylinder, from which a more rapid condensation of the steam ensued.
The hint was taken, and the mode of condensing afterwards adopted was to cause a jet of water to play inside
the cylinder, when the piston had been raised to its extreme height,
instead of eft'ecting the condensation by pouring water on the exterior of
the cylinder. Newcomen's machine had now arrived at a stat,e in which
it was a really valuable assistant
and it began to be generally adopted
throughout England. In mines, it supplanted Savery's pump, and up to
quite lately it was to be seen at work in places where coal was of small
value.
Its form may be thus described
Prom a boiler furnished with a
safety-valve, the steam passed through a pipe directly into the cylinder,
into the bottom of which entered two other pipes
one for supplying the
jet of cold water, the other for carrying off' the condensed steam.
chain connected the upper side of the piston with one extremity of a
beam, to the other extremity of which was attached another chain that
supported a weight and the rod that worked the pump. When the piston
was driven upwards by the steam from the boiler, the weight pulled
down the other arm of the beam and when the piston had reached the
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

—

;
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top of the cylinder, a cock turned by hand shut off the steam, whilst another cock, also turned by hand, admitted the jet of water; and then
down came the piston, and up went the opposite arm of the balance that
worked the pump. It will be seen that the work was really done by the
atmosphere and hence it is usual to speak of Newcomen's invention as
the atmospheric engine. It will also be seen that the amount of power
obtainable from it varied with the surface of the piston for, of course,
the larger the surface, the greater the amount of atmospheric pressure.
Here, then, at last we have a practical application to the benefit of the
community of the previous inquiries of scientific men, touching the
weight of the air inquiries which were doubtless thought at the time
to be prosecuted simply to gratify the whims of a few curious men who
had nothing better to do. Now, it is instructive to observe that the successive improvements in the steam engine followed closely upon, and
were in point of fact the consequence of, the theoretical discoveries of
science.
We now come to a period when the principle involved in tho
vaporisation of water by heat received no development at the hands of
science and consequently during that time the improvements which
were applied to the steam engine were improvements merely of detail.
It was not until after Black had instituted inquiries into the phenomena
of heat that the steam engine was remodelled, and became essentially
the engine which we now possess.
One of the amusing traditions attached to the history of the steam
engine, is the manner in which the machine became to be self-acting.
The boy whose duty it was to attend on one of Newcomen's engines,
and to open and shut the cocks, wliich alternately admitted steam and
cold water into the cylinder, preferred that the engine should perform
this irksome task whilst he was enjoying a romp with his comrades. He
was a sharp fellow, and by the simple contrivance of connecting the
cocks with strings to the opposite arms of the beam, he succeeded perThe bantling machine henceforth did for itself
fectly in his object.
what it previously required human assistance in doing. It began to
work its own way in the world, and to render itself more and more
independent of its fellow-worker, man. Young Potter's idea was laid
hold of by better machinists than himself, and metallic rods soon superseded his bits of twine. This plan was attended with such good effect,
that, wonderful to relate, the piston would regularly make no fewer than
fifteen strokes per minute.
It was in 1758 that the mechanician Fitzgerald pointed out a mode of
converting the up and down motion of the piston into a rotatory motion
by a system of toothed wheels, and by the addition of a fly-wheel, to
regulate the movement. But Newcomen's machine being almost altogether employed in the working of mining pumps, this conversion of one
motion into the other was not required and his plan received no notice.
About 1760, Brindley applied a float to the interior of the boiler, in order
to regulate the admission of feed-water; and the engineer Smeaton soon
afterwards became known for improvements in the construction of pistons and cylinders, so as to avoid the loss of steam which had hitherto
taken place by reason of their imperfect make. Certain improvements
were also applied to boilers and furnaces, by which a saving of fuel was
effected. It will be observed that these successive improvements, though
spread over many years, did not in the least affect the principle of Newcomen's engine. As we before stated, they merely increased the effective
working of the different parts. It was at first an atmospheric engine,
with a cumbrous beam, and requiring an enormous consumption of fuel;
and so it remained until superseded by an engine constructed on a
;

;

—

;

;

different principle.

Before advancing further, however, in our historical sketch of the
steam engine, it will be well to glance at what had been doing in the
world of science with respect to a rational explanation of the laws of heat.
A professor in the University of Glasgow has the honour of having discovered the fundamental principles of the phenomena concerned in the
conversion of bodies from one state to auotiier. We refer to the law of
latent heat, which has been pronounced one of the finest discoveries of
modern times, both from its importance and its universality. That law
in passing from the solid to the liquid state, or from the
is simply this
:

liquid to the gaseous state, every substance absorbs a certain amount of
heat, which is not made apparent by a rise in its temperature, whilst in
the inverse process heat becomes disengaged, corresponding in amount
For instance, if we take a jjound of water at 32 p
to that absorbed.
Fahr., and add it to another pound at 174°, the temperature of the mixture
that is to say, half the sum of the two temperatures. But
will be 103°
if a pound of ice of the temperature of 32" be placed in a pound of water
at 174° the resulting liquid will have, not a temperature of 103^ but only
of 32°; in other words, 140 degrees of temperature, which the pound of

—

hot water contained over and above the temperature to which it is now
The interpretation of this exreduced, have altogether disappeared.
periment is, that the ice, in changing from the solid to the liquid
that is, this amount
state, has absorbed so many degrees of heat
and consequently we must
of heat was required to effect its fusion
consider that a pound of water at 32° differs from a pound of ice at
This heat, however, is not apparent
32°, by containing 140° more heat.
to our senses; the thermometer gives no indication of it; it lies con-

—

;
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cealed, or is latent in the substance.

we make
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the inverse experi-

ment, and eonvert a pound of water at 32° into ice, the heat then shows
itself: it ceases to be latent, and the thermometer will indicate to us
And so when liquids are converted into
that heat has been given off.
vapours, the like phenomenon occurs for in the act of vaporisation a
certain amount of heat is absorbed and becomes latent, this heat being
required to maintain the substance in its new state. On the other
hand, when the vapour of water is condensed, a large amount of
heat is set free, so much so that a pound of steam at 212° will raise
about 54 lbs. of water at 32° to the same temperature. Such was
the result of Dr. Black's investigations into the subject of latent heat
a subject which, said Sir John Hersehel, a few years ago, "has been far
less attentively studied than its great practical importance would appear

EECENT PATENTS.

;

—

demand, when we consider that it is to this part of physical science
that the theory of the Steam Exgi>te is mainly referable, and that
material improvements may not unreasonably be expected in that
wonderful instrument from a more extended knowledge than we possess of the latent heats of different vapours."
No less important was the result of Black's inquiries into the subject
of specijic heat that is. the quantity of heat required to elevate different
bodies "to the same degree on the scale for it is a remarkable fact, that
when we pour the same quantity of heat into different bodies, we do not
thereby raise them to the same temperature. Experiment establishes
that a series of different bodies exhibiting the same temperature will
have absorbed different amounts of heat. This subject has been followed
up much more closely than that of latent heat, and accurate investigations of great interest have been made, principally in France, into the
question of specific heat. It has been shown, for instance, that every
body has its peculiar capacity for heat, and that it increases with the
increase of temperature.
An intimate connection has been found to exist
between the chemical natures of bodies and their relation to heat and it
is considered proved that in bodies of similar chemical constitution the
specific heats are in an inverse ratio to the equivalent weights, or to a
multiple or submultiple of the latter.
to

—

;

;

THE LAW OF PATENTS IN AUSTRALIA.
Ax

act has lately been passed by the legislature of the colony of
.in Australia, entitled " An Act concerning Letters Patent for In-

ventions" (20 Vict., No.

on the same subject, and

now

1857), which repeals the Act 17 Vict., No. 15,
substitutes other provisions. Of this act we shall
3,

give a short abstract.

The Governor, with the advice of the Legislative Council, is empowered to make rules for the purposes of the act. The applicant for a
patent must deposit in the office of the. chief secretary an instrument in
writing under his hand and seal, particularly describing the nature of
his invention, and in what manner the same is to be performed, and also
a copy of this instrument and the drawings. Provisional protection for
six months will thereupon be obtained. The form and size of the provisional specification are regulated by the act. Notice to proceed having
been given to the law-officer, and an appointment having been obtained,
this appointment is advertised in the Government Gazette, and in certain
Persons having an interest in opposing the patent,
other newspapers.
may then deliver particulars of their objections to the law-officer, who
thereupon proceeds to consider the application and the objections. The
law-officer may then issue his warrant for the granting of the patent,
when there are no objections, or when he thinks the objections cannot
be sustained. Application to seal the patent must be made within three
months from the date of the warrant, and the patent must be sealed
within the time of provisional protection. When the invention is made
abroad, the patent will expire at the same time as the foreign patent
otherwise the patent will be valid for fourteen years from its date. The
letters patent contain clauses voiding them if it shall appear that the
grant is contrary to law, or prejudicial, or inconvenient to the commuthat the invention is not a new invention as to the public use
and exercise thereof, or that the alleged inventor is not the true and first
inventor thereof within the colony or its dependencies.
Within three years from the date £15 must be paid, and within seven
years £20, in order to continue the patent for the full term of fourteen
years.
The first cost of an average unopposed patent (exclusive of
drawings) will be about £25 this covers the government fees, agents'
fees, costs of advertising, &c.
The act contains provisions as to disclaimers, extension of time, confirmations, register of patents and proprietors, &c.
t

;

MOULDING RAILWAY CHAIRS.
M. A.

Mum and J. M'Ilwham,

Glasgow.

—Patent dated February

In our last monthly part, we had the pleasure of reporting the system
of moulding railway chairs introduced by Mr. Muir of the Anderston
Foundry Company. The present invention comprehends further improvements in the art, having for its object the more perfect formation
of the mould, and increased rapidity in effecting the operation of moulding.
Fig. 1 of the accompanying engravings is a plan of one modification of the machinery for moulding railway chairs Fig. 2 is another
arrangement of machinery or ap]:aratus for moulding a railway chair
and sleeper combined Fig. 3 is a plan of the same Fig. 4 is a side
elevation of a railway-chair pattern Fig. 5 is a plan of the same and
Fig. 6 is a sectional elevation Fig. 7 is a plan of the core-resting piece
and Fig. 8 is a plan of the core-piece itself.
In this present invention, the platform, or plate, although capable of
being turned or reversed with every facility, does not carry any end
studs or pivots. The t head of each vertical spindle supporting the
plate has three eyes upon it, all in the same horizontal line, and at equal
distances asunder. These three eyes are all either tapped with a quickscrew thread, or fitted each with a corresponding nut the screwed apertures in either case being made transversety through the t head. All
the six screwed holes that is, the three in each t head are fitted with
correspondingly screwed short spindles, having their outer overhanging
ends geared together by spur pinions, or by other convenient mechanism,
so as to work in concert.
The central screw spindle on each side is
fitted with a winch handle, or connected with any other suitable movement, so that the moulder, on turning the two central spindles in concert
or together, turns at the same time the four external spindles in the reverse
direction.
The whole of the spindles are formed with reduced plain stud
ends those of the two central spindles corresponding with holes or recesses
bored in the two opposite ends of the moulding box whilst those of the
other four similarly correspond with holes or recesses bored in the two opposite ends of the carrying platform or plate- When the plate is required
to be stationary for ramming, it is securely held by screwing forw-ard the
four outside screw-spindles, so as to bring their ends to enter the four
holes in the thickness of the plate.
In this way the plate is steadily and
firmly held at four points the relation of the screwed spindles being
such that at this time the ends of the two central spindles are clear out
of the central holes in the plate.
The plate, or reversing platform, carries patterns on each side of it, so that each side is equally available for
moulding upon. If the apparatus is employed for moulding railway
chairs, each side of the plate has attached to it two chair patterns, disposed parallel side by side. When the moulding box is placed upon the
plate, and surrounding the two patterns on that side, it is latched down
by suitable adjustable holders, one at each side, and the ramming with
sand then takes place. When this operation is completed, the moulder
reverses the two handles of the central spindles, causing the stud ends
of the two central screwed spindles to advance and enter their holes in
the ends of the moulding-box just prior to the escaping of the corresponding ends of the four outer sustaining screwed spindles from their
holes in the plate.
When the two central spindles are thus screwed up,
they form a most secure sustaining centre for the plate, with its patterns
and moulding box and the whole may now be turned over, as well for
the release below of the box just rammed, as for the bringing up of the
reverse side of the plate for the deposit of a mould box thereon, and the
subsequent ramming action the plate, of course, being first steadied and
held by the four external screwed spindles as before. Each mould box
is fitted with suitable guiding parts to insure its being placed exactly at
the same part every time, so that the central spindles are certain to
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

come in right.
The latching

or holding of the mould boxes is effected by two loose
transverse stud pins passed through the plate at each end, each end of
the stud pins having a holding collar piece or head upon it. The plate
is double, or in two pieces set parallel to each other, with a narrow
space between and it is in this space that the actuating rods or links of
the latches work. These rods pass directly through the duplex plate from
side to side and each is intermediately jointed by a short arm or lever
set upon its corresponding stud latch.
At the proper part on each end
and it
of the mould box, there is cast on a short snug or flange piece
flat is cut on the side
is on these projections that the latches hold.
of each latch head so that when this flat is turned towards the projection, the latch releases its hold.
In the modification of the mould-making machinery or apparatus
shown in Fig. 1, the means employed for actuating the retaining spindles
of the moulding plate, and the axial spindles of the flask and moulding
;

;
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from the Mississippi to the Pacific Ocean. Explorations and Surveys
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Instead of using screwed spindles actuated by spur
pinions, the spindles are caused to advance or recede by means of a
simple lever arrangement. The spindles move to and fro in a journalplate, are different.

Fig, l.

October

r
1, 18. .7.

traverse of the vertical spindles, c.
The traversing spindles are connected by links and levers to the traverse shaft, d, in a manner corresponding to that shown in Fig. 1. The shaft, n, has fast to it a segmental
rack, E, which is actuated by a spur pinion, f, carried in a bracket bearing, which is bolted to the side of the base, A.
The action of the transverse shaft, d, in raising
the traversing spindles,
is assisted by the
c,

counterweight, g, attached to the outer enc
of the lever, h. A paw
or detent, i, which falls
into the teeth of the segmental rack, e, serves
to retain the traversing
spindles, c, at any required
height.
The
pattern, j, forms the

moulding

The spindles are plain rods of metal, and their outer ends are
piece.
jointed to the double levers, w; the inner ends of the spindles, x, passing
into holes in the moulding plate, or into recesses between its upper and
lower plates; whilst the inner ends of the spindles, T, pass through the
snugs of the flask, when the spindles, x, are withdrawn, and serve as
the supporting axes of the flask and moulding plate. The levers, w, are
jointed at their centres, on each side of which they are fixed to the T
These
piece of the vertically traversing spindles, c, by bolts and nuts.
attachments form the fulcra of the levers, w, which are fastened by pins
The free ends of the levers, w, are formed
to the spindles, x and y.
into handles, placed so as to be within a convenient distance for the
operator.
When tin' moulding plate is to be fixed in a horizontal position, the moulder draws the handles of the levers, w, towards the centre
of the machine; iliis has the effect of withdrawing the central spindles, r,
from the openings in the moulding plate, and forcing the ends of the
By pressspindles, x, into the holes or recesses in the moulding plate.
ing the handles of the levers, w, outwards, the contrary effect is produced, and the weight of the flask and moulding plate is now borne by
the centre or axial spindles, Y.
Another modification of the improved machinery or apparatus for
making moulds suitable for ca6ting is shown in Figs. 2 and 3, which
is an arrangement of machinery for forming the moulds of railway
In this modification,
chairs and sleepers combined in one casting.

—

plate,

and

it

made with

journals
which fit into the journal piece, k, on the
upper end of the traversing spindles. The pattern is retained in a
horizontal position by
the stud spindles, L,
which are actuated by
the hand-levers, m; these
levers are bolted to snugs which are cast on the journal piece, K, of the
traversing spindles, c, the snugs forming the fulcra of the levers. The
free ends of the levers are formed into handles, to enable the moulder to
move the retaining spindles, L, to and fro, as required. The pattern, J,
being placed in the machine, it is held in a horizontal position by the
retaining spindles, l, which enter holes made for the purpose in the side
of the pattern.
A flask or moulding box, similar to that shown at n, is
placed on the pattern, and held in its proper position by the stud-pins, o,
on its edge, which stud-pins pass through the snugs, p, on the edge of the
pattern, J.
The moulder, after placing a core and sustaining piece for
the same between the jaws of the pattern, rams up the mould box with
sand, upon which he places a plate to retain the mould therein. The
pattern and flask are now raised on the traversing spindles by actuating
the pinion, p, and segmental rack, e the whole is held stationary by
the pawl, whilst the retaining spindles, M, are withdrawn. The pattern
is now turned over so as to reverse its position ; and it is lowered on to
a low carriage. The upper mould box, in which the core is formed, is
then placed in the machine, being supported upon journals projecting
from its side similar to those made on the pattern, and is rammed up
with sand, and lowered on to a carriage. To place the upper flask or
moulding box upon the lower one, it is necessary to turn it over and
lower it on to the bottom flask; and this is done by means of a suitable
machine. This machine consists of an arrangement for raising the flask,
admitting of its being turned upon its axis, and held in a horizontal
position whilst it is being lowered on to the bottom flask.
Two vertical
standards support two transverse shafts; and these shafts carry pulleys, over which a central chain and steadying chain pass.
The shafts are
driven by means of a spur wheel and pinion, actuated by a winch handle,
which is put in motion by the moulder's assistant.
pawl or detent
prevents the spur wheel from rotating, when a weight is on the chains
and the handle let go. The upper flask is wheeled under the hoisting
machine; and the chains are hooked on to the projecting journals.
When raised to the proper height, the hook of the steadying chain is
released, and the flask is turned over and the steadying chain is again
hooked to the flask, which is then lowered on to the bottom flask, which,
in the meantime, has been wheeled under the hoisting machine.
The
mould is now ready for the molten metal to be poured in to form the
sleeper and railway chair.
The upper and lower mould boxes are held
together, and retained in their proper position by means of the pins, o,
which are fastened into and project above the snugs on the lower flask,
and pass through the corresponding snugs on the upper flask.
In the specification of British letters patent granted to the said Matthew
Andrew Muir, and bearing date on or about the 24th day of April, 1855,
is described a system or mode of moulding railway chairs, in which the
metal cores for forming the space between the jaws of the chair are
supported on resting pieces, or " saddle pieces,
as they are therein
termed.
In moulding railway chairs according to the present improvements,
the patentees make use of core resting pieces. Fig. 7 is a plan of a core
rest
and Fig. 8 is a plan of a core piece. In the modification of the
railway chair pattern shown in Figs. 4, 5, and 6, a portion of the space
between the jaws of the pattern is filled up with a projecting core piece
This print forms a part of the pattern itself; so that
or "print," I.
when the mould is formed, a cavity or recess is left in the sand, which
is

;

A

;

'

the sleeper is of a hemispherical form the chair for the rails being
disposed diametrically, as shown in the plan view.
The general
features of the machine for this kind of mould-making resemble the
modifications of the improvements before described.
The base, A, of
the machine is a rectangular iron casting, open upon one side towards
the recess in which the moulder stands.
The hollow standards, b, are
bolted to the upper side of the base, a, and serve as guides for the
;

;
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corresponds to the shape of the "print," or projecting portion, I, of the
The overhanging parts of the jaws are moulded by means of
pattern.
the slip pieces, /, g;
these pieces are left in
the sand when the

mould

is inverted, and
then withdrawn.
The moulder, prior to

are

ramming up

the flask

with sand, places a
movable core rest or
saddle piece, m, over
the part, I, forming the
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arranging one, two, or more tappets of the same height in contact with
or successively following each other in the round or pattern of the chain.
When a tappet or cam of a greater height or elevation follows a smaller
one, the toothed racks, friction rods, or other similar mechanism are
raised, and thereby the box is made to revolve a certain distance in one
direction but when a tappet of a smaller height or elevation follows a
larger one, the toothed rack, friction rod, or other similar mechanism is
pulled down by means of an India-rubber or other spring, and thereby
the box is made to revolve in the contrary direction. The tappet chain
may be actuated in a similar manner to that described in the specification of an invention of
Improvements in apparatus or the mechanism
of looms for weaving a certain class of plaids, checks, and fancy-woven
fabrics," for which the present patentee obtained letters patent in
November 1853 but it is preferred to actuate it by a star wheel fixed
on the end of the loom, and which star wheel has attached to it a small
drum, round which drum the tappet chain takes, and is actuated in the
following manner
A small spur pinion keyed on to one end of the
crank shaft gears into and gives motion to a wdieel four times its diameter, working on a short shaft of its own, fixed in the framing of the loom.
In the face of this wheel is a narrow rim, which has two equal parts cut
these studs or pins alternately take
out, and two studs or pins inserted
into one of the recesses of the star wheel every second pick, and move it
one-eighth part of a revolution, and thereby move the tappet chain forward one link. The second part of this invention relates to an arrangement by which an endless tappet chain is substituted for the pattern
wheel described in the specification of the patent granted to the present
patentee in March 1853. This tappet chain being for the purpose of
effecting changes in the working of the healds, tappets or cams are inserted according to the number of picks required in the pattern. The
tappets in this chain are all of one size, and as the chain only moves a
link every second pick, half the number of tappets or cams are inserted
in contact with or successively following each other to the number of
picks required in weaving twill or sateen that is to say, if twenty picks
are required in weaving twill, ten tappets are inserted, wdiich operate upon
connecting rods and levers, and serve to draw the plain treading tappets
out of contact with or on one side 6f the bowls of the treaddles, and keep
them out of contact until such time as the tappets have worked clear of
the lever upon which they operate and when that is accomplished, the
plain treading tappets are forced back into their proper position again by
a spring, so that they will come in contact with the bowls of the treaddies at the proper time. In cases where the changes in the working of
the healds are required in connection with changes of the weft, the same
endless tappet chain may be made to effect both objects, by inserting
side by side the different tappets required according to the pattern.
;

'

'

;

Fig. 6.

:

—

;

Fig. 5.

print of the pattern.
The core rest is shown separately in Fig. 7 it consists of a rectangular shaped piece of metal, open at the bottom and one
of its sides.
When the flask containing the mould is inverted, and
the pattern withdrawn therefi'om, the core rest, m, is left
imbedded in the sand. In the
cavity or recess left in the
;

moulded sand by the

print,

I,

of the pattern, a core piece, n,
is placed, which is then supported by the core rest, ?, and practically forms a portion of the mould.
The core rest, I, protects the sand from the pressure of the core piece,
and prevents it from being broken down, and the mould thereby injured.

CHECK WEAVING.
J. C. RA3ISDE5,

Bradford.

—Patent dated December

1,
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This invention has reference to that class of mechanism or looms employed in the weaving of those fabrics wherein several shuttles are
required, and in which circular or rotatory shuttle boxes are employed,
and consists of a peculiar construction, arrangement, and combination of
mechanism for actuating the shuttle boxes, so as to produce the changes
of weft required by the pattern to be woven. It also consists of a mode
and arrangement by which any required changes of the weft can be
combined with changes in the working of the healds, or of a mode or
method by which part of the present improvements for effecting changes
in the weft or weaving may be substituted for the pattern wheel described
in the specification of an invention of " improvements in looms for weaving," for which letters patent were granted to Mr. Ramsden in March
1853. These improvements are effected by certain mechanism fixed on
the framing of the loom, which mechanism causes the shuttle box to revolve one way or the other as required, when actuated through connecting rods and levers by an endless tappet chain. The tappets or cams in
this chain are inserted in a certain order, according to the changes required in the weft. The mechanism above alluded to in the framing of
the loom for effecting the changes of the weft, may consist of toothed
racks, friction rods, or other similar contrivance, attached in such a manner as to be capable of being operated upon by the tappets or cams in the
endless chain, and so arranged that a toothed wheel, friction pulley, or
other wheels on the axis of the shuttle box, or in communication therewith, by means of an endless strap, chain, or cord, shall be turned one
way or the other, according as the toothed rack, friction rod, or other
similar mechanism is raised or lowered. The tappets which are inserted
in the endless chain are of different heights or elevations, and as the
different heights or elevations come into operation upon the toothed rack,
friction rod, or other similar mechanism, the shuttle box will be more or
less turned round, according to the size of the tappet in operation.
Tire
smallest sized tappet serves to keep No. 1 box level with the shuttle
race; the next sized tappet turns. the box from the first to the second
shuttle: and the next larger one will turn the box from the first to the
third shuttle, and so on.
The tappets can be arranged so that any particular box can be kept in its proper position during any given number
of picks or -I.
weft required to form the patterns, simply by
introducing tappets or links of different heights or elevations, and by

MANUFACTURE OF
F. H. Thomson, Glasgow.

IRON.

—Patent dated February

21, 1857.

Hitherto attempts have been made to get rid of the impurities in crude
iron by the use of oxygenous gases that is to say, gases wdiich yield
or afford oxygen when brought in contact with carbonaceous and other
matters at a high temperature, to combine with them, and pass off as
gaseous matters. But experience has shown, that, in many instances,
the use of such gases is extremely deleterious and wasting to the materials employed, from the fact that the oxygenous gases alone, or along
;

with an uncombinable gas, have been employed, thereby causing a too
rapid decarbonisation, and consequently exhaustion of the substance of
the iron. The patentee has found that the use of gases known to
chemists under the name of carbonaceous gases are essential for the purThe gaseous matters may be variously applied, dependpose in view.
ing, of course,

upon the materi-

-

j,.

be acted on and where
it
is
necessary to use two
gaseous substances, a double
blowing tuyere is preferred.
Fig. 1 of the engravings is a
detached sectional view of a
compound or double tuyere in
detail on an enlarged scale
and Fig. 2 is a plan of the
tuyere corresponding. In this
arrangement the ordinary blast
tuyere, A, has a pipe, E, fitted
within it such pipe, b, communicating with a blast or
blowing-engine in connection
°
with
reservoirs
containing
carbonaceous or other combustible gases.
These gases are introduced
into the molten metal subsequent to its reduction by the usual manner
in the hearth of the blast furnace.
The reservoirs may be charged
with gases of a known composition, and the supply of each regulated
als to

;

—

-
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proportionally by passages of suitable size but when manufacturing
iron on a large scale, it would be found troublesome and expensive to
and the patentee has found that a profitable
prepare some of the gases
result is obtained when a carbonaceous gas is diluted to a certain extent with atmospheric air the dilution depending altogether upon the
materials to be acted on. The inventor's views have been directed
more particularly to the raw material of iron ore employed in Scotland,
and which consists principally of the well-known ore commonly called
" black band ;" and he has found that the best results are obtained when
the carbonaceous gas, commonly called " coal-gas," is blown amongst
the molten metal surrounded with a stream of air, in the proportion of
one of gas to twelve of air. The use of oxygenous gases, of which air
may be considered one, has failed, owing to the too rapid combustion
and consequent oxidation of the metal. But by the use of carbonaceous
gases, mixed suitably, or diluted with oxygenous gases, not only is the
decarbonisation less rapid, and the oxidation of the iron prevented, but
the silicon, sulphur, and phosphorus are attacked, and, combining with
some of the elements resulting from the decomposition of the carbonaceous gases, are carried off under this combination out of the metal; and
the result will he found to be a much purer and tougher metal than has
hitherto resulted from any previous application of air or steam, alone
or mixed, either in smelting or refining iron.
Another portion of the invention relates to the application of what is
well known in the copper-smelting trade as the " poling " process. In
carrying out this branch of the inventor's improvements, the iron is
operated upon in its molten condition, and before it has been acted upon
by the hereinbefore-described process, or any other process. If the
molten metal is run into the hearth of a refining furnace, the operation
proceeds by depositing in the mass of metal suitable billets of wood,
by preference green or unseasoned wood, such as young trees. This
young or green wood is pressed down into and amongst the melted
metal, so as to be entirely beneath the surface thereof; and the resultant effect of this treatment is, that when the metal is run off, it is
found to be of a highly refined and toughened character.
;

;

—

MANUFACTURE OF IRON AND
W.

Taylor, Renfrew.

STEEL.

—Patent dated Marcli

3,

1857.

The

object of the patentee's improvements is to effect the manufacture
or refining of iron or steel, in a manner superior to that ordinarily pracat tho same time to carry on the process continuously, and thus
tised
;

avoid the delay
occasioned by the
operating
upon
small quantities
of
the
impure
metal at a time.

The

illustrative

engraving

is

a

partially sectional
elevation of one

modification if li is
improved apparatus or machinery,
as arranged for
the manufacture
i

Octulrer

1,

1857.

lows of the escape of the flame and gaseous or incandescent matters evolved
or thrown off from the molten metal, when brought into contact with the
oxygen of the air, drawn or blown through the passage, c. At the upper
part of the cupola, A, is fitted a rotatory chamber or receiver, e, which
forms the receptacle for the molten metal to be operated upon. This receiver, e, is a basin-shaped vessel, made of fire-clay, or of iron lined
with fire-clay, or other refractory material, capable of resisting the intense heat of the fluid iron or steel. In the present instance, the receiver
is assumed to be made wholly of moulded fire-clay, and it is fitted into a
cast-iron frame, p, by preference of an octagonal form, the two being
firmly secured together by bolts or set-screws.
The supporting frame,
f, is fast to the upper extremity of a vertical shaft, o, which is supported
at the lower end in a footstep bearing, H, whilst its upper end rotates in
the collar bearing, i. The brickwork of the cupola, A, is built up in the
interior, so as to form an inclined channel or gutter, j, which diverges
from the top at k, forming a double spiral channel, having an angle of
about 45 degrees, terminating at the discharging mouth, k. A vertical
cylindrical space is made in the centre of the brickwork of the cupola, a,
in which the shaft, g, rotates and there is a corresponding hollow space
or tunnel in a horizontal direction, in which the driving shaft is fitted.
The inner extremity of the driving shaft, l, is carried in a pedestal bearing, which is supported on the base plate of the footstep bearing.
The
collar bearing, i, of the main vertical shaft is carried upon a strong metal
plate, m, which is imbedded in the brickwork of the cupola, and tins
plate is further secured by means of cotters, n, driven through it, where
it extends beyond the brickwork.
The cupola itself is strengthened and
bound together externally by bands of iron, o, so that it may withstand
the heat of the molten metal and the vibration produced by the moving
parts of the machinery. Rotatory motion is communicated to the vertical
shaft, a, from the driving shaft, l, by means of a pair of bevil wheels, p.
In order to keep the shaft, o, cool, and at the same time lubricate the
collar bearing, the brasses are hollowed into a cup-shaped form, and a
stream of water is allowed to flow therein. The water for this purpose
is conveyed by means of a pipe, which is carried through the brickwork
of the cupola, and it flows into the cup round the journal bearing, i, of
the shaft, a.
The metal to be treated according to these improvements
is poured in a molten state through the aperture, b, into the receiver, e,
to which rotatory motion is communicated from a suitable prime mover.
The motion of the receiver, e, by its centrifugal action, causes the molten
metal to spread out in a film or sheet over the surface of the receiver
at the same time a strong current of air is drawn into the cupola, by the
rapid motion of the receiver the air is drawn through the aperture, c,
and is brought directly in contact with the extended surface of molten
metal spread over the interior of the refining chamber, a. The effect of
rapid rotation of the film or sheet of molten metal in contact with the
atmospheric air, is that the oxygen of the atmosphere is brought into
most intimate contact with the highly heated metal, with which it combines.
The presence of the oxygen tends to greatly increase the temperature of the metal, the heat of which becomes sufficiently intense to
burn out the impurities contained in it. As the molten metal is poured
in a continuous stream into the refining chamber, e, the centrifugal
force due to the rotatory action spreads the metal over the surface of the
receiver, e, until it reaches the upper edge of the receiver, whence it
The refined metal flows down the
falls over into the gutter beneath.
inclined surfaces of the gutter, k, and out at the mouth, k, of the cupola.
Instead of using the current of air at the ordinary atmospheric pressure,
it may be compressed, and urged in a powerful stream into the cupola
by means of a suitable blowing engine.
;

;

or refining of iron

and

The

steel.

structure in which
the refining of the
iron or steel is carried out.consistsof
a cylindrical brick
or stone chamber
or cupola, A, terminating at the
upper part in an elliptieally or hemi-

83 sphericallyshaped
roof.
There are
three openings or
apertures made in
the cupola, A the
first of these openings, b, serves for
the admission of
the molten metal
from an ordinary
smelting furnace to the interior of the cupola. The second aperture, c, is a
passage for the ingress of air into the cupola and the third opening, d, al;

;

PLAIN AND FIGURED WEAVING.
J.

Henderson, Glasgow.

—Patent dated March

25, 1857.

This invention relates, in a certain extent, to an invention for which
letters patent for " improvements in the manufacture or production of
plain and figured fabrics" were granted to Frederick AVilliam Norton
In Mr. Norton's arrangement, the printed pattern warp
threads were laid over foundation warp threads by a system of cross
weaving, so as to produce a full or close covered warp surface on the
fabric but according to the present improvements the foundation warp
threads are dispensed with their place being supplied by stationary
longitudinal wires or cords, such wires or cords being fixed behind the
healds or heddles, and passed through them and also through the dents
of the reed. The surface pattern warp threads are wrought by the cross
weaving action of the healds or heddles, over and over the fixed wires or
As the cloth is woven, it is gradually
cords, by the binding weft.
drawn off the wires, and thus a soft and elastic looped surface is produced. If a velvet pile fabric is wanted, the stationary wires are formed
with a cutting edge, so that, as the newly woven cloth is drawn off the
By introducing
wires, the loops are severed and the pile completed.
stuffing and fine chains behind the pile a heavy fabric suitable for carpeting can be made.
in Dec. 1851.

;

—
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Fig. 1 of the engravings is a transverse vertical section of a tapestrv loom, having the patentee's improvements for the manufacture of
plain and figured fabrics applied thereto. Fig. 2 is an enlarged view
of part of one of the loop-forming wires or needles, and the mode of holding or retaining it in a secondary reed. Fig. 3 is a corresponding view
of one of the cutting wires for producing the velvet-pile fabric.
Fig. l.

vertical
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end pieces of the frame,

o, to which it is secured by bolts or
of the loop-forming wires, e, is made with an eye at one
end, which is passed between the dents of the secondary reed, p, and
secured^ in its proper position by a wire which is passed through
the series of eyes on each side of the reed, p.
The wires, e, are
passed between the heddles, m and k, through the dents of the ordinary
reed in the lathe, b, and rest upon the breast beam of the loom. In the
enlarged view, Fig. 2, the mode of securing the eyes of the wires, b, in
the dents of the reed, p, is clearly shown the retaining wires, s, are
passed through the whole series of wires from one end of the reed, p, to
the other. Fig. 2 also shows the successive formation of the loops upon
the end of each wire. The warps, c and e, pass in a horizontal, or
nearly horizontal, direction below the reed, p, then through the eyes of
the heddles, i, j, k, between the heddles, m and n, and through thedents
of the actual beating up or weaving reed. The number of the stationary
wires, e, corresponds to the number of the body warps, c, and each of
the wires rests upon the warp below it.
The woollen yarn or surface
warp, G, is carried from its beam or roller, H, over the secondary reed, p,
through the eyes of the heddle, l, and the dents of the ordinary reed to
the take-up roller.
tensional roller, t, is fitted in a bracket, u, bolted
to the frame, o; this roller serves to keep the warp, g, at a uniform
angle throughout the operation of weaving, however much the diameter
of the warp roller, h, may vary by the consumption of the yarn, g.
In
Fig. 1 the heddles are shown in their normal position, or at zero, when
no shed is made. In the first movement towards the formation of a
loop, the heddle, k, is lifted by the treadle or lever, thereby raising one
of the binding warps, e, and forming a shed. At the same time the
heddle, si, is depressed, draws down the heddle, L, and yarn, g, upon one
side of the wire, e, and the heddle, i, depresses the body warp, c; a shot
of weft is now thrown along the race below the needles, e, which
keeps down the warp, e, and binds in the yarn, g. At the next movement the heddle, J, is depressed, and the other binding warp, e, is drawn
down, whilst the other heddles are raised. In this position of the heddles, a shot of weft is thrown in," which binds in the binding warp, e;
and as the weft passes below the body warp, c, it binds that in also.
The next movement of the heddles is to effect the crossing of the surface
warp, g, to the opposite side of the wire, e, and body warp, c, and to
form a shed by lifting the binding warp, e, that was raised in the first
movement. The heddle, J, is raised, and the heddles, i and k, depressed,
whilst the heddle, L, and surface warp, g, is carried down upon the
opposite side of the wire and body warp, o, by the depression of the
heddles, n and i. The shot of weft now thrown in binds the surface
warp, q, and the binding warp, e, upon the second side of the body
warp, c. The fourth and last movement in the formation of the looped
fabrics consists in interweaving the second binding warp at the back of
the fabrics the hedd le, k, and its binding warp, e, are depressed the
weft shot weaves in the warp, e, and passes beneath the body warp, c,
serving to bind it in and form a plain cloth back to the fabric. As the
fabric is woven, the loops are drawn off the wires by the action of the
spiked take-up roller, whence it may be carried to and wound upon a
roller or beam, v.
In the fabrics woven according to the modification
of the improvements hereinbefore described, the threads which form the
body warp run throughout the length of the fabric, and do not cross any
of the other threads
the binding-in of the body warp being effected
by the binding warps, e, which lie parallel to and between each of the
body warps, and are crossed at every second shot of weft the crossing
of the weft, x, being effected first upon the upper side of the body
warp, o, and then upon the under side. Under the modification of these
improvements, in which the fabrics have a cut pile or velvet surface, the
stationary wires, e, are made with a cutting edge at their ends, which
are made wider than the other part, as shown at w, in Fig. 3.
By this
means the loops are cut through, as they are successively drawn off the
wires.
In order to prevent the short pieces of cut wool from being
drawn out, the shedding action is modified from that hereinbefore
described in reference to the looped-surface fabric. The surface warp, G,
is depressed on one side of the body warp, and one of the binding
warps, e, is raised to form the shed.
shot of weft is thrown through
the shed and the next movement is to reverse the position of the binding warps, and throw a shot of weft through the second shed thus formed.
In the second position of the heddles, the heddle, J, is raised, and the
heddle, k, depressed, thus reversing the position of the binding warps,
and by means of the second shot of weft securely binding in the surface
warp, g. The next shedding action depresses the binding warp, e, in
order to bind in the body warp at the back of the fabric. At the fourth
position of the heddles the surface warp is depressed upon the other or
opposite side of the body warp after the shot of weft has been thrown,
the binding warps are reversed, and a second shot thrown to bind in the
warp, g. The last motion of the heddles weaves in the binding warp
at the back of the fabric as before described.
In this last modification
of weaving, two shots of weft are thrown in each time, the surface warp
is crossed over the wires, thereby securing the worsted or yarn more
firmly, to prevent the short pieces of cut wool from being drawn out of
the fabric.

pins.

Each

;

A

;

Under this modification the loom is actuated by hand, and the wood
framing, a, and the lathe, b, are of the ordinary kind. According to
this arrangement the fabric that is being woven consists of a thick body
warp, interwoven with two binding warps, whilst the surface is formed
of worsted or woollen yarns, bound in with the body warps by means of
the weft. The body warp, c, is wound upon the beam or roller, d, and
the binding warps, e, are
wound upon the rollers, F.
Fig. 2.
The plain or printed yarn,
G, which forms the surface
of the fabric, is wound upon
the beam or roller, H. The
warps, c and E, are passed
individually through the
mails or eyes of the heddles,
I, J, k, and the woollen warp,
g, is passed through the
mail or eye of the heddle, L.
The number of mails or
eyes in the heddles must
correspond with the number
of warps in the width of
the fabric. The mails or eyes of the heddle, L, are drawn down upon
each side of the body warps alternately, by the action of the heddles,
m and H, which are looped above the mails of the heddle, l; so that
when either of the heddles, m or s, is depressed by the weaving
action, it draws down the eye of the heddle, L, which carries with it the
surface yarn.
In order to produce a looped surface fabric, a wire is interposed between the body warp and the surface yarn, the height of the
loop being regulated by the thickness of the intervening wire.
The
series of wires are kept in their relative positions by means of a secondary
reed, which is mounted upon a cast-iron frame, o, bolted to the rails of
the side framing of the loom. This secondary reed, p, is supported
below and laterally by a clasp rail cast on the frame, o, and at the upper
part by a movable rail, o., which slides between the flanges of the

;

;

;

A

;

;
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GENERATING STEAM.
William Mum, Glasgow.

—Patent dated llarch

1857.

5,

The

object of this invention is the economising of the fuel used for
boilers by means of a peculiar mode of heating
the feed water of the boilers, prior to its admission into the boilers for
the production of steam. According to these improvements, the smoke
box of the boiler, or that part thereof where the heated currents escape
in then' progress to the chimney or funnel, is fitted up with a coil or
These pipes are fitted up
coils, or other arrangements of water pipes.
in such a manner that they are fully and completely exposed to the
The feed water
effect of the escaping heat from the furnace and flues.
for supplying the boiler is supplied into one end of this arrangement of
pipes and after passing through them, it escapes in a heated condition
at the other end, in readiness for being fed into the boiler for the generation of steam in the usual manner.
In this way the feed water is
highly heated, preparatory to its being converted into actual steam in
the bailer, by what would otherwise be waste heat, and hence considerable economy in fuel is secured in a very simple manner.
Fig. 1 of our illustrative engravings is a sectional elevation of a marine

working marine steam

October

1,
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takes up the otherwise waste heat of the smoke box prior to entering
the boiler.
But whenever the engines cease to run, and feed water is
no longer pumped into the boiler, the valve, l, opens, owing to the
change in the internal condition of the water; and it is this reversing of
the action which causes a constant current to be kept up through the
heating tubes, independent of the forcing action of the feed. So long,
of course, as the feed water is being forced in as before described, a

;

steam
Fip. l.

boiler,

forming one

of a pair of such boilers
working in concert, as

arranged and fitted up
according to these improvements. Fig. 2 is a
corresponding elevation
of the boiler at right
angles to Fig. 1 parts
of the boiler being removed for the purpose
of more clearly showing
the improved arrangements. The actual details of the furnaces in
this boiler are of the
usual kind, except that at
the back thereof there
is in each case a brick
;

structure,

A,

having

within it a
draught
thoroughfare or duct, b,
through which atmo
pheric air passes from
leneath the grate or furnace bars in the direction of the arrows, so as
to become heated in its
course, and enter the
body of the furnace at
the throat, thus melting
and mingling with the
gaseous matters evolved
from the burning fuel, so
as to aid in their effectual
and economical combustion. From this part the draught current passes
along the back uptake flue, and thence enters the back ends of the flue
tubes, c, emerging at the other end in the smoke box, d, where the
heating pipes or tubes, e, are placed. These pipes may be arranged in
various ways but, in the present instance, they are formed into several
parallel rows in a vertical plane, elbow bends being employed for effecting the continuity of the straight lengths. This piping is sustained by
wrought-iron clamp holders, f, attached to the smoke box. The feed
water from the hot well of the engines is forced by the pump in the usual
manner along the horizontal pipe, o, whence it passes up the vertical
pipe, h, the upper end of which is connected to the outer end of the
bottom length of pipe forming the heating arrangement in the smoke
box.
From this point the water passes through the entire length of
pipes, running along the straight portions and round the bends, as indicated by the arrows, until it reaches the top length of piping. From
the outer end of this it descends by a short bend, which passes out
through the side of the smoke box and enters the lower part of the
boiler by a junction at I.
The vertical portion, h, of the inlet pipe for
the feed water has also attached to it a self-acting valve branch, j, opening into a valve chest, k, containing a hinged valve, l, the downward
slope of which valve is directed towards the inlet of the water.
The
other end of this valve chest opens into the lower part of the boiler at m.
So long as the engines are running, and the boilers continue to receive
their supplies of feed water, the inlet pressure of this feed water keeps
the valve, l, closed, so that the actual direction of the feed current is
through the heating pipes in the manner before described and the water
;

;

proper current

is

kept up through the heating tubes

when feed water is not going into the
to make special provision in the details of

circulation,

;

and

up a
becomes

to keep

boiler, it

necessary
the arrangements.
For this purpose the external bend on the pipe immediately above the
junction, i, where the water enters the boiler, has attached to it the
lower end of a small pipe, N, on which pipe is a stop-cock, o, for controlling the communication between the terminal portion of the boiler
feed-pipe and the upper or steam portion of the boiler, as at p.
When
the engine is stopped, the valve, l, opens, and the water ascends the
pipe, k, and passes into the boiler at p, just above the water line.
To
the pipe, N, a thermometer may be attached, for the purpose of indicating
the temperature of the feed water. By means of the arrangement of the

and the pipe, N, the circulation of the water in the
whether the pumps are working or not, and without
requiring any attention on the part of the engineer or attendants. The
water-heating pipes, e, may be fitted in any other part of the boiler, or
in the furnace, the flues, or smoke box, than that shown in the drawing,
but so that the heating pipes may intercept or absorb the heat that
would otherwise pass off unused. In addition to the advantage obtained
in heating the feed water of the engine, the heating pipes prevent the
flame from ascending the uptake, thereby tending to the preservation of
the boiler itself, as well as economising fuel.
self-acting valve, l,
pipes, e, is kept up

—
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SECURING WATCHES.
Roiieet Mair, Edinburgh.

—PateM dated March

3,

1857.

This invention relates to a safety contrivance to be used for protecting articles worn on the person, such as watches and purses, so as to
prevent their being stolen, injured, or removed by force. In its application for protecting or securing watches when worn in the watch or
other pocket, this apparatus consists of two segments of thin steel, or
other metal, together embracing about three-fourths or four-fifths of the
watch's periphery, and lined with soft leather or other substance, so as
These segments fit on
to fit well to the watch without injury thereto.
to the lower portion of the watch, or the part opposite to the handle or
stem thereof, and outside them is a solid segmental piece, also of thin
The two inner segmental
steel, embracing about one-half of the. watch.
pieces are connected together by a catch arrangement, which prevents
one segment moving without the other and the outer solid segment
;
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has a blade-spring attached to it, and made to press on one side of the
The junccatch, so as to cause it to embrace the two. inner segments.
tion-holder of the contiguous ends of the inner segments is so contrived
as that when the watch is protected by insertion in the apparatus, the
shall connect itself to the spring of the outer segmental piece, and
The two outside ends of the external segmental piece are
firm.
chain, or
jointed to the internal segments by suitable terminal eyes.
other metallic connection, or cord, is passed through the central button
sternal segment, and is thence conveyed away to the part of the
dress chosen by the wearer as the best part for secure attachment this
chain or cord being connected with the blade-spring of the outer segment for the liberation of the watch when required. Or, instead of this,
a connection may be brought to the upper part of the protector, which,
bv being pressed, will liberate the watch as the hand is passed into the
pocket to draw it out. By putting the watch into the protector, its own
weight brings down the movable parts of the inner segment and secures
The button at the bottom or central position of the protector is
it.
passed through a hole in the pocket for making it secure to the dress.
Pig. 1 of the illustrative
Fig. 2.
Fig- 1engravings is a frontview of one modification
of the arrangement for
protecting articles worn

A

;
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e, aside, until it comes opposite the eye, when the end of the
spring enters it, and the watch is securely held. Instead of draw ing
back the spring, e, by means of the cord or chain, f, to release the
watch, the same end may be attained by means of a pin or stud, I, projecting from the spring, and passing through the front of the guard
plate, h.
In this arrangement, instead of releasing the watch by drawing the cord or chain, f, the stud is pressed upon from the outside of the
watch pocket with one hand whilst the watch is withdrawn.
The
protector may be made in either gold, silver, steel, or other metal, and
may be adapted for preventing watches from being abstracted from the
pocket, or lost by reason of the ordinary chain or guard being broken.
By modifying the arrangement of the parts of the protector, it may be
adapted to secure purses and other valuable property carried upon the
person.

spring,

REGISTERED DESIGN.
CONNECTING PARTS OF GUTTERS.

upon the person. Fig. 2
is a side view of the same.

Registered for Me. James King, Zinc Works, Beading.

In the particular modification shown in the
engraving, the protector
is shown as applied to
a watch, in order to
prevent the same from
being abstracted from
the wearer's pocket. Al-

though

this

improved

protector is applicable to
other articles of value

than
.

watches,

yet

Mr. King forms a most effective connection for the parts of gutters or
rain-water ducts, for house eaves and similar purposes, by so shaping
the contiguous ends that one end slips easily into the other. This produces a secure joint without the aid of solder, nuts and bolts, or straps.
The section of gutter preferred by Mr. King is that of a semi-ellipse,
with the upper edges well turned over in quick curves. This form
secures great strength combined with lightness, whilst it also affords a
most effective water way, with little liability of choking up from the
dropping in of leaves or foreign matters and it also possesses a very
elegant appearance.
;

its

application to this pur-

f

pose has been selected,
because the present mode of wearing watches is peculiarly insecure, and
offers great temptation to dishonest persons from the ease with which
the watch may be broken away from the ordinary guard. The protector
consists of two segmentally-shaped pieces of suitable metal, A, which
are jointed at about one-thud from then- upper extremities to a semiThese three pieces of metal are made convex
circular piece of metal, b.
externally, and with a corresponding hollow or concave form upon the
inner side. The inner grooved part is lined with velvet, soft leather, or
other suitable material, which will not injure the edge of the watch
when held in the protector. The velvet lining is shown at c, turned
over the upper edge of the segments, a the lining is fastened to the
metal by cement or glue, and is turned over the edges of the metal, in
order to prevent its being loosened by the passing of the watch into and
out of the protector. One of the metal segments, A, has a slot made in
the lower end of it in this slot a pin, d, formed on the under side of the
jading segment, moves to and fro. The pin, d, has an eye made
in it, through which the end of the blade-spring, e, passes, and holds the
two segments, a, down firmly, so that neither of the segments can be
until the spring is drawn back, so as to remove the end of the
The spring, e, is a small blade-spring curved
spring, e, from the pin, d.
to the convexity of the semicircular piece of metal, b, and fastened
by small screws. The free end of the spring is bent at right
angles, so as to form a short stud or pin, which passes through the eye
Near to its free end the spring, e, is enlarged, so
of the segment, A.
as to form a projecting part sufficiently large to pass the end of a chain
This chain or cord, f, passes through the hollow
or cord through it.
stem of the button, g, which projects from the back of the semicircular
guard-piece of metal, H. The segmental pieces of metal, A and b, are
made of such a curvature as to closely fit the watch when placed therein,
The button, g, is passed
i; in Fig. 1 of the illustrative engravings.
through a button-hole, made for the purpose, in the pocket or other part
The chain or cord, f, is fastened to some
dress of the wearer.
secure part of the inside dress. When the wearer wishes to release the
watch from the protector, whilst he holds the stem or handle of the
watch with one hand, he draws the cord or chain, F, with the other.
This action draws the end of the spring, e, out of the eye in the pin, D
the two segments, a, are then released; the wearer at the same time
draws the watch upwards, which causes the segments, A, to move outwards,
When the parts, a, of the protector are in this position, their upper extremities are sufficiently wide apart to allow the watch to pass freely
between them. Upon returning the watch to the pocket, it is passed
the segments, a its weight carries down the lower extremities
of the
which are made to turn very easily upon their axes.
The descent of the .segments causes the pin, d, to push the end of the

REVIEWS OF NEW BOOKS.
Mensuration, Plane and Solid, for the Use of Schools and Colleges, Civil, Military, and Naval, and especially adapted foe SelfInstruction. By the Rev. Sidney Boucher, M.A. London: Longman

&

Co.

The

1857.

author's object in the compilation of this

little

;

;

i

i

;

been

book seems to have
from elemen-

to furnish students with a convenient stepping-stone
tary books to abstruse treatises on the important subject of

mensuration.

He

remarks in his introduction upon the neglect that the study of this
subject generally meets with in schools, and upon the prevalent ignor-

ance of it amongst boys. He considers that the neglect is attributable,
not so much to an under-estimate of the value of mensuration, as to an
over-estimate of its difficulty.
He has accordingly aimed at supplying
junior students with an aid to the thorough comprehension of the elementary processes of geometry, hoping that they will, from its use, have
Nothing
less difficulty when they arrive at the higher mathematics.
is requisite, he says, for the solution of all but a few of the questions
here proposed beyond a knowledge of vulgar and decimal fractions,
square root, and simple equations. He has endeavoured to combine
clearness and brevity in his explanations and in this we think he has
generally succeeded.
have looked through the book, and we see
reason to pronounce it a useful one, especially, from the great abundance
of examples and questions, to tutors and schoolmasters.
;

We

Archttectuhal Economics, comprising Tables of Convenient Form
and Designs for Details, with Examples, &c, foe Assistance in
Estimating all the Chief Items in Projected Buildings, oe in
Reducing oh Enlarging the Expendituee, as Circumstances Require.

By

the Rev. G. Scratton.

Longman &

Co.

1857.

A little book of forty-two pages and five plates, which will be found useful
by

architects and builders in the task of computation.
It consists principally of tables, with examples worked out and the author thinks the
work will be found serviceable by all concerned in building, whether for
private or public purposes, particularly those upon whom devolve the
laying out to advantage of funds subscribed for charitable objects.
;
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Mechanical Structure op Cotton Firhe. By Gilbert
Manchester Simms. August, 1857.

J. French, of Bolton.

:

A

small pamphlet written to call attention to the fact that the fibre of
the cotton plant is naturally twisted, and to suggest that some contrivance should be adopted by manufacturers to preserve this spiral twist.
If this were done throughout the process of spinning, he thinks that a
thread of greater tenuity with more strength and smoothness would be
obtained than b}7 the present practice, which from first to last totally
disregards the direction of the natural leision, twisting some of the fibres
He thinks, also,
in one direction, and some in the opposite direction.
that a certain permanent lustre, similar in some degree to the lustre of
would
possessed
by
threads
and
cotton
if the parallel
silk,
be
fabrics of
position of the fibres, as they exist in the seed pod, were retained.

PJELE TELEGRAPHS.
In these days of "big war," I think I may do some public service
by stating that I can enclose a roll of paper, containing information in
writing, in the wooden shaft of either my rifle whistle-signal, or percussion explosive-bolt, both of which can be thrown to the distance of one
thousand yards, from a rifle of one-inch bore, using a gun-cotton cartridge as I have frequently proved in the open fields near the Tilbury
Station, in the presence of the railway officials.
These messengers could
be thrown across a broad and rapid river where no boat could live. As
they fit with their projections (placed in front and at the base) into the
spiral grooves of the rifle, there is little friction, the central part of the
shaft having none whatever.
Specimens of these rifle-bolts are to be
seen at the South Kensington Museum of Inventions.
;

The engraving

represents the full size of

my rifle

bolt-whistle.

The

funned of Sycamore wood, and the rifling is cut by a sharp-edged
punch, made of a piece of rifle barrel. The dotted line across the brass
whistle represents a brass partition, to prevent the shaft from being forced
farther in than its position by the fixing of the gun-cotton cartridge.
This form of whistle answers very well, but other forms may be formed
to answer better.
J. Norton.
is

IxosnERViLLE, Sept., 1857.

MEETING OF THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION IN DUBLIN.

—

TnE

Irish capital has this year welcomed the British Association
Dr.
his post as president in favour of the Rev. Humphrey
Lloyd, D.D., who delivered the following address, commencing with

Daubeny resigning
Astronomy:

The career of planetary discovery, which began in the first years of
the present century, and was resumed in 1845, has since continued with
unabated ardour. But since 1846 not a single year has passed without
some one or more additions to the nmnber of the planetoids and in one
year alone (1852), no fewcrthan eight such bodies were discovered. The
last year has furnished its quota of five, and in the present three more
have been found one by Mr. Pogson, of Oxford, and the other two by
M. Goldschmidt, of Paris. The known number of these bodies is now
forty-five.
Their total mass, however, is very small. The diameter of
the largest is less than forty miles, while that of the smallest (Atalanta)
These discoveries have been facilitated by staris little more than four.
maps and star-catalogues, the formation of which they have, on the
Two very extensive works of this kind are now
other hand, stimulated.
in progress
the Star Catalogue of M. Chacornac, made at the Observatory of Marseilles, in course of publication by the French Government and that of Mr. Cooper, made at his observatory at Markrce, in
Ireland, which is now being published by the help of the Parliamentary
Grant of the Royal Society. It is a remarkable result of the latter labour, that no fewer than seventy-seven stars, previously catalogued, are
now missing. This, no doubt, is to be ascribed in part to the errors of
former observations but it seems reasonable to suppose that, to some
extent at least, it is the result of changes actually in progress in the
Sidereal System.
The sudden appearance of a new fixed star in the
;

—

—

;

;

its

subsequent change of

lustre,

and

its final
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disappearance, are

phenomena which have at all times attracted the attention of astronomers. About twenty such have been observed. Arago has given the
most remarkable, and discussed the various hypotheses
which have been offered for their explanation.
Of these, the most
plausible is that which attributes the phenomenon to unequal brightness
of the faces of the star which are presented successively to the earth by
the star's rotation round its axis.
On this hypothesis the appearance
should be periodic. M. Goldschmidt has recently given support to this
explanation, by rendering it probable that the new star of 1609 is the
same whose appearance was recorded in the years 393, 798, and 1203.
Its period, in such case, is
405J years. The greater part of the celestial
phenomena are comprised in the movements of the heavenly bodies and
the configurations depending on them and they are for the most part
reducible to the same law of gravity which governs the planetary motions.
But there are appearances which indicate the operation of other forces,
and which, therefore, demand the attention of the physicist although,
from their nature, they must probably long remain subjects of speculation.
Of these, the spiriform nebulae, discovered by Lord Rosse, have
been already referred to from this chair, as indicating changes in the
more distant regions of the universe, to which there is nothing entirely
analogous in our own system. These appearances are accounted for, by
an able anonymous writer, by the action of gravitating forces combined
with the effects of a resisting medium the resistance being supposed to
history of the

;

—

CORRESPONDENCE.

shaft

heavens,

October

—

bear a sensible proportion to the gravitating action. The constitution
of the central body of our own system presents a nearer and more interesting subject of speculation.
Towards the close of the last century
many hypotheses were advanced regarding the nature and constitution
of the sun, all of which agreed in considering it to be an opaque body,
surrounded at some distance by a luminous envelope. But the only
certain fact which has been added to science in this department is the
proof given by Arago that the light of the sun emanated (not from an
incandescent solid, but) from a gaseous atmosphere, the light of incandescent solid bodies being polarised by refraction, while the light of the
sun, and that emitted by gaseous bodies, is unpolarised.
According to
the observations of Schwabe, which have been continued without intermission for more than thirty years, the magni tude of the solar surface obscured by spots increases and decreases periodically, the length of the
period being 11 years and 40 days.
This remarkable fact, and the relation which it appears to bear to certain phenomena of terrestrial magnetism, have attracted fresh interest to the study of the solar surface
and, upon the suggestion of Sir John Herschel, a photoheliographic apparatus has lately been established at Kew, for the purpose of depicting
the actual macular state of the sun's surface from time to time. It is
well known that Sir William Herschel accounted for the solar spots by
currents of an elastic fluid ascending from the body of the sun, and
penetrating the exterior luminous envelope.
A somewhat different
speculation of the same kind has been recently advanced by Mosotti,
who has endeavoured to connect the phenomena of the solar spots with
those of the red protuberances which appear to issue from the body of the
sun in a total eclipse, and which so much interested astronomers in the
remarkable eclipse of 1842. Next to the sun, our own satellite has
always claimed the attention of astronomers, while the comparative
smallness of its distance inspired the hope that some knowledge of its
physical structure could be attained with the large instrumental means
now available. Accordingly, at the meeting of the Association held at
Belfast in 1852, it was proposed that the Earl of Rosse, Dr. Robinson,
and Prof. Phillips be requested to draw up a report on the physical
character of the moon's surface, as compared with that of the earth.
That the attention of these eminent observers has been directed to the
subject, may be inferred from the communication lately made by Prof.
Phillips to the Royal Society on the mountain Gassendi, and the surrounding region. But I am not aware that the subject is yet ripe for a
report.
I need not remind you that the moon possesses neither sea nor
atmosphere of appreciable extent. Still, as a negative, in such case, is
relative only to the capabilities of the instruments employed, the search
for the indications of a lunar

atmosphere has been renewed with every

Of such indications, the most
fresh augmentation of telescopic power.
delicate, perhaps, are those afforded by the occultation of a planet by the
moon.
The occultation of Jupiter, which took place on the 2d of
January last, was observed with this reference, and is said to have exhibited no hesitation, or change of form or brightness, such as would be
produced by the refraction or absorption of an atmosphere. As respects
the sea, the mode of examination long since suggested by Sir David
Brewster is probably the most effective. If water existed on the moon's
surface, the sun's light reflected from it should be completely polarised
No traces of such
at a certain elongation of the moon from the sun.
light have been observed but I am not aware that the observations
have been repeated recently with any of the larger telescopes. It is now
;

well understood that the path of astronomical discovery is obstructed
much more by the earth's atmosphere than by the limitation of telescopic
powers. Impressed with this conviction, the Association has, for some
time past, urged upon her Majesty's Government the scientific import-

October
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ance of establishing a large reflector at some elevated station in the
Southern Hemisphere. In the mean time, and to gain (as it were) a
sample of the results which might be expected from a more systematic
search, Prof. Piazzi Smyth undertook, last summer, the task of transporting a large collection of instruments meteorological and magnetical, as
well as astronomical to a high point on the Peak of Teneriffe. His
stations were two in number, at the altitudes above the sea of 8,840
and 10.700 feet respectively and the astronomical advantages gained
may be inferred from the fact, that the heat radiated from the moon,
which has been so often sought for in vain in a lower region, was distinctly perceptible, even at the lower of the two stations.
The researches relative to the Figure of the Earth and the Tides are
intimately connected with Astronomy, and next claim our attention.
The results of the Ordnance Survey of Britain, so far as they relate to
the earth's figure and mean density, have been lately laid before the
Royal Society by Col. James, the Superintendent of the Survey. The
elliptieity deduced is l-299'33.
The mean specific gravity of the earth,
as obtained from the attraction of Arthur's Seat, near Edinburgh, is
531 6 a result which accords satisfactorily with the mean of the results
obtained by the torsion balance. Of the accuracy of this important work
it is sufficient to observe, that when the length of each of the measured
bases (in Salisbury Plain and on the shores of Lough Foyle) was computed from the other, through the whole series of intermediate triangles,
the difference from the measured length was only 5 inches in length of
from 5 to 7 miles. Our knowledge of the laws of the Tides has received
an important accession in the results of the tidal observations made
around the Irish coasts in 1851, under the direction of the Royal Irish
Academy. The discussion of these observations was undertaken by

—

—

;
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Haughton, and that portion of it which relates to the diurnal tides
has been already completed and published. The most important result
of this discussion is, the separation of the effects of the sun and moon in
the diurnal tide a problem which was proposed by the Academy as one
of the objects to be attained by the contemplated observations, and which
has been now for the first time accomplished. From the comparison of
these effects Prof. Haughton has drawn some remarkable conclusions
In the dynamical
relative to the mean depth of the sea in the Atlantic.
theory of the tides, the ratio of the solar to the lunar effect depends not
only on the masses, distances, and periodic times, of the two luminaries,
but also on the depth of the sea and this, accordingly, may be computed
when the other quantities are known. In this manner Prof. Haughton
has deduced, from the solar and lunar co-efficients of the diurnal tide, a
mean depth of 5'12 miles a result which accords in a remarkable
manner with that inferred from the ratio of the semi-diurnal co-efficients,
as obtained hy Laplace from the Brest observations. The subject, however, is far from being exhausted.
The depth of the sea, deduced from
the solar and lunar tidal intervals, and from the age of the lunar diurnal
tide, is somewhat more than double of the foregoing; and the consistency
of the individual results is such as to indicate that their wide difference
from the former is not attributable to errors of observation. Professor
Haughton throws out the conjecture, that the depth, deduced from the
tidal intervals and ages, corresponds to a different part of the ocean from
that inferred from the heights.
Prof.

—

;

—

The phenomena

of terrestrial magnetism, present

many

close analogies

with those of the tides and their study has been, in a peculiar manner,
connected with the labours of this Association. To this body, and by
the hands of its present general secretary, were presented those reports
on the distribution of the terrestrial magnetic force which reawakened
the attention of the scientific world to the subject.
It was in the
Committee Rooms of this Association that the first step was taken
towards that great magnetic' organisation which has borne so much fruit
it was here that the philosophical sagacity of Herschel guided its earlier
career; and it was here again that the cultivators of the science assembled, from every part of Europe, to deliberate about its future
progress.
It was natural, therefore, that the results obtained from such
beginnings should form a prominent topic in the addresses which have
been annually delivered from this chair and the same circumstances
will plead my excuse if I now revert to some of them which have been
already touched upon by my predecessors. It has been long known
that the elements of the earth's magnetic force were subject to certain
regular and recurring changes, whose periods were, respectively, a dag
and a year, and which, therefore, were referred to the sun as their source.
To these periodical changes Dr. Lamont, of Munich, added another of
ten years, the diurnal range of the magnetic declination having been
found to pass from a maximum to a minimum, and back again, in about
that time.
But besides these slow and regular changes, there are
;

;

others of a different class, which recur at irregular intervals, and which
are characterised by a large deviation of the magnetic elements from
their normal state, and generally also by rapid fluctuation and change.
These phenomena, called by Humboldt " magnetic storms," have been
observed to occur simultaneously in the most distant parts of the earth,
and thus to indicate a cause operating upon the entire globe. But casual
as they seem, these effects are found to be subject to laws of their own.
Prof, Kreil was the first to discover that, at a given place, they recurred
115.—Vol. X.
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more frequently

at certain hours of the day than at others
and that,
consequently, in their mean effects, they were subject to periodical
laws, depending upon the Itour at each station.
The laws of this periodicity have been ably worked out by General Sabine in his discussion
of the results of the British Colonial Observatories and he has added
the important facts, that the same phenomena observe also the two other
periods already noticed namely, the annual and the decennial periods.
He has further arrived at the very remarkable result, that the decennial
magnetic period coincides, both in its duration and its epochs of maxima
and minima, with the decennial period obsevered by Schwabe in the
solar spots from which it is to be inferred that the sun exercises a
magnetic influence upon the earth dependent on the condition of its
luminous envelope.
are thus in the presence of two facts, which
appear at first sight opposed namely, the absolute simultaneity of magnetic disturbances at all parts of the earth, and their predominance at
certain local hours at each place.
General Sabine accounts for this apparent discrepancy by the circumstance, that the hours of maximum
disturbance are different for the different elements so that there may
be an abnormal condition of the magnetic force, operating at the same
instant over the whole globe, but manifesting itself at one place chiefly
in one element, and at another place in another.
I would venture to
suggest, as a subject of inquiry, whether the phenomena which have
been hitherto grouped together as "occasional" effects may not possibly
include two distinct classes of changes, obeying separate laws one of
them being strictly periodic, and constituting a part of the regular diurnal change while the other is strictly abnormal, and simultaneous at
all parts of the globe.
If this be so, it would follow that we are not justified in separating the larger changes from the rest, merely on the
ground of their magnitude, and that a different analysis of the phenomenon is required. The effects hitherto considered are all referable to
the sun as their cause. Prof. Kreil discovered, however, that another
body of our system namely, our own satellite exerted an effect upon
the magnetic needle, and that the magnetic declination underwent a
small and very regular variation, whose amount was dependent on the
lunar hour-angle, and whose period was therefore a lunar day. This
singular result was subsequently confirmed by Mr. Broun, in the discussion of the Mackerstown Observations and its laws have since been
fully traced, for all the magnetic elements, by General Sabine, in the
discussion of the results obtained at the Colonial Magnetic Observatories.
The foregoing facts bear closely upon the debated question of
the causes of the magnetic variations. It has been usual to ascribe the
periodical changes of the earth's magnetic force to the thermic action
of the sun, operating either directly upon the magnetism of the earth, or
affecting it indirectly by the induction of the thermo-electric currents.
Here, however, we have a distinct case of magnetic action, unaccompanied by heat and the question is naturally suggested, whether the
larger diurnal change may not also be independent of temperature. The
most important fact, in its bearing upon this question, is the existence
of an annual inequality in the diurnal variation, dependent on the sun's
declination, which has been recently pointed out by General Sabine. If
we deduct the ordinate of the curve which represents the mean diurnal
variation for the entire year, from those for the summer and winter halfyearly curves respectively, the differences are found to be equal and opposite and the curves themselves, consequently, are similar, but oppoFrom this, General
sitely placed, with respect to the axis of abscissae.
Sabine draws the inference, that the diurnal variation is a direct effect
of solar action, and not a result of its thermic agency.
The most important step which has been recently taken in this
country to advance the science of Meteorology has been the formation
of a department connected with the Board of Trade, for the collection
and discussion of meteorological observations made at sea. The practical results of a similar undertaking in the United States are now well
known. The charts and sailing directions published by Lieut. Maury
have enabled navigators to shorten their passages, in many cases bj'
The comone-fourth of the time, and in some even to a greater extent.
mercial importance of such a result could not fail to attract general attention and accordingly, when the United States Government invited
other maritime nations to co-operate in the undertaking, the invitation
conference was held at Brussels in 1853, at
was cordially accepted.
which meteorologists deputed by those powers attended; and a Report
was made, recommending the course to be pursued in a general system
This Report was laid before the
of marine meteorological observations.
British Parliament soon after, and a sum of money was voted for the
necessary expenditure. The British Association undertook to supply
verified instruments by means of its Observatory at Kew; and the
Royal Society, in consultation with the most eminent meteorologists of
Europe and America, addressed an able Report to the Board of Trade, in
which the objects to be attended to, so as to render the sysem of observation most available for science, were clearly set forth. With this cooperation on the part of the two leading scientific Societies, the establishment was soon organised. It was placed under the direction of a
distinguished naval officer, Admiral Fitzroy; and in the beginning of
1855 it was in operation. Agents were established at the principal ports
2 c
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supply of instruments, books, and instructions

and there are
British ships so furnished, whose officers have
undertaken to make and record the required observations, and to transmit them from time to time to the Department. The observations are
tabulated, by collecting together, in separate books, those of each month,

for the

;

now more than 200

corresponding to geographical spaces bounded by meridians and parallels
10 degrees apart. At the present time, 700 months of logs have been
received from nearly 100 merchant ships, and are in process of tabulation.
Holland is taking similar steps and the Meteorological Institute
of that country, under the direction of Mr. Buys Bellot, has already
published three volumes of nautical information, obtained from Dutch
vessels in the Atlantic and Indian Oceans.
For the purposes of meteorological science this system cannot be considered as complete until observations on land are included.
Most of the greater atmospheric changes
are due to the distribution of land and water, and to the different effects
Observation alone can furnish the data from
of the sun's rays on each.
which the effects' of these agencies may be calculated; and we can
therefore probably make no great advance in the knowledge of the
meteorology of the globe, without a concurrent investigation of its
two leading departments. Land observations exist in great numbers.
In Prussia, in Russia, in Austria, and in Belgium, such observations are
organised under Government direction, or at least with Government
support.
In other parts of Europe, as in Britain, the labour is left to
individuals or scientific Societies. What is needed is to give unity to
these isolated labours to connect them with one another, and with the
results obtained at sea; and the first step to this seems to be to give them,
in each country, that permanence and uniformity of system which can
only be insured in measures adopted by the State. Here, however, we
encounter an objection, upon which it is necessary to say a few words.
It has been objected to the science of meteorology, as it has been usually
studied, that it proceeds upon a false method, and that, consequently, it
has led, and can lead, to no results. I feel myself in a manner compelled to notice this grave objection
in the first place, because it proceeds from men whose opinions on this (or almost any other scientific
question) are entitled to the highest deference; and, secondly, because
this Association must bear no inconsiderable measure of the reproach,
First, then, as to results.
if it be well founded.
I am free to admit that
the number of those who are engaged in the discussion of meteorological
observations is disproportionately small, and that the results obtained
probably fall far short of what may be expected from the data already
accumulated. But that the methods have led, and can lead, to no results,
is, I think, sufficiently disproved by the labours of a single man
Prof.
Dove, of Berlin. And if it be true that the course pursued in the science
has yielded much fruit, in proportion to the labour bestowed on the disStill it is quite
cussion,, it will hardly be deemed widely erroneous.
possible that the methods pursued, though not fruitless, may be inadequate, and it seems therefore necessary to notice the objection somewhat
more minutely. It is asserted, then, that the capital vice of the science
of meteorology, as at present pursued, is that it has no definite aim; that
it ought to embrace an inquiry into the physical constitution of the
objects with which the science is concerned, and an investigation of
cause as well as laws of phenomena. It may be admitted, at once, that
the physical constitution of the bodies whose changes we are investigating is a proper object of study to the physicist but it does not follow
that it should necessarily be conducted by the same individuals who are
in search for the laws of the phenomena, or even that the former knowledge is essential to the progress of the latter. The noblest of all the
physical sciences Astronomy is little more than a science of loirs
laws, too, of the simplest kind of cltange; and the knowledge of these
laws is wholly independent of the physical constitution of the masses
whose movements it studies. A similar observation may be made regarding the science of Terrestrial Magnetism ; and the case is one which
brings us still nearer to the question at issue, inasmuch as the laws
which have been obtained and they are numerous have resulted from
a method of inquiry altogether similar to that adopted in meteorology.
Time will not permit me to inquire whether there is not a misconception of a metaphysical kind at the root of this objection.
I may observe,
however, before leaving the subject, that there are two modes of studying the sequences of natural phenomena one in their relation to time,
and which is best accomplished by observations at stated periods, and
the other in the relation of the successive phases of the phenomenon to
one another. Of these, the latter, although not wholly neglected, has
net been so much followed as it deserves; and I cannot but think that
it would, if more systematically followed, enrich the science of meteorology with a new harvest of results.
The. most important of the recent additions to the theory of Light have
been those made by M. Jamin. It has been long known that metals
differed from transparent bodies, in their action on light, in this, that
;
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plane-polarised light reflected from their surfaces became elliptically
polarised; and the phenomenon is explained on the principles of the
wave-theory, by the assumption that the vibration of the ether undergoes a change ofphase at the instant of reflexion, the amount of which
is dependent on its direction and on the angle of incidence.
This sup-
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posed distinction, however, was soon found not to be absolute. Mr.
Airy showed that diamond reflected light in a manner similar to metals
and Mr. Dale and Prof. Powell extended the property to all bodies having a high refractive power. But it was not until lately that M. Jamin
proved that there is no distinction in this respect between transparent
and metallic bodies that all bodies transform plane-polarised into clliptically-polarised light, and impress a change of phase at the moment of
reflexion.
Prof. Haughton has followed up the researches of M. Jamin,
;

and established the existence of circularly-polarised light by reflexion
from transparent surfaces. The theoretical investigations connected
with the subject afford a remarkable illustration of one of those impedito the progress of Natural Philosophy which Bacon has put in the
foremost place among his examples of the Idola I mean, the tendency
of the human mind to suppose a greater simplicity and uniformity in
nature than exists there. The phenomena of polarisation compel us to
admit that the sensible luminous vibrations are transversal, or in the plane
of the wave itself; and it was naturally supposed by Fresnel, and after
him by M'Cullagh and Neumann, either that no normal vibrations were
propagated, or that, if they were, they had no relation to the phenomena
of light.
We now learn that it is by them that the phase is modified in
the act of reflexion and that, consequently, no dynamical theory which
neglects them, or sets them aside, can be complete. Attention has been
lately recalled to a fundamental position of the wave-theory of light, respecting which opposite assumptions have been made. The vibrations
of a polarised ray are all parallel to a fixed direction in the piano of the
wave but that direction may be either parallel or perpendicular to the
plane of polarisation. In the original theory of Fresnel, the latter was
assumed to be the fact and in this assumption Fresnel has been followed by Cauchy. In the modified theories of M'Cullagh and Neumann,
on the other hand, the vibrations are supposed to be parallel to the plane
of polarisation.
This opposition of the two theories was compensated,

ments

—

;

;

;

as respects the results, by other differences in their hypothetical principles and both of them led to conclusions which observation has verified.
There seemed, therefore, to be no means left to the theorist to decide between these conflicting hypotheses until Prof. Stokes recently,
in applying the dynamical theory of light to other classes of phenomena,
found one in which the effects should differ on the two assumptions.
When light is transmitted through a fine grating, it is turned aside, or
diffracted,, according to laws which the wave-theory has explained.
Now, Prof. Stokes has shown that, when the incident light is polarised,
the plane of vibration of the diffracted ray must differ from that of the
incident, the two planes being connected by a very simple relation.
It
only remained, therefore, for observation to determine whether theplanes
of polarisation of the incident and refracted rays were similarly related,
or not.
The experiment was undertaken by Prof. Stokes himself, and
he has inferred from it that the original hypothesis of Fresnel is the true
one.
But, as an opposite result has been obtained by M. Holtzmann,
on repeating the experiment, the question must be regarded as still undetermined. The difference in the experimental results is ascribed by
Prof. Stokes to the difference in the nature of the gratings employed by
himself and by the German experimentalist, the substance of the diffracting body being supposed to exert an effect upon the polarisation of the
I learn from
light, which is diffracted by it under a great obliquity.
Prof. Stokes, that he proposes to resume the experimental inquiry, and
to test this supposition by employing gratings of various substances.
If the conjecture should prove to be well founded, it will greatly complicate the dynamical theory of light. In the mean time, the hypothesis
is one of importance in itself, and deserves to be verified or disproved by
independent means. I would venture to suggest that it may be effectively tested by means of the beautiful Interference-refractor of M.
Jamin, which the inventor has already applied to study the effects upon
light produced by grazing a plate of any soluble substance inclosed in a
fluid.
It is well known that the refractive index of bodies increases
with their density and the theory of emission has even expressed the
law of their mutual dependence. That theory, it is true, is now completely overthrown by the decisive experimeutum crucis of MM. Fizeau
and Foucault. It was, therefore, probable, a priori, that this law the
only one peculiar to the theory should be found wanting. Its truth has
;

;

—

—

recently been put to an experimental test by M. Jamin. Water, it is
known, has its maximum of density at about 40° of Fahrenheit and
accordingly, if Newton's law were true, its refractive index should also
have a maximum value at the same temperature. This has been disproved by M. Jamin, by observing the interference of two rays, one of
which has passed through air, and the other through water and thus the
It would oclast conclusion of the emission-theory has been set aside.
cupy too much of your time were I to touch, even lightly, upon the subject of the chemical action of light, and the many beautiful and important
discoveries of the art to which it has given rise. I may, however, mention, as one of the latest of the marvels of photography, that M. Poitevin
has succeeded in producing plates in relief, for the purposes of engraving,
by the action of light alone. The process depends upon the change in
the affinity for water, produced by the action of light upon a thin plate
of gelatine, which is impregnated with bichromate of potash.
;

;
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In the whole range of experimental science there is no fact more faknown, than the development of Heat hy friction. The
most ignorant savage is acquainted 'with it it was probably known to
generation
of mankind. Yet, familiar as it is, the science of
the first
which it is the germ dates back but a very few years. It was known
from the time of Black, that heat disappeared in producing certain
changes of state in bodies, and reappeared when the order of those
changes was reversed and that the amount of heat, thus converted,
had a given relation to the effect produced. In one of these changes
namely, evaporation a definite mechanical force is developed, which
is again absorbed when the vapour is restored by pressure to the liquid
state.
It was, therefore, not unnatural to conjecture, that in all cases
in which heat is developed by mechanical action, or vice versa, a definite
relation would be found to subsist between the amount of the action and
that of the heat developed or absorbed. This conjecture was put to the
test of experiment by Mayer and Joule, in 1842, and was verified by the
result.
It was found that heat and mechanical power were mutually convertible; and that the relation between them was definite, 772 foot-pounds
of motive power being equivalent to a. unit of heat that is, to the amount
of heat requisite to raise a pound of water through one degree of Fahrenheit.
The science of Thermodynamics, based upon this fact, and
upon a few other obvious facts or self-evident principles, has grown up
in the hands of Clausius, Thomson, and Rankine, into large proportions,
and is each day making fresh conquests in the region of the unknown.
Thus far the science of heat is made to rest wholly upon the facts of experiment, and is independent of any hypothesis respecting the molecular
The dynamical theory of heat, however, has
constitution of bodies.
materially aided in establishing true physical conceptions of the nature
of heat. The old hypothesis of caloric, as a separate substance, was
indeed rendered improbable by the experiments of Rumford and Davy,
and by the reasonings of Young but it continued to hold its ground,
and is interwoven into the language of science. It is now clearly shown
to be self-contradictory, and to lead to the result that the amount of heat
in the universe may be indefinitely augmented.
On the other hand, the
identification of radiant heat with light, and the establishment of the
wave-theory, left little doubt that heat consisted in a vibratory movement
either of the molecules of bodies or of the ether within them.
Still, the
relation of heat to bodies, and the phenomena of conduction, indicate a
mechanism of a more complicated kind than that of light, and leave ample
room for further speculation. The only mechanical hypothesis (so far as
I am aware) which is consistent with the present state of our knowledge
of the phenomena of heat, is the theory of molecular vortices of Mr. Rankine. In this theory all bodies are supposed to consist of atoms, composed
of nuclei surrounded with elastic atmospheres. The radiation of light and
heat is ascribed to the transmission of oscillations of the nuclei while
thermometric heat is supposed to consist in circulating currents or vortices,
amongst the particles of their atmospheres, whereby they tend to recede
from the nuclei, and to occupy a greater space. From this hypothesis
Mr. Rankine has deduced all the laws of Thermodynamics, by the aplication of known mechanical principles.
He has also, from the same
principles, deduced relations (which have been confirmed by experiment)
between the pressure, density, and absolute temperature of elastic fluids,
and between the pressure and temperature of ebullition of fluids. The
dynamical theory of heat enables us to frame some conjectures to account
for the continuance of its supply, and even to speculate as to its source.
The heat of the sun is dissipated and lost by radiation and must be
progressively diminished unless its thermal energy be supplied.
According to the measurements of M. Pouillet, the quantity of heat given
out by the sun in a year is equal to that which would be produced by
the combustion of a stratum of coal seventeen miles in thickness and
if the sun's capacity for heat be assumed equal to that of water, and the
heat be supposed to be drawn uniformly from its entire mass, its temperature would thereby undergo a diminution of 2°'4 Fahr. annually. On
the other hand, there is a vast store of force in our system capable of
miliar, or longer
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conversion into heat. If, as is indicated by the small density of the
sun, and by other circumstances, that body has not yet reached the condition of incompressibility, we have, in the future approximation of its
parts, a fund of heat probably quite large enough to supply the wants of
the human family to the end of its sojourn here. It has been calculated
that an amount of condensation, which would diminish the diameter of
the sun by only the ten-thousandth part, would suffice to restore the heat
emitted in 2,000 years. Again, on our own earth, vis viva is destroyed
by friction in tire ebb and flow of every tide, and must therefore reappear
as heat. The amount of this must be considerable, and should not be
overlooked in any estimation of the physical changes of our globe. According to the computation of Bessel, 25,000 cubic miles of water flow
in every six hours from one quarter of the earth to another. The store
of mechanical force is thus diminished, and the temperature of our globe
augmented by every tide. We do not possess the data which would
enable us to calculate the magnitude of these effects. All that we know
with certainty is, that the resultant effect of all the thermal agencies to
which the earth is exposed has undergone no perceptible change within
the historic period. We owe this fine deduction to Arago. In order
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that the date palm should ripen its fruit, the mean temperature of the
place must exceed 70° Fahr. and, on the other hand, the vine cannot be
cultivated successfully when the temperature is 72° or upwards. Hence,
the mean temperature of any place at which these two plants flourished
and bore fruit must lie between these narrow limits, i. e., could not differ
from 71° Fahr. by more than a single degree. Now, from the Bible we
learn that both plants were simidtaneously cultivated in the central valleys of Palestine in the time of Moses
and its then temperature is thus
definitively determined.
It is the same at the present time
so that the
mean temperature of this portion of the globe has not sensibly altered
in the course of thirty -three centuries.
The future of physical science seems to lie in the path upon which
three of our ablest British physicists have so boldly entered, and in
which they have already made such large advances. I may therefore
be permitted briefly to touch upon the successive steps in this lofty
generalisation, and to indicate the goal to which they tend. It has been
long known that many of the forces of nature are related. Thus, heat
is produced by mechanical action, when that is applied in bringing the
atoms of bodies nearer by compression, or when it is expended in friction.
Heat is developed by electricity, when the free passage of the latter is impeded.
It is produced whenever light is absorbed; and it is
like interchangeability probably exists
generated by chemical action.
among all the other forces of nature, although in many the relations
have not been so long perceived. Thus, the development of electricity
from chemical action dates from the observations of Galvani and the
production of magnetism by electricity from the discovery of Oersted.
The next great step was to perceive that the relation of the physical
forces was mutual ; and that of any two, compared together, either may
stand to the other in the relation of cause. With respect to heat and
;

;

;
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;

When a body is comgives out heat; and, on the other hand,
when it is heated, it dilates, and evolves power. The knowledge of the
action of electricity in dissolving the bonds of chemical union followed
closely upon that of the inverse phenomenon
and the discovery of
electro-magnetism by Oersted was soon followed by that of magneto-electricity by Faraday.
With reason, therefore, it occurred to many minds
that the relations of any two of the forces of nature were mutual that
that which is the cause, in one mode of interaction, may become the
and that, thereeffect, when the order of the phenomena is changed
fore, in the words of Mr. Grove, one of the able expounders of these
views, while they are " correlative," or reciprocally dependent,
" neither, taken abstractedly, can be said to be the essential cause of
the others." But a further step remained to be taken. If these forces
were not only related, but mutually related, was it not probable that the
relation was also a definite one ? Thus, when heat is developed by mechanical action, ought we not to expect a certain definite proportion to
subsist between the interacting forces, so that if one were doubled or
trebled in amount, the other should undergo a proportionate change ?
This anticipation, it has been already stated, has been realised by Mayer
and Joule. The discovery of the mechanical equivalent of heat has been
rapidly followed by that of other forces and we now know, not only
that electricity, magnetism, and chemical action, in given quantities,
will produce each a definite amount of mechanical work, but we know
further chiefly through the labours of M. Joule what that relation
is, or, in other words, the mechanical equivalent of each force.
The first
step in this important career of discovery though long unperceived in
was, undoubtedly, Faraday's great discovery of
its relation to the rest
the definite chemical effect of the voltaic current. The last will probably be to reduce all these phenomena to modes of motion, and to
apply to them the known principles of dynamics, in such a way as not
only to express the laws of each kind of movement, as it is in itself, but
also the connection and dependence of the different classes of the phemechanical
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bold attempt at such a generalisation has been made by M. HelmThe science of Thermodynamics starts from the principle, that
perpetual motion is impossible, or, in other words, that we cannot, by
any combination of natural bodies, produce force out of nothing. In
mechanical force, this principle is reducible to the known law of the
conservation of vis viva; and M. Helmholtz has accordingly endeavoured
to show that this law is maintained in the interaction of all the natural
forces ; while, at the same time, the assumption of its truth leads to
some new consequences in physics, not yet experimental!}' confirmed.
Expressed in its most general form, this principle asserts that the gain
of vis viva during the motion of a system, is equal to the force consumed
from which it follows, that the sum of the vires viva;,
in producing it
and of the existing forces, is constant. This^ principle M. Helmholtz
very important consequence
denominates the conservation of force.
of its establishment must he, that all the actions of nature are due to
attractive and repulsive forces, whose intensity is a function of the distance the conservation of vis viva holding only for such forces. It is
usually stated, in mechanical works, that there is a loss of vis viva in the
This is true with respect to
collision of inelastic bodies, and in friction.
the motion of masses, which forms the subject of mechanical science as
hpltz.

;
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In these, and
at present limited; but it is not true in a larger sense.
such like cases, the movement of masses is transformed into "molecular
motion, and thus reappears as heat, electricity, and chemical action
and the amount of the transformed action definitely corresponds to the
mechanical force which was apparently lost. In the cases just conBut molecular
sidered, mechanical action is converted into molecular.
actions of different kinds are themselves in like manner interchangeable.
Thus, when light is absorbed, vis viva is apparently lost but not to
speak of plwsphorescence, in which the light absorbed, or a portion of it,
in all such cases, heat and chemical action are
is again given out
developed, and in amount corresponding to the loss. Hence the apparent exceptions to the principle are in reality confirmations of it and
we learn that the quantity of force in nature is as unchangeable as the
quantity of matter. This, however, is not true of the quantity of available force.
It follows from Carnot's law, that heat can be converted
into mechanical work only when it passes from a warmer to a colder
body. But the radiation and conduction by which this is effected tend
to bring about an equilibrium of temperature, and therefore to annihilate
mechanical force and the same destruction of energy is going forward
Thus, it follows from the law of Carnot,
in the other processes of nature.
as Prof. Thomson has shown, that the universe tends to a state of eternal
rest
and that its store of available force must be at length exhausted.
Mr. Rankine has attempted, in another method, to combine the physical
sciences into one system, by distinguishing the properties which the
various classes of physical phenomena possess in common, and by taking
;
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ing to Lepsius, 2300 years B.C. A more extensive series of researches
has been since undertaken in the district of Memphis but Mr. Horner
has not yet, I believe, published the results. The problems now to be
solved in Palmontology are clearly defined in the enunciation of the problem recently proposed by the French Academy of Sciences as one of its
prize questions, viz., " To study the laws of distribution of organic beings
in the different sedimentary rocks, according to the order of their superposition to discuss the question of their appearance or disappearance,
whether simultaneous or successive and to determine the nature of the
relations which subsist between the existing organic kingdom and its
anterior states." The prize was obtained by Prof. Bronn, of Heidelberg;
and his Memoir, of which I have only seen an outline, appears to be
characterised by views at once sound and comprehensive.
The leading
results seems to be, that the genera and species of plants and animals,
which geology proves to have existed successively on our globe, were
created in succession, in adaptation to the existing state of their abode,
and not transmuted, or modified, as the theory of Lamark supposes, by
the physical influences which surrounded them.
;
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axioms propositions which comprehend their laws. The principles
all physical change
and they possess
the certainty of the facts from which they are derived by induction.

thus obtained are applicable to
all

The subject-matter

;

of the science so constituted is energy, or the capacity

changes and its fundamental principles are, first, that all
kinds of energy and work are homogeneous or, in other words, that
any kind of energy may be made the means of performing any kind of
work and, secondly, that the total energy of a substance cannot be
From these principles the
altered by the mutual action of its parts.
author has deduced some very general laws of the transformation of
to effect

;

—

;

energy,

which include the known

relations of physical forces.

The number

of applications for provisional protection recorded within the year
1856, was 3,106 ; the number of patents passed thereon was 2,094 ; the number
of specifications filed in pursuance thereof was 2,048; the number of applications lapsed or forfeited, the applicants having neglected to proceed for their
patents within the six months of provisional protection, was 1,012.
[The numbers of provisional specifications lodged in 1854 and 1855 were 2,764 and 2,958,
and the numbers of patents sealed were 1,876 and 2,044. The number of specifications filed in 1855 were 1,989.— Ed. P. M. J.]
The number of applications recorded within the first six months of the current year (1857) was 1,830; therefore, an increase of about 600 on the whole
year, as compared to the number of the year 1856, may be expected.
The Act 16 Vict., c. 5, enacts that all letters patent for inventions to be
granted under the provisions of the Patent Law Amendment Act, 1852, shall
he made subject to the condition that the same shall he void at the expiration
of three years and seven years respectively from the date thereof, unless there

have occupied your time so largely with the sciences of one section,
that I cannot do more than advert to one or two topics connected with
the others which have struck my own mind, although, from my limited
acquaintance with the subjects, I could not venture to say that they
Among the most remarkare absolutely the most deserving of notice.
able of the recent discoveries in Inordinate Chemistry are those of MM.
Wohler and Deville, relative to silicon and boron. Each of these substances is now proved to exist in three very different states, analogous
to the three known states of carbon, to which they are thus closely
namely, charcoal, graphite, and diamond. The last of these states
allied
Crystalised boron possesses a hardis of course the most interesting.
ness, brightness, and refractive power, comparable to those of diamond
it burns in chlorine, without residue, and with circumstances resembling
those of the combustion of diamond in oxygen it is not acted on by any
of the acids, and appears to be the least alterable of all the simple bodies.
I have been informed that its powder is already used in the arts instead
of diamond dust and it seems not improbable that, when obtained by
the chemist in cr3'stals of larger size, it may rival the diamond as a gem.
The science of Geology appears, of late years, to have entered upon a
new phase of its development one characterised by a stricter reference
of its speculative views to the principles of those sciences with which it
is connected, and upon which it ought to be based.
We have an example of this in the able Memoirs of Mr. Hopkins, on what may be called
Dynamkal Geology, including the changes which have taken place in
the earth's crust by the operation of internal forces.
Another instance
of the application of sound physical principles to this science is found in
the explanations which have been recently offered of the phenomena of
A report on this interesting subject was presented to the
slaty cleavage.
Association by Prof. Phillips at its last meeting, and will be found in the
volume just published. These sounder views originate, I believe, with
himself and with Mr. Sharp; but they have been enlarged and confirmed by Mr. Sorby, Dr. Tyndall, and Prof. Haughton. We have an-

be paid, before the expiration of the said three years and seven j'ears respectively, the stamp duties in the schedule thereunto annexed, viz., £50 at the
expiration of the third year, and £100 at the expiration of the seventh year,
and the Act, in respect of the first payment of £50, came into operation on the

other interesting proof of the readiness of geologists of the present day
to submit their views to the test of exact observation, in the measurements undertaken by Mr. Horner for the purpose of approximating to
the age of sedimentary deposits. Of the geological changes still in
operation, none is more remarkable than the formation of deltas at the
mouths of great rivers, and of alluvial land by their overflow. Of
changes of the latter kind, perhaps the most remarkable is the great alluvial deposit formed in the valley of the Nile by the annual inundations
of that river; and here it fortunately happens that history comes to the
aid of the geologist.
These sedimentary deposits have accumulated
round the bases of monuments of known age ; and we are, therefore, at
once furnished with a chronometric scale by which the rate of their formation may be measured. The first of the series of measurements undertaken by Mr. Horner was made with the co-operation of the Egyptian
Government, around the obelisk of Heliopolis a monument built, accord-

In stamp duties in lieu of fees (See A. below),

I

—

;

;

;

—

—

1st of October, 1855.

Two thousand and thirty-three patents hear date between the 1st of July,
1853, and the 30th of June, 1854; the payment of the additional stamp duty of
£50 has been made on 584 of that number, and 1,449 have become void by reason of non-payment.
All the provisional, complete, and final specifications, filed in the office upon
the patents granted under the Act, have been printed and published in continuation, with lithographic outline copies of the drawings accompanying the same,
and within three weeks of the respective dates of filing, according to the provisions of the Act 16 and 17 Vict., c. 115.
The provisional specifications filed in the office and lapsed and forfeited, have
also been printed and published in continuation.
Printed certified copies of the specifications filed in the office, as also certified
copies of patents, and of the record hook of assignments of patents and licences,
with copies of such assignments and licences, have been sent, in continuation,
to the office of the Director of Chancery in Edinburgh, and the Enrolment Office
of the Court of Chancery in Dublin, pursuant to the Act of 1852, and the Act
of 16 and 17 Vict., c. 115.
The work of printing the specifications of patents enrolled in Chancery previous to the Patent Law Amendment Act (1852), 12,977 in number, the first
dating October, 1711, was commenced in September, 1853. It was proposed
to print at the rate of from 1,500 to 2,000 in each succeeding year, hut the work
has proceeded with much greater expedition 8,362 of these specifications have
been printed, together with the drawings 400 are now in the hands of the
printer and lithographer, and the whole work will be completed before the end
of the year 1858.
;

;

Balance Sheet op Income and Expenditure fob the Yeae

1856.

keceipts.

£
By

sale of prints of specifications, indexes,

&c,

Surplus income on balance of accounts, from the 1st October,
1852, to the end of the year 1855,

s.

d.

91,115 16
1,361 10

2

3,648 16

1

96,126

Surplus income,

2

3

13,678 11

6

PAYMENTS.
Fees to the law

officers of

England,

Salaries of officers

and clerks

in the

4
777 5
4,314 10
4,584
8,761

Their clerks,
Commissioners'

Compensations,

Carryforward,

office,

£18,436 19

October
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Brought forward
£18,436
Current and incidental expenses in the Commissioners' office
(See B. below),
5,850
Estimated cost of stationery supplied by Her Majesty's Stationery Office, books for the Free Library established in the
Patent Office, and binding,
1,164
Kent of offices and library,
490
Messrs. Eyre and Spottiswoode, for printing specifications of
patents, indexes. &c
14,029
Lithographers' bills for drawings accompanying specifications,... 21,156
Estimated cost of paper supplied to printer and lithographer by
Her Majesty's Stationery Office,
4,634
Revenue stamp duty account (See C. below),
16,685

19

C.

5

5

12

8

13
6

5
6

13

9

82,447 10

9

.'

.".
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The Act

of 1852, in lieu of the old duties upon patents, imposed a revenue
stamp duty of £5 upon the warrant of the law-officer, £10 upon the certificate
of payment of the progressive fee of £40 at the expiration of the third year, and
£20 upon the certificate of payment of the fee of £80, at the expiration of the
seventh year of the patent. The Act of 1853 (16 Vict., c. 5) converted all the
fees imposed by the Act of 1852 into stamp duties.
The revenue stamp duty
account for the year 1856 is as follows
:

£

s.

a.

2.097 warrants of the law officers for patents, at £5 each,
10,485
618 patents on which the progressive duty of £50 has been paid
at the end of the third year from their respective dates (£10
being revenue stamp duty, and £40 fee stamp duty) 618 at
£10 each
6,180
1 patent on which the progressive duty of £100 has been paid,
£20 revenue stamp duty, and £80 fee stamp duty,
20
;

."

£1G,685

A.

£
3.106 petitions for grant of letters patent, at £5 each,
2.342 notices of intention to proceed with application, at £5 each,
61 notices of objection to the grant of letters patent, at £2 each,
2,097 warrants for patents, at £5 each,
2.094 patents sealed, at £5 each,
2,048 specifications

filed, at

£5

each,

495 entries of assignments of patents and licences, at 5s. each,...
530 searches and inspections, at Is. each,
13.027 folios of office copies of documents, at 2d. per folio of
ninety words,
618 patents upon which the progressive stamp duty of £50 has

been paid,

s.

d.

15,530
11,710
122
10,485
10,470
10,240
123 15
26 10

PEOCEEDLNGS OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.
INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.
January

108 11

"On

the theory of steam pile-driving, with description of an improved steam
pile-driving machine," by Mr. M. Scott and Mr. A. J. Blyth.
" On the manufacture of charcoal and coke," by Mr. Ebenezer Rogers, of
Abercorn.
" On the application of steam power to agricultural purposes " III. Field
implements by Mr. W. Waller, Lincoln.

30,900

1 patent on which the progressive stamp duty of £100 has been
paid,

100

.".

72 patents granted under 53rd section of the Act, on which the
progressive stamp duty of £16 13s. 4d. has been paid,
13 new patents granted upon Her Majesty's Order in Council,
under the 40th section of the Act, being prolongations of
patents granted previous to the Act, at £5 each,
7 duplicate patents issued in lieu of original patents lost or destroyed, at £5 each,

65
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35

The

£91,115 16

£

2

d.

foreign specifications, &c,
keepers, carpenter's bill for packing cases for specifications, Ac, sent to public offices in Edinburgh and Dublin,

292 10

1

chimney sweep,

158 5 11
93 4
67 14 6

office

<fec,

Paid for coals, candles, gas, Ac,
Postages, porterage, and sundries,
Paid for 2,119 tin boxes, to hold the impressions of the Great
Seal attached to the patents, at Is. each,
Paid the sealer of the Court of Chancery for wax expended by
him upon 2,116 impressions of the Great Seal,
Paid to the law stationers employed by the Commissioners for
copying, out of the office, at the rate of three halfpence for
every ninety words, and for writing clerks employed in
copying in the office, and paid by time,
This charge stands in the place of the salaries of thirty or forty
copying clerks, which number of clerks must otherwise have
been placed upon the establishment of the office, in addition
to the nine clerks permanently appointed.
The documents copied consisted principally of specifications of
patents and provisional specifications for the printer, mostly
of great length; copies of indexes for the printer; office
copies of specifications, patents, and other records, made for
persons applying for the same, the fees thereon being paid
in stamp duties; office copies of patents sent to the public
offices in Edinburgh and Dublin pursuant to the Act; three
copies of each deed of assignment of a patent or licence of
patent right recorded in the office pursuant to the Act, one
copy of the record books of the office, the other two for the
public offices in Edinburgh and Dublin, and two copies of
the record book for the same offices in Edinburgh and Dublin.
These assignments and licence deeds are, with few exceptions, of great length, and the fee of 5s. on recording each
deed is paid in a stamp duty copies of notices for Gazette,
and various other records and documents.
Paid the lithographers employed by the commissioners, for lithographic forms, Ac,
nuistmg of forms of certificates of allowance of provisional protection, notices to proceed, notices of objections, forms for
patents, for the warrants of the law officer, and for transcripts of patents, &c.

:

L

105 19

—

;

158 13

6

;

4,844 15

5

—

;

;

;

1

following is an abridged report of the proceedings of the first section
Section A, Mathematical and Physical Science. In this section the following
papers were read
" Report on the recent progress of theoretical dynamics," by Mr. A. Cayley.
This valuable report was read by Prof. Jellett, in such part as could he made
intelligible to a general audience.
In it the researches of Lagrange, Poisson,
Sir W. R. Hamilton, and Jacobi, were traced through the successive steps of
the discoveries of each in chronological order, and the peculiar advantages conferred by each on the science pointed out, and the distinctive merits of each
unfolded. As a resume of the whole, the author says, 'The leading steps are,
first, the establishment of the Lagrangean form of the equations of motion
secondly, Lagrange's theory of the variation of the arbitrary constants a theory
perfectly complete in itself, and which it would not have been easy to see &
priori that it would be less fruitful in results than the theory of Foisson ; thirdly,
Poisson's theory of the variation of the arbitrary constants, and the method of
integration thereby afforded fourthly, Sir W. R. Hamilton's representation of
the integral equations by means of a single characteristic function (determinable
a posteriori by means of the integral equations assumed to be known), or by the
condition of the simultaneous satisfaction of two partial differential equations ;
fifthly, Sir W. R. Hamilton's form of the equations of motion
sixthly, Jacobi's
reduction of the integration of the differential equations to the problem of finding a complete integral of a single partial differential equation, and the general
theory of the connection of the integration of a system of ordinary differential
equations, and of a partial differential equation of the first order a theory of
which, however, Jacobi can only be considered as the second founder seventhly,
the notion (arising from the researches of Lagrange and Poisson) and ulterior
development of the theory of a system of canonical integrals. In conclusion, I
remark that the differential equations of dj'namics (including in the expression,
as I have done throughout the report, the generalised Lagrangean and Ha
miltonian forms) are only one of the classes of differential equations which have
occupied the attention of geometers. The greater part of what has been done
with respect to the general theory of a system of differential equations is due
to Jacobi, and he has also considered in particular, besides the differential equations of dynamics, the Pfaflian system of differential equations (including therein
the system of differential equations which arise from any partial differential
equation of the first order), and the system of so-called isoperimetric differential
equations
that is, the systems arising from any problem in the Calculus
of Variations. In a systematic treatise, it would be proper to commence with
the general theory of a system of differential equations, and as a branch of this
general theory to consider the generalised Hamiltoniau system, and in relation
thereto to develop the various theorems which have a dynamical application.
It would be shown that the generalised Lagrangean form could he transformed
into the Hamiltonian form hut the first mentioned would, I think, he properly
treated as a particular case of the isoperimetric system of differential equations."
"Report on luminous meteoric phenomena," by the Rev. Prof. Powell.
" On certain electrical phenomena in the United States," by Prof. Loomis.
" On the relative accuracy of the different methods of determining geographical longitude," by Prof. Loomis.
The author first gave a rapid sketch of
the several methods of determining differences of longitude adopted by astronomers and geographers, and pointed out the degree of accuracy that might be
expected from each, and drew as the conclusion of this branch of his subject,

—

s.

Paid for two copies of Gazettes for the use of the office, binding
specifications, catalogues of books for library, and translating
titles of

—

—

1,200

B.

Paid

28, 1857.

2

;

129

3

'

—

£5,850

5

5
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the importance of obtaining a method far more accurate than any of the preceding, and in which the personal equations of the observers would either be
eliminated or greatly reduced and such a desideratum lie considered was afforded
by the electric telegraph. He then explained at length the various methods resorted to by Dr. Bache, Prof. Morse, himself, and other American philosophers,
the chief peculiarity of which was using either a sidereal and mean-time clock
at the recording-station ; the beats of these, coinciding every six minutes, gave
well-marked equidistant points of time to which to refer the signals received
every second from the observing end or station or by using a sidereal clock
and chronometer, beating twice each second, intervals of three minutes became
similarly marked out.
Then, by alternating the stations at which the observations were made and recorded by interchanging the observers at these stations, the instruments remaining unchanged, and by various mechanical improvements in the recording apparatus of the telegraph, chiefly with a view to insure
uniformity of motion in the slips on which the recording dots were impressed,
he showed that a degree of accuracy hitherto not approached by any other
method had been obtained, the error of both clocks disappearing also in the
results, if only their rates had been made perfect.
" On the interpretation of certain symbolic formulae and extensions of
Taylor's theorem," by the Rev. Charles Graves.
w Remarks on some physical observations made in India by the Brothers
Schlagentweit," communicated by H. Schlagentweit.
11
On simultaneous isothermal lines," by Prof. Hennessy.
" On a system of geodetics and the conjugate system, traced on the two
sheets of a surface of centres, with special reference to the case in which the
surface of centres consists of an ellipsoid and a confocal hyperboloid," by Prof.
;

;

—

Curtis.

" On a movable horizontal sun-dial, which shows correct solar time within
a fraction of a minute," by M. Donovan.
The author lirst gave a short account
of common horizontal dials, showing that, in consequence of the penumbral
shadow of the gnomon, they could scarcely ever give the time within three
minutes, even when they were well constructed and carefully set. He then
explained his own dial, which, though large, was portable, with means of setting
The circle of
it in the meridian and truly horizontally, which he explained.
the dial was about thirteen inches diameter; towards its south point a fine
needle rose, from which two human hairs proceeded, one in a fixed position,
parallel to the earth's axis at the place; this was supported by a stout brass
arch, which could be shortened or lengthened, and which had a fine slit at its
upper part to hold the fixed hair. The shadow of this hair the author stated
was always sharp and well defined for about three inches from the needle, round
which a small hour-circle of about that diameter was graduated. The floating
hair, as the author called it, being taken by the hand and laid along the shadow
of the fixed hair so as to bisect it where it was sharp, was stretched out to an
outer graduated hour-circle, where the induction could be easily read off to a
fraction of a minute, amounting to a few seconds.
11
On a new and singular acoustic phenomenon," by M. Donovan. The author
explained the beats which are experienced when two strings tuned nearly, but
not exactly, to unison, are struck at the same time. He then stated that the
Earl Stanhope had observed that when a tuning fork whilst vibrating was held
to the teeth, similar beats were heard, which he, Earl Stanhope, attributed to
the two prongs of the tuning fork not being in exact unison.
This effect the
author often tried to experience, but never could succeed \intil upon one occasion, just after he had ceased from violent exercise, having applied the fork
to his teeth, he distinctly heard the beats.
He was thus led to the true origin
of the phenomenon, which he could now experience whenever he wished, by
running a short distance, particularly up and down stairs. The effect was caused
by the beatings of his own heart, or the pulsations of the circulating blood. Mr.
Ninnis, one of the secretaries, would explain the phenomenon described by the
author, to one set of vibrations propagated to the auditory nerve through the
bones of the teeth, and of the head, modified by the action of the heart interfering with other pulses propagated in the ordinary way through the air to the
organ of hearing.
" Ou some transformations of a sum of factorial exponentials," by M. Gustaf

—

—

Plarr.

—

11
On the solidification of fluids by pressure," by Prof. Hennessy. The views
put forward were deduced from some propositions in the dynamical theory of
heat contained in the writings of Prof. W. Thomson and Prof. Clausius. The
general result arrived at regarding the influence of pressure on a fluid so circumstanced as to lose no part of the heat acquired by condensation would be,
that so long as the matter continued in a fluid condition, the resistance to compression from this cause would be very small. If, however, the fluid were on
the point of changing its state to that of solidity, the effect of the latent heat of
fusion, which by hypothesis could not be emitted, would interpose a resistance
of great magnitude compared to that resulting from simple compression.
The
fused matter of which the interior of the earth most probably consists, would be
under conditions similar to those mentioned, from the slow conducting power of
the materials composing the earth, and from the pressure of all the outermost
strata of equilibrium of the fluid upon those near the centre, and thus the influence of pressxire in promoting solidification would be less than at its surface.
" On the plasticity of ice," by Mr. James Thomson.
Mr. Thomson commenced
by stating that to Prof. James Forbes is to be attributed the discovery that the
motion of glaciers down their valleys depends on a plastic or viscous quality of
the ice. He (Mr Thomson) had formed a theory to explain the nature of this
He had been led to his specuplasticity, and the manner in which it originates.
lations on this subject from a previous theoretical deduction at which he had
arrived, namely, that the freezing point of water, or the melting point of ice,
must vary with the pressure to which the water or the ice is subjected, the
temperature of the freezing point being lowered as the pressure is increased.
His theory on that matter led to the conclusion that the lowering of the freezing point for one additional atmosphere of pressure must be 0-0075° centigrade,
and that the lowering of the freezing point corresponding to other pressures

—
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must be proportional to the additional pressure above one atmosphere. The
phenomena which he thus predicted, in anticipation of direct observations, were
afterwards fully established by experiments made by his brother, Prof. William
Thomson, of which an account was published in the" Proceedings of the Rnyal
Society of Edinburgh for February 1850." Having thus laid down as a basis
the principle of the lowering of the freezing point of water by pressure, Mr.

Thomson proceeded to offer his explanation, derived from it, of the plasticity of
ice at the freezing point, as follows :
If to a mass of ice at 0° centigrade, which

—

may

be supposed, for the present, to be slightly porous, and to contain small
quantities of liquid water diffused through its substance, forces tending to change
its form be applied, whatever portions of it may thereby be subjected to compression will instantly have their melting point lowered, so as to be below their
existing temperature of 0° centigrade.
Melting of those portions will therefore
set in, throughout their substance, and this will be accompanied by a fall of

temperature in them, on account of the cold evolved in the liquefaction. The
liquefied portions being subjected to squeezing of the compressed mass in which
they originate, will spread themselves out through the pores of the general
mass, by dispersion from the regions of greatest to those of least fluid pressure.
Thus, the fluid pressure is relieved in those portions in which the compression
and liquefaction of the ice had set in, accompanied by the lowering of temperature.
On the removal of this cause of liquidity, the fluid pressure, namely, the
cold, which had been evolved in the compressed parts of the ice and water,
freezes the water again in new positions, and thus a change of form, or plastic
yielding of the mass of ice to the applied pressures, has occurred.
The newlyformed ice is at first free from the stress of the applied forces, but the yielding
of one part always leaves some other part exposed to the pressure, and that part,
in its turn, melts and falls in temperature; and, on the whole, a continual succession goes on of pressures being applied to particular parts liquefaction occurring in those parts, accompanied by evolution of cold dispersion of the water
so produced in such directions as will relieve its pressure
and recongelation, by
the cold previously evolved, of the water on its being relieved from this pressure.
The cycle of operations then begins again, for the parts recongealed,
after having been melted, must, in their turn, through the yielding of other parts,
receive pressures from the applied forces, thereby to be again liquefied, and to
proceed through successive operations as before. The succession of these processes must continue as long as the external forces tending to change of form
remain applied to the mass of porous ice permeated by minute quantities of
liquid water.
The ice is thus shown to be incapable of opposing a permanent
resistance to the pressures, and to be subjected to gradual changes of form while
they act on it or, in other words, it has been shown to be possessed of the
quality of plasticity.
In the foregoing, I have supposed the ice under consideration to be porous, and to contain small quantites of liquid water diffused through
its substance.
Porosity and permeation by liquid water are generally understood,
from the results of observations, and from numerous other reasons, to be normal
conditions of glacier ice. It is not, however, necessary for the purposes of my
explanation of the plasticity of ice at the freezing point, that the ice should be,
at the outset, in this condition
for, even if we commence with the consideration of a mass of ice perfectly free from porosity, and free from particles of
liquid water diffused through its substance, and if we suppose it to be kept in
an atmosphere at or above 0° centigrade, then, as soon as pressure is applied to
it, pores occupied by liquid water must instantly be formed in the compressed
parts, in accordance with the fundamental principle of the explanation which I
have proposed' the lowering, namely, of the freezing or melting point, by pressure, and the cognate fact, that ice cannot exist at 0° centigrade under a pressure exceeding that of the atmosphere.
I would further wish to make it distinctly understood, that no part of the ice, even if supposed at the outset to be
solid, or free from porosity, can resist being permeated by the water squeezed
against it from such parts as may be directly subjected to the pressure
because
the very fact of that water being forced against any portions of the ice supposed
to be solid, will instantly subject them to pressure, and so will cause melting to
set in throughout their substance, thereby reducing them immediately to the
porous condition. Thus it is a matter of indifference as to whether we commence with the supposition of a mass of porous or of solid ice. Mr. Thomson
then referred to an experiment made by Prof. Christie, late Secretary to the
Royal Society, showing the plasticity of ice in small hand specimens, and also
to more recent experiments by Prof. Tyndall to the same effect, and very interesting on account of the striking way in which they exhibit the phenomena.
He also stated that another very important quality of ice was brought
forward by Faraday in 1850. It* was that two pieces of moist ice will
consolidate into one on being laid in contact with one another, even in hot
weather. The theory he had just propounded, he said, afforded a clear explanation of this fact as follows
The two pieces of ice on being pressed together at their point of contact, will, at that place, in virtue of the pressure, be
in part liquefied and reduced in temperature, and the cold evolved in their liquefaction will cause some of the liquid film intervening between the two masses
to freeze.
It is thus evident, he added, that by continued pressure fragmentary
masses of ice may be moulded into a continuous mass ; and a sutiHcient reason is
afforded for the reunion, found to occur in glaciers, of the fragments resulting
from an ice cascade, and for the mending of the crevasses or deep fissures which
result occasionally from their motion along their uneven beds.
"
mathematical investigation of the proportion between the length required
for an electric telegraph cable and its specific gravity," by Captain Blakely.
The author showed, by the principles of the composition of motion, as a telegraph wire was payed out from a ship, the velocity which gravity would give
it would soon become uniform by the resistance of the water as its parts descended; therefore, the descending part of the cable from the advancing ship
to the part of the cable which had reached and was supported upon the bottom,
and which he showed in very deep water, say two miles or more, might stretch
back six or more miles from the ship. Now, unless a great strain were kept
on the brake in the ship, where the cable was paying out a strain which, in the
case of the Atlantic cable, had caused it to part it was obvious from this de-
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—

;

;

—
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monstration that there must always be what the sailors termed " slack " in the
cable when it reached and lay on the bottom, for the inclined length of the rope
was always longer than the "horizontal length of the bottom on which^ it was
intended "to lie. The author then proceeded to estimate, by mathematical formula, and numerically, the exact proportion of these in several supposed depths
of soundings, rapidity of paying out, and specific gravity of the cable, and came
to the conclusion, that the only way of lessening an evil, which must never be
expected to be entirely got rid of, was by increasing the speed of the vessel
paying out the cable, and diminishing the specific gravity of the cable itself, so
as that it should sink gently to its final position.
Mr. James Thomson did "not concur in the view taken by the author, as he
conceived that in the method he proposed the cable would be apt to sink in
festoons a bend, when once formed, by its superior weight dragging down more
rapidly than the parts on each side, yet horizontal, and thus the cable would
have large folds, or even coils, when it reached the bottom.
During the conversation which arose in the Section after the reading of this
communication, a new light seemed to break upon the Members, as it seemed
to be universally admitted that it was mathematically impossible, unless the
speed of the vessel from which the cable was payed out could be almost infinitely
increased, to lay out a cable in deep water (say two miles or more) in such a
way as not to require a length much greater than that of the actual distance, as
from the inclined direction of the yet sinking part of the cable, the successive
portions payed out must, when they reach the bottom, arrange themselves in
wavy folds since the actual length is greater than the entire horizontal distance.
The fact, therefore, which, when noticed, led to the increasing of the
strain on the Atlantic cable until it broke, ought to have been anticipated, and
must be provided for in the future progress of that great national undertaking.
u Account of an instance of converging rays seen at Greenisland, on the
Antrim shore of Belfast Lough, August 13, 1857," by Mr. J. J. Murphy.
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The Great Eastern, with 1,500 men upon
The following notes of her weight in detail

her, rapidly approaches completion.
will assist in enabling observers of

such things to form something like a correct estimate of her gigantic proportions:
Tons.
7,296
1,576

Ship

Timber work,

&c.
Masts, rigging, and sails
fittings,

358
300
519
362
607
632
185
350
153

Anchors, chains, &c
Paddle engines complete
Boilers to ditto

(full)

Screw engines complete
Boilers to ditto

(full)

:

;

MONTHLY NOTES.
—

Marine Memoranda, &c. The curious accident by which the Clyde was
recently completely closed to all comers and goers, by the transverse grounding of the Australasian, screw steamer, has again drawn pointed attention to
the state of the river bed. Although so much has been done, very much yet
remains to do, to render this important canal-river fit for what is now required
of it. If we go on constantly increasing the size of our steam ships, we must
of course correspondingly improve those great arterial channels by which such
naval structures find their way to and from the sea. On her first trials the
anticipated speed of the Australasian, owing to heated bearings, stiffness, and
the usual drawbacks of new vessels, was not realised; but just prior to her
trip round to Southampton she did the 15f miles between the Cloch and Cumbrae lights of the Clyde estuary in 57£ minutes not, by any means, a bad
performance for a screw ship of her size. On her actual trip round, she ran
from the Cloch lights to the Needles in 45 hours and 22 minutes, being the
most rapid passage ever made over the watery space between the Clyde and

—

Southampton.
Iron shipbuilding promises to become engrafted upon the industry of Belgium. Some time ago a company, called La Societe Cocke rill, was formed in
Belgium, with the object of constructing iron vessels of large tonnage and,
besides extensive building yards at Antwerp, the company have established near
Liege works of considerable magnitude, which supply them with nearly all the
The company have just completed a
materials requisite for their operations.
fine and powerful screw steam-ship of 2,000 tons, which has been named the
Prince Albert; and on her arrival in the Thames she was tried between the
Nore and Mouse lights, a distance of eight knots, which she performed in 31
minutes. This performance was deemed most satisfactory, as showing that,
even under somewhat unfavourable circnm stances, she could run nearly 16 knots
an hour a speed which, we are informed, has never been attained by any vessel
of equal size. The Prince Albert is bark-rigged, and her dimensions are:
Length, 286 feet; beam, 38 feet; depth, 29 feet. She is propelled by two engines with an aggregate of 400 horse-power.
Her cylinders, of 60 inches
diameter, are inverted; the length of stroke is 4 feet; and the screw, worked
directly, is driven at 44 revolutions per minute.
The screw, which is on
Beattie's patent, being outside the rudder, has three blades, and is 18 feet in
with
a pitch of 34 feet.
diameter,
The chartering of the James Baines and Lightning, for the transport service of the East India Company, has attracted still greater attention to those
celebrated clippers.
For the benefit of those who do not remember the exact
nature of the extraordinay performances of these wonderful vessels, we may
remark, that on the first homeward voyage of the Lightning from Melbourne
she did the distance in 63 days, which, including stoppages, dead calms, and
contrary winds, gives the extraordinary average of eleven miles an hour on the
whole run. During one week of this voyage she ran 2,553 statute miles, or
at the rate of fifteen and a-half miles an hour for seven consecutive days and at
another period she attained her greatest speed, running by observation no less
than 430 nautical miles in twenty-four hours, or twenty miles an hour the
rate of travelling of our Parliamentary trains.
Her extreme length is 243 feet;
breadth 34 feet; depth of hold, 24 feet; burthen, 2,023 tons.
The quickest passages ever performed in the Channel are those of the Royal
Mail packet Prince Frederick William, which has recently run with the mails
from Dover to Calais, against tide, in one hour and 27 minutes, and returned in
and 21 minutes. Since then she ran to Ostend, and ran the 73 statute
miles in three hours and 50 minutes from the time she was ordered to go on
ontside Dover Pier to the time she was eased in Ostend Harbour, averaging in
this passage a speed of above 19 miles an hour.
;

—

;

—

i-

Paddle-wheels
Paddle-boxes and sponson beams
Screw, shaft, and bearings

Screw propeller

37

12,375

Total,

—

cylinders are eight in number four oscillators of 74 inches diameter
and fourteen feet stroke, for the paddle engines; and four horizontal ones of 84
inches and four feet stroke, for the screw. When all are working in concert
at their highest power, they will develop a force equal to that of 11,500 horses,
with a consumption of 250 tons of coal per day. In addition to the two screw
steamers which will hang astern abaft the paddle boxes, and each of which will
be 100 feet long, 16 feet beam, 120 tons burden, and 40 horse power, there will
he 21 other boats, which are now being made at Deal. Some of these will be
large decked boats, like little yachts, and all will be fitted with masts and sails
complete. There will be six masts, two of them square-rigged, and all of
hollow iron except the last, which will be nearest to the compass. The spaces
afforded by the cellular compartments between the two " skins " of the vessel
will be used for pumping water into as a substitute for ballast, and as the
wrought iron webs subdividing these spaces are made perfectly watertight,
water can be put into any one, or any number of them, at pleasure. The

The steam

launch is now the great difficulty to be encountered. To get to the water, this
vast structure must slide broadside on, down an inclined plane of 300 feet.
She will be carried down upon cradles, beginning at high water, and gradually
getting down with the ebb.

Machinery for Utilising the Product op the Palm Tree of South
The last steamer from the river Plate brings some interesting details respecting an entirely new class of industry, which seems destined to add
The extensive forests
greatly to the wealth of the Argentine Confederation.
America.

—

of palm which lie between the rivers Parma and Uruguay have hitherto been
considered valueless, the wood being too soft for building purposes, and useless as
fuel. It has long been known that its sap was rich in saccharine matter, but only
recently has its value been commercially tested. Mr. Bragge, an English engineer, who has completed the Buenos Ayres Gas Works, has been experimenting on the extraction and distillation of the sap from the trunk of the palm tree,
and has succeeded in producing, with the rude means available, an excellent
A complete and efficient series of
spirit, which can be sold at a very low rate.
machines has been invented for extracting the juice, and for preparing the
fibre which remains, which latter will doubtless also become an article of great
value.
The Government of the Confederation has given to Messrs. Arcos,
Bilbao, and Bragge, the promoters and the inventor of this new industry, an
exclusive privilege for twenty years for the application of machinery to the preparation of the various products of the palm and the President of the Confederation, General Urquiza, has subscribed £10,000 towards the capital of the
company which is being formed to carry out the inventions.
Mining Progress. The annual report of the Government Commissioner,
Mr. H. S. Tremenhere, detailing the state of the population of these districts,
has just been published. The report states that in the neighbourhood of Chesterfield, and between that town and Sheffield, a new mineral district is being
opened, and a large population is about to be collected around the works that
Every disposition exists among those in responsible
are springing up there.
positions in this locality to prevent the evils formerly engendered in new colliery districts from neglect of the physical no less than the moral and religious
On the subject of education, the Commissioner
well-being of the population.
recommends the application of a measure founded on the principle *of the Printworks Act to the mining districts, and expresses his conviction that a large
number of the most intelligent persons in those districts desire the adoption of
such an enactment. Mr. Tremenhere investigated on the spot the allegation
that the workmen at the Risca Colleries had been thoroughly demoralised by
the "truck" system, and found that that allegation could not be sustained
against the present management. The means taken to insure the conviction of
persons employing women below ground in several parts of South Wales a prachave not yet proved successful. The owners
tice apparently on the increase
and managers profess themselves earnestly desirous to check the irregularity,
but no sufficient vigilance is exercised by their under-agents, who must be cognisant of these violations of the law.
Brazilian Railways. Mr. W. G. Ginty, C.E., formerly resident in Manchester, now managing the Gas Works at Rio de Janeiro, has published a long
and interesting letter in the Jornaldo Coinmercio, upon a subject of vast importance in connection with Brazilian Railways, viz., the most economical and
It
suitable mode of ascending the scrras or mountains which abound in Brazil.
seems that proposals have been made to lay down railways on which locomotive
engines are proposed to be the means of drawing the trains up the inclines. Mr.
Ginty argues that locomotive engines are not so suitable as the system of stationary engines for steep inclined planes practised in Great Britain and the
United States. He supports his argument by a long quotation of the partieulnrs
of inclined planes worked by stationary engines in Europe and America; and
shows that economy of construction and of working, as well as security and ra;

—

—

—

—
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pidity of transport, are best secured by the adoption of stationary engines for
ascending steepinclines in railways. The valuable practical letter of Mr. Ginty
is peculiarly well timed, as several serras have to be ascended in the proposed
continuation of the Don Pedro Secundo Railway, and in the construction of the
San Paulo Railway, which latter has just been surveyed by Mr. Fox, C.E.,
under the orders of Mr. Brunlees, C.E., of Manchester.
Temperature of Deep Mines. The deeper we penetrate the earth's crust,
the more are we convinced of our approach by that route to the great reservoir

—

Every one who has descended a deep mine must have recogof central heat.
nised the remarkable difference between the temperature "at grass" and that
In the case of the Tresarcan Mine in Cornwall, for
at the bottom of the bore.
instance, where the depth has been increased by 540 feet between the years
1837 and 1853, the temperature has increased to the extent of 8-5 degrees in the
deepest level, or in the proportion of 1 degree to 63 5 feet. It is important to
note a fact of this kind, and we chronicle it here for future reference.
-

—

Machinery for Manufacturing Pasteboard. This is an ingenious
American invention, patented in the name of Mr J. H. Johnson, relating, firstly,
to certain improvements in machinery for reducing what is known to manufacturers as the "half stuff, " to a suitable fineness for the pulp to he made into
pasteboard; and secondly, to an improved construction and arrangement of apparatus for pressing and forming such pulp into sheets. The material to he
used in the manufacture of pasteboard, after having been first reduced to a state
of "half stuff," is subjected to the action of a grinding or reducing apparatus,
which consists of an inverted, hollow, truncated cone, having a number of spiral
ribs or projections formed inside it, the edges of which projections are made
Inside this
sharp, so as to produce the cutting or grinding action required.
cone revolves a correspondingly shaped drum, having similar spirals on its surhaving
those
the
casing,
and
of
face, hut running in an opposite direction to
The " half stuff" is introduced at the top or
their sharp edges downward.
wider end of the hollow cone, and on passing downwards is cut or reduced between the inner surface of the casing and the outer surface of the revolving
drum. The fine pulp thus produced then flows into a receiving tank, and is
taken therefrom in thin layers by and on the surface of a revolving wire guage
This layer of pulp is transferred
cylinder, which is partially immersed therein.
to an endless band of felt which is in contact with the wire guage cylinder, and
conveys the layer of pulp to and between a pair of rollers, the upper one of
which is termed the "forming" roller, as it is upon its surface that the sheet of
pasteboard is produced. The circumference of the "forming" roller should
correspond to the length of sheet to be manufactured. The layer of pulp is
wound round this roller until it has acquired the desired thickness, whereupon
a spring slide or hinged plate carried inside the roller is released by means of
self-acting levers, and the sheet is immediately cut across and loosened.
The
thickness of the pasteboard is regulated at pleasure by a roller which presses
"
forming" roller, and gradually recedes
against the pulp on the surface of the
as the thickness increases, until an arm on each end of its axis, fitted with a
regulating screw, causes the spring slide or hinged plate to be released, and so
strip of India-rubber on a movable frame, extendcuts and loosens the sheet.
ing the entire length of the roller, now descends, and removes the edge of the
"
slide
or
hinged
plate, whereupon it leaves the " forming
several board from the
rollers and falls down into a second felt band, which carries it between one or
more pairs of pressing rollers, the sheet being always contained between two
The pressed sheet of pasteboard is now delivered
felt bands when pressed upon.
by the last pair of pressing rollers on to a moving table. In order to facilitate
the separation of the pasteboard from the surface of the "forming" roller, the
slide itself, or the surface of the roller on either side of the slide, is channelled,
so that the pulp will be less pressed at that part, and will consequently hold
more water, and he weaker and more easily severed at that part, than at the
parts where the pulp has been well pressed and rendered more homogeneous.
Crawford's Independent Kitchen Range.
very useful form of kitchen
range, of the portable kind, has just been introduced by Mr. J. Crawford, of the
Eagle Foundry, Glasgow, combining an oven, open or closed fire-place, boiler, hot
press or chamber, and a hot plate or table, with openings for the admission of

A

—A

detached cooking vessels. The entire apparatus is independent and self-contained, is of an oblong rectangular form, and is carried upon a set of four pillar
legs, so that it requires no building in, and may be set down anywhere for use
independent of a wall. The fire-place is in or near the centre of the apparatus.
The bars are disposed vertically down the front, and they are carried back by a
bend to form the bottom of the grate. The door is fitted with a gridiron slide
valve, for the adjustment of the cold air supply to the fire.
Above the door is
a swinging or vibrating hopper, which, by being drawn forward, affords access
to the fire for the supply of coals or stirring the fuel, without opening the main
door. The hot plate extends along the entire length of the range.
In it, at
the part directly over the tire, there is a movable cover, which can be removed
make
an
open
fire
but
so
long
as
this
plate
at pleasure to
is down, the fire is
This cover has in it a smaller movable cover,
quite closed in like a stove fire.
which, when removed, affords admission for a detached cooking vessel. The
part of the range to the left side of the fire-place is formed as an oven, and the
heated current from the fire-place circulates all round it, and passes off beneath
Thence the current passes beneath the boiler,
it and beneath the fire-place.
which is next to the fire-place on the right, and from this part it ascends, passes
over the top of the hot chamber, and reaches the flue or chimney. The fireplace has attached to it a movable ash-pan or tray, into which the ashes can be
raked as required. Over the oven there is, in the hot plate, a triple cover plate,
so contrived that when the two end circular pieces only are taken out, two cylindrical cooking vessels can be inserted
and when the central piece also is taken
out, a fish kettle or other oval vessel can be put in.
Other covers are also disposed in the hot plate for various purposes.
What the Body does for the Mind. The greatness of our great men is
quite as much a bodily affair as a mental one.
Nature has presented them not
only with extraordinary minds, but what has quite as much to do with the
matter with wonderful bodies.
What can a man do without a constitution
;

;

—

—

—

—
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working constitution? He is laid on the shelf from the day he is born. For
him no munificent destiny reserves the Great Seal, or the Rolls, or the Chief
Justiceship, or the leadership of the House of Commons, the Treasury, or the
Admiralty, or the Horse Guards, the Home Office, or the Colonies. The Church
may promote him, for it does not signify to the Church whetlier a man does his
work or not, but the State will have nothing to do with the poor constitutionless
wretch. He will not rise higher than a Recordership or a Poor Law Board.
" But," somebody will ask, "has that pale, lean man, with a face like parchment, and nothing on his bones, a constitution?" Yes he has he has a working constitution, and a ten times better one than you, my good friend, with
your ruddy face and your strong muscular frame. You look, indeed, the very
picture of health, but you have, in reality, only a sporting constitution, not a
worldng one. You do very well for the open air, and get on tolerably well with
But try close air for a week
fine, healthy exercise, and no strain on your brain.
try confinement, with heaps of confused papers and books of reference, blue
books, law books, or despatches to get through, and therefrom extract liquid
and transparent results, and you will find yourself knocked up and fainting,
when the pale lean man is if not " as fresh as a daisy," which he never is,

—

—

—

—

being of the perpetually cadaverous type at least as unaffected as a hit of
There are two sorts
leather, and not showing the smallest sign of giving way.
When
of good constitutions good idle constitutions, and good working ones.
Nature makes a great man, she presents him with the latter gift. Not that we
wish to deprive our great men of their merit. A man must make one or two
experiments before he finds out his constitution. A man of spirit and mettle
makes the experiment, tries himself, and runs the risk, as a soldier does on the
field.
The battle of life and death is often fought as really in chambers or in an
A soul is required to make use of the body, but a
office as it is on the field.
great man must have a body as well as a soul to work with. Charles Buller,
Sir William Molesworth, and others, are instances of men whose bodies refused
to support their souls, and were therefore obliged to give up the prize when they
had just reached it. And how many hundreds or thousands if one did but
know them perish in an earlier stage, before they have made any way at all,
simply because, though they had splendid minds, they had very poor bodies!
Let our lean, cadaverous friend, then, when the laurel surmounts his knotty
parchment face, thank Heaven for his body, which, he may depend upon it, is
almost as great a treasure as his soul. Nature may not have made him a handsome man, but what does that signify? She has made him a strong one.—

—

—

—

Times.

Br. Robinson on Mathematical Science.

— At the recent meeting of the Bri-

tish Association in Dublin, Dr. Robinson, the President of the Mathematical Section, remarked that this highest department of the Association is the noblest, the
most nearly approaching to what we may suppose to be the kind of knowledge
possessed by beings of an order superior to our own, which man can attain. By it

alone we reach that which is the groat aim of the good and wise, Absolute Truth.
All the rest of our knowledge is only probable, varying in degree from the verge
of certainty down to mere shadowy conjecture, and trustworthy exactly in proportion as 'the intellectual processes which deduce it are trained and used in
analogy to its practice. It is also our mightiest aid in exploring the wide fields
of Physical and Mechanical Science in the first, without its guiding light, we
wander in a region of phantoms in the other, though empirical, or, as it is often
called, practical knowledge may give an uncertain gleam, yet they who trust to
Yet with all its supreme doit alone will find ruin and failure in their path.
minion, it can only be attractive to a very few, and the inferior objects of our
:

;

—

as Optics, Electricity, Magnetism, Meteorology, and the_ like— will
always be more popular. It were an evil hour for the human race in which it
should sink into a secondary place: we have always upheld it, as I trust we
always shall do, as our guiding banner. But even for the others we have not
laboured in vain as was so well shown last night by our accomplished PresiHis words carried me back to the time when, twenty-two years ago, we
dent.
met in this city for the first time, and reminded me of the important researches
which were originated at that meeting, and of the success with which they were
Some of them I shall name as evidence of what the British Assocarried out.
ciation has done for science. To begin with my own special pursuits:— 1. There
had been made at Greenwich during the preceding century a vast series of solar,
lunar, and planetary observations, matchless in the world, of the highest importance to perfect the planetary theory, but quite useless, because unreduced. How
troublesome that process is, none know but they who have used it, and it would,
perhaps, never have been performed but that we obtained it from Government.
It has been perfectlv accomplished under the direction of Mr. Airy.— 2. There
existed a collection of star observations, the Histoire Celeste, the proudest distinction of the two Lalandes, comprising 50,000 stars, all, however, unreduced
and nearly useless. These we have reduced and, at a large pecuniary outlay,
we have given to astronomers a catalogne not of less value than those of Brad3. We originated those researches on the strength of iron, by
ley or Piazzi.
which Hodgkinson and Fairbairn have added so much to the resources of con4. We called for the investigations, and supplied funds for
structive engineers.
those discussions of tidal phenomena by which Dr. Whewell has not only thrown
light on a most difficult portion of hydrodynamics, but given precious aid to the
practical navigator.— 5. Two years* before that meeting, a great physicist had
declared that to improve by theory the former was as hopeless as to get the
equation of a breaker ; at that meeting, a young man, then unknown, produced
the germ of those researches which, extended under our auspices, and largely
aided by our pecuniary grants, have given J. Scott Russell a world-wide fame,
and made possible the construction of those noble ships which, during the last
month, have borne from your bay, at a speed twice what was once thought attainable, their freight of heroes, to uphold our nation's power, to avenge our
6. Lastly, we set on foot that system of magnetic
slaughtered countrymen.
observation of which you heard last night, which has added so much to our
knowledge of terrestrial magnetism nay, which has gone beyond our globe and
opened a new range for inquiry, by showing us that this wondrous agent has
power in other parts of the solar system. Is not this a list of achievements on

Section
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which those of us who were then present may look with just pride? May we
not venture to hope that when, in the next of its cycles, the Association shall
return to this city, those who shall survive to witness that event shall have it
in their power to record one yet more brilliant?
Marquis' Safety Gas Chandelier. AVe have, in the accompanying drawings, illustrated the ingenious arrangement of Mr. Marquis' improved chandelier, to which we briefly drew attention in our notice of the Society of Arts'

—
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Recorded July

.

4.

—Improvements in flour-dressing machines.

John Smith, Bradford

Recorded July
.

1891,

Fig.l.

.

7.

—

1S90. Richard A.

Brooman, 166 Fleet Street Improvements in connecting carriages and
waggons on railways.—(Communication.)
Michael Henry, 77 Fleet Street Improvements in railways and waggons used
therewith in loading and discharging coals, stones, ballast, earth, and other

—

materials.

—

(Communication.)

Recorded July

8.

1892. William E. Jones, Glades Spring, Virginia, U.S.—An improvement in trees of
riding saddles.
1S93. John T. Pitman, 67 Gracechurch Street—
conical tent.— (Communication.)
1894. George Green, Whitehorse Lane, Mile-End Road—Improvements in machinery for
the manufacture of casks, barrels, and other similar articles.
1S95. Thomas F. Henley, Bromley Improvements in the preparation or manufacture of
certain beverages or liquors of the nature and character of home-made wines,
and in the means of obtaining the same.
1896. Jules J. H. Brianchon, Paris— Improvements in colouring and ornamenting glass,
porcelain, earthenware, and other ceramic substances.
1897. Joseph Gibbs, Abingdon Street, Westminster Improvements in extracting gold
and silver from their matrices, and from other substances or materials with
which they are combined, mixed, or associated.
1898. Hillary Nicholas Nissen, Mark Lane An improved method of making impressions
similar to water marks upon paper.
1899. Edward T. Bellhouse and William J. Doming, Manchester Certain improvements
in hydraulic presses.
1900. Louis A. Bahn, Greek Street, Soho Improvements in the manufacture and application of certain metallic alloys.
1901. Louis A. Bahn, Greek Street, Soho Improvements in galvanising metals, and in
the apparatus employed therein.
1902. Nicholas M. Cummins, Annmount, Cork Improved means for indicating the proximity of icebergs. (Communication.)
1903. Robert Moore, Isleworth, Middlesex Improvements applicable to navigable vessels
and the propelling thereof.

A

—

—

—

Exhibition in

Our

June

last.

illustrative engraving,

Fig. 1, shows the safety
chandelier in elevation.
Fig. 2 is an enlarged view
of the upper part, to show
the mechanical action more
clearly. It will

be observed

that there is no central rod,
as in the ordinary sliding
chandeliers,
neither
are
there any hydraulic joints,
so that no evaporation of
water, and consequent escape of gas, can take place.
Thus, neither the unpleasant odour of hydrogen, or
danger of explosion arising
from leakage, can attend
this arrangement of lighting.
The balance weights
are canvas bags, filled with

small shot, and covered with velvet, or other ornamental fabric. These weights
are so disposed as to have the appearance of a graceful piece of drapery, or festoons, attached to, and giving an air of novelty to the chandelier.
The balance
weights are suspended by cords, which pass over the pulleys at the upper part of
the chandelier. The cords are attached to eyes on the upper part of the telescopic tubes, which slide up and down the inner gas tubes.
Stuffing boxes are
made at the upper extremities of the telescopic tubes, in order to prevent the gas
escaping from the joints. The upper ends of the gas tubes, or suspending rods,
are made with swivel joints, to compensate for the extension and contraction
of the suspending rods when the chandelier is raised or lowered.
Should one, or
all of the balance weights break it, or they merely fall on to the chandelier, which
remains firmly suspended by the sustaining rods, the internal collars of which
prevent their being drawn through the telescopic tubes. Mr. A. Davidson, of
Porter Street, Soho, is the maker and vendor of these elegant chandeliers.

—

—
—

—

—
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Recorded July
1904.

Arthur Dabson, Belfast

—Improvements

9.

machinery or apparatus to be used in
bleaching, washing, starching, airing, and finishing fabrics, and in sizing yarns.
1905. Charles P. Stewart and David G.Hope, Manchester Improvements in the valve
gear of locomotive and other engines.
1906. John H. Swan, Glasgow Improved machinery and steam engine for crushing
quartz and other hard substances, and for amalgamating.
1907. John D. MacNicol, Manchester Improvements in machinery or apparatus for
in

—

—

—

cylinder printing.

—

1913.

John Julius Clero de Clerville, Newman Street Improvements in the manufacture
of oil-cloth and imitation leather. (Communication.)
John S. Russell, Millwall Improvements in apparatus and slips for moving ships
and vessels out of, and into, the water.
Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet Street An improvement in propelling ships, boats,
and other vessels. (Communication.)
Cosmo Logie, Royal Horse Guards An improvement in, or addition to, fire-arms.
William Mann, London Gas Works An improved arrangement of steam boiler,
gauge cocks, and registering apparatus connected therewith.
Florentin Delmas, Paris Improvements in ventilating ships, mines, and other

1914.

Thomas

1908.
1909.
1910.

—

—

—
—
—

—

1911.
1912.

—

places.

Henry Parrish, Birmingham, and Robert M. Roberts, Dolgelly,
Improvements in the separation and extraction of copper from its

Lewis,

Merioneth

—

ores.

—

William Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields, and Glasgow Improvements in capstans (Communication from
Muirhead, Halifax, Nova Scotia.)

—

Recorded July 10,

—

1916. Eastwood Eastwood, Burnley, Lancashire Improvements in picker bands for looms.
1917. Charles de Bergue, Dowgate Hill An improvement or improvements in the manufacture of apparatus for condensing and cooling purposes.
Thomas Vicars, sen., Thomas Vicars, jun., Thomas Ashmore, and James Smith,
Liverpool Improvements in the manufacture of bread, biscuits, and like articles,

—

—

and

PROVISIONAL PEOTECTION FOE INVENTIONS
UNDER THE PATENT LAW AMENDMENT ACT.
t£3° "When the city or town

is

not mentioned, London

May

Recorded

is

29.

1522. Peter A. le Comte de Fontainemoreau, London, Paris, and Brussels Improvements
in the construction of smoke-consuming furnaces, applicable to boilers. (Com-

Recorded June
1622. Frederick Koehler, 3 Finshury Place

—

10.

1927.
1928.

16.

1929.

—Improved metallic roofing

1576. Charles E. Ochin, 1G Place Royal, Paris

Recorded June

1925.
1926.

—Improvements in gunpowder.

Recorded June

—

slates.

1930.

and grease from wools and woollen fabrics, and for extracting gum and gummy
matter from silk. (Communication.)
Gill, Newtile, Forfarshire
Improvements in reaping machines.
William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane Improvements in the construction of furnaces and steam boilers. (Communication.)
James Moon, Malton, Yorkshire, Robert Belt, and George Ewbank, Lutton, Yorkshire
An improved agricultural implement.
William Smith, Little Woolstone, Bucks Improvements in steam engines for
giving motion to agricultural implements.
Webster Woodman, Paris Improvements in railroad wheels (Communication.)
George Dyson, and Thomas Harrison, Tudho Iron Works, Durham An improvement or improvements in steam engines.
Richard Hornsby, jun., Spittlegate, near Grantham, Lincolnshire Improvements
in apparatus for hummelling, removing the husk from, and cleansing grain.
John Chanter and David Annan, Bow Improvements in furnaces when movable

—

John

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

Recorded July 11.

means

of communication be-

Edouard Primard, Paris

—Improvements

in treating auriferous, argentiferous, oi
other metallic ores.
1932. William J. T. Smith and Frederick Talbot, Birmingham An improvement or
improvements in hair pins.
1933. Datus E. Rugg, New York, U.S. An improvement in water gauges for steam-

1931.

Recorded June 23.

—

—

boilers.

Recorded June 30.

—Improvements

-nh Alsop and Edward Fairhnrn, Mirfield, Yorkshire
chinery for the manufacture of bread, biscuits, and cakes.

No. 115.—Vol. X.

—

—

1710. Stanislas T. M, Sorel, Paris New chemical compositions, producing either house
paintings, cement, or plastic paste to be moulded.

—

—

bars are used.

19.

1743. William Symons, Dunster, Somersetshire Improved
tween the passengers and guards of railway trains.

—

—

1923.
1924.

munication. )

machinery connected therewith.

—

to be understood.

—

in the

1919. Isaac L. Pulvermacher, Paris 'Improvements in pipes and tubes for smoking.
1920. David Hope, Bishop Auckland, Durham
An improved method of preventing one
train from running into another on railways.
1921. Sir Francis C. Knowles, Lovell Hill, Berkshire Improvements in the manufacture
of iron.
1922. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet Street Apparatuses for scouring or extracting oil

1934.
in

ma-

—

John Loach, and James J. Salt and Burton Day, Birmingham Certain improvements in metallic air-tight coffins, as also in the mode of covering, finishing, and
ornamenting such like coffins.
2 D
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—

1935. Francois Burot, Paris A new process for gilding and plating over silk, cotton,
wool, and all other textiles and fibrous matters.
1936. Peter Annand le Comte de Fontaiuemoreau, Paris, and 4 South Street, Finsbury
An improved shoe and boot scraper or cleaner.—-(Communication.)
1937. Bernard Denizot and Charles Flipps, Paris, and 4 South Street, Finsbury An
improvement in the construction of railway breaks.
1939. Alexandre A. N. Depinhay-Pre-Hamon, Paris Improvements in windmills.

—

—

Recorded July 13.

—

Street, Strand Improvements in
apparatus for securing the points of railway switches.
1941. Henry Starr, Liverpool Improvements in hinges. (Communication.)
1942. Joseph L. Hinks and John R. Day, Birmingham Improvements in locks and
latches, and in attaching lock and latch knobs to spindles.

Murdoch M'Kay and Henry F. Osman, 33 Essex

—

1946.

Nicholas Williams and Thomas Williams, Helston, Cornwall Improvements in
the form and arrangement of the driving gear of thrashing machines, and in the
form and mode of applying the straw shakers to such said machines.
Dr. Peter R. Smith, New York, U.S. Improvements in fire-arms and ordnance.
James H. Whitehead, Royal George Mills, Saddleworth, Yorkshire Improvements
in milling endless cloths.
William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane Improved machinery for converting old
rope or cordage into tow. (Communication.)
William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane Improvements in the manufacture or reduction of platinum. (Communication.)
William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane An improved construction of portable
railway for steam- traction engines on common roads or land. (Communication.)
William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane An improved mode of preventing incrustations in steam-boilers. (Communication.)

—

—

—
—
—
—

—

1947,
1948.
1949,

—

—

—

Recorded July

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

arms.

—

1959. Gustavus P. Harding, Jewin Street Improvements in the manufacture of hats,
caps, and other coverings for the head.
1960. Thomas Ashton, Morpeth, Northumberland An improvement in teasing, scribbling,
carding, and combing engines.
1961. Thomas M. Smith, Hammersmith Improvements in the preparation of materials
applicable to the manufacture of candles.
1962. William H. Gauntlett, Middle sbro'-on-Tees
Improvements in thermometric apparatus.

—

—

—

1985.

Thomas Clunes and John Macintosh, Aberdeen

Birmingham

—
—

metals.
boilers

Lincoln'*-

—(Communication.)

—

—A

——

—

—

Recorded July

in

moulding

metals.

for casting

—

James Wright, 10 Alfred

Place, Newington Causeway, Southwark Improvements
in the manufacture of gas.
John Cox, Gorgie Mills, Edinburgh Improvements in apparatuses to enable persons to progress in swimming.
1975. William A. Gilbee, 4 South Street, Finsbury Improvements in the treatment of
fatty matters for the manufacture of candles and night lights.-—(Communication.)
1976. Guillaume Defis, Marseille, France, and 4 South Street, Finsbury—-Certain improvements in preventing incrustation in boilers.
1977. George S. Matthews, 61 Wardour Street, Middlesex, and Dublin Improvements in

—

1974.

—

—

railway brakes.

Recorded July

—An

—

improved brick-making

—
machine.—(Com-

1981. Joseph Russell,

Woodlands Road, Blackheath, Kent, Henry W. Spratt, Granville
Park, Lewisbam, Kent, and William Press, 16 Stepney Causeway, Commercial
Road East A certain new method or methods, or new improvement or improvements in the construction, application, and use of machinery for propelling boats,

—

ships, or vessels of

Barwcll,
metals.

any class or denomination.
An improvement or improvements in casting

Birmingham

—

18.

Augustus D. Lacy, Hall House, Knayton, Yorkshire, and William C. Homersham,
Adelphi Terrace, Middlesex Improvements in machinery for pluughiug and
cultivating land, by steam or other suitable motive power.
1990. James Austin, Millisle Mills, Donaghadee Improvements in machinery or apparatus
1989.

—

—

ploughing or cultivating land.
Cliff, Queen's Hotel, St Martin's-le-Grand
A new system of applying the
air from the bellows and other means to the forge.
(Communication.)
1992. George J. Wainwright and Charles T. Bradbury, Dukiuiield, Chester Improvements in apparatus for diminishing the amount of waste in the use of cops for
manufacturing purposes.
1993. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane Improved machinery for cutting metals or
other hard substances. (Communication.)
1994. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane An improved construction of combined
steam boiler and radiator for warming apartmentsor buildings.—{Communication.)
for

—

1991. William

—

—

—
—

—

—

1996. Richard Bolton, Blackburn, Lancashire An improved mode of weighting the yarnbeam in looms used in the manufacture of cloth by steam power.
1997. George J. Newbery, Straitsmouth, Greenwich Improvements in window Minds.
1998. Frederick H. Holmes, Blackwall Improvements in magneto-electric and electro-

—
—
1999. Hugh Smith, Porchester Square —An improved agricultural implement
pulverising and cleansing land.
2000. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet Street—Improvements
the manufacture of pipes
and tubes. —(Communication.)
2001. Thomas
New Kent Road — Improvements in breech-loading fire-arms, and
fastening the barrels of fire-arms to their stocks.
2002. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane —Improved machinery
feeding
and
magnetic machines.

for

in

Restell,

in

for

mixing and kneading dough

for the

making

cation.)

2003. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery

machines.

—(Communication.)

Lane

flour

and biscuits.—-(Communi-

of bread

—Improvements

in

reaping and

mowing

—

2004. Robert J. Mary'on, 40 Hooper Street, Westminster Road Improvements in tinconstruction of propellers, and in arrangements of engines for working the same
for propulsion of ships or vessels.
2005. Henry V. Cowham, Skeffling, York Improvements in machinery for breaking or
pulverising land.
2006. Joseph Conway, Taibach, South Wales Improvements in the production of copper
rollers for printing calico and other fabrics.
2007. Samuel Butler, Nottingham Improvements in the manufacture of ornamental
bobbin net, or twist lace.

—

—

—

Recorded July 21.

—

Greenhow, Ferry Bridge, near Pontefract, York Imthe manufacture of glass bottles and jars, and in the apparatus

in

connected therewith.
2009. George Parsons, Martock, Somersetshire Improvements in thrashing machines
known as combined thrashing machines.
2010. Frederick Warner, Jewin Crescent, Cripplegate Improvements in ball and other

—

cocks,

Andrew

and valves.
Scott, 15 Charlotte Terrace, Islington

—
—Improvements

in stops for gates
and door.
Improved machinery for manufacturing
2012. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane
screws, or screw caps, of sheet metal. (Communication.)
2013. Joseph Mohr, Vienna Improved machinery for propelling vessels.

2011.

—
—

—

Recorded July 22.

—Improvements

2014. William G. Armstrong, Newcastle-upon-Tyne
justing ordnance for fire by night or day.
2015. James Hall, Lancaster Improvements in the

—

mode

in the

mode

of ad-

of preventing incrustation in

—

2016. Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane Improved machinery for grinding and polishing stone, glass, and other materials.—-(Communication.)
2017. Joseph Kirby, Bodicote, Oxon Improvements in hay and other rakes.
2018. Henry Doulton, Lambeth Improvements in the manufacture of earthenware drain
and other pipes.
2019. Murdoch M'Kay, Hackney, and Lewis Rose, Holborn Improvements in apparatus
to be used in washing and scouring household linen and other textile fabrics.

—

—

—

Recorded July
2020.

2022.

1978. Charles F. Vasserot, 45 Essex Street, Strand
An apparatus for measuring and
registering the flow of liquids
(Communication from F. F. BeDvenuti, Paris.)
1979. John Avery, 32 Essex Street, Strand Improvements in steam engines. (Com-

munication.)
1980. Charles Barlow, 89 Chancery Lane
munication.)

in

—

2021.

Recorded July 17.

— —

1857.

—Improvements steam
—Improvements in machinery or

Inn Fields, and Glasgow

boilers.

16.

—Improvements

Wright Jones, Pendleton, near Manchester

1,

shaping

—
—

—

—

—

in

apparatus for bottling or supplying vessels with fluids.
1986. Alfred Upward, Duncan Terrace, Islington An improvement in the manufacture of
coke.
1987. Samuel Ramsden, Hunslet, near Leeds Improvements in the construction and
fixing of window sashes.
1988. Thomas Roberts and John Dale, Manchester Improvements in obtaining pigments.
from dye-woods, and in the application of a pigment to printing paper hangings.

provements

1963. Francois Moulin, Lyons
A new improved railway brake.
1964. William J. Locke, Edgely, Cheshire Constructing an improved oil can.
1965. John H. Quick, Pimlico An improved hat.
1966. Edmond Bertin, Aldgate
new manufacture of fibre, suitable for the purposes to
which hemp and flax are usually applied.
1967. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet Sti-eet Improvements in the manufacture of hats,
bonnets, and other coverings for the head. (Communication.)
1968. Gavin Walker and James Clachan, Glasgow Improvements in looms for weaving.
1969. John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields, and Glasgow Improvements in machinery or apparatus for marking or imprinting characters on paper and other
fabrics.
(Communication from S. W. Francis, New York, U.S.)
1970. Henry Blandford, Sandridge Bromham, near Chippenham, Wiltshire An improved
combinaton of apparatus for distributing manure.
1971. John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields, and Glasgow Improvements in sewing
machines. (Communication from J. E. A. Gibbs, Virginia, U.S.)

—

improvement or improvements

2008. Josiah C. Arnall and George

Recorded July 15.

1982. William

John H. Johnson, 47

,

Recorded July 20.

—

—

1973.

1984.

F. Griffiths

14.

—

1950. Samuel Nye, 79 Wardour Street Improvements in chaff-cutting machines.
1951. Barnabas Urry, Newport, Isle of Wight, Hampshire Improvements in seed-drills.
1952. William Wyatt, Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk Improvements in hay-making machines.
1953. Frederick C. Calvert, Manchester, and Charles Lowe, Halifax, Yorkshire Improvements in the manufacture of size.
1954. Henry Hebblethwaite, William Shuttleworth, and William Tasker, Halifax, Yorkshire Improvements in preparing yarns for, and in machinery or apparatus employed in printing yarns for, carpets or other similar fabrics.
1955. James Webster, Birmingham An improvement or improvements in safety valves.
1956. William S. Clark, High Holborn Improvements in machines for harvesting grain
and grass crops, and in the automatic delivery thereof. (Communication from
A. H. Caryl, Sandusky, Ohio, U.S.)
1957. Jeffries Kingsley, 15 Bedford Square Obtaining or applying a primary motive
power, namely, the water of a river, which causes a vacuum in an exhausting
receiver, which may be transferred by tubes to other machines, causing water
and ores to be raised from mines, likewise causing the steam engine to be superseded, water being cheaper than coals.
1958. Hugh Smith and Frederick M. Smith, Porchester Square An improvement in fire-

1972.

Thomas

——

—

1944.
1945.

October

—An

1983.

2024.

2025.
2026.
2027.

23.

—

John King, Cannon Street Improvements in the preparation of peat and peat coke
or charcoal, and in machinery or apparatus for that purpose.—-(Communication.)
Moses Clark, Saint Mary Cray, Kent, and George Bertram, Edinburgh Improvements in machinery or apparatus for cutting paper.
William Deakin and William Phillips, Birmingham Certain improvements in the
manufacture of metallic pens and pen-holders.
Charles F. Vasserot, Essex Street, Strand An apparatus for moulding candles.
—(Communication from F. P. Morane, Paris.)
William Hudson, Burnley, Lancashire, and Christopher Catlow, Clithero, Lancashire
Certain improvements in looms for weaving.
Edward Wilson, Worcester An improved method of consuming smoke.
Charles Norris, Sowerby Bridge, Halifax Improvements in the manufacture of
sulphate of alumina, and the application of the same so manufactured in dyeing,
printing, paper making, and such like purposes.

—

—

—

—

—

—

Recorded July

—

24.

2028. Joseph Needham, Piccadilly Improvements in fountain pens.
Certain improvements in steam engines.
2029. James Burrows, Wigan, Lancashire

—

October
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Recorded Julj
2031. Joseph Bennett, Pimlico, Westminster
2033.

203

i.

25.

—Improvements

—

—

—

struction of weighing machines. (Communication.)
3Q35. Frederick Oetzmann and Thomas L. Plumb, 56 Great Russell Street,
Improvements in upright pianoforte actions.

Bloomsbury—

Strand—Improvements

in doubling

ma-

chines.—(Communication from G. Colle, Fouencamps, France.)
2037. William Williams, Dale, Pembroke Improved graving slips for the repairing of

—

ships.
21333.

2039.

2040.
2041.
2042.
2043.
2045.

2046.
2047.

:

—
—

William B.Williamson, Bradford, Yorkshire Improvements in looms employed for
weaving textile fabrics and fibrous materials.
John W. Friend, Freemantle, Southampton An improved meter for registering
the flow of water and other liquids.
Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet Street Improvements in motive-power engines.
(Communication from P. and L. Larochette, Paris.)
Nicolas Saintard, Paris An improved break for railway and other carriages.
Augustin Mortera, Paris Improvements in coupling carriages on railways.
Joseph Ridsdale, Minories An improvement in ships' scuttles.
Benjamin Richardson, Wordsley, near Stourbridge An improvement in the manufacture of articles in glass, so as to produce peculiar ornamental effects.
George T. Bonsfield, Loughborough Park, Brixton Improvements in apparatus for
retarding and stopping carriages on railways. (Communication.)
James H. Bennett, Birmingham Improvements in engines to be worked by
atmospheric pressure or steam, or by both in combination, and also in steam
generators to be used therewith.
Patrick Dsmvers, New York, and George W. Billings, Plainfield, New Jersey, U.S.
An improved means for rolling hoops and wheel tyres.

—

—
—
—

—

—

—

—

Recorded July
2049.
1

5

.

—

—

—

2051.
2052.

2053.
2054.
2055.
2056.

2057.
2058.
2059.

_

2.

2063.

—

—

—

—
—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

other vessels.

Recorded July

Siemens, John Street, Adelphi Improvements in refrigerating and
producing ice, and in apparatus or machinery for that purpose.
2065. John Bertwistle and Daniel Bertwistle, Padiham, Lancashire Improvements in

—

ven niacin g.
2066. Hartley Kenyon, Manchester Improvements in the treatment of certain compounds
of silica, alumina, sodium, or potash, and the application of such compound in
the processes of printing, dyeing, tawing, paper making, or in any other process
in which the alumina of commerce is employed.
Improvements in steam engines.
_
7. Samuel L. Taylor, Cotton End, Bedford
Improvements in the manufacture of iron plates,
.lliam E. Jones, Birmingham
such as boiler plates, plates for shipbuilding, and other similar purposes, and
also in machinery for the manufacture of such plates.
WHKam G. Plunkett, Belvidere Place, Dublin Improvements in the application of
new materials to the manufacture of paper pulp and yarn for textile fabrics,
cordage, &c.
2070. George H. Cottam and Henry R. Cottam, Old St. Pancras Road Improvements in
the manufacture of children's cots and metallic bedsteads.
2071. Jonathan Burnett, 18 Side, Newcastle-upon-Tyne Improvements in the manufacture of chloride of lime, or bleaching powder.

—

—

—

fire

—

—

—

Recorded July 30.

—

—

—

1

Henry Genhart,

weaving.

i

—

—

.

—

—

Recorded July 31.
2079.
2080.

2081.

James A. Limbert, Royal Navy

—Improvements in marine engines.

Edward Evans, Holywell, and George P. Roskell, Stockyn, near Holywell, Flintshire
Improvements in reaping and mowing machines.
Luke Cooke, Blackburn, Lancashire Improvements in machinery or apparatus for

—

Liege, Belgium

—

preparing cotton, wool, or other fibrous substances to be spun.

Chelsea—Improvements

in pumping apparatus.
2039. George Inman, Susannah Street, Poplar—An improved construction of locomotive
engine.
2090. John Beale, East Greenwich, Kent An improved construction of rotary engine,
applicable for pumping and measuring fluids, or for the production of motive

—

power.

Recorded August

1.

—Improvements

2091. William J. Harris, Greenwich

other tables.

in the construction of dining

and

—

2092. Charles Avril, Paris Improvements in the mode of forming the printing surface of
blocks, plates, cylinders, lithographic stones, or other similar bodies made use of
for printing in colours.
2093. Richard Coleman, Chelmsford, Essex Improvements in implements for ploughing,
hoeing, and scarifying laud, and in agricultural steam engines used for the traction of such implements.
2094. Guillaume F. Aroux, Paris, and 4 South Street, Finsbury Improvements in seed

—

—

drills.

—

James Tatlow and Henry Hodgkinson, Wirksworth, Derbyshire Certain improvements in railway breaks and signals.
2096. Edwin Maw, Doncaster Iron Works, Yorkshire Improvements in constructing
2095.

—

railway crossings, points, and switches.

—

Thomas

Rickett, Castle Foundry, Buckingham Improvements in implements for
cultivating land.
209S. William Hopkinson, Huddersfield Certain improvements in steam engines.
2099. Augustin J. M. Ramar, 49 Broad Street, Golden Square Improvements in ornamental and portable fountains.
2100. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet Street Improvements in circular sawing machinery.

2097.

—

—

—(Communication from Messrs. Boccard and Coqueval.)
—

2101. George B. Petit and Henry F. Smith, Oxford Street An improved cap or cover for
the glasses of gas and other lights.
2102. John Gray, Hill Street, Peckham Certain improvements in doors for furnaces and

—

fireplaces.

Recorded August

3.

—
—

2103. Robert Davison and James Lea, Limerick Improving the edge or selvage of linen,
cotton, woollen, silk, or any other cloth or fabric, while in the act of weaving.
2104. John Elce and John Leech, Manchester Improvements in self-acting temples for

looms.

Recorded August
2105.

Leon Duriez,

Paris,
stopping horses.

and 4 South

Street,

4.

—An

Finsbury

improved apparatus for

—

2106. Richard Birch and Robert Bradbury, Haughton, near Denton, Lancashire Improvements in machinery and apparatus for clearing and mixing hatters' furs.
2107. Eugene A. Dumergue, Paris
new description of fringes.
2108. Alexander Prince, 4 Trafalgar Square, Charing Cross A substitute for varnish,
turpentine, and oil in the manufacture or mixing of paints and pigments, to be
employed for coating or covering wood, metal, glass, and other substances, to preserve them from atmospheric influences and fire. {Communication.)
2109. Peter Macpherson, Edinburgh Improvements in wheeled carriages or vehicles.
2110. John H, Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields, and Glasgow Improvements in sewing

—A

—

—

—

—(Communication.)
—

machines.

2111. Charles Ues, Birmingham An improvement or improvements in the manufacture
of thimbles.
2112. "William C. Cambridge, Bristol Improvements in the construction and working of
endless travelling railways.
2113. William C. Cambridge, Bristol Improvements in press wheel rollers or clod crushers.
2114. Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane Improvements in umbrellas and parasols.
(Communication from M. Levy and F. H. Blajot, Paris.)

—
—

—

Recorded August
2115.

2116.

2117.
2118.
2119.

2120.

5.

John Littlewood and Albert Schl umber ger, Church, near Accrington, Lancashire
Improvements in producing printed or dyed colours from murexide on woollen
fabrics or yarns, or mixed fabrics or yarns of wool and cotton.
Sebastien Botturi, Paris An apparatus and oven for the carbonisation and distillation of all animal and vegetable matters.
Sebastien Botturi, Paris' The making of movable chairs and seats of every kind
and description, to be called " Botturi' s movable chairs and seats."
Thomas Lyne, Malmesbury, Wiltshire An improved field stile or gate.
Thomas Field, Spring Place, Kentish Town Effecting improvements in parasols
and umbrellas.
Recorded August 6.

—

—

—

—

—Improved apparatus for the ex—Improvements in rotary engines and
pumps.
Daniel
Crossley, Hebden Bridge, Yorkshire —Improvements in the treatment of
Samuel Middleton and John Lowes, Southwark

tinction of fire in buildings.
2122. Alexander Dalgety, Strangeways, Manchester

2123.

um num.

2075. William M*Kinley and Robert "Walker, 4 Orchard Street, Paisley An improvement
in the manufacture of moulds for forming the soles of boots and shoes.
207
Thomas Ivory, Edinburgh Improvements in rotary and reciprocating engines.
Improvements in feeding, cutting, shaping, and
.n Frearson, Birmingham
piercing metals.
2078. Henry Bauerrichter and Gustavus Gottgetreu, Charterhouse Square Improvements
in the arrangement or adaptation of stereoscopic apparatus, and in boxes or cases
for containing the same.

for

regulator.

—Certain improvements in power looms for
—An improved apparatus for cleaning and sharpen-

Thomas Markland, Hyde, Cheshire

2057.

—

2072. William S. Clark, 133 High Holborn Improvements in kegs for holding gunpowder
and articles of a similar nature. (Communication from Wilson Green and Wilson
Delaware, U.S.)
2073. James Purcell, 15 Mount Street, Whitechapel Road Improvements in attaching or
securing buttons to articles of clothing.
2074. Samuel Coulson, Sheffield Improvements in preparing solutions for coating with

a

for

20S5. Antoine Galy-Cazalat and Adolphe Huillard, Paris— An improved apparatus for and
mode of manufacturing sulphuret of carbon, animal charcoal, and carbonic acid.

2086.

—

29.

—

W.

2064. Charles

Thomas Forsyth, Manchester

—

23.

An improved method of drying garancine or other
moist substances.
William S. Clark, 133 High HoTborn Improvements in automatic feeding printing
press.
(Communication from S. W. Wood and H. A. Bills, U.S.)
Edward Hallen, Cornwall Road, Lambeth Improvements in the construction of
bedsteads and similar articles to recline or sit on.
Octavius H. Smith, Middlesex An improvement in supplying steam to water to
heat the same, and in preventing what is technically called priming of steam.
William Hirst, Bath Improvements in manufacturing felted fabrics.
George T. Bousfield, Loughborough Park, Brixton Improvements in apparatus for
feeding -water to steam boilers. (Communication.)
Prosper Brunot, 37 Boulevart de Sebastopol, Paris Improvements in springs for
petticoats and other articles of dress.
Robert Jackson, Glasgow Improvements in protecting certain parts of the body
from disfigurement by cataneous diseases.
William Proctor, Bristol Improvements in the manufacture of sulphuric acid.
Eiward W. Baxter, Sidney Street, Mile End An improved mode of preparing glass
labels, advertising tablets, and ornamental devices upon glass.
Jules Dortet and Andre B. Denis, Paris An improved safety padlock.
mas Till and William Gardiner, Birmingham An improvement or improvements in preventing collisions on railways.
John Clay, Birmingham An improvement or improvements in saddles.
Juhn Bethell, Parliament Street Improvements in the construction of ships and
James Euggin, Manchester

Henry B. Barlow, Manchester

20S3.

ing knives, and cleaning spoons and forks.
2058. William Garnham, 5 Bedford Terrace, Upper Manor Street,

Recorded July 27.
2035. John Gedge, 4 "Wellington Street South,

— Certain improvements in self-acting mules
—(Communication.)
—
Improvements in and applicable to side valves
steam engines. —(Communication.)
2084. Isaac Moll, Cologne, Prussia —An economical
2082.

spinning.

in coring tools for wells,

shafts, and like purposes.
Improvements in the reefing and furling of ships' and
S. Collins, Liverpool
other vessels' sails, and in the manufacture of the same.
Julius Schonemann, S9 Portland Street, Portland Place Improvements in the con-

John

195

J.

certain textile fabrics called " pellones," and used for saddle covers, and in the
machinery or apparatus for effecting the sams.
2124. Ellis Rowland, Manchester Certain improvements in steam engines.
2125. William Gilmour, Dalbeth, Lanarkshire Impruv ments in obtaining motive power.
2126. Thomas Lawley, Wolverhampton Improvements in ornamenting articles made of
tin-plate and of other bright metals.
2127. John Parker, Ivy House, Bradford Improvements in the means of supplying or
feeding steam boilers with water, whereby a great saving of fuel is effected.

—

—
—

—

Recorded August

—

7.

2128. Bcrthold Lowissohn, Fenchurch Street An improvement in the manufacture of
soap.
2129. John Bradley, Radcliffe, Lancashire Certain improvements in machinery or apparatus for engraving metallic cylinders or rollers employed for printing calico
and other surfaces.

—
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2130.

John R.

Scartliff,

Wolverhampton

ments.

—Certain improvements
—Improvements in

in

2131. Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane

and wringing machines.

2135.
2136.

2137.

8.

in

washing

—

Improvements in weaving woollen
Holdsworth, Halifax, Yorkshire
damasks. (Communication.)
John Langford and Joseph Wilder, Birmingham— Improvements in signals and
alarums.
Isaac Oschinsky, 16 Old Broad Street, and Breslau. Prussia—An improved soap, to
which he gives the name of " rheumo-arthritii Soap."
George Collier, William Noble, and Ward Holroyd, Halifax, Yorkshire—Improvements in cutting, shaping, and planing wood, and in the tools and apparatus employed therein.
John Anderton, Jonas F. Rushworth, and Joseph Bcnn, Queenshead, YorkshireImprovements in machinery for muulding, cutting, and carving wood and stone.
I.

—

Recorded August
2138.

2179. Archibald Smith, 69 Princes Street, Leicester Square Improvements in machinery
for, and in the method or methods of, making wire ropes.
2180. John Abraham, Birmingham For a new or improved gauge for gauging wire and
sheet metal, and for other like purposes.
2181. Richard Talbot, Blackburn, Lancashire, and Benjamin Croasdale, Witton, near

—

Recorded August

2134.

10.

Thomas G. Shaw, Dartmouth Row, Blackheath, Kent— Improvements

in

machinery

thrashing and separating wheat and other grain.
James Bertram, Edinburgh, and John L. Jullion, Foots Cray, Kent—Improvements
in the manufacture of paper.
John Roberts, jun., Whitechapel Road— Improving the combustion of fuel, and preventing the escape of fuliginous smoke from shafts and flues.
Antonie Tremeschin, King Street, Snow Hill— Improvements in curling tongs.
Amherst H. Renton, Buckingham Street, Adelphi, Westminster— Improvements in
apparatus for steering vessels. (Communication from H. Perie, E. Bellamy, and
F. Stirling, jun., Bordeaux.)
Peter A. Godefroy, 3 King's Mead Cottages, New North Road— An improved method
of desulphurising mineral-matrix, for the extraction of auriferous, argentiferous,
and other metals contained therein.

Blackburn

—Improvements

2140.

2142.
2143.

2144.

—

Recorded August

11.

—

George Chambers, Cheapside Improvements in separating cinders from ashes and
economising fuel.
Alexander Lang, Kinniel Iron Works, Linlithgow—Improved machinery for feedmg
steam boilers.
2148, William L. Groundwater, Bridge Street, Greenwich, and Henry Prince, Great Guildford Street, Southward Improvements in pumps.
Improvements in pickers for looms.
2149, William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane
(Communication.)
2145.
2146,

—

—

Recorded August
2150,

Thomas

12.

Hardcastle, Bradshaw, near Bolton-le-Moors, Lancashire

—Improvements

machinery for washing textile fabrics.
2151, Robert Wagstaff, Mottram, Longendale, Cheshire— Certain improvements in main

chinery or apparatus for digging land.
2153, William J. Cantelo, Suuthwaik— Improvements in the preservation of vegetable
matters.
2154,

substances from coffee, and in the apparatus employed for the purpose.
M'Adam, Baldoon, near Kirkinncr, Wigtonsbire— Improved apparatus to be
employed in making cheese and in drawing off liquids.
Improvements in machinery for
2159. John A. Bosworth, Humberstone, Leicestershire
grinding and crushing clay and brick earth.
Improvements in sewing needles.
2160, George T. Bousfield, Loughborough Park, Brixti m
(Communication.)
2161. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane Improved machinery for cutting files.
(Communication.)
2162. James W. Benson, Ludgate Hill Improvements in the construction of bows or
handles of watches, lockets, eye-glasses, and other articles requiring such aptallic

2157, Robert

—
—

—

—

pendages.
2163.

Thomas Eade. Ipswich

—An improved

—

—

—

—

Recorded August

18.

—

2188

Joseph Coupe, Preston, Lancashire Improvements in poweT looms.
2190, William H. Miller and Henry E. Skinner, Shadwell
Improvements in rotary
engines and pumps.
2191. Charles Nightingale, Wardour Street, Soho Improvements in, and applicable to,
machines for tearing or reducing rags and other fabrics.
2192. Benjamin Lupton, Robert Jackson, Daniel Dean, and John Holden, Burnley, Lancashire
Certain improvements in power looms for weaving.
2193. William Young, Queen Street Improvements in fire-places or stoves.

—

—

—

—

Recorded August 19.

—

2195. Sigismond Rosenthal, 2 Red Lion Square, Holborn
Printing on both sides of a sheet
of paper by a single impression on an ordinary lithographic or other press.
2196. Samuel Bottomley, James Bottomley, and Thomas Bottomley, Buttershaw, Bradford, Yorkshire
Improvements in machinery acting upon, and in connection
with, rotary shuttle boxes, for weaving checks, plaids, figured and fancy goods.
2197. Arthur Wall, East India Road, Toplar Improvements in amalgamating metals.
21118. Arthur Wall, East India Road, Poplar
Improvements in coating metallic surfaces.
2199. Alexis J. Dessales, Paris, and 43 Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane An improvement in lamps for railway carriages, ships' cabins, and other oil lamps.
2200. Pier A. Balestrini, Brescia, Italy
new method of, and apparatus for, sounding at
sea and in other waters.
2202. Charles F. Vasserot, 45 Essex Street, Strand A smoke-consuming grate. (Com-

—

—
—

—

—A

—

munication from

MM.

—

Dalmatius de Luzy and Hector G. de Chateanneuf, Paris.)

2204. Ferdinand Potts, Moore's

Row, Birmingham—Certain improvements

in the

mode

of

cutting out, forming, and finishing certain descriptions of metallic tubes, part of
which is also applicable for other such like purposes.
2206. Robert C. Gist, 36 Cannon Street 'Improvements in the manufacture of manure.

—

(Com mu nication .)
James M. Napier, Vine

2208.

out submarine

Street, York
telegraph cables.

Road

—Improvements

Recorded August

in

apparatus for paying

20.

—

•13.

2155, William Pratrhitt and Samuel Horrocks, Bolton-le-Moors, Lancashire—Improvements in apparatus to regulate the pressure of fluids, and to compensate for the
expansion of steam and hot-water pipes.
2156, Henry Collingridge, 3 St. Ablates Street, Oxford— Improvements in separating me-

—

—

—

—

Aug

looms.

—

William A. Clarke, West Malvern, Worcestershire Improvements in the construction of and mode of applying hot air to vapour baths.

Recorded

in

2182. Peter Carmichael, Dens Works, Dundee Improvements in calendering and mangling cloth.
2183. Richard Hoe, 44 Leadenhall Street
Improvements in bullion boxes, and in boxes
used for carrying other valuable commodities.
2184. Francois X. Poznanski, Craven Street, Westminster An improvement in instruments for ascertaining and indicating the state of the pulse, which improvement
is also applicable to other instruments iu which fluids are required to circulate
or work in tubes of small bore.
2185. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane Improvements in the valve arrangement of
steam and other engines. (Communication.)
2186. John Grist, Islington
Improvements in mash tuns, and in apparatus to be employed- therewith, which apparatus is also applicable to the heating and keeping
up of a continuous circulation of liquids in any vessel to which it may be connected.
2187. Charles Reeves, Birmingham Improvements in the manufacture of knives.

for

2139.

1857.

—

for spinning.

Thomas G. Shaw, Dartmouth Row, Blackheath, Kent—Improvements

2133. William

1,

Recorded August 17.

mathematical instru-

mules

(Communication.)

2132.

October

breech-loading fire-arm and projectile to be

2209. Robert L. Brooke, 20 Kepple Street, Russell Square Improved method for discharging, " paying out," and submerging electric telegraph cables, wires, or ropes, or
such like articles, from ships or vessels of any description.
Improvements in braking ap2210. Theophilus Gough and Joshua Margerison, Bristol
paratus for vehicles used on railways or on other roads or ways, parts of which
are applicable for communication between guards and drivers of trains.
2211. John Gedge, 4 Wellington Street South, Strand
Improved means of heating buildings, and of facilitating the escape of smoke and gases therefrom. (Communication from X. Lorentz, Nancy, France.)
2212. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet Street A new method of defecating sugar and other
saccharine matters, and of refining or rectifying alcohol. (Communication.)
2214. Amos P. Chamberlain, Paris Improvements in machines for cutting corks and
other substances.
2215. Robert Taylerson, 5 Tryons Terrace, Hackney An improvement in metal ships and
vessels.
2216. Daniel Messmore, New York, U.S. An improved method of dressing mill stones
(Communication from
for hulling rice and other grain having hulls or husks.
the inventor.)
Improvements in railway breaks.
2217. Thomas Ingram, Bradford, Yorkshire

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

used therewith.

Recorded August

DESIGNS FOR ARTICLES OF UTILITY.

14.

—

2164. John Parkinson, Victoria Works, Bury, Lancashire Improvements in the construction of pressure and vacuum gauges.
2165. Paul E. Laviron, Paris Improvements in apparatus for curing smoky chimneys
and for increasing the draught in them.
2166. John Tickle, Westbromwich, Staffordshire Improvements in metallic pistons for
steam and other cylinders.
2167. Charles Gumm, Change Alley, Cornhill Improvements in the construction of boats.

—

—

—

—(Communication.)

—Improvements in the mode of diverting the London
into the sea.
sewage from the River Thames, and in discharging
Samuel Draper, Lenton, near Nottingham — Improvements in the manufacture of

21G8. Frederick Lipscombe, Strand

Registered

—

September, 1857.

—

14th,
15th,

Sept. 1st,

4017

troughs."
Francis R. Appleby,

"

William

4018

"

2d,

4019

Sth,

4020

15.

J.

—

"

__

((

handles and fastenings for doors of railway and other carriages.

Recorded August

to Sth

Brown, Nottingham "Press."
Henry S. Gilling, 1 Upper Charles Street, E.C.—"Watch protector."
James King, Reading "Connecting parts of gutters or water-

"

it

21G9.

from Wth August

4014
4015
4016

Aug. 11th,

The

Remshaw Iron Works,

Eckington, Derbyshire

conical oscillating valve."

—

Street, Fitzroy Square
"Improve. ient in infants' feeding bottles."
Co., Russia Row, Cheapside
"Stereoscopic
George Chambers
case."
Robert Bromwich, Moor Street, Birmingham "Improved lever and
"
lever plate for counter pumps

John Robert Dicksee, 27 Howland

—

&

—

2171. William Smith, Manchester Improvements in making soap.
Improvements in brakes for
2172. James J. Cardin, 9 Orange Street, Red Lion Square

TO HEADERS AND CORRESPONDENTS.

omnibuses.
2175. William S. Clark, 133 High Holborn Improvements in hay and hop presses, the
same being applicable to compressing other substances of a similar nature.
(Communication from P. C. Ingersoll and H. F. Dougherty, New York.)

This "crank substitute" has been proposed hundreds of times. There is
J. A. D.
nothing whatever in its favour. The crank cannot be superseded for steam engine

—

—

2176.

John C. Haddan, Cannon Row, Westminster

—

—Improvements in

the construction of
railways and of the carriages to be used therewith or thereon.

—

John Buckley and Thomas Wrigley, Carr Hill, Saddlewortb, Yorkshire Improvements in self-acting mules or machines for spinning and doubling.
2178. Hubert Pirotte, Liege, Belgium Improvements in the construction of lathes for
boring and turning.
2177.

—

—

purposes.

—

Rennie's Improvements in Steam Engines. In reference to this recently patented
invention, noticed by us at page 152 of last month, Mr. John Hastie of Greenock writes
us that he constructed an engine on a similar principle in 1848.
A. W. P. Smith. We never heard of such an arrangement. Will he send us a detailed

—

sketch.
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proportioning the areas of the two pistons, the head pressure upon the
upper, and the reduced pressure

upon the lower piston, will so balance
one another that the pressure upon the water in the service pipes may
be maintained at or near the required amount. For if the reduced head
pressure of, say 200 lbs., is acting against the piston, d, the arrange-

CHRLMES' WATER-PRESSURE REGULATORS.

By

Messes. Gcest

& Chkiues,

Brassfounders, Botlierliam, Yorkshire.

(Illustrated by Plate 2 10 .)

ment may be such

The adjustment and regulation of fluid pressures is gradually becoming
of more and more importance in mechanical details and contrivances of

a suitable valve seat
valve

when

The

closed.

is

top or inlet piston

The

smaller than either of the pistons.

but

when

that re-

the valve,

it

of the piston being of larger area than the valve.

posing the

fluid pressure in the

main

when a

be so proportioned that,

on the larger or outlet piston,

to

be equal to 200

lbs.,

lbs.,

greater pressure than 50 lbs.
will be forced

it

down, and

is

reduced below 50

upon the smaller or inlet piston,
on the larger piston, and so open the valve.
sure, acting

A

will

lbs.,

is

it

exerted

When

the

the 200 lbs. pres-

overcome the pressure

second modification consists of a fixed valve, placed inside the

main, the seat of which valve

is

the upper

lip of

a tube working in a

cup leathered or tubular valve seat, and is moveable vertically. The
upper lip of the tube is slightly bent outwards, or expanded, and is embraced at two or more opposite points by a forked or other shaped bridle
piece, the upper part of which is fitted with a stem and small weighted

working in a cylinder. When the pressure exceeds the desired
amount, the piston is forced upwards, taking with it the bridle piece and
the tubular valve seat, which is thereupon brought nearer to, or pressed
upon, the face of the fixed valve, and the pressure of the fluid is thereby
reduced. The back pressure of the fluid on the area of the bottom lip
piston,

of the tube will be

more or

less balanced, or counteracted,

valve seat and valve are in contact, by the upper

lip

when

the

being, as before

third arrangement of apparatus consists of

separate cylinders, and attached
of

an

oscillating

beam

with a valve similar
water mains.

One

;

by means

this apparatus

two

pistons,

working in

of rods to the opposite ends

being employed in connection

to the ordinary sluice valve at present in use in

of these pistons

is

so arranged that the pressure of

and open the valve.
Kg. 1, on our large plate, is an external elevation of the fluid pressure regulator, constructed according to the first described arrangement

the fluid will tend to raise

it

At a is a disc valve, fitted on to the
The stem b carries at its upper and
stem e,
lower extremities respectively the two pistons, d e, working in the short
cylinders, F and o, fast on the main. The surfaces of the two pistons are
and

and

2,

for

already given.

Fig. 5

6

is

is

an elevation of the second modification of apparatus; and
figs. 1 and 2.

a vertical section of it.
and resting on the seat c.

fig. 2,

to be so proportioned to each other (the upper one, d,

being always

by the partial
closing of the valve shall maintain the valve at or near the same point
whilst, if the pressure upon the lower piston be increased by the further
opening of the valve, consequent upon an increased head pressure, the
lower piston will be depressed, and the valve lowered. On the other
smaller than the lower one, e) that the pressure reduced

if tbe pressure upon the lower piston be reduced below a certain
amount, previously determined, the valve will be further opened. For
example, if it is desired to maintain a pressure at or about a given

hand,

amount upon the water in the service pipes, and there happens to be,
at any given time, a head pressure of greater amount, then, by duly
No. 116.—Vol. X.

fig.

a section of the same applied to a main, as in

In this modification the valve,

A, is fixed

or stationary, the stem,

b,

being secured into the bottom of the main by a nut, as shown in the
drawing, c is the valve seat, which consists of a tube sliding vertically in the cup leathers at f.

the bridle piece,

This piston

is

G,

weighted, as

fluid required.

The back

upon the small

piston, d,

valve seat to
sure,

This tubular valve seat

with the small piston,

shown

at h,

d,

working

is

connected by

in the cylinder, e.

according to the pressure of

or reduced pressure in the main,

by acting

and thereby causes the tubular
be drawn up more or less, according to the amount of preselevates

it,

towards the fixed valve, so as to reduce the aperture for the pas-

sage of the fluid therethrough, and so reduce the pressure of such fluid
in that 2iortion of the

required extent,

by increasing

The upper

ton, d.

main behind the

valve.

be obvious that this reduced pressure

It will

lip

may

be adjusted to any

or diminishing the weight

of the tubular valve seat

wards or expanded, as shown

at

i,

for the

is

upon the

seat is against the valve tube.

and 8

pis-

slightly bent out-

purpose of balancing or

counteracting the pressure exerted upon the lower lip at

described, slightly bent outwards, or expanded.

A

amount

will, conse-

quently, depress and close, or partially close, the valve.

pressure on the larger piston

Sup-

and

the areas of the pistons

valve more or

several parts being lettered to correspond to the description of figs. 1

between

fluid acting

;

the action of the head pressure on the piston, d, will open the

lbs.,

is

of a

is

by reason

desired to reduce such pressure to 50

I

;

must

;

the inlet piston and the valve, raises that piston, and with

I

it

less, and will, consequently, restore the pressure to the
which the apparatus has been constructed. The several
areas of the pistons and valve must obviously be so proportioned that
the unreduced head pressure exerted upon the smaller piston, d, will
rather more than balance the reduced pressure exerted upon the larger
piston, e, and so keep the valve always partially open, except when
there is no water being drawn from the main or service pipes. The relative pressures on opposite sides of the valve may be indicated by
adapting to the main any convenient arrangement of pressure indicator,
as shown in fig. 1 at h.
Figs. 3 and 4 represent respectively in elevation and section the
same principle, applied on a smaller scale to ordinary service pipes, the

smaller area than the bottom or outlet piston, and the area of the

:

upon the

only, acting

lbs.

50

mains and house service pipes and they
under one modification, of a valve stem fitted at each extremity
with a piston working in cylinders cast on the main, and this stem also
carries a disc valve near its middle portion, which valve rests upon

!

say 50

so as to close

pressure, or steam, is used, tbe nice regulation of the fluid force,

consist,

|

of,
it

nearly every possible kind.

tion of the fluid pressure in water

I

that a pressure

will not influence

e,

duced pressure of 50 lbs. is exceeded, the larger piston will be depressed,
and will close the valve and when the pressure becomes reduced below

Wherever water, under considerable bead
by automatic means, is always a source of economy and superior effective action.
Mr. Chrimes' arrangements refer more particularly to the regula-

:

lower piston,

j,

when

the

and section of the same apparatus, adapted to ordinary service pipes, the same
letters of reference indicating the parts corresponding to figs. 5 and 6.
In this adaptation a spring is substituted for the weights which act
upon the piston.
In

fig.

Figs. 7

are an elevation

shown fully open, whilst
The strength of the spring

6 the valve aperture is

represented as being closed.

modification will regulate the pressure of the

in

fig.

8

it is

in this latter

fluid.

Fig. 9 is a complete side elevation of a third modification of the ap-

working a valve similar to the ordinary sluiceand fig. 1 is a corresponding
vertical longitudinal section of the main, and apparatus connected therewith. At A is the sluice valve, which bears against the seat, c, and is
connected by a link, b, with the small piston, d. This piston works
fluid-tight in the small cylinder, e, which opens at its lower end into
the main in front of the valve, so that the head pressure will always be
paratus, adapted for

valve at present in use in water mains

;

exerted against the underside of the piston,
piston, d,

centre in the support, n, which

The

d.

with one end of the oscillating beam,
is

A rod,
G,

f,

connects the

working on a fixed

bolted to the upper side of the main.

connected by the rod,

i, with the large
working fluid-tight in the cylinder, k, the lower end of which
opens into the main behind the valve, so that the reduced pressure will
be exerted upon the underside of the large piston. The action of this

opposite end of this lever

piston,

is

j,

2 E
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apparatus

is

similar to that described with reference to figs. 2

—that

and 4 on

to say, supposing the

head pressure exerted against
the underside of the piston, d, to be equal to 200 lbs., and that it is
desired to maintain a reduced pressure of 50 lbs. in the service pipes,
the areas of the two pistons, D and J, must be proportioned accordingly,

the plate

is

so that the 200 lbs. pressure on the small piston, d, will rather

than balance the reduced pressure of 50
side of the large piston,

ceeded, the large piston,
d,

and with

it

When

j.
J,

lbs.

the reduced pressure of 50 lbs. is ex-

will be elevated,

the sluice valve,

a,

and

if it

and

will depress the piston,

be diminished below the re-

1,

166T.

upon the tubes through a scattering plate, f. One of the air pumps
water resultis connected to the pipe, o, and withdraws the fresh
ing from the condensation of the steam in the tubes, which water

The other air pump is connected
again pumped into the boiler.
to the pipe, H, and by removing or trying to remove the salt water
a little faster than it is admitted, keeps up a good vacuum on the
Thus the strain on the tubes usually incident to
exterior of the tubes.
the employment of surface condensation is almost entirely removed, and
in case any small leaks exist in the tubes or joints, they are of little
is

One set of the air pumps of the Adriatic is worked by the oscileffect.
the other is worked by mammoth eccentrics,
lation of the cylinders
18 inches broad, on the main shafts.
;

The valves now employed are balance puppets of the general form
The valve motion employed is Frerepresented at page 259, vol. ix.
allow that piston to descend, and thereby draw up, and consequently deric E. Sickels' patent of 1845, and is being constructed under the imopen more or less the sluice valve, A, so as to restore the pressure to the mediate supervision of Mr. Sickels at some five or six different shops, all
of which are working night and day. The point of " cut-off," or that at
regulated amount.
which the expansion of the steam commences, will be variable the
These several contrivances are so simple, and practically effective, valves being lifted from their scats at the proper moment, and lowered
that we may reasonably expect all our domestic fluid pressures to be
by mechanism, which is adjustable, so as to reach their seats at almost
any desired point in the stroke. This kind of mechanism is now emplaced, very shortly, under perfect control.
ployed with great success on a considerable number of large engines
but they are all upright cylinders, and consequently the gravity of the
valves and attachments tend to bring them to their seats when released
AMERICA.
MECHANICAL NOTES
and although it can hardly be supposed that the friction of the stuffing
boxes will be sufficient seriously to embarrass the operation, it may reaThe N. Y. and Liverpool U. S. Mail Steamer Adriatic Her Condensers and Valves
sonably be feared that the Adriatic a ship on which our national pride
Capt. Ericsson's Recent Experiments Chief Difficulties in Air Engineering Capt.
Whittaker's Side Propeller Barrow's Rotatory Engine Experiments The Calliope
is somewhat staked as a competitor of the mammoth Cunard steamers,
or Steam Organ Economy of Turbine Water Wheels Fresh- Water Pearls Change
Persia and Scotia is not yet provided with an unquestionably successful
of Commissioner of Patents
Slackening of the Cotton Manufactures Nixon's Straw
arrangement of valves and valve gear. The cylinders being inclined
Paper Gail Borden's Preservation of Milk.
and oscillating, the inclination of the valve stems will, at some points in
The steamship Adriatic was advertised to take her place on the line the stroke, be great and difficulties of some other and unexpected kind
from this city to Liverpool on thel2th of September; but although every may arise in the fitting and use of mechanism constructed so hastily.
effort has been made to hasten her completion, she is still here.
The It is but just to say, however, that the chances of failure, with the precompletion of the engines and condensers of this vessel has been so long sent arrangement, are very slight.
delayed, and the arrangement of these important parts has been subCaptain Ericsson, whose magnificent experiments in the use of hot
jected to such great alterations, that she will not go to sea until after a
air as a fluid for generating or imparting to mechanism the power delong trial in our harbour and vicinity.
veloped by heat excited much attention in 1853, has been little heard
On a former occasion (pages 258, 259, and 260, vol. ix.), I gave a of since the ship which was called by his name was fitted with steam
detailed description of this ship, her engines and condensers, as then
engines, and put in quiet and successful use with the old and well-tried
arranged, but neglected to give the dimensions of the cylinders, which,
fluid.
But this gentleman, who is decidedly one of the greatest enI may now add, are 100 inches in diameter, with a stroke of 12 feet.
gineers of the age, should be credited, in a large part, with the design
They are, as before described, inclined oscillating cylinders, each con- and arrangement of her present steam engines, and particularly with the
nected directly to the crank pin, or rather each connected to crank pins,
novel surface condenser which contributes to her success and economy.
which pins are coupled together by a short drag link, to allow the parts Since the ship was finished, he has been engaged, as before, in hot-air
to become more out of line than is allowed by the ordinary arrangement,
engineering experiments, and has constructed, at the expense of a numwithout inducing difficulty.
In a subsequent letter (page 285, same ber of wealthy gentlemen with whom he is connected, seven distinct
vol.) I briefly stated that both valves and condensers were failures.
engines, in all of winch air alone is employed. But learning wisdom by
Thr condenser since adopted in this ship, and which there can be little, experience, or rather, perhaps, in consequence of increased caution on
doubt will perform well, contains a novel arrangement invented by Mr. the part of the capitalists interested, the experiments are now on a far
Horatio Allen, the designer of her engines, but the condenser is in less magnificent scale, though still large enough to test the principles
general Mr. Joseph P. Pirrson's double vacuum surface condenser.
involved in the various modifications introduced. He has at this moment
The steam to be condensed is admitted in the interior, and the cold floating at the foot of Christopher Street, in this city, a clincher-built boat,
water on the exterior, of their tubes, while a vacuum is maintained on 47 feet long and 8 feet wide, in which are two single-acting air engines
both fluids. This latter, as is probably well known to most of your and attachments (in the style patented by him some two years since),
readers, is effected by providing two suitable air pumps, the smaller of which impel her by means of two paddle wheels some 8 feet in diameter.
which exhausts the water of condensation and air from the interior of These engines are 18 inches in diameter of cylinder, and of 20 inches'
the tubes, and maintains the vacuum proper, while the other removes
stroke, and have been very successful in several instances in driving
the salt water which has been partially warmed by contact with the her rapidly with an almost fabulously small consumption of fuel, which
tubes, and maintains on the exterior of the tubes a vacuum precisely
She is reputed to have made
latter was in the form of kindling wood.
equal to that on their interior.
thirty -five revolutions per minute; but I have no means of knowing wheThe accompanying diagram, Fig. 1, shows the general features of the ther the difficulties which destroyed the engines of the ship have been
condensers now fitted surmounted.
up in the Adriatic.
It is quite possible that the failure of the air engines of the Ericsson
gulated pressure, then the diminished pressure on the piston,

j

more

exerted against the under-
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through the tubes,
B 1. All the upper

not yet distinctly understood by all your readers. The advantages
claimed for air engines, apart from the safety supposed to be due to the
absence of steam boilers, was simply economy of fuel and this was
According to the best calculations
actually realised in the experiments.
which can be made on the performances, the engines actually developed
a little more than two horse power for each pound of coal burnt per hour.
This is some 30 or 40 per cent, better than the majority of engines in
our most successful steamers, and is, I think, only rivalled by one or

tubes,

two examples of the

The steam from the
engines

is

received

through the pipe,

a,

allowed to distribute
itself
through the
tubes,

b,

b,

and

also

are tightly

set in a hollow shell,

and all the tubes,
1, in a similar but
separate shell, c 1.

c,

b

These shells, c and c 1
are connected together by the bent pipe,
d, so that

free

at each end of the two sets of tubes, b and b 1
supplied through the injection pipe, e, and showered

communication

cold water is

there is a

is

;

Corliss style of stationary engine, which I have
But the difficulties lay in the destruction of the
before referred to.
lubricating material, and of the finely-polished surfaces so necessary to
such mechanism and finally, in the warping and destruction of the
metal itself. In other words, the experiment showed a saving of perhaps 100 dols. worth of coal, while it burned up 100,000 dols. worth of
engine. The success of Capt. Ericsson's experiments depends on his
;

overcoming these difficulties.
Captain H. Whittaker, of Buffalo, an experienced commander of propellers navigating the lakes, fitted up an old boat in 1853, with high
pressure engines, mounted on the deck, and connected to screw propel-
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The screws were comlers. one at each side, instead of at the stern.
paratively small, and the engines were of short stroke and quick action.
Experiments were tried, and the results were construed by his friends
and, after considerable effort,
as favourable to this kind of engineering
he has lately had constructed near this city a new propeller of fine
model, in which this system will be applied for rapid navigation. The
captain has unfortunately enjoyed but few opportunities for a thorough
knowledge of the elementary principles either of steam engineering or
of the propulsion of vessels and it would appear, on a brief inspection,
that his system cannot possess any great advantages over the ordinary
arrangement of propellers, while it obviously involves serious objections.
Fig. 2 is a sketch of a transverse section of his vessel.
The shafts of the
screws, a, are a little
Fig. 2.
above the surface of
the water, so that the
crank pin travels at its
lowest' point just beneath the water,
b
represent steam cylin;

;

ders,

which may be

oscillating, or ordinary
direct acting, as pre-

Capt. Whittaker prefers oscillatengines
but in
ing
such a situation it is difficult to determine the reasons which give this
style the preference. The new boat referred to is to make extraordinary
speed in river navigation. I shall note the results, if they appear at all
ferred.

;

interesting.

Mr. Ebenezer Barrows, of this citj', has been several years endeavouring to develop what has been thus far the most successful rotaHe has built several small engines, one of
tory engine yet on record.
which has been running for three years on the little side-wheel steamer
Sotatori/, which was employed last year in the coast survey.
A company has been organised to construct a line of propellers for coasting
trade, employing his engines
and the first one, a finely-modelled boat,
has just been finished, and is now making trial trips. The results have
been generally favourable. When she has taken her place on the line,
and made a few regular trips under ordinary circumstances, I will endeavour again to refer to the subject and to do her justice.
Leaving the subject ofr steam navigation with a brief allusion to the
latest development in this line, which consists in adding a steam organ
to the other attractions pertaining to some of our rival river steamers,
I would recur in an almost equally off-hand way to several recent improvements in less prominent branches of art and, first, to the subject
of photographing on wood.
Your readers are all probably aware that
experiments, more or less successful, have, almost since the first introduction of the art of photography, been made with a view to facilitate
the production of engravings by the application of this art.
Some (Paul
Pretsch of Austria among the number) have endeavoured to make the
action of light productive, not only of a picture, but of the engraving
itself: while others have been content with the picture alone, leaving it
to the skill of the engraver to impress the lines and shades on the plate
in the ordinary manner.
Mr. Pretsch secured an American patent only
last week for his process of photogalvanic engraving.
The details of
his invention have been published in your journal, and need not, of course,
be repeated. It has not been put in practice as yet, unless privately and
experimentally but of the humbler efforts those directed simply to the
production of pictures on the surface, to aid or to dispense with the artist
in preparing fjr the operations with the graver
I may remark, that the
art of photographing on wood is so far successful in this city, at this
moment, that considerable numbers of engravings are now presented
weekly in our illustrated periodicals, which are either taken directly
from nature, or produced from larger engravings and paintings, by the
art of photographing alone.
The art has advanced rapidly, as the operators have acquired experience.
Six weeks since the pictures were
feeble.
They lacked vigour and strength, and were more or less hazy,
;

;

:

—

—

or deficient in sharpness, particularly at the edges, and in depicting
objects more distant or nearer than the focus of the instrument. The
introduction of a new and powerful instrument has so far overcome this
difficult}- that I have seen blocks on which were portraits and other
pictures, taken from nature, which were as sharp and clear as an ordinary photograph on glass or paper. This process now bids fair to dispense, in a considerable degree, with the services of the artist in this
line, and to demand nothing more than the ordinary high degree of
skill in the engraver.
A subject which has attracted considerable attention in the newspapers during the past two or three months, is the possible economy of
water power attainable by properly-constructed turbine wheels, where
the work is performed on a large scale.
have, in Boston, a somewhat eccentric, but very skilful engineer, Uriah A. Boyden, who has
devoted a large share of his long lifetime to this subject, and whose
success in designing Fourneyron turbines has been, in several instances,
,
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greater than others have ever reached. Some six years ago he constructed a set of wheels, each 100 inches in diameter, for a cotton-mill
at Lawrence, in Massachusetts, with a contract that the amount of his
compensation should depend upon the economy of the wheels. The
wheels were duly set in operation, but the company refused to provide
proper means for testing the degree of economy and a suit was commenced, which was finally left to scientific referees.
The decision of
the referees gave Mr. Boyden pretty nearly all he claimed, but without
having tested practically the exact percentage of power utilised. Mr.
Boyden claimed that his wheels actually realised, in practice, 96 per cent,
of the full power of the water, while the company, after imperfect experiments, conceded 88 J per cent. Assuming either of these estimates
to be correct, the economy of the wheel is extraordinary
but there are
good reasons for supposing that the estimate of the designer was very
nearly correct, and that the whole of the wheels in question are actually
working at this moment with an effect of over ninety per cent. It is
greatly to be regretted that the company failed to provide means for the
perfectly accurate measurement of the power.
Only one wheel was
attempted to be experimented on, as such an examination of the others
would somewhat embarrass the operations of the mill and the one in
question was very imperfectly prepared, the foundation of the pit being
insufficient for its purpose, and the arrangements, in several respects,
making it impossible either to guage the water with accuracy, or to
measure the power perfectly. Such an experiment properly conducted
would have been of considerable value, as I know of no experiments
of the kind on so large a scale with modern wheels.
very considerable excitement has existed in consequence of the
discovery that certain shell fish, abounding in some of our fresh-water
creeks and brooks, contain pearls, some of which are tolerably perfect
in colour and form, and of a size sufficient to render them of considerable value.
Unio is, I think, the term by which the variety most productive of pearls is known among naturalists and a number of pearls,
which must in the aggregate be very great, have been secured in
almost all parts of the country, by an indiscriminate destruction and
examination of shell fish of all kinds. One man avers that he opened
4000 without discovering a pearl, and abandoned the enterprise.
too
high idea of the value of these ornaments exists with many, and the
great majority, in fact almost all, of the pearls which have been discovered have been of too small size to command any great price. Some
few have, however, been sold for several hundred dollars each.
The late highly popular commissioner of patents, Hon. Charles Mason,
has retired from the office, and, at the present time of writing, this responsible station is unfilled, except that, as usual, the chief clerk, Mr.
S. T. Shugert, temporarily performs the duties of commissioner.
Mr.
Shugert is a gentleman of great experience in patent-office affairs, and
will doubtless succeed creditably; but it is very desirable that seme
competent man be appointed, who shall devote his whole time to the
duties specially devolving on a commissioner.
The office is one in the
gift of the President.
The cotton-mills of this country are now running short time a plan
adopted, I believe, in all manufacturing countries, when the demand for
the product is too limited.
It is considered only a temporary stagnation, however
and the construction of large mills still progresses as
actively as before the proprietors acting on the supposition that cotton
will be cheaper, and the product of the looms again advance in price to
a respectable figure before their new mills and machinery can be brought
into operation.
In general, the cotton manufacture may be said to be
rapidly extending in this country.
Among the recent movements in chemico-mechanical progress may
be mentioned that of manufacturing paper from straw, introduced by
Martin Nixon, and on which three large newspapers in Cincinnati have
been recently printed. Seventy-five per cent, of straw is employed in
the material.
Another process deserving to rank under the same unusual, and perhaps newly-coined term, is a process for the preservation of milk, lately
introduced by Mr. Gail Border the inventor of the meat biscuit, and
several analogous improvements in preparing food.
Mr. Borden evaporates the water from new milk, until it is of the consistency of cream,
it
can
preserved
or almost of a thick jelly, in which condition
be
for an
indefinite period, by adopting suitable additional precautions.
He
evaporates the moisture in vacuo, to avoid the danger of injuring the
material by the greater heat which would be required to boil it in the
open air. This process may be briefly described as consisting in first
cooling the fluid, as soon after the animals are milked as possible,
an
operation which is effected by setting the pails in troughs of cold water.
It is then strained and placed in a broad vacuum pan, and steam at a
pressure of about fifty pounds, and consequently at a temperature of
some 300° F., is admitted to a coil in the interior. The vacuum is
maintained by the employment of a suitable condenser and ah'-pump,
and when the contents of the vacuum pan have arrived at a proper degree of condensation, the steam is shut off, and cold water is driven
double effect is attained
through the coil for a considerable period.
by this latter operation first, the concentrated fluid is cooled rapidly
;

;

;
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teeth only reach in either direction to a sufficient extent to shift the
throttle valve to the positions in which it is either full open or quite
shut, so that if from any cause the engine continues to act upon the reciprocating frame after either of these points has been attained, this
frame will move without acting upon or straining the connections.
pipe.
The two figures on our plate 217 represent the regulator in front
The concentration of milk can be carried by this means to a further
elevation and side view.
The details of the apparatus are carried in a
extent, but the product is less readily dissolved in water, and on the
light frame, consisting of two cast-iron standards, a, tied together by
facility with which Mr. Borden's concentrated milk readily mingles with
water to produce ordinary milk again, depends its chief value. About cross rods, b, and formed with centres for a horizontal spindle, c, upon
80 per cent, of the water is evaporated in this process, so that a one- which are fixed a pair of wheels or discs, d, formed with ratchet teeth
gallon vessel contains the equivalent of nearly or quite five gallons of upon the greater portion of their circumferences, the teeth on the two
ordinary milk and by mingling the concentrated fluid, first with a wheels being inclined in opposite directions. These ratchet wheels are
acted upon by two weighted palls or catches, e, carried by an open
small, and subsequently with the whole quantity of water, at an ordinary temperature, say from 50° to 100° F., the similarity to new milk frame, p. This frame, f, is jointed to a rod, a, which is connected to any
There reciprocating part of the steam engine, and transmits a reciprocating
is complete, except in the fact that it has a taste as if scalded.
are many who prefer scalded to what they term raw mills, and the motion to the frame, f, in a vertical direction, and the frame is formed with
scalding is not, probably, a very serious damage to the food. Even this projections, h, above which work inside a segmental guide, i, screwed
by a bracket to the frame of the apparatus, a. A rod, J, is jointed to
slight objection might probably be avoided by introducing steam at a
lower pressure in the coil referred to but it is not considered of sufficient the frame, f, at any convenient point, by preference near the level of
importance to be worthy of such experiments. The inventor and others the spindle of the wheels, c, and this rod is jointed to the end of a lever,
have introduced this process into practical use, and have an office in k, fast on a rocking shaft, l, through which the action of the ball, or
other ordinary governor, is transmitted. The connections are so arranged
this city where " concentrated milk " is sold as a regular article of commerce. Several of our largest steam-ships now employ it almost exclu- that when the engine is going at its prescribed rate, the frame, f, will
be in such a position as to keep the two palls, e, clear of the ratchet
sively; and it is in use to some extent in hotels, in confectionary
manufactories, and families about the city. The "manufactory" is in wheels, d, and these ratchet wheels will not be affected by the vertical
reciprocation of the frame, f.
If the speed of the engine rises or falls,
Leitchfield, Connecticut.
There are three different methods by which the concentrated milk is however, the lever, k, will shift the frame, f, to one side or the other, so
open
as
to
bring
one
of
the
palls
in
into
gear with the ratchet wheels, r>, when
condition,
exposed
preserved for long periods. In its normal
Packed the reciprocating motion of the frame will cause these wheels to turn as
vessels, it will remain in good condition for a few days only.
The motion of the wheels, d,
in ice, it may be kept perfectly good, it is affirmed by the inventor, for long as the pall is in gear with them.
some two or three weeks, provided the air be allowed ordinarily free induced in the manner just described, is communicated to the connecsecond process, and one admirably adapted for tions of the throttle valve, n, by means of a pinion fast upon the spindle,
access to its surface.
very long voyages, is to seal it perfectly air-tight in cans. Mr. Borden c, of the wheels, d. This pinion is in gear with a rack, o, formed on the
professes to know, both from theory and experience, that the article upper end of a rod, r, which works vertically in a guide, q, cast or fixed
properly prepared may be preserved by this means for several years, in upon the framing, being made to move up or down accordingly as the
any climate. The third method consists simply in saturating it with ratchet wheels, r>, move in one direction or the other. Lower down, a
sugar.
quantity of sugar no greater than is required by many to rack, r, is formed on one side of the rod, p, and in gear with this rack is
accompany the use of milk in tea or coffee, guarantees its preservation a pinion, s, carried loosely on a pin at the upper end of a rod, t, which
passes down, and is connected to the lever, u, of the throttle valve.
for any period, at ordinary temperatures, in open vessels.
The pinion carried by the rod, i, is likewise in gear with a rack formed
T. D. Stetson.
on a rod, v, which slides in guides, w, cast or fixed on the standard; and
New York, Sept. 1857.
to the lower end of the rod, v, is jointed a link, x, which connects it to
a lever, y, fast on the shaft, l. This arrangement of racks acting upon
a pinion on the rod which shifts the valve lever is adopted in order to
combine the rapid action of the ordinary governor with the permanent
ENGINES. action of the ratchet wheels and reciprocating frame. If the rate of the
FOR
DIFFERENTIAL ACTION
engine varies, the ball or other governor will turn the shaft, l, and
actuate both the levers, t and k. The lever, t, at once shifts the rod, v,
Hi/ Messrs. Biggart & Loudon, Dairy, Ayrshire.
which causes the pinion of the rod, s, to roll up or down the as yet sta217.
(Illustrated by Plate
tionary rack, r, and so open or close the valve by means of the rod, t.
J
When the engine returns to its proper rate, the lever, y, returns to its
governor,
with
the
help
of
our
large
plate,
we
may
at
In discussing this
former position, and it would make the valve also return to its former
has
peculiar
action
been
shown,
by
the
that
its
differential
once say,
position, were not the rack, r, in the meantime to descend by the action
unerring test of practice, to set completely right the defects so prominent of the ratchet wheels, d, and the reciprocating frame, F, which frame
in the ordinary double pendulum governor. This desirable end has been
has been put into gear with the ratchet wheels by the lever, k. After
accomplished by connecting the lever of the throttle valve, or steam the engine resumes its proper rate, the valve stops at the point to which
current regulator, with a rack in gear with a pinion which is made to it has been worked by the ratchet wheels and reciprocating frame, and
turn in cither direction, and so open or shut the throttle valve when the this point may either be a greater or less distance from its original posispeed of the engine varies from the regular rate. The pinion is made in tion than that to which it is shifted in the first instance by the lever, y.
one piece with, or is fast on, the same spindle as a wheel or pair of When the engine is brought back to its proper rate, the levers, k and Y,
wheels with two sets of ratchet teeth set in opposite directions upon assume the positions represented in the figures, and the frame, F, is so
their peripheries; or instead of this arrangement, the ratchet wheel may
situated as to keep both the palls, e, clear of the ratchet wheels, d. The
be fixed directly on the spindle of the throttle valve, the pinion and rack
amount of play between the points of the palls, e, can be regulated with
being dispensed with. The ratchet wheel is encompassed by a frame, the greatest nicety by means of guide plates, z, in openings in which
to which a uniform reciprocatory movement is given by suitably conprojections on the palls are made to fall. These guide plates, z, can be
necting it with any moving part of the engine, and this frame carries adjusted by means of screws, o, so as to allow the palls to fall more or
which
are
each
arranged
to
act
on
one
of
or
palls,
the
sets
two catches
less near to the ratchet wheels
that is to say, so that a less or greater
The reciprocating frame is so connected with the ball lateral movement of the frame, f, will be requisite to make them act on
of ratchet teeth.
or other governor employed, that the action of the latter may shift it
the ratchet wheels.
The ratchet wheels are not made with teeth comThe parts pletely round their peripheries, but there is on each a blank space, b,
laterally without interfering with its reciprocating motion.
which is so situated that the wheels, D, will not be urged round after
are so arranged, that when the engine is running at its prescribed rate,
ihc reciprocating frame will be in its central position, and when it is in
the valve has been fully opened or fully closed, so that if after the valve
this position neither of the palls will be in gear with the ratchet teeth.
is so shut or opened the pall from any cause remains in gear with the
ratchet wheels, and the reciprocating motion goes on, none of the parts
If, however, the rate of the engine changes, the governor will shift the
reciprocating frame to one side, so as to put one of the palls in gear with of the apparatus will thereby be strained or injured.
friction piece,
the ratchet teeth, and the motion of the frame will turn the ratchet c, is made to press on the face of one of the wheels, d, by the action of
wheel and pinion until the throttle valve is so far acted upon as to bring a spring, d, fixed to the top tie rod of the frame, by which means the
the engine back to the prescribed rate, by which time the governor will wheels, d, are prevented from being jerked or turned round too far, or
have shifted the reciprocating frame back to its central position, and the otherwise improperly shifted.
It follows, with these arpall will cease acting on the ratchet teeth.
There are now several of these governors at work in various parts of
rangements, that the return of the governor to its normal position will the country, and operating, of course, under various circumstances, but
not, as in the ordinary arrangement, shift back the throttle valve to the
with uniformly favourable results as regards superior steadiness of moposition it was in before the change took place. The two sets of ratchet
tion in the governed engines.

and second, it is prevented from forming any adhesive coat on the exWhen the whole is cool, and air has been admitted
terior of the coils.
to fill the vacuum, the thick milk is drawn out, and the vessel is easily
cleaned by injecting a small quantity of water through a common hose-

;
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who were appointed to examine the invention for the purpose. Acting
this report, the French Government has recommended the adoption
of the brake on all the railway lines of France and it is already in use
on the Orleans, Northern, "Western, and Bourbonnais lines.
Fig. 1 of our engravings represents a sectional elevation of the under
frame of a railway carriage as fitted up with the new brake; fig. 2,is
upon

;

a French engineer, is one of the successful competitors of
the year for the prizes annually offered by the Society for the Encouragement of National Industry in France. The subject which he has handled
on the occasion is a self-acting railway brake, on a principle begun, but
never fully elaborated, by Mr. George Stephenson,* and a favourable
report has been made upon it, to the French Minister of Public Works,
by General Piobert. Ch. Combes, and Ch. Couche, the commissioners

M. Guektn,

the buffer-springs at the time the driver shuts off the steam and screws
up the tender-brake, in order to stop the train. This result is obtained
by placing on the brake-spindle a lever, a, the end of which rests against
When the
the middle of the hind buffer-spring T of the waggon.
buffers are pressed in, this spring moves with them, carrying forward
the end of the lever, a, and thus throwing the brake into action.
When a train is shunted backwards an operation which would, of
course; also press in the buffers the brake ought not to act.
This con-

—

—

an end view corresponding; and

figs. 3, 4,

and

5,

are enlarged details, 'in
one of the

different positions, of the centrifugal apparatus attached to
axles of each carriage.

M. Guerin's

object is to

work the brakes by the pressure exerted on

On the contrary, when the train is at rest, the centrifugal collar is
brought, by two springs, into the position of fig. 5, and in this position
presents to the lever, c, a larger diameter. The
consequence of this is, that the arm of the
forked piece, B, is lowered and inserted between
the carriage-frame and the shoulder of the
draw-hook, and thereby prevents that motion
of the buffer-spring which is necessary to put
the brake into action. The spring is thus at
liberty to perform freely its ordinary function
of buffing, without exerting any influence on
the brake and it is evident that in this way the train may be backed
without the brake acting.
At o is a spring, named a recalling spring, which acts by means of a
rod, I, on the draw-rod; its object being to bring back the buffer-spring
It also prevents the brake acting
to its place and to release the brake.
under a weak pressure.
The brake represented in the plate has its friction shoes, j, made of
cast-iron.
The brake spindle, k, is suspended by a compensation lever,
l, which allows of an equal distribution of the force on each shoe.
The
rods, 31, are screwed, and may be adjusted at pleasure.
The arrangement is certainly very ingenious and effective and we
should be glad to see it tried in this country, where sometliing of the
kind is very much wanted. The report upon it, to which we have referred, is now before us
and in definitive illustration of the views of the
eminent men who prepared that statement, we quote from it one
"Guerin's is incontestably superior to all other brakes yet
sentence:
invented, surpassing them all by its simplicity, its certainty, and
promptitude of action, and its combined practical merits." This is conclusive as to what is thought of it in France.
;

;

has hitherto presented serious
but they have been overcome in the present apparatus by
the following means
At e is a forked piece, or bent lever, attached to the hind cross-beam of
the frame, and jointed in such a way that when its horizontal arm is
lowered, it serves as a stop or strut to th shoulder of the draw-hook, and
prevents it sliding forward. When, h iwever, this arm is raised, the
liook and its accompanying draw-bar are free to move in the ordinary
dition, essential for a self-acting brake,
difficulties

;

:

•

way.
At c

is

weight,
1

POETABLE FENCING AND FENCE-MAKING MACHINE.

a vertical lever hung to the frame, and provided with a counterThis lever communicates motion, by means of a rod, e, to the

r>.

piece, b.

a collar or ring of peculiar form, attached to one of the main
axles of the waggon by two pivots on which it swings. When the axle
attains a certain velocity, the position
of this collar changes under the in-

At

;

—

f is

fluence of centrifugal force. The lever
c rests against the greater circumference of this collar until this velocity
is attained.
When the train is running, the
centrifugal collar p takes the position
shown in fig. 3 of the details, and
presents its smaller diameter to the
lever, c, which, when in this position,
raises the forked piece, b, disengaging
it from the shoulder of the draw-hook, and thus allowing the buffer-spring
to move and bring the brake, into action. To avoid friction, the lever, c,
does not then touch the collar, but hangs free in the groove or lesser

circumference of

it.

Tag.-; 52, vol. I,

No. 116.— Vol. X.

Practical Mechanics Journal.

•

At the recent Highland and Agricultural Society's Show in Glasgow,
much attention was deservedly attracted to a combined rope and wooden
fence-making machine, by Mr. A. Macpherson, Carstairs, LanarkAs this fence is so well suited for home manufacture by all ground
proprietors, we here illustrate both the machinery and the article produced, in the hope that the invention may be fully and fairly tried.
Fig. 1 of our engravings is a side elevation of the simple machinery
employed and fig. 2 is a view of a portion of the manufactured fence.
Three or four horizontal lines of rope are used to support vertical spars
These ropes, in two or more strands to each line, are wound
of wood.
upon rotatory bobbins or carriers set within rotatory frames or cage
holders, which are all driven in concert, being set in a row on horizontal
rail

shire.

;

shafts driven by suitable gearing.
The whole of the details are carried upon an open rectangular timber
frame, A, on which are the bearings for the horizontal twisting shafts
carrying the twisting spun-yam carriers, b. These twisters are each
fitted with two yarn bobbins or holders, to which springs are applied, to
give a stiff frictional hold for the prevention of overrunning. The two
strands of yarn pass off from these bobbins over guides in the ends of a
cross head, as at c; or instead of this system of conduction, the strands
may pass through eyes in the ends of the external longitudinal bars of
the twisters, thus dispensing with the end cross head. In commencing
2 p
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work the apparatus, the attendant having attached the front ends of
the ropes to a weighted holder, g, at the front end, causes the twisters
to revolve, so as to twist the several strands into corresponding lines of
When the proper length has thus heen twisted up, he inserts a
rope.
to

«£

1.
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serve the purpose of "venting" the core, and of receiving and holding
the gaseous matters and steam generated or set free by the action of the
heat arising from the molten metal upon the sand or moulding material.
These gaseous matters and steam, if confined within the cellular
cavities formed in the mould and the core, attain a force sufficiently expansive to partially blow the sand out of the mould and core. By
this means the casting is much more easily set free from the core
and lifted out of the mould than by the ordinary practice.
In
this process, although heat is not intended to be used, it may be ap
plied if found necessary.
The invention relates, secondly, to asystei
mode of moulding or manufacturing east-iron pipes, or other similar
articles, in a horizontal position; in which system or mode the core is
made in a separate core box, or the core may be formed by the interior
portion of the pattern.
The core has a cellular cavity extending
throughout its length, and projecting from its exterior surface is an
iron pin, which is caused to bear against a screw pin or other suitable
bearing in the top part of the moulding box. In this system or mode of
moulding, the whole of the operation is also effected by what is technically termed "green-sand moulding." Cellular cavities are introduced into
the core for the purpose of " venting" it, and for receiving and holding
the steam and gaseous matters, which subsequently serve to assist in
breaking up the core. Thirdly, the invention relates to an improved
system or mode of moulding or manufacturing cast-iron pipes, or other
similar articles, in a horizontal, or near'ly horizontal, position.
In
this system or mode of moulding, the pattern is made in two equal
parts, and it serves the two purposes of shaping the mould and forming
the core.
Cellular cavities are formed in the mould and core, or in the
core only (if sufficient), for the purposes of venting the mould and retaining the aqueous and gaseous matters, as before named. The illustrative engraved figures show certain modifications of the machinery or
apparatus which is used in carrying out these improvements. Pig. 1
is an elevation, partially sectional, of one modification of a machine for
simultaneously forming a mould and its core complete, and suitable for
easting iron pipes. Fig. 2 is a plan showing one half of the upper portion of the machine, and one half of the lower part of the apparatus, with
the moulding box, a portion of the pattern, and the core box, shown in
The machine consists of a pair of massive vertical
transverse section.
standards, a, erected between two parallel walls, and bolted at the
bottom to a rectangular framing, b, forming the base of the machine.
The moulding-box, o, is of a polygonal form, with a funnel or hopper•

wooden bar or

stick, d, horizontally into the open portions of the several
strands just in front of the twisters, and then proceeds to twist the bar
or stick into its place.
As each bar is thus interwoven, more length of
strands is drawn forward, by means of a bridged frame, like the lathe of
a loom, and the operation thus proceeds until the necessary length of
fencing has been made. As the fencing is produced it is passed over
an end barrel or beam, e, and thence passes down as at f to the tensional
bar or weight, a.
This bar is suspended by its centre from the framing
by a rope, so that it is turned over as it descends towards the ground
and when this occurs, the
operator re-hooks the bar
higher up, so as to keep up
the tensional action.
In fig. 2, the letters h indicate the lines of rope or
yarn, and j, the vertical fence
The bars of
posts or bars.
wood are, or may be, notched
at the parts where they are
embraced by the strands, so
as to secure them well in
their places.
Fencing of this kind is set up by the insertion of stakes into the
ground at certain intervals, to which stakes the fencing is fastened by
means of crooks and staples.
;

KECENT

PATENTS.

MOULDING IRON
Walter Macfarlane,

Glasgow.

PIPES.

—Patent dated February

26, 1857.

patentee of this system of moulding, whose name is so widely and
favourably known in connection with many highly important sanitory
improvements, has in this invention introduced several very ingenious modifications of the art of moulding. The improvements re-

The

an improved system or mode of moulding or manufacturing east-iron pipes, or other similar articles, in a vertical position, or as
In this improved system or
it is technically termed "cast on end."
mode of moulding, the pattern answers the two purposes of forming the
mould and the core, or the two surfaces for forming or shaping both the
The whole of the operinsides and outsides of pipes at one operation.
ation is effected by what is technically termed "green-sand moulding"
that is to say, the core and moulds do not require to be subjected to heat,
In the mould and core, made
or any drying process, prior to casting.
according to this invention, cellular cavities are made, which cavities
late, firstly, to

In the engraving, fig. 1, the central portions of the machinery are represented as broken away, but it is to be understood that
the intervening parts are merely a continuation of those shown in the
figures.
The moulding box, c, is bolted down to a strong rectangular
table or frame, d. This table, which is moveable, is supported by means

shaped mouth.
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of two gudgeons or journals, e, winch project on each side of the table,
A circular aperture is made in the table,
trad rest upon the framing, b.
n, in which aperture a moveable metal ring, f, is fitted; this ring moves
in a vertical direction, and is moved and held up in its place by the
cams or eccentrics, G, which are fast to the shaft, h. The eccentrics,
e, are actuated by means of a lever, i, on the shaft, h; so that by turning the lever handle, i, through a quarter of a revolution, the eccentrics
move the ring, f, downwards, which then falls away from the end of the
There are two projections, having inclined surfaces,
moulding box.
upon the under side of the ring, f, with which the cams, G, come in
contact when the ring, f, is raised these projections serve to wedge the
ring, f, up more firmly against the bottom of the moulding box.
The
core bar. .t. passes down through the ring, f, and is bolted to the lower
part of the table or frame, d, by a broad flange.
It is in the annular
space between the core bar and the moulding box that the pattern piece
which shapes the mould and forms the core moves. The pattern piece,
k. consists of a short hollow cylindrical piece of metal, equal to the
thickness of the casting required, with vanes or blades, l, attached to its
internal and external surfaces.
The pattern piece, k, is fast to the
;
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going on upon both sides of the pattern piece, obviously shapes both
the mould and the core at one operation.
As the sand is filled
into the moulding box and round the core, bar, the pattern piece,
k, and the mandrils, q, rise simultaneously
so that when the moulding box is filled to the height of the plain cylindrical portion of
the pipe, the mandrils and the pattern piece are just clear of the
mould. The pattern piece and the mandrils are however lifted still
higher by the overhead gearing, in order to leave the upper part of the
moulding box perfectly clear for effecting the subsequent operations. If
the casting is to be made with a socket, the next operation will be the
forming of the mould for this part of the pipe. The faucet pattern is
put into its place within the mouth of the moulding box, and the faucet
core plate is next inserted, and then short mandrils for forming a continuation of the cellular cavities in the mould and core of the faucet.
The faucet portion of the mould is then formed the top part of the box
is now put on, and the head for casting is made in the ordinary manner.
The top part of the box is then "parted," or taken off, and the faucet
core is lifted out by its plate the short mandrils are next removed, and
the faucet pattern taken out of the mould. The core is now replaced,
and the top part of the box put on
the mould is complete, and
ready for casting. After pouring in the molten metal, the inflammable
gases are allowed to burn off; the cellular apertures in the upper part of
the mould are then closed by means of moulding sand rammed therein,
or otherwise. The ring, f, is then lowered by turning the lever handle, i,
so as to lower the ring by means of the cams, g, and leave the core unsupported. Meanwhile, the radiant heat of the molten metal causes a
considerable accumulation of steam and gaseous matters in the cellular
This accumulation
cavities formed by the core and mould mandrils, q.
of steam and gaseous matters goes on increasing every instant, until the
vapour attain a sufficiently explosive force to blow a considerable portion of the moulding sand out of the moulding box and core.
By this
means the casting is left free, and it may then be easity removed from
the moulding box.
The removal of the casting from the moulding box
may be effected by drawing it out in an oblique direction provision for
which is made by the addition of the segmentally-shaped rack, t. Or
the moulding box may be lowered by other mechanical means, so as to
;

;

;

;

Fig. 2.

—

draw out the casting in a horizontal direction.
The next part of this invention refers to a system or mode of
casting pipes, or other similar articles, in a horizontal or slightly inclined
position.
In this mode of casting, the core is made separate from the
mould both the core and the mould is made in " green sand," and without the aid of drying stoves, or the application of heat to the moulds or
this is formed in two parts, and
cores.
Fig. 1 is a plan of a core box
jointed or hinged together by means of cotters. In the faucet part of
this core box is a small square recess, A, and in the centre of the top
half is a" core strap," B, which has a button in the middle to receive
the "thickness peg." The "core strap" is shown separately in fig. 2,
and in end view in fig. 3 it is a convex plate or frame of metal, having
a fine point projecting at each of its corners. When the core strap is laid
in the core box, it rests upon the projecting points, and this allows of a
thin layer of sand being formed between the core box and the core strap.
The small hole, c, in the centre of the core strap, in which the " thickness peg" is inserted, is cleared of moulding sand by the moulder previous to the insertion of the thickness peg, which serves to keep the
core strap in its place whilst the core is being made. In fig. 4 the
square core bar is shown coated with a layer of moulding sand, forming
In fig. 6 one of the vent
a core ready for being inserted in the mould.
mandrils is shown separately and in the cross section shown, fig. 5,
the relative positions of the core bar and the cellular cavity made in
the moulding material by the mandril are clearly indicated. In making
a core according to these improvements, the core strap, figs. 2 and 3, is
laid in the upper half of the core box, fig. 1, and this half of the box is
The operator then lays upon the sand
partly filled with green sand.
one of the vent mandrils, fig. 6, for forming the circular cavities
shown in the cross section, fig. 5 the half of the core box is then filled
up with sand a layer of sand is put into the bottom half of the core
box upon this is laid the square core bar, and the second half of the box
is filled with sand.
The box is now closed, in order to firmly squeeze
the two halves of the core into one, and the mandril is withdrawn the
box is then opened, and the core is lifted out and placed upon a rack
a " thickness peg" is inserted in the core strap, and it is then ready for
In preparing the mould for the reception of the core, the
the mould.
"laying-down board" is placed on the floor of the foundry with the
pattern in it
one half of the pattern being received in the recess of the
laying-down board, which is a cylindrical pipe in one piece. The " drag"
;

;

central vertical shaft, m, which passes through the moveable crosshead
or frame, s, and has upon its upper extremity a toothed wheel, o.
The
crosshead. H, is carried up and down with the shaft, m, and serves to
guide it in a vertical direction it also carries a driving pinion, p, and it
moves up and down the guides formed on the side standards, A. Rotatory motion is communicated to the wheel, o, through the pinion, p,
which is put in motion by means of gearing connected with a suitable
prime mover. At the same time that the rotatory motion is given to the
shaft, m, a steady and uniform vertical motion is given to the crosshead, x, and pattern piece, k. The speed of the upward motion of the
pattern piece, k, is regulated by the degree of compression to which the
moulding material is to be subjected or the pattern piece may be raised
by its pressure upon the sand, as it accumulates beneath the inclined
screw blades. In this modification of the improvements, both the core
bar and the moulding box are made with longitudinally fluted surfaces,
forming angular projections thereon,, as is shown in the plan, fig. 2.
The cellular cavities next the core bar, j, are formed by the mandrils, q,
which are metal rods attached by means of nuts to the collar plate, R,
which is carried by the shaft, M. The mandrils pass through eyes fitted
in the core bar, which serve to keep the mandrils steady, and parallel to
each other. The mandrils, q, of the moulding box, c, are bolted to the
web, s, of the crosshead, x; and the series of mandrils are arranged by
:nce to fit the recesses formed by the flutings or grooves of the
moulding box, and are passed through eyes similar to those upon the
ore bar.
segmentally shaped rack or quadrant, t, is fitted to one side
if the moulding box, c, and upon a short shaft, u, projecting within
the framing is fitted a pinion in gear with the rack, t.
handle is fixed
upon the squared end of the shaft, u, and by this means the moulding
! table, D, are caused to move towards a horizontal position
dards, a, when required.
On the upper part of the
moulding box are two catches, v. which fall into notches or recesses
made for the purpose upon the framing. When the machine is to be
put into operation, the pattern piece is lowered to the bottom of the
moulding box.
sufficient quantity of " green sand" is then fed into
trie machine, and at the same time the shaft, M, is put in motion, and
dually raised. The sand or moulding material,
the pattern pi
<; it falls into the annular -pace between the core bar and the moulding
becomes compressed by the rotatory motion of the vanes or
blades of the pattern piece.
This compressing and shaping action
;

;

A

i

A

,

A

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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is then placed on the laying-down board, as shown in the
The box is filled up with
plan, fig. 7, and in the end view, fig. 8.
At the faucet
sand, turned over, and the laying-down board taken off.
end of the laying-down board is a small square projecting point, d,
recess
in
the
mould,
and
this recess
which leaves a corresponding
little
corresponds to the projection on the faucet end of the core, fig, 4.
surface
of
the
recess
in
the
mould, so
the
dusted
over
"parting sand" is

part of the box

A

as to prevent its being filled with

moulding sand from the top part of
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The upper part of the moulding box is then put on, and the
thumb-screw, g, in the centre is screwed down until it comes in contact
with the pattern. The box is rammed up with sand, and when parted
the parting sand is blown out of the recess, d; the pattern is next removed, and the mould finished in the usual manner. The core is now
placed in the mould with the "thickness peg" upwards, which comes
opposite the thumb-screw, s, in the upper half of the box, as shown in
The pressure of the thumb-screw upon the thick less peg serves
fig. 9.
to keep the core exactly equidistant in the mould during the operation of
casting; whilst the point upon the faucet serves to guide the core into its
proper place in the mould. Finally, the moulding box is closed, and it
is then ready for casting.
"When the molten metal has been poured into
the mould, the longitudinal cavity formed by the withdrawal of the mandril is closed up at each end, and the steam and gas allowed to accumulate within the mould until they attain a sufficient force to blow out a
portion of the sand. This breaking up of the moulding sand leaves the
the mould.

FIG. 4.

FIC.6.
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and the box are turned
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over, and the former removed the insides of the
patterns, g, are partially filled with sand, the core bar,
j, placed in, and
the filling up completed.
The core bars, j, of both the pipes are con;

nected together by means of cotters. Upon the core bars, j, cords fuming elastic vent mandrils, I, are placed, the sand is heaped up over these
vents, and the top parts of
the patterns put on their
Fig. 10.
corresponding
halves,
and then the insides are
filled up with sand
the
upper parts of the patterns being placed upon
the lower halves, which
are imbedded in the sand
the top part of the moulding box is put on, and
rammed up with sand, a
suitable gate being made
for the molten metal to
flow into the mould.
key is attached to each
top part of the patterns,
in order that they may be
lifted with the moulding
box when the two parts
are " parted;" or the top
part of the box may be
turned over and the patterns partly filled with
sand, and an elastic vent
mandril laid along the
centre of each upper core,
the ends being brought
out beyond the sides of
the moulding box, as shown in fig. 10; the inner parts of the patterns
are then filled up, and the top part of the box placed on the lower
half.
The top part is lifted off, leaving the patterns and core in the drag
part, the upper halves of the patterns are taken off, the box is again put
together, it is turned over, and the bottom halves of the patterns removFinally, the two parts of the box are put together, the elastic vent
ed.
mandrils are withdrawn, leaving corresponding cavities in the sand, and
the mould is then ready for casting.
;

A

IMPROVEMENTS IN WEAVING.
George Wilson, Glasgow.

—Patent dated February

28, 1857.

This invention relates in some degree to an invention of improvements
in weaving, of which we have given a report,* and it embraces additional and further means of effecting the ends described.
These improvements have reference to looms in which two or more shuttles are
used, and consist of arrangements whereby two or more picks may be
effected from one side of the loom in immediate succession, so that in
weaving harness-muslins, for example, in which the pattern is produced
by the weft, two weft threads of different thickness being used, a single
shot of either of the threads may be thrown in at any time to suit the
pattern.
In weaving corded checks in the power-loom, the effect of the
cord is generally produced by throwing in a number of weft-shots, whilst
the warps are kept open at the same shed but by means of the present
improvements, a single cord or thread of thicker material than the ordinary weft may be thrown in at any point to suit the pattern. The
power of throwing in at pleasure an odd or even number of shots from
any one shuttle will also be very advantageous in check-looms, weaving
with two or more wefts of different colours, and generally in all powerlooms where two or more shuttles are used. In carrying out the invention in practice, as adapted, for example, to an ordinary loom, in place
of taking the picking movement from the lathe action, as described in
Mr. Wilson's previous specification, the present improvements are
pin or pattern wheel,
modifications of the existing picking actions.
or other available movement, is fitted up in the loom so as to operate by
means of levers or other connections upon the details, forming the communication between the tappet shaft and picking shafts, or the vertical
spindles carrying the picking sticks. In the case of what is technically
termed "cone" picking, a connection from this pin-wheel, or governing
movement, passes to the cam and cone-pulley movement of both picking
shafts, so that the picking action can be thrown out of gear on one side
of the loom at any time, as may be determined by the setting of the
governing pins. As this action communicates with both picking moveinents whenever any shift takes place, one picking movement is thrown
;

FI6.S.

FIG. 8.

^%"
Fld.fi.

pipe core comparatively free from sand, the remaining portion being
easily removed therefrom.
The last part of this invention refers to a
system or mode of moulding or manufacturing "bends," "elbows,"
branch-pipes, and fittings of a similar kind.
In this modification these
articles are moulded and cast in a horizontal position, whilst the pattern
is made to answer the twofold purpose of shaping the mould and forming the core the moulding being effected as in the foregoing modifications, in "green sand."
Fig. 10 is a plan of the "drag" part of the
moulding box, showing the box and pattern rammed up with sand, and
the core bar inserted therein for forming two halves of a pair of elbow
pipes.
Fig. 1 1 is a vertical section of the mould as prepared for casting.
In casting articles in duplicate, as shown in the figures referred
to, the lower halves of the patterns, g, are laid upon the convex
fac
similes on the laying-down board, and the " drag" part of the moulding
box is laid on, and then rammed up with sand. The laying-down board
;

A

Vide Practical Mechanic's Journal for June 1857,
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One convenient means of effectcarried out by making the stud of the
this stud being
cone-pulley adjustable in a socket in the picking shaft

out of gear, whilst the other

is

ins this disconnecting action

put

is

;
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of the loom is of the ordinary kind.
The crank-shaft, B, which is driven
from the engine or prime mover by means of a belt-pulley arrangement,
communicates a reciprocatory movement to the lathe, c, by means of
the crank-levers, d. Upon the end of the crank-shaft, b, and between
the fly-wheel, E, and the adjoining side standard, a, is an eccentric, f,
which is connected by means of the rod, G, to the lever, H. This lever
is attached by a stud to a bracket pendant from the centre part of the
side standard, a the stud forming the fulcrum of the lever about which
To the lever, H, and about midway between its fulcrum and
it moves.
upper extremity, a light rod, i, is secured by a pin. The free end of this
rod, l, forms a pall or detent, which takes into the ratchet teeth of the
pin- wheel, j.
This wheel has a series of holes made in the face, in
which holes a corresponding number of pins, K, are fitted and these
pins are made moveable, so that their number and disposition can be
altered to suit the exigencies of the pattern that is being woven in the
;

;

connected with the pin-wheel, barrel, or other movement so that when
the picking action is to be suspended, the cone-pulley is withdrawn
from the range of action of the actuating cam, or the cam may he shifted
on its shaft with a similar result. This system of working is obviously
applicable to all kinds of picking, with suitable modifications of the
working parts. Provision is made upon the same general principle for
preventing derangement of the weft-fork action, or to prevent the loom
;

Fig. 2.

loom.

The

motion

to

crank-shaft, b, gives a rotatory
the eccentric, e, winch moves the
Fig. 3.
lever, H, in concert with it, and by means of the
detent rod, i, the pin-wheel, J, is moved one
tooth.
These intermittent movements of the
pin-wheel take place at the instant prior to the
shuttle being driven through the shed. It is by
means of the arrangement of the pins, ic, that
the succession of shots from one side of the
loomorthe other is determined. This is effected
by means of the lever, i,, and the details connected therewith. The lever, L, is fastened at
its centre to a stud on a bracket bolted to the
framing of the loom. The inner end of the
lever, n, or that which extends towards the front
of the loom, is bent downwards, forming a hooklike termination.
This end of the lever comes in contact with the pins,
k, whilst its outer end is connected by means of a rod, m, with the bellcrank lever, n. The fulcrum of the bell-crank lever, n, is a stud, projecting from the bracket, o, which is bolted to the flooring of the weaving
shed. The extremity of the vertical arm of the bell-crank lever, u, is
attached by a pin to the link, r, the other end of which is connected
The link, p, just referred to is attached to
to the horizontal lever, q.
the lever, Q, midway between its fulcrum and outer end, which projects
The outer end
to some distance beyond the back of the loom framing.
of the lever, q, is attached to a rod or intermediate lever, s, which extends from side to side of the loom.
The intermediate lever, s, is attached
at its other extremity to a lever, t,
which corresponds, or nearty so, with
the lever, q. The fulcrum of the lever,
T, is a stud in the bracket, u, which
projects from the loom framing, and
corresponds to the fellow-bracket, k,
upon the opposite side. The inner or
front ends of the pair of levers, q and
t, are connected by means of pins to
a pair of cone-pulley shafts, v and w,
which pass through bosses made for
the purpose upon the picking-shafts,
x, which carry the picking-sticks, v,
arranged in the usual manner.
The
picking-stick shafts are actuated by
means of the rotatory motion of the
tappet-shaft,
z,
which carries the
tappets or cams, a and b.
These
tappets, as they come in contact with
the cone-pulleys, c and d, on the
shafts, v and w, strike against them,
and cause the picking sticks to drive
The
the shuttle through the shed.
shafts, v and w, being connected to
each other by the levers, q and t,
and the intermediate lever, s, will
so that
obviously work in concert
when the inner end of either of the
moved
inwards,
it has
levers, QandT, is
Sjjj
the effect of thrusting the cone pulley
j shaft towards the centre of the loom.
This inward movement of the conepulley shaft has the effect of bringing
the pulley in a line with one of the
rotating tappets, by which the picking-stick shaft is actuated, and the pick made. The inward movement of one of the levers, q or t, has the effect of thrusting the
inner end of the other lever outwards, and consequently withdrawing the other cone-pulley beyond the range of the tappet or
cam upon that side of the "loom, as is clearly indicated in the
;

from being stopped when, from this system of weaving, there is no weft
thread operating upon the fork.
Fig. 1 of our illustrative engravings is a side elevation of a loom as
-I with
one modification of the improvements; fig. 2, a plan;
The framing, A,
3 is an end view of a portion of the details.
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fig. 2.
The reaction of the lever, i,, is obtained by means of
a spiral spring, s, attached to the horizontal arm of the belUcrahk
lever, n, and the flooring of the weaving shed
or a counter-weight
may be used instead of the spring. Wherever a pin is inserted in
the pin-wheel, j, it depresses the lever, r., and causes the cone pulley
of that side to be thrust inwards, which brings it in contact with the
tappet, a,, and the pick is made.
If now the next shot is to be made
from the opposite side of the loom, a pin is left out of the wheel the
inner or hooked end of the lever, l, rises, and this action depresses the
rod, m
and the horizontal arm of the bell-crank lever, n, which causes
the inner end of the lever, s, or t, to be withdrawn, and with it the
cone-pulley shaft, so that no shot of the weft can be made on that side
of the loom. Therefore, if the pins are put into the holes consecutively,
the shots of weft will be made in succession from that side of the loom
only.
On the other hand, if two or more of the pins are removed from
the pin-wheel, J, the outer end of the lever, l, is thereby depressed,
which raises the horizontal arm of the bell-crank lever, n, and pushes
the outer end of the lever, o., inwards.
This motion of the lever, Q,
draws the cone-pulley shaft outwards, and away from contact with the
tappet, a; consequently, the picking-stick, y, through the shaft of which
the cone-pulley shaft passes, is not actuated; and no shots can be made
from that side of the loom until the position of the tappet, a, is altered.
Meanwhile, a number of picks or shots of weft, corresponding to the
number of pins omitted in the pin-wheel, j, is made from the opposite or
left-hand side of the loom. By means of this arrangement any number
of shots of weft can be thrown through the shed from either side of
the loom as required, according to the pattern or kind of fabric to be
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plan,
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;

J.

;
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To the horizontal
attached to the vertical arm of a bell-crank lever, I.
arm of the bell-crank lever, I, is attached a vertical lever, m, which
corresponds to the lever, i, upon the opposite side of the loom. The
lever, m, serves to actuate the shuttle-boxes, n, on the left-hand side of
the loom.
As the pattern-wheel,/ rotates, the projecting parts, g, of its
periphery depress the lever, /; the front end of the lever is thereby raised,
and with it the vertical lever, i, which raises the shuttle-boxes to which
it is attached.
The shuttle-boxes upon the other side of the loom are
lifted in like manner by the end of the lever, h, as it rises, drawing the
strap, h which depresses the vertical arm of the bell-crank level', I, and
lifts the horizontal arm, and with it the vertical lever, m, and shuttleboxes, ii. The order in which the several shuttle-boxes are brought
opposite the shed, is regulated by the projections, g, on the patternwheel,/; the projections varying in the degree of their convexity according to the number of shuttle-boxes used in the loom. If there are
three shuttle-boxes, as shown in figs. 1 and 3, the pattern-wheel, f, must
have three different diameters given to it b}' means of the projections, g.
The smallest diameter of the wheel serves to bring the upper shuttlebox in a line with the shed. The next diameter raises the central
shuttle to the shed, and the largest projection places the lowest shuttlebox in the proper position for the action of the picker. The shuttleboxes are guided in their vertical movement by the parallel guide-bars, o,
which are bolted to the framing of the lathe. To this portion of the
lathe-frame is hinged a lever, p, which is attached at its central part by
means of a link, q, to the back of the shuttle-boxes, n, so that the lever
rises and falls with the motion of the boxes.
The inner part of this
lever is bent upwards, as shown in dotted lines on the right-hand side
of fig. 1, and is again bent inwards towards the weft-fork, as shown in
the plan, fig. 2. The inner end of the lever, r, carries a horizontal
fork, r, the two prongs of which pass through those of the ordinary
weft-fork, s.
As the shuttle-boxes rise with the upward motion of the
vertical levers, i and m, the horizontal weft-fork, r, is also raised; and
as it passes between the teeth of the weft-fork, s, it lifts the weft-thread
of the upper shuttle above the fork, s, and leaves the shed clear for the
weft of the shuttle below the upper one to pass through the shed.
This arrangement of an additional weft-fork also prevents the loom
from being stopped by the ordinary weft-fork action during the changing
of the welt -threads.
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Connected with the movement for actuating the picking-sticks, is an
arrangement for lifting the shuttle-boxes, so as to throw in the wefts
in accordance with the predetermined pattern to be woven.
This is
effected by means of a pattern-wheel which moves in concert with the
through
pin-wheel, J. The lever, h, which actuates the pin-wheel,
the detent-rod, i, extends below its fulcrum, and to its lower extrecomes
mity is attached a detent-rod, or lever, e, which
into contact
with the ratchet-teeth upon the pattern-wheel,/, and pushes it round
one tooth at a time simultaneously with the motion of the pin-wheel, J.
The pattern-wheel, f, has upon its periphery segmentally -shaped projections, g, which come into contact as it rotates with a roller on the
inside of the lever, h.
This lever is attached at its centre to a stud on
the lower part of the framing, and near its front end is attached a vertical lever, i, which is attached to and moves the shuttle-boxes, j, of the
right-hand side of the loom. The front end of the lever, h, is attached
to a strap, k, which is carried across the loom parallel with its front, and
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Tins invention relates to certain arrangements of electro-magnetic an
paratus for the obtainment of rotatory motion or motive power at a more
economical cost, and in a simpler and more effective manner, than has
hitherto been the case with such apparatus.
Under one judiciously
practicable form by which these improvements are capable <il being ar
ried into effect, the engine consists of a series of electro magnets fixed
at regular intervals asunder upon a vertical supporting annular frame.
This frame is carried upon a suitable main structure and the magnets
are all set radially upon its inner side, or so as to point towards the
centre of the circle from which the annular frame is struck.
Coincident
with this centre is the main axle or shaft of the engine set horizontally,
and carrying an armature wheel which is capable of revolving inside
the external annular magnet frame, and in the same plane as that frame.
On the exterior of this armature wheel are attached a set of radial armatures to a number equal or exceeding that of the magnets.
There is
thus a revolving ring of armatures, and a stationary ring of magnets
one ring inside the other, and working just clear of contact. In this
way every magnet operates attractively upon several armatures at once,
so as to exert a very powerful attractive force in causing the armature
wheel to revolve, and thus give out or develop a useful motive power.
The figure shown in our engraving is a front elevation of one modification of the electromagnetic engine, as
arranged for producing
or obtaining rotatory
motion. The machine
is
supported upon a
to
rectangular base,
which is bolted an
open cast-iron framing, A, consisting of a
pair of castings fitted
i

;

|

parallel to

each other,

and connected transversely
by suitable
stays.
Thelarge rings
which form the principal external portion of
the framing, serve to
support a series of

magnets,

b,

disposed

within
the
radially
riiia;s of the framing
fixed
series
of
This
magnets by reason of their attractive force give

motion to a number of
arranged upon a wheel rotating within the circular
The magnets, b, are disposed at equal distances
series of magnets.
The
apart, with their poles pointing towards the centre of the engine.
magnets are secured to brackets which are bolted to the parallel sides of
The magnets may be of a horse-shoe shape, or semithe framing, A.
preference, however, is given to the making this
circular at one end
that is to say, that the magnet has the form of
part of the magnet flat
It is also preferred to make the
three sides of a rectangular figure.
magnets of iron of a square or oblong rectangular figure in its transof
the magnets are covered with
The poles or free ends
verse section.
coils of copper wire, properly insulated by covering the wire with a
material.
In
the
modification of the electrosuitable non-conducting
magnetic engine shown in the engraving, there are twenty magnets
disposed round the framing, A and these magnets are arranged in series,
that is to say, one end of the coil of wire
or conjoined sets of four
surrounding the magnet 1, in the centre of the upper part of our illusthe
trative figure, is connected to one end of the coil of the magnet 2
other end of this coil is connected to the magnet 3, and this, in its turn,
Thus these four magnets
is connected in like manner to the magnet 4.
act in concert, their induction coils being practically united into one.
The other ends of the four coils are connected into one, and attached to
one of five metal rollers, h, which are carried upon a wheel rotating
within the armature wdieel. The four magnets adjoining or next to
those connected as just described, namely, numbers 5, (5, 7, and 8, are in
like manner united by means of one end of each of their induction coils;
the other ends of the coils being connected to the second induction
roller, h, by means of which the current of electricity is conveyed from
The series of twenty magnets are
the inner wdieel to the magnets, b.
thus connected with each other in sets of four, each set being connected
with one of the five induction rollers, i-i. The axis or shaft of the armature wheel is carried in pedestal bearings, c, which are supported on the
transverse tie bar of the framing, a. The shaft, d, of the armaturjB
armatures

fitted or

;
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or other nonconducting material.
an ordinary cast-iron wheel, upon the periphery of which are fixed a number of pieces of soft iron, f. These pieces
o£ iron, or armatures, are attached to the periphery of the armature
wheel by means of brackets bolted to the rim of the wheel, or they may
be cast in. and form a part of the wheel itself. Concentric to the armature wheel, and upon the same shaft, is a wheel, G, and parallel to it is
another wheel, placed at about one-eighth of an inch apart from its
fellow wheel.
To the periphery of each of these wheels, s, are fastened
a set of slips of paper, gutta percha, ivory, or other nonconducting
material.
The wheels, a, are put in connection with a certain number
of the magnets by means of the metal rollers, h, which are attached to
the semicircular frame, i.
This frame is of wood, and is bolted to and
supported upon the horizontal tie bar of the framing, A. The rollers, h,
are small metal wheels similar to anti-friction rollers, which roll over
the periphery of the wheels, a. as they rotate upon then- axes. The rollers, u. are kept in contact with the wheels, e, by means of small
springs, j, fitted beneath the under side of the frame, I, and the upper
side of the rollers.
The springs, j, exert a moderate pressure upon the
rollers, h, and serve to keep them in contact with the peripheries of the
wheels, e, or the non-conducting material fastened thereto. In the arrangement shown in the illustrative figure, there are five of these rollers, h
and they are put in connection with the magnets, b, by means
of wires carried from the magnets and attached to the metal supports of
The semicircular frame, i, has attached to it an arrangethe rollers.
ment for conveying or communicating the electricity generated by the
The
galvanic battery used to excite the magneto-electric machine.
wire, k, proceeding from one pole of the battery, is attached to a
spring, l, which is fastened at its lower end to the frame, I, leaving its
upper end free to move between two studs, 51 and x, which are fixed into
-ct from the face of the frame, 1.
The stud, M, is in metallic
connection with a spring, o, which is fastened at one end to the frame, 1;
of
the
spring
resting
against
the
rim of the wheel, g. The
the free end
other stud. x. is connected to a spring similar to o, which is fixed to the
opposite side of the frame, 1. and this second spring presses against the
It follows from this arrangement that when the
fellow wheel to G.
spring, L, is put in contact with the stud, m, the electricity is conveyed
through or by means of the spring, o, to the wheel, G, and from it
through the rollers, h, and the wires attached thereto, to the series of
radially fixed magnets, b.
On the other hand, when the spring, l, is
turned towards and put in contact with the stud, n, the electricity then
flows, by means of the spring connected with it, to the wheel parallel
The nonconductors on the peripheries of these wheels are arto g.
ranged in slips, leaving intervals between them, so that as the wheels, g,
rotate, the rollers, h, are alternately in contact with the metal of the
wheels and the nonconductors. But the slips of nonconducting material are so arranged, that when the rollers are in contact with the
metal surface of one wheel, they rest upon the nonconducting material
on the other wheel. For this purpose the slips of nonconducting material on one wheel are arranged opposite the metallic spaces of its
neighbouring wheel, so that the roller rests upon the metal space of one
wheel, whilst it presses the nonconductor of the other wheel.
The
series of magnets and armatures are so arranged in this modification
that four of the magnets are in a radial line with a corresponding num
her of armatures whilst another series of four armatures are brought
ithin the attrs :tive influence of the four magnets next to those in
radial lines with the armatures.
By the time the four armatures that
hin the influence of the attractive force are brought opposite to
radial line with their attracting magnets, the next four armaor in
ill be within the influence of their nearest magnets.
Thus, in
this arrai .
of the magnetic machine, there are always four armatures in a radial line, with an equal number of magnets whilst there
four magnets, exerting their attractive force upon a corresponding number of annatures, and tending to drag the armature wheel
round.
The nonconducting material is so arranged upon the wheels, g,
that when radial lines of the armatures reach corresponding radial lines
of tli magnets, those four are thrown out of the circuit, leaving the four
airing magnets to exert their full force upon the approaching
res.
The electric current, after completing its circuit of the
several magnets, passes off by the wire, p, back to the battery. The
motion of the armature wheel is reversed, or caused to turn in the opion, by simply moving the spring, l, from one stud, and
bringing it in contact with the other. The effect of this is to bring the
to '. in connection with the magnets, and thereby cause
the armatures at the back, or behind those in the radial lines, to be
the other magnets of the series
by their nearest magnets
connection by the action of the rollers upon the
rial on the fellow wheel to G, as before described.
irrangement of stationary magnets, and a revolving
armatui
itorj motion in either direction is obtained, which

wheel,

e,

rotates in a

The armature wheel,

wooden bush,

e. is

:

;
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steel, in place of copper, platinised silver, or iron.
In arranging galvanic batteries according to these improvements, the plates of steel are
placed between double plates of zinc, when the elements are arranged
in the form of plates placed parallel to each other.
But in the form of
galvanic battery known as "Darnell's Sustaining Battery," the steel
element is made of a cylindrical form, having the zinc element within it.
Or in the battery known as " Smee's," the platinised silver therewith
is replaced by steel plates, as being far less expensive and equally effi-

cient.

PREPARING FIBROUS MATERIALS.
William Somekvail, Dunhp.

—Patent dated March

25, 1857.

This invention is more particularly applicable to the treatment or preparation of the woollen fleece or lap as it leaves the wool-carding engine
the object of the improvements being the obtaimnent of very superior
yarns by simple means. As the woollen fleece is doffed by a single
doffer from the cylinder of the carding engine, it is cut up or divided
longitudinally by a set of self-acting shears or vibratory cutters, which
are worked by the carding engine. These shears meet the issuing fleece,
and at once cut it up into as many strips as there are rovings to be
made. Immediately after quitting the shears or cutters, the separated
strips are passed between a corresponding set of endless upright crossed
belts, which are so arranged as to catch the individual strips, and twist
them up into rovings. This completes the operation of the present improvements, and the rovings so produced can be worked up by any of
the well known manufacturing processes. Yarns produced from rovings
made in this way are of a strong texture, and in a great measure free
from the harsh, worsted appearance so often distinguishable in yarns
made in the usual way.
Fig. 1 is an elevation of a carding engine having the improvements
for cutting up the fleece or lap, and twisting the same into rovings, ap-

—

Fig. 1.
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Fig. 2 is an elevation of a portion of the machinery,
showing the arrangement of the shears by which the fleece or lap is cut
into strips
and fig. 3 is a plan showing the arrangement for giving a
certain amount of twist to the strips of woollen fleece, so as to form
them into "rovings." The carding engine has an open rectangular
framing, a, which is extended forwards to receive the machinery, by
means of which the lap or fleece of carded wool is cut into strips, and
plied thereto.

;

Fig. 2.
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moving

machinery, or other purposes in the
The improvements in galvanic batgenerating electric currents consist in using plates of
-

•!-;
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paired.

;

subsequently twisted into rovings. The whole of the movements of the
machine are derived from a belt pulley arrangement, b, fast to the shaft,
c, of the main carding cylinder or drum, D.
The shaft, c, also carries
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the belt wheel, which, by means of the belt, E, gives motion to the first
card roller, f, or "lieker in," which carries the uncarded wool forward
to the main carding cylinder; the belt also gives motion to the carding
rollers or "workers," G, and to the smaller carding rollers or "cleaners,"
it.
The belt, e, is carried round a pulley, i, fixed to the lower longitudinal stay of the framing, and then round the pulley on the axle
Upon the end of the shaft, c, opposite to that
of the carding roller, j.
on which the belt pulleys are fixed, is a pinion, k, which gives motion
On the axle of the wheel, m, is a spur wheel,
to the wheels, l and m.
x, which drives the wheel, o, on the axle of the doffing cylinder, p.
The lap of carded wool as it comes from the dofl'er, p, passes over a
series of endless bands arranged parallel to each other, and to the sides
These endless bands are passed round flanged wheels,
of the machine.
by means of which a continuous forward movement is communicated to
the bands. The spindle of the first series of band wheels, Q, is carried
in brasses fitted on
F 'B- 3
the framing of the
g?S .ct
c~a
machine, and the
^J
peripheries of the
are
wheels,
Q,
nearly close to the
-

doffing cylinder,

The second

p.

series

of band wheels, n,
which serve to ex-

two

series or

rows of band wheels are made

tend the belts, s,
arranged in
are
front of the cutting
apparatus.
The
with flanges at the sides to

Motion is communicated to
s, moving in a right line.
the wheels, q, by means of a spur wheel, t, on the spindle of the dofl'er,
p this wheel, T, gives motion to the two wheels, u and v, the latter of
which moves the wheel, w, on the spindle of the series of band wheels,
The belts, s, as they traverse round the wheels, Q and R, nearly
q.
touch the doffing cylinder, p, as they pass, so that the lap or fleece
of carded wool as it leaves the engine is at once carried forward
by the belts, s, to the cutting machine. The lap or fleece is severed or
divided into strips by means of a series of stationary shears, the upper
jaws of which are actuated by a series of levers in connection with a
belt pulley arrangement.
The cutting arrangement is shown more
clearly in the separate views, figs. 2 and 3, which are drawn to a larger
scale than fig. 1.
The lower blades, x, of the shears are fast to the rod,
y, which is carried in a pair of brackets bolted to the framing, these
lower jaws or blades being stationary. The upper blades, x l of the
shears are moveable upon the pins, z, which connect them to the under
jaws or blades. The jaws of the shears are directed towards the lap or
fleece as it is brought forward by the belts, s, so as to divide the fleece
when the upper blades are put in motion. The other or forward ends
of the blades, x, which individually correspond to the thumb bowl of an
ordinary pair of scissors, are jointed to vertical levers, a. The lower
end of each of the levers, a, is bolted to a lever, b, the axle, c, of which
extends from side to side of the framing of the machine, and actuates
the series of levers, a, simultaneously. The levers, 6, to which the
levers, a, are bolted, are slotted so as to admit of the adjustment of the
amount of motion given to the blades, x 1
Motion is communicated to
the axle, c, by means of the crank, d, which derives its motion from a
belt which passes round the pully, i.
The crank disc, d, is connected by
the rod, e, to the lever, f, on the end of the axle, c, so that when the
crank disc is put in motion a reciprocatory or rising and falling movement is communicated to the levers, a, and the upper jaws or blades of
the shears.
As the lap or fleece is cut asunder by the shears a certain
amount of twist is given to the separate strips, in order to form them
into the loosely twisted yarns technically known as "rovings."
This
twisting operation is effected by lapping or winding the strips round the
point of a wire, by means of crossed belts, and drawing the twisted yarns
off the wires by the rotatory motion of drawing rollers.
The wires, <7,
on which the strips of lap are twisted, are attached to a rod, h, fixed
above the shears, and the wires are arranged on the rod, h, so as to be
in the centre of each of the belts, s; they are secured to the rod by
binding screws, j, which nass through the collars or the upper ends of the
wires.
The wires, g, project downwards from the collars, and are then
bent at right angles, so as to be in a line with the lap or fleece, and with
the cut of the shears.
The twist is given by means of the belts, k, which
are arranged to cross each other at the part where the strips of lap or
fleece pass between them.
The endless belts, k, move round the pulleys,
I and in, and the lower pulleys, I, are fast on the axle, n, which is carried
in pedestal bearings fitted on the framing, a.
The axle, n, derives its
motion from a belt, o, which passes round the pulley, p, on the axle of
the crank disc, d, and round a pulley, q, on the axle, n.
The endless
belts, k, are passed over a corresponding number of pulleys, m, arranged
upon an axle which is supported by the side standards," r. When "the
machine is in motion, the friction of the belts, k, on the strips of lap, s,
keep the

belts,

;
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as they pass between the sides of the belts, which are travelling in opposite directions, twists the ends of the strips on the wires, g.
Prom toe
belts, k, the strips of lap are carried through a corresponding number of
pairs of drawing rollers, t, which draw the twisted strips through the
machinery, and tend to bind the fibres more closely together. Motion is
given to the drawing rollers, t, by means of a belt, u, which passes round
a pulley on the axle of the drawing rollers, and round a pulley, V, on the
axle of the second series of band wheels, R.
From the drawing rollers,
t, the twisted rovings are carried over a bar, w, which has pins fixed in
it at equal distances apart, to keep the rovings equidistant from each
other.
From the bar, w, the rovings are carried over the roller, x, and
between the pair of rollers, y, and they finally descend into the box or
receptacle, z, arranged for their reception beneath.
The rollers, y, are
put in motion by means of an endless belt, 1, which passes round a
pulley on the end of the axle of the upper roller, y, and round a pulley
on the axle of the drawing rollers, t. The box, «, in which the rovings
are deposited is divided into compartments by a series of vertical partitions, and these compartments correspond in number to the rovings
which the machine is designed to prepare at one time. Thus the rovings as they are drawn from the machine each falls separately into the
compartment appropriated to it. And in order to lay the rovings
regularly into the compartments, a to and fro or reciprocatory motion
in a longitudinal direction is given to the box.
For this purpose
the box is placed upon a low-wheeled carriage, 2, to the centre
of which is jointed a rod, 3; the other end of this rod is secured
by a bolt and nut to the slotted lever, 4. This lever is fast to
an axle which is carried in bearings on the standards, 5, and on
the end of this axle is a lever, 6, the free end of which is fast to the
connecting rod, 7. The upper end of the connecting rod, 7, is bolted to
the disc, 8, which is fitted on the end of the axle of the band wheel, r.
Thus, when the disc, 8, is in motion, the eccentric motion of the rod, 7,
alternately raises and depresses the lever, 6, which causes the axle to
which it is fast to partially rotate. The partial revolution of the axle
gives a reciprocatory movement to the slotted lever, 4, which consequently draws the rod, 3, and carriage, 2, to and fro, at each revolution
of the disc, 8.
This reciprocatory movement of the box, z, obviously
causes the rovings, as they fall into the compartments of the box, to be
deposited in regular order. The "rovings" or loosely twisted yarns
obtained by this system or mode of treatment possess the strength of
the worsted yarns which are made of long staple wool, combined with
the softness and velvet-like appearance of the short staple yarns produced by the "jenny." This is explained by the position or arrangement of the fibres of the wool in the rovings or yarns prepared according
to my improvement.
Thus, whilst a certain proportion of the fibres of
the wool are laid longitudinally with the yarn, those fibres which are
disposed more or less at an angle with the longitudinal fibres are severed
by the cutting or dividing machinery. Now, it is the longitudinal fibres
which give strength or tenacity to the yarn, whilst those which have
been severed impart to the yarn a peculiar softness and velvet-pile-like
appearance. The wool having been carded and twisted into rovings, as
hereinbefore described, is then ready for the subsequent operation of

spinning.

STOP-COCKS OR VALVES.
W. M'Culloch and

J.

Kennedy, Kilmarnock.

—Patent

dated Marcli

17, 1857.

This invention relates to the arrangement and construction of stop-cocks
or valves intended for the regulation of the flow of water, steam, and
other liquids and aeriform bodies, in such manner as to insure fluid tightness and a general satisfactory working action. As adapted for use in
common domestic stop-cocks, the details of the improved apparatus
consist of a main shell or enlarged tube, forming the reception chamber
for the water coming from the main, by a lateral branch, by which the
shell is screwed on to the main. This shell or chamber is open throughout, and it has, near its back end, an internal shoulder, for sustaining an
elastic washer or disc of any suitable elastic material, such washer being
of a diameter to fill the bore of the chamber, whilst it is set up in position
by an end screw plug. The opposite or front end of the chamber is
screwed internally for the reception of an external screw formed upon
the moveable discharging branch of the stop-cock. This discharging
branch has its inner entered end plainly squared off, and it is so contrived that when screwed up in the internal screw or nut of the main
shell, this squared end comes in forcible contact with the elastic end
The branch is encircled by a cap
disc or washer already alluded to.
piece or disc of some soft or elastic material, for the purpose of making
a tight junction with the front end of the main chamber where it is
entered this cap piece being covered and set up by a milled-edged
washer or disc, screwing on to the outside end of the main shell. The
discharge branch is of considerably smaller diameter than the bore of the
main shell, so that the water from the main has free access all round it
the lateral branch from the main being connected at a part of the shell
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between the internal shoulder

at the one end, and the screwed or nut
portion at the other. The outer projecting end of the discharge branch
is of course covered in the usual manner.
When the user turns the
curved end of this branch in one direction, the screw action forces the
open inner squared end of the entered portion of the branch hard up
against the elastic end washer, so as most effectually to prevent the
access of water from the main shell into the open end of the branch.
But when turned in the reverse direction, the screw action withdraws the
pipe end from its elastic face, and permits the water to enter the open
end and flow right out by the curved branch. This stop cock can be
made to discharge water at any part of the revolution of the discharge
branch, by setting up the end elastic washer more or less as niay be
required.
This stop-cock or valve may obviously be modified in various
ways, and fitted up with various details, as may be demanded under the
special circumstances of its application. In another form of stop-cock or
valve embraced in these improvements, an elastic disc is set up as
required against a fixed end tube face. This fixed end tube face is on
the front end of the actual discharge pipe, set concentrically within an
outer shell of larger diameter, which outer shell communicates with the
water main by a lateral branch. The front end of the outer shell has a
cap screwed on, containing the elastic disc, which fills the cap tightty up.
The outer end of this cap is screwed or tapped in the centre, to receive
a short screwed spindle, forming the operating handle of the valve. As
this handle is turned to the right, its entered end presses against the
centre of the elastic disc, and thus brings it in contact with the fixed
end tube face, shutting off the flow of water through that internal tube.
The reverse turn obviously allows the elastic disc to withdraw from the
end tube face to open up the water way. This may also be modified so
as to have the elastic disc fixed, and the end tube face moveable
the
positions of these two parts in the valve being reversed. In this case,
the handle for working the valve is upon the discharge pipe, the inner
end of which forms the end tube face. The cap in this arrangement
contains an elastic cap stuffing box piece, to prevent the escape of water
outside the discharge tube.
The set up of the end tube face is effected
by a lateral stud pin fast in the tube, and entered into a spiral slot cut
in the cap or front end of the shell if no separate cap is used.
Where
the elastic disc is the moveable part, it is preferred to attach a convexfaced cap piece to the end of the set up spindle, as the actual setter up
of the disc
and instead of setting up the elastic disc against an end
tube face, it may be fitted to cover a lateral face on the water discharge
pipe the disc movement being at right angles to the water's flow, and
a diaphragm being formed in the interior of the valve shell for the separation of the line of pipe, which is always full of water from the portion
in which the valve shuts off the, water.
In another form, especially
suited for hydrants or street water cocks, a small chamber with a stuffing
box on its top is formed upon the water main, and through this stuffing
box is entered a short tube, which answers as the water discharge pipe.
The bottom end of this short tube answers as the end tube face, and this
end bears, when the valve is shut, upon a fixed elastic disc set in the
bottom of the valve chamber. This hydrant is worked by a vertical
screw spindle, which is connected to one end of a horizontal lever,
attached by a joint to the upper end of the valve tube. As the lever
works on a fixed stud pin at one end when the screw spindle is worked,
the short tube is traversed either up or down, so as to relieve or set down
the end tube face upon its elastic disc. The chamber being always full
of water, the flow takes place directly through the short moveable tube
whenever the valve is opened. In another simple modification of disc
valve, which is well suited for domestic purposes, the valvular action
arises from the circular working of a brass or other metal face upon a
fixed leather, gutta percha, or other soft or elastic disc surface.
The
elastic disc is sunk in the bottom of a shallow circular chamber, into the
outside face of which, and near the periphery of it, a branch from the
main opens. An aperture corresponding with the open end of the main
branch is made right through the elastic disc, to admit the water.
corresponding brass face disc is upon the chambered end of the moveable
discharge pipe, and this face has an aperture in it exactly corresponding
with that in the fixed elastic disc.
This moveable brass face is sunk
in the fixed chamber, and screwed tight up against the soft disc therein by an encircling
cap piece. So long as
the holes in the two disc
faces are not opposite to
each other, the valve
is shut; but when the
user turns round the
moveable
discharge
branch until the holes
coincide, the water way
is opened, and the water
flows through the moveable branch.
In the arrangement of stop-cock or valve shown in figs. 1 and 2 of our
iter is turned on, or shut off, by the action of two nerNo. 116.— Vol. X.
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moving one against

The water

enters by the
divided by a
two holes made in it. In front of
the disc is fitted a washer of leather, India-rubber, or other flexible
material, in which two holes are made corresponding to the holes in
the diaphragm behind it.
snug is made at each side of the chambers
B, in which screw holes are made, as shown in the plan, fig. 2.
The end
of the water discharge pipe is made with a moveable plate, corresponding
in shape to the plate on the end of the chamber, b, and two screw holes
are made in the moveable plate, by means of which it may be secured
to the end of the chamber, b.
The end of the discharge pipe, c, is made
to correspond in size with the interior of the chamber, b, and two holes,
d, are made in it for the passage of the water, as shown in the underside
views of the inner portion of the discharge pipe, fig. 2. When the
plate, a, is screwed to the plate of the chamber, b, the end of the discharge pipe presses against the disc or washer, and no water can pass
unless the holes in the

the other.

lateral pipe, A, and passes into the
metal disc or diaphragm, which has

chamber,

b,

which

is

A

diaphragm and discharge
pipe are brought opposite
each other. The holes are
so arranged that when the
water is turned off, they
are at right angles to each
other, or forming four equidistant points of a circle.

But when the discharge
c, is turned round

pipe,

a fourth of a revolution,
the holes, d, in the end
of the pipe, c, are brought
opposite to or in a line
with those in the flexible
disc in the chamber, b,
and the water has free egress through the discharge pipe, as indicated by
the arrows in fig. 1. Instead of making the working surfaces of these
stop-cocks flat, they may be made of a concave and convex form, which
is merely a slight modification of the arrangement before described.
In
the modification of a tap or stop-cock of which fig. 3 is a longitudinal
section, the passage of the fluid through the tap is stopped b}' the forcible
pressure of a disc of India-rubber or other flexible material against the outlet passage of the tap.
The tap is connected to the main or service pipe
by the lateral branch pipe, a, the end of which is stopped by the vertical
partition, b.
An opening, c, is made in the upper part of the j>ipe, a,
through which the water flows to the discharge pipe, d. The opening,
c, is closed at pleasure by means of a solid disc or washer of vulcanised
India-rubber, or other elastic material, the edge of which rests upon a
shoulder formed for the purpose in the metal of the tap. The washer is
pressed down in contact with the opening, o, by means of the convexly
shaped plunger, e, which has a tail piece entered loosely into the
end of the screw. The screw is made with a coarse thread, so that a
partial revolution of the handle will force the disc down upon the opening, c.
The turning of the handle in the contrary direction removes the
plunger from the disc, which then springs up and
Fig. 4.
leaves the passage open for the flow of the fluid.
Another modification of the improvements is
shown in fig. 4 of our engravings. In this arrangement, which is suitable for hydrants, the tubular
valve is made with an external screw, which works
in an internal screw made in the metal of the valve
chamber. The water enters from the main by the
lateral pipe, A, and fills the chamber surrounding
the tubular valve, b. The lower end of the valve, b,
is squared off evenly, and when the valve is screwed
down it presses forcibly against the disc or washer
of India-rubber, leather, or other flexible material
which is fitted in the lower part or cap piece of the
valve chamber. The valve, b, is entered through a
stuffing box at the top of the chamber, and in this
arrangement the valve is actuated by means of cross
handles.
An external screw is made on the upper part of the valve, b, to
which a pipe, hose, or other attachment may be readily affixed. By
means of these various arrangements, supplies of water or other fluids,
either in large or small quantities, may be conveniently and efficiently
controlled or regulated.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES.
Thomas Yarrow, Arbroath.

—Patent dated March

18, 1857.

This invention relates to certain improvements in the consumption or
prevention of smoke, and the economising the consumption of fuel, as
also to other improvements in locomotive and stationary engines, so that
coal alone can be used in locomotives.
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The improvements consist of a modified furni of fire-box or furnace,
and of a mode of admitting air to increase the draught, thereby causing
the smoke to be consumed. When applied to locomotive engines, it is
proposed to employ a horizontal mid-feather riveted to the tube plate and
sides of the fire-box, and gradually extending in an oblique direction upwards towards the furnace door, leaving a sufficient space for the passage
of the flame, which passage is divided on the top of the mid-feather into
a number of cells or flues, by means of flue covers or files set on edge,
which files are covered on the top with a flue cover as an upper biidge.
For the purpose of supplying the fuel with hot air, pipes are introduced
to run through the ash pan, with trumpet mouths placed in front of the
ash pan, the other end opening into a cast-iron chamber or box placed
round the fire door or the fire bar frame may be so constructed as to
allow air to pass through it into the cast-iron chamber before mentioned.
The heated air from this box passes into or over the fuel by means of an
annular aperture round the fire door, and, if desirable, through a series of
tubes or hollow stays, which communicate between the hot-air box and

i

;
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may

be built cither close up to the tube plate, or a space may be left between the bridge and the plate, as shown. In carrying out these improvements in locomotive engines, the fuel intended to be used is coal,
instead of coke which is at present used. The fuel, as it is put into the
furnace, is thrown towards the back part of the arched bridge.
The
gaseous matters, as they are evolved, cannot escape to the tubes, by reason of the bridge intervening
they are consequently compelled to return towards the front of the fire-box. The gaseous matters are by this
means retained for double the length of time in the improved furnace
compared with what they would be in a furnace of the ordinary kind.
It follows, therefore, that the air which is admitted to the fire-box, in
order to promote the combustion of the gaseous matters, produces a
much greater effect, in consequence of the gases being confined, as it
were, within the fire-box. The air, which serves so important an end in
promoting vivid combustion and preventing the emission of visible
smoke, is admitted through a number of apertures or jet holes, c. For
the admission of air to the back part of the fire-box, the jet holes are
;

fire box.
An arrangement is employed for shaking the fire bars, whereby the
clinkers are destroyed, and the necessity of pricking the bars is obviated.
This part of the invention consists of a transverse rocking shaft, fitted
with a number of short arms, upon each of which rests one end of each
longer arm or lever, extending from the opposite
alternate fire bar.
side of the rocking shaft, with a rod attached, is accessible to the engineman, so that he can shake the bars when necessary, thereby breaking the

the

Fte. 1.

A

clinkers.

For the purpose of economising fuel, two distinct arrangements of
apparatus are used.
First, A chamber or condenser is fitted up to act as follows
A valve
box is placed beneath the exhaust pipe of the cylinder, and when the
engine exhausts, it lifts this valve, thereby admitting a quantity of steam,
which is conducted from the clack box into the chamber or condenser,
which is placed beneath the foot-plate of the engine (or at any other convenient part of the engine), with a cock to regulate the necessary quanThe steam so conducted into this chamber or
tity of steam required.
condenser is to heat the water prior to its being pumped into the boiler,
and acts as follows: The steam passes through pipes from the valve
box beneath the exhaust pipe of the cylinder into the bottom of the
chamber or condenser, which chamber has also another valve placed on
it to prevent the water from running down the pipe.
Half way up the
condenser, there is a plate bored with a multiplicity of water-jet holes, so
that when the water is turned on from the tender, it rushes downwards
through these holes, and coming in contact with the exhaust steam
admitted as above described, condensation takes place, and the water
becomes heated to a great extent. To the bottom of the condenser the
feed pipe of the pump is attached, and, of course, this heated water is
pumped into the boiler.
Second, In further economising fuel, apparatus is applied to serve two
purposes, namely, to prevent, to a great extent, all waste steam from
blowing into the atmosphere from the safety valves, and also to serve as
If applied only to save the waste steam, a
a steam pressure guage.
common valve will suffice, but if intended to serve both purposes, there
is applied a cylinder with a solid piston, equal to any number of inches
of area required with a spring above the piston to cause the necessary
pressure upon the square inch, with a 4 or 6-inch range, which is divided
into pounds.
When the steam pressure becomes greater than the working pressure fixed upon, the piston ascends, and the steam passes through
an aperture in the cylinder, and is then conducted into the tender, thereby
saving, or preventing the steam from being wasted, and, of course, heating the water in the tender to a great extent.
This invention relates, firstly, to the arrangement and construction of
the furnaces of locomotive and other engines. By means of these improvements the gases generated by the combustion of the fuel are retained within the furnace for a much longer time than can be effected in
furnaces of the ordinary kind. Thus, by preventing the escape of the
gaseous matters, and duly regulating the admission of atmospheric air
with regard both to time and quantity, perfect combustion is obtained,
and a considerable saving of fuel is effected. These improvements may
be readily adapted to furnaces at present in use, or applied in the construction of new furnaces.
Fig. 1 of the accompanying engravings is
a longitudinal section of a fire-box and portion of a locomotive boiler
showing one modification of the improvements for retaining the gaseous
matters within the fire-box. Fig. 2 is a longitudinal section of a firebox and part of a boiler, showing another arrangement for promoting
th effectual combustion of the gaseous matters evolved from the burning
:
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fuel.

Fig. 3

is

a longitudinal elevation, partially in section, of a loco-

motive boiler. Fig. 4 is a half-end elevation and vertical section corresponding to fig. 3. In applying the improvements to locomotive engines
having furnaces or fire-boxes of the ordinary kind, a bridge or midfeather
constructed of fire-clay bricks, or fire-clay slabs, or of metal, so as to
is built across the fire-box from side to side.
This
bridge or midfeather rises obliquely upwards from below the tubes of
the boiler, and extends towards the door of the fire-box.
The bridge

form a water space,

made through the outer shells of the
made below the bridge or midfeather,

boiler

and the tube

plate,

and are

A

further supas shown in fig. 1.
also admitted at the front end of the fire-box
these apertures or jet holes, d, are made through the outer shell of the boiler and

ply of air

—

is

the fire-box.

The

jet holes, D, are

covered with a cast-iron box or air

chamber, e, which surrounds the fire-door, and the air passes into the
air-chamber through an annular aperture made round the fire-door. The
flame-plate of the fire-door is likewise pierced with a number of holes, in
order that the air may be distributed in such a number of small jets or
streams that no injurious effect may be produced on the tubes, at the
same time effecting the full combustion of the gaseous matters, and preventing the emission of smoke. In the modification shown in fig. 1,
the bridge or midfeather, f, is made of copper, and forms a flattened
tube, extending from side to side of the fire-box.
The bridge, f, is not
fitted close up to the tube plate, G, but is fixed at some distance therefrom, and the intervening space is made up of fire-clay slabs or fluecovers, h.
This arrangement prevents the gases from escaping to the
tubes before complete combustion has been effected.
In the modification
of the improvements shown in fig. 2, the bridge or midfeather, i, which
served to retain the evolved gases within the furnace, is riveted to the
crown and sides of the fire-box. In this arrangement the bridge, i,
forms a flattened tube, extending across the fire-box and up the sides towards the crown. The space between the bridge and tube plate, J, is

up with fire tiles, k. The space filled in with the fire tiles is of
such a width that, when the tiles are removed, there is room enough for
removing and replacing the tubes, l. Or the bridge, i, may be carried
close up to the tube plate, and riveted thereto.
In this modification a
man-hole is made in the bridge, so that the tubes may be got at when
required.
The gaseous matters, as they are evolved from the burning
fuel, travel forward towards the fire door
the}' then pass through the
opening, m, made for the purpose in the bridge, and into the chamber, N,
wdiere the complete combustion is effeeted.
In this modification the arrangement of the parts for the admission of air is the same as before described, and marked with similar letters of reference. In carrying out the
invention as applied to locomotives when the engine is standing still, a
jet of steam is admitted to the chimney by means of a cock fitted on the
boiler.
The steam causes a draught through the chimney, and the air
is thereby drawn through the several jet holes, so that the combustion
of the gases is kept up.
In figs. 3 and 4 of the illustrative drawings is
shown an arrangement for shaking the fire-bars of engines, in order to
prevent the formation of clinkers, and avoid the necessity of clearing, or,
as it is technically termed, "pricking," the fire-bars.
The arrangement
consists of a transverse rocking shaft, o, which is fitted with a number
of short arms or vertical levers, r.
The upper ends of the levers, f, are
forked, and the front end of each alternate fire-bar rests in the fork of
Near to one end of the rocking shaft, o, is attached a lever,
the lever.
this lever exQ, to the free end of which is jointed the hand-lever, u
filled

;

;
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tends upwards, so as to be within convenient reach of the engine-driver.
Bv simply lifting the lever. K. the alternate bars are raised above the adjoining birrs, and thereby freed from clinkers, which operation may be
The figs, also show an arrangement of
repeated as often as necessary.
apparatus for economising fuel. It consists of a condenser or chamber, s,
fitted underneath the foot-plate of the engine, or in any other convenient
A valve box is fitted below the exhaust pipe of the cylinder, and
part.
this valve box, t, communicates by means of a steam pipe, u, with the
union pipe, v, serves to connect the coninterior of the condenser, s.
The water which flows into the
denser, s. with the cold-water tank.
condenser is pumped out through the two feed pipes, w. The interior
of the condenser is divided longitudinally by a perforated partition or

A

the pnrpose of saving steam, an ordinary' valve fitted in the lateral branch
pipe, z, will be sufficient. The steam from the safety valve flows through
the main pipe, and away by the branch z, to the tender. But when the
apparatus is intended to serve as a pressure guage as well as a steam
saver, a cylinder is applied thereto, fitted with a solid piston or plunger
equal to any number of inches of area required. Above the piston is a
spring, to give the necessary pressure upon the square inch, with a four
or six-inch range divided into lbs. When the steam pressure exceeds the
predetermined working pressure, the piston ascends, and the steam passes
through an aperture in the cylinder, and is carried into the tender, where
it serves to raise the temperature of the feed water.
In figs. 3 and 4 the
steam saver is shown fitted to the boiler, with its branch pipe leading
to the tender.
The cock for controlling the admission of the exhaust
steam to the condenser is shown at d. In some cases it may be necessary
to convey a current of air into the air chambers described in the first part
of this specification. This is effected by means of a trumpet-mouthed
pipe, and leading into the air chamber above.
Or the air pipe may be
taken from the boiler down to the air chamber beneath the trumpetmouth being so arranged that it can be turned in any direction to catch
the wind.
;

OBNA3IEXTAL FABRICS.
William Smith, Glasgow.

— Patent dated April

:

—

1857.
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and are inserted in the centre of the cloth
by catching every alternate space of the design where it is not coloured,
and by being "cut" in this way it halves the unoccupied warp. For
each shot there are two colours on each line of the design, but a greater
number of colours may be used. Whatever colour is intended for the
ide of the cloth is "cut," and the colour for the upper side of the
cloth is left uncut.
To make the two colours do for each line, the under
in to increase its thickness,

diaphragm. When the engine exhausts, it lifts the valve in the box, t,
and the steam rushes through the pipe, u, into the condenser the quantity of steam admitted is regulated by the cock, y.
When the water is
turned on from the tender, it rushes through the pipe, v, and through the
holes of the diaphragm
the water divided in this manner rapidly condenses, and its temperature becomes proportionately raised.
A valve is
fitted on the end of the steam pipe, u, inside the condenser, in order to
prevent the water from flowing down the steam pipe. The heated water
is pumped through the pipes, w, into the boiler of the engine.
There is also an arrangement for preventing, to a great extent, steam
from blowing into the atmosphere from the safety valve the apparatus
also serves as a steam pressure guage. If this apparatus is used onty for
;

;

;

side colour is caught with the upper side colour, and the upper side colour
in like manner caught with the under side colour. That is to say, the
colouring of the catchers and figuring is reversed, so that there may be
catchers on both sides, as one colour is only cut. And in order to render
the card-cutter's work clear, the designer "catches" the unoccupied
is

space of the design with the same colour that is used for' figuring the
under side and catching or tweeling the upper side. But the reverse half
would do that is to saj7 to cut the parts of the design not caught and
the colour used for the upper side and "catchers" of the under side.
Care, however, must be taken not to lift the same thread or threads to
let in weft into the centre which has been left down as " catchers " for
the under side of the figure, as it would make a cross on the warp and
prevent weft of the same bridle from getting properly up. This only
applies to one bridle or set of cards. Those warp threads that are halved
to admit the weft not required for figuring on either side may be reversed
in each bridle if the precaution be taken not to lift the threads which
have been left down as "catchers" for the figure on the under side.
Corresponding care must be taken with the " catchers " for the upper
side, that they are always lifted to let in weft to the centre, so that if
the warp is divided " thread about," as it is technically termed, which
is the preferable mode, the " catchers " or tweeling for the upper and
under sides must be on different spaces of the design paper. If the
" catchers " or tweeling of the upper side are upon the odd cord, the
" catchers " upon the under side must be on the even cord. The catchers

—

,

may

1,

This invention relates to a new system or mode of drawing or preparing
manufacturerfor the production of figured fabrics
the said
fabrics having two distinct patterns
one upon each side of the cloth, or
the same pattern on each side of the fabric but with reversed colours.
The invention may be carried out in an ordinary loom with full harness.
According to one modification, the pattern is drawn in the following
Every space on the design paper represents a shot of weft
manner
the ^hots that are required to show the figure upon the under side of the
cloth are tinted of one colour, and those shots that are required to show
the figure upon the upper side of the fabric are tinted of another colour.
Those shots of weft not required upon either side of the fabric are woven
i
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be wrought either singly or in concert, as may be suitable for the
and even in the same bridle, if the design be an open flower, and
caution be used in tweeling both sides and catching for the centre weft.
The fabric may also be produced by using a design for each colour of
weft or "cover."
These four designs will conjointly produce in the
fabric the same figuring, both the figuring and centre weft being caught.
It may be here observed, that if each design has two colours, one representing the under side, and the other the upper side of the fabric, where
there is no figuring on either side, the warp is divided to let it in to the
centre.
One colour only is "cut" on each design as they stand, but
more may be used. The card-cutter, for example, cuts all the yellow on
No. 3, all the black on No. 4, all the red on No. 5, and all the green on
No. 6, and the cards are laced one about alternately or the colours may
be reversed by the card-cutter using the other colour and design paper.
These numbers may be produced with reverse " catchers " for the centre,
and reverse catchers for figuring on both sides. The figures may be
wrought in a similar manner, by cutting the cards in the same way,
either cutting one colour on each design and lacing the cards alternately,
Both figures may be worked
or cutting the other colour and paper.
together so as to have part of the pattern caught on the odd and part on
the even cords or threads. By this means an}- of the colours may be
weft,

;
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made

" catchers, " provided that two or more colours of the warp threads
in the web, thread about.
The warp may be divided, not
only thread about (which is preferred), but two or more threads about
Referring to those designs in which there are two colours
if required.
on each to produce the two patterns as before described, the two patterns may be produced by each design-paper having the paper untinted
for the figure of the upper side of the cloth, and for the " catchers " to
tweel the under side, or the figure of the under side and the catchers of
the upper side may be tinted of one colour, or vice versa.
The weft not
required for figuring is to be used up as before explained, or it may be
caught with a different colour from what is used for figuring and
tweeling, which would still give two colours, but differently disposed.
Cloth with two patterns, one on each side, or the same pattern in reversed colours, may be produced by another mode. The two patterns
are cut in this manner: the parts intended for the under side of the pattern are tinted on every alternate space of the design-paper for example,
on the odd spaces, namely, the first, third, fifth, and so on to the full
extent of the tye. The design is cut in the usual way of covered work,
each colour standing for itself.
are

warped

;
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COOKING APPARATUS.
George

Forsv/th, Kirkcudbright .—Patent dated

March

17,

1857.

Under

this patent the inventor has introduced an economical system of
cooking or steaming roots for feeding cattle. Our illustrative engraving
represents a partially sectional elevation of one modification of the patentee's improvements.

The outer boiling
a, is

vessel,

used for generating

fonn at its lower
part, and it has a flange
at the upper part, which
rests upon the brickwork,
b,

in

which the

is set.

A

vessel, a,

furnace,

c, is

built in the lower part of

thebrickwork; the heated
matters and smoke which
rise from the fire pass

through the flue, d, which
encircles the lower part
of

the vessel,

1, 1S*,7.

water of condensation may be drawn off, from time to time, bv mei BE
of a suitable pipe carried through the brick work setting.
The height
of the water in the outer vessel, A, is regulated by means of a guage
cock, m, which is fitted so as to be just above the proper water level.
This apparatus may also be fitted with another guagi- cork. |>larr,| !„•]„«
the water level, which serves to show when a deficiency of water occurs
in the boiler.
And to avoid any injury arising from the steam attaining too great a pressure, a self-acting safety valve, n, is fitted so as to
open and discharge the steam when it rises above a certain predetermined force. The quantity of steam admitted to the cooking vessel, B, is
regulated and controlled by means of the steam cocks, j, so that in
working the vessel no more steam need be admitted than is sufficient to
effect the cooking operations without waste of heat.
This improved
cooking apparatus may be used in conjunction with the oscillating pan,
ordinarily used in preparing food for cattle the cooking vessel, e, serving instead of an ordinary boiler. In this manner one kind of food may
be prepared in the oscillating pan, whilst another sort is simultaneously
cooked in the vessel, e.
Or the cooking apparatus may be used iii
conjunction with a cylinder, for holding turnips or other roots. The
cylinder is suspended by a chain passed over a pulley fitted overhead,
the chain having a counterweight attached to its free end.
By this
means the cylinder may be readily lowered into, or drawn out of, the
cooking vessel, or turned upon its axis and the contents delivered into a
wheel-barrow or other receptacle. In this way large quantities of food
suitable for horses, cattle, and other animals, may be cooked or prepared
in a highly economical and expeditious manner.
;

REGISTERED DESIGN.

the steam, by means of
which the roots or other
matters are cooked; this
vessel is of a hemispherical
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RECOIL WIND GUARD.
Registered for Mr. G. 0. Williams, Torquay.

Our engraving represents this design in sectional
elevation.
At A, is a horizontal cap with a turned
down edge, placed inside the guard between the
cover, b, of the guard and the inclined side plates,
At d are flanges fixed to the tops of the inclined
c.
side plates.
This combination of shielding parts

down draughts, and at the same time allows the ascending smoke to escape freely from the
7
chimne} as no external blasts can enter either at
the sides or top of the chimney.
prevents

,

a.

The
,—
— c^
-

convey away the non-combustible matters given

"

off

flue, D, is carried into a suitable

chimney or shaft,
which serves to
by the fire. AVithin

the vessel, a, is fitted another vessel, e, of a corresponding form, but
smaller in diameter. The two vessels, a and E, are united to each other
by means of a circular plate, which is secured to the flanges of the vessels, a and e, by means of bolts and nuts, so as to form a steam-tight
chamber. Water is conveyed from a cistern or reservoir, g, which is
placed at a sufficient height above the boiler that the water by its
columnar weight will flow into the boiler against the pressure of the
steam. In using this apparatus, the working pressure of the steam need
not exceed two pounds upon the square inch therefore a very moderate
elevation four or five feet will be sufficient. The water is conve3'ed
from the cistern, G, into the vessel, A, by means of the pipe, H, which is
curved downwards from the part where it enters the boiler, and terminates at the lowest part of the boiler, where it receives the greatest
amount of heat from the fire beneath. By this means the cold feed water
as it flows in through the induction pipe, H, comes into contact with the
hottest part of the boiler; at the same time, the heated particles of
water are unimpeded in their progress upwards to the surface. The
flow of cold water through the induction pipe, ii, is controlled by the
cock, i, so that the water may be entirely shut off, or allowed to flow in
a continuous stream into the vessel, A, according to the consumption of
steam. The steam as it is generated flows through the steam cocks, j,
which are screwed into the plate, f; these cocks are connected by means
of "elbow pieces" with the steam pipes, k, which enter the vessel, e, at
its lower part.
The cooking vessel, e, is made with a perforated false
bottom, and the steam enters the vessel below this perforated plate,
and rises upwards among the roots placed in the vessel to be cooked.
The steam is prevented from escaping by means of the cover, l, which
is made to fit the vessel, e, closely.
Such portion of the steam as may
become converted into water of condensation, flows downwards, and
through the appertains in the false bottom to the space beneath it. The

—
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REVIEWS OF NEW BOOKS.
Clocks and Locks, prom the " Encyclopaedia Britannica," Second
Edition, with a full Account op the Great Clock at Westminster.
By E. B. Denison, M.A., Q.C. Edinburgh: A. & C. Black. 1857.

These reprints from the eighth edition of the great Encyclopaedia now
useful from
in course of publication form a useful and amusing volume
the amount of information it communicates on the subject of clocks and
locks; and amusing from the personal details which the author gives us:
for he and Mr. Dent, the chronometer-maker, are the heroes of the book.
It is well known that Mr. Denison designed, not only the clock of the
Royal Exchange, London, but the great clock of the new houses of Parliament
it is perhaps less known that he is the contriver of a lock,
which he boasts of as the only one of English invention which enjoys
the distinction of being pronounced secure by Messrs Hobbs and Ton:Amongst the advantages which
linson in a certain treatise of theirs.
this lock possesses, he enumerates this
"It is free from the incumbrance of a patent, the author thinking that patents are an obstruction
to the progress of science, and waste, on the whole, more money than
they gain for real inventors." However, he adds, that notwithstanding
the numerous advantages possessed by this lock, he cannot learn that
any of the lockmakers have taken up the manufacture of it. The reason
instead of a patent being a disadvantage, it
of this is plain enough
would have been a great advantage to the lock, as the logical author
Is it to be expected that
will perceive, after a moment's consideration.
a man will invest capital in machinery for the manufacture of an article,
and go to the trouble of introducing it to the public, when he knows
that, as soon as his end is attained, a dozen other manufacturers are
ready to divide the market with him, without even thanking him for his

—

;

—

:
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If the Denison lock had been protected by patent, and does
actually possess the advantages contended for, depend upon it, it would
Have been brought before the public long before this.
Mr. Denison. in common with most people who have had to do with
Government offices, complains of the incapacity and obstructiveness of
This will, of course,
the persons who occupy the high seats in them.
continue to be the case as long as persons are appointed to fill arduous
and powerful situations, because they are somebody's sons, and not because they are able and capable. For many a year have national inand
terests suffered from official incapacity in a quiet, unnoticed way
of late years what great national disasters may he traced to this source
In the history of the large clock at the Palace at Westminster, we have
If it had not been for Mr. Denison's deterthe old story over again.
mination, we should have had there a clock made after the long-established practice (i. e., without modern improvements), backed by the
worshipful company of clockmakers, but condemned by men of science,
in place of one which is a credit to the nation, and an admirable specimen of the horologist's art. The battle was a hard one, but Mr. Denison
carried the day not. however, without a sacrifice of public money, and
much unnecessary delay matters which are not of the slightest conserespectfully offer this little affair
quence in the eyes of Red Tape.
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important results of six years' consideration and cost in experimental
trials."
He accordingly points out some of the uses to which he believes
the mineral pitch is applicable
such as, in hydraulic works, as a substitute for mastick, or as a coating for water-pipes, &c, or mixed with
ligneous matter as fuel for steam furnaces. The pamphlet is illustrated
by a map and lithographic drawings.

—

COEEESPONDENCE.

;

!

:

—

We

Edinburgh Reviewer, when he is next employing his pen to
defend Government officials against the improper and unfounded remarks
It will afford him an
of Mr. Dickens, and other impertinent writers.
excellent instance of their readiness to adopt improvements, of their
capacity for business, and their hatred of underhand proceedings.
to the

—

—

Water instead of Coals the Impelling Power the Steam
Engine Superseded. By Jeffries Kingsley, Lieutenant H. P. 3rd
Dragoons. 8vo. Pp.8. London: W. Clowes & Sons. 1857.

Invention

The steam engine has been superseded

—

—

on paper a thousand times by
but it still works
hasty, inconsiderate, and too sanguine inventors
away with untiring industry, and maintains its undivided supremacy
amongst the mechanical powers those forces which give practical effect
For this reason we always disto the active' intelligence of the world.
trust any notions which come before us with "the steam engine superseded." Should that ever come to be a fact, it will be one at which we
shall arrive b}' pursuing a long sequence of progressive improvements
and it most assuredly will be one of those long-seen coming events
assure our readers that
which invariably cast their shadows before.
we really have tried to read the account of this steam engine superseder,
and all that we can make of it is that it is the " obtaining or applying a
;

—

;

We

primary motive power, namely the water of a river, which causes a
vacuum in an exhausting receiver, which may be transferred by tubes
to other machines, causing water and ores to be raised from mines, likewise causing the steam engine to be superseded, water being cheaper
than are coals. Briefly, the laying down of a tube or rarified air cylinder
from a mine or from an atmospheric railway to a river." If any one can
make more than nonsense out of this, it will be very much more than
we can accomplish.

—

Dishonesty Ext-osed. Report ox Experiments made ox Board H.M.S.
"Imperieu^e ix Juxe 1856, with Prtdeaux's Self-Closing Furnace,
Valve Door, and the Commox Door. By T. Symes Prideaux, Esq.
8vo. Pp.16. London: 1857.
Treatment of ax Ixvextoe by the Admiralty. By T. Symes Prideaux,
1857.
8vo. Pp.32. London: Stanford.
.

.

PHILOSOPHY OF THE WAVE LLNE LN SHIP BUILDLNG.
many

practical men who have but a vague idea of the wave
are ignorant of any reason why it is to be preferred
Mr. Marett, of Southampton, in his clever work on yacht
building, says of the wave line system: "I have consulted books, and
attended lectures by the eminent originator of the system, but all
attempts to obtain sufficient information to enable me to construct on
the wave principle have been most unsuccessful;" and again he says:
"This system is founded 011 no theory whatever, and merely amounts
to an artificial plan for obtaining tolerably good water lines
and until
it has been demonstrated that they are the best that can be designed,
any constructor should be unwilling to fetter himself by adopting so arbitrary a system."
A vessel afloat divides a column of water into two parts, one on each
If we can discover the best movement for one atom of
side of the keel.
one of these portions at a right angle to the motion of the vessel (from
fig.
commencing
A to b,
at the stem and ending at the greatest
4)
breadth, it will be sufficient for the present purpose that of obtaining
the best form of entrance lines. As I have a dislike to the term resistance, I will herein substitute the word duty instead.
The stems of most vessels at the load water line are formed with an
angle, the more acute the angle the more the vessel is praised as being a
clipper but there should be no angle here, any angle at the stem being
as detrimental to speed as the same angle would be in any other part of
the entrance line, and it is as absurd to have an angle at the stem as it
would be to attempt to shunt a railway locomotive from one line to
another with the junction laid down at an angle instead of a curve.
The crank, in machinery, imparts to a reciprocating body connected
therewith the most perfect motion that can be obtained where a reciprocating motion is required.
This motion may be traced throughout
creation, from the motion of the planets to the smallest pendulum
every
circular motion may be resolved into a reciprocating motion, and the
pendulum vibrates as though controlled by a crank. This motion is
also the best for water, because water is subject to the same laws as
The best
those of solid bodies in receiving and imparting motion.
motion therefore for the atom of water from a to b is that which it
would receive if connected with a crank in motion, the supposed crank
arm being equal to one-fourth of the vessel's beam, and the connecting
rod being infinite. The curve necessary to produce this motion is called
the wave line, and the load water lines of the vessels, Nos. 2, 3, 4 and 5
in the plan, are formed upon this curve in its integrity.
Any attempt to
hasten the motion of the atom of water by making any part of this line
fuller than it is, will produce a decrease of speed.
Having found the best motion to be imparted to this atom of water, I
will now describe the duty to be performed by the five vessels shown in the
figures, and proceed to show how an increase of speed may be obtained
to an almost indefinite extent.
The whole of the vessels are represented as 40 feet beam the bows
of No. 2 being 100 feet long No. 3, 200 No. 4, 250.
Suppose No. 2, of
100 feet bow, to come in contact with an atom of water at its stem while
going 10 miles an hour; it pushes this atom aside 20 feet in seven
and suppose it does this
seconds, while the vessel progresses 100 feet
with 200 horse power. No. 3 has a bow of 200 feet long, it pushes the
atom of water also 20 feet in 7 seconds, while it progresses 200 feet or
20 miles an hour. No. 4 has a bow 250 feet long, and moves the atom
of water also 20 feet in 7 seconds, while it progresses 250 feet in the same
time, or 25 miles an hour.
And No. 5, with a bow 500 feet long, also
moves the atom of water 20 feet in 7 seconds, while it progresses 500
feet in the same time, or 50 miles an hour.
And if No. 1 moves the
atom of water 20 feet in 7 seconds, it only progresses 20 feet in the same
time, or 2 miles an hour and in order to propel the latter vessel at 10
miles an hour it would have to move the atom of water 5 times as fast
as No. 5 would, while the latter vessel is going 50 miles an hour or, in
other words, if No. 5 could travel at 250 miles an hour, and No. 1 at 10
miles an hour, they would both be moving this atom of water at the same

There
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line system,
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;

;

—
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The first of these productions is a letter addressed to the Lords of the
Admiralty, detailing what the author considers to be unfair dealing on
the part of some Government officials, on the occasion of the comparative
testing of his patented furnace doors and the common doors. It is interesting to none but they whose names appear in its pages, if indeed to all
of them.
The second is styled "An Instructive Narrative for Englishmen," and
is very much to the same purpose
but the complaints are apparently on
a larger scale.
;

Extra' t- from Memoranda of the Earl of Duxdoxald ox the
Properties, and Products of the Bitumen and Petroleum of
Trinidad. London Ridgway. 1857.

Bp.ief

I'-f.,

:

Tins must be looked upon as a handsomely got-up trade circular; for the
noble earl tells us that he purchased the estates surrounding the Pitch
Lake of Trinidad "in anticipation of discovering useful adaptations for
its neglected products, and to secure in that event the privilege of forming railroads over a gentle declivity, about a mile in length, to the
beach;" and he now considers it necessary "publicly to notice some

;

;

;

;

speed.

And now

as to the power required for each of these vessels.
Suppose
with a bow 100 feet long, and 200 horse power, can travel at 10
miles an hour, No. 3 has the same duty to perform with respect to the
atom of water while going 20 miles an hour, but the length of her bow

No.
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is double that of No. 2, therefore she must have double power, or 400
horse power. No. 4 turns the column aside in exactly the same time as
the others, but in consequence of her increased length and greater duty,
must have 500 horse power, and will travel 25 miles an hour and No.
5, with 1000 horse power, will travel 50 miles an hour, her bow moving
the column of water aside 20 feet only in 7 seconds as before, while travelling at that high speed.
While No. 1 will require 20 horse power to
make her travel 2 miles an hour, her duty with respect to the column of
water being as before, 20 feet in 7 seconds but the length of her bow
being one-fifth of No. 2, reduces the necessary power to one-fifth of No. 2.
Most men would believe me if I say that I can propel No. 1 at 10
miles an hour under steam, but would disbelieve me if I say I can propel No. 5 at 50 miles an hour
yet the latter would be easy, and the
former almost impossible.
;

;

;

have chosen the word duty instead of resistance, because I think the
word inapplicable. I look upon the immersed side of a vessel as a
wedge which has a certain duty to perfurm in a certain time, and think
the word duty is more applicable as we speak of steam engines doing
duty, so many pounds so many feet high per minute.
By lengthening
the bow it has more time in which to perform its dut}', and by obeying
the natural laws of motion that duty is reduced to a minimum.
As to the economy of the high speeds I have mentioned I will takeas an example the voj age from Dover to Calais
say 20 miles. No. 1
would perform this voyage in 5 hours with an 80 horse engine, and
would require 30 cwts. of coals. No. 2. with 200 horse power, would
perform the same voj'age in 2 hours, with the same expenditure of coals,
viz., 30 cwt.
To drive No. 2 over in one hour would require 800 horse
power, and consequently the fuel per hour would be increased fourfold;
but as the voyage would be but one hour, she would expend twice the
fuel in performing the voyage at twice the speed, viz., 3 tons.
No. 3,
however, would need only 400 horse power to enable her to perform the
voyage in one hour, her expenditure of coals on the voyage being again
30 cwt. Thus No. 3, of twice the size of No. 2, can perform a voyage
twice as fast as No. 2, with the same quantity of fuel. No. 4, witli engines of 500 horse power, would travel 25 miles an hour, and perform
the voyage in 48 minutes, with the like expenditure of fuel 30 cwt.
And No. 5 would perform the same voyage in 24 minutes, with the same
30 cwt. of coals and 1000 horse power.
In the above calculations I have omitted the item of friction, and I
think I may safely do so, as although the amount of surface increases
with the size, the friction per square foot decreases with the sharper
I
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reason of this

is, that the laws which govern the action of the pendulum
bodies capable of motion, and the diminutive bow of a model
boat easily puts in motion a small quantity of water, without a hollow
water line, at a low speed, and, unfortunately, does not furnish sufficient
evidence for guiding us in the formation of large vessels. The larger
the vessel is the more important become the sharp lines, though the
reverse of this has obtained hitherto, the cutter being sharp and the
three-decker bluff bowed.
The three following tables are added to illustrate the subject. Tabic
No. 1 shews the speed at which each vessel can go while the column of
water is turned aside at the speed of 2 miles an hour. Table No. 2
shews the speed at which the column of water is turned aside while all
the vessels are going 10 miles an hour.
It will be noticed how the
speed of the column of water decreases with the relative length of bow.

govern

all

has an immense duty to perform, No. 2 her full duty, and the
down to a mere auxiliary amount of horse power. Table
No. 3 shews the same at 50 miles an hour.
No.

1

rest decreasing

;

—
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Table, No.
Speed of

:

No.

Speed

Speed

in miles

in feet

per hour. per minute

atom

water

of

Ditto
in feet

per minute
in miles
per hour.

17G

330

41-5

70'4
35-2

20
100
200
250
500

20
20
20
20
20

97

330

41-5

20
20
20
20
20
41-5

5

50

Great 1
Eastern j

1G

1408

Table, No.

4
5

Great \
Eastern J

10

880

880

2

176

1

88
•8
•4

l-i

50
50
50
50
50

1

2
3

mented economy of

4

5

it

Great
Eastern

1
j"

50

4400
4400
4400
4400
4400
4400

beam to
the length
of bow.
1

2
•1

•08
•04

•125

1

2
1
•08
•01

•125

3.

50
10
5
4

4400
880
440
352

2

17G

20
100
200
250
500

552

330

6-27

Proportion
of half the

2.

10

Table, No.

In "Dr. Lardner's Railway Economy," published in 1850, the following remarks relative to American river steamers occur: "The increase
of the dimensions of these vessels has been attended with a greatly aug-

in feet.

2

4

2.5

880
880
880
880
880

in feet.

2
2

2

2
2

10
10
10
10
10

Half

beam

20
20
20
20
20

171!

880
1760
2200
4400

1

of

bow

20
100
200
250
500

2

10
20

2
•3

Length

176
178
176
176
17G

1

3

lines.

fuel.
On comparing the Hendrkk Hudson with the
has been found, that when the speed of the former is reduced
to an equality with the latter, the former consumed 13 tons of coal while
the latter consumed 20 tons yet the displacement of the Hendrich Hudson is nearly twice that of the Troy." Again, "The results of their
performance show that the resistance per square foot of midship section
is not perceptibly increased by the increased length of the vessel, and
the consequently increased surface and friction.
This anomaly has not
been explained, but it is certain that the increased length does not

the

•>

:

Troy,

1.

1

•2
•1

•08

04
125

;

diminish the effect of the moving power in any perceptible degree."
I have attempted to explain in this paper.
Although I have given certain dimensions to my examples, I have done so
only for convenience of calculation, and do not in the least bind myself
to these figures.
Lastly, a few words on experiments. I have attentively examined in
the British Museum the experiments on models tried at the end of the
last century, and Mr. Bland's experiments on the forms of ships and
boats.
I have also tried a few myself.
I find that if small models are
propelled at a great speed, in proportion to their size they develop the
advantages of the wave system, but not at low speeds; the water requiring a very rapid oscillation to produce a satisfactory result. The

The Doctor's anomaly

London, 1857.

Thomas Mor.

GAS COKE FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES.—GAS CONDENSERS.
should like to know if any experiment has been tried to harden gas
coke, so as to make it fit for railway purposes, &c.
I believe the present
price of oven coke is 35s. per ton, and gas coke about 15s. per ton.
If
we could improve the quality of the coke by any simple process so as to
harden it like oven coke, it would no longer be a drug in the market.
know that the coke drawn cold from a bed of retorts let down is very
white and hard, having all the impurities driven off; but it would not
do to employ retorts for this purpose. I believe, however, if the coke
while hot was thrown into a coke oven, and with a little small coal
allowed to burn for twenty or thirty hours, and then cooled, it might
harden it sufficiently for general use for steam boilers. I mention that
I
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the coke should he thrown hot into the oven; that is because of the
ovens being built without a furnace; and I consider that it would be preferable to placing it in an oven with a furnace, as in the latter case there
would be the cost of fuel to get the heat up. I leave this subject in your
hands, to put before your readers, for the purpose of arriving at the
desired end the improvement in the quality of coke, so as to render it

—

tit

for use. in lieu of

oven coke.

another subject perhaps worth consideration by managers of
gas works, where the manufacture of'sulphate of ammonia is carried on.
I mean bv selecting coals containing a large proportion of ammonia
such as E'bbw Vale, Park End, and Sydney, which coals I am told conI should be glad to learn what
tain large quantities of ammonia.
quantity of gas is yielded from this quality of coal also the quality of
the coke. From die usual gas coke we take 1000 gallons from a hundred
This quantity makes about half a ton of sulphate, valued at £7
tons.
net.
The liquor used to be sold for 3s. 6d. per butt of 100 gallons, producing for the 1000 gallons about 9s., so that we now make £7 where we
formerly made 9s. Ammonia is therefore a valuable product.
I think you will find what I have written a useful hint to railway
engineers; "and such of them who take an interest in the affair will no
doiibt make trials, they having every convenience, having coke ovens on
their own premises, and could easily make a few trials. Suppose it cost
them os. per ton to harden the gas coke, they would then save 15s. per
ton an immense saving to a large company.
As the Practical Mechanics Journal is read by many gas engineers I
The engineer of the "Cincinnati"
will also give you a hint for them.
Gas Works, U." S., has recently erected a gas holder of large dimensions,
the columns and girders of which he has made applicable to the purpose
of condensation. I think the idea a good one, and very useful where
room is a consideration. Engineers about to erect new gas holders, and
requiring additional condensing power, could, at less cost than a new set
of condensers, adapt, the columns and girders of the gas holder to that
purpose. Should the whole of the columns give too great a condensing
power, by mean9 of valves any number of columns could be worked,
passing the gas merely through the girder or the pipes (round the tank)
connecting the bottom of the columns. There are several ways of connecting the pipes for conveying the gas, but when the hint is once given,
engineers will readily cany out the idea without my going into detail.

lh?re

is

;

—

Maqkds Oheen,
Gas Engineer, Sydenham.
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acres between him and the river.
When it was considered that there were
22,000 miles of river and lake navigation, some idea might be formed of the
immense number of steamers in the United States. According to the last
return, in 1856, there were 1,700 steamers, of an aggregate tonnage of 657,000
tons—namely, 275,000 on the rivers, 106,000 on the lakes, and 276,000 on the
ocean. Very few of these boats were of iron, not more than five or six, which
had been built by the government, at Pittsburgh, as an experiment.
The
expense of the metal, and the price of labour, were against the use of this material
But now that they were finding such large beds of iron
in the United States.
and coal, it would doubtless soon come into general use. Being much more
buoyant than wood, it would answer very much better for the purposes of
American inland navigation.
With regard to their ocean steamers, the Americans had not been verysuccessful.
The cause of this he believed to be that they pushed them very
There was no want of good workhard, so that they frequently broke down.
manship but they were in such a hurry that, instead of putting the machinery
to work on shore, and testing it before sending it to sea, it was put into the
vessel at once ; and not being in proper order, the expense of repairs prevented
They did not fix their bed plates through and
its being worked at a profit.
through the hull of the ship, or if they did, it was to pitchpine kelsons, which
were not like oak. The fastenings consequently gave way, and when that
took place the whole machinery became rheumatic at once. In the case of the
Adriatic they were, as usual, trying everything they could to improve her with
She was no doubt a splendid boat ; but he feared the same
cut-off valves.
plan had been adopted with regard to the bed plates.
Opposite to New York was Brooklin, similar to our Birkenhead, with a large
population. New York and Brooklin were, in fact, one town; so complete was
the communication between them, that every leading street had its ferry. The
boats came right into the pier, which was fitted with a sort of buffer formed of
lancewood, or other poles, and India-rubber; if you were in a carriage you
drove on board by means of an inclined plane without leaving it, and were
landed in the same way on the other side. Boats were passing in this way
In connection with the railway system, they had a capital way of
constantly.
crossing large rivers. The train was driven on to the hurricane deck, the passengers went to the lower part of the boat, and took their tea, or anything else,
while the boat was crossing, the accommodation on board being of the first order,
and on alighting resumed their journey again in the same carriages.
With regard to the railways themselves, in their early construction they
were very simple, only hardwood rails, he had been told, having been used.
Then followed the strap rail, which was nailed down to the hardwood. They
had now 480 railways, 24,000 miles being made and 15,000 in course of construction.
This was about fivefold what we had. In 1833, while the English
Government was throwing out the bill of the Grand Junction and other lines,
the Americans had some 500 or 600 miles made. They only waited to see how
the Liverpool and Manchester line would answer, and the moment it was seen
to be a success they went ahead. The Illinois road was the last made. It was
699 miles in length, and had seventy-five locomotives, and 1,600 passenger
and freight cars. This road was originally cut through the untitled forest, but
last year a friend of his who travelled from Chicago to the Mississippi had been
surprised to see at every station an accumulation of ploughs and reaping
machines, and other indications of well cultivated grounds ; and this had all
taken place in the course of two years. The increased value thus given to the
land had been quite sufficient almost to pay for the road. When he had spoken
about " getting a bill," they did not know what he meant and on being told
that the lawyers in this country got £3,000 or' £4,000 a-mile, they stared with
astonishment. That sum made their roads. The Americans had arrived at
this fact, that to travel beyond a certain speed was not desirable.
To render
it remunerative they must charge fourfold the rate of ordinary trains for exConsequently they had few express trains.
From twenty-five to
presses.
thirty miles an hour was a pleasant, agreeable speed, and the comfort of their
Their locomotives were generally very heavy, and
carriages was very great.
every wheel, of which there were sometimes six or eight, was a driving wheel.
They worked them very steadily. They had double domes, and a good manjT
other new ideas.
One great improvement was the way in which the enginedriver could do his work.
He was completely under cover, and could see all
about him, and go right round the engine and in all weathers, night or day,
undisturbed
he was
and fit for his work. Consequently the number of accidents
was very small, not more than half, perhaps, what they were with us. Such
casualties as the breaking down of bridges, and others arising from bad conHe had been
struction, were not, of course, to be taken into the account.
very much struck with the great comfort of their carriages. Another advantage
was that their locomotives were hung very much lower than ours, the oscillation of which was a great cause of expense.
The author next noticed the " camel engine," for going over great elevations,
sometimes as much as 1,200 feet in four miles. Over the Alleghanies there
was a rise of 2,500 feet. The plan was to detach a few carriages from the
train, and convey them by means of the camel engine over the hill, and then
return for a few more, till the entire train was passed over. Occasionally it
was found necessary, notwithstanding the great power of the engine, to apply
a screw-drag or brake, to hold on by till more steam could be got up. But no
accident had been known to occur, even in going down hill. The working
expenses of the American lines were very moderate, and most of them were
paying 8 per cent. In working canals and railways together, a boat is divided
into four sections, and joined by simple bars, so as to be taken to pieces, and
hoisted by means of a crane on to the truck on the rails afterwards it was put
back into the canal, and joined together again in the same way
An improvemet lately introduced on the railways, and which was intended
to be applied to ocean steamers, was an intense light on the Argand principle,
which could be seen for a distance of 1,500 or 1,800 feet. It was proposed to
introduce the electric light on board the Adriatic if it was found practicable.
The risk of accidents bofih by sea and land would thus be very much reduced.
;

;

PROCEEDINGS OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.
LIVERPOOL POLYTECHNIC SOCIETY.
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Notes on the inventions in use in the United States. " By Mr. T. R.
Arnott. The author pave a very interesting account of what he had seen in
the United States, beginning with the gTeat river steamers of the country. He
said, these steamers were extremely shallow, not drawing more than five or
six feet of water, yet they carried from 1,500 to 2,000 passengers. The guards
overhung very much, which obviated the danger of overturning. The principle
of propulsion was altogether the beam lever, the depth of hold allowing very
little room for the action of the machinery, and the speed and power of the
The boat last built, the Metropolis, was 380 feet in
boats were very great.
The working beam
length, 105 inch cylinder, 12 feet stroke, 45 feet wheel.
ana strap, when fitted, weighed 22 tons. With 28 lb. of steam she made 12
strokes, and was propelled from 16 to 18 miles an hour on 4 to 5 feet draught
On the Mississippi there were no
of water, with 1.500 to 1,800 passengers.
fewer than 800 boats, which were furnished with what was called a hurricane
were propelled on the high
They
second
deck.
over
and
above
the
deck,
pressure principle, which was a necessity on the western rivers. There was a
*•

Such large craft could not be driven
great fallacy in regard to these boats.
along bv any other method, and the accidents were really not so numerous in
traffic.
as many as thirty or forty passing
the
He
had
counted
proportion to
some of them covered with cotton piled up nearly as high as the funnel,
the top just peeping above the bales. It was to be remembered, also, that the
I
on board was wood, which fired very unevenly, and rendered them
more liable to explosion. He had travelled 1,500 miles in seven, days for a
mere trifle, about 20 dollars, or £4 sterling. They had a number of appliances
about them which were not in use in this country. Instead of an ornamental
bow they carried a ball highly polished, so that the head of the boat could be
Considerable dexterity was
seen by the steersman under any circumstances.
necessary in steering through the numerous bends and sand banks in the river,
which were constantly shifting. He knew an instance of a planter who had
ve twice in the course of fifteen years, though there had been several
.

;

;
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hydraulic dock was a very valuable contrivance.
He had seen the Great
Western there in 1845 taken to the hydraulic dock, with her cargo on board,
hoisted up, the leak discovered and stopped, and in a few hours she was on her
way again. A platform was sunk, and the vessel was passed over it; the
pumps were then set to work, and, being braced by girders one to another,
The vessel being raised, the carpenters commenced,
straining was prevented.
and she was repaired in the ordinary way. By the hydraulic dock that was
being put up at the Victoria Dock, London, the largest, ship could be raised and
The platform was a hollow pontoon, which sunk
let down again in an hour.
when full, and rose when the water was exhausted and the vessel was thus floated
amongst the carpenters' yards, where all that was required could be done to
The Falls of Niagara are now being put in harness. About two miles
her.
above the falls, a cutting of some ten feet deep by eighty broad through the
solid rock had been made, thus getting a fall of 180 feet.
An immense amount
of water power would thus he gained
and at a rising town on the margin of
the falls, called Manchester, a commencement was being made in earnest for
putting it to use.
The power was supplied direct, and generally by undershot
wheels. There was an extensive milling and manufacturing power at this
point, and it was gradually extending higher up.
He was ashamed to say that
all these improvements were on the American side of the falls.
On the Canada
side nothing had been done.
It was worthy of remark, too, that water power
was derived from the canals in America. In some places there were a great
many locks, and instead of running their dead water from one lock to another,
as we did, they turned it into sluices, and so converted it into motive power. As
a great deal had been said about water lately in this town, it might interest the
members to know what had been done with regard to waterworks in America.
The Croton "Waterworks, at New York, were the noblest thing of the kind in
The water was carried from a river, a tributary of the Hudson, forty
the world.
miles up the stream, and brought down to the city.
The supply was enormous, so much so that through the centre of Broadway, in front of every house,
there was a hydrant, to which a hose could be fixed for the purpose of washing
the fronts of the houses. The quantity, in fact, was unlimited.
The Croton
works were finished in 1835, and cost £3,000,000 sterling. Having given some
particulars respecting the supply of water to Philadelphia and the fine hydraulic
appliances at Fairmount Waterworks and the Turtane "Wheels at the United
States Arsenal on the Hudson, Mr. Arnott proceeded to speak of the telegraph system of the United States, which he described as much superior to ours.
He had seen messages more than a yard long, and all were printed in Roman
Four-fifths were done on the principle of lettering over a cylinder,
characters.
and the errors were very few. Here, one out of every four or five messages
received might as well be written in Greek.
Already they had 28,000 miles of
Morse's principle was generally adopted, and cost about
telegraph wires.
£30 a mile on the average. The charges were very moderate. From New
York to Chicago, a distance of 1,200 miles, a message of ten words could be
sent for what it cost us to send one from Liverpool to London.
The natural
consequence was, that the telegraph was very extensively used.

The

;

;

MEETING OF BRITISH ASSOCIATION.Section B.

OH

The use

of the prism in detecting impurities

was described, and the methods of ex-

amining substances by means of a prism.

The

when the

a wedge-shaped vessel were alluded

ray of light traverses

them

in

instructive results obtained with liquids
to.

He

suggested this as a means of detecting coloured impurities when they do exist, and of
proving their absence when they are wrongfully suspected. He showed the value of the

means

has been resorted

of superphosphate necessary for effecting the object

The quantity

to.

for ordinary sugars,

is,

quantity, as

much

and mustard, and remarked on its use in
examining wines, liqueurs, pigments used in the fine arts, gems, pharmaceutical preparaHe stated that the prism and hollow wedge were already used as a comtions, &c.
in respect to coloured confectionery, tea,

mercial means of ascertaining the purity of certain substances.

moval

of foreign matters, intimately

the case of the Tresarcan mine the depth had been increased 540 feet between 1837 and

and the temperature had increased 8° 5 in the deepest level, or in the ratio of
Mr. Fox drew attention to these numbers as one of the most interesting

1853,

1° in 63-5 feet.

which had come under his observation.

facts

"The

quartz rocks, mica schists, and crystalline limestones of the Northof Scotland proved to be of lower silurian date by some recent
discoveries of fossils by Mr. C. Peach ; with a note by Mr. Salter," by Sir R.

West Highlands
Murchison.

I.

" Remarks on some fossil plants from the yellow sandstones of Hook Point,
county of Wexford," by the Rev. Mr. Haughton.
" On the records of a triassic shore in the North-West of England and South
of Scotland," by Prof. Harkness.

On a new species of Eurypterus from the old red sandstone of Herefordby the Rev. W. S. Symonds.
" On the junction of slates and granite of Killiney Hill," by Mr. Du Noyer.
" Notices of the recent advances of palaeontological discovery in the Tuscan
territory," by Cavaliere G. Meneghini.
" Notes on the rocks below the base of the carboniferous rocks of Ireland,"
by Dr. Griffith.
" On the geological structure of the Dingle district," by Messrs. Jukes and
Du Noyer.
" On the old red sandstone of South Wales," by Prof. Jukes.
" On the ironstone bands in the Oolites of Yorkshire," by Prof. Phillips.
" On the geology of the Galty Mountains, &c," by Mr. A. B. Wynne.
" On a section across Slieve-na-muck, county Tipperary," by Mr. Joseph
11

shire,"

O'Kelly.
" On the "Valentia trap district," by Mr. G. H. Kinahan.
" On the fossils of the Dingle districts," by J. W. Salter.

Zoology and Botany, including Physiology.

Dr. Daubeny, read the " report of the committee appointed to investigate the
vitality of seeds."

He

stated that after planting year after year all the seed they were able to collect, they

had now

left

but four species of plants whose seeds continued to grow. These were species

belonging to the genera ulex, dolichos, malva, and Ipomam.

fermentation

ordinary process of refining, which impairs

its

purity and

— thus occasioning a certain loss of saccharine matter to result.

Nothing of the kind happens when the superphosphate

is

substituted, and so

much more

He

exhibited a register in

by Mr. Baxter, of the Botanic Garden, was detailed.
would be seen that the shortest period for which any of the seeds

whifth every experiment as performed

From

this register it

had retained their vitality was eight years, and the longest forty-three years.
Mr. Moore, of the Dublin Botanic Garden, related an instance
ceeded in producing a

new

in

which he had suc-

species of leguminous plant from seeds obtained by Mr.

from a vase discovered

Ball

in

an Egyptian tomb.

from out of the wood of a decayed elm, at least

fifty

He

John

also stated that he had picked

many of
He had once grown a

years old, seeds of laburnum,

which had germinated when planted, and produced young

trees.

crop of young barberry trees by planting a quantity of barberry jam, which proved that
the process of preparing the

to strengthen

its

the re-

component,

Geology.

Section C.

principle present in the syrup expressed from the cane or other vegetable

promotes

when

of a definite

Mr. Jukes exhibited and described so much of the one-inch geological map
of Ireland as is published, or on the point of publication.
" On a genus of Crinoidea, from the carboniferous limestone of Yorkshire," by
Prof. De Koninck.
" Report on the temperature of some deep mines in Cornwall," by Mr. R.
"W. Fox.
Mr. Fox gave a tabular statement of the result of his observations. He said that in

into the Bight of Benin.

salts, is left in the juice in the

mixed with the solution

becomes a necessary preliminary in its further examination.
" On electrical currents in the earth's surface," by Mr. A. H. Hamilton.

superphosphate of alumina in conjunction with animal charcoal, as a substitute for the
albumen usually employed for that purpose. In both cases the object is to separate and
carry down the various impurities which colout and adulterate the pure saccharine
As, however, bullocks' blood is the material usually procured for the purposes of
supplying the albumen, a portion of uncoagulated animal matter, together with certain

blood

not less than twelve ounces to the ton; whereas, for the same

in the purification of sugar, but also in other processes of the laboratory,

by Prof. G. Wilson.

it.

1

is found to be required.
Dr. Daubeny suggested that this re-agent might be advantageously resorted to not only

" On hygrometers and hygrometry," by Mr. M. Donovan.
" On the chemical composition of an ancient iron slag from Argyleshire," by
Mr. J Kyle.
41
On electro-chemistry," by Prof. "W. A. Miller.
" On a method of refining sugar," by Dr. Daubeny.
Dr. Daubeny gave an account of a new method of refining sugar, conducted at Plymouth by Mr. Oxland, and known by his name. It consists in the adoption of the

which supplies

complete defalcation than when bullockB

as from one to four gallons of bullocks' blood

Section D.

" On the presence of several acids of the series
n O 4 among the products
of the distillation of peat," by Prof. W. K, Sullivan.
" On ozone," by Prof. T. Andrews.
14
On the proportion of organic phosphorus in legumin," by Dr. Voelcker.
" On the use of the prism in detecting impurities," by Dr. Gladstone.

1,1857.

its

-1857.

Chemical Science.

November

subsequently required for effecting

for

jam did not

injure the seed.

Many

seeds grew the better

being placed in boiling water before they were set.
11

On

the

employment of the

living electric fishes as medical shock -machines,"

In proof of the generality of the practice of employing the living zoo-electric machine
at the present day, the author referred to the remedial application of the torpedo

by the

Abyssinians, to that of the gymnotus by the South American Indians, and to that of the
recently-discovered electric fish by the dwellers on the Old Calabar River, which flows

more

The

native Calabar

women

are in the practice of keeping one or

of the fishes in a basin of water, and bathing their children in

it daily, with a view
These shocks are certainly
powerful, for living specimens of the Calabar fish are at present in Edinburgh, and a
single one gives a shock to the hand reaching to the elbow or even to the shoulder. The

usages referred

them by the shocks which they

to

receive.

appear to have prevailed among the nations following them from time

immemorial, so that they furnish proof of the antiquity as well as of the generality of the
practice under notice. The author concluded by directing the attention of naturalists

and

perfect a purification of the feculent matters, under such circumstances, takes place that

to the probability of additional kinds of electrical fish being discovered,

several varieties of native sugar, which, from being very highly charged with feculent

ance of ascertaining what the views of the natives familiar with them are in reference to

matters, are rejected in the ordinary process of refining, are readily purified by this

the source of their power and to their therapeutic employment.

method.

The employment

of superphosphate of alumina also gets rid of so

a proportion of the impurities present in the sugar, that

much

much

larger

less animal charcoal is

Sir J.

to the import-

Richardson stated, that there were not less than eleven genera of fishes known

that had the

power

of giving electric shocks.

There was one peculiarity

in all these fishes,

November

1.
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and that was the absence of scales. In every one of them, an apparatus had been discovered, which consisted of a series of galvanic cells put in action by a powerful system of

which once covered so large a portion

nerves.

the kind called mountain bog was next considered, which sometimes accumulates to a
great depth on the tops of mountains, at elevations varying from 1,000 to 2,000 feet. The

Mr. Hyndman, of Belfast, read, a paper " On the results of dredging," on the
part of the Belfast committee.
Mr. R. Patterson, of Belfast, read a report from Dr. Dickie " On the results
of dredging in Strangford Lough."
Prof. Alacdonald made a communication " On the cranium of osseous fishes,
and its vertebrate and articulate homologies."
Prof.

Kinahan read

a notice of a

new

that port.
Bags.

Such of these

_

_

_

-

-

-

-

-

-

1,034
2,626
2,286

-

-

-

?86

Tons.

Bushels.

-

-

-

1S1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

3,102
7,87S

-

-

-

459i
40(f

-

-

-

<j,858

-.

-

-

137

-

-

-

2,358

sphagnums do not enter

so largely into the composition of this kind, but their place is supby the gray moss, Racomitrium lanuginosum. The conclusions Mr. Moore has come
to on this subject are the following, namely, that so far as proofs exist, the same plants
which are now forming the bogs of Ireland have done so from the bottom upwards,

still

The quantity

same

the

it

was stated that the author had grafted twelve different sorts of pears on
fruit from this tree, which ripened and were ready for

and had obtained

stock,

the table at all seasons of the year.

of periwinkles

now imported from Stranraer to Belfast, and thence re-shipped for London.
" On British naked-eyed medusa?, with notices of seven undescribed forms,"
by Mr. Joseph R. Green.
• Notice of a curious monstrosity of form in the Fusus antiguus" by Mr.

Hyndman.
" On the dispersion of particular breeds of domestic animals as connected -with
the great ethnological divisions of mankind," by Mr. Ogilby.

was to show that certain breeds of sheep had always appeared with particular races of men, and that, at the present day, we had no better guide
to the original types of mankind than were afforded by certain races of sheep.
" On the reproductive zooids of Comatula rosacea" by Prof. Wyville Thompobject of the paper

son.

" Observations on the plants which, by their growth and decomposition, form
the principal part of the Irish turf -bogs," by Mr. D. Moore.

The

bog were divided into red bog, brown bog, black or turbary bog, and
differences of colour and consistencies of matter, of which each
variety is composed, were considered to depend chiefly on the localities where the substances were produced, according as they vary in different degrees of moisture, temperature, and altitude, whereby the growth and decomposition of vegetables are affected. Iron,
varieties of

The

and some other mineral substances generally found in peat-bogs, had no doubt something
to do with the colouring but the former combination of causes produced the effect prin;

By

far the greatest portion of the

bogs in Ireland consists of the kind called red
bog, which varies in depth from 10 to 40 feet, or even more. This variety is the least
cipally.

valuable for fuel, owing to

un the
-

its soft fibrous

consistency. It

sites of extensive ancient lakes, or

is

supposed to have been formed

very wet morasses, which

mall quantity of wood found mixed up with

it

;

may

be inferred from

besides the roots and trunks of trees

being mostly found near the edges of the bog, the portions towards the centre being comOf nearly an uniform mass of the debris of the list of plants mentioned. It was
further stated, that although

sphagnums constituted a large portion

of this substance,

without the aid of the roots and branches of phanerogamic plants to form a kind of framework to bear up the cryptogamic species, the formation of a bog could not go on at nearly
so quick a ratio as

it

In the absence of

does.

all

trustworthy experiments in the growth

of bog, the rate of increase could not be well ascertained, but holes out of which turf had

been cut had been observed

filled

up with

soft vegetable matter, to the

in five years, which, if supposed to be ultimately

compressed into one-fourth part that bulk,

after being solidified,as near an approach as can be

the

depth of one foot

made

present day might probably be reckoned on.

to the rate of increase of bog at

In limestone districts, where the

"

On

the characteristics, physical and moral, of the Gaels of Ireland and
Scotland," by Dr. J. O'Donovan.
" On the Sea of Azofif and the Swash or Putrid Sea," by Captain Sherrard
Osborne, R.N.
" On the physical characters of the ancient and modern Germans," by Dr.

Baddoe.
" On China, in more immediate reference to pending operations in that
quarter," by Sir John Davis.
" On the round towers of Ireland," by Mr. Gordon M. Hills.
" On routes from Lima to the navigable branches of the Amazon, with remarks on Eastern Peru as a field for emigration," by Mr. Santiago Jackson.
" On the ethnological inferences deducible from the Assyrian modes of
writing," by the Rev. Dr. Hincks.
" On the routes pursued by the brothers Schlagintweit, in India, the Himalayas, Thibet, and Turkistan," read by Robert Schlagintweit.
In 1854 they reached India, and passed from
India, each

by

beginning of 1855,

Hermann Schlagintweit

soon

common. The debris resulting from chara hispida alone, where it grows
up a shallow pool, so that plants higher on the scale of vegetation can

fill

grow on it- According to the report of the commissioners appointed to report on the
nature and extent of the Irish bogs, upwards of a million of English acres are covered
with red and brown bog, more than two-thirds of which are westward of the river Shannon. The variety called black or turbary bog was next considered in detail, which is the
most valuable

for fuel,

riety is supposed to

owing

to the great quantity of

have been formed on the

woody matter

it

contains.

This va-

sites of ancient forests, as is evident

from

the large quantities of prostrate trunks of trees and their roots, frequently in situ, which
are found in

and

Alma

The kinds

Penus

Quercus robur, Betula alba,
glutmoaa, though large quantities of yew, Taxus baccata, and some mountain
it.

chiefly consist of

ash, are also found in particular districts.

The

sylvestris,

roots of the oaks are generally nearest

the margins of the bogs, resting on the clay or marl bottoms, whilst the Scotch

firs

occur

further towards the centre, and rest on several feet of peat, thus showing that a consider-

must have taken place before they vegetated on it.
These roots are frequently found one above the other, where they have grown, which has
led some to suppose that there have been several consecutive and distinct epochs of
growth, and that some species of the trees which formed them are not now natives of
able accumulation of that substance

was not considered correct, but rather, that by the gradual growth
of the bog, matter accumulated and covered the first tier of roots, and the seeds of con- trees on falling and vegetating above them grew
and formed in their turn another
tier, and so on op to the present surface
as a few of the trees of those ancient forests
So. 116.— Vol. X.
Ireland. This hypothesis

On

Madras, through Central

and other

scientific in-

made

obser-

arriving at Calcutta, in the

set out for the north-western provinces of

Bengal, and, having reached Sikkin, continued their researches

all

along the Himalayas,

with a view of ascertaining their height, and the characteristics of the places, from that
until they came to the high mountain of Nepaul, which was lately called Mount Everest

by

Col.

Waugh,

after his distinguished predecessor.

This

is

the highest mountain in the

world at present known, being considerably over 29,000 feet above the level of the sea.
The natives have two names for it one of them, Gorishanta, which is mythological, is to

—

be found only in the Nepaulese, and the second name, Chingofanmara,

known among

is

that by which

The name Deodunga, which was mentioned by
Mr. Hodgson in connection with this peak, was not the name of it at all, but of a small
mountain some 8,000 feet high, which lies in the same direction. After leaving Sikkim,
Hermann, having examined part of Bhostin, the Himalayas, and Upper Assam, returned
it is

the people of Thibet.

by Brahmapootra and the delta of the Ganges. Robert, and his brother
Calcutta in March, 1855, and after passing through the north-western provinces, reached Natal, and then went to Milum, and thence to Thibet. They investigated
the geographical and other features of the country as they went on the principle of winch
was the alluvial deposit along an immense valley, the largest probably in the world. In
to Calcutta,

Adolphe,

left

:

for

freely, will

to

their sea voyage previously they had

continued these in the voyage from Madras to Calcutta.

this valley the Indus

plant* are not so

On

Bombay

geological, geographical,

vations as to the specific gravity of sea water, and also as to the currents of the sea, and

careous substances, the deposition of matter takes place faster than

does where those

making

different routes,

vestigations as they proceeded.

larger species of chara abound, whose stems and branches are always incrusted with calit

Geography and Ethnology.

Section E.

deficient is

mountain bog.

and that all the species are
which have ever formed any part of them. These formations

he considers to be of a more recent date than the glacial epochs of geologists, with
probably the exception of that at Lough Neagh, which may have been anterior to that
period, hut it would be very hazardous to state the species which formed the fossilised

In this paper

bay of Belfast are principally collected on the coasts
of the County Down; but the " banks" from which they have been derived are becoming

The great

different ratios, as drainage has increased,

in existence in Ireland

wood found there.
" On the remarkable result of experiments on a fruit-bearing tree," by Mr. N.
Niven.

as are not gut in the

exhausted, and no longer capable of supplying the demand.

of Ireland still exist on the Earl of Arran's property

After the plants which form this variety of bog were enumerated,

plied

though probably at

species of Galathea.

Mr. R. Patterson read the following note of the quantity of periwinkles
fitorina litorea) shipped at Belfast during the years 1853, 1854, 1855, and 1856.
It had been furnished to him by the secretary of the harbour commissioners of

1S53
1854
1S5S
1856

at the present time.

and the Dihong both take their rise, and flow in the one direction
hundreds of miles in parallel lines, separated only by a small rise in the surface of the

They then went

valley.

height of 19,220

feet,

to Ibiganuri, and having encamped on a glacier there, at the
on the evening of the 18th of August, they on the 19th of August

feet, the greatest height which
They returned by different routes, each pursuing their inquiries. He then entered into some details respecting a journey which they
took in the subsequent year to Central India, where they visited the plateau of Amer-

succeeded in reaching Ibiganuri, at the height of 22,260

had ever been attained on any mountain.

kantak, which

only about 3,300 in height above the level of the sea, though

it is comFour livers take their rise in the neighbourhood of this
plateau the Nerbugda, the Soane, the Johilla, and the Mohamaddy. From this tour
they returned to Simla by way of Delhi. Hermann stated that he had arrived at the
conclusion, that "Western Thibet did not form a plateau, but was an undulating country,

is

monly supposed

to he 8,000 feet.

—

and one of the features of it near the Indies was the depression of the snow line to 17,900
Sometimes the heat
feet, owing to the great amount of snow and rain which fall there.
in the deep valley of Balkistan, at an elevation of between 7,000 and 8,000 feet, even
under the glaciers, is excessive, the thermometer from the 1st of July to the 20th
making 73 to 75 degrees Fahrenheit at the minimum, the maximum being sometimes 90
degrees. The snow line at Karakoim, which they visited in a former journey, after reaching the mountains of Nepaul,
of mountains,
to the

it

is

That range

the highest in the world, being 18,600 feet.

should have been observed,

is

called the Black Mountains, in opposition

Himalayan range, which means the ''"White Mountains."

The two ranges run

parallel.

"The human hand

an index of mental development," by Mr. R. Beamish.
2

E
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by

On the anomalous period of the rising of the Niger," by Dr. Henry Barth.
Report of Mr. Anderson's search after the crews of the Erebus and Terror,"
John Richardson, R.N.

Sir

"

On

Markman,

the final Arctic searching expedition," by Mr. Clement R.

make an

to

November

air-engine.

He

1,

1857

found, after going to great expense for instru-

ments, that the objects for which he required them would be sufficiently satisfied in a few
elementary books of science. A little knowledge would have shown him that what he

The gentleman who introduced me told me that he
He stated that a rich lady had speculated in the

sought was already made known.

believed he had already spent £100,000.

Economic Science and Statistics.

Section F.

endeavouring

" On the rise, progress, and value of the embroidered muslin manufacture of
Scotland and Ireland," by Dr. J. Strang.
"On a cash land trade, wholesale and retail," by Mr. R. Dowden.
"Reasons for extending limited liability to banking companies," by Mr. J.

Murray.
" On the recent legislation relative to joint-stock companies and joint-stock
banks," by Mr. W. Newmarch.
J.

Mr. Newmarch thinks the settlement of the general question of limited

liability quite

I am afraid that from this cause public as well as
Three or four years ago, I was sailing in the harbour <>f
I saw a number of fine ships laid up; I asked a sailor what such and
such a one was, and he said to me, "Such a ship is perfectly sound, but she rolled so
tremendously that it was impossible to keep her masts in her." He pointed out another

invention to the extent of £30,000.

private interests have suffered.

Portsmouth, and

was utterly worthless.

that sailed so slowely that she

It

was rather doubtful whether

when

a little book

containing papers on the result of the Exhibition in 1851.

They were

the information

all

I

got from the sailor was correct,

fell

into

my hands

lectureB by

some

and to the simplicity of the machinery; but is inclined to hesitate about its extension to banking companies, in consequence
of the important difference between companies which trade on their own moneys, such

men

as railway and manufacturing companies, and those which, like banks, trade in great part

to those of the English, and although eventually the skill of our seamen, and their courage

satisfactory,

owing both

money

on the

to the fairness of the principle

It is reasonable to attach a

of others.

more stringent

responsibility to the

latter than to the former.

the navy.

officers of

We

should recollect that engineers do not spring up at the spur of the moment,

and

heard of

official

march.
The probable effect of the gold discoveries is uppermost in persons' minds. The phenomenon occurred only once before viz., in the sixteenth century, by the discovery of the
mines of the new world. He might safely say that, in 1848, the 6tock of gold in the

chance

there that

commercial world was 5G0 millions
per cent., since that time.

Two

—-the addition

questions are

—

being equal to one-third, or thirty-three

first,

the causes of the diffusion of the two

hundred millions? secondly, have they operated as an addition to real wealth, or have
they only increased the circulating medium? There can be no controversy as to the first
question

;

but the controversy

is

whether

it

increases the real or only nominal wealth of

the world.

" On the

effects of the

gold of Australia and California," by Mr. J. Craw-

furd.

The

principle results sought to be established were, that the

enormous quantities

of

it

always requires a strong inducement to direct inventive powers.

is

prejudice in this country?
it

can be kept secret?

not get possession of it?

It is not

England has been brought
eminent English

civil

the military engineers

—

I

believe that

certainly too

much

to say that

hut from the growth

from

this cause,

of industry thus fostered, and the general progress of society.

Crawfurd pointed out that, unless
silver yearly imported

new mines

are discovered, the proportion of gold and

to the old stock will be diminished gradually,

the industrial development will absorb the

Mr.

new

and that

in any case

supplies.

"

On the effects of the new gold fields, as an instrument of purchase, on the
production and distribution of real wealth," by Prof. Cairnes.
He proposed

to consider solely the effect of the increased quantity of gold as

—meaning

the production and distribution of real wealth,

by

money,

in

real wealth, all valuable

minus m^ney, which, he added, might be called nominal wealth. He noticed two
One school of political economists contend that an
conflicting theories on the subject.
increased quantity of money produces no beneficent effect, but that, so far as it produces
things,

any

effect, it is

prices,

which

a mischievous one; that the ultimate result will be a general rise of

claim to receive, a certain quantity of money.

the

final

result, but does not explain the

high prices.
as

it

under obligation

will benefit nobody, except those

to pay,

or those having a

This theory, he thinks, correctly describes

phenomenon during

the transition from low to

Another school of economists look upon every increase of gold as a blessing,

produces, as they contend, by occasioning an increased demand, a corresponding

After pointing out the fallacy involved in this view, Prof. Cairnes

increase of wealth.

proceeded to supply the defect in the

first

theory by showing that very important result-

are produced during the transit of the stream of gold over the entire world.

whose incomes are the
Therefore his

first to rise will

conclusion

final

is,

Those

be benefited at the expense of their fellow-men.

that the sole effect of the

new

gold

is

to

alter the

—Dr. Whately

distribution of real wealth, but not directly to add to its aggregate amount.
6aid there

was something

peculiar in the search after gold; and even though

it

turned

out that the aggregate of the gains of the gold diggers was less than that of any other

any contest.

I believe if

some

skill

of the

of

most

means would be found by which the gigantic

Cronstadt would have been taken by contract.

that wrought iron will resist heavy ordnance

en-

;

and further,

it is

a

fact,

is

It is certain

which nobody will

At that time

there were actually

French experiments in existence on the resistance of wrought iron to

shot—experiments

deny, that the sea would be able to bear that weight.

which would be enough to afford correct data for the necessary calculations. There is
little doubt that vessels might have been constructed of such solid materials as would
enable them to enter a harbour and take the batteries in reverse. This is not the place
to enter into the minutia; of

really took place, did not arise

What

party inventions that the engineering

gineering resources of England could be brought to bear effectually on the struggle. It

in

if it

little

if

engineers had been consulted in proper time, in conjunction with

produced a proportionate depreciation in the price of these metals, and rise in prices, and
that the cause of this arises from the capacity of modern industry to increase indefinitely

the discovery of the American mines,

by

Have we never

any one invents anything, what
chance is there that the enemy would

Besides,

to aid the State in

gold and silver suddenly thrown upon the market during the last nine years have not

the impetus given to manufactures and commerce by the discovery of the precious metals.
The experience of the last nine years leads to the conclusion that the great fall in prices
commonly supposed to have taken place in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, after

painfully sensible of the fact that, during the last war, the

in establishing the supremacy of England, yet it was at such a sacrifice of
might be avoided had our ships more nearly approached to those of the enemy.
He clearly traces that state of things to the ignorance of scientific principles which
prevailed amongst shipbuilders. It is a fact, that a person who published a scientific
treatise on the subject died a working shipwright, so little was the attention paid to it.
I have heard on some occasions the complaint made that engineering science had done little
for us.

—

scientific

as

of the economical questions connected with the effect of the new
gold in diminishing the difficulties of the last few years," by Mr. W. New-

On some

found one by Capt. Moorsom, one of the most

had succeeded

Mnrri'U.

"

He was

I

ships of the French and Spaniards, for stability and facility of manoeuvring, were superior

life

" On the ages of the population in Manchester and Liverpool," by Mr. J. T.
Dawson.
" On annuities on lives," by Mr. Charles M. Willich.
" On a formula for ascertaining the expectation of life," by the same.
"On the progress of free trade on the Continent," by M. Corr Vander

Amongst them

of the day.

such subjects; but when

it is

said that engineering science

England has added so little to our strength, I think we should call upon those who say
so to show that engineering science was applied for in a proper time and in a proper
manner. These observations may be a sufficient answer to the question, Why the Mechanical Section is necessary?

"On
trains,"

The

the adaptation of suspension bridges to sustain the passage of railway

by Mr. C. Vignoles.

subject was treated under the following heads:

—First, the maximum load

to

pass the

bridge; second, the velocity of the train; third, the strength of the chains; fourth, the
rigidity of the platform; fifth, prevention of undulation, vibration,

and

oscillation.

The

novelty of the author's inquiry in the matters he adduced was confined to the question
of the rigidity of the platform. He instanced the bridge over the river Dnieper, at Keiff,
in Prussia,

erected according to his designs, and stated that the successful resistance of

the well-braced platform of this bridge to the effect of hurricane winds had been long re-

markable.

This biidge was completed about four years ago, just before the commencement
and at a time when he little thought the result of his exertions would

of the Russian war,

so soon be used in facilitating the military operations of the Russians against the allied

He alluded to the severe tests which it had successfully withstood, in the conveyance of armies with heavy ordnance, and he came to the conclusion that the adaptation of
suspension bridges to railway purposes is quite practicable recommending, at the same
forces.

;

time, that the speed of the trains,

when

passing, should be kept moderate, as compared

with ordinary speed on radways.

the mechanical effect of combining girders and suspension chains," by
Barlow.
The author states that his attention had been directed to the subject from having, as
engineer to the Londonderry and Enniskillen and Londonderry and Coleraine Railways,
been required to consider how a junction of the lines, combined with an improved road
communication, could best be carried out. The design had been approved by Sir William
11

On

Mr. I\

W.

C libit t, the consulting engineer

of the road commissioners; but

some doubt having been

expressed as to the accuracy of the calculation of the weight of metal required in a suspension girder, he caused a series of experiments to be made, the results of which completely

would be seduced by the temptation of the few great

confirmed his calculation; and, being of great practical importance, he laid them before
the British Association, in order that the simple mechanical question of the effect of com-

might have been gained in the search for gold, overlooking the great number
of failures. He remembered hearing it remarked, that it was a common saying in Peru,
that if a person worked in a copper mine he was likely to make a good fortune; that if he

bining a girder and chain, on which no difference of opinion ought to exist, should be determined. The author, after some general remarks on the construction of bridges, in

worked in a silver mine he might gain or
was sure to be ruined.

to

class of workers, yet still persons

prizes that

Section G.

lose

;

but that

if

he worked in a gold mine he

Mechanical Science.

which he points out that a girder

have equal

loaded equally

to

have equal strength requires double the metal, and
same span, if

rigidity, four times the metal, of a suspension chain of the
all

over, called attention to the theory hitherto adopted on this subject of

the weight of girder required to stiffen a suspension chain,

Lord Rosso addressed the section and said

in his

Some years ago

suspension bridge sufficiently rigid for railway

I

went

to see the

workshop of a gentleman near London, who was

work on the Britannia

viz.,

that of Mr. C. Clarke, who,

tube, in speaking of the difficulty of rendering the
traffic,

Menai

asserts that the construction of a

November

1,
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platform 451 feet long, sufficiently rigid lor a railway, almost amounts to the construction
of the tube itself.

The author then described

13 ieet 6 inches in length, the results of

which

theory, inasmuch as they prove that a girder

more than one twenty-fifth

on a model bridge,

his various experiments

are entirely at variance with Mr. Clarke's

when attached

to a chain will not deflect

of a girder unattached, under ordinary circumstances. Having,

by repeated experiments, established this result, which, he explains, is quite consistent
with the law of the deflection being as the cube of the length, he proceeded to compare
the weight of metal and deflection of the proposed Londonderry bridge with a girder of
equal span, and selected the Britannia tube, from being nearly the same span.
of metal in one span of the Britannia tube

is

The weight

3,100 tons.

The weight

of metal in the pro-

posed Londonderry bridge, with equal deflections, is 432 tons. This result, the author
remarked, is unexpected, but quite consistent with the fact that the Derry bridge has
its own weight to support. The author,
summing up the result of his investigation, gives the following results: —-That the deflection of the wave of a girder attached to a chain similar to the Londonderry bridge will

three times the depth, and has 2,G0Q tons less of
in

not exceed one twenty-fifth of the deflection of the same girder not attached to the chain.
of metal to give equal strength in a suspension bridge is

That theoretically the saving

only one-half of a girder ; but as

and as the

can be made of great depth without practical

it

deflection varies as the tube of the depth, a bridge,

spans as the Londonderry bridge,

may

on the principle of such

be made, under average circumstances, with at

metal of an ordinary girder bridge having equal

least one-fourth of the

difficulty,

i;

"

Wright
"

On

the mechanical structure of the great ship," by Mr. J. Scott Russell.

was not, as was generally supposed, an advocate for large ships, but
was the peculiarity of the Great Eastern that she was the smallest
ship that could be built capable of doing the work which she was intended to perform.
It had been found that a steam-ship could not be profitably worked which was of a less
size than a ton to a mile of the voyage she was to perform, carrying her own coal. The
voyage to Australia and back was 25,000 miles. The burthen of the Great Eastern, according to this principle, ought to be 25,000 tons, whereas her actual tonnage was only
stated that he

the contrary

;

and

it

Mr. Brunei first started the idea of building a vessel capable of performing the
voyage to India or Australia and back, and the result of his suggestion was the great ship
now fast approaching completion. Mr. Russell then stated that the Great Eastern, as far
22,000.

as her lines were concerned, was a child of the Mechanical Section of the British Association.

It

tion

in

was formed on the wave

principle, which, at the

Dublin, twenty-two years ago, he had

first

former meeting of the Associa-

propounded, which, after careful

investigation by a committee of the Association, had been found to be the right principle,
and was now universally adopted. When a vessel was about to be built intended to attain
a certain speed, from ten miles an hour upwards, reference to the table of the wave
principle informed them of the length which the bows and stern must be, and of the peculiarity of construction necessary in order to procure the desired result.

According

to

was necessary, in order to acquire the speed which this vessel was to
that the length of her bow should be 3b0, the length of her stern 250, of the mid-

this principle it
attain,

ship 120, which, with 10 feet for the screw-propeller, gave an entire length of 710 feet.

He showed that, while increasing the carrying or paying power of the ship to an
immense extent, its mode of construction was such that the increase in the resistance of
the water was in a

much lower ratio, so that

the vessel, notwithstanding

could be worked as economically as a smaller one.

He next

its

enormous

size,

entered into a detailed de-

improvements which he had introduced into the building of iron
constructed in close imitation of the model of wooden ships
with cumbrous timber frames, which gave no strength, but entailed great expense. He
not always build ships upon the improved principles, because owners insisted on
having them made in the old-fashioned way. All improvements, which Mr. Scott detailed
at great length, were introduced into the Great Eastern, together with the cellular system,
scription of the various
vessels,

which were at

first

I

which had been so successfully applied in the construction of the Britannia Bridge, and
which presented the greatest amount of strength that could possibly be procured against

any crushing or resistance she might accidentally encounter.

In

at first depended.
The injunction for interdict has now heen re-imposed by the
Court of Appeal, whose judgment we now give entire. The plaintiffs are
manufacturers, at Mile End, Glasgow, of spool-cotton. In 1843 they used their
present trade mark, consisting of four concentric circles, the inner one in gold,
the next in silver, the next black, with letters in gold, the next in silver, the
whole bounded by two concentric black lines. In the inner circle is the number of the cotton, in the next "J. Clark, jun., & Co., Mile End, Glasgow;"
J. Clark, jun., & Co., being at the top
Mile End, Glasgow, at the bottom. In
the next circle are the words, " Six cord cable thread, warranted 200 yards."
In the outer circle are the words, " Sole agent, Wm. Whitewright, New York."
J. & J. Clark & Co. are also manufacturers of the same article, at Seed Hill,
Paisley
the defendant, George Clark, is their agent. They have both sold
largely of the article in the United States.
The defendants, some years after
the plaintiffs' trade mark was well known, adopted one for their cotton to be
sold in the United States, consisting of concentric spaces of precisely the same
dimensions as those of the plaintiffs, of the same colours, in the same order,
with the lelters in black and in gold, as in the plaintiffs'. There is the same
number for the inner circle, with the same kind of stamp. In the next circle
are the words, " Clark & Co., Seed Hill, Paisley "
Clark & Co. being at the top,
as in the plaintiffs', and the same words, as far as they go, as the plaintiffs'
and the other words put below, and in the reverse order, as are also the plaintiffs', though these last words are entirely different from the plaintiffs'.
Then in the next circle, " Six-cord cable thread, warranted 200 yards," precisely as in the plaintiffs' in black ground and gold letters
and in the outer
circles the words, " Sole agent, George Clark, New York." The words, "Sole
plaintiffs'
every
agent, New York," being the same as the
in
respect, even as
to their position, the place of the beginning aud ending, and the stamp for the
letters, being exactly alike also in both.
There is thus an evident design to imitate the plaintiffs' mark, and it is successfully carried out by actually transferring the face of the plaintiffs' die to the
defendants in all respects, except that the plaintiffs have on theirs, " Wm.
Whitewright, Mile End, Glasgow," "J. Clark, jun., & Co.," when the defendants have " George Clark, Seed Hill, Paisley," " Clark & Co."
The effect of this imitation must be that all, except very cautious purchasers,
would be deceived. Some, who may have known that William Whitewright
was the agent of the plaintiff's, would naturally suppose that George Clark had
been substituted, so that the difference of the names of the agents would not
prevent deception.
The name of " Clark & Co." is so near to " J. Clark, jun., & Co." that it would
pass for the same, especially when placed in the same position, in the same
kind of letters, and on the same ground. The difference in residence being
stamped so as to be read in the reverse of the rest of that circle, might pass
unnoticed.
The law of trade marks is of recent origin, and may he comprehended in the
proposition, that a dealer " has a property in his trade mark." The ownership
is allowed to him that he may have the exclusive benefit of the reputation
which his skill has given to articles made by him, and that no other may be
able to sell to the public as his that which is not his. An imitation of his mark
with partial difference, such as the public would not observe, does him the same

—

;

—

—

rigidity.

Report on ventilation of coal-mines by fans, by Mr. J. Nasmyth.
"Early modes of propelling ships," by Mr. Gr. Macgregor.
" Continuation of report on screw propeller experiments," by Mr. G. Rennie.
' Report of sewerage committee," bv Messrs. James Yates and Henrv

He
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fact,

there was nothing

the

principles

—

harm as an entire counterfeit.
If the wholesale buyer, who is most conversant with the marks, is not misled,
but the small retailer or the consumer is, the injury is the same in kiud and
The right of action must exist for the last as well as
differs only in degree.
the first. If all consumers do not discriminate, in the end it would be indifferent even to the wholesale buyers from which of the two they bought, and thus
the extent, also, of the injury would be as great as if they also were deceived.
It would follow that the defendants in this case should be enjoined from using
the mark which they now use, and from any imitation of it with only a colourable difference.
But the injunction should not be as broad as it was originally
granted. It should be so expressed that the defendants might distinctly understand what is prohibited.
Their firm name is J. and J. Clark and Co. they manufacture six-cord cabled
thread they have George Clark as their agent in New York all this they may
But they should express it so
express, as well as the number of their thread.
This could be done by inserting
as not to appear to imitate the plaintiffs'.
their firm name instead of only part of it by changing the order of the colours
and the style of the lettering and figures, and the
in the concentric circle
There will still be a similarity between the labels of
position of the letters.
the two that may mislead some but this results from two persons of nearly the
same name being engaged in the same business, and the undoubted right of
each to use his own name, and to describe the article which he sells by its wellknown name, but does not result from an imitation of the mark of the other.
The injunction should be modified accordingly.
The plaintiffs complain that the defendants caused to be inserted in the newspapers an advertisement that " Clarke's spool cotton was sold wholesale only byGeorge A. Clark," and that their cotton had obtained the designation of
" Clark's spool cotton." The defendants show that their advertisement was
inserted in consequence of the plaintiffs having previously caused to be inserted
in the daily papers an advertisement that " Clark's spool cotton, the genuine
Both parties
article, has the name of William Whitewright on every spool."
deal in spool cotton, and as both are of the same name, each is entitled to have
The advertisement of each
his called by the name of " Clark's spool cotton."
was, therefore, unjustifiable.
The defendants' advertisement, if intended only indirectly to negative the
the plaintiffs', must be considered as part of a war of advertisements, in which
neither has the right to call upon the court to intercede in his behalf until he
lays down the hostile weapons which he has assumed, and comes in a peaceful
attitude to ask for the protection of the law.
For this reason the injunction should not be continued as to the advertisement
unless the plaintiffs stipulate to forbear such advertisements as they have
The injunction should be modified in this respect also.
inserted.
;

;

—

—

;

new
in

in the structure of this ship, save the cellular system, as

applied

her construction had been repeatedly tested and fully established as those winch should

be adopted in the building of iron ships, so that the Great Eastern presented the combined

and the best practical experience. Mr. Russell concluded by statwould be propelled by a screw and two paddles, giving her a nominal

result of sound science
ing, that the vessel

-power of 2.500.

He wished he

could

tell

them the speed

would go, but this secret for the present was only

for the

at

which the Great Eastern

owners.

Mr. Fairbairn *aid that he approved of the principle on which the vessel had been constructed, and he believed that

had been formed of

it

would be successful, and

realise all the expectations that

it.

MONTHLY NOTES.
LAW

REPORTS OF PATEXT OASES.
Clark. This was an American case tried in the
jl, New York State.
In it, an injunction was originally

— Clabx

Trade Mark?

Suprem e
-.

'

v.

—

and was thereafter recalled by the tingle judges before

whom

the suit

—
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MARINE MEMORANDA.
excellent performance of the Resolute, steam-tug, built, some time ago for
the Liverpool station by Messrs. J. W. Holey & Co., of Renfrew, attracted
considerable attention at the time of her leaving the Clyde, and since then she
has done good service in various ways. Her last work of importance was the
bringing home the Lexington, a 1,000 ton cotton-laden ship, stranded in
Brandon bay, on the Irish coast. The Resolute got her off, although firmly
imbedded in the sand, and took her safely into port. The Resolute is the
largest steam-tug ever built in this country; and her owners, knowing what she
really can do, have offered her for the service of fetching home a large vessel

The

put into Lisbon in distress.
The screw boat, General Abbatrucci, built by Messrs. Scott & Co., of
Greenock, and fitted with engines by Messrs. Inglis, of Glasgow, ran the distance between the Cloch and Cumbrae lights, 13-66 knots, against the flood-tide,
being at the rate of twelve and a half knots per hour.
in sixty- five minutes
She is but of 520 tons, and 130 horse-power, and is said by her admirers to be
Chancing to fall
the fastest screw boat of her size ever launched in the Clyde.
in with the well-known fast paddle ship, the Mountaineer, she beat her a quarter
She is intended to run
of a mile between the Toward and Kempoch Points.
between Marseilles and Corsica as a passenger vessel.
After quitting the River Clyde with
Progress of Screw Propulsion.
the eclat to which we referred last month, the Australasian went down
the Southampton water and the Solent to Stoke's Bay, where her speed
was tested by the measured mile. She passed Calshot Castle, about seven
miles, in a few seconds over half an hour from the time of leaving the docks.
At the measured mile four trials were made, with the following results, the
No. 1, in
first and third mile being with the tide, and the other two against:
4 minutes 7 seconds, equal to 14-575 miles per hour 44 revolutions. No. 2,
No.
in 5 minutes 2 seconds, equal to 11-921 miles per hour; 45 revolutions.
3, in 4 minutes 15 seconds, equal to 14-118 miles per hour; 44 revolutions.
No. 4, in 4 minutes 52 seconds, equal to 12*329 miles per hour 44£ revolutions.
Average speed 13*325 miles per hour; ship drawing 21 feet of water, and about
1,200 tons weight on hoard. The results were considered highly satisfactory,
and gave good promise of what this noble vessel will be able to do.
Captain Cook's good ship the Investigator dear to the heart of every schoolboy, as the vessel in which the heroic navigator sailed round the world is at
length ordered for breaking up.
She was formerly moored off Somerset. House
as a Thames pr.lice station. Deptford dockyard is to witness the last sad passage
in her eventful career.
Loss of Life at Sea. The appalling loss of life by the Central America
has no parallel, even in the horrifying annals of American steam-ship navigation.
The nearest approach is the disaster which befel the steam-ship Arctic in 1854,
by which something like three hundred and fifty lives were lost. The steamsnip San Francisco, belonging to the Pacific Steam-ship Company, which foundered in the Atlantic in 1853, was lost under circumstances similar, in many
rcspects, to the disaster which has just occurred
but the number of lives sacrificed was much less
not varying far from two hundred, including one hundred
and fifty United States troops. When we come to look at the catastrophes
which have befallen ocean steam-ships, owned in or trading with the United
States, we find that the following have been entirely lost:

—

—

—

;

;

—

;

Name.

Valuation.
£70,000
60,000
40,000
100,000

Fate.

Franklin

Never heard of.
All hands Raved
Never heard of
All hands saved
All hands saved
All hands saved

San Francisco

A

President

Columbia
City of G/asynir
Humboldt...'.
City of Philadelphia-

Arctic
Pacific

Tempest
Central America

60,000
96,000
60,000
140.000
136,000
60,000

few saved .
A few saved
Never heard of..
Never heard of..
A few saved

*2S,

£850,000

were included, these figures would be more than doubled. The
President was lost in the year 1841
no one knows how or where. The Columbia, in nautical phrase, "broke her back" on the rocks on the American shore
of the Atlantic.
The City of Phihuhlpltia went to pieces on the rocks near
Cape Race. The City of Glasgow sailed from Liverpool, 1st March, 1854, and
was not afterwards heard of. The Great Britain came near being included in
the list, having lain ashore for some months at Dundruzn Bay, coast of Ireland,
but is now engaged as a transport for India. The Franklin and Humboldt
went ashore and broke in pieces the former on Long Island, and the latter
near Halifax.
The Arctic and Pacific were lost as already recorded. The iron
steamer Tunpcrt, measuring 1,500 tons, sailed from New York, Feb. 12, 1857,
with a crew of from thirty-five to forty men, and was never heard of. On the
Pacific, several fine steamers have been lost, generally of a smaller class.
The
Independence, for instance, was totally lost, with 120 lives; and the Tennessee,
St. J.'-nis, and Yankee Blade, Winfield Scott, and others, became total wrecks.
Consumption of Smoke in Marine Boilers. Some time ago the Steam
Collieries Association of Newcastle ottered a premium of £500 for the best
method of preventing smoke during the combustion of coal in marine engine
boilers, and they appointed Messrs. W. G. Armstrong and J. A. Longridge,
civil engineers, and Dr. Richardson, professor of chemistry, to perform the
requisite experiments preliminary to the award.
These gentlemen have not
yet arrived at a final conclusion on the matter submitted to them but they
have recently presented their first report, in which they state that the trials
they have made on a boiler of the ordinary construction employed in steamvessels have already established the following facts:
1. That, the Newcastle
If the cargoes

;

—

—

;

—

* Exclusive of

I

adoption of any of the various schemes that were submitted to the umpires.
3. That it does not involve any loss of power or of economy, but that with a
given boiler more water may be evaporated, while no smoke is made, than can
be evaporated with the hardest firing on the usual system accompanied by a
dense black smoke; and, further, that the quantity of water evaporated from
1 lb. of coal is greater when no smoke is being made by from 17 to 22 per cent.
4. That the combustion of the coal is perfect, and its evaporative power i- far
beyond what has usually been stated. In proof of these assertions statistical tables
are furnished by the umpires, giving the result of two series of experiments
which they instituted. The first series shows the increase of work done to be
38 per cent., and a superior economy of fuel of 17 per cent, while making no
smoke ; and the second shows an increase of work done of 1 per cent., and
superior economy of fuel of 22 per cent.
The practical value of the data
elicited by these experiments is alleged to be greater than that obtained from the
investigations made by Sir H. De la Beche and Dr. Lyon Playiair on behalf
of the Government, owing to a material difference between the apparatus employed in the two cases. As to the comparative advantages of Welsh and
north country coal, the umpires report that, though their experiments are
still in progress, they are able to state that under the most favourable conditions
Welsh coal does not exceed the "Hartley's," either in the amount of work done
on in economy.
Silk Sails for Shits. " Our silken sails," as sung by Moore in his so celebrated invitation, " Come o'er the moonlit sea," appear now to he transferred from
poetry to facts for our French neighbours have actually applied this costly
material on board a ship.
The experiment has been made by Captain Rodanety
commanding the Franklin, of Rochelle, and he reports upon his trial thus:
" Silk sails possess strength, flexibility, and lightness; they absorb less water
than other sails, and dry quicker; when wet, they lose none of their flexibility;
and in the roughest weather are so easily handled that sailors would rather reef
one of them several times than any other once." He does not say anything as
to cost. When cotton sails were substituted for canvas, as we noticed some time
ago, lightness and cheapness were held forth as the advantages of the change,
but in silk we have a dear article, with a tendency to still greater dearness.
;i

—

;

—

—

—

Novcmbei

coal commonly called Hartley's may be used in ordinary multitubular mftriis
boilers without making any smoke.
2. That this may 1" done without the

about £320,000 in specie.

Self-Recording Magnetic Instruments.

— The

following

memorandum

relative to the re-establishment of self-recording magnetic instruments at the
Observatory was submitted to the committee by General Sabine on July
22, 1856 :
" 1. The decennial period in the solar magnetic variations, and its
coincidence with a similar period in the frequency and amount of tin- Qolar
spots, appear to be highly deserving of attention in an observatory established,
as
is, for physical researches.
2. There is reason to suppose that the

Kew

—

—

Kew

perman< nc and regularity in the occurrence of the decennial period in the
magnetic variations, and its coincidence with the periodic variation of the solar
spots, might be effectually and satisfactorily tested by observations of both
classes of phenomena at the alternate periods of maximum and minimum, say
for example in 1857 and 1858 as the anticipated period of maximum,
and in 1863 and 1864 as the anticipated period of minimum, and so
forth.
3. The apparatus constructing under the superintendence of Mr.
De la Rue will, it is hoped, fully meet the requirements of the research in
respect to the solar spots.
4. Since the time when the magnetic self-recording
instruments belonging to the Kew Observatory were constructed under the
direction of Mr. Ronalds, very considerable improvements have been made in
the art of photography, and the six months' trial, which was made by Mr.
Welsh of Mr. Ronalds' instruments, lias led in several other respects to suggestions for improvements which could not hut be expected to be required in instruments of so novel a kind, while at the same time the six months' trial referred
to has placed beyond doubt the sufficiency of a properly conducted research by
means of self-recording instruments for the examination of the solar magnetic
variations." The committee authorised Mr. Welsh to proceed with the construction of the instruments, which have now been completed at an expense not
exceeding £250, this sum being defrayed from the funds supplied by the Government grant through the Council of the Royal Society, the instruments
remaining at Kew at the disposition of the Council of the Royal Society. With
the assistance of apparatus lent from General Sabine's department, the Observatory is now possessed of the means of determining with great accuracy the
various constants required in magnetic observations.
Some alterations in the
method of manipulation have, it is believed, added considerably to the accuracy
of observation of the absolute value of the magnetic force.
Report of Keio
Committee to British Association.
Railways of the United Kingdom. 59 railway bills were passed in the
year 1856, authorising 322 miles of railway, the capital being L. 5,784,426. Of
the 59 acts 38 were for the construction of 214 miles of railway in England
and Wales, 106 miles in Scotland, and about two miles in Ireland. The number
of level crossings authorised was 93. 22 of the acts authorised companies to
enter into working and traffic arrangements with other companies, subject to
the approval of the shareholders and of the Board of Trade.
The total length
of railway authorised by Parliament down to the end of 1856, amounted to
14,668 miles; but of this 1,495 miles have been authorised to be abandoned,
leaving 13,163 miles for which Parliamentary powers have not been repealed;
of these 8,635 miles were open for traffic at the end of 1856, including 355
miles opened during that year, and 4,538 miles remain to be opened namely,
3,316 miles in England and Wales, 452 in Scotland, and 770 in Ireland. It is
probable that 2,532 miles of those lines will never be made the powers for the
compulsory purchase of land having been allowed to expire without having
been exercised. The total amount of money authorised to be raised by railway
companies, bv shares and loans to the end of 1856, amounted to L. 377, 767, 907,
of which L.308,775,894 had been raised, leaving L.68,992,013 to be raised. Of
the 8,718 miles open for traffic, on the 31st of December, 1856, 6,737 miles u ere

—

—

—

—

;
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It thus appears that only one person in 16,168,449 who travelled has
been killed, and one in 458,370 who travelled has been injured from causes
beyond their own control and that the degree of safety with which passengers
have been conveyed on railways is greater than in any year since 1851.

Barrow gauge, 679 miles broad gauge, 254 miles mixed, and 1,048 miles Irish
gauge. The length of single line in the United Kingdom at the end of 1856, was
£,562 miles constructed on the narrow gauge, 240 miles on the broad gauge,
72 miles on the mixed gauge, and 637 miles on the Irish gauge, making

injured.

together 2.oll miles of single line. The length of the line reported to
be in course of construction on the 30th of June, 1855, was 963 miles; of these
about 208 miles were open before the 31st of December, 1856. The number of
persons employed on the 30th of June, upon the railways in course of construction,
amounted to 36.473, being on the average 37'87 per mile. The length of line
open for traffic in the United Kin gdom on the 30th of June, 1856, was 8,506
miles, and the number of persons employed thereon amounted to 102,117
persons, or 12 per mile. As to traffic, the total number of passengers conveyed
railways in 1S56 amounted to 129,347,592, against 118,595,135 conveyed
in 1855, the number conveyed per mile of railway open being 15,213 in 1856,
against 14.503 in 1855. The receiptsfrom passengers amounted to L. 10, 153,745
in 1856, against L. 9, 525. 205 in 1855, the receipts per mile being L. 1,194 in
It appears that from 1852 to 1856, the first-class
1856, and L. 1.164 in 1855.
passenger fares in England have been diminished, and that the receipts per
passenger have also decreased, while the receipts per mile have increased.
As regards the second-class traffic in England, the fares have been slightly increased, and the receipts per mile have not varied much. In the third class
traffic, which includes a large amount of excursion traffic, the average fares were
diminished, and the receipts per mile largely increased. In Scotland the fares
of first-class passengers have been diminished, and the receipts per mile have
increased; as regards the second-class traffic the average fare has been increased; the actual receipts are about the same as in 1852, while the receipts
per mile have diminished ; the average fare for third-class passengers has been
increased, and the receipts per mile have also increased.
In Ireland the
average fare per mile and the receipts from each class of passengers have
increased, but the receipts per mile, with the exception of the first-class, have
diminished. The receipts from goods, cattle, minerals, parcels, etc., in 1856,
amounted to L. 13.011, 748, against L. 11. 982, 394 in 1854, which represents
L. 1.530 per mile in 1856, compared with L. 1,465 per mile in 1855. The total
receipts from goods, cattle, minerals, parcels, &c, may be divided as follows
viz., L. 7. 685.379 was for the conveyance of 23,823,931 tons of merchandise,
L. 3,585,991 was for the conveyance of 40,938,675 tons of minerals, L. 517, 786
for the conveyance of 10,450,175 head -of live stock, and L. 1,222, 628 for the
conveyance of parcels, &c. In 1849 the proportion of the passenger traffic
to the goods traffic was as 53 to 47, while in 1856 it stands as 44 to
56.
The total receipts from all sources of traffic have amounted in England
and Wales to L. 19.728,311, or L.3,120 per mile, in 1856, against L.18,363,869,
or L.2.978in 1855; in Scotland to L.2,319,217, or L.2,022 per mile, in 1856,
against L.2,144,398, or L.2,003 per mile, in 1855; and in Ireland to L. 1,117,965,
or L. 1.092 per mile in 1856, against L.999,832, or 1,060 per mile in 1855.
The aggregate receipts from all sources of traffic for the whole kingdom having
been L.23.165.493. or L. 2.724 per mile, in 1856, against L.21,507,599, or L.2,629
per mile, in 1855. It would appear that the average working expenses of
railway companies, per mile of railway open, have increased in England and
Wales, from L.1,352 per mile, in 1854, to L.1,531 in 1856; in Scotland, from
L.961 in 1854 to L.970 in 1856 but that in Ireland they have decreased from
L.465 in 18.54 to L.427 in 1856. The proportion which the working expenses
have borne to the receipts, has been 49 per cent, in England and Wales as
compared with 48 per cent, in 1855 47 per cent, in Scotland as compared with
49 per cent, in 1855 and 39 per cent, in Ireland as compared with 41 per cent.
in 1855 ; the general average being 47 per cent, upon the gross receipts as
compared with 48 per cent, in 1855. The expenditure appears to be divided
under the several heads as follows viz., maintenance of way, 15 per cent. locomotive expenses, including repairs of rolling stock, 39 per cent. ; traffic charges,
26 per cent. ; miscellaneous, including police and watchmen, compensation,
Ac, 13 per cent. rates and Government duty, 7 per cent. The total amount
of capital raised for the construction of railways on the 31st of December, 1856,
amounting to L. 308,775,894, which represents an expenditure of L. 35, 459 per
mile of railway open. In making this estimate it must be recollected that the
lines reported to be in course of construction amount in length to about oneninth of the whole length completed and under construction, and that some
portion of the cost per mile belongs to those lines. Although the cost of
railways in the United Kingdom has averaged L. 35,459 per mile viz., L.40,288
in England, L.27.759 in Scotland, and L.14,808 in Ireland
the average cost
of the independent lines of railway for which the acts have been obtained since
1848, and which are now opened for traffic, has only amounted to L. 9,568 per
mile; of these railways, those opened in England have averaged L. 12, 373 per
mfle; those opened in Scotland have averaged L. 5,408 per mile, and those
opened in Ireland L. 6.716 per mile.
Of the total amount of money raised
L. 77.359.419 has been raised by loans, L. 57,057,171 by preference shares, and
the remainder, viz., L. 174.359.304, by ordinary share capital.
The preferential and loan capital invested in railways is 43 per cent, of the whole capital, and
the interest which has to be paid upon the preferential and loan capital averages
5-08 per cent. ; the net receipts on railways give an average interest on the
whole capital invested of nearly 4 per cent., but the heavy preferential character
of the charges reduces the interest on the ordinary capital to 3*12 per cent.
The receipts of railway companies have increased steadily, although slowty,
every year. The large amount of preferential capital has prevented a proportionate increase in the dividends on the ordinary share capital; but the steady
increase in the net receipts in a greater ratio than the increase of the capital
The proportion of passengers killed
is evidence of sound progress.
and injured in Great Britain and Ireland from causes beyond their own control
hare been small compared with the number carried in the several years from
:-'..
-.
1852
to 1852 the proportion per million passengers conveyed
waa 011 killed and 4-20 injured; in 1853, 0-35 killed and 2*80 injured; in
1854, 0-10 killed and 2-97 injured; in 1855, 0-08 killed and 2-70 injured; and
-portion per million passengers conveyed was 0*07 killed and 2*18

Telegraphs of the World. There are now 38,703 miles of land telegraphs in Europe. They are thus divided: Great Britain, 10,000 miles;
France, 8,000; Belgium, 500; Germany and Austria, 10,000; Spain and Por-
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600; the Netherlands, 600; Switzerland, 1,503; Italy,2,500; and Russia,
5,000 miles. In the United States there are 33,000 miles '(overland) ; in South
America, 1,500 miles (overland) in India, 5,000 miles (overland) and in Europe and America there are 950 miles of submarine cable. The old lines in
Australia working during the last two years are nearly 200 miles long. The
new lines just set to work are as follows: From Melbourne to Sydney, 600
miles; Melbourne to Western frontier (river Glenely), where the line from
Adelaide (South Australia) of 230 miles is met; and from Launceston to Hobart
Town (Van Diemen"s Land), 120 miles. Lines from Melbourne to Bendigo, 102
miles and from Melbourne to Ballarat, 108 miles, are also just opened.
Thornton's Duplex Action Brick Machine. In a new machine lately
proposed by Mr. James Thornton, of Belfast, the mechanical arrangements consist of a vertical clay working cylinder or pug-mill, fitted with revolving knives
or working blades, which force the clay supplied at the open upper end of the
cylinder downwards, and out at the lower end, into a duplex series of moulds
tugal,

;

;

—

;

—

—

The clay cylinder stands upon a masonry foundation in which
is a recess for the reception of the duplex mould table.
The
tables work alternately
that is to say, each table is traversed in
turn beneath the clay cylinder one going in with empty moulds as the other
goes out with full ones. Thus there is a continuous series of moulding and
discharging operations going on without intermission. This action of the mould
tables is effected by an arrangement of reversing gearing resembling that ordiThe movements may be effected in
narily employed in planing machines.
various ways, but a convenient plan is to have an open and a cross driving belt
working a triple pulley arrangement that is, one pulley fast on a tubular shaft,
another fast on a solid shaft, each of which shafts carries a bevel pinion gearing
on opposite sides, with an intermediate bevel wheel, and a loose pulley. The
shaft of the large intermediate wheel carries a chain pulley, the chain of which
has its two ends attached to the two mould tables. Thus, as the intermediate
placed beneath.
foundation there

two mould

—

—

—

shaft revolves alternately in reverse directions, the chain gives the necessary
traverse to the two tables. The mould boxes, of the shape required for moulding
the particular article to be made, receive the expressed clay from the cylinder
by their open tops, and the action which runs out a filled set of moulds, also
raises the individual bricks or tiles clear out of the moulds for removal.
Each
table has parallel side flanges for resting upon carrying rollers set in bearings
in the foundation, so as to be capable of traversing easily from end to end of its
run.
Each mould has in its bottom a moveable piston or shifting diaphragm
lifter having a vertical guide frame projecting downwards through the moulding
table, the lower end of which frame carries a grooved roller bearing upon a
This
central rail laid along the bottom of the recess in which the tables work.
rail is perfectly level at the part immediately beneath the clay cylinder, hut on
each side of this portion it rises upwards at a quick angle. It thus follows, that
when the moulds are beneath the clay cylinder, all the pistons are at the bottoms of their moulds ; but as the table emerges from beneath the cylinder, the
bearing rollers of the mould pistons run up the incline, and thus force the newly
moulded bricks out of their moulds. The same action, of course, occurs on the
return traverse at the opposite incline. This machinery is adapted for making
both solid and perforated bricks. It also answers well for the manufacture of
what may be called cellular bricks that is, bricks with recesses or perforations
in them, but not through them, each perforation being carried to within a very
For moulding such bricks where the perforations
short distance on one side.
do not run entirely through, the die carries a series of spikes or pins, corre-

—

sponding to the recesses or holes to be made.
Reservoir, or Continuous Action, Pens. What are now known as " Reservoir Pens," or writing instruments which would furnish forth a continuous
for the
supply of ink, have long been sought after, and very properly so
hard-working writers ot these times lose no inconsiderable portion of their
temporal capital in dipping visits to the inkstand. In a new pen by Mr. John
Henderson, jun., of Lasswade, the body or cylindrical handle of the pen
forms the ink reservoir, and at the extreme upper end of it is a small hole
for the admission of air, to allow the contained ink to flow freely down to
the actual writing point; and this upper hole has a cap fitted over it to
close the hole when the pen is out of use.
The bottom -end of the holder, to
which the pen is fitted, has in it a minute lateral aperture for the passage
through of the ink. This part of the holder contains a few threads or fibres
these threads or fibres being
of silk, or other suitable conducting material
passed through the bottom hole or ink duct, and through a hole or slit in
the pen, so as to reach the back or convex side of the pen. With this arrangement the ink is safely retained in the holder, whilst it flows freely down to the
pen.
To facilitate the proper fitting of the pen to the lower end of the holder,
the upper barrel portion of the pen has formed in it a small longitudinal channel
or external duct, and the lower end of the holder has a corresponding channel
in it.
Thus, when the pen is attached to the holder, its connection is formed

—

;

;

at once, so as to suit the flow of the ink.

—We

Secure Envelope.
have been shown a new design for a letter envelope, wherein over-cunous people are kept from prying into what does not
belong to them, by a small tongue of paper cut out along with the main longitudinal fixed flap, and passed through a small slit in the bend of the opening
flap. This tongue is gummed, to attach it to the loose flap when the letter is made
up, and the postage-stamp being affixed over it, the key to the interior is seThe tongue being gummed upon its inner side, holds the two
curely shut up.
ends or transverse flaps quite secure, and the final cover of the stamp keeps all
right.
The plan is ingenious, and worth notice for its qualifications as regards
security.
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Refinement of Saltpetre. Mr. M'Callum, of the Kames Gunpowder Co.,
Kyles of Bute, near Glasgow, has lately introduced a system of treating crude
such manner as to prepare and refine it for
use in a superior manner, and with greater rapidity than has hitherto been the
The crude saltpetre is first of all deposited in a chamber containing
case.
water, and the saltpetre and water are then agitated mechanically, either by
agitating machinery, or by the introduction of jets of air.
When the cleansing
nitre, or the saltpetre of commerce, in

process is completed, or is in its later stages, after the boiling of the mass, the
necessary cooling for the deposition of crystals is effected by bringing masses
or currents of cold water into contact with the hot liquor.
This cooling treatment hastens the process of manufacture very materially. When the crystals
are to be dried for use, they are removed and laid upon a plate or table heated
by steam or hot-air pipes, and this drying completes the article for packing

and use.
Waste Iodine Manure. The waste iodine or kelp liquor of the iodine
makers has lately been applied by Mr. John Ward, of Glasgow, to the manufacThe waste iodine or kelp liquor, instead of being thrown aside
ture of manure.
as valueless, according to the system hitherto pursued by the manufacturing
chemist, is, according to the present improvement, utilised and turned to
valuable account, by being dischnrged into a proper receiver, where unslacked
lime is added to and mingled with it. This produces a powerful fertiliser, which
may be judiciously used by the farmer in combination with other substances
of various kinds, just as will best suit the circumstances under which the
manures are to be employed on the land.
Bartholomew's Tanners' and Curriers' Knives. Mr. George Bartholo-

—

—

mew,

1

of Linlithgow, proposes an important practical modification of tanners
and curriers' knives, as used in the various processes. Each knife is formed of
two cutting blades, set back to back a little distance apart, in a clipping frame
This clipping frame consists of two fiat parallel plates of
or metal holder.
metal, welded or otherwise, attached together at the ends, space being left between them to receive the two cutting edge pieces. When the cutting edge
pieces are inserted in their places, the handle or body of the knife is made
to clip them and hold them firmly for use, by riveting up a central row of
taper rivets passed through both plates of the body or holder. These rivets
are flush at each end with the surface of the body or holder, and when the
cutting edges are worn down, the rivets are easily knocked out, and the cutting
edge pieces removed. The cutting edge pieces are then placed in a similar
way in a smaller-sized holder or body, and there used until worn down for that
holder; and this system of removing and refixing is carried on throughout the
whole series of knives, until the smallest knife is reached, when the cuttingedge pieces are worn out.

stands second, producing about one-third as much united, the production of
these two States is equal to seven-eights of the European produce.
The lead
deposits of the United States extend upwards of 3,000 square miles in the States
of Missouri, Illinois, Wisconsin, Oregon, North Carolina, and California.
few
years since the Western States of North America produced large quantities of
lead as much as 40,000,000 of pounds have been produced in 1851 but the
deposits opened out have not continued equally productive in depth, and their
present comparative poverty is demonstrated by the large importations of British
lead into these States.
Colonial Patents.
The Royal Society of Arts of Jamaica recently
appointed a committee to inquire into the operations of the law of patents as
regards that colony, "and to consider whether any, and if any, what, alterations are required to suit the present exigencies of the community, and to evoke
that spirit of competitive ingenuity, and encourage that originality of conception, which are found to exist, in a greater or less proportion, among all classes
of men, more especially with a view to lend a helping hand to hunible,
without detriment to more aspiring, genius, by placing within the reach
of the less wealthy classes the means of securing to themselves a property
in their own discoveries, which shall stand a registered protection in their
favour, at a moderate and attainable cost."
The result of the deliberation
thus evoked is a general opinion that the patent laws of Great Britain,
with certain amendments, are well suited for colonial purposes. For the commission constituted under our Government, the committee sees an equivalent
in the persons of the Vice-Chancellor, the Attorney-General, and the members
of the Executive Committee, with whatever additions the legislature may
think fit to appoint. With this view the colonial idea is, that applicants should
proceed by obtaining provisional protection as a preliminary step as in this
country the Government costs, from the lodging of the petition to the vesting
of an exclusive right of property in the invention, by the issuing of letters
The principle of the taxes payable at the
patent, being set down at L.20.
termination of the third and seventh years is also recognised, merely redticing
the respective amounts to L.25 and L.50. It is highly probable that these
views will shortly pass into legal forms.
;

A

—

;

—

;

PROVISIONAL PROTECTION FOR INVENTIONS
UNDER THE PATENT LAW AMENDMENT ACT.
fl^**

When

the city or town

—

purpose of securing an efficient carrying-off of the
smoke, and a good draught up the chimney, independent of the action of the external atmosphere. The
main shell of the chimney-can consists of a cylindrical
metal tube, the upper end of which is encircled by a
short length of wider tube, which stands up to some distance above the level of the upper end of the main central tube, and is bell-mouthed at its open top
this shorter piece of tube is attached to the main tube, by suitable
open stay pieces, which leave a passage for air between

1444.

downs.

—

Britain. The produce of lead in
Great Britain amounts to fully two-thirds of the produce of Europe. Spain

to be understood.

—

—

—

Recorded July 20.

»

1095. Alexander

ment

Whyte, Dumbarton Road, Glasgow

fur

Recorded July
2030.

—An

improved mechanical arrange-

weaving.
24.

tion of ships or vessels,

—

An improvement in the construcwhereby their draught may be regulated.

Thomas Williams, Aberdaron, Carnarvonshire
Recorded July

28.

—

2060. Tierre A. F. Bubceuf, Paris Improvements in preserving and otherwise treating
animal and vegetable substances, and in the purification of oils employed therein,
and which may be used for other purposes.

Recorded August

6.

—

2121. Sebastien Botturi, Paris A system of weaving for the manufacture of all kinds of
textile goods, viz., shawls, silk stuffs, carpets, knotted or unknotted, single or
double faced, Gobelins tapestry, drapery, velvets, damasked linen, and various
other articles, by means of a frame which replaces the Jacquard loom.

Recorded August

13.

—

Improvements in valves
and tiie chambers connected therewith, applicable to hydrants and taps for the
supply of water and other fluids.

2158. William S. Wheatcroft and

—

The Leaden Treasures of Great

is

22.

Rochdale, Alfred Law, Little borough, and James Fletcher, Little
Clegg, near Littleborough, Lancashire Improvements in steam engines.

—

The practical success of Mr. Hanson's very ingenious potato digger (illustrated and described by us at pages 190 and 273,
vol. viii.) has just been fully demonstrated by a field trial near Glasgow.
This
trial arose out of the late Highland Show in Glasgow, which took place at a
time when the crop was not available for the purpose, and it brought forward
machines made by the following parties: Messrs. Smith Brothers & Co., Kingston Engine Works, Glasgow; Messrs. Kemp, Murray, k Nicholson, Haddington; Mr. Robert Law, Shettleston ; and Mr. John Scott, Revoch, Eaglesham.
After a trial which lasted upwards of two hours, the judges unanimously
awarded the premium to the machine exhibited by Messrs. Smith Brothers,
which is a Hanson's patent, made by the exhibitors, with improvements in
This machine performed
raising and lowering the coulter and front wheels.
the work in a very efficient manner, completely lifting the drill from the bottoms with the incline-sock, whilst the revolving forks thoroughly separated the
potatoes from the earth by throwing them up in the air, where they are caught
by a netted screen, and deposited compactly on the surface for the gatherers.
The other machines also did their work very satisfactorily, showing that by
this new invention labour and expense are much economised. In fact, the drills
were opened up and the potatoes thrown out as quick as the horses could walk.
It was considered by some of the gentlemen that the draught was rather severe,
but this is a fault which, it is hoped, it will not be difficult to remedy. Mr.
Hanson was present, and was highly and deservedly complimented for his
achievement. All the machines, save that of Mr. Scott, were made under his

May

1678. William Smith, 10 Salisbury Street, Adelphi Improvements in steam generators.
(Communication from J. M. Frost, officer in the Imperial Navy.)

two

sections.
actual end of the open main tube is sheltered or
covered by a conical cap, open directly through it from
end to end, and set with its small end upwards. This
conical cap is fitted with supporting stays or leg-pieces,
by which it is adjusted at some little distance above,
and free of the upper end of the main tube. This can
allows of a free draught-passage up through it, whilst
the form and arrangement of the parts prevent any of
the disturbing influences ordinarily arising from blow-

Edmund Whitaker,

The

patent.

not mentioned, London

Recorded June 16.

;

Hanson's Potato Diooer.

is

Recorded

Sanpiland's Chimney-Can. This simple apparatus,
which we illustrate by a sectional elevation, is for the

tin 1

November l,18W«

James N. Smith, Manchester

Recorded August

15.

—
—

2170. Samuel Clift, Manchester
Improvements in the purification of certain gases, and
in the application of their products to the manufacture of alum.
Improvements in elastic tissues for ladies' petticoats
2173. Auguste J. Aucher, Paris
and other similar articles.

Recorded August

18.

—

Hughes, Coetmor, near Llanllecliid, Carnarvonshire Improvements in
the construction or arrangement of a rock-boring machine.
2194. Thomas Keddy, Handsworth, Staffordshire New or improved machinery for the
2189.

Hugh

P.

—

cultivation of land.

Recorded August

19.

—Improvements cocks,
Lancashire — Improvements in

valves, pumps, and water
plugs.
steam engines and steam
2205. William Hartley, Bury,
boiler apparatus.
2207. Franz Ruff, Gray's Inn Road, and Maximillian Gutkind, Noble Street Machinery
or appartus for folding and measuring fabrics and registering the same.

2203.

Edward Lund, Manchester

in

—

Recorded August

—

21.

2218. William K. Hall, 36 Cannon Street Improvements in apparatus for measuring and
registering the speed and leeway of ships, and indicating the distance accom(Communication from the Marine Velocimetre Company, New York.)
plished.

—
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An improved material for transfer
2219. Joseph Glover and John Bold, Liverpool
printing.
Wilson, Whithorn, WigtownWilliam
Stoneykirk,
and
Caldons,
M'Master,
John
Manufacturing liquid farm manure, and rendering it as efficient as any
shire
artificial manure, at a small expense to the farmer.
new improved machine for forg2221. Victor H. Laurent, Plancher-les-Mines, France
ing nails and other similar articles.
2222. Peter Ashcroft, Richmond House, Dalston—Alarm signals for the prevention of
accidents on railways.
2223. Henry Cartwright, Dean, Broseley, Shropshire Improvements in the construction
of steam engines.
2224. John Dauglish, Great Malvern, Worcestershire Improvements in the preparation

—

2264.
2265.

223

—

John Webb, Bristol An improved hopper.
Thomas Brown, Fencburch Street Improvements

lowering weights.
2266. John Mlsaac, Manchester

—
in machinery for raising
—A machine or apparatus for washing or churning.

—A
—
—

of dough.
2225. Jules Dulau. Paris Improvements in regulating or controlling railway and lighthouse signalling.
2226. Henry Clarke, Chancery Lane Improvements in the lines of steam vessels, and in
the method of propelling the same.

—

—

Recorded August 27.
22G7. William Harliug, John M.Todd, and Thomas Harling, Burnley, Lancashire—Improvements in looms.
2268. Charles Thompson and James Thompson, Green Bridge Foundry, Padiham, LancaImprovements in apparatus for discharging condensed water, air, or
shire
other fluids, from steam pipes, drying cylinders, and other apparatus where steam

—

used.
2269. Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane
is

(Communication .)

2 Palace Yard,

Westminster

fire-escape.

of a double-backed double boiler for heating with hot water churches, horticultural buildings, mansions, theatres, &c, &c.
2230. Frederick A. Gatty, Accringtou, Lancashire Improvements in the manufacture of
chlorine and sulphuric acid.
Certain improvements in looms for
2231. Thomas Settle, Bolton-le-Moors, Lancashire

—

weaving.

—

John Pinchbeck, Reading, Berkshire An improvement in screens for dressing or
separating corn and other grain.
2233. Ludvig Levison, Birmingham Improvements in mechanical purchases, to be employed for hoisting purposes and for extracting roots and stumps of trees.

—

(Communication.)

Andrew Shanks,

—

—

G

—

—

gelatine.

Recorded August
2277. Robert

29.

—

Whittam, Accrington, Lancashire Improvements in machinery or apparatus
ruling upon metallic rollers or cylinders for printing calico and other ma-

for
terials.

—

Cumming, Edinburgh
Improvements in apparatus for thermometric,
hygrometric, and barometric purposes.
2279. John Fisher, Carrington, Nottingham An improvement in the manufacture of
bobbin net or twist lace.
2278. Geoi'ge

—

—

New York, U.S. A new and useful process in the treatment of
from the molten state into that Of being hardened or
tempered, and which, with certain variations, is applicable to the making of tools,

2234. Perry G. Gardiner,

ovens.—

Robert Street, Adelphi Certain improvements in machines for
shaping and cutting metals and other substances.
2274. John D. Brady, Calais Improvements in saddles.
2275. William Smith, Liverpool An improvement in the manufacture of size made from
2273.

—

2232.

in bakers'

Recorded August 28.

—Improvements in the
manufacture of gunpowder.
222?. Henry Dircks, 32 Moorgate Street—An improved
—(Communication.)
2229. George Steele and William Steele, Kew Road, Richmond—The better construction
Henry Hodges, New York, and

—Certain improvements

—

2271. Robert Aytoun, Edinburgh Improvements in safety cages or apparatus for mines.
2272. Francois X. Gentil and Eugene Gentil, Paris
Improvements in preparing and
treating asphodel in order to obtain alcohol.

Recorded August 22.
2227.

and

.

Recorded August

31.

cast-steel while passing

instruments, axes, wheels, or ingots.

2280. Jules A. Chartier, Paris, and 4 South Street, Finsbury-— Certain improvements in
steam engines.
2281. Joseph Gilbert, Eversham, Worcestershire An improvement in combined thrashing machines.
22S2. Peter Spence, Pendleton, Lancashire Improvements in the manufacture of sulphuric acid, and in obtaining salts of ammonia thereby.
2283. Philippe Roehrig, Paris A new or improved fabric to be used for manufacturing
petticoats and other parts of women's dress.
2284. William Clark, 53 Chancery Lane Improvements in the application of portable
rails or ways to vehicles.—-(Communication from A. J. Florin, Orleans.)
2285. Henry Brinsmead, Ipswich Ah improvement in the beaters of thrashing machines.
22S6. George H. Cottam and Henry R. Cottam, St. Pancras Iron Works, Old St. Pancras
Road Improvements in the manufacture of children's cots and metallic bedsteads.
2287. Lionel Gisborne and Henry C. Forbe, Duke Street, Adelphi Improvements in apparatus for paying out electric telegraph cables.

—

Recorded August 24.

—

—

2235. Francois J. Blanc, Paris, and 4 South Street, Finsbury An improved tire for the
wheels of railway carriages, engines, and tenders.
2236. George D. Davis, 40 St. Leonard's Road, East India Road Improvements in the
construction and in the method of working windlasses.
2237. Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane Improvements in temples for looms. (Communication from F. C. Keim, Thann, France.)
2235. Thomas Rickett, Castle Foundry, Buckingham Improvements in machinery for
ing seeds and manure.
Improvements in the construction of and in
2239. Alfred Hamilton, Oxford Square
mooring buoys, beacons, floating lights, and other floating vessels and bodies.
2240. Samuel F->x; and Jiiiia.u W. Slater, Sheffield An improved metallic cumpound, applicable to the manufacture of various useful articles.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Recorded September
Recorded August

25,

2289.

—
—

Thomas Macauley, Shoreditch

Improvements in apparatus for condensing the
noxious vapours arising from varnish-making and other like manufactures.
2242. Francis Preston, Manchester Certain improvements in apparatus to be applied to
the spindles of machines for preparing, spinning, and doubling cotton, and other
2241.

fibrous materials.
2244. Edward Riley, Droylsden, near Manchester Improvements in looms.
2245. George W. Hemming, 10 Belsize Road, St. John's Wood Improvements in apparatus employed in delivering submarine telegraph cables from ships.
Improvements in propelling vessels.
2246. Charles C. James, Norwood Green
2247. William Nicnolls, Chippenham, Wiltshire An improved apparatus for warming
milk.
224?. Henry Parry, Croydon, Surrey Improvements in the construction of rails for railways or tramways.
2249. James Ronald, Liverpool Improvements in laying or depositing submarine tele-

—

—

—

—

—

2250.
2251.
2252.
2253.

2254.

2255.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

erf

-

—

—

alarums at
2294.

Street, St. George's Road, Southwark,
Improvements in apparatus for lowering

—

ships' boats.

and George J.
and letting go

—

2295. Robinson Elliott, South Shields Improvements in photography, by which the
lensular defects of the present processes of taking photographic prints are
avoided, and impressions are obtained of any size.
2296. Ephraim Taylor, Blackburn, Lancashire Improvements in looms.
2297. Eugene Grenet, jun., and Alexis Vavin, Paris An improved electro-magnetic machine.
2298. Rudolph Sack, Loeben, near Luetzen, Prussia Improvements in the construction
of ploughs.

—

—
—

Recorded September
2299.

Evan

—Improvements

Leigh, Manchester

2.

in constructing certain parts of

machinery

or apparatus used in preparing and spinning cotton and other fibrous substances.
Island, New York Improved apparatus applicable to the capture of whales and other purposes.
2302. Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane Certain improvements in meters for gas and
other fluids. (Communication.)
2303. James Petrie, Rochdale, Lancashire Improvements in apparatus for regulating the
admission of air to furnaces.
2304. George F. Parnell, Hoxton Improvements in the construction of hooks and eyes.

2301.

—

Thomas W, Roys, Southampton, Long

—
—

—

—

—Improvements in machinery for raising, lowering,
traversing, and compressing.
iliam Hargreaves, Bradford, Yorkshire —Improvements in screw
for preparing wool and other fibrous substances.
2259. Thomas Smith, Manchester— Improvements in machinery or apparatus for embosspaper, leather, and other materials,
ing woven
2260. Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane —Improved machinery for kneading dough.
(Communication.)
2261. Henry Elvin, Castle Acre, Norfolkshire —Improvements in governors for steam and
other engine
2262. Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane — Improved means of operating slide valves for
yth,

sea.

Thomas Gray, Richmond
Gladstone, Blaekwall

—Improvements in the manufacture

ap.—(Communication.)

22". Thomas For

in

—

Thomas

—

Recorded August 26.
2256. John Gedge, 4 Wellington Street South, Strand

—Improvements

heating liquids used in bleaching, dyeing, soaping, clearing, and sizing.
Bradford, Salford, Lancashire Certain improved apparatus for washing
clothes or articles of wearing apparel, which apparatus is also applicable to
churning.
2291. George Bell, South Inch-Michael, Perthshire Improvements in reaping and mowing machines.
2292. Henry Rawson, Leicester An improvement in machinery for combing wool and
other fibres.
2293. George W. Lennox, Billiter Square
Improvements in apparatus for sounding
2290.

—

graph cables.
John Penn, Greenwich An improvement in apparatus for taking the thrust of
-crew and submerged propellers.
John J. Tucker and George Blaxland, Sheemess Improvements in steam boiler
and other furnaces.
Wernee Staufen, Baker Street An improved method of treating agava Americana
or Mexican grass, and the manufacture of a new fabric therefrom.
Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane Improvements in machinery for preparing,
roving, spinning, and twisting fibrous substances. (Communication from E.
Hnhner, Mulhuuse, France.)
Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane A mode of varying the length and reversing
the direction of the throw of eccentrics, applicable to the reversing gear of locomotives, and expansion gear of other steam engines, and to other purposes.
( Communication.)
Philip Hill, Manchester, and John Moore, Salford, Lancashire Certain improvements in machinery or apparatus for cutting velvets or other similar piled fabrics.

1.

HenTy Coates, Crawshaw Booth, near Rawtenstall, Lancashire

Recorded September
2305.

Manchester

gills

fabrics,

.

2306.

—

—
—

pianofortes.
2307. Joseph R. Atha, Heckmondwike, Yorkshire, and William Pearson and William
Spurr, Birstal, Yorkshire Improvements in railway signals.
2308. Perry G. Gardiner, New York New and useful improvements in the conical coiled
steel railroad cut spring, and also of new and useful machinery for preparing,
coiling, and converting steel plates or bars into such springs, and for testing and
measuring the length of such springs.
2309. Harry Inskip, Hertford, Hertfordshire Improvements in fire-arms.

—
—

—

—

the induction and eduction of steam in reciprocating steam engines. (Communication.)
2263. Jai.i
a rid Andrew Boyd, Milton, near Campsie
Improvements in cleansing printed cotton arid silk fabric.-: from colouring matters.

3.

Thomas Holland and John Rubery, Birmingham Certain improvements in the
mode of manufacturing the runners and top notches of umbrellas and parasols.
Thomas Jackson, Orchard Street, Tortman Square Improvements in the action of

Recorded September
2310.

—

John Y. Borland, Manchester Improvements
winding, and doubling fibrous materials.

4.

in

machinery

for preparing, spinning,
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2311. Louis Moreau, Paris

—Improvements
—
—

apparatus for carbonising peat, wood, and

in

other combustible matters.

2312. Prosper B. Godet, Paris Improvements in stereoscopes.
2313. Tony Petitjean, Hatton Garden An improved method of obtaining

magnesium.
2314. Charles

W. Ramie, Camberwell,

manent ways

Surrey

—Improvements

aluminium and

to

Recorded September
2365.
2366.

in

to

Nuttall, Silver Street, and Louis Stcan, Goswell
fur gloves.

Recorded September

rolls for

2367.

elastic fabrics.
Street— Improvements in

2369.

5.

2370.

—

2320. Uriah Scott, Camden Town Improvements in machines for cleaning knives.
2321. Thomas B. Wilkins, Birmingham, and Thomas Milward, Harborne, Staffordshire
Certain improvements in the combination of dies for stamping belt fastenings,
and which said improvements are also applicable to the stamping of other such
like articles or ornaments.
2322. Richard Johnson, Blackburn, Lancashire Certain improvements in purifying and

2371.
2372.

—

filtering water.

—

Marc Antoine F. Mennons,

——
—

(Communication.)
2325. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane Improvements in the manufacture of a
composition to be employed in the preparation of pigments. (Communication
from the inventor.)
2320. Henry Archer, Gloucester Street, Pimlico Improvements in envelopes.
2327. Peter A. le Comte de Fontainemoreau, London, Paris, and Brussels An improved
timekeeper dial, shewing the exact time in different countries. (Communication.)

and

—

4

——

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

Recorded September

—

2377.

I.

—

—

—

—

James Leeming, Bradford

7.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Recorded September

2376.

2378.

2328. Spilsbury Butler, Birmingham A new or improved hearse.
2329. Peter A. le Comte de Fontainemoreau, 4 South Street, Finsbury Improvements in
doors. (Communication.)
Andrew Walker and Thomas Walker, Shotts, Lanarkshire Improvements in the
treatment or preparation of moulds for casting metals.
Improvements in stoves and fire-places.
2331. Thomas Goodchild, Guildford, Surrey
Improvements in plate-holders
2332. William Lewis and William M. Lewis, New York
or frames for photographic cameras.
2333. William Sellers, Philadelphia, U.S. Improvements in boring or turning mills for
operating in metals or stone.
A new elastic composition for coating, cementing,
2334. Benjamin Parker, Hammersmith
bedding, and otherwise protecting bodies, also applicable to the construction or
formation of articles to which it may be suitable.
2335. Constant J. Dumery, Paris Improvements in smoke-preventing apparatus.
An iron straight edge holder, de2337. Louis A. Imbert, Trevilly, near Avallon, France
signed for strengthening walls, edges, or mouldings.
2338. George J. Mackelcan, 4 Falcon Street, Falcon Square Improvements in floating
docks.

—

2375.

—

—

—

—

—

Recorded September

—

weaving.

Works,

Sheffield

—An

tion.)

—(Communica-

improved piston.

—

2382. William Jenkins, Miles Platting, near Manchester Improvements in the furnaces
or fire boxes for locomotive boilers to adapt them for the consumption of coal
and the smoke arising therefrom.
2.3S3. Alexander Gray, Glasgow
Improvements in the picking motion of power looms.
2384, David T. Lee, Birmingham
A new or improved washing machine.
Improvements in pre2385. John Sleddon and Joseph Marsland, Oldham, Lancashire
venting incrustation in steam boilers
Alexander Gray, Glasgow Improvements in lubricating mechanism.

—
—

—

—

Recorded September
2387. Richard Shiers, jun.,

Oldham, Lancashire

velvets.
2388.
2389,

15.

—Improvements

in the

—

—

2391,

Improvements in grinding corn,
and in generating gas on inland waters.
Gerd J. Bensen, Christian Street, St. George's-in-the-East— An improvement in

2393,
2394,

drying sugar.
Adrien J. A. Dumoulin, Paris— Improvements in heating apparatus.
Thomas Robson, 15 Critchill Place, Iloxton Improvements in washing machines.

2390,

Thomas Grahame, Leamington, Warwickshire

—

Recorded September 16.

Thomas S. Adshead, Staly Bridge, Cheshire, and John Piatt, Oldham, LancashireCertain improvemen ts in machinery for carding cotton and other fibrous materials.
2396, Prosper B. Godet. Paris
new mode of illustrating literary productions.
Improvements in furnaces.
2397 Richard Wicks, 21 Phcenix Street, Somers
Abram Seward and Charles Seward, Lancaster An improved boiler for heating

—A

Town—

—

and keeping up circulation
Charles

and

W.

Lancaster,

New

water.
Bond Street
in

in projectiles for the satne.

—An

improvement

in breech-loading

—

guns

—(Communication.)

9.

2347. Louis Lctournel, Paris An apparatus for weighing ships' anchors.
2348. Alexander Hediard and Senateur Lcvieux, Paris An improved boiler for generating steam
2349. Leon L. H. Bertou, Paris Improvements in the manufacture or production of ornamental wrappers or packings for fabrics or other goods.
2350. Edward Lavender, 30 Aston Street, Limehouse An improvement in distilling pro-

manufacture of

—

John Ashby, Croydon, Surrey Machinery for cleaning wheat and other grain or
seed from smut and other injurious matters.
John Walmsley and Thomas Howard, Accrington, Lancashire Improvements in
machinery or apparatus for warping, sizing, or dressing and winding on yarns

—

Improvements in machinery
2344. William Geach, Prospect Place, Old Bailey, Falmouth
for propelling vessels.
Improved apparatus
2345. William Howard, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields
fox supplying air, medicated or pure, to persons in confined apartments, and
other places requiring ventilation.
Improvements in apparatus
2346. Stanislas Hoga, 72 Charlotte Street, Fitzroy Square
for generating electricity, and for transmitting electric currents from place to
place.

for

Recorded September 14.

or threads.

—

and other purposes.

—Improvements in looms

2381. Theophilus Marsh, Pond's

8.

2339. George J. Parson, Adelphi Terrace, Strand, and Thomas Pilgrim, Bow Improvements in the mode of generating steam in the boilers of steam engines, and in
raising the temperature of steam for other uses.
2341. Benjamin Sharpy Nanwell Park Improvements in electric telegraph cables, and
in the apparatus used for paying out such cables.
2342. John Marland, Fernlee Vale, Saddleworth, Yorkshire An improvement in the
manufacture of cop tubes.
2343. James M. Miller, Washington, U.S. Surface condenser, applicable to steam engines

12.

—

de Laphaleque, Paris Improvements in violins and other stringed
musical instruments of a similar nature.
Charles Watson, 27 Alfred Place, Bedford Square An improved apparatus for curing certain bodily complaints
John Butler and Joseph Pitts, Stanningley, Yorkshire An improvement in fastening tyres on wheels for railway carriages.
John Edwards, 77 Aldermanbury Improvements in railways to facilitate locomotive engines ascending inclines.
Machinery or apparatus
Isidore C. Cloet, Ghent, Belgium, and 77 Chancery Lane
for treating and dressing rice.

2373. Nicholas G.

2374.

11.

South Street, Finsbury An improved
smoke-condensing apparatus. (Communication.)
Thomas Silver, Philadelphia, U.S. A machinery or apparatus for regulating or
governing the paying out or delivery and the laying down of submarine or
oceanic telegraph cable, parts of which are also applicable for taking and recording soundings, and for other purposes.
James Mills, Manchester Certain improvements in the manufacture of "keys,"
"tapered pins," "split pins," and other similar articles employed in the construction of machinery.
Aristide Michel Servan, Paris Improvements in the cementation of iron combined
with the manufacture of coke.
Simeon Colbeck and William H. Colbeck, Batley, West Riding of Yorkshire Improvements in looms.
Charles Lungley, Deptford Green Dockyard Improved apparatus for directing,
signalling, and indicating on board ships or vessels, or other places.
Nicholas Fisher, Milton, Northamptonshire Improvements in machinery, combining operations in preparing land for agricultural purposes.
Paris,

Recorded September

John King, Cannon Street Improvements in the manufacture of boots and shoes,
and in machinery for that purpose. (Communication.)
2324. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane
Improvements in clocks or timekeepers.
2323.

—

in constructing the per-

of railway.

James

1857.

—

—Improvements in transparent photographic pictures and
stereoscopes,
their application
the consump2316. James Robertson, Kentish Town — Improvements in furnaces, and
tion or prevention of smoke.
2317. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane — An improvement applicable
rolling iron or other metals. —{Communication.)
the manufacture of
2318. Archibald Turner, Leicester—Improvements
2319.

1,

William Crofts^ Lenton Terrace, Park Side, Nottingham Improvements in the
manufacture of various wcavings in bobbin net or twist lace machinery.
2364. Gustav Briininghaus, Dortmund, Prussia Improvements in the treatment of iron
ore (crude iron) for the production of iron and steel.
23 63.

2315. Jacques A. Ferrier, Paris

in

November

«§r Information as to any of th?se applications, and their progress,
application to the Editor of this Journal.

may

be

had on

—

DESIGNS FOR ARTICLES OF UTILITY.

—

ducts from coal.
2351. James Eastwood, Derby, and Samuel Lloyd, jun., Wednesbury, Staffordshire Improvements in machinery for shearing iron and other metals.
2352. Joshua B. Bacon, 28 Brunswick Square Improvements in machinery for manufacturing horse-shoe nails. (Communication.)

Registered

—

—

—

Sept. 19th,
24th,

4021
4022
4023

4024

Recorded September

—

10.

4025

—

—Improvements
—

Snowdon, Middlesboro'-on-Tees, Yorkshire

in the

—

October, 1857.

—

George O. Williams, Torquay "The
John Smith & Co., 52 Long Acre

windguard."
— "Smith's
registered
recoil

folding

402G

C. L. Laseque and C. E. Laseque, 40 Judd Place, New Road— "Laseques' united pipe case,"
Ann Straker & Son, 35 Monkwell Street, City— " Princess Royal

safety music wrapper."

permanent

way of railways.
2359. Richard Houchin, 7 Bridport Place, Hnxton An improved press for punching,
stamping, and embossing, or otherwise for cutting out paper, leather, or other
materials, and for fixing and closing eyelets.
2360. William Clark, Chancery Lane Improvements in jacquard apparatus, and in the
pattern surfaces of such apparatus. (Communication.)
2361. John D. Dunnicliff, Nottingham Improvements in dividing and measuring breadths
of lace and other fabrics.
2362. James Harrison, 4 Red Lion Square—Improvements in apparatus for producing
cold by the evaporation of volatile liquids in vacuo.

—
—

to 1st

pattern card."

2355. John Honeyman the younger, Glasgow Improvements in generating steam.
2356. Marin J. A* Mille and Francois Canal, Paris Improvements in producing gas.
Certain improvements in looms
2357. William Jamieson, Ashton-under-Lyne, Lancashire
for weaving figured fabrics.
2358. James Fenton, Low Moor, William Thomson the younger, Wakefield, and Thomas

—

from VWi September

The Derwent Foundry Company, Derby—" Grate back."
Gustav G. A. L. M. Sehelhorn, Birmingham—" Penholder."

TO READERS AND CORRESPONDENTS.
C—

We are not aware that any of the American boring tools have yet reached
H.
England.
Engineer. He sets us a very difficult task. We are afraid that private interest is
the only introduction to what he wants. Foreign works will give him the best chance,
and he had better apply direct to those engineers who may happen to have such work in
hand.

—

December

1.
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actual horse power that the turbine exerts

equal to that of 48 horses

—the

at the rate of 33,000 pounds, raised

MINING OPERATIONS IN THE ISLE OF MAN.

when

at full

work

is

horse power being calculated, as usual,

one foot high in a minute.

The following letter, addressed to the makers by Capt. Rowe, manager
of the Laxey mines, mentions the kind of work and the amount of duty
performed by the turbine and, it is to be observed, that not more than
one-half the power has yet been made use of
;

:

"Laxey Mines,
"

The turbine you

up

set

for us here

pose of drawing produce out of the mine

answers so far

Isle

June, 1857.

13(7*

for the pur-

—200 fathoms deep —works and

utmost of our wishes.

to the

of Man,

twelve months ago,

has been at work night

It

and day constantly, and up to this time has been without let or hindrance for a moment. For the four weeks now past, the turbine has drawn
out of the mine 8,500 buckets or kibbles of stuff, and this it will average
with ease.

am

I

of opinion that the turbine is in every

way

a great

improvement upon the water wheel. It is less expensive as a piece of
machinery, and by it a greater per centage of power is obtained.

"R. Rowe."
This turbine

is

arranged to work with variable quantities of water, and,

as already mentioned,

than half
GREAT "WATER WHEEL AT THE LAXEY

The

MINES, ISLE OF MAN.

its

it

has never yet been used at Laxey with more

power.

inside or

working diameter of the revolving part

of the turbine is

The number of revolutions per minute is 392 and the speed
of the drum shaft for the drawing ropes is reduced by gearing to 50
revolutions, which is the working speed required.
The per centage of power has been carefully measured in various ways,
18 inches.

A few

weeks since we had an opportunity of going over the works connected with the lead mines at Laxey, Isle of Man, and we are thus enabled to give our readers a few particulars respecting the operations
there.

The mines

are situated on the river Laxey, near a village and bay

bearing the same name, being equidistant between the towns of Douglas

The minerals

and Ramsey.

in this district,

and indeed throughout the

island, are in the slate formation, and, in this case, consist of copper ore,

commonly called
produced per month

lead ore, rich in silver, and blende (sulphuret of zinc),
black-jack.
also

From 80

to 100 tons of lead ore are

250 to 300 tons of blende, which latter

is

;

used

£4

manufacture

for the

of spelter, and from the present high price of that article

it is

in each ton of lead ore

this

;

amount of fifty ounces is found
proportion is more favourable than in any

of the English mines, and the proprietors of shares are reaping large
profits

— a result which

is to

be attributed in a great degree to the able

whom

and enlightened management of Captain Eowe, on

The

active control of the operations.

total fall of

devolves the

water available

for

mechanical purposes is about 150 feet, which is used in the following
way
The water with a head of 73 feet first drives a turbine for lifting
:

—

the ore and lowering the trucks

72 feet in diameter, which
o

it

;

pumps

down

in the valley, driving the

chinery for separating the ores, and other purposes.

power condensing engine

is

There are

A

ma-

thirty-horse

ready to supply the place of the turbine in

was

and issues

17 inches' bore, with a head force of 73 feet in height,

from

was

2§ inches by
a head of 72

\

inch

feet

each.

handles,

The power

it

twenty-four

equal to 60 horse power, at

levers,

is

under complete and easy control by means of

and indexes

;

arid

this

species

of prime

mover

is

admirably adapted for situations in which a plenteous supply and good
head of water can be obtained.

The

<;

rater per minute varies from a
i

I
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cubic feet in winter.

maximum

of 125 cubic

see the

in the vicinity of Belfast there is a very large tur-

Brothers,

& Co.,

by a disinterested party
was a per centage of 83.

tested

the result

On low

falls

working on an 8 J foot fall, which
carefully with the friction-brake, and

the turbine possesses the remarkable property of not

being impeded by floods or back water, as ordinary water wheels are
but continues

its

steady motion so long as any

The same makers have

fall

remains.

—

mine the
and for
of 60 cubic feet up to 220
a quantity of water varying from a
This turbine is used for driving circular saws, and when
cubic feet.
at full work is able with ease to cut a stick 12 inches diameter and 30
lately erected a turbine at another

Durham
minimum

Eggleston mine, near Barnard Castle,

feet

— on a 45

foot

fall,

long in a minute.

The

water, after leaving the turbine, passes on to the enormous water

wheel previously erected at Laxey, the contrast of which in size to the
turbine forms one of the most singular spectacles in the kingdom, and
shows forcibly the immense econom}' of outlay in the turbine as compared
to the water wheel.

large water wheel for raising the water from the

Laxey mines

is

27

width over the bucket, and makes three revolutions per minute, the power being estimated at 200 horses. The depth of
the mine is 230 fathoms, and the quantity of water pumped per minute is
feet in diameter, 6 feet in

95 gallons.

There are six stages or lifts of pumps, three of them being for

35 fathoms in length, with 9-inch plunger

The power

is

and

Five hunched cubic feet of water with

at

conveyed by means of a spur
and wheel to an upright shaft, and hence by bevel wheels to two
iind which the twisted wire ropes which hoist the ore

.led.

;

forcing and three for drawing the water.

turbine

each minute makes

500 turns per minute.

higher

made by Macadam,

apertures,

circumference of the

the

still

bine,

The

which was made by Messrs. Macadam, Brothers, & Co.,
Boho Foundry, Belfast, is 22 inches in diameter, and 2f inches broad, and
works in a cistern having outlets. The water is conveyed by a pipe
turbine,

fall,

Practical Mechanic's Journal for April, 1853, p. 13, where the per centage

winding, should repairs be necessary.

The

For experiments on a turbine

to 85 per cent.

erected at Bessbrook, near Newry, in Ireland, on a 47 foot

then impels the monster water wheel

the water from the mines.

other water wheels lower

and has been from 80

now worth

Silver to the average

10s. per ton.

;

with 8-inch plunger; the third stage
the fourth stage
is

is

first

stage of the

the second stage

The

stroke

;

is

pumps

is

45 fathoms,

45 fathoms, with 7-inch plunger;

35 fathoms, with 7-inch bucket

35 fathoms, with 7-inch bucket

with 6-inch bucket.

is

The
;

;

and the sixth stage
of the

pumps

is

5

the fifth stage
is

20 fathoms,

feet,

communi-

and long carrying bars from a crank of 10 feet stroke
upon the end of the water wheel shaft. The shaft, centres, shrouds, and
buckets of the water wheel are of iron, and the arms are of wood. The
cated

by

water

is

levers

admitted to the buckets at eleven o'clock. The apparatus for
is very complete and effective,

breaking, separating, and sifting the ore

propelled by the plenteous water power of the valley.

The water

wdicel
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and machinery have been designed and erected by Mr. Robert Casement,
the resident engineer, assisted by the experience of Captain Rowe. There
are nearly 400 men employed in the Laxey mines, and a well-populated
village has

sprung from a small hamlet within the

last

year or two.

The Foxdale mines are about half way between the towns of Castletown and Peel. These mines are now worked by an English company,
by which have been erected several powerful water wheels and steam
engines for pumping and hoisting the minerals. The production at Foxdale

is

said to be about 100 tons of lead ore per month, the proportion of

each ton of lead being from 15 to 20 ounces. The working is at
a depth of about 100 fathoms from the surface, and the great Foxdale
silver in

JOY'S
Fig.

I'.L'1-nilnT 1, lSf.7.

vein extends across the island from sea to sea, and a large portion of this
is

yet unexplored.

Recent discoveries seem

to

promise great activity in

the carrying out of the works at Foxdale.

At Brada Head

is a mine with a rich vein of copper and lead ore, and
Manghold, near Ramsey, operations have recently been commenced
for making available the large quantities of iron ore which there abound,
and which are reported to be of good quality.
The total number of inhabitants in the Isle of Man is about 54,000, and

at

the importance of mining operations to the island

may

for

DUPLEX CYLINDER EXPANSION STEAM ENGINE.

1 of our engravings is a front elevation of the engine, as arranged
a screw steamer, the small or high-pressure cylinder being in verfig. 2 is a side view, or side sectional elevation corretical section
sponding; and fig. 3 is a sectional plan of the engine. The engine is an
inverted direct-action one, of the condensing kind the whole being carried upon a sole plate, A, upon which stand the two vertical, arched, or
"steam hammer" frame standards, b. On the tops of these standards
The slide valves for both
are bolted the inverted steam cylinders, c, d.
cylinders are actuated on the link-motion principle, the high -pressure
steam eing admitted to the small cylinder, c, through a cut-off valvular
arrangement at e. After the smaller pis! on has performed a part of its
stroke, it becomes, or acts as, the valve conducting the acting steam to
The high-pressure steam thus passes
the second and larger cylinder, D.
off into the larger cylinder, and acts expansively therein, thence passing
single
cup slide valve. To get the full
off to the condenser through a
effects of this arrangement, the two cranks are set a little, more than
When reversed, and going astern, high-pressure
right angles apart.
steam is admitted directly to the second or larger cylinder, as well as to
the first, and the engine then acts as an ordinary double engine, the first
cylinder exhausting through the second. The cup valve of the second
cylinder being set without lead for going astern, the steam is not admitted to that cylinder until its connection with that cylinder is closed.
One hand-lever, p, reverses both links; but the link for the steam
;

—

1

The new form

of steam engine, which we illustrate here in three several
by Mr. David Joy, of Leeds, whose " Hydrostatic OrganBlower" we noticed at page 108, Practical Mechanic's Journal for July
fitted

dependent

1.

Fig.

last.

is

means of sustenance upon the mines.

for

views,

be judged of from

the fact that about one-twelfth of the entire population

is

It is of the double cylinder expansion class, the cylinders being
with cellular jacketing.

December

1.
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valve can be set for expansion separately by the lever, g. The lever it
The
the steam handle, and is shown as it is with the steam shut off.
reversing handle, F, taking both links, is shown in the forward gear.
handle,
for
the
high-pressure
valve,
is
shown
as
o,
steam
The expansion
being nearly in full gear. The small pipe, i, is for the admission of highpressure steam to the large cylinder when the engine is reversed.
is

THE SOUTH KENSINGTON MUSEUM.

We have

:

often in thought transplanted ourselves into the midst of a
breathing Grecian city, and stood forth, in imagination, the originator of
the splendid achievements of recent days. The pleasant dream, however often repeated, was always rapidly dispelled. This was simply
necessarily so. but reflection prompted the conviction.
It was very
agreeable to see, before the thing was done, the permanent way firmly
running round the platform of the Acropolis and over the grand Boeotian
to the distant hills.
straight as an arrow
It was more
viaduct
pleasant still to hear the smoking, hissing power traversing the even
wav like a wild beast of the forest in its anger, or gently and softly
gliding with cat-like step. It was always yet more agreeable, in our
vision world, to see upraised aloft the magic wires conveying their silent
And then to have been the originator of
voices to far distant lands.
to be mobbed as the oracle of
these, and such like as these, things
progress
to be proclaimed, even in the Areopagus,
one among
and to find, in these latter clays, our
the civilisers of the nations
name hunted out from among the literary remains of antiquity as
having been handed down through many centuries as the name of one
of the gods whom men worshipped, and who had temples (long since
decayed) raised to his honour But these brilliant speculations soon have
an end, simply because they are useless. Everything useless soon has

—

—

—

—

—

!

We were always in
end. It comes forth diseased, and dies earlj'.
want in our grand imaginings, in want of men in want of tools tools
and men, of each great and small. When we had constructed our permanent way, after shutting our eyes against many anachronisms, we had to
call up successively hundreds of new discoveries and inventions, and at
once apply them in all their successive improvements. There seemed
no end of our labour, and time ran on — so did our dream always rationally conclude
until, when we had everything ready in working order,
we found, progressing as fast as we could progress, that we had stumbled into modern times. How truly is it written, " To everything there
is a season, and a time to every purpose under heaven"
Who is the
genius who could show us what the world would now have been had
printing been invented and used in the time of the Cssars ? The fact is,
we are not called upon to reason back in this way, and never were.
Carpe diem is our lawful motto and to look up at what is before us, and
nnt as far as we can see beyond it, is all the best of us is permitted to
do. We may, indeed, take things as they are in a cheerful or desponding
spirit, but to take all of good v-lten it comes with an appreciating mind
and an understanding heart is the only evidence we can furnish of our
its

—

—

—

—

!

;

gratitude.
greatest.

This applies to

And

all

things

small

as

great

— smallest

as

this applies at present; as regards us as Britishers
perhaps pre-eminently to the institution not long since opened called

—

"The South Kensington Museum."
We may deplore that its advantages had

A

We

first know what they are.
To few even among Londoners
even the site of the South Kensington Institution known many less
have an idea of its contents and advantages. How very small must be
the number of persons
heads of establishments of all kinds in the

But we must

;

—

provinces

be improved every hour. One in a hundred thousand, perhaps, educates
himself in this way. Such a person in a stroll from one end of London
to the other receives many lessons, and these are not thrown away.
There is "something" in beautiful form or colour which remains "a
joy for ever;" as there is, on the other hand, "something" in deformity
or incongruity against which the refined soul instantaneously rebels.
The million, however, have not this facility of self-education. Some
require to have the beauty or the deformity pointed out to them, when
they can straightway seize upon the truth and retain it, while others
(we strongly incline to believe they are the very, very few) cannot
understand it when it is pointed out.
The success of the Arts Exhibition at Manchester (which may be regarded as a splendid success when we remember all anticipated a decided failure) will unquestionably be instrumental in exciting many
minds to a more just appreciation of high art and we cannot but think
that art of a lower order must be advanced by it, although it is imposArt ma}'
sible to show by measure the extent of the progress made.
truly exclaim, " He who is not against us is for us " for there is a natural
capacity in man to rise into fellowship with what is above him, and the
;

;

is above him is intrinsically beautiful.
The
authorities of the South Kensington Institution have shown themselves
capable of distinguishing when a public impression has been made; and
they have done well immediately and extensively to advertise the facilities they offer for a regular and systematic training of our youth in the
metropolitan and provincial schools already established, and in the facilities offered to country towns for the establishment of such schools where
they do not yet exist. Every manufacturer has a positive pecuniary interest at stake in the matter, which, in the case of the father of a family,
All should begin to have their eyes
is raised into an absolute duty.
open to the advantages which are thus broadcast before them.
Let us now tell our readers what these advantages are but before we
do that, we must let them know where they are to be found.
Every one knows, or ought to know, the site of the great Exhibition

more so when that which

;

knows

that nearly opposite the grand entrance
pulled down, a large mansion, called
Gore House. This mansion had a considerable quantity of land adjoining
it, and altogether forming one compact estate, running right down to the
Brompton and Fulham roads. This estate was that purchased by the
Royal Commissioners of the Exhibition and, according to all appearance,
as to the long lines of new and spacious mansions which are beginning
to fill up the void, the Commissioners are making a fine thing of their
Well, just at the corner where the Fulham road turns off
purchase.
from the old Brompton road, some old buildings on the estate have been
converted into school rooms, and some temporary new buildings have
been erected, which are appropriated to the things which we shall preneed not very particularly describe the
sently tell our readers about.
It may, however, be mentioned, that there are two divisions
schools.
one for males and the other for females. There are training schools,
class lecture rooms, and modelling schools, a large lecture theatre, and
a very nice library, with all appropriate offices, storerooms, &c. The
museum opens on the principal front. It is in the form of a parallelogram, having its two sides about double the length of the ends. It is
arranged inside somewhat in the shape of one of the Grecian or Roman
central space of the same figure is devoted to an educational
temples.
adjoining
exhibition, consisting of books, maps, diagrams, models, &c.
to which, at the entrance end, is a large room, containing models of
of
about the same
patented inventions and, at the further end, is a room
A long corridor between the outer wall
size, devoted to the art museum.
with
part
of
the
architectural
occupied
apartments
is
and the inner
museum, and specimens of painted glass, and many other interesting
Two or three flights of stairs lead to the upper floor, containing
objects.
the remainder of the architectural museum, an English sculpture gallery,
the Sheepshanks' collection of pictures, and the extensive and complete
of 1851
and every one
stood, at that time, but
;

it is

now

;

We

A

;

not earlier been placed within
our reach, but all our wailing would be unavailable to increase those adWe
vantages.
must take them as we find them, and be thankful. But
what are they?
great recent central display of the drawings of numerous pupils of the various schools of industrial art now established in
England, and a distribution of so man}' prizes that we almost are led to
fancy that every contributor had one awarded to him, have drawn the
public attention to the subject of general scientific and artistic education.
And it certainly is deplorable that it is so little cultivated, not only by
those constantly interested in it in a pecuniary manner, but by those
whose time and opportunity might, it is reasonably supposed, induce
them to bestow a small portion of that time, and seize such opportunity
to create in themselves a means of rational gratification of the most
innocent kind. The great Exhibition of 1851, which opened to our own
eyes the absolute negation of all effort at this education in the British
empire, did, in doing so, if it did nothing more, a noble work. It excited
in us a consciousness of a deficiency, which we did well at once to
have attempted it, and the attempt is already
attempt to supply.
ring good fruit, but as yet small in quantity.
It will, we feel
assured, increase by and by, and we wait with patience the better time
coming. To go on now we have simply to profit by our advantages.
is
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—

who

are in a position to appreciate the effort that is here
making to educate the particular and general mind and taste
They
cannot, for certain, be perfected in a day, but with equal certainty they may
!

;

collection of animal products.
In this dry and barren catalogue of

what is to be found at the South
Kensington Museum, we apprehend that Ave anticipate each of our
readers in expressing surprise and admiration at what has thus been so
and we must say that
silently accomplished during the last six years
the country owes a great debt of gratitude to the Royal Commissioners
labours,
and the promise
for this last great result of their gratuitous
which it holds forth of some not far distant time coming, as regards
not only English art-manufacture, but English science and art hi
;

general.

We will now enter a little more into particulars.
arrangements form, as it were, the laboratory to the
partment of the Committee of Council on Education.
for which this department is now organised are :— 1.

The whole of the
science and art deThe special objects
To train male and

female teachers to give instruction in art, to certify them when qualified,
and to make them annual fixed payments, varying according to their
acquirements. 2. To aid and assist committees in the provinces desirous of establishing schools of art. 3. To hold public inspections and
examinations, and to award medals and prizes to the most deserving
candidates.
4. To collect together works of art, pictures, &c, in the
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And
central museum, and books and engravings in the central library.
5. To circulate among the schools of art objects from the museum, and
books and engravings from the library.
The training school has for its special object the education of art
but it also aids in supplying certificated art
teachers, male and female
masters or mistresses to teach drawing to schools in connection with the
Committee of Council on Education. The course of studies is wide and
well arranged and in order to encourage students of provincial schools
of art, by opening to them opportunities of pursuing their studies under
t'10 most favourable auspices, and also to secure a wide field of choice
from which to select students best qualified for training as future masters,
a competition for free admission takes place twice in the year, at the
commencement of each session.
The present museum of ornamental art contains but a small portion of
Many of
the entire collection of articles belonging to the department.
the finer specimens are travelling about the country, and visiting the
provincial schools of art, and many more are not exhibited simply for
want of room.' This want of room, however, it is proposed to remedy as
soon as possible; when the whole fine collection will be visible, and
loans of many rare objects may be looked upon as certain, from their
present fortunate and tasteful possessors. The collection now exhibited
consists mainly of the bulkier objects of furniture, &c., and of modern
works purchased at the Paris Exhibition of 1855. One of the corridors
contains an extensive series of reproductions, consisting of plaster casts,
electrotyped copies, coloured drawings, engravings, &c. The collection illustrative of architectual ornament consists of a series of many
hundred plaster casts, moulded from details of ancient edifices, or from
fragments preserved in museums. The first, second, and third bays of
courts, formed by projecting screens, contain examples in the antique
Greek and Roman style, and a number of models, being accurate restorOn the
ations to scale of celebrated buildings accompanying them.
pedestal of the latter are hung photographs which represent these
classical
or
buildings in their actual state of ruin.
Casts of the revived
renaissance style of Italy, France, Flanders, &c, come next in order,
occupying three other bays.
On the screens on the right hand opposite the casts, and corresponding
as to date, style, &c., are hung drawings, engravings, and photographs
illustrative of architecture and ornament.
The renaissance casts are accompanied on the wall opposite to them
by elaborate coloured drawings, illustrating painted mural decoration,
chiefly from fresco paintings of the Italian cinque-cento period.
Most
of them have been executed from the original frescoes; and in another
portion of the building will be found a series of copies in distemper of
the pilasters and ceiling compartments of the Loggie of Rafiaelle in the
Vatican.
Coloured engravings by Raffaelle Morghen and Volpata are
added to the other very good illustrations of this famous work. Specimens of ancient engravings, and a collection illustrative of the history
of wood engraving, are here also to be found very neatly framed, and,
what is a wonder, capable of being well seen.
series of glazed cases
containing electro-deposit copies of original works of art in goldsmiths'
work, decorative arms, etc., to be found in the best museums at home
and abroad, forms an interesting exhibition in itself; and these are
appropriately accompanied by numerous coloured photographs representing some of the most important works of art in the Louvre and other
French collections, such as Limoges enamels, crystal gold-mounted cups,
vases, ivories, &c.
It is worthy of notice that the department has made
arrangements that artists and other persons may obtain all these reproductions from the producers, at regulated prices, which, for convenience,
in most cases are stated on labels accompanying the objects.
In this
part of the corridor are also deposited very interesting collections of
Sevres and English china, purchased from the Paris Exhibition of 1855,
with many specimens of the products of the manufactory of Messrs.
Minton & Co., being revivals of the Italian majolica ware.
In the great north central hall is a very fine plaster cast of the
grand colossal statue of David by Michael Angelo. This cast is stated to
have been presented by the Grand Duke of Tuscany. This is a glorious
work of great power, and must be very pleasing to those who have not
had the advantage of inspecting the original. The well-known models
in wax and clay by the hand of the artist are appropriately deposited in
a case at the foot of thi cast.
It is impossible to detail the numerous
objects of beauty in the way of furniture, &c, which attract attention
here. Some are curious and quaint indeed, but in all is to be discovered
the cunning and artistic hand.
Cabinets carved and inlaid in all kinds
of woods, carved and gilded chests, altarpieces, wrought-iron work, &c.,
are also among the objects.
portion of the east corridor is devoted to the exhibition of specimens
of oriental art manufactures, such as rich Indian tissues, Chinese and
Japanese porcelain and lacquered work, decorative arms, bronzes, objects
in marqueterie, damascene work, &c., and these are accompanied by a
series of coloured drawings illustrative of oriental art generally.
What is called the educational collection is a very useful and interesting one. It is large, and occupies the whole of the great central hall.
The nucleus was formed out of the Education Exhibition at St. Martin's
;

;

A

.:

.

A

Dccembei

1,

1BS7.

The classification of the objects has been made with
especial view, apparently, to its utility for reference. The divisions are
into school-buildings and fittings, general education, drawing and the
fine arts, music, household economy, geography and astronomy, natural
history, chemistry, physics, mechanics, apparatus for teaching the deaf
and dumb and idiots, and physical training.
think it will be considered that the authorities have done well when we find that the specimens
in all these divisions are so arranged as to enable all persons to see. collected together, the most recent forms of apparatus and means of imparting knowledge, with the publisher's name and address, and the prices at
wdiich the various specimens may be obtained.
The Commissioners of Patents' Museum is likely to prove very attractive, if we may judge from the number of persons present in it during
the times of our own visits. It consists of a selection of well-constructed
examples and models from various contributors, illustrating, in many
cases, the progress of inventions, step by step, as in the steam-engine
and a library of all specifications of patents. The progress of invention
in the case of the steam engine is thus illustrated by Symington's engine invented in 1788, and so forward to the paddle-wheel engines of the
Leviathan. This department also contains a series of looms.
The so-called Gallery of British Art comprises 234 very choice oil
paintings, the munificent and patriotic gift to the nation of John
Sheepshanks a name which will now be handed down to our posterity
with every sentiment of gratitude and reverence, and perennially associated with images of beauty and refined pleasure.
All the works are
of cabinet proportions, and are satisfactorily placed on the walls on a
line with the eye, as near as can be expected.
After naming a few, as
specimens of the collection, those of our readers who have not 3'et visited
it will be somewhat prepared for a great treat in store for them.
Ten
works by Collins some of Constable's very choicest productions no less
than sixteen works by Sir Edwin Landseer, among which is the worldfamous "Old Shepherd's Chief Mourner," for published and elaborate
just praise of which we can only refer to what Mr. Buskin has said
about it so pleasantly in his great work on modern painters
twentythree works by Leslie, including sketches for the portraits of the Queen
and Princess Royal, in the paintings made familiar by the engravings
of the coronation and christening; twenty-eight pictures by Mulready
form a delightful collection in themselves, and well illustrate the acknowledged genius and versatility of the painter; six works by It. Redgrave, among which are to be found his "Cinderella and the Glass Slip
per," "The Governess," and "Ophelia Burning her Garlands"
all
exquisite productions; three little gems by Roberts; another three by
Stanfield, in his inimitable style
seven by Stothard five by our great
Turner all celebrated, for here are " Line Fishing off Hastings," "The
Venice of 1840," the "St. Michael's Mount of 1834," the "Cowes with
R. Y. Squadron of 1828," and "Blue Lights of 1831 ;" other five paintings have come from the easel of the general favourite, Webster, including one or two of his clever chalk sketches a whole host by the versatile E. W. Cook, including the rare one from his easel, "The Antiquary's
Studio;" while seven sketches by Wilkie must conclude this necessarily
dull and dry enumeration.
It must, however, be mentioned that these
are but a few only which are now exhibited, and that those exhibited

Hall in 1854.

We

—

;

;

;

—

—

;

;

;

all which are ready to be exhibited, on proper space being
secured many paintings and sketches being from time to time obtained
by purchase or presentation. Until adequate additional arrangements
can be made, we are promised changes from time to time.
Let us pass by the models of buildings to British sculpture, the mode
All or by far the greater
of exhibition of which is commendable.
number of works are plaster casts, which have already been exhibited
elsewhere. These casts are contributed by the sculptors themselves, or
We are promised
other possessors of the casts by deceased artists.
constant novelty in this collection two of the conditions of exhibition
being, that every work must remain in the building at least six months,
and no work longer than three years. It is sometimes thought that a
cast is inferior to a finished work in marble but it is often the case that
the cast or model, containing, as it necessarily must, the first sketchthought of the sculptor, is really the best of the two, although not produced with so much hard labour.
The collection of animal products is more adapted for special recognition but we cannot pass it lightly over. It is the property of the Royal
Commissioners of 1851, and has been formed upon the basis of the large
and general collection then made, it having been completed to its present
It is calculated
state by purchases and gifts from all parts of the world.
namely, a trade colto satisfy a public want in our commercial empire
lection of animal imports and exports, where men of business maj'
examine and test samples of the articles in which they trade, or respecting which they desire information. A catalogue of the articles exhibited
has been published, and reflects much credit on the promoters. It forms
a little enej'clopsedia of the subject, and contains a tolerable classification
of the objects, with introductory notices to the classes, divisions, and
sections, which are drawn up with great apparent care and effort to
render the collection both useful and interesting. Sometimes even long
and particular notices accompany the mention of the particular specimen.

are not

—

:

;

;
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rv curious and interesting statistics, brought down to the present
day, are introduced
but it would be out of our province to do more
than simply to refer to them. The catalogue extends to 117 pages of
small letter-press in double columns, and is sold for sixpence a price
within the reach of all taking especial interest in the subject-matter.
In addition to the above, there is also within the building what has
been termed an "Economic Museum," in which the knowledge of some
common thing* is sought to be imparted. It contains a collection of
articles of domestic economy.
It does very great credit to Mr. Thomas
Twining, jun.. who originated it and who has, at his own cost, brought
it to its present presentable condition.
Although old housekeepers, we
have ourselves received many "a crotchet " from several things which we
have come upon, and we cannot doubt that many a young housewife would
receive valuable lessons in taking a morning lounge through the lines
of pots and pans exhibited.
The Architectural Museum forms another popular feature for although
architectural casts, sometimes broken and dusty, are not things in themselves calculated to receive much notice by the general public, we have
nevertheless observed in going through the rooms very great numbers of
persons particularly on the free nights devoting their curtailed time
to observation of the beauties or eccentricities of form collected here.
The museum itself was founded in 18ol in Cannon Row, Westminster,
as a nucleus of a national museum of architectural science and art, and
has been entirely formed by gifts, loans, and purchases.
believe that
to Mr. G. G. Scott it is that the public are mainly indebted for the pleasure of viewing this most interesting collection. It has been prophesied
that our own age will in after times be considered as that of the revival
of gothic architecture, and certainly the pleasing and noble examples
here exhibited have a tendency to make people wish the prophecy to be
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causing the water to pass to the space above the piston, and the water
escapes from beneath the piston to the force pipe, h, through the valve,
a.
It is easy to see, however, when the motion of the pistons is reversed the water continues to be drawn in and expelled in a similar

;

—

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

:

j

;

—

—

We

fulfilled.

have now hurried through the various rooms and corridors, when
could very willingly have lingered in each as long as it has occupied
us to notice the whole. There are some additional excellencies which
must, however, still be mentioned for although they are comparatively
trifling, they add much to the gratification of a visit.
To almost all the articles are attached descriptive labels so that where
a catalogue is to be had, it is not necessary to be obliged to turn to it, at
great inconvenience, every moment to find out what is before us. Some
catalogues, as we have noticed, are procurable, but these will be best made
use of at home as memoranda for future visits. There are first and second
class refreshment and waiting rooms attached, where every convenience
is at hand.
A body of sappers and miners constitute the chief of the
police in the building, although there are a few of the blue jackets as
well but we understand that, with very few exceptions, their presence
has been wholly unnecessary, the British public being found capable of
enjoying a good thing without being subject to its old alleged mipropriin touching everything.
These and the other attendants are unusually obliging it seems such a good atmosphere for all to be in.
The popularity of the museum, since the night exhibitions on Mondays
and Tuesdays have taken place, has greatly and deservedly increased
while, on paying days, we are gratified in observing, from the statistical
tables published daily in the museum, that the attendance is increasing.
series of six introductory lectures is advertised, which are intended
to explain the objects of the department of science and art of the Committee of Council on Education, and of the South Kensington Museum.
Messrs. Henry Cole and E. Redgrave, Dr. Playfair, and Messrs. Richard
Burchell. H. Robinson, arid James Fergusson, are the intended lecturers.
shall notice these in due course
for London being the self-constituted
central school of science and art of the empire, we must watch it with
more than a jealous eve.
'W e

we

:

;

To shift the communication, the plug, e, of the suction chamber is turned so that the port in its plug is brought opposite the proper
port of the suction chamber, and this adjustment is settled by means of
two marks forming a complete broad arrow. The " suction plate " is a
modification of the suction chamber, and niay be used with any ordinary
manner.

pump.
Practical trials with this pump have shown that it presents many advantages. Amongst other vessels, the Marquis of Stafford's yacht Undine has been satisfactorily fitted with them, she having been the first
user of the invention. Messrs. Young, Son, & Magnay have also got
one to pump out their graving docks at Limehouse.

:

CONICAL FLUE AND DOUBLE CHIMNEY STEAM BOILERS.

By

:

A

We

;

DOUBLE ACTION TWIN PUMP AND SUCTION PLATE.
The

pump which we here illustrate in side elevation and transition in figs. 1 and 2 of our engravings, is the invention of Mr.
T. Roberts, of the Mill wall Cable Works, and is made by the well-known
firm of Brown, Lenox. & Co., of Millwall, Poplar.
Its effect is equal to
that of two double action or four ordinary pumps, wdiilst it occupies
hardly any more space than the ordinary pump. The arrangements
of a pair -of vertical parallel ban-els, a, with a central base valve
b is partitioned and fitted with four clack valves, as indi;d in fig. 2.
The suction chamber, c, has four pipes, d, and it is fitted
Mih a central plug, e. The cylinders, valve box, and suction chamber,
are all in one casting.
The pump is actuated entirely by the horizontal
double crank shaft, carried in bearings in the upper ends of a pair of
standards resting on the base. The action is this
As the piston in the
left ascends, the valve, f, opens, and the water, ascending
tne ': '"'-' pipe of the suction
chamber, passes to the under side
of the piston, whilst, at the same time, the water is expelled from the
top of this cylinder, and passes away through the valve, a, to the forcepipe, H.
Whilst this is going on, the cylinder to the right is acting by
ship's

:

—

R. Morrison, Ousehurn Engine Works, Neiscastle.
(Illustrated hj Plate 218.)

four varieties of steam boilers which we this month present in our
large folio plate 218, are in illustration of some ingenious, compact, and
economically effective arrangements for stationaiy and marine purposes,
recently patented by Mr. R. Morrison, of the Ouseburn Engine Works,
Newcastle. The stationary boilers to which the inventor prefers to
apply his invention are of the vertical, cylindrical, or conical kind, having

The

vertical flues passing

up through them, and chimneys

at

then upper

The improvements consist in constructing such vertical flues of
ends.
a peculiar form, with the fire box at or near the bottom of it, and with a
double chimney, so as to contain water between the inner and outer
plates of the chimney to be heated before passing into the boiler.
The
vertical flue passing up through the boiler is of a conical form, tapering
or diminishing up towards the top, leaving from two to six inches' water
space between the outer shell of the boiler and the conical flue at the
bottom. This flue is made tapering up to the top, so that the interior
of its upper or smaller end may be of the same diameter as the interior
of the chimney.
The chimney consists of two cylinders, one within the
other, having between them a water space of from half an inch to three
inches, and it is made of the same strength as the boiler, so as to stand
the same pressure. Instead of pumping the feed water directly into the
boiler, it is pumped into the water space surrounding the chimney, at a
place near the bottom, so that the mud and other sediment in the water
may settle into the bottom of this space, whilst the heated water will
ascend to the top, whence it passes by a feed pipe into the boiler in a
heated state. By these means the engine is enabled to work such a
boiler for a considerable time without the necessity of cleaning it out.
The mud which collects in the bottom of the water space round the
chimney may be blown off at intervals in the usual way. By this arrangement the whole or greater part of the caloric evolved by the burning fluel will be absorbed as it passes up the conical flue and chimney,
and applied to generating steam, and expensive brick chimneys and
boiler seats may be dispensed with.
Such a boiler may be used in combination with a furnace placed
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In this case, the boiler may he placed on the
one side of it.
ground on the same level as the furnace, the flue of the furnace communicating with the conical flue by an orifice at the bottom of it, so
that the flame and heated air from the furnace may pass up the conical
flue.
The tapering form of this flue causing the interior surface of it to
be more effectually subjected to the action of the flame rising up from
the fire box or furnace, and the flame impinging upon the plates of the
flue in ascending, facilitates the absorption of the heat through those
plates into the water within the boiler.
The flues of two or more furnaces may be introduced into the same
conical flue
in which case a damper is fitted into each furnace flue close
to the boiler, in addition to the damper at the top of the boiler chimney.
The double chimney with its water space may be introduced inside the
boiler below the water level of the boiler.
By this contrivance it becomes unnecessary to line the upper part of the boiler flue above the
water level with fire-brick. In horizontal boilers, horizontal conical flues
and return flues are adopted, using the same arrangement of chimney
and feeding apparatus. For marine boilers conical flues are used instead
of the small tubes at present in use.
The chimney of a marine boiler
may be made double, leaving a parallel or tapered water space between
the two shells of the chimney, and such a chimney may be made double
Into this space is pumped the
for half or any other part of its height.
feed water, which is made to enter at such a distance from the bottom of
the chimney as will leave sufficient space below the junction of the feed
To the bottom of the chimney a
pipe lor the deposit of salt and mud.
The
blow-off pipe is attached to convey the salt and mud into the sea.
hot water will ascend to the top of this water spaee in the chimney,
From this water space
freed in a great measure from the mud and salt.
the feed water for the boiler is conducted by a feed pipe, but, instead of
conducting it direct into the boiler, it is preferred to convey it by means
of a feed pipe down the chimney through the smoke box, and through
the bottom of the boiler into what is called a deposit box, attached to
the bottom of the boiler, and which may be made of any convenient size,
the end of the feed pip" being carried down to within a few inches of the
bottom of this box. By these means some of the remaining mud and
salt not previously separated in the water space of the chimney may be
deposited in the bottom of this deposit box, whence the water will ascend into the boiler. To the bottom of this deposit box the usual blowoff cock is attached, by which all deposits in it will be blown into the
sea.
The ordinary scum bowls are used, but, instead of taking the pipes
out through the side of the boiler, they arc taken down through the bottom into deposit boxes or chambers, to which blow-off cocks are attached,
at

;

By these means the boilers of sea-going vessels
as alrcadj' described.
are kept more free from the deposits of salt and mud, which are well
known to be greatly injurious to such boilers.
For high-pressure steam, and with a view to economy of fuel, the upright cone boiler is used.
For marine engines, of from seventy to one
hundred horse power, four cone boilers are placed alongside each other
in a group; in other cases, the number to be more or less, according to
the power of the engines, say one boiler for every twenty-five horse
power, ami arranged so that one or more of them may he used for working the engines in case of necessity arising

for repairing or

cleaning the

boiler.

Fig. 1 on the plate is a longitudinal section of the after-part of a screw
steam ship, showing the engine and boiler room as fitted up according
to Mr. Morrison's plans.
Fig. 2 is a corresponding plan of the ship.
Fig. 3 is a partially sectional elevation of a vertical cone flue boiler, with
a hemispherical top, as fitted to a pair of reverberatory furnaces.
Fig.
4 is a sectional elevation of a generally similar boiler for ordinary purFigs. 5 and 6 are separate sectional elevations
poses, having a flat top.
of a marine boiler as fitted with horizontal conical tubes.
Referring to
the simplest form, fig. 4 on the plate, it will be seen that a is the external
shell of an upright boiler having the fire-bars at the bottom of the conical
Hue, b, the fuel being supplied at the fire door, c; the heated air, smoke,
and gases pass up the flue into the chimney, d, which is shown with an
outside casing, e, for containing the feed water before it is admitted into

The mode of feeding the boiler is further illustrated by fig. 3.
The water being forced by the engine or other means through the pipe,
H, where the supply is regulated by the feed valve, i, which admits the
required amount of feed water up the pipe, k, into the lower part of the
the boiler.

water space encircling the chimney, up which water space the water
rises, and becomes more and more heated in its ascent until it reaches
the pipe, l, through which and the pipe, m, it passes into the boiler at
or about the boiling point, thereby effecting a very considerable saving
in fuel.
In ordinary cases the boiler will rest upon the brackets, q, hut
where it is proposed to bring the heated air from scrap or other furnaces
into such conical flue boilers for which purpose their upright form
render them peculiarly adapted openings, F, are made in the lower part
of the boiler, through which the flues, f, leading from the furnaces, g,
pass.
A damper;, s, is employed in each of such flues for the purpose of
closing the communication with any furnace should it be laid off or

—

—

required to be disconnected for any purpose.
It will he seen that the heat of the furnace enters such a boiler at a
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point where there is a great body of water protecting the plate, so that
the rapid waste of the iron, which ordinary upright boilers in like cases
are subject to, is entirely avoided.
In order to avoid, to some extent, the passage of flame out of the
chimney, which occurs in almost all scrap and similar furnaces by reason
of the heated gases becoming mixed with the oxj'gen of the atmosphere,
a door, c, is inserted at the bottom of the boiler when used with such
furnaces, which can be regulated as may be required, so as to admit of
any desired quantity of air, and used in combination with the usual
damper, e. Another very desirable object is attained by passing the
water first into the spaee, e, round the chimney, namely, the separation
of some of the insoluble substances with which the feed water may be
mechanically loaded before they enter the boiler, and allowing them to
settle upon a part of the chimney where the heat is much less intense
than at the bottom of the boiler, where the noxious substances would
otherwise settle if not previously separated. In order to effectually clear
out the bottom of the chimney from these substances, a blow-off valve,
s, is applied to the feed-pipe, k, on opening which, and shutting the feedvalve, i, the bottom of the chimney will be effectually blown through the
blow-off pipe, o, and valve, p, performing the same office for the boiler.
In fig. 3 the water space round the chimney is made to descend into
the boiler and to embrace a portion of the top of the conical flue, in which
case there is no part either of the flue or chimney exposed to the action
of the heated air which is not encased with water.
In figs. 5 and 6 these conical flues are made to perform the office of
the ordinary tubes of a marine boiler, and in all cases are inserted in such
positions that the area of the current is diminished as it proceeds in its
course to the chimney, and the gases are impelled with greater force
against the heating surface in contact with the water. The mode of
feeding is similar to that herein-before described, and in some cases it is
proposed to give small deposit chambers, t, into which the feed water on
its way to the boiler is made to pass, as also the lower end of the surface
blow-off or scum pipe, v.
These deposit chambers serve not only to free
the entering feed water from a portion of the mud and salt, but also to
accumulate the deposit, which is precipitated inside the boilers, u is the
blow-off cock; c is a tube for admitting air behind the bridge of the

furnace to assist combustion.
For ordinary marine purposes many important advantages may be
obtained by the introduction of groups of such conical flue boilers figs.
1 and 2 show how such a combination may be effected.
The advantages to be derived from such a combination are, 1st, that
steam can be safely employed at from 60 to 100 lbs. pressure, and expanded to a much higher amount than in ordinary cases, thereby effecting a great saving of fuel over and above that already stated to result
from the use of conical flues 2nd, from the extreme simplicity of the
form of the flues, and the facility with which they can be cleaned out,
salting up cannot occur; 3d, their cheapness of construction will considerably reduce the first cost of the machinery; 4th, the facility and
economy with which a spare boiler can be introduced in case of an}'
accident rendering one of the group unserviceable this would be of great
importance in the case of colliers and other steamers running between
the same ports, and desiring to load and discharge with rapidity, since
six hours would suffice to take out one boiler and substitute a new one,
and make all the necessary connections; 5th, saving of weight; 6th,
increased coal stowage.
The only difference in the combination, shown in these figures, is the
introduction of small steam chests, w, through which the top of the
internal cones, b, b, are bent to bring them more easily into the common
chimney, n, which is made with a surrounding water space the same as
those herein-before described.
;

;

;
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I alluded very briefly in my last letter to the steam organ, or "calliope," a machine in which steam whistles are employed to pour forth
may be supposed
wdiat by a considerable stretch of the imagination
to be music.
To perfectly represent the melody, or rather the chorus
either
of ordinary
instrument,
is
beyond
the
scope
of yells, from this
chirography or of musical notation. Even the pig-a-forte, the hopeful
invention of some second Pan, wdio, according to the burlesque mythology of a wag, imprisoned swine of various sizes in a long box, and
even this extraordinary effort of
elicited music by pulling their tails,
genius is eclipsed by the music of the calliope. The annual fair of the
American Institute is now in full blast in the Crystal Palace, and a
steam organ, or calliope the fifth constructed has been exalted to a
high station, directly under the great dome in the centre. It has been

—

—

—

—

—
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much improved by an attachment

for securing

a uniformly moderate

The means
by which this is
attained are shown
in fig. 1, where ab

->ure of steam, since its first presentation to the public.
Fig. 1.

the pipe leading
from the boiler to
the instrument, c
is a suitable valve
or cock therein, and
D a lever by which
the flow past c may
is

be controlled, e is
a broad diaphragm, receiving the pressure of the steam on its under
surface, and. by the connection represented, elevating the lever, p, which
AYheu the pressure on the instrument inis connected to d.
creases, the diaplrajm. e, rises and partially closes the valve, c; when
the contrary effect is produced, and c is opened to allow the
it fills,
fluid to pass more freely.
It will be perceived that this is but another form of the devices, previously represent :d as employed on Clark's Fire Regulator, p. 8S, vol.
The effort to devise
3 E
a Heater, p. 7) of this vol.
ix., and
some suitable method of inducing an automatic regulation of the presbut
unsuccessful.
There are
sure of steam, seems to be very general,
a half score of modifications, in addition to the few I have forwarded
piston,
in
another
within a
on
a
it
acts
acts
In one the steam
to von.
loaded sack of steam-tight material but these, and nearly all the others,
In the invention where a
are obviously equivalent to a diaphragm.
piston is used, a number of deep grooves are employed in lieu of packing
and the succession of breaks thus occasioned in
1 the i' iriphery
the motion of the escaping steam, serves very greatly to retard such
Fig. 2 is a section of such a cylinder and piston, and when the
escape.
parts are very well fitted, and the diameter
of the piston is made very slightly less
Fig. 2.
than that of the interior of the cylinder, the
motion of the piston is almost perfectly
free, and yet very little fluid escapes.
It
should be remembered that the steam itself
usually
come
does not
into direct contact
with the working parts, but is allowed to
transmit the pressure through water. The
latter being some 600 times denser than
even high pressure steam, the escape through
the very limited annular space is less in
about the same proportion.
The frictionless piston described is evidently free from some of the
dch have attended the use of Clark's, and it may be considered a hopeful substitute therefor.
There is connected with the
boilers at the present fair the original form of regulator, patented in
J847, from which appears to have sprung all the others now in use.
This, too, bears the name of Clark, but it pertains to another member of
that family.
Timothy Clark's Fire Regulator is represented by fig. 3
The steam is admitted to the in
terior of a thin metallic vessel,
A, the general form of which is
cylindrical, but with very deep
corrugations extending around
it.
The term corrugations is not
probably applied with propriety
•

&

;

;

such great alternations in diameter, as the vessel is in fact
composed of a series of broad
annular plates, soldered together
alternately at their inner and
outer edges. The lever, e, suitably weighted, is supported by this
and as the pressure within increases or diminishes,
itself vertically, and gives by the aid of the
to

1

:

and connections,

<
the desired motion to the damper in the chimney,
he valve of the blower. It is evidently frictionless, more so than
-ton and cylinder construction can well be, and although the
strain o
tends in some degree to crack it, no such effect will
_'
to generally acknowledged laws, unless the
amount of distoj
or change of firm in the metal exceeds a certain
..i tors in
this form have been in use for a long period;
and I am not aware of any sufficient reasons, other than the poverty and
ty of the inventor, why this device has been so

lever

,

1

,,

which its younger rivals have
seems now being made to intro-

impetitioil in

iderable effort
,\fr.

Patrick Clark has produced a new metallic packing for stuffing
become exten ively used, and which I repre.4 and 5.
Sheet brass, liberally coated

with
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the material employed, and a succession of concentric layers
into contact with the piston-rod or valve-stem, by the elasticity
of a considerable quantity of rubber on its exterior is
Fig. 4.
the form in which it is used. Fig. 4 represents the matin, is

—urged

—

form ready for sale; the thin metal being simply
folded together, secured at the ends, and matched, as represented, so as to form a joint which is capable of being
closed up as the interior layers wear away. Fig. 5 shows
a longitudinal section of a stuffing box, with this improvement.
A is the rod and B the metallic packing
under notice. It is important that this packing he not
compressed edgewise, and it is recommended to select a
ring only about half as wide as the depth of the stuffing
box.
c represents a broad ring of vulcanised rubber, as
thick as can be inserted, and the remaining spaces, i> n,
On urging down the gland, e, in the
are loosely filled with hemp.
usual manner, it compresses the rubber, c, and induces it to press the
metallic packing, b, tightly against the
piston-rod or valve-rod, A, and thus form
a suitable metallic surface to protect the
terial in the

rubber from wear.
This packing has been in use for some

months

four

in the piston-rod

stuffing

boxes of several stationary engines, and
in all the stuffing boxes of one locomotive
in constant use, with but one renewal of it,
and that within the last few days. It is
used, I think, on all the engines and steam
pumps in the fair nearly a score alto-

—

gether.
I). Rugg's patent water gauge is the subject illustrated by fig. 6.
a decided novelty one of those devices whereby a long known
principle is made to serve a useful end, which are particularly refreshing
to one wearied with mere new combinations.
It is a device for indicating the height of the surface of the water in a
steam boiler by the temperature of a pipe connected therewith. Within
a boiler in active use, in the vicinity of the point where the feed water is
received, the water may be a little cooler than the
Fig. 6.
steam, and on the other hand, in generating steam
from salt water, the difficulty of effecting the operation (owing to some chemical affinity or absence of
perfect fluidity) is such, that the water requires to
be heated a little higher (in some cases nearly two
degrees higher) than the steam rising from it yet
everybody knows, that in general terms the temperatures of the water and of the steam within a
boiler are precisely alike.
If the pressure be simply
that of the atmosphere, the temperature both of the
water and steam is about 212° Fall
if the pressure
be increased to 10 lbs. above the atmosphere, the
temperature of both is raised to 240° if 50 lbs., to
300°
if 100 ft>s., to 340°, and so on
but in all
cases the temperature of the steam is practically
equivalent to that of the water, and no greater.
This condition does not obtain, however, for any
considerable time in a pipe or vessel of any kind
outside of the boiler, and connected therewith.
In
such vessel or pipe the part filled with water soon
cools by radiation, and allows the water enclosed
to be cooled nearly to the atmospheric temperature
while the part above,
which is filled with steam, maintains the high temperature due to the
pressure,
There is, of course, an escape of heat from the surface but
this loss is continually compensated for by the arrival of fresh steam
from the boiler. As the steam parts with its heat, it does not lower its
temperature, but simply changes into water
and this change is continuously going on at a more or less rapid rate, the water gathering on the
inside and trickling down, while the temperature is fully maintained.
In the sketch, A represents the boiler, and d a continuous metallic pipe,
which communicates with the boiler above and below the water line
e represents a larger tube of glass. It is fitted up in such manner as
to surround d, and leave a suitable space between, into which water is
allowed to descend from a similar glass tube, p, used as a reservoir. The
surface of the water both in the boiler, a, and the tube, n, is represented

E.

—

It is

;

;

.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

by the dotted

line, b.

adjust the gauge, which is double, and may be made to indi ate
in both glasses, e and p, it is simply necessary to fill the glass tube, v.
with clean water, and to open the very small cock, c, which allows the
air to escape from the glass tube, e.
The latter is consequently filled
with clean water quite to its top, after which the cock, c, is closed, and
the whole is ready for use. From the causes explained above, the
a
in the lower portion of the small metallic pipe, d, is comparatively cold,
portion
above
while the steam in the
the water-level, i; it, rapidly condenses, and imparts its heat to the pipe, and thus to the water in the

To

.
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upper part of E. This latter water being subject to a pressure but little
exceeding that of the atmosphere, the difference depending on the head
or elevation of f, boils or changes into steam at a lower temperature than
that in the boiler, and is consequently vapourised until the upper portion
of the glass tube, e, is filled with steam, thus partially expelling the
water, as represented. But the moment the water-level in the tube, E,
sinks down to correspond with that in the boiler, it is no longer in contact
with the hot portion of d, and the further generation of steam is stopped.
So long as the level of the water in the boiler remains constant, that in
the gauge remains so but every fluctuation in the level is followed, after a
very short interval, by a corresponding change of level of the visible
fluid in the glass, e, and consequently by a corresponding change in the
reverse direction of the glass, p. If the water rises from the point, 2, to
the point, 3, in the glass, e, it sinks to a corresponding extent in the
glass, f and by placing this latter in the cabin of a ship or the counting
room of a manufactory, the apparatus serves to indicate the supply of
water, both in the fire room and at the higher points, with a great degree of accuracy. It is easy to see that graduated plates may be attached
to show the rise and fall in inches, and that coloured water may be used
in order to make the indications plainer. Also that alcohol or ether may
be employed in lieu of water, either to prevent the damage which might
arise from frost in winter, or to make the apparatus more sensitive to the
moderate heat of very low pressure steam.
This apparatus avoids the great difficulty which is found to arise
from the fouling of ordinary glass gauges.
It was very common at
one period to apply pipes similar to dd alone, but with the portion near
the water-level composed of a strong glass tube to render the water visible.
But no invention yet made public lias sufficed to prevent the gradual loss
of transparency in such tubes.
The water in a boiler is always more or
less muddy, or at least becomes saturated with oxide of iron, and deposits
a sufficient coating on the glass to render it useless in a short time. This
invention by Mr. Rugg is rather cumbrous, and requires some attention
to keep the whole in order, so that both parts shall indicate alike, especially if there be even a very slight leak; but it will be observed that the
leak must be very considerable to prevent the lower glass, e, from indicating correctly. The gauge has been as j'et but little tested, and I can do
The single one in use in the fair
little more than present the theory.
agrees very exactly with the majority of other gauges attached to the
same boilers. The upper glass, f, in this instance is placed some 40 feet
above the lower glass, e, and the pressure of the water, therefore, in the
latter is something like 20 pounds, while that in the boiler is about 60
pounds per square inch above atmosphere.
This fair is probably the greatest exhibition of machinery of useful,
novel mechanism in active operation that America has ever seen. It
makes a very feeble show of materials and natural products, which formed
a large proportion of the most attractive features of the great Exhibition
of 1853 but of machinery, properly so called, the collection is admirable.
The power to impel the lines of shafting is furnished by three
horizontal stationary engines by rival manufacturers, two of which are
provided with adjustable expansion gear, or, as they are termed in this
country." adjustable cut-oil's." The advantages of regulating stationary
engines by making the degree of expansion variable, instead of choking
the engine by a throttle valve, are not properly appreciated in Great
Britain.
In "Monthly Notes," on page 244 of vol. ix., you presented
some tacts with regard to the extraordinary success of this system, in
addition to some minor improvements, in driving a number of cotton mills
in this country
but it may be well to refer to the subject again, at short
intervals, in the hope of courteously compelling your readers to recogAbout a year since the writer was employed to
nise its importance.
ascertain the actual power, in proportion to the fuel consumed, of a large
cotton mill in Olneysville, R. J., and found that a small fraction less
than 2 lbs. of coal per hour was required for each horse-power. The
coal account had been carefully kept formally months, no wood or other
fuel was used except a small amount on Monday mornings, which was
duly allowed for, and with all the machinery as nearly as possible in its
average condition. By the aid of an assistant, between twenty and thirty
pairs of cards were taken, in order to ascertain the mean power by averaging them. By a pair of cards is meant, in this instance, the two
diagrams obtained at the same instant by the use of two of Stilhnan and
Allen's Indicators (M'Naught's improved), one at each end of the cylinder.
The engine was a condensing engine, receiving the steam from
the boiler without any obstruction, at about 40 lbs. per square inch above
atmosphere. If, as there is reason to suppose, there are no engines in
Great Britain nearly so economical, these facts should attract attention.
It would not be proper to attribute all the great success of this engine
entirely to the regulation by the cut-off; but this feature certainly was
most important. The pressure in the cylinder, from the commencement
of the stroke up to the point where expansion proper commenced, did
not vary more than a half-pound, and uniformly appeared only from one
to on,- and a-half pounds less per square inch than that in the boiler.
Mackenzie's Blower, described on page 145 of this vol., Livermore's
Barrel .Machines, see page 179, vol. ix., Fitzgerald's Pioneer's Cabin,
page 201, same vol., and several other subjects, elaborately noticed in
;

;

—

;

;
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former letters, occupy conspicuous places in this exhibition. Dr. Drake's
Gas Engine, see page 87, vol. ix., cleaned and painted, continues a prominent object, but is not worked. By its side is kept in continuous
operation a large electro-magnetic engine, and the brilliant flashes of
light, as the circuit is formed and broken, attracts much attention,
particularly from the fairer portion of the visitors, in the evening; but
as the engine is working without any resistance, except its own friction,
and even this is diminished by anti-friction wheels to the lowest possible
amount, while there are no means available of ascertaining the consump-

and metals, it is of little interest in a professional view,
and even the name of the inventor or exhibitor is not recollected at this
moment. The adjective applied above may not convey a very definite
idea of its magnitude, as a mammoth engine of this kind maybe supposed
of any size, from that of a snuff-box to a gas-holder, or, to leap at once
to the extreme of dimensions, we may imagine it larger even than the
tion of acids

seal attached to British patents.
To be explicit, therefore, I will describe the said electro-magnetic engine as occupying about the same space,

and, circuit breakers aside, presenting about as attractive an appearance
to the general observer, as a cord of peat fuel.
brief notice of a number of other deserving objects, both within
and without the exhibition, must be postponed to a future occasion.
The industrial interests of this country, if not of the world, are likely
to be seriously affected by the events now transpiring.
Within the last
few weeks many of our largest mechanical establishments have declared
themselves bankrupt. In some cases this has been accompanied by a
stoppage of the work in others the work goes on, though less extensively than before.
The rapid and incontinent withdrawal of orders,
the execution of which had been in many cases actually commenced,
and the impossibility of obtaining immediate payment for any machinery
or manufactured goods, has also induced the discharging of great numbers of men from other works
and there are probably at this moment
ten thousand excellent mechanics in this city who have been unexpectedly thrown out of employment within the last four weeks. Emigration
in this direction from the old countries must stop while this state of
things continues, though there is a universal feeling that the present
extreme condition of affairs will not endure long. The clipper ship
Dreadnought, which left this port for Liverpool, Oct. 24, carried 350
passengers probably the largest number of the emigrant class which
has ever sailed eastward across the Atlantic in any single vessel.
The present financial crash is forced home to those in every position
in this country.
It is some two years since business has ceased to be
positively active
and
I mean, mechanical and manufacturing business
the present severe stroke coming thus on the heels of a period of dulness,
cannot but cause much suffering among the poorer classes. The term
" poorer class " may, without much straining, be made to include the
whole community for although a few individuals whose wealth con-

A

;

;

—

—

—

—

;

sisted in gold alone, and who have succeeded in obtaining extraordinary
rates of interest, even reaching as high as one per cent, per diem for short
loans may have increased their hoard, the property generally has not
simply changed hands it has been annihilated.
Neither the immediate nor primal cause or causes of this convulsion

—

—

and prostration are very plainly apparent, nor is it easy to point out
what influences exist, or are needed, to bring about a restoration of activity. There is a general necessity for exertion, as great certainly as ever
before.
There was a time when soft beds and transparent windows
were luxuries only aspired to by the most opulent. Now, by the aid of
more knowledge, labour-saving machinery, and more hours of toil, the
poorest live like princes.

If,

with the increased

facilities for

production,

man's consumption remained the same as

before, or if the latter increased in a ratio less rapid than the former, there would be a surplus,
and the severity of the toil might then be lessened by degrees. The sur-

plus might be accumulated in the form of wheat to feed and wool to
clothe all mankind, for such a number of years in advance as prudence
should dictate; and the world at large might then rest in easy circumstances.
It cannot be said that in the present general condition of man's
mental and moral nature such a state of things is exactly desirable,
though it would seem well to diminish the hours of labour if it is practicable to do so without detracting from our means for real enjoyment.
Taking the stern facts as they exist, it appears that although our wants
have increased very rapidly, an accumulation of the results of labour does
actually exist and has been increased during the lifetime of the present
generation.
The civilised world has become wealth}', not in the form so
much of food and clothing, as of almost equally desirable machinery and
Leaving the improved condition of
means for facilitating labour.
millions of acres of land, lately reclaimed from bogs and forest, to be
off-set by the "wearing out" of older farms, the labour of tin; present
generation is treasured up on every side, and in forms very unlike those
of useless pyramids and catacombs. The mercantile marine of the world
has doubled within a comparatively few years. Fifteen million tons of
stout and well-furnished shipping, some eight per cent, of which is impelled by powerful steam machinery forty thousand miles of laboriously
constructed railways, with carriages and machinery to correspond; and
;
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immense

quantities of clocks, factories, printing presses, and telegraphs,
have sprang into existence at the magic touch of enlightened lahour.
But the same condition of affairs which now comes home with crushing
weight on individuals exists with the civilised world in the aggregate.
Relying on means for producing, rather than on any surplus actually
acquired, the world is very ill prepared for inactivity.
Considered
either individually or collectively, the civilised world is wealthy, though
not as much so as it has supposed. The mechanic who, with a justly
appreciated skill, has earned large wages and allowed himself and family
to dress and live like millionaires, finds in this revulsion that he has
overrated his possessions. His whole wealth consists in a capacity for
very productive labour a commodity of great value in ordinary times,
but which can in tins crisis be exchanged for no valuable equivalent.
He is compelled to remain inactive. Every day he stands idle is a loss
an absolute one to the community, and a most serious one to himself
and starving family. Every branch of business acts and reacts upon
others in a manner which is frequently complex and obscure; but however single interests may seem to be affected, the grand result of diminished industry is necessarily a retrograde movement a march toward
the primitive condition, a condition where, the whole energies must be
spent in satisfying only the most imperative wants.
A homily on political economy would not be inflicted on your readers
under any ordinary circumstances, but at this juncture the science
possesses unusual interest. When skilled labour earned one dollar per
day, the workman spent all his income when he earned two and three
dollars per diem, it was far too easy to " improve" his style of living
till it corresponded in the same admirable ratio
but now that a revulsion has occurred, the course to be pursued assumes the character of a
Terr important, though perhaps not particularly attractive, problem.
The dry proverbs of ancient wiseacres, in regard to the relations of haymaking to sunshine, are now called to mind with stunning force. The
mavellous tables, showing the aggregate amount of small savings
steadily accumulated at compound interest, are now looked at with
earnestness but the enthusiasm in relation to this subject, like the admiration or sympathy of the public for the struggles of inventors and
other benefactors of society, is unfortunately awakened after the time
for action has passed away.
Happy is he who can reflect that he has
accumulated to support himself for a year or two. "With the
selfish satisfaction supposed to be peculiar to the Hebrew race, he can
fold his arms, and spend his quiet leisure in amiable conversation with
broken merchants and their impoverished creditors.
There is a very general unwillingness on the part of the workman to
consent to a reduction of wages. Employers generallj' prefer to give
full wages to such men as they retain, but several large shops have reduced wages ten or twenty per cent. Several railroad companies have
also reduced the pay of their employes.
The objection to reduction is
based mainly on the difficulty of bringing about an advance when business improves. It is argued with some plausibility, that wages are
rarely raised except by strikes, or general combinations of working men
against employers and these strikes, all agree, are serious evils. Now if
wages are allowed to sink with each depression of business, and can only
be raised again by a general strike, the tendency is to keep the compensation for labour considerably below its proper rate.
The greatest evils
ith regard to the starvation of the inferior workmen, but these
again tend to bring about their own remedy by inducing a greater

—

—

;

;

;

i

:

struggle for excellence. The first men discharged, if wages are sustained, are the improvident and dissipated.
The few retained at their
work are the best and most reliable men, the men who are most likely
to have a competency for their temporary support.
If wages sink in a
ratio proportionate to the diminished demand for labour, these first-rate
men will voluntarily abandon the work. There are those to whom constant employment is absolutely indispensable, or they at once assume
the condition of public or private paupers, and these will work on at the
reduced rate. By private paupers, I mean those who live by charity or
borrowing', as also these who engage in or expand their business with
no reasonable expectation that they shall be able to meet their obligations.
In a very broad and liberal view of the whole ground, it is politic
to sustain wages during a considerable period of depression but the inducements to lower them are so great, that there is little doubt that the
rate of pay will be generally reduced if the present inactivity continues
;

long.

Having now examined somewhat exhaustively the

actual condition of
ana from an exclusively mechanic's point of view, the subject may be allowed, for the present, to give way for more pertinent
Jgested by a word introduced above seems worthy of a
that is, the public night-schools of our cities. In touchbrief discus-ion
"
ing the salient points in the world's wealth, the words " printing presses

—

tHowed to present themselves; and what a boundless field for contemplation opens on the mind at the repetition of the term
How would
<lth and happiness of the human family be affected could all the
due to the ready interchange of thought through printed papers
lihilated!
How much will our progress during the next decade,
or our recovery from the blow now received, be facilitated by the same
No. 117.—Vol. X.
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agency, and by the general intelligence of the masses, which it has
directly and indirectly brought about
It is certain that we have not
yet attained to perfection in the promotion of human knowledge by this
agency, and that a far more general comparison of facts and opinions,
and a circulation of thought between parties still more widely separated
by space or habits, would" be of great advantage. Yet the immensity of
the effect, as yet developed, is inconceivable. Prominent among the
direct results of printing lie the cheapness and universality of school
instruction.
It may be reasonably questioned whether the use of books
in schools in lieu of verbal and live teaching is not rather a disadvantage, except on the score of diminished cost. But the general subject of
education is too broad to be now considered the night-schools alone are
the immediate subjects of consideration, and those of this city may be
considered a tolerable type of the class.
From seven to half-past nine o'clock on five evenings in each week
about half the public schools of New York are wanned and lighted, and
furnished with teachers, for the benefit solely of those who in consequence of age or occupation cannot attend the public schools in the day
time.
Pupils of all ages and conditions are welcome, and the greatest
liberality is extended with regard to residence and occupation, and in
some wards with regard to dress and general appearance. No corporeal
!

;

punishment is inflicted on offenders, and discipline is maintained simply
by moral or lingual suasion the principal of each school being empowered to eject any who shall prove intractable under these mild
influences.
Except in the most miserable quarters of the cities, there is
little trouble caused by insubordination.
The mass of the pupils come
with the intent to study and improve. A large and elegant building,
systematically arranged, and containing from 300 to 800 hard-handed
males, of ages ranging from eight years to fifty, collected for gratuitous instruction, is an object of no ordinary interest.
The attendance of pupils
is generally irregular, considerably more so than that of the usual day
;

scholars.

The principal inducement to an expose of the system in your columns,
aside from the general interest of the subject, is the somewhat recent
introduction of what may be termed the higher branches of a working
man's education, i. e., book-keeping and industrial drawing. There may
or may not be novelty in the general system of free night-schools, as
above described, supported and advertised at the expense of the city,
and, with the exception of Christmas week, kept steadily up from the
beginning of October to the middle of March but the existence of select
classes, congregated in convenient rooms in these buildings on two or
more nights each week, to receive gratuitous instruction in draughting
and book-keeping, is probably unexampled. The teachers of the common
branches reading, writing, arithmetic, &c. are frequently the same as
are employed in the day-schools, an extra salary being allowed, of course,
for this service
but the teachers of the higher branches, as also those
who teach English to equally interesting classes of sturdy Germans who
congregate in the same manner and under similar auspices, are almost
invariably outsiders. It would be desirable to employ such teachers for
all branches.
There is a lassitude and lack of earnestness and vigour in
the teachings of a man who has wearied himself with a whole day of
similar exertion, very different from the spirit and fire with which one who
loves to teach will come from any general business to the school-room.
There are in this city at this moment from fifteen to twenty free nightschools in which drawing lessons are given two nights each week. As
one teacher usually gives lessons in two schools, there are some eight
teachers of drawing; and as each is left to exercise his own judgment to
a considerable extent with regard to what and how he shall teach, there
can be no possibility of describing the nature of the lessons with absolute
accuracy The general course is designed to be as full, thorough, and varied,
and as valuable to the working man, as is possible to make it in so few
evenings. In some of the schools the pupils are mere boys and apprentices,
in others a good proportion are journeymen, and even foremen. Each pupil
is required to furnish himself with a suitable drawing-board, some 24 by
18 inches in size, a T square, and a set of instruments the whole costing, under the most judicious selection, about three or four dollars. The
expense of these is the only impediment to the filling up of these classes.
The fact, however, that good teachers in some instances practical architects or engineers
are giving lessons at the public expense to all
who will provide themselves with these simple requisites, generally ensure pretty full classes in those localities which are at all favourable for
the purpose and the instruction thus freely diffused must produce an
It is now about
effect on the position of mechanical art in the future.
four years since these lessons were commenced, and they have become
a permanent feature of the night-school system.
T. D. Stetsox.
New York, Novemher, 1857.
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FURNACES AND BOILERS.
William Johnson, London and Glasgow.

—Patent dated March

20, 1857.

the first head of this specification is described an arrangement of
an improved boiler, more particularly applicable to locomotive engines.
Another part of this invention relates to the arrangement and construction of steam boiler furnaces, as more particularly suited for loco
motive engines burning coal as fuel. Under one modification of furnace
of this kind, the fire bars are disposed in the fire box with a very conThe coal is fed into the
siderable slope downwards from the fire door.
furnace by a vibrating or moving hopper at the fire door, worked either
by hand or by a movement from the engine. This hopper is contrived
so as to be capable of feeding in the coal across the entire breadth of the
furnace bars. Towards the tube plate of the engine there is a pendant
water space disposed transversely in the furnace and immediately behind is a fire-brick bridge or diaphragm, the upper part of which rises
up into the space comprehended between the pendant water space and
This iirc-briek bridge is perforated longitudinally and
the tube plate.
vertically with small holes or channels, by which cold air from below
can pass up, and become heated by the fire-brick bridge. The external
communication of these passages with the outer air is guarded by a
valve which the driver can adjust. The air channels open out into jet
apertures along the top of the bridge, as well as into similar jet aperAs the coal is contures on the face next the pendant water space.
sumed, fresh coal passes down the incline of the fire bars from the feed
apparatus; and tin- arrangements just described aid in effecting complete combustion, prevention of smoke, and the economy of the fuel.
I'he fire bars have a movement communicated to them from the engine.
According to one modification of this fire-bar action, the bars are supported upon small eccentrics which derive a continuous rotatory action
from the engine, so that, as the engine runs, a continuous rocking or
moving action is imparted to the bars. By another arrangement for the
same purpose, toothed bars, or bars with projecting pieces upon their
upper edges, are disposed so as to be capable of working up between the
lire liars
motion being given to these clearing liars by a connection
With this movement, the teeth of the clearers being
with the engine.
made to work up and forward between the bars, returning clear of
them, fresh fuel is continually passed forward down the incline of the

Ukdeb

;

—

Fig. 1.

the combustion is improved, and the formation of clinkers is prevented. In the arrangement of the boiler shown figs. 1 and 2 of our
illustrative engravings
of which fig. 1 is a longitudinal sectional eleva
liars,

—

1. 18.',

and a portion of the boiler of a locomotive steam
a transverse vertical section, taken partly through the
the boiler,
fire box and partly through the tubular portion of the boiler
this steam chamber consists of
a, has added to it a steam chamber, i)
a portion of a circle of smaller diameter
than the barrel. A, of the boiler itself.
Fig.

tion of the fire box,

engine; and

fig. 2

—

;

The two

portions of the cylinder
the barrel of the boiler
and the steam chest are connected
to each other by a strong diaphragm
or horizontal plate, c, which is
strengthened by transverse stays.
In this modification of the improvements the roof or crown of the fire
box is curved inwards, or bent in a
concave form towards the fire box.
The concavity of the roof, d, of the
fire box extends longitudinally towards the front of the locomotive, as
shown in fig. 1. This concave roof
is made of great strength, by means
of a series of iron plates disposed ver-

that

RECENT PATENTS.
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is to say,

tically

These

and

—

to each other.
form a series of ver-

parallel

plates, e,

which are secured to the
fire box by a series
To
and radial bolts, f.

tical girders,

concave top of the

of vertical
prevent, as far as possible, the deposition of sediment on the top of the fire
box, and between the vertical girders,
e, a small space is left between the
bottom edge of the plates, e, and the
upper side of the fire box roof. And
further, to assist the circulation of the water to and fro, a scries of
The rapid ebullition of the
holes, f, are made in each of the plates, e.
water in the concave portion of the boiler, moreover, tends to prevent
the deposit of sedimentary matters in the hollow. It may also be stated
that the concave portion of the boiler being level from side to side, the
impurities of the water will have a tendency to be carried over the sides
of the depressed part, and fall to the lowest part of the water space surrounding the fire box. Thus, by making the upper part of the fire box
of a concave shape as described, and shown in the drawing, this part of

the boiler cannot become uncovered with water and hence explosions
ordinarily arising from this cause are rendered impossible. In this modification of boiler the fuel used therewith is coal, and there is a special
arrangement provided to insure the due combustion of the gaseous
matters evolved from the burning fuel. At the back part of the fire
box under the door is a series of large fire-brick blocks, g, which line the
These fire-clay blocks have vertical tubular
fire box from side to side.
apertures made throughout their length, and these tubular passages form
At the
a communication with the interior and exterior of the fire box.
front end of the fire box, and near to the tube plate, is a bridge, h, made
of fire-clay blocks, corresponding to the blocks, g, but standing higher.
The blocks, h, have tubular passages through them, and communicating
with the exterior and interior of the fire box. The combustion of the
;

fuel causes the block lining, G, and the bridge, u, to become very highly
heated, so that the air as it passes through the tubular passages becomes

heated, and ready for effecting

tiie

combustion of the gases without
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lowering the temperature of the furnace. The fire-clay blocks also tend
to preserve a more uniform degree of heat in the furnace at each fresh
supply of fuel. Another modification of the improvements is shown in
tig. 3, in which is shown a mechanical arrangement for feeding the fire
with coal. Across the back of the boiler is fitted a moveable hopper, i,
which is attached to the end plates of the boiler, and caused to vibrate by
attaching it to a lever, J, actuated by the eccentric, k, and shaft, l. To
the inside of the hopper, i, are fastened projecting pieces of metal, or
feathers, which serve to assist the descent of the coal on to the fire bars.
The hopper, i, is filled up with small coal, and the eccentric, k, is put in
motion by a movement from the engine, or the hopper may be moved
from time to time by hand. The oscillatory movement of the eccentric, k. and lever, J, gives a corresponding motion to the hopper, which
pauses the coal to be shaken therefrom, and fall in a thin stratum on to
the fire bars. The amount of vibratory motion given to the hopper, I,
may be varied by shifting the pin which attaches the lever, J, to the
tail piece on the hopper from one hole to another.
In this modification
of furnace is also shown a mode of actuating the fire bars so as to
convey the fuel forward towards the front of the fire box. The fire bars,
m, are disposed with a considerable slope downwards from the back of
the fire box, and a rising and forward movement is communicated to
the bars by means of a series of eccentrics. The fire bars, si, are carried
upon the shafts, K, and these shafts are made with two series of eccentrics upon them
these eccentrics forming, as it were, two series of
;

projecting teeth at opposite points of the shaft's diameter.
The eccentrics serve to raise each alternate fire bar, si, about one inch and a-half
above its neighbouring bar when the shafts are put in motion. And in
addition to the lifting motion, the eccentrics also give to the fire bars a
to and fro motion.
These combined movements of the fire bars serve to
carry the fuel forward to the front of the fire box, and at the same time
effectually prevent the clinking of the bars.
An intermittent rotatory
movement is given to the shafts, x, by means of a cam on the shaft, l.
The cam, p, actuates a weighted lever which is attached by a stud to a
bracket pendant from the side of the fire box. The upper end of the
lever is fast to a lever which has upon its under side three notches or
pawls that take into the teeth of three ratchet wheels outside the boiler.
These wheels are fast to the outer ends of the shafts, h, so that when the
wheels are put in motion, the fire bars rise and fall alternately as the
When the shaft, L, is put
eccentrics or cams, and the shafts, s, rotate.
in motion, the cam as it comes round raises the weighted lever, which
throws a lever in gear with the ratchet wheels forward towards the
front of the fire box.
The motion of the lever moves the ratchet wheels
round one tooth, which gives a corresponding amount of motion to the
shafts, x, and their eccentrics, thereby lifting one series of fire bars, and
depressing the intervening ones. In this modification of the improvements there is a pendant water space, t, disposed transversely in the
boiler.
series of air passages, u, pass through the water space, and
out at the upper part of the boiler. These tubular passages serve to
convey air from the exterior of the boiler to its interior, which air
becomes heated in passing through the boiling water. The tubular passages may be modified, and carried laterally through the back of the
boiler, instead of the upper part, as shown in the figure.
fire-brick
bridge, v, is built in the space between the pendant water space, T, and
This bridge, v, has a series of tubular passages made in
the tube plate.
it fur the admission of air from below the boiler to the interior of the fire
box. The tubular openings
Kg. 4.
convey the air into the fire
box in a series of jets, winch
issue laterally from the aper-
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brick, the piece or pieces forming the arch being made hollow, as shown
in the sectional view.
Tubular openings, b, communicate from the back

of the fire-bricks to the hollow channels, c.
Air is conveyed from the
exterior of the boiler through lateral tubes to the channels, c, whence the
air passes through the openings, 6, to the interior of the fire box.
Upon
the crown of the arch, a, is placed a series of thin slabs or pieces of fireclay, e ; these slabs rest partly upon the arch, a, and partly upon the
back plate of the fire box, immediately over the fire door. The pieces of
fire-clay, e, are arranged or made with distance pieces, /, between them,
so as to form a bridge over the arch, a, on which they partly rest.
The
air for promoting the combustion of the gaseous matters enters by the
lateral tubes, and passes into the channels, c, where it is heated by coining
in contact with the hot
surface of the fire-clay
bricks.
The air as it

emerges from the openb, in the arch, a, i
in a proper state to ignite

ings,

the

combustible gases
without
lowering the
temperature of the furnace.
Another advantage attending the admission of cold air through
the arch is, that it tends
to

cool

the

fire-bricks,

and prevent them from
being burnt away by
the intense heat. In fig.
5 is shown a modification of the improvement
just described.
In this
arrangement the fire-clay
slabs, f,
and distance
pieces, g, are arranged
upon a metal water space,
h,
through which are
formed tubular openings,
i, which communicate with the exterior and interior of the fire box.
The
water space, h, is curved downwards from the sides of the fire box, forming
a concave diaphragm across the fire box. The tubular air passages, i, are
furnished with a valve fitted upon the outside of the boiler, for the purpose of regulating the admission of air to the air tubes, i. The air in
passing through the water space is heated by the surrounding hot water.
In this arrangement of boiler, the fire bars have a very considerable
inclination given to them towards the front of the fire box, which admits of the more convenient distribution of the fuel. By means of these
various improvements in boilers, the fuel is effectually consumed, the
heat is economised, and the work of the boiler done in a more satisfactory
and efficient manner.

A

w, and also vertically
from the openings, x. The
quantity of air admitted
through the tubular openings
tures,

by means of the
which is hinged to the
bottom plates of the fire box,
and may be opened more or
is

regulated

valve,

The air as
passes through the passages in the bridge, v, becomes
highly heated, and as it
escapes from the apertures,
and x, is in the best state for
i oiiting the combustible mat5
t _-rs evolved by the burning
fuel.
In the arrangement of
the boiler shown in fig. 4,
an arch of fire-brick, a, is built
across the fire box, extending from side to side. This
arch, a, may be supported either by pins fixed in the fire box plates, or
by piliars of brickwork built at the sides of the fire box, or by other convenient means. The arch, a, may be made in one or more pieces of fire
less as required.
it

w

MANUFACTURE OF
B. Cassels axd T. Morton, Glasgow.

IRON.

—Patent dated March

25, 1857.

This invention relates to the primary refining of pig iron by an economical process, which produces refined iron of uniform and superior
quality, ready for the puddling process.
According to this process, the
pig iron to be refined is melted down in a cupola with certain slags used
in fluxing the metal, and the melted product is run from the cupola into
a six-tuyere refineiy, or into a refinery containing any other convenient
number of tuyeres. This is the whole process necessary for producing
refined iron
and whilst both iron and coke are economised by it, it
produces refined metal of very superior quality and instead of using a
cupola for the primary melting, other forms of furnace or melting apparatus may be used.
Fig. 1 of our illustrative engravings is a half elevation of a refinery
furnace, and a half sectional view of the refinery hearth for effecting the
process of refining "pig iron," or iron in a crude or impurified state.
Fig. 2 is an elevation of the refinery, and taken at right angles to fig. 1.
According to these improvements, the refining furnace or hearth is intended to be erected near to the cupola in which the crude pig iron or
other iron is melted.
So that the operation of refining the metal may
immediately succeed the melting, and be effected without loss of time.
;

;

One

of the most serious difficulties attending the refinery hearths of the
ordinary kind, is the sinking of the metal below the proper or intended
working level so that a portion of the metal may be within the proper
distance of the blast, whilst another portion is too far away, arising from
the unequal burning away of the hearth and thus the refining operation becomes, to a great extent, uncertain and ineffective, and attended
with considerable loss of the metal and time, arising from the sinking cf
the hearth. The improved hearth retains its level surface, the metal is
always kept within the proper distance from the blast, and the whole
;

;
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operation

is

expedited, whilst the resulting product

is

greatly improved

iu purity.
The molten pig iron when tapped from the cupola is allowed
to flow into a gutter or channel, a, by means of which it is conve3'ed
This hearth consists of a square or other suitably
to the refinery hearth.
shaped recess or chamber, b, formed of iron, covered or lined with slabs
Upon a massive foundation of brick or stone work, c, is
of fire clay.
laid the cast-iron base or foundation plates, d, and upon them is placed

the hearth plate, e, which is covered with fire-clay slabs, F. Three sides
of the hearth are formed of hollow castings or "bushes," g, which serve
as tanks or cisterns for containing water.
The fourth side of the hearth
is made of a castthe front view, fig.l.
iron plate, h, through
The inner sides of
which a serpentine
or
the " bushes "
tubular passage or
castings, g, which

water-way is made,
by casting in with

form the vertical

in-

closing sides of the
refining chamber, b,
are made with a recess in which fireclay slabs, f 1 are
fitted, to prevent the

the plate a malleable
iron pipe bent to the

form.
The tubular passage through
the plate, H, is shown
by djtted lines, i, in

,

iron

from

being

JOUIiXAL.
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the refinery hearth. The socket is made in two pieces, bolted
together at their flanges the two pieces embrace the greater portion of
the ball or spherical portion of the joint. The application of the ball-andsocket joints to the blast pipes admits of their being moved either vertically or horizontally without necessitating the use of leather or other
easily destructible material.
Beyond the joints, s, the other portions of
the blast pipes are made telescopic
that is to say, the pipe is made in
two or other number of

away from

;

;

pieces,

which

slide

one

within the other; so that
the blast pipes may be
shortened, and the whole
moved aside out of the

workmen's way when

re-

quired. The upper piece,
v, of each of the blast
pipes is made to slide up
on the bend, s, as far as
the ring in its centre,
which ring serves as a
stop. And the nose piece,

w, which has two handles
for the convenience of

moving

it, slides up within the pipe, v, as far as
the ring. The tuyeres or
nozzles, x, pass through
orifices made for the purpose in the cheek plates,
o
these
nozzles are
made double, for the purpose of admitting of a
current of water circu
lating between the annular space. The water
used for cooling tin
nozzles, x, and refiner}
;

chamber,

is

admitted

by the supply

pipes, y,

b,

there being one supply
pipe to each pair of
blast pipes.

The water

enters by the pipe, y, at
the top of which is fitted a stop valve chest, z.
From the valve chest
two pipes branch off laterally one of these pipes, a, supplies a current of
water to the serpentine tubular passage, i, in the front plate, h, of the
furnace.
The other pipe, 6, conveys a supply of water to the water
bush, g, at the back of the refinery chamber, b. There are two other
pipes, c, which branch from the valve chest, z, and serve to convey water
to the nozzles, x; the stream of water, after circulating round the nozzles,
flows away by the pipe, d, and passes down the conical tubes, e, into the
water bush, G, at the side of the refinery chamber, b. The surplus
water from the water bush at the back of the refinery chamber flows into
the waste cistern, /, which is placed parallel to the water bush, g, on the
left of the refinery chamber, b.
This cistern also receives the surplus
water from the tubular passage, i, in the front plate, h, in the furnace,
and the overflow from the water "bush," G, on the left of fig. 3. The
surplus or waste water from the cistern, /, flows off through the pipe, g,
to the drain, h.
The overflow or waste from the right-hand water bush,
G, flows down the pipe,
into the cistern, j, beneath the hearth plate, e.
The arrangement of the water pipes upon the opposite or left-hand side
of the furnace, is somewhat modified from that just described.
The
water enters by the pipe, y, passes through the valve chest, z, and by the
pipes, c, to the nozzles, x. Thus far the arrangement is the same as that
before described.
But instead of the lateral pipes, a and b, there is a
pipe, Je, which conveys a stream of water beneath the hearth plate, e.
This pipe, 7c, is carried downwards from the valve chest, z, and then
below the hearth plate, at about the centre of which it branches off to
The upper part of the
the right and left, forming a T piece termination.
water pipe, k, from the boundary of the refinery chamber, b, inwards, is
perforated, so that when the water is admitted thereto it is thrown in a
The effect of this
series of jets upon the under side of the hearth plate.
is that the temperature of the hearth plate is constantly reduced by the
over
its
underside
so
that
streams of cold water projected
it cannot be
injuriously affected by the heat of the molten mass of metal above.
Hence, the hearth being preserved from burning away, the metal is kept
thereby
at an uniform level, and within the effective range of the blast
avoiding loss of time and metal, as occurs in the refinery hearths of the
ordinary kind. The cooling effect is also heightened by the steam arising from the water employed as the cooling medium, together with the passage of cold air along the underside of the hearth. At the back of the
furnace, and below the level of the flooring plates, is a way or passage, I,
fig. 2, through which a workman is enabled to pass and inspect the
;

burnt away by the intense heat. In the brick or stone work, c, below the
hearth, E, is built a tank or cistern, j, which serves for holding water, by
means of which the hearth, e, is kept at a moderate temperature. The
foundation plates, d, also serve to support the four vertical standards
of the framing, k, on which the chimney or shaft, l, is built.
The
shaft, l, is of brickwork strengthened and bound together at the
angles by light iron bands, the parts of which are connected together by transverse tie pieces.
The lower part of the framing, k,
below the brickwork, l, is enclosed at the sides of the furnace by
iron plates, and at the back and front by means of the doors, M, which
afford facility for getting at the interior of the furnace.
In the front of
the furnace is a portable platform supported on two light iron tressels, s
this platform prevents the burning fuel from falling about the tapping
hole.
Upon the other sides of the furnace the brickwork is built up level
with the platform, and the space all round the furnace is covered with
iron plates.
In addition to the four sides which form the sides of the
refinery hearth or chamber, b, there are two cheek plates, o, which serve
to retain the pile of fuel on the metal, and through these cheek plates
the tuyeres are entered.
The tuyeres for conveying the blast to the
molten metal are by preference constructed entirely of iron and there
are two tuyeres upon each side of the furnace.
The main blast pipes, p,
convey the air from the blowing engine to the duplex blowers or tuyeres
the blast pipes, p, are fitted one upon each side of the refinery hearth or
furnace.
At the level of the flooring the pipes, p, have a broad flange
which serves as a base or support for the whole of the duplex tuyeres on
each side of the refinery hearth. To the upper flange of the pipe, p, is
bolted the double-branched pipe, Q
to the upper ends of this pipe are
bolted the pipes, n, in the valve boxes of which are fitted the valves for
controlling the admission of the blast.
To the top of the pipes, E, are
fitted the ball-and-socket joints and elbow bends, s.
At the upper part
of the bends is an aperture which is closed by means of a plug, u
this
aperture affords facility for passing a rod down the tuyere in order to
clear away any obstruction from its ulterior.
The valves for regulating
the velocity of the blast are moved to and fro by means of the handles
which project through the valve boxes, t. By means of the ball-andsocket joints the blast pipes may be turned upon their axes, entirely
;

;

;

;

?',

;

;
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This passage also
ni, j, or the underside of the hearth plate, e.
affords access to the lever arid rod by which the valve, M, is raised, so as
to discharge the contents of the cistern, J, through the water way which
The surplus water or
is shown in dotted lines, and into the drain, /*.
overflow of the cistern, j, runs away through the waste pipe, n, and into
a charge of the crude metal from the cupola is to
the drain, h.
he run into the refinery furnace, a moveable elbow piece or bend, o,
forming a continuation of the gutter, a, is put on to allow the charge of
metal to flow into the refinery chamber, b. When the charge of metal
-

When
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stalks of the grain or grass, are a series of star-shaped wheels, the edges
of which are bevilled off, and then finely notched or serrated, in manner
similar to the serrated edge given to some kinds of sickles. The cutters
are arranged in a line parallel with the front of the machine, and each

attached by means of a central bolt to a fiat bar of metal, m, which is
secured to the front part of the framing.
partially rotator}' motion is
given to the cutters, l, by connecting them to a bar, u, fitted at the
is

A

heaped up, the blast turned on, and the refincirculates around the
furnace and nozzles as before described, keeping the whole of the parts
sufficiently cool to preserve them from the injurious action of the heat.
When the charge of metal is ready for removal from the furnace, it is
allowed to flow off through the tapping hole, p, in the front plate, h, and
into the moulds or troughs, q, placed ready for the purpose.
has been run
ing operation

in,

the fuel

effected.

is

Meanwhile the cold water

REAPING MACHINES.
James Thomson, Perth [Wa. Thomson,
dated

March

Illinois,

United States.)

—Patent

16, 1857.

The machine which forms the subject of these letters patent is intended
to perform the agricultural operations of mowing and reaping with
greater ease and rapidity than can be accomplished with the machines
of the ordinary kind.
Pig. 1 of the engravings is an elevation of a mowing and reaping machine arranged according to this invention and fig. 2 is a plan of the
same. The framing, a, of the machine is of a rectangular shape, and is
supported at the back or after part of the machine by the axles of the
wheels, B and c. The axle of the driving wheel, b, turns in suitable
The
bearings, which are bolted to the side pieces of the framing, a.
tire of the main driving wheel, B, is made with transverse projections
on its surface, which serve as catches to hold in the ground as the machine advances. It is by means of the rotatory motion of the wheel, b,
that the cutters and gathering reel are actuated, hence the projections
on the tire are made in order to prevent the wheel from dragging along
Instead of making the driving wheel, b,
the ground without turning.
of wood, with an iron tire, tfie wheel may be made of cast-iron, and the
projections or catches cast on the periphery. The following wheel, c,
has a smooth periphery of the ordinary kind, as no part of the positive
reaping mechanism is connected therewith. To the parallel side pieces
of the framing, a, is bolted a pair of standards, d, fitted in front of the
driving wheel, b, and to these standards is hinged a platform, e, the front
end of which is supported by means of iron stays, which are fast to the
axle of the guiding wheels, a. To the axle of the wheels, g, is bolted
;

back of the cutters, a reciprocatory motion being given to this bar from
a crank driven by the wheel, b. The bar, u, slides to and fro in guides
attached to the framing, and the cutters are connected to the bar by pins
which pass through slots made to allow for the slightly curved path of
the cutter pins. The cutting action is produced by the motion of the
cutters against stationary cutting bars, r. These cutting bars are wedgeshaped pieces of metal, secured by means of nuts and bolts to the framing, a, and they are arranged so that there is a cutting bar between each
cutter, and one projecting from the centre of the cutter.
The cutting
bars are slotted horizontally, so as to allow of the cutters vibrating between the upper and lower surfaces of the cutting bars. The under side
of the cutting bars is flat, and the upper side is bevilled off at the edge
to form a scissor-like edge, against which the moveable cutters act to effect the cutting operation.
reciprocatory movement across the machine is communicated to the cutter bar, n, from the crank, q, which is
to
connected
the cutter bar by means of the rod, e.
The rotatory motion
of the crank is derived from the main driving wheel, b, through the intermediate gearing. The driving wheel is made with a bevil wheel, s,
on one side, the diameter of which is smaller than the periphery of the
wheel, b, so as to run clear of the ground over which the machine may
be passing. The bevil wheel is in gear with a pinion, the shaft of which
is carried in pedestal bearings, supported by the framing, a.
Upon the
other end of the pinion shaft is a spur wheel, u, which gears with a
pinion on the crank shaft. The end of the connecting rod, k, works in
a T shaped slot made in the crank disc, q this arrangement admits of
the adjustment of the traverse of the cutter bar, n, b}' altering the throw
of the crank, or its amount of eccentricity.
AVhen the machine is used
for reaping cereal crops, the grain as it is cut is gathered on to the
platform, technically termed the "apron."
This collecting of the grain
on to the apron is effected by means of a light rotatory frame or gathering reel, w, to which rotatory motion is given from the driving wheel,
b.
On the axle of the gathering reel, w, is a grooved wheel or pulley, and the inner part of the driving wheel, b, is also grooved in a corresponding manner. An endless belt is fitted in these grooves, by means
of which the motion of the wheel, b, is communicated to the pulley. As
the machine moves forward, the standing crop is divided by the projecting cutting bars, whilst the rapid reciprocatory movement of the cutters acting against the edges of the cutting bars severs the stalks of the
crop.
Each of the cutters severs the stalks to the right and left as the
Meanwhile the gathering
cutter bar is moved to and fro by the crank.
reel, as it turns round, collects the cut grain upon the apron, and as it
accumulates it is bound up into sheaves by an attendant, who stands upon
a projecting part of the platform behind the partition, z. As the sheaves
are bound up, they are cast off the platform in the rear of the machine.
"When the cutters become blunt, another portion of the wheel may be
brought into use, by having another hole or more made in the wheel,
through which the pin is passed that attaches the cutter to the reciprocating bar, N. Thus, by taking out the connecting pins, and moving
the cutter round a portion of a revolution, and reconnecting the cutters
by means of the extra hole, the unused portion of the cutter's circumference is brought into action. When the machine is used for mowing
or cutting hay, and other similar crops, the apron and gathering reel are
removed, as the cut crop does not, in such cases, require to be gathered
into sheaves.
In this machine the circular movement of the cutters,

A

;

the forked end piece of the shaft, h, to which the horses for drawing the
machine are attached. On the platform, E, is fitted a seat, in which the
person who has charge of the horses is seated. The platform, e, being
hinged at the after part to the standards, d, admits of an arrangement by means of which the height of the front part of the machine
from the ground may be varied according to the nature of the crop to
be cut. This adjustment is effected by means of a screwed bolt, i, which
The
is jointed to a rail secured to the side pieces of the framing, A.
upper end of the bolt, i, passes through the platform, E, in which is
fixed a nut having a screw corresponding to the external screw on the
bolt. i.
The nut is turned by means of a hand-wheel, which causes the
3crew bolt to ascend or descend through the platform, e, thereby raising
iring the front part of the framing, a, where the cutters are carried.
To counteract the strain upon the front part of the framing, a
pair of standards are bolted to its outer ends, and these standards are
connected to each other by a tie rod. The cutters, L, which sever the
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their serrated edges, and the rapid rcciprocatory motion, combine to give
to the cut effected by them a shearing character closely similar to the
operation of the sickle, which is far more effective than the work done
by machines of the ordinary kind.

and the harpoon

December 1,185

put on to the end of the barrel.
Upon firing the gun,
the smaller part of the harpoon passes through the orifice in the ring, e,
but is prevented from passing completely through it by the ring, n,
which rests against the butt end, and is larger than the aperture in the
ring, e.
The harpoon " spade," e, is consequently carried forward with
the expanding harpoon,
and the two lodged in the whale or object aimed
is

.7,

R. Tindai.l, Jus., Fraserburgh,

— Patent dated April

20, 1857.

The

patentee of these improvements has introduced several important
modifications in the arrangement of harpoons for capturing whales, and
In the engravings we
also in the guns used for firing these projectiles.
have given to illustrate this invention we have shown some of the prinmodifications.
Fig.
1
is
an
elevation
partially
in section of an excipal
panding harpoon this projectile is shown as used in conjunction with
an exploding shell or missile, which is screwed on to the end of the expanding harpoon. In fig. 2 the expanding harpoon is shown without
the shell, a cylindro-conoidal cap being fitted to the end of the harpoon
An expanding harpoon "spade "or
in lieu of the exploding missile.
head is also fitted to the muzzle of the gun, and to this spade the whale;

ing line is attached.
As the expanding harpoon leaves the gun,
it carries with it the
harpoon "spade" and

The outer

line.

muzzle

end of

or
the

barrel,
A,
is
made
somewhat smaller upon the exterior, by
filing away or turning
down the metal near
the mouth of the piece.
The reduced portion,
a,

may

extend

The

object of fitting the ring of softer metal, n, at the shoulder, k, of
the expanding harpoon is to lessen the shock or blow of the projectile
when it strikes against the inner part of the ring or ferrule, e. The
larger part, k, of the expanding harpoon is made to fit the barrel of
the gun, and there are two small studs, l, projecting from its surface.
These studs are made on opposite sides of the harpoon, and they fit into
longitudinal or spiral grooves made inside the barrel, and serve to guide
the harpoon in the centre of the barrel, and increase its extent of range
and accuracy of flight.
longitudinal slot, hi, is made in the smaller
part of the harpoon, in which the barbs or prongs, n, are jointed. When
the harpoon is put into the gun, the barbs are pressed together, so as to
lie within the slot, ir.
A spring is fitted between the barbs, which causes
them to expand the instant the harpoon leaves the mouth of the barrel
this spring, it, and barbs are shown expanded in fig. 1.
To prevent the
barbs from being broken off by the sudden jerk when the projectile
strikes an object, the upper part
of the slot, m, is packed with
cork, leather, or other elastic
material, s, which presses against
the back of the hinge, and lessens
the force of the blow. The studs,
i., which are made of tin, lead, or
other soft metal, are cut off as
the projectile passes through
the narrow parts of the ferrule,
e.
In using, this arrangement
of harpoon, it is of importance
that the prongs or barbs of the
two harpoons shall be, when
fired, at right angles to each
other, so as to retain a very
firm hold of the object tired into.
The studs, l, lie in the same
plane as the prongs or barbs, n,
and as these studs enter the
grooves in the barrel, the position of the barbs, when the exat.

HARPOON GUNS AND HARPOONS.

A

panding harpoon emerges from
the barrel,

is at

once determined.

But it is necessary to put the
"spade" or head, f, on the end

for

about an inch and ahalf down the barrel,

where it forms a shoulder, against which the ferrule of the harpoon "spade"
head abvits. In this modification the base or backward end, k. of the
harpoon fits the barrel, whilst the other portion is of somewhat smaller
diameter. At the end of the smaller part of the projectile is fitted a
or

ring of copper, lead, or other soft metal, r>
this ring of metal abuts
against the shoulder of the larger part of the projectile.
The harpoon
" spade," which is fitted on to the muzzle of the gun, consists of a double
barb forged to a ring or ferrule, e; the two barbs or prongs, f, project
backwards, similar to the "spade" of an ordinary harpoon.
The ferrule, e, is made to fit the reduced part, b, of the barrel, a; there is also
an aperture through the ferrule corresponding to the size of the smaller
part of the projectile or expanding harpoon, j.
A slot is made in each
barb at its junction with the ferrule, e, and a shackle or bow, g, is fitted
;

of the barrel, so that its prongs
or barbs shall be at right angles
This is done by fitting a pin near the
to the expanding harpoon.
muzzle of the barrel, and making a corresponding groove or slot in
the ferrule of the harpoon, F, so that when put on the barrel its
prongs are placed at right angles to those of the expanding harpoon.
In fig. 1 the expanding harpoon is shown fitted with a shell attached
by a screw to the end of the harpoon, in place of the metal point, I (fig.
Fig. 4.

Fig. 3.

In this arrangement the shell consists of an iron case, u, fitted insmall centernally with a tin case, v, which is filled with powder.
tral tube, w, runs from the forward end of the shell down through the
back
end.
point,
of
the
case,
u,
is made
charge of powder to the
The
with a nipple, to receive a percussion cap, x. The iron shell, u, has a
number of holes, Y, made in it to allow of the lateral action of the powThere are also two holes, z, bored in an angular direction, near the
der.
point of the shell, and communicating with the tubular passage in which
these holes facilitate its combustion upon the exthe fuse is placed
disc of thin soft metal is fitted
ploding of the percussion cap, x.
inside the ferrule of the harpoon "spade" or head, and covers the aperThe soft metal studs, l, may be, in this arrangement,
ture of the barrel.
2).

A

thereto.
The line, h, is attached to the shackle, g, by means of a
" thimble " or concave ring of metal, i.
In using this improved harpoon,

the

gun

with

its

loaded with its charge of powder, the expanding harpoon, j,
soft metal ring, d, is put down the barrel next to the powder.

is

;

A

bcr

1.
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put in near the point of the
the end of the harpoon, j.

and pushed down
on the end of the barrel.
barrel,

to

shown dotted at l, instead of at
The expanding harpoon is put inside the
the charge, and the "spade" or head fixed
shell, u, as

When the charge is fired, the cap, x, strikes
against the disc of soft metal, and passes through it the blow, however,
is sufficient to explode the cap and ignite the fuse.
The shoulder of the
larger end of the expanding harpoon conies in contact with the contracted part of tl e ferrule, and carries the harpoon "spade" and line
with it. Meanwhile the fuse burns slowly away, during the flight of the
harpoon, until it reaches the charge of powder or composition which is
intended to explode after the harpoon is lodged in the whale, and fill it
with gaseous matters. The "spade" or head, e, is made with barbed
prongs, f, jointed. These prongs lie close to the sides of the " spade"
during its flight through the air. When the harpoon buries itself in the
whale, the drag of the line causes the prongs to expand, and thereby
maintain a very firm hold.
Fig. 3 is a plan showing the improvements in the arrangement of an
ordinary harpoon for firing from a gun. The shank, b, of the harpoon
is a round bar of iron somewhat enlarged at its lower end, c; the smaller
part passes through a ring of metal, d, which forms the ferrule.
The
ferrule is made to fit the muzzle of the gun, the shank, 6, sliding freely
in the ring. d.
ring of copper or other soft metal, e, is put on to the
end of the shank, 0, against which the enlarged part, c, of the shank
strikes when the gun is fired.
From the sides of the ring, d, project two
studs.
to which is attached the shackle of twisted wire, g; the nuts on
the ends of the studs, /, serve also to secure the pair of vanes or blades,
!'.
These vanes are made of thin sheet metal, and serve to guide the
harpoon in its flight, and prevent its taking the zig-zag course of an ordinary harpoon when fired from a gun. The line is spliced to a "thimble,"
whi i: is passed on to the bow of the shackle. In this modification of
the improvements the " spade," i, of the harpoon is of the ordinary shape,
but any of the other forms shown may be used in lieu thereof.
The last part of the present invention has reference to improvements in
the arrangement of harpoon guns to secure accuracy of aim therewith,
one arrangement of which is shown in fig. 4. The gun, a, is carried upon
a pin passed through the forked ends of the swivel, b, to which are attached
the side-rods, c these rods partially support the sight-bar, d. The front
end of the sight-bar is steadied by a guide, K, attached to the barrel of
the piece. At the breech end of the barrel a brass plate, l, is fitted between two supports, m the under edge of this plate is curved, and a
forked arm, x, pendent from the sight-bar, d, moves to and fro on this
curve when the gun is elevated or depressed. The curvature of the
plate, l, is determined by experiment
the slots in the plate through
which the pins of the supports, si, pass, likewise admit of the plate being
adjusted after fitting it to the gun
or the forked arm, n, may be made
moveable up or down on the sight-bar, d. The weight of the bar, d,
keeps the pin. o, in the forked ends of the rod, N, up against the curved
Tli'' upper edge of the sight-bar, d, along which the marksplate, l.
man's eye is directed in taking aim, is grooved to a concave form; and
when the bar, d, is brought in a line with the object to be fired at, the
forked arm, x, mores along the curve of the plate, l, and thereby regulates the elevation or depression of the muzzle.
Tli-.!'- various arrangements and improvements in harpoon guns, and
ammunition to be used therewith, greatly diminish the difficulties attending the use of the ordinary guns; whilst the increased accuracy imparted
to the flight of the projectiles and harpoons by means of the improvements, considerably lessen the chances of missing the object fired at.
Moreover, from the peculiar arrangement of the expanding harpoon and
"spade," a whale, when once struck with them, cannot break away
from the firm hold which the quadruple barbs have upon it.
;

A
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communicated

to it by the frictional contact of the threads.
From the
starch trough the threads or yarns are carried over a small guide roller,
e, and separately through the teeth of the stationary reed, f, which
serve to keep the threads distinct and lay them parallel to each other.
The wood or other material in which the dents of the reed are fixed may,
if necessary, be covered with flannel or woollen cloth, in order to distribute the dressing material more evenly over the surface of the threads
or yarns. From the reed, p, the threads are carried over the metal drum,
G, the spindle of which is supported in pedestal bearings bolted to the
upper ledge of the side standards, A. Motion is communicated to the
drum, G, from a steam engine or other prime mover, by means of an
endless belt passed round the pulley, n. After passing round or over
the drum, G, the threads are subjected to the action of a brush roller, i, the
spindle of which is carried in bearings fitted in the standards, j, which
are bolted to the framing, a. The brushing roller, i, is put in motion by
means of an endless belt which passes over the pulley on its spindle.
The brushing action of the roller, i, as it rotates in contact with the
series of threads, clears them of any superfluous starch or dressing
material that may be adhering to them, and it also serves to lay the
fibres of the threads or yarns perfectly level and even.
The yarns are
next carried through the stationary reed, l this reed is made sufficiently wide to extend across the machine, and its teeth are arranged in
series corresponding to the number of yarns or threads passed through
the machine at one time. The reed, L, is carried in brackets, hi, which
are bolted to the curved standards, n, which carry the bearings of the
first polishing roller, o.
The threads or yarns pass beneath, but in conthis roller is driven at a high velocity
tact with the polishing roller, o
in the same direction as that of the passage of the threads or yarns.
It
;

;

;

;

;

;

FINISHING THREAD.
Robebt Adam, PaUhy.

—Patent

doted,

April

1,

1857.

Tins invention relates to machinery or apparatus to be used for preparing, polishing, and finishing threads or yarns, particularly sewing
the object of the improvements being the .obtainment of a
Cotton
;

superior polishing or finishing action upon the threads, by the agency
of very simple and compact paits or details of apparatus.
The
accompanying illustration is a longitudinal view or side elevation of
one modification of the improved machinery for preparing or finishing
threads or yarns. The working parts of the machine are supported upon
an open cast-iron frame, a, consisting of a pair of side standards Hnited
by transverse tie rods. The threads or yarns which are to be prepared
or finished are in the first instance passed through a preparation of
starch or other stiffening material. The threads or yarns, n, are passed
from their carrying bobbins, which may be arranged in any convenient
o
t the edge of the starch trough, c, attached to one end of the
a. into the dressing or stiffening material contained therein.
.

The

thi'.

.

carried under the roller,

j>,

which

is partially

immersed

tarch or dressing material, and this roller is by preference made
being carried in end bearings in the trough, and rotatory motion is

preferred to make the polishing rollers of tin, covered with sail cloth,
The polishing roller is driven by means
or other suitable textile fabric.
of an endless belt which passes round the pulley on the spindle of the
are
again passed through another reed, q,
The threads or yarns
roller.
which is similar to the reed, L, before described. From the reed, q, the
threads or yarns are carried round the drum, K, and under it to the
second polishing roller, s. The metal drum, b, is in all respects similar
is

drum, G, at the other end of the machine. The polishing roller,
driven by means of a crossed belt pulley arrangement passing round
its pulley and the pulley on the spindle of the polishing roller, o, the
The
direction of motion being in accordance with that of the threads.
series of threads or yarns are now carried round the roller, g, under the
brushing roller, i, through the second series of teeth in the reed, l, and
under the polishing roller, q, through the second scries of teeth in the
From this point the threads or
reed, q, and again round the roller, e.
yarns diverge slightly in an angular direction, pass again under the roller,
By causing the threads or yams
s, and upwards over the metal drum, a.
to diverge a little when brought over the drum, G, they are hi a line with
the second and third sets of teeth in the reeds, L and Q. The threads
or yarns are thus passed over and under the different rollers until the
machine is filled with separate series of threads arranged side by side.
Finally, the threads or yarns pass off from the roller, k, under and be
tween the guide rollers, u, to the bobbins on which they are to be wound
Instead of guiding the separate series of threads or yarns by means of
teeth or dents in the reeds or combs, l and Q, the arrangement may be
modified by making the rollers, G and R, with a series of annular proPreference is, howjections, collars, or grooves upon their peripheries.
ever, given to the arrangement shown, as the threads or yarns are better
kept apart than by means of the collars or projections on the drums, c,
and e. Instead also of making the polishing rollers plain cylinders, they
may be made with projecting arms, which exert a rubbing or polishing
In this
action upon the threads or yarns passing through the. machine.
manner, and by means of the machinery hereinbefore described, or a
modification thereof, large quantities of threads or yarns may be prepared and finished with great rapidity and ease, in a superior manner.
to the
s,

is

.

sn
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GAS STOVES.
William Thomson, Dalkeith.

— Patent dated April

20, 1857.

The patentee

of this improved gas stove has sought to overcome the serious
objections which are urged against the use of the ordinary gas stove, viz.,
the drying of the air to an unwholesome extent, the production of a large
quantity of carbonic acid gas, and, where impure gas is used, the formation of sulphurous acid.
In the improved gas stove the products of
combustion and dry heated vapour are wholly carried away, and not
allowed to mingle with the air of the apartment, which is warmed by
means of a column of water that receives its heat from the burning gas.
Hence in using these stoves the air is not deprived of any portion of its
natural moisture, which is so essential to healthy respiration but on the
contrary, an excess of humidity may, if desired, be readily imparted to the
Our illustrative engraving represents a vertical section of one
air.
modification of the patent stove.
The main external casing is a plain or ornamental iron cylinder, A, fitted
into and supported by the base, b, resting on
the floor. The lower part of the base is made
hollow, and forms a chamber, c, perforated all
round for the admission of atmospheric air for
the purpose of supporting the combustion of
the gas at the burners, d. This cold-air supply
passes from the base chamber, c, through
small perforations in the base plate, E, of the
This base plate
actual stove cylinder, A.
may, or may not, form a part of the conoidal
heating chamber, f, containing the gas
burners, which are supplied with gas by the
lateral branch pipe, a, passed through the
base chamber, c. Within the main cylinder
or column, A, of the stove, and concentric
with it, is a metal cylinder, h, of smaller
This
diameter, forming the hot-air chamber.
internal hot chamber is quite open at its
upper end, I, where it is suspended from the
top of the external cylinder by a flange for
the escape of the heated air, whilst its bottom
It is supplied with cold air
cud, j, is closed.
for the expulsion of the heated ah within it,
by the lateral branch, k, passed through the
outer cylinder, and opening up a communicaThe conical
tion between the internal cylinder and the atmosphere.
top of the gaS-hcating chamber, f, is perforated to receive the lower
open ends of one or more spiral or helical tubes, l. These tubes are
wound round the outside of the inner cylinder, n, passing up through
the annular water space between the exterior of this cylinder and the
interior of the main cylinder, a; and they are joined to form a single
exit duct by a lateral branch, m, passing off to the chimney.
The
annular water space is supplied with water as may be required, through
the top aperture, x, whilst a gauge cock is fitted at o, for the adjustment
The discharge of water from the boiler portion of the
of the water level.
stove is effected by the lateral stopcock, p, near the bottom.
The economical effect of this arrangement is, that whilst the direct
heat of the gas burners is usefully applied in heating the water at the
lower part of the annular column in the stove, through the medium of
the conoidal chamber, e, the heat is still further economised by passing
the vitiated air and the products of combustion from the burner chamber,
through the mass of water in the annular chamber, thus enabling these
currents to impart their otherwise waste heat to the water prior to
escaping to the chimney. In this way a large body of water is kept in
a heated state at a low cost, whilst the apartment in which the stove is
placed is thus well and pleasantly warmed.
;

December 1,1857.

of maize or Indian corn contained in the trough or other vessel is poured
nr allowed to flow into the same.
The maize is allowed to remain in
the fluid until it is sufficiently softened.
The fluid, having access to the
solid internal matter of the grains, acts upon the vegetable granules, and
serves to separate or partially separate them from the embryo of the
plant.
This softening or partially disintegrating process having been
effected, the steep water or fluid is run off from the trough or vessel
containing the grains. The maize, after undergoing the preparatory
process of steeping, is passed between rollers, or otherwise subjected to
mechanical pressure, or factional action, in order to further reduce the
grains and effect the more complete separation of the embryo from the
pcrispenn or albuminous vegetable matter. The maize thus far prepared is now to be placed in a fluid, the specific gravity of which must
be such as to allow the perisperm or albuminous portion of the grain to
sink to the bottom of the containing vessel, whilst the embryo floats
upon the surface of the 'fluid. This separation of the starchy matter
from the embryo by gravitation may be conveniently and economically
effected by means of salt and water, the density or strength of which
must be regulated so that the albuminous or starchy matter is not held
in suspension, but will fall through the solution to the bottom of the
vessel.
The floating embryo of the grain is skimmed or otherwise removed from the fluid, and is dried preparatory to submitting it to pressure for the purpose of obtaining oil therefrom. The saline or other
solution is now to be run off from the perisperm or albuminous portion
of the maize or Indian com, and the perisperm is then fermented e.od
subsequently washed repeatedly, or otherwise treated according to the
manner of making starch in the usual way. The embryo of the maize
which is separated from the perisperm is dried by means of a suitable
stove, or upon a drying floor, in manner similar to the process for preparing malt. The dried embryo is then subjected to severe pressure,
either by means of rollers, or in a stamping mill, in order to extract the
By
oil according to the common process of extracting oil from seeds.
treating maize or Indian corn in this manner a large proportion of starch
is

obtained therefrom, and in addition the otherwise waste matter is
to yield a considerable per ceutage of pure and fine vegetable oil.

made

REGISTERED DESIGN.

-

CHIMNEY

TOP.

Registered for Mr. T. L. Henly, Calne, Wilts.
is represented in sectional
elevation in our figure, where A is the cylindrical main

This simple contrivance

provided with an expanded bottom for fitting
the chimney shaft, and carrying at its upper end a short piece of wide tube, b, open at top and
bottom. This short piece of tube, b, is supported by
radial arms from the main shell, and it encircles a
conical cap attached to the top of the main shell by a
pair of supporting arms.
The inventor states that he has been successful in
shell,

down upon

evils of smoky chimneys by this apparatus in nearly every instance where he has ap-

remedying the
plied

it.

REVIEWS OF NEW BOOKS.
Records of Minino and Metallurgy or Facts and Memoranda for
the use of the Mine Aoent and Smelter. By J. Arthur Phillips and
Loudon
8vo.
Pp. 304. Wood Engravings.
John Darlington.
;

MAIZE STARCH.
James Anderson, Glasgow.

—Patent dated April

30, 1857.

Under this patent, Mr. Anderson has specified an improved system or
mode of treating maize or Indian com for the purpose of obtaining an
increased yield of starch from one portion of the grain, and oil or oleaginous matter from another portion of the seed, which has heretofore
been treated as waste product.
A quantity of the grains of maize or Indian corn is primarily placed
in a trough or other suitable vessel for the purpose of steeping them, so
as to disintegrate or partially disintegrate the component parts of the
solid matter of the grain.
The softening of the grains may be effected
either by means of water, or the operation may be hastened by using
an alkaline or saline solution in lieu of pure water. AVhatever menstruum or fluid be used, a sufficient quantity thereof to cover the grains

E.

& F.

N. Spon.

1857.

metallurgical processes of this country offer a very attractive subject to men who combine the pleasures of literature with the
pursuits of science, and much might be made of such materials by
But these
writers who are determined to do justice to their subject.
" Records " can hardly be said to present such an example.
True, the
preface states that the object of the authors "has rather been to make
it a convenient book of reference than a popular description of mining
and metallurgic operations;" but " a convenient book of reference" is
really a high character for a scientific book, for it involves the good and
clear arrangement of plentiful and reliable matter two essentials in
which we think Messrs. Phillips and Darlington's production is very
In illustration of our views as to this, we must state, that
deficient.

The mining and

—

December

1,
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after giving- forty pages to purely historical matter of no value whatever
in the reference hook of the practical man, the authors proceed with the
heads of "hydraulic machinery steam machinery— steam boilers
superheated steam crushing and dressing machinerj7 assaying recent metallurgic processes boring mining as an investment Joint
Stock Companies' Act of 1856 mining economics copper ore statistics
miscellaneous rules and tables and the Joint Stock Companies' Act
of 1857."
Now the practical miner and metallurgist who goes to a book of reference on mining matters does not go there to renew his acquaintance
with remote historical lore he can get his history, if he wants it, elseNeither does he naturally search
where^
in better-informed quarters.
there for information upon hydraulic or steam machinery as these are
special departments, which, along with rules and tables, are far better
to be studied by themselves.
In their general matter the authors very properly show how the steam
engine and mining have grown up together, thus:

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

history of mining in this country

is

intimately connected with that of the steam

ami we invariably find that the mining districts have been the fields of operation
for the inventors and early improvers of this machine. In this way, mining has not only
been vastly benefited by the application of steam power, but, on the other hand, has itself
in a great degree contributed to produce the present high state of perfection to which
engine

!

;

The

old atmospheric engine was capable of raising
by the expenditure of one bushel of coal. In 1776,
Watts* improved engine yielded an average of 18,900,000. In 1800, the duty had been
raised to 20,000,000. In 1S20, the average duty of thirty-seven Cornish engines was
In 182S, the fifty-four engines reported afforded an average duty of
28,736,398.
37,000,000.
The total number of engines reported in 1856 was forty-six; and their
mean duty, 44,650,000. Of these machines some are known to have performed more than
100,000,000; and still better results may doubtless be obtained by the employment of
this

machine has been brought.

of furnaces

employed

for the production of iron in the year 1855

was as

:

No.

—

:

—

"The

—

—

"The number
follows

241

No. in blast.

England
Wales

143

311

33

156

Scotland

33

122

209

589

The average yield of iron per furnace was therefore 103 tons per week.
"The annnal value of our mineral products now amounts to £33,000,000 sterling, and
when prepared for manufacturing purpose, this amount is raised to £38,000,000."

The

section on water-pressure engines is also a valuable part of the
and Mr. Darlington presents us with two views of such engines
erected by himself, for mining purposes, conveying information of a
kind very useful to engineers who have at their command head pressures of water for motive purposes.
In his notes on turbines, Mr. Darlington does scant justice to his subject, for he does not tell us anything
introduced
about the improvements
by Messrs. Macadam of Belfast, or
those by Mr. James Thomson in his "vortex wheel."
The portion of the book devoted purely to mining matters is by far
too brief. It is good enough to cause us to wish that it filled six times
the space. In future editions we hope to see this department vastly
enlarged, and separated from what has no right to claim a place of importance in "Records of Mining and Metallurgy."

volume

;

5,000,000 lbs. of water one foot high,

:

!

high-pressure condensing engines, and a greater length of stroke in the cylinder."

And on

the geological distribution and
coal their notes are equally interesting

and

commercial disposal of ores

:

"Instead of burning the fuel directly below the boiler, M. Beaufume

first

and then conveys this gas to the

transforms

it

where its
the steam. This separate apparatus, which

at 47,500 tons,

showing a difference in favour of 1855 of 18,033 tons, equal to an increase
annum. A large quantity of British lead ore contains a valuable
amount of silver. The richest ores are produced in Cornwall, and yield on an average
about 23 ounces of silver per ton. The mines of Alston Moor, Weardale, Teesdale, &c,

of the coal.

of 22 per cent, per

by means of a blowing fan. The oxygen of the air supplied causes very
active combustion amongst the lower layers of coal in contact with the fire bars, converting the coal into carbonic acid gas; and this gas, in passing through and amongst the
upper layers, which ought always to remain black, becomes converted into carbonic oxide
and accumulates in the upper part of the furnace, mixed with nitrogen and doubtless

ounces per ton.

Derbyshire and Shropshire lead contains from

;

1

the mines of Flintshire and Denbighshire average from 4J to GA

;

home manufactures
per annum. The price of pig

The net consumption of pig lead

years, ending 1S55, average nearly 55,000 tons

in

our

Twenty-one; hundredweights of 112

dry weight, and shipped free from charge

lbs.

each comprise a ton, which

to the purchasers;

payment

made

is

three months' date, or discount, at the rate of five per cent, per annum,

bills at

In the river Dee the ore

for cash.

is

sold according to a standard produce.

is

sold

cither by
is

allowed

Thus 10

ounces are supposed to yield 7 ounces 14 dwts. of metal, and the biddings are founded

upon the commercial value of this per centage. For every additional pennyweight of lead
which the ore may yield 2s. 6d. is added to the price offered per ton, or 2s. Gd. per pennyweight is deducted if the produce falls under 7 ounces 14 dwts., or 77 per cent. No
allowance is made for water weight or moisture, and payment is made by the smelter's
weight. Cash paid one month after delivery. The approximate value of a parcel may be

by finding the value of lead in the ore, estimated at the current price
of that metal, and deducting therefrom £2 per ton for returning charges, and then taking
readily ascertained

off 10

per cent, for the smelter's profit.

per ton of metal, the excess

may

If the ore should contain

above

5

ounces of silver

be valued at 5s. per ounce, which must be added

to

the

The present vend

about 2,700

28 r500 tons.

,

of coal is about 5,500,000 tons per month, which is obtained from

giving 2,037 tons to each colliery, or an average annual yield of

collieries,

The

coal-fields

of the United

Kingdom have been estimated

to

an area of 12,000 square miles. Various calculations have appeared, stating
the time required to exhaust these fields, but it is obvious that no definite period
can be announced; they will, however, afford an ample supply for many centuries to
-:in

In the Report of the Committee of the House of

-.

coal in

Great Britain in the year 1827

5,

this quantity

"The make

1796 to 1827

55, or

No.

Commons, the consumption

—

of

stated as 22,700,000 tons: thirty years later, or

had increased 2-86 times.
amounted to 3,218,154 tons. In 1796,it was 125,000 tons; in
1820, 400,000 tons; and in 1827, 700,000 tons. In thirty-one years
the increase amounted to 460 per cent.; whilst from 1827 to the end

of iron in 1855
ii

— from

is

a period of 28 year?, the increase equalled nearly 360 per cent.

117—Vol. X.

a furnace constructed very like that of a locoCoal

heaped upon the

is

fire

bars to a considerable height; say twenty to twenty-eight inches according to the quality

the

The

air

necessary for the gasification

is

supplied in suitable quantities below

fire bars,

also.

These gases, the temperature of which

is

but slightly elevated, are con-

having been thoroughly mixed, in a chamber termed the burner, with a suitable proportion of air supplied by the blowing-fan. After having been once ignited in the boiler

The

furnace, the gases continue to burn as fast as they are supplied.

flames produced

act on the heating surface of the boiler; and the gases remaining after combustion pass

through the

flues

and escape into the atmosphere under the pressure due to the blowing-

no chimney being required.

fan,

"The

gasifier, in

consequence of the water-space with which

small boiler, the water in

it

it is

surrounded,

is itself

a

absorbing the heat developed in the gasifying process, and

by forming a considerable quantity of steam, which is added to that of the
The furnace of the gasifier is supplied with fuel through a passage in the
top of the apparatus, this passage crossing the steam space and opening into the furnace,

utilising it

large boiler.

whilst

it is fitted

with doors or valves at both extremities, so that the fuel can be intro-

duced into the furnace without opening a communication with the atmosphere.

"A

few simple and inexpensive alterations require to be made in the brickwork setting

of ordinary boilers in order to adapt

removed, a brickwork platform

is

them

for being

heated by gasl

ignited gases to

come

to

fire

bars being

num-

allow a portion of the

directly into contact with the boiler surface.

quite indispensable, and form

The

constructed in their place, and on this platform a

ber of brickwork passages are formed, with openings arranged

which, arriving in too cold a

value for lead.
"

gasifier, consists of

ducted to the boiler through a wrought-iron pipe, and enter tho boiler furnace after

;

method.

M. Beaufume terms a

motive, with a water space substituted for the tube-plate.

hydrogen

;

;

complete combustion causes the generation of

boiler,

lead has

it averaged
from 1316 to 1825, £21 18s. 6d. per ton in 1830, the mean price had
average
1855
was
£12
10s.
per
ton
the
price
for
£23
3s.
per
declined to
ton.
u Owing to the general distribution of lead veins, their produce is sold both by ticket and
private contract. The Cardiganshire mines usually sell at Aberystwyth by the former

£27 12s. per ton

;

for eight

experienced great fluctuations during the present century; from 1806 to 1815

1

" gas-flame furnace" to which this report refers, will at once be understood from the following general description which we extract from
the pages before us

into gas in a separate apparatus

to li ounces per ton

.

1557.

The

:

ores furnishing lead are

give from 6 to 12 ounces per ton of lead

1

:

more uniformly distributed throughout the British Isles
than copper. About 330 mines are now making returns, but at least 400 may be estimated
to be in operation. The total produce has for some years experienced only a slight
increase. For the year 1855 it amounted to 65,533 tons of metallic lead, which realised
£1,602,055. In the year 1823, the quantity raised in England and Wales was estimated

"The

.

Beaufume's Patent Gas-Flame Furnace Report of Experiments made
at the French Imperial Arsenal op Cherbourg. By M. Guesnet,
Admiralty Engineer, and M. Sochet, Director of Naval Construction.

These passages are

what may be called a heat- regulator. They heat the gases,
state, would not be completely burnt did they not come in

contact with highly heated surfaces before being ignited.

"The

which M. Beaufume proposes to obtain by means of the system the
we have described are a very active and complete combustion,
without an excessive supply of air, and always regular; a complete consumption of
smoke; and finally a very considerable saving of fuel."
benefits

principal features of which

—

thus be seen that M. Beaufunie's plan differs only in details from
in this country, in employing the flame of coal-gas for
heat-generating purposes. This difference arises from the way in which
the gas is primarily generated, and the system adopted is undoubtedly
very ingenious. But we cannot help thinking that the idea is in reality
nothing more than one of those pretty theories with which continental
The more abstract the theory the more it
philosophers delight to deal.
the more is it discussed
is opposed to commercially economical principles
It will

what has been done

—

—

2 L
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in learned terms, as if for the purpose of showing how milch may be
made in this way out of specious observations and flimsy facts. The
results of the Cherbourg experiments, as detailed by the investigators,
is that the apparatus "works with perfect regularity, is quite free from
smoke, and effects a great saving." On the latter point, it is asserted
that an economical gain of thirty-eight per cent, was shown in the trials,
and upon this the practical saving of one-third is confidently reckoned
On the other hand, it is admitted that it throws a quantity of caron.
bonic oxide into the boiler-house, and that at each getting up of steam
there is what may be called a " fix," in that there is no motive power
British engineers will see that these
to begin with, for driving the fan.

—

by no means the greatest defects of the system or indeed of any
system where the heat is applied to the boiler in a circuitous]-/ indirect
way— and they will be able to draw pretty fair conclusions, from what
we have advanced for them, as to what industrial advantage M. Beaufume can give them, deciding for themselves how much of the abstract
beauty of the process is due to veritable facts, and how much to the
brilliant colouring of an idle dream.

are

op Cast and Wrought Ikon to Building Purposes.
William Fairbairn. Second Edition. 8vo. Pp.292. London:
Weales. 1857.

On the Application

By

sale, within two years, of the entire edition of this work, as originally issued, exemplifies in the best possible way the high degree of appreciation evinced by the public for Mr Fairbairn's practical raws as
to the "application of cast and wrought iron to building purposes."
The success is well deserved and in insuring it, our professional men,
whose avocations bring them into contact with the. structural applications of the king of metals, must have added largely to their stock of
practical knowledge, whilst they thus rendered homage to the eminent
man who was so well able to teach them. Every one knows that Mr.
Fairbairn's energy is in the highest degree untiring and as an instance

The

;

;

of the reality of the character which he has attained, here we have an
enlarged and carefully revised edition of his book. The present volume
brings up all the valuable facts of the subject discussed, which have
arisen since 1855, and places them before us in a workable form; enabling us, too, in many instances to confirm and substantiate precon-

ceived conclusions, through the aid of direct experimental tests, which
" In the section on cast-iron beams," says
carry conviction with them.
the author, "there was little to add to what was contained in the first
edition, beyond some tables of the results of experimental researches
into the strength and constitution of iron, and its improvement by cerIn the course of my experience I have
tain processes of manufacture.
seen no reason to change the opinions I had previously expressed on the
uncertain character of trussed girders, and I still advise the exercise of
great caution in their employment, from the conviction that they are
equally unsound in principle, and dangerous in practice. In the section
on trellis beams, some additional examples have been added." The extent and positive value of the book have received a large increase from
This appenthe addition of an entire section on wrought-iron bridges.
dix is illustrated by plans and a general outline of the designs for crossbridge,
which,
for diplowrought-iron
ing the Rhine at Cologne by a
were
as explained by the author
matic, or rather cabalistic, reasons
never carried out. But this example of iron-bridge construction on a
large scale is not the less presentable or useful on that account and
engineers who may hereafter have to encounter bridge works of importance, will probably be glad to avail themselves of Mr. Fairbairn's views
Professional engineers, who have to deal with large
as thus expressed.
masses of metal, may indeed congratulate themselves that there is still
a man of Mr. Fairbairn's experience, who has the will and the leisure to
give them a book of reference like this.
;

CORRESPONDENCE.
—

:

;

tilling in bulk.

In nome localities and countries it will be more profitable to try for
quantity of gas in others, for weight of coke. In London, for instance,
where both gas and coke realise low prices, and where it is almost impossible to raise the price of the former, it would evidently be wisdom
to try to increase the value of the latter, by making it better, if even the
production of gas were thereby reduced. In Holland, on the contrary,
;

is

—

;

;

;

;

Geo. Bowek.
St. Neots, Hants, 4th Nov., 1857.

[In the interval of publication,

figures

mentioned by Mr. Bower

Mr. Ohren had corrected the error in
and we mention it here instead of

;

printing Mr. Ohren's note on the subject.

Ed. P.

11. Journal.']

AUXILIARY STEAM NAVIGATION.
known

that the space taken up by the engine department in
ships equals 250 tons, although considered as auxiliary engines.
take an engine of 80 horse-power, with coal for 50 days, at 12
tons per day
600 tons, 200 of which can only be taken in the coal bunker
and the other 400 tons carried in the hold instead of cargo. Now this
amount of room at £2 per ton would realise £800 on the outward voyage
and, supposing the room also taken up by the engine to be 250 tons more,
at the same figure (£2 per ton) would yield £500 more, or £1300 gross.
In a ship of large tonnage this becomes a serious item in a voyage. Supposing the tonnage of ship 1800, auxiliary power of 650 tons is absorbed.
small amount of tonnage for coal in the hold of the vessel has still to be
retained for the voyage home, after having filled the bunker, saj' 100 tons
£1500. And this
at £2. This is £200 more to be added to the £1300
arises in room, without considering the expense of buying coal, and
keeping up a staff in engine room, and is a great loss, and, in my opinii m.
not counterbalanced by any of the advantages which are spoken of and
attempted to be shown by the auxiliary power. I could show further in
detail the expenses of this steamer; but my object is only to lav bef ire
your readers, and the steam shipowners in general, the difference of the
mode existing and the mode that might be, I think, advantageous^
Having been many years practically engaged with screw
employed.
steamers of full and auxiliary power, I feel convinced that these expenses
might be greatly reduced. If trial of my plan, at a small cost, were
adopted, and should it only be as an experiment, and not prove so advantageous as I am inclined to believe, the outlay would be small in con \> ison; the"ship would remain the same, and her auxiliary power would become available for other purposes. With these remarks I will now 61 ife
what I consider could be done in an eas3T and practical manner.
small
It is well

many
If we

=

;

=

Our neighbours the French have solved the gas engineer's problem
do with our coke?" by producing gas and a superior
locomotive coke at the same time.
There are two ways of proceeding in gas making, the adoption of
either of which depending entirely upon production and locality
one
being to obtain the greatest volume ol gas by distilling the coal in thin
layers the other, the obtaining the greatest weight of hard coke by dis-

ISCT.

—owing to a heavy tax levied on

A

GAS COKE AND SULPHATE OF AMMONIA.
"What must we

1,

generally very high, whilst that of coke is very low
it if used for domestic purposes.
Here,
then, it is to the advantage of the gas manufacturer to devote his attention to the production of as much gas as he can obtain.
The French are evidently alive to the importance of the practical
adoption of either one or the other method of distillation, and already
there are works where coke is made fit for any purpose, as well as a fair
quantity of gas.
I notice in your last Journal a letter from Mr. Ohrcn, of Sydenham,
on this and other important methods, in connection with gas establishments, sufficient in themselves for a small volume. I will, however,
only briefly remark on that part of his letter relating to the manufacture
of sulphate of ammonia.
I think, commercially speaking, that there are better ways of disposing
of the ammonia obtained by the destructive distillation of coals than by
concentrating it in the form of a sulphate. Mr. Ohren says
" Tinliquor used to be sold for 3s. 6d. per butt of 100 gallons, producing for a
1,000 gallons 9s., so that we now make £7 (being half a ton of sulphate
where we formerly made 9s." Now I make out, that if 100 gallons will
sell for 3s. 6d., 1,000 will sell for 35s., and this without any labour on it.
The cost of the requisite quantity of sulphuric acid to saturate 1,000
gallons of this liquor will probably be £3 10s., and adding to this 35s.,
the value of the ammonia, we have a total of £5 5s. as the net cost of
Then if interest of money on plant, wear and tear,
the raw material.
labour, and cost of evaporation are added, there is not much margin for
profit between actual cost and the £7 for which the half ton of crystalI am not arguing against the very laudable attempt
ised sulphate sells.
of gas managers to make the most of this product of distillation.
On the
contrar}', I hold it is a wilful sin to allow it, as is too often the case, to
run to waste and, as Liebig says, that " the importation of one cwt. of
guano is equal to the importation of eight cwt. of wheat," so may we
say, that any plan which recovers for the present wants of mankind
the pent-up ammonia contained in 100 tons of the vegetable remains of
a primeval age, is giving that which is equivalent to twelve quarters of
wheat.
In nature nothing is lost you may decompose, but you cannot destroy.
You may, however, misapply; and the ammonia obtainable from
coal may be practically lost, by being allowed to run where it is of no
vegetation.
use to
I do not, therefore, argue against the utilisation of the ammonia obtained in gas works, but I think more may be made of the product, in a
commercial point of view, by a different application and if time and
your space were more at my command, I would endeavour to show how
this could be accomplished
but I may do so hereafter.
I will only say, in conclusion, that I honour men such as Mr. Ohren,
who attempt to develop the latest science of gas engineering.

the price of gas

—

—

December

A

December
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screw boat of 45 to 60 feet long which many large ships can stow berween main and fore mast in the usual manner with proportionate beam
and depth, fitted with a small high-pressure engine of 15 horse-power;
rhe boiler to be moveable, so as to render the boat easy in launching
overboard, which could be done in the usual way of launching the long•: tackles on the fore and main yards
the boat launched first, and
the boiler afterwards put into the boat. The whole time expended in this
with getting steam up would not take more than an horn:. This is equal
_
tting steam up in the larger boiler of the auxiliary engine of SO
horse-power. The small boiler would then be connected to engine by the
steam pipe and pump, and secured to a small cast-iron bed-plate by four
bolts and nuts.
The whole of the parts of engine and boiler I can make
in a most simple manner.
It may be as well to observe that I am not writing this as a theory, but
it is well known in practice, by recent experiments with some small
screw steamers of the size mentioned above, that a vessel of 1500 tons in
calm weather has been towed at the rate of 5 to 6 miles per hour, while
many of our auxiliary steamers cannot do much more. The cost of this
little boat would be trifling in comparison to the larger engine, &c. They
could also be made of still further use while in foreign parts in transporting the cargo from shore to ship, or towing flats, &c. alongside thereby
saving time and compensating in a measure the mileage lost at sea.
boat this size would require two men to attend it, and would carry from
20 to 30 tons of goods.
E. Babkabd, ilarine Engineer.
London^ October, 1857.

—
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ture 32 deg. on being heated does on its progress towards temperature 40 deg.

more dense and

specifically heavier until it reaches 40 deg., after which, if

elevate the temperature, its density progressively decreases.

become

we continue

to

water

is

It appears that

not an exception in this respect, but that, on the contrary, the phenomena in relation to
change of density (when near the point of solidification) is shared with every substance
with which

we

are at

familiar in a molten state, so entirely so that

all

as a general law that a molten substance is

same substance

in its unmolten state.

It is

more dense,

it

may be laid down

or specifically heavier, than the

on account of this that

if

we throw a

piece of

melted lead, the solid, or unmolten metal will float in the fluid, or
This fact of the floating of the unmolten substance in the molten holds
true with every substance on which the existence of the phenomenon in question has been
solid lead into a pot of

molten metal.
tested.

muth,

As, for instance, in the case of lead, silver, copper, iron, zinc,

wax, tallow, &c.

tin,

antimony, bis-

and that the same is the case with respect to
any of the above-named substances. Also, that the normal condition as to density is resumed in most substances a little on the molten side of
solidification, and in a few cases the resumption of the normal condition occurs during the
act of solidification. From experiments which he had made, he had reason to believe that
by heating molten metals up to a temperature far beyond their melting point, the point of
glass, pitch, rosin,

;

alloys of metals and mixtures of

maximum

density was, as in the case of water, 40 deg. about to be passed; and that at
such very elevated temperatures the normal state, as regards reduction of density by increase of temperature, was also resumed, but that as yet he has not been able to test this
point with such certainty as to warrant

him

to allude further to its existence.

sidered this to be a subject well worthy of the attention of geologists,
it

a key to the explanation of

crust,

many

He

who might

con-

find in

eruptive or upheaving phenomena, which the earth's

and especially that of the moon, present

—namely,

that on the approach to the

point of solidification molten mineral substances then beneath the solid crust of the earth

IGSITEE FOR FIRING PERCUSSION BLASTING CARTRIDGES
—PISTOL PRACTICE BY LADIES—RAILWAY CARRIAGE
COMMDOTCATION.

must, in accordance with the above-stated law, expand, and tend to elevate or burst up
the solid crust and also express upwards, through the so-cracked surface, streams more

—

which we know must have been originally in a
Mr. Nasmyth stated, that the aspect of the lunar surface, as revealed

or less fluid of those mineral substances

molten condition.

to us by powerful telescopes, appeared to him to yield most striking confirmation of the
sketch represents the end of an iron bar, cut so as to hold the above remark.
little
paper,
called
twisted end of the
bag formed of the tough thin
Mr. Nasmyth being asked whether the facts well known to chemists that cast-iron, and
parchment paper; it is moistened before it is formed into the shape of a
one or two other metals, in the act of solidifying enlarged so as to fill out sharply the
bag, as it then takes the proper form more readily.
minute parts of the mould which was indeed the property on which their great use
The bag is filled with seven or eight heads of chiefly depended
were not at variance with his general principle, replied that, so far
lucifer matches.
The iron bar thus armed is
from that, they were the most striking examples of its application.
placed on the wooden head of the cartridge the
" On some application of quaternions to cones of the third degree," by Sir
other end of the bar projects four or live inches
W. R. Hamilton.
from the block of wood intended to be blasted.
" On the distribution of the orbits of the comets in space," by Cavaliere O. F.
smart blow from a plank allowed to fall on it will instantly cause the Mosetti.
cartridge to explode and raise the stump or block of wood.
" On the direction of gravity at the earth's surface," by Prof. Hennessy.
In Allen's Indian Matt of the 1st instant, is the following extract of a
The earth's surface being considered to coincide with that of the liquid which covers
letter by a lady at Bangalore, dated 10th August last
" I have learned
three-fourths of the entire spheroid, gravity should be considered as perpendicular to it
All the ladies are learning
to fire a pistol, and keep one ready loaded.
at every point. If, however, the earth were stripped of all its seas and oceans, the surface
to fire."
I can safely recommend gun-cotton cartridges to the ladies,
would present considerable inequalities. From what is now known regarding the depth
because I find that such cartridges never misfire. It is stated in the
of the ocean, the continents would appear as plateaus elevated above the oceanic deprested Service Magazine of this month, that officers in India have found
sion to an amount which, although small compared to the earth's radius, would be considermoment.
I have often
their revolvers frequently misfire at the critical
able when compared to its outswelling at the equator, and its flattening towards the
had a revolver play me the same faithless trick when charged with the
poles. The surface thus presented would be the true surface of the earth, and would not
finest and best of gnpuowder.
The reason is, that the dross of the exbe perpendicular to gravity. If a kind of mean surface be conceived intersecting this, so
ploded powder clogs the small nipple of the revolver, whereas the firing of
as to leave equal volumes above of elevations, and of depressions below it, it is not allowgun-cotton never does.
Moved by the stirring letters in the Times on the subject of the acci- able to assume that such a surface is perpendicular to gravity. The mean surface of the
solid crust of the earth would not be perpendicular to gravity, if, after the process of sodental fire in the railway carriage of the Great Western Hue some weeks
lidification had commenced, any extensive changes in the distribution of matter in the
ago, and calling for some tfneans of communicating by the passengers
with the guard and driver of the engine, I considered how my elongated earth's interior could take place. If the fluid matter in solidifying underwent no change
percussion wooden shell with wings like a shuttlecock, which I invented of volume, the forms of the strata of equal density within the eaTth would be the same at
every stage of its solidification. But if, as observation indicate, such fused matter, on
as far back as the year 1824, for house defence, would answer for the
purpose, and I find, from actual experiments, that it promises every passing to the solid crystalline state, should diminish in volume, the pressure on the remaining strata of the fluid would be relieved, and they would tend to assume a greater
thing that can be desired.
J. Norton.
ellipticity than they had when existing under a greater pressure.
The general result of
BashermBe Nov. 1857.

My

—

—

;

A

—
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this action

would manifestly be to produce a change in the direction of the attractive
The direction of a plumb-line would be

forces at the outer surface of the solid crust.

slightly altered so as to slightly increase the apparent latitudes of places over

PROCEEDINGS OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.

a zone

in-

termediate between the equator and poles.

M. D'Abbadie stated several cases which he had met with, where the monuments exwhich showed that the direction of gravity at some former period must have been
very different in relation to those particular portions of the earth from what it now was.
isted

TWENTY-SEVENTH MEETING OF THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION
FOB THE ADVANCEMENT OJF SCIENCE.

We

continue our abridged report of the papers read at this meeting.

Section A.
M

On some phenomena

^Iathematical and Physical Science.
in connection with molten substances,"

astronomer quite perceptibly,

to be slightly, but to an

by Mr. J.

Nasmyth.
The author's

the east, at another to the west.

This he had at

tilted or

canted at one season to

first attributed to

the varying power of

the sun's radiation to heat and expand the rock throughout the year; but he since had

object was to direct the attention of scientific men to a class of phenomena
which appeared to have escaped the attention of those who were engaged in scientific reit fact which he desired to call attention to is comprised in the following
general proposition namely, that all substances in a molten condition are specifically hca,

—

the

Dr. Robinson stated that he was the first to direct attention to those changes of level
which depended on the season of the year. This he was led to observe from the fact, that
the entire mass of rock and hill on which the Armagh observatory was erected was found

same substance

in

an unmolten

state.

Hitherto water has been supposed to

ex ieption to the ordinary law

—namely, that as substances were

elevated in temperature they became specifically lighter, that

is

to say, water at tempera-

reason to attribute

it

rather to the infiltration of water to the parts where the clay, slate,

and limestone rocks met in their geological arrangement. The varying quantity of this
through the year he now believed exercised a powerful hydrostatic energia, by which the
position of the rock

"

On some

was

slightly varied.

general propositions connected with the theory of attractions,"

by

the Rev. Prof. Jellett.

He showed

that the attraction of a body whose particles act with a force varying in-
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power of the distance, may he easily deduced from that of a body
having the same form and quantity of matter, the law of attraction being the inverse first
power of the distance. He showed further that, while a knowledge of the attraction of a
body whose particles act according to the law of nature, that is to say, the inverse square
versely, as any odd

of the distance, gives us

no information as

knowledge of the attraction

From

power.

to

any other law, (at least in this method), the
power gives it for every higher inverse

for the inverse fourth

these theorems he proved that there

is

no law of force capable of being

represented by a series of inverse powers of the distance, except the law of nature, for which
if its mass were concentrated at a fixed point. He showed also that
no law of force capable of being represented by a finite series of inverse powers of
the distance, except the law of nature, for which a shell of any form will exercise no attraction on a point within it. If, then, the particles of the electrical fluid acted on each other

a body will attract as

there

is

according to any such law, except that of nature, free electricity, instead of residing, as

it

on the surface, would be dispersed through the entire of the charged body.
These theorems have been hitherto (so far as the author is aware) known only for a
does, entirely

After alluding to a well-known theorem of Chasles, he stated, as a

spherical surface.

aDy two bodies have one external equilibrium surface common,
their attractions at any point of external space will be in the same direction and proportional to the masses of the bodies, the law of force being that of nature.
generalisation, that

"

On

a telescope

The astronomical
sions,

if

speculum of silvered glass," by M. Leon Foucault.

refractor,

compared with the reflecting telescope

has always had the advantage of giving more light

on the object-glass pass through
in the formation of the

light

is

it

for the

most

part,

;

of the

same dimen-

the pencil of rays which

fall

and are employed almost entirely

image at the focus; while, on the metal mirror a part only of the
which loses still more by a second reflection be-

reflected in a converging pencil,

ing brought back towards the observer.
tially free

However, as the reflecting telescope is essenits images depends only on

from aberration of refrangibility, as the purity of

the perfection of a single surface, as with regard to focal length

it

possesses a greater

diameter than the refracting telescope, and thus partly regains the light wasted by re-

some observers continue

flections,

to give it the preference, chiefly in

refracting telescope for the examination of celestial objects.

England, over the

It is certain that at this

moment, and despite the multiplied improvements in the manufacture of large glasses,
the most powerful instrument directed towards the heavens is a telescope with a metal
speculum. The telescope of Lord Rosse is six feet English in diameter, and its focal distance is fifty-five feet. Possibly the reflecting instruments would have gained the superiority could the metal take as durable a polish
could it be as well worked as the glass,
and were it not heavier. Placing thus in parallelism the two sorts of instruments, and

—

discussing their respective qualities and defects,

I

scope with a glass would possess every advantage,

finished
if

by conceiving that the

tele-

the mirror being once shaped and

we could communicate to it the metallic brilliancy, in order to obtain from it
images as luminous as those of the refracting telescopes. The glass being cut by an experienced optician, and thoroughly polished, is ready to be covered by Drayton's process
polished

with a very thin unifurm coating of silver.
of the bath in

which

it

This metallic coating, which when taken out
formed dull and dark, is easily brightened by rubbing with a

is

skin lightly tinged with oxide of iron, and acquires in a short time a very brilliant lustre.

By

this operation the surface of the glass is

wholly of metal, and becomes vividly

reflec-

not exhibiting under severest tests the slightest alteration in form. My mirror being
silvered, and having acquired a polish of steel, I formed a telescope of it of ten centimetres'
tive,

diameter and

fifty

centimetres of focal length.

This

little

instrument supports well the

which magnifies 200 times, and compared with the reflecting telescope of one
metre, gives a very sensibly superior effect. Wishing to learn the proportion of light
usefully reflected by the layer of silver deposited on the glass, or, at least, to compare the
eye-glass,

intensity of a pencil of rays reflected by a surface thus prepared with that of one transmitted by an equal surface from the object-glass of a refracting telescope, I accomplished

means of a photometer with divisions which I had emThe result of this operation insures a decided advantage to

the matter without difficulty by

ployed on another occasion.

the new telescope. The pencil of rays reflected on the silvered glass is equal to 90 per cent,
of those transmitted through an object-glass of four partial reflections; so that the new
instrument avails itself of the overplus of light, which, on account of the greater diameter
of the mirror, concurs efficiently to the formation of the focal image.

Diameters equal, the

by one-half shorter than the other instrument
bears a double diameter, and collects three and a-half times more

telescope with the glass is

lengths,

it

sidered in another point of view, the

new combination

is

— with equal
light.

Con-

distinguished in this, that

it

without the concurrence of those numerous conditions required to
obtain a certain degree of perfection in any instrument, whether reflecting or refracting
produces

all its effect

telescope.

The

reflecting telescope, above

all,

requires that the constructor of

it,

at one

and the same time, pay particular attention to the homogeneity of the two sorts of glass
which form the object-glass, their refracting and dispersive powers, the combination of
curves, the centerage and the execution of four spherical surfaces. In the new telescope
on the contrary, the glass, serving not as a middle refractor, but only to support a very
thin layer of metal, the homogeneity of the

mass is by no means required, and the most
ordinary glass of sufficient thickness worked with care affords a concave surface, which
when silvered and polished furnishes of itself and by reflection excellent images. Should
the lustre of the mirror

means

for re-establishing

become weaker, there is no
it, by which it bad been at

difficulty in recurring to
first

obtained.

In

depth of the silver be altered, the operation of depositing it is so easy
it

can easily be repeated.

telescope gives, at

much

To resume,
less cost,

the

more

fine,

the same
should the

and prompt that

new instrument compared with the reflecting
light, more distinctness, and is free, like the

reflecting telescope, from all aberration of refrangibility.

Members

present, however, doubted whether the methodjjroposedby the author would

December

1,

1857.

ever produce a speculum the defining power of which could approach to that of specula

ground and polished by the methods devised and executed by Lord Rosse.
" On the correlation between dynamical electricity and other physical forces,"
by M. Louis Soret.
lt
On certain properties of the radii of curvature of curves and surfaces, and
their application to the method of reciprocation," by Mr. T. Martin.
"
demonstration that the three angles of every triangle are equal to two
right angles," by Mr. B. A. Murray.
"On the amount and frequency of the magnetic disturbances and of the
aurora at Point Barrow, on the shores of the Polar Sea," by Major-General
Sabine.
" On the temperature of the air registered at the Plover's winter-quarters at
Point Barrow, in the years 1852-3-4," by Dr. John Simpson.
"Report of the committee on the magnetic survey of Great Britain," by
Major-Gen. Sabine.
" Notice of meteorological observations made at sea," communicated by

A

Admiral FitzRoy.
Exhibition of Mr. Wildman Whitehonse's relay and induction coils in action
on short circuits, by Prof. W. Thompson.
11
On the effects of induction in long submarine lines of telegraph," by Prof.
W. Thompson.
"Meteorological phenomena at Huggate, Yorkshire, for 185G-7," by the
Rev. T. Rankin.
" On vertical movements in the atmosphere," by Prof. Hennessy.
Examination of some problems in meteorology, and a new and complete
explanation of the rainbow, by M. F. Raillard, communicated by the Abb6
Moigno.
" On the distribution of heat over the surface of the British Isles," by Prof.
Hennessy.
It

had been already shown that the isothermals

in Ireland arc partly cluaed

surrounding a space of minimum temperature, having

The isothermals

of the centre of the island.

map

the

exhibited to the section.

sea level, as atmospherical

deduced, but upon

its

No

its

centre a

made

curves

the north-east

have been

for Great Britain

correction has been

little to

laid

for elevation

down on

above the

phenomena do not depend upon the fictitious temperature so

actual amount.

This non-reduction would partially account for

the remarkable decrease in temperature in going from the coast towards the interior of

the island, and by which the space of

minimum temperature

in

Great Britain

is

made

to

occupy a position between the midland counties of England and the north of Scotland,

expands to its greatest breadth. The influence of distance from the sea and of
height above it are, doubtless, both combined in producing the remarkable form* of the

where

it

isothermals of the British Isles, and

it

would, therefore, be desirable in future tables of

the distribution of temperature to have the former element noted in connection with each
station as well as the latter.

Section B.

Chemical Science.

"
"

On some compounds of cyanogen," by Dr. Apjohn.
On the melting points of bodies," by Dr. Miall.
" On the atomic weight of aluminium," by Prof. Mallett.
"Chemical notes: 1. On explosive potassium; 2. On froth," by

Dr. Glad-

stone.

"

On

fused cast-iron," by Mr. E. Riley, of Dowlais Iron Works.

The author

stated that he bad succeeded in running

down with great

facility several

ounces of best cable bolt iron into buttons, which presented on fracture a beautiful
lamellar structure, which worked extremely well at a low heat, but which, after having

been exposed to a welding heat, was altogether useless, from

its

property of cracking or

crumbling.

" On the processes for detection of fluorine," by Prof. G. Wilson.
" On the composition of Norwegian apatite," by«Prof. G. Voelcker.
" Supplementary report on the process employed in the preparation of the
flax plant for textile purposes," by Prof. Hodges.
" On the methods of analysing the super-phosphates," by Prof. A^oelcker.
"On the decomposition by heat of certain ammoniacal salts in solution," by
Dr. Gladstone.
" On some arseniates of ammonia," by Mr. Alphonse Gages.
"On the time required by compounds for decomposition," by Dr. Woods.
" On the heat of combination of acids and bases," by Prof. Andrews.
'*
On a new method of forming ammonio-iodides of metals," by the Rev. J. B.
Reade.
"Ozone observations," by Prof. W. B. Rogers.
"On the presence of copper in the tissues of plants and animals," by Dr.
Odling and Dr. Dupre.

The authors had made more than 100 examinations by a great variety of processes, and
had discovered the presence of copper in nearly every instance. In several specimens of
wheat grain and human viscera the copper had been estimated. From 100 grains of
wheat-ash the authors had obtained 251 thousandths of a grain, and from a sheep's liver
rather more than one-half a grain of oxide of copper. The process was to precipitate the
copper electrolytically on a platinum wire, to dissolve in nitric acid, and to ignite the
residue of the evaporated solution.
'*
On some modified
by Dr. A. A. Hayes.

results attending the decomposition of bituminous coal,"

" Remarks on the solubility of salts at high temperatures, and on the action
of saline solutions on silicates under the influence of heat and pressure," by
Prof. Sullivan.

" On the condition of the
Dr. Barnes and Dr. Odling.
"

On

Thames

water, as affected by

the effects of alum in panilication," by Dr. Odling.

London sewage," by

December
'•
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1,
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new

three

electrotype processes, with specimens,"

by the Abbe Moigno.

improved processes consisted in the employment of platina wires
instead of copper, and of making a skeleton figure resembling roughly the outline of the
cast sought to be obtained, by means of which, according to M. Lenoir s process, busts,
statues, and groups can be produced in full relief by a single operation. The second of
tttese consisted in Sf. Oudrey's process for galvanising or coppering iron and cast-iron to
any thickness required without the cyauide bath, with remarks upon its employment in
commerce and in the navy. The process was not fully communicated, as it is commerci-

The

first

of these

ally desirable to

bath, which

is

keep

it

a secret, but sufficient was communicated to show that the cyanite

not only expensive but dangerous, can be dispensed with, by the present

svstem, according to which there was a great waste of material avoided, although the
substance that was placed upon the iron to induce the deposit of the copper was not

The

stated.

last

branch of the paper treated of Messrs. Christofe and Bouillet's process

for strengthening electrotypes, the principle of

by

which was to leave an opening in the back

and to put into it various little pieces
of brass, which, on being melted with an oxy-hydrogen blast, became diffused all over the
interior surface of the copper without injuring it in any way, and thereby imparted to it
of the thin electrotype obtained

"Remarks on geological observations in India, particularly in reference to
the erosion in rivers," by Herr Hermann Schlagintweit.
" Kxperimental researches on the conductive powers of various rocks, and the
bearing of the results upon theories of terrestrial temperature,. " by Mr.
Hopkins.
"

The Abbe Moigno presented, in the name of M. Bertsch, "Microscopic photographies;" in the name of Mr. Bingham, "Improved photographic copies of
oil paintings " and in the name of M. Niepce de St. Victor, " A perfectly new
;

exhibiting, by means of photography, the phosphorescence
fluorescence of bodies."
" On the conversion of paper into parchment," by Dr. Daubeny.

method of

Specimens of paper converted into parchment were exhibited.

The discovery

and

On

the zoological relations of the Cambrian rocks of Bray

"

On

the geological survey of Pennsylvania, with maps and illustrations," by
Prof. H. D. Rogers.
" General sketch of the districts already visited by the geological survey of
India;' by Mr. T. Oldham.
"On carboniferous limestone fossils from the county of Limerick collected by
the geological survey," by Mr. W. H. Baily.
" On a new fossil fern, from the coal measures Dear Glin, count v Limerick,"

by Mr. W. H. Baily.
" Notes from the Barbary

"On
"
"

it

was accidentally discovered when dipping paper into nitric acid that the same effect was
not exercised upon it as upon the cotton, but it was rendered tough. The alteration
visible in the conversion of common paper into parchment after being dipped into weak
sulphuric acid, is believed to be attributable to the substitution of an atom of water for
an atom of hydrogen.

"On

the preservation of albumenised collodion plates," by Mr. Sykes Ward.
• Preliminary notice of researches on the assimilation of nitrogen by plants,"
by Messrs. Lower, Gilbert, and Pugh.

with

fossils," by Mr. G. F. Habershon.
the eastern parts of Mayo," by Mr. J.

On
On

the geology ot the neighbourhood of Tralee," by Mr. F. J. Foot.
the geology of Caldbeckfells, and the lower sedimentary rocks of
berland," by Prof. Harkness.
" On some fossils from the Severn drift," by the Rev. W. S. Symonds.

Cum-

" On the tertiary clay and lignite of Ballymacadam, near Caber, in the county
of Tipperary," by Mr. A. B. Wynne.
This clay

nated in the experiments made in connection with the manufacture of gun-cotton, as

coast,

West Galway and

the drift of

Birmingham.

which
origi-

Head and

Howth," by Dr. Kinahan.

precipitating,

the strength of cast-iron.
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little

strange, for

found under and about the ruins of the old castle of Ballymacadam, of

is

more than the foundations now remain.

when standing

The mode

in the centre of the small hollow

of its occurrence

which

it

tance of about 100 yards, on almost every side the carboniferous limestone
to

protrude through the ordinary drift which

is

is

very

occupies, at a dis-

may

be seen

spread over the surroundiug country, and

which, most probably, once covered this isolated basin of tertiary clay, occupying an area
most about an acre and a half. The clay is usually white, more or less pure,

of at the

and sometimes of a dun or bluish tinge, smooth to the touch, and extremely tenacious.
The lignite is brown, and occurs in different states of decomposition and alteration, but
none of
clay

is

it

remains sufficiently perfect to prove what kind of wood

it

The

was.

not in the lowest position in the neighbourhood, but at a slight elevation

;

potter's

and close

it occupies, occur some of those natural drains so common
mountain limestone of Ireland, expressively called by the peasantry "swallow
holes;" these carry off all the surplus water which accumulates in the pits, one m particular having been used to drain them whenever they we're opened.
Having sunk

to

indeed within the space

it,

in the

Section* C.

Geology.

the discover*}' of paradoxides in New England," by Prof. W. B. Rogers.
"Fourth report on the facts of earthquakes," by Mr. R. Mallet.
On some facts connected with slaty cleavage and foliation," by Mr. Sorby.
" On the relation between the cleavage of minerals and the cleavage of rocks,'

"

On

1

by Prof. King.
The principal conclusions

are, that mineral cleavage is a superinduced structure, the

and that rock cleavage is due to the same law, modified, that produced mineral cleavage. As regards what has often been termed slaty cleavage, he
and he has come to the
considers that there are two kinds a true and a false one
conclusions, that true slaty cleavage is ordinary rock cleavage, effected by compression

same

as rock cleavage;

—

" On the jointing and dolomitisation of the lower carboniferous limestone in
the neighbourhood of Cork," by Prof. Harkness.
" On certain alterations of level on the sea coast of part of the county Waterford, and the cause thereof," by Dr. Clarke.
" On the existence of forces capable of changing the sea -level during different
geological epochs," by Prof. Hennessy.
If, in assuming its present state from an anterior condition of entire fluidity, the matter
composing the crust of the earth underwent no change of volume, the direction of gravity
would remain unchanged, and consequently the general figure of
the liquid coating of our planet. If, on the contrary, as we have reason to believe, a
change of volume should accompany the change of state of the materials of the earth
from fluidity to solidity, the mean depth of the ocean would undergo gradual, thongh
small changes over its entire extent at successive geological epochs. This result is easily

at the earth's surface

deduced from the general views contained in other writings of the author, whence it
appears, that if the surface stratum of the internal fluid nucleus of the earth should contract when passing to the solid state, a tendency would exist to increase the ellipticity of
the liquid covering of the outer surface of the crust. A very small change of ellipticity
would suffice to lay bare or submerge extensive tracts of the globe. If, for example, the

ocean increased from 1-300 to 1-299, the level of the sea would be
raised at the equator by about 228 feet, while under the parallel of 52° it would be depressed by 196 feet. Shallow seas and banks in the latitudes of the British isles, and
ellipticity of the

would thus be converted into dry land, while low-lying plains
and islands near the equator would be submerged. If similar phenomena occurred during
early periods of geological history, they would manifestly influence the distribution of

between them and the

for the

tained in Beudant's "Geology/' would,

fifteen feet of

manufacture of pipes, a bed of lignite

and best

this occurs the purest
is soft,

and has a soapy

With

trated.

feel.

clay,

which

Lower than

if sufficiently

extended, assist in verifying or

disproving these views.

" On the occurrence of a boulder of gTanite in the white chalk of the southby Mr. K. CioJwin-Austen.

is

white, with sometimes a pale shade of blue,

it,

so far as I could learn, no person has pene-

Ballymacadam,

regai'd to the value of the clay at

been sold for as much as 30s. per ton.

Of the lowest found

many

been manufactured very good tobacco pipes, and
saucers,

&c; while

that above the lignite

the most inferior of

When

best.

it

makes

have heard that it has
which burns white, have
I

articles of finer ware, as cups

and

beautiful buff and dun-coloured tiles;

has been used for bricks, and was at one time as valuable as the
all the principal inland

garrisons of the south of Ireland, quantities of

The

clay,

used to whiten the cross belts of the soldiers in

lignite has

been often used as

while burning, and

is

fuel,

but

it

it

were

at one time exported to England.

gives forth a heavy and peculiar smell

associated with black shales, traces of which

I

saw near the mouth

of one of the pits.

The following papers were received
" On the geology of Lambay Island," by Messrs. Jukes and Du Noyer.
" On fossils from Cultra, near Belfast," by Mr. M'Adam.
:

—

"On the skeleton of a seal from the pleistocene beds of Stratheden "
"Further notes on the palaeozoic strata .of Scotland" "On some new fossil
forms from the old red sandstone of Scotland" "Contributions towards the
restoration of Cephalaspis and its kindred," by Mr. D. Page.

—

Section D.

—

Zoology and Botany including Physiology.
compound microscope to the sides or
The arrangement consists of a vertical stem,

Dr. Itedfern described a method of applying the
top of aquaria less than

two

supported by a heavy foot.

feet in height.

On the stem a short tranverse tube

slides vertically

and

rotates on the axis of the stem, as well as on an axis at right angles to the direction of the

stem.

This tranverse tube carries a long sliding arm, made use of as a lever, with arms
The short arm of the lever terminates in the cup of a ball-and-

of very unequal length.

A

socket joint.

short stem attaches a tube to the

carries the objective

pole,

land and water during these periods, and with such a direction of the forces as that
referred to, they would tend to increase the proportion of land in the polar and temperate
regions of the earth, as compared with the equatorial regions during successive geological
epochs. Socb maps as those published by Sir Charles Lyell on the distribution of land
and water in Europe during the tertiary period, and those of M. Elie de Beaumont, con-

east of England,"

it

;

applied perpendicularly, or nearly so, to the planes of the latter; and that false cleavage
is simply due to pressure applied laterally to the horizontal direction of the planes.

mean

white clay, containing small fragments of plants which unfit
is reached, of varying thickness, from
which parts of trees four or five feet in length could be raised without difficulty. Beneath

through about

adjustment

may

is

and ocular to

made by

slide

through

acting on the long

arm

it

ball,

and this tube allows that which

in coarse adjustment

of the lever.

The body

;

whilst a fine

of the microscope

thus be placed either vertically or horizontally, and placed either over an aquarium

or applied to its side with equal ease in the use of the two-inch, one-inch,

and the halfFor the purpose of illumination. Dr. Kedfern employs a small mirror,
down into the fluid, and is capable of being moved in any direction by a

inch objectives.

which

is let

simple arrangement of brass wires shown to the section.

"Further report on the vitality of the Spongiacke," by Mr. Bowerbank.
" Remarks on certain genera of terrestrial Isopoda," by Prof. J. R. Kinahan.
" Notes of a visit to Mitchelstown caves," by Mr. E. Percival Wright, director
of the Dublin University Museum.
" Note on peculiarities of growth in Crecidne," by Mr. Phillip P. Carpenter.
" On the embryo state of Paliaurus vulgaris" by Mr. R. Q. Couch, Penzance.
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On

the lotus or sacred bean of India," by Dr. Buist, communicated by Dr.

Norton Shaw.
This plant belongs to the natural order Nelumhiacae, and is allied to the water lilies,
and is the Nelumbium sjieciosnm of botanists. Dr. Buist states that there are three
species of this genus at least. The only variety he had observed in ludia was one with
pale rose-coloured flowers, which when full blown, but not open, formed a globe of from 6
to 7 inches in diameter. The leaf is from 14 to 113 inches long, the leaf and flower stalks together from 6 to S feet in length. The leaf and flower stalks abound in spiral vessels,
which Dr. Wright says are extracted and burnt by the Hindus in the lamps placed before
the shrines of their gods.
all

Dr. Buist, however, states his conviction that

the lotuses of India, from the Himalayas to the Line, would not

The

yard long the thickness of the finger.
floating, the flowers small like the

stalks are

Tonquin bean.

and lea/stems.

The

the spirals of

a lamp-wick a

of air, the leaves buoyant and

full

After describing the external appear-

ance and uses of the plant, the author proceeded to describe
the root, flower,

all

make

—

1.

The

internal structure of

stalks are filled with air, and in their construction

care is taken to prevent the percolation or introduction of water

2.

Repulsion of water

This depends upon the surface of the leaves being covered with a fine
fur of silvery hair, like papillae, which, when magnified, show themselves in the form of a
succession of beads, diminishing in size towards the apex. It is this structure which en-

from

the leaves.

tangles and retains the

air,

and thus obtains a high degree of buoyancy.

It is the

same

structure which enables the rose, clover, and young cabbage-leaves, young shoots of grain

forms of dew-drops, and to repel water from their surface.
3. Respira-

and grass

to exhibit the pearly

The same

structure performs the same function in the wings of diving birds.

tion

The

of the lotus.

lotus leaves constantly give out air from their surface,

Buist has not examined.

inches of air in an hour.

which Dr.

He found that one plant gave out from a cut stem 33
The greatest quantity of this air was given off two hours

cubic
after

December 1,1857.

" On certain pathological characters uf the blood corpuscles," by Mr. .J. B.
Hennessy.
"On the importance of introducing a new and uniform standard of micrometric measurement," by Prof. Lyons.
" On a new method of removing malignant deposits irom the system," by
Prof. Faye, of Christiania.

Section E.

Geography and Ethnology.

" On the remains of early stone-built fortresses and habitations in the county
of Kerry," by Mr. George V. Du Noyer.
" On the supposed Biblical names of Baalbec, and on the position of Baalgad,"
by Mr. J. Hogg.
" On the inhabitants and dialect of the Barony of Forth, in the county of
Wexford," by the Rev. Dr. C. Russell.
" Observations on Vancouver Island," by Mr. Kenneth Sutherland, R.N.
" On the moral and intellectual characteristics of the Gael of Ireland and
Scotland," by Dr. O'Donovan.
" On an inscription in the language of ancient Gaul, and on the researches of
Zeuss and others into that language," by Dr. Siegfried.
" On some skulls discovered in an ancient sepulchral mound near
ount Wilson, in the King's County," by Dr. G-rattan.
" On the Macrocephali," by Dr. Minchin.
" On the character, extent, and ethnological value of the Indo-European element in the language of Finland," by Mr. Cull.
" A short statement of discoveries in Southern Africa, preparatory to an address on the climate, river-systems, and People," by the liev. Dr. Livingstone.
" On the supposed unity of the American race," by Dr. Wilson.
"On the affinities existing between the Hebrew and the Celtic," by the Rev.
F. Crawford.

M

sunrise.

" Notes on some of the animals of Thibet and India," by Herr R. Schlagin-
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tweit.

"

On

the siliceous cells formed in the frustules of Diatomaceie," by Mr. J.

Ralfs.
Prof. T. C.

Archer delivered in the " Report on the products imported into
Liverpool from 1851."
The report now presented embraced all the articles of the vegetable kingdom imported into
Liverpool during the first five years of the present half-century, giviug their commercial
and scientific names, their natural orders, &c, the ports employed, the country which pro-

The Council

of the Institution of Civil Engineers have recently awarded the
following premiums, for papers which were read during the past session:
Telford medal, to Daniel Kinnear Clark, Assoc. Inst. C.E., for his paper
1.

A

2.

A

3.

A

the growth of plants

4.

A

in the agricultural garden at Cirencester." The report contained an account of
the continuation of the experiments laid before the Association at the Chelten-

5.

A

6.

A

7.

A

8.

A

9.

A

10.

A

duced and the country which exported quantities, and general observations on their uses.

Dr. Lankester read a report from Prof. Buckman, "

ham meeting.
11
On the sea
cally

and

fisheries of Ireland,

scientifically,"

by Mr.

W.

Sub-section D.

On

Physiological Science.

Prof. Laycook, of Edinburgh, read an abstract of a paper, written
Alison, of Edinburgh, " On certain a prion principles of biology."

The writer

'

with reference to their investigation practi-

Andrews.

by

Prof.

stated that there were certain principles which should be admitted, and that

they formed the same basis for physiological science as the axioms of geometry did for
that science, and as certain inductive principles for the science of morals.
Dr. Gairdner, of Edinburgh, as a pupil of Prof. Alison, explained the nature and object of
his distinguished preceptor's views,

modern tendency

"On the improvement of railway locomotive stock."
Telford medal, to Robert Hunt, F.R.S., for his paper " On the application of electro-magnetism as a motive power."
Telford medal, to George Rennie, M. Inst. C.E., F.R.S., for his paper
" On the employment of rubble-beton, or concrete, in works of engineering and architecture."
Telford medal, to William Bridges Adams, for his paper " On the varieties of permanent way practically used on railways.
Council premium of books, suitably bound and inscribed, to Frederick
Richard Window, Assoc. Inst. C. E., for his paper "On submarine
electric telegraphs."
Council premium of books, suitably bound and inscribed, to George
Barclay Bruce, M. Inst. C.E., for his "Description of the method of
building bridges upon brick cylinders in India."
Council premium of books, suitably bound and inscribed, to Augustus
Stephen Lukin and Charles Edward Conder, for their paper " On the
disturbances of suspension bridges, and the mode of counteracting them."
Council premium of books, suitably bound and inscribed, to William Bell,
for his paper " On the laws of the strength of wrought and cast iron."
Council premium of books, suitably bound and inscribed, to Francis
Roubilliac Conder, Assoc. Inst. C.E., for his paper u On the laying of
the permanent way of the Bordeaux and Bayonne Railway."
Council premium of books, suitably bound and inscribed, to Thomas
Dunn, Assoc. Inst. C.E., for Ins paper " On chain cable and timber-

which he said were chiefly directed to oppose the
which he regarded as likely to degrade the

of medical investigation,

testing machines."

science to that of a subordinate department of chemistry on the one hand, and of mechanical science

on the other, omitting

all

consideration uf that high though less intelligible

phenomena which were known to be vital.
The Abbe Moigno made a communication in French on the part of M. le
Baron Heurtelous, " On a new method of administering chloroform."
" On the connection between atmospheric vicissitudes and epidemic diseases,"
by Dr. Poznanski. He also exhibited an instrument for measuring the force
and number of the pulsations of the arteries.
" On the oriental bath," by Dr. Haughton.

class of

This paper led to a general discussion on the effects of bathing on health, and a general
opinion was expressed that the price charged at the public baths of this country was still
too high to allow of that free use of bathing which was essential to the preservation of
health and murals.

"
u

On the physiological relations of albumen," by Prof. Hayden.
On the mortality from certain diseases," by Dr. Gairdner.
" On the alternation of generations and parthenogenesis in plants and

animals,"

by Dr. Lankester.
" On the flow of the chyle in the lacteal system," by Mr. Lister.
Prof. Lyons exhibited an instrument for the local application of chloroform.
Dr. Millingen introduced to the section a method he had adopted of preserving
the vaccine virus in glycerine.
11
On the valvular apparatus connected with the vascular system of certain
abdominal viscera," by Dr. R. M'Donnell.
Dr. Carlisle, of Belfast, made some observations " On the functions of the external ear." The author called attention to some portions of the external ear of
animals, by which it was adapted to become the means of receiving and transmitting sounds to the internal ear.
11
On the action of the auriculo- ventricular valves of the heart," by Dr.
Gairdner.

Session 1857-8.

The Council

•

communications on the usual list of subjects {see Practical
Mechanic's Journal, p. 241, vol. ii., second series) for premiums.
The communications must be forwarded, on or before the 30th of January,
1858, to the house of the Institution, No. 25 Great George Street, Westminster,
S.W., where any further information may be obtained.
invite

November

10, 1857.

The first meeting of the session 1857-58 was occupied by receiving a paper
" On lighting mines by gas," by Mr. Alexander Wright.
The paper commenced by noticing the almost universal introduction of gas
for the purpose of illumination, and the causes of the attention of the author being turned to its adaptation to the lighting of mines, where the present mode of
employing tallow candles, or oil lamps, was found to be prejudicial to the health
of the miners, whilst the light afforded was so inadequate, that the men could
not perform their duty properly. It was stated, that the expenditure of oil and
tallow in the mines of England might be roughly estimated at £500,000 per

annum.
In Cornwall and Devon alone there were about thirty thousand men employed
underground, who were lighted at an annual expense of £90,000 per annum and
in one of the large mines the annual expenditure for candles had reached as high
;

as £7,000.

A

general review of the state of lighting and ventilation of the Cornish mines,
induced the attention of the author to the introduction of gas for superseding
candles and oil lamps. An attempt had been previously made at the Tresevean
mine in Gwennap, but it was abandoned. He concurred that it was preferable
to make the trial upon a mine where explosive gases were not given off, as in
coal mines; and where the work was closer and did not extend so rapidly.
The Cornish mines varied in depth from 1,000 to 2,000 feet, with extensive

December

1,
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approach to which was by a shaft with ladders, sometimes
Each miner, in descending, or in ascending, stuck his
lump of clay, by which it adhered to his hat the wind caused it to

lateral galleries, the

twisted in
lie

in a

all directions.

;

and not only to waste much tallow, but to give off carbonaceous substances,
which were swallowed by the men, and produced very prejudicial effects on their
j>.
The iirst object then was to light the ladders, and afterwards to extend
the system to the working chambers following the lode. The mine selected for
the experiment was the Balleswidden mine ; the depth of the shaft was described
as being about 780 feet, whence there branched out several levels and tramways,
at various depths, and in numerous directions. About 340 miners were employed
underground, in two changes, or shifts, each of about eight hours duration.
j. man worked about five days during the week underground, and one
day
above ground.
In the ordinary mode of lighting, each miner burned four candles in eight
hours, obtaining only an inadequate light for the expense incurred.
The gas which was introduced to this mine was manufactured at the surface,
and was forced by a pump into a heavy gas-holder, composed of cast-iron plates,
whence it issued by a descending pipe into the mine, under a pressure equal to
1S*7 inches of water. The shaft and levels were fitted with wrought-iron tubes,
proved by high pressure steam, and from the branches flexible tubes and burners
were carried into the pitches and chambers for the miners, and to the floors for
picking the ore. The tramways, also, had a sufficient number of burners, to preclude the necessity of using any candles or lamps in the mine.
The quantity of gas consumed was about 4,000 cubic feet per day, of two shifts
flare,

1

>

of miners.

The comparative expense

of the two systems of lighting was stated to be much
as the annual cost of candles was £834 3s. 4d.
whereas that
was £4£7 2s., including interest on plant, wear and tear, and all expenses.
If several mines combined, the economy would be still greater and when the
stem became more general, modifications would, doubtless, be advantageously

in favour of gas

;

—

—

.s

;

'

:

introduced.
It was stared that the sanitary condition of the mine was visibly improved ;
ventilation was better, and there was an entire absence of the sickening
smc ke and bad odour, previously pervading the mine, which the author believed
to arise from some particular compounds of hydrogen and carboD, given off during the imperfect combustion of the candles.
The advantages to be derived from the introduction of gas in copper, tin, lead,
and other mines, and probably ultimately to coal mines, were stated to be
1.
saving of nearly 50 per cent, of the annual cost. 2. The better work, on ac:-t of the increased light.
3.
saving in time to the workman, in not having
the candle, or lamp, to attend to. 4. The improvement in the ventilation, and
in the quality of the air breathed by the miners.
The experiment was stated to have been completely successful, and there did
not appear to be any reason why the system should not be extended to mines
generally, and under certain precautionary measures to coal mines.
After the meeting, Signor de Christoforis exhibited and explained an apparatus
proposed for aiding in the ascent of steep inclines. The system consisted in attaching to the periphery of the driving wheels of the engine a number of small
wheels, which, abutting against a scries of cogs connected with the rails, it was
assumed would constantly support the train in its ascent.
:

A

—

A

;

N< iVEMUEK 17, 1857.

"

On

the Conversion of

Wood

by Machinery," by Mr. G. L. Molesworth.

INSTITUTION OF ENGINEERS IN SCOTLAND.
October

Barlow made experiments on models, and found that very light girders, in
comparison to what had been generally supposed to be necessary, were quite

—

sufficient to stiffen a suspension bridge
that, in fact, girders of a certain stiffness would sustain twenty-five times the weight that produced a deflexion
without the suspension chains.
But the experiments were made only on
models, and the result remained to be tried upon a large scale, and the matter
was well worthy the attention of engineers. After some remarks of a technical
character, he alluded to the deviation from old rules adopted by Messrs. Brunei
and Scott Russell in the building of the Great Eastern, and said that a change
was required in the plan on which iron ships were now built. They were
always built on the plan of wooden vessels, the builders never taking into
account that they were dealing with a different material from that to which
they had been so long accustomed. Having mentioned the steam engine, the
electro-magnetic engine, which he said was clean, manageable, and adapted for
neat workmanship, although more expensive than the other, he touched upon
the wide field for improvement in the railroad, and alluded to some other topics
He referred to sanatory engineering, such as drainage,
of interest to engineers.
ventilation, water supply, ventilation of mines, and to the devising of some
power of gas, so as to diminish its cost. The
illuminating
means to increase the
reformation of the present system of measures especially those of length was
a subject which the society should use their best efiorts to secure. It would he
for the institute to endeavour to promote a unity of opinion on this subject,
which would be the only means of obtaining the necessary change at the hands

—

—

—

—

;

.

—

;

;

;

—

—

A

INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.
April

—

There were other materials of importance timber, for instance
rrj ._'
and ppr* erving of which deserved attention. The hardening of
ring of artificial stones, the strength of bricks, and the
laws on which the transverse strength of beams could he based, were also

Then there was the stiffening of suspension
great interest.
That class of bridge was the
was not well applicable to railway purposes on account of the
so great on the transit of a train at high speed as to
-lity of the structure.
In reference to this subject, Mr. Peter
ion.

-

rat it

I

29, 1857.

" On steam cultivation." By Mr. John Fowler, jun.
" On machinery for rounding, surfacing, and shaping wood.
By Mr. J. TV*.
Wilson of Banbury.
After the meeting a couple of specimens were exhibited of a newly invented
pneumatic signal bell, by Mr. W. P. Maddison of Barnsley. The bell is rung
by a piston working loosely in a small cylinder, from which a small guttapercha tube leads off to any required distance at the end of the tube is a small
hollow India-rubber ball, by a slight compression of which by hand the air is
driven along the tube, forces the piston up in the cylinder, and causes it to
strike the hell; distinct signals of two or three strokes can be readily given.
This signal is being employed at the present time at the Lundhill Colliery, for
the purpose of communication from the men employed at the shaft to the engineman and also in workshops and offices.
1'

;

;

MONTHLY NOTES.

principal of these was that of materials.
The interesting question arose, " Can
iron produced in our own country be improved so as to remove the materials
that deteriorate i:
Eh?" That was an important matter, on which the
il afford the means of throwing light by collecting the experiences

—

—

—

28, 1857.

—

.

—

of Government. The last topic on which he touched was legislation as it affected
engineers. First of all, there were the patent laws, which required improvement.
They had been partially amended, but both the laws and their administration
There was another class of legislation, then, to
needed further alteration.
which an institution of engineers should turn their attention laws concerning
the public safety laws to regulate the strength of boilers and the speed of
railway trains. There were no laws enacted in reference to either of these
matters but if such laws were provided, they should not be calculated to check
enterprise or restrict or inconvenience inventors or manufacturers more than
was necessary and in order that the legislature might be accurately informed
of the circumstances that should guide them on subjects of the kind, it was of
the utmost importance that these subjects should be publicly discussed at
meetings by practical and scientific men. He was sorrj' to perceive a disposition
on the part of some very eminent persons to recommend restrictions that he
should think very injurious. For instance, Lord Brougham suggested that the
speed of trains should be limited to twenty-five or thirty miles an hour. Now,
under proper management and with care, a speed of seventy miles an hour could
be made with as much safety as seventeen, for accidents seldom occurred but
through mismanagement; and the proper course to adopt would be to enforce
proper management and caution. The speaker, in conclusion, said Glasgow
was a city that possessed the manufactures of Manchester, the shipping of Liverand considering
pool, the hardware of Birmingham, and the coal of Newcastle
the vast extent- and the great perfection to which some branches of its practical
especially its skilful iron ship-building and enginemechanics had arrived
making it could fairly be called the "metropolis of mechanics. "
made
some observations on Whitworth's decimal system
The President then
Mr. Whitworth's proposal takes the inch
as applied to divisions and gauges.
as the unit.
This was objected to by the majority of the meeting as being not
After some discussion, it was suggested that the
sufficiently comprehensive.
aid of the English scientific societies be requested towards petitioning Parliament
to hasten and facilitate the reform sought.
paper was then read on M. Beaufume's gas-flame furnace.

—

This was the first sessional meeting Professor Rankiue, the president, in
the chair.
After the minutes of the June meeting were read, the President delivered his
inaugural speech, remarking that a Society of Engineers holding its meetings in
and in Glasgow as the bestmechanical centre would be successful, and
.nd
highly advantageous. It combined mechanical and civil engineering, as both
branches were now closely united since the extensive and increasing use of iron in
building operations. The means of promoting the society's object the advanceof engineering and practical mechanics lay in experiments
and as few
bad sufficient time for this at their disposal, the institution would prove
usefal, and enable them to record for the benefit of others whatever discoveries
they might incidentally make in the pursuit of their business. Having commented
the great importance of the advantage to be gained from the new institution, he went on to say, that the present period was a most favourable time for
the development of science and the progress of such a society ; for reckless
speculation no longer existed, and engineers were disposed to conduct their
•ions with an economy that called forth all their skill
an economy that
vonred to accomplish an end by means just sufficient to do so in the most
scientific and serviceable manner, and no more.
He then pointed out some of
the more important subjects on which knowledge was required.
One of the

ofitememt)
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LAW
Ornamental Fabrics

REPORTS OF PATENT CASES.
Knox v. R. Paterson.

—

This was an action
division of the Court of Session, in Scotland, wherein the plaintiff, Andrew Lawson Knox, manufacturer in Glasgow, who, in 1852, obtained a
patent for improvements in the manufacture of ornamental fabrics, seeks interdict against Robert Paterson, of the same town and trade, for the breach of that
His title to obtain the interdict is met by a plea denying the validity
patent.
In May, 1853, he entered a memorandum of alteration, which
of that title.
was duly allowed and passed by Sir A. E. Cockburn, Attorney General for
England ; and the objection to the validity of the title is, that leave should have
before the

first

:

A. L.
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whose fleet she is hereafter to take part. She is of 2,600 tons burden, and 600
horse power; and has a pair of engines on the trunk principle. The diameter
of the cylinder is 85.J inches length of stroke, 54 inches diameter of air pump,

been obtained from the Lord Advocate or .Solicitor General for Scotland, according to the Act 5 and 6 William IV,, which treats England, Scotland, and
Ireland respectively as different kingdoms, and names the officers aforemen-

in

tioned as those having right to grant leave to enter a memorandum of alteration ; which part of the law they hold as reproduced in the Patent Law Amendment Act of 1852, which provides, " that all applications for leave to enter a
disclaimer or memorandum of alteration shall be made, and all caveats relating
thereto shall be lodged at the office of the Commissioners, and shall be referred
to the respective law officers in the said first recited act."
The strength of the defendant's plea lay in the word " respective," which it
was agreed had crept in by mistake. The Lord Ordinary, who repelled the
u It is implea, and whose judgment has been adhered to, says in his note
possible literally to follow out this enactment under the new law, for there is now
no such thing as an English, Scotch, or Irish patent, all patents under the Patent
Law Amendment Act being imperial patents, extending over the whole United
Kingdom ; and this circumstance seems to put an end necessarily both to the
form of entering the disclaimer with the Clerk of the Patents of England, Scotland, and Ireland respectively, and also to the necessity of first obtaining leave
All apof the several law officers mentioned in the Act 5 and 6 William IV.
plications for leave to enter a disclaimer,' &c,
are now to be lodged at the
office <*f the Commissioners,' by whom it is declared they are to be referred to
the respective law officers.
But still, although it is said that such a reference
is to be made, it is not said that the leave or fiat of all these law officers is to
be obtained before filing the disclaimer or memorandum of alteration in the
office for filing specifications in Chancery
nor does there seem any good reason
for holding that the leave or warrant of one law officer may not be sufficient
fur filing the memorandum of alterations, just as one law officer may authorise
the filing of the original specification, or causing the warrant to be made for let
The supposition that any law officer for one of the three kingters patent.
doms may authorise the entry of the disclaimer or alterations for that kingdom
alone, as under the old law, seems to be preposterous and at variance with the
whole principle of the new law. For in that way there might be an imperial
patent modified in one kingdom by a disclaimer or alteration, while it stood
upon its original footing in the rest of the empire."
The Court adhered unanimously to the Lord Ordinary's interlocutor, finding
the plea unsound.
[The plea raised in this case, on the part of the defendant, may certainly be
classed amongst the most "frivolous and vexatious" defences with which a
plaintiff can be met; and we are glad to have the opportunity here of showing
how the honest inventor is guarded against the attempts of infringers who try
Ed. P. M.
to twist the law, through foolish quibhles, to suit their own ends.
Journal.]
Metal Tubes: Re Russell. This was the petition of John James Russell,
of Wednesbury, in the county of Stafford, metal tube manufacturer, and it
prayed that the great seal might be affixed to a patent for an invention by the
petitioner of an improved method in the manufacture of metal tubes, notwithIt
standing the objections lodged by a person named George Henry Muntz.
was further asked that the letters patent might bear date of the 8th of March
last, and that the time for enrolling the specification might be extended for one
month. Muntz had been formerly in the employ of the petitioner, but had
been summarily discharged, and now opposed the petition on the ground that the
invention was his own.
The Lord Chancellor said, that the impression left on his mind from a consideration of the evidence was that neither of the parties could claim to have
been the first inventor. The improvement seemed In have struck both of them
at the same time.
The way of solving the difficulty would be to make an order,
refusing to seal the letters patent unless Russell executed an agreement to hold
toe patent as trustee for himself and Muntz, Muntz also waving Ins claim to
any separate patent; the costs of the petition to be treated as costs of obtaining
Ordered accordingly.
the patent.

48 inches stroke, 24 inches
diameter of large cogwheel, 15 feet li| inches
diameter of pinion, 8 feet 1 inch; diameter of propellers, 17 feet; pitch, 23 feet
6 inches; diameter of crank shaft, 17£ feet, and of screw shaft, 13$ feet.
The
engines are started by a new invention, a small engine being affixed for the
purpose of setting them in motion. The Nemesis is ship-rigged, and the following are her principal dimensions :— Length over all, 301 feet; width of beam,
41 feet; dipth of hold, 19A feet.
She is a noble-looking vessel, and is one of
the strongest boats ever built on the Clyde, having a strengthening plate all
round her two inches in thickness, placed just above the wales. Three other
steam-ships for the company are rapidly approaching completion viz., the
Benares, a sister ship to the Nemesis, the Salsette, of 1,500 tons, building at
Glasgow, and the Northam, of 1,500 tons, now being built by Messrs. Summers

:

4

'

;

—

—

Woollen Manufacture: Brook and Another p. Aston.* This was a
motion, pursuant to leave reserved, for a rule to enter a nonsuit or a verdict for
The action was brought to recover damages for the infringethe defendant.
ment of a patent granted to the plaintiffs on the 23d of February, 1856, for "an
improvement in finishing yarns of wool and hair, and in the finishing of woollen
The objection to the plaintiff's patent was, that on
fabrics and piece goods."
the 25th of November, 1853, they had taken out the same patent, the only difference being, that whereas the former patent was applicable only to cotton
and linen yarn the second patent of 1856 was applicable also to yarns of "wool
and hair." It was, in fact, the application of an old machine to a new use,
which it had been decided was not the subject of a patent.
When cause was shown against the rule, Lord Campbell said he thought the
defendant was entitled to the verdict, upon the ground that there had been no
improvement and no discovery. It was the application of an old machine to a
D6W purpose. There \v;is no invention and no novelty in the application. It
was merely the application to yarn of wool and hair of a machine which had
been applied to "cotton aud linen yarn." The mode of application was the
In all the cases where the patent had
same, and the machine was the same.
been held to be good there had been some discovery, some new process, and
some advantage, and not the application of an old process to a new use. There
was no novelty in the machine, nor in the mode of its application and therefore the patent could not be sustained.
The other judges were of the same opinion. Rule absolute to enter a verdict
for the defendant.

;

;

MARINE MEMORANDA.
Ddhi, built and engine-fitted by Messrs. Tod and
McGregor, has just been handed over to the Peninsular and Oriental Company,
*

late the
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—

and Day.

Lord Brougham on the Obtainment and Value of Knowxedoe.

—The

slowness with which the humbler classes of our fellow-citizens improve themselves in different branches of science, and, indeed, their reluctance to undergo
the labour of studying them, has been often lamented, but without exciting the
least surprise in those who duly considered the circumstances of the case.
In
the attempts that have been made for so many years to overcome such obstacles,
and effect the more general diffusion of knowledge, the necessity has been too
much overlooked of beginning with the upper classes of society. When these
are well imbued with the taste for acquiring knowledge, they have a natural
tendency to make those in other ranks partake of the same great benefits. It
is not that the whole or even the greater part of one class will become educators, but some will be inspired with the desire, not more benevolent than wise,
of bearing the torch to the regions still without those lights which they themselves enjoy.
Thus is sound and useful instruction propagated by a sure and
natural process.
Nor is it more certain that the various layers of the great
social structure are bound together by the mighty clamp of justice administered
to all, and binding on all, from the broad basis of the people upwards, through the
middle classes and the aristocracy to the Crown itself, on the narrow summit,
than it is certain that knowledge pervades the vast pyramid by successively
imbuing and disposing the couches of which it is formed. Knowledge thus
diffused, but especially knowledge of social interests and rights and duties, even
more than the firm and temperate distribution of justice itself, possesses the
It is,
great, the cardinal virtue of insuring the stability of the social system.
to use the language of the day, in the very greatest degree Conservative, and
in the highest sense of the phrase.
But this diffusion has another and most
happy tendency it leads to the improvement of the system, because it inspires
all classes with the desire of promoting measures shown to be safe as well as
effectual in a word, wholesome reforms. Nor can anything be more groundless
than the fears of progress entertained by some affected by more. It is, in
truth, ignorance continued, not knowledge advanced, which they have to fear
nay, which, when we come to an explanation with them, they really do fear.
Knowledge is power; but its natural ally is the friendly power of virtue, with
which its dominion is willingly shared. This is above all true of the knowledge
which we shall seek to improve and impart. The supreme Disposer and Preserver, who "decketh himself with light as it were a garment, but defendelh
all the earth as it were with a shield," has provided that the false steps into
which we are led by the twilight will be prevented or retraced when the day
dawns. If any one is still alarmed at the force which the people seem to gain

—

;

—

—

their faculties are expanded by cultivation, let him recollect that this
happy process cannot be continued and further knowledge acquired, without a
new security being given by that very increase of knowledge against the delusions and the excesses from which the peace of the community has most to fear.
We are reminded by the subject, as well as by the place where we are as-

when

sembled (Birmingham), of the exquisite invention, the happiest perhaps in the
history oi science, which makes the power of steam provide by its expansion
Knowledge
for its own control, the one very nicely proportioned to the other.
it exercises this self-control; it gives to the
is thus both power and safety
mighty social engine both the movement and the governor

—

"

Unmeasured strength, with perfect art combined,
Awes, serve?, amazes, and protects mankind."

But it is not safety alone that we expect; we fondly hope for more; we confiUndaunted by the resistance of adversaries, undismayed
dently look higher.
by the obstructions which the bias of prejudice, or the conflicts of faction, or
the strife of controversy raise to impede social progress or to retard, its friends
lift up their view to the loftier heights where religious and moral truth sheds
an eternal light. Piercing the darkness of ignorance that shrouds one region,
the mists of doubt that obscure, the storms of passion that vex, the instinct of
selfishness that chills another, the eye loves to repose on that bright summit
where the same beams dispel all doubts from our opinions towards God, and

warm

our benevolent feelings towards
"

;

The JYwneaW,

;

;

man:

awful form,
Swells from the vale, and midway leaves the storm;
its breast the rolling clouds are spread.
Eternal sunshine settles on its head."

As some

tall cliff that lifts its

Though round

Proposed

New French

Patent Law.

—The French

Government has been

circulating amongst the different chambers of commerce in France the project
of a new patent law, with the view of obtaining the opinions of those most
competent to give sound advice on such a subject. One of the principal features
of the new law is the enabling a patentee to take proceedings in the courts of
law for the establishment of the validity of his patent; which being done, no
one can afterwards dispute its validity. If the project should pass into law, it
will be noticed at length in our columns.

J
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The Manufacture and Distribution op Coal Gas.— The late Mr. Clegg's
standard work on this subject having run through two editions, a third has been
promised us, under the editorship of Mr. J. 0- N. Rutter of Brighton. That
gentleman promises us all the accessions of information which have appeared
since 1853, when the second edition of Mr. Clegg's work was issued, and to this end
he appeals to practical men, and indeed to all who take an interest in the gas
manulaciure, for hints, suggestions, aud communications, " to aid him in really
bringing the book up to the knowledge of the day." "On the subject of clay
retorts, and all that relates to their management," he says, " I am especially
anxious that the information supplied should, in the largest sense of the words,
be plain and practical. In every instance in which I may be favoured by the
loan of written or printed papers, plans, models, or drawings, their receipt shall
be immediately acknowledged: they shall be carefully preserved, and in due
time returned." Dr. Frankland has already revised that portion of the work
which relates to the chemistry of coal gas.
Air-syphon Ventilation.

—When

will architects and house-owners pay afc
teution to the subject of ventilation?
ventilate our stables, our theatres,

We

and our large apartments for public assemblages but our dwelling-houses,
wherein we pass so large a portion of our existence, are, strangely enough, left
without any provision for the purpose. The extent of human health sacrificed
by this sad neglect is appallingly large but it is not felt to be so, because it is
;

;

not directly seen. An
air-syphon ventilation company" has just started into
existence, for the remedying of this great defect
and the promoters assure us
of the certainty of obtaining " permanent ventilation by means of the patent airsyphon ventilator, with or without artificial heat." The process intended to be
carried out by this association consists of the " practical application of operations constantly taking e fleet in the atmosphere, which cause a current to take
place through an inverted syphon, having one of its branches considerably
longer than the other, whether it be in the open air or with the shorter branch
communicating with a room or other place, into which the air enters at the
orifice of the short branch, and is discharged by that of the longer.
The action
is not prevented by making the short branch hotter than the long.
When it is
proposed to use the chimney as the long branch, it is because of there being
such a channel at hand, aud because it is capable of serving a double purpose
when the season requires fire, and is conveniently available for the single purpose of ventilation when fire is not required a flue can be purposely erected
for this system of any convenient materials,"
neat pamphlet has been issued
by the company* in illustration of the several forms under which the new
system may be carried out; and we can safely recommend this little work to the
perusal of householders who find their dwellings incomplete as regards the
supply of fresh air.
India- Rubbek Machine Banding.
The vast help winch we have often
prophesied that the mechanical arts would receive from the practical adaptation
of caoutchouc to men's wants in the arts, has been, and continues to be, far
more than fairly realised. Just as in the instance of the use of improved tools,
we are now enabled to produce engines and machinery which, a very few years
ago, were reckoned impossibilities so now, with new and improved materials,
amongst which caoutchouc takes the lead in the amount of constructive aid
rendered to the human family, we effect combinations of strikingly wonderful
effect and simplicity.
In the single example of driving bands for machinery,
lately perfected by Messrs. Dodge & Co., of St. Paul's Churchyard, we have a
great step in practical improvement. The fabric used in making these composite bands is so well amalgamated with the India-rubber that the bands present the appearance of perfect homogeneity, and separation can never occur.
In toughness and strength these bands far exceed leather, whilst they are immensely cheaper. Their durability, indeed, is shown in the instance of the
bands in use at the Crystal Palace where, although they are doing heavy work,
many of them look quite new. The economical gain in the manufacturing process of Messrs. Dodge & Co., is shown in the fact that in July last the firm took
the contract for the entire supply of the navy with articles of India-rubber and
gutta percha, in the face of above twenty competitors.
Use and Abuse of Free Libraries and Museums. The effect of opportunity in inducing the working classes to indulge in wholesome mental food has
just been well shown by Mr. David Chadwick, of Salford, in a statistical paper
on " Free Libraries and Museums," read at the Birmingham meeting of the Natii'.ial Association for the Promotion of Social Science.
After detailing the remarkable progress of the new free libraries in the provinces, which, by their
accessibility, have rendered such vast help to working men, the author draws a
forcible parallel between what is done at the Salford Royal Free Museum and
what is not done at the British Museum. It appears that, notwithstanding the
incomparable superiority of the British Museum, it occupies a very unenviable
place compared with the newly established museum at Salford for whilst the
.'1 Museum had last year 580,000 visitors, and will this year, in all probability, have upwards of 800,000, the British Museum
that giant of giants can
only show 361,000 in the same time. These results are astounding at first
sight
but they are no longer so when we look at the difference in the nianagern -nt of the two establishments.
Salford opens her museum all the year round
from ten a.m. till dusk, Sundays excepted. The British Museum is open only
three days a week, from nine a.m. to four in winter, and from nine a.m. to six
in summer.
Besides this, our own experiences tell us that the doors are
wholly closed for a long vacation each year, aud the restrictions in other respects are so stupidly stringent, and so hedged in on the circumlocution principle,
that, except to a very small class of leisurely students, this splendid collection is
rather a nuisance than otherwise, to all who trouble themselves with going
there.
Let any provincial visitor, or even any Londoner who is not well up to
the routine forms of the establishment, and equally well able to keep his temper
in attending to them, pay a visit to the museum, and he will encounter, on the
very threshold, some difficulty or other with which such a national institution
ought not to be encumbered. What is the use, for example, of closing the

—

How

the People of England Employ Themselves.— The latest statistical notes of the time inform us that the people of our time
something under
ten millions are divisible, as regards their occupations, as follows:

—

—

1.

2.
3.

Persons engaged in the general or local government of the
country
.
Persons engaged in the defence of the country
,
.
Persons in the learned professions (with their immediate subordinates}, either rilling public offices, or in private practice

4.
5.

sonal offices for

;

A

—

;

—

—

;

—

;
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—

7.

8.

9.

87,422

.

Persons engaged in literature, the fine arts, and the sciences .
Persons engaged in the domestic offices, or duties of wives,
mothers, mistresses of families, children, relatives
Persons engaged in entertaining, clothing, and performing per.

6.

'

65,330
78,498

.

*

;
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doors for one-half of every week shutting out Saturday, too, of all days in the
week? and why should an intending reader have to go through such formalities
as to signed tickets of householders, and so on? Why should not the whole day
see the doors open ? and why should a long vacation intervene to stop the flow
of the blended instruction and amusement which the museum can so well afford ?
It is really humiliating to find that our most splendid ot institutions should be
managed, apparently, more with the view of giving places to officials, than of
benefiting the industrial public.
This, however, is the feeling which we have
every time we enter its walls.

man

,

1)4,790

2,777,017

.

1,620,881

f

..,.,..
..,.,..,..

Persons who buy or sell, keep, let, or lend, money, houses, or
goods of various kinds
Persons engaged in the conveyance of men, animals, goods, and
messages
Persons possessing or working the land, and engaged in growing
grain, fruits, grasses, animals, and other products
,
Persons engaged about animals
Persons engaged in art and mechanical productions, in which
matters of various kinds are employed in combination
Persons working and dealing in animal matters
,
Persons working and dealing in matters derived from the vege-

162,265

252,196

..,.,,

1,576,081
63,506

.

10.
11.

.

12.
13.

.

table

kingdom

,

.

.

.

554,878
419,282

.

.

...
.....

.

789,314
623,171
290,227

.

Persons working and dealing in minerals
15. Labourers and others
branch of labour undefined
.
.
16. Persons of rank or property not returned under any office or occupation
17. Persons supported by the community, and of no specified occur
14.

—

,

...'.,.

pation
18.

147,879

...........

Other persons of

no, stated

occupations or conditions

.

103,458
110,407

.

Total of persons, aged 20 and upwards, in England and Wales

show,

9,816,597

how few under

eighty thousand people suffice
for guarding nearly ten millions of us ; second, the curious reality that the
people who entertain, clothe, and perform personal offices for man, are as near
as can be the same in number as those who till the soil; third, that the tillers
of the soil form one -eighth of the population; and last, that our mechanics
reach just one-third the number of the farmers.

These tabulated

facts

first,

Cotton Cultivation at Natal.

—

The climate and soil of this colony appear
be well adapted to the cultivation of cotton, but European labourers cannot
stand the heat of the sun, and the Caffres cannot be induced to apply themselves
The Caffre gentleman, indeed, does not work at
to a new species of labour.
all; he makes his wives work, and he lives on the produce of their labours.
This labour appears to be exclusively devoted to the cultivation of Indian corn,
a great superfluity of which is produced and sold by them at a very low sum to
the colonists, who send it to Cape Town. Now the government exacts a poll
tax from each Caffre of 7s. per annum for each of his wives; and it has been
suggested that this tax should be paid in cotton by way of compelling them to
commence the cultivation of the plant. The natives would soon learn that
cotton would make a far better return than corn and it is agreed that, in time,
We think
far more would be grown than would be required to meet the tax.
that this suggestion deserves more consideration than we suppose it will obtain
from the powers that be.
America and the Piunting- Press.— In 1840 Mr, Wilkinson built for Tfe
New York Sun a rotatory press, with a cylinder about fifteen inches in diameter,
covered all around with types, which were cast beveled so as to converge toward the centre. They were notched in front and had a projection on the
back, so as to interlock into each other and into the circular rules in which they
were placed. The paper was fed in endless sheets. The difficulty of making
the types and of setting them up was sufficient of itself to prevent the adoption
of this machine. Mr. Hoe first tried to place the types in a portion of a standing
hollow cylinder; another cylinder rotating within the first carried several printing rollers, which seized the paper from a feeding table above them and carried
This arrangement never worked
it down to be printed by the stationary types.
Mr. Applegath, however, made a rotatory press for the Times,
satisfactorily,
which, after working for several years, is about to be laid aside for two of
Hoe's, now in course of building in this country. The type cylinder of
Applegath's press is vertical. This necessitates very complicated and extended, though ingenious, machinery for overcoming the tendency of the
ink to run down, and thus make one side of the print blacker than the
other, and for feeding the sheets, which are taken from a horizontal table,
turned in a vertical position to be printed, and brought back horizontally to be
piled.
Two or three years ago, Mr. A. B. Taylor of New York undertook a
new printing machine. In appearance his press was very much like a machine
for making chocolate.
It consisted of a horizontal revolving disc, on which
the types were placed, and of conical printing rollers moving over them, the
This arrangement is
axis of which converged toward the centre of the disc.
erroneous in principle, as it requires one side of the paper to be printed in much
The Hoe press
less time than the other, and it proved equally so in practice.
to

;

2
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exhibited at the American Institute Fair in the Crystal Palace has six printing
It consists of a horizontal type cylinder 4^ feet in diameter and 4
cylinders.
feet in length, which carries the types and makes about 40 revolutions per
minute. Around this and tangential to it are six printing cylinders, also revolving, the object of which is to press the paper against the types and thus print.
Near each cylinder is a feeding-table, on which the paper to be printed is piled,
and between the same cylinders are inking rollers. The types are placed in an
iron frame called a " turtle," from their curved shape, and held there between
column rules by friction, those rules being made bevel, so that the types in the
centre of each column would meet the axis of the cylinder, and those on the
side would pass on one side of the axis at the distance of half the width of a
column. This deviation from the radius is so small as to have no perceptible
The turtles are fastened by screws on the cylinder, a part
effect in practice.

only of whose surface is covered with type. The remainder is used as an inking
The ink is taken from a trough underneath and applied to the inking
table.

by means of several distributing rollers it is carried by the table to the
inking rollers above mentioned, and by tbem to the face of the tj'pes. There
feeder
to each feeding table, who pushes the sheets forward one by one,
is a
when they are taken away by fingers placed inside the printing cylinders printed, and are carried between endless tapes to a fly which piles them up in a
regular manner. At the beginning of this century it was a great feat to strike
In 1814 a press with a flat bed and several
oft' 400 printed sheets per hour.
printing rollers was built for the Times that furnished 1,200 impressions an
In 1825 a double cylinder press by Miller took its place, printing at the
hour.
Shortly after similar presses with four
rate of 2,500 impressions an hour.
In 1847 Mr. Hoe built a
cylinders were made to give 5,000 copies an hour.
four-cylinder press for Tlie Philadelphia Ledger, by which 10,000 sheets were
Since then he has built several presses with six, with eight, and
struck off.
with ten cylinders. Of these last there will soon be many in existence. One
of them is now nearly completed for Tlie Tribune; it will furnish 25,000 imThis is enough for the present, but we dare say rive years
pressions an hour.
will not elapse before the increasing circulation of the leading newspapers will
Messrs. Hoe & Co. are proprietors of various
require a still greater rapidity.
improvements, some of their own invention, some of others, which will enable
endless
sheets
of paper, and thus keep up with the time.
from
print
them to
The importance of fast presses, and the impossibility of furnishing newspapers
to subscribers for anything like the present lates without them, will be best
In a daily newspaper office there are 36 composiillustrated by a few figures.
tors, who work every night till 1 in the morning, and 6 who remain till 3 o'clock.
At 1 o'clock the press is put to work on the first side, with 12 men to feed and
attend to it; at 3 o'clock the second side is put on, and the whole morning
To do the same
edition is ready by 5 o'clock, giving the news as late as 3.
thing with presses of the kind formerly used, would require 4 presses, each
attended by 2 men, and the setting up of 4 forms, each requiring 36 comhundred and fifty-two men instead of forty-eight,
positors; in all, one
without taking into account the increased number of proof-readers, and foremen,
and copyists. Indeed, the Pressc of Paris, and the Times, formerly had to set
up two forms every night to be ready in due time. Lowe's portable printing
press is a contrivance remarkable for its cheapness. It may be described quite
At one end of a cast-iron plate, of about a foot square, projects a stout
briefly.
This lever
pin, which serves as a fulcrum to a lever a foot and a half long.
carries a conical roller, which, if completed, would have its apex on the axis of
the pin. The page, die, cut on stereotype plate to be printed from, is placed
on the iron plate it is inked with a hand-roller, a paper is placed over the
types, and the conical roller is driven over it with a slight pressure. This little
instrument is patented, and recommends itself by its simplicity and cheapness.
It is particularly adapted for printing circulars, bill-heads, and may be used as
a copying press. Merchants and brokers, who have to seud weekly a few
dozcncirculars to their correspondents, would find it a saving of money and of
time to buy a font of types of five pounds, together with this or some similar
instrument, and to have their circulars printed by a clerk at the last moment
before the closing of the mail.
table

;

—

;

The Manufactures of Switzerland. — The

manufacture of cotton by
Switzerland has increased with great rapidity. In 1830 the Republic had in
operation 400,000 spindles; in 1840, 750,000; in 1850, 950,000; the number
having doubled in twenty years. The progress in cotton manufacture is the
more surprising because of the heavy expense with which the raw material is
burdened by transit tolls before it reaches Switzerland. In 1851 the importation
of cotton into Switzerland amounted to £27,035,750, of which about one-half
was from America. In 1853 the amount received from America had reached
about ISh million pounds, and the cotton manufactures returned to the United
They also receive from Switzerland large numbers of
States £5,265,150.
watches, besides silk goods, embroideries, cutler}', mathematical instruments,
daguerreotype plates, manufactures of leather, wool, and hair, books, wines,
cigars, and even cheese. The value of their importations from Switzerland last
year amounted to 8,368 dollars 7 cents. This is undoubtedly below the true
amount, as the trade in Swiss watches, silks, and other merchandise is indirect,
in a great measure being carried on at ports in England, France, and Bremen.
The trade of Switzerland well illustrates her rapid progress. In 1787 the value
of Swiss commerce to France was 28,000,000 francs, in 1855 it was 350,000,000
francs.

—

Mr. CiiArywioK. ox the Competitive System. "We glean the following
particulars and remarks from Mr. Chadwick's paper read before the British Association on the economical, educational, and social importance of open and
public competitive examinations. It appears, from the report of the Civil Service
Commissioners, that the total number of candidates for admission to the Civil
Service, on whose cases they had adjudicated, from the 31st May, 1835, to the
31st December, 1856, is 3,000. Of this number, 60 were found to be not within
the limits of age prescribed for admission ; 12 were not physically competent for
their situations ; 10 failed to give satisfactory evidence of their fitness in respect
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were admitted without examination, upon reports from heads
of departments and 137 either declined to undergo the requisite examination,
or withdrew without completing it.
Of the remaining 2,686 who were actually
examined as to their knowledge and ability, 1,587 obtained certificates of examination, 886 were rejected as not qualified, and 219 were unsuccessful upon
competition. Out of the whole number of 860 rejections, no less than 425 have
been rejected for spelling alone, or with other subjects, except arithmetic 147
have been rejected for arithmetic alone, or with other subjects, except spelling
and 263 have been rejected for spelling and arithmetic, with or without other
subjects so that only 65 have been rejected for deficiencies not involving spelling or arithmetic, or both. During the last year, it is to be observed that there
were nominated and admitted to permanent clerkships without competition, 577
nominated, and 310 admitted. These arrangements are not calculated to abate
those evils of patronage nominations which so many have complained of as detrimental to the public service. In respect to the appointments without competition to the 310 places, a few examples may be given of the number of appointments to clerkships and higher offices made without competition during
the last year in the larger departments of the State
to character; 99
;

;

;

;

:

Nominated

War

Department,
Admiralty,
Inland Revenue,
,
Tost Office Clerks, London, Dublin, and Edinburgh,
Constabulary Office, Ireland,

,

Admitted.

.

42
38
154

25
21

51

31
113

(!6
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Thus, there were only 61 situations, and those, I believe, at the instance of the
more conscientious heads of departments, given in nominated competition as
against 310 given without any competition whatever.
We must assume that
these 310 admissions were given generally " without those higher attainments"
which the commissioners attest are elicited by competition, and that the appoint
ments have also been without the " stimulus which exists in competitive
examinations animating the candidate to display whatsoever talent he may possess applicable to the subject in which he is examined."
In fact, the promise
made as respects the application of the principle approved by Parliament and
the public, it will be perceived, remains yet to be realised. The perils to which
the empire is now exposed by the conflagration in India, and the charges to
which it must be subjected, apart from all the destruction of life and other
horrors, will, on strict examination, be found to have been occasioned by the
want of competent judgment and ability consequent on mere patronage appointments and defective administrative skill. A large proporiion of the civil administrative functions have been exercised in India by young military officers.
In respect to mere patronage appointments to direct commissions for the Indian
army, an opinion may be formed of what they commonly were from the results
of the mere pass examinations recently appointed.
Thus in the years 1851 to
1856, both inclusive, there were examined 437 candidates for direct commissions
in the Indian army.
The candidates were generally sons of gentlemen of high
social position.
Of this number 234 failed to do common arithmetic, and 182
•

mother tongue. It is of the essence of the examination, for
the principle of which we contend, that there should be full, open, and free competition; I contend for it, because in proportion to the openness and publicity
and the number of competitors, it forms the best practical security it may be
said, the only available practical security, against either undue lenity or the
exercise of narrow sympathies on the part of the examiners, for it brings to the
examination the security of publicity and the attendance of an intelligent and
intensely interested public of that public are the competitors, who, although
they may be under the influence of illusions as respects themselves, are by no
means bad judges of third parties, who are competitors. With them come their
adult friends but over and above all these come teachers, tutors, and professors
interested, no doubt, in the judgment upon their pupils -most capable of controlling and exercising a decisive control upon the judgments in relation to
third parties.
In France there are perhaps the only extensive trials of the
principle of competitive examinations which have been in operation for many
years and an examiner there assured me, as a common fact belonging to these
examinations, that the security for integrity and strictness was complete. Indeed, the operation of the securities is felt to be so by the judges. One of them
assured me that such was the effect of the interest brought to bear upon a full,
open, and large competition, that if he if any one, were disposed to be unjust,
or were thoroughly corrupt, he dared not be so.
There are 37,000 persons engaged in the civil service of the nation. What the annual vacancies are no
member of Parliament has been at the pains to ascertain for the public. Besides,
there are, or were at the time of the census, 10,000 officers of the army, and
8,480 officers of the navy. Consider the influence of the junior appointments to
the vacancies in such numbers on the education of the country, and of what is
yet to be done for it. The chief aspects under which the facts may be legitimately presented to the consideration of the section are the economical, the
social, and the educational.
To parents who are deeply interested in that education which is to govern the destinies of their children, the cause of public
competitive examination commends itself, as a means of insuring the domestic
peace and prosperity of their families, of influencing the minds of young persons,
by the constant presentation of peculiarly impressive examples of success
achieved by diligence, and of failure attendant upon idleness and dissipation
and it also commends itself to parents as a means of testing for their selection
the merits of schools.
To tutors and educators of every class and degree, the
cause of open public competitive examinations for the public service, and collaterally for the private service, commends itself to their support, as a security
against the perversion of the minds of their pupils, as a means of sustaining the
pupils' interest, cheerful attention, and sympathies, and as an additional
guarantee for the just appreciation of educational exertions. Politically speaking, it is no new doctrine, but old common law, as I might show from adjudged
cases, in respect to offices, that tlie state has a right to tlie best service, and it
follows that tlie means should be adopted by which tlie best service is ascertained
and securely tested.
failed to spell their

—

;

;

—

—

;

—

;
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—

2411. Isac L. Pulvermacher, Paris
Improvements in apparatuses for creating electric
currents, chiefly for medical purposes.
2412. George F. Hack, Hackney An improved cigar tube or holder for smoking cigars
or tobacco.
2413. Hugh Greaves, New Palace Yard, Westminster Improvements in constructing the
permanent ways of railways.

PEOYISIOXAL PROTECTION FOR INVENTIONS
UNDER THE PATENT LAW AMENDMENT ACT.
fig^-

"When the city or town

is

not mentioned, London

is to

—

—

be understood,

Recorded June 12.

Recorded September 18.

—An

improved method of
manufacturing garments, whereby one garment may be changed m form to that

1643- Jules C. Dieulafait, Paris, and 45 Essex Street, Strand

2414. William Smith, 10 Salisbury Street, Adelphi—
novel machine or apparatus for
engraving the metallic surfaces of printing rollers or cylinders. (Communication from Mons. P. E. Gaiffe, Paris.)
2415. Benjamin Burleigh, 26 Great George Street, Westminster— Improvements in the
mode of laying submarine telegraphs.
2416. John Webb, Bristol An improved chaff cutter.
2418. Robert W. Savage, St. James's Square—An improved spring and appliances (for
carriages and vehicles), which can also be adapted to use on shipboard, or otherwise to maintain the equilibrium of articles placed on a platform provided with
the said improved spring and appliances.
2419. Daniel Imhof, 547 Oxford Street— Certain improvements in machinery adapted to
the exhausting or forcing of air gases or vapour, and in the application of such
machinery to various useful purposes.
2420. Charlotte Delevante, Kimbolton Place, Brompton
Improvements in bouquet
holders.
2421. Samuel Whitehead, Bury, Lancashire- -Improvements in trousers as part of male

A

of several others.

Recorded June 15.

qnier, Paris.)

Recorded July 11.

—

and 45 Esses Street, Strand An engine or apparatus for
obtaining motive power by an improved method of applying steam, gas, or

1938. ffippolyte

heated

Lamy,

Paris,

air.

—

Recorded July

25.

—Improvements

2032. 'William Johnson, Stockport, Lancashire

Recorded August
locomotive engines to be employed on
cultural and other similar purposes.

in

looms for weaving.

attire.

common

—

2422. Samuel Faulkner, Manchester Certain improvements in machinery or apparatus
for carding cotton and other fibrous substances.
2423. Richard Watson, Galashiels, Selkirkshire
Improvements in weaving.
2424. Richard Watson, Galashiels, Selkirkshire
Improvements in the manufacture of
heddles or healds for weaving.
2425. Thomas Wilson, Bradmore House, Chiswick An improved boot and shoe cleaning

12.

2152. Robert Wagstaff, Mottram-in-Longdendale, -Cheshire

—
—
—

—

Certain improvements in
roads or ways, applicable to agri-

apparatus.

Recorded August 25.

—

David Lichtenstadt, Castle Street Improvements in the manufacture of pulp of
which paper and other fabrics are composed.
2427. Sir James C. Anderson, Fermoy, Cork Improvements in locomotives and other
2426.

—

John Gedge, 4 Wellington Street South, Strand Improvements in envelopes for
letters and other documents.—(Communication from Ferdinand Thenard, Paris.)

2243.

—

carriages.

2429.

Recorded August 27.

—Improve-

2430.

John Muckart, Montrose, Forfarshire Improvements in effecting the combustion
of fuel, and the consumption or prevention of smoke, applicable to boiler fur-

2432.

John EL
ments

2270-

C. Ldbnitz and James
io steam engines.

M. Henderson, Renfrew, Renfrewshire

Recorded August

28,

2431.

naces.
2433.

Recorded September

—Improvements

John G. Taylor, Glasgow

in

Recorded September

-

Uriah Scott, Camden Town
to shoes for horses.

".

2354.

—An

and shoes, applicable

—

Recorded September
P. M'Oallnm,
or raising metals.

G

issage,

Widnes, Lancashire

machinery used for stamping

12.

—Improvements in
—

Thomas Waterhouse, Claremont

Place, Sheffield
Certain improvements in machinery or apparatus for applying steam and atmospheric air to actuating and
governing forge and other hammers.

Recorded September

16.

1

George Davies, 1 Serle Street, Lincoln s Inn, and 28 St. Enoch Square, Glasgow
Improvements in the manufacture of cloth or woven fabrics composed of a mixture of wool and a vegetable filamentous material, not hitherto used for such a
purpose. (Communication from Gnillaume Ahman and Auguste de Villeneuve.)
Alphonse
R. le Mire de Normandy, 67 Judd Street, Brunswick Square, and Edward
2401.
T. Simpson, Wakefield, Yorkshire Improvements in the manufacture of soap.
Winder.
Sheffield
Improvements in rotary steam engines and pumps.
I
2,
bn H.
Certain im2403. William Middleton, jun., and Thomas T. Chellingworth, Birmingham
provement* in adjusting the sliding part^ of chandeliers and gas pendants.
! Lr v,n, Glasgow
Improvements in moulding or shaping metals and other
.

—

...

:

5.

,

—

7.

—

Loman Street, Gravel Lane, Sonthwark Improvements in the
manufacture of japanned straw hats.
An improved
le Comte tie Fontainemoreau, London, Paris, and Brussels
(Communication.)
iv brake
An improved process for refining
E
Alcan, Fore Street, Aldermanbury
paraffme. ^Communication.)
.-.

.

—

—

—

—

Recorded September

—

17.

than E. F. Luedeke, Birmingham A new or improved motive-power engine.
Edward Hayes, Stoney Stratford, Bucks Improvements in winding apparatus for
hauling ploughs and other agricultural implements.
2410. John 8. Barden, Aaron Watkins, Eoekwood H. Hinklcy, and Daniel F. Child, United
States Certain improvements in engines for hydraulic or various other useful
ti

——

purposes.

Recorded September

10.

—

2434. William Naylor, Bradford Improvements in power looms for weaving worsted,
cotton, silk, woollen, and other fibrous substances.
2435.. Montague R. Leverson, 12 Saint Helen's Place
Improvements in the preparation
of food for cattle
(Communication from Frederick P. Auburtin, Paris.)
2436. Francois Cavalerie, 39 Rue de l'Echiquier, Paris, and 4 South Street, Finshury
Improvements in motive-power engines.
2437. William H. James, Old Kent Road, Camberwell Certain improvements in steam
vessels, parts of which improvements are applicable to sailing and other vessels.
2438. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet Street
method of decomposing soapy wash
waters used in the washing and scouring of wools and cloths, of separating therefrom fatty matters held therein, and of treating such fatty matters. (Cornmunication from Francois Picard.)
2439. William H. Peake, Liverpool Improvements in the construction of beams, girders,
and bridges.
2440. William T. Eley, Broad Street, Golden Square Improvements in percussion caps.
2441. Henry Ormson, Stanley Bridge, King's Road, Chelsea An improvement in the
manufacture of east tubular boilers.
2442. John Minnitt, Nottingham An improvement in extracting grease from animal
refuse resulting from the manufacture of glue and from fellmongers' processes.

—

—

—A

—

—

—

'Communication.)

Recorded September 21.

—Improvements in apparatus for generating and superheating
steam.
2444. Robert Gray, Sheffield — An improved band or eord to be employed for distendiug or
expanding skirts or similar wearing apparel.
2445. George Schauh, Birmingham —A new or improved manufacture of rollers or cylinders, with patterns or designs thereon, for printing fabrics and other materials.
2446. Louis F. Picot, Toulon —Improvements in salinometers, or instruments for indicating the saturation of water in marine boilers.
2447. Edmund L. Owen, Wolverhampton —A new or improved method of propelling
vessels.
2449. John Absterdan, Massachusetts, U.S.—A certain new and useful improvement in
electric telegraphic tables.
2450. John Paterson, Wood Street —An improvement in clasps, buckles, and other like
fastenings.

—

materials.
rt Garrard,

2406. Peter A.
24

—

—

;

-

2443. Pierre F. Joly, Paris

.

.

—

—

the manufacture of soda

Recorded September 14.

'

—

—

in

and potash.

2380.

—

—

Recorded September
2379. William

textile materials.

11.

EirmiDgh am—Improvements

—

36 Chancery Lane Improvements in apparatus for retarding omnibuses and other carriages.
Thomas Webster, 13 Place du Havre, Paris Improvements in the permanent way
of railways.
(Communication from the inventor, the lateCB. Limasson, Chemin
de Fer du Nord, France.)
John W. Burton and George Pye, Ipswich Improvements in the construction of
rollers used for pressing fabrics and fibrous and other materials,
Henry Bessemer, Queen Street Place, New Cannon Street Improvements in the
manufacture of cast steel.
Arthur Rigg, sen., and Arthur Bigg., jun., Chester Improvements in preparing,
sawing, planing, grooving, tongueing, moulding, mortising, and tenoning wood,
part of which is applicable to preparing other vegetable substances.
S. Snell,

—

10.

improvement

John Leslie, Glasgow Improvements in carding or preparing
(Communication from A. Sentis & Sons.)

m

in part

in the manufacture of dining
contracting tops, applicable also to other expanding and

31 Berners Street

tables expanding and
contracting planes.

7.

—Improvements in boots

Recorded September

Henry Lawford,

53.

.

1.

the construction and alteration of
doors, shatters, blinds, and other closures to buildings and erections, so as to
allow of their illumination, which improvements are also applicable to omnibuses
and other vehicles, and to clock-dials, lamps, and postal pillars.

2288.

Henry

—

—

2276.

—

—

—

1670. William Smith, 10 Salisbury Street, Adelphi Improvements in chrqmotypographical printing presses. (Communication from A. E. Rochette, 36 Rue de l'Echi-

—

251

—

Recorded September

22-.

—

2451. Daniel Forrester, Forest Villa, Mortimer Road, Kingsland
An improved fastening
for securing watches, &c, worn on the person, whereby the same are rendered
safe from robbery, to be called "Forrester's patent watch and property protector."
2452. George J. Worssam, 3 Oakley Crescent, City Road
An ink self-supplying penholder.
2453. Meinrad Theiler, 1 North Terrace, Westminster Road A direct printing telegraph
without relais and local battery. ^Communication frum Franz Theiler, Emsiedeln, Switzerland.)
2454. Michael Henry, 77 Fleet Street Improvements in the mode of trausmitting motion,
especially applicable to apparatus employed in navigation. (Communication
from Mr. Robert Tissot.)
2455. John Ford, Stepney An improved apparatus for marking or scoring at whist and
other games, which may be adapted for otherwise assisting the memory of the
players.
2456. Ramsey Lawson, Manchester Certain improvements in apparatus for regulating
the admission of air to furnaces.

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

I

j

j
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— Improvements machinery cutting,
embossing, and stamping.
George Rennie, Albion Iron Works, Holland Street —Improvements in vessels
war and revenue purposes.
obtaining photographic
2459. Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane — Improvements
pictures. —(Communication from David A. Woodward, Baltimore, U.S.)
forging metals.-—
2460. William E. Newton. 66 Chancery Lane — Improved machinery
(Communication.)
2461. William S Clark and Benjamin Moore, 133 High Holborn —Improvements in machines
cutting splints
matches. —(Communication.)
propelling
2462. Alfred Count de Bylandt. Michael's Grove, Brompton —Improvements
2457. Hesketh Hughes, Wellington Street

in

for

fur

24.58.

in

for

for

for friction

in

ships ur other navigable vessels.

Recorded September 23.

Dec mbei

—

2464.

2465.

—

—

—

24G6.
24G7.
2468.

—

—

other furnaces for smoke prevention.

—

burning night lights or mortars.
250G. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—Improved apparatus for igniting gas or
other lamps.- (Communication.)
25*17. William E, Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—Improved apparatus for measuring gas.
(Communication from Mr. Alfred Nobel, St. Petersburgh.)
2.0S. Rudolph Bodmer, 2 Thavies Inn, Holborn Improvements in machinery or anparatus for winding, unwinding, reeling, cleansing, measuring, sorting, weighing,
twisting, and doubling silk, and other fibrous substances.—(Communication from
F. Buser, Bale, Switzerland.)

—

—

Recorded September 24.

—

—

—

—

Recorded September 25.

2475.
2476.
2477.

2478.
2479.

2480.
24S1,
24t2.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

pistons.

—

2516. William Sandilands, Inveresk, Mid-Lothian Improvements in chimney cans or
apparatus for promoting draught in chimneys.
2517. William Henderson, Bristol Improvements in treating certain ores and alloys,
and in obtaining products therefrom, and in recovering or reproducing all or

—

part of the materials used,
2518. James Harris, Harwell, Middlesex Improvements in and connected with cocks
and valves, especially adapted to preventing the bursting of water pipes from
frost.

Recorded October

1.

—

James Ward, 36 Church Street, Liverpool Improvements in pumps applicable for
mines, ships, and other purposes.
2520. James Long and Joseph Long, Little Tower Street—An improved method of and
2519.

apparatus for ascertaining and registering the depth of water and the pressure
of steam.
Evan Leigh, Manchester Certain improvements in machinery or apparatus used
in spinning and preparing cotton and other fibrous substances, parts of which are
also applicable to machinery or apparatus generally.
2522. Josiah G. Jennings, Holland Street, Blackfriars Improvements in the manufacture
of articles used for forming flues and air and water passages in buildings.
2523. James M. Napier, Vine Street, York Road Improvements in printing machines.

—

—

—

Recorded October

2.

—

2525. Luigi De Cristoforis, 67 Lower Thames Street Regulating the ascent and descent
of the railway locomotives on inclined planes, which is to be called the De Cristoforis ascending and descending locomotive apparatus.
2526. Samuel Davies, Brilley, Herefordshire
Improvements hi apparatus for heating the
feed-water of steam boilers.
2527. Alfred Illingworth and Henry Illingworth, Bradford, Yorkshire Improvements in
machinery or apparatus for combing wool and other fibrous substances.
2528. Henry J. C. Shakespear, East India Company's Service-^-An improvement in the
structure of carriages for military and other purposes.
2529. John S. Willway, Bristol
An improved apparatus to act as a gas valve.
2530. George W. Shibles, Thomas Town, Maine, U.S. Improvements in arranging and
reefing the sails of ships.
2531, Peter Kerr, Paisley Improvements in preparing and finishing threads or yarns.

—

26.

2483. Pascal Balboni, 12 King William Street, Strand— A marine, submarine, and aerostatic propeller, being a new mechanism for propelling steam vessels on and in
the water, applicable also to aerostatic purposes, combining speed and safety in
Bteamboats, and giving the power of directing balloons.
248-1. Joseph Lewis, Salford, Lancashire—Certain improvements in machinery or apparatus
for making bricks, tiles, and other similar articles, and also in the machinery for
preparing clay for the same manufacture.
2485. Richard Watson, Galashiels, Selkirkshire
Improvements in weaving.
2486. Michael Henry. 77 Fleet Street Improvements in the manufacture of artificial
wine, vinegar, and brandy, part of which improvements is applicable in the
manufacture of brandy generally. {Communication.)
2487. George Speight, 19 Woodbridge Street, Cleikenwell Improved head plaits, founda-us for wigs, bracelets, and otlter plaited ornaments for personal wear.
t
2488. Thomas Crick and John T. Crick, Leicester Improvements in the manufacture of
boot*, shoes, and slippers.

—

—

—

—

Georgia, U.S.)
2510. Auguste Bouret, Paris Improvements inPecijueuv's loom for manufacturing fishing
and other nets.
2511. George J. Wainwright and Charles T. Bradbury, Dukinfield, Cheshire Improvements in machinery or apparatus for making or manufacturing tubes or partial
tubes used in spinning and doubling machinery, and for holding the same ready
for use, part of which machinery is applicable to making pens, pen-holders, and
similar purposes.
2512. James Paisley, Hele Works, Devonshire, and George Bertram, Edinburgh Improvements in the manufacture of paper.
2513, Edwin Thompson and William J. Nicholson, York An improvement in railway
switches.
2514. Christopher C. Creeke, Bournemouth Hants Improvements in the construction
or manufacture of earthenware pipes.
2515. Joseph Firth, Croslaud Moor, near Huddersfield
An improvement in metallic

—

Recorded September

30.

—

—

Improvements in machinery or apparatus for manufacturing rollers or cylinders used for printing and embossing woven fabrics, paper,
leather, and other materials.
John Kelshaw and John Wilkinson, Elland, Yorkshire Improvements in self-acting
couplings for railway carriages and engines.
Leopold Newton, Oldham, Lancashire Improvements in the mode of placing tubes
on the spindles used in spinning machinery.
John Fortescue, 3a Charles Street, Middlesex Hospital Improvements in the construction of domestic or other fireplaces for the purpose of consuming smoke
and saving fuel.
James Gregory, Bitton, Gloucestershire, and William Craymer, Bristol Feathering
and adjusting screw propellers to be used in propelling vessels.
Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane Improvements in rock-drilling machinery.
(Communication.)
James Jackson, St. Seurin-sur-VIsle, Gironde, France Improvements in the manufacture of tyres for railway and pther wheels.
John Chubb, St. Paul's Churchyard— Improvements in the construction of iron
safes and doors for strong rooms.
Boydell Robinson, 25 Gilbert Street, Grosvenor Square
.Improvements in the
bodies and jackets of ladies' dresses.
John Barber, Manchester

Recorded September

John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields, and 166 Buchanan Street, Glasgow An
improved hand saw. (Communication from Jackson Gorham, Bairdstown,

2509.

—

2469. William B. Johnson, Manchester Improvements in raising and lowering trucks,
carriages, engines, or other such railway appendages from one level to another.
2470. Tlmnias Singleton, Over Darwen, Lancashire—Improvements in looms.
2471. Augustin V. A. Laugere, Orleans, France
Improvements in windmiUs.
2472. Thomas Saunders, 22 Pump Row, Old Street Road, Saint Luke's An improved
tumbler key and lever tumbler lock.
2473. Abraham B. Patterson., Baltimore, U.S. An improved mode of laying submarine
cables.

2474.

1857.

—

2463. Frederick C. Bakewell, 6 Haverstock Terrace, Ham.pstead—improvements in the
preparation for use of caustic alkalies. (Communication from George Thompson,

North America.)
Pierre Oury, 8 Hatton Garden
An improved apparatus and method for impressing
or marking figures or designs upon silk, cotton, or other suitable substances em-r
ployed for lining caps, hats, and other similar articles.
Peter A. le Comte de Fontainemoreau, London, Paris, and Brussels An improved
method of marking paper for postal purposes. (Communication.)
Adam Murray and William Pollard, Bradford, near Manchester Improvements in
the manufacture of textile fabrics.
John De la Haye and Mark Bloom, Salford, near Manchester— Improvements in
laying down submarine telegraphs.
William Power, Rotherhithe Improvements in steam-engine boiler furnaces and

1,

—

John C. Pcarce, Bowling, near Bradford, Yorkshire Improvements in apparatus
used in hot pressing, and in the means of manufacturing parts of such apparui us.
2504. James Welch, Southall Improvements on carriages and portable railways, to facilitate their movement on common roads and other surfaces.
2505. Samuel Clarke, 55 Albany Street, Regent's Park Improvements in apparatus for
2503.

—

—

—

—

—

2^:-^.

Joseph England, Beverley, Yorkshire

—Improvements in washing machines.

—

i'

—

f5/S§"

Information as to any of these applications, and their progress,
to the Editor of this Journal.

may

be

had on

application

Recorded September 28.
1

24S9.

2490.
2491.
2492.

2493.
249-1.

2495.

DESIGNS FOE ARTICLES OF UTILITY.

—

James Broad, 149 and 150 Drury Lane, Holborn The construction of a lamp with
two burners and two wicks to produce one flame or two flames, according to its
regulation, by generation of gas from all and every sort of oils or spirits,
naphthas, resinous and tarry substances, and also for petroleum or earth oils.
Robert Kay, Castleton Print Works, near Rochdale, Lancashire Improvements in
machinery or apparatus for printing calico and other textile fabrics.
George Roby, Wigan, Lancashire Improvements in machinery ur apparatus for
raising water and employing the same as a motive power.
William Bestwick, Salford, near Manchester An improved material suitable for
skirt springs and other similar purposes.
William Bowler, 4 Seymour Place, Stapleton Road, Bristol Improvements in the
manufacture of hats and other coverings for the head,
Richard Quin, 5 Rodney Street, Pentonville Improvements in the construction of
caseE suitable for containing photographic and other pictures,
Eduuard M. Blouut, Paris Improvements in distilling.

—

—

—

—

—

—

Registered

from

2S(A October

to

16th November, 1857.

—

Nov. 4th,

4029

5th,

4030

Charles Rowley & Co., Birmingham, London, and Manchester, "Cambridge belt clasp,"
Claude Louis Alexandre, Clerkenwell "A stud or fastening for buttons, brooches, studs, and other similar articles."
Alexander Pilbeam, 18 Adam Street, Adelphi "Smoke preventing

9th,

4031

chimney pot."
Burgess and Key, 95 Newgate Street

11th,
16th,

4032
4033

Oct. 28th,

4028

—

—

for

—

"

Apparatus

for holding plates

photographic purposes."

—

Samuel Smith, Birmingham "Grater or mill,"
John Henry Hodd, 29 Hill Street, Peckham, Surrey— " The
miser or cinder save-all."

fuel econo-

Recorded September 29.

—

2496. Earl-' H. Smith, New York Improvements in sewing machines.
2497. Emile A. Lcjeune, Paris, and 4 South Street, Finsbury An improved crupper.
(Partly a communication from Joseph J. Brunessaux, Paris.)
2499. William Bayliss, Monmore Green, Wolverhampton Certain improvements in the
manufacture of chain cable.
2500. Stephen Smith, Manchester Certain improvements in coffins.
(Communication.)
2501. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet Street Improvements in raising and lowering
weights and bodies in mines and other like places, in ventilating mines and other
like places, and in extracting water therefrom.
(Communication from M. Traut-

—

—

—

mann.)

—

—

—

TO READERS AND CORRESPONDENTS.

—

—

Engineer January 12, 1855. It is for " Connecting the rails of railways."
Recoil Wind-guard. In our notice of this at page 212 for last month, we printed
"George" for "John" in the name of the inventor. It ought to be "John 0. Williams."

—

—

A Subscriber. Mr. Allen Ransome's "Implements of Agriculture," published by
Ridgway, Piccadilly; also Mr. Stephen's "Book of the Farm," published by Messrs. Blackwood, Edinburgh.

/).

Plate. 219.
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smaller than the pitch of the screw, will be carried or pushed into the
rotator)' motion may be given either by means of a winch
and spur gearing, j, worked by hand, as shown in the plate
or a steam engine or other convenient prime mover may be used, so as
to turn the screw by power, according to the size of the apparatus, which
may be equally well adapted for domestic use on a small scale as for public
service on a large scale. The discharge end of the retort, which is made
wider to allow for the expansion of the coal during the process of coking,
and to facilitate the discharge of the coke, opens into the coke receiver,
k, the lower end of which is open and dips into the water pan or reservoir, l, for the purpose of rapidly cooling the coke and sealing the gas.
A mouthpiece and lid, si, are fitted to the coke receiver, for the purpose

retort.

GAS APPARATUS ECONOMICAL FOR PRIVATE USE.

By

Me. G. Bower,

handle,

St. Xeots, Huntingdonshire.

{Illustrated by Plate 219.)

Ox the first cf January, 1857, we gave a plate and descriptive article on
"Gas Light Economical on a Small Scale," and now, twelve months
later, we present our readers of 185S with another plate on gas apparatus
economical on a small

by the same indefatigable

scale, originated

in-

This latter contrivance has, however, been arranged so as to

ventor.

But Mr. Bower's

be capable of working equally well on the large scale.

especial object has, all along, been to produce such an apparatus as

should be fitted to serve as an appendage to every isolated house.
question of putting

down

The

by the operation

the great nuisance created

of

extensive gas works in the midst of towns has long formed a tough sub-

an offered remedy of something more
VThether the plan which
lead to the practical introduction of scattered works

and here

ject for discussion,

than

fair

is

At x is the ascension pipe
which leads to the hydraulic main, o, of the "combined apparatus," p,
forming in one vessel the hydraulic main "condenser" and purifier. The
inlet syphon, q, conveys the purified gas from the apparatus, p, to any
of facilitating the examination of the retort.

ordinary or other gasholder,

pretensions to notice and adoption.

we now submit

will

This

I,

In working the

k.

ground plug,

retort, the

then supplied with a charge of

F, is

G, is

coal,

removed, and the hopper,

such charge being about one-

clear to

fourth of that which would be introduced under the ordinary system.

us that sooner or later the inhabitants of densely crowded districts must

Thus, at each revolution of the screw a quantity of coal equal to the

on the moderate

seen

scale, remains, of course, to be

what

look to some such means ef relief from

but

;

is

it

at present a great city

is

contents of one complete thread

is

delivered into the retort, so that a few

revolutions will suffice to deliver the whole contents of the hopper.

evil.

This gas apparatus

is suitable either as

the manufacture of gas on a large scale

;

a portable arrangement or for
but

it is

peculiarly adapted for

supplying private houses, workshops, railway stations, lighthouses, and
ships,

and consists of a

retort placed inside a case lined

with

such retort being furnished with an Archimedean screw

fire-brick,

for the facility

with fresh material, the screw at the same time discharging the coke or other carbonised substances which have been exhausted of their gas. Each charge of the retort is led at one end through
a vertical pipe having a flange fixed on its upper end, into which a plug
is fitted this pipe opens into a chamber, in which the screw works, and
of supplying

it

;

as fast as the material

is

exhausted of

its

gas

it

pushed out by the

is

After this charge has remained in the retort for about an hour, another

charge

supplied thereto

is

which second charge
retort.

by repeating

The succeeding

hour pushes the two previous charges still further, until the fourth
charge expels from the discharge end of the retort at the expiration of
three hours the

charge placed therein, which

first

The discharge coke

of its gas.

reservoir, L, can be then

raked out, and

or other substances from which the gas has been exthrough a descending discharge pipe into an iron vessel, or
a reservoir of water, if required, and may be removed in any convenient

fire for

heating the retort

through a suitable mouthpiece

is

The

process

It is obvious that

is

by

thus intermittent, the retort being charged with

this

method there

is

no escape of gas during the

operation of charging and discharging the retort, whilst the quantity of

in 1852.

supplied with fuel either from the top,

the retort, and through the incandescent coke of that portion of the

it to

the

charge ready to be delivered into the receiver, and there

is

arrangement of self-feeding mechanism may be adopted for supplying
fuel thereto, or it may be supplied under the retort in the usual way.
Fig. 1 on our plate 219 represents an external side elevation of a

of time effected as the retorts are always in operation.

The

complete apparatus for the manufacture of gas on a small scale, em-

it

bracing these improvements, and

used on a large

for that purpose, or

any other convenient

showing the

forms the main feature of the invention.

retort

Fig. 2

stack,

which

a section of the

is

showing its internal arrangement and mode of setting
as also the combined condenser and purifier.
At a is the retort
furnace, which is supplied with fuel through the fire door, b, and
fitted with a metal chimney at c.
This furnace is surrounded with
brick- work, and contains the retort, D, which is passed transversely and
retort stack,

horizontally, or nearly so, through

it

above the

fire-place.

A

fire-brick

and has openings made in it at the
haunches or springing of the arch for the heat and flame to pass through.
This retort is stationary, being set into the brickwork, and is made
arch, z, is built beneath the retort,

slightly tapered, the feeding

other end.

hopper,

f,

At

end having a smaller diameter than the

the smaller end of the retort is fitted the coal receiver or

which

is

closed at its upper end or

tight into its socket.

An Archimedean screw,

mouth by

a plug, a, ground

h, is placed at right angles,

or nearly so, to the receiver or hopper, and under

it,

so that

when

coal

thrown into the receiver it falls upon the screw. By imparting a
rotatory motion to the screw the pieces of coal, which should be rather
No. 118.—Vol. X.
is

better

gas obtained from a given amount of fuel is greater than that obtained
by the ordinary method, for the vapours and gases from the charge last
introduced must always pass along three-fourths of the entire length of

manner. The gas passes up through a rise pipe which conducts
condensing and purifying apparatus introduced by Mr. Bower

The

retort.

The coke
falls

and into the

much

found to be a

is

measure to a certain amount of compression to which the coal is subwhen undergoing the first hour's heat at the smaller end of the
a small quantity of coal every hour.

hausted

completely extracted

coke than the ordinary gas coke, such superiority being due in a great

be done by a winch handle, fly-wheel, or gear work
pose.

is

falling into the receiver, k,

jected

;

one forward along the

or third charge at the expiration of another

screw at the opposite end and replaced by fresh material, which is traversed through the retort by occasionally turning the screw this may
fitted for that pur-

the operation before described,

will impel the preceding

being no nuisance in charging and discharging the
lity

with which an unskilled person

on a small

may attend

a great saving

retort,

fact of there

and the

When

scale particularly well adapted for domestic use.
scale, the several

faci-

to the apparatus, renders

screws of the retorts

may be

driven by

whereby a great saving of manual labour
is produced, and the time
during the operation of charging and discharging the retorts

the engine at the gas-works,
is effected,

now

lost

whilst a greater quantity of gas

will be saved.

The patentee has

also contrived a very convenient

mode

of driving the

two screws of a pair of retorts. The two retorts are part of a setting in
one bench, and both of their respective screws are actuated by means of
a worm, on- a horizontal shaft, which may be driven in any convenient manner by a steam engine or other power. This worm gears
into two worm wheels, respectively keyed on to the spindles of the
screws.

This mode of driving

may

be adopted for feeding an)'

number

two tiers. In some cases bevil or spur gearing might
be advantageously employed in place of worms and worm wheels.
In the ordinary practice of the gas manufacture the drawing and
of retorts set in

charging of a retort occupies several minutes every

five or six hours,

besides exposing the retort to the atmosphere, which has a sensible cool-

ing

effect,

and increases the

fuel account.

In the case of the arrange2

x
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rnents just considered,

once in a
retorts

month

;

is

hardly opened

The small

whilst a steam engine will charge and discharge the

is

thus very materially reducing the labour ac-

to

on the larger

count in gas works

scale,

whilst the nut coal, which always costs 2s. or 3s.

;

per ton less than other coal,

The coke

avoided, as the retort

it is all

falling into

is

water

is

it

which is generally wasted,
and all that is required is simply
turn a handle once every hour, which both charges and discharges

the retort at the

same

;

and only occupies a minute, so that) pracwhich, in small works constructed
very great and objectionable, and the nuisance

time,

expelled from the retort does

on the ordinary plan,

is

more so, is thus reduced to nothing. By it
made from each ton of Newcastle small coal

present.

fte cost stands thus for a twenty-light apparatus

it

;

and,

During the

ing the last three

;

richer than

it

is

whilst the gas produced at the sixth hour

is

of very

and

feeble illuminating power,

three hours

first

in

many

it is

of the cost of the gas,

.

cases increases in quantity, but

this process, each retort is

;

but to give an illustration

deduced from practical working

for

many months,

:^

One cwt. small

dur-

•

By

deteriorates in quality.

fully 11 000 cubic feet are

|

Retorts charged ever}' six hours give, at different stages, different
qualities of gas.

1858.

coal of a private establishment,

the best adapted for this apparatus

by a simple arrangement, the
whole of it expelled from all the retorts in one stack may be drawn into
a vault by power, instead of being removed by manual labour as at
not require any labour to quench

1,

tically speaking, the labour account,

the best adapted for this system.

when

January

charged every

coal produces say a minimum of 500
cubic feet of gas, cost of coal
Coke over and above that produced by the apparatus for
heating the retort,
Labour, say two hours each day of a youth,

s.

10
6
4

Wear and

hour with a small quantity of coal, and the vapours have not only to pass
over the whole length of the red-hot retort, but also through a considerable amount of incandescent fuel which is about being expelled thus

•

tear
Interest of capital per day,

Total cost of 500

'd.

2

1
2

feet,

-0

;

—

those vapours which, in the ordinary way, would be condensed forming
tar
are, to a considerable extent, converted into a pennanent gas, which

—

and as from every gallon of tar
there may be produced 100 cubic feet of gas, it follows that any system
which will lessen its production will increase that of gas hence the

is

almost equal to a distillation of tar

;

—

This

value of the system.

is

one cause of increased production

;

another

during the charging with coal and drawing the
which in many cases amounts to a serious per
centage upon the amount worked added to which is the fact that, during thes^ operations, no gas is being made, so that it is easy to see that
by the combined savings of the new process namely, first, in quantity,
by the peculiar method of distillation by which the vapours, instead of
being condensed into t ir, are converted into a permanent gas And second, by the saving of that which escapes in ordinary practice during
the operation of charging and discharging the retort; and third, by the
that there

is,

is

coke out of the

no

loss

retort,

;

—

;

saving in time, the retort never being out of work, as necessarily must

by

be the case

method

the present

may be produced
now worked. These

—a

over and above that obtainable by

the retorts as

advantages, added to the enormous

saving to be effected in labour, will materially assist in cheapening gas

and increasing dividends.

One

of the greatest

contend

it is

not

purposes

is

fit

is

drawbacks with which the gas manufacturer has

As

the useless accumulation of coke.

for metallurgical operations,

at present

and the demand

made,

for culinary

not nearly equal to the production, so that gas-coke has be-

—

come a drug in the market so much so, that in many of the large works
in London it may be had for a nominal sum, as the difficulty .of storage
so great.

is

This method,

it is

expected, will enable gas companies to

get rid of their coke at remunerative prices
ing, the coal

;

for

undergoes a species of compression

by the process of chargfor upwards of an hour

during the 'process of coking, and the resultant product

by

far

than

ordinal'}' gas-coke, so that it

many purposes.
What has been

may

bour performed mainly by an engine
considered, and that

is

;

is

a coke denser

obtained by steam and the

but there

is

cipal attempts in this

something

way have been

carbonaceous matters; but

all

is

be

manu-

Hitherto the prin-

confined, to oil or oleaginous

and

these have signally failed, on ac-

count of the great expense of the gas-producing material.

which

la-

else to

the solution of the difficult problem of the

facture of coal gas on a small scale for private use.

solid

is

be used in foundries for

said hitherto relates entirely to the manufacture of

gas on a large scale, where the power

Resin

oil,

generally used, costs say 9d. per gallon, and in practice only

about 90 feet of gas can be obtained from one gallon of
is

it,'; so that here
a cost of about 8s. 6d. per 1,000 cubic- feet for the raw material alone.

Then there is the
make up the cost

and the wear and tear, and other expenses, which
where from twenty to thirt}' lights are required, to something like 14s. per 1,000 cubic feet, and the illuminating
power is not greater than that obtained from an ordinary cannel coal.
fuel,

of the gas,

where only twenty lights
Of course this will be materially reduced in the large sizes,
some localities the coal and the coke will not cost so much. 'If

are used.

and

in

a fifty-light apparatus be taken, there will be as
will

keep the

1,000

We

fire

much

coke produced as

going, and the cost of the gas will not exceed 3s. per

feet.

much

of gas monopolies but the true way to
an article better and cheaper than he
who is in possession of the monopoly. No one can examine this and
other practical improvements which Mr. Bower has suggested and car-

have

bring them

latterly

down

is

heard

;

to produce

without being convinced that he
to

is

—

the manufacture of gas
one of those who have laboured hard

ried out in relation to his favourite pursuit

impart a really scientific form to the processes of our great industrial

arts,

and who thus

at once dignify labour,

and heighten

its

productive

powers.

difference of at least fifteen per

cent, in quantity

to

So that, in round numbers, without deducting the tar and other residuary
products, the gas costs 4s. per 1,000 cubic feet

SCIENCE AND ART.
Me. Henkt Cole, the secretary and general superintendent of the South
Kensington Museum, delivered on the 16th of Nov., at the new lecture
hall of the institution, the first of the series of lectures which have been
announced pursuant to the order of the Committee of Council on Education.
It will not be our purpose simply to note down and, repeat the
leading points as mentioned by the lecturer himself, but to make use
of his facts and opinions as suggestions or intimations of what the public
have now before them, and may expect at the hands of the government.
The institution, which is now being founded for the first time in
England, is no mean affair, but, on the contrary, is big with great gain
or great loss.
The general public take little or no interest in it, and
perhaps the several functionaries of the establishment are alone the
parties who can understand its real bearings, and can appreciate its imAfter this first discourse by one of those functionaries, who,
portance.
from his peculiar and responsible office, is not inferior to any in his
knowledge of the whys and wherefores, we heard a party present call it
"Cole's Apology;" and certainly, throughout the discourse, the lecturer
undoubtedly unconsciously impressed upon his auditory an idea that
he was straggling to maintain the position which the establishment had
assumed. This was a matter of regret, for many reasons. He appeared
to be rather an advocate, than a party whose present office it was simply to
detail the functions of the department. Mr. Cole, however, furnished forth
many facts in his usual manner, and was listened to throughout by
crowded benches with marked attention. He remarked that the institution was rather a consolidation of old efforts than an entirely new
creation, and adverted to some common reasons against state interference
in education, and educating persons, as it is called, above their class.
These Tie quietly refuted, confirming his observations by referring to
passages in the printed works of Adam Smith, and to a remarkable
comment on the subject by Archbishop Cranmer, showing liim far before the age in which he lived.
To educate in any matter, however
trivial, is, as Mr. John Stuart Mill had observed, " affording help to do
without help ;" and this was the essence of the effort now being made.
Although it is impossible to detect progress in its several gradations,
there is an indefinable instinct which satisfies us that the more the eye
has placed before it things of beauty, the more the mind will appreciate

—

—

Januarv
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To arouse and improve this instinct, the electrotype promade available to a new purpose and a great extent, and
photography has also lent its aid. The rarest cabinets of the Continent
have been freely opened for our use and Messrs. Elkington can now
that beauty.
cess has been

;

supply fac-simile copies of some of the most exquisite productions of the
goldsmith, at almost nominal prices while a book of photographs
may be obtained at a small outlay which will bring before the eye the
real appearance of many an elaborate piece of work.
Mr. Cole then referred to and described the educational museum of
the department, which is certainly one of the most interesting portions.
Strange to say, that in making the collection much difficulty was experienced, and that, too, simply by reason of the honest jealousy felt by some
artist

;

parties of" state interference in education.
One notability, the head of a
large establishment, which publishes many of its own courses and systems
in different departments of the subject, was asked to contribute examples
of the books, diagrams, maps, &c, so published, and it was very long
indeed before this distinguished individual could be made to understand
the real nature of this so-called state "interference," and only after still
longer pause and consideration that he could be induced to show the
public what his and his coadjutors' views were of what was proper to be
inculcated, and their peculiar methods of attempting such inculcations.
It cannot be but that the efforts now making must, after a time, greatly
influence art and science throughout the country. The laws of all kinds
of early experience in arts as to both men and nations are- known to
be purely empirical; there is no such thing as science known.
certain result in a certain course of action is obtained, and the method
of obtaining it becomes a mystery to the uninitiated, and is taught to
our own day as a "mystery" to our apprentices in all trades.
mode
of manufacturing leather was discovered long before historical record,
but nothing was done for ages to show the scientific process. Science
has proceeded lately more rapidly; and to show the rapidity of its strides,
the lecturer instanced the case of wool, for the peculiar treatment of
which, in its numerous applications in the arts of life, no less than a
hundred and forty-two patents have been granted.
With regard to training for art purposes, one matter of importance must
be borne in mind, and that is, that after the course of discipline shall have
been finished there shall be found a field for the exercise of the pupil's art.
In one branch this had been found wanting in our country. There had
been established a class for painting on porcelain, and four pupils, at an
expense to the government of one hundred and fifty pounds each, had
completed their attainment of the art. It turns out unfortunately that
one only of them is now employed, at a salary of £2 per week
And
this is a result, not at all owing to the unskilfulness of the workmen, but
simply to the absence of appreciation of the art by the public.
very
capital specimen of the work of one of these pupils was exhibited, which
showed very considerable artistic power, and was a very pleasing subject.
Mr. Cole afterwards adverted to the expense of the establishment,
as proposed by the Society of Arts, and the South Kensington Museum,
and mentioned some statistical results arrived at by him, which showed
at what a minimum cost to each individual in the state it would be to
establish throughout the country schools and museums in such an
efficient manner as without doubt largely to promote the welfare and
intelligence and working power of the community
The quiet humour
of the lecturer throughout must have greatly pleased a very numerous
auditory, as he was repeatedly cheered.
This humour displayed itself
greatly in showing the conduct of the former governments with regard
to art in particular.
The refusal to accept the gift of the Dulwich
gallery of paintings was very gently touched upon but all must be
forgotten and forgiven, in the noble donations, lately accepted, of the
Vernon collection, the Turner collection, and last, and certainly not

A

A

!

A

.

;

the Sheepshanks collection.
system of examinations of pupils has been established, and the
of the administration has been to look to actual results rather
than comparative excellence.
There may be something said against

least,

.

A

effort
|

course, but we will not now cavil at it, as perhaps, in the end, it
the best. At all events, we are more likely to have some definite
standard established which competitors must look to, rather than to conscious effort which in many cases must necessarily remain obscured.
Mr. Cole noticed the conditions on which the department afforded
its
assistance to provincial establishments
and informed us that
there were no less than twenty-two schools of navigation alone formed,
ich were rendering eminent service to the mercantile community,
would no doubt result in enlarged benefits to the shipping
It appears also that there are no fewer than sixty-nine
-ral provincial schools already established in connection with the
.ailment, at which 35,000 pupils are receiving training. He compared
this with the number in schools of art in 1851, winch amounted to 3296
only.
Still we must do more
for 1 in 1000 of the population is not a
per centage to plume ourselves upon. He incidentally noticed the
advantage which had been perceptible in combining the teaching
-

maybe

;

i

.

;

|

of drawing coternporaneously with writing; and thought it sufficiently proved that half the time now used for writing, if spent in
drawing, would make the pupil write better, while it would give him a
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A

useful and graceful accomplishment in the bargain.
further assistance
afforded by the department is to allow 40 per cent, discount on articles
required. No doubt, these facilities had begun to make the museum,
especially the educational museum, popular, which it most fortunately
is : no fewer than 25 persons on an average daily consulting it for books,
maps, diagrams, models, &c. In 1855 the number who visited the educational museum was 7,800 monthly; but since the present one was
opened in June- last, the visitors have numbered 44,000 monthly.
The lecturer, of course, adverted to the vexata questio of the site, and
showed, by the numbers visiting South Kensington, that the distance
from the centre of London did not appear to influence the visitors for
it has been found that there are thirty at Kensington where there was
one at the Adelphi. The evening exhibition has been a great boon to
the working-classes, and they have taken advantage of it ; for, while
there have been 85,600 visitors in the daytime, the number in the evening
(two nights a-week) has exceeded 110,000. And it is gratifying to be
told that during the whole of the time the museum has thus been opened
for the rational and pure enjoyment of the general public, not one single
instance of misconduct has taken place.
The subject selected for Mr. Redgrave's discourse, which followed, was
on the gift of the Sheepshanks gallery in aid of forming a national collection of British art.
Before, however, noticing his remarks upon the
subject, we would venture to enter the lists with him as to there being
an "English school," which he vaunted of:
do not want an English
school and Mr. Redgrave himself has only to look a little back into history, and see that none of the famous sehools^immediately they were
recognised as schools supported due pretensions to the claim. Directly
they were thus acknowledged, they began to decay. The glory of the
past was the idol set up, instead of the excellence in sui'rounding nature.
Schools may, indeed, copy pictures but men who made the schools invariably studied nature alone. For Heaven's sake let us have no English
school. The lecturer stated'it as a characteristic of English pictures to appeal to the affections and home-feeling of the people. Not exclusively of
English pictures, we think. But it seems the English school is to have
Why, if this thought once obtained
this characteristic for its type.
mastery, we should be deluged and disgusted with a continuous series of
mock sentiment and miserable iinpotency, precisely as we were, on a
comparatively limited scale, in the recent imitation of the original picture
of " The Choristers," and as we are like to be by a series of maudlin
efforts which the popularity of " The Departure^Second Class " and
"The Return First Class " promises to call into existence. It is not
true that English pictures appeal more than those of other nations to the
affections and home-feelings.
Mr. Redgrave must think so, because he
looks alone at English pictures associated with English modes of sentiment, and not at foreign pictures as associated also with foreign sentiment. He appeals unfortunately to some painters who little make out
his case, e.ff., Turner, Constable, Calcott, Stanfield, Roberts, Dauby, and
Cooke, not one of whom has been distinguished for any particular work
appealing to the affections and home-feelings. The scenes they have
painted have been, with very few exceptions, all abroad, Hogarth, Reynolds, Collins, Wilkie, Webster, Leslie, Faed, and some others, seem to
us to come up more to his idea of the English school but we much doubt
whether the productions of those artists appeal more to the affections
of Englishmen than the productions of any foreign artists of the same
kind do to the affections of their own countrymen. It is not a constant
characteristic, and cannot therefore be the characteristic of a "school."
Many pictures of every nation do possess this characteristic, simply
and
because the majority of painters are men of human mould
some pictures in all schools eminently appeal to the home-feelings and
affections of our nature.
It is easy to point out, even in our limited
will menstore at home, paintings of the highest class in this way.
tion one
" The Virgin and Child " of Correggio in the National Gallery.
It is the fashion to say this picture acts upon the religious feelings alone
but this is not the case when we analyse the impression made upon us
by this truly beautiful production. It makes an appeal direct to the afAnd so of others. But we have no space
fections and home-feelings.
;

We

;

—

;

—

;

1

;

We

—

to

pursue this matter beyond these few words.

We proceed

—

First,
to notice the topics referred to by Mr. Kedgrave
and
the formation of the galleiy second, the erection of the gallery
He alluded to the very late
third, the advantages of the present site.
period of commencing a national collection, which was not until this
century had advanced. All early patrons of art, including our princes,
had encouraged it only as individuals. In 1824 the Angerstein colSome previous offers of presents, as of the collection was purchased.
lection at Dulwich, had actually been declined by government,
The
consisted
of forty pictures only, which had been
new Angerstein gallery
old
pictures,
but
no
modern
ones.
Perhaps
purchase
of
increased by the
illustrated by the remark of
this had been well, as the taste of the day
might have
Sir George Beaumont, that a good picture should be brown
given us a few that we would now be glad to dispose of. The lecturer
considered that a national gallery should be one of British art, and not
He rapidly illustrated an hisconsist of paintings by the old masters,
torical sketch of art, by referring to the distinguishing characteristics of
:

;

;

—

—
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well-known painters, and by pointing to some of the examples, from the
Sheepshanks gallery, at his side. Among these were Landseer's " Old
Shepherd's Chief Mourner," and a print of his "Random Shot " Wilkie's
Duncan Gray " Webster's "Going to and Returning from the Fair," and
"Sickness and Health;" Mulready's "Choosing the Wedding Gown,"
and "The Fight Prevented;" and Leslie's "Florizel and Perdita," all
He remarked upon the power of the
in the Sheepshanks collection.
painter to do more for us than the dramatist
we think he ought to have
;

;

'

'

—

the province of the dramatist to clothe the poet's
imaginations with the actualities of very life. Mr. Kedgrave struggled
to heap up upon the old masters a lot of ordinary abuse, to their disparagement in comparison with modern art.
say struggled, because
we will not believe that the lecturer will deliberately place the orb of
power in the hands of the moderns in preference to those of the "ancients."
Recent pictures, it is true, are more pleasant to our taste and
one would infinitely prefer one of Mr. Redgrave's Own beautiful productions of woodland scenery, or even his "Cinderella," to a wilderness of
Salvator Rosas, and fat naked nymphs and satyrs, gods and goddesses.
He then entered into the cmestion as to the alleged improvement of tone
by age, which he justly deprecated, and asserted his belief that no age
could possibly improve a picture which an artist had despatched from his
easel as the present expression of his own intention,
fie passed a proper encomium upon Vernon, Turner, and Sheepshanks, for the gifts of
their delightful collections
and insisted that the collection, for a national one, should include water-colour drawings and sketches, illustrating the first thoughts and also the modes of carrying out the painter's
idea.
He alleged the necessity of a pure air for the home of pictures,
and insisted ou the advantages of the present site, and of opening the
exhibition of an evening.
He detailed the methods of warming and ventilating the present building, which had been erected at the comparatively small cost of £4,500.
In the present galley, at South Kensington, we have nearly fifteen times as much light for the pictures as is
obtainable in the celebrated gallery at Munich, which very preposterously has been held up to imitation, and has actually been imitated in
more places than one. If statistics are any value as to the determination on a site for the National Gallery of Art, Mr. Redgrave furnished
the following:
For the whole of 1854 and 1855, the visitors at Marlborough House had amounted to 183,310; while during the last five
months at South Kensington there had been 219,304. 15,000 strangers
had paid a fee of sixpence each on students' daj's at Marlborough House,
while no less than 93,799 had paid the same fee at South Kensington.
Dr. Lyon Playfair's lecture on science institutions in connection with
the department was almost necessarily a description of existing or past
appliances by wa}r of institutions for cultivating scientific pursuits. Although working for a short time only, these no doubt had some beneficial results.
Exclusive of the small modicum of real science taught
until very recently in the universities, the mechanics' institutions, originally founded by Dr. Birkbeck in 1824, formed the only places of an
institutional character where science could be learned at all.
He pointed
out the reasons for the ill success which had confessedly attended mechanics' and such like institutions, in the attempt to educate the mass
rather than the individual by the lecture system the mediocrity or
positive inferiority of the lecturers
and the heterogeneous subjects
brought before the members, amongst which were those conceived by
professed conjurers, ventriloquists, and magicians.
He read a very
amusing programme of one series of evenings' instruction and amusement for the "mechanic," which convulsed the room with laughter, but
which can readily be seen reiterated on almost every published list of
entertainment of the different literary and scientific societies in the kingdom. An attempt to renied}7 this state of things had been made by
founding " working men's colleges." The defect in these was the too
many subjects attempted to be taught. The lecturer alluded to the
School of Arts in Edinburgh, founded by Leonard Horner, as an example
above all others. Natural science in this had been almost exclusively
cultivated. He described some of the principal difficulties regarding the
speedy renovation of mechanics' institutions. He mentioned with high
commendation such schools as Mr. Green's floating school of navigation,
in which the pupils are all instructed in their future career on the high
seas in actual voyages.
He referred the origin of the best institutions
for scientific purposes in the metropolis to the late Sir Henry de la Beche,
who originated the Government School of Mines, and the Museum of
Practical Geology.
Money and sinew are the rough materials of all applications of science.
The state is the natural guardian of both. The
present state of industry is wholly dependent upon science, but the state
should take a higher view. Much had been done, but much more was
required and the present arrangement gave some hope of success attending daily effort. He alluded to the great boon of government offices
being thrown open to the general public but remonstrated in no measured terms against the method of examination adopted, which he
"
thought was attended with great
affording the "
said the poet, for

it is

We

;

;

—

;

;

danger by

cramming

system a chance. Dr. Playfair's discourse, which was very elaborate,
was listened to throughout by a large audience with the deepest attention
and, enlivened as the dry nature of the subject was with his usual

and admirable similes and metaphors,

it

1, 18.58.

was

cal-

culated to afford great gratification.
Mr. Burchell, the head master, followed on the 14th of December in a
discourse on the Central Training School of Art.
He regarded instruction in art in three ways:
1. General education;
2. Education for
trade purposes; and 3. Education in art as bearing upon the simple love
of art.
He touched upon the utility of drawing in general, and insisted
on it as an efficient means of disciplining the mind. He regarded the
art of writing as nothing in reality but the practice of drawing from
memor}', and referred to a copy of the Sultan's cypher as exemplifying
the connection between the two.
An original objection which had been
started to the introduction of drawing in parochial schools had now been
overcome, and all were prepared to record their conviction of its expediency, and perhaps its necessity, for drawing was a universal language.
He paid a just tribute to mechanics' institutions, as the originators of
present public sentiment on the subject. Art of the kind promulgated
in the department comprised drawing, painting, and modelling; and the
classes which received instruction were children in schools, workmen
and mechanics, general art students, and ornamental designers. He
detailed the course of discipline pursued, and explained the various
studies required in geometry, perspective, architecture, drawing from
still
life
and the figure
his observations being illustrated by a
very large quantity of drawings, paintings, and modellings, which
were exhibited on the walls of the lecture theatre, and covered nearly
the whole of their surface.
These were the subjects required to
he studied, and the manner of stud}' was dwelt upon. The lecturer
justly distinguished that which a student must be taught to know from
that which he must be taught to see, and the elementary lyractice in art
from education in art. He finally gave some interesting statistics regarding the department, from which we select the following as probably
more interesting to our readers, as they must needs he gratifying to
those who have been and are instrumental in bringing to bear upon the
mass of the community this noble source of power. After detailing
very minutely the number of certificates obtained by pupils qualifying
them to practise as teachers in provincial schools, and the number out
of these who had received immediate employment, he noticed that Dublin
had, next to London, supplied the largest number of students.
There
had been eighty five appointments altogether since the schools had been
Since 1852 there had been
established on their present foundation.
The numbers of the pupils in
sixty-five new schools in the provinces.
the provinces had been as follows

—

;

:

1852,
1853,

3,566
11,706
17,209
23,254
28,257
34,068

1854
1855,
1856,

1857
For the metropolis the numbers had been
1854,
1855,
185S,
1857,

—

—

;

felicitous illustrations

January

:

2,367
2,310
3,383
6,041

lately commissioned the authorities of the School
of Art to produce some pictorial designs for one of the rooms in the House
of Lords and two very elaborate paintings, reviving a style of Henry
VIII., were exhibited, representing full lengths of Anne of Cloves and
Queen Elizabeth, on diapered gold backgrounds, which had a lustrous
Mr. Burchell concluded with some remarks on the high moral
effect.
tendency of the department under his control.

The government had
;

WOOD-CUTTING MACHINERY FOR IRREGULAR FORMS.

We are constantly reminded

how much America is in advance of us in
the practical conversion of wood by machinery, and we therefore lose no
opportunity of seizing upon every hint which appears to be available for
the furtherance of our own resources in this respect for it is somewhat
of a slur upon us, that we, the foremost in all the other branches of applied mechanics, should be even second here.
With the view of improving our means of cutting irregular forms of
various kinds, by means of cutters of rotatory action, Mr. Arthur Kinder, of
Worcester, has introduced the very ingenious arrangements which we now
engrave. His contrivances consist, in the first place, of a peculiar arrangement of cutter-head and mode of fixing the cutters therein such cutters
being either applicable for plain or moulded surfaces the cutter being
made to correspond to the form of moulding to be produced. The cutterhead consists of a solid cj'linder slotted down the centre, and the cutters
are fixed inside the slot by screws or pins, such screws or pins passing
through the cutters into back plates which direct the shavings away
The
or a conical plug may be used, forced between the back plates.
mouth of the cutter, when one is used, may be formed by fitting a pillar
This cutter-head
ill front of each cutter at a suitable distance therefrom.
;

—

;

;
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carried by a vertical spindle, having a vertical adjustment in any convenient manner. For working on surfaces which have been previously
so rounded, Mr. Kinder uses an adjustable flexible curved table top.
This table, with the flexible top removed for plain work, is made to turn
on centres, so as to be adjustable at any desired angle, for the purpose of
longitudinal traversing motion is imparted
cutting bevelled work.
to the cutting table, in conjunction with a transverse traversing motion
imparted to the wood to be cut such motion being effected either by hand
or by mechanical means.
simple arrangement of slots is employed for
guiding the wood and its pattern or template across the table. In applying a portion of these improvements to vertical saw frames, the wood to
be cut is fitted in slots or on slides in a circular table, which is free to be
tilted or adjusted angularly whilst it revolves round the saw.
The saw
passes through the centre of the table, and the table itself is capable of
revolving round the saw. If found desirable, in place of using two cutter-heads in different parts of the table, working in opposite directions,
for cutting on each side of the grain, the two cutter-heads may be placed
in one vertical axial line,
the upper or under one
being brought into action
is

A

;

A

by means of levers as required, the two cutters
revolving in opposite

di-

rections.
Fig. 1 of our engravings is a side elevation
of one of the cutter-heads
fig. 2 is a plan of the top
;

3 is a longitudinal
section of the cutter and
fig. i is a transverse section.
The cutter-head
consists of a metal cylinder, a, having a large central slot or opening made
transversely through it,
the width of such slot
being about equal to the
semi-diameter of the cylinder.
This cutter-head
is screwed into the cutterspindle at b, and is fitted
with a pair of cutters, c,
which are secured in the
central opening by the
conjoint action of the
screws or pins, d, and the
back pieces, e, the latter
being forced against the
•cutters so as to hold them
firmly against the inner sides of the slot by means of the conical or
tapered plug, f, which is inserted between the back pieces, e. This plu»
is forced down by means of the nut or gland, g, which bears against
fig.

;
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cutter-head in the manner shown in figs. 6 and 7, and which represent
a side elevation and transverse section of a small cutter-head. At i are
screws which pass through the sides of the cutter-head, a, and through
the cutters, and are firmly screwed into the back pieces, e, which are
tightened up against the cutters by turning the screws, i. At k are
pillar mouth pieces which are fitted into the cutter head, and are useful
when cutting bevils or working hard woods. On the lower end of the
cutter-heads in all cases there is attached a loose ring or washer, l,
against which the template or pattern employed in giving the required
shape to the article to be cut is pressed.
This loose ring or washer,
l, has a projecting flange, I, formed upon it at a convenient distance
from its upper edge. This ring or washer should be made sufficiently
narrow to admit of its having about three-eighths of an inch play to slide
freely up and down the lower and smaller cylindrical portion of the cutterhead.
Fig. 8 represents a side elevation of a machine for cutting irregular
and fig. 10 is a
forms; fig. 9 is a front elevation of the same machine
corresponding plan of the top. At a are the main end standards of the
connected
by
the
longitudinal
frame,
b, and on the
which
are
machine,
face of this frame are cast eight blocks, c, to which are bolted the vertical
guide rails, d d', the outer ones, d 1 being adjustable by means of the
adjusting screws, E. Between each pair of guide rails is fitted to slide
freely up and down a frame, f, which carries the cutter-spindle, g, each
spindle being mounted in steel collars at n, and supported at the lower
extremitj' by the adjustable screws, i, passed through a cross rail in each
frame. At k are the driving pulleys for working the cutter-spindles,
and i. represents one of the cutter-heads screwed on to the upper end of
The two spindles revolve in opposite directions, in order
its spindle.
that the cutters may cut on opposite sides of the grain of wood, and
their cutter-heads are brought up above the table or dropped below it
;

V

,

i

a shoulder,
plug and

f,
is

on the
tapped

into the cutter-head, as
shown in the drawing

hence

it is

obvious that

by turning the nut

or
gland, g, in the proper
direction— it being loose
on the upper end of the
plug, f
the conical
plug will be forced
down between the back

—

pieces, e,

and will tight-

en up the cutters, the
screws or pins, d, effectually preventing all
chance of the cutters
flying out, should they

become accidently

end.

ir,

loosened in the head.
Fig. 5 represents a
modified
cutter-head
wherein the conical
plug, f, is reversed and
is tightened by being
drawn up by the aid
of an ordinary nut, o,
Fig. 7.
fitted on to the screwed
In cases where the cutter-head is too small to
of the ping.
tightening plug, f, the cutters are held in the
118.—Vol. X.
i

accordingly as one or other is required to be in or out of action. One
cutter-head is here shown above the table ready for action, whilst the
other one is supposed to be removed from its spindle, which, with the
frame, f, is lowered beneath the table so as to be out of the way of the
timber to be operated upon. Attached to the upper edge of each of t he
frames, F, are two blade springs, 1, shown in the half-sized detail. Fig.
11 represents the top portion of one of the frames with the springs, 1,
attached, and bearing at their free ends against the under side of the ring
or washer, i., which depresses the springs by pressing on the projecting
The
flange, I, with the bottom edge of the pattern or template, 2.
object of this arrangement is, that when the table is at an angle as
pattern
or
may
pass
line,
the
template,
shown by the diagonal dotted
2,
round the washer from its present position to the point marked 3. The
springs, 1, by keeping the flange, I, against the bottom of the pattern, a
given portion of the washer will always be in contact with the edge of
the pattern. If this arrangement were not adopted, and the ring or
washer without the projecting flange, I, upon it were fixed in its present
2 o

j

i
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to the point 3, would be
and as the material in the process of
cutting rests upon this pattern, it would come in contact with the washer
and prevent the cutters acting upon it. The bottom of each frame, f, is
connected by links or shackles, m, with one of the two levers, N, which
work in fixed centres at o, and are furnished with counterweights attached to the rods for the purpose of balancing the weight of the frame and
position, the pattern, 2,

when brought round

below the top of the washer,

spindle.

L,

The operator can thus

readily bring either cutter-head above the

January 1,1858

heads are required above the table at one time, and at a uniform height,
they may both be elevated simultaneously by depressing the cross-head,
s, which is long enough to project over both of the pedal levers, N.
This
cross-head is actuated by the vertical screw shaft, t, and hand wheel, u.
At v are guide rods for keeping the cross-head parallel with the frames,
A rectangular frame, w, is mounted on
F, in its up and down motions.
centres, x, on the top of the main standards, A, and consequently free to
adjusted
any
lateral
angle it is secured when so adjusted
be
at
required
by means of a binding screw, y, which
acts upon the segments, z.
The parallel
bars forming this rectangular frame, w,
are planed to a surface, and the two
centre ones, s, are undercut to form a
dovetail.
Two long cast iron angular
bars, a b, are fitted to slide freely along
these dovetails, and are coupled at each
extremity by the bridge pieces, c c. A
rack, d, is made on the underside of the
;

bar, a,

which

is

actuated by the pinion,

e,

on the horizontal shaft, /, the front end
of which is squared to receive a key or
winch handle. Both ends of this shafc
are carried by the oscillating frame, w.
At g are a number of transverse parallel
bars composed of wood or metal, and
secured at their inner ends to the longitudinal bars, a and b, whilst their outer
ends are connected to pieces of metal,
h, sliding on the outer parallel longitudinal bars of the frame, w.
A space, i,
is left between each transverse bar, for
the purpose of receiving the cross slide,
attached either to the wood
when one is used.
It is preferred to make these spaces in
the form of dovetails, so as to prevent
the slide from accidentally rising out of
its groove.
The wood to be shaped or
bevelled is laid upon the surface of the
table, Q, which must be set at the desired
angle if the piece is to be bevelled. A
bar or slide is secured to the wood or
pattern, which bar slides transversely on
the table along any one of the transverse
grooves, i, whilst the table itself is free

which

is

itself or to the pattern

traverse longitudinally or at right
angles to the line of motion of the wood
along the grooves by means of the rack
and pinion arrangement before described.
Thus any desired motion, whether simple
or compound, can be given to the wood
whilst under the action of the cutters,
to

which always remain vertical, and thereby any desired curve or form may be
cut, the form being determined, where a
great number of pieces of the same kind
are required, by patterns or templates
bearing against the loose washer on the
bottom of the cutter-head

or the contour
be simply marked in pencil on the
wood itself without the aid of a pattern.
;

may

For working on surfaces which have
been previously rounded, an adjustable
flexible curved table shown at k, fig. 8,
such table being removed for
is used
It consists of a number of
plain work.
steel blades, I, perforated with a line of
equidistant holes, and secured to a number
of parallel wooden or metal strips or bars,
m, answering precisely the same purpose

—

by simply depressing the corresponding pedal lever, N, with
At r. is a detent acted upon by a spring which will sustain
the frame elevated until drawn back, when the released frame and
As the cutters are
cutter-head will descend below tli" table again.
not always required at the same elevation, the detent may be
fitted with an adjustable catch and s.^t screw, so as to be capable
In cases where both the cutterof being set at any desired elevation.

table, Q,
his foot.

as the bars or strips, g, in the plane table,
w. At each corner of this flexible table
are attached the long slotted plates or
links, n, by which the ends of the table
are raised or lowered, and fixed by binding screws, o, the centre of the table
being fixed to the machine hence it follows that by raising the outside
edges or ends, and securing the slotted links, n, the surface of the table
This flexible table top may be
will assume the desired curvature.
applied to the machine either transversely, as here shown, or at right
angles to that position, as circumstances may require.
Fig. 12 represents a side elevation, fig. 13 a vertical section, and fig.
1 1 a plan of an improved adjustable cutting table applied to a vertical
;

January
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saw frame. The ribbon, or other
aperrure in the centre
of the fixed bracket, B
the sides of this aperture stand up in the
form of a boss above
the surface of the fixed
bracket, b, and form
the pivot or centre of
motion of the revolving
table or plate, c, which
is

held

down on

to the

surface of the bracket
by the ring and said
screw, i).
At e are

two standards, each on

s

passes through a cylindrical
the revolving table, c,
which standards carry
the pivoting points or
centres, f, of the oscillating circular table, G,
which may be adjusted
to any desired angle,
and secured therein by
means of the segment,
h, and binding screw, i.

The upper

surface of
the oscillating rotatory
table, g, carries a series
of parallel strips, K, of
metal or wood, for the

250

purpose hereinbefore described; these strips being laid upon rails, L,
which slide longitudinally in dovetail grooves made in the surface of the
table, g, that they may be free to traverse in a line parallel with
the axis of oscillation.

The

table having been adjusted to the proper angle, if a bevelled end
required, the piece of timber to be operated upon, with its guide bar or
slide attached, is laid thereon- the guide bar being placed between the
strips, k, for the purpose of moving the timber crosswise
whilst a longitudinal motion or traverse is derived from the sliding table top, and then
is

—

two motions may be simultaneously combined, if requisite, with the oscillating and rotatory movement of the table round the central boss
in the bracket, b
or any one or more of these several movements
may be used either separately or combined. The timber is advanced
towards the saw, either mechanically or by hand, by means of the longitudinal and transverse slides together or separately, the horizontal, circular, or rotatory motion of the table serving to guide the saw in the cut,
whilst the oscillating or angular adjustment of the tabic gives the desired bevel of cut. It will thus be obvious that a great variety of irregular
;

may

forms

be

sawn
Fi s ls -

by this machine. Although the traverse
of

the

longitudinal
necessarily
limited, yet this docs
not limit the length
of the timber to be
cut
for by shifting
the guide bar or transverse slide, and bringing the longitudinal
slide

is

;

back again,

slide

any length
be operated up-

pieces of

may

on.
Fig. 15 represents
a side elevation of a

modification of the
rotatory cutting machine
the
cutterheads, A a 1 however,
in place of being side
by side, are placed in
;

,

one vertical axial line,
with the adjustable
cutting table, b, placed between them. These two cutter-heads are attached to then' respective spindles, o c 1 and driven in opposite directions by
bands passed round 1he sheaves, D D 1 on the cutter spindles. These
spindles are carried in the brackets, ee 1 which slide vertically in the front
of the main standard, f, of the machine.
The requisite traverse motion
is imparted to the I rackets simultaneously so as to bring one or the
other cutter-head into action, by means of the lever handle, g, working on
a fixed centre at H, and connected by means of the rod, I, to the vibrating
,

,

,

lever, k,

working on a fixed

centre, n.

The

levers

G and k are connected

by links, m m 1 to the sliding brackets. The standard is hollowed out or
recessed at sr, so as not to interfere with the work, and the table, b, is of
the same construction as that before described.
,

WASHING MACHINE FOE PRINTERS, DTEES, AND
BLEACHERS.
The

piece-goods washing machine, which we here engrave in perspective,
is the invention of Mr. Thomas Whittaker, of Accrington, Lancashire,
and it is now being largely introduced to the trade by Messrs. Christopher Whittaker & Co., of the Accrington Iron Works. The entire machine is earned upon a foundation consisting of four base stones, upon
which rest the side frames, A, forming sides for the water cistern, and
carrying bearings for the three shafts of the bowls, b, c, d, which are all
actuated through suitable spur gearing by the main shaft e, which is
connected to the machine by a clutch and frictional apparatus. At f is
a horizontal guide peg rail for directing the lines of the passing fabric,
as they traverse through the machine. The pure water for washing is supplied at G, and the spent and dirty water flows off from the bottom of
the cistern at H.
The cloth, i, to be washed is introduced into the machine so as to
enter the cistern from above, at the part where the dirty water is discharged.
It is then threaded from the bowl, d, through the space
between the guide pegs of the rail, f, under the square bowl, c, over the
bowl, B, and returning again over the square bowl, then through the
same space in the peg rail by which it first passed, under the bowl, d,
and returning through the next space of the guide rail, and so on successively to the other end of the machine, where the pure water is
brought in upon the cloth before it leaves the water cistern at the
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opposite end. The washed cloth is then passed under the presser bowl,
which presses out the pure water back into the cistern, allowing the
The cloth is then
cloth to pass over the wince, k, comparatively dry.
plaited off by the apparatus turned by the strap, L, worked from the
bowl, B.
When the machine is in motion the cloth moves on progressively, the
square bowl producing a rapid and energetic vibrating motion of the
j,

January
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elevation, as it appears when engaged in winding coal.
Fig. 2 is a corresponding view at right angles to fig. 1. When the cage is lifted from
the bottom of the shaft, or from the pit-head, off the folding boards, the
inside skeleton, A, of the cage falls down from b to o, being attached to
the cover, i>, of the cage. At the same time the cover of the cage ascends
from the level, e, to n, thus affording scope for ventilation. This is
effected by the small chains connected with the cage proper, so that the
lifting of the one creates a subsidence in the other
the parts remaining
in that position until the engine lands the cage with its contents, either
at the pit bank or the pit bottom, alternately upon the folding boards,
when the skeleton again embraces the body of the cage, throwing open
the gateway for the delivery of the empty, and the loading of the full
hutches. The guards at present in use are constructed on the turn-over
principle, being retained vertically by a small ball projecting in a lateral
direction from the side of a longitudinal bar connected with the two ends
of the cage bottom.
But they often prove deceitful from the tilting of
the cage, arising from small defects in the slides, over which the miner
has no control. Hence the guards are easily jostled on their side, leaving the hutch at liberty, and it then rolls against the walls of the shaft,
and the first protuberance on the wall creates a total wreck the cage
becoming locked fast in the jaws of the slides until relieved by a person
descending from the top.
There are also other plans in use such, for example, as what may be
termed the "diagonal catch" possessing greater security than the ar;

—

—

Fig.

—

1.

which causes a rubbing action between every fold; by this means
a most beneficial and effective cleansing is effected, just the same as a
woman would wash a piece of domestic washing between her hands.
The operation of the square bowl is such that the cloth is rapidly plunged
into and withdrawn from the water, thus thoroughly rinsing and opening it out, as a large quantity of air is enclosed each vibration between
the cloth and the surface of the water, which opens every fold out, so
that the whole gets perfectly washed. This is not the case with the dash
wheel, or any other washing machine. The construction of the water
cistern and the arrangement of supply and discharge of water are such
that a great economy and a very advantageous use of water is the result.
When the machine is in operation the water at the inlet side of the
cistern is quite clean, gradually becoming more dirty as it approaches
the discharge side, thus fully demonstrating the perfect washing properties of the machine, and its superiority over all other machines
hitherto in use for washing purposes, in which the water is as impure
where the cloth leaves as where it enters.
The performance of this machine is at the rate of 0,000 yards per hour
for all dying purposes, and 12,000. yards per hour for the bleacher; and
it merely requires the attention of a youth of twelve or fourteen.
The invention is also applicable to Robinson's Patent Washer, by simply
making the water cistern of that machine to hold one-fourth the quantity
of water, arranging for the crossing of the cloth, and introducing the
water at that side of the machine where the cloth goes off, and allowing
it to escape at the other.
The entire machine stands in a space eight feet square.

cloth,

LUMSDEN'S SAFETY CAGE FOR MINES.

rangement just described. But there is nothing like good machinery,
over which the engineman has easy command, with well-fitted gearing,
a good wire rope, and a well stayed slide, properly guaged.
The view fig. 2 shows how the cage is saved from falling from the
for the absence of the tensional action upon the
failure of the rope
frames carrying the clipping action, thus arising, aided by the springs,
p, causes the serrated eccentric clips, o, to turn, so as to have a firm
hold upon the vertical guides, H, of the shaft. The pair of levers at the
upper part of the cage, linked together by a central chain, enable the
miners in the cage to check the descent of the cage at any part of the
For, by pulling down the contiguous chained
shaft, as maybe required.
;

All

operations conducted beneath the earth's surface are fraught with
so many dangers to the miner and his colleagues, that for our own part
we never lose sight of any hints, however small, for the diminution of
underground dangers. These dangers are indeed almost innumerable.
There are, for example, the failure of the winding rope, over-winding,
lire and choke damp, the "creep," falling in of the roof, and sudden inThese represent but the more prominent perils, and
fluxes of water.
there are numerous others against which it requires all the miner's foreWhat we are now going to discuss is the remedy for
sight to guard.
the two first-named casualties the breaking of the winding rope, and
over-winding— invented by Mr. Robert Lumsden, of the Dundyvan Iron

—

Works, Glasgow.
Fig.

1

of our illustrative engravings represents the pit-cage in side

ends of these levers, the clipping eccentrics are at once brought into
holding action, and thus the descending miners can always guard against
impending dangers such as being let down into water by stopping

—

—

further descent.

The mining engineer will see how effectively Mr. Lumsden's cage
serves the purpose of a ventilator, by the working of the butterfly valvecover action.

January

1.
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and serve to keep them distended whilst they are cut off by a knife,
the edge of which presses against the under side of the row of piercers.
The loop fingers or piercers, k, rest upon the bar, l, at the back of the
roller, j
this bar is made with a dovetailed groove in it, and the
fabric,

RECENT PATENTS.

;

ORNAMENTAL FABRICS.
J.

R. Cochrah, Glasgoic— Patent dated

May

12, 1857.

to that part of the manufacture of woven fabrics
of the lappet or generally similar class wherein the loose surface threads
produced in forming the pattern or device upon the goods are cut and
removed from the piece to bring it to its finished state. Under one
mi Hi lation of the machinery or apparatus employed in carrying out this
invention in practice, the undipped piece is wound upon a roller or beam,
and passed there from, in the process of clipping or cutting, beneath a row
of fingers, feelers, or elevators, disposed at equal distances asunder upon
a stationary bar or it ma)' be passed through the machine in a loose or
These fingers or feelers catch or enter into the loops
folded condition.
fi
med by the loose or flushed threads as the piece traverses forward, and
they thus lift up the loops from the surface of the cloth. Over the set
of fingers or feelers a heavy pressing roller is disposed so as to bear upon
the fingers and upon the loops of threads as the latter are passed up or
along the fingers. Between the fingers or feelers and the cloth ope1
upon there is set a horizontal knife, which is made to vibrate or
traverse back and forwards with a cutting action by means of a crank,
Thus as the elevated loops of threads
eccentric, or other movement.
come forward they are pressed against the cutting edge of the knife, and
severed close off by the surface of the cloth, the pressing roller acting to
stay the stretched loops and keep them in a proper position for being accurately severed. The cutting knife is made in short pieces, screwed to
a back or holder, in order to avoid difficulties connected with the distortion of large pieces of steel. The fabric is directed up to the point of cut
by being passed over a bar of angular section, so as to insure proper presentation of the threads to the cloth.
Fig. 1 of the engravings is a vertical section of one modification of the
machinery or apparatus employed for the purpose of cutting off the loose
surface threads from figured muslins, technically termed " lappet " goods,
or from other woven fabrics of a similar kind and fig. 2 is a plan of the
shaped cast-iron standards
same. The training, a, consists of two
united to each other by tierods of malleable-iron. The
moving parts of the machine
are actuated by means of an
endless belt which passes
round the pulley, E, on the

This invention relates

;

i.

;

A

main

shaft, c.

The

be operated upon

fabric to

placed

is

loosely upon the floor in front
of the machine, and is passed

over the upper one and under
the lower one of a pair of
tension bars, d, which extend
The
across the machine.
fabric is then carried over the
roller, e,

and

partially

the roughened roller,
roller, e, is

round

p.

The

caused to press

with a certain amount of
force against the roughened
roller, f, by means of a lever

and

counterweight
fitted
each end of the roller.
These levers are each carried upon a stud projecting
from the inner sides of the
at

standards, A.
The shorter
arms of the levers are hooked,
and pass under the spindle of the roller, e. The longer arms of the levers
ire made with a series of notches, into which the links of the counterweights are placed. By shifting the links of the counterweights to or
from the lever's fulcrum the upward pressure of the roller, e, against the
roller, f, is regulated as required. The fabric passes round the outer portion of the periphery of the roughened roller, f, the surface of which is
oed by means of a coating of coarsely -pounded glass, emery, or other
suitable material for giving a granulated surface to the roller. From the
roller, f, the fabric is passed over the bar, i, and thence under the roller,
this roller is of cast-iron turned to a smooth surface, its bearings are
j
carried in the brackets which project above the side standards, a.
The
roller, 3, presses upon the upper surface of a series of horizontally-disposed fingers, piercers, or guide pieces, k; these are slender steel bars
somewhat similar to an ordinary bodkin. The points of these fingers or
piercers enter the loops or flushed threads upon the surface of the lappet
;

fingers or piercers are fixed in any required position by means of the
The loop fingers
clips, M, which are fastened to the bar by the nuts, k.
or piercers are passed in between the bar, l, and the under sides of clips,
The fingers or piercers are
m, which arc them made fast by the nuts, n.
arranged at such distances apart as to correspond with the loops on the
surface to be cut every distinct pattern, of course, requiring a re-arrange-

—

The bar, L, is made with a stud
of the loop fingers or piercers.
at each end, which drops into a socket in the framing, A, and outside the
bar at each end of it is a projecting rod, o, upon which a counterweight
These counterweights serve to give the bar, L, a tendency to
is hung.
turn upon its axis and thereby keep the loop fingers or piercers in
close contact with the roller, J, and their points in the best position for
entering the loops of the fabric this object is also facilitated by carrying the fabric downwards at a slight angle from the bar, i. Below the
loop fingers or piercers, and immediately under the centre of the roller,
these bars extend across the machine,
j, are fitted two bars of metal, p, Q

ment

;

;

The
are arranged nearly close together like the jaws of a vice.
fabric is passed under the loop fingers or piercers, k, and downwards
between the bars, p and Q, the edge of the bar, p, being slightly bevelled
It is at this part immediately by
off where the fabric passes over it.
the opening of the bars, p and q, that the loops of the fabric are cut.
The severing of the loops is effected by means of a knife, k, made somewhat
longer than the breadth of the fabric this knife is made in pieces or sectional portions, which are fastened to a flat bar of metal, s. The upper surface of the knife is quite flat, and presses against the under sides of the loop
fingers or piercers, k, and its under surface is bevelled off to a fine cutting edge and being formed in several sectional pieces, the distortion
which would arise in a single long piece of steel is prevented. The
knife, R, is moved rapidly to and fro across the machine, and its edge
just reaches the part where the loops are fully distended by the loop
fingers or piercers, and are nipped by the roller, j. The rapid reciprocatory movement of the knife as it comes into contact with the loops which
are for the instant held by the roller, J, severs the threads close to the
surface of the fabric, which then passes downwards between the bars, p
and Q. The knife, K, is prevented from deflecting by means of several
anti-friction rollers, t, which are fixed to a bar, u, extending across the
machine. These anti-friction rollers support the blade as it traverses to
and fro, and keep it close up to the loop fingers or piercers, for if the
deflection of the knife were not prevented it would be liable to injure the
fabric.
The bar of metal, s, to which the blades forming the knife are
screwed, is fastened to the flat piece of metal, v, by a link and thumbscrew, w.
slot is made in the outer end of the connecting bar, v, in
which the crank pin of the disc, x, travels. The disc, x, is carried on
the upper extremity of a spindle, which is supported in collar and
This
footstep bearings cast on the projecting parts of the framing, a.
spindle has upon it a horizontal disc, which presses against the vertiThe main
cal disc or friction plate, z, on the end of the main shaft, c.
shaft is driven by means of the belt pulley arrangement, and communicates a rapid rotatory motion to the spindle disc, whilst the eccentric motion of the crank pin imparts a correspondingly rapid reciprocatory movement to the knife, R. As the loops are cut off the surface of the fabric,
the short pieces of thread are received into a tin trough hung at the
back of the machine and below the arms of the bar, L this receptacle
The cut or severed
for the waste thread is not shown in the engraving.
fabric, after passing through the bars, r and Q, is carried round the
and
between
it and the presser
roller,
b,
roughened roller, a, over the
The roller, 6, is
bar, c, whence it falls in loose folds upon the ground.
pressed up against the roughened roller, a, by means of a pair of levers
and

;

;

A

;
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arrangement hereinbefore deThe fabric is drawn through the
scribed in reference to the roller, e.
machine by the motion communicated to the roller, a, which also gives
motion to the metal roller, J. On the main shaft, c, is a pinion which
gears with a wheel fitted upon a stud projecting from one of the
This wheel is made with a pinion which gears
side standards, a.
with a wheel, i this wheel has a pinion, j, which gives motion to the
wheel, k. The pinion on the wheel, k, drives the wheel, to, on the
spindle of the roller, a, and the motion of this roller, together with the
pressure of the roller, b, against it, draws the fabric through the machine.
The rollers, e and f, therefore, only serve to keep the fabric
sufficiently stretched, and prevent its passing in a loose and wrinkled
The wheel, to, on the spindle of the roller,
state through the machine.
a, also drives the pinion, n, which gives motion to a wheel on the
spindle of the roller, j, the rate of motion of which corresponds to that
of the roller, a. The rate of motion of the drawing roller, a, is made to
correspond with the effective working of the knife for if the loops to be
cut succeed each other closely, the taking up of the fabric must be proportionably slow on the other hand, where the loops are farther apart,
the speed may be advantageously increased. The motion of the roller,
a, may he stopped without interfering with the action of the knife, by
means of a clutch or coupling, which throws the spindle of the drawing roller, a, out of gear with the wheel, m. The clutch is put into
or out of gear with the wheel, m, by means of a handle
when the

and counterweights,

similar

to

the

;

;

;

;

attendant moves this handle to the right hand, the clutch or coupling is
disconnected from the boss of the wheel, m, and the spindle of the drawing roller, a, is no longer affected by the rotatory motion of the wheel,
m. The motion of the knife is stopped by means of a belt lever, which
throws the moving parts of the machine out of gear in the ordinary and
By means of this machinery or apparatus, the
well known manner.
loose flushed threads or loops upon the surface of lappet or other similar
kinds of ornamental fabrics are expeditiously and effectively cut or
severed, and removed therefrom.

George Crawford, Edinburgh.

The first
known as

—Patent dated May

14, 1857.

part of this invention has reference to what is technically
the " rest bridge " in this modification this part of the instrument is constructed of glass or other material more resonant than wood,
or a combination of wood and metal, which materials have hitherto been
used for the purpose. The illustrative engraving is a sectional elevation of the internal portion of a pianoforte, showing the sounding-board
and rest, as arranged with one modification of the improvements applied
The improved "rest bridge" is made of a series of pieces of
thereto.
glass, the upper surface of which, or that upon which the strings rest,
being either of a convex or concave form or it may be made with a
The several pieces of glass
flattened ridge and sloping or angular sides.
intended to form the "rest bridge" are placed on the "rest plank," a,
;

;

glass, b, are arranged or placed end to end and curved,
or otherwise disposed so as to form the figure required for the support of
the strings as they vary in length, and are held in position by the downward pressure of the strings. The strings of the instrument pass in the
first place from their "hitch" pins, c, beneath the tubular bridge, d,
which is fastened to a wooden stay at the back of the sounding-board, e.

and the pieces of

1,

1858.

;

passed over the first series of the pieces, f, and under the tube, h this
tube is secured to the sounding-board by screws, i, which pass through
the sounding-board, e, and into a strengthening piece of hardwood, j, at
the back of the sounding-board.
A modification of the arrangement of
this part of the improvements is obtained by making the bridge, d, in
one piece instead of in two, as shown in the sectional view, fig. 3, the
tube, h, being fitted in a hollow or indentation in the bridge.
The
strings, a, pass under the tube, H, and over the second series of ivory
supports, f, whence they are carried over the "rest bridge," b, beyond
which they are passed through studs, k, and are finally secured to the
rest pins, l.
Instead of making the "rest bridge" of glass, as hereinbefore described, it may be constructed of china, earthenware, particular
kinds of stone, porcelain, or other vitrified substances, or of other suitable
materials more resonant than wood, or a combination of wood and metal.
Another modification of the improvements consists in the use and
application of double sounding-boards in pianofortes, in order to increase
the volume of sound from the instrument.
The "rest plank" above the
duplex sounding-boards may be supported by means of metal tubes
fitted between the two sounding-boards, and wooden bracings may be
fitted behind the sounding-boards to support the " rest plank."
Pianofortes made according to these improvements possess great brilliancy of tone, and give out a volume of sound greatly superior to those
of the ordinary construction the superiority of tone and power being
derived from the use of the crystal or other similar resonant body, and
from the strain being removed from the sounding-board by the transverse bearing obtained by the suspension tube.
;

_

;

BOILEES.
John Whitehead,

PIANOFORTES.

January

The bridge consists in this modification of the duplex pieces of wood,
d, in which are inserted pieces of bone or ivory, f
these pieces
of ivory are either notched or plain, and receive the strings, <?, which
rest partly upon the ivory and partly on the bridge, d.
The strings are

Preston.

— Patent dated February

21, 1857.

In the specification of this invention is described an improved form of
boiler and its setting, to be employed in conjunction with apparatus for
the warming of buildings or
Fi e- !
other places by means of hot
water. A larger heating surface is thereby obtained than
in boilers of the ordinary construction,

and

fluel is effected.

economy of
The boiler

itself is of iron or

other suitable material, and is saddleshaped, the furnace and fireplace being below the interior
cavity.
The back end of the
interior cavity of the boiler
is partially closed, so as to
effect a check or retardation
of the draught.
The firebars are placed below the level
of the boiler, and the dead
plate
inclines
downwards
from the front considerably,
so as to leave a large space
for depositing the green or
fresh fluel upon before pushing it on to the fire-bars. By this means the smoke is
passing over the incandescent fluel on the fire-bars before
flue or chimney.
Fig. 1 of our illustrative engravings represents a longitudinal vertical section of the unproved boiler.
Fig. 2 is a corresponding transverse section of the same,
a is
the boiler or water space, which is
saddle-shaped.
The water, after
passing through the pipe, b, on its
way to the building or other place
to be heated, finds its way back 1
into the boiler at c.
d is the firebridge, which is made hollow to
contain water, and communicates
with the boiler at each side or end.
e is the furnace for heating the
boiler, and which, by its peculiar
position below the level of the

consumed by
it

reaches the

is made to consume its
smoke before reaching the flue at the contracted passage, F, which
passage tends to check or retard the draught in the flues, o, and thereby

boiler,

January

1,
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the fire-bars at e are set some
increase the hearing power of the furnace
distance below the level of the boiler. H is the dead plate, which inclines towards the fire-bars, at e, and carries the fresh fuel, which fuel
should not be pushed down into the furnace until the smoke thereof has
passed over the incandescent fuel on the fire-bars, and has been entirely
;

consumed.

CASTING METALS.
J.

H. Johssos, London and Glasgow (Jacksox, Brothers,

and

Co., France.)

—Patent dated Feb.

7,

P.

Gaudet

1857.

This invention relates to the employment of centrifugal force in casting
steel articles, such as railway wheels, tubes, and hollow axles, and consits in causing the chills to rotate at a high velocity during the time the
molten metal is running in. Articles cast according to this invention
are much stronger in proportion to their weight than articles composed
of the ordinary materials cast in the usual way. In casting railway or
other solid wheels, the chill, which is shaped internally to the exact form
of the wheel, is secured by bolts and nuts to an end of a shaft, which is
made to revolve at the rate of from about 500 to 1,000 revolutions per
minute. The molten steel is run into a central opening in the cover of
the chill, and is instantly directed by the centrifugal force against the
inner circumference of the chill thus rendering that part of the wheel
When
perfectly sound, homogeneous, and entirely free from flaws.
the chill is full, a mandril is caused to enter the central opening, and
as the chill still continues to revolve it has the effect of smoothing
The mandril is then
or polishing- the central opening in the wheel.
withdrawn, and the revolutions of the chill having been stopped, the
removed,
and
the
complete
cast-steel
wheel
taken out. This
cover is
wheel may or may not, as found desirable, be subjected to the blows of
a steam-hammer between suitably shaped dies. The casting of steel
tubes suitable for marine or locomotive boilers is effected in a similar
manner to the above the chill consisting of a tube, into which the steel
When the metal is set, the tube is removed by opening the
is run.
chill down the centre, it being made in two parts for that purpose, and
is held together during the running in of the metal by metal ferrules or
rings driven on to it. The steel tube so cast is then removed to the
rolling mill, and is drawn out to any desired extent.
If intended for a
hollow railway axle, it is reduced into shape by a steam-hammer or other
well-known contrivance.
Fig. 1 of the engravings represents in vertical section a chill placed
The shaft, a, is supported in
vertically upon the horizontal axis, A.
bearings on the plummer blocks, b, which should be firmly fixed on masonry,
c is a pulley receiving
motion from any suitable driving
;

—

centrifugal force, generated by the revolution of the chill, drives the
metal to the circumference of the chill, thus producing a great pressure
and cohesion among the particles, and rendering the casting perfectly
homogeneous and free from flaws. So soon as the chill is full of the molten metal the mandril, i, is made to advance and enter it at the central
aperture of the chill, thus forming and polishing the interior of the hole
of the wheel, and rendering the metal in the chill still more homogeneous.
After this operation, and when the metal is set, the machine is stopped,
the keys are knocked out, the cover, e, removed, and the casting can
then be withdrawn therefrom. If desired, the casting may be subsequently hammered by dies.
In figs. 2 and 3 is illustrated the application of this invention to the
On the disc, a, on the end of the shaft, is fixed
casting of steel tubes.

corresponds to the shape of
the desired wheel, of which it is
the mould.
It is closed by a cover,
e, retained in its place by
keys. The molten metal may
be introduced by means of a
large ladle or

receptacle,

Fig

Fig. 2.

3.

which is retained in its place by the bolts. This chill, which
two pieces, as shown in transverse section fig. 3, is held together by means of the rings or ferrules, a, and is made to rotate at a
velocity of from 500 to 1,000 revolutions per minute by the driving shaft.
The molten metal is poured, either from crucibles or by means of a ladle,
as above mentioned, into the interior of this chill, and is immediately
driven to the internal surface, on which it becomes evenly spread. A
the

is

chill, d,

made

in

mandril, similar to that at i (fig. 1), but of a sufficient length to penetrate the entire depth of the chill, is then made to enter the chill, where
it compresses the particles of metal and smooths the internal surface of
the castings. The machine is then stopped, the tube is withdrawn from
the chill, and taken to any suitable rolling mill, there to be drawn out or
rolled into form. The tubes thus obtained are much stronger and cheaper
than those composed of copper. Should it be desired to make hollow
cast-steel railway axles, a cylinder of the same weight as the required
axle is cast, as above described, and is then conveyed to a hammer, where
it receives the form of the axle, as shown in fig. 4.
Such axles are easily

made, and, although lighter, arc of much greater strength than the
dinary hollow axles, whilst their cost is considerably less.

mechanism, and made fast upon
the shaft, a, which terminates at
the end next the chill disc, and to
this disc is fixed the chill, d, by
bolts.
The internal form of the
chill
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CHURNING AND WASHING.
John Patterson,

Beverley.

—Patent dated November

12, 1856.

The

apparatus described in the specification of this invention relates to
mechanical arrangements which may be used either for churning or for
washing roots and other substances, and consists of a vessel for contain-

f,

"^^
gnape ided from a crane, and provided with an outlet at g, which outlet
can be closed by the plug, x, placed at the end of a wrought-iron rod,
and introduced into the interior of the ladle, as shown in the drawing.
A support, j, carries a mandril, i, which mandril can be made to advance or recede as required, by means of the hand-wheel and screw
spindle, k.
The ladle or receptacle, o, being supplied with cast-steel in
a molten state, the shaft, a, is made to revolve at a velocity of from 500
to 1,000 revolutions per minute, the same velocity of rotation being
of course imparted to the chill.
The plug, n, is now removed
from the outlet or pouring spout, o, of the ladle or receptacle, c, and the
molten metal immediately runs into the interior of the chill, d. The

ing the milk (if used as a churn, or the washing liq
as a washing machine), such vessel being mounte

d or water,
1

in

if

used

any convenient
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manner

to enable it to be so shaken or agitated as to cause the fluid
contained therein to rush or flow violently backwards and forwards in
the vessel, thereby producing the desired churning or washing effect.
Fig. 1 of the accompanying engravings represents a longitudinal ver-

washing apparatus, suitable fur washing roots or
other similar substances and fig. 2 is a transverse vertical section of the
apparatus. The substances to be washed are contained in the loose box,
A, which fits easily inside the tub or vessel, b,
Fig. 2.
containing water. The bottom of the box, A, is
made in the form of a grating, so as to admit
tical section of the

;

the water contained in the vessel, b, to flow
amongst the roots or other substances to be washed.
space is left between
the bottom of the box, a, and the vessel, b, to
allow the dirt or earthy matter to settle therein
when removed from the roots. The vessel, b,
is fitted with two axles, c c, by which it is supported on the rockers, d d. These rockers are
freely therein

A

connected by rods, e, so as to keep them parallel
The curve of the rockers is
to each other.
formed with a radius greater than the distance
from the axles to the working surface, for the
purpose of imparting a rising and falling motion to the vessel, in combination with the
horizontal motion produced by pushing it to
and fro by hand or mechanical power. This
vibrating and pendulous motion of the apparatus causes the water contained therein to be
violently agitated amongst the roots or other
substances in the box, A, and thereby effectually
removes the dirt therefrom. When the substances have been well washed, the water may
be run off through the plug hole, f, and the box,
a, is

then raised out of the vessel,

b.

In small

machines this may be effected without any mechanical purchase, but in large machines Mr. Patterson proposes to use
a winch, a, which is carried in uprights, ii, fixed to one end of the vesThe upper extremities of these uprights carry the ends of a guide
sel, b.
a similar
roller, i, for guiding the three chains or ropes, k k and i,
roller being fitted on to the corresponding uprights, m, at the opposite
end of the vessel, for guiding the chains or ropes, k k. The centre portion, N, of the barrel of the winch is of larger diameter than the rest of
it.
The object of this enlargement is to enable one end of the box, a, to
;

when

lifted out of the vessel,

be elevated quicker than the other, so that
B, the box will be in an inclined position, and will allow the roots or
other substances to discharge themselves through the hinged discharge
The chain,
door, o, which opens by the pressure of the roots against it.
l, is attached to the end of the box which is to be the most elevated, and
therefore it is wound round the large part of the barrel, whilst the two
other chains, k, are connected to the opposite end of the box, and are
wound round the smaller parts of the barrel. It thus follows that the
chain, r,, will be wound up the quickest, and will consequently elevate
that nid of the box higher than the discharge end. A ratchet and detent,
p, serves to hold the box suspended during the time its contents are
being discharged, q q are inclined boards fixed into the top of the box,
A, to prevent the water from splashing out during the working of the
machine a mouth or opening, however, is left between them for the introduction of the substances to be washed.
When used as a clothes washing machine, or for churning, the loose
In the bottom of the vessel, b, are arinner box, A, is dispensed with.
ranged a number of vertical pins for bidding the clothes, which are
A lid is placed on the top of the tub or
placed loosely between them.
vessel, B, to prevent the water splashing over the sides, and a longitudinal
projecting rib on the under side of the lid rests upon the tops of the pins,
for the purpose of preventing the clothes being washed off.
The violent
agitation of the water against the clothes, produced by the rocking motion of the tub or vessel, B (imparted through the handle), and the constant friction of the clothes against the bottom and sides of the vessel,
effectually cleans them in a very short space of time.
When used as a
churn, the apparatus may be of the same construction as the clothes
washing machine the pins, though not absolutely necessary in churning, may be used if preferred.
The rockers hereinbefore referred to may,
if found desirable, be placed above the vessel to be agitated, such vessel
being suspended from rockers working upon overhead supporting beams,
in place of resting upon the rockers as shown in fig. 1.
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more simple junction

is obtained than has hitherto been accomplished,
According to one
whilst the free expansion of the rail is unimpeded.
arrangement, the patentees prefer using a peculiar form of joint chair,
headed rail or for the single T
suitable either for the ordinary double
headed rail. This chair has a transverse opening made through each
jaw, and is fitted or formed with an internal projecting lip or shoulder,
which serves to hold the ends of the rails steady in their position by
bearing against the web or sides thereof. The rail ends are slotted or
notched transversely to correspond to the transverse opening through
the chair, and a slightly wedge-shaped key or cottar is driven transversely through the chair and through the slots or notches in the rail
ends, by which means they are
held firmly down on to the bed
or rail -bearing surface of the
chair.
The expansion of the
I

rail

allowed

is

for

by making

the slots rather wider than the
key or cottar which passes

through them.

Any

convenient

or well known mode of securing
the rail ends into the chair may
also be used in conjunction with the transverse key or cottar hereinbefore referred to.
If found desirable, two keys or cottars may be used
in place of one
each rail end being held down by a cottar of its own.
Fig. 1 of the accompanying engravings represents a side elevation of
one arrangement of the improved joint chair; fig. 2, a corresponding
plan of the same fig. 3, a transverse section.
A is the joint chair into which are fitted the ends of the double T
headed rails, b b, which are held
firmly against the jaw, c, of
Fit 2.
the chair by means of wooden
wedges, d d
on the opposite
jaw, c l a projection, e, is formed, which serves to keep the
rail ends steady and in proper
position by bearing against the
web or sides thereof.
Under the projection, e, and

—
;

;

,

through an opening,

f,

formed

transversely in the jaws of the
chair a slightly wedge-shaped

key

or cottar, g, is driven,

which

passes through the slot or notch,
h, formed in each of the ends of the rails, such key or cjttar serving to
keep the rails firmly down on to the bed
or rail bearing surface of the chair.
rir.
In another arrangement, in place of
using wedges as in the preceding arrangement the rails are secured to the jaw, c,
by means of bolts and nuts.

In this arrangement are also shown two
keys or cottars in place of one each rail
end being held down by a cottar of its
own.

—

f^
Ift

OIL CANS.

;

John Miller, New Lanark.— Patent dated May

11, 1857.

The

patentee of this invention has introduced a mechanical arrangement
to be applied to oil cans, for the purpose of causing the oil to he expelled
from the spout of the vessel drop by drop. In mills and other establishes.

1.

;

RAILWAY CHAIRS.
and J. Lovatt, Ipswich.
April 22, 1857.

R. Tatlob, R. Wohswick.

Uxder

—Patent dated

these letters patent are secured certain systems or modes of
fastening the ends of the rails of permanent ways, whereby a firmer and

ments where there is a large amount of machinery to lie lubricated, an
enormous waste arises in consequence of the oil flowing too freely from
the spout of the ordinary can. This unnecessary waste of a costly material
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entails a considerable annual loss
proved can is designed to prevent.

upon the

proprietor,,

which the im-

The engrafting with which we have illustrated our abstract is an elevation partially in section of one modification of an. improved oil can or
apparatus for lubricating machinery. The oil can- ou vessel, A, may be
either of the shape therein shown, or of any other suitable configuration.
The vessel is filled with oil or other lubricating matter by means of an
aperture in the upper part of the can, which aperture is closed by means
of a milled head screw cap, which is made to accurately fit the tubular
aperture, and effectually prevent the egress* of" air. At the back of the
oil vessel, a, a metal box, b, is fitted, and to the outer part of this box is
attached the handle, c. The box, b, contains a mechanical arrangement,
by means of which a certain predetermined quantity of air is admitted
The mechanical arrangement consists
to the interior of the oil vessel.
of a barrel spring, by means of which an escapement movement is made
to actuate a valve, which valve alternately opens and closes two tubular
passages, one of which communicates with the external air, and the
other with the inner part of the oil vessel. The main spring is fitted
within the barrel, d, in manner similar to that of an ordinary timepiece
or watch the chain, E, is attached at one end to the barrel, and at the
other to the fusee, f. The fusee gives motion to the pinion, 8, on the
scape wheel, h, and this wheel actuates the anchor escapement, I.
The form of the anchor escapement is more clearly shown in the detail
view, fig. 2 the central portion bulges outwards so as to allow of an
:

;

opening or slot being made therein, which admits of the escapement vibrating on each side of
On the
the spindle of the balance wheel, j.
spindle of the wheel, J, is fixed a small' double
pallet, k, which strikes against the sides of the
opening in the escapement when acted upon by
themotionof the balance. The balance wheel, j,
is similar to that of an ordinary watch, and it is

Fig. 2_

manner by the

actuated in like

reaction of the

hair spring, l. To the upper extremity of the
vertical part of the escapement, i, is fitted a
valve, m this valve forms a small air chamber
The valve, m, is a brass box, and has an aperture of. an oblong shape made in it on its inner
or working side
as the valve moves to and fro
with the motion of the escapement, this opening alternately communicates with the valvular
;

;

..

passages,

N and

o.

The

air passages,

N and

o,

correspond externally with the aperture in the
valve m, and one of them communicates with the interior of the oil vessel, whilst the other air passage, o, is open to the external air.
The
pressure of the main spring unwinds the chain, e, off the fusee, F, the rotatory motion of which actuates the pinion, g, and scape wheel, H.
The
pressure of the scape wheel against the pallets of the escapement moves its
vertical part to and fro, and thereby causes the aperture in the valve or
air chamber, M, to coincide or correspond alternately with one of the air
passages, s or o. By this movement the opening in the valve, M, is
brought over or in coincidence with the air passages, and thus the
chamber of the valve, si, is alternately in communication with the atmosphere and the interior of the oil vessel. When the oil can is tilted
for the purpose of pouring oil from the spout, none will flow on account
of the atmospheric pressure being cut off. The air contained within the
vessel is, however, rarified or attenuated and as the valve, m. vibrates
to and fro, it admits a small quantity of air of the same density as the
external air, and this being greater than that within the vessel, a drop
of oil falls from the spout. As the quantity of air admitted to the oil
;

is regulated by the chamber of the valve, m, the, size of this chamber must be adjusted to the quantity of oil it is desired to impel from
the spout at each vibration of the escapement. The clockwork may
also be arranged by means of a stop motion, so as to be put in action, only
at the moment the vessel is being used for lubricating purposes and

vessel

;

when used

in this

manner, will seldom require winding up.

These

oil cans or vessels may be modified in their arrangement, so
that the air valve may be made to work to and fro in the interior of
the oil vessel, instead of being in the box, B, as shown in the drawing.
In this arrangement the requisite quantity of air is admitted to the valve
chamber as it passes to and fro over an opening made through the oil vessel.
Oil cans or vessels arranged according to these improvements are calculated to economise in the most effective manner, the consumption of oil
as applied to lubricating purposes, the greater portion of which as now
applied is wasted
the consumption of oil for lubricating machinery
forming, in establishments of magnitude, an item of no little importance.

improved

;

265

vapour of zinc with which they are mixed, to pass through a second blast
furnace, into which they are introduced at a short distance from the
tuyeres. After traversing a part of the column of fuel contained in this
furnace, the gases are drawn out and made to traverse a chamber or
series of chambers, in which the metallic zinc is condensed; or else a
single blast furnace of a peculiar construction is employed to produce the
effects obtained by means of the two furnaces above mentioned. This furnace is provided with two sets of tuyeres the one at a short height above
the bottom of the furnace, the other at some distance below the top.

—

The gases produced by the
blast of both sets are made
to issue at an intermediate
height between two sets of

and pass through
a chamber or chambers, as
previously described. The
tu3'eres,

and fluxes are introduced either at the top of
the furnace or below the
upper tuyeres by means of
ducts or shoots.
Cold or
hot blasts may he used with
both arrangements, according to convenience.
ore

Eig. 1 of the illustrative
represents a
vertical
section of one
form of a zinc reducing

engravings

furnace taken along

the

1—2,

in fig. 2. Fig. 2
is a sectional plan of the
line

same.
In fig. 2, A B are two
blast furnaces; the one is
placed at a higher level
than the other, and both
are in communication by
means of the passages, c c,

which open from the upper
part of the furnace, A,.into
the lower portion of the
Similar pasfurnace, b.
sages, d d, communicate'
from the upper part of the
furnace, b, to the upper
portion of the condensing
or cooling chambers, e. The two furnaces, A and b, are supplied, with
either a hot or cold blast by means of the ordinary tuyeres at f.
In effecting the smelting or reducFi ?' 2
tion of the ores of zinc containing
that metal in the state of Oxide such
as calamine, silicate of. zinc, roasted
blende, and Franklinite, the ore is
introduced together with the requisite
fluxes and, fuel (coke or charcoal)
into the, -blast furnace,- A$. and the
furnace c.b;, is charged with coke or
charcoal.' oirlyy and' a flux for its
ashes.
The., gases and vapour of
zinc whiehsare generated in the furnace, A, will pass off in the direction
of the arrows by the passages,
c c, to the second blast furnace, b,
which they -enter at a short distance
above the tuyere* of, such furnace,
and after traversing the column
of incandescent fuel
-

-•

'

-

'

contained in this
furnace above the
mouths of the passages,

c,

densing
e,

REDUCING ZINC ORES.

— Patent dated Jannarij

Chaeles de Bossy, London

29, 1857.

This invention consists essentially in smelting zinc ores in a blast furnace, and causing the gas^s produced in that furnace, together with the
No. 118.— Vol. X.

they will

2 . pass along the passages, D n, which conduct them to cooling
or condensing pipes,
or to the large con-

'""

fig.

chambers,
2.

In. these

chambers the vapours of zinc are condensed, the metal falling on to the
floor of the chambers, which floor is formed in such a maimer as to admit
of the metal being run out at a discharge or tap-hole. The gases pass off
in the direction of the arrows through the escape aperture, h, at the top
of the chambers leading to the chimney or main draught flue.
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details of the
a general description and varieties of the marine engine
marine steam engine, their proportions and uses; the marine boiler, its
general proportions and the principles concerned -in its operation; the
marine boiler, management of the fires and draught the marine boiler,
management of the water and steam; on explosion of steam boilers;
management of engines; use of the expansion valve, indicator, and
dynamometer; Wethered's superheated or "combined" steam; on the
qualities of fuel, with hints for its selection considerations affecting the
consumption of fuel, and general efficiency of steam vessels on the
on the screw propeller remarks on the present position
paddle wheel
of the screw as a propeller; and some tabular matter relating to marine
;

REGISTERED DESIGN.

;

TTPER DRAUGHT CHIMNEY
'if'

'

TOP.

Eegistered for Mr. T. P. Haffnee, Temple Hill,
East Budleigh, Devon.

The

present time is more than usually prolific in
smoke preventive apparatus, and we have here
another to add to our recent illustrations of the
kind.
Our engraving represents Mr. Hafiner's
contrivance in partial sectional elevation, the upper
part of the external casing being removed to show
The cowl or moveable top, A,
the internal details.
turns upon a centre in the usual way, in accordance
with the action of the usual overhead vane. The
passage, e, partly inclined and partlykorizontal, is
for an overhead air current through the. top of the
cowl.
The passage of this current out of the cowl
is supposed to produce an upward draught through
the bod^ef the chimney top and the lower part of
the cowl.
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REVIEWS OF NEW COOKS.
Rudimentary Tkeatise on Marine Exoines and Steam Vessels, together
with Practical Remarks on the Screw Propelling Power, as used
V>y Robert Murray, C.E.
in the Iloyal ami Merchant Navy.
Third
Pp. 237. Plates and woodcuts. Weale.
edition. *8vo.
1858.

We

have often had occasi n to thank Mr. Murray for the convenient aid
which he has afforded to practical engineers in his little volume, and we
now perform the double duty of recommending the third edition of the
fruits of his labours to the notice of engineering men, and congratulating
the unwearied author on his achievement of a well-deserved success. It
is a success which is undeniably the reward of persevering boldness, and
one of those prizes which usually fall to those who have the persevering
courage to claim them.

Looking down the live years' -vista which has been added to the records of time since the issue of the second edition, the author has naturally seen by what stages the matter of the two first editions has fallen
In particular has lie felt how the
into arrcar with practical experience.
rapid advance of screw propulsion has left behind what had previously
been said and done on the subject and he has, therefore, resolutely laboured to bring up his original work to the level of the days in which we
live.
The book comprehends fourteen chapters and an appendix viz.,
;

—

;

;

;

;

engineering.

Amongst the more recent novelties which Mr. Murray discusses is
AVethered's superheated steam. Mr. Wethered's idea is, that if a certain
quantity of common or saturated steam be withdrawn from the boiler
and heated, out of contact with water, to a high abnormal temperature,
and then mixed with a certain quantity of saturated steam, for positive
use in the engine cylinders, a greater power is derivable from it than if
ordinary steam alone were used. On the apparently important results
obtained in different experiments with Mr. Wethered's plans, Mr. Murray very judiciously remarks as follows
" Mr. Atherton gives, for the Black Eagle, 18 per cent, economy of fuel in favour of the
:

combined steam, and for the Dee, 31 per cent. Although these per centagcs arc not so
high as those deduced from either the American or the French experiments, they abundantly show the very great importance of this subject, provided the actual gain can be
thoroughly substantiated. It necessarily follows, from the very nature of the process, that
the worse the boiler on which it is tried, the greater will be the apparent economy attending it, since the increased power is evidently obtained from the vaporisation of the water
particles held in suspension by wet steam (along with the superheating uf the whole
steam), the necessary heat required to effect this being derived from the waste heat
escaping up the chimney. It need scarcely be remarked that in a well constructed marine
boiler the steam leaves it in a comparatively dry state, and that the temperature in the
up-take is so low as scarcely to afford scope for the superheating process; although there
are doubtless multitudes of boilers in which these conditions are not present. Should it
only prove a ready means of improving the steaming cpialities of a bad boiler, there seems
no reason why it should not become extensively useful, the expense attending its application being moderate, hut at the same time we should prefer a boiler which gave off its
steam dry in the first instance, and which had no waste heat to spare for cooking it afterwards. Unless we can be assured that the particular boiler which lias Wen made the
subject of experiment with Wethered's apparatus is in all respects a good and efficient
one according to our present ideas of perfection in a marine boiler, the seeming economy
resulting from the process will be more apparent than real."

—

With a quotation of, and full coincidence with, the author's remarks
on the present condition of the screw propeller, we shall for the present
take leave of him, with the hope that what we now partially discuss may
induce
pages.

many

of our readers to cultivate a closer acquaintance with his

"Notwithstanding the undoubted improvements which have of late years been effected
in the application of the screw propeller, and the experience we have now had of its
operation when applied to different descriptions of vessels under every variety of circumstances, the position which it holds, either as an antagonist to the paddle wheel or as a
Fur ships of the
substitute for the sails of a ship, is still far from being well defined.
Royal Navy its superiority is so unquestionable (bat it were needless to raise any objections to it. In the merchant service, however, it has a harder battle to fight before it can

wholly supplant the paddle wheel.
" To begin with the class of full powered sea-going steamers, it seems that the paddle
wheel is still the favourite on the majority of our mail routes, as on the West Indian and
Transatlantic lines ; while, on the other hand, the screw is supplanting its rival in the
Mediterranean and Indian Ocean. When we consider that the directors of our various
Steamship companies have at their command the best engineering talent, and the greatest
nautical experience, which the country can produce, as well as being themselves deeply
interested in the determination arrived at, we may conclude that there is a reason for this
diversity of opinion; the probable explanation being, that the screw is found to perform
best in the comparatively smooth seas of the Mediterranean and Indian Ocean, and the
paddle wheel best in the long swell and boisterous weather of the Atlantic.
" The worst feature of the paddle wheel in this class of vessel is, the great variation in
the dip, as the coals are expended, which necessarily clogs the wheels at the beginning
Notwithstanding this disadvantage,
of tin/ voyage, and reduces the speed of the vessel.
the paddle steamer, if sufficiently powered, will make a fair average passage in all states
of wind and sea, whilst the screw steamer (owing chiefly to the propeller being placed at
the extreme end of a long vessel) is very much influenced by the state of the weather,
but particularly by the pitching motion of the ship and the roll of the waves, when
steaming against a head wind. This deficiency is more apparent towards the end of the
voyage, as the screw becomes less submerged. Hence it is found, that in a voyage of
ten or twelve days, with light wind and a smooth sea, the screw will probably outstrip
the paddle, and make 'a remarkably fast run,' which will be duly chronicled in the
newspapers; but should it come on to blow hard, with a head sea, the paddle will as
assuredly beatthe screw, and make a tolerable passage besides, while the screw vessel (if
she does not run short of fuel) will probably arrive a day or two after. We believe that
in this way the screw has made itself a reputation for fast passages, although for regularity of arrival, and certainty of a fair average passage in all weathers, we are still inclined to give the preference to the paddle. It is rather a significant fact, that although
the Admiralty are so much in favour of the screw for their war steamers, her Majesty's
new yacht, Victoria and Albert, has been fitted with paddle wheels. Screw steamers, as
hitherto built, are generally uncomfortable vessels for passengers, owing partly to the
vibration of the screw, and partly to their rolling so deep. There is no doubt but that
the wheels of a paddle steamer steady the vessel in a rough sea, by acting as outriggers,
while, by raising the centre of gravity, they soften her movements.
"For full-power steamers making short passages and limited to draught of water (as
such steamers usually are), as well as for the whole class of river steamers, the paddle
wheel is in every respect superior.
" In the case of vessels fitted with auxiliary steam power, the screw is naturally the
best propeller, since it interferes so little with the proper use of the sails. The auxiliary
6crew-ships, which (speaking commercially) have hitherto succeeded best, are vessels of
a moderate tonnage, fitted with engines of about one-horse power to six tons measurement,
and trading with cargo and passengers to the various European and Mediterranean ports.
The larger class of auxiliary screws, especially those trading to Australia and India, have
not hitherto proved very successful but this is rather a financial than an engineering
question. It does appear, however, that the machinery of Australian mail steamers has
;
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inveterate tendency to break down, which is doubtless in part to be attributed to the
great length of the passage preventing those small repairs and adjustments being made,
which are generally found requisite after a run of an average length. The experience we
have now had of such mishaps, will probably show the necessity of increasing the dimensions of all the rubbing surfaces of such machinery, so as to diminish the wear as much as
c-.n

" Screw colliers have hardly realised the expectations formed of them as a commercial
scheme, but the cases of failure may be generally traced to some sufficient cause distinct
from the question of the steam power. This cause is usually to be found in the smallness
and unfitness of the vessel for this particular trade, which demands a combination of
- not easily attainable by one vessel, and certainly never
to be found in any ship
not built expressly for the purpose.
• Screw canal boats have merwith considerable success, not beiug so destructive to the
oks
the canal as paddle-wheel boats, nor requiring so much breadth of lock. It is
now well known, however, that the wave which produces such disturbance on the banks
uf a canal or narrow river after the passage of a steamer, is generated not so much by the
propeller, as by the rapid passage of the boat itself through the water, and is equally proany boat having a velocity of eight or ten miles an hour, whether it be propelled
by steam or horses. The disturbance is much increased in passing through shallow water,
when the boat is said to 'drag the bottom,' a large proportion of the engine power being
then uselessly expended in displacing the water.
"With regard to that anomaly, the Great Eastern, we anticipate an engineering
triumph and a commercial failure.
••
By referring to the table at page 210 in the appendix (the materials for compiling
which have been kindly supplied by Captain Ramsey, E.N., Admiralty Superintendent of
Mail Packets at Southampton), we are enabled to compare at a glance the actual performance of some of the best and largest screw and paddle steamers afloat ; the average speed
of each vessel during her outward and homeward voyage being given, as well as the
knots run by each steamer for one ton of coals consumed. These results show a great
economy in the consumption of fuel in favour of the screw steamers of the Peninsular and
Oriental Company when compared with the paddle steamers of the Royal Mail Company,
bat it must be remembered that the latter are larger and heavier vessels, of greater displacement and earning powers. The number of knots run for each ton of coals (as given
in the table) being irrespective alike of displacement and speed, an allowance must be

ma

It is inle for these essential conditions, in comparing results of different steamers.
resting to observe how well the formula, that ' the speed varies as the cube root of the
fuel), is fulfilled in practice."

power' (or consumption of

The volume throughout betrays careful observations and truthful records, and tells us how closely the author has endeavoured to follow the
footsteps of the good and the wise, whose great aim is pure and absolute
truth.
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experience of engineers, and to deduce useful conclusions from them. With regard
to the benefit of combining the experience of many practical men, an excellent remark
was made by Mr. Scott Russell at the meeting of the ' Mechanical Engineers in Glasgow
last autumn. He said, that in a society of, say one hundred members, a member bringing
the experience of one man gets in exchange the experience of ninety-nine."
tical

'

And

again, on the subject of

practice

economy

as

a characteristic of

scientific

:

were required to state in one word what constitutes the characteristic advantage
and scientific practice iu the useful arts, I should say economy. By economy
do not mean parsimony, or the use of inadequate means towards an end neither do I
"If

I

of skilful
I

;

—

in money only; but economy of means of all sorts
economy of materials,
of power, of time. The fact is, that perfect economy in any operation consists in accomplishing the end proposed by an amount of means just sufficient, without waste. For example, to construct a viaduct with just so much iron as is enough to support the required
load safely, and no more ; or (to go to machinery for an illustration) to drive a machine
by just so much power as is necessary to do the work without waste: that is economy ;
to the attainment of it all our skill should be directed, and I am glad to find that such is
being done every day. Some years ago, however, the case was different. There was then
a period of wild speculation, which wasmostdetrimental to the development of that kind of
skill that leads to economy. For speculation and extravagance lead to the consequence, that
where a structure is required to be strong, it is made so, not by skilful design, but by clumsy
and costly massivencss; and that where a machine is required to perform much work, it
At a
is enabled to do so, not by economical use of power, but by its lavish expenditure.
period of that sort, there is a tendency to neglect economy, and the inevitable result is
the bringing about of a state of public opinion that discourages true skill in the useful
arts. It leads to' a prejudice in favour of structures and machines in proportion to their
At such a period, a line of railcost, irrespective of the results accomplished by them.
way will he regarded as a great undertaking, merely because it has cost a hundred thousand pounds per mile, and a bridge will be looked upon with admiration in proportion to
the number of thousands of tons of superfluous material which it contains. The reaction
parsimony the
after a period of extravagance tends to produce the opposite extreme
using of bad materials, and the attempting to effect ends by inadequate means. But I
have very little to say about a reaction of that kind for parsimony is a fault we very
seldom fall into in this country : it is not in accordance with the British character. I
think the period at which we have now arrived is a period of prudence, when we have
hit the right mean between economy and parsimony, and endeavour to produce all our
results as effectively as possible, and without waste of any kind. In fact we are now arrived at a time when there is every encouragement to form institutious like this, and to
feel confidence that the result of our labours will be appreciated."

mean economy

—

—

—

:

;

.

These remarks are well conceived, and they embody good, honest
views, which will find a fitting resting place in the minds of the members
of the Institution of Engineers in Scotland.

Iiwm'tmos of Engineers rs Scotland, founded in Mat, 1851. On the
Nature and Objects of the Institution: An Introductort Address,
Delivered by the President, Professor W. J. M. jRankine. 8vo.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Glasgow, 1857.

Pp. 11.

MODIFICATION OF DANIELL'S BATTERY.

The

foundation in Scotland, under auspicious initials, of a society for
the discussion of practical engineering, according to the admitted fashion
of our times, must be reckoned as a somewhat stirring event, even in
these days of industrial stir, and tumultuous progress in the arts of life.
It shows that the southern societies of a kindred nature have not supplied the ambitious wants of the Glasgow engineers, and their still more
northern brethren and it appears likely to prove that the mechanical
men of Scotland are well able to conduct such debating assemblies for
themselves, in the- style which will be required of them as men of naturally restless independence, great professional transactions, and the inThe infant society is forheritors of well-deserved engineering iame.
tunate, too, in having Mr. Rankine for its first presidential guide for to
high scientific attainments, he adds that power, without which all knowledge is practically useless the power of energy and persevering devotion to what he undertakes.
In his opening address, the perusal of which in its printed form has caused
us to notice the new institution here, he has detailed the objects of the
association with great force and clearness, reminding the members that
they are brought together by its bond, for the especial improvement of
practice.
He says:
;

;

illustrations represent a modification of Daniell's
constant battery which I have recently designed and found to be very
advantageous, and an improvement in several respects upon the old form.
Fig. 1. is a sectional elevation, quarter size, of a single cell when in
action and fig. 2 is a plan of the same with the top crossbar removed.
description without reference to letters will explain its construction.
It consists of an external jar of glass or glazed earthenware, in the
centre of which is placed a porous earthenware diaphragm.
The annular space between the two, contrary to the ttsual custom,
contains the dilute sulphuric acid and amalgamated zinc, supported upon

The accompanying

;

A

—

"

We

from the Institution of Civil Engineers, and from the InstituEngineers, by combining- those two brandies, as well as mining engineerand iron shipbuilding and I think that combination is a most judicious
In former times, we could draw a line between civil engineering and meThere was a time when civil engineering was confined to works in
ehanicsfl engineering.
stone, earth, and timber, and when the use of iron was restricted to the purposes of the
mechanical engineer. But now, iron has become so important a material in the great
works of civil engineering that the two branches have been very much assimilated, and
it U difficult to draw the line where one pursuit ends and the other begins; and the same
may be said of various other branches of engineering. It is on this account that the
included amongst its members civil engineers, mechanical engineers,
riders, and iron shipbuilders.
"The object of this society i- the advancement of engineering and practical mechanics,
of the meral>ers informed of what is being done elsewhere by other
by enabling each one of our members to have the benefit of the experience
The advancement of engineering and practical mechanics comes from experimental kr -" tge. Experiments are of two kinds: First, those which are made exiting the properties of some particular material, or ascerme particular phenomenon, and which are intended for exing more. Few men engaged in practical engineering have time
al to carryon such experiments as these, and the leisure necessary
-':: most part, confined to a very limited number of persons. The
are distinguished
I

ttfaanical

ing, founding,

;

-

.

—

.

)

i

.

.

3e which occur incidentally in the course of pracr
are brought to light, but which often pass unreno use to the great, body f scientific and practical men.
may, indeed, be ofuse to the individual who observes them; but
[recorded, the benefit to be derived from them i-^ lost to the
ipris

:

i

m

r

large.

One
.1-

of the objects of this institution is to collect and
which uccur incidentally in thecourse of the prac-

three gutta percha legs, and the interior of the diaphragm contains the
solution of sulphate of copper, which is maintained in a state of saturation by solid crystals of the sulphate itself, contained in an upright
gutta percha cup in the centre, which is closely perforated throughout
with small holes about a quarter of an inch in diameter.
The negative element consists of a hollow cylinder of thin sheet-copper, having upon its circumference longitudinal radial blades of the same
metal, as seen in the plan. These blades are slightly soldered to the
cylinder, from which a couple of stout wires proceed to the baked wood
crossbar above, one of them terminating in a binding screw.
The zinc element has also two similar wires as shown, and is formed
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into a cylinder, and amalgamating it
All the wires, especially where they are soldered to the
afterwards,
metals, as well as the outside of the zinc cylinder, should be well waxed
or varnished.
It will be seen that although the ©opper is placed in the interior of the
diaphragm, its peculiar conformation causes its superficial area to be
much greater than that of the zinc, while the area of this latter also is
double what it would be in a cell of the same size upon the ordinary
When it is desired to discontinue the action it is readily effected
plan.
by raising, by means of the crossbar, both metals from their respective
fluids, placing a disc of wood upon the mouth of the jar, and depositing

by bending a sheet of the metal

them upon the top

of

it.

In this way the solutions need never be disturbed, and the battery as
always ready at a moment's notice, and as instantaneously thrown out

Henry

of action.

Ttjrton..

great cost of material.

January

To have the prism

1,

entire, a crystal of spar is required,

1858.

whose

longitudinal ridges are at least equal to three times one of the equal sides which termi-

nate the bases.

The

piece

is

then cut from the acute angle to the obtuse angle by an

in-

clined plane of 38 degrees on the plane of their bases, and perpendicular to that of their

the two surfaces thus obtained are polished and cemented together with
Canada balsam. When a parallelepiped thus prepared is placed on a uniformly lighted
field, upon looking through the prism, a field of polarisation is seen contained between
two curved bands one red, the other blue which correspond with the direction of the
limits according to which the ordinary and extraordinary ray is transmitted. These bands
comprise an angular space of 32 degrees, which makes of the prism an analyser, applicable
in all cases where the inclination of the ray, which it is desired to observe simultaneously,
does not exceed 32 degrees. But this angular extent of the field of polarisation, which
is sought for in the prism, considered as an analyser, no longer presents the same in-

diagonals;

—

terest

—

when the apparatus

the part of simple polariser; for then the action

is to fill

desired to be produced acts only, in general, on a pencil of light nearly parallel.

So that

there will be an advantage, in similar circumstances, in increasing the extent of the

Whitehaven, December, 1857.

when the consequence would be

transverse dimension of the prism, even
duction in the extent of the angular

question, 1 have in effect discovered, that

PROCEEDINGS OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.

we can modify

considerably diminish the length without injury to

it

a certain re-

Reflecting on the data of the

field in polarisation.

the prism in

its cut,

as a polariser.

so as to

I take then a

whose longitudinal ridges equal only five quarters of one of the
and divide it at an inclined section of 59 degrees on the plane of the
bases, and th.e new surfaces being polished, I put the two pieces in their natural
position without fastening them. I take care to preserve between the new surfaces a
little space, where the air penetrates, and which, with the proper incidence, determines
the entire reflection of the ordinary ray. Looking through a rhomb thus prepared
in other respects mounted like ,a Nicol's prism
there is still discovered an angular
field of polarisation
but tbe index of refraction of air being considerably below those
of the two rays propagated by the spar, .complete polarisation only takes place in an
parallelopiped of spar,

TWENTY-SEVENTH MEETING OF THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION
FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE.
"We continue our abridged report of the papers read
Section A.

at this meeting.

—

Mathematical and Physical Science.

a law of temperature depending upon lunar influence," by Mr. J. P.
Harrisson.
" On the surface of centres of an ellipsoid," by the Rev. G. Salmon.
" Secular variations in lunar and terrestrial motion from the influence of tidal
action," by Mr. D. Vaughan, of Cincinnati, Ohio.
" On the light of suns, meteors, and temporary stars," by Mr. D. Vaughan,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
" On the discovery of the asteroid, No. 46, on the 17th of August, 1857, by
Mr. Pogson, at Oxford," by Dr. Lee.
This discovery was made under considerable difficulties and discomforts. Mr. Pogson
"

sides of the bases.,

On

has for some time been engaged at his leisure hours, and after his public duties at the
noble Radcliffe Observatory were terminated, in making maps of stars in the region near
the ecliptic, and by a course of systematic investigation he discovered, in 185G, the planet
by these means, with the equatorcal in the Radcliffe Observatory. This pre-

;

extent of eight degrees, and the

field it

presents

The new combination then does
formation of a good analyser; but when
bands.

solar light,

the

thin

whose extreme rays have an

stratum of

air

and

its

the elements of such a pencil.

all

.not
it

is

found comprised between two red

is

fulfil

the .conditions necessary to

inclination but of half a degree, the prism, with

eight degrees of

field,

This kind of polariser

more
is

—

am p but with the assistance of Mrs. Pogson, who wrote down the chronometer times as
he called them out, in order that his eye might not be troubled with turning from the
eye-piece of his telescope to a paper. On the evening of the 16th of August, whilst
sweeping for variable stars, a stranger appeared in the telescope which was not in Mr.
]

map of stars, and it was, therefore, strictly examined, and this led to its detecand the evening being most favourable for observation, after a series of three
courses of observations, it was found to be a planet. It was situated between Beta and
Pogson's
tion;

Ti Capricorni, in hour 20.

The planet was seen again

in the

evening of the 22d of August

with the Radcliffe equatorcal, but exceedingly faint; and on the evening of the 23d,

was again seen with the Smythiau

refractor,

and

it

appeared but a very

little

it

fainter

with the latter than with the former*

" On the results of measurements of Gamma Virginis for the epoch 1857," by
Admiral Smyth communicated by Dr. Lee.
The fine double star, Gamma Virginis, to which Admiral Smyth has for some years devoted much attention, is one of the most remarkable specimens of a binary system in the
;

It has been very assiduously watched by the best astrometers of the
motions so clearly ascertained, as to offer sufficient phenomena to induce a
conviction, that the Newtonian law of gravitation obtains in the remote stellar regions.
Besides the Hartwell observations, this epoch 1S57 has been also watched by others.

sidereal regions.

age,

"

and

its

the electro-dynamic induction machine,"

On

by the Rev.

Prof. Callan, of

Maynooth College.
The author discovered

the induction coil

in 1836, but in 1837 he devised an instrument

for getting a rapid succession of electrical currants

from the

coil,

and thus he had com-

pleted the coil in 1S37, as a machine by which a regular supply of electricity might be

He now proceeded

furnished*

to lay before the association the results of a long series of

experiments on the induction machine,
11

J.

On improvements

in Grove's battery," exhibited

and described by Prof. G.

Stoney.

W.

Rundell.
" Tables bo simplify and render more general the method of finding the time,
by observing eircumpolar stars in the same vertical," by Mr. C. Thomson;
communicated by Sir W. R. Hamilton.
" On a new polariser, resulting from a modification of Nicol's prism," by M.
Leon Foucault.

in

some respects

prefer-

able to the Nicol's prism, provided that the reflection of the ordinary ray takes place under

an incidence which sends
faces; this ray has

it back almost normally to the intersection of its two lateral
no tendency to issue by the base and confound itself, as in the

prism, with the extraordinary ray.

Also,

when

the material of the spar

is

very pure,

it

ac-

complishes the extinction of the pencil produced by an analyser in a complete manner on
the whole extent of the transmitted pencil.

employed as

polariser, the

new form

where the prism is
more
the mass of spar.

It is likely that in cases

will be preferred, since it produces an effect

complete, at the same time economising nearly two-thirds of

" On a method

for determining whether the luminiferous vibrations are paror perpendicular to the plane of polarisation," by the Abbe Moigno.
" On the effect of wind on the intensity of sound," by Prof. G. G. Stokes.
u On the colour of salts in solution, each constituent of which is colour," by

allel

Dr. Gladstone.
" On the theory of astronomical observations, and on some related questions,"
Prof. Boole.
11
On the centering the lenses of compound object-glasses of microscopes,"
by Sir D. Brewster.
" On the effects of heat on the colour of dissolved salts," by Dr. Gladstone.
'* On certain additions to the integral calculus," by Prof. Boole.
''On the algebraic couple and the equivalents of indeterminate expressions,"
by C. J- Hargrave.
14
On infinite angles and on the principle of mean values," by Mr. Hargrave.
" On"the variation in the quantity of rain due to the moon's position in reference to the plane of the earth's orbit," by Mr. C. Eulbrook.
" On the lcosian calculus," by Sir W. R. Hamilton.

by

This calculus

is

entirely distinct from that of quaternions,

concerned are imaginary.

The author explained

and

in it

none of the roots

the leading features of the

new

calculus,

and exemplified its use by an amusing game, wbjch he called the lcosian, and which he
had been led to invent by it a lithograph of which he distributed through the section,
and examples of what the game proposed to be accomplished were lithographed in the
margin, the solutions being shown to be exemplifications of the calculus. The figure was
the projection on a plane of tbe regular pentagonal dodecahedron, and at each of the
angles were holes for receiving the ivory pins with which the game was played.

—

"

On

J. P.

" Magnetic experiments made on hoard the Great Eastern steamer," bv Mr.

than, suffices to polarise

even

Isis (No. 42)

sent planet, No. 4G, was discovered by him with the aid of a similar star-map, but at his
private residence, and in a small garden in the open air, and with the aid of a common

the

only required to polarise a pencil of

"

the origin and elimination of Euclid's

i

reductio ad absurdum, "
1

by Prof.

Hennessy.

a proposal for the establishment of an uniform reckoning of time in connection with the telegraph," by Mr. J. J. Murphy.
"On certain planetary perturbations, and on a new perturbation of Encke's
comet," by the Rev. W. E. Penny.
" Fourth report on earthquakes," by Mr. R, Mallet.
" On the grand currents of atmospheric circulation," by Mr. J. Thomson.
" On improvements in the optical details of reflecting telescopes and equatorcal instruments," by Mr. T. Grubb.

On

the prism becomes expensive on account of the scarcity of the beautiful specimens of the

The author stated, that while the Earl of Rosse, by his achievements, had placed beyond doubt the practicability of producing specula for reflecting telescopes at once as
perfect as could be desired, and as large as could be made practically useful, the achromatic object-glass had received but little increment of size; and though the Messrs.

cut adopted for the construction of the prism entails necessarily a

Chance, of JJirmingham, had produced a pair of discs of optical glass of twenty-nine

When
moans

is

it is

proposed to polarise

in a

complete manner a pencil of white light, the best

to recur to Nicol's prism; but if a pencil of a certain

sp;u of Iceland.

The

volume

is

to be acted on

January
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inches diameter, vet these had been allowed to be transferred to another country, where
the work of forming them into an object-glass was still to be effected. Four years had

elapsed since the production of these discs, and the refracting telescope

may now

sidered as being completely distanced in size by its competitor, the reflector.

be con-

The two

points of admitted inferiority of the reflector being, a greater liability to tarnish than
glass,

and

The author had

less intrinsic brilliancy of the reflected pencil of light.

suc-

ceeded (so far as the small speculum of the reflecting telescope is concerned) in entirely
obviating the former objection and of very much lessening the other. The author ex-

—

plained why, instead of using this reflector in its simplest form

—he

equal thickness silvered on one side

viz.,

that of a lens of

compound

preferred an achromatised

of

two

cemented and silvered, and exhibited such a compound, which he stated had, on
trial, performed perfectly.
" Outline of a theory of the structure and magnetic phenomena of the globe,"

lenses,

by Mr.

J.

Drummond.
Chemicai, Science.

W.

C

'

for the production of the

two places in Ireland.

gas have been recently erected, and are in actual operagood, and its cost, as stated to him

The gas produced was

duced, and that

its

cost being so very small

thoughout Ireland, and

it

in its production there

should ultimately be extensively used

was one-third

of charcoal.

coloured confectionery," by Dr. M'Xamara.

The author drew

the attention of the section to the large quantity of highly poisonous

He

colouring matters employed in the manufacture of confectionery.

He

manner

referred to cases

which these substances are coloured by vegetable colouring materials of a harmless nature, and suggested
that a list of such colours should be compiled by parties competent to the task, from

of deaths resulting from this practice.

alluded to the

which alone confectioners should be permitted

I

about half way across the Desert, towards

Suez, and back again, as an easy morning's ride, over that portion of the railroad which

was obvious, from the character of the country, that the
and cheap construction, and I was assured that the
remainder of the line presented no more formidable obstacles. It was therefore very evident
had then been completed.

was

It

of comparatively easy

to natives

and Europeans, and on terms

beasts of burden.

sufficiently

moderate to admit of the agricultural

themselves, but also of conveying their goods and

it

To English passengers, whether going

present railroad offers a most convenient and expeditious
ties will

when

be materially increased

tiie

railroad

arrangements

is

to or returning

mode

from India, the

These

of transit.

facili-

continued to Suez, where the energy

for the

accommodation of passengers and

To many who may regard mere ease and despatch as of the chief importance, such a means of transport must be highly valuable but when it is remembered that
a large number of travellers must be solicitous to take advantage of their proximity to
merchandise.

by a gentleman who was using it, less than two shillings, the thousand cubic feet. He
stated that from one single pound weight of common peat an hour's light may be pro-

On

three quarters, including a good half hour spent in crossing the Nile in a steamboat.
likewise performed the journey from Cairo

of the Viceroy is accelerating the

Murray.
" On illuminating peat gas," by Mr. R. L. Johnson.

"

R. Sullivan.
" On the routes of communication between England and India," by MajorGen. Chesney.
"On the isthmus of Suez," by Dr. T. Hodgkin; communicated by Dr. Norton Shaw.
I went by the railway from Alexandria to Cairo in the short space of three hours and

peasantry not only travelling by

" Suggestions towards a more systematic nomenclature for organic bodies,"
foster.
by G.
" On the effects of alum in panification," by Dr. Odling.
41
On the choice of annual compared with perennial fertilisers," by Sir J.

"Works

W.

that this route between the two seas will furnish the greatest facilities of transport both

the determination of the nitrates of plants," by Prof.

E. Sullivan.

tion, in

" On some measurements of different races in India and the High Asia," by
Herr H. Schlagintweit.
" On the influence which physical characteristics exert upon the language
and mythology of a people as a means of tracing the affinities of races," by Prof.

railroad

Section B»

"On a process for
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in

He gave a sketch

to select their colours.

;

many interesting and stupendous works of ancient art which Egypt presents,
and who would deplore being in sight of Alexandria, Damietta, and Suez, without
the

drinking of the Nile and visiting the pyramids,

it can scarcely be imagined that a course
which must exclude these objects can have the preference. On the other hand, it is
urged that a ship-canal across the isthmus must economise time and labour, by enabling

passengers and merchandise from any European port to proceed at once to Eastern AfChina, and Australia, without the detention of land-carriage and reshipment.
These objects are represented as being of so great importance to the all -engrossing inrica, India,

terest of

commerce, that

lished, all the comforts

Hence

vain.

it

if

these pre-eminent advantages could be satisfactorily estab-

and interest of the Cairo route would present their attractions in

will be seen that the determination of the question

mainly turns upon

of such, and exhibited some beautifully coloured confectioner}', in which such colouring

the cost at which the ship-canal in this part of the world can be formed, and on the cur-

matter had been detected. These confections he had for some time in his possession,
and their colours did not appear to have faded. In conclusion, he cautioned the public
against buying any confectionery in which green or blue colours exist, as such colours

rent expenses required to maintain

are probably produced by poisonous agencies.

" On the specific gTavity of chloride of nitrogen, with some remarks upon its
action on alcohol," by Mr. Alphonse Gages.
"On some of the properties of carbonised peat moss, in its uses chemically
and medicinally," by Mr. J. W. Rogers.
" On urea as a direct source of nitrogen in vegetation," by Prof. Cameron.
K On the chemical properties of the potato, and its uses as a general article of

commerce
The

if

properly manipulated," by Mr. J.

object of the paper

was

to

W.

show that the matter

Rogers.

of the potato

was

in reality equal

dry matter of wheat, whilst the quantum of food produced from
a given quantity of land was nearly four times that produced from wheat. He exhibited
some interestidg specimens of the production of the potato in meal, flour, &c, and gave
in nutritive value to the

the following results of analysis^
Gluten.

Starch.

Components of the potato per cwt
~
Do.
of wheat
,

And gave the

fallowing important fact as tj the

Oil.

lbs.

lbs.

lbs.

84-077
73-199

14-818
17*536

1-104
4"265

quantum

of food from an acre of land

Starch.

Gluten.
lbs.

lbs.

604
Dry matter of potato
3,427
45
825
Dry matter of wheat
185
45
" On the composition of the iron ores of the Leitrim coal field, with some remarks on the advantages of that district for the manufacture of iron," by Mr.
1'. Bnchan.
" On the purification of large towns by means of dry cloaca?," by Dr. Lloyd.
'.

Section D.

Zoology axd Botany, including- Physiology.

Dr. Daubeny read a paper "
I

On

vegetable teratology," from Mr. F. Maxwell

.

Dr. Steele read a paper from Prof. Buckman, " On the specific characters of
Crocus tuberosusJ
- On the forms of diatomacea found in chalk," by the Rev. E. OTHeara.
Mr. Niven read a paper' on practical horticulture, entitled, "On the importance of a thorough understanding of the root principle in the cultivation of
trees." The paper was illustrated by apple-trees, pear-trees, and fruit.
1

Section E.

Geography and Ethnology.

Mr. TV. Ogilby, F.L.S., read a paper " On the dispersion of particular kinds
of domestic animals as connected with the great ethnological divisions of man-

" On the possible migrations and variations of the
man race," by Admiral FitzKoy.

"

earlier families of the hu-

to

he at

all

times available; for the

difficulty of

keeping

it

in

working order.

A

Economic Science and Statistics.

census of the province of Canterbury,

New

Zealand," by Mr. H. J.

Porter.

The

total population of

Canterbury

is

as follows

:

—Males, 2,196;

females, 1,699

;

total,

Of that number there were, English, 3,390; Scotch, 314; Irish, 162; French, 67
German, 24; other nations, 38. The number of professing members of the Church of
3,895.

;

England, 3,225; Jtoman Catholic, 111; other denominations, 559; sick and infirm, 21;

Sunday and day

total at

schools, only 294; dwellings of stone

and

brick, only 2; of

wood,

365; of other materials, 181; stock of sheep, 99,245; of cattle, 6,363; of horses,'o9G; of
pigs, 4,391. It appeared from Mr. Porter's paper, which accompanied the statistical tables,

more males than females, causing a great
and that it would have required 100 more females to give one domestic
to each family, who, if resident in England, would require such aid; that the paucity of
stone buildings only two in the whole province was caused by the frequency of earthquakes that the few sick and infirm proved the salubrity of the climate and that the
failure of the Canterbury Association scheme may be accounted for by the attempt to form
a class settlement of one religious persuasion alone, and by the early expenditure of twothirds of the land sales on secular purposes, which were intended, for church and educational purposes. Mr. Porter's opinion, after a residence of twelve months in the province
that in a population under 4,000 there were 500

want

of females,

—

—

;

;

is,

that labourers will find

it

a good country for emigration, but the higher classes had

better remain at home.

"
"

kind."

a condition

" On the relation between the newly-discovered Acadian language and the
Indo-European, Semitic, and Egyptian languages," by the Rev. Dr. Hincks.
" On the sources and origin of human races and their languages, more especially the Celtic," by Dr. W. Macdonald.
"On the influence of the gulf-stream on the climate of Ireland," by Prof.
Hennessy.
" On the surnames of the Irish, their meanings, and various changes since
the arrival of the English," by Dr. O'Donovan.
" On the identification of one of the rivers mentioned by Ptolemy in his description of Ireland," by the Rev. Prof. Graves.
Mr. Fergusson read Mr. Hopkin's paper " On the gulf-stream."
" Ou the proposed enlarged scale of the ordnance survey, considered in its
merits with reference to our conventional land measures, suggesting decimal
subdivisions of the land," by Mr. P. Gale.

Section F.

'

lbs.

subsequent

:

Oil.

it in

answer the total outlay, must be kept sufficiently low for it to serve the interests
both of the merchants and of the canal proprietors. The author then proceeded to point
out the enormous expense of such a canal, the difficulties attending its execution, and the
canal, to

On his car establishment in Ireland," by Mr. C. Bianconi.
On the advantages arising from the improvement of tidal rivers

by the state of the Clyde," by Dr. Strang.
Though the area drained by the river above Glasgow

as exempli-

fied

is

730 square miles, and sends
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down water
uf nature

lias

having only about two

1768,

till

appliances,

This

in floods to the extent of 33,385 cubic feet per second, it

it

feet

By

depth of water.

remained

been accomplished,

stream and cause

it to

first,

deepen

by placing

itself

by

its

jetties on its sides,

own

8 feet; secondly, by connecting these jetties

whereby

by

the depth to 15 feet;

and, fourthly, by the combined action of the dykes, deepening

of 18 feet water at neap,

traffic,

an

artificial river

and 20 at spring

tide.

has been got at this moment of a depth

With

respect to the harbour of Glasgow,

changes had been equally marked. In 1800, the whole quay was limited to a few
hundred yards; now it extends to about two miles and a half, leaving an extent of harbour
of upwards of GO acres. From these causes the number of vessels arriving at the harbour
its

of Glasgow has increased from 11,505, with a tonnage of 696,261, in 1828, to 17,960, with a

"While in 1828 there was not a steamer above 100 tons at
tonnage of 1,612,681, in 1857.
the harbour, now such vessels as the Persia of 3,600 tons sail down the river. Thccost
of the vast improvements made from 1770 to July, 1856, has been L.2,527,199. The revenue collected during the same period has been L.1,603,219, the annual revenues being
The debt of the Clyde Trust is about L.92,000, conin 1771, L.1,046; in 1857, L.82,797.

-rqmiiily a large portion of what
following commercial results

The

whereas

may be called real capital has been paid out of revenue.
may be mainly attributed to the improvement of the

Before these operations were begun, Glasgow had

Clyde navigation.

aggregate value of exports from

in 1854 the

its

little

or no trade,

harbour was L.4,905,557.

hi aggregate tonnage of 168,000 tons, which, with the marine-engines

same

period, involved the

commencement

made during

year L.1,319,720.

the

enormous cost of nearly L.5,000,000 sterling. Previous to the
Glasgow had only 24,000 inhabitants now she

of the river improvements,

can count 420,000, whilst

its

;

annual rental, which in 1750 was only a few thousands, was

The improvements on the Clyde have given a most decided im-

pulse to the opening up and working of the rich fields of minerals by which Glasgow

is

L .4, 900,000, and
wages to the amount

surrounded, and whicli produced in 1855 from coal and iron alone nearly

gave employment
of L.l, '.175,919.

So

to 233,912 persons,

much

have proved equally

for

Post-office

was only

L.1,311

;

who

Glasgow.

beneficial.

L.125, whereas last year they

received for their labour

In a national point of view, these

improvements

In 1796 the customs duties levied at Glasgow were only

amounted
in 185G,

to L.718,855.

In 1781 the revenue of the Glasgow

with a penny postage,

it

reached L.64,958.

In one

word, while the taxes paid into the public treasury through the city of
the Clyde improvements

Glasgow before
commenced were, comparatively speaking, nothing, the various
year
less
there last
reached no
a sum than L.2,800,000, or about

frown revenues collected
l-25th part of the whole revenue of the country.

On

the statistics of crime in Ireland from 1842 to 1856," by Mr. J.

On

competition at the bar," by Prof. Leslie.
professional incomes," by the same.
the economical, educational, and social importance of open and public

M. Wil-

son.
*

"

hi

(

On

competitive examinations," by Mr. E. Ghadwick.
41
On the aeceBsity of prompt measures for the suppression of intemperance,"

Haughton.
'"On the effect of good and bad times on committals to prison," by Mr. H.Clay.
11
On the dependence of moral and criminal on physical conditions of populations,
by Mr. E. Chadwick.
" On the influence of inadequate or perverted development in the production
of insanity, disease, want, and crime," by Dr. H. M'Cormac.
" in criminal statistics," by Mr. J. C. Symons.
11
Id the census of Sydney, New South Wales," by Mr. H. J. Porter.
" On the application of the decimal scale in the construction of maps," by Mr.
by Mr.

1

J.

'

(

(

J. Yates.

" On the use of prime numbers in English measures, weights, and coinage,"
by the same.
l>r. Hancock read a paper, by Mr. Richard H. Walsh, " On equitable villages
in America,"
Mr. John Locke read a paper "On the Incumbered Estates Commission," in
which he described the bcrrcticial effects of its jurisdiction in Ireland, and applying the conclusions to the question of facilitating sale and transfer of all
real estate, whether incumbered or unincumbered, not only in Ireland, but also
This would have the effect of applying the principles of free
in Great Britain.
trade to* land as far as they were capable of being adapted to the circumstances
of immoveable property.
" On the money grants of the British Association," by Prof. Phillips.
" Sketch of the rise, progress, and present prospects of popular education in
Ireland," by Mr. J. W. Kavanagh, head inspector of national schools.
" Suggestions of statistical inquiry on the influence of the constructive type
of ships on the economy of mercantile transports," by C. Atherton.
On the registration of births, deaths, and marriages in Ireland," by Mr. A.
'

11

Moore.

"On the apprenticeship system in reference to the freedom of labour," by
Mr, Napier, of Glasgow.
"Od the prevention uf crime," by W. II. Jemison.
The hour of adjournment having nearly arrived, the following papers were
considered as read, namely:
" Report on the criminal statistics of this and certain foreign countries," by

Mr.

On
On

agricultural and manufacturing industry," by Trot". J. P. Hennessy.
deferred annuities," by Mr. Uadogan Williams.

W. M.

Tartt.

Mechanical Science.

Section G.

" Report on the development of heat in agitated wafer," by Mr. G. Rennie.
Mr. Rennie, in alluding to his former papers on the subject, read before the section
s
1

year, at Cheltenham, stated that the subject of the mechanical or

dynamic

,i

force required

given quantity of water one degree of Fahrenheit had long been the object of
the research of philosophers, ever since Count Rnmford, in his celebrated experiments on
to raise a

the evolution of heat in boring guns

when surrounded by

proved the power

ice or water,

required to raise one pound of water oue degree, and which he valued at the dynamic
equivalent of 1,0341b. M. Moya was the first who' announced that heat was evolved

The second was Mr. Joule, who announced that heat was evolved
by water passing through narrow tubes, and by this method each degree of heat required
from agitated water.

mechanical force of 770

lb.
Subsequently in 1845 and 1847 he arrived
These experiments had since been confirmed by
other philosophers on the Continent. In the present paper Mr. Rennie stated that his
attention was called to the subject by observing the evolution of heat by the sea in a
storm, by the heat from water running in sluices. He therefore prepared an apparatus

for its evolution a

at a dynamical equivalent of 772 lb.

similar to a patent churn,
scale.

30 large ship-building yards, which in 1853-4 constructed no less than 266 vessels, having

k

"

Pre-

vious to 1801 her registered ships were nil; in 1856 they amounted to 563, with a tonnage of 204,331. Formerly no ships were built on the river; now there are no fewer than

"

the proportion of marriages at different ages of the sexes," by Mr. S.

;

machines, and steamboat

1859.

depth of 10

and thereafter by raising them to full-tide dykes, a depth of 11$ feet thirdly, by the
combined processes of dredging and steara navigation prior to 1839, which augmented

"

"

to contract the

half-tide parallel dykes, a

1,

Browne.

flow and scour; this obtained a depth of

feet,

last

"On

different engineering

has been rendered navigable for vessels drawing twenty feet of water.

January

" On cottage gardening and labourers' holdings," by Mr. Niven.

in a state

somewhat

similar to that adopted by Mr. Joule, but on a large

In the first case he experimented on fifty gallons, or 500 lb. of water, inclosed in

a cubical box, and driven

by a steam engine instead

height, as in Mr. Joule's experiment

inclosed in a box.

The

;

of a

weight falling from a given

secondly, on a smaller scale, by 10 lb. of water

large machine or churn was driven at a slow velocity of eighty-

eight revolutions per minute, and the smaller machine at the rate of 232 revolutions per

minute, so that the heat given off by the water in the large box was only at the rate of
three and a half degrees per hour, including the heat lost by radiation

;

whereas the heat

evolved by the ten gallons of water contained in the small box agitated at 232 evolutions

was

fifty-six

Thus

degrees Fahrenheit per hour.

the temperature of the water in the

was raised from sixty degrees to 144 degrees, and the temperature of the water
box to boiling point. As an illustration, an egg was boiled hard in six
minutes. The mechanical equivalent in the first case was found to approximate nearly
to that of Mr. Joule, but iu the latter case it was considerably above his equivalent,
arising, very probably, from the difficulty of measuring accurately the retarding forces.
large box

in the small

" On the form of entrances to tidal basins," by Mr. B. Stoney.
On examining" the entrances of the numerous floating docks and tidal basins which had
been constructed up to the present period, it was found impossible, owing to the great
variety of their form, to reduce the principles upon which they appeared to have been

constructed to any one definite or precise rule. Some dock entrances were formed at right
angles to the river, a few sloping upwards against the stream, and others again sloping
downwards, which latter form tends not only to prevent deposits, but greatly facilitates
the entrance and departure of vessels. He objected to the entrance being at right angles
to the stream, on the ground that, though equally adapted for vessels coming from the
interior of the country or from the sea, the number of vessels which entered a dock from
the upper part of the river bore a very small proportion indeed to those whose

seawards.

It

was usual

which was parallel

to place the entrance at or

traffic

was

near the centre of the duck or basin,

but when the entrance was thus placed, vessels lying at

to the river;

either side of the entrance had to be warped, at a considerable expense of time and labour

The

into a suitable position for passing through.

ing a dock or tidal basin were

may

—

—

1.

chief points to be aimed at in construct-

Facility of ingress or egress.

Economy

2.

Freedom from

silting

quay room and 4. Facilities for the land
These requisites were, he believed, in a great
traffic in connection with the shipping.
measure fulfilled in the form of basin and entrance which he now advocated, viz., a
lozenge, or trapezium, or rectangle, whose width was equal to the breadth of two vessels
up.

To

these

be added

3.

of

;

together, with sufficient space between

them

from 350 to 400 feet between the walls

for vessels of ordinary length.

for another vessel to turn

with

facility,

say

The entrance was

at the lower end, and sloped so that a ship or steamer could pass from the

river into the

dock without warping, or any such annoyance and delay. Similarly on leaving, a vessel,
when once her head was turned round, could pass through with as much ease as at
entrance, and without risk of being carried by the current against the lower pier head.

On Macadamised roads," by Mr. Frith.
" On the tangent wheel as a hydraulic motor," by Mr. G. Molesworth.
" On improvements in iron and steel, and their application to railway and
other purposes," by Mr. J. W. Dodds.
" Report on the collapse of tubes," by Mr. W. Fairhairn.
Mr. J. C. Dennis, of Loudon, read a paper from Mr. J. Hartnupp, " On con41

movement of ordinary clocks by galvanic currents."
Mr. Wright read a memorandum, by Admiral Moorsom, " On the want of
facts respecting the performance of vessels at sea."
11
On superheated steam," by Mr. J. Wetherhead, United States.
" Reports on statistics of life-boats," by Mr. Henderson.
Mr. B. Mallett read a paper " On the construction of thirty-six inch mortars
made by order of her Majesty's Government."
tl
Improvements in artillery," by Capt. Blakeley.
trolling the

The author proposes

to

strengthen guns with wire or wrought-iron so put on that

the outer portion shall take as

much

strain as the inner, not as iu cast-iron, less in pro-

portion to the square of the distance from the centre.

He mentioned

the results of some

experiments, which showed a great increase of strength compared with cast-iron or brass.
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Continuation of report read in 1853, on the rise, progress, and present position of steam navigation in Hull," by Mr. J. Oldham.
to the importance of regulating the speed of marine engines," by Mr. T.
I

Silver.

" On eoal-buming engines," by Mr. J. Beattie.
" Description of the Boyne viaduct," by Mr. J. Barton.
The author

illustrated his observations

as follows

:— Height above high

water, 90 feet

;

The dimensions

;

the effect of the resistance of water to an extended cable," by Mr. A.
S. Hart.
" On the submarine electric telegraph cable," by Mr. A. Balestrini.
" PJan for diminishing the risk of injury to the Atlantic cable by an elastic
regulator," by Mr. C. Brooke.
" On the principle of the transformation of structures," by Prof. Rankine.
Mr. J. Ward communicated a paper from J. Brackenridge, " On the working
and ventilation of coal mines."
••On the laying of submarine, telegraph cables," by Sir J. Murray.
" Some facts on the flow of water through circular pipes," by Mr. Neville.
"On spinning silks from the cocoon," by Mr. B. A. Murray.
" On the mode of rendering peat economically available as a fuel, and as a
source of illuminating gas," by Mr. J. J. Hayes.
Mr. Moy read communications " On improvements in the working of steam
engines," and " On the philosophy of the wave-line system."
" On a new railway signal," by Dr. Gray.

new

signal

had been tested very

upon the Midland

satisfactorily

Great "Western Railway. The qualities which it possessed, and which were relied on as
establishing its value and efficiency, were First, the signal could be made from the guard
Secondly, that the guard and
to the driver and back again with certainty and rapidity.

—

driver should be able to communicate with each other by

means

of a code of signals.

Thirdlv, that in cei tain cases the signal apparatus should be self-acting automatic
instance, if any accident caused the serverance of the train, which

—for

would prevent any

communication between the guard and the driver by the voluntary action of either, that
"notice of the fact would be conveyed to them by the apparatus itself. Fourthly, that
there should be no special skill required in order to manage or make the signal ; what he

meant by that was that it should not be liable to derangement, and that in case some derangement did occur, the ordinary workmen employed on railway works would be able to
set the apparatus right or make a new one. Fifthly, that there should be always a constant indication before the parties in charge of the train that the signal was in working
urder, bo that the guard would not start from the station without knowing that the signal
was aD right and in reliable condition, and would not fail him upon the journey. The
sixth requisite was, that the communication between the carriages should be of such a
nature that there would be no serious delay in making up the train of carriages, because
of the use of the signal.

Lord Otho Fitzgerald said he was present on the occasion on which this apparatus was
tested before the Lord Lieutenant, lie was in the Lord Lieutenant's carriage, in which
there was a means of communication with the guard and driver. They used the signal
three or four times, and it answered perfectly in every way.

The

two papers were received and considered as read, namely:
the use of percussion lights for preventing collisions at sea," by Capt.

last

"On

Leech," R.E.
" On electro-magnetic engines," by J. S. Beatty.

five heads, viz.

in the

(4.)

Ditto with vertical axis, on Bramah's plan;

(5.)

The socket

principle

plane.

In describing these machines, the action of the carpenter's plane was compared with
that of the machines, and

been attempted

some

of the

methods were mentioned by which

The planing machines were

shortly described, as well as the different forms and speeds

It

was argued, that

in order to produce

good work the conditions to be

the conversion of

The author condemned the usual

mined.

empirical

G-.

L. Molesworth.

the scarcity of skilled labour in the former country, which gave a stimulus to invention;

England the case was different, the material was comparatively expensive, and
were abundant. Nor was the system of the subdivision of labour as yet fully
carried out, the conversion of wood being hitherto in the bands of a class who could not
matf] capital in machinery, or keep it constantly at work to the greatest advanskilled artizans

it

;

and, at the same time, the prejudices of foremen and the

combinations of workmen had operated powerfully against the introduction of
!tfany of the

and

in

me

An

new ma-

machines of English construction had been of too costly a character,

designing them sufficient attention had not been giving to economy of the convert-

ed material.

The cheap and simple

of determining the angle of

the material, as well as the character of the work, and the diameter of the cutters, in

upon the proper angle. He then stated those angles which he considered best
woods and varieties of work.

fixing

for different kinds of

Brief descriptions and diagrams illustrative of the principles of the following processes
and machines were then given
1. The American shaping machine, with pattern and concentrical collar guide, for
planing irregular work.
2. The different methods of tenoning with chisels, or with an assemblage of circular
:

saws, or with the ordinary tenoning cutters.
3.

The copying machine for producing fac-similes of a cast-iron pattern of any irregular
means of rotatory cutters made to recede .or advance by the pattern, which

shape, by

revolves simultaneously with the work.
4.

by

Hughes' spoke machine with tubular cutter-shaft, and moveable cutters, acted upon

a traversing pattern.

5.

The railway key machine, invented by the

author, for cutting the taper simultane-

ously on two sides of the key.

Chatham dockyard,

for roughing out the oar with
by a series of cutters acted upon by a "feeler
iron," so as to produce a varying form of blade and "loom."
7. The methods of dovetailing on "Wimshurst's plan, by a series of rotating cutters, and
6. Steel's

oar machine, as used at

swivelling circular saws, and finishing

it,

on Burley's plan, by a series of reciprocating chisels and circular saws.
8; The method adopted in America of forming the dovetail on the mitre.

The

were then noticed, and an account given of the modes of
and reversing it, as well as the forms of mortis-

different boring tools

mortising,

by giving motion

to the chisel

ing chisels, and the devices for clearing the mortise of chips.

The subject of timber bending was briefly mentioned, and a description given of
Hookey's mode of bending ships' timbers, Meadows' patent for bending veneers into and
around the sharp angles of mouldings, and Blanchard's method of bending all kinds of
timber, by applying end pressure to it, while it was wound round a cam of the desired
shape.

In conclusion, the author considered that wood conversion was not fully developed in
and hoped that this paper would direct the attention and ingenuity of engi-

this country,

24, 1857.

On

the conversion of

wood by

The manufacture

the jdaning machine, and the band saw. The inventions of Bentham and Brunei were
mentioned as having contributed largely to the advance of this branch of engineering.
A comparison was then drawn, showing the more rapid progress of wood conversion in
America than in England. This was ascribed to the greater cheapness of material and

even when they had

method

the cutters, and insisted upon the desirability of taking into consideration the nature of

of casks by machinery was cited as an example of a branch in which
had occurred, in consequence of the machines having been frequently designed without a view to effecting economy of material, so that the waste of valuable wood
was not counterbalanced by the saving of labour. The best machines in use for performing the following processes in the manufacture of casks were briefly described.
The process of cutting up the "blanks" into staves, either by circular or by reciprocating
saws, and of converting without waste irregular and twisted "blanks " into staves, by the

many

Tn briefly glancing at the history of wood conversion, the author noticed the early
application of machinery for the purpose, and also the introduction of the circular saw,

tage,

were, a

machinery."

17, 1857.

wood by machinery," by Mr*

fulfilled

high velocity of cutters, not too rapid travel of work, a solid bed to cut against, the working parts well balanced, the bearings steady, and the angles of the cutters properly deter-

neers to the subject.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

On

had

adopted in England and America.

November

t;

its action

machines.

to be assimilated in the

Discussion on Mr. Molesworth 's paper w

November

band saw.

enumerate the varieties of planing machines, which he

:

(3.)

(2.)

On

to

The reciprocating plane;
The fixed cutter plane ;
The rotatory cutters, on Muir's

and of the

W. Thomp-

under

classified
(1.)

feet

machinery for laying submarine telegraph cables," by Prof.

Dr. Gray said the

wedge, the methods of cross cutting, the pendulous saw, Macdowall's circular saw, the
pendulum, the dished saw, the scroll and the band saws, were briefly described, and

of the bridge are

span of centre arch, 250

son.
11

silent friction feed, the

The author then proceeded

two side arches, 125 feet each. There were 740 tons of Staffordshire iron used, at a cost
Of £24 10s. per ton. It was stated by Mr. Barton that the principles of mechanical
science had been most thoroughly studied in the construction of every portion of the viaduct with reference to the strain which the particular part would be required to bear.

"On

England and in America, was given, and the
American " Muley" saw, the author's arrangement of a revolving'

setting them, and the velocities adopted in

mention was made of Mr. Exall's improvements

by reference to a very beautiful model of the

viaduct, which reached nearly across the apartment.

271

character of the American machines was mentioned,

of their cnaracteTistic details were described.

account of the different kinds of saws, as well as the form of teeth, the modes of

failures

use of weighted rollers pressing the work against an adjustable fence in the saw frame.

The cutting out "tonguers" and

" doublets" by a travelling template, which determined

the position of the fence and the plan adopted at her Majesty's Dockyard, at Deptfurd,
for irregular "blanks," " tonguers," and "doublets;" as well as the American mode of cut;

ting staves for dry casks.

path in the direction of
staves,

—The process of jointing by moving the stave through a curved
length against circular saws. — Robertson's mode of backing
its

by passing them on a travelling platform under cutters

;

and Green's mode of

passing them over a pair of cutters arranged on each side of a guide

was pressed down by a heavy
Rosenborg's principle, by a series of

fluted feed roller.

stave

collar,

whilst the

—The processes of " trussing "

radial forcing levers, actuated simultaneously

screws, and on Robertson's principle by

means

of strong cones into

on
by

which the staves were

—The plan of " crozing and chining " by turning the cask up

forced by hydraulic pressure.

on a vertical lathe, after trussing; or by passing each stave separately under cutters.

And

the process of finishing the heads with an oval motion, to allow for shrinkage of the

wood

across the grain

;

thus completing the different processes in manufacturing casks.
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Hamilton's machine for
gate, and the blade so

curvilinear work;

sawing curved ship timbers was described as having an inner

hung as

to allow of a transverse as well as a swivelling motion, for

the log being so arranged as to be turned on its axis whilst travelling,

and to be cut to any desired bevel. Green's method of adapting an indicator roller to this
machine, for cutting variable bevels from a small scale diagram, was also mentioned.
The largest circular saws were stated to be those used for cutting veneers from the log;

America.

January 1,1858.

was admitted, that whilst

was new

it might be sufficiently steady, and
might absorb or neutralise the vibration, hut it was asserted that the screws soon
worked loose, the joints became slack, and the framing trembled. On the other hand
however, cast-iron framing was more durable, the joints continued firmly attached, and
the whole fabric remained steady; it was easy to neutralise the vibration by inserting

It

it

cutting veneers was briefly touched upon, as well as the reasons for its non-adoption in

beneath the plummer blocks sheet lead .or strips of wood, which prevented any jarring,
and the shafts continued to run evenly for a greater length of time.
The timber most worked in America was soft, and did not require such careful working,
or such a smooth surface, as that worked in England, where, on account of the higher
t

England; and the French method, with a reciprocating knife edge, was also described.

price of the material,

their size, velocity, and

them by

A

mode

of action

were given, as well as the attempt

The Russian method

a revolving knife edge, with the causes of its failure.

description of Jordan's

wood carving machinery was

to supersede

given, with his

method

of

of pro-

ducing a species of floating movement in the table carrying the pattern and the work,
under a frame furnished with a series of drill cutters and a tracing knob, so as to produce
several copies simultaneously from one pattern

;

— the plan of carving under-cut parts, by

of Messrs.

Ransome and May's manufacture

and also of the mode adopted in her Majesty's
Dockyard, Portsmouth, of shaping trenails cleft from timber of irregular or twisted grain.
A description was given of Wilson's machinery at the Midland Counties Timber Company's Works at Banbury, for the conversion of wood into mop and broom handles, of
which very large quantities were manufactured. Cylindrical gouge cutters were used, so

of compressed railway keys and trenails,

them gradually

that by turning

which would work

fur sixteen

always presented a cutting edge,

in their sockets, they

difficulties

much higher

speeds, and the larger plates could be

hours without sharpening, and a tool would last three

The surface produced was excellent, and the machine was now about to be used
making pencils.
The carving machinery invented by Mr. Jordan, and used for the decorations of the
New Palace, at Westminster, was alluded to and a description was given of the ingenious
machines, also invented by him, for making the frames of school slates, at Colonel Pennant's Quarries, near Bangor. The logs of American birch were first cut up by frame

made much

thinner.

was asserted

It

that none of the American circular saws could produce such a good surface on flooring

them by the

boards, as could be given to

swivelling the pattern and work simultaneously, was also described.

The Appendix concluded with an account

it was necessary to avoid cutting any timber to waste.
had been originally experienced in setting circular saws, so as to
make them run truly; hut since a soft packing had been adopted, they could be run at

Great

was only necessary

It

to

keep the planes

fixed planes,
in

under which the boards travelled.

good order, and

to

make the boards

travel

Straight-planing could be performed at the rate of 50 feet to 60 feet

sufficiently quick.

per minute, by fixed planes; whilst the edges of the boards could be worked off square,
or he ploughed and tongued by circular cutters.

The speed

of the circular saws in this

country rarely exceeded 7,500 revolutions per minute; at that speed thin saws were
worked, whilst those used in America were much thicker.

A

description

was given

of a simple

for the iron railway chairs.

The

mode

of planing

on the timber sleepers the seats

sleepers were fastened, with their faces downwards,

upon

munths.

a carriage, travelling on a small railway; and two revolving planes, working upwards,

for

cut the seats simultaneously, with perfect precision, both as to depth and parallelism.

;

With

respect to the forms of the teeth of saws,

with the throats

filed

it

was asserted that the gullet

tooth,

bevel alternately on either side, did the best work; but, on the

saws:

was shown, that although that form was excellent for uniform timber, the
ordinary "peg" tooth was a better form in case of meeting with any knots, or nails; as
if a portion of the peg tooth was accidently broken, it continued to do its work almost as

proper lengths,

well as before.

—the planks were then seasoned for six months,—and were afterwards cross cut to
— passed over a series of circular saws and grooving cutters alternately
fixed on the same shaft, — the mortises and tenons were cut in two other machines,—the
end mortises, tenons, and shoulders were then

cut,

and the slates encircled by four of

The frame thus formed was then laid against two stops, and a pair of drills
descended upon the opposite corners, making two holes it was then reversed, and another
pair of holes were made in the other two corners, pegs were inserted, and the work was
completed. Up to that point the result was excellent, but it had been found impossible
entirely to finish the work with the delicacy with which the human hand could do it. In
these pieces.

;

all

such machinery, the vital importance of high speed and perfect balance were insisted

upon, and

many

curious instances of failure, resulting from neglect of these points, were

Messrs. Ransome and May's trenail and key machines were further described, and the

advantages of the pendulum saw for cross cutting were strongly insisted on.

it

was shown.

Gibson's self-acting

railway signals.

After the meeting, a model of Gibson's self-acting signal and telegraph for
railways was exhibited. This apparatus was described as being intended to
supply the want of a system of railway signalling, which should be efficient, and
whilst answering every purpose for which railway signals could be required,
should be simple in construction, and not liable to be misunderstood, or to get
out of repair; being, at the same time, independent of the attention or the neglect of servants.

The apparatus

consisted of a continuous arrangement of signalling set in motion by the

engine, which, in passing over a lever placed close withinside the rail in any desired
situation, caused a signal post (No. 1) to rotate partially,

ing train the close proximity of a preceding train.
this position, until the engine arrived at the

which,

when

and so

The

to indicate to the follow-

signal-post No. 1 remained in

next signal-post No.

depressed, by the engine, caused

it

2,

the lever opposite

to rotate similarly to the signal-post

No. 1 previously passed, which was at the same time replaced in its original position.
signal-post No. 3, and it and No. 2 would be simultaneously

The engine then reached

Then No. 4 received the responsibility, and released
1 and 2.
and so on. It answered equally well by night and day, and the present signal-posts
could he adapted to it.
By the same motion of the horizontal levers, audible or visible telegraphic communications could be'made with any station or stations, either in advance or in the rear of the
acted upon as were Nos.
3,

moving

train; thus indicating, by the continual ringing of a bell,

if

necessary, the approach,

departure, present position, or passage through a tunnel, or over any dangerous part of the
line.

" parrot's bill " tooth

At the
by

was generally preferred

On foggy

or stormy nights, or where there were sharp curves, &c, this would be

found very valuable.

Another important part of the system was the contrivance forthe self-acting contraction
and expansion of stretched wire, by means of which hand signals, &c... could be acted upon
;d a distance of 2000 yards, being far beyond the present working distance, and the wire,
both in summer and winter, would always be at the same degree of tension.
The whole apparatus was described as having been in efficient action for some time, at
Binn's Junction, on the North-Eastern Railway, where thirty trains ran daily over

it,

to

large establishment of the late Mr.

circular saws,

Thomas Cubitt

December

1,

all

and when cutting

the sawing was performed

and beautiful specimens of work were exhibited.

The timber could be
made as many

cut to any angle by saws fixed in rising and falling -spindles, some of which
as 6,000

the men, however, generally preferred about 3,000
was very prejudicial to the work, and it was essential that
the high-speed machinery should be perfectly balanced. The question of

revolutions per minute

revolutions.

every part of

Any

speed resolved

;

vibration

itself into

the consideration of quantity against quality

On behalf of American

—the

greater the

work done.

was urged, that they were found sufficiently strong and
perform. They were cheaper, and the wooden frames
could be easily and cheaply renewed when they became unsteady. The bearings lasted
longer than upon iron frames. The American saws had fewer teeth than the English,
and were found to cut cleaner. The teeth were generally filed in triplets, the first with
a bevel to the left, the second straigh t, and the third with a bevel to the right ; thus they
cleared themselves the more readily, and cut much cleaner. The rotating cutters were
found to take less power for a given quantity of work than the stationary planes.
To this it was replied, that whilst the rotating cutters were sharp, they did good work,
but they were much sooner worn down than the stationary plane, and then the surface
produced was ragged. The common carpenter^ plane was very nearly a perfect instrument, and the great object was to produce a machine which should, as nearly as possible,
imitate its action, and by habit the workmen, in feeding the stationary planes, presented
the wood to the tool in the manner best suited to the quality, and so as to accommodate
the cut to the knots. Between 30,000 feet to 40,000 feet of flooring boards could be produced per week with a good stationary plane.
Smart's circular saws were originally about Jth inch thick; thus wasting much timber.
The late Sir Isambard Brunei then introduced the large veneer saws, put together in
segments; Holland invented the system of packing the saws, and now they could be
worked at very high speeds, when 36 inches diameter, and only 14 guagc in thickness.
It was found advantageous to leave a space of 2 inches between the teeth, when the saw
had its full diameter of 36 inches, and when by constant sharpening the diameter of the
saw decreased, the space between the teeth diminished in a regular proportion.
It was urged, that the production of high finish by machinery was a difficulty but not
an impossibility. Hitherto the study had been to produce quantity; and quality of work
had been sacrificed to it. It was argued, that the practice of wood working was not
perfect, and that much might be done by due attention to the subject. The points which
required the greatest care were undoubtedly high speed and perfect balance, and it was
stated, that the correct proportion of the speed of travel of work to that of the cutters
was too generally overlooked. The American speed of l-20th of an inch travel for each
stroke of the cutter was given as applicable for ordinary purposes, but was far too slow a
speed for high finish. The system of reducing the work, by sawing, as nearly as possible
and the adoption of roughing cutters
to its finished dimensions, was recommended
in some cases, and also cutting with the travel of the work, instead of against it, were
tools

it

to

;

stated to be conducive to high finish.

The advantages

of a solid bed, the proper angles

and cutters highly tempered, and kept well sharpened, were
insisted upon as indispensable to finish. It was urged that the Americans had made
much more progress than the English in the appliances of machinery, and Mr. Whitof cutters, steady bearings,

the perfect satisfaction of the engineers and the officers of the line.

1857.

Exception was taken to the author's preference for the wood framing generally used

for circular saws,

timber the number of teeth should be reduced.

steady for the work they had

Green's stave-cutting machinery was explained, and the great quantity of work which
could be executed by

No.

The
soft

it

speed, the coarser would be the quality of the

given.

to

other hand,

in

worth's report was quoted, as confirming this view; at the same time

it

was conceded

January

1,

that the machines

workmanship

A
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to those of America.

cause of failure in the wooden frames constructed in England was said to haTe arisen

from their not having been properly constructed and it was urged that attention should
be given, in constructing them, to the quality and seasoning of the wood, as well as to

November

;

the formation of the joints,

which should not only be dependant on a mortise and tenon,
If properly constructed they were very

but should be shouldered in and firmly secured.
durable, and they absorbed

much

of the vibration observable in the machines constructed

with iron frames.
8,

1857.

the system of trade apprenticeships and tbe Ganges Canal.
following report of the Prize Committee, awarding the prizes for session
1856-57, was then read, and the prizes delivered by the President to the successful candidates, viz.
To Professor C. Piazzi" Smyth, for his Communications (1st), "On the
Angular Disturbances of Ships, the measurement of their amount, and elimina-

December

15, 1857.

This was the annual general meeting, when the report of the Council was
read T giving a general detail of recent engineering progress.

ACADEMY OF

;

:

—

and (2d), his " Experiences with his Free Revolver Stand
tion of their
for a Telescope at Sea, and his Naval Clinometer, during a voyage to Teneriife
in the summer of 1856. " The Keith Prize, value thirty sovereigns.
To James Melville Balfour, Esq., civil engineer, Edinburgh for his "Description, Drawing, and Model of a Refraction Protractor, and on its application
to the designing of the Prisms employed in Lighthouse Apparatus."
The Society's Silver Medal and Plate, value fifteen sovereigns.
To John Zuill Kay, Esq., gas engineer, Dundee for his "Description, Drawing, and Specimen of a Gas-Hood, or apparatus for enabling a person to enter
a gasometer full of gas, or any chamber filled with noxious air, without injury."
The Society's Silver Medal and Plate, value ten sovereigns.
To Thomas Login, Esq., civil engineer, executive engineer in Pegu for his
" Short Description of the Ganges Canal." The Society's Silver Medal,
effects ;"

—

—

—

SCIENCES.

At the last sitting M. Babinet read a paper on the figure of the earth, in
which he remarked on the uncertainty which still existed on that subject. He
observed that at the Marquesas Islands the globe appears to be considerably
flattened, and that it would be highly advantageous to science to measure a
degree there. In the Isle of Wight, Mr. Colby had found that, notwithstanding
its flatness, there was a discrepancy of nearly l-20th between the real profile
and the measured arc. Hence M. Babinet concludes that the globe must be
considered an ellipsoid, in which the difference between the equatorial and
polar radii is less than l-300th, and that a commission ought to be named to
study the question more thoroughly than has hitherto been done. M. Leverrier
presented diagrams of Jupiter, as seen on the 1st of October last, and of Saturn
He also gave an
with its rings, as observed on the 7th of February last.
account of a meteor, very recently observed by himself, about 6 p.m., while
looking at the moon. Its brilliancy was equal to that of Jupiter, it moved
eastwards parallel to the horizon, and disappeared in the course of about sis or
seven seconds, leaving three reddish points behind, which likewise disappeared
Marshal Vaillant observed the same phenomenon from the
shortly after.
M. Leverrier also presented fresh observations of the 50th planet
by the discoverer, M. Luther, and ephemerides of the planet
M. Gue'rin-Meneville sent in a letter on
calculated by Mr. Bruhns, of Berlin.
the Cetonia aurata, or rose-beetle, which for some time past has engrossed the
attention of naturalists as a remedy for hydrophobia. M. Me'neville stated from
Bastille.

at Bilk

personal experience that in the governments of Varoneje and Koursk, in Russia,
it is customary to .give dogs half a beetle in powder from time to time, mixed
with bread crumbs, as a preservative against that disease and that the Russians
affirm that there are persons who cure hydrophobia radically by means of the
He further suggested that the want of freshness
fresh juice of a certain plant.
may be the reason why these juices preserved in chemists' shops do not produce
the desired effect. Marshal Vaillant announced that M. Hardy, director of the
Experimental Garden at Algiers, had sent him 127,000 cocoons of the silkworm
that lives upon the castor plant (Iticinus communis), to be experimented on with
a view to test the quality of their silk. M. de Paravey wrote to remind the
Academy that the two satellites belonging to the planet Jupiter had been noticed
by him in the Japanese Encyclopaedia, and that he had also mentioned four small
globes surrounding a larger one placed over the head of Jupiter Ammon in the
Egyptian basTeliefs. His letter concluded with establishing an intimate relation
between the.science of the Egyptians and Japanese.
;

EOYAL SOCIETY.
November

;

The

" On the steam ferry over the river Nile at Eaffre Azzayot, Egypt," by Mr.
P. Sopwith.

taken

This was the opening meeting of the session, when Dr. G. Wilson, the
president, presented the inaugural address, touching upon the duty of pieserving
" those models and actual machines which represent the earliest forms of important engines; " the launch of the Leviathan; the cracking of the Westminster bell

December

23, 1857.

30, 1857.

This was the anniversary meeting, and it was held in the new rooms at Burlington House. The president, Lord Wrottesley, in delivering his annual address, noticed the advances made by science since the previous anniversary, particularly as relates to terrestrial magnetism and geographical research. Advertin? to General Sabine's discovery of the correspondence of the decennial period
of the maxima and minima of magnetism with that of the revolution of the spots
on the sun's surface, and to his investigation of the law of " magnetic storms,"
his lordship pointed out the advantage to science that might be expected to accrue from an expedition to make a series of observations at the mouth of the
Mackenzie river, on the coast of Arctic America, as in that latitude will probably
be fonnd the neutral point between the easterly "storms" or "disturbances"
Government are to be asked to
at Point Barrow, and the westerly at Toronto.
send out a small party to settle this interesting question. Lord Wrottesley announced, with reference to the geographical question, that government have
promised to send a vessel to explore the Zambesi, in conjunction with Dr. Liv•:. who will
return to Africa in the course of the present month. T/he
medals in the gift of the society were then presented. The Copley medal to
Michel Eugene Chevreul, for his researches in organic chemistry, particularly
on the composition of the fat3, and for researches on the contrast of colours. One
royal medals to Dr. Edward Frankland, for the isolation of the organic
of tbe alcohols, and for his researches on the metallic derivatives of alhe other to Dr. John Lindley, for his numerous researches and works
in all branches of scientific botany, and especially for his Vegetable Kingdom and
Qenera and Species of Orchiaea.
: lis.—Vol. x.

—

—

—
—

—

To

Messrs. Ralph and William Moore, mining engineers, Glasgow for their
" Description and Drawing of Combined Pumps (to raise water from pits), without Clacks." The Society's Silver Medal.
To Henry Craigie, Esq., Falcon Hall for his "Notice and Specimens of
durable and indelible Labels or Tallies for Plants."
The Society's Silver
Medal.
To Mr. Robert Trotter, engineer at Donaldson's Hospital, Edinburgh for
his "Description and Model of a Self acting Ventilator for Private Rooms,
Offices, Halls, Hospitals, &c." communicated by William Wood, Esq.
Tbe

—

—

—

—

—

Society's Silver Medal.

To Mr. Daniel Campbell,

forester at

Wemyss

Castle, Fifeshire

—

for (1st), his

" Description of an Improved Iron Rake," for uprooting weeds left untouched
by the Dutch hoe, and for thinning and weeding onions or carrots in rows, and
making the rut in drilling; and (2d), " Description of his Improved Pruning
Bill," combining the bill, saw, measuring-rod, and walking-staff.*
The Society's

—

Silver Medal.

To Mr. Henry Kerr, watchmaker, 10 South St. James Street, Edinburgh
for the superior workmanship displayed in the execution of an Electric Clock
Pendulum. The Reid and Auld Prize, value three sovereigns. Note. This
prize is awarded by the committee, not for the pendulum, but for the superior
workmanship shown in it, the Reid and Auld Prize Fund being for rewarding
superior workmanship exhibited in " anything new in the art of clock or
watch making by journeymen or masters."

—

—

December

14, 1857.

"On an improved electric lamp," by Mr. W. Hart, philosophical instrument
maker, 7 North College Street, Edinburgh. The arrangement comprehends a
contrivance for keeping the electrodes at a proper distance asunder, so as to
insure unvarying brilliancy in the light.
" On an improvement in graduated lever steelyards," by Mr. H. Cadell,
Grange, Bo'ness.
Mr. Cadell stated, that while fitting up some steelyards upon the ordinary construction,
having a weight travelling upon a graduated lever, he was struck with the fact that the
weight indicated, although coming very near, did not correspond exactly with the result
which by calculation should have accrued. This he thought must arise from the sliding
weight not starting from the centre of gravity of the lever, and therefore
into the balancing of the machine;

and

this

seems

to

in part entering

have been adverted

to

by some

makers, who remedied tbe error by balancing the lever without the travelling weight,

and commenced the scale at the proper point

— the centre;

could not get forward to the centre for the eye,
cwt.,

its

below which the principal sliding weight had

but, as tbe travelling weight

reading commenced at three or four

to

be removed, and a small one, read-

ing another denomination on the same scale, substituted; and as the great point

is to

method did not answer its purpose well. The method devised, which thoroughly corrects the error and
tells any weights within its range accurately, was by making the graduated lever with
have one correct standard weight moving

upon a defined scale, this

two arms, coming from near the short end, having tbe bearing centres at their ends, and
bent so as to bring the bearings into line with the zero of the scale, and so far asunder
as to allow the sliding weight to pass longitudinally between, as shown in the sketch and

model exhibited. He also formed the suspender of the sliding weight so that the scale
reads from its centre. By these means the lever may be first balanced alone, and the
sliding weight, when put on at zero, should also balance; and upon testing some of the
machines thus constructed, he found that they answered exactly to the calculated weight
In the model exhibited, which weighs up to twenty-eight pounds, the pounds are marked
on the arm of the lever, the intermetliate divisions marking ounces and by a vernier at;

tached to the sliding weight drachms are indicated.

* See engravinc- at p. 50 Practical Mechanic's Journal for

May

last.
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25, 1857.

" On the composition and relative value of the food grains of India," by
Dr. F. Watson.

December

2,

1857.

meeting no fewer than fifty new members were elected. The paper
read was " On the comparative heating properties of coke and coal, with regard to economy and the prevention of smoke," by Mr. A. Pellatt.

At

1,

1858.

to treat both parties as if they were joint patentees, and as if they both had
originally applied for the patent.
In that case each would be at liberty to

SOCIETY OF ARTS.
November

January

this

use the invention, and it was proposed by the petitioner that Mr. Muntz should
have the power to work the patent with partners, so that in all respects, as far
as possible, both parties would be on the same footing.
Order accordingly.

—

—

Sewing Machines Thomas v. Foxwell. This was an action for an infringement of a patent granted to the plaintiff for a sewing machine.
For the plaintiff it was stated that the patent had been granted to him in 1846.
The defendant had pleaded the usual pleas, denying the novelty of the inventiou,
and in the notice which he was obliged to deliver to inform the plaintiff on what
machines he intended to rely in support of his plea, he had set out no less than
nine machines, including every patent of the kind granted for the last 50 years
this could only be intended to embarrass the plaintiff's case.
;

December

9,

1857.

" On the progress of the agricultural implement trade during the last twenty
years," by Mr. id. Sidney.

CHEMICAL SOCIETY.
November.

5,

1857.

On some constituents of rhubarb, " by Messrs. Warren de la Rue and
Hugo Miller. The authors showed that the deposit which generally takes place
"

made tincture of rhubarb consists principally of apo-retin, but also
Benzole was strongly recontains erythro-retiu, phceo-retin, and chrysophone.
commended as a solvent for extracting chrysophone from the residue of the
process for making tincture of rhubarb, or from the deposit which takes place
in the tincture, or from the crashed root itself after maceration with water.
The authors succeeded in separating from crude chrysophone an entirely new body,
u emodin," crystallising in fine mono-clinic prisms of a deep orange colour.
When apo-retin was acted upon by nitric acid, there resulted a nitro acid closely
resembling, if not identical with, chrysommic acid, a product hitherto obtained
in freshly

only from aloes.
" On the volumetric determination of carbonic acid in the air," by Prof.
Pettenkofer, of Munich. A bottle, holding about six pints, and having its exact
A
capacity noted, is filled by means of bellows with the air to be examined.
definite measure of lime water, of known strength, is then introduced to absorb
the carbonic acid, and the amount of lime water in excess finally determined by
a standard solution of oxalic acid. The method is calculated to give very rapid
and apparently exact results, due corrections being, of course, made for variations of pressure and temperature.

November

19, 1857.

" Results of some experiments on atmospheric ozone," by Prof. Rogers, U.S.
that the discolouration of Schb'nbein's test-paper was not
perceptibly due to the terebenthinate emanations from plants, or to the oxygen
evolved from plants, or to the direct action of sunlight, or to the presence of
nitric acid in the atmosphere
and recommended that ozone observations should
be made by exposing a definite surface of paper to the action of a definite quantity of air, for a definite period of time, which should not exceed five or ten
minutes.
" On a new calotype process," by Mr. J. Mercer. The sensitive agent employed was the per-oxalate of iron, and by the subsequent application of different
re-agents, photographic pictures of the most varied and even brilliant colours
were produced. The process was an ingenious application of the practice of
calico-printing to the purposes of photography.

The author showed

;

11
On the mode of producing extremely njinute photographs for microscopic
examination," by George Shadbolt, Esq.
Supplement to Mr. Shadbolt's paper " On the mode of producing minute
photographs, &c," by George Jackson, Esq.
u On a method of reversing the action of light on the collodion film, and
thereby producing direct transparent positives in the camera," by W. Jackson,
Esq.

MONTHLY NOTES.
LAW REPORTS OF PATENT
Metal Tubes:

—

CASES.

—

Russell. In the this case reported by us last month*
it was now proposed by the petitioner, John James Russell, that the patent
should be vested in trustees for both parties, and that each party should have a
free licence to work the same for himself, but that the royalty to be paid for licence to other parties should be tor the benefit of both. For the respondent,
the free licence to each party was objected to, on the ground that it would virThe Lord Chancellor said that in this
tually give the petitioner a monopoly.
case it might be very difficult to do what in effect would be strict justice, but
that it appeared to him the proper course to pursue would be, as far as possible,

—

*

Tie

Page 248 Practical Mechanic

s

Journal

for

—

A

1857.

5,

s

the point, attached either immediately or through the intervention of a slide to
a lever, worked by a cam and rotary axis, which was the governing motion of
the whole machine. The fabric to be stitched was placed between two plates,
The needle was
in each of which was a small hole to allow the needle to pass.
supplied with thread from a bobbin moving on an axis. When the machine was
set in motion the needle passed partly through the fabric, but by the action of
the cam it was brought back, and by this means a loop was formed in the thread,
a shuttle then passed another thread through this loop, and when the needle
thread was drawn tight a stitch was formed. The needle was stationary, and
the fabric was moved along; the machine made 600 stitches a minute. For nine
years the plaintiff was not disturbed in the enjoyment of his right, but aftei that
period he was obliged to bring an action against a person who had pirated his machine. Before he commenced the action he filed a disclaimer, in which he stated
he did not claim as part of his invention the use in a machine of several needles
and shuttles, nor any of the mechanical parts separately of which the machine
was composed, but he claimed the arrangement of the machinery, which conthe grooved needle, the lever, the cam, the shuttle, and
sisted of five elements
The
the pressing slides, which were a most important part of the machine.
patent of the defendant, which was the subject of the present action, was granted
The machine
in January, 1856, and the specification filed in July of that year.
was a specimen of the ingenuity now so often employed to produce the same results by substantially the same process, although the machine would present a
very different appearance to the eye. The defendant did not use a shuttle to
pass a thread through the loop formed by the needle thread, but employed another needle which formed a second loop, and when the first thread was drawn
tight a chain stitch was formed.
Several witnesses were then called and examined and cross-examined at great
length as to the action of the different parts of the plaintiff's machine, how it
differed from former machines, and in what respects it had been imitated by the
defendant. The floor of the court was covered with models, without which the
evidence would have been totally unintelligible.
Several witnesses connected with the trade stated that they were in the habit
Colof using the plaintiff's machines, and derived great advantage from them.
lars were formerly made by hand for Is. 6d. a dozen, and it took a woman 15
hours to make a dozen the same quantity was produced by the machine in an
woman who formerly earned only 7s. a-week by her
hour at a cost of 4d.
needle got £1 a-week for attending the machine.
For the defendant, it was submitted that the plaintiff's case had not been made
He claimed by his specification to have invented a combination of maout.
chinery to be applied to the purpose of making stitches, but disclaimed each and
every separate portion of the machinery, and the disclaimer was inconsistent with
and repugnant to the claim. It had been proved that his claim was not new,
or even if it were new, there was no evidence of any infringement.
Lord Campbell said he would hold there was evidence to go to the jury
of the novelty and usefulness of the invention and of its infringement by the de;

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
November

Lord Campbell said that this practice of setting out objections was greatly
abused in patent cases, and he feared it would be necessary for the court to take
some measure to check the evil.
The plaintiff was not the inventor of this machine, but he had acquired the
right to it from the inventor, Mr. Howe, an American, who brought it to this
country in 1846. The plaintiff, after he became possessed of the patent, expended a considerable sum of money on it, but with little success until it was
brought into notice by the great demand for clothing for the supply of emigrants
when the rush to the Californian goldfields took place. The machine was found
capable of executing the finest work, and so far from having diminished the demand for manual labour it had rather increased it, and a woman attending the
machine could earn much larger wages with considerably less labour. The
principal parts of* the machine consisted of a grooved needle, having an eye at

December.

fendant.
In his address to the jury on behalf of the defendant, Sir F. Kelly said from
certain intimations which had been thrown out during the progress of the case
he felt that the defendant laboured under a disadvantage, and but for the impartiality which always distinguished judges and juries he would almost consider
From the very first invention of a machine by which any
his case hopeless.
sort of stich could be effected in any sort of fabric successive improvements had
machines, Sneath's, Newton and Archbold's, Fisher and
all
these
been made, but
Gibbon's, and Duncan's, were used only for the purposes of ornamental stitching, and not for sewing two pieces of any fabric together, with the exception of
the machine patented by the plaintiff in 1846 from the state of the trade there was
no*demand for such a machine up to 1853, but from that time the various machines which had previously been used only for ornamental work were adapted
the principal was
to ordinary sewing, and many improvements had been made
Morey's patent for the rough serrated plates which held the fabric, and moved it
into
the machine pawas
introduced
stitches.
This
measure
the
along so as to
tented by the plaintiff's son, which was as great an improvement on the plaintiff's machine of 1846. He would not contest the usefulness of the plaintiff's inHe
vention, but the question for the jury was what had the plaintiff done.
knew nothing of machinery, but purchased the invention from Mr. Howe. The
;

—

|

Januarv

1.
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model on wh;c"i the pat?nt was obtained was so incomplete that to support bis
Specification he was obliged to construct what was, in fact, a new machine.
Another was afterwards constructed, and only these three were ever made according to the patent. The plaintiffs witnesses had stated the specification was
sufficient to enable any workman to construct a machine which would answer
all the purposes-set out by the plaintiff it would be shown distinctly that such
was not the case if it was, how did it happen that no machine had ever been
used for any purpose but sewing leather and coarse material for stays? After a
while the machine went entirely out of use, and would never have been heard of
again but for the improvement made by Morey, which, adapted to the plaintiff's
patent, produced a machine entitled to the merit he had claimed originall} With
the original machine it would be impossible to effect what was done with the
defendants, and if he could show that the plaintiff's machine, although capable
of sewing coarse materials, was totally inapplicable to fine work, he would ask
;

;

7

.

The defendant did not seek to deprive the plaintiff of anyfor their verdict.
thing he was entitled to by law. He had done nothing more than the plaintiff
himself; he found a great number of machines invented, all consisting of the
same number of parts, and all calculated to produce more or less the same effect
he took these parts and made a machine which was no infringement, no piracy
of anything contained in the plaintiff's patent of 1846. Every sewing machine
should be composed of sis parts the cam, the lever, the slide, the needle, the
sliding frame, and the shuttle, needle, or hook to form a loop, and there were
several machines in use before 1846 containing all six. The plaintiff claimed the
combination of a needle with a shuttle, as shown in his drawing, independent of
means actuating them, and he could not maintain his patent unless either of the
pans was new or they had never been combined before the plaintiffs. The
needle was not new, and if it was the defendant did not use the same.
If the
plaintiff meant to claim any needle which, combined with a shuttle, would produce such a stitch as his did, the defendant's was not an infringement, as his
machine made an entirely different stitch. If the plaintiff could maintain this
action against the defendant, he would have as much right to maintain one against
Fisher and Gibbons, whose machines had been invented long before his, and

—

therefore his patent was clearly bad.
number of witnesses were then called for the defendant. Their evidence
went to show that every portion of the defendant's machine was copied from
some which had been in use before the plaintiffs patent was granted, and that
every combination employed by the defendant had also been used before then
and further, that it would have been impossible to construct from the plaintiff's
specification a machine capable of accomplishing what he claimed to effect.
On summing up the evidence, the counsel for the defendant asked the jury to
dismiss altogether from their consideration the improved machine of the plaintiff's son, which had been produced before them, and confine their attention to
the real question whether the defendant had infringed on or pirated the old machine, for which the plaintiff had obtained the patent in 1846.
He went in detail through the evidence, and contended it had been fully established that no
portion of the plaintiff's machine was new ; in fact, it was formally disclaimed;
and as to the combinations, each of them had been known and patented long be-

A

i

,

;

i

fore.

—

Lord Campbell said there were two questions for the jury whether the invention was novel, and whether it had been infringed.
As to the novelty, the
plaintiff disclaimed the novelty of any particular portion it was only a patent for
a combination, and the point to be considered was whether that combination
was new. The plaintiff claimed four things the general arrangement of the
;

—

machinery, the application of a needle in combination with a shuttle, the construction and use of a sliding frame, and the mode of actuating the frame and
needle. If they believed that any one of these was not new they ought to find
for the defendant.
As to the infringement, this being a patent for a combination, if the defendant used any substantial portion of the new combination for
the same purpose as that to which it was applied by the patentee, the charge of
infringement was supported, and it was not necessary that the whole combination
should have been copied.
The jury found that the invention of the plaintiff was new as to all four points,
and that the defendant had infringed it.
Verdict for the plaintiff Damages, 40s., with the usual certificates.
Consequent upon the verdict in favour of the plaintiff, the motion for an injunction was renewed, and opposed by the defendant on various grounds, one being that he was about to move for a new trial, on the ground that the verdict

—

was against evidence.
His Honour referred to the principles by which the court was governed in
cases of this description, and to the extreme unwillingness to issue an injunction
where there was a bona fide intention of moving for a new trial at law, unless
the case wa3 so abundantly clear as to leave no doubt in the mind of thejcourt what
the result of the trial would be, and observed that looking to the balance of convenience and inconvenience in this particular case he had no doubt as to the discretion which he ought to exercise.
the injunction were to be granted the
defendant might be most seriously prejudiced, while there was nothing before the court to show that the plaintiff would not be saved entirely harmless
from any consequences which might result from not granting the injunction if
the court were to put the defendant on an undertaking. His Honour accordingly made the following order. The defendant undertaking to abide by any order
the court might make for payment in the nature of a roalty in respect of every
sewing machine which should be issued by him or his agents to the prejudiae of
the plaintiff's alleged patent right from the date of this order, not exceeding
£10 for each machnie, in case the court should so direct at the hearing of the
cause, let the motio oagam stand over with liberty to apply.
Trade Marks Marsland v. Mitarachi. This was a bill seeking to restrain the defendants from manufacturing reels or labels for sewing-thread with
the plaintiffs* crest or trade mark affixed, or from in any way imitating the reels
or labels, or the trade mark of the plaintiffs, and from selling any sewing thread,
e--:cept that manufactured by the plaintiffs, by the use of the trade mark or crest
of a griffin, or under the name of the " griffin cotton." The plaintiffs had brought

H

—

—
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on the suit to a hearing without having moved for an interlocutory injunction.
The Vice-Chancellor said that it "was most unfortunate that this case should have
been brought to a hearing after what had taken place at the interviews between
the parties. Looking at the evidence, it was quite clear that he could not dispose of the case in favour of the plaintiffs without an examination of the witnesses
in court, or directing an issue at law.
An interview had taken place between
one of the plaintiffs and an agent of the defendant Mitarachi as far back as February last, in which the plaintiffs obtained all the information necessary with
respect to the cotton which had been sold with a particular mark of theirs.
The
plaintiffs refused to supply the defendant with cotton labelled with this mark,
but did not warn him that he could not legally obtain it elsewhere, or, in fact,
caution him against the use of this mark. There was, no doubt, some conflict of
evidence as to what took place at this interview, and he had to balance between
the testimony of a party to the cause and that of the defendant's foreman, who
had no interest in the matter, though the difference in reality was so triflin g that
he could at once acquit Mr. Marsland of anything but defect of memory, even
adopting the account given by the defendant's witness. In such a case he could
not have granted the injunction without examining the witnesses himself or directing an issue.
He was relieved, however, from this difficulty by what had
subsequently happened. No steps were taken by the plaintiffs, nor inquiries
made until June, when, at an interview between the parties, the defendant
offered to abandon the use of the mark, and to give an undertaking to that effect;
and a further offer was made by him after bill filed to abide by an injunction,
each side bearing their own costs. A fairer offer could not have been made to
the plaintiffs, and as they had persisted in bringing on the matter to a hearing
after such an offer, which would have met the whole justice of the case, and in
respect of an invasion so very trifling, the bill must be dismissed with costs.
Bottle Capsules Betts v. Menzies and Others.* This was a motion
pursuant to leave reserved for a rule to enter the verdict for the defendants.
This action was brought to recover damages for the infringement of a patent
granted to the plaintiff on the 13th of January, 1849, for " a new manufacture
of capsules, and of a material to be employed therein, and for other purposes."
At the trial, which took place before Lord Campbell at Westminster, at the sittings after last term, the plaintiff obtained a verdict, leave being at the same
time reserved to the defendants to move to enter the verdict in their favour, upon
the ground that the plaintiff's patent could not be supported. The object of the
plaintiff's patent was to combine lead with tin by means of pressure, so as to
make capsules and other articles composed of tinfoil. These had formerly been
made of tin, which was a much dearer metal, but they were now made of lead
coated with tin by means of pressure. It was contended there was no novelty
in the plaintiff's invention, because before the plaintiff's patent was granted the
plaintiff had manufactured a large number of his capsules for sale.
Lord Campbell said that some delay had occurred in obtaining the patent, in consequence
of the law officers of the Crown being absent from town but the plaintiff had
given distinct and express orders that none of the capsules so made should be
sold.
It was, however, a fair question for consideration whether that was such

—

:

;

a publication of the invention as would deprive the plaintiff of his right to a
patent. It was also contended that the plaintiff's patent was bad, upon the
ground that the claim was identical with that of Dobbs's patent, granted in
1804.
Lord Campbell said that evidence was given to show that without the
proportions and directions given in the plaintiff's specifications the object could
not be effected. The defendants' counsel said he thought the validity of the patent was for the Court, but if it was for the jury he contended that the verdict
was against the evidence. He would not dispute that there was an infringement.
Lord Campbell said that upon that point his opinion was strongly in favour of
the plaintiff. Rule nisi granted.
Linen Buttons Application for Prolongation. This was a petition for
the prolongation of a patent granted to Mr. Empson in January, 1844, for an
improvement in the manufacture of linen buttons. The ground upon which the
extension of time was sought was, that the petitioner had been compelled in
consequence of losses incurred by legal proceedings to make over the patent to
another person, and to pay him for a licence to use it, and had therefore not received since the granting of the patent more than £6,493.
This sum, it was
contended, was less than the ordinary profits of the trade in which the petitioner
was engaged, and was not a fair remuneration for the ingenuity he had displayed
in the invention.
Mr. Pemberton Leigh said that, assuming everything alleged
in the petition to be true, their lordships were of opinion that there was not the
least pretence for granting any extension of the patent.

—

:

MARINE MEMORANDA.

The

freight charged for the specie which was sent out in the India mail packet
of the beginning of last month, amounted to about £25,000 sterling. The charge
for the million and a quarter of specie which was sent out some short time since
in an Indian mail packet was about £35,000 ; and this sum, combined with the
fares for passengers and freight, and for cargo by the same packet, amounted to
the value of the packet itself. Thus the fares and freight earned by a single ship
for a couple of months' voyage could not be less than £50,000, or £60,000,

£35,000 of which was for a single article of merchandise. This shows the enormous extent and value of our commerce; and its seemingly unlimited extension
explains the cause of the increasing magnitude of our steam-ships. Some years
since the steamer Tagus, about 800 tons burden and 280 horse power, used to
carry the East India mail ; the Clyde, 1300 tons burden, and 400 horse power,
the West India mail; and similar vessels the American mails. These mail-

packets have been superseded by the Pera, 2700 tons burden, and 450 horse
power the Atrato, 3600 tons burden, and 800 horse power and the Per&ia,
nearly 4000 tons burden, and 900 horse power. Formerly, a steamer 200 feet
long was considered the greatest length manageable, because, if longer, the
commander's voice issuing from the bridge in the centre could not be heard at
;

;
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all parts of the deck.
But some of the large mail packets are nearly 400 feet
long. The fact is that captains of large steamers have long ceased to command
them by the voice alone. A commander speaks to the engineer from the bridge
by means of bells, and to the steersman by visible signals. Large steamers are
warped by a steam winch in the centre of the deck, directly under the bridge,
and other commands from -the captain are communicated to all parts of the deck
by relays of subordinate officers. So long as suitable freights can be found for
big ships, they must obviously pay better than small vessels; but it is here, we
take it, where the question lies and it is here where the Leviathan will have her
severest test. The increase of late years in the speed of steamers is remarkable.
In th<' early mail contracts the speed exacted was eight miles an hour; it was
-,

afterwards raised to nine and ten miles but such steamers as the Persia, La
Plata, and Atrato continually average, on a long voyage, fourteen miles an hour.
The largest and consequently swiftest steamers must always command munificent government subsidies for conveying mails.
Letters are the life-blood of
commerce, and they must always precede or at least accompany the transmission
of merchandise. The rapid and punctual interchange of correspondence between
the people of England and its dependencies, so necessary to their mutual convenience and comfort, compels the British Government to pay dearly for conveying sea-borne mails. The Royal Mail Company's subsidy is £270,000 annually the
Peninsular and Oriental Company's above £200,000; and Cunard's nearly as much.
These three companies alone get nearly three quarters of a million sterling per
annum for carrying mails. Probably the postage derived from the mails does
not amount to half of that sum; but the country gains in the enormous trade
which the correspondence creates. It is these subsidies that greatly enable steam
packet companies to flourish and to make those costly experiments in steamship
building by which our mail packets have been brought to such perfection that they
have become the letter carriers for the world, and have contributed immensely to
our prosperity during peace and to our national safety in time of war. The coal
consumption of steam ships is still the great source of difficulty in running steamers over long trips. There is not a paddle-wheel steamer afloat that could run a
distance of 5000 miles, at the rate of fourteen miles an hour, without coaling although we have many that can run nearly 4000 miles at that rate of speed. All
attempts to find a less bulky substitute for coal have failed. Unfortunately also
that indispensable article cannot be found in all parts of the world and English
steam packet owners are obliged to send coals chiefly from England to their numerous foreign coaling stations, to supply their ships. Coal thus becomes a very
expensive article and although it can be obtained in Kngland often at 10s. or
12s. a ton, a vast quantity of it that is consumed by English mail packets costs
from 50s. to 60s. a ton. So great is the expense of coal, which fluctuates in
price, that in some of the English mail contracts the government engage to compensate the packet owners when the price of coal advances beyond a certain
limit.
Enormous rewards have been offered to steam ship owners to carry the
mails from England to New South Wales punctually.
The present Australian
Mail Company receives nearly £200,000 a year, and scarcely a mail has been
taken out, or brought home, in time.
The Great West op Scotland Fishery Company a recently established
concern, having head quarters in Glasgow has just had its first steamer launched
by Messrs. Napier. She is a screw of 200 tons burden, and is fitted with a pair
of horizontal engines, driving the screw by means of toothed gearing. The
lower part of the vessel so far as is unoccupied by machinery forms three
tanks of above 2,000 eubic feet, to hold lobsters and live fish, provision being
made for the continuous passage through them of water from the sea. When
not required for holding fish they are available for dry goods, and a centrifugal
pump is fitted up on board for the discharge of the water when necessary. It is
to be hoped that this de<-p-sea fishing concern will prove a real commercial success at any rate the company seems to have set to work in good earnest to deserve success, for they have prepared 90 fishing boats fur work in connection
with the steamer.
;

;

;

;
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down? By this
place, as soon as

method the metal is at once equally pressed down into its
it is once laid level, and the roller is passed and repassed over
nearly as solid and as smooth as the old road.
" By this means the metal is saved from that wasteful destruction which it
undergoes under our rude and reckless system, and, what is of infinitely more
consequence, the horses are spared the inhuman extra tax on their vital
energies.
How happens it that our societies for the prevention of cruelty to
animals have never thought of this? I will venture to say that more needless
cruelty -is inflicted on our horses, especially in the neighbourhood of great cities,
by this barbarous and wasteful system than by all the savage cabmen that these
societies call up for their offences throughout the kingdom.
Any one who has
occasion to pass up Highgate-rise a bill, in its smoothest state, the name of
which is hateful to the ears of cabmen, coal-carriers, brewers, and the like
may at once convince himself, by observing the violent efforts of loaded teams
to get up it, of the truth of this assertion.
u In fact, it is high time that we imitated our French neighbours, who are
far ahead of us in this respect, and are really humane to their cattle, while we
are only pretending to be so.
When the weather is dry, they plentifully water
their newly laid roads, so that they may roll solidly and quickly.
Some years
ago Macadam went abroad, and seeing the infinitely superior state of the roads
there, came home and invented the system here called after him.
Let some
other equally original genius take a look at the roads of France, and invent rollers
pretend
for highways; and however envious people may, as they always will,
that
all that has long been known and practised on the continent, he will still have
the real merit of being humane and patriotic, for he will do more for the prevention of suffering to horses and the abatement of highway rates, than has
been done by any number of men these twenty years.
"I have lately observed with pleasure that rollers have been applied to the
one more move in advance. Apply them
side paths when new gravelled:
to the main road, and we shall escape from the opprobrium of lagging so far
behind our ingenious allies across the Channel."
Every one must feel the sound force of what Mr. Howitt says, and wonder
how, when the remedy is so completely within our reach, we do not put ourselves in a better position as regards our means of internal communication.
In
our own articles, " Work for Inventors,"* and u Our Unwillingness to Adopt
Obvious Improvements, "f we have already endeavoured to arouse public attenas Mr. Howitt now explains
how
tion to this very point, and have shown
the French road makers at once level their newly applied broken stone, and
thus accomplish mechanically, and in a most effective way, what in this country
The French
is only done very ineffectively by the actual traffic over the roads.
make the roads complete and ready for the traffic we make the traffic, at
infinite pains and cost, reform the roads.
are now just re-entering, as it were, upon the British end of loose stony
roads, and the time is therefore propitious for the discussion of the question.
All our thoroughfares, and particularly those leading out of towns, are fast
being visited with their annual plague of loose "metal." This visitation is of
the most abominable kind, and humiliating in the last degree to our character
It has often been said, "The Sabbath
as a commonsense mechanical nation.
was made for man, and not man for the Sabbath ;" and certainly the same view
may be taken as to our roads, for if ever anything was made for another, the
As we now
roads were made for the traffic, and not the traffic for the roads.
go on, we undeniably lose the great end in the consideration and working of
means; therefore we repeat, " Why should there be good roads on the Continent
it till it is

—

—

—

—

—

We

and bad ones in England?"
In attempting a reply to Mr. Howitt, Mr. Macadam
road maker

— tries to show that rolling will not do

;

—

a grandson of the great
but he does not explain how

comes by her splendid roads, whilst we are injuring ourselves, our horses,
and our carriages, with bad ones. But he lets out an important fact when he
speaks of "the great aptitude of the French to adopt that which is proved to
be useful." This is the secret; and no one can plant his foot on French soil
without having his eyes fully opened to this "great aptitude," a possession
which, in this instance, appears to make all the difference between good and
Paris

—

Why should there
ENGLAND?

January 1,1668.

be Good Roads on the Continent and Bad Onf,s ra
The following letter, addressed to the Times, by Mr. William

—

Howitt, well deserves repuhlication at. this period of the year: "About this
lime of the year a vast quantity of stones, ready broken and heaped up by the
roadsides for the purpose, are suddenly poured upon our highways.
Whole
stretches of the principal thoroughfares all over the country are deluged with
these loose stones, some three or four inches in depth, which are left to be
ground down or ploughed up, as it may be, by the passing wheels of carriages.
If the weather happen to be dry, the nuisance remains for weeks, adding fearfully in the labour of horses, at a season when they are notoriously faint.
The
intolerable mass is continually stirred and tossed to and fro by the feet of the
and
the wheels of all sorts of vehicles, till three-fourths of the
unhappy horses,
'metal,' as it is called, is ground into dust
in other words, is absolutely
wasted, and worse, for the lirst winter's rain converts it into mud, which has to
be scraped off and conveyed away. The stony infliction is continually thrown
into heaps and furrows by the passing traffic, and requires, from timeto time,
levelling with rakes and shovels
an extra expense. Where the whole width
v( tie' road is not covered with the new material, every driver of a carriage
avoids the abomination as long as he can, and the men employed on the roads
resort to the ingenious method of laying huge stones on the smooth side, or
stretching tressles across it, to force the reluctant Jehus, and still more reluctant horses, back upon the loose stones.
" Now, it has often occurred to me, in witnessing this barbarous and uneconomical proceeding, whether, among the vast numbers of our countrymen who
annually traverse the beautifully kept highways of France, any of the trustees,
surveyors, or overseers of our highways ever mingle among them.
If they do,
is it not extraordinary that they have not for these years past observed the
simple and effectual method which our neighbours have of saving their roadmetal, their horses, their carriages, and their tempers, by passing a stout roller,
drawn by a stout team of horses, over the new material the moment it is laid

—

—

bad roads.
why can we
Since the
written on

—

roads, as Mr. Macadam frankly admits, can be made
then
not have them ?
appearance of Mr. Howitt's remonstrance, "a Yorkshireman" has

Good

—

the subject as follows:
" The cruel practice of leaving wheeled
There, as in
carriages to do the work of rollers is not in vogue in Yorkshire.
France, the road is prepared by 'roughing,' preparatory to spreadingthe 'metal.'
scrapings
is
thrown
of
road
to
make it set,
Over the 'metal a slight sprinkling
and then a heavy roller. I should observe that this is generally done in wet
weather, but if it is found requisite to repair in dry weather, a liberal use of the
To leave out of question
water-cart is considered necessary previous to rolling.
the great cruelty to the horses, I really believe that it would pay the London
Omnibus Company alone to roll every road on which their traffic lies."
are glad to find that there is one spot in England where scientific roadmaking is understood; and more than this, that we can now point to successful
practice as an answer to the retarders of improvement, who strive to keep
things as they are.
'

We

—

The British Mdseum. In reply to our article, "Use and Abuse of Free
Libraries and Museums," of last month, we have been favoured by the authori:
ties of the Museum with the following
Directions respecting the Heading

Museum

Boom of the

British

Museum.

open every day of the week, except on Sundays,
on Ash-Wednesday, Good-Friday, Christma=-Day, and on any fast or thanksgiving days
appointed by authority; except also between the 1st and 7ch of January, the 1st and 7th
of May, and the 1st and 7th of September, inclusive.
" The hours are from nine till four in the months of November, December, January,

"The reading room

*
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and February from nine till fire in the months of September, October, March, and April
and from nine till six in the months of May, June, July, and August.
'Any person desiring to be admitted into the reading room is to apply in writing to
the principal librarian, specifying his description and place of abode, and accompanying
his letter with a written recommendation, satisfactory to an officer of the Museum; and
thereupon, the principal librarian may grant to him admission for a term not exceeding
Any reader
six months, or refer the application to the trustees at their next meeting.
once admitted may apply at the close of his term for an extension of it, without a fresh
recommendation, but producing his last ticket of admission.
"The tickets of admission given to readers are not transferable, and each person must
;

if

required, produce bis ticket.

"Persons under eighteen years of age are not admissible.
" Readers, before leaving the room, are to return the books or MSS. which they have
received to an attendant, and are to obtain the corresponding ticket; the reader being
responsible for such books or manuscripts so long as the ticket remains uncancelled.
" Transcribers are not to lay the paper, on which they write, on any part of the book or
manuscript they are using. Xo tracings are allowed without express permission.
*•
No person is, on any pretence whatever, to write on any part of a printed book or
manuscript belonging to the Museum. The permission to use the reading room will be
immediately withdrawn from any one infringing this rule.
" Any one observing a defect in a book or manuscript is earnestly requested to signify
the same to the clerk of the reading room.
"Readers may take extracts from any printed book or manuscript ; but no entire manuscript is to be transcribed without leave from the trustees.
"It may be sufficient merely to suggest, that silence is absolutely requisite in a place
dedicated to the purposes of study.
• N. B.
Readers are, under no circumstances, to take any book or MS. out of the reading

—

room."

These directions tell us that the restrictions as to the use of the Museum
reading room are not nearly so stringent as those which we adduced last month
but our remarks were made with reference to the management of the Museum
as a whole, and although the rules which we have here printed correct us somewhat as regards one section of this great institution, we have nothing before us
to show that our observations belie the routine observed in the others.

—

Omnibus Conveyance in London. The internal conveyance communication of London is conducted by means of 800 omnibuses, 595 of this number
being worked by the recently formed "London General Omnibus Company."
When this great company began business, the promoters purchased 600 omnibuses then running, with horses, harness, and goodwill, for £400,000, averaging
nearly £700 for each. A quarter of a century has sufficed to increase the traffic
requirements from 100 to more than 800 omnibuses and a company employs
profitably a capital of one million in working three-fourths of the vehicles of the
The 595 omnibuses of the company ran in London, in the week
metropolis.
ending October 31, not less than 2*22,779 miles, or nearly ten times the circumference of the globe, and they carried not less than 920,000 passengers, which
was equal to two-and-a-half times the population of Liverpool, three times that
of Manchester, four times that of Birmingham, five times that of Leeds, seven
times that of Bristol, and eleven times the whole population of Hull. Assuming
that the remaining one-fourth of the London omnibuses, not belonging to the
company, carried an equal proportion, we shall have as the travelling portion
of the population of London, 1,115,000 persons.
The population of London at
the last census was 2,362,000, so that a number equal to very nearly one-half
of the people of London ride one journey in an omnibus in each week.
In a
fortnight the whole population of London would be moved in the omnibuses
now running in the metropolis. The omnibuses are worked by 6,225 horses,
the average cost of each being £30, making a total of nearly £200,000.
The
harness averages £12 per horse, and the omnibuses themselves, £120.
A
week's allowance of provender for this staff of horses consists of 430,266 lbs. of
chopped hay, clover, and straw, equal to 242 loads, and 623,253 lbs. of oats,
barley, and beans, or 2,376 quarters, and 175 loads of straw are required for the
bedding of the horses. Each horse runs on an average 12 miles per day. The
daily cost of the rations of each horse is rather more than 2s. Id., or for the
horses of each omnibus, 10 in number, £1 Is.
the other expenses, such as
hor^e-keepers, veterinary service, shoeing, and others, bring up the total
expenses for the horses of each omnibus to £1 6s. per day. The number of
men constantly employed as drivers, conductors, and horse-keepers, is not less
than 2,300, of whom the drivers receive from 5s. to 6s., the conductors 4s., and
the horse-keepers 3s. per day. The " wear and tear " of each omnibus amounts
to 17s. 6d. per week, and of the harness, 6s. per week.
The 595 omnibuses
run over 66 different routes; and for facilitating the traffic, "correspondence
offices " are established at Whitechapel, Cheapside, Bishopsgate, Regent Circus,
Xottinghill Gate, Edgeware Boad, Brompton, Highbury, and Hollo way.
By
means of this arrangement a person may travel from Kilburn to Chelsea for 6d.,
from Putney to Blackwall, or Hammersmith to Hollo way, the distance in each
being 11 miles, for 6d., and 35,000 persons avail themselves each week of
these ''correspondence offices." The average weekly receipt from the whole of
the omnibuses is £11,500; but the state of the weather materially affects the
thus a very wet day reduces the amount received by from £300 to
receipts
£400 per day. On the 22d of October, owing to the continuous rain, the receipts
fell short of the usual amount by £380.
The government duty and licences for
the last year were £33,000, while the sum of £18,000 was paid for tolls on the
different roads run over by the omnibuses.
Contrast all this with the fact, that
a little more than 200 years ago, 20 hackney coaches were first permitted to run
in London street*, being the earliest means of public conveyance.
The company
has been so successful, that it is now about to expend surplus capital to the
extent of £50,000 in laying down tramways for omnibuses in certain of the
leading thoroughfares in the metropolis, where the width of the road is sufficient
to admit of the experiment without risk of interference with the ordinary traffic.
We are therefore, at length, about to join in the advantages which street rails
have already conferred on New York, Boston, Paris, and Lyons, where such
tramways have been at work for several years with the highest degree of success.
IThfi part of the metropolis on which the experiment is about to be tried commences with the road from Xottinghill Gate, vid the Grand Junction Road, New
City Road, and Moorgate Street to the Bank, with branches to the Great
;

;

—
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Western and London and North Western Railways, and

to Fleet Street, via

Bagniggewells Road. The length of this line with sidings will be about eight
miles and a-half, and the road, with the exception of the inclines at Pontenville,
is broad and eminently qualified for the trial.
In the event of its success, the
company next contemplate the extension of the plan to the road from Edmonston
to the city, by way of Kingsland and other parts of the metropolis.
The tramways when laid will be perfectly flush with the general surface of the roadway,
and will not in any way interfere with the passage along and across it of any
ordinary road waggon or carriage; and as the new omnibuses in passing along
will be confined to the tramway, which will consist of a double line in the centre
of the roadway, the sides of the road, and indeed the entire width, except during
the instant of passage, will be free to the general traffic, which will thus be
carried on without interruption.
The great economy which will be effected by
the adoption of the new tramway system will enable the company to carry the
public at reduced fares, and at a greater rate of speed.
The omnibuses will be
large and commodious, with flanged wheels and axles radiating to the curves,
and, if found desirable, might be constructed with first and second class apartments. The net annual profit to be derived from the tramway traffic has been
estimated at £11,073 that is, on the route on which it is proposed to make the
experiment which will be equal to 22 per cent, on the capital of £50,000. The
project is to be carried out by a company, with limited liability, entirely distinct
from the London General Omnibus Company the latter subscribing in shares
The
to the new company to the extent of £50,000 in aid of the undertaking.
facility for starting and stopping the tramway omnibus with improved brake will
be quite as great as the ordinary road omnibus, so that there will be no loss of
time on this account. It is this power in horses of starting or stopping almost
instantaneously which makes the tramway for short distances and frequent
If the
stoppages equal, if not superior, to the railway with steam power.
system of fixed stations or stopping-places along the route were adopted in lieu
of stopping at the wish of every passenger, much time might be saved; but in
New York the tramway omnibuses stop wherever they are required to take up
or set down passengers^ and no inconvenience is found to arise from this systum
of working them.
The probable cost of laying down the tramways as double
lines, including the expense of taking up and relaying the pavement, is estimated
at something less than £3,000 per mile.
Recent French Inventions. The prizes awarded this year by the Societe"
d'Encouragement pour lTndustrie Nationale, for inventions and improvements
To M.
in manufactures, have just been published. Gold medals were awarded
J. Dubosc, for having executed the first portable stereoscope, thus rendering
the use of that instrument extremely easy. Stereoscopes are now sold in France
Guerin, the inventor of a
to the amount of several millions of francs.
To
system of self-acting breaks for railway trains.* When the stoker has shut off
the steam and taken the usual precautions for stopping the train, the effect is
that the nearer the carriages are to the tender, the closer they approach each
other, so that, while the last and forelast vehicles of the train are still apart,
the buffers of the first and second have already met, and their shafts are driven
further in than those of the third, fourth, &c.
This circumstance has been
turned to account by M. Guerin, for the buffers act upon his break while they
are being driven in, and the break resumes its former position as soon as the
train has stopped, in consequence of the gradual action of the springs of the
These breaks are now extensively used on the Orleans Railway. To
buffers.
M. I. Pierre, Professor of Chemistry at Caen, for his researches into the efficacy
of marine manures. To M. Fritz-Sollier, a manufacturer of India-rubber articles,
for having rediscovered a method (previouslj'' found, but neglected, by MM.
Sace and Jonas in 1846) for transforming linseed oil into a substance resembling
caoutchouc, by treating it with nitric acid. This new compound is now applied
for making waterproof stuffs, saddlery, &c.
To MM. Gerard and Aubert for a
process by which caoutchouc may, without undergoing a previous dissolution,
be rolled out into thin leaves, threads, or pipes. They also are the inventors
of the alcalisation of that substance, a process which renders it less brittle and
much stronger than vulcanised caoutchouc. To MM. Perreaux and Clair; to
the former for his India-rubber valves and other improvements in instrument
making and to the latter for a new kind of dynamometer. Medals of platinum
were given to M. Derrien, for his manufacture of artificial manure of invariable
fertilising power
and to M. E. Muller for a work on agricultural and workmen's habitations. Silver medals were awarded to Mr. Stanley, for the manufacture of articles in basalt and lava; to M. Dumesnil, for an improved plaster
kiln; to M. Gaudonnet, for improvements in piano-fortes; to M. Tripon, for a
process of aquatint washing on stone, imitating Indian ink drawings; to MM.
Carmoy and Colas, for gilt nails and a machine for making them to Dr. Benet,for a contrivance for washing foul linen by pressure
to Dr. Guyot, for a loom
for weaving, at a very trifling cost, straw mats for gardening purposes; and to
M. Klein, for a plan for retailing good and nutritious food to the poor in portions
of the value of five centimes each.
Bronze medals were awarded: to M. de
Luca, for an improvement in blow-pipes, producing an tminterrupted stream of
air by means of a hollow ball of India-rubber acting as a reservoir
to M.
Troccon, for an improvement in the lamps called moderators; to MM. Lacassagne and Thiers, for a regulator applicable to the electric light to M. Bruno,
for a writing apparatus for blind people, consisting in a steel point, producing
letters in relief on a kind of paper used for counterdrawing to M. Masse, of
Tours, a blind man, for a curious and ingenious contrivance, by which those
who. like him, have had the misfortune to lose their eyesight, may express their
ideas on paper by means of printing types to M. Colard Vienot, for -an apparatus enabling the blind to write music to M. Devisme, the well-known gunsmith, for an improvement in revolvers, by applying to them the principle of
the Minie* rifle to M. Vitard, a carpenter, for an instrument by which the
cubic contents of timber or trees may be ascertained off-hand to J. Pouillen,
for a bed of a peculiar contrivance for patients
to M. Heilbronn, for a process
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by which zinc may receive a coating of paint as durable as that which may be
given to sheet-iron; to M. More, for a flexible globe for the study of geography,
admitting of its being folded up like an umbrella; to MM. Lenz and Hondard,
for a system of pedals and counter-pedals in pianos, by which the highest notes
may be simultaneously combined with the lowest; and lastly, to M. Tiget, for
an economical process of baking bricks.
Progress of Industrial France. From a recent return with respect to
the three great French ports of Charente, Dunkirk, and Marseilles, we find
that in 1856 126 British vessels, of the total tonnage of 22,217 tons, entered and
With the exception of six that came in ballast, they all
cleared at Charente.
small conimported coals, coke, and bar and pig iron from Great Britain.
signment of Scotch bar and hoop iron has turned out well, and will probably
commercial dock is abont to be
cause a further demand for those articles.
made between Rochefort and Charente, in a portion of the Imperial Dockyard
given by the Emperor to the merchants of those places for that purpose. At
the port of Dunkirk British trade has nearly doubled during the last four years.
In 1853, 508 British ships entered with a tonnage of 45,793; in 1854, 512 ships
with a tonnage of 47,189 in 1855, 720 ships with a tonnage of 71,862 and in
1856, 728 ships with a tonnage of 86,784. There was a great increase in the
import of British coals 5,518 tons in 1855, and 19,408 tons in 1856. This is
principally owing to the Northern of France Railway having conveyed coals
at low rates into the interior, and the preference accorded in the manufacturing
The De'partment du Nord, of
districts to our coals over those of Belgium.
which Dunkirk is the seaport, is the most important manufacturing and most
populous district in France. Its ninety-five cotton factories afford employment
to 80,000 hands.
Lille is its principal town, and may be called the Manchester
of France, while Dunkirk is, in the opinion of Mr. Kerr, her Majesty's resident
The Emperor is endeavouring to
consul, destined to become its Liverpool.
develop the latent resources of the place, and negotiations are now on foot at
Paris for the immediate construction of extensive docks to the eastward of the
port so as to render the town a great corn depot for the supply of Paris and the
north of France. The importation of pig iron from Scotland greatly increases,
and will continue to do so, owing to the reduction of the import duty on this
article.
The French manufacturers of iron articles have greatly benefited by the
privilege of importing pig iron duty free, on the condition of re-exporting
manufactured articles of the same weight within six months. For the nonftilfilment of this condition a six-fold duty is imposed.
large quantity of
machinery, principally adapted for flax and cotton spinning, is imported from
England. The number of British artizans employed in the flax and other
manufactories of the Department du Nord is estimated at 1,200. At Marseilles
a new port has been built, but it will not, however, suffice for the extension of
In these new works it is
trade, and a large addition has been decided on.
proposed to have docks for merchandise, and dry docks for the repairing of ships,
for
economising
labour
ami expediting the
improvements
all
modern
with
the
landing and shipping of goods. There are at present at Marseilles 44 soap
manufactories, employing 900 workmen; 20 crushing mills for oleaginous seeds,
employing 1,000 workmen; 17 soda manufactories; 19 salt works, employing
500 workmen 5 sugar refineries, employing 1,500 workmen 49 tanneries, em64 flour mills, employing 1,000 workmen
12 woolploying 450 workmen
washing establishments, employing 250 workmen, in addition to establishments
Some blast furnaces have been in
for making metals and engineering works.
course of erection at St. Louis, near Marseilles, for the purpose of smelting the
The undertaking is connected with a new estairon ore of the island of Elba.
blishment for lighting the town of Marseilles with gas. The four engineering
large establishment near
works of Marseilles occupy about 1,000 workmen.
Marseilles for making tubular boilers and forging iron of all dimensions, also
about 2,000 persons are employed in making and
occupies about 200 men
100 in the manufacture of
repairing ships; 400 in the coral 'manufacture
Turkish caps; and 1,500 in raising the produce of the extensive beds of lignite
The population of
at the adjacent places of Greasque, Taveau, and Auriol.
Marseilles has risen from 115,943 in 1826, to 237,000 in 1856.
Photoheuograi'H. An instrument has lately been constructed under the
direction of the Kew Committee of the British Association for registering by
means of photography the position of the sun's spots, as suggested by Sir John
it is described as follows in the last
Herschel. This instrument has cost £180
The object-glass of this
report of the Committee of the British Association:
instrument is 3 4-10ths inches aperture and 50 inches focal length; it is not
corrected for achromatism in the ordinary manner, but so as to produce a coincidence of the visual and photogenic foci. The secondary objectives for
magnifying the image produced by the principal object-glass are of the Huyghenian form. They are three in number, producing respectively images of the
sun 3, 4, and 8 inches in diameter. Between the two lenses of each of these
secondary object-glasses is inserted a diaphragm plate carrying the fixed micrometer wires, which are of platinum; these wires are four in number, two at
right angles to the other two. One of the wires of each pair is in such a position
that they may both be made tangential to the sun's image, while the other two
By means of these wires the
cross at a point situated near the sun's centre.
distance in arc between each pair having been once for all ascertained astronomically for each secondary object-glass, it will be easy to determine all the
data necessary for ascertaining the relative magnitudes and positions of the
These micrometer wires are under the influence of springs, so as
sun's spots.
to preserve a tension upon them when expanded by the sun's heat, and thus to
keep them straight. The principal and secondary object-glasses are not mounted
in an ordinary cylindrical tube, but in a pyramidal trunk square in section, 5
inches in the side at the upper end, which carries the principal object-glass, and
12 inches in the side at the lower end, which carries the photographic plateThis trunk is firmly
holdex and the usual ground-glass screen for focusing.
supported by a declination axis of hard gun-metal 2.J inches in diameter; it is
diameter,
reading
inches
in
to one minute
furnished with a declination circle 10
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uf arc, and has a clamp and screw motion for fine adjustment in declination.
The declination axis work in Y-bearings at the top of the polar axis, which is
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12 inches long ; it is 4 inches diameter at its upper end, and J inch at its lower
1
end.
The lower end fits with a slight taper into a brass collar up to a shoulder,
the friction being reduced by a steel spring plate pressing against a hardened
steel hemisphere at the end of the axis.
It will be seen by the above description, that every precaution has been taken to secure stiffness in the telescope
combined with freedom in the motion of the polar axis. The polar axis is driven
by a clock driver, which answers perfectly, and is easy of regulation to the
greatest nicety, so that the sun's limb remains for a long period in contact with
the tangential wires.
Near the lower end of the polar axis is fixed the hourcircle, which, like the declination-circle, is 10 inches in diameter it is graduated
to read to 2 seconds of time.
An endless screw, making about two revolutions
in one minute, gears into the hour-circle and connects it with the clock.
As it
is generally necessary to make small corrections in right ascension after the.
tangent screw has been geared with the driving-clock, in order to bring the
sun's image in position with respect to the micrometer wires, a sliding plate is
provided which carries the bearings of the tangent screw; this is acted upon
by a second fine screw parallel with the tangent screw so that by rotating the
second screw, the sliding plate and the tangent screw are moved through a
small space, and the hour-circle thus caused to rotate to the extent necessary
for bringing the sun's image in position.
The clock is driven by two weights,
one pulling upwards over a pulley, the other downwards, thus suspending the
barrel and equalising the pull and avoiding friction on its bearings. By causing
the click of the winding lever to abut on the ratchet-wheel of the going part
of the clock during the period of winding, the clock goes at its normal speed
while it is being wound. The mode of regulating the clock is extremely simple
and efficacious; it is effected by approaching to, or withdrawing from, a hollow
cone over a small wheel, on which are attached, by means of flat springs, two
small weights, which expand by centrifugal force and come in contact with the
inside of the hollow cone.
The polar axis of the telescope is carried by a dialplate, which fits on the top of a hollow column of cast iron, the section of which
is a parallelogram.
This column is securely fastened to the stone foundation.
The instrument is mounted within the rotating dome of the Kew Observatory, which has been prepared and put in order for. that purpose. The
photographic dark room is at present too distant from the telescope, but it
is contemplated to construct one close to it, as serious inconvenience has been
already experienced in the preliminary experiments in consequence thereof.
The telescope and its mechanical appliances may be said to be perfect so far as
they go, but experience will undoubtedly suggest several minor alterations and
additions before the telescope is brought practically to work.
The photographing of such minute objects as the sun's spots will require at all times the utmost
skill and care of an accomplished photographer, even when the telescope has
been fairly started. The difficulties yet to be mastered must occupy some
considerable time.
The first attempts have been confined to the production of
negative photographs, but in consequence of the imperfections always existing
in the collodion film, it has been deemed advisable to make attempts to produce
positive pictures, and recourse may ultimately have to be made to the Daguerreotype process.
Tubular Bridge for the Straits of Dover. As an opposition scheme
to the old notion of a submarine tunnel beneath the Dover Straits, Mr. Boyd,
of Barnes, Surrey, now treats us to a tubular railway bridge for connecting the
two countries. The proposed bridge, or viaduct, is designed for the purpose of
uniting the railways of Britain with those of Continental Europe generally.
The English terminus of the bridge will rest on Dover Cliffs, to give the necessary altitude above the level of the sea for the free passage of vessels of the
largest dimensions, and the bridge will be supported across the Straits by
towers rising from the bed of the Channel, at equal distances apart, say of about
500 feet the summit of each tower will form a light-house, and contain a gas
reflector and an alarm, for the double object of guiding ships by night, and of
warning them of danger in time of fog the gas to be lighted at sunset throughout the whole line of viaduct, and the alarm to be set in action when necessary
in either case by electric apparatus, at the will of the superintendent at either
terminus. The towers at water-mark will be fitted with " fenders," to prevent
accident to shipping .in the event of any unforeseen collision, and the French
terminus of the bridge will rest on Cape Grisnez, the land approach to which
will require to be brought to the same elevation or level as the English terminus.
The viaduct will be about twenty miles in length, and could be traversed
by train in twenty minutes at all seasons of the year. The greatest depth of
the Straits is about twenty-one fathoms, and the ordinary depths from twelve
and although the proposed bridge
to fourteen fathoms, with a chalk foundation
is of tubular formation, it would be constructed so that the light of day may
illuminate it in daytime, and a free current of fresh air pervade it at all times.
The batteries of Dover Castle would command the English approaches, while
a battery could be placed to cover the French terminus, and thus secure either
country from the apprehension of invasion. It is now too late in the day of our
age to discuss the question of possibilities but has Mr. Boyd, or any one else,
ever sat down to count the cost of a scheme like this?
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Effect of the Motion of Projectiles on the Atmosphere. The effects
of the "wind of a shot" have often been talked about, and often disputed.
The
question appears now to be set at rest by the practical experiments of M. Pelikan of St. Petersburg. This gentleman, anxious to arrive at some conclusions
on the subject, caused a cylinder of sheet-iron, one foot in diameter, to be constructed, with a piston moving easily inside.
The piston-rod was provided at
its outer extremity with a black lead pencil to mark the recoil on a slip of paper.
The whole apparatus was firmly fixed on a strong wooden frame. The piston
and piston-rod weighed 8 lb., and a force of 1^ lb. was requisite to make the piston recoil an inch. At four metres' distance from the frame a wooden screen
was erected, in order to ascertain the distance of the projectile from the piston
at the moment of its passage. Although the experiments instituted in 1843 and
1844 in the arsenal of Washington, by Major Mordicay proved that at the distance
of 48 feet the gases emanating from the powder have no effect upon the balistic
pendulum, a second screen was placed before the other, at 5 metres' distance
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from the apparatus, in order to protect it, if necessary, from the action of these
40 lb. howitzer was then placed at a distance of 14 metres from the
fases.
rst screen, the charge of powder being 4 lb.
the velocity of tbe projectile at
that distance was equal to that of a bombshell projected with a 7 lb. charge
viz., 956 feet per second.
The results obtained showed 1, that at a distance
of three inches the piston remained immoveable 2, that even when the projectile broke off a part of the wooden frame supporting the cylinder, the piston gave
no indication of motion 3, but that if the projectile just grazed the surface of the
piston, a recoil of two inches was obtained
4, if, on the other hand, a fragment
of the frame hit the cylinder, the piston, instead of moving backwards, would
move forwards about three and a-half lines 5, if the cylinder, instead of being
placed parallel to the screens, was placed obliquely, a recoil would take place
of from one-quarter to one-half of an inch.
Hence M. Felikan concludes that,
since the piston required a force of 1A lb. in order to be moved an inch, and the
wind of a cannon-ball can never be expected to exercise such a force, the passage
of a projectile close to a living subject will only produce an insignificant etfect
which cannot amount to a contusion. Thus this superstitious notion is now for
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Recorded September

2300.

Thomas

Hardcastle, Bradshaw, near Bolton-le-Moors, Lancashire
for washing textile fabrics and fibrous substances.

—Improvements

in

machinery

;

—

;

2.

Recorded September 15.
2392.

Thomas Archer,
off

jun.,

Dunston, Gateshead

and heading lengths

—Improvements in machinery for cutting

of metal, applicable to the

manufacture of rivets and

other articles.

;

Recorded September 21.

;

ever dispelled.

The Raix-Fall of the Country.

—The mean amount of rain collected

at
inches, being equal to

eight stations in London, on October the 22d, was 2f
65.222 gallons, or 277^ tons, per acre, within little more than twenty-four hours.
The fall over the whole ot London amounted to 4,853,000,000 gallons, or
21.500,000 tons. From observations taken in the counties of Cambridgeshire,
Hertfordshire, Surrey, Kent, and the southern part of Buckinghamshire, the
mean amount ot* rain collected over these districts appears to have been about
2§ inches, or at the same value as over London. Norfolk, Bedfordshire, the
northern part of Buckinghamshire, Oxfordshire, Dorsetshire, Sussex, and the
Isle of "Wight, come next in order, and the mean amount which fell over these
districts was 1*5 inch, or 33,939 gallons, or 157£ tons in weight of water per
acre.
In Durham, Gloucestershire, Devonshire, and Cornwall, which are the
next in order, the mean amount was 0*55 inch, or 12,444 gallons, or 56 tons
nearly, per acre. In the Island of Lewis, Aberdeenshire, and Inverness- shire, in
Scotland, and in Northumberland, the eastern part of Yorkshire, Lincolnshire,
"VVo re ester shire, and the Isles of Man and Guernsey, the mean amount which
fell was 0-11 inch, or 2,490 gallons, or 11 tons per acre.
The mean amount of
rain in Lancashire and the western part of Yorkshire was only 0*015 inch, or 339
gallons, or 1£ tons, per acre.
In the counties of Nottingham, Derby, and in
Wales generally, no rain fell.
Romaise'9 Canadian Steam Cultivator.
Mr. Romaine, the original
inventor and improver of the ingenious 'Combined Horse and Steam Cultivator,"
engraved by us at p. 74, vol. viii., Practical Mechanic's Journal, has recently introduced several important modifications of his leading plans, so as to bring the
implement nearer to the practical requirements of the farmer. The later trials
the field show that the inventor's perseverance has not been thrown away,
and landholders are beginning to recognise its merits.
mention these facts
here, and in this way, for the purpose of correcting some misconceptions as to
the inventorship of the cultivator.
It has been repeatedly stated in print, that
many of the late modifications and improvements in it were due to the labours of
Messrs. Crosskill; this, however, is not the case, for we believe that to Mr.
Romaine belongs the entire credit of the earlier conception and later execution
of the mechanical arrangements of the implement, from begining to end.
Railway Travelling in Canada. High speeds on railways appear to be
well carried out on the comparatively new railway ground of Canada, for on a
recent trip of the Govern or- General from Quebec to Montreal, and hence to
Toronto, by the Grand Trunk line, a special train performed the distance 500
miles in 15 hours. On this occasion two hours and a half were occupied by necessary stoppages, reducing the actual running time to twelve hours and a-half
thus bringing the real rate of motion up to 40 miles an hour for twelve successive hours.
This was done on a single line of rails, and without interfering
with the regular traffic of the line, and it is therefore to be considered as a very
excellent performance.
Turner's Burglary Detector. An automatic detector for the indication
of burglarious attempts on private houses has just been introduced by Mr.
Turner of Wolverhampton.
All that is visible to the eye is a neat indicator
dial-case set up on the mantelpiece of tbe chief bedroom of tbe house, and from
it wires ramify to all the doors and windows of the house.
When any burglarious attempt is made, the wire connected with that part of the house at once
points ont upon its corresponding dial in the stationary case where the robbery
is being tried.
The action rings an alarm bell and lights a candle, and unerringly
points out, not only where the breaking in has occurred, but also what progress
has been made by the thief in the interior.
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Kent Terrace, Regent's Park Improvements in the manner of
preparing and applying materials used in brewing to that purpose, and in the
various processes and apparatus used in connection with the same, and for novel
apparatus connected with the same. (Communication.)

244S. Elizabeth B. West,

;

-

—

Recorded September
2498. William

W. White

ments

Bull, 9 St. John's Square, Clerkenwell—Improvein rollers applicable for blinds, maps, and other purposes.

—

2502. Richard Williams, 3 Bishop's Road, Victoria Park The manufacturing of soap with
materials hitherto not introduced by any person in the chemical combination of
various ingredients, when manufactured known by the name of soap.

Recorded October
2524.

Sydney D. Hamilton,

1.

—

Great James Street, Bedford Row Improvements in Jac(Communication from Eugene Vincenzi, Lyons.)

3

—

quard machinery.

Recorded October

2.

—

2533. Alexander Macpherson, Carstairs, Lanarkshire Improvements in the manufacture
of fences.
2534. John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields, Middlesex, and 166 Buchanan Street,
Glasgow Improvements in the construction of iron bridges. (Communication
from Francis C. Lowe thorp, Trenton, Mercer, New Jersey, U.S.

—

—

Recorded October

3.

—

2535. Robert Green, Crawshaw Booth, near Rawtenstall, Lancashire 'Improvements in
raising or forcing liquids.
2536. John Dyson, Edwin W. Shirt, and Henry Shirt, Tinsley Works, near SheffieldImproved straps or driving bands for machinery.
2537. William Riley and Thomas Riley, Greetland, near Halifax, Yorkshire Certain improved means, machinery, or apparatus for saving or covering the lists of textile
fabrics previous to the dyeing of such fabrics.
253S. John A. Molineaux and Joseph Nichols, Brighton, Sussex Improvements in pistons
for steam engine and other cylinders.
2539. George Chowler, Dippertown, Lewdown, Exeter, Devonshire Improvements in the
arrangement and construction of fog, wreck, and other buoys.
2540. Augustus Seyferth, Paris The employment of sulphuret of carbon for motive purposes and engines and apparatuses for applying and regenerating the same.
2541. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane
Certain improvements in machinery for
making mould candles, (Communication.)
2542. William Pursall, Birmingham Improvements in the manufacture of eyelets.
2543. John Stobbs, Sidney Street, and George R. Hall, Linskill Street, North Shields
Improvements in pumps for raising water and other liquids.
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—

—

—
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Recorded October

5.

—

Duncan and William J. Jellicorse, Birmingham An improved smoke-consuming furnace.
2545. John Rubery, Birmingham Improvements in the manufacture of certain parts of
umbrella and parasol furniture.
2546. Charles Reeves, Birmingham A new or improved sword.
2547. William Richardson, 5 Ranelagh Grove, Pimlico, and George Richardson, 2'Copenhagen Street West, Islington Partly or wholly stopping wheels of carriages of
every description when in motion, and such break or breaks to be applied by the
2544. George

—

—

—

motive power.
2548. Robert Atkinson, Newcastle-on-Tyne

—Improvements

When

the city or town

is

not mentioned, London

Recorded June

is

to be understood.

30.

—

1824. John T. Pitman, 67 Gracechurch Street An improved method of making carbnretted hydrogen gas. (Communication from a Citizen of the United States.)

—

Recorded July 27.

—A mechanical

2044. Frederick B. Anderson, 56 High Street, Grave-send
submarine or other blasting and mining operations.

Eecorded August

D

15.

—

Loughborough Park, Brixton, Surrey Improvements in the
(or bread, pasfry.cakf, and other farinaceous articles of
mumcation from James Perry and Elisha Fitzgerald, New York.)

2174. George T. Bousfield,
pr<r;.ar;.

slow match for

garments as part of male
>

—

—

Mr. Marmet.)

—

2551. Louis Beckers, New York Improvements in apparatuses for exhibiting daguerreotype, photographic, and other stereoscopic views and pictures. (Communication.)

2552.
2553.

—

—

James Combe, Belfast Improvements in machinery for hackling and preparing flax
and other fibrous substances.
John P. Harvey, Spalding, Lincolnshire Improved machinery for crushing land or

—

clods,
2554. Athauase V. C. Regnauld, 39

Rue de

l'Echiquier, Paris,

—A universal preservative medicine.

Recorded October

te5"

in

attire.

2549. George Davies, 1 Serle Street, Lincoln's Inn, and 28 St. Enoch Square, Glasgow
Improvements in the combustion of coal without smoke, which improvements
are also applicable to the combustion of other kinds of fuel. (Communication
from Jacques L. Tardieu, Limoges, Haute Vienne, France.)
2550. Michael Henry, 77 Fleet Street Improvements in apparatus or machines for raking
and scraping or cleaning roads, streets, ways, and places.—(Communicatiou from

bury

PROVISIONAL PROTECTION FOR INTENTIONS
UNDER THE PATENT LAW AMENDMENT ACT.

29.

and William

2555.

and 4 South Street, Fins-

6.

—An instrument in taking zenith observations at
obscured) of any planet.
sea (when the horizon
John T. Pitman, Gracechurch Street — Improvements in apparatus for making

Edward Cavendy, New York, U.S.
is

2556.

—(Communication
—

candles and other analogous manufactures.
the United States.)

from a citizen of

2557. Richard H. Hughes, Hatton Garden, Middlesex Improvements in hydraulic connections of gas chandeliers, lanterns, or pendants.
Certain new and useful improvements in machinery
2558. Jonathan Parker, Maine, U.S.
for grinding card cylinders of carding engines.
2559. Edward Vigers, Bayswater Improvements in the construction of wrought-iron
beams and girders.
2560. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet Street Improvements in apparatuses for taking
photographic pictures. (Communication from Monsieur Garella.)
2561. Conrad W. Finzell, Bristol, and James Bryant, Plymouth Improvements in
cleansing animal charcoal, and in removing iron and other impurities therefrom.
2562. James Stoneham, Audenshaw, near Manchester, and John Pipler Lees, Ashtonunder-Lyne Improvements in uniting or connecting piping.
2563; George T. Robinson, Leamington Priors, Warwickshire A machine for obliterating
postage stamps on letters, at the same time stamping the post marks and registering the number of letters so stomped.

—
—

—

—

—

—

—
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January

—

2564. William Knapton, Albion Foundry, Monkbar, Yorkshire Improvements in gasometers or gas-holders, and in the application thereof to railway and other carriages, and ships for lighting the same with gas.
2565. Augustus Applcgath, Dartford, Kent Improvements in printing machines.
2566. James Warburton, Low mills, Addinghani, near Qtley, Yorkshire Improvements
in combing wool and other fibres.
2567. Ebenezer Stevens, Cambridge Road, Middlesex
Improvements in machinery for
making bread and pastry and other similar articles.
2568. Robert Romaine, Beverly, Yorkshire Improvements in machinery for digging or
cultivating land, part of which improvements is applicable to agricultural steam
engines generally.
25G9. William Gossage, Widness, Lancashire Improvements in the manufacture of sul-

—

—

—

—

—

phuric acid.

Recorded October

8.

Oldham — Improvements in machinery for spin—Improvements in the construction of metallic pistons.
2573. Job Allen, Commercial Road, Middlesex, and John Young, Shadwcll—Improvements
in preventing oscillation in carriages upon railways.
2574. Thomas Grubb, Dublin — An improved photographic lens.
2575. Charles Barlow, 89 Chancery Lane —Improvements in buoyant or life-preserving
garments. —(Communication.)
2576. William MacNaught, Rochdale, and William MacNaught, Manchester — Certain im—
provements in steam engines.
2577. William G. Craig, Gorton, Lancashire —Improvements in the manufacture of
2570. Alexander Boyd, Lees Brook, near

ning and doubling.

2571.

Thomas Forsyth, Manchester

rail-

way

2578.

2579.
2580.
2581.

2582.
2583.

carriage and other wheels formed of cast metal, or having cast-metal naves
or bosses.
Daniel Reuver, 109 Boulevart de Waterloo, Brussels Improvements in propelling
and steering ships and other floating bodies.
James Cocker, Liverpool Improvements in the manufacture of wire.
William R. Todd, jun., Hull Improvements in manufacturing or preparing washing blue.
James Cocker, Liverpool Improved apparatus for heating or annealing wire, wire
iron or rods, or sheets of iron or other metals.
new and useful or improved life-preserving
Eldridge Foster, Connecticut, U.S.
berth for navigable vessels.
Thomas Massey, 4 Birchin Lane, and Thomas Savage, 19 Soley Terrace, Pentonville
An improvement in apparatus for ascertaining and recording the speed of

—

—

—

—

—A

—

ships.

2584.

—

James Wadsworth, Ilazelgrove, near Stockport Improvements in the production
and management of artificial light and heat, and in certain parts of apparatus
applicable thereto.

Recorded October

Recorded October

9.

—

—

2611. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane, Middlesex— Improved apparatus for roasting or torrefying coffee or other substances. (Communication from Joseph M.

Gautluer, Paris.)
2612. William Brookes, 73 Chancery Lane
fibres,

—(Communication.) —

—
—Improvements

in

combing wool and other

2613. Michael Henry, 77 Fleet Street Improvements in apparatus for playing loto.—
(Communication from P. E. Lemercier ami J. F. Bnuneau.)
2614. Charles C. Alger, Newburg, New York
An improved furnace for smelting iron.
2615. Edward Deane, Arthur Street, London Bridge An improved weapon to be used
either as a sword or as a pistol, or both.
2616. Thomas Bell, Plaistow, Essex Improvements in the manufacture of alkaline salts.
2G17. John H. Simpson, Petersham, Surrey' Improved machinery or apparatus for making bands or ropes.of straw, hay, or other fibrous substances.
2618. Meliton Martin, Madrid Improved apparatus for retarding and stopping railway
carriages.
2619. Vincent Wanostrocht, 10 St. Swithin's Lane Improvements in obtaining fatty and

—

—

—

—

—

—

oily matters by distillation.
Little Bolton, Lancashire
Improvements in machinery or apparatus
used in preparing and spinning fibrous materials.
2621. William Sharman, Sheffield An improved metallic compound, applicable to the
manufacture of various useful and ornamental articles.

2620.

—

James Yates,

—

Recorded October 14.

—

2622. C. G. Kopisch, 61 Gibson Square, Islington Improvements in propelling vessels by
means of heated air, without screw or paddle, thereby saving ship's fuel and

room.

—

Edward Kei'ghley, Bradford, Yorkshiie Improvements in the preparation and use
of dye liquids.
2624. Adolphe B. Ellena, Paris
A new mechanical means of rocking cradles.
2625. John F. Swinbum, Birmingham Improvements in fire-arms.
(Communication
from Thomas Bailey, New Orleans, U.S.)
2626. John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields, and 1G6 Buchanan Street, Glasgow Improvements in producing figured paper to be used in teaching writing and drawing.
(Communication from Leon L. H. Bertou, Rue d'llauteville, Paris.)
2627. Edward Owen, Blackheath, Kent Improvements in the preparation and manufacture of manures.
2628. Frederick H. Holmes, Blackwall
Improvements in magneto-electric machines.
2629. John Middleton, Hyde, Cheshire, and William Rylance, Whitefield, near Manchester
The application of a certain metal or material to the manufacture of shuttles,
bobbins, and tubes.
2630. Thomas Restell, New Kent Road Improvements in breech-loading fire-arms, in
projectiles, and in cartridges for breech-loading arras.
2631. Joseph Parker, Southampton An improved method of fitting and working Venetian and other similar blinds used as ventilators or screens, or both.
2632. John C. Plomley, Maidstone, Kent. An improved method of drying malt, hops, and
2623.

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

other produce.
2633. Godfrey Rhodes, Dublin
field tent,

—A

without any

parabolical or bell-shaped or other shaped
centre support or pole.

—

—
—

—

—
—
—

—

—

Recorded October

—

Recorded October
2634.
2635.

—

—

—

—

—
—

15.

—Improvements in frames for horticultural and vegetative purposes.
William A. Rooke, New Brentford — Using and employing dextrine in the making
—
—

—A

—

—
—

—

power looms

for weaving.

—

2647. Richard Wright, Brighton Improvements in the application of certain fluid and
other matters to heating purposes, and in apparatus for the same.

Recorded October

16.

—

2648. David Guthrie and Josiah Vavasseur, New Park Street, Southwark A machine for
cutting, chipping, or rasping dye-woods or other similar fibrous substances, for
the purpose of obtaining extracts.
2649. John Wright, New George Street, Sheffield Improvements in preparing or treating strips of steel for hardening and tempering.
2050. Ward Holroyd, Halifax, Yorkshire, and Samuel Smith, Shipley, near Bradford

—

Improvements

in

looms for weaving.

Ifi^** Information as to any of these applications,
application to the Editor of this Journal.

and

their progress,

may

be

had on

DESIGNS FOE AETICLES OF UTILITY.
Register ed\ from 2§th November

to

Sth December, 1857.

12.

—

2605. Franklin Prestnge, Westbury, Wiltshire Improvements in the furnaces of locomctive and other steam boilers.
2606. John Gray and John W. Gray, Rathgar, Dublin An improved means of causing
signals ti i,e made on railways, and of otherwise preventing certain classes of
accidents on same.
2607. George Beard, rail Mall, Westminster, Middlesex Improvements in mechanism
for producing impressions on paper and other surfaces.
2608. Vincent Wanostrocht, St. Swithin's Lane Improvements in converting muskets
and other fire-arms into rilled fire-arms. (Communication from the inventors,
Messrs. Minie & Delvigne.)
2609. William Calvert, Residentiary ll>mses, St. Paul's Improvements in obtaining motive power by the action of the wind.
2610. Prodromos B. Kyishogloo, Constantinople Improvements in obtaining and apply-

—

—

—

—

—

—

or

and sizing of paper.
2636. Charles Reeves, Birmingham— An improvement or improvements in the manufacture of swords, hatchets, and knives.
2637. Robert G. Balderstone, Bishopbriggs, Lanarkshire
Apparatus for cultivating land.
2638. Frederick Priestley, Berncrs Street, Oxford Street Improvements in signal instruments or apparatus for making or transmitting electric telegraphic signals.
2639. Thomas Richardson, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, and Manning Prentice, Stowmarket
Improvements in the manufacture of salts and preparations of phosphoric acid.
2640. William B. Hopper, Camberwell
Improvements in floating docks.
2642. Joseph Gibbs, Abingdon Street, Westminster
method of treating .phormium
tenax, in order to render it fit for the manufacture of pulp.
2643. Paul Heilmann, Mulhouse Town, France Certain improvements in spinning silk,
cotton, wool, and other fibrous substances.
Improvements in atmospheric railways.
2644. Charles Walker, New Lanark
2645. Charles Walker, New Lanark
Improvements in the manufacture of manure from
sewerage or drainage mat'ters.
2646. George Searr and James Pollard, Burnley, Lancashire Certain improvements in

chimneys and other purposes.
Recorded October

camp

Edward Wilkins, Walworth

—

10.

—

An improved washing machine.
2594* Charles Barnard and John Bishop, Norwich
2595. Francis A. Calvert, Manchester Improvements in machinery for ginning cotton
and for burring and cleaning cotton, wool, and other fibrous materials.
Improvements in apparatus for heating and
2596. George Miller, Salford, Lancashire
ventilating.
2597. Claude N. Leroy, Paris, and 45 Essex Street, Strand— Preventing accidents and
collisions on railways.
2598. George F. Lombard, Paris, and 45 Essex Street, Strand Improvements in steam
engines.
2599. Alfred Barlow, Leeds— A Jacqnard apparatus dispensing with the use of cards, and
the usual mode of designing for figured weaving.
2600. William H. Myers, Whitechapcl Road, Middlesex— An improved means for signals
on railways, being a system of signals for railway trains in motion or otherwise,
comprising communications between guards and engine-drivers, station-masters,
and others, the same apparatus being applicable as fog, danger, and accident
signals, the same apparatus being also a communication from station-masters or
their servants, including point and signal men, to guards and engine-drivers for
passengers by means of glass or metallic pendant signals.
2601. Robert Porter and James Porter, Blackburn, Lancashire
Improvements in machinery for the manufacture of bricks.
2602. Richard Ussher, Rath Bom, Killanne, Wexford A machine for imparting motive
power to thrashing machines, and such like agricultural implements.
2603. Henry Edwards, Dalston, Middlesex An improved vessel or feeder for administering food and medicines.
2604. Frederick M. Butler, New York, U.S. Improvements in ventilators or wind guards

ing motive power.

1858.

—

2585. George Scott, Philadelphia, U.S., and 133 High Holborn, Middlesex Improvements
in steam generators.
,
2586. Samuel Walmsely, Hcaton Norris, Lancashire
Improvements in the construction
of footsteps for upright shafts and spindles.
2587. Feimcll H. Allman, Morningtun Place, Regent's Park
Certain improvements in
the construction of valves and taps.
2588. Richard Davies, Newcastle-on-Tyne
Improvements in washing machines.
Improvements in purifying and cleansing
2589. John Harland, Newcastle-upon-Tyne
clay, and in the manufacture of bricks, tiles, and similar articles therefrom.
2590. Antoine M. Poisat, Paris
A machine for preparing wood !< be reduced into pulp
for the manufacture of paper, card, and pasteboard.
(Communication.)
Improvements in envelopes and letter-paper.
2591. Leon Pujol, Paris
2592. Henry Brown and William Brown, Newington Butts An improved whip socket.
2593. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane, Middlesex Improvements in stirrups or
stirrup irons. (Communicat ion )

foi

1,

13.

Nov. 26th,

4334

James Dickson

&

Sons, Sheffield-

:

'

A

lever and

cutter for shot

pouch top."
Dec.

8th,

4335

Stopford Jones, 75 High Holbornpicking and cutting."

"The chain pocket

to prevent

TO READERS AND CORRESPONDENTS.
Gas Coke ajjd Sulphate of Ammonia.— In the last line of Mr. Bower's letter on this
subject, at page 242 of last month, for " latest science" read " latent."
H. G. (Wakefield.) There is no work properly adapted for readers of the class he mentions.
He may, however, consult " Railway Machinery," published by Messrs. Blackie,
in thirty parts at 2s. 6d. each.

—

February

1,
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neatness and exactitude of the sewing; but

white seams spring out along

fitted,

UNNECESSARY INCONVENIENCES WHICH SURROUND

the threads, and often the leather

EXISTENCE.
"Wc

divide

human knowledge

when

into two great branches

—the

science which deals with

—Lord

It lias long been the boast of our times, that

we live

by

When

attempted to be

it is

the lines of stitching, and finally

way

gives

itself,

which leaves the wearer in a worse position than

abstract truths, and the science which treats of real existence."

of material improvement ever witnessed

all

—betraying

to be buttoned, the button, represented by a miniature
and the attempted neatness of the wearer is at once converted into that slovenliness which an unfastened glove so strikingly inall.

it is

stud, tears out,

Brougham.

in the grandest age

Why

dicates.

does the glover persist in attaching these

" studs " to his gloves ?

plan of attachment,

our inventive results to the best account, as regards the removal of

fastening which will render the button a permanent fixture

what

see

are really removable

it

inconveniences directly touching us even

This

in the highest phases of civilised existence.

is

a subject which

we

have already talked over with our readers, taking the matter in its
two opposite aspects: the necessity, on the one hand, of developing

common

practically available invention to a greater extent in

things;

and the prevailing unwillingness to adopt obvious improvements when
we have really got hold of them. Our observations, in the present
instance, must parta*ke of both these argumentative views for we are
persuaded that no one can bestow much attention on the difference
between what modern invention has done, and what it ought to effect
for us, in remedying the inconveniences and removing the disagreeables
of everyday life, without being impressed with the notion which haunts
;

what

tion of

is

this,

Speaking of buttons, brings us to the consideraa time-honoured convenience,' but which, in its

in itself

somewhere

it

complish

we

a very stupid, inconvenient

is

shall certainly feel

some inconvenience of our
effects of

want a

we want to
and until we ac-

;

to consider

To guard

existence.

an idea that we take

may mention

bound

We

affair.

than in a box in a loose state

else

metal disc

little

must be
conceded, that as regards broad mechanical progress, the boast is by no
means an empty one. Still, somehow or other, we do not seem to turn
the world, and

a tear

he had no gloves at

if

it

;

a most trouble-

ourselves against the

trivial instances for 'our

arguments,

we

that Paris annually manufactures some £600,000 worth of

the article to which

we have

in value than the pianos

referred

—gloves—being considerably greater

which that

capital furnishes to the world.

many pressingly
many splendid abwe hunt after too many

In truth, we always generalise too much, and miss
valuable

AVe have too

in consequence.

details

in anything like the degree to be fairly looked for in the grand aggregate

and too few available facts;
and neglect the improvement of things
glaringly deficient, open right before us; we enervate ourselves by
discussing wide and far-off subjects, only of seemingly possible value,
whilst we overlook the actual and positive requirements of the time,; we

of improvement, of which the present century

look at truth very

us, that

our position in this particular respect has not been ameliorated

is

the parent.

We

can rush by railway from London to Aberdeen in a day; but we
can barely walk even a few yards on a common road in wet weather,
without feeling the unpleasant effects of the moisture and the worst
;

part of the longest railway journey, is clearly that which intervenes
Our iron lines are smooth,
between our houses and- the stations.
even, and well fitted for the economical transport of large numbers of
passengers with safety and comfort; but our common roads, as suited
for individual transit, are, on the average, worse than ever they were
since road-making arrogated anything like a system to itself.
We have
river steamers running at rates approaching twenty miles an hour, and
ocean ships capable of transporting a freight from Liverpool to New

York

in less-than nine days

;

but

we row

in boats just as

we

did before

steam was developed, and with the same cost of labour, and the same
We have telescopes which enable the eye to pierce the
loss of time.
heavens to a profoundly wonderful extent but the short and defective
1

;

man is still doomed to the torments of two discs of glass, stuck
heavy metal frame, as the only efficient means of seeing his way

sighted
in a

through the world.
Inside our houses, we have improved somewhat in the arrangement and construction of our fire-grates, and more heat is radiated into
the room, and less sent up the chimney than formerly but fires are still
lighted as they were a century ago, by a dirty, slow, and wasteful pro;

cess,

which, at the expense of a good deal of labour,

developing useful heat.

smoky

gases, are

still

way

extravagantly discharged into the open

smoke produced

at so

Chimneys

much

and the proportions of

air,

ruin-

smoke, or in
still

finds its

and decorations, and the

have, as yet, no satisfactory

will

and no builder knows beforehand
smoke or not. .Surely we know

fuel,

the velocity of ascending gaseous

principle of construction of chimneys;

whether the chimney he erects
enough about the combustion of

We

still

cost of fuel,

into our rooms, to the injury of furniture

great detriment of personal comfort.

currents,

a long time in

Useful products of combustion, in the shape of

ing the atmosphere and clouding the sky.
other words, the

is

flue ducts, to

enable us to overcome this

great inconvenience of existence?

To impress

we must take homely and familiar instances.
sermon, anything will serve him for a text.
of a modern kid glove, such as we shall obtain in

forcible truths

If the preacher has his

Let us look at the details
the next shop for a price varying from Is. 6d. to 3s. 6d. a pair. Before
putting it on, we admire the fine glossy texture of the material, and the
No. 119.— Vol. X.

stract theories,

mere

curiosities of invention,

much through

telescopes, whilst

of error visible, if studied, to the unaided eye.

We

we

miss the alloys

get too frequently

which no plummet has ever sounded, whilst the
more fathomable depths of embodied difficulties have too often no lines
thrown into them. It was always so, no doubt just as the school-boy
is so irresistibly attracted to the famous fairy scenes of romance and
riches, whilst he neglects his arithmetic and Latin grammar.
But the
contrast is now painfully heightened by the continuous and still growing
successes, in the shape of quantity of product and cheapness of cost, which
into seas of speculation,

—

attend the prosecution of the great industrial pursuits of our time.

The executive power
and not

public,

of

amendment

is

in the hands of the industrial

however carefully they ma}'
however truthfully they may record the

in the inkstands of authors,

make

their observations, or

facts

which come before them.

If the general public possessed a better

practical acquaintance with useful things,

we should

way clearer

see our

what we have so long looked upon as unnecessary
inconveniences which surround existence. What matters it that we
can point to those great abstract mechanical successes which enable us
to manufacture two million bales of cotton into wearable fabrics in a year;
to an amelioration of

we annually extract from the bowels of the earth and turn to
human use four million tons of our other great staple produce iron that

or that

—

our post-office, with

hundred million

letters

;

that

we annually
These

seventy million tons of coal?

we

;

show how

largely

we

they certainly do not convey any

ourselves are thereby gainers, in anything which

contributes to the direct conveniences of

come

dig up, and apply to use,

results simply

are engaged as workers for the world

indication that

;

eleven hundred branches, conveys for us five

its

to the conclusion, that

life.

we clearly
many noble works in our

,It is thus that

although there are

days, there are also a multitude of others, which,

all things-

considered,

do not well bear comparison with those of the old time before them.
The present, and the still growing fertility of our industrial resources

cannot be questioned

;

but what

we

look for

is

the diverting of a greater

part of their practical application to matters winch
details of real

We

all

come

closer to the

life.

learn too readily the dull lesson of forgetfulness

:

forgetful of

—

what has been done already forgetful of what may be, or is being done
around us and forgetful of the ever important necessity of turning all
we know in theory, into the practical form demanded by the wants of life.

—

Looking either too

far

back into the almost forgotten regions of the past,
and assumed requirements of the

or too far forward into the promises
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and neglecting the due consideration of the present, whilst its
wants are, in a great measure, unsupplied, the progressive improvement due to the position of the times suffers from this stagnation of

future,

practical thought.

but every

da}',

It is all

proves to us

application and execution.

when

ance

every -day

some
it is

very well to deal with grandeur of ideas

how much we
The

lose

from a want of accurate

best theoretical lessons lose their import-

severed from the interests, the habits, and the necessities of
life.

And

unless the practical fonns of existence have at once

direct share in the assured advantages of scientific explorations,

Such
little will thereby be gained to the world.
merely resemble very weak arguments in very strong words

very certain that

results

a forcible feebleness, and a feeble force

;

and they certainly personify the

wide difference which exists between representations and

we pay

realities.

If

proper attention to the signs of the passing times, then, and

then only,

may we

look to the bright hopes of the coming age.

MECHANICAL NOTES FROM AMERICA.

—

—

—

all other business has improved since the date of my
but it is still dull. Large numbers are working on three-quarter
or two-third time, and in most instances at a more than proportionate
reduction of wages but there have been some contracts closed for new
work, so that the stagnation does not promise to become absolute. One
of the heaviest orders within the last few weeks is from the Russian
government for a steam ship of war, to be the largest ever yet seen.
The construction was commenced on the 21st of September last, the
birthday of the Grand Duke Constantine, in whose honour it will be
named the General Admiral. She is to be built of wood (white oak and
live oak) by W. H. Webb of this city, and to be provided with boilers
and engines by the Novelty Iron Works. Her length of keel is to be
:32o feet or more, it being in contemplation to increase the length of the
ship some ten to twenty feet by duplicating the " dead-flat " frame in
the- usual manner; or in other words, to lengthen the model of the ship
b}' continuing the full size of the mid-ship section a short distance instead of immediately commencing to contract the lines so soon as they
have been expanded to their full breadth. Her breadth of beam fifty
five feet, depth of hold thirty -six feet.
She will have six return tubular
boilers, with one telescopic chimney.
She will have two engines lying
horizontally, directly connected to the shaft, and of the variety known
as steeple engines,
a name and a style which, as both originated in Great
Britain, will doubtless be familiar to nearly all your readers.
Although,
as the name sufficiently indicates, this style was originally intended to
stand erect, it is probably correct to apply the term "steeple" to any
engines which in effect have their piston rods split, and thus continued
past or rather around the shaft, and connected to the crank thereon by a
connecting rod extending baclicard from its extremity. In this instance
there are two piston rods, sufficiently wide apart to allow the crank to
play between. The propeller or screw is to be of brass, two bladed,
twenty feet in diameter, and made capable of being hoisted out of water
so as not to impede the working of the ship by sails. She will be rigged
very nearly as heavy in proportion to size as an ordinary sailing vessel.
A new effort has been set on foot to repeat the often unsuccessful experiment of a perpetual exhibition of machines and inventions. The
American Institute are. advertising that the Crystal Palace will be kept
open, and that power will be provided to drive machinery for exhibition
at a moderate rate, until next May, when their lease of the building
expires. It is anticipated that the exhibition, although nominally closed,
will maintain a lingering existence until that period, when the question
of the further existence of the structure will, it is presumed, be definitely
settled.
If its destruction is determined on, little will be lost by this
enterprise; but if, on the other hand, the lease be prolonged at a very
low rate, as it is somewhat probable it will be, and if in addition business should chance to revive, the abundant resources and extensive influence of the Institute may render the exhibition one of great attraction
and pecuniary profit, as well as a matter of considerable service to the
industrial progress of the country. The Crystal Palace as a great workshop, serving free of rent, or nearly so, for the exhibition and useful
working of the machines and processes by which civilisation is advanced,
is
picture worthy of longer contemplation than can be afforded in your
Journal
so long, at least, as the realisation of the dream is dependant
on so many doubtful contingencies.
The regular fair of the Institute nominally closed November 5th, and
without the trial of stationary engines which had been promised. It is
proposed to make a thorough trial at some future day. The committee

Mechanical and

last,

;

—

;i

—

have designated December 15th as the most convenient period but as
the building will probablj7 be uncomfortably cold (it has so far proved
;

impracticable to warm the Palace properly in mid winter), it may be supposed that few spectators will be present, and the investigation will, it
cannot but be presumed, be hurried and imperfect. The " test of engines " will therefore be far less important than represented in a previous
letter (page 232 this vol.)
On page 198 allusion was made to the fact that the air engine is again
attracting some attention.
The agent is Mr. John 13. Kitching, the
gentleman who took so active a part in the construction of the ship
Ericsson in 1852, and in the subsequent experiments on the same. This
unfortunate enterprise is reputed to have cost him individually several
hundred thousand dollars; and as he still clings with little abated zeal
to the inventor and to his air engine, it is certainly very desirable that
there should be some degree of financial success as a reward. An advertisement signed by Mr. Kitching announces that " this remarkable mo-

no water, absolutely free from danger of explosion,
extremely economical in fuel, and requiring no engineering attendance,
has just been perfected. As this engine," it continues, " is of universal
applicability, its motive agent being atmospheric air, but a few of the
purposes for which it is suitable need be enumerated, viz., working ships'
pumps, and hoisting gear for loading and unloading cargo; working
pumps for supplying villages with water, and for purposes of irrigation
working printing presses supplying motive power for the various operations of the farm-yard, sawing wood, filling cisterns, &c. for private
establishments
driving mills for grinding coffee and other spices
working hoisting-gear for warehouses, &c. Artisans who cannot afford
to employ engineers and steam engines will find the caloric engine one
that, while it may be left without attendance for hours, will warm their
workshops and cook their food at the same time that it supplies motive
power mineral coal, wood, peat, or charcoal being all suitable for fuel.
For filling cisterns of private houses in cities, a gas burner produces
sufficient heat for actuating the engine."
This is certainly putting the new motor forward in a very favourable
light, and one which attracts attention, even allowing the expense for
fuel to be much greater than for producing the same quantum of power
with the aid of steam. A circular issued by the same authority, November 5th, contains the following fuller information with regard to the proposed operations with these engines
" 1st. Until further notice no engine will be furnished of less power
than that of one man, nor more than that of twenty-four men. It will
be proper to observe that the classification of engines with reference to
horse power has been abolished by the patentee as being altogether too
high a standard for a domestic motor.
" 2d. Several sizes of engines are now being manufactured, ten of
each size, for the purpose of ascertaining the minimum price at which
they can be furnished. The experience already gained indicates, however,
that the price to customers will be for different sizes as stated in the
tive engine, requiring

;
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following table, which also specifies the might of each, as well as the
space occupied
:

Power.
1

2

4
8
12

16
24
"

Man
Men

..

.

..

"
"

..

..

"
"
"

Weight.

Cost,
.

..
.

.

..

ISOdols.

200
300
450
550
625
750

...
...
...

...
...

...

70
130
250
500
700
1000
1500

lbs.
lbs.

lbs.
lbs.
lbs.

lbs.
lbs.

Space occupied on Ground.

10 inches by 20 inches.
"
"
12
by 24
"
"
14
by 30
"
"
18
by 40
2 feet by 4 feet.
2£ " by 5 "
3i " by 6 "

of mechanical force which
can continue to exert during the number of hours which

One-man power means the amount

an ordinary

man

constitute a working day.
" 3d. In regard to quantity of fuel required by the new motor, it need
only be stated that in every trial made it has been found but a fraction
of that required by an ordinary high-pressure steam engine of equal
power. Any definite statement on this head would involve the consideration of various kinds of fuel, and demand a series of experiments which
would be as costly as useless in view of the admitted great economy of

the calorie engine.
"4th. It is proper to remind those who wish to employ the caloric
engine, that this motor is not in a strict sense a competitor with the
steam engine, since it supplies a want which steam power cannot meet
It requires no water, it cannot explode, it does not affect insurance, it
requires no engineering attendance, and such is its simplicity and safety
that it may be trusted to the care of our children and servants."
It must be observed that the new standard of 'power adopted is left
It would have been easy to have stated_ the
extremely indefinite.
number of dynamic units, or the number of pounds per minute wdiich a
"one-man power" engine could raise to the height of one foot, and still
more easy to have stated what part of a horse power one-man power is
assumedto be. The amount of mechanical force which an ordinary
untrained man can continue to exert when worked like an engine, without a moment's intermission, is almost indefinitely small. There are

Febrcary
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fishermen who daily perform an amount of labour, in continuous rowing
and hauling lines, which twenty unaccustomed labourers would find it
difficult to compete with, unless by relieving each other at intervals.
The engine is used in both a horizontal and a vertical position, the

former being preferred. It is single acting. The piston is- forced outwards by the pressure of air previously received, but it is compelled to
return inwards only by the momentum of the fly wheel. To produce an
action equivalent to the common double-acting steam-engine, two engines
must be connected together and to produce a continuous motion without
dead points, like the coupled steam engines in a locomotive or in a seagoing steamer, four of the new engines must of course be employed the
engine being in this respect similar to the style employed on the ship
above alluded to. There is a difference, however, and on this is based
;

;

the principal claims of the late patents, viz., the pumping in of the supply air is performed in the working cylinder,- or in other words, the
operations of the engine proper, and of the feed pump, are performed in
the same cylinder.
This is a peculiarly novel and interesting feature;
but the advantages derivable therefrom, except in diminishing the cost
of construction, are not very apparent. The friction is not diminished,
as there are four pistons employed
The difficulties due to the unequal
expansion of metals with heat would seem to be little if any diminished,
as one extremity of the cylinder is still exposed constantly to the hot
air, and the other extremity to air at only the usual temperature.
The
readers of the Practical Mechanic s Journal are, it is presumed, well aware
of the difficulties experienced in causing a piston to move tightly and
easily in a cylinder unequally heated.
If the cylinder be bored cold, the
heated end expands, and the form becomes the frustum of a cone. If,
to obviate this, the casting be by great care kept heated at one extremity
and cooled at the other during the whole process of boring, the cylinder
is tapered in the opposite direction when cold, and with each fluctuation
of temperature it changes diameters, and that irregularly, in consequence
of the variable and unknown expansibility of iron with changes of temperature, so that, at the best, a cylindrical form can never be produced and
maintained with perfection under such conditions.
favourable circumstance in this respect, however, in the new air engine, lies in the fact,
that neither of the two pistons travel the whole length of the cylinder.
One is exposed continuously to the hot air on one side, and travels mainly
in the hot portion of the C3T linder, while the other is never exposed
directly to contact with the heated fluid, and travels mainly in the cool
or outer extremity of the open cylinder.
Fig. 1 shows the principle, and the internal arrangement of the engine
stripped of all extraneous matter.
The cylinder is denoted by a a, the
outer piston by B, and the inner piston by c. The outer piston has two
piston-rods, b b, connected to suitable parts outside.
The inner piston

A
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ward, and finally reaches the point shown in dotted lines by b 1 slightly
compressing the air received, and thereby closing the self-acting valves,
d. f is now closed and g is opened. This allows the compressed air in the
passage H, i, to act on the whole surface of c, to urge it outward. The exterior connections are so arranged, that immediately thereafter c moves
quite rapidly outward, compressing the air between itself and b, and forcing
it in a compressed condition through the valve, e.
It should be observed,
that D and e are self-acting valves, but the valves F and g are controlled
mechanism.
by the
While c is moved outward, b starts in the same
direction, and the two accompany each other in tolerably close contact
through the last portion of the outward stroke. The air while in the
vessels between e and G sustains an almost constant jDressure, something
higher than that of the external atmosphere and although it becomes
heated in the passage through these vessels, it is obvious that the pressure is pretty nearly equal throughout, a very slight excess existing at
e, however, as otherwise the motion of the fluid from e through h and i
would not voluntarily obtain. But in consequence of the expansion en
route due to its reception of heat, a greater volume of air flows through
G than e, and to this fact is, of course, due all the power of the engine.
The parts, h and i, here sketched as simply spherical cases, are quite
elaborate constructions, but their form is subject to considerable modification, and may not be essential to exhibit the action. It may be briefly
explained, that the part, h, is in practice a series of small thin tubes.
The cold air flowing from e, under pressure, passes within these tubes,
and the hot air escaping from f into the open atmosphere, circulates
around and among them, maintaining a tolerably high temperature in
the metal.
The enclosed air thus receives some heat from the escaping
air in passing through h, an effect analogous to that performed by the
" regenerator " of Captain Ericsson's previous engines, but less direct
and less theoretically powerful. The "heater," also represented by a
spherical vessel, I, in the sketch, is in practice a long pipe with many
convolutions, supported in the space directly over the fire in the furnace.
The desigri is to admit the air through G, at as high a temperature as is
consistent with the durability and perfect lubrication of the working
surfaces.
The engine can never be started like a steam engine, by opening a valve, but must necessarily be started by hand or other power a
matter of little moment, however, if the engine is of very small size. If
the parts are first allowed to become properly heated, the engine continues to move very lively on receiving a proper start, provided always
On the ability of this engine
thaj; it is allowed to run with little load.
to overcome any considerable resistance, with the packing of all the
points about as tight as it is usual to adjust packing in ordinary steam
epgines, and with the lubrication attended to with only ordinary zeal,
the writer is not prepared to indicate an opinion either favourable or
decidedly adverse.
The immense advantages which it seems possible to derive from a
domestic motive engine on some such principle as this, makes the subAs intimated in the
ject appear worthy of still longer contemplation.
advertisement quoted above, the heat remaining in the air' on its final
utilised
allowing
by
it to discharge
escape from the machine may be
into the interior of a building; and it is possible— if the oil, &c, can be
made inodorous to render this engine a very pleasant as well as effiOne of the great difficulties probably the
cient means of ventilation.
chief is, as already intimated, the small margin allowed for losses of
power by friction or by the leakage of air. If the packing is too loose,
Even in their best condition, the few eugines
it will leak and stop.
(three) examined by the writer are incapable of working slowly on this
account and a little neglect must, it would seem, reduce the power of the
engine to nothing, whatever admirable qualities it might possess when
The same is true of the opposite error, a too tight
delicately adjusted.
packing at some or all points. One of the great recommendations of the
steam engine is that the steam or rather the water suspended therein
constantly lubricates the surfaces, and makes up for neglect in this
with less effect, it is true, but
particular, and the machine will work
if the packing is very much tighter than is necesstill very efficiently
sary.
And yet the steam engine is too complicated and delicate for
many purposes, and is much less extensively employed than it would
be if skilled labour were not required to pack and adjust it. The air
engine, therefore, to be universally employed, must either be capable of
working with some effect under very unfavourable conditions, or its introduction must be preceded by a considerable diffusion of mechanical
Skill and practical science are being diffused
skill among the masses.
and the present generation may see the day when each country town
and village will give employment to one or more itinerant engineers,
who will, with valises filled with tools and packing, and duplicate parts
of engines, travel from house to house, and from farm to farm, repairing
and adjusting air engines with all the sang froid of a tinker, a glazier,
It cannot be said that Capt. Ericsson has, after
or a Hebrew pedlar.
his thirty-six years' of active experiments in this branch of science, actually proved that such a state of things is possible but I have endeavoured to show to what point the investigations have at this moment advanced. There is not probably one engine of this character at this moment performing any useful work. The specimens exhibited are merely
,

;

;

—

—

—

;

—
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working through a stuffing-box in the
outer piston, b, as represented, and connected to mechanism outside,
which is worked with a longer stroke, and consequently quicker motion
than the other. There are valves in b opening inward, as represented by
d. There is a valve at E opening outward, one at f also opening outward,
and one at a opening inward, substantially as shown in the sketch.
There is a passage, or rather a series of vessels, tubes, &c., connecting e
has a single slender piston rod,

c,

with G, so that the air is discharged at a considerable pressure through
the former and after being heated, first partially at H, by the heat contained in the air discharged from f, and afterward more highly by a fire
at i. it rushes into the cylinder at G, and is made to urge the pistons on
their outward stroke.
On their inward stroke the air is discharged
:;i f.
Both pistons, b and c, are represented in their extreme outward position. The first change from this is a rapid movement of c to
the position shown in dotted lines at c1
This movement, produced by a
earn or other device outside, which it is needless to represent, has the
effect to exclude a large quantity of air through the previously opened
f. and to draw in a corresponding volume of cold air at D D.
While
this rapid movement is progressing, b commences its slower motion in;

.

—

—

;
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through it and this table carries at its centre, a collar bearing, H, for
the reception of the lower end of the main vertical screw spindle, i, the
upper end of which works loose in a recess in the disc, f. The screw
New York, December, 1857.
passes through a nut, J, in the centre of the tensional disc, e, so that the
latter plate is forced up or down just as the screw is made to rotate in
direction or the other.
The screw spindle, i, is prolonged as a plain
FOR ENLARGING
REDUCING one
ELASTIC
shaft to some distance below the table, G, and it finally rests in a footstep
DRAWINGS.
or. the main base.
At this part it carries a spur wheel, k, in gear with
curiously ingenious arrangement for enlarging and reducing drawings the train of combined spur and bevel wheels represented in the plan, fig.
has been recently introduced in France by Messrs. Cellcrin and Devillers,
2, the whole being turned by the winch handle, l.
The upper disc, m,
under the name of "Appareil Ecteno-Synelographe, ou Pantographe suspended from the lever, c, is furnished on its under side with several
Elastique." The basis of the contrivance rests in the emploj'inent of sheets of paper for use as required. The free end of the lever, c, is jointed
caoutchouc the extension and contraction of which furnishes the means to the upper end of the pendant link, n, which, again, is jointed below
of obtaining the desired enlargement or reduction of any delineation,
to the short arm of the horizontal lever, o, connected at its opposite end
with the screw spindle, b'. In this way the wheel train actuated by the
with perfect regularity throughout every part.
In the apparatus by which we illustrate our present remarks, the caout- winch, L, gives the required distension of the caoutchouc, whilst the winch
chouc sheet is in the form of a circular disc of 3 J inches in diameter, and nut, p, affords the required pressure for taking the printing impression.
The inventors of this contrivance can hardly be said to have developed
is capable of being stretched to such an extent as to present an area of three
times its normal size. It is upon this elastic sheet that the design or draw- it to anything like the extent anticipated, as it is of but very recent conception but there is one application of it which at once presents itself to
ing, to be reproduced on a
F 'S- lm
different scale, is primus and that is, the production of extremely minute delineations, by apthis being
arily drawn
plying the original drawing to the caoutchouc whilst the latter is highly
done whilst the caout- stretched. In this way it will be as easy to draw objects on an exceschouc is in its natural sively minute scale such as the minute reiterations employed by Percondition if the figure is kins and Bacon on their bank-note plates as on a large one.
Our readers will probably recall to mind a somewhat similar employ•to be enlarged, and in its
extended condition when ment of this principle, in the " Elastic Scales for Thermometers,"* introIn
reduction is desired.
duced into this country some years ago by Messrs. Mackenzie and Blair.
commencing to place the
drawing upon the extensible sheet, the operator
WLNDLNG MACHINE
UNVARYING SURFACE

experimental, and are kept in order by,
gineering skill in the country.

PANTOGRAPH

it is

presumed, the highest enSTr«r,»
T. T>
D. Stetson.
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WITH

YARN

of all

first

makes an

out-

TAKE-UP.

line delineation of it, by
placing over the original,

a sheet of tracing paper,
through which he traces
all the lines by means
of a fine stile or needle.
Over the sheet thus prepared he scatters finely
powdered black chalk or
crayon, the particles of
which pass into the intaglio outline traced out.
This chalked sheet is
then placed upon the ca-

outchouc surface, which
is slightly moistened, and
the two sheets are passed
through a powerful press.
In this way the chalked
outline is transferred to
the caoutchouc ready for
Or instead of
after use.
thus preparing the drawing, the outline may be
primarily drawn with a
composition of lamp black

and treacle, and then impressed upon the caoutbut this system of procedure only affords one or two transfers,
whilst the chalked paper is capable of being used oyer and over again
indefinitely.
The latter may indeed be compared in Sect to an engraved
u ns may be taken.
copperplate, from which an unlimited number of impre
In reducing this apparatus to legitimate practice, it is necessary to
ascertain satisfactorily that the extension or contract] in <>f the flexible
id this is done by
material does not distort the drawing put. upon it
-uch lines, whilst
lining it off, and then testing the distances betw
the elastic sheet is under different degrees of tension, by means of compasses.
The caoutchouc employed is of the natural, unvulcanised kind,
covered on its two faces with a very thin sheet of the vulcanised material,
to give a good surface for the drawings.
Fig. 1 of our engravings is a sectional elevation of the apparatus, and
The whole stands upon a little iron base
fig. 2 is a corresponding plan.
plate carrying a pillar, a, on the side of which is a bracket fitted with a
winch-wheel nut, having the vertical clamping screw, b, passed through
it.
The upper end of the pillar, a, has also jointed upon it the horizontal
clamp lever, c. The base plate also carries the parallel vertical guide
rods, d, which act as guides for the tensional disc plate, e, and carry at
It is over this disc, F, that
their upper ends a horizontal metal disc, F.
the caoutchouc is distended, being secured all round its periphery to the
The horizontal
disc, by means of a metal ring and connecting screws.
table, o, is attached to the main pillar, a, the guides, d, being passed

chouc

;

c

-

:

By

Messrs. Robertson

&

Orchar, Wallace Foundry, Dundee.

(Dlustrated by Plate 220.)

The yarn winding machine which we

illustrate in our large plate 220
the conjoint invention of Messrs. Robertson & Orchar, of the Wallace
Foundry, Dundee, and Mr. John Menzies, of Ordie Mill, Perthshire, and it
is brought forward as the first really effective and workable machine for
winding warp yarns on to bobbins that has so far been practically developed. It has been contrived so as, by the agency of frictional disc connection between the driving shaft and the winding spindles, to secure an unvarying surface take-up velocity of the filling bobbins as they wind on.
In each case the spindle turns in bearings in the upper and lower arms
of a bracket jointed at its inner end at the centre of the machine to the
fixed framing, so as to turn upon a vertical axis, and thus allow the
spindle to move laterally. The spindle has fixed upon it, near its bottom end, a disc, by means of which it is driven, this disc resting upon the
circumferential edge of a disc fixed upon a horizontal shaft running along
directly below the several spindles.
The horizontal shaft is driven in
any convenient way at a regular speed, and has fixed on it a driving
disc for each spindle, the vertical position of the spindle, with its own
weight, and that of the bobbin, insuring a sufficient frictional hold between the driving discs and the discs on the spindles to drive the latter.
With this arrangement, the rotatory speed of each spindle depends upon
the distance from the centre of its disc of the point of eontactof the disc on
the horizontal driving shaft, and this can be varied by the lateral movement of the spindle. The requisite movement is effected as the winding
goes on by the winding-on action itself, each bobbin being arranged to
revolve with its side in contact with a stop or bracket fixed to the stationary framing of the machine. It is the surface receiving the yam or
thread which is in contact with the stop, and as the yarn or thread increases in thickness upon the bobbin, this thickness inserting itself as it
were between the bobbin and the stop, causes the bobbin gradually to
leave the stop, and the bobbin and spindle are thus gradually shifted laterally, thereby altering the point of contact of the discs, so as to reduce
the speed of the bobbin as it becomes enlarged by accessions of yarn.
The yarn is drawn off a reel, and is passed between the prongs of a
guide fork carried by a traversing bar, which moves up and down to
It is preferred
distribute the yarn upon the bobbin in the usual way.
to make the traversing bars on opposite sides of the machine balance
each other, being connected in such a way that one rises as the other
falls.
To reduce the friction of the wound up j'arn against the stop, the
latter carries a small anti-friction roller, turned by the action of the
bobbin.
The bobbin is kept in contact with the stop in a very simple
manner, by having the centre pin of the swinging frame accurately in
centre
line between the two disc shafts, whilst the distance from
the
centre to centre of the spindles is i-inch less than the distance from
Ibis gives the spindle a very strong
centre to centre of the disc shafts.
tendency to run closer to the stop.
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According to another modification, the bobhin
loosely

is

arranged to turn

upon a spindle

fixed to a single-armed bracket, the driving disc
on the horizontal shaft acting directly upon the lower end of the bobbin,
or upon a disc or collar upon a tube carrying the bobbin, and turning
loosely on the spindle.
Fig. 1 on our plate is an end elevation, half in section, of the improved
winding machine. Fig. 2 is a side view of part of the machine corresponding. Fig. 3 is an enlarged plan in detail of the vibrating or traversing frame arrangement for the bobbins, showing two opposite bobbins
as in action. Figs. 4 to 9 are details of the winding spindle and bobbin

arrangements on the same enlarged scale.
The framing of the machine is of a long rectangular form in plan,
being composed of the end standards, A, which are connected by higher
and lower horizontal bars, b, c, at the sides, two horizontal bars, d, along
the central part, and a central wooden beam, e, above the latter. To the
beam, e, are attached brackets, f, to carry the reels, G, off which the
yarn or thread to be wound upon the bobbins, H, is drawn. With this
arrangement the reels do not occasion the taking up of increased width
by the machine. A row of bobbins, h, is arranged along each side of
the machine, and each bobbin is placed upon a vertical spindle, i, which
turns in bearings in the upper and lower horizontal bars of a frame, J,
contrived to swing or vibrate upon a vertical spindle, k, passed through
the two central bars, d. Each spindle, k, acts as the centre pin for two
swinging frames, j one frame passing to each side of the machine.
Each spindle, i, has fixed upon it, near its foot, a disc, l, arranged to rest
upon the edge of a disc, m, fast upon a horizontal shaft, x, running along
the side of the machine and revolving constantly at a uniform velocity.
By turning or swinging the frame, J, upon its centre pin, k, the disc, L,
may be shifted, so as to be acted upon by the disc, m, nearer to or further
from its own centre, from which will result an alteration in the rotatory
speed of the disc, l, and its spindle, i, since this rotatory speed depends
upon the distance from the centre of the disc, L, at which the edge of the
disc, m, acts upon it.
Thus, in fig. 2 the discs, L, at a and b are represented as being driven quite close to their centres; at c the driving
disc acts at a greater distance from the centre of the driven disc, and at
d the latter is driven near its edge, so that the rotatory speed of the
driven discs at a and b will be comparatively great, at c less, and at d
less still.
By shifting the swinging frame, J, still more to one side than
it is at d, the disc, l, will be moved quite clear of the disc, m, and the
driving action will consequently cease. The discs, l, are slightly
bevelled at their edges, and when they are shifted upon the edges of the
discs, m, they are thereby raised a little in their bearings, causing the
weight of the discs, l, spindles, I, and bobbins, h, to press upon the discs,
M, and thus insure efficient driving contact.
Upon the upper horizontal
side bars, B, are fixed a number of bracket stops, o, one to each bobbin,
and by means of these stops the rotatory speed of each bobbin is modified
as the yarn accumulates upon it in such a way that the yarn is drawn
off the reels at a constant uniform rate.
The stops, o, are bent so as to
clear the discs of the bobbins, and on commencing to wind with any
bobbin, the swinging frame, J, is shifted by means of the handle, v, so as
to bring the spindle of the bobbin against the stop.
Each stop, o, is directly over the driving disc, m, so that the velocity of the surface of the
bobbin spindle in contact with the stop will be almost or quite the same
as the velocity of the edge of the driving disc, ir.
As the yarn is wound
upon the bobbin, each layer inserts itself between the bobbin spindle and
the stop : and as the latter is stationary, the former being free to move
by the swinging of the frame, J, gradually leaves the stop, and thus gradually removing the centre of the disc, l, away from the disc, m, causes
the former to be driven with a gradually decreasing rotatory speed. The
surface of the yarn on the bobbin- is always in contact with the stop, and
its velocity is therefore always the same as that of the edge of the driving disc, m. The bobbins are represented as being empty in fig. 1 at a,
and b, fig. 2, and at e, fig. 3, where the bobbin is represented with its
top disc removed.
At c, in fig. 2, the bobbin is represented as being
about half full, whilst it is shown quite full at d, fig. 2, and at/, fig. 3.
The position of the disc, l, with reference to the driving disc, m, thus depends on the thickness of yarn on the bobbin, and' the rotatory velocity
depending on this position thus varies regularly in accordance with the
thickness of the yarn, and in such a way as to cause the yarn to be
drawn off the reel at a uniform rate when the stops, o, are directly over
the driving discs, m, as represented in the drawings. If the friction of
the yarn against the stop, o, is found to be too great, the stop may be
fitted with a small anti-friction roller, as at q, in fig. 2, the roller turning
and thus rolling on the yarn surface as the bobbin revolves. The bobbins are all entirely independent of each other, whilst the common driving shaft, x, always revolves at the same rate, and any one may be
thrown into or out of gear at pleasure. When a bobbin is full," the
swinging frame, J, is shifted by means of the handle, p, to one side
against a stop. R. when the disc, l, will be quite clear of the driving disc,
m.
A fresh bobbin may then be substituted, and the frame be shifted
back again, without interfering with any of the other bobbins.
In the machine, the shafts, x, project at one end beyond the end
standard to receive bevel pinions, a, by means of which they are driven,
:
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these pinions being in gear with bevel wheels, t, on a transverse horizontal shaft, u, carried in bracket bearings bolted to the end standard.
The shaft, tj, carries fast and loose pulleys, v, to receive a belt from an
overhead driving shaft, and the belt is shifted by prongs on a rod, w,
sliding in the eyes of studs projecting from the end standard, and extending both ways, so as to be shifted from either side of the machine.
The yarns or threads in passing to the bobbins are guided by forks, x,
between the prongs of which they run these forks being fixed to traversing bars, Y, which are traversed up and down, so as to distribute the
yarn equally upon the bobbins. The bars, t, slide in slots, z, formed in
the end standards, and are jointed at each end to rods, </, passing down
to the opposite ends of transverse levers, h, centred on stud pins in the
end standards the whole being arranged so that one bar falls as the
other rises, and vice versa, the two bars thus counterbalancing each
other.
The traverse movement is produced by a pair of "heart" cams,
i, fixed on a longitudinal shaft, j, and acting on the levers, h, through
anti-friction rollers, k, which are kept in contact with the cams by means
of small weights, I, hung to the levers, h, on that side.
The shaft, j, is
carried in bracket bearings attached to the end standards, and is turned
by means of a worm wheel, m, upon its outer end, and in gear with a
worm, n, on the driving shaft, u.
In figs. 4 to 9 are shown a variety of ways in which the bobbin may
be carried all these views representing vertical sections through the
bobbin or disc which supports it.
In the arrangement shown in fig. 4, the bobbin, h, rests upon a disc or
collar, o, fast on the spindle, i, and is held firmly by a screw nut, p, upon
the top projecting end of the spindle. In the arrangement shown in fig.
5, the bobbin, h, is carried round by a pin, q, fast in the disc or collar, o.
Several holes are formed in the bobbin disc to receive the pin, q, to reduce the wear on any one hole, and to" insure the pins entering a hole at
once. In figs. 6 and 7 a frictional driving hold is obtained by splitting
and opening the top of the spindle, so that when the bobbin is put on the
spindle it closes the split parts, whilst their tendency to open produces
a pressure against the bobbin sufficient to carry it round. In the section
shown in fig. 8, the collar or disc, o, is covered with leather or cloth, r,
so as to drive the bobbin by friction, the adhesion of the bobbin being
rendered sufficient by means of small weights, s, placed on the top of the
bobbin over the projecting end of the spindle. In some cases the weights
may be unnecessary. In all these plans, wherein the bobbin is carried
round by frictional hold, such frictional hold may be so adjusted that on
any entanglement or stoppage of the yarn taking place it may be overcome by the strain of the yarn without breaking the latter, the bobbin remaining stationary notwithstanding that the spindle continues to revolve.
In the arrangement shown in fig. 9, the spindle, i, is firmly fixed in the
swinging frame, J, and the rotatory motion is communicated to a disc
and tube, c, running loosely on the spindle and carrying the bobbin, h.
The disc, t, rests on the edge of the driving disc, m, and carries the bobbin round with it by means of a pin, or in any other convenient way.
have thus detailed very fully what we conceive to be a most useful
and ingenious machine. The mechanical man and manufacturer will see
that the " unvarying surface take-up " of the yarn is carried out in a
and
well-considered and certainly a satisfactory mechanical manner
many of the other details evince a highly superior arrangement and
construction of parts, and mode of working action.
;

;

;

We

;

SHIBLES' SELF-REEFING TOPSAILS
SAILS.

AND TOPGALLANT

.

The

efficient reefing of the topsails and topgallant sails of ships, without the necessity of sending men aloft for that purpose, has long formed
an interesting subject of experimental invention and we are glad to
find that the matter has now assumed a practical form, such as onhwaits on time for its full introduction and practical development. The
latest, and certainly the most satisfactory arrangement of the kind, is
that of Mr. G. W. Shibles, of New Town, Maine, U.S., and which he is
now introducing in this country, in conjunction with Messrs. J.
Macintyre & Co., of Lancefield Quay, Glasgow. In this arrangement it
is only necessary to let go the halyards, and the sail is rolled on a spar,
which is secured on the fare part of the yard, with a travelling screwbarrel on each end of the spar for the lifts, of which there is. as much
wound round the barrels as there is hoist on the sail. When the yard is
at the mast-head and the halyards let go, the weight of the yard then
comes on the lifts, which causes the lifts to unwind, and the sail to roll
up at the same rate that the yard comes down.
The following advantages are to be derived from this invention,
namely, that there is no alteration whatever required, either in sails,
halyards, yard, or rigging, and from the simplicity of its working any
seaman can understand it at once. From the way that the sail rolls up
on the spar, and no battens being required to be fitted on it, there can
not be the slightest chafe on the sails, thus showing a great saving of
material.
By this method of reefing we secure great advantage over
any other plan now in use first, from the way in which the lifts lead
;

:
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out to the yard-arm, and being always tight, this prevents the sail from
rolling up more on the one side than on the other and also, as the sail
can in no way alter, being in every case as tight in the leach as the lift,
so that the sail rolls up without the slightest cress to be seen when
;

case the bands, c

Eig. 1 of our
engravings shows
the topsail yard
full-rigged,

and

at the mast-head,

with the
set,

sail full

and the

top-

gallant sail partly
rolled up or reefed.
rolling-spar,

The

(Fig. 2) is at-

o,

tached
to
the
standing yard, b,

by

bracethe
bands, E, on which
there is an arm
with an eye, forming a journal or
inside bearing for
the spindles, b,

f,

In every

If 800 tons register, to 1000, ee to ff, 3 feet 6 incl es.
If 600
2 „ 10
„
800,
„
„
„
If 400
2 „
„
600,
6
„
„
„
If 300
„
2 „
2
400,
„
„
„
All less than 100 tons,
1
10
,,
„
„

close-reefed.
Fig- 1.

c,
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will be 3 feet 8 inches outside of $. e.
are placed in the centre between e and f.

register, the bands, f

The forementioned

distances refer to fore and main topsail yards, and
and topgallant.
In fitting on the screw-barrels, the barrel with the left-hand screw
goes on the starboard side of the yard, when the yard -is in its proper
place; and the right-hand screw on the port side.
It is recommended
that the yard-arm at the brace hoop should be as near square as possible.
In the riggers' department, on reeving the patent lifts, the end is to
be taken aloft, and rove through the blocks or bull's-eye, on hoops, c, and
wound round the screw-barrels, a, over the forepart, and up abaft and
when the barrel is full of the lift, and the yard at the mast-head, the ends
of the lifts are secured to the outer end of the barrel
a gun-tackle purchase is attached to the end of the lifts, i, and the other block honked to
an eye-bolt on the top, then the end of the fall passes down to the deck,
so as to tighten the lifts when required. As this self-reefing arrangement
offers so many economical advantages, we cannot but hope that it will
soon be thoroughly introduced in the great bulk of vessels hailing from

mizen

topsail

;

;

the British

isles.

which
pass
through the
screw-barrels,
to the bands,

a,

form the
other bearing or
journal.
c is a
centre-band with
a block or bull's
e

3' e,

through

pass on to the barrels, A, and on the foreside of
c is a stud or guide, d, wbiih is fitted in to the bottom of the screw
on A, so that wdien the spar, o, turns round, the guide, n, being stationary, causes a to travel backwards or
Fig. 3.
Fig. 2.
forwards as the yard is lifted up or

which the

lifts,

I,

lowered down. By a travelling, it
gives off and takes on the lifts, according as the yard is hoisted or
lowered.
When the yard iS at full
height or mast-head, the barrels, a,
are close out to f when the yard is
lowered down, and the sail closereefed, the barrels, A, are nearly
close in to the brace bands, E. The
lifts, i, pass through two iron blocks,
j, on the cap, or mast-head, and extend about ten feet down the topmast; and on the lower end is
attached one single block or guntackle purchase, l, through which
passes m, or tackle for pulling the
patent lifts tight at any time when
required.
g (fig. 3) is the two
quarter hoops, on which is placed
an arm for attaching the two rollers,
it, which support the centre of the
;

spar, o, and to which the sail is attached,
k is a tackle, or pun base
for pulling the yard down, if at
any time required.
Figs. 2 and 3, which are respectively a plan and elevation of the
arrangement, show the end of the
yard, and the end of the rolling-spar,
and also the side elevation of the
quarter hoops, o, and the ends of the
centre rollers, H, which are 1^ inches
below the rolling spar, o.
As regards the mast-makers'
department, on taking the dimensions of a yard for this invention,
the following instructions must be
strictly adhered to
first, the topsail should be measured across the close-reef band, and whatever breadth
the sail is at the band, the rolling-spar should be 10 inches longer in
every ease besides, allowing two inches on each end for the neck of the
spindle, n n, at hose, will give the places of bands, ee, where the sizes
and shapes of the bands may be taken. If the vessel be over 1000 tons
;

:
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BROWN'S SYSTEM OF MOULDING HOLLOW METAL WARE.

F,

which

The

"cast-iron pot" trade of this country is a very large one, and the
quantities of articles of this class, such as paus, kettles, and goblets, annually turned out in the great seats of the manufacture
Staffordshire,
Falkirk, and Glasgow almost pass belief.
What becomes of all this
hollow ware, is a question which can only be answered by a repetition
of the old one, on the ultimate destination of the myriads of pins which
we make. Our colonial possessions, however, draught away a very large
proportion of the make and the fact of Great Britain being the greatest
colonising country under the sun, is a most important matter for the
prosperity of the founders of this particular article.
All this is far more
than sufficient to account for the many recent attempts at the improvement of moulding manipulation, as affecting this special class of work.
There is always a steady demand for the ware that is the great thing
and as great nicety and accuracy of process is necessary in moulding and
casting such thin work; and further, as economy of productive cost can,
and must ever be, best carried out in the manufacture of articles liki
these, where copy after copy, to the number of thousands of the same
thing, is constantly wanted, there must necessarity be plenty of scope
for the exercise of inventive talent in supplying the demands arising
through these several channels.
These remarks bring us to what we have just now particularly to
discuss viz., the recently patented invention of Mr. R. Brown, of the
Mr. Brown works entirely with half, or secShotts Iron Co., Glasgow.
The half pattern has its flat side or face coincident with
tional patterns.
the axial line of the figure which it is intended to represent that is to
say, it represents a sectional portion of a vessel, as described by a line
cutting through the centre of the intended pot from top to bottom. The
operation takes place upon a horizontal metal table, upon which is laid
a thin flat plate, with a central hole cut in it to the sectional contour of
the pattern.
The pattern is fitted with its flat side upon the horizontal
the loose plate fitting accurately to the contour of the pattern at
t ible
the axial line.
The half moulding box or flask is then set by proper
guiding surfaces upon the table over the half pattern. Provision is made,
either in the pattern itself, or by a raised ledge piece upon the table, for
bringing the actual axial line of the pattern even with the upper surface
The sand is then rammed in at the top of the box
of the loose plate.
upon the pattern, and when the ramming operation is completed, the
box is lifted directly off the pattern along with the loose bottom plate,
which serves to bring the moulded sand clear away with a good elge.
This 02)eration being repeated, the two halves so moulded are placed toWhen feet are to be
gether, forming a complete -mould, and so on.
moulded upon the pot, they are represented by loose pattern pieces set
For this purpose
in suitable guides at the proper parts of the pattern.
the pattern is made hollow, so that the pattern pieces for the feet can be
pushed. in and out from the interior. On commencing to mould, these
pattern pieces are pushed into the interior of the main pattern, and
when the flask has been loosely rammed, they are pushed out so as to
enter the proper distance into the loose sand the ramming is then completed, and the pattern pieces are again withdrawn into the interior of
Similarly,
the pattern, leaving accurate feet impressions in the sand.
other projections may be moulded where necessary, by sliding pattern
pieces.
The cores for shaping the internal surface of the pot, and the
These
flasks or boxes, are formed in the usual or any convenient way.
general arrangements are also applicable to the moulding of shot, shell,

—

—
;

—

—

—

—

;
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and general castings, and of articles in plastic materials, such as clay
and other substances, as well as in molten substances of other kinds than
iron.

Our two engravings represent Mr. Brown's machinery in two views.
is a partially sectional side elevation of the whole apparatus as

Fig. 1

Tig. 1.
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This is a very handy, and certainly a very economically effective way
of moulding hollow ware. It enables the founder to dispense with skilled
labour in one of the most difficult and expensive branches of his work,
as the chief difficulties of the old system are effectually got rid of.
In carrying out the process in actual practice, Mr. Brown proposes to
adopt a thorough division of labour. In moulding pots, three boys will
be appointed to each machine one to ram or mould the box parts, another to sleek or finish them, and a third to make the cores. By this
plan no individual operative need leave the spot where he is occupied,
and the whole routine proceeds with the utmost regularity.
:

THE SUSSEX IRONSTONE.
the many strange industrial revolutions which have taken place
in Great Britain within the last century, from the increased development
of our coal-fields, and the application of machinery to manufactures, none
although perhaps less known than the extinction
is more remarkable
of the iron manufactures of Sussex, which, in the 16th and 17th centuries, was foremost among the English counties producing that metal.
The strata containing the beds of iron from which the ore was raised
in this county, is the lowest formation of the cretaceous system the
" Hastings sands " of geologists. In mineral character they are principally siliceous sandstones, with occasional beds of clay and marl their
superficial extent, is enormous, as may be seen by referring to any geolostretching from Kent across the entire length of Sussex into
gical m«p
Hampshire. The whole of the eastern half of this track is ferruginous.
In the sixteenth century the iron-making of this district was at its
height.
In 1543, the first ordnance ever manufactured in England was
cast at Buxted by Ralph Hogge. The site of his furnace, corrupted into
" Huggett's furnace," by which name it is yet known, can even now be
readily traced and the following distich is preserved by the peasantry

Among

—

—

—

:

—

:

;

"Master Husget and

They

did

make

his

man

John,
caunon."

the first

Writing of this county, Camden says, " It is full of iron mines everywhere, for the casting of which there are furnaces up and down that
country, and abundance of wood is yearly spent
many streams are
drawn into one channel, and a great deal of meadow land is turned into
ponds and pools for the driving of mills by the flashes while beating
with hammers upon the iron fills the neighbourhood round about night
and day with then' noise
The proprietors of the mines by
casting of cannon and other things get a great deal of money." Fuller,
in his " Worthies of Sussex," observes that " it is almost incredible how
many great guns are made of the iron of this county. Count Gondomar
;

erected for use, the half moulding flask being in section to exhibit the
Fig. 2 is a corresponding plan.
half pattern within it.
The open standard framing, a, supports a horizontal table, b, on which
is laid the thin flat metal plate, c, cut centrally to correspond to the sectional contour of the pattern or in other words, the opening in it accurately corresponds with the area covered by the flat side of the half patWhen the parts are distern, when laid down in moulding position.
posed as in fig. 1, the moulding sand is rammed in above the pattern to
and when the ramming is finished, the lifting
fill the part, d, in fig. 1
away of the plate, c, with the flask, insures a good edge and surface in
the sand mould. The metal pattern pieces, e, f, represent the patterns
the trafer the feet set in proper guides in the interior of the pattern
;

;

;

;

(the celebrated Spaniard) well knew their goodness, when of King James
he so often begged the boon to transport them."
Judging from the remains of the furnaces and forges still traceable,
the extent of this iron-producing county was really immense. It stretches south from near Tunbridge Wells to Beckley, within four miles o"f
the sea of Rye, and also to within about an equal distance of Hastings
and west from the parish of Goudhurst in Kent to the very centre of
Sussex. In almost every valley throughout this large area there are
remains of the former iron industry.
Large heaps of slag locally
called " cinders "—'are everywhere met with, although of late years
their bulk has been rapidly decreasing from their being found to make
excellent road stuff, which is very scarce in Sussex, the roads having to
be generally repaired with the " Kentish rag." In Maj'field parish, on
the road from Bibleham forge to the village of Mayfield, the road for
some miles is made of imperfectly smelted slag and large masses of
"cinder," heavy with iron stones weighing one or two hundredweight
are continually seen by the roadside and in hedges. In scores of
valleys the remains of the old ponds and their embankments can be
easily traced several of these old sites of forges are now being used as
corn-mills
for instance, the well-known Gloucester furnace, in the
parish of Lamberhurst, near Tunbridge AVells, so called from a visit paid
it by Queen Anne and the Duke of Gloucester, celebrated for having
been the place where the iron railing now round St. Paul's Cathedral
was cast. I have .altogether traced the remains of nineteen forges in
furnaces in various parts of this district
and I by no means suppose
that I have at all succeeded in tracing anything like the whole of those

—

;

—

—

—

;

;

verse action for the central foot, e, being effected by the hand lever, g,
and that for the two outside feet, f, by the lever, h. Both these levers
are set upon a short horizontal shaft in front of the apparatus, where
they are supported by the brackets, j. The feet patterns are here represented as protruded for the actual moulding effect but the dotted lines
in fig. 1 indicate the position of the levers and connections when the
patterns are withdrawn after the performance of their work.
The fixed
shoulder stops on the brackets, j, serve to stop and set the hand levers of
the feet patterns when long feet are being moulded. When short feet are
to be put on, the adjustable pins in the upper brackets, i, act as the stops
for preventing the feet patterns from protruding so far out.
;

that originally existed.
In many of the old social remains there are also several curious evidences of the former seat of an iron district. The tablets in the churches,
and the gravestones in the churchwards, are constantly formed of ponderous cast-iron masses and huge iron utensils are often to be observed
about the old farm-houses. The names of places, too, preserve the memory of these past works, and often guide us in discovering their ancient
scarcely a parish in the district but has several names made up
sites
of " furnace," " forge," and " cinder "
as Forge Farm, Furnace Wood,
Cinder Bottom, &c.
The stone from which this iron was manufactured seems principally
;

:
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to have been a spathosc ore, or an altered spathose ore, where the carbonate of iron has been converted into a hydrated peroxide. The percentage of this class of ore seems to be very good, some which I tried
producing as much as fifty per cent.
a fair average would seem to
range from twenty-five per cent, to forty per cent, Other classes of
ores have also probably been used, for clay ironstone is often found,
although, as far as I personally observed, generally poor and siliceous
But the spathose ore is certainly that most
ores occur in other places.
valuable indeed, as far as I can judge, it seems the only stone existing
in sufficiently compact bodies to be worked to profit.
That large bodies of this class of ironstone do exist in East Sussex is
beyond all doubt; but whether they can be worked to profit is a question
not yet ascertained, though the probabilities all seem to show that they
can. The Tunbridge and Hastings branch of the South-Eastern Railway
runs through the heart of the district, connecting it on the north and
south with the ports of Whitstable and Rye. The former port seems to
offer considerable advantages for forwarding the stone to the iron districts of the north on moderate terms
inasmuch as colliers from these
districts annually bring into it about 300,000 tons of coal for the supply
of the counties of Kent and Sussex, who have now to return in ballast.
Rye and Strood also import large quantities of coals from iron-making
counties, and have no return cargoes.
There can consequently be
scarcely a doubt that from either of those ports the stone .might be
shipped to an inexhaustible market, at almost nominal freights.
The question is certainly one of very great interest, both to the landowners of the county and to the iron-masters. The Weald of Sussex is
peopled by a large and poor population, pressing heavily upon the rates
and the opening of such a field of
for support even at the best of times
industry among them would be an incalculable relief to the whole disis
unnecessary
to
point
out
the
importance which the developtrict.
It
ment of such a field for the supply of ironstone would be to our ironmakers.
The Pick and Gad.
[Asa short and practical sequel to this very interesting article, we may
mention that the practical development of what is really to be done in
the way of treating Sussex as a real ironstone field, is about to be tested
by the Wadhurst Ironstone Mining Company. This undertaking has
been formed for the purpose of working the newly discovered rich beds
of ironstone in the Snapewood estate, in the parish of Wadhurst, Sussex.
Three beds of ironstone averaging 2 feet thick are said to have been
already discovered, and matters altogether look very favourable fdr a
successful issue from the unworked ironstone of Sussex.
Ed. P. M.
.

:

;

—
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and connected, either electrically or mechanically, with a general index
or dial plate, so placed as to be under the eye of the attendant. This
plate is subdivided into as many distinct dial plates as there are looms
connected with it, each dial plate representing a particular loom, being
numbered to correspond. Upon Cach dial plate there are one or more
pointers, which, being connected with and actuated by the loom, will
show at a glance, by their position, movement, or absence of movement,
when anything is wrong in the loom. Or the same result may be obtained by having a series of signals, either visible or audible, analogous
to those used on board of ships, which each loom itself can display in the
event of the usual incidents in the working of the loom, and which will
at once catch the eye of the attendant.
Fig. 1 of the engravings is an elevation or side view of a loom exhibiting one of these. The parts of the loom not essential to the description

;

;
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BECENT PATENTS.
WEAVING.
Patrick Macfaklane, Comrie.

—Patent dated April

IS, 1857.

Tins invention consists in means or arrangements by which a loom is
made to supply its shuttle or shuttles with fresh weft when that last
placed in the shuttle or shuttles has become broken or exhausted. The
weft to supply the shuttles is placed in a case which fits into the shuttle
or shuttles used in the loom, and remains securely in the shuttle while
it is weaving, but is so constructed and arranged as to be easily displaced from the shuttle and replaced by another weft case. Any convenient number of cases provided with weft are placed in a suitable
receptacle or receptacles, so that each case in succession takes the place
The receptacle or receptacles
of the one removed from the receptacle.
containing the weft cases are placed on or attached to the framing of
the loom opposite the shuttle box or shuttle boxes.
When the absence
of the weft is detected by the weft fork, mechanism is thereby brought
into operation which forces a weft case from the receptacle into the
shuttle, this act displacing the weft case at that time in the shuttle,
which passes into a suitable box or basket provided to receive it. By
the arrangements referred to the shuttle or shuttles of a loom are fur
nislied with weft so long as the supply of weft cases before mentioned
The second part of the invention
is not allowed to become exhausted.
consists in means or arrangements for stopping a loom when any certain
or definite number of warp threads have broken.
In these arrangements each warp thread passes through an eye or loop similar to the
mails of Jacquard harness, and each eye has a small weight suspended
to it.
When the warp threads break, these weights drop into a trough
or table placed before them. The trough is balanced, so that when the
number of threads fixed upon is broken, the weight due to them will
place the trough in such a position as will bring in action mechanism
that will release the spring handle and stop the loom. The third part
of the invention consists in arrangements for indicating and calling attention to the requirements of each of a number of looms by certain
signals.
This is effected by having each loom conspicuously numbered

are omitted.
Fig. 2 is an end elevation partially in section of the frame
in which the weft or cop boxes are arranged.
Fig. 3 is a front sectional
elevation corresponding to fig. 2, and showing one side of a tier of weft
boxes placed one above another. Fig. 4 is an elevation of one of the cop
boxes. Fig. 5 is a horizontal section of the skeleton shuttle, in which
the weft box filled with weft is shown occupying its place in the shuttle.
Fig. 6 is a transverse section of the shuttle and enclosed weft box, corresponding to fig. 5. Those parts of the loom in ordinary use may be
briefly referred to.
The framing, a, the fly-wheel, b, on the main or
crank shaft, c, which by means of the connecting rods, d, gives motion
to the swords, e, of the lathe, f, as also the picking sticks, g, are in this
modification all arranged in the usual manner when the pickers act from
below. But if the weft boxes are introduced at the side of the shuttle,
as in one modification, the picking would require to be effected
from above. The weft boxes, l, may be small rectangular cases of tin
or other metal, narrower and shorter at the bottom than the top, and
are made to fit a corresponding vacancy in the skeleton shuttle.
The
weft boxes are in this modification arranged in a light frame, M, the
front and back of which are formed of sheets of metal, in which triangular or other shaped openings are made.
The weft box frame, m, is supported by means of a vertical T piece, n, which is bolted at its lower end
to the loom framing
the extremities of the horizontal part of the
piece being made to embrace the sides of the frame, m, and secured
thereto by pins or other suitable fastening. To the lower part of the
frame, m, is fitted an external case, o, which, from its use, the patentee
terms the "depressor."
This depressor is free to slide up and down
upon m, and it is fastened by pins or bolts to the forked ends of a bellcrank lever, p, whose fulcrum is a stud, p 1, fixed to the loom framing.
On the lower extremity of the lever, p, is a projecting part, Q, which is
acted upon by a cam, k, on the tappet shaft, J. The perpendicular arm
of the bell-crank lever, p, is drawn towards the back of the loom by
;
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mean?; of a spiral spring, s, the other end of which is fastened to a hracket
which projects outwards from the side of the loom. To the lower part of
the depressor, o. are hinged a pair of flaps, t (fig. 2), the bottom of
which are made to project inwards, forming a kind of foot to each of the
flaps.
This part of the arrangement is shown in
Kr. 3.
the sectional end view (fig. 2), in which is also
shown the means for keeping the lowermost
weft box suspended over the shuttle box of the
loom. Thus at each side of the weft box holder,
>r, at its lower part, is fixed a pair of bent springs,
n ; these springs are curved inwards, so as to
meet or nearly meet in the centre of each side
of the frame, m.
The weft boxes, l, are made
with a pin projecting from each end, and when
one of these boxes drops from the tier to the bottom of the holder, m, it is caught and retained by
the pins on the weft box falling between the
springs, u, which are made sufficiently strong to
uphold a single box. An escapement, w, which
is actuated by the up and down motion of the depressor, o, allows only one box at one time to drop
into the springs, and prevents the upper tier of
boxes falling upon the lowermost box. The depressor is maintained in its elevated or normal
position, as shown in fig. 1, by means of a hracket,
z, which is carried in the centres, a, attached to the frame, M.
The point
of the bracket forms a kind of latch, which springs into a notch or catch
on the front of the depressor, o, when raised. From the foot of this
bracket projects a bent arm or lever, 6, which is taken hold of by the
hook, c, of the weft-fork when not raised, and thus lets oft" the depressor,
thereby striking the suspended box (fig. 2) into the shuttle, expelling
before it the one previously there into the receptacle made to receive it
in the bottom of the lathe.
One end of this cavity, e, opens into a pipe,
which is carried downwards in an oblique direction through the lathe
batten.
At the next stroke of the sword or picking stick, a, the used
weft box is driven through this pipe, e, and falls into a basket or other
suitable receptacle placed beneath.
The drawing back of the bell-crank
Fig. 4.
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thereby the empty box previously in 4 into the cavity, h, and the empty
box in h, into the shuttle, 2, and out of the shuttle, 2, the spent box
formerly in it is pressed against the back of the trough or shout, i r,
through which it falls down into the basket. And
Fig. 7.
so on successively throughout the four boxes.
Another modification is shown in fig. 8. In
this arrangement a pair of shuttles is used. Thus
instead of putting a weft box into the working
shuttle when the weft either breaks or is run out,
the shuttle box containing the shuttle is pushed
aside, and simultaneously another, which has been
previously filled with weft, is brought in a line
with the shuttle race upon the opposite side to
continue the work. The lathe, a, has at each end
of it an oblong recess cut into its upper surface,
forming a table, b, wide enough to hold two shut-

boxes h ing side by side. The back shuttle,
boxes are attached by means of links to a beam
or equal-armed lever, d, the fulcrum of which is
a bracket, e, bolted to the back of the lathe. The
breast beam, g, is made with a projecting part,
h, at each end, forming also a shelf directly under
the cop box frame, s, and level with the table, b,
at each end of the lathe, into which the shuttle
box when slid off the lathe enters, like a drawer
7

tle

A

plunger, I, moves in this recess to
fro
the plungers, i, are attached at the front
part to a beam, j, the fulcrum of which is a bracket, k. The plungers, I,
give motion to a pair of loose or detached shuttle boxes, l, one of which is
always on the lathe in a line with the race, and giving and receiving the
working shuttle. The other working shuttle box, for the time being, is
one of the two connected to the lever, d. To the sides of the boxes, h,
are attached small springs, M, which press against the ends of the shuttle
boxes, l, whilst on the shelves, H.
The beam, ,t, to which the plungers,
i, are attached is
connected to the weft fork levers, N, by means of the
links, o, and studs, p. There are two weft forks, q, one in action and the
other out of action. Each weft fork indicates for the weft box nearest it,
whether the shuttle is in working order. Upon the breaking or running
out of the weft, the fork, q, through the lever, h, causes the weft fork
into its place.

and

;

move outwards, and this being
linked to the beam, j, it moves upon its axis
and the right-hand plunger, i, presses the
shuttle box, l, off the shelf, h, on to the
table, b, of the lathe and into a line with
the shuttle race, and of course simultaneously moves the box, c, attached to the
The moving of the
lever, d, backwards.
lever, d, upon its axis causes the box, c,
attached to its other end to be shifted inwards in a line with the shuttle race.
This movement of the lefthand box, c, pushes the
shuttle box, l, off the lathe
on the shelf, h, there to be
leisurely filled with fresh
weft. The ends of the table,
b, and shelf, n, have small
springs fitting corresponding
notches in the ends of the
lever, x, to

by the spiral spring, s, brings the projection at its lower end in
contact with the cam on the tappet shaft as it rotates. The cam pushes
the lever, p, towards the front of the loom, which action raises its upper
Upon the depressor being lifted by
end, and with it the depressor, o.
the bell-crank lever, p, the latch on the bracket, z, again springs into the
hole in the face of the depressor, and the whole of the parts are thus
The arrangement of the skeleton
restored to their normal position.
shuttle and cop box used in these improvements is shown in figs. 4, 5,
and 6. There is an oblong rectangular aperture or opening,
To each side
f, in the shuttle, of the size of the weft boxes, i.
of the opening,/, at its ends, are fastened a pair of springs, g,
which are curved inwards towards the centre of the shuttle,
as shown in the transverse vertical section, fig. 6.
When the
box, l, containing the fresh weft is struck into the shuttle,
the springs, g, hold it there by the pins, Y, on the weft box, allowing it
in its turn to be pushed through the opening, /, when the box is being
replaced by a fresh one.
The shuttle boxes are
Fig. 7 represents one of these arrangements.
recesses formed in the periphery of a drum or cylinder, a, which revolves
on centres, b, affixed to the lathe. The cylinder, a, is so arranged that
its upper shuttle box for the time is kept by retaining springs exactly in
a line with the shuttle race, so that this recess corresponds fur the time
The drum, a, has four or
in all respects to the ordinary shuttle box.
other convenient number of shuttle boxes. If the number be four, as
shown in fig. 7, the drum, a, must start forward a quadrant each time
This is effected by mechanism similar to that
the weft protector acts.
which causes the chambers of a "revolver" to start successively into a
line with the barrel. The case or holder, c, for containing the filled weft
lever, p,

supported by a T shaped
The plunger, e, and other parts are arranged and actuated
standard, D.
as before described.
1, 2, 3, 4, are the boxes in the cylinder, and h, a
central space exactly of the size of a cop-box 1 is at present the working
The boxes in the shuttles 3
box, and 2, the one requiring fresh weft.
the cavity, h, are filled with false cop boxes, or boxes
having no weft therein, i l is a trough or shoot in front of the cylinder,
The plunger, e. strikes the fresh weft box into the shuttle, 4, and
a.
-

arranged in a vertical position, and

is

;

.
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shuttle
box sole, which
serve to retain the shuttles
in their proper position.
In
this modification the weaving is carried on with one of
the shuttle boxes, c, attached
to the lever, d, and with one
of the loose boxes, l, which
are brought alternately into
action as formerly said, and
serve the purpose of the ordinary shuttle boxes on the
lathe. The shuttles are supplied with weft by means of

an

arrangement somewhat

similar to that
1

and

2.

shown

in figs.

In this case the

depressors are actuated by
two bell-crank levers as in
figs. 1 and 2, only instead of
the spring their motion is given directly by two cams opposite to each
other at each end of the tappet shaft. This arrangement causes the
one depressor to rise when the other falls. The same effect may be
obtained in various other ways a mechanical arrangement being applied
;

2s
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above motion into action from the lever, n, of the weft fork
motion, on that side of the loom on which the expelled shuttle has just
been shelved.
The next part of the invention consists of a mode of stopping the
loom when one, two, or more of the warp threads break. This is effected
under one modification by means of an accurately and delicately balanced
beam fitted below the warp. This beam has at one end of it a gutter,
or conically shaped trough, extending across the warp above this trough,
and sloping into it, is fitted an inclined plane. In passing the warp
threads through the heddles, slight weights similar in form to needles
are passed on to the warp threads.
These weights rest partly on the
inclined plane above the trough of the balanced beam, so as to take off
strain
from
warp
injurious
the
threads.
any
Upon the breakage of one,
two, or more threads, as predetermined, the weight or weights fall down
the inclined plane and into the trough the equilibrium of the beam being
thus destroyed, it turns upon its axis, and brings into action the stopping
mechanism of the loom. The next and last part of the present invention consists of an arrangement for causing each one of a series of looms
to indicate its own incidents, such as if working or not, &c, so that an
attendant may see at a glance whether the whole of the looms under his
This Improvement may be carried out
or her charge require anything.
in various ways, either mechanically, or by signals, visible or audible.
One mode consists of a metal dial-plate divided into as many squares
Each of these squares is numas there are looms connected with it.
In each of
bered, and a corresponding number is placed on the loom.
the squares is one or more small indexes, which are connected by means of
loom,
with
the
moving
or
other
part
of
the
so
that
whilst
the
a wire
loom is in motion the indexes vibrate to and fro. The index plate is
fitted up in a conspicuous part of the weaving room, so that the loom
tenter can at all times see how the work is going on.
to bring the
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an end view of the apparatus, having one-half of the end cover
removed to show the internal arrangement of the boiler. Fig. 3 is an
elevation or side view of the end cover and apparatus for slinging and

Fig. 2

is

removing

it.

The

boiling apparatus is primarily supported by two cast-iron standards, A, each of which carries a pedestal bearing, r>, in which the shaft,
c, rotates.
To one end of the shaft, c, is keyed a spur wheel, D ; motion

;

Fig. ?.

;

TREATING RAGS.
John Rohertsou, Mid-Lothian.

— Patent dated June

9,

1857.

This invention relates chiefly to the arrangement and construction of
machinery for treating or boiling rags or other materials prior to their
being used in the manufacture of paper. The especial objects of the invention are the facilitating of the charging and discharging the contents
of the boiling vessel, and the simplifying of the means for communicating a rotatory motion thereto. The apparatus consists of a double or
annular boiler, the space between the shell and the inner vessel forming
an encircling steam jacket to the inner vessel or rag holder. The boiling vessel is placed in a horizontal position, and is made with a flange
at. each end, which rests upon anti-friction wheels, actuated by means
By means of a two-way cock and
of gearing driven from a main shaft.
stuffing box fitted at one end of the boiling vessel, and communicating
with suitable pipes, steam may be admitted to the annular space between
the vessels, whilst caustic liquor is supplied to the inner vessel. The

*%f?/S//</'.

communicated thereto from the main or driving shaft, e. This shaft
carried in a pair of pedestal bearings, f, one of which is, in this modification, bolted to the wall box, o, and the other to one of the standards,
The main shaft, E, derives its motion direct from the engine or other
A.
prime mover, and communicates this rotatory motion through a pinion,
As well as the wheel, n,
h, fitted at its inner end to the spur wheel, n.
the shaft, c, also carries two anti-friction wheels, i, which are driven by
the motion of the shaft, c. Parallel with the anti-friction wheels, i, is
fitted another and corresponding pair of anti-friction wheels, j, and upon
these four wheels the boiler, k, rests, and is driven thereby. The boilis

is

ing vessel, K, is a cylindrical vessel made of boiler-plates riveted together, the ends are spherical, and one of them, l, is riveted to the boiler,
whilst the other one forms a moveable cover, m, which is secured to the
cylindrical part of the boiling vessel by means of bolts.
To each end of
the cylindrical portion of the boiling vessel, k, is riveted a cast-iron
flange, n
these flanges rest upon the anti-friction wheels, i and j, which
are made with a flange or rim similar to a railway wheel, which prevents
the boiling vessel moving from its position upon the wheels.
A rotatory
movement is communicated to the boiler, k, by the motion of the antifriction wheels, i, which are driven by the shaft, e
the secondary pair
of anti-friction wheels, j, are not driven from the prime mover, but
merely rotate with the motion of the boiler, k, and thereby serve to reduce the friction of the flanges, n. The interior of the boiler, k, is fitted
with a smaller sized cylinder, o, made of perforated iron plates, and arranged concentric with the outer vessel, k. The perforated cylinder, o,
is divided as it were into segments by a series of radially disposed fins
or partition pieces, r; these fins are attached to the outer cylinder, k,
and project inwards through the perforated cylinder, o. The fins, p, are
thus arranged for the purpose of agitating or breaking up the mass of
rags or other materials placed within the boiler, so that the alkaline
liquor or other cleansing agent employed may freely permeate the whole.
The cleansing agent and the steam used for heating it are admitted to
the interior of the boiler, k, through the end, l, which is fitted with a stuffing-box and gland, q, the inner part of the stuffing-box terminates in a
chamber, it, from which the pipes, s, diverge. These pipes, s, are carried
outwards to the annular space between the boiler, K, and its inner cylinder, o, where they pass along between the two vessels, and terminate at
about the centre of their length, as shown in the longitudinal view, fig. 1.
The stuffing-box, q, receives the end of a pipe, T, through which the alkaline liquor or other cleansing agent and the ^team is passed.
The pipe, t,
is attached to a two-way pipe, u, one passage of which is controlled by the
cock, v, whilst the other passage, w, which is intmded for the admission
;

;

"
•

j;.!/,?/////////,//////////"///'^^^^^^

other end of the vessel is made moveable, in order to charge or discharge
the contents of the boiler.
Fig. 1 if the accompanying engravings is a partially sectional longitudinal elevation of one modification of the patentee's improved machinery or apparatus for treating or preparing rags and other materials.
i
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of steam, may be controlled by a cock or valve fitted to any convenient
part of the steam pipe.
The arrangement of the pipe, t, in the stuffingbox, Q, admits of the admission of liquid or steam at pleasure, without
impeding or interfering with the rotatory motion of the boiler, K. The
rags or other materials to be cleansed or treated are introduced to the
interior of the boiler, k, by removing its end, m; this end cover is made
of boiler plate, riveted to a cast-iron flange, on the inner side of which is
turned a projecting rim, x (fig. 3), which fits into a corresponding groove,
v, made in the flange of the boiler, k.
The projecting rim, x, and groove,
y. are turned to fit each other accurately, so as to obtain a steam-tight
joint when the end cover, m, is secured by its connecting bolts to the
vessel, K.
For the convenience of removal, the end cover, m, is arranged
so as to be readily attached to a travelling carriage which moves to and
fro upon a rail fitted to a beam overhead.
The end cover, m, has a hook
projecting from its flange, by which it is attached to a shackle, z this
shackle is suspended from a pair of pendent bracket pieces, a. These
bracket pieces, a, are attached by nuts to the spindles of a pair of wheels,
b. which traverse to and fro upon the rail, c, fitted to the beam, d; with
this arrangement the end cover, m, majr be slung while the nuts are unscrewed, and the cover may then be moved away from the boiler, afford
ing convenient access to its interior.
gauge cock, e, is fitted in the
cover, m, for testing the height of the liquid or cleansing agent within
the boiler. The rags or other materials to be operated upon are put in
the perforated vessel, o, and the cover, m, bolted on, and a sufficient
quantity of alkaline liquor or other suitable cleansing agent is admitted
through the pipe. t. by turning on the cock, v. When the desired quantity has been passed into the vessel, the cock, v, is turned off, and the
steam admitted through the lateral branch, w, and pipe, t. The boiler
is now put in motion through the medium of the shaft, e, and the antifriction wheels, i
the pressure of the steam being meanwhile regulated
so as to maintain the desired temperature within the boiler, k.
The
rotatory motion of the boiler causes the rags to fall over and over upon
the fins, p, whereby they are separated, so that the liquid used as the
cleansing agent is freely brought into contact with the different portions
of the materials. The rotatory motion of the boiler is kept up as long as
may be considered necessary to effect the thorough cleansing of the materials under operation.
When it is desired to remove the materials
from the boiler, the steam is shut off, and the rotatory movement of the
boiler is stopped when the two cocks, /and g, are in a vertical line, as
shown in fig. 1. The lower cock, g, is now opened to permit the escape
of the cleansing liquid, which escape is 'hastened by the pressure of the
steam upon the liquid. When the liquor has run off, the steam may be
carried away by a pipe screwed on to the end of the cock, /, and may be
economically applied to the heating of the next charge of the cleansing
liquid.
The end cover, m, is then removed, and being drawn away from
the boiler, the cleansed rags or other materials are allowed to fall into
boxes placed underneath for the purpose. The emptying of the boiler is
facilitated by putting it in motion, which causes the contents to he
rapidly discharged.
The rags or other materials, after having undergone the preparatory process of cleansing and boiling, are then ready for
tin.- subsequent operation of being beaten into pulp.
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the platform, f, on which the horse or horses walk; these arms are
themselves supported by the diagonal tension rods, G G, attached at
their upper ends to a fixed collar, h, fitted on to the vertical shaft, A,

;

A

;

APPLYING HORSE POWER.
Thomas Mass, Aldbrovgh.

The

—Patent dated April

25, 1857.

patentee's improvements relate to the construction and arran'gement of machinery or apparatus to be driven by horse power, which
consists of an upright shaft, fitted with a platform at its lower end,
upon which the horse or horses walk. This platform is supported by
suitable suspension rods connected with a boss on the shaft. The horse
or horses are yoked to a bar which is fixed to a collar or socket revolving
loosely round the upper portion of the shaft, so that, as the horses
attempt to walk, the motion of their feet will cause the platform to rotate in one direction, whilst their shoulders will push the bar or power
lever round in a contrary direction. In order to combine these two opposite movements, a spur wheel is keyed on to the upper end of the
shaft, and a set of internal toothed segments are fixed to a set of arms
radiating from the loose collar or boss and revolving with the power
lever.
Between this internal and external gear is a pinion which gears
into both wheels simultaneously, and as they both revolve in opposite
directions, they will impart one uniform motion to the pinion, which,
through its shaft, transmits the movement to any desired locality for
any required purpose.
Fig. 1 is a longitudinal section of the upper portion of the improved
horse power, taken through the centre thereof; and fig. 2 is a half
plan of the upper and lower portions thereof, showing the platform
on which the horse or horses walk, a is a vertical shaft working at
its lower end in the footstep, b, and at its upper end in the bearing,
c, bolted to the side of the supporting beam, d.
This vertical shaft
has fitted to it, near its lower end, a set of radiating arms, e, carrying

1
whilst their lower ends are passed through suitable shoes or sockets, a
in the arms, e, and secured therein and tightened up by means of keys
On the under side of the platform, p, may be fitted
or nuts, as shown.
friction pullies for the purpose of supporting and steadying the same,
i is a loose collar or socket which revolves freely on the upper portion
To this loose collar or socket are fitted the
of the vertical shaft, A.
inner ends of the radiating arms, J, which are supported by the rods, k.
To one or more of these arms the horse, or horses are attached. On the
arms, j, are bolted the internal toothed segments, L, into which gears
the pinion, m, keyed on the motion shait,- N. This pinion also gears into
a spur wheel, o, keyed on to the shaft, a.. It will he obvious, on referring to the drawing, that the motion of the horses' feet in walking
will cause the platform, p, to rotate in one direction, giving motion to
the spur wheel, o, whilst the shoulders' of the horse or horses being
yoked to the arms, J, to which the toothed segments, l, are bolted, cause
them to rotate in a contrary direction, thus giving a uniform motion to
the pinion M, and transmitting motion for any desired purpose through
,

its shaft, K.

CARDING MACHINES.
J.

H. Johnson, London and Glasgow (E. Lhuillier, Louviers).

— Patent

dated Feb. 25, 1857.

In this specification

is

described certain modifications in the

mechanism

which supplies the fibrous material to the main carding drum, whereby
a greater regularity and evenness in the thickness of the slivers is
obtained than has hitherto been effected by the carding engines at present in use. The improvements consist in imparting a constant vibratory motion in the direction of its axis to the intermediate roller placed
between the feeding rollers and the main drum or the longitudinal
motion may be imparted to the feed rollers, to the endless feeding-board,
or to the entire table which supports the feeding and supplying mechanism. There are various ways of imparting this vibratory motion, and
of regulating it to any desired extent, both as to speed and length of
;

grooved cam, for example, may le fitted into each extremity of a shaft, which may be driven direct from the main drum or
from any other convenient part of the machine. These cams will impart motion to two levers which embrace grooved collars on the shaft
of the roller to be vibrated or grooved cams may be fixed on to the

vibration.

A

;
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tric

such cams working info fixed stud-pins or an eccenbe used for pushing the roller longitudinally, a spring serving

tlie roller,

may

;

it hack again.
Figs. 1 and 2 of the engravings represent respectively in front and
side elevation one arrangement of mechanism applicable to any carding
engine furnished with an intermediate or additional roller, to which a
reciprocating motion is applied for the purpose aforesaid.
The axis of

to bring
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cloth, may have this reciprocating or vibrating motion imparted to it or
them, in place of communicating such a motion to the intermediate roller

as before described.

WATER
John Miller, Lanark.

Fig. 1.

11, 1857.

Fig. 2.

being limited by its bearings, passes beyond
terminated at each end by an annular grooved enlargement
or boss, is, which is embraced by a moveable fork, c, placed outside the
framework, H. These forks impart a reciprocating or vibrating motion
to the roller, a, in the direction of its axis, without interfering with its
rotatory movement.
One fork acting on one extremity of the axis
would probably serve the purpose in view but for greater certainty of
this roller, A, instead of

them, and

METERS.

—Patent dated May

is

These improvements relate to a simple arrangement of fluid meter,
suitable for ordinary domestic use, and available for convenient use, in
connection with the usual service cistern of the house. As used in this
way the whole apparatus is contained in the interior of the cistern, which
The water is primarily
is thus converted into the measuring vessel.
admitted into the side of the cistern from the usual service main by a
lateral branch opening into a valve chamber.
The discharge from the
cistern takes place by a bottom valve, which remains shut during the
whole time that the influx valve is open, being retained in a closed condition by the operation of two bell-crank holding catches, which alternately take hold of a pin riveted through the end of a ball-cock lever,
working on a stud in the side of the cistern. As the water rises in the
cistern, it floats a separate ball-float up until it arrives at a predetermined
height, at which it is determined to open the discharge cock. This latter
float is on a lever earned by a fixed stud in the cistern, and this lever
has upon it a couple of cams for working the two bell-crank catches
already referred to. At the proper height of the float, one of the cams
worked by it operates upon one of these bell-crank catches, and thus releases the other ball-float, which has all this time been sunk in the water.
The buoyancy of this float is now such as to enable it to open the discharge cock and close the influx valve, the operating catch being
arranged to hold the discharge cock open until the cistern is empty.
The movements are then all repeated, and so on, the usual whcelwork
being employed for registering the number of fillings and emptyings of
the cistern, the contents of which are known.
Our illustrative engraving is a longitudinal sectional elevation of one
In this arrangement the
modification of the improved water meter.

;

The required motion may
action two forks are preferred, as described.
be imparted to the forks by several well-known mechanical contrivances;
for instance, by means of a helical groove cut on the surface of the two
cams, d, on the shaft, E, which turns in bearings in the main framing.
The required rotatory action may be imparted to this shaft by the pulley,
Each revolution of
F, driven by a similar one on the carding cylinder.
the cams imparts a motion to the forks, which in their turn impart the
required reciprocating motion to the intermediate roller, a; the extent
of such motion being regulated by the pitch of the grooves which actuate the forks, so that by changing the cams, D, and pulley, p, any desired extent of vibratory motion of the roller, a, and any number of such
vibrations, can be obtained for a given number of revolutions.
Another modification of the means employed for giving a similar reeiprocatory motion to the roller, a, whereby greater simplicity is obtained, consists in the use of two fixed studs attached to the framing,
one on each side of the machine, and replacing the levers or forks before
These studs engage directly into the helical grooves in the
referred to.
bosses fixed on the ends of the spindle of the roller, a. These cams
may be changed for others, for the purpose of increasing or diminishing
the amount of stroke or vibration but the number of such vibrations
to a given number of revolutions cannot he altered according to this mo;

dification.

A

third modification of mechanism for giving motion to the roller, a,
consists in giving the vibratory motion to the roller, a, by means of an
eccentric fixed on one end of the shaft, e, such eccentric 'acting directly
upon the end of the spindle of the cylinder, A, whilst a spring of any convenient construction bears upon the opposite end of the spindle, and keeps
the spindle always up to the eccentric.
The shaft, e, receives motion
from any of the convenient rotatory parts of the machine, by means of a
pair of bevel or mitre wheels, which are arranged to give the required
speed to the shaft. By changing the eccentric, any amount of stroke or
traverse can be imparted to the roller, A, and the number of vibrations to
a given number of revolutions may be regulated by changing the bevel
wheel. In all cases where a reciprocating or vibrating motion, such as
before described, is imparted to the roller, a, it is evident that the wheel
or pinion (fig. 1) which gives motion to the roller, a, through the wheel,
must be sufficiently wile to allow for any required amount of vibration in the roller, a
the same allowance being made when it is driven
by pulleys and bands in place of toothed gearing.
These improvements are obviously adapted with facility to all carding
engines; it being simply requisite to add an intermediate cylinder or
roller in those engines which are without it, whereby the fibrous material will be evenly and regularly distributed over the main drum.
If
more convenient, the first roller, which is in contact with the main
carding drum, or the feeding rollers, feeding table, or endless feeding

—

forms the measuring vessel, which is constructed to hold a
given number of gallons of water when filled to a predetermined level,
The inlet water
at which point the ingress of the water is stopped.
pipe, b, is fitted at its inner end with a valve box, c, in which the cylindrical valve, d, works. The valve, d, is attached by a rod, e, to the lever,
One
f, which turns upon a stud, G, fixed to the side of the cistern, A.
end of the lever, f, has fitted to it a ball-float, H, and at about the
centre of its length it is attached by means of the rod, i, to the valve, J,
which controls the passage communicating with the outlet pipe, k. To
the stud, L, which projects from the side of the vessel, a, a lever, M, is
The upper
attached which carries at one end of it a small ball-float, m 1
end of the lever, m, branches outwards, forming two arms, n; through
the end of each of these arms a screw, o, is passed. The screws, o, come
in contact with a pair of bell-crank levers, p and Q, which are fitted to
cistern, a,

.

the stud, r.
The horizontal arms of the bell-crank levers are furnished
with weights, s, which have a tendency to cause the vertical arms to
turn upon their axes. The upper extremity of the lever, p, is made with
a hook, or catch, t, which holds down the lever, f, when it is brought
The extremity of the vertical arm of the
into a horizontal position.
lever, q, is made with a notch or recess, which presses against a pin, n,
projecting from the side of the lever, f, when the ball-float, h, descends.
The arms, n, of the lever, m, are made in different planes, so that the end
of one arm is opposite the vertical arm of the lever, p, whilst the end of
the other arm is opposite the vertical arm of the lever, Q. The ends of
the arms, n, may be forked and made to press directly upon and actuate

Feliruarv
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the bell-crank levers, p and q, but preference is given to the arrangement
shown in the drawing, in which the ends of the screws, o, press against
the levers. Li the engraving the different parts of the mechanical
arrangement are shown in the position they would assume when the
From the main or supply pipe the
cistern is being filled with water.
water passes through the inlet pipe, B, and valve box, c, to the interior
In this position of the parts the inlet valve, d, is
of the cistern, a.
open, whilst the outlet valve, J, is closed, in consequence of the
short arm of the lever, f, being kept up by the vertical arm of the
lever q, pressing against the pin, n, and thus preventing the lever,
upon its fulcrum, which action would at once
F, from turning
raise the valve, j, and allow the fluid to escape into the pipe,
k.
When the water, which is admitted through the inlet pipe,
reaches the small ball-float m 1 it begins to rise, and floats upwards with
the water. This upward motion of the ball-float, m', causes the lever, M,
to turn upon its axis, and the screw, o, in the upper arm, n, gradually
By the time the
presses the arm of the bell-crank lever, Q, outwards.
water has risen to the predetermined level, the lever, f, will be in a
The
horizontal position, and the arm of the lever, q, clear of the pin, u.
lever, f, is now free to turn upon its axis by the buoyancy of the ball, h,
which lowers the other end of the lever, f, and this motion closes the
At
inlet pipe, b, by the descent of the valve, D, and opens the valve, j.
the moment that the lever, f, reaches the horizontal line, the valve, d, is
Meanwhile the
closed, and all further ingress of water is prevented.
motion of the lever, m, upon its fulcrum has had the effect of drawing
the lower screw, o, away from the arm of the lever, p, which is, however,
kept in contact with the screw, o, by reason of the weight, s, and thereBy the time the lever, f,
fore moves in unison with the lever, m.
reaches its horizontal position, the short ami of the lever has descended
beneath the catch, t, which retains the lever, f, in a horizontal position.
In this position of the parts, the ingress valve, d, is closed, and the egress
valve, J, is kept open, the outlet pipe, k, being governed by a cock the
contents of the cistern may be drawn off as required. As the contents
of the cistern are drawn off, the ball-float, m 1 sinks, and the screw, o,
in the lower arm, H, is so adjusted with regard to the motion of the ver1
touches the
tical arm of the lever, p, that by the time the ball-float, ji
bottom of the cistern, the catch, T, of the lever, p, is released from the
end of the lever, f, and the weight of the ball, h, and longer arm of the
The
lever, f, opens the inlet valve, d, and closes the outlet valve, J.
several parts are kept in this position by the pin, u, which rests upon
the catch of the lever, q, during the time the cistern is being refilled.
The number of gallons the vessel, a, will contain being known, it is only
necessary to register the number of times it is filled from the main.
This may be readily done by connecting the lever, f, to a train of wheelwork of "the ordinary kind used for registering, so that each filling may
be indicated upon an external dial or index plate. If the vessel, A, is
open at the top or fitted with a loose cover, it may be fitted with an
overflow opening or waste pipe, v, in case of anything preventing the
inlet valve from effectually closing the supply pipe.
The addition of
the overflow opening is then useful to carry away the surplus water and
prevent its flowing over the upper edge of the vessel, a or the opening,
v, may be dispensed with if the cistern is fitted with a closely fitted top,
or made air-tight, or as nearly so as possible.
In this manner the quantity of water ussd in dwelling-houses, or for other purposes, may he faithfully registered with great facility and non-liability to derangement.
,

;
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coming into contact with each other, or any hard substance,
and thereby injuring the applied coating. The same process may
be likewise employed to vegetables, fruit, and other similar articles;
but instead of immersing them in the solution, they may be coated
with it by means of a hair pencil. In this way truffles, pears, peaches,
and other fruits may be preserved, care being taken that their wr hole
articles

surface is completely enveloped with a coating of proper thickness.
The thickness may be varied according to the length of time the
article is intended to be preserved, and the circumstances under which
it will be kept.
In order to keep insects from attacking the coating, it
will be proper to add to the solution some body which, though quite
innocuous to man, would be sufficiently powerful to destroy, or at least
drive away, insects.
Camphor is one of the materials which ma}' be
employed for this purpose, but it may be observed that it is desirable
that the first coating of the solution should be free from this body, in
order that no odour may be imparted to the article operated upon. The
more delicate fruits may be covered, if thought desirable, with the protecting coating whilst on the tree, so that all their freshness may be
preserved, and even their bloom. After the application of the first
coating the fruit might be gathered, and the remainder of the process
completed as before described. In certain cases it is proposed to cover
the objects to be preserved with a thin sheet of gutta percha or caoutchouc, after subjecting them to a current of heated air, in place of
dipping them in a solution of these substances, as before mentioned.
In those cases where the article to be operated upon presents great
inequalities of surface, and it is impossible to prevent a certain amount
of atmospheric air being enclosed by the exterior coating, it is proposed
to neutralise the ill effects of the oxygen of such enclosed air by introducing some substance, such as iron, sodium, or potassium, which has a
strong affinit}' for that gas. By these means the oxygen will be absorbed, and its decaying properties prevented.
small quantity of charcoal may also be added, for this substance has great antiseptic properties.
Fish or poultry to be treated by this process should be first thoroughly
cleaned and trussed the substance having a strong affinity for oxygen
is then to be introduced therein in a state of fine powder, such powder
being contained in closed packets. The application of the preservative
solution is then made as before described. It is evident that this process
is applicable to all kinds of alimentary substances, whether salted or
fresh, without regard to size. Chocolate, sweet meats and potted meats,
and fish may he more effectually secured from the action of the air by
this plan than by the usual methods of covering them with sheet metal,
gold-beaters' skin, paper, &c.
As the process before described may not
be altogether effectual for preserving fish under peculiar circumstances,
it is proposed to use vessels of gutta percha, caoutchouc, metal, or other
suitable material, in which the substances to he preserved (say, live fish)
should be placed. The vessel should then be covered, leaving only a
small opening by which it is to be filled with water. This vessel, with
the opening turned downwards, should then be plunged into a tub or
The vessel containing the fish is then to
receptacle filled with water.
be filled with some antiseptic gas (carbonic acid, for instance), so that
the substance to be preserved is kept surrounded with an atmosphere
highly preservative, when the vessel is hermetically sealed. Milk, vinegar, oil, mineral waters, &c, may also be treated by this method.

A

;

STARCH.
Edward Tucker,

PRESERVING FOOD.
J.

H. Johxsox, London and Glasgow
Itouen).

and M. Boxiere,
—Patent dated E. Lejietteiis
1857.
(P.

A/iril 4,

The principle of this invention consists in the application of an air-tight
or covering of gutta percha, caoutchouc, or other similar impervious material, thereby perfectly protecting the article to be preserved JYom the action and contact of the atmosphere. Gutta percha,
caoutchouc, or other similar air-proof material, is dissolved in any inexpensive volatile solvent, such as sulphuret of carbon. This solution is
placed in a closed vessel, the cover of which is removed, for the purpose
of immersing the articles desired to be preserved.
In the case of butcher meat, it should be first exposed to the action of a current of dry
heated air, in order to dry the exterior parts, and at the same time rarify
the portions of air contained in the interstices. After undergoing this
operation it should be dipped into the solution, and withdrawn immediately, and allowed to dry in a current of air.
This will occupy only a
few minutes when ready, the same operation must be repeated until the
proper thickness of coating has been obtained. In the majority of cases
two or three immersions will be found amply sufficient. When the
article to be preserved has become dry, after applying the last coating,
it may either be left suspended in the air or placed in a box containing
saw-dust, sand, or charcoal, or a mixture of these substances. The
only object of this last operation is to lessen the risk of the preserved
i

;

Belfast.

The

—Patent dated May

2,

1857.

first modification of these improvements consists of a system or mode
of treating wheat, barley, rice, and other kinds of grain
excepting,
however, maize or Indian corn in order to obtain starch therefrom.
in
The grain,
its whole or uncrushed state, is in the first place put into
a trough or other vessel suitable for steeping grain, which is then
covered with water, or with an alkaline or other solution. This steepwater or solution is preferred to be heated to a temperature of 120 to 160,
but not exceeding 200, degrees of Fahrenheit's thermometric scale. The
grain is allowed to remain in the heated steep-water or solution for a
period of time varying from six 'to ten days, until the siliceous coating
or husk of the grain is sufficiently softened to admit of its being easily
crushed. Instead of steeping the grain in water or other fluid solvent,
the softening process may be effected by submitting the grain to the
action of a jet of steam or vapour at a suitable temperature, which may
be allowed to permeate the mass of grain under operation. The moistening and softening of the grain by means of the steam or vapour may
be facilitated by keeping the grain in motion, so as to thoroughly expose
it to the action of the vapour.
This object may be effected by means of
an agitator, or other mechanical means for moving or turning the grain
over; care being taken to avoid heating it to such an extent as will
cause the granules of starch to burst. The softened grain is reduced
or crushed by passing it between rollers, or triturated by means of an
edge runner, or by other arrangements of crushing machinery. The re-

—
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ducing operation may be facilitated by passing a stream of cold or heated
water through the grain whilst it is undergoing the crushing process.
The crushed grain is now to be passed through sieves, or otherwise
strained, in order to separate the farina or albuminous matter from the
bran.
This separation of the farina from the bran is effected by means
of a stream of water, which carries the starchy matter with it through
the interstices of the sieves.
The water and elutriated matter flow into
a trough or other vessel suitable for the deposition of said matter. When
the fluid which holds the starch, &c, in suspension has remained at rest
for about one hour, the supernatant fluid is run oft' into another depositing frame or cistern, leaving the coarser matter at the bottom of the
trough or original receiving vessel. After a time the granules of starch
become more compactly deposited, and a thin starchy fluid, technically
"
termed " slimes," collects upon the surface of the starch. The " slimes
are removed in the ordinary manner by means of trays, and a further
quantity of starch may be obtained therefrom by washing, so as to separate the gluten from the starch granules. The starch deposited in
the trough or receiving vessel is then dried, and treated according to the
usual mode of preparing this article, after undergoing the preliminary
processes.
The second part of this invention has reference to an imUnder
proved mode of preparing starch from maize or Indian corn.
this modification the grain in its natural or unreduced state is subjected
to the action of steam or vapour of a suitable temperature, or it may be
steeped in water heated to a temperature of from 140 to 200 degrees of
Fahrenheit's scale, or in an alkaline solution at a lower temperature
than 140 degrees. The grain is allowed to remain in this heated vapour
or steep water until it is sufficiently softened for the secondary process
of fermentation.
After passing the reduced grain through sieves to
separate the bran from the farina, the starchy matter is converted into
the commercial article by the usual mode of procedure.
Another modification of these improvements consists in obtaining starch from Indian
corn meal instead of from the whole or uncrushed grains. The meal is
primarily placed in a suitable operating vessel, and subjected to the action of heated water or warm alkaline solution.
If care be taken to
keep the heat of the steep-water or alkaline somewhat below 200 degrees
of Fahrenheit's scale, the granules of starch will not be injured thereby.
This steeping of the meal in the heated water or alkaline solution separates the starch granules from the gluten, which is separated from
the starch by successive washings.
The starchy matter thus obtained
from the Indian corn meal is subsequently dried, and prepared for the
market in the manner followed in preparing wheaten starch. By following the modes of procedure hereinbefore described, the manufacture of
starch from all kinds of grain may be carried out in a very efficient

manner.

RAISING AND LOWERING WEIGHTS.
Newcastle.
Patent dated May 21,

—

George Heron,

February

1,

185S.

flow out of the cylinder again when requisite.
To the outer extremity
of the piston rod, or to a crosshead attached thereto, is connected one
end of the chain, c, which is wound round and attached to the small
drum or pulley, d, on the shaft or axis, e, which works in bearings, p v,
Fig. 2.

in the main framing, G, of the apparatus.
On the shaft or axis, e, is also
fixed the second drum or pulley, h, which is of considerably larger
diameter than the first mentioned pulley, d.
second chain, i, is
secured at one end to the periphery of the large drum or pulley, H, and
is wound round and attached to the third small drum or pulley, k, or
the shaft, l, which works in suitable bearings at m m on the under
side of the main framing.
fourth drum or pulley, n, of larger diameter
than the pulley, k, is fixed on the shaft, l; and to the periphery of this
pulley is secured one end of the hoisting or hauling rope or chain, o,
this chain passing direct to the crane post or gib, or to any other desired

A

A

locality.

DRYING YARNS.
Andrew

Symington, Fife.

— Patent dated November

14, 185G.

In this specification is described certain constructions and arrangements
of apparatus for drying yarns and woven fabrics, or other similar substances, whereby such substances are rapidly dried without being
creased or injured in any way. According to one arrangement of apparatus for drying yarns, it is proposed to employ a number of rollers
arranged to bear at each extremity upon two inclines in the upper part
of a drying chamber, the central portion of the rollers having the spindles
of wet yarn spread over them.
These spindles of yarn are held in a
state of tension, by means of other rollers which are suspended in the
hanks, and are of sufficient weight to keep the yarn hanging in a perpendicular direction. A current of hot air is directed into one side or end
of the drying chamber, and escapes by the opposite side or end, and in
in its passage effectually dries the j'arn.
As last as each roller of yarn
is dried it is removed through a door at the lower end of the inclines,
whereupon the rest of the rollers descend by their own gravity to fill up
Fig. 1.

1856.

The

patentee's improvements consist of certain arrangements and
combinations of wheels and pullies, actuated by a piston and piston-rod,
working in a cylinder, for the purpose of raising, lowering, mooring^
or transporting heavy bodies
the required power being derived from
strain, compressed air, gas, water, or other fluids, acting upon either
The motive power, or rather the agent used to gain
side of the piston.
the pressure on the piston or pistons in the cylinder, form, however no
part of the patentee's invention.
Fig. 1 of our illustrative engravings represents a side elevation of one
of the arrangements of apparatus and fig. 2 is a corresponding plan.
a is a cylinder (which may be placed at any angle, or horizontally, or
;

;

vertically) fitted with a sliding piston, and piston-rod, n, for the purpose
of imparting motion to the hauling or
Fi "-

L

hoisting

mechanism

hereinafter

more

fully described.

This cylinder is furnished with any convenient arrangement
of valve or valves suitable for admitting
steam, compressed air, gas, liquid, or
other similar medium, as a motive force

on cither side of

tl le

piston,

and of allowin

cape or

the space left by the withdrawal of the last roller, and this descent of
the rollers, which causes them to rotate, imparts a travelling motion to
the hanks of yarn passed over them, and thereby prevents them from
becoming creased or marked by the action of the suspended stretcher
rollers.
As fast as a roller is withdrawn at one end of the chamber, a

February

1.
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fresh one Trith wet yarn is introduced at the other, the process of drying
being continuous. In place of putting the rollers on inclined surfaces
or rails they may be carried on horizontal bearing surfaces, and made to
travel or roll along it by means of an endless chain or belt which is
passed over them, or by any other convenient arrangement of mechanism
actuated by hand or by power.
Fig. 1 of the accompanying engravings represents a longitudinal vertical section, and tig. 2 a transverse section of one frame of the appara& is a drying chamber, fitted at the top with hinged lids, b b, and
tus.
at the bottom with pipes, c c. for admitting hot air, which is evenly dispersed through the chamber by passing through perforated plates, D D.
The yarn is suspended in hanks over the rollers, E e, and is held in a
state of tension either by the weight of lower rollers, F p, hung in the
loops of the hanks, or by an arrangement such as is shown in fig. 2,
where f represents a light frame suspended from the ends of the upper
roller, e. and having slots at its lower part in which the ends of the
lower roller, f, are free to move, and F 2 are springs drawing down these

ends so as to strain the yarns hung from the upper roller, e. Each of
the upper rollers, e, has at each end a flanged pulley, G, bearing on two
inclined rails, h ji, extending along the sides of the chamber.
Also at
each end of each of the upper rollers, e, is fitted a loose sheave, I, of
sufficiently large diameter to keep the several rollers apart, so that the
yarns on one roller may not rub against those on the neighbouring ones.
Near the ends of the chamber arc fitted two frames, k and l, made to
slide transversely on rollers, m m, through slots provided in the sides of
the chamber.
The mode of using the apparatus is as follows
Supposing the drying chamber, a, to be full of rollers containing hanks of yarn, and that
ir is requisite to remove the lowest roller, e (fig. 1), which rests upon
two short ledges or positions of rails, H, fixed to the frame, l, having
small stops, o, at their extremities to prevent the rollers from running off
thern.
Before withdrawing the frame, L, containing the roller, e 1, a
small catch, p, fitted to any convenient portion of the drying chamber,
is turned or adjusted in such a manner as to prevent the descent along
the inclined rails of the roller, e 2, next the one to be removed, and of all
above it. The frame, l, is now pulled out, drawing with it the roller,
e, which may be removed
and as this frame is made double, and
carries a second set of short ledges or rails, the withdrawal of one side
carrying the roller introduces the other or empty side into the drying
chamber and when its ledges come into such a position as to forrri continuations of the rails, h, the catch, p, is turned back so as to relieve
the rollers on the inclined rails, and allow them to descend until the
lowest of the screws enters the vacant space in the frame, L, and is arreated by the stop, o.
A corresponding vacancy is thus formed at the
upper end of the rails, which is filled up by the introduction of a fresh
roller, by pushing in one-half of the frame, k, which has been previously
charged with a roller, the empty half protruding outside in readiness for
another roller when required., A small catch, Q, is fitted to the frame,
k, for the purpose of holding the roller upon it during its insertion into
ing_ chamber, and this catch is turned back out of the way when
r is in its proper position in the chamber, so as to leave it free
:

—
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descend the inclined rails on the withdrawal of the bottom roller of
The. rotation of the rollers as they descend the inclined
the screws.
rails constantly shifts the yarns, and thus prevents them from creasing
at the parts when they are suspended.
to

VALVES.
William Ross, Glasgow.

The improvements

—Patent dated March

27, 1857.

under these letters patent relate to an arrangement of valvular apparatus to be used in various situations, and
for various purposes, where tlte flow and pressure of fluids are to be reguspecified

Under the modification of the apparatus as suitable for regulating the supply of cleansing water to water closets, it consists of a hollow
flexible and fluid-tight ball or bag of India rubber or other suitable material, disposed in the interior of a spherical metal case. This flexible hall
is unconnected with its containing case, except at the bottom, where
there is an aperture in it, coinciding with a small pipe which opens at
The water for the supply of the
that part into the metal chamber.
closet is conducted into the metal chamber by a wide pipe on the top,
correspondingly
wide lateral branch, which
and it is discharged by a
passes to the closet pan or soil receiver. This lateral branch is also on
the upper side of the metal chamber, and its junction with the chamber
is guarded by a perforated shield or bearing piece to support the inclosed
The main supply
flexible ball against the effect of internal pressure.
pipe has a small lateral branch from it, guarded by a stopcock or valve,
this branch being connected at its other end with the small bottom pipe
opening into the bottom of the flexible ball. The junction here is continued onwards in the shape of a single discharge pipe, also governed by
It is this latter valve which is acted upon
a stop-coke or valve.
by the closet mechanism when the closet is put to use. So long as this
valve remains closed, no water being required, the fluid pressure from
the main supply pipe upon the exterior of the flexible ball is balanced
by the fluid pressure from the same source, in the interior of the flexible
ball, this internal pressure being produced by the flow of water from the
main pipe, through the upper valve on the lateral branch, and thence
down into the small bottom pipe opening into the interior of the flexible
ball.
It is this upper valve which governs the action of the apparatus,
and when the closet is erected, the maker or fitter-up adjusts the amount
of opening of this valve, which opening remains constantly the same.
When the water closet has been used, and the ordinary handle is drawn
for the supply of the cleansing water, the same movement opens the
bottom valve. This opening permits the water to flow away from the interior of the flexible ball, and as the external pressure upon the ball still
remains, this external pressure depresses the top of the ball and opens
up a passage for the flow of the water through the upper wide lateral
branch to the closet basin. The water continues to flow thus, until the
gradual re-filling of the flexible ball, by the slow influx of water through
the upper adjusted valve, causes the ball to become again distended, so
In this way the
as to shut off the flow by the upper wide branch.

lated.

answers in itself as an excellent valve, in addition to its
other power of regulating the flow of the water to its flexible action.
Fig. 1 of our illustrations is a vertical section of one modification of
the improved valve. Fig. 2 is a plan of the inverted valve case. The
service pipe, A, is screwed by a connecting screw or other suitable
attachment to the upper extremity of the metal casing, b, which conAn annular passage, c, is formed rouud the
tains the flexible valve.
flexible ball

Fig.

1.

;

;

.

upper part of the casing, r>, and by means of the openings, D, the annular
passage communicates with the outlet pipe, e. In this modification of
the improvements the flexible valve or diaphragm, f, is of a hemispherical shape, and it is made with a flange round its edge, by which it is
secured between the flange of the valve chamber and the plate or surface
In applying this apparatus to a closet
to wdiich the regulator is fixed.
basin, it is fastened to the upper plate by means of screws, as shown in
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the engraving.
The plate forming the top of the closet to which the
regulator is fastened has a small channel, g, made in it, opening into the
The channel, g, has diverging from it
interior of the flexible valve, p.
at right angles a lateral tubular passage, into which a metal tube is
screwed. The free end of this tube comes against a piece of leather, caoutchouc, or other elastic material, recessed in a centre piece affixed to the bar
of metal on which the closet pan turns. There is a small hole made in the
upper part of the flexible valve, r, so as to admit the water to the interior
of the valve. When the closet lever is raised, the metal bar of the pan turns
partially round, and this action draws away the centre piece from the face of
the tube which diverges from the channel, g. The diameter of the tube
being much larger than the orifice in the valve, f, the water contained
therein quickly flows away through the mouth of the tube. The pressure
of the water upon the upper side of the valve, f, presses it downwards
and away from the apertures in the lower end of the inlet pipe. The
water consequently rushes through the apertures, d, round the annular
passage, c, and through the outlet pipe, e, to the basin of the closet.
Upon releasing the closet lever, the lateral tube of the channel, G, is
again stopped by the centre piece on the bar of the pan, and the
water flows into the hemispherical valve, p, through the aperture in
The valve, f, is filled with more or less rapidity according
its centre.
to the size of the aperture in it, and this filling of the valve regulates
the closure of the apertures on the end of the inlet pipe, and consequently the shutting oft" of the flow of water. The arrangement of the
flexible valve may be modified so that the pressure of the water is upwards, and against the valve, instead of downwards, and upon it, as in
And instead of using a hemispherical flexible valve, a
the engravings.
diaphragm of suitable flexible material may be substituted for the hollow
In arranging the improved valvular apparatus for the passage of
valve.
as, for example, water
fluids through pipes of considerable diameter
mains the flexible valve is peculiarly advantageous, because by simply
turning a small stop-cock so as to allow the water in the interior of the
valve to escape, the whole area of the pipe is opened, and the water has
One arrangement, as applied to street
free egress through the outlet.
mains, is shown in the patentee's drawings. The service or inlet pipe is
made with a series of holes at its upper end these apertures communiThe valve is
cate with an annular passage leading to the outlet pipe.
fitted in a hemispherical chamber similar to that shown in our accompanying engravings. There is a small channel and lateral tubular
The outlet pipe has
passage' which is governed by a stop-coek.
upon its upper end the junction piece for a loose pipe or other atThe water from the inlet pipe fills the flexible valve
tachment.
through the orifice made in its centre, and whilst it is full the aperUpon
tures in the upper end of the inlet pipe are effectually closed.
the small stop-cock being opened, the water contained within the
valve flows through the lateral passage, which is made much larger
than the orifice in the valve. The emptying of the valve causes it to
collapse, and leave the apertures in the end of the inlet pipe free for the
passage of the water to the outlet pipe. It will be obvious that, by
means of these improvements, pipes of any calibre may be "turned on
or governed with a key not exceeding in size that of an ordinary latchkey. In applying the improvements to taps or stop-cocks for domestic purposes, they are controlled in like manner with the same trifling expenIn one of these modifications suitable for taps arranged
diture of force.
for domestic purposes, the inlet pipe communicates with the spherical
valve chamber in which the flexible valve is fitted. The valve, when
filled or distended with water, covers the series of apertures which communicate with the annular passage leading to the outlet pipe. The
water is withdrawn from the valve by means of a small stop-cock, the
plug of which is made hollow, and communicates with a tubular passage.
The tubular passage enters the outlet pipe at the side or behind the
valve chamber, so that when the small stop-cock is turned on, the water
contained within the valve is forced out by the columnar pressure of the
water in the service or inlet pipe. The water in the valve runs through
the tubular passage and into the outlet pipe. The pressure of the head
of water in the inlet pipe collapses the flexible valve, and the water has
free egress through the annular passage to the outlet pipe.
Upon closing the small stop-cock, the valve is again filled by the water flowing
through the. hole in the valve, and as it becomes distended the efflux of
water through the outlet pipe ceases. So that whatever the columnar
pressure of the fluid may be, it cannot in any way affect (die instantaneous and perfect control of the flow of the fluid, afforded by the governing
action of the small stop-cock.
In the patentee's specification is also shown and described an arrangement for adapting the flexible valve to ball-float or other self-regulating
apparatus, in which an important advantage is gained, namely, that the
ball-float is not required to be larger than is merely necessary to close
the area of a small tubular passage against the columnar pressure of the
And whatever size the water main may be, the efflux of the fluid
fluid.
is controlled in this simple and effectual manner.
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WEAVING.
George White, Port-Glasgow.

— Tatent dated March 26,

1857.

This invention relates to a system of weaving whereby what may be
termed an "artificial resilence" is given to the warp being woven, to
allow or compensate for the inordinate or excessive tensional action to
which the warp threads are subjected at the formation of each shed. This
end may be accomplished in various ways but it is conveniently provided
for by causing the tappet, cam, or wiper shaft of the loom to impart an intermittent action to a duplex ratchet movement, working a woim-wheel
movement connected with the yarn or warp beam. This combination
of parts is so arranged, that at the instant when the shed is formed in
the warp, the crank shaft, acting upon the worm-wheel movement, turns
the warp beam slightly round in a forward direction, so as to slack off
the warp threads sufficiently to allow of the formation of the shed without straining the warp threads. Then as the shed closes, prior to the
formation of the succeeding shed, the slack of the warp threads is taken
up by a reverse turn of the warp beam, or by the cloth beam. This re;

verse or backward turn of the warp beam re-winds up the slackened
warp threads to an extent slightly less than the forward turn slackened
them, so that in this way the take-up of the woven fabric is fully allowed
for without resorting to pacing the warp beam or to any other contrivThe duplex ratchet action, or other substantially similar moveance.
ment, effects both turns of the warp beam but this giving off and taking
up of the warp may be effected by various mechanical combinations.
;

In our illustrative figure, the framework, a, of the loom is of the open
rectangular kind in ordinary use. Upon the end of the crank shaft, n,
and outside the framing, is a slotted lever, c, to which one end of the
intermediate lever, D, is secured. The other end of the lever, d, is
jointed to the vertical rocking shaft, e the lower end of this shaft is
attached by a stud to the lower part of the loom framing. About the
;

;

centre of the rocking shaft, e, is fixed a stud to which the horizontal
pawls or catches, p and o, are attached. Each of these pawls has upon
its under side a projecting tooth or catch, which takes into the teeth of
a horizontal ratchet disc, h.
This disc, h, is simply a circular metal
plate with two concentric rows of teeth, l and j, set to act in opposite
directions, and bolted to the disc, n.
The two pawls or catches, F and
one for pushing the ratchet disc
g, are arranged parallel to each other
backwards, and the other for pulling it forwards. The pulling action
delivers the yarn, and the quantity delivered is regulated by the crank
action of the slotted lever, c.
Resilence again is effected by the contrary action of the pushing catch or pawl, g.
The free ends of the
pawls, f and g, are passed through a guide, k, which serves to keep the
pawls in a horizontal position. The ratchet disc, h, is fitted upon the
screw or worm shaft, l, which may be arranged either vertically or
horizontally preference is, however, given to the vertical position. The
shaft is supported in the brackets, m, which project from the framing
of the loom
one from the base of the loom framing, and the other
On the upper part of the shaft,
from the lower part of the sole.
l, is a screw or worm, n, which gives motion to the wheel, o, on the
In this modification of the imspindle of the yarn or warp beam, p.
provements the warp beam is made of much larger diameter than those
applicable
to
linen
sailcloth,
that the beam may be
in ordinary use as
The warp
sufficiently stayed to withstand the shock of the lathe.
passes from the beam, p, over the roller, q, to the beadles and reed in the
usual manner.
When the ratchet disc, n, is partially rotated in either
direction, the effect will be to give to the screw, n, a corresponding
amount of motion, which is imparted to the wheel, o, and warp beam,
p.
Consequent!}' if the ratchet disc, n, is pulled forwards by the pawl,

—

—
—
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warp beam will deliver a like amount of yarn.
the contrary, if the disc is pulled backwards by the pawl, g, the
warp beam will take up a corresponding amount of yarn.
There will thus be a uniform delivery from the action of these pawls
by this arrangement of mechanism, and what is wanted is to regulate
this delivery so as to make it independent of the varying diameter of the
beam. This is accomplished by two means or ways first, by mounting
the ratchet disc upon a moveable clutch, and making the tapered form
of the feather the means of regulating the uniformity of the delivery;
and, secondly, by making the guides moveable so as to alter the radial
Thus,
distance of the pawls from the centre of the ratchet disc.
when the beam is full it will require less actual motion forward than
when emptied and this motion is so arranged as to regulate itself in
lever, E, is fitted to the loom framing so that one end
this manner.
of it presses upwards against the yarn on the warp beam; the other end
of the lever is forked so as to pass between the collars of the clutch, s.
This clutch slides upon a tapered feather, t, made on the screw shaft, I,
so that when the yarn beam is full the clutch is held up to the upper
part of the feather, where there is a certain amount of play, by reason
of the feather being narrower at the upper part. As the yarn is wound
off the beam, p. the upper end of the lever, r, rises, atid the forked end
As the clutch hangs upon the forked end of the lever,
falls in proportion.
it of course descends with it to the wider part of the feather, where the
play of the clutch is diminished by the increased width of the feather.
Now. as the yarn is wound off b}" the weaving action, and the beam decreases in diameter, the clutch by this arrangement of leverage will
descend. In order, therefore, to make the arrangement availableforregulating the delivery of the yarn, the feather, t, in the vertical shaft, l, is
tapered.
At the commencement, then, there is a certain amount of play
between the feather and the groove in the clutch, and as it descends to
the thicker or wider part of the feather, the play or looseness is made to
diminish in the same ratio as the beam itself decreases in diameter and
thus is obtained an equal delivery from a varying diameter. This is the
arrangement of means according to the first mode of regulating the
diameter of the warp beam. And according to the second, instead of
tapering the feather, which is not required, it is to make this regulating
action act upon a guide which actuates the pawls so as gradually to
move them from the centre of the ratchet disc, in order to gradually
This
increase their action as the beam itself decreases in diameter.
movement of the pawls is so small as to be scarcely perceptible throughReferring to the first mode of reguout the working of a whole piece.
lating the delivery from the warp beam, as it is wholly dependent upon the
form of the feather on the screw shaft, it must be considered that there are
so many teeth to a shot, say two, and in that case, by making the resilience one, there is then one shot to one tooth, and if there is allowed
some excess of motion beyond the two teeth, this excess of motion will be
the sum upon which the regulation is to be effected. Thus at the beginning of the action there will be two teeth taken but some portion of
this action will be waste, arising from the space between the feather
and the side of the clutch. Now, if so many strokes are taken as to enable us to measure the delivery of so many inches of the warp at its
largest diameter, the same number of strokes of equal length are to be
taken to give the same delivery at the smallest diameter when the disc
With respect to the up-taking motion of the cloth
is at its lowest range.
beam, an arrangement of means for regulating its diameter similar to
The object is simply to take up
that for the 3 arn beam may be adopted.
what the yam beam delivers and it is therefore preferred to produce this
motion by means of a pair of friction plates, u, to which a lever, v, is
attached. 1 he friction plates, u, are fitted upon the spindle of the cloth
beam, and the periphery of one of the plates is made with fine ratchet
teeth, into which the triple pawls, w, take, so as to prevent recoil of the
ratchet disc. The number of the pawls required depends upon the number of teeth in the friction plate, and the number of these teeth depends
One end of the lever, v, is fitted on
also upon the fineness of the web.
to the boss of the plates, u, and is fastened thereto by a pinching screw,
screw is made in the shaft of the
usual
manner.
An
internal
in
the
B,
cloth beam, and just beyond this screw is a slot, in which a cotter is
fitted.
The ends of this cotter press against the inner rim of the
boss of the friction plates
so that when the cotter is screwed
by means of a nut made to fit the internal screw in the shaft, the
cotter is forced against the rim of the boss.
The free end of the
lever, v, rests upon a cam, x, on the tappet shaft, so that the rotatory
motion of the cam lifts the lever, v, and this causes the ratchet disc, u,
to move according to the amount of lift, whilst the arrangement of the
pawls prevents the recoil of the cloth beam. If, however, the strain
on the yarn is too severe, the friction plates are so regulated as to
If then this
slip round and prevent injury to the yarn or fabric.
motion is a little in excess, as it should be, slipping takes place,
is
greater
than
that
which
is
and the tension
required to tighten the
yarn on the stroke of the shots. From this view of the action, the
delivery from the yarn beam is made to take place when shedding is
going on. and the action on the cloth beam takes place just as the stroke
If then resilience is brought into play,
of the lathe is given to the fell.
No. 119— Vol. X.
f.

a certain distance, the

And on

is drawn from each end, and whatever tension is required is
given by the pinching of the friction plates. The cloth beam thus just
takes up the slack as delivered by the yarn beam. All excess of tension
is avoided by the sliding of the friction plates.

the yarn
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This invention relates to a form of direct-acting blowing engine or machine, such as are used for working blast furnaces for smelting purposes.
Under one modification of this blowing apparatus, it consists of a vertical columnar framing, within which is disposed the actuating steam
cylinder, which is inverted, the piston rod working out through a stuffing
box in the lower end cover. This piston rod is connected with the usual
crank shaft running in bearings in the base of the framing. A piston
rod also works out through a stuffing box in the upper cover of the
cylinder this upper rod being connected to the piston of the air-blowing
This blowing
cylinder, which thus has a vertical traverse given to it.
piston is fitted to the interior of the blowing cylinder, which has also a
vertical traverse instead of being stationary, as is usually the case. This
blowing cylinder is closed at each end, but it has near each end cover a
ring of lateral openings in it. It is turned true exteriorly, and is fitted
into the correspondingly turned or bored surface of a species of annular
;

chamber or air-receiving duct, fixed stationary upon the top of the
columnar framing, which duct has a branch passing to the blast furnaces. The motion of the cylinder is derived from cranks on the shaft
below, from which two connecting rods pass upwards to the cylinder,
being connected thereto by means of short guide rods, which pass through
the body of the air piston by means of stuffing boxes. Li this way the
cylinder and piston traverse vertically in a certain predetermined concert, and the blowing compression of the air is produced in this manner.

As

the end of the air cylinder emerges from the surrounding annular
chamber, the ring of apertures at that part being thus laid open to the
atmosphere, air rushes into the interior of the cylinder, so as to fill the
portion between that end cover and the corresponding side of the piston;
then, as that end of the cylinder re-enters the surrounding chamber, it
shuts in the admitted air, and at the appointed time, when the ring of
apertures arrives opposite corresponding parts in the interior of the surrounding chamber, the motion of the air piston compresses the contained
air, and forces it out into the chamber, whence it passes off to the blast
furnaces.
In the return stroke, both ends of the cylinder and surrounding chamber being the same, the action is repeated, and thus a steady
forcing or blowing action is secured. According to a simple modification
of this arrangement, a similar result is produced bjr forming the surrounding air duct chamber in two sections an upper and a lower one.
These two sections are connected by transverse ducts, and they are both
turned or faced to receive the turned blowing cylinder and each has its
own separate ring of air ports. In this arrangement the external air is
taken into the blowing cylinder at the central part between the two sections of the annular chamber, and the forcing expulsion occurs as the
cylinder works outwards up and down. These blowing machines are
intended to be worked either vertically or horizontally but when worked
vertically, as hereinbefore described, the weight of the principal moving
parts is balanced by using an air ram or other contrivance, operated upon
by the compressed air in the duct so as to neutralise the gravity of the parts.
Fig. 1 of the illustrative engravings is an elevation partially in section of
one modification of the patentee's improved direct-acting blowing engine.
Fig. 2 is an elevation or end view, taken at right angles to fig. 1. Fig.
3 is a half sectional and half external elevation of one modification of the
improved air cylinders.
The bed plate, a, of the blowing engine is formed of one entire casting
The bed plate has in it three openings, in which
of a rectangular shape.
the main crank and two fly wheels work. The two lateral openings are
divided from the central one by duplex strengthening feathers, b, which
The upper sides of the stays, b,
are made deeper at the central part.
have semi-octagonal openings made therein to receive the main carriage
brasses, the shaft being secured on the upper side with caps and brasses
held down by bolts in the usual manner. There are four columns, c and
d, arranged equidistant from each other on the base, a, to which they
are secured by bolts within these columns the actuating steam cylinder
and other parts of the engine are disposed. The columns, r>, are cast
with brackets, e, to which the motion stays are bolted these columns
have also two other brackets, r, upon which the steam cylinder, g, is
fixed.
The cylinder, <j, is cast with an annular casing or jacket, to prevent the radiation of heat. The steam from the boiler enters by the induction pipe, h, and after doing its work in the cylinder, passes round
the annular casing to the eduction pipe, I. The passage of the steam
through the pipe, H, is controlled by a throttle valve, which is actuated
by means of the brand spanner, J. The piston, k, of the steam cylinder
is fitted with a rod which works through the stuffing boxes in both the
upper and lower covers of the cylinder. Otherwise the piston may be

—

;

;

;

;
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furnished with duplex rods, one working through the upper and the
other through the lower cover of the cylinder. The lower end of the
piston rod, k, is attached by the connecting rod, l, to the main or centre
crank of the shaft, m, wliich runs in the bearings fitted in the stays, b. The
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from the crank shaft, m, near to the ends of which are keyed the
fly-wheels, v
on each end of the shaft, m, is a crank pin, w, both at the
same angle as regards the main crank, to which the connecting rods, x,
are keyed.
The upper extremities of the rods, x, are connected to the
tion

;

lower ends of the round rods, x
these rods
pass through the cylinder, n, and are secured
at the top to its cover by nuts.
The rods, x,
pass through guides made in a pair of brackets,
y, which project from the columns, c, the slots
which form these guides are made to fit the
rods laterally, but long enough to allow of
1

;

Fig. 2.

their vibratory movement.
The piston, o, of
the air cylinder, x, is furnished with two screw
stuffing-boxes, z, in which the rods, x l move
,

The motion stays or guides, a, for
preserving the perpendicular motion of the
piston-rod, k, have their upper ends bolted to
flanges cast on the stuffing-box of the steam
cylinder, a, whilst their lower ends are bolted
to the transverse stay, b, its ends being secured
to flanges, e, cast on the columns, n. The ends
of the box, c, to which the piston-rod is attached, move in the longitudinal groove or
opening formed by the guides, «, shown
more clearly in the front view, fig. 3, The
blocks which slide between the guides, the
cross pin for the main connecting rod, and
the box for receiving the end of the pistonair-tight.

rod,

upper end of the piston rod, k, « orks through a stuffing box fitted into the
under side of the air-blowing cylinder, n, its extremity being connected to

The air-blowing cylinder, k, as well as its
the piston, ", working therein.
piston, o, has a perpendicular reciprocatory movement communicated to
The cylinder, K, is closed at its upper and lower ends by covers, the
it.
Fig. 3.

upper one being bolted
thereto, whilst the lower
one forms a part of the
cylinder itself, and near
the junction of each
cover with the cylinder
is a series of lateral openings or ports, p, through
which the air passes into
and out of each end of
the cylinder.
The periphery of the cylinder, n,
is turned in a lathe, and
fitted to work truly in
the fixed annular chamber, cj, through which the
air is forced into the blast
pipe, r.

The air chamber,

bolted by its .flange
to the four columns, c and
d; it consists of an external casing, within which is a cylindrical guide,
The internal surs, connected to the casing, cj, by radial feathers, t.
face of the cylindrical guide or belts, s, is bored, so that the cylinder, n,
upper
and
lower
surfaces, v, in
lit
truly
and
having
also
therein,
may
which the cylinder, n, works air-tight. The cylinder, n, derives its moq, is

are

all

made

in

one

piece

of

solid

malleable iron, and case hardened.
The
slide valve is actuated by an eccentric, d, on
the main shaft, m, through the connecting
rod, e..
When the engine is put in motion by
admitting steam to the cylinder, a, the vertical reciprocatory motion imparted .to the air
cylinder, n, alternately brings its upper and
lower series of lateral openings, p, beyond the
outer edges of the rings, u. Therefore while
the air cylinder is at its estreme traverse,
either upwards or downwards, the external
air has .free access to the interior of the cylinder through the corresponding series of openings, p.
This communication with the external air is cut off, as the cylinder moves in
the contrary direction, and the openings are
covered by the rings, y. The air thus confined
within the air cylinder is compressed by the
motion qf the pistQn, o, which moves in a
contrary direction to .that of the cylinder, and
thus forces the compressed air through the
series of ports, ,p, and the annular opening,'/,
in the inner surface of the chamber, q, and
thence into the blast pipe, r. As the rings,
u, alternately close the ports, p, and shut off both external and internal
communication for the time being, and the air piston, o, is meanwhile
compressing the confined air, it is obvious that by increasing the depth
of the rings, u, the compression of the air will be increased in proportion.
The air may thus be raised from the ordinary atmospheric
pressure to the predetermined working pressure at which it is to be
admitted to the blast furnace. AVhilst, therefore, one half cylinder full
of air is being compressed and forced into the annular chamber, q, the
opposite end of the cylinder is receiving its charge of air through its
open ports, which are for the time, outside the casing of the chamber, q,
preparatory to being compressed and forced in like manner
the alternate filling and discharging of the two portions Of the air cylinder keepIn the arrangement
ing up a continuous and effective blast of air.
shown in fig. 3, the annular, case, A, in which the cjdinder, b, works, contwo
horizontal
air
joined
together
sists of
ducts, A,
by the flanges of the
vertical branch pipes, c, from which a branch pipe, d, leads for conveying the compressed air, to the furnace. The pipes, c, may each be fitted
with a branch pipe, d, according to the quantity of air to be conveyed to
the furnace. The outer edges of the annular ducts, A, are bored out to
fit the air cylinder, b, whilst its inner surfaces form stuffing-boxes in
which the spring or metal packing rings, e, are fitted. In this arrangement the rings, e, are packed with tow and a June ring, f, in the ordinary manner, thus forming a perfectly air-tight joint with the outer surThe ports, g, of the air cylinder, b, open for the
face of.the cylinder, b.
admission of the external air when they pass to the inner side of the
rings, e.
In this arrangement the air is received into the cylinder between the two air ducts, in contradistinction to above and below them,
modification
shown. Referring to the upper air duct, a, the air
as in the
within the cylinder above the piston, n, is confined as the cylinder rises
within the ring, e, and as the piston, H, moves upwards to the end of its
;
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stroke, the air is compressed and forced through the annular opening, i,
In the meantime the lower series of ports, o,
into the upper duct, a.
have ascended beyond the lower ring, e, and the cylinder received its
supply of air, the downward motion of the cylinder and piston compressing the air and forcing it into the pipe, d, as before described. With
either of these modifications of the improved blowing engine, which
may be arranged either to work vertically or horizontally, a continuous
current of air, suitable for urging blast furnaces, may be conveniently
and effectivelv maintained.

REGISTERED DESIGN.
PAPER

FILE.

le-Grand, London.
perspective sketch represents Mr. Faulkner's

simple contrivance, as prepared for being screwed

up against a desk or partition in the countinghouse. The improvement consists in the addition
of the upper horizontal guard of brass, for the pre-

vention of accidents.

It is

a useful

by no means an unimportant one, To whom shall we trust
and the whole of our future prospects in aiding us to obtain
the temporary remunerative monopoly afforded by the laws? This book
may not in every conceivable case answer the first question, but the
information and advice given are such as to indicate where more of both
next, and
our secret

may

readily be obtained.
Inventors stand out as a class by themselves. They are the poets of
science and manufacture.
They are those who, living among us, live
before us in the future. Their imaginations are realities and long before
the dullard has appreciated one step which they have pointed out, they
already stand beckoning to him with the cheering exclamation, "Friend,
come up higher!
It has been wisely said that he benefits mankind who causes to be
produced two grains of wheat from one. It may with equal truth be
asserted, that he who adds to the treasures of invention, infinitel}' more
extends the best interests of the human race for where the one provides for physical sustenance, the other not only, in result, does this,
but, in the process towards such results, ennobles the mind by exalting
its power over inert nature. This kind of strength is beyond " the glory
of young men;" and when "the glory of man's house is thus increased,"
man himself becomes possessed of higher capabilities, to which it would
be out of place in these pages further to allude.
A specification of the matters treated on in these pages will give our
readers some idea of the completness of the work before us
The subjectmatter or nature of a patentable invention
Classes of invention
Amount of invention The incidents of utility and novelty which must
by law accompany patentable inventions Who may be a patentee
The title The specification The letters patent, their duration and extent
Disclaimers and alterations The confirmation of letters patent
Their extension or promulgation
Licences Assignments of letters
patent and of licences And infringements.
In the course of the work, the points upon which the greatest controversy arises in the course of litigation are commented upon with careful
reference to the authorities, and many of them are clearly explained in
a style as agreeable as the subject-matter will admit of. We would more
particularly refer to the explanation in Chapter II. of the rule of law that
no patent is grantable for the discovery of a bare principle, and also to
the points in Chapter III., as to utility and novelty the question,
what is public user ? as to prior use by the inventor himself as to the
true and first inventor, and as to publication in a printed book.
In addition to the contents above specified, a short chapter is devoted
to a description of the action of scire facias, and another to an account
of the commissioners of patents and their office.
A very long and carefully compiled appendix is added, exhibiting
some novel facts to the English jurisprudent. The first part comprises
all the statutes which have been passed upon the subject, and which are
now in force complete sets of forms and of the rules promulgated by
the commissioners and the Lord Chancellor while the second part of
the appendix comprises an accurate summary of the patent laws of the
following British colonies and foreign states, viz.:
Canada, Victoria
(Australia), the United States, Austria, Bavaria, Belgium, France,
Hanover, Holland, Naples, Parma, Piacenza and Guastala, Poland,
Portugal, the Roman States, Russia, Sardinia, Saxony, Spain, Sweden,
and Norway, the Dutch West Indies, Wurtemburg, and the Zollverein.
One of the advantages of the work, which we had occasion to
notice on the appearance of the first edition, and which in the present
volume is much enlarged upon, is that the language employed is divested
of all legal technicalities, and presents to the mind of the least learned
of inventors the leading points to guide them with regard to any particular invention or supposed invention that they may have made. Now,
such useful hints as the following must be duly appreciated in the proper quarter
;

;
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The Patentee's Manxal being- a Treatise upon the Law anij
Practice of Letters Patent, especially intended for the use of
Patentees and Inventors. By James Johnson, Esq., of the Middle
Temple, and J. Henry Johnson, Solicitor and Patent Agent, 47
Second Edition, 8vo, pp. 314.
Lincoln's Inn Fields, and Glasgow.
Longman & Co., London. 1858.
;

In a great commercial country like our own, the patent laws must, or
ought to be, a subject of the highest interest to every individual as a
simple unit of mankind. But when we associate with our large commerce, the most extended manufactures in the world, those laws which
secure to inventors the pecuniary emoluments of their enlightened industry have a far higher interest, and deserve to be scrupulously
regarded. "Within a few weeks past, one of the most distingushed men
of the day, and whose judgment will always be respected (Dr. Lyon
Plavfair), "has emphatically declared that our manufactures depend for
their increasing excellence upon science. And what is that which brings
science to bear upon manufactures but invention, as it has been defined
to be the subject of a patent? Hence, the higher the stage of excellence
at which our manufactures arrive, the more important become the laws
contrivances applied to new objects or
which affect their ascent.
purposes; new contrivances applied to old objects or purposes; new
combinations of old parts, the subject-matter consisting either of material
new methods of applying an old thing and proobjects or of processes

New

;

methods differing from old processes or methods, possibly only
by the omission of a single step form the chief classes into which inventions for which valid patents have been granted are to be divided
and the activity of the intelligent mind is constantly on the qui vtve in
some one of these things, operating upon some one of the mul tifarious
classes of facts to which observation can be directed. But the subject is
a perplexing one. What subject is not, which the law meddles with ?
We invent. The invention promises grand results. Some hope (however
faint it may be) of improving our social status by this our peculiar industry, cannot fail to accompany a perception of what we really have
done.
A prime question then is Is it the subject of a patent ? The
cesses, or

—

—

—

:

—

"No' definition can be given which shall exactly
be included in a valid patent.

much

mark out what

"Where the invention

is

can,

and what cannot

not one of a well-known class,

it

some one conversant with such matters
some one whose practical experience comes in aid of general principles, and who is bound
by profession and standing in society to the utmost secresy, than to rely altogether upon
what is stated in books, or upon a narrow range of precedent. It is the more important
that the inventor's attention should be drawn to this point previously to his incurring
will be

better for the inventor to consult

expense, since a patent

is

taken out entirely at the risk of the inventor

degree guaranteeing the validity of

its

grant, which,

if

contested,

—the crown

in

must he judged by

no
the

abstract rules of law applicable to the case."

To this might have been added, that the intelligent patent agent who
has demonstrated his ability to serve the inventor is often capable of
suggesting improvements upon the new idea presented to him, which
may enhance both the public advantage and the private benefit.
As to the legal portion of the volume, the book is, as it ought to be,
simply a compilation of law in most cases, in the very words of the
judges who have laid down the law as facts have been presented for
their judgment. And all the leading cases, which have been determined
by the courts of law and equity, have been brought down with praise-
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worthy industry to the period of publication, and a separate index to the
laws referred to forms a very useful addition to this publication.
The substance and form of the notes, which are luminous and concise,
They touch upon incidental points,
are likewise very commendable.
without which, indeed, the work would be sufficiently complete, but
having which, it is of course more useful.

One of the
price,

is that of economy in
must come, in some measure,
proverbially the dearest which are sold, we

greatest desiderata in these times

and although law books

(for this

under that category) are
think none of our readers, who have the interest of inventors at heart, or
haply may themselves be enlisted in the band, will find a few shillings
thrown away for this very useful volume.

The Pick and Gad

a Monthly Record op Miking, and its Allied
Sciences and Arts. Conducted by Whitton Arundell, Mining Engineer,
and Surveyor. 8vo. Pp. 48. Lithographs and Woodcuts. Monthly,
Parts I. to III. London 1857-8.
Is.
:

:

the not inapt name of a periodical specially adapted for the reading of miners, and that large branch of the general
public who are more or less interested in the localities and processes
yielding those mineral treasures which contribute so largely to the
wealth of our country. The three parts before us indicate that the editor has bestowed a good deal of care and research upon the impulsive
but he would have better fulfilled what we
start which he has made
conceive to be the conditions of real success in such a work had he dealt
and abstract matter, and more with praclegendary,
less with historical,
Still, as a beginning has to be made, and a historical basis
tical facts.
we know not why to be proper ballast for
is generally considered
such a purpose, we must simply hope for the greater ascendency of matter appertaining directly to the machinery and artifices whereby coal,
iron, copper, tin, and their kindred minerals, are taken from the bowels
The opening article of Part I. is on
of the earth for the service of man.
the "Physical and Geological Structure of the Mining Districts of Cornwall and South Devon," and it forms a useful commentary for the consideration of the general inquirer who looks for information on our CorThe practical paper of the
nish and South Devon mineral property.
part is "The Drainage of Mines " a well chosen and a well treated subject, going at once into the material which we wish to see properly
worked out in a periodical like the " Pick and Gad."
Part II. goes on with " The Drainage of Mines" in a very satisfactory
way; but Part III. relapses into a dreary chapter on "The Cornish
Steam Engine," going back to the hero of Alexandria, like all the old
books on the steam engine because, says the editor, " To describe the
Cornish steam engine, we must necessarily include all the early engines."
In fact, our policy in the
confess that we do not see this necessity.
matter would have been to have gone right into engineering practice as
it is.
The general matter of the "Pick and Gad," apart from the objections which we have raised, is well chosen and good and it has our
good wishes that it may work itself into that position to which a trustworthy periodical on British mining is most undeniably well entitled.

The "Pick and Gad"

is

;

—

;

We

;

CORRESPONDENCE.
LIEUT. HIGGINSON'S SYSTEM OF LAYING
TELEGRAPH CABLES.

DOWN OCEAN

By using an

auxiliary or messenger chain cable for submerging ocean
telegraph cables, I am enabled to do away with all objectionable strain,
such as has proved so fatal in previous attempts at laying down marine
telegraph lines.
The weight of this additional chain also insures the
immediate sinking of the main cable, as it is paid out, to the depth corresponding to the specific gravity of the parts if in unfathomable water,
and to the bottom if in shallow water. In carrying out my plan, I cause
the cable to sink close to the vessel carrying the unsubmerged part, so
that the difficulties hitherto attending the towing of a great length of
free cable at a considerable angle from the ship's quarter are entirely
removed. This addition of a secondary chain, too, seems to induce a
superior electrical power, owing most probably to some inductive influence arising from the proximity of the chain to the main line. This gain
is so far proved already, as to show that but for the consideration of
extra cost, the conductive power of telegraph cables might be greatly
increased, by making the secondary cable of copper instead of iron.
In all eases, both the actual telegraph cable and its auxiliary chain
must be accurately and separately coiled in the ship's hold the delivering hatchways for both being about amidships. The deck carries a small
steam engine actuating an apparatus consisting of a drum, the revolution
of which is capable of being checked by brake straps, so that the giving
out of the cable over such drum can be accurately determined and governed.
Besides this, there is a separate windlass cylinder governed by
similar brake straps and detents, in combination with several powerful

—
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compressors, with retarding nippers and stoppers disposed at intervals
along the deck between the hatchways and the bitts. The chain cable
is passed round this windlass barrel, and beneath the series of compressors, along a metal-lined channel elevated about three feet above the'
deck.
It is this chain cable which bears all the undue strain upon the
telegraph cable, as arising from the ship's motion, whilst the latter cable
runs out comparatively slack, although it is simultaneously delivered in
adequate proportion from its separate drum. About half-way between
the delivering hatchways and the stern, two strong bitts are firmly fitted,
just far enough apart to allow of the passage between them of both
cables, side by side, but near enough to bring the electric and auxiliary
cables into gentle contact with each other. The bitts are fitted with a
shipping and unshipping roller on an iron pin above the cables, for lifting
out the latter clear of the bitts when necessary. As fast as the two
cables pass the bitts, seamen stationed there for the purpose pass rapidly
round both short lengths of binding copper wire or chain, fitted with sister
hooks or couplings so as to be capable of quick attachment. In the
event of any strain suddenly arising, the compressors between the hatchways and the bitts, by instantly checking the iron cable, at once take oft"
all strain from the electric cable.
In fact, a ship may at any time ride
wholly by such auxiliary cable. With this system, electric cables may
be safely laid down in the sea, and righted or relifted with great ease for
repair.
The laying down may be effected at the rate of from three to
five miles an hour at least.
Francis Higginson, Lieutenant R.N.
Woodlands, filing, Hants, January, 1858.

PROCEEDINGS OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.

—

;
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SOCIETY OF ARTS.
December 16, 1857.
On the history and chemistry of writing, printing, and copying letters, and
new plan of taking copies of written and printed documents, maps, charts,
"

a

plans, and drawings,"

by Mr. John Underwood.

The author gave some

details of analysis made with the view of discovering
the composition of the different kinds of ink used in old MSS., his own opinion
being that in the earlier centuries of the Christian era no uniform receipt was
'adopted, but while, in some cases, the ink was purely carbonaceous, yet it
generally consisted of black dye, very similar to our ink, with the further addition of a large quantity of lamp black or finely-powdered charcoal.
He did not
think that purely carbonaceous ink was so much used in early times as had been
generally supposed, though the MSS. on papyrus were probably written with
it.
Mr. Underwood brought forward several quotations from ancient writers in
support of his views on this subject. With reference to the permanence of the
ancient writings, he was of opinion that this was in a considerable degree due
He
to the quality of the paper or vellum upon which they were written.
thought the tannic acid, formerly retained to a considerable extent in the paper
made from linen rags, was entirely destroyed by the bleaching processes to
which both the linen and the paper were now subjected, and that the rolling of
the paper, by keeping the ink upon the surface, left it so exposed to the action
of the air as to cause it to fade far more rapidly than when used on the rough
paper of olden times. The same principle might be applied to the permanence
of ancient writings on vellum, as he believed that tannic acid was largely imparted to it in the course of its preparation. Mr. Underwood was of opinion
that the desired permanence could best be secured on the description of paper
used in the present day, by preparing it chemically previously to being written
upon. After mentioning one or two plans for doing this, that had formerly been
tried, he proceeded to describe a process which lie had invented for this purThe paper is prepared by soaking each sheet in a solution of the neutral
pose.
chromate of potash, and then slightly glazing it by rolling. The ink is made
with galls, iron, and logwood. The details of the preparation of this ink were
then given, and the author stated, that even if used on unprepared paper, which
dries quickly, it may at any time afterwards be copied on thin paper prepared
with the neutral chromate of potash. These duplicates, as well as the original,
when once dry, are stated to be as proof against chemical agents as if the
With reference to multiplyink had been used on the prepared writing paper.
ing copies of documents, the author had after numerous experiments discovered
The copying paper is
a plan which he thought perfectly effected this object.
prepared with neutral chromate of potash, and the ink consists of a solution of
logwood, and by varying its strength, from six to thirty copies might be taken.
Mr. Underwood stated that he had also produced an Indian ink on the same
principle, which will enable copies of maps and plans to be taken in a similar
way. The author concluded by some remarks upon the composition of various
kinds of printing ink, stating that he had succeeded in producing one capable
of being copied in the same manner as that employed for writing, so that a
document, partly written and partly printed, could be copied at one operation.

January
"

13, 1858.

On

the advantage of a daily register of the rain fall of the United
and the best means of obtaining it," by Mr. J. B. Denton.

Kingdom,

CHEMICAL SOCIETY.
December
'

On

rosolic acid,"

3, 1857.

by Dr. Hugo Muller.

Since the discovery of this body

Februarv

1.
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by Runge. no mention has been made of its re-occurrence, and even its existence
has been called in question. The author met with it accidentally, as a result of
the slow action of caustic lime upon the crude carbonic acid of coal tar. After
long exposure to the air the mass assumed a red colour, and when acted upon by
water yielded a deep red solution of crude resolate of lime. From this salt ro
Its empirical formula was found to be
solic acid was obtained and purified.
It is a very feeble acid, uniting only with caustic alkalies and
C\,s Hoo Og.
are
of a most magnificent crimson colour,
salts
The solutions of "these
earths.
but are very unstable. The carbonic acid of the air liberates the rosolic acid,
which is eventually destroyed by continued exposure to air and light.
" On the arseniates of baryta, lime, and magnesia, and on the separation of
arsenic from other elements,"' by Mr. F. Field.
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MONTHLY NOTES.

•

December

17, 1857.

" On Mr. Tore's explosive antimony," by Dr. Frankland.
"

On

the existence of a second crystallisable fluorescent substance, paviine,

This substance is
in the bark of the horse-chestnut tree," by Prof. Stokes.
closelv allied to .-esculine; but differs in "the colour of its fluorescent light,
in ether,
solubility
which is bluish green, instead of sky blue ; in its greater
so that it can be obtained crystallised from its ethereal solution ; and in its
superior tendency to combine with oxide of lead, so that the two substances
can be partially "separated from one another by fractional precipitation with
acetate of lead.
" On a new maximum and

minimum mercurial thermometer," by the Rev.
In this instrument a horizontal column of mercury with its
Dr. M'Vicar.
index for the maximum, is preceded by a short column of naphtha with its
index for the minimum.
Dr. Odling, hon. secretary, described a mode of preparing pure common salt
in well-defined crystals, by the spontaneous cooling of a hot hydrochloric solution.

Dr. Yersemann exhibited some

new forms

of chemical apparatus.

MARINE MEMORANDA.
boldly termed a " model clipper " steam-ship has just been completed
at the Cumberland Iron Works, Bristol, for the well-known firm of Messrs.
Mileses and Kington, of Bristol and Melbourne, and intended for sailing upon
She is 1200 tons, and is said to possess in a peculiar degree all
that station.
the qualities necessary for a transport. She is built, firstly, to sail at a high veThis
locity, and at the same time is fitted with Hyde's patent enclosed screw.
screw is so arranged that it offers no impediment to the ship when under canvas,
and is enclosed within the run of the ship by means of two sliding plates or
shutters; the screw being keyed on the shaft as in ordinary cases, it cannot,
therefore, be subject to the accidents and wear of a lifting or feathering screw.
The ship in question is 240 feet long by 32 beam, and 20 deep. She is to be
fitted with machinery combining high and low pressure steam and surface condensers, which combination, from the nature of the arrangement, although only
70-horse power, can be worked up to 300-horse power, with an expenditure of
not more than six tons of coal in 24 hours, and she can stow, besides 1000 tons
of cargo, coals enough for the voyage to India and back, assuming one-third of
the run to be under steam. Thus she is a clipper ship and a steam-ship combined, possessing all the most recent improvements, without reference to cost,
The
to insure her being one of the most successful clippers yet constructed.
builders are anxious to submit the ship and all her appurtenances to maritime
critics, and are bold enough to challenge her against all the clippers of her tonnage yet built.
"We regret to have to announce a diminution of the ordinary activity in shipbuilding on the banks of that great artery of commerce the Clyde. There
have been launched in 1857, 98 vessels, of 57,417 tons now building, 56 vessels,
of 38,845 tons launched in 1856, 103 vessels, of 58,627 tons building, December
31, 1856, 64 vessels, of 47,657 tons; launched in 1855, 107 vessels, of 84,750
tons; building December 31, 1855, 57 vessels, of 37,850 tons; launched in 1854,
129 vessels, of 70,530 tons building, Dec. 31, 1854, 54 vessels, of 47,390 tons;
launched in 1853, 79 vessels, of 54,750 tons building, Dec. 31, 1853, 97 vessels,
The increase of shipping entering and leaving British ports
of 54,750 tons.
during the last two years has been far beyond that of any previous period. The
entries inwards of British ships alone in the united kingdom have, in the last
two years, increased to the enormous extent of 1,119,157 tons, and outwards of
1,063,363 tons. The increase on all descriptions of shipping frequenting our
ports with cargo has been 1,521,286 tons inwards, and 1,735,421 tons outwards.
The annual report of the sale of ships and steamers at the port of Liverpool
shows a decrease in the number sold this year, compared with 1856, of 108 ships,
equal to 69,122 tons. The iron ships continue to increase in favour and demand. The number building to order in various parts of the country is very
considerable.
The new postal arrangement for a weekly mail to and from India, just
put in force, has caused the Peninsular and Oriental Company to prepare
for the despatch of four steamers a month, from Southampton to Alexandria, instead of two
this great addition to the great company's operations
will demand a considerable addition to their stock of steam ships.
To meet
this demand four or five new steam ships will be ready during the next three
or four moths the Malabar, a new ship of 1,080 tons, built at Dumbarton, the
Benares, of 2,500 tons, and the Salsctte, of 1,500 tons, both from Glasgow, and
the Nortkam, of 1,500 tons, now building at Messrs. Summers & Day's yard,
Southampton, are all to be added to the fleet. In addition to these, the Malta
is now being converted at Glasgow from a paddle to a screw boat, new boilers
being meantime constructing for her at Birkenhead.
In some questions which have arisen as to the employment of full-power
screw steamers, auxiliary screws, and sailing clippers, in the East Indian transport service, it has been shown that the average duration of the voyages of
full-power screws was 81f days, and the price of conveyance per man about £49
of auxiliary screws, 96j| days, at about £36 per man the clippers, 102 days, at
£25 per man other sailing ships, 126 days, at about £16 per man. This shows
that the full-powered ships beat the two clippers 20|, the auxiliaries 5^ days,
while the clippers have beaten all others on the average 24 days. In a money
point of view it will stand thus Full-power screws get £24 per man on the voyage, or 24s. per man per day for beating the clippers James Baines and Champion oftlie Seas 20g days; the auxiliary screws get £11 per man on the voyage, or 40s. per man per day, for beating them 5§ days; while the clippers only
get £9 per man on the voyage, or 7s. 6d. per man per day for beating the other
ships 24 daj's.

What is
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INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.
Juxe 24 and 25, 1857.
" On tubular wrought-iron cranes with a description of the sixty ton tubular wronght-iron crane recently erected at Keyham Dockyard, Devonport,"
Lv Mr. W. Fairbairn.
" On a new water connection between locomotive engines and tenders," by
Mr. James Fenton. of Low Moor.
" On a new construction of furnace, particularly applicable where intense heat
is required," by Mr. C. W. Siemens.
" On the large blowing engine, and new rolling mill at Dowlais Iron Works,"
by Mr. AT. Mene'aus. of Dowlais.
" On the relative evaporating power of brass and iron tubes," by Mr. G. Tosh,
of Maryport. The author's results are, that the evaporative power of copper
compared with iron is as 156 to 100 whilst that of brass is as 125 to 100.
' On an apparatus for the prevention of smoke in steam boilers and other furnaces." by Mr. W. B. Johnson, of Manchester.
" On a new upright steam boiler," by Mr. T. Dunn, of Manchester.
" On a standard decimal measure of length for mechanical engineering work,"
by Mr. J. Whitworth.
;

,

;

;

;

;

;

;

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.
January

12, 1858.

President, Mr. Joseph Locke, delivered an address, confining his remarks
to the principles and character of the French railway system.
" On railway brakes," by Mr. E. Guerin.

The

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF SCOTLAND.
Jaxcary

12, 1858.

" On the form of diaphragm by which,

in a single camera, a single picture
full stereoscopic effect, without the aid of any form of stere-

can be taken having
oscope," by Prof. Macdonald, M.D.
On a method of preventing the bad effects of gutta-percha vessels on
photographic chemicals," by Mr. Lang.
Mr." Fox Talbot presented to the society eight engravings of photographs
transferred to steel plates, and printed by his process.

ROYAL SOCIETY OF EDINBURGH.
prize for the best scientific paper contributed to the Royal Society
of Edinburgh, during the sessons 1855-6 and 1856-7, has been awarded to
r Boole, of Cork, for his paper "On the application of the theory of
.i'les to the question of the combination of testimonies or judgments."
The prize consists of a gold medal and about £50 in money or plate. Honourable mention was also made of Professor Gregory's paper on " Diatomaceas," as

The Keith

highly valuable and original.

ROYAL SCOTTISH SOCIETY OF ARTS.
Jahdaest
•

11, 1858.

the forms of plants in Teneriffe," by Prof. C. P. Smyth.
-. self-acting air door for mines, to open and shut without any exertion of
the passer through," by Mr. W. Johnston, mineral manager, Carron Company,
Falkirk.
• On a machine for transporting and laying large gas and water mains," by
Mr. \V. Procter, engineer, Gas Works, Forfar.

On

;

;

—

British Floating College for Naval Instruction and Marine
Engineering. The establishment of a frigate-built ship with auxiliary steampower to cruise off our coasts for the purpose of giving combined practical and
theoretical professional instruction to those youths w ho intend to devote their

—

r

lives to nautical pursuits, is an important accession to the facilities already in
existence for the fostering and maturing of our sailors.
Such a project has
been set on foot by Capt. Bobinson, at Folkestone, to begin with with the

—

view of combining with the instruction furnished by the Koyal Naval Colleges,
the additional advantage of obtaining a practical knowledge of the pilotage of
the channel and the coasts of the British islands.
By his training afloat, Capt. Robinson proposes to produce properly educated
marine engineers and thorough seamen, and he certainly has gone the right
way to work in the project which he has set before us. He proposes to teach
navigation, marine engineering, gunnery, the higher mechanics, and collateral
sciences.
Pupils are eligible according to the class they enter, from the age of
twelve to twenty-five years the terms being a hundred guineas per annum.
We mention these details with the view of showing our younger readers to
what they may turn in search of real instruction in nautical science.

—
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Electro-Magnetic Motive Power. The great theoretical feats of modern
eloctro-inagnetic engines constantly bring about us inundations of inquiries as
are constantly asked,
to the practical application of this subtle force.
"
is not this prodigous, cheap, and available power not brought at once into
The other day the Times favoured us with yet another instalpractical use?"
ment of grand discoveries in applied electricity, bringing prominently forward
the performances of Mr. Allan, as important practical accessions to our knowledge of the subject. As a reply to these strictures, Mr. J. P. Joule, the wellknown and trustworthy experimentalist in mauy branches of science, but most
particularly in those relating to the development of mechanical power, writes
thus:
" I was at first quite as sanguine as Jacobi, Davidson, or any of the more
modern speculators. I constructed an engine in 1838, and several others subsequently.
But in 1843, having discovered the numerical relation between
heat and mechanical force, I was enabled to determine with absolute certainty
the greatest quantity of work which can be got out of a pound of zinc by means
The way in which this was
of any electro-magnetic engine, howsoever perfect.
done is very easy to be understood. An electro-magnetic engine consists of two
bars of iron surrounded
viz.,
a
voltaic
battery,
and
a
system
of
moveable
parts
by coils of wire. The current from the battery traverses these coils, and by
mcane of suitable contrivances is made to pass alternately in opposite directions,
whereby alternate attractions and repulsions are produced, by means of which
Now, a current of electricity traversing a cona continued motion takes place.
ductor gives out a quantity of heat determined by fixed laws, which necessitate
the invariability of the amount of heat given out by the entire circuit for each
pound of zinc consumed in a given battery, so long as the engine is kept stationary.
But the instant it is set in motion a reaction takes place on the
intensity of the current, occasioning a diminution in the quantity of heat evolved
by the circuit during the consumption of each pound of zinc. The heat which
thus disappears is not, however, destroyed; it is converted into the mechanical
force given out by the engine, each degree of heat per capacity of a pound of
water being thus converted into a mechanical force represented by the fall of
1 lb. weight through 772 feet.
Therefore, in order to find the quantity of work
which can be got from an absolutely perfect electro-magnetic engine, we have
only to ascertain the quantity of heat due to the consumption of zinc in the
battery, and then to find, by means of the above relation, the work to
which that heat is equivalent. The Philosophical Magazine for December,
1843, p. 441, contains an account of such experiments, the result being that

We

Why

—

—

1 lb. of zinc consumed in a Grove's battery is able, if all the heat be utilised,
to raise 1,843,600 lbs. weight to the height of one foot; but that in a Darnell's
Subsequent
battery only 1,106,100 lbs. can be raised by the same consumption.
researches have altered these figures a little, diminishing them to about
Hence the utmost work which could be per1,G«J8,000 lbs- and 1,019,000 lbs.
formed by -an absolutely perfect engine by each pound of zinc consumed in the

best battery is 1,698,000 lbs. raised one foot, which in Watts's estimate is
equal to one horse-power exerted during 51 minutes. The conditions required
by the French are stated in your article to be 'that the machine shall work one
horse-power on an expenditure of not more than half a kilogramme of zinc.'
This, converted into English measure, using Watts's standard of horse-power,
demands a work of one horse-power during 54 minutes for each pound of zinc,
Thus
or three minutes longer than an absolutely perfect engine could perform.
the French prize is offered to him who, with the existing voltaic battery, shall
great deal of unnecessary mystery and
accomplish an absolute impossibility.
Thus
difficulty has been introduced by writers on electro-magnetic machinery.
we read of the advantages or disadvantages of reciprocating and rotary motion,
electro-magnetic
The fact is, that the
for long stroke and short stroke, &c.
engine is a very simple piece of machinery, and requires no great refinement
In conjunction
of ingenuity to give it all the perfection ol which it is capable.
with the late Dr. Scoresby, I produced an engine (see Philosophical Magauiu\
June, 1846, p. 453) which realised (the force needed to overcome friction being
included) one-half of the above-named maximum but the same experiments
which gave us this comparatively large result, proved the utter hopelessness of
increasing that amount of duty in practice to any but a very trifling extent.
" The following figures will enable your readers to compare the mechanical
force which can be developed from zinc consumed in different forms ol" battery
with that which can be obtained from coal

A

1 lb. of zinc
I lb. of coal

Grove's batten.', per hour

in Darnell's battery, pt-r
in a

hour

steam-engine, per hour

4"458

'"-IS

the engine is worked
with saturated vapour.

if

Do.

do.

do.

—

2-229
if

In looking at the above data the reader should observe, that the first form
of battery (Mr. Grove's), though most valuable as giving a powerful and steady
current of electricity, is charged on the negative surface with strong nitric acid,
the cost of which would preclude its use in an economical engine. Comparing,
then, the power developed by the consumption of one pound of zinc in a
Darnell's battery with that of one pound of coal in a steam or air engine, we
So that, even if zinc
find the ratio in favour of the latter to be nine to one.
were as cheap as coal, and a voltaic battery as easily kept in working order as
competition
with the latter
an engine furnace, the former could never come into
as a source of motive power. The reason is obviously that the mechanical
force developed in the oxidation of zinc is much less than that developed in the
combustion of coal, as proved by the relative quantities of heat obtainable by
Could coal be used instead of zinc in a voltaic battery, or
the two operations.
could the infinitude of minute currents of electricity, which probably act as the
intermediate sources of heat in the combustion of fuel, be led through conductors
II

The Royal Institution.— The

session of this distinguished establishment
so late a period of the last month as to preclude our noticing
Professor Tyndall detailed some interesting observations, in his
style of elegant severity, on some physical properties of ice.
are

commenced at
more than that
usual

We

promised, and look forward with much anticipation of pleasure to, nine other
discourses before the Easter recess Mr. Grove on molecular impressions by
light and electricity
Dr. Lankester on the drinking waters of the metropolis ;
Mr. Denison on some of the improvements in locks since the Great Exhibition
of 1851 Professor Baden Powell on rotatory stability and its applications, illustrated by the apparatus of Professor Piazzi Symth, astronomer royal for Scotland;
Professor Piazzi Smyth's personal account of the astronomical experiments on
the Peak of Tenerirl'e in 1856, illustrated by photographs; Dr. Carpenter on the
lowest (Rhizopod) type of animal life, considered in its relations to physiology,
zoology, and geology; Mr. Buckle on the influence of women in the progress of
knowledge; the Rev. John Barlow on mineral candles and other products
manufactured at Belmont and Professor Faraday on, no doubt, some more
brilliant results of original experiments and observations now in course of
being made.
Professor Faraday has lately been attracting around him, by his lectures on
static and dynamic electricity adapted to a juvenile audience, we do not know
how many of the scions of the most illustrious and noble houses of our land,
and even the illustrious and noble themselves, including many of the high dignitaries of foreign countries.
The Prince of Wales, the Count of Paris, Eeruk
Khan, have been constant visitors
and the recurring presence of many
of our scientific celebrities proves the captivation of natural philosophy when
its facts and theories are explained and illustrated by a master spirit in a familiar
but masterly manner. Every Englishman must rejoice to see our young Prince,
in all probability destined, at a future time, to rule our empire, taking advantage of such teachers while they are in the zenith of their power, and before
that time shall arrive when the silver cord shall be loosed and the golden bowl
be broken. His royal highness thus offers an example to the young nobility
which it is to be hoped their "parents or guardians" will induce them to

—

;

;

;

;

imitate.

are not disposed to cavil at

Approximate

maximum practical maximum
in horse power,
in horse power.
*429
'858
"257
'515
-

seems to suppose. It simply expresses that if A can take B from C, B unites
with greater force to A than to C. Any one who asserted the contrary might
perhaps be compared to an accountant who added 2 to 2 and found the result to
be 5. It is humiliating to see how ready the matured judgment of an eminent
cultivator of science is set aside.
Personally he can well all'ord it, knowing
that truth will ultimately triumph, but he regrets deeply when he sees talents
and energy misdirected through ignorance of established scientific principles."
Mr. Joule's experiences go back to Mr. Sturgeon's results of 1833, and a&he
has kept his eye upon the matter ever since, he may be fairly considered to
know something about it. We accordingly give his views here, in order that
they may take the shape of a general reply to floating inquiries on the subject,
and set at rest, at least for a time, the too sanguine hopes of those superficial
thinkers who see a mountain in every mole hill, and who are never tired of
growing forests out of mustard seed.

steam.

Theoretical

in

1858.

the engine is worked
with air or super-heated

:

consumed
consumed
consumed

I,

We have reserved to this time some notice of a very elaborate performance
which has signalised the past year of this justly favoured institution. Its principal "possession," if we may so call it, when its character is to keep nothing,
but give all away, casting, without fee, the truths which it elicits broadcast
ovur the world its principal " possession " is a library. Founded in 1803 by
the voluntary subscriptions of the then comparatively few members the subscriptions amounting in 1806 to no less than £6000
it has since been gradually
increased.
Mr. Benjamin Vincent, the assistant secretary and keeper of the
library, has been employing part of his time very usefully and satislactorily in
arranging a new classified catalogue, with indexes of authors and subjects, and
a list of historical pamphlets chronologically arranged.
Only one previous
catalogue has been published, namely, that by Mr. William Harris, published
in 1809, a second edition of which appeared in 1821.
This was imperfect in
many respects, and a new catalogue was very much in reqtlest. We congratulate Mr. Vincent upon the successful accomplishment of his task.
Perhaps the
best service w e can perform will be to give our readers {among whom we are
proud to number many of the most distinguished members) a synopsis of the
contents.
It is divided into classes as follows
1. Theology; 2. Government,
politics, jurisprudence, and commerce
3. Sciences and arts
4. Literature; 5.
General geography; 6. General history, mythology, archaeology, and general
biography 7. British geography, antiquities, history, and biography. Elaborate
indexes of authors and persons, and of subjects and books are added. This
arrangement has been considered preferable to one simply alphabetical, and we

;
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into one channel, then might a reasonable hope be entertained of electro-magnetism equalling, or even to some extent surpassing, steam. The view taken
by Liehig is undoubtedly correct, and is worthy of that most profound philosophical chemist, and cannot be disposed of so easily as the writer of your article
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it, although, like a purely alphabetical catalogue, it
has its inconveniences and constitutional deficiencies. Suffice it to say, that Mr.
Vincent has overcome many of these ordinary inconveniences by evident painstaking, wholly out of the power of a mere compiler. He has shown much general
knowledge of the relation of subjects to one another, and has marshalled them
with great care. The indexes, with a little trouble, form in themselves virtuThe work forms a volume of 927 large octavo
ally an alphabetical catalogue.
pages. We must- confess that we would rather have been told that the library
was restricted to books of a purely scientific character, than the very general
character it displays but, at the same time, we must remember that every
scrap of literature, however seemingly barren it may be, contains some facts
(haply unobserved) which are, or may become, of the greatest importance to
;

scientific deduction.

—

National Portrait Gallery. Earl Stanhope's project of collecting together the original portraits of eminent persons has taken bodily form for the
present at 29 Great George Street, Westminster, where twenty-two portraits
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—purchased, presented, and

—

bequeathed are now on view. The first portrait
acquired was most properly the well-known Chandos' portrait of Shakspeare,
tie gift of the late Earl of Ellesniere. The first purchase was the pannel portrait of Sir Walter Raleigh, obtained from Downton House.
The others compretend Speaker Lent hall, of the Long Parliament , Handel, painted by Hudson,
the master of Sir Joshua Reynolds Dr. Parr the critic, by Dawe Murphy the
dramatist, by Dancey; Home Tooke, by Hardy; Dr. Mead the physician of
George IL's time, by Allan Ramsay, the son of the Allan Ramsay of " Gentle
Shepherd" fame? Harley, first Earl of Oxford, by Sir Godfrey Kneller; Wyndhaui. Chancellor of the Exchequer in Queen Anne's time, by Highmore the
Earl of Cadogan. by the French artist Laguerre Cumberland the dramatist, by
Roroney Lord Tomngton and the first Lord Stanhope, both by Kneller; the
Countess de Grammont. by Erckhardt; Huskisson the statesman, by Roth well;
Wilberforce, by Sir Thomas Lawrence; Stothard, by James Green; Perceval
the statesman, by Joseph; Lord Sidmouth, otherwise Speaker Addington, by
Richmond and Archbishop Wake and Bishop Warburton, by Gibson.
We enumerate the details ef this beginning thus carefully for the double purpose of letting our readers know how Earl Stanhope's scheme has so far succeeded, and the conveyance of a delicate suggestion as to the propriety of their
presenting what are in many instances unseen and forgotten portraits which
may happen to be in their possession to this very meritorious collection.
search through the nooks tind crannies of the country would disclose thousands
of such pictures, reposing at present in a decidedly select obscurity, and which,
if deposited in the Stanhope Gallery, would at once become popularly famous,
and useful towards the furtherance of the national aim of the noble founder of
the project.
may also similarly remind our readers of the flourishing existence of the
gallery of inventors' portraits forming by Mr. Woodcroft at the Great Seal Patent Office.
are persuaded that a great number of family portraits of inventors would be vastly the better fortheir transference to Southampton Buildings,
where they could really be seen and appreciated as the only bodily rendering of
the great inventive spirits of bygone days.
Exhibition of the Fhotographic Society; of Scotland-— The Photographic Society of Scotland has laid open its collected treasures in Edinburgh
for the second time. During the past two months 865 photographic works have
been shown by it in new quarters, South St. David Street, but with windows
overlooking Prince's Street, the Castle Gardens, and the grim fortress beyond.
Last year there were 875 works hung so that the season 1S57-8 keeps well
wish we could say the same
up in point of number with its predecessor.
as to the quality of the pictures for although there are many splendid examples
of the art in its various branches, the collection as a whole is greatly inferior to
that of last year.
The English landscape photographers, for example, do not
come out near so strongly as in the first exhibition, and we miss those extraordinarily beautiful examples of foliage and natural landscape with which Mr.
Henry White so charmed us last year. Still "there are many fine landscapes;
but they are mostly the work of foreign artists, such as Le Gray, Bisson Freres,
and Rejlander. The well-known "Mill at Guy's Cliff," so dear to all Warwickshire visitors, by Messrs, Dolamore and Bullock, must, however, be cited as a
brilliant example of this class.
With this we may alse couple " Stockghyll
'Cottage, Ambleside," and " Casals* Tower, Kenilworth," by the same artists.
Mr. Henry Taylor contributes nineteen English landscape subjects which cannot be too highly praised, whether for minuteness of foliage detail, or broad
may instance his " Yellow Water Lily," " Waggons at
richness of effect.
Cardon," and " Margin of a Brook," as pictures which could not well be surpassed.
Mr. H. G. Watson's " In the Pleasure Grounds at Abercairnie " is
another fine instance of what photography can do with landscape. But what
can exceed the rich, calm beauty of Le Gray's " Un Effet de Soleil-Ocean,"
" Sea Shore Cette, a Breaking Wave," " Pifferare," and " Tug Steamer!" Mr.
G. W. Wilson's "Mill in Castletown of Braemar," and Mr. Ivan Szabo's "Pony
and Carriage, Tarvet House," are both excellent out-door views, and there is
nothing Better of their class in the exhibition. Mr. Horatio Ross has, however,
the largest show of landscapes. He has no fewer than 42 distinct works, principally waxed paper.
His long experience tells well for him here.
The largest exhibitors in any class are Messrs. G. and D. Hay, whose absence
we lamented last year. They show no fewer than 51 works of the portrait class,
and we think it would be difficult to find an artist who can produce better pictures than are to be found in this long list. Mr. Ivan Szabo is the next most
prolific exhibitor in portraits
the fine grey hair and beard of Andrew Shortrede,
Esq.. are admirably rendered by this artist. Mr. Rodger of St. Andrews comes
before us with 42 portraits; and when we say that they fully substantiate his
claims to a well-earned fame, we give them an amount of praise which many
artists might certainly envy.
Messrs. Simson and M'Craw show some capital
on porcelain, executed on the plan of the'new discovery of Mr. M'Craw,
which we have notioed elsewhere. Amongst the amateurs, Lady Matheson stands
prominently forward as of yore.
are always glad to see her pictures, and
to recognise the fidelity to art which she so strongly evinces.
If is to be regretted that the society gives nothing more about the exhibiting
remonstrated against this last year,
photographers than their mere names.
and had hoped that the deficiency would have been supplied in the catalogue
now before us; but we were mistaken.
Exhibition of the Ap.t-Ma.vufacturf.s Association- ix Edinburgh. The
annual exhibition of this association is a great improvement upon the
first.
In the first place, it has all the advantages of the entire suite of rooms of
the New National Galleries; and secondly, it sets off these magnificent gala very greatly increased number of articles. Her Majesty has contributed to the association a very interesting selection of articles, namely, the
long jewelled sword and scimitar, the coat of chain mail and shield of Tippoo
Saib, the jewelled sabre of Holkar, and other valuable Indian trophies, twelve
swords, and other specimens of the armour of the sixteenth and seventeenth centhe buhl writing table of the Duke of Retz, and various other objects
of much interest. The Duke of Portland exhibits his celebrated dejeuner service
;
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du roi Sevres, and numerous other articles in o'd French china. The
of Hamilton sends some exquisite works in Limoges enamel, and some
bron/.es on pedestals of lapiz lazula, &c. The Duke of Roxburghe displays several pieces of candelabra.
The East India Company show about 70 different
illustrations of Indian art
and Mr. Johnstone of Alva exhibits a number of
Indian jewels, including a gold bracelet with the portraits of the old King of
Delhi and his sons, lately captured and shot, a gold necklace with miniature
paintings of buildings in and around Delhi, a frontlet of jewels presented to him
by the late Rajah of Gwalior, and a scimitar the gift of the late King of Oude
while Dr. Leckie shows a yetaghan given him by the King of Delhi. Cardinal
Wiseman exhibits here a number of statuettes, plaques, and jewelled crucifixes.
Mr. Beresford Hope contributes a great variety of ivories and enamels and Mr.
Napier of Shandon, Mr. Stirling of Keir, and other eminent collectors and antiquarians, add to the exhibition many objects of ancient art. In all the different
departments of modern art there is a most attractive, and in many cases an excellent exhibition. In wood carving and other branches of household decoration,
there is a spirited competition between the north and south in jewellery there
are very rich displays both by London and Edinburgh houses; in pottery and
glass the Staffordshire and metropolitan firms make a most attractive appearance,
many new designs having been got up specially for this exhibition; in textile
fabrics there is a limited but interesting display.
The last year's show had
37,000' visitors ; and as the present one is very far superior to it, we hope that in
defiance of the badness of the times it will receive a corresponding increased
amount of patronage.
Porcelain Photographs. The production of positive photographic images
or pictures on white or light-tinted substances, either vitreous, animal, or vegetable, has lately been materially improved upon by Mr. W. M'Craw of Edinburgh,
According to one modification of his plans, the operator proceeds by first coating
a slab of porcelain (by preference, unglazed) with suitable photographic collodion,
or other suitable medium.
The slab so coated is then excited in the nitrate of
silver bath, in the usual way, and is afterwards exposed in the focus of the
camera. The slab so treated is then taken into a darkened chamber, where the
prepared surface is saturated with a weak solution of proto-sulphate of iron, or
pyro-gallic acid, or other developing solution, and it is then immediately washed
before any visible or appreciable effect is produced. The slab is now momentarily exposed to the action of subdued daylight, or to an artificial light, and is
immediately afterwards treated secondarily with a developing fluid, when the
latent image appears as a positive photograph, with the lights and shades correct
as in nature, but with the right and left reversed, as is usual with daguerreotypes. To obviate this objectionable feature, a negative photograph on glass
is taken, and placed in front of the camera, at a suitable distance off, with a
mirror or refiector placed behind the image at an angle of about 45 degrees, to
act upon the principle of the microscopic reflector.
The effect of this is, that
on focusing the camera, a clear and well defined image of the kind required is
obtained.
The porcelain or other prepared tablet is now placed in the focus of
the camera, and the resultant image is developed in the darkened chamber as
usual, and fixed with a solution of cyanide of potassium, or of hyposulphate of
soda, the image surface being finally washed in the ordinary manner. The effect
may be heightened at this stage by the application of a solution of chloride of
gold, of the strength of one grain of gold to one ounce of water ; various effects
may be produced by varying the strength of the solution of gold. The picture
is now dried at a fire, being subjected to the action of a considerable, but gradual
heat, and when the slab or plate is cool, the image is coated with varnish,
Colour may be applied to the image, either with or without, or before or after,
varnishing, by any of the known modes of colouring photographs. By pursuing
this general routine, photographic pictures may be produced upon porcelain,
china, and other kinds of earthenware slabs; and on white or opal glass; also
on ivory and bone and on prepared wood, or on any white or light -coloured
enamel. Photographs of this kind are much more enduring than those on paper.
The new process is valuable, not only for portraiture purposes, but also for the
embellishment of various classes of manufactures and fancy articles. It also
affords the means of producing positive transparent photographic slides for the
stereoscope from binocular negatives, with collodion or other media, either on
white or opal glass, or on the ordinary transparent glass. If transparent glass
is used, the picture surface of the negative image is turned towards the mirror
or reflecting surface, the reverse side being towards the lens. Pictures so taken
will then require no front^protecting glass, as the image is correctly given when
viewed through the actual glass on which each is taken, whilst the picture side
If white or
is protected by a ground glass placed behind in the usual manner.
opal glass is used, either side of the negative may be turned towards the lens
a transparent protective glass being placed before or at the back of the resulting
picture, as ma}* be required. The chief essential features of the present invention
The obtainment of direct positives in the camera, of the kind necessary to
are
be viewed as positives, on white surfaces the processes having no reference to
photographs on paper, which the present improvements are intended to superThe adaptation or arrangement of the mirror or reflector for obtaining a
sede.
brilliant and sharp image from negative photographs, by the aid of the camera.
the
producing by both, or by either of these systems, positive photographs
And
on porelain, china, ivory, bone, mother-of-pearl, white enamel, white or opal
glass, and other surfaces, which, by reason of the inequalities of their surfaces,
or the rigid nature of the materials, are rendered unfit for receiving photographic
images from negative photographs in the ordinary way.
Preparation of Rags for Papermakixg. The several processes of the
primary breaking up or disintegration of the rags or raw materials for papermaking, the washing or boiling process, and the final bleaching of the reduced
pulp, have lately been materially improved upon by Mr. John Taterson, of Loch
Mill, Linlithgow.
In his routine, the rags or raw materials, in their assorted
condition, are first of all deposited for a few hours in an acidulous solution, as a
primary preparation for the subsequent disintegrating process. After this acidulous treatment, the materials are removed and placed in the breaking or reducing machine. This machine consists of a receiver or holder, with a fiat metal
in bleu
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bottom, corrugated or formed with transverse undulations. Upon this corrugated surface there rests a corrugated metal roller, the undulations upon the
roller running in the same direction as those upon the base plate.
The rags or
raw materials are placed upon the corrugated base, and the heavy roller is then
traversed back and forwards over them. This gives a powerful nibbing and
rolling action to the rags or materials, and effects the reduction of the matters
in a most effectual manner, without necessitating the use of any cutting process.
The essential feature of this portion of the invention being the rubbing or softening disintegration of the rags or treated materials, it will be obvious to the
practical man, that this general effect may be obtained in various ways: continuously rotating rollers, either plain or grooved, may be employed instead of
traversing rollers; such rollers as are used in the gunpowder manufacture, or
in grinding sand and other substances, answer well for this purpose.
Similarly,
the existing rollers or cylinders and details as at present employed in the paper
manufacture, if reduced in their rate of revolution, will serve for working out
this system of reduction. The materials either before or after being reduced are
boiled in a boiler containing a mechanical agitator, which is also the boiling
steam supplier. The boiler is a vertical cylinder, and the steam is supplied to
it from above, through a vertical rotating pipe fitted with a stuffing bos joint.
Hollow branch arms are fitted to this central pipe, and these arms have steam
jet orifices in them. When at work, the steam is passed into the boiler amongst
the materials, through these jet branches, whilst the latter at the same time
rotate, and aid the boiling and preparing effect.
When the boiling is effected
byt he agency of external heat, a solid agitator is used, so as still to combine
mechanical agitation and heat in the process. After the pulping reduction in
the '*rag engine," the reduced mass is deposited for a short time in a "souring"
or acidulous solution, where it is finally treated with the proper bleaching agent
in the usual

manner.

Mechanical Washer for Manufacturers.— The combined agency

of
steam, chemical matters, and mechanical action, has been recently proposed by
Mr. Malcolm M'Donald of Glasgow for the obtainment of very effective washing, bleaching, cleansing, and preparing actions.
The apparatus by means of
which these operations are carried on consists of a large stationary chamber or
vessel, in which are deposited the soap, water, and whatever chemical ingredients are necessary for acting upon the goods under treatment.
Within
this stationary chamber, and either partially or wholly immersed in the fluid
ingredients contained therein, there is disposed a horizontal steam cylinder of
large diameter. This steam cylinder is kept constantly supplied with steam, by
means of stuffing-box connections, through its hollow or tubular shaft, as is
usual in steam-heated cylindrical chambers.
The surface or periphery of the
cylinder may be cither plain, fluted, or covered with projections of different
kinds; and round it are disposed an annular series of horizontal pressing rollers
of comparatively small diameter.
These rollers are so disposed as to envelope
the whole, or nearly the whole surface or periphery of the cylinder, with which
they are kept in contact by back springs. The rollers may be made in various
ways, but a preferable arrangement is that of wooden central body portions,
covered with caoutchouc or other soft or elastic substances. When pieee goods
are to be treated in this apparatus, they are passed through it in the form of a
chain—-each piece being attached temporarily to its neighbour. The chain of
pieces is fed into the apparatus by means of suitable guide rollers, which convey it in between the exterior surface of the central steam-heated cylinder and
the ring of embracing pressing rollers. The pieces thus pass round the cylinder,
ami arc mechanically operated upon by the roller action, in conjunction with
the chemical effect of the ingredients contained in the stationary chamber. The
stationary chamber is kept heated by steam piping passed through it.
As the
goods emerge from the operating chamber, they are acted upon by jets of hot
<ir cold air, in furtherance of the operations.
The stationary chamber may have
a closed top, so as to enable the operator to keep up a direct steam pressure in
it if

desired.

Stop Action for Cotton Drawing Frames.— A

useful arrangement for

suspending the action of the drawing rollers in cotton drawing frames has
lately been introduced into the cotton mill by Messrs. Massey and Hargreaves
In drawing frames where the usual "vibratory stop motion" is
Of Burnley.
used, a long horizontal balanced lever is set on a fixed centre across the top of
the framing standard, and beneath the drawing rollers.
The front end of this
lever carries an inclined tray set with its upper face at an angle corresponding
#
with the line of traverse of the sliver on its way from the delivery roller to the
receiving can.
The weight of this tray is balanced at the back end of the lever
by an adjustable weight.
Between this weight and the fixed centre on which
the lever turns, there is attached to the lever an upright bar, connected with
the back vibrating arm worked from the entering sliver by means of a cranked
lever.
The action is this:— If the sliver fails at any part between the drawing
and delivering rollers, the broken end falls upon the tray already referred to,
depressing that end of the main lever, and consequently elevating* the opposite
end, allowing the back vibrating arm to catch upon the crank lever, and thus
retain the vibrating arm and bring the stop motion iuto play.
Should the sliver
lap upon the drawing rollers, the same action occurs, as such accumulation
gathers into the tray by means of projecting ledges set for the purpose inimemediately in front of the rollers. A similar effect is obtained by prolonging the
main tray lever, so that as the tray falls the opposite end of the lever comes in
ontaci with a rotating catch wheel in connection with the usual stop motion.
COLLODION Sizeing for Yarns.— Collodion, or the solution of guncotton in
ether—one of the most cunous examples of happy modern invention has
quickly sprung into many curious employments; but it has reached none more
furious, and certainly none more practically ingenious, than that
of sizeing or
dressing yarns preparatory to being woven in the loom.
This is the use to
which it has been put by I>r. Cheetham and Mr. Southworth, of Rochdale. The
I

—

application is excessively simple.
The collodion, which maybe a solution of
scylodine or pyroxyline in ether and alcohol, prepared in the usual way, is
deposited in a deep chamber, in the top of which is litted a cork stopper having
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attached to its lower part a vertical rod with a terminal cross-bar. The yarn to
be collodionised in this way is entered by a suitable aperture on one side of the
stopper, passed down through the .collodion beneath the cross piece of the pendant bar, and up through a similar aperture at the other side thus taking up
the collodion as it traverses through the mass. Colouring matter may be added
to the collodion, so as to dye the yarn at the same time.
What we have described is, of course, nothing more than the simplest possible form of using the
new dressing ingredient. Supposing that the cost of the collodion does not
prove to be any bar to its use, we should fancy that this system of treatment
will give a clear, sharp, and effective dressing, binding the fibres of the threads
well together; and we heartily wish the inventors practical success with it.

—

Combustion of Smoke in Furnaces.

— A contrivance applicable toboilerswith

duplex furnaces has recently been originated by Mr. John Muckart, of Montrose,
for the purpose of preventing or consuming smoke.
In this arrangement, each
furnace is supplied with fuel and worked in such a way that its unconsumed
gaseous products shall be operated upon and turned to practical account by the
heat of the incandescent fuel of the other furnace. The invention may be carried out in practice under various modifications.
In one of these as arranged
for a cylindrical boiler with one central continuous flue
the boiler or furnace
flues are fitted at their front uptake end with proper dampers or closing valves,
which are alternately opened and closed to vary the course of the gaseous currents. Thus whenever fresh or green fuel is supplied to one furnace, the flue door
on that side is closed, the one on the other side being simultaneously opened.
The result of this arrangement is, that the gaseous matters from the newly supplied furnace pass all round the boiler through the proper flues until they enter
the other furnace and are consumed by the incandescent fuel therein, the current
finally passing off by the open door in the uptake of that furnace.
When the;
second furnace is charged, the positions of the two flue doors are changed, and
the gaseous matters from this furnace are consumed by the incandescent fuel in
the first furnace, and so on. In another arrangement, the dampers or doors for

—

—

alternating the flue currents are disposed at the furnace bridges, still carrying
out the principle of causing one clear furnace to consume the gaseous matter
from the other. In a third plan, the gaseous matter from the newly fed furnace
is carried all round the boiler, bringing it out by a port in the dumb plate of the
other furnace, and thence over the incandescent fuel in that furnace, the dampers
or flue doors being in this case in the dumb plates.

—

Wylie's Action for Cottage and Cabinet Pianos. Mr. John Wylie, of
Edinburgh, has introduced some considerable improvements in the arrangement
and construction of the " action " of cottage and cabinet or upright pianofortes,
for the purpose of simplifying the parts, and rendering the movement much
more effective than has hitherto been the case. Under one modification of these
improvements the key, which is carried by a central fulcrum or key-pin, in the
usual way, has a recess mortised in the upper side of the back lever end of it
this recess being lined with cloth or other suitable soft material, so as to work
softly against the lower end of the vertical " sticker " or connecting rod.
The
lower end of the sticker, which is weighted to give the required counterpoise
deeply into the mortise, this being all the connection between thetkey lever and the sticker.
The upper end of the sticker
is bevelled oft" at a slight horizontal angle corresponding to a similar bevelled
surface upon the lower side of the crank arm working the hammer.
The slope
of the bevil on the sticker is towards the strings, and the outer higher corner
is attached by a suitable piece of leather or other flexible material to the corresponding outer end of the crank arm of the hammer. The hammer shank or
lever arm stands up from this crank arm, and it turns upon a fulcrum or centre
The two bevelled surfaces of the
carried by the usual hammer rail or beam.
sticker end and crank arm of the hammer are suitably fitted up with thicknesses
of soft material to insure a silent action. The damper, which can be adjusted
as to the amount of its projection from the sticker, is carried upon a stud
on the inner face of the sticker next the strings; and the result is, that when the
key has been struck, and has been relieved from the pressure of the finger, the
hammer head strikes the string sharply, and springs back, so that its shank
or lever rests upon the padded face of a supporting bar or rail, whilst at the
same time the descent of the sticker, which has a slight lateral movement towards the strings at its upper end, brings the damper into contact with the
If the finger continues to press
vibrating string, and thus stops the sound.
upon the key for sustaining the note, the hammer lever stands vertically with
the striking face just clear of the wire, being strictly retained in that position
by the action of the bevelled or inclined surfaces of the sticker end and crank
The pedals act in the usual way.
lever of the hammer.
effect, is loosely inserted pretty

—

British Consumption of Cotton. During the year 1857 the quantity of
raw cotton worked up in Great Britain amounted to 1,953,450 pounds weight,*
being a falling off from the consumption of 1856 of nearly 300,000 pounds. The
total weight imported for our mills in 1857 was 2,417,720 pounds, the weekly
average taken for use being 37,530 pounds, so that the diminution for 1857, as
compared with the previous year, amounts to about eight weeks' consumption.
The total stock in the country on the 31st of December, 1857, was 452,510
pounds, against 332,740 pounds, at the same time in the previous year. Our exports of woven cotton goods for the first eleven months of 1857 amounted to
1,849,376,975 yards; and of cotton yarn to 164,757,459 pounds. Besides all
this, we sent abroad 979,340 dozen pairs of cotton stockings, and 4,346,383
pounds of sewing cotton. The total declared value of the cotton exports for the
Cottons, calicoes, <ftc, 1856,
first eleven months of each year are as follows:
£25,823,295 1857, £26,876,622. Cotton yarns, including stockings and cotton
Such is a brief outline
thread for sewing, 1856, £7,311,733; 1857, £8,155,905.
The growth of the raw material in the
of what we are doing with cotton.
United States, of the season of 1856-7, was 2,939,519 pounds; and the consumption there reached 762,138 pounds, or about 90,100. pounds more than in any
previous year.

—

;

Saponaceous Clarification of

Sugaji.

— A sugar-clarifying process, founded
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on the well-known property of lime, which combines with fatty substances,
whether free or transformed into alkaline soaps, has been recently proposed by

M. Garcia, a sugar refiner of Louisiana. When the saccharate of lime is
brought into contact with a dissolution of soap of soda the sugar is set at liberty,
the lime combines with, the acid of the soap, and the soda remains in dissolution
in the liquid.
When the clarification has been effected with an excess of lime,
and the liquid has been skimmed a first time, it must be allowed to cool to
below 104 deg. Fahrenheit, and the solution of soap is then poured in, the
liquid being gently stirred all the while.
When the whole has been well incorporated it is brought again to the boiHng point, after which the temperature
is suddenly lowered again by the suppression of the steam current, and the new
scum is removed- The latter consists entirely of a calcareous soap, which in
rising to the surface has carried away with it all the impurities and extraneous
substances contained in the liquid, which has an excellent taste. This process

new apparatus, increases the beauty of the sugar, yields more, and
consequently more economical..
Prttxg- ahd Preparing G-xrxscise.t- The use of artificially-heated metal
cylinders has lately been proposed by Mr. Duncan Proudfoot of Glasgow, for
treating and drying garancine, or a preparation of madder.
The garancine to
be dried by this process is deposited in a horizontal metal cylinder, which ma}'
be made either of iron, copper, zinc, or other material, and heated either by the
direction of a fire or stove beneath it, or by steam.
This cylinder is disposed
at a slight vertical angle, and the garancine to be dried is deposited in the
elevated end of the cylinder, by means of a suitable door or opening, and being
made to revolve, the dried garancine is discharged at the lower end of the
cylinder. An artificial current is created in the cylinder in any convenient
way, so that the vapour rising from the drying garancine is thus carried freely
off.
In this way the garancine is most effectually dried, at a very economical
requires no
is

rate.

—

The Ieox Maxttacture in Scotland. There are just now 123 blast furnaces at work in Scotland. The average number in blast during the year 1857
was 128. The production of iron for the year has considerably exceeded that of
any previous year, and the stock of the metal on hand is at present about
190,000 tons 433,500 tons of this quantity being in store, whilst the rest is in
the makers' hands. The amount shipped during the year exceeds that of the previous year by 20,000 tons ; but the home consumption as well for malleable
woras as for foundry purposes has lamentably fallen off during the last two or
th.ee months. The past year has witnessed an excessive fluctuation in the
amounting to no less than £1 14s. per ton. The highest price
j»rice of pig-iron
reached during the year was £4 2s. 8d., and the lowest £2 8s. 6d., the average
being £3 9s. 2d. Such has been the progress of this wonderful trade during the
year 1857 1858, it is to he hoped, will bring forth better things.
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Coke Ovexs fob Heattxg Steam Boilers. The combination of coke-burning ovens with steam boilers for the combined purpose of manufacturing coke,,
economising heat, preventing the formation of smoke, and the cheap production
of steam has been efficiently carried out by Mr. W. Robertson, of the Oakfield
Foundry, Kdinburgh. In an arrangement of ovens and furnaces for two boilers
now before us six ovens are used, set back to back so as to be fired from the two
opposite sides. The flame from these ovens passes back in each case towards
the centre of the structure, beneath the boilers which are built in with them,
then turning up at the end and entering the flues to traverse round the boilers,
and finally pass off by the chimney. The space required for the coke ovens is
fourteen feet more than the diameter of the boiler, and three feet more in
Two tons of coal are put into an
length. The economy arises in this way
oven and the charge burns probably 90 hours, when it is converted into coke,
the weight of which is more than one-half of that of the coal originally supplied
to the ovens. Now, whatever the coal may originally cost, the coke will always
There is a greater amount of heat derived from
fetch more than double.
the coal in this way than in ordinary furnaces and, where steam is wanted
night and day, a gTeat advantage arises both in coal and time'. Besides this, the
arrangement provides the means of perfectly consuming the smoke.
Corrugated Steam Boiler. Cylindrical steam boilers with circumferential
The
corrugations have been proposed by Mr. Thomas Gilmour, of Glasgow.
corrugations, which are two inches high, are designed for the purpose of enabling the boiler to stand what is ordinarily a bursting pressure, with safety.
The central flue surfaces are also corrugated, but with deeper ridges and furrows, so as to add strength to the structure.

—

—

—

:

—

;

—

—

Capt. Norton's Explosive Wooden Shells Fired by Friction RailSignals Igniter for Fog Signals Elongated Shell for
Conveying Liquid Fire Pasteboard Fog Signals. On the occasion of a
recent test of these shells, Capt. Norton fired one from on board the passenger.
3teamer that plies between Eosherville and the Tilbury station. The cord
which was attached to the eye of the frictional iron nail was hooked on to the
taffrail, and the guard twine being then cut, the Captain threw the shell over
the rail, when it instantly exploded, with a loud report, within fifteen inches of
the water the attached cord having been adjusted to that length. This is one
of the shells that may be used for house defence, for railway signals above accumulated snow, for destroying lions, tigers, and hyenas in the act of seizing
the attached bait; also for sea sharks, and alarum signals against housebreakers.
The frictional contrivance might have been used with good results, in exploding

way Train

—

—

—

—

—

shells at the required spot, in defending the residency at

Lucknow

against the

mutinous Sepoys. Specimens of these shells are to be seen at the South Kensmgton Museum of Inventions.
In the test of the railway train signals, before Col. Yolland, R.E., the directing tube having been tied on one side of a door-handle of a carriage, and a piece
of flat iron placed eight inches below the tube ; when the train was in full
Speed between Tilbury and Grays, the signal was allowed to shoot down the
tube by its own gravity, when it exploded on the iron plate with a loud report r
but as the charge of powder in the signal was only twelve drachms, the Colonel,
who was in the rear end of the train, did not hear the report, while the other
gentlemen, who were in the front part of the train, did hear it. All that is
No. 110.—Vol. X.
-
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requisite, is to insert a charge

which

produce a report to be heard the
whole length of the train. The requisite charge can be ascertained after a few
more experiments; and, besides, if the different carriages were furnished with a
signal each, the word or report could be passed onwards by every second or
third carriage to the front.
By using a wooden screw plug instead of a cork
for confining the charge, the report will be much louder.
The chamber bottom
of the signal being fortified by a disc of sheet-iron, the steel pin may have a
second percussion-cap on its inner end ; this will insure the perfect ignition
of the charge, or if an iron nail, a cap on its point will answer the purpose.
In addition to the sharp report of the signal, there is the vivid flash and a
will

cloud of smoke to enlist the eye as well as the ear of the guard- and driver
of the engine.. It is more convenient to- have the signal ready capped with
a safety cover over the percussion cap, which cover can be taken off in
an instant when the signal is to be used. "When intended for house defence,
the lower end of the pin has a strand of slow match twisted' round it this will
cause a pause of one second before the explosion takes place, so that it will have
time to fall from the stirrup or iron plate to the ground, and there burst among
the assailants. It can be used'as an alarum signal against poachers, or those
who would rob an orchard or garden. Whenresting on a transverse pin in the
tube, a slight pressure against the cord attached' to the pin will draw it out,
when the signal shoots down and ignites, or explodes on the iron plate.
Having observed that the three nipples placed within the tin fog signals are
liable to-be overturned by the engine wheel, from want of a solid foundation,
thus becoming liable to miss fire, Captain Norton makes his single nipple receive the percussion cap, of cast or wrought iron with a broad base, thus insuring its standing upright under the engine wheel.. And to- prevent its rusting,
or the cap being injured by verdigris, arising from the nature of the surrounding
explosive powder, he varnishes both the cap and the expanded base with sheUlac varnish.
The E1 elongated shell for conveying the liquid fire " differs from the rifle
percussion shell only in haying three or more holes drilled in its circumference,
which holes being plugged with boxwood plugs, on the shell striking the object, the front projecting plug is forced down on the liquid, when, the side plugs
are forced out and the liquid spreads on the canvas or other inflammable
matter. The shell is charged by first pouring in the bisulphuret of carbon, and
then dropping in small pieces of phosphorus, just sufficient to be dissolved bv the
;

liquid.

In making his "pasteboard fog signals," instead of using wooden ends requiring a carpenter to prepare them, he sews one end up, and then puts in
half the charge, then- the igniter, and then the other half of the charge.
Then
placing the open end in a kind of vice, and pressing it close, he sews it up like the
other end, and fixes on the clip. The paper before it is rolled on the mandril is
painted over with pitch, melted thin, applied with a brush, and then doubled, pitch
side inward, and rolled on the mandril, and the end pasted.
Thus it becomes
a kind of tube sandwich the pitch renders it completely damp and water-proof,
besides; when finished, it may be varnished over. Boys or girls can make
these fog signals.
law reports of patent cases.
,

;

Sewing Machines

—Thomas

v.

Foxwf.ll.

— In

this apparently intermin-

able matter Sir F. Kelly moved for a rule to show cause why the verdict found
for the plaintiff at the last trial should not be set asjde and a new trial granted,
on the ground that the verdict was against the weight of the evidence. He
also moved, pursuant to leave reserved, for a rule to enter the verdict for the defendant. Lord Campbell said' the learned counsel might take a rule to show cause.
His Lordship, in very strong terms, condemned Jhe practice which prevailed in
patent causes of giving notices of such numerous objections to patents, and
hoped that rules of Court would be made whereby such notices should be required to be signed by counsel, as a means of checking the abuse. Rule nisi

granted.

—

Centrifugal Flyers for Cotton Spinning
Seed v. Higglns and
At the trial of this case, which took place before Lord Campbell at
Guildhall on the 7th of July, 1857,* the plaintiff obtained a verdict upon both
issues, leave being reserved to the defendants to move to. enter the verdict in
their favour, upon the ground that plaintiff's patent was bad. because it was
shown that the same principle was contained in Dyer's specification of 1830,
and also in Higgins's specification of 1834. A rule was accordingly granted,
and also for a new trial, upon the ground that there bad been no infringement.
Others.

—

In delivering judgment, Lord; Campbell said, that taking the specification and
the disclaimer together, the Court thought nothing new was claimed by the
disclaimer, and that the plaintiff only claimed the particular application of the
principle of centrifugal force.. The Court therefore thought the verdict ought
not to be disturbed, and that the jule should be discharged.

PROVISIONAL PROTECTION FOR INVENTIONS
UNDER THE PATENT LAW AMENDMENT ACT.
63?°

When

the city or town

is

not mentioned, London

Recorded August

is

to be understood.

11.

—An improvement in the manufacture of hats

2147. Richard Husband, Manchester

Recorded August

20.

—

2213. George Spill, Stepney Green Improvements in treating fabrics employed in the
manufacture of hats, caps, and bonnets, and for other purposes, and also other
fabrics,, so as to render the same impervious to moisture and grease.

See Practical Mechanics Journal for August

last.
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Recorded September 18.
2417.

John M. Monro, jun.,

2G41.

Henry A.

Bristol

Recorded, October 15.

—

W. Zambra, Hatton Garden Improvements in
and other signs, letters, numerals, characters, and
pictorial representations, upon porcelain and other ceramic and enamelled materials, which improvements are applicable to the graduated scales of meteorological and other philosophical instruments.
producing graduated

scales,

Recorded October

16,

—

2G51. Julian Bernard, Albany, Piccadilly Certain improvements in the manufacture or
production of boots and shoes, or other coverings for the feet, and in machinery,
apparatus, and materials to be employed in such manufacture.
2652. Lucien ArbeL, Rive de Gier, France—Certain improvements in manufacturing
wheels for carriages un railways.
2653. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet Street An apparatus for scoring games and points
at games. (Communication from Louis Bunneau.)
2654. James Chadwick, Castleton Print WorkB, near Rochdale, Lancashii'e Improvements
in rollers or cylinders for printing or staining the surfaces of woven fabrics,
yarns, paper, and other materials.

—

—

—

Recorded October 17.

—

2655. Thomas Holt, Little Bolton, Lancashire Improvements in looms.
2656. Richard J. Badge, Newton Heath, Manchester An improved mode or method of
securing railway chairs to the sleepers.
Improvements in fire-arms.
2657. Joseph Bentley, Liverpool
Edward
Humphry s, Deptford Improvements in engines worked by steam or
2658.

—

vapour.
2659. James Eastwood, Derby

—

An improvement in working the valves of steam hama direct self-acting motion.
Brooman, 166 Fleet Street Improvements in forming the joints of
(Communication from P. J.
pipes, for conveying water, gas, and other fluids.

mers by

—

—

Guyet.)
2661.

Thomas Massey, 4
ville

2662. William Osborne, 5
coats,

under

in

Bow

skirts,

2663. Leon Lewenberg,
or fog signals.

Thomas Savage, 19 Soley Terrace, Pentonsounding machines.
Churchyard, Cheapside Improvements in ladies' petti-

Birchin Lane, and

—Improvements

and marine alarms

19.

—

An improvement on the system of
2664. Luigi De Cristoforis, G7 Lower Thames Street
vehicle wheels, to be called the "De Cristoforis Conical Wheels'."
Improvements in power looms.
2665. John J. Sieber, 5 Baring Street, New North Road

—
—(Communication from Henry Honegger, Thiengcn, Grand Duchy

of Radon.)

—

2667. Victor Teaii, 39 Rue de l'Echiquier, Paris, and 4 South Street, Finsbury Improvements in protecting the walls, ceilings, wainscots, and other parts of buildings

from humidity.
2668. Marcelin F. Cavalerie, 39

Rue de

in obtaining

l'Echiquier, Paris, and 4 South Street, Finsbury—
in the apparatus connected there-

motive power, and

with.

—

Brooman, 1G6 Fleet Street Improvements in produced figured fabrics
which the design is applied by printing. (Communication.)
Benedict Barnard and Alfred Rosenthall, Cheapside A new ornamental fringe or
fringed fabric, also the means of producing the same
Michael Henry, 77 Fleet Street Improved machinery for unmaking rope oi cordage.
(Communication.)
Henry Wimball, Aldermaston, Berkshire Improvements in machinery or apparatus
for the manufacture of bricks, tiles, pipes, and other article* of a similar nature.
Edward Cockcy, Henry Cockcy, and Francis C. Cockcy, Frome Iron Foundry^
Somersetshire Improvements in regulating the flow of fluids.
William E. Newton, GG Chancery Lane Improvements in the manufacture of drawing rollers. (Communication.)
William Bentham, Halifax, Yorkshire Improvements in harmoniums and other

2669. Richard A.

—

in

2G70.

2671.
"

2672.
2673.
2674.

2675.

ton and other articles.
2698. David H. Saunders, Craig Mill Cottage, Rattray, Perthshire— Improvements in the
preparation and manufacture of textile fabrics and materials.
2699. James Smith, Bristol Improvements in horsehair crinoline for petticoats.

—

Recorded October 23.

Thomas Rand and George

—

Beckley, Oxford Street

—

—

telegraphic cables.
2703. Robert Harrild and Horton Harrild, Farringdon Street An improvement in the
manufacture of the composition used for printers' rollers.
2704. William H. H. Akerman, Bridgewater, Somersetshire— Improvements in organs
and similar musical instruments.

—

Recorded October 24.

—

Felton C. Kirkman, 38 Royal Street, Lambeth Improvements in machinery for
winding and unwinding ropes and cables, which is applicable to electric cables
for submarine purposes.
2706 Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane An improvement in the process of making
wrought-iron beams or girders. (Communication.)
2707, John Macintosh, North Bank, Regent's Park
Improvements in the construction

—

—

—

—
—

similar reed instruments.
Improvements in apparatus for determining
2G7G. Benjamin Garvey, Ashland, New York
position and direction on land and sea.
2677. David Patridge, Tavistock Place, Plumstcad Common, Woolwich Improvements
in shaft bearings.

—

Recorded October 2G.

—

James Fairclough, John Fairclough, and Joseph Cowan, Liverpool Improvements
for suspending and working window hangings and other drapery curtains.
2712. Isaac Jones, St. Helen's, Lancashire— Improvements in the manufacture of sheet
2711.

glass.

—

2713. Charles de Clippele, Brussels, and 74 Mark Lane Improvements in the manufacture of boots and shoes, harness and driving straps, which improvements are
applicable to uniting various materials together, and also for waterproofing.
2714. John Horrocks, Manchester Improvements in winding machines, and in the bobbins employed therein, and also improvements in shuttles for weaving with such
bobbins.
2715. Rev. John Walter Lee, Chelmsford, Essex Improvements in communicating between the different parts of railway trains.
2716. James Ferrabee and Charles Whitmore, Stroud, Gloucestershire Improvements
applicable to machinery for carding, scribbling, and condensing wool and other
fibrous substances.
Aaron Marks, 119 London Wall An improved fastening for gloves and other

—

—

—

—

articles.

Recorded October

—

2719.
2720.
2721.
2722.
2723.
2724.

—
—
—
—

—

—

Recorded October

—

Marc A. F. Mennons, France Au improved hydraulic press.
Edward Briggs, Castleton Mills, near Rochdale, Lancashire

—An improved manufacture of printed piled
2G80. Robert Atkinson and Thomas Brcarey, Baildon, near Bradford; Y'orkshirc — Improveloom pickers.
ments
2681. George H. Smith, Norfolk Street, Strand —An improved governor or regulator for
steam and other engines.
increasing the ad2682. Frances Windhausen, Duderstadt, Hanover—Improvements
hesion of the wheels of locomotive engines
when moist.
2683 John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields, and 166 Buchanan Street, Glasgow —ImJacquard machines, and
provements
the cards employed therein. —(Communication from Lazare Tiphaine, Paris, Jules Maurel, Lyons, and Gaspard
2671'.

fabrics.

in

in

to rails

in

in

(lagniere, France.)
2684. Charles Tooth and William W. Wynne, Burton-on-Trent, Staffordshire
proved refrigerator or apparatus for cooling or attempering liqnids.

Recorded October

An

r

—

—

—

—

—

ships'

pumps.
Recorded October

—

28.

—

Newton Heath, near Manchester

Improvements in wrought-iron
railway chairs, sleepers, and crossings.
J. Daniell, Donington Park, Derby
Improvements in communicating by
signals between the pilot and steersman, and between other parts of vessels by
means of dial apparatuses.
John Addison, Tours, France Discovering and destroying hydrogen or carburetted
hydrogen gas and other gases in coal mines, dwelling-houses, or other places.
2728. Johan E. F. Luedeke, Birmingham A new or improved motive power engine.
2729. William Smith, 10 Salisbury Street, Adelphi Improvements in couplings or connections for shafts.—(Communication from Monsieur Blondel, Leville, Rouen,
France.)
2730. Pierre A. M. Maury, Paris Improvements in cutting the pile of velvets and other
2726.

—

Henry

—

—

—

—

—

Improvements in the manu27SI. Abel West, Wormley Ring, Hoddesdon, Hertfordshire
facture of candles.
2732. Aime Bourgeois, 457 New Oxford Street An improvement in preparing liquor for
tanning hides and skins.— (Partly a communication.)
2733. George Shillibeer, 1 Commercial Place, City Road, and George Giles, 10 Gray's Inn
Square Improvements in omnibuses.
Improved means of, and apparatus for, obtaining
2734. Joseph Sloper, Oxford Street
motive power for propelling ships or driving machinery.
2735. William Clark, 53 Chancery Lane— An improvement in rails for railways. (Com-

—

21.

—

—

2725. William Irlam,

pile fabrics.

im-

John H. Storey, Manchester Improvements in water guages for
steam boilers, and in taps for steam and other fluids.
Improvements in effecting the consumption or prevention
2686. Robert Clark, Glasgow
of smoke, applicable to steam boilers and other furnaces.
2G87. John B. Slawson, New Orleans, U.S. An improvement in boxes for receiving the
fares of passengers in public conveyances, for the prevention of fraud on the part
of the persons authorised to attend to the receiving of the fares as well as on the
part of the passengers.
(Communication.)
2688. Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane Improvements in the construction of sewing
machines, and in the mode of operating such machinery. (Communication )
2689. Robert Duke, Dover Improvements in the means of communicating power to
2GS5. Isaac Storey and

27.

William Clarke, Laybourne Road, Camden Town Improved means of connecting
and working brakes for railway carriages.
Charles Cadby, Liquorpond Street Improvements in pianofortes.
Thomas Mottram, Sheffield Improvements in knife handles.
James Newall, Bury, Lancashire Improvements in railway brakes and signals, and
in the machinery or apparatus for working the same.
Robert A. Margetson, Norwich Improved means of communicating between the
guard and driver on railways.
Marc A. F. Mennons, 39 Rue de l'Echiquier Paris, and 4 South Street, Finsbury—
An improved varnish. (Communication.)
Robert Urie, Paisley, and William Sutherland, Greenock Improvements in the
manufacture of knitted and weft-netted warp fabrics.

Recorded October 20.
2678.

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

and laying of telegraphic cables.
27W. James Thorn and Hugh MJ Naught, Glasgow Improvements in looms for weaving.
2709, John M. Pearson, 4 Basinghall Street
Improvements in the manufacture of coke.
(Communication.)

—

—

—

An improvement in saddle-trees.
Benjamin Parker, Clapham, Surrey Improvements in the permanent way of railways.
2702. Alexander T. Blakely, Tunbridge Wells, Kent Improvements in laying submarine
2700.
2701.

—

in railway alarms

Recorded October

Improvements

—

—
—

and dresses.

New York —Improvements

m

—

—

—

—

2660. Richard A.

—

—

—An improved metal wheel-stock.

L. Negretti and Joseph

February 1,1858.

James Hinks, Birmingham

An improvement or improvements
stiffeners for
wearing apparel.
2693. Alexandre H. C. Chiandi, Paris
Improvements in the manufacture and combustion of certain products of peat, and in the apparatus employed therein.
2694, Marc A. F. Mennons, France Certain improvements in machinery for the preparation of peat. (Communication.)
2695. Thomas Hamilton and James Hamilton, Glasgow Improvements in turning, cutting, shaping, or reducing wood and other substances.
2696. John Milne, Royton, Lancashire Certain improvements in carding engines.
2697. Thomas Cardwell, Manchester Improvements in machinery for compressing cot2692.

22.

2600. Charles Reeves, Birmingham Improvements in repeating or revolving fire-arms.
2691. John Bcthell, 8 Parliament Street, Westminster Improvements in machinery or
apparatus for trenching, cutting, digging, and cultivating land.

—

—

—

—
—Improvements in the manufacture of murexide.
—(Communication.)
William Clark, 53 Chancery Lane —Certain improvements in machinery for carding

munication.)
2736. William Clark, 53 Chancery
2737.

Lane

cotton, wool, and other fibrous substances.—(Communication.)
2738. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery. Lane
Improvements in the manufacture of sewing silk, twist, and different kinds of thread. (Communication.)
2739. Elizabeth M'Dowall, Johnstone, Renfrewshire Improvements in steam hammers.

—

——

(Communication by her late husband, John M'Dowall, Johnstone.)
2740. John Child, Lower Luveday Street, Birmingham, and Joseph Child, Howard Street,
Birmingham A double-barrelled gun with an elevated rifled tubular rib.

—

February

1,
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—

An improvement in the cans employed
2741. Henry Taylor, Staley Bridge, Lancashire
in connection with, machinery for preparing cotton and other fibrous materials
for spinning.

—

2742. John Fraser, Glasgow Improvements in the manufacture of saltpetre.
2743. Robert A. Ronald, Paisley, Renfrewshire Improvements in the manufacture of

—

shawls.
2744. William Greening, Lower Edmonton
ing metals and other surfaces.

—Improvements in enamelling

and ornament-

2788.

2789.
2790.
2791.
2792.
2793.

Becorded October 29.

—

2745. William Delf, jun., Great Bentley, Essex Improvements in ploughs.
2746. Daniel de la C. Gourley, Wilton House, Regent's Paik Improvements in ambulance
carriages.
2747. Pietro Feloj, 97 Holborn Hill The improvement of an illuminating reflector of
light from gas, oil; or candle.
274S. Thomas Cook, Old Kent Road, Surrey— Improvements in machinery for cutting,
framing, and packing lncifer and other like wood matches.
2749. David Allison and John Livingston, Manchester Improvements- in machinery or
apparatus for regulating the weight or pressure to top rollers used in spinning
or preparing fibrous materials to be spun.
2750. William Padgett, Poole, Dorsetshire The manufacture of earthenware pipes for
drains and sewers.
,
2751. Jonas Craven, Bradford, Yorkshire Improvements in machinery or apparatus used

—

—

—

—
—

in weaving.

2752.

Carlisle Street—An improved safety hook or fastening, particularly
applicable to securing watch chains and watches to waistcoats and other gar-

Ephraim Smith,
ments.

2753. George

W.

—Improvements in clod-crushing rollers.

Robinson, Barton-on-H umber

Recorded October

30.

—

John Evans, Lower Road, Islington Certain improvements in the method or
methods of affixing or securing patterns and designs upon rollers and blocks used
for imprinting on paper and other substances.
2755. Joseph B. Fraser, Kenilworth, Warwickshire An improvement or improvements
in lubricating shafts, axles, screws, and other articles requiring lubrication.
2756. Henry Charlesworth and William Chapman, Huddersfield Improvements in ma2754.

—

—

chinery or apparatus for preparing woollen or other fibrous substances to be
span.
2757. William Clark, 53 Chancery Lane Improvements in tackle blocks. (Communica-

—

—

2794.
2795.
2796.

James Mallison,
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—

—

—
—

m

ing and embossing.

weaving.
2761. John Lawson, Leeds

—Improvements reaping machines.
—Certain improvements in looms
in

for

—

Improvements in machinery for roving flax and other fibrous
substances. (Partly a communication.)
Improvements in apparatus for regulating
S. Prideaux, 32 Charing Cross
the supply of air furnaces.
Improvements in
2763. Samuel Knowles, Tottington Mill, near Bury, Lancashire
"dunging 7' fabrics preparatory to dyeing.
2764. Malcolm Stodart, 1 Golden Square An improvement in the construction of the
sound boards of pianofortes.
2762.

Thomas

—

—

—

—

Becorded October

31.

—

2765. George B. Galloway, 42 Basinghall Street Improvements in the construction of
merchant ships and other vessels, in motive powers, propulsion and boiler furnaces.
2766. Henry J. Viault and Jules Viault, Paris, and 35 Essex Street, Strand An apparatus
or mechanism for making signals on railways, and preventing collisions on the

same.

—

Improvements in machinery or apparatus for
the prevention of accidents, applicable to hoisting and other lifting machines.
2768. Thomas Lowe, Birmingham A new or improved method of feeding screws, blanks,
shanks, pins, and other such like articles, to turning, nicking, and worming
lathes or machines.
2769. Richard Martin, Ebenezer Hall, and Joshua Hall, Sheffield Improvements in steam

James Owen, Worsley, Lancashire

—

—

hammers.
2770. Leon de Landfort, Higher Broughton, near Manchester An apparatus for protecting the contents of pockets of wearing apparel from theft and. loss.
2771. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet Street Improvements in the construction of boats.

—

—

—(Communication.)

—

The manufacture of a
2772. Johann J. Schuessel, Breslau, and Peter J. Thouret, Berlin
composition which will render inflammable materials incombustible.
2773. William Woodhead, James Woodhead,and John Woodhead, Eccleshill, near Leeds
Improvements in the manufacture of kiln tiles, and in the machinery or apparatus employed therein.
Improvements in washing machines.
2774. Peter Gabbitass, Worksop, Nottinghamshire
277"., Prodromes B. Kyi-hugloo, Constantinople
Improvements in obtaining and apply-

—

ing motive power.
2776. Joseph Fry, Watling Street
rubber is employed.

—An

2777. George H. Cottam and
stable fittings.
2778. James L. Norton, Bow,

—

improvement

Henry R. Cottam, Old

in

cementing fabrics when India-

—Improvements in

Pancras Road

St.

—

and Edwin Wilkinson, Leeds An improvement in extractand grease from wool previous to its being manufactured into yarn or
fabrics, and also when in the state of yarn'or fabrics, and in scouring or -cleansing
such wool, yarn, and fabrics.
ing

oil

2779. Robert Kirkman, St.

Becorded November 2.
Helen's, Lancashire Improvements in the fusees of lever and

—

Becorded November

4.

—

2797. Richard Laming, Hayward's Heath, Sussex Improvements in purifying gas and in
apparatus useful for that purpose.
2798. William F. Batho and Eugene M. Bauer, Salford, near Manchester Improvements
in machinery or apparatus for drilling and boring metals, and also for cutting
key ways and cotter holes.
2799. Francis Higginson, Woodlands Cottage, Woodlands, Hampshire Submerging, extending, and laying down submarine, electric, magnetic, and every other description of submerged or immersed electrical telegraph cables, wire ropes, and combined wire, gutta percha, spun-yarn, or other compound electrical cables whatsoever.
2800. James Murphy, Newport, Monmouthshire Improvements in the permanent way of
railways.
2801. Romain I. C. Dubus, Brussels
method of treating certain plants or vegetable
substances, in order to extract from the same, 1st, a kind of fecula or farina proper both for alimentary and finishing or starching purposes; 2d, an alcoholic
liquor; and 3d, a natural ferment or yeast.
2802. Charles E. Amos, Grove, South wark
An improved arrangement of steam machinery
for driving rotary pumps.
2803. Charles Clay, Walton, Wakefield Improvements in machinery for grubbing or cutting up weeds and otherwise scarifying and cultivating land.
2804. James Houghton, Kilburn An improvement in braces.
2805. Joseph Miller, Alpha Road, Regent's Park An improved arrangement of marine
steam engines.

—

—

—

—A

—

—

—

—

Kent

2807. Joseph Bunnett, Deptford,

5.

—Improvements

in

machinery

shaping metals.
2808.

Henry Bessemer, Queen

Street Place,

New Cannon

—

27-0. Kelson Matthews, Dodworth,near Barnsley, Yorkshire Improvements in pumps.
27-1. Eugene Murray, Bere^ford Str.:-;t, Woolwich Preventing accidents on railways.
2782. Mathieu F. Isoord, Paris Improvements in producing heat and light
2783. Charles Hes, Birmingham Improvements in wardrobes or similar receptacles for
articles of dress, and in stands, frames, and pins for holding or suspending
articles of dress.
Improved means
27^4. Jarois Apperly and William Clissold, Dudbridge, Gloucestershire
of and apparatus for feeding fuel to furnaces.
2785. James Apperly and William Clissold, Dudbridge, Gloucestershire Improvements
applicable to carding and condensing engines.

—

—
—

Becorded November

3.

2787. Stan)<da=j Hoga, Charlotte Street, Fitzroy Square
graphs.

—Improvements

in electric tele-

for

bending and

—Improvements in

Street

treat-

ing iron ores.
2809. George Robinson, High Street, Deptford, Kent Improvements in apparatus for
shelling or hulling coffee and other berries and seeds.
2810. Henry Beinhauer, Deutz, near Cologne, Prussia Improved machinery for drawing
or extracting water from mines, wells, pits, or other deep places by means of
suction.
2811. John J. Cousins, Park Lane, Leeds Improvements in the construction of steam

—
—

—
—An

ploughs.
2812. Heinrich Hochstaetter,

Darmstadt

matches.

improved machine

for the

manufacture of

—

Sharman, Sheffield An improved metallic compound, applicable to the
manufacture of useful and ornamental articles for which German silver and compounds resembling German silver are at present used.
2814. Henry B. Palmer, Lambeth
An improved stamping and endorsing machine.
2813. William

—

Becorded November

6.

—

2815. Frederick Lipscombe, Strand Improvements in the mode of eonveying water and
other liquids.
2816. Robert K. Aitchison, New Nortli Street An improved brake applicable to wheeled
carriages.
2817. Germain Canouil, Paris Improvements in the manufacture of matches.
2818. William Anderton, Ince-within-Mackerfield, Lancashire New railway chairs.
2819. Henry Bessemer, Queen Street Place, New Cannon Street Improvements in the
manufacture of malleable iron and steel, and also in the manufacture of railway
bars, and other bars, plates, and rods from iron or steel iSo manufactured.
2820. William Macnab, Greenock Improvements in vessels propelled by screw or other
similar propellers.

—

—

—

—

—

Becorded November
2821.
2822.
2823.
2824.
2825.

7.

—

Hugh

Baines, Manchester Improvements in machinery or apparatus for the prevention of accidents, applicable to hoisting and other lifting machines.
John Fordred, Stoke Newington Improvements in treating and purifying water.
John H. Pepper, Regent Street Improvements in displaying various devices when
revolving discs or surfaces are used.
John Adams, Queen's Road, Dalston Improvements in revolver fire-arms.
William Wilson, 1 Canterbury Place, Newington, and James J. J. Field, 11 Sussex
Street, Wandsworth Road
Improvements in casting or moulding liquified and
other substances.

—
—

—

—

Becorded November

9.

—

2826. Peter Brotherhood, Chippenham, Wiltshire
Improvements in boilers and furnaces.
2827. Walter Hardie, 6 Pitt Street, Edinburgh An improved stereoscope.
2828. Daniel Stothard, Lambeth, Joseph Jonas, Southwai'k, David Jonas and Benjamin
W. Jonas, Spitalfields An improved ship's block.
2829. Pier A. Balestrini, Brescia, Italy Improvements in machinery and apparatus for
paying out submarine telegraph cables, and for regulating and controlling the
paying out thereof.
2830. John Pinker, Pease Street, Hull Improvements in governors for marine steam

—

—

—

—

engines.

other watches.

—
—

—

—

—

2767

—

Becorded November

2758. William Shields, Salford, Lancashire—Improvements in machinery or apparatus for
printetching, engraving, and catting cylinders and other surfaces, to be used

—

—

tion.)

2759. William Harwood, Mendlesham, Suffolkshire
2760. Joseph Davy and William Bentley, Bradford

—

Lancashire Certain improvements in
"gassing" yarn and textile fabrics, and in the apparatus connected therewith.
James E. Boyd, Hither Green, Lewisham, Kent Improvements in skates.
William J. Curtis, 1 Crown Court, Old Broad Street Improvements in machinery
used for slotting, boring, and surfacing.
David Harcourt, Lozells, Birmingham Improvements in wrenches.
Henry K. Sweet, Northumberland Street, Strand Improvements in photographic
portraits and pictures. (Communication.)
Rudolph Wappenstein, Manchester Improvements in doctors or scrapers used for
cleaning engraved surfaces.
Anthony C. Sacre, Brussels, Belgium An improved apparatus for measuring water.
William E.Newton, 66 Chancery Lane Improved machinery for cutting* files.
(C ommunication .)
John Seithen, Earl Street Improvements in machinery for cutting cork.
Bolton-le-Moors,

jun.,

—

2831. Alphonse R. le Mire de Normandy, Judd Street, Brunswick Square Improvements
in the manufacture of soap.
2832. Alexander Parkes, Bath Row, Holloway Head, Birmingham Improvements in the
manufacture of nails.
2833. George Weedon, Gloucester Place, Portman Square, and Thomas T. Weedon, Plumstead, Kent
An improved knife-cleaning machine.
2834. William J. Elwin, Dartford, Kent
Improvements in night-lights.
2835. John Reeve, 46 Rutland Gate Improvements in propelling vessels.

—

—

—

—

Becorded November

10.

—

2836. William Devon, 4 Maryland Terrace, Stratford, Essex An improved self-acting
apparatus for flushing water closets, and the means of connecting the same to
water mains, parts of which are applicable to the junction of gas or water pipes

generaUy.
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2837.

—

Improvements
Rowcliffe, 26 Upper Park Place, Dorset Squat e, Marylebone
machinery fur making and pressing bricks, drain pipes, and tiles, and in preparing material to be used tor such like purposes.
Charles E. Lecointe, Paris A new mode of advertising.
Joseph Townsend, Glasgow Improvements in the manufacture or production of
sulphurous acid.
Alexander Parkes, Bath Row, Holloway Head, Birmingham Improvements in the
manufacture of tubes and cylinders of copper and alloys of copper.
John T. Way, Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square Improvements in obtaining

Thomas
in

2838.
283y.
2840.

—
—

—

—
light by
apparatus
Glo'ster Place, Brixton Road —Improvements
2842. Josiah Harrington,
.pointing pencils or marking instruments.
the manu2843. Henry C. Bartlett, Ampthill Square, Hampstead Road —Improvements
2841.

electricity.

for

in

9

in

George T. Bousfield, Loughborough Park, Brixton

2883.

—

—

—

ornamental fabrics.
Otto W. Wahl, 27 Leadenhall Street— Improvements in manufacturing farinaceous
products from potatoes. (Communication.)
Improvements in apparatus used in printing
Isaac Taylor, Stanford Rivers, Essex
calico and other fabrics when cylinders are employed.
Edward H. Ashcroft, Massachusetts, U.S. An improved mode of preventing the
overheating and bursting of steam boilers. (Communication from John Absterdam and William Burnett, Massachusetts.)
Albert J. Davis, 29 George Street, Hanover Square A protective sandal for bathers,
which may also be adapted as an auxiliary for swimmers.
Joshua Williams, Neath, Glamorganshire An improvement in coupling and connecting carriages on railways.

—

2850.
2851.

—

cation.)

,

2886. William E. Richardes, Bryn-Eithin, Aberystwith, South

—An

Wales

improved war

weapon.
2887.

Edward D. Johnson, Wilmington Square— An improvement

in the construction of

Recorded November 18.

—

Henry Thompson and Samuel Thompson, Regent

—

2849.

—
——

—

11.

Street Improvements in the
construction of pianofortes.
Improvements in kilns for drying corn,
2845. Peter Madden, 1 Russell Place, Dublin
malt, or other granular substances, part of these improvements being applicable
to the screening or sifting of such substances during the process of drying.
2846. John R. Cochrane, Glasgow Improvements in the treatment or manufacture of

2848.

1858

fuzee watches.

Recorded November

2847.

1,

Improvements in fire-arms, and
in detonating compounds to be used therewith.
(Communication.)
Solomon P. Smith, Cresent, Saratoga, United States Constructing iron wheels for
railway carriages and similar purposes.
2884. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet Street The manufacture upon circular frames of a
fabric suitable for petticoats and other garments, and curtains and other articles
of furniture, together with apparatus to be employed therein. (Communication
from Mons. L. Villiard.)
2885. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet Street Improvements in gas-burners. (Communi2882.

facture of paper.

2844.

February

—

—

—

—

—

Recorded November

—

2888. William H. Bell, Pelton, Durham
Improvements in the permanent way of railways.
2SS9. John Tinker, Staly Bridge, Cheshire
An improved sizing matter.
2890. Emile Alcan, Fore Street An apparatus to he applied to looms for producing
figured fabrics of all kinds.
(Communication.)
2891. Frederick Ayckboum, 4 Lyon's Inn, Strand Improvements in bird cages.
2892. Andrew F. Germann, Frederick G. Germann, and Joseph Germann
An improved
propeller.
Adolphe A. Salomon-Cohen, Paris Improvements in machinery or apparatus to be
employed in the manufacture of drain pipes and other like articles from plastic
materials.
Improvements in registering or indicating apparatus, ap2S94. Robert Clegg, Islington
plicable to the registration or indication of fares, the distances passed over by
vehicles, the revolutions of machines or parts of machines, and other similar purposes.
2895. Major Booth, Manchester, and James Farmer, Salford, Lancashire
Improvements
in machinery or apparatus for stiffening, drying, and finishing cotton, linen,

—

—

—

—

woollen, and other woven fabrics.
2896, Philip Bettle, Ely Plate An improvement in the construction of watches.

—

—

—

—

An improved washing

2900,
2901,
2902,
2903,

13.

—

Improvements in the making, reefing,
2858. William J. Gilford, 23 New Millman Street
and working of sails, and in the construction and arrangement of masts, spars,
and rigging, fur ships and boats.
2859. George Sheppard, Fordingbridge, Hants Improved machinery for cultivating land,
or for cutting up and pulverising the surface thereof.
2860. William J. M. Rankine, Glasgow Improvements in fan-blowers.
2861. Anguish II. A. Durant, 'ouservativc Club, St. James's An improved apparatus for
husking and winnowing castor seeds for the purpose of obtaining the larger
quantity and a purer kind of oil therefrom when pressed than heretofore with
the outer skin or cuticle on.
28G2. Henry Bessemer, Queen Street Place, New Cannon Street Improvements in the
treating and smelting of iron ores, and in obtaining products therefrom.

—

I

—

—

—

pictures.

2904 "William Clay, Liverpool

—

(Communication.)
2869. John Fereday, Wolverhampton, Staffordshire

—An improved form

of

metal knees employed in the construccarriages, or other analogous

waggons or

may

be

had on

DESIGNS FOE AETICLES OF UTILITY.
Registered

—

in

fefe?" Information as to any of these applications, and their progress,
application to the Editor of this Journal.

from

10th December, 1857,

to

Wh

January, 1858.

—

Dec. 10th,

4036

28 tit,
29tli,

4037
4038

—

4039

Joseph J. Welch and John S. Margetson, Cheapside "The tourist's
or expanding collar."
George Dawler, Birmingham— "Anti-corrosive inkstand."
David Prosser, Harescomb, Gloucestershire "Feeding troughs for
pigs and other animals."
Dent, Allcroft, & Co., Wood Street, Cheapside—" The London

4th,
5th,
6th,

4040
4041
4042

John Cartwright, Shrewsbury " Expanding bar for chain harrows."
John Faulkner, 62 St. Mart in's-le-G rand— " A paper file."
William J. Salmons, 100 Fenchurch Street—" Salmons' Calosynthetic

9th,

4043

John Gordon, 3 Railway Place, Fenchurch Street

—

—

—Improvements

tion of ships, buildings, railway or other

purposes.

—

—

—

—

14.

—

—

—

—

2863. George Haseltine, 12 St. Helen's Place Improvements in machinery for the manufacture of small metallic chains. (Communication.)
Improvements in
2864. George P. Wheeler, Abbingall, near Mitcheldean, Gloucestershire
the preparation of materials for the manufacture of paper pulp or half stuff.
Improved compound safety valves.
2865. James H. Bennett, 8 Vambrugh Place
2866. John Macintosh, North Bank, Regent's Park An improvement in preparing telegraphic wire, which is coated with gntta pcreha, in order to render it more capable of r.-sistiiig heat, and in laying down telegraph wires in the sea.
2867. Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane Improvements in apparatus for retarding
and stopping the progress of railway trains. (Communication.)
Improvements in electric ;m<l galvanic conductors,
2868. Michael Henry, 77 Fleet Sin rt
and in the mode of, and machinery for, apparatus for manufacturing the same.

and drying apparatus.

(Communication.)
Jean B. Mirio, Paris Improvements in the permanent way of railways. (Communication from Mons. Pluchet, Paris.)
Henry D. Pochin and James Woolley, Manchester Improvements in the manufacture of gum or dextrine from amylaceous substances.
Rev. Theophilus H. H. Kelk, Tonge, near Ashby-de-la-Zouch, Leicestershire Improved metallic alloys.
Seth Gill and Henry Newton, Liverpool Improvements in obtaining stereoscopic

—

—

19.

2897. William Smith, St. Paul's Comer, Norton, near Malton, Yorkshire
An apparatus
lor the purpose of protecting the turnip crop by destroying the turnip fly and
other insects which are injurious to turnips and other plants.
2898, Charles W. Williams, Liverpool
Improvements in steam engine boilers.
2899. Marc A. F. Mennons, 4 South Street, Finsbury, and 39 Rue de l'Echiquier, Paris

—

—

—

—

Recorded November

—

2852. Ebenezer Coleman, Dudley, Worcestershire An improvement in lathes for turning
bolts, screws, and other small articles in metal.
Improvements in lighting apartments and pas2853. James Stevenson, jun., Glasgow
sages.
Certain improve2854. Francoise H. F. B. do Sivray, widow of Joseph F, Louie, Paris
ments in the construction of bedsteads.
Certain improvements in ma2855. Stanley Webster, Bolton-le-Moors, Lancashire
chinery or apparatus for tanning.
2856. William Picking, Lambeth
An improved method of, and apparatus for, feeding
steam boilers with water.
Improvements in castors.
2857. George T. Bousfleld, Loughborough Park, Brixton
(Communication from Julien C. Dubois.)

Recorded November

—

—

12.

Recorded November

—

—

—

shirt front."

Jan.

—

Stereoscope."

— "Ballast

or

shovel hoe."

steam engine.

Recorded November 16.

—

2871. Jean Baptiste Donas, Paris A new optical instrument, which he calls "physioseop."
2872. Casimir Hebax-Talabas, Castres, France Improvements in lithographic printing
pi esses.
2873. John E. Hodges, Leicester Improvements in the manufacture of looped fabrics.
2874. John F. Spencer, Brighton Certain improvements in steam engines, and in flio

TO READERS AND CORRESPONDENTS.

—

—

—

apparatus connected therewith.

—

James Taylor, Birkenhead Improvements in dredging machines, which improvements are also applicable to other purposes.
2876. Thomas Richardson, Ncwcastle-on-Tyne An improvement in treating manganese
2875.

—

ores.

Recorded Nocevibrr

17.

A

Field, Spring Place. Kentish Town—
new method or mode of, and applifor, submerL.miL: suhmarine telegraph cables.
2878. William Gossagc, Widnes, Lancashire Improvements in the manufacture of certain
kinds of soap.

2877.

Thomas

ances

—

—
—

2879. John Gedge, -1 Wellington Street South, Strand Improved means for stopping or
retarding carriages used on ordinary roads. (Communication from William
A. Zempliner, Vienna.)
2880. Daniel Foxwell, Manchester The application of a certain material for the backs of
cards.
2881. William Piddlng, Southwark Bridge Road, Southwark— Improved manufactures
and improvements in the manufacture of piled fabrics, or of mosaic or tesselated
textile and other fabrics, and improvements in some of the machinery or apparatus necessary to produce them, also the application of certain existing or known
machinery or apparatus for their production.

—

Completion of Volume

II.,

Second Series, op the Practical Mechanic's Jourkal.

—The next Part, No. 120, will complete Volume

II., Second Series, of this Journal, or the
tenth volume of the entire work as far as published, when the entire set of volumes may
be had from any bookseller, in cloth, lettered in gold, price 14s. each; or the whole 120
parts may be purchased separately, as originally published, at Is. each any single part
being obtainable. The whole ten volumes may also be had, handsomely bound in half
calf in five double volumes, twenty-four parts in each, with the Plates bound separately
to correspond
price 31s. 6d. for each double and its separate volume of Plates. Volume
II., Second Series, contains twenty-five quarto pages of copperplate engravings, nearly

—

—

500 engravings on wood, and 344 pages of letterpress.
R.
The routine of conversion of crude iron into steel varies with the characteristics
of the steel required. See "Overman on Iron," "Ure's Dictionary of Arts," &c, and
" Brande's Dictionary of Science." In fact, any encyclopaedia will furnish the information.
Watch springs are made from rolled and hammered steel, like any other springs, the tempering of course being of a somewhat peculiar kind. It would not pay to make them on
the small scale.
Junction of Pieces of Steel. A correspondent writes to ask us if we can tell him
of any plan for joining together the pieces of a valuable screwing plate which he has
broken.
A Mechanic There are several such inventions in existence, but we do not think
that any of them can be worked out without hammering, which of course would be inadmissible in the instance he cites.

C—

—

—

JIarvh
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c, there is keyed a deep eye or collar piece, J, having
two arms, k, which form a cross head the ends of the arms, k, are bent
downwards, and form pendant eyes or bearings for the spindles, L, of
The inner ends of the spindles, l, are carried in
the bevil pinions, m.
apertures made for the purpose in the collar piece, J, and the outer ends
project beyond their bearings in the arms, k, and carry the ratchet

the central spindle,

;

CUNAEB'S SHIPS' CAPSTAN.
(Illustrated by Plate 221.)

Tite ingenious capstan, which we here engrave in four detailed views,
has just been introduced into this 'country, by Win. Cunard, Esq., from
It posHalifax, Nova Scotia, under the patent of Mr. Wm. Johnson.
sesses superior advantages as regards power, compactness of parts, and

working

facility of

used on board

all

;

important points in such purchases, whether

harbours and other situations ashore.
arrangement which we here illustrate, the

ship, or in

In the special

The

wheels for reversing the motion of the capstan.

keyed to the spindles,

are

l,

and are arranged opposite to -each other, and in gear with the bevil
To the outer end of each of
I, which is driven by the pinions, M.
the spindles, l, is keyed a ratchet wheel, n these wheels are made with

k,

wheel,

;

main

radial angular teeth, as

shown

in the front view,

of the ratchet wheels,

On the top of the central
fastened a large horizontal bevil wheel.
spindle, and over the bevil wheel, there is attached a deep eye or collar

nular openings in the ratchet cases or frames,

is

end pendant eyes or pedes-

the two outer ends of a pair of actuating spindles.
These spindles are disposed in the same axial line diametrically across
the upper face of the bevil wheel, and their inner contiguous ends rest in
tal pieces to receive

bearings in the central collar piece already mentioned. Each of these
spindles has keyed upon it, just inside the pedestal arms of the crosshead, a bevil pinion

;

the

two pinions being

—one on each

directions, so as both to gear

set in reverse or opposite
side

—with

the large bevil

somewhat beyond
the pedestal arms, and each projecting end has keyed upon it a ratchet
wheel of large diameter, and formed with radial angular teeth. On
outer ends of the two spindles project

The

wheel.

the inner face of each of these ratchet wheels there

is

an annular collar

turned true, to carry the actuating ratchet case, or frame. This frame
or case is irregular in form, and it has a projection upon its upper side,

duplex ratchet catch arrangement, and a reversing movefor the ratchet wheel are simply hung in

to carry a

The two catches

ment.

opposite directions, upon studs inside the case, in such a

them may be put

of

reverser is a duplex catch or
that

brought into gear,

is

that either

worked by an external handle,

lifter,

so

whole of

'fhe

this

chamber

is

covered

in,

so that the details are entirely hidden, excepting only the external

The

face

a projecting ring, forming an annular

is

these collars are turned true, and

;

wheels serve to support.

made

to

corresponding an-

fit

o,

which the ratchet

made

ratchet cases or frames are

suffi-

ciently deep to cover the teeth of the ratchet wheels, s, but without in-

The upper

terfering with their rotatory motion.

part of each ratchet

upwards above the enclosed wheel, tt, and within this
space is fitted the arrangement for reversing the direction of motion of
the ratchet wheels. The reversing is effected by means of a pair of
pawls, p and Q, and a duplex catch or lifter, r, which is worked by the

case,

o,

handle,

projects

The pawls, p and

s.

are

q,

hung with

their free ends in opposite

and they are carried loosely upon the

directions,

through the case or frame

which pass
and
The duplex lifter, e, is hung upon the
the spindle is carried by the case or
studs, t,

plate, u, of the ratchet case or frame, o,

through the outer enclosing

itself.

spindle of the actuating handle, s

;

and by the enclosing plate, c; the central part of the spindle
made square where the duplex lifter fits. By moving the handle,
either to the right or left hand, the right or left hand pawl, p or q,
frame,

o,

by the duplex

lifted

is
s>

is

coming in contact with it, free from the
which is now disen-

lifter, e,

teeth of the ratchet wheel, N, whilst the other pawl,

gaged,

The

one side or the other, the proper actuating

this handle to

by setting

catch

way

into gear with the ratchet teeth of the wheel.

collar

there

ft,

Upon each

fig. 3.

stationarv vertical spindle of the purchase apparatus has fitted loosely
upon it a duplex winding or purchase barrel, on the top of which

piece, carrying a horizontal cross-head with

bevil pinions, m,

just inside the vertical portions of the arms,

In

down

falls

into the teeth of the wheel.

on our

fig, 3,

duplex

plate, the

the left-hand side; by the handle,

shown

position, as
p,

wheel, which

to

is free

q, is

e,

is

shown moved over

to

being placed in a corresponding

In this position the left-hand pawl,

in dotted lines.

and the pawl,

is raised,

lifter,

s,

in gear with the teeth of the ratchet

move onwards towards

the right, and

is

prevented

by
means of two separate widely-forked levers; the ends of the forked arms
of which are put into gear for working, by being entered into corresponding recesses in the ratchet frames. The forks of the levers are wide

from moving in the opposite direction by the pawl, q. Upon the shifting
of the handle, s, to the right, the pawl, p, falls between the teeth of the

enough to stretch across from one frame to the other, so that each lever
works the two frames in concert. With this arrangement, the vibration
of the working levers gives a continuous rotatory action to the bevil
wheel and its purchase barrels and the operators can at any time re-

are

The capstan

setting lever.

worked from the two opposite

is

sides,

;

verse

the direction of revolution,

can be

fitted

on

for

ratchet catches

When

tion.

N,

which

The outer
to the

inclosing plate, u,

is

required.

sheave of a block or pulley.

is

b,

vil wheel,

i,

to

radial whelps,

To

whilst the
like the

the lower rim of the winding barrel, D,
fall

into the notches or recesses in the

so as to prevent the recoil of the barrel.
is

f,

hollowed out to a concave form,

are secured the pawls, h, which

pawl rim,

made with

is

A

horizontal be-

bolted to the upper part, 6, of the winding barrel, turned

form a recess

in

which the wheel
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is

fitted.

Upon

the upper end of

When

the enclosing

wheels and reversing

are completely enclosed and protected from injiuw, or from

who

injuring those

capstan

2,

of the barrel

and secured thereto by
which fits the projecting

ring or collar upon the outer face of the wheel, n.

and 3 of the illustrative figures, to the deck, A, of the vessel there is
bolted the pawl rim, b, in the centre of which is fixed the vertical spindle,
I'pon this spindle is fitted loosely a duplex winding ban-el, D, the
c.

;

a,

o,
it,

mechanism

a quicker speed

s,

plate of metal corresponding

be squared, so that winch handles

when
;

upper part,

flat

opening in

bolts; this plate has a circular

in the opposite direc-

working the purchase.

may

;

which barrel

simply a

are

shape of the ratchet case or frame,

have a projecting

of

is

move

to be reversed, both the handles,

plates, u, are secured in their places, the ratchet

1

E,

is

being worked as before. The outer

turning them

lower part,

thereby caused to

moved simultaneously by the men who

on our plate 22 1 is an elevation of a capstan arranged according to
one modification of the improvements fig. 2 is a plan corresponding to fig.
fig. 3 is a front view of one of the vertical boxes, showing the arrange1
ment of the reversing movement fig. 4 is a partially sectional elevation, showing the capstan arranged for working upon the forecastle and
upper decks of a vessel. Referring to the arrangement shown in figs. 1,
Fig.

is

the capstan's motion

still

accordingly, the actuating levers

ends of the horizontal spindles

by adjusting the

ratchet wheel,

enclosing plate,

are

working the capstan.

part, v, at

u,

each side

The

ratchet cases,

this part is hollow,

;

o,

and with the

forms a square recess or socket to receive the ends of

the forked levers, w.

The squared ends

of the levers, w, are entered into

the recesses, v, of the ratchet cases, o, and are retained therein

The

or pins.

free

through which

to

is

is

end of each of the

by keys
an eye,
which the

levers, w, terminates in

x, by means of
worked in a manner

passed a cross handle,

put in motion.

The capstan

is

a ship's pump, or a patent windlass, that

catory

movement

is

given to the handles,

put in motion, the pawls, v or

being keyed to the spindles,

L,

q,

force

is to say,

x.

Upon

similar

a vertical reciprothe handles being

round the ratchet wheels,

n,

which,

give motion to the pinions, m, and these

round the horizontal bevil wheel, I, and winding barrel,
workiug parts of the capstan, namely, the horizontal
bevil wheel, I, and the pinions, M, are covered in by a cylindrical metal
cap, y, which is supported by the arms, k, of the collar piece, j, two
deep slots being cut in the rim of the cap, to admit of its descending
in their turn drive
D.

The

central

2

x
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low enough to cover the wheel,
is

removed

concave part,
"

hempen

show

in order to

In the plan view,

I.

the working details.

of the winding barrel

o,

whilst the lower part,

cables,

fig. 2,

The upper

or

the cap

smooth

used for hauling in ropes or

is

e, is

specially useful for chain
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excelling in other results, which have gained for him his acknowledged
character among all civilised nations. The truth is, that other peoples
have had greater facilities of study and acquirement in this particular.
Give him the same, and let us see what he can do. Art is of no nation,
of no clime
and wherever even barbarism has been observed in all
ages, ornamental art in some form, however singular or extravagant it
may be exhibited, is found to be one of those social links which bind
companies of men together.
It is a false principle, also, to disassociate sculpture and painting from
the industrial arts for form and colour must necessarily be the foundation of all, and every specimen shows one or the other, or both in combination.
It was the Great Exhibition which convinced us of our actual posi;

and other similar purposes, as the links of the chain are held
In the modifitightly by the wedge-like arrangement of the whelps, f.
cation shown in fig. 4, the improved capstan is arranged with duplex
winding barrels, one of which is fitted upon the forecastle-deck, and one
cables,

any other convenient locality where such a
One half of this figure is drawn in elevation, and

upon the upper-deck, or
purchase

is

required.

in

the other half in section, but this part

To

elevation.

two

cast-iron

is

taken at right angles to the

the forecastle-deck, a, and upper-deck,
c and

plates,

d

;

are bolted

b,

the outer edges of these plates are

turned upwards, and inside the flanges are the teeth or stops,

E,

against

which the pawls, f, act. A fixed spindle, G, passes through the pawl
rims, c and D, the lower one, D, serving as a footstep bearing for the
spindle, which is secured to the rim, d, by a nut, H, or other suitable
The central aperture in the upper pawl rim, c, is made of
fastening.

;

It has been sufficient for the Englishman to learn this, and our
present schools and museums of art have originated from it. With reference to this, the principal school and museum of the empire, practical
utility, in an educational point of view, was the object originally aimed
at in forming the museum.
The method of making it so applicable has
been principally by the following means
The establishment of classes
for instruction under competent teachers, with reference to the museum
founded the labelling and cataloguing of the contents, so that the mind
accompanying every eye may at once be enabled to receive some modicum of the instruction intended to be afforded and a constant series of
essays and lectures, which shall show the history and state of art in all
its departments.
Accessibility to the public is another most important
feature, and every means must, more especially, be provided for affording facility to students, and pecuniary economy enabling them to take
tion.

:

—

;

;

larger diameter than the spindle, g, in order that

hollow shaft,

which

r,

is

through a stuffing box,

is

ring let

fitted

over the spindle,

fitted in the

may

receive the

the shaft working

G,

eye of the pawl rim,

c.

The lower

upon the central portion of the pawl rim, d; this
1
which rests upon a brass
fitted with a steel bearing ring, j
into the pawl rim, D, the two parts forming a footstep bearing

end of the
part

j,

it

shaft,

i,

rests

,

i.
The contiguous faces of the bearing are lubricated, by
means of a diagonal tubular passage, through which the oil is poured,
and it flows down between the two rubbing surfaces the stuffing-box
The upper extremity of the shaft,
at c being lubricated in like manner.
1
which works against the fixed spindle,
r, is fitted with a brass bush, j
a. To the upper part of the shaft, i, is fitted the concave winding barrel,
k, the lower part of which rests upon a collar formed on the shaft, i, and

for the shaft,

;

,

lower part of the shaft is affixed the main-deck winding barrel, l.
Both of the winding barrels are made with grooves, which are slipped
over feathers formed upon the shaft, I. The lower barrel is by preto the

ference arranged with the ogee-shaped whelps, as
barrel in
piece, m,

fig.

which

The upper end

1.

is

of the

shown

spindle, g,

slipped over the spindle, g, and rests

of the hollow shaft,

i,

in the

lower

carries a collar

upon the shoulder

and, being keyed to the spindle, prevents the shaft

from rising when the capstan is in motion the collar-piece has arms or
brackets, cast or otherwise formed thereon, which support the outer ends
;

The inner ends

of the spindles, n.

of the spindles, n, are carried in

bearings in the collar piece, M, and to the spindles are keyed the bevil
pinions,

o,

part of the

which gear with the horizontal bevil wheel, p, on the upper
winding ban-el, k. By means of the set screws, o, the wind-

ing barrels, k and

l,

are firmly secured to the hollow shaft,

prevent the barrels from rising up the shaft,
motion.

To

i,

when

the outer extremities of the spindles,

n,

i

;

these screws

the capstan

is in

are keyed a pair of

ratchet wheels, fitted with ratchet cases and reversing gear, similar to

advantage of such facilities. These principal topics are the very pith
and marrow of the arrangements adopted at South Kensington, and the
practical result has even as yet been encouragingly successful.
Many
were, and still continue, unfortunately, the objections to founding such
schools.
As we ourselves hold all these objections invalid, we can only
say that the lecturer refuted them in a very happy manner. In doing
so, however, he asserted one fact upon which we are bound to differ from
him not indeed on the particular point upon which he mentioned it,
but as a general truth. He said the self-educated artist was always the
least original.
It may be so where the artist relies solely upon his individual power, irrespective of what has been done before him; but we
cannot and will not suppose that self-education is confined to such narrow limits. The so-called self-educated man, where he has been any
how distinguished, has always been found to have most diligently sought
out and taken advantage of every facility that was any way within his
reach.
It is impossible to point out one instance of self-education,
otherwise considered, having accomplished any thing very great or deserving the name of greatness. This is one of those strange fallacies
that it. is well to get rid of.
When we say in a mode of praise, So-and;

was entirely self-educated, the So-and-so referred to is obviously
some one claiming notice from his superiority in something, and to attain this superiority he must have conquered all the learning relating to
that in which he is superior, which the others had acquired.
Selfeducated, therefore, simply means well-educated by means of self, in
contradistinction to nothing more nor less than being educated as one
of a herd at school, or at school and college.
We very often indeed suspect, and have good reasons for considering our suspicions to be correct,
that even among the tribes of classes there are many young persons,
whose advancement in learning the master plumes himself upon having
originated and accomplished, who are nevertheless indebted alone to
This must obviously be so
their own determination and perseverance.
so

in all acquirements achieved after the elementary education of school
and college has been received, and so far as special sciences are concerned for here the routine drill in company is never gone through.
The self-educated man, therefore, in this sense of the term, which we
submit is the true sense, is so far from being the least original, that it
is from him alone that the world itself, thinking aright, may hope the
most original observations, inventions, and discoveries, whether he be a
mechanician, an artist, a man of science, or a philosopher, provided he
possesses, beyond mere acquirement, that, call it genius, or what else you
will, without which there is no greatness in any thing.
Mr. Robinson proceeded to describe and compare the South Kensing;

The upper part of the capstan is also enclosed by a metal cap similar to that shown in fig. 1, for the purpose
The working of this duplex capstan is
of protecting the working parts.

that

shown

in figs.

1

and

2.

similar to that of the modification first described; but in this arrange-

ment the duplex barrels admit of the rope or chain being hauled in
either upon the quarter or main decks.
The particular mode of applying the manual power in these improved capstans gives them a great superiority over those of the ordinary kind, whilst
the general arrangement renders them safer and more efficient in use.

SCIENCE AND ART.
we last wrote on
Museum of Ornamental

this subject, Mr. T. C. Robinson, keeper of the
Art, has delivered a discourse on the Museum of
South Kensington. He began by exploding the old
hypothesis of the absolute incapacity for art in Englishmen. This is,
An Englishman is a man who has demonstrated
certainly, not so.
his capacity in numberless other practical efforts beyond his fellowman. The power which has enabled him thus to work is as capable
of being turned to other aims and ends as it has been proved capable of

Since

Ornamental Art

at

with the other national museums. He alluded to the nuillustrations of ornamental art to be found pendent upon the
walls
quite a new feature in any institution of the kind. Amongst
these will be observed a complete series of copies of the paintings in
the Loggie of Raphael in the Vatican, which is believed to be unique.
There is also another collection of ornamental textile fabrics, in which
The British
the museum is already rich, and is daily growing richer.
Museum, he said, ended with Pagan antiquity. The present collection
begins with the arts of the middle ages. He mentioned that four new
large rooms, under the Sheepshanks Gallery, were, now being arranged
ton

Museum

merous

—

with numerous valuable specimens of all kinds of manufacture, such as
parts of houses, as chimney-pieces, mosaics, painted glass, decorative
furniture, specimens of ceramic art (the museum possessing the very
best collection of Majolica ware known), specimens of glass manufacture,
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including some of the finest of the old Venetian, enamels, works in metal
of all kinds, but especially goldsmiths' work, art bronzes, arms, and armour, locks, clocks, and watches, and the ornamentation of hooks.
In the course of his observations, he noticed the very important facts
of the new imitations of the Majolica and Palissy wares by Messrs. Miuton & Co., which was at the present moment so perfect as to be creating
quite a new branch of the trade, and the new Worcester enamelling promised soon to do the same.
He observed that the Government, in making the purchases which it
had. by way of addition to the stores of the museum, had not done badly
for articles of high class vertu were
in even a commercial point of view
constantly increasing in value the accidents of time decreasing their
number, while the number of individual connoisseurs was as constantly
increasing.
The entire Bernal Collection had been offered for sale at
£40,000. It was sold by auction for £60,000. It is now worth more
than £100,000.
He spoke of the system of loans, by private individuals, of objects of
interest belonging to them, as a means of very greatly increasing the
interest of the institution and the benefit of it to the public generally.
He also spoke of a proposal to get electrotype-deposit copies of all the
celebrated articles in the Green vaults of Dresden, the Louvre, and other
museums abroad, and exhibit them here in separate compartments.
The "mission" (according to the phraseology of the time) of the museum
is present utility, one principal object of which is to distribute specimens
The authorities were now prepared, from their
to provincial museums.
own wealth, to furnish forth one entirely, and a most interesting one it
would be; while about 400 very fine sp3cimens some among them of
the finest are now on their travels to different provincial institutions
already established. With such efforts it is to be hoped that the South
Kensington Museum, while it furnishes to the metropolis and its neighbourhood abundant means of instruction and gratification, will promote
the same advantages in every district throughout the British Isles.
Mr. James Fergussou, the manager of the Crystal Palace at Sydenham,
delivered the concluding lecture before the Christmas recess, on a National Collection of Architectural Art.
He began by noticing the
singular fact, that, although architecture has been one of the longest
known and practised arts of mankind, no architectural gallery has anj'where been attempted to be established until recently; and yet architecture, as exhibiting ornament in relation to building, was as fingers, and
toes, and eyes, and ears, to sculpture. But what is architecture? See there,
a plain flat-sided building, with many simple oblong square windows
the facade of a cotton mill. That is not architecture.
Make the centre or
sides project, put up a cornice, make the doorway a little larger, run a
few fines around it and the principal windows, and it becomes an examp^ of architecture. It was merely a building before, subservient to
its interior purposes.
It has now acquired some ornament, some variety,
some beaut}'. The ornamental is, therefore, essential to the architectural.
The lecturer confirmed this by referring to well-executed diagrams,
showing examples of the different styles of architecture in different nations, from the period of earliest known civilisation, up to the sixteenth
century, since which time there has been produced no one national
style.
Builders and architects thought it sufficient stare super anttquas
vias, and the public appeared to acquiesce in their superciliousness by patronising Athenian Stuart, who, in the middle of the last century, made

—

I

;

—

—
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The best hope we may have of creating a new style is by making the
best excellencies of all known styles more familiar to the architectural
mind; and this hope was much encouraged by the establishment of a
museum of architecture.
The existing facilities of study of such collections are limited. The
French possess the collection of the "Beaux Arts," and that at the Hotel
Cluny. There are in England some few specimens, such as are desirable, in Sir John Soane's museum and these were all, until the foundation of the present museum, which began its life in very humble form,
in the loft of a stable in Cannon Row, and was principally formed out
of the collection (which was distributed by the hammer) of the late Mr.
Cottingham. The Crystal Palace, indeed, contains a large and wellselected collection of casts; but it is an artistic, and not a scientific,
museum. The lecturer described the immense difference he himself
had experienced when he saw the plain plaster casts, when they first
arrived at the palace, arranged in chronological order, and as they are
now artistically arranged. But, as regards some portions of the Crystal
Palace, such as the Pompeian House and the Alhambra Court, the exhibition was unrivalled; for we could all actually see in them those
peculiar beauties in perfection, some indications only of which clear
though they be the hand of Time has spared for our inspection in the
original unique structure.
museum was wanted as a complement to that in the Crystal Palace.
An attempt has been made to perfect this at South Kensington. For
this purpose the elaboration of many departments is necessary.
There
must be casts, there must he models of construction, there must he photographs, there must be a library.
have begun all these here, and
to these there are adding new and valuable specimens every day.
The
Museum of Practical Geology in Jermyn Street contains much, of course,
of interest, as regards mere material, to the builder and the architect,
and it is here also intended to increase the present small collection of
stones, terra cotta, wood, and other materials, and affix their prices as
such materials.
The lecturer then referred to the necessity of obtaining Government
aid for the completion, as far as practicable, of such a museum, which,
although intended to contain only the best specimens of the best syles,
would obviously involve an expenditure utterly beyond the means of
private individuals, or even a scientific society other claims upon the
members of which would prevent the accumulation of adequate funds for
the purpose.
;

—

—

A

We

;

FRICTIONAL CONE GEARING FOR MILL WORK.

well-remembered pilgrimage to Rome, and thence going to Athens,
brought home his elaborate memorials of the architecture of Greece.
Then all was imitation of that in some cases, as we know to our
continuing sorrow, a very bad imitation. Then this mania for the
Grecian orders gradually subsided, until, recently, the Gothic became all
the fashion. All the new churches must be early English, and other
buildings Elizabethan Gothic. At the present time, a turn is taking towards the Italian Gothic, which the lecturer prophesied would again be
supplanted by the old severities of Greece, and so on; we appeared to be
going in a circle. But if we aspire, as we hope, to create a new style,
we must give up all this simple imitation of the more ancient, and recall
to mind the sine qua, iwn of all styles.
The best definition of architecture is ornamented and ornamental
his

—

construction.
There are at present three very different classes of architects. One
may be called the Gothicists, another the Classical, and the third the
New School.
The latter alone "go in " for a new style.
The lecturer then pointed out the difficulties of creating a new style,
by explaining the various evidences which exist, in ancient monuments,
of each of the acknowledged styles having been but a completed form
of a preceding style, which appears, in some cases, to have engrossed
men's minds and labours for many centuries, before even the slightest
progress towards the end finally attained was effected.
He proceeded to explain the character of the ornaments necessary to
architecture.
The greatest quantity of thought, and the highest quality
of thought, were necessary to successful introduction of new forms and
'ere not gifts to every age, or to even the most earnest effort in
any age.
;

A

system of frictional cone engagement and disengagement for grinding
mills has recently been introduced in France by M. Cheneval, the
object of the inventor being the obtainment of a simple starting and
stopping action to work with sweetness and delicacy of movement.
Our engraving represents a sectional elevation of a pair of mill-stones
and appurtenances, as fitted up according to M. Cheneval's plaus. In this
arrangement the vertical mill spindle is in two separate lengths, a, b,
disposed in the same axial line. The lower portion, A, only is driven

by connections with the prime mover through the spur wheel,

c-

The

lower end of this portion rests in a footstep bearing in the usual wav,
whilst its upper end has fast upon it a concave or hollow metal cone, d,
formed with a plain bearing shoulder to run in the brass collar of a pen-
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dant bracket, e, attached to the beams of the floor above. The upper
length, b, of the mill spindle is attached to the upper mill-stone in the
usual way, and it is supported laterally by the collar bearing, p, whilst its
extreme lower end is fitted with a steel journal piece fitted into a brass
and for this reason alone, any real
bearing set in the upper end of the lower length, a, of the spindle. The benefited the mechanical engineer
upper length of the spindle has upon it a convex or externally turned improvement in it must be luoked upon with peculiar interest by the
whole mechanical community.
frictional cone piece, Q, the eoned face of which is fitted with a guttaOur perspective engraving represents the embodiment of such a step
percha covering to work in frictional contact with the conical concavity
of the lower cone, d. The engaging and disengaging action is effected by just made by Messrs. Barton & Son, of Derby, who have endeavoured
to combine simplicity of parts and action with extreme readiness of apthe hand wheel, H, on the lower end of a pendant screw spindle, the
screwed portion of which works through a fixed nut, I, in the stationary plication to various classes of work. It is, in reality, a combination of
a planer, a shaper, and a slotter, in one arrangement.
bracket, whilst the upper end is jointed to a horizontal forked lever, J,
The bed, a, of the tool, and the vertical slide, b, are in one casting.
embracing the upper plain part of the convex cone piece, whilst its other
end is jointed to a fixed stud in the bracket, e. In this way, by turning the At the end of the bed a circular recess is bored for the reception of the
set
up
or
down
inverted
bevil wheel, c, which is driven by a pinion keyed on the end of
hand wheel, the lever, J, and with it*the cone, g, can be
as required for starting or stopping the mill-stone, whilst the lower half the cone pulley shaft, carried by a long bearing cast on the side of the
bed.
The top of the bevil wheel, c, is turned flat, and flush with the
of the cone revolves continuous!}'.
top of the bed, so that the main slide, n, can pass over it. An inverted
V slot, e, is cast across the top of the bevil wheel, c, to carry the nut
and stud, f, from which a reciprocating motion is communicated to the
COMPOSITE SHAPING MACHINE TOOL.
slide, d, through the connecting rod, G.
The horizontal cross slide, h, is cast on the end of the slide, D, and at
The elevation of the art of tool-making to the rank of a special adaptaright angles to it
tion of practical mechanical science forms one of the strongest markings
and upon this the tool box moves as in ordinary
planing.
The saddle, or cross slide, i, has upon its front side a central
of our present wonderful progress, in bringing mechanical engineering
The inaccuracies of stud upon which the worm wheel, j, turns. This worm wheel has cast
to bear upon the great mass of industrial pursuits.
the work and the slow rate of productive execution of manual labour upon it the bevil side pieces, k, between which the tool box, l, on the
advance
of machine tools,
front slide, m, is fixed.
have given way, on, all sides, to the steady

development of " workshop economics." The shaper certainly well
deserves this position, from the fact that its powers and capabilities
enable it to turn out just such work as is most difficult of execution by
pure hand labour. Considered financially, this tool has most importantly
;

;

which, in their industrial results, bear about lifl sa"i" relation to manual
operations that the modern railway does to the old hig'iway. In the
front rank of such automatic and uneiriiigly accurate w >rkers we must
place the "shaping machine, " as placing a lead ng par: in the actual

N, is secured to the slide, b, by angular side pieces, and
and lowered by the hand wheel and screw, o. The table,
may have fixed upon it the parallel vice, p. It is fastened down
the table by V headed bolts, which work in a corresponding groove

The
it is

N,

to

table,

raised
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turned in the rice bottom, so as to allow the rice jaws to be set at any
angle.

When the tool is to be used fjr shaping bosses, the casting carrying
the cone mandril, q, is fixed on the table, x, bj- bolts and steady pins, and
the table is raised until the top corresponds with the index on the angle
of the vertical slide, b. The cone- mandril is then perfectly central with
the worm wheel, j. The tool box. m, is lifted and secured at right
angles to the vertical slide, d, by a bolt passed through a projection, k,
cast on the top of the tool box.
The strong wrought-iron tool-holder, s,
is then fastened in the tool box, and the tool is ready for shaping exThe necessary motion is given to the tool by the worm
ternal curves.
and worm wheel, J. For shaping internal curves, the work, held either
in the rice or on the cone mandril, is lowered until the distance between
the centre of the worm wheel, J, and the work, corresponds to the radius
of curvature of the work required.
In slotting, the tool box, m, is held in the same way as for shaping,
when the slotting tool will be in a direct line with the working slide, d,
as in an ordinary slotting machine. The work may be held either in
the rice or. on an angle plate bolted on the table, k.
Au iron bar, t, is fixed on the side of the bed, a, to carry a. moveable
slotted cam, c, into which, as the working slide, d, moves, there runs a
small roller, v. attached to the end of a bell-crank lever, w, centred on
the end of the screw, x. The short arm of the lever, w, carries a double
pawl, y, which gives motion to the screw, x, by means of the pinion, z,
keyed thereon. There is also a similar motion on the shaft, a, which
The motion is reversed by throwing the pawl to
carries the worm, b.
the contrary side of the pinion.
The usefulness of this tool will repay, we think, the care of our
readers in following the minute detaU of its powers which we have been
at the trouble to give.

GAS LIGHT FOR RAILWAY TRAINS.

—

—

travellers by railway
and they are many have one very great
discomfort to contend with, in the absence of an available light, not only
for reading by, hut also for the mere seeing of themselves and their
fellow-travellers. The oil lamps at present ill use afford a most wretched
light, rendering darkness visible indeed; and we have often- prayed that
something might, could, would, and should be done to remedy the great

Night

evil.

Studiously-inclined travellers carry their own lamps with them, thus
taking upon themselves the trouble and expense of lighting up the carriages, rather than submit to the glimmer, which is all that the railway
companies will give them. May we not then express our gratification
at the practical development of a plan for positively illuminating our
dark railway trains with the resplendent beams of gas?
This project is the invention of Mr. T. J. Thompson, of Greenwood
Park, Newry, and we have pleasure in saving that he has really given
us a practically feasible plan for converting railway train darkness into
real, unmistakeable light.
After many experiments, Mr. Thompson has
found that the compressed or high - pressure gas system is the only
workable one, as with low-pressure gasholders the time required fulthe low-pressure holders, too, are apt to
filling at stations is too great
get out of order, and they cannot be used of a larger size than will hold
300 or 400 cubic feet of gas a quantity far from being sufficient in
;

—

practice.

By adopting
whilst there

is

the higVpressure system, these difficulties are obviated,
gained the great advantage of being enabled to adopt the
Fir. 1.

•

form of gasholder to suit the different circumstances and peculiarities
[uent upon different lines. In some cases, it may take the form of
rid in others, that shown in our engraving.
In such a holder, 60
feet long and 7 feet diameter, carrying gas at a pressure of 105 lbs. on
the square inch
above the atmospheric pressure the cubical contents

—

—
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of gas in feet equals 2695, sufficient to supply 40 lights for 17 hours.
Taking this same gasholder filled with gas at the ordinary gaswork
pressure, the cubic contents would be 385 feet, which shows the amount

of space saved to be in the proportion of seven to one, when working at seven atmospheres. The second great advantage of this system is, that so
long as any gas remains in the holder, above the atmospheric pressure, it
will pass out, not leaving a possibility of any derangement, as might occur where the gasholder is a piece of working maFig. S.
chinery in itself. The general arrangement of the
system is shown in fig. 1. The gasholder, A, for
main lines, where a large supply of gas is required,
should be placed upon the same frame as the luggage or guard's van. At c is a safety valve, ar-

ranged so that when the gasholder is filled, from its
supplying stationary gasholder, to its proper working pressure, the valve opens, at the same time
admitting the gas to pass through a whistle, which
gives notice to shut off the feed pipe. The gas,
after passing from the high-pressure holder, enters
the "self-regulating pressure apparatus," d, which
reduces the pressure of gas to a
standard low-pressure of five or
six inches of water, as may be
found most convenient.
The longitudinal section, fig.
2, shows the arrangement of the
apparatus. A is vulcanised India-rubber, which forms the sides
of the valve, n, thus permitting
the valve to rise or fall three or
four inches, without allowing
any escape of gas thus gaining
that amount of travel for the
spindle passing through the centre, which imparts its power to the lever,
r, opening and shutting the equilibrium cock, e.
When the high-pressure gas is turned on through the cock, e, it fills the box in which the
valve is situated until the required pressure five or six inches of water
is obtained, when the valve, B, rises, closing the cock, e, until sufficient
gas is consumed to permit the valve to descend, and admit
a fresh supply of gas. The spiral spring, c, is for the purpose of gaining and regulating the required working pressure in the box.
d is the outlet pipe to the carriages,
which is closed by the valve, h. Should the pressure
in the box, from any derangement of the inlet cock,
amount to such an extent as to endanger the destruction
of the India-rubber valve, the valve is closed by means
of its being connected to the safety valve, a, which,
when it rises, shuts off the supply to the carriages, and
permits the gas to escape. A whistle in the ball, f, colls
the attention of the guard or attendant. This valve box
is screwed to the side of the luggage van at d, fig. 1,
where the guard or attendant can have easy access to it,
to turn the gas off and on.
The coupling and ''cut-off" is shown in longitudinal
section in fig. 3, and the position on the carriage is
shown on the combined view. The apparatus is fastened
upon each end of every carriage, in the centre line, and five feet six
from
The vulcanised India-rubber tube
inches
the level of the rails.
connecting the two "cut-oft"' pipes, o, is five feet long, which permits of the draw-bars drawing to their utmost stretch before a strain
come upon the coupling apparatus. Should a strain come upon the
;

—

—
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from the screw coupling of the carriages being broken
or detached, the strain upon the pipe will draw out the cut-off pipe,
o, at a right angle, to the end of the carriages, and consequently shut
In such a position the
off all communication with the gasholder.
spring, i, catches upon the notch, j, and retains it until the carriage is
again coupled to a train, by means of the wings, t. The flexible pipe
cannot be coupled or uncoupled from the cut off pipe, o, whilst the comflexible pipe

munication with the gasholder
is open. The spring, i, is then
pushed back, and the cut-off
nipe, o, is turned down against
the end of the.carriage, where

Fir. t.

clasped by the spring, v.
gas communication is then
•ipen between the two car'.t

is

1'he

riages.

A

permanent

pipe, k,

placed along the bottom of
•ach carriage, connecting the

is

two cut-off pipe?. Under one
of the seats of each carriage
a box is placed, containing a
flexible bag, which holds about
suffithree cubic feet of gas
cient to supply the three or
four burners for ten or fifteen
minutes, whilst the carriages
This bag
are being shunted.
collapses at a pressure of one
inch of water; consequently,
when a carriage is again coujs
led to a train, the train gas-

—

—

the
holder inflates the bag
pressure being several inches
'lliese bags are coupled to the main pipes running
of water greater,
under the carriages by means of a small screw coupling. The branch
pipes to the burners can be placed to suit the arrangement of the carriages.

The mode

of filling the train gasholders

is

this:

— At

distances of

from one to two hundred miles, stationary supply holders are filled
during the day, by means of a small pump worked by engine power at
the company's workshops, or in any other situation where power can be
It matters not if such pump be half-a-mile from the
easily obtained.
station, as the pipe from the pump to the gasholder will serve as part of
the supplying gasholder a small pipe, lfc-ineh diameter, being sufficient
At the pump is an indicator, showing the
for the largest gasholder.
pressure in the holder; also an arrangement, so that when the proper
pressure has been pumped in, a whistle gives notice to disconnect the
pump. The supply gasholder contains the gas at a pressure of several
atmospheres above the train gasholders; thus, when the train gasholders
are coupled on to be supplied, the gas will rush in on the same principle
the time taken not exceeding a
as steam fills the cylinder of an engine

—

—

minute.

A SCIENTIFIC ADIEU TO

1857.

of a year that has just expired may he fittingly compared
to an eloge pronounced over one who has recently passed away from
us
the items to lie enumerated are yet too near to us to be seen in good
perspective.
The year 1857 lias closely followed the example of the years immediately preceding it, in not signalising itself by any brilliant disGreat natural phenomena, and
coveries in any one branch of science.
large mental conceptions, have been equally rare.
it is to be remarked that the number of eclipses in one year never
exceeds seven, and there are at no times fewer than two. There are
this year we have not had one
also invariably two eclipses of the sun
In 1858 we shall have two solar eclipses, and two
eclipse of the'moon.
lunar obscurations. That of the 15th March, 185S, will be visible all
over England, and in Paris. In our own country, especially, it will be
the grandest eclipse of the century.
The year which we have just seen out has been unusually rich in
Six have been discovered, but the grand comet of Charles V.
Comets.
Astronomical calculations point to 1858 as the time of
is still wanting.
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Besides, the many hours of twilight in summer interferes very much with
the observation of objects so deficient in brilliancy.
Astronomical observers have many obstacles offered to their studies
either by the sky
being obscured, so as to prevent delicate objects from being discerned
or when the atmosphere is unclouded, the light of the moon, or the twilight, considerably detracts from the power of instruments to penetrate
space
Herschel used to say, that, during the whole year, there were
but forty hours completely adapted for the development of the full
power of his telescopes. Laplace proposed to remedy those drawbacks,
to some extent, by removing the telescopes up into the light and pure
atmosphere of high mountains. This notion has been acted upon in
1856, by the Astronomer Royal of Scotland, who carried on his observations on the summit of the Peak of Teneriffe. The attention of the scientific world is now closely directed to the movements of this observer.
have seen numerous photographs of unrivalled excellence, showing the
volcano on the island in full operation. The famous dragon-tree, which
grows exclusively on the Canaries, is also represented. If its great age
of 5000 years be correct, it ought to take rank as the patriarch of all
living objects.
The most notable scientific progress of the year, and also that which
will be most highly appreciated, is the reception, at the Paris Observatory, of meteorological tables, from the whole of France, from adjacent
countries, and also from Russia and Algeria.
France can, without a
doubt, lay claim to being the first to obtain a meteorological table from the
whole world. As a proof of the practical benefits to be derived from
these observations, in October last some of the districts of France,
which are periodically subject to inundations, were saved from that
scourge by the timely employment of a large body of the military, as
suggested by certain meteorological indications.
The year 1857 has been marked by the failure of the attempt to lay
the electric cable to America.
have often thought, and may now
at once say, that it would be better to go by way of Greenland.
Another
route lies through northern Europe, Siberia, and Behring's Straits. The
latter channel is not more than twice the width of the Straits of Dover,
and in the centre of it stands the island of St. Diomede.
Success has attended the laying of the cable in the Mediterranean,
and a meteorological bulletin is forwarded each day from Algeria to the
Observatory in Paris.
During the past year Mr. Warren de la Rue has applied photography
have
to the representation and measurement of celestial bodies.
seen some most striking representations of the moon, Jupiter, and the
By dint of great perseverance, Mr. de la Rue has
stars, done by him.
perfected an apparatus which will have the image of the star perfectly
fixed for the space of one minute, and allow of its being photographed

—

;

We

We

We

without failure.
Mr. Bond, of the American Observatory at Cambridge, near Boston,
is continuing his investigations in that direction, with considerable
success. It was this gentleman who first photographed the moon in 1852.
Mathematical science has experienced a great loss in the decease of
the eminent Cauchy. His researches embraced various branches of
mathematical science but in each he maintained a decided superiority
over his compeers. Fontenelle's saying of Leibnitz will equally applj'
to him, " that there was the material of many philosophers."
Such are a few of the scientific transactions of the past year. Many
most honourable contributions to the common stock of human knowledge
have been made. We must not always expect to reap an abundant
harvest of science; in some seasons we must be content to glean.
;

Tm- biography
;

;

its

appearance.

is often put, as to why it is that so many comets have
been seen in 1857, whilst in 185(5 not a solitary one was discovered; and
the only satisfactory solution appears to be. that a greater amount of
diligence has been brought to bear, for their discovery, during the latter
named period. M. Arago, when asked to explain how so many more
comets were seen in winter than in summer, replied, " Because the
nights of the former season are twice as long as those of the latter."

The inquiry

MESSRS. niCK & SON'S PORTABLE FORGE.

A poutable smith's forge, simple in its working details, easily conveyed
from place to place, and withal fully up to the routine of forging operations wdien started with work, is a much coveted tool in the workshop of
Such an apparatus we now present in the two
the mechanical engineer.
These figures represent, respectively,
figures illustrative of this article.
side
elevation
and
plan
of
a portable forge by Messrs. Renjamin Hick
a
and Son, of Bolton, Lancashire. The hearth of this apparatus is a shallow rectangular chamber, with the front end rounded off, supported on a
pair of expanded legs, and two front running ground wheels, the axles
of which are carried by cast-iron brackets bolted to the bottom of the
hearth.
The forging blast is derived from a small fan set in a case
attached to the hearth framing near the wheels the air duct from the
blowing case being led into the back end of the hearth at the centre.
The fan is driven by a winch handle, connected by a triple bevil
pinion arrangement, with an upper horizontal primary driving shaft,
running in bearings on one side in a bracket attached to the hearth
back, and at the other in the top of a standard bracket springing from
This first motion shaft carries a fly wheel
the top of the fan case.
pulley, from which an endless band passes over a small pulley on
This arrangement of gearing affords the necessary
the fan spindle.
high blowing speed in a very simple and straightforward manner, for

—
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the triple bevil pinion combination acts as a "sun and planet" wheel
train, the winch lever being attached directly to the intermediate bevil
pinion, so that in its revolution round the axis of the first motion shaft,
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withdrawn from the furnace near its top, and allowed to
burn around the exteriors of cast-iron pipes, which pipes contain the air
about to be forced into the furnace. The contents of the pipes become
heated by this means, and when, a few moments later, the particles are
driven into the furnace, their first effect on the contents, though necessarily somewhat cooling, is much less so than ordinary cold air would
be.
The Aldridge hot-blast for steam boilers differs from this in several
features and first, in not attempting to burn the gases after their withdrawal from the furnace in fact, it does not withdraw the gases from
their usual channel, but heats the inflowing air by the simple conduction
of heat thereto through the material of the flues, metallic plates being
employed in lieu of brick partitions in order to facilitate the operation.
The general nature of the invention is very distinctly shown by fig. 1.
This is a diagram representing the arrangement adopted in the manufactory of the inventors, a form which has not been very materially
ble gases are

;

;

Fig.

1.

"

'

....

.1.1.1.

—

whilst it gears with both of the other pinions one of them being a fixture it gives a double speed to the shaft and the fan speed is subsequently multiplied by all the difference between the diameters of the

—

;

v

......

v.'^SSSfl

modified in any of the subsequent constructions. A represents an ordinary plain cylindrical boiler, b represents the furnace, c the flue beneath the boiler, and d the ashpit. The doors, both of the furnace and
of the ashpit, must be understood to be closed
the former only with
ordinary tightness, as it must necessarily be opened to allow~the supplying of fuel at proper intervals but the latter may be luted with clay, as
access is desired onty at long intervals, to remove accumulations of
ashes or to allow of repairs. The air to support combustion is all received
through the passage, E. A fan blower, f, mounted in a suitable metallic
case, is so arranged that it chaws from the interior of the base of the
chimney or stack, and discharges through the passage, e. The fan is
constructed and mounted in such manner that it can endure a tolerably
high temperature without affecting the bearings, and there is no aperture
to allow any communication between its interior and the cold external
air.
It follows that the only gases rising through the grate to suppby
the fire are derived from the interior of the chimney. If there were no
provision for an influx of fresh air to the chimney, this arrangement
would evidently compel a continual return of the same gases to the fire,
and as the oxygen would soon be entirely abstracted, combustion could
not proceed, however carefully the escape of heat might be guarded
:

;

against.

In the Aldridge plan, fresh air is admitted to the base of the stack,
freely that an unknown proportion
probably one-third or oneThis fresh air, before it is allowed to
of the contents is fresh.
mingle with the products of combustion, is heated in the manner represented, so that the mixture flowing up through the grate into the furnace
is nearly or quite as hot as the products of combustion in the stack.
In consequence of receiving the air at so high a temperature, the fire
is more efficient in heating the boiler.
All the heat imparted to the air
previously to its admission into the furnace is obviously a clear gain,
provided it is not a tax on the heat of some other part. The abstraction
of the heat from the escaping gases is of very slight consequence in
cooling the furnace its only perceptible effect being a slight diminution

—

and so

The hearth is fitted
large fly wheel pulley and the actual fan pulley.
at its front end with a pair of wooden transporting handles, and the fire
uptake
shield,
terminating
an
in
a
neat
chimnej', for insurby
is covered
ing the necessary draught.

MECHANICAL NOTES FROM AMERICA.
The Hot-Blast

—

applied to the Generation of Steam
Aldridge's Arrangement for this
Purpose Automatic Regulation Quantity of Oxygen in Existence Extraordinary
Nature of the Liberating Influence which Re-tores Nature Nature of Combustion
and the Quantities of Heat developed thereby
Combustible and Incombustible
Matter Possible Value of Bad Fuel.
:

—

—

—

—

—

—

Is the efforts to economise fuel in the generation of steam, much attention has been bestowed on the extraction of heat from the gaseous
products of combustion but the idea of supplying the fire with air previously heated, in order to reduce the loss of caloric due to the refrigeratory influence rising through the grate openings, has received but a very
small proportion of the attention it deserves. It is designed in the
resent letter to examine an invention of the latter character which has
E
een in operation about one year.
The inventors and patentees are Messrs. Thomas and John Aklridge,
oakum manufacturers, at Hudson City, X. J. The system applies to
common plain cylindrical boilers as well as to more complicated and
expensive ones, and has proved so far successful in practice, that unlike
the caloric engine described in the last letter the invention is at this
moment in actual use in upwards of a score of manufactories, in this
citv, and its immediate vicinity.
The principle is analogous to that adopted in the use of the " hot
Ua.u " in the reduction of iron ores. In the iron manufacture, combusti;

—

—

half

—

of the draught, as the cooling of the gases diminishes their disposition
to rise in the stack.
As a general proposition, therefore, all the heat
robbed or abstracted from the gases in the stack and transmitted to the
and so far as expenditure of fuel
air entering the furnace, is a positive
addition to the useful effect of the furnace. In
is concerned a costless
the iron business the hot-blast is generally found productive of a weaker
iron than cold-blast; but the cause is somewhat obscure, and the facts
observed are not irreconcileable wr ith the proposition, that the fire is not
hotter in degree but only in the quantity of caloric developed, or rather
in the quantity of effect, as compared with the amount of fuel consumed.
The burning of fuel does not produce more heat, but the quantity produced is more available by being added to the heat of the blast.
Much labour, and little profit, on the part either of writer or reader,
would probably result from an attempt to investigate the question
whether the heat of the interior of an iron furnace is greater at any particular point, in consequence of receiving hot instead of cold air.
It is
sufficient for our present purpose to know, that the intensely heated pormore
extended
that
the
heat,
of
the
furnace
becomes
instead
tion
of
being confined to a small locality, near the mouth of the tuyeres or blowholes, fills the whole furnace much more nearly: and that the effect in
reducing the ore is increased, 'while the consumption of fuel may remain
Analogous to this are the results in steam generathe same as before.

—

—

;
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;

—

;

;

—

—

—

—

the combustion.
In other words, the fire may be perfectly regulated by
a regulation of the speed of the air. In the Aldridge arrangement the
fair speed is regulated by the pressure of the steam by a very simple application of the device, which has been several times alluded to in these
letters, in connection with the automatic regulation of pressures.
This
is represented in fig. 2.
a is a belt from the line of shafting, and which
is assumed to run with an equable
speed.
B is a belt leading to the
Fig. 2.
blower, and which it is desirable
shall run with a speed inversely
proportional to the pressure of the
^
Two cone
ii
in the boiler.
pulleys are employed in the manner
The belt, a, gives
represented.
motion to the cone, c, and the motion
transmitted therefrom to the
is
cone, n, and thence to the belt, e,
through the moveable belt, f. As
the belt is shifted toward either end
of the cone pulleys, the speed of r>,
and consequently the intensity of the
fire, is increased or diminished. The
shifting of the belt, f, is effected
automatically by the action of the
1

•:

—

—
;

;

propose a theory which shall fullj' and satisfactorily explain the gain of nearly, or quite, fifty per cent, in economy
it is

somewhat

difficult to

of fuel, which is tolerably well demonstrated to have been realised in several small boilers, even before the character or the cost per ton of the fuel
had been changed. The temperatures at various points, as well as could
be ascertained by a few hours' observations on two occasions in the Ald-

—

I

—

In the stack above damper g,
ridge factory, are somewhat as follows
(fig. 1) the writer was unable to obtain a higher temperature than 510
Fahrenheit, although considerable pains was taken to avoid the nsual
sources of error. The trials were made both with the work all in operation, and also with nearly all thrown off; but in each case the proprietors
•were allowed to set the damper in the position they judged proper to induce the best possible action. They are gentlemen whose character forbids the supposition that any intentional deception was practised, and
the chance for leakage of cold air into the stack around the axis of the
damper was very slight. It is rare to find the escaping gases at so low
a temperature even from the best and most complex boilers, and considering that these were plain cylinders of very moderate length (thirty
feet long by thirty-six inches diameter, with forty lbs. steam on) set in
a very ordinary manner, with the exception of these hot-blast arrangements, the result in that respect the abstraction of the heat from the
gases prior to their final discharge may be considered rather extraordinary. The temperature in the ash pit on one occasion ranged between
550° and 630°; but as it was difficult to guard against the effects of
On the seradiant heat, these figures are less reliable than the others.
cond occasion the temperature in the flue, e, was only from 390° to 420°,
forbidding the supposition of higher temperature in the ash pit except
from radiant heat. It is better to consider these temperatures only con:

steam as follows: The shipper, o,
which embraces the strap, is mounted
on the shaft, H. From this shaft

—

—

—

i

another arm, J, projects horizontally
forashort distance, and thenbends downwards. The extremity of the arm,
.i, carries a weight, which may be adjusted to increase or diminish the leverage at pleasure. One of the varieties of diaphragm or piston devices for receiving the pressure of the steam is mounted at k, and connected as represented a connection with the interior of the boiler being made by
The weight tends to shift the belt, f,
the aid of a pipe not represented.
towards the right, and thus to increase the speed of the blower, but the
With each
action of the "steam tends to counteract this tendency.
variation in the pressure of the steam the belt is moved in one direction
or the other, and blowing is consequently modified to suit the new condition, and thus to raise or lower the pressure to its proper standard.
If the arm, j, were straight, or wrongly arranged, a slight increase or
diminution of pressure would, by its action at k, raise or lower the
weight to the full extent of its range, and consequently increase or
diminish the speed very rapidly from one extreme to the other; but as
the form adopted allows the centre of gravity of the levers, o and j,
and of the weight, taken collectively, to stand somewhat lower than the

1858.

;

;
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centre of motion, there is a tendency to move but slightly with small
changes, and, in brief, to change to an extent proportional to the change
of pressure.
The device is capable of being constructed, of course, in
many forms, so long as the principle a well-known one in some branches
of art, but not as familiar to practical engineers as it should be
is kept
in mind, and the proper proportions observed, to secure exactly the proper amount of sensitiveness. The device works very prettily, and the
pressm-e is maintained with tolerable regularity, even though the work
is in some instances very variable.
The fires, too, frequentty vary in the
amount of resistance they offer to the passage of air, and the fuel may
be supplied at longer intervals and in larger quantities than would be allowable in the absence of this very efficient regulation.
The damper, G, fig. 1, is regulated by hand. By its aid, the proportion
of fresh air mingled with the working gases may be controlled very
readily, though, as intimated above, it is somewhat difficult, without very
delicately arranged apparatus, to ascertain even approximately the proportion actually used at any moment. The fresh-air flue is represented
by h it lies directly beneath the flue, c, and is separated therefrom only
by a thin plate of iron. The air is allowed to enter freely through a side
opening, and as it travels moderately in the direction of the arrows it
acquires a high temperature. Its velocity depends, of course, on the pressure at the base of the stack. It is only induced to enter by the existence
of a partial vacuum there.
If the damper be opened wide, the levity of
the gases in the stack produces its usual effect, and invites a very rapid
inward draught through H, so that the base of the stack is filled with a
mixture almost fit for respiration, except on account of its high temperature. If, on the contrary, the damper be closed tightly, the action of the
blower, by driving the air powerfully through e, and allowing it to
return freely through the furnace, fills the base of the stack to a
pressure equal to that of the external air in a single moment, and entirely
stops the influx through h.
The consequence would be, a continual
return of the same air or gases to the fire, and its rapid extinguishment for want of oxygen. Between these two extremes the damper
may be adjusted in any desired position with a proportionable effect.
In the establishment of the inventors it is kept very nearly closed at
all times.
%
It is not easy to analyse the effect of this system.
It is easy to imagine in fact, the conclusion cannot be avoided, from other considerations
outside of these results
that the ordinary passage of fresh air through
the fire on the grates does not result in the abstraction of all the oxygen.
Although in many instances the air is not supplied in sufficient quantities
relatively to the other conditions, and the result is the production of carbonic oxide instead of carbonic acid, in other cases doubtless a majority
of instances
the air is in excess, and much passes through the fire unchanged except in temperature. All the heat expended in raising the temperature of such useless air is wasted, or partly so and a return of it to
the furnace of course facilitates its utilisation. The automatic regulation
is very readily appreciated, and the general advantages of the system in
ensuring a good draught is frequently a matter of some importance but

There are few indications that the heat in the furnace is very
increased in intensity hut it seems to extend further along the
flue, c.
The appearance of the boiler, or of the brick walls adjoining the
furnace, does not seem to indicate any great increase in the destructive
effect of the fire, and the same may be said to be indicated by the duration of the grates
hut the production of steam is very sensibly increased.
The trial of the new invention with good fluel has, however,
only been made as a kind of brief experiment for, in nearly, or quite,
every case the introduction of the Aldridge hot-blast has been followed,
in a very short period, by the use of very inferior fuel. If the boiler made
steam with tolerable freedom before the improvement was introduced,
it would generate too much after it was in full operation.
The plan
almost universally adopted here, in such case, is to abandon the use of
good anthracite, such as is brought, in good condition, from the interior
of Pennsylvania, and sold at about five dollars per ton, and to use in its
stead either the slaty and less costly coal from inferior mines, or the
" slack " resulting from the disintegration of the former
the coal dust
mixed with loose earth, which is usually considered almost worthless,
and which, unless the demand should increase, and thus raise the price,
can be bought for less than half the price per ton. Coal tar, another
very cheap material, is mingled with the fine dust in sufficient quantities
to cause the whole to cohere in a semi-plastic condition, the mass being
mixed like mortar in a suitable bed in the fire room, and is applied with
a shovel at long intervals. The cost for fuel in the works of the inventors
a small oakum factor}' and grist mill together had, for several
months previous to the introduction of this hot-blast arrangement, been
about 450 dols. per day now it is shown by the books to be only about
100 dols. This is making no allowance for the labour of mixing the fuel
and as it can generally be done by the attendant in all small works,
without involving any actual expense for labour, there is some propriety
in thus reckoning, although it is obviously an increase of labour, and in
a large concern would involve an increase in the number, or at least in
the wages, of the hands employed.
The necessity for great care in the supplying of the fuel is greatly
obviated by the automatic regulation, which must now he described.
It
is obvious that, as the amount of air, or rather of mixed gases, supplied to
the fire must, other things being equal, depend on the speed of the blower,
any change in the speed will be followed by an effect on the rapidity of
tion.

much

March

—
—

jectural at present.

The extraordinary saving indicated in the figures given above, induces
a strong desire to canvass somewhat generally the standard principles and
facts with regard to hot-blast, and to combustion of every description.
However chemists may differ in the attempt to define combustion with
scientific accuracy in view of the development of heat, under all intense
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chemical action, it is practically tolerably correct to assume that combustion is simply a very rapid oxidation of matter. Oxygen combines
very intimately 'with some other element, and in doing so develops
heat and light.
Combustion, or more generally the production and use of artificial
one deserving of the deepest investigation
heat, is an immense subject
at the hands of engineers and political economists, as well as professional
We should not be content with a mere general belief and
chemists.
enunciation of the undoubted fact that coal is fuel that the carbon or
solid portion of the coal is the most valuable in practice, as the combustion is now conducted and that the hydrogen concealed therewith,
and which escapes therefrom in the furnace, is practically of little value,
on account of the difficulty of supplying it with just sufficient air foi
complete combustion. We should not be content with a general knowledge, compiled from experience and observation, that a certain construction of furnace and a certain form and proportion of grate is on the whole
the best we should, if possible, know how and why these facts are as
acknowledged, not in order to let any real or supposed knowledge of this
kind lead to an extravagant and reckless disregard of the well-worn
rules, but to aid in a gradual and careful advance in this great department of the profession. Each construction, for the burning of a given
fuel, for a given purpose, may usually be a cautious and safe investment,
and at the same time, in a true sense, an experiment the results of which
may be a little better or a little worse than that of the best furnace of
the kind previously known. As it is rare to find a subject which seems
to attract so strongly to investigation, a brief review of some of the
established principles relating to the subject may be excused in this
connection.
Oxygen is one of the varieties of matter which, having never yet been
fairly and indisputably changed or decomposed, is presumed to be a
simple element. Our knowledge of the planet we inhabit does not penetrate to any very great depth, but so far as it does extend we find some
sixty or seventy substances which are, for the reasons above given, supposed to be all simple elements; but oxygen is so very plentiful, that not
only can no other element equal it in quantity, but all the other elements
within our knowledge added together must be considered as not very
overwhelmingly outweighing it. An atmosphere some scores of miles
More than one-fourth of this is
in thickness envelopes our planet.
oxygen. Beneath this, deep oceans cover some two-thirds of the surface
with a far denser fluid, nine-tenths of which is oxygen. The solid crust
of our planet is composed of earths of various colours and properties,
metals, coals, and fossil remains but nearly all are chemical compounds
in which oxygen is a very important element. In short, using language
with some licence, the solid ground we tread is oxide of silicon, the ocean
we navigate is peroxide of hydrogen, and the air which envelopes the
whole is either an extremely feeble chemical union, or a mere mixture of
oxygen and nitrogen. So much in general terms for the existence of

—

;

;

;

;

oxygen.
exists either free or combined.
The oxygen in the atmoor comparatively so, and it leaves the nitrogen, with which
it is there associated, to enter into combination with other elements
whenever invited. In combining with other substances heat is developed,
and when the combination is completed, there results a gas, a liquid, or

Oxygen

sphere

is free,

—

which

is incapable
except sometimes, by very elaborate proof being further oxydised or burned
and when the heat developed by the combination, or in other words the heat generated by the
combustion, is dissipated and diffused into space, "the game is played
With each exhibition of the process of combustion, therefore, a
out."
portion of the material of our planet combines together more firmly than
before.
But for a display of what may, by the reverently inclined, be
termed a direct exercise of Almighty creative power, the whole amount
of oxygen pertaining to our planet would ultimately combine with the
other elements (as some ninty-nine per cent, of it has alreadj' done), our
atmosphere would become pure nitrogen, and our globe would present as
lifeless and ashy an appearance as does the moon which revolves, around
it.
There is an influence, an agency, a creative power, which decomposes the products of combustion, and reconstructs, in the form of animal
and vegetable tissues, matter which is again capable of being oxydised,
and thus of renewing these effects. This influence is, when traced
back as far as natural science has yet succeeded in exploring, due to the
rays of light, heat, chemical action, and, in short, of life, emanating in a
constant, copious, and apparently exhaustless stream from the great
luminary which we term the sun. The sun shines upon the soil, and
awakens vegetable life it shines upon the sea, and raises clouds of vapour
wherewith to moisten, by dews and showers, the inert, earths, which,
with the equally inert gases above, supply the food of the young plant;
it lightens and warms the animal creation
a kingdom which derives its
whole food, directly or indirectly, from vegetable organisations and, in
brief, the sun repairs, builds up, and restores deca3'ing nature
continuously in the tropics, and more or less vigorously at regular intervals in
mperate, and even in the polar regions.
But tne thousand and one digressions to which the extent and attractive nature of the subject is liable to lead the too willing pen, must be
HV>. 120.—Vol. X.
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Fixing attention solely upon the process of combustion proappears, from the experiments of savans, carefully conducted
under circumstances favourable for producing and sustaining an extremely intense heat, that nearly, or quite, every other simple substance
in nature is apable of chemically combining with oxygen, when sufficientl}' heated, and that by every such combination heat is produced.
In other werds, every element except oxygen is fuel. Phosphorus
almost ignites with the he:.t of the human hand or breath. Iron requires a qu te intense heat to induce it to burn rapidly, though it oxydises
slowly in common air, at common temperatures, if sufficient moisture be
present. Fine gold may be "tried in the fire" with more assurance
than most metals, but all simple substances will burn. The heat'
generated by burning a given quantity of any substance may depend
mainly on the quantity of oxygen which it absorbs (Welther and
others) but it is probable that the strength or closeness of the combination is also an element of some importance (Hess and others).
Thus,
if, as is the case,
one pound of carbon, by combustion, unites with 2 - 65
pounds of oxygen, while a pound of hydrogen unites with 8'01 pounds of
oxygen, it is inferred that the heat given out by the combustion of like
quantities of the two substances is in a similar proportion.
If, however,
the nature of the union of the elements is stronger in one case than in
the other, the quantities of heat may be effected thereby.
It seems
reasonable to presume that the heat-producing effect of the combustion,
in any case, is somewhat proportional to the expenditure of electric
power, sun power, or whatever the life-giving influence may be termed,
which would he required subsequently to separate the elements, and restore them to their first condition again.
Now, the union of carbon with
oxygen produces carbonic acid, and the union of hydrogen with oxygen
produces water a very different compound. Burning one pound of carbon results in 3'65 lbs. carbonic acid, while the burning of a like quantity
of hydrogen results in 901 lbs. of Water.
Carbonic acid is constantly
being decomposed in the economy of nature, by the " respiration," as it
is generally termed, of plants, indicating that the process is natural, and
probably easy'; while no instance is in mind at this moment where water
is ever decomposed by any natural process.
Intense heat in volcanic
avoided.
perly,

it

<

;

—

may effect this without artificial aid, but under circumstances
which should be termed accidental rather than natural. But although
the union of the element of water may be unquestionably considered
stronger than that of the elements of the first-named compound, there
seems yet to remain much doubt with regard to the quantities of heat
developed by burning like quantities of these two most common fuels.
M. Despretz, who probably experimented with some care, believed in
the theory of Welther i.e., that the heat in any case is exactly proportional to the quantity of oxygen absorbed or combined.
He proclaimed that one pound of oxygen, by combining with charcoal (carbon),
warmed 5112 lbs. of water one degree, Fah. by combining with hydrogen it warmed 5210 lbs. to the same extent; with alcohol (a chemical
compound of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen) the heat developed was
sufficient to warm 4940 lbs. to the same extent
with ether (a somewhat analogous compound) it warmed 5030 pounds. In other words
the heat produced by burning all these different fuels was, in each
instance, proportional to the quantities of oxygen combined
or disagreed only as the numbers 29J, 29, 28J, and 28. This would make the
effect of one pound of carbon equal to the evaporation from 212° of
13'5 lbs. of water, and the effect of one pound of hydrogen equal to the
evaporation of 41 '7 lbs.; so that, when, as in most of our American
bituminous coals, the hydrogen and similar volatile matter is as great
as 20 per cent, of the whole weight of the fuel, the heating effect which
might be derived from the volatile parts may equal that from the solid
and with Liverpool coal, or with our most highly volatile varieties, the
actual evaporative power of the hydrogen compounds would be some two
or three times as great as that of the solid portions.
But this is assuming that the heat-producing effect of hydrogen and carbon is not materially weakened by the- previous weak union of the elements anion"themselves. It is a prominent feature in the theory of Hess that the
ultimate effect of a complete combination was a certain definite amount
of heat, but that each previous partial combination developed some heat
which is a deduction from the amount which would otherwise be developed by the last or final union. In other words, the combustion of a
compound never produces so much heat as the combustion of its several
elements separately would do. M. Hess appears to have experimented
mainly, or entirely, on the heat produced by the union of acids with
bases, and this may be somewhat different from the effects of combustion, though the effects are probably identical. There cannot be conceived
a subject which more deserves to be explored by the highest chemical
talent.' The figures above, from Despretz, are so entirely different from
the results obtained by Grassi at a later day, and, as we may suppose,
by much more carefully conducted experiments, that it is reasonable to
hope there are great principles not yet struck out, which may explain all
regions

;

;

;

This savan's experiments appear
the anomalies now so perplexing.
worthy of publishing, in form for ready reference, as follows. Assuming the unit of heat to be the warming of one pound of water one decree
Fahrenheit, Grassi's results indicate the following:
2
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E val

Units of Heat.

Burning

1 lb.

"

"

"

"
"

"
"
"

"

"
"

"

hydrogen produces
charcoal
alcohol
oil of turpentine
carbonic oxide
defiant gas

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

"...

marsh gas

.

.

pyroxylic spirit

.

.

.

.

62,460
14,220
11,700
18,900
3,420
16,380
22,500
10,440

>

1,

f

'% °„

„
(
1
water,
from 210°.
...

62-5

...

14-2

...
...
...

117

;

18'9
3'4

...

164
225

...

10'4

...

:

;

These figures may be considered reliable, as approximations to the
and serve better, perhaps, to indicate how little than how much
we know of the theory of combustion. Were the heat always proportional
to the quantity of oxygen simply, the hydrogen should evaporate 43'51bs.,
a result corresponding very nearly with that obtained by Despretz. The
difference in the evaporation of about 18 lbs. of water indicates that the
union is some 40 per cent, more intense when oxygen unites with
hydrogen to form water, than when it unites with carbon to form cartruth,

bonic acid.
In the Aldridge furnace the hydrogen may be considered to be consumed pretty effectually, while carbonic oxide is formed and burned again

an indefinite number of times.
Substances are termed combustible or incombustible according to the
readiness with which they can be burned. The terms will not bear close
examination. A combustible is generally understood to be a substance
which, in burning, engenders heat enough to maintain its own combustion,
and to induce the combustion of fresh and cold material of the same kind.
A combustible is also generally understood to be a kind of material
which will take fire with the heat of a small flame, and will continue to
burn if exposed on all sides to free radiation, as is the wood in an open
camp fire. Marble, oyster shells, and all the forms of carbonate of lime,
are in the popular mind very far from combustible, yet when enclosed
in the non-conducting walls of a suitable kiln, and properly heated by an
active fire below, the heat produced by the expulsion and burning of the
organic carbon in the stony masses aids very materially in the process
of lime burning, as is proved by the deadness of the top of the previously
glowing mass so soon as the decarbonication is completed, although the
wood fire below be kept up to its full vigour. On the other hand, most
of the varieties of pit coal cease to burn if the individual coals are separated and allowed to radiate their heat freely.
By this latter test, it
would appear that the great supply of fuel stored in strata in the earth,
which this nation is digging out and burning at the rate of eight million
tons per annum, and which Britons are digging out, burning, and exporting at the rate of sixty million tons per annum, is to be pronounced, what
it was probably believed to be' by all who had examined it previous to a
few hundred years ago, one of the incombustible materials of our globe.
Everything is combustible. This may be a repetition of a previous
statement, but the remark demands repetition and explanation. Everything not previously saturated with oxygen, every particle of matter not
already oxydised to death, may be made to yield heat by further oxydation. Limestone is simply a species of fuel which leaves an extraordinary
amount of earthy product, and which generates in combustion so little
heat as to be of no value as a fuel in the present state of the arts. The
conditions under which it would be possible to burn any such material
now generally considered incombustible, for the purpose of generating
heat, are as follows
first, the fuel or the air or both must be warmed
before they are presented to each other
and second, the heat of the
burning mass must be protected from the cooling effect of radiation.
portion of the heat of the gaseous products of combustion might be
utilised by performing some useful effect, and another portion might be
employed in the preparatory wanning of the fuel, and in a similar warming of the blast. This is supposing a very extraordinary condition of
affairs, and is only introduced as suggestive of the extent to which the
value of bad fuel may possibly be raised by the advance of science. If
the combustion of any fuel, or of any mixture of fuels, can produce any
heal to span
if it can be made to generate any more caloric than is
sufficient to heat the bjast of air required, it is possible to make it useful
as a fuel.
The immense quantities of bituminous shales and other combustible earths which are lying by, awaiting the exhaustion of the mines
of purer coals, may give to these considerations greater importance at a
future day than they now seem to deserve though even now they possess,
as appears from tin- results with the Aldridge furnace, a degree of interest in a financial point of view which should ensure for them some
:

—

;

T. D. Stetson.

WasMnyton, February, 1858.

EECEXT PATENTS,
MANUFACTURE OF HEDDLES.

—

;

James Buchanan, Glasgow.

A

—

:

consideration.

The

invention, which has been patented in all the
principal civilised countries, may be ultimately proved, on closer investigation, to be simply a means of avoiding the losses of effect due to bad
and cheap boilers, and of rendering such equal in effect to the best.
Even as such, it would be of no little value in a practical point of view
but it seems to be more.
It seems to be a means of really and largely
increasing the effect of fuel, and especially of bad fuel. Its economical
results seem to be due to the hot-blast, the perfect combustion, and the
cheap fuel a portion to each. The cheapness of the fuel is sufficiently
;

—Patent dated June

12, 1857.

part of the specification of this invention relates to improvements in the mechanical details and arrangement of heddle-making
first

machinery, for which Mr. Buchanan obtained letters patent in November
of 1854 and May, 1855.
The machine described in the specifications of
the two patents referred to is driven by an ordinary belt-pulley arrangement. In the improved arrangement the engagement and disengagement
is effected by the instantaneous contact and release of frictional surfaces
or other similar appliance, in a certain position of which the machine is
move in either direction but in order to stop the machine wi th
greater certainty, and avoid the momentum of the moving parts, a lever,
actuated either by the attendant -or by the prime mover, presses the contiguous faces of the pulleys or frictional driving details against each
other, at the same time causing a friction brake to press upon the periphery of the fast pulley. By this means the machine is instantly started
free to

;

and stopped, and the inconvenience attending the movement of the parts
has been shifted is avoided. A continuous movement is
given to the lap-cord holder by means of gearing instead of a pitch chain,
as used in the machine before referred to.
By means of a spiral spring
fitted on the mechanical finger, the pressure of which is regulated by a
niilled-headed screw, an accurate and readily adjustable tension on the
yarns is obtained. The bobbins are held by centre contact with spring
pressure, small conical points or projections fitting each end of the bobbins, which are placed between a retaining spring.
By this means the
motion of the bobbin is rendered very steady and uniform. The claspyarn bobbin is carried upon the same ami as the mechanical finger, which
after the strap

The Messrs. Aldridgc's

—

March 1,1858.

obvious, and must vary with the circumstances in each locality.
The
perfection of the combustion cannot be further discussed with the application of delicate chemical tests to the gases, and has been sufficiently
treated, perhaps overdone, in the remarks above
but the precise effect
of the hot-blast, although much simpler, may, in conclusion, be briefly
reviewed as follows
Fires dispose of the heat they produce by two means, each very distinct. Radiation and conduction from the brightly glowing fuel or flame,
is one of these means, and in many instances the only useful one
the
heat conveyed away ia the current of gases escaping from the fire to
mingle with the external atmosphere, is the other. Furnaces for melting
metals are examples where only the radiant heat of the combustion ia
made useful. The same was true of the most primitive steam boilers
and their furnaces. The first boilers were simply spherical or hemispherical vessels placed over a forge fire, but all modern boilers are constructed with a view to extract much of the heat from these gases by
allowing them to circulate under or through the water, and thus to convej' heat thereto.
There is, however, a limit to the extent to which this
may be carried. It is evident that the heat of the gases must be very
high on first emerging from the fire. The policy adopted in designing
boilers is to hold the gases in contact with the metal of the boiler until
they are cooled down to a certain extent. The water in the boiler is
necessarily hot, and it is of course impracticable to abstract heat from
gases below that temperature, and in practice it is impolitic to attempt
to utilise the heat of the gases after it has been reduced to a point ranging
between 1000° and 500° Fah.
The precise point to which the gases
may usually be cooled to advantage depends on the facilities for promoting the draught, and on the value of space, metal, labour, &c, as
compared with the cost of fuel.
The effect of a hot-blast on the generation of steam may now be enunciated in the following language: If a given mass of burning fuel,
supplied with air at zero, would assume a temperature of 2000°, and
radiate heat with an effect corresponding thereto upon all that portion of
the boiler exposed to its direct influence, and if it will, in performing this
operation, necessarily heat a given quantity of gases to a temperature
of 1500°, which gases in then' turn impart only a fraction of their heat
to the other portions of the boiler as they flow along to the stack
then
the same fuel blown with the heated air, or mixture, will be able to
assume the same temperature, and to heat the same quantity of gases to
the same degree as before, with a less actual amount of combustion, and
consequently with a smaller consumption of fuel. The effect in generating steam being necessarily equal when the amount of radiant and of
conducted heat are severally the same, it follows that the effect is the
same in supplying the engine, and without necessarily involving auy
increase in the destructive effect of the heat in the furnace.
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lays the thread on to the needle and mesh stud. The tension of the nippers through which the yarns are drawn is regulated 03' means of a spiral
spring and milled-headed screw, so that the pressure or tension on the
yarn can be instantly altered or adjusted. The point of the hook of the
needle is depressed by an instantaneous pressure in lieu of the prolonged
pressure formerly used the effect being that the action is continued only
long enough to cause the closing and pass the loop. The eyes of the
heddles are pushed off the mesh stud, bj' means of a curved lever actuated by the moving parts of the machine. The regulating of the unwinding of the rib cords is effected by means of cords passed round the rib
and pulleys, and attached to spiral springs, the tension of which is adjusted by thumb screws. This arrangement is also applicable to the
yarn beams of looms, and for other purposes in mechanical combinations
used in the preparation and weaving of fibrous materials. The " count"
of the heddle is regulated by means of an arrangement of a ratchet
wheel this wheel has two pins projecting from its face, one of which
pins is fixed and tie other moveable, and a series of holes are made round
the wheel, these holes being numbered. By fixing the moveable pin a
given number of holes from the fixed pin, so many splits will be made
The arrangement of the ratchet
before reversing the marking thread.
wheel and its actuating levers is applicable to other machinery; such as
check looms and slubbing frames, and in different circumstances, where
a varying motion is required. The knot or eye of the folder being turned
round or set over by the action of a toothed rack upon a pinion carried
by the folder spindle, the heddle is formed b}' mechanical means. The
take-up cylinder and worm divider are also mechanically combined with
the preceding movements, actuated by steam or other motive power.
Various parts of these improved heddle machines are made of malleablised cast-iron in lieu of wrought-iron or brass, as has heretofore been

pulleys, z1
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these pulleys are suspended by brackets bolted to the fixed
cord, y, is passed round the end pulleys, z\ and its
ends are fastened to studs projecting from the moveable frame, a.
The rotatory motion of the cylinder, x, winds up the cord, y, at

rail,

b.

;

The

—

Fig. 1.

;

the case.

The second part of the patentee's invention consists of improved mechanical arrangements for effecting the dressing or stiffening, smoothing,
and polishing of the yarns of which heddles or healds are composed. One
modification of the- machinery or apparatus is shown in our illustrative
engravings. Fig. 1 is an elevation or front view of the machine, and
a portion of the traversing frame, heddle, and parts connected therewith.
Fig. 2 is a partially sectional elevation, taken at right angles to fig. 1.
Fig. 3 is an end view of the machine, corresponding to the end to the
This maFig. 4 is a front view of part of the details.
left of fig. 1.
chinery or apparatus consists essentially of two parts the one a stationary
framing, which carries the shafts and pullies from which the different
movements are derived, and also the rotatory brushes, or other polishing
media ; and the other part consisting of a moveable frame suspended
overhead, and moving to and fro with the heddle whilst it is undergoing
The stationary parts of the
the operations of dressing or polishing.
mechanism consist of the open rectangular cast-iron standards, a, united
by transverse rails, and the overhead rail, B, which is suspended to the
pendent brackets, c, these brackets being attached to beams above them.
The different movements of the machine are derived from the driving
or main shaft, n, which is actuated from a steam engine or other prime
mover. Towards the right-hand end of the shaft, d, is keyed a fly
wheel, e, which serves to equalise the motion of the moving parts, and
beyond the fly wheel are fitted two fast and loose pulleys of different
diameters, .f and a. The belts, h and 1, which the pulleys, f and a,
actuate are carried upwards, and pass over a drum fitted to an overhead
shaft.
The main shaft, d, has keyed to it a pulley, J, which, by means
of the endless belt, k, gives motion to the pulley, l, on the shaft, m.
The bearings of the shaft, m, are carried in a bracket projecting from the
back of the left-hand standard, a, fig. 1, and in a short vertical standard
This shaft has upon it two pulleys, n and 0,
bolted to the flooring.
which give motion by means of the endless belts, p and Q, to two pulleys,
b and s, running loosely upon the shaft, t. Only one of these pulleys
can be seen in the end view, fig. 3, but the two are shown in the detached detail view, fig. 4. Each of these pulleys is provided with a
coupling, by means of which either can be put in gear with the clutch,
The belt, p, fig. 1, which gives motion to the pulley,
V, on the shaft, t.
e, is crossed, whilst the fellow belt, Q, which actuates the pulley, s, is
so
that
the
pulleys,
open,
e and s, rotate in opposite directions. The
effect of this arrangement is, that the shaft, T, may be made to revolve
in either direction at pleasure, just as either of the two pulleys are
coupled with the clutch, v. The coupling and disconnecting is effected
by means of the handle, v, which is fast to the rod, v 1 ; this rod is supported in brackets which are bolted to the standard, a, and near to
The forked ends of
its upper extremity is attached the forked arm, w.
the arm, w, pass between the collars of the clutch, o, so that as the
handle, v, is moved either to the right or left, the shaft, t, may be put in
connection with either the pulley e or s, and thus be made to move in
unison with it. The movement of the handle, v, also puts the main
driving belts. H and i, on to their respective pulleys, f and g. Upon the
shaft, t, is fixed a drum or cylinder, x, having a flange at each end
round this drum a cord, r, is passed some four or five turns; the drum
and cord are shown in detail in fig. 4. The cord, Y, is carried upwards
from the drum, and passed over the two central pulleys, z, and end

—

it is unwound from the other,
this action the frame, a, is moved either to the right or left
just as the pulleys, e or s, are put in connection with the shaft, t,
by the handle, v. The frame, a, in which the heddles under operation are carried, consists of the two upper parallel rails, a, and bottom
rail, b; these are united by the vertical side pieces, c, to the upper exThese pulleys are made
tremities of which are bolted two pulleys, d.
with flanges, and they traverse to an fro upon the fixed rail, b, and at
Parallel with the lower
same
time
serve
as
carriers
to
the
frame,
a.
the

one end of the cylinder as fast as

and by

are two adjustable V shaped rails, e and /,•
attached to vertical sliding pieces, g, which slide up
and down in slots cast in the side pieces, c, the sliding pieces, g, being
The lower moveable rail,/, has a stud
fixed by the pinching screws, h.
at each end of it, which travels in a slotted guide, i, at the ends of the
rail, b.
The leaves, j, of the heddles are held by hooks, k, fitted in the
rails, e and/; the lower leaf is first hooked on to the hooks of the rail,
The slots in the guides, i, admit of the rails ascending so far that the
upper leaf may be readily passed over the hooks, k, of the upper rail, e,
the weight of the rail,/ serving to keep the heddles, I, stretched or distended whilst undergoing" the stiffening or polishing processes. The frame,
a, its connected parts, the heddles, and also the polishers, move to and
fro in vertical openings, m, made in the side standards, a, and the motion
that is to say, it moves
is more rapid in one direction than the other
from left to right, at & certain velocity, but from right to left the speed
The object of this is, that as the dressing
is increased, or vice versa.
material is laid on in the passage of the heddle, say, from the left to the
right, the speed of the polishers is comparatively slow, so that the dressing material may not be brushed off; but in the opposite direction, during
the perfecting of the polishing process, the speed may be advantageously
accelerated.
This differential speed is effected through the different
sized pulleys, F and a, and by means of the handle, v, which shifts the
belts, h and I, on to their respective fast pulleys as required. The handle,
v, is held in position by a catch, «, having three notches made in it when
the handle is held by the central notch, the coupling, u, is held midway between the couplings of the pulleys, e and s, and the machine is at rest;
butif set either to the right or left, the corresponding pulley is coupled,
and the shaft, t, thereby set in motion. The movement of the handle,
rail,

as,

and bottom

the upper one, e

t

rail, 6,

is

/

;

;
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either to the right or left, also actuates a lever, o, the fulcrum of which
When the lever, o, is moved to the
fitted below the handle, v.
right by the handle, v, the lever comes in contact with a pin, p, which
projects downwards from the rod, q, and moves the rod towards the right
v,
is

a stud

Fir. 2.

March

;

;

This extremity of the rod, q, terminates in a fork, in which the
the motion of the rod shifts the belt from the loose
to the fast pulley, f, on the main shaft, r>, which consequently imparts
a corresponding rate of motion to the shaft, m, and the belts, p and Q.
The movement of the handle, v, having also coupled the shaft, t, with
the pulley, s, it imparts its motion to the cylinder, x, and by means of
the cord, y, the frame, a, with the heddle, is drawn from left to right,
passing along through the openings, m, in the standards, a. It is when
travelling from left to right, at the slower speed, that the dressing
material or varnish may be in this modification applied. "When the
frame, a, has reached the extremity of its traverse, and the heddle has
been subjected to the first operation of the brushes or polishers, the

belt, H, runs, so that

handle,

v, is shifted to

the left-hand notch of the catch, n.

When

the

pin, », of the rod, q, is released from the lever, o, the rod is drawn back
by the action of the helical spring, r, one end of which is held by a nut

which presses against a pin on the upper side of the rod, o, whilst the
other end of the spring is fast to an eye projecting from the standard,
a.
The recoil of the spring, r, therefore draws back the belt, H, and
shifts it to the loose pulley, f, and that portion of the mechanism is
thrown out of operation. When the handle, v, is moved to the left,
the lever, o, comes, in contact with a pin, s, which stands up from the
rod, t; this rod is forked at its outer or right-hand end, and shifts the
The shifting of the strap
strap, i, from the loose to the fast pulley, g.
oft* the fast pulley is effected by the spring, u, as before described
one
end of the spring being fast to the rod, t, and the other to the right-hand
The movement of the handle, v, to the left, having likestandard, A.
wise coupled the shaft, t, with the pulley, R, which derives its motion
from the crossed belt, p, it follows that the shaft, t, will revolve at an
increased velocity due to the smaller diameter of the pulley, g, and that the
frame, a, will traverse from the right to the left at a corresponding speed.
The dressing material or varnish is, by preference, contained in a trough
or vessel, v, which is made double, so as to be heated by steam or hot
water, the outer casing forming an encircling jacket to the trough, v.
The steam is admitted to the annular space by the pipe, w, which is
controlled by a cock there is also a cock, x, at the bottom to draw off
the water of condensation if hot water is used for heating the polishing
mixture, it is admitted through the cock, x, and the surplus water drawn
;

;

;
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by the pipe, w. A copper or other roller, y, is fitted within the
trough, v; this roller is put in motion by means of a cone pulley fitted
at one end of its spindle, and by which the rotatory speed of the roller
may be varied as required, to increase or diminish the feed. Upon the
other end of the spindle of the roller, y, is a wheel, z, which is in gear
with an intermediate wheel, 1, and this wheel gives motion to a wheel,
2, on the spindle of the roller, 3.
The roller, y, takes up a coating of the
polishing mixture and distributes it upon the periphery of the roller,
3,
and this roller puts it upon the yarns as they traverse parallel to it, the
apparatus being fitted in a convenient position in front of the heddles.
Connected with the frame, a, is an arrangement for varying the distance
of the rails, e and/ so as to adjust them to heddles or yarns of different
widths. This is effected by means of double inclined planes or wedge
pieces, 4, which are fitted at each end of the moveable frame, a, parallel
to each other, but opposed in the direction of their inclines.
These
wedge pieces, 4, pass through their respective slots made for the purpose,
in the double sliding pieces, g, to which the rails, e and/, are attached;
so that when the pieces, g, are released from the pinching screws, h, they
are free to move up and down the inclined planes of the wedge pieces, 4,
by which they are then supported. The wedge pieces at either end of
the frame, a, are connected to each other by the transverse rod, 5, which
is supported near its centre by an eye pendant from the upper rail,
a.
Both the wedge pieces, 4, at each end of the machine, are moved by
means of a lever, 6, which has its fulcrum on a stud attached to the
upper rail, a; the lower end of the lever, 6, is connected by a link, 7, to
the rod, 5 the upper extremity of the lever is formed into a handle, by
which it is moved to and fro. At the back
of the lever, 6, and fast to the rail, a, is an
Fig. 4.
arched piece of metal, 8, having a segmental
groove or slot cut therein the face of the
metal arch, 8, may be graduated to indicate
the points to which the lever, 6, should be
set for heddles of a certain depth. The lever,
6, when moved to its proper place upon the
arch, 8, is fixed thereto by radial slots in the
segment, which indicate the different widths
of heddles.
The double sliding pieces, g,
being suspended upon the inclines of the wedge pieces, 4, when the rail,
5, is moved outwards, the sliding piece, g, to which the horizontal rail, e,
is attached, moves up the incline upon which it rests, thereby
raising
the rail.
Simultaneously with this movement, the sliding piece,
g, to
which the lower rail, 6, is attached, moves down its incline, thereby
causing the rail, b, to descend thus by a very small amount of motion
upon the two inclines, a considerable variation is obtained in the width
of the rails, e and/ from each other, or vice versa.
The distributing of
the dressing material or polishing mixture over the surface of the yarns,
and the subsequent polishing operation, is effected by means of brushes,'
to which rotatory and vertical reciprocatory movements are imparted'.
In this modification the brushes, 9, are disposed radially around the periphery of a drum, 10, to which the brushes are secured by screws or other
convenient means. There are two of these rotatory brushes, arranged
one upon each side of the yarns, and sufficiently near to each other that
the yarns are thoroughly subjected to their action.
The spindles of the
drums, 10, are carried in the divergent forked ends of two vertical rods
or spears, 11, the lower ends of which travel in bushes fitted in the floor
or at the lower part of the machine, whilst their upper ends are guided
by the bushes of the spindles of the drums which pass through the vertical openings, 12, cast in the side standards, A.
The spears, 11, carrying with them the drums and brushes, traverse up and down in the
openings, 12 this alternate reciprocatory motion is communicated to
them from the pulley, l, on the shaft, m. To this shaft is attached a
slotted crank, 13, which is connected by the rod, 14, to a pin on the
pulley, 15; this pulley runs loosely upon the shaft, d.
The two ends
of a strap, 16, are fastened to a stud at the lower part of each of the
spears, 11; this strap passes over the loose pulley, 15, by which it is
actuated.
The pulley, l, is driven by the endless belt, k, which
passes round the pulley, j, on the shaft, D, as before described. The
rotatory motion of the pulley, l, communicates a reciprocatory movement to the pulley, 15, the strap, 16, of which alternately lifts the
spears, 11, thereby causing the brushes or polishers to pass each other
on their traverse. Luring this rectilinear motion a rapid differential
rotatory movement is also imparted to the circular brushes, or whatever
polishing media may be used. The arrangement for effecting this compound movement, by means of an endless belt arrangement, is shown
in the end view, fig. 3, and in side view in fig. 1.
Upon one end of each
of the spindles of the drums, 10, is fitted a pulley, 17 and below these
two pulleys is another, 18, which is carried by a stud in a bracket cast
on the side standard, a in connection with these there is also a pulley,
19, keyed upon the end of the main shaft, D.
The endless belt, 2o|
which gives motion to these upper pulleys, is passed over the right-hand
pulley, 17, then twisted, and passed under the pulley, 18, passed open
over the second pulley, 17, and again twisted before passing under the
pulley, 19.
By this arrangement both the brushes or other polishing
off

;

hand.

1,

;

;

;
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media

are

made

to revolve in a

downward

direction, as indicated

by the

arrows in fi> 3. The passing of the belt under the pulle}', 18, also
compensatesTor the reciprocatory movement of the pulleys, 17 for, as
the belt is slackened or given off by the descent of one pulley, it is taken
up by the ascent of the other, and in this manner the belt is always kept
tight, and in working order.
The slow traverse of the yarns, and of the
brushes, or polishing media, admits of the dressing material or polishing
mixture being uniformly distributed over both sides of the yarns, and
Whilst, during the accelerated
thoroughly incorporated therewith.
morion, the fibres of the yarn are smoothly laid, and its surface receives
a glossy polish, the particles of dirt, or superfluous polishing mixture
removed by the brushes, fall below. To prevent this extraneous matter
from falling among the moving parts, small trays are fitted beneath the
brushes these trays are occasionally removed and cleaned out.
The third part of the invention has reference to improvements in the
mode of drying yarns, where such an operation is necessary. One
modification for effecting this process consists of a drying-room, heating
furnace, flue, and hot-air ducts, for heating and absorbing the moisture
from the admitted current of air. The furnace is of the ordinary kind,
the flame and heated products of combustion pass along a longitudinal
;

;

chimney or shaft. The flue is carried diagonally, or otherwise,
across the area of the lower drying-room, and below its flooring, which
is by preference formed of tiles or bricks. The flue is composed of slabs
of fire-clay, and is divided at intervals by vertical partitions of the
same material. Along the flue, and passing through the several partitions, is arranged a series of pipes
the pipes which are immediately
over the furnace are of iron. These pipes are protected from the direct
action of the flame by perforated slabs of fire-clay, which form a roof
over the flue, at that part where the flame from the fire would otherwise
infringe upon the pipes, and burn them away.
The socket ends of the
iron pipes pass through a fire-clay partition at the front end of the airheating^apparatus, the other ends of the pipes being inserted into the
socket ends of a corresponding number of unglazed fireclay pipes, in
order that the moisture of the colder air, as it passes downwards from
the drying-rooms above, may be quickly absorbed.
sufficient number
of the fire-clay pipes are connected together, to run throughout the flue,
at the extremity of which they pass through a fire-clay partition into a
hot-air duct, which is carried up to the highest room of the series to be
heated.
By this means the heated-air as it is diffused through the room
forces down the colder air to the lower rooms for this purpose openings
are made in the floors through which the air is to circulate.
The
iron pipes are arranged to incline downwards towards the sockets of
the first series of fire-clay pipes, from which point the latter pipes rise
gradually upwards until they emerge into the duct. The effect of this
arrangement is, that as the colder air, which is loaded with moisture
from the drying rooms, is borne down by the superincumbent dry air,
it passes into the iron pipes, the downward inclination of which tends
to arrest the progress of the air through them.
By this means the
air becomes highly heated in its passage through the iron pipes, and any
moisture it may carry with it is completely absorbed by the unglazed
pipes as it passes upwards to the flue the ascending force of the heated
air always tending to maintain the circulation of the current, the velocity
of which is greatly accelerated by the rarefaction of the dry air as it
passes through the unglazed pipes, and draws after it the cooled moist air.
By means of these several improvements, both mechanical and operative, in the manufacture of heddles, and also in the preparation and
treatment of yarns, not only is the manufacture of the heddle simplified
and improved, but the yarns so treated are thereby rendered more
durable, and their mechanical utility greatly increased.
flue to a

;

A

;

;

CUTTING PAPER.
Moses Claek, Kent, and George Bertram, Edinburgh.

—Patent

dated

July 23, 1857.

Lf the specification of these

letters patent is described an arrangement
of apparatus for cutting paper from the continuous web, as it is brought
from the papermaking machine, into lengths of the proper dimensions
for sheets of the determined size required, whereby such lengths are accurately and uniformly measured off for cutting, through the agency of
very simple mechanical details. As the endless or continuous web of
paper is conducted into the machine, it is passed through or between a
set of circular disc cutters, by which it is severed longitudinally in the
usual way.
After leaving these cutters, the longitudinally severed
sheet passes onwards beneath a pendant roller, which runs loosely in
end bearings, in the free ends of a pair of levers, set on fixed stud centres,
one on each side of the line of the paper. This roller thus carried rests
with all its weight, added to that of the levers, upon the paper, as the
latter flows on in a continuous stream beneath it, through the machine
From this point the paper passes to, and over, a pair of parallel horizontal
rollers, between which there works a clamping or nipping detaining arrangement. This clamping holder consists of a narrow horizontal table
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between the

rollers, with its upper surface level with the tops of the
as to form a fixed table in the direct line of the paper as it
passes over the rollers. Over this table is a vertically reciprocating
clamp piece, actuated by a double lever arrangement from beneath. The
clamp piece has, at each end, a socket stud, whjch studs are entered into
the slotted heads of a pair of vertical connecting rods, one on each side
of the line of paper, which rods are adjustable as to length by connecting nut arrangements, so as to regulate the lift and set of the clamp
piece.
The lower ends of these vertical rods are jointed upon the two
back ends of a pair of parallel double-ended levers, set on fixed centres
in the lower part of the machine.
These levers derive a reciprocatory
motion from a pair of eccentrics carried by a horizontal shaft, running
in hearings near the bottom of the framing, at the front end of the
machine. The rods of these eccentrics are respectively jointed to the
front ends of the pair of levers, which front ends also have jointed to
them a pair of vertical rods, working a second clamp piece, over a second
fixed clamping table, like that already described.
Thus, the eccentrics
actuate both clamping movements in reverse order, one clamp piece
being down whilst the other is up, so as alternately to hold and let go
the line of paper. This second, or forward, clamping arrangement works
between another pair of rollers, as in the first instance but the roller to
the front side is of larger diameter than the others, and a small upper
pressing roller rests upon it, so as to nip the paper between the two, and
draw it through the machine. As the paper emerges from this last pair
of rollers, it is severed transversely as required, by a vertically acting
cutting arrangement, working in any convenient manner, and the
lengths of paper so cross cut are delivered upon an endless discharging
apron or traversing cloth, conveying the sheets away for use. Between
the two clamping movements there is arranged a pair of parallel doubleended measuring levers, the back ends of which have eyes to receive the
end studs of a loosely running roller, working on the upper side of the
line of paper, like the pendant roller already described.
These levers
are set on fixed stud centres, and their opposite ends are fitted with
adjustable screw and nut arrangements, whereby they are jointed to the
upper ends of a pair of connecting rods, which have their lower ends
jointed to slotted crank or disc movements, actuated by the bottom
shaft carrying the pair of eccentrics, and which shaft is driven, through
the intervention of a duplex reversed cone drum movement, for the pur•
pose of accurately adjusting the rate of revolution.
Fig. 1 is a side view or longitudinal elevation of one modification or
arrangement of the machinery or apparatus for cutting paper.
The
framing of the machine consists of a pair of rectangular open sided castiron standards, a.
At one end of the machine the standards, a, are carried upwards above the other parts, and are connected by a horizontal
stay, B, to which one of the transverse cutting blades is attached.
Motion is communicated to the moving parts of the machine from the
shaft, c, which is carried in brackets cast on the lower part of the standards, a.
The shaft, c, is driven hy means of an endless belt which
passes round the fast and loose pulley, D, and is primarily driven by a
steam engine or other suitable prime mover. Or the shaft, c, may be
driven by an endless belt actuated from a suitable part of the papermaking machine itself. Upon the other extremity of the shaft, o, is
keyed a pulley, e, round which is carried a belt, e, which gives motion
To the spindle of the
to the pulley, g, on the spindle of the roller, h.
roller, h, is keyed the spur wheel, I, which is in gear with an intermediate wheel, J, carried upon a stud fixed to the upper rail of the framing,
The wheel, J, gears with a spur pinion, k, fast to the shaft, l, of the
A.
lower series of circular cutters, M. By means of the wheel, j, the direction
of motion of the cutters, m, is made to accord with that of the roller, h.
The circular cutters, m, consist of a ring of steel, fitted upon an internal
boss of iron, which slides to and fro upon the shaft, l. The bearings of
the shaft, N, which carries the upper series of cutters, o, are fitted in
the slotted brackets, p,' which are cast on or bolted to the upper edges of
the standards, A, so that the cutters ma}' be accurately adjusted to the
lower series, si. Both series of cutters, m and o, are secured to their
shafts, l and n, by means of keys or pinching screws, so that they may
be set at an}' required distance asunder, according to the desired width
of the longitudinal strips or sheets of paper. In the slots of the brackets,
p, are carried the bearings of an adjustable presser roller, Q, which is so
adjusted that its pressure upon the roller, h, carries the uncut web of
paper, r, onwards to the circular cutters, m and o. As the web of paper,
r, passes between the circular cutters, m and o, it is divided into longiThe lengths of the paper pass over the roller, s, the
tudinal lengths.
spindle of which is carried in bearings fitted in the upper edges of the
From the roller, s, the lengths of paper pass under the
standards, a.
tension roll, t; this roll is earned by a pair of oscillating arms, u, which
have their bearings in the brackets, v, cast on or bolted to the framing,
a.
The weight of the roll, t, exerts a certain amount of tension upon
the web of paper, and takes up the slackened portion during the intervals
From the roll, t, the
that the onward passage of the paper is staj'ed.
these rollers have their
paper passes over the two parallel rollers,
bearings in brackets arranged in a manner similar to those of the roller,
Between the two rollers, w, is fixed a horizontal pressef board, x,
s.

set

rollers, so

;

w

;
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presser, Y, is caused to descend at regular intervals the
presser board, x, is supported upon horizontal battens of wood fixed
between the slotted guides, z. The presser, y, is a rectangularly formed
piece of wood, the under surface of which may be covered with cloth or
other soft yielding material, so that sufficient pressure may be exerted
upon the paper without injury thereto. The spindles at each end of the
presser, y, traverse vertically in the slots of the guides, z, which are cast
on or bolted to the upper edges of the standards, a; to these spindles are
keyed the adjustable rods, a. The rods, a, may be lengthened or shortened by the adjusting nuts, b, by means of which the pressure of the
The
presser, y, upon the surface of the paper is regulated as required.
lower extremity of each of the rods, o, is connected to one extremity of
a lever, c, each of which is keyed upon a shaft, d, extending between the
standards, A.
The other extremity of one of the levers, c, is connected
by a link, e, to the arm,/, the other end of which is carried by a stud
To the free end of the arm,/,
fixed to the inner side of the standard, A.
where it is attached to the link, e, there is an anti-friction roller, which
traverses in an eccentrically shaped groove formed in the face of a disc,
The disc is fast to the shaft, h, and its rotatory motion, which is deg.

upon which the

;

March

1,
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y, is raised, and thereby measures the predetermined length.
This part of the machinery is actuated by a cam, 2, fast to the shaft, h;

lever,

cam acts upon a lever, 3, which oscillates upon a stud fixed to the
inside of the standard, a.
To tire other end of the lever, 3, is attached a
this

the upper end of which is secured to the bell-crank
upon a stud fixe"d to a bracket projecting
The upper end of the bell-crank lever, 5, is connected
by the link, 6, to the moveable knife, 7, which is attached by the links,
As the cam, .2, rotates with the shaft, h, it
8, to the transverse stay, b.
depresses one end of the lever, 3, which lifts the rod, 4, and the lower
arm of the bell-crank lever, 5 the effect of this motion is to draw the
upper end of the lever, 5, outwards, and thereby depress the knife, 7,

connecting rod,

4,

lever, 5; this lever oscillates

from the framing.

;

which, being suspended in an angular position, is drawn downwards, and
acts with a scissor-like action against a fixed blade, 9.
Both the cutting
blades, 7 and 9, are blades of steel, formed of one or more pieces of metal,
and having edges bevilled off similar to the blades of a pair of shears.
The fixed blade, 9, is bolted or otherwise secured to a horizontal bracket
piece or platform, extending from side to side of the machine.
Between
the edge of the fixed blade, 9, and the foremost roller, m, is a table or
which
platform, 10, over
the paper passes as it issues
from between the rollers, m and /. The operation of
measuring the. paper commences when the roller, 1, is at
the highest point of its traverse
in this position the
front presser, k, is down, and holding the paper, and as
the roller, 1, descends, the paper is drawn over the rollers,
w, the weight of the roller, 1, lifting the tension roll, t,
and taking up the portion which it has previously depressed.
During the time the roller, 1, is descending,
and the fore part of the paper is held by the presser,
the operation of cutting the paper transversely is effected
by the action of the knife, 7, against the blade, 9. When
the roller, 1, has descended to the lowest portion of its
traverse, the front presser, k, is raised, and simultaneously
therewith the back presser, y, is depressed by the rotation
of the disc, g.
As the paper continues to be fed into the
machine by the rotation of the roller, h, the tension roll,
t, descends, carrying down the paper as it passes into the
machine. Meanwhile the measuring roller, 1, is raised
by the rotatory movement of the crank arm, and the
measured portion of paper is passed onwards by the rotation of the rollers,
and t. The presser, k, is again
depressed, the measured portion is cut off, whilst the
measuring operation is again effected, as before described, the slack of the paper being taken up by the
tension roll, t, whilst the measured part is being carried forwards
between the cutting blades. The severed sheets of paper fall from
the knives on to an endless apron, 11, which travels upon two rolthe spindles of these rollers are carried in brackets cast
lers, 12 and 13
on or bolted to the framing, a. The roller, 12, derives its motion from
the shaft, h, on the extremity of which is a pulley, 15, round which
this belt gives motion to a pulley fast to
is passed the endless belt, 14
;

/.',

m

---=»*. -.,,4.,,

rived from the shaft, h,

communicates a reciprocatory movement to the
and rods, a, whereby the presser, v, is caused to descend and
stop the onward motion of the paper at regular intervals.
As the disc,

levers,

c,

rotates with the motion of the shaft, h, the anti-friction roller on the
Lower end of the link, e, rises over the circle of larger radius; this rise
causes the ends of the levers, c, to which the rods, a, are jointed, to descend
and bringdown the presser, v. upon the presser board, x. Besides the
presser, y, the lever, c, also actuates, by means of the rods, !, a presser,
/.:;
these rods are fitted with adjusting nuts,/ The presser, k, descends
upon a presser board, I, fitted between a pair of parallel mllers, m, in all
respects similar to the arrangement of the rollers, w.
The pressers, Y
and /:, however, act alternately, as they are connected to the opposite
ends of the levers, c; so that, when one presser is holding down the
paper, the other is raised, and allowing it to pass over its neighbouring
rollers, and vice versa. Motion is given to the shaft, h, to which the disc,
this drum is driven by an
g, is fast, by means of the conical drum, n
endless band, o, which passes round another conical drum, p, on the
shaft, c.
The shaft, h, also gives motion to the foremost of the rollers,
m. To one end of the shaft is keyed a pulley, q, round which is passed an
endless belt, p; this belt passes over a pulley, s. fast to the spindle of the
front roller, in.
Above the foremost roller, m, is fitted a small presser
roller, t, the spindle of which slides in slotted guides projecting above
the pedestal' bearings of the foremost roller, m. The paper is measured
in pieces or sheets of a corresponding size by means of a mechanical
arrangement connected with the shaft, h. To one end of this shaft is
keyed a crank arm, u. the crank pin of which works in a slot in the
crank arm, so that the length of its radius may be altered as required.
To the crank pin is coupled the connecting rod, v. the upper end of
which is secured by a cotter to a stud, ?c, which is made with an internal
screw so as to traverse to and fro upon the screw, x, which is fitted in
the slot of the lever, »/.
By means of the screw, .<•, the length of the reciprocatory traverse of the lever, y, may be varied so as to measure
different Lengths of paper, according to the size of the sheets required.
The Lever, //, is centred upon a shaft, z. which is carried in brackets cast
on or bolted to the stand aids, a this shaft, z, extends across the machine,
and at its other end carries an arm corresponding to the backward half
of the lever, y. In the free end of each of these arms is an eye, in which
g.

.-

;

carried the spindle of a roller,
the paper/and serves to carry it

is

upon the surface of
downwards when the front end of the

1

;

this roller 'rests

;

;

the spindle of the roller, 12, by which the endless apron, 11, is carried
round.
Working inside the apron, 11, is another roller, 10, which is arranged for tightening the apron as required the spindle of this roller is
carried in lugs, 17, which are carried upon studs that slide up and down
in a slot made in an angular stay, 18, fitted at each side of the framing,
A.
The studs liave a thread cut upon them, to which is fitted a thumb
screw, so that the roller, 16, can be moved up or down the slots in the
stays, 18, and in this manner any degree of tension may be given to the
With this arrangement of machinery, or modifications thereof,
apron, 11.
large quantities of paper may be measured and cut into sheets with great
accuracy, rapidity, and economy.
;

FASTENINGS.

—

H. Johnson, London and Glasyoio (Hypoute Marie, Paris). Patent
dated February 24, 1857.
The improvements specified under these letters patent consist of a new
arrangement of fastening, which is suitable for garments, but is more

J.

particularly applicable to pocket books, purses, cigar cases, travelling
hags, and other similar articles.
Fig. 1 of the illustrative engravings represents the improved fastening
as applied to a pocket memorandum book fig. 2 is a vertical section of
the same.
To the flap, e, of the memorandum book is attached the
hooked plate, a, either by means of a number of rivets, or by an elastic
This plate is quite flat on the surface, and lias
or non-elastic band, d.
In fact, by this
its extreme edge turned under, so as to form a hook.
arrangement the necessity for fixing a button, stud, or other projection
on the fastening so objectionable when the article is to be carried
in the pocket
is entirely obviated.
small button, a, may be attached
to the fastening, as shown in the drawing but this button is not required
to be of the size usually seen in ordinary fastenings, as it is not required
for securing or holding the fastening, but shnply to push it into its place
;

—

—

A

;

;
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or a recess

may

made

be

in the fastening, for the purpose of pushing it
into or out of its place.
Fig- 1.
The holder, b, is attached
by two small claws or
tongue pieces, ec 1 being
,

passed through the material and then turned back,
so as to give a firm hold
thereon.
The upper portion, 6, which is presented
to the hooked plate, A, is
inclined so that the hook,
in
place
shutting
of
against the side of the
holder, slides freely up
and over it, until it
catches in the recess at z.
In some cases it will

be found convenient to
place a number of holders,

e,

tances

at

different

dis-

from the hooked

shown in fig.
where two holders, b

plate, A, as
1,
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which contains a green, and thelowerhalfa ruby glass. This frame is connected at its lower edge with a link, b, this link being again jointed to the
lever arm, f, the axis of which works in a small boss on the side of the lamp.
A spring lever, g, is attached to the axis of the lever, p, and works outside the lamp along a segment plate, H, attached thereto, as shown in
fig. 1.
A small button or pin, a, in the end of the spring lever traverses
along the segment, H, and is dropped into one or other of three holes or
notches, h, made therein.
The drawing represents the lamp as showing
the white light or " all clear " signal, the coloured slide being below the
"bull's eye; " but by simply bringing the button of the spring lever, g,
round to the central hole or notch in the segment, the slide will be
sufficiently elevated to bring the green glass behind the bull's eye, that
is, between it and the light, whereupon a green light or "caution'' signal
will be shown. By moving the button, g, to the furthest hole or notch
in the segment, the slide will be still further elevated, and the ruby glass
being thereby interposed between the light and the bull's eye, the
"danger" signal will be shown. As the coloured glasses when not in
use are always below the flame, they are not so liable to become discoloured by the smoke as when they are contained in the upper portion
of the lamp.
The patentee observes, that although he has described
the coloured slide as being applied more particularly to hand lamps, yet
it is obvious that this slide is equally applicable to "all lamps, when the
lights are required to be .of different colours for different signalling purposes.

and

c, are represented as
attached to the back of a
book. This arrangement
will enable a pocket book

to contain a greater or less

right

number

of papers, and

still

always remain

and compact.

SIGNAL LAMPS.
William Hakt, Lincoln

—Patent dated May

patentee's invention consists in adapting to railway hand signal
lamps a moveable slide, divided into two portions, supplied respectively
with a ruby and a green glass, which, being moved between the light and
the lens, produces either of the coloured signals which it maybe requisite to show.
This slide works in suitable guides, and is connected
to an arm worked by a spring lever outside the lamp, such spring lever
being fitted with a projecting stud or button, which is dropped into any
one of three notches or holes made in a segment plate fixed on the side
of the lamp. By thus partially turning the spring lever and adjusting
the button accordingly, a white, green, or red light will be shown, the
white light being exhibited when the slide is brought from between the
light and the lens.
Fig. 1 of the accompanying engravings represents a side elevation of
an ordinary hand signal lamp, fitted with the improvements, a portion
of the side being broken away to show the internal arrangement of the
lamp. Fig. 2 is a partially sectional view of the same, looking from the
1

—

FABRICS.

Ramsden, Bradford. Patent dated Dec. 10, 1856.
This invention has reference to that class of mechanism or looms employed in the weaving of those fabrics wherein several shuttles are required, and in which circular or rotatory shuttle-boxes are employed,
and it consists of a peculiar construction, arrangement, and combination
of

27, 1857.

The

Fi_-.

WEAVING CHECK AND FANCY
J. C.

mechanism

for

actuating the shuttle-boxes, so as to produce the
Fig.

1.

Fitr. 2.

back towards the interior of the front side of the lamp. A is the body of
the lamp, and b the ordinary lens or "bull's eye," fitted into the front
Immediately behind the bull's eye, and in the interior
side of the lamp.
of the lamp, is placed a slide, c, capable of sliding vertically between the
This slide conguides, i) D, fixed to the inside of the front of the lamp.
of a plate having two circular openings, a and 6, made therein,
covered respectively with a green and ruby coloured glass, as shown in
the drawings: or in place of having a sliding plate with openings therein,
slide may consist simply of an oblong open frame, the upper half of

changes of weft required by the pattern to be woven. It also consists
of a mode and arrangement by which an}- required changes of the weft
can be combined with changes in the working of the healds, or of a mode
or method by which part of the present improvements for effecting
changes in the weft in weaving may be substituted for the pattern wheel
described in the specification of an invention of "Improvements in Looms
for Weaving," for which letters patent were granted to Mr. Ramsden in
March, 1853. These improvements are effected by certain mechanism
fixed on the framing of the loom, which mechanism causes the shuttlebox to revolve one way or the other, as required, when actuated throug-h
connecting rods and levers by an endless tappet chain. The tappets or
cams in this chain are inserted in a certain order according to the changes
required in the weft. The mechanism above alluded to on the framing
of the loom for effecting the changes of the weft may consist of toothed
racks, friction rods, or other similar contrivance, attached in such a manner as to be capable of being operated upon by the tappets or .cams in
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the endless chain, and so arranged that a toothed wheel, friction pulley,
or other wheels on the axis of the shuttle-box, or in communication
therewith, by means of an endless strap, chain, or cord, shall be turned
one way or the other according as the toothed rack, friction rod, or other
The tappets or cams which
similar mechanism, is raised or lowered.
are inserted in the endless chain are of different heights or elevations,
and as the different heights or elevations come into operation upon the
toothed rack, friction rod, or other similar mechanism, the shuttle-box
will be more or less turned round, according to the size of the tappet in
The smallest sized tappet serves to keep No. 1 box level
operation.
with the shuttle-race the next sized tappet turns the box from the first
and the next larger one will turn the box from the
to the second shuttle
first to the third shuttle, and so on. The tappets can re arranged so that
any particular box can be kept in its proper positron during any given
number of picks or shoots of the weft required to form the patterns,
simply by introducing tappets or links of different heights or elevations,
and by arranging one, two, or more tappets of the same height in contact with, or successive^7 following, each other in the round or pattern
When a tappet or cam of a greater height or elevation
of the chain.
follows a smaller one, the toothed racks, friction rods, or other similar
mechanism, are raised, and thereby the box is made to revolve a certain
distance in one direction but when a tappet or cam of a smaller height
or elevation follows a larger one, the toothed rack, friction rod, or other
similar mechanism, is pulled down by means of an India-rubber or other
spring, and thereby the box is made to revolve in the contrary direction.
The tappet chain may be actuated in a similar manner to that described
in the specification of an invention of "Improvements in apparatus or
the mechanism of looms, for weaving a certain class of plaids, checks,
and fancy woven fabrics," for which the present patentee obtained letters patent in November, 1853; but it is preferred to actuate it as shown
in our illustrative engravings.
Fig. 1 represents a portion of one end of a loom, and fig. 2 a part of a
front view of the same, corresponding to fig. 1, and arranged with the
improvements referred to. A is the main framing of the loom b the
crank shaft c is the batten or lathe; n, one of the
Fig. 2.
swords or supporting
mm
arms of the lathe E the
rotatory or revolving
shuttle-box, carried at
one end of the lathe in
this shutthe frame,
tle-box is made exactly
similar to those of this
;

;

;

;

;

i

;

f—

class

and

in

common

use,

steadied in a similar manner; G is the
swing-rail or fulcrum of
the lathe swords n, the
cloth beam or roller for
taking up the cloth as
l is a
fast as it is woven
is

;

;

supporting arm, one end
of

which

frame,

p,

is

bolted to the

March

1,

1858.

such chain, v is a lever, working on a fixed centre in the framing
of the loom the other end of this lever is attached to another lever,
v, by a connecting rod.
The lever, T, has a slot or notch at one
end, which takes on to and works on a centre, w, fixed in the framing
of the loom on the other end of this lever is a toothed rack, forming
the segment of a circle, taken from the centre of the stud, w, on
which it works, x is a short shaft, working in bearings attached to the
framing of the loom on one end of this shaft is a small spur wheel, v,
which gears into and is worked by the toothed rack in the end of the
lever, v
on the other end of the shaft, x, is a small bowl or pulley, z
similar bowl or pulley, z 1 is fixed on the axis of the shuttle-box, e; round
these two bowls or pulleys, z and z 1 is passed an endless strap, chain, or
cord this cord, if used, is wound twice round the circumference of each
bowl or pulley, and is attached to each bowl or pulley so as to prevent it
slipping,
t are the tappets or wipers of different heights or elevations
these tappets are connected together by inserting the pins; and it will be
obvious, that as the different heights or elevations work under the bowl
in the lever, u, that lever will be more or less raised, and such motion
through the connecting rod is communicated to the lever, v. It depends on the mode or order in which these tappets are formed into a
chain whether the shuttle-box, e, shifts one, two, three, or more shuttles,
and whether it turns forward or backwards if a larger tappet be placed to
follow a smaller one, the levers, u and v, are raised consequently by reason
of the toothed rack on the end of the lever, v, being in gear with the
spur pinion, v the shuttle-box is made to revolve more or less by means
of the endless cord, according to the height of the tappet or cam, then
passing under the bowl in the lever, v.
It sometimes happens in weaving that the shuttle does not properly
land into the box, in which case, if the levers, H and v, were being raised
by reason of a larger tappet following a smaller one, some part of the
mechanism would be broken but to avoid that, the patentee has arranged
the lever, v, as follows
The slotted end of this lever takes on to and
works on a fixed centre, w, in the framing of the loom, and is kept down
on that centre by means of the weight, b, and under ordinary circumstances it acts as the fuleurm of that lever but if the shuttle does not
properly land in the box, but stops half-way in and half-way out, the
slotted end of the lever is raised instead of the rack end, and thereby it
prevents any parts of the machinery being broken.
Another mode of transmitting the motion from the segmental rack on
the end of the lever, v, to the shuttle-box consists in substituting a
toothed rack for the endless cord, and spur wheels for the bowls or
pullies, z and z l
A small spur pinion is keyed on to one end of the
shaft, x, instead of the pulley, z; a similar spur wheel is fixed on the
axis of the shuttle-box, e, instead of the pulley, z 1 a rod having a toothed
rack at each end, and guided by a slot this rod has a slot made at the
centre, and into this slot project two studs or pins, which serve to keep
the rod in its proper position these studs or pins are fixed in a small
casting, bolted to the arm, i. The rack at the lower end of the rod gears
into the small spur pinion at z, and the rack at the upper end gears
into the spur wheel at z 1 on the axis of the shuttle- box, e; therefore, it
will be obvious that according as the levers, u and v, are raised or lowered,
the shuttle-box will be made to revolve in one direction or the other
the amount of rotation imparted to the box depending upon the height
;

;

;

—

;

,

,

;

;

;

;

:

—

;

;

.

,

;

;

,

or elevation of the tappet or

cam

in operation.

and the other

end

to the lathe sword,

D.

One mode

SUPERHEATING STEAM.

of work-

ing the rotatory shuttlebox consists of a small
spur pinion, J, keyed on
to one end of the crank
shaft, b, and gearing in
to a spur wheel, k, twice
diameter, working on
a fixed stud centre, h.
In the framing of the
loom on the face of the
spur wheel, k, and fast
to it, is a smaller spur wheel, m, which gears into and gives motion to a
spur wheel, n, four times its diameter. This spur wheel, n, works on a
stud centre in the framing of the loom, and has on its face a projecting
four equal parts of which are cut away, and four pins or studs,
rim, o
i',
are inserted at such parts, q is a star wheel, working on a fixed
centre in the framing of the loom. This star wheel has eight recesses
or slots, R, formed in its circumference, into which slots one of the studs
or pins, r, enters at every second pick, and thereby moves it one-eighth
part of a revolution; the rim, o, on the spur wheel, s, serving to keep
the star wheel, <i, steady when the pins or studs, p, are not actuating
it.
Attached to the star wheel, q, is a drum or pulley, s, formed with
flanges, and having eight recesses or slots cut therein, and into
which slots enter the pins that connect the tappets, t, together and
as the drum, s, serves as a carrying drum for the endless tappet chain,
T, it follows that a certain amount of motion will be imparted to
its

—

;

—

.

Longbottom, Leeds. Patent dated December 6, 1856.
Under these letters patent Mr. Longbottom has specified an unproved
arrangement of apparatus for surcharging or superheating steam, whereby its expansive force is greatly increased, without any additional conJ.

sumption.

According to this invention, the ordinary steam from a steam engine,
or other boiler, in place of passing direct to the cylinder of the steam
engine, is fir^t brought in contact with a series of superheating or surcharging hot- water pipes, or tubes, heated by the ordinary boiler furnace,
The pipes or tubes are
or by a separate heating furnace, if desired.
partially filled with water, and are so disposed as to produce a rapid

A

quantity of these pipes,
circulation of watei and heat through them.
or tubes, contained in a convenient receptacle or casing, may be placed
condenser
of
the
steam
engine,
or otherwise connear
the
to
in or
venient!}' disposed, so as to be in close proximity to the cylinder, by
which means the steam from the boiler or cylinders (when used expansively) is considerably reheated or surcharged, and will therefore give
off a much greater amount of motive force.
Fig. 1 of the accompanying engravings represents a longitudinal section of an ordinary cylindrical steam boiler and furnace, showing the
mode of applying the superheating hot-water pipes thereto, a is the
The superheating
boiler, b the ordinary central flue, and c the furnace.
hot-water pipes, which form the main feature of the invention, are shown
at d, in the form of a coil, so as to present a large heating surface to the
action of the heat and flame, as it passes to the chimney, e. This coil
of pipes, d, is filled with water, and is connected to a second coil, f,
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A

third coil of pipes,
placed in a steam dome, G, on the top of the boiler.
n, is enclosed in a small steam chamber, I, in the steam pipe, K, which
passes to the engine. These two coils, p and H, are both connected
with the main heating coil, r>, as shown in the drawing, and the whole
are filled with water, which is raised to a very high temperature b}r the
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tinued up inside the body of the boiler, c, in the form of a second coil, d,
surrounding the tubes, E. The furnace is supplied with fuel from the
overhead fire-door, f, and is divided into two portions by the firebrick
partition, g.
The flame and heat passes in the direction of the arrows
between the pipes at the front end of the furnace, which are here set in
such a manner as to leave interstices for the passage of the flame between
them. The flame and gases then traverse along each side of the furnace
outside the pipes, which are here placed close together.
The two currents then unite at the back of the furnace, and after passing between
the pipes at the back end thereof, enter the combustion chamber, h, and
finally pass up the tubes or central flue, E, of the boiler, on their way to
the chimney. I is a pipe for occasionally supplying the coils with water.

CAKDS FOR JACQUARD MECHANISM.
William Whitehead, Huddersjield.

—Patent dated May

19, 1857.

According to one modification of this invention, the cards to be used in
Jacquard machines may be composed of wood, metal, or other strong and
durable material, these cards perforated throughout to correspond to the
whole of the needles in the Jacquard, and when required for any particular pattern, the holes are plugged up by small pegs inserted therein in
any required order and number to suit the particular design to be produced. When a change of design is required, the pegs are withdrawn,
and are again inserted in a different order one set of cards being thus
made to serve any number of designs.
Fig. 1 of the annexed engravings represents a back view of two
cards linked together, constructed according to this invention and fig.
2 is a longitudinal section of
the same, with one of the plugs
detached. A is the body of the
card, which is here represented

—

action of the flames upon the coil, d, and circulates constantly throughout the series of coils, which are continuous in the ordinary well-known
manner, the hot water rising, and the cooler water descending. The
steam dome, G, is perfectly separate from the boiler, so that no steam
can enter therein excepting through the central steam pipe, l. The
steam pipe, b, opens' with the lower portion of the dome, so that the steam
from the boiler may descend the dome and traverse along the outside of
the entire heating coil, f, before it can enter the steam pipes on its way
to the engine.
It will thus be thoroughly dried and surcharged before
entering the cylinder, and any particle of moisture which may have escaped tne action of the coil, f, will be effectually dispelled by the action
of the coil, h, in the steam box or chamber, i, of the steam pipe.
The
patentee does not confine himself to any maximum degree of heat to be
imparted to the water in the
superheating coils, always provided that its temperature be
higher than that of the natural
steam as it issues direct from
the boiler.
The superheating
coils may be fed so as to keep
them properly supplied with

;

composed of wood

as being

but the patentee does not confine himself to any particular
material, so long as such material is not liable to undue
expansion or contraction under atmospheric influences,
and is strong enough to withstand a constant wear and
tear
these cards being intended not merely for the
working of one design or pattern only, as is at present the
usual custom, but are required
for all designs, one set of cards
only being used. The card is
Fig. 2.
water in any convenient man- perforated with a correspondner for example, by connecting ing number of holes, a a, to the holes in the cylinder, and these holes in
them by means of a branch pipe the card are made slightly tapered or contracted from the front to the
fitted with a stop cock to a
back face of the card. In these tapered holes are temporarily inserted a
force pump.
The mode of number of correspondingly tapered or conical plugs, 6 6, which fit tightly
adapting these superheating therein, and effectually prevent the passage therethrough of those needles
hot-water coils may obviously of the Jacquard which may correspond to such plugged holes. It is thus
be varied to a great extent, and obvious that the plugged portions of the cards will have the same action
therefore the patentee does not
upon the Jacquard needles as the plain or unpunched portions of the
confine or restrict himself to
ordinary cards at present in use whilst those holes which are left unany particular mode of applica- plugged or open will allow the ends of the needles to pass through withtion so long as the main feature
out pushing them back.
By properly reading off the pattern and plugof the invention be retained,
ging all those holes which are not required for producing the design, or
namely, the superheating the vice versa, according as the Jacquard is to be worked, a perfect pattern is
steam by means of hot-water produced and as the plugs are easily pushed out and reinserted in any
pipes after it leaves the boiler
desired order or pattern, it will be obvious to the practical weaver that
and before entering the cylinder; the same set of cards may be successively employed for an infinite numand also the application and ber of designs.
use of such pipe to and in exThese cards may be laced or tied together in any convenient and durpansion engines, for the purpose able manner. The plan at present adopted is to connect each card with
of re-heating the steam after
its neighbours by means of small wire links, c c, at each end of the card,
leaving one cylinder before it in the manner shown in our illustrative figure.
enters a second, whereby its

—

r
HnHMBHranr

;

;

;

original elasticity is regained.
Fig. 2 represents in vertical
section a mode of applying the

hot-water superheating pipes to
the interior of a vertical multitubular boiler and its furnace,
for the purpose of more rapidly
generating the steam,
a, is
the furnace, surrounded on
its
four sides by the hotwater pipes, b b, which are con-
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Revolver:

frictional gearing.

Johnson.

its Description,

Management, and Use,

"Wheels and Machines Manufactured by the Patent
8vo.
Pp. 24. Wood Engravings.
Feictionai, Gearing Company.
Glasgow: 1858.
Illustrated Catalogue of Engines, Tools, Implements, and Machinery,
manufactured by Forrest & Barr, Port-Dundas Engine Works, Glasgow. Long folio, 32 plates. Glasgow 1858.
The illustrated books now frequently issued by industrial producers of
various classes are not alone useful as mere catalogues of work they
serve the further and more elevated purpose of pictorially depicting the
position, the progress, and the promise of those great industrial pursuits
which have placed Great Britain where it is in the scale of nations. A
tiie

:

—

them

indeed a fair index of the state of the actual
powers and productions of the time and they are not to bo neglected in
the broad consideration of what is, and may be, doing in the mechanical
arts of the nineteenth century.
The pamphlet which we note here is something more than a mere
" catalogue " for it presents to public notice what must be considered as
an important accession to mechanical engineering practice, the "grooved
already
surface frictional gearing," by Mr. Eobertson of Ardrossan
It also makes known what
noticed by us on more than one occasion.
could not be told before, and what confirms the good opinion which we
that actual pracoriginally expressed upon the merits of the invention
tice in a variety of situations has proved the soundness of the principle.
ship-building
yard
of Messrs. L.
Port-Glasgow
iron
instance,
at
the
For
cirHill & Co. the driving power for the whole machinery of the yard
is communicated through a pair of the frictional
cular saws included
wheels, and the result is, that the wheels work well, without the betrayal
In this instance, the driving
of any wear upon the contact surfaces.
wheel, which is keyed upon the first motion shaft of the engine, is five
feet seven and a-half inches in diameter, with a breadth of face of six and
It works at forty-eight revolutions per minute,
three-quarter inches.
and transmits 24-horse power. This gearing has now been at work for
collection

of

is

;

;

—

—

—

—

a year.

Some

full-sized sections of the wedge-grooved surfaces are given in ilworking action, clearly showing how powerful and
The adhesion or " bite " of these
effective the driving contact really is.

lustration of the

wheels has been proved to be equal to nine times that of ordinary plain
surface wheels similarly disposed, with a pressure no more than one-half
that of the tensional effect.
The tabular matter in the catalogue that relates to the pressure and
driving contact is calculated as when working at a speed of 1000 circumferential feet per minute, the required contact pressure for a horse-power
at that speed being twenty-two lbs., at double that circumferential speed
eleven lbs., and in the same relative proportions to other speeds. It is
found in practice that the adhesion increases about one-third more under
the same pressure after the surfaces get cleaned by lengthened action on

each other.

The pitch of groove most generally used is half-inch, and the angle
40 degrees. The frictional surfaces are to be kept free from grease but
water does not affect the action.
The pamphlet, which gives illustrations of several varieties of the application of the system, ma}' be profitably consulted by practical men
who wish to see what can be accomplished in gearing without teeth.
The elaborative care with which Messrs. Forrest & Barr have here
worked out their ideas on paper is somewhat beyond the average of
The thirty-two plates of the volume comprehend
similar performances.
a remarkably wide range of mechanical engineering subjects many of
them of extreme originality combined, we are glad to say, with real
Amongst them are a complete set of sawing, planing,
practical value.
and moulding machines for wood, giving not merely the combined views,
but also all the essential details. Steam engines, too, are well represented; so also are lathes and punching machines all on a large and
;

—

—

—

well-defined scale.
Cranes, with Mr.

The volume

is

what

is a very important feature, on
a useful one well intended, and well

—

carried out.

Facts for Factories being Letters on Practical Subjects, suggested
by Experiences in Bombay. 8vo, pp. 53. Bombay 1857.
:

:

has, or is likely to have, any direct commercial relations with
that "bright jewel " our Indian possessions, will not waste his time if
he devotes some of it to the perusal of the twenty pithy letters contained
in this pamphlet. They originally appeared in the columns of the Bombay Gazette, under an anonymous signature, and they are now reprinted
in a generally available form, with a prefatory address, which tells us
that they are the productions of " W. Walker," and that the facts he

EEVIEWS OF NEW BOOKS.
Catalogue of

All the drawings are clear, and,

a very large scale.

Whoever

P. E. Dove.
Stevens.

3s. 6d.

Stowage of Ships and their Cargoes, 8vo, 7s., cloth.
Turnip and its Culture, 8vo, Is., sewed. Shilling.

;

—

Ocean Steam Navigation, 8vo, 12s., cloth. Raiuey.
Patentee's Manual: a Treatise on the Law and Practice of Letters Patent, for the Use
of Patentees and Inventors, with the Foreign and Colonial Patent Laws, 2d edition,
8vo, much enlarged, 7s. 6d., cloth. W. and J. H. Johnson.
Hadfield.
Perspective, Treatise on, 12mo, 5s., cloth.
Physical Geography, 4th edition, crown 8vo, 9s., cloth. Somerville.
Pottery, History of Ancient, 2 vols., medium 8vo, 42s., cloth. Birch.
Practical Mechanic's Journal, vol. ii., second series, 4to, large Plates and Wood Engrav-

W.

—

winches and crab hoists, receive especial attention and the volume
very portly one winds up with some examples of the grooved surface

Iron Trade,

ings, 14s., cloth.
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Law's recently patented safety gearing,

ships'

gives us have been worked out in "an experience gathered at sea and
on shore, in the army, in the navy, and the merchant service, in all
quarters of the globe." About one-fourth of Mr. Walker's letters are
upon the subject of the careless and improper packing of fragile and
perishable articles when shipped for use abroad; and on this head he
reads our manufacturers and professional packers a severe lesson having
seen, in his long experience as a receiver of goods in Bombay, that in
many cases full thirty per cent, of articles packed in England have,
been rendered useless from this cause alone. This defective management
appears most particularly to affect the transmission of mechanical engineering details, and we mention it here in order that our engineers and
founders may take advantage of the light which Mr. Walker throws
upon an admittedly great evil an evil, too, which is so easily remediable.
The hints which he gives could only have originated in an actual
battling with the difficulties discussed; and information of the most
useful kind is to be gleaned from what he says as to the practical means
to be used for the prevention of breakage loss.
In giving his experiences about the obtainnient of goods from this country, he adds that " it
would benefit all parties if drawings of machinery, as well as the pictorial advertisements of the various trades, were thrown into packing-cases
with goods for the colonies. Machine drawings would often afford suggestive wants, and these wants would have the benefit of being described
in a way best understood at home.
The best form of wharf shears and
travelling and fixed cranes of the newest construction, are always most
useful prompters to purchasers in all countries young in civilisation.
Then, again, there are 'Tables of Mechanical Motions,' which are
highly useful, and often dictate the very machine required for a given
purpose." Another hint which he throws out for the consideration of
mechanically minded men, is the want of an extensive retail ironmon-

—

—

Parties who will sell really first-rate articles
ger's shop in Bombay.
are, it appears, much wanted in that great commercial city of the east.
What will, and what will not, suit eastern work and climate, are also
detailed with all the clearness of a practised hand. He tells us, too, that
of English operative mechanics, blacksmiths and tin-plate workers, who
are masters of the everyday practical details of their craft, are much
wanted in Bombay. So also are linseed-oil millers. Bombay exports

annually 60,000 tons of linseed, and yet the supply of oil there is by no
means up to the demand. What are wanted are good oil mills and
energetic men to work them.
Mr. Walker treats of so many subjects, all more suo, in a pithy,
practical way, that we can do no more with his book than recommend
all who are interested in such topics to read it carefully.

Descriptive Catalogue of the Rock Specimens in the Museum of
Practical Geology. By A. C. Ramsay, Local Director H. W. Bristow,
Geologist; and H. Bannerman, Assistant Geologist, of the Survey of
Great Britain. 8vo, pp. 293. London 1858.
We cannot too often remind such readers as peruse the pages of the
Practical Mechanic's Journal, that there is in London a Museum of
Practical Geology, which is open gratuitously to the public, every day
in the week except Friday, with the exception of a vacation month between the 10th of August and 10th of September. This museum is in
Piccadilly, but a few yards from the great centre of Regent Circus, so
that it is well and fully open to all who wish to penetrate within its

A

;

:

welcoming doors.

The catalogue of the rock specimens contained in this museum is now
and we need hardly say that its appearance furnishes yet

before us,

another reason why general inquirers ought to visit the collection, for it
furnishes " explanatory notices of the nature and mode of occurrence of
the rocks, and of the places where they are found." This catalogue is
the first of a -series, at present in preparation, to illustrate the several
branches of science which are taught in the Government School of
Mines. As a detailed catalogue explanatory of the only public collection
of specimens of the rocks of the British isles, it must obviously prove of
Prof.
real service to the geological and mining classes of our times.
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Ramsay very

properly remarks, that a complete geological collection of
the rocks of any country should comprise three suites
1st. Lithological, illustrative of the nature of rocks.
2d. Stratigraphical, illustrative of their order of succession.
3d. Topographical, illustrative of their geographical distribution!
As the available space in the museum is barely enough for one of these
classes, the first has been chosen as affording a simple method of instruction as to what are the external characters of such rocks as conglomerate,
sandstone, grit, limestone, shale, schist, gneiss, granite, the different
kinds of trap, lavas, and volcanic ashes. To the descriptions an index
or
is added, for indicating the stratigraphical relations of the specimens
in other words, the order of succession in which the rocks whence the
specimens were derived were formed.
This information will enable
the student to form a fair idea of the lithological structure of most of the
British formations, provided he takes the index, and passes from specimen
The names of the places whence the
to specimen with reasonable care.
specimens were taken are also carefully mentioned, so as to carry out
the topographical feature as far as possible
the whole making the catalogue a most important practical accession to the geological literature of
the country.
:

;

—

Laxtoxs' Builders' Price Book for 1858

;
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Allowing five feet per hour for each light, which is twenty
per cent, for waste, four feet being sufficient, we find the one tube will
contain sufficient gas for three lights for nine hours ; two such tubes will
carry sufficient for double that length of time, or eighteen hours, at a
cost of Is. l£d., taking gas at Jd. per hour per light.
The present oil
system comes to about Jd. per hour per light, which, for the above example, would come to 3s. 4|d. The expense, of tubes and fittings is
nothing in comparison to the return of profit. Such tubes or holders,
when once made tight, will, at a fair average, last for twenty years
as the expansion and contraction of the plates and rivets is done away
with where the temperature is always the same.
From practical experiments it is found that a wrought-iron holder, which may not be
feet of gas.

;

perfectly tight, will, after working with gas for some time, become quite
free of all leakage, from the fact that all gas contains certain impurities
whieh closes any small apertures. The time taken to fill any one gasholder does not exceed a half or a quarter of a minute, as it is done in the
same manner as a steam cylinder of an engine is filled from its boiler.

T. J. Thompson.

Greenwood Park, Newry, February, 1858.

containing upwards of 8000

PROCEEDINGS OP SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.

Thirty-sixth Edition. By F. W. Laxton, Barrister, and H.
Laxton, Architect. Pp. 278. London: Knott, Arundel Street, Strand.
1858.
Prices.

ROYAL INSTITUTION.

The

prices of the work of the digger, bricklayer, slater, ironmonger,
carpenter, joiner, sawyer, smith, mason, pavier, plasterer, plumber, coppersmith, wire-worker, zinc-worker, glazier, painter, gilder, paper-hanger
and decorator, window-blind maker, and all the other minor artisans
whose productions go to the erection and finish of a house, are here all
given, with a fulness of detail, and clearness of order, which form the
highest recommendations of such volumes as Messrs. Laxton annually
give us. All is stated in the plainest language of common sense, with
the very useful additional details of the vast variety of building materials
in use in the British islands, which specific information can alone render
such works of general use for reference purposes.
new feature also appears in the shape of an " Illustrated Appendix,"
pictorially descriptive of many new inventions and materials adapted for
building purposes, with their net costs. After this, we have the new
"Metropolitan Buildings Act," with notes of cases explanatory of its
law and practice, and other matters relating to the law as affecting
building in the metropolis.
The detailed Index, to the great utility of which we have before borne
willing evidence, again occupies the front of the book, giving those
immediate references which every book of the class ought to present.

A

The Law and Practice of Letters Patent for Inventions in Ireland, and the Reglstration of Designs. By James P. Byrne, Esq.,
Solicitor, Dublin.
Gorman 1858.
The consideration of the comparatively small number of patents taken
:

and designs registered by Irish inventors, has induced Mr. Byrne to
compile the present treatise.
The writer has compressed into sixty-three pages much matter of
great use to the inventor. The several chapters are under the following
heads
For what a patent may be obtained Who is entitled to obtain
a patent How to obtain a patent Of the duration and prolongation of
patents Assignments and licences The title and the specification
Disclaimers and memoranda of alterations
Infringements
How a
patent may be determined The registration of designs, and information
as to foreign patents. The appendix contains all the important statutes,
and also all necessary forms.
Mr. Byrne's work does not profess to be more than a guide or handbook for incipient inventors and, as such, it appears to us to be all that
is required.
The information is given in a lucid and thoroughly practical manner, and cannot fail to be of service to the inventor seeking
information as to the best mode of securing to himself the property of
the brain.
out,

:

—
—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

January
"

22, 1858.

On some

physical properties of ice," by Prof. Tyndall. The author prefaced
his observations with some remarks on force in the abstract, referring in particular to the force by which crystalline architecture is accomplished.
Some
phenomena of crystallisation were shown by means of the photo-electric microscope. The manner in which the molecular aggregation was affected when a beam
of radiant heat was sent into the interior of a mass of ice, was examined. The track
of such a beam presented a beautiful appearance flattened spheroids were observed, which at certain incidences of the light shone with more than metallic
brilliancy, and around each a liquid flower, consisting invariably of six petals, was
formed. The spot at the centre of each flower was proved to be a vacuum, and
the formation of the flowers in a piece of ice through which a beam of electric
The air-and-water
light was transmitted was rendered visible to the audience.
cavities, which, in the case of glacier ice, have caused so much discussion, were
next examined. It was proved that the water was due to the melting of the ice
round the air cavities. The hypothesis propounded by M. Agassiz and the
Messrs. Schlagintweit to account for this water, and which has hitherto been
universally accepted, is, that the ice permits the radiant heat to pass, the heat
warms the air, and it in its turn melts the ice. It was proved by the speaker
that this view is wholly untenable.
One of its consequences would be that a
bubble of air would be capable of absorbing in a few minutes a quantity of heat
which would raise its temperature upwards of 400,000 degrees, or more than
160 times that of fused cast-iron. The melting of the ice was shown to he a
simple consequence of the dynamical theory of heat molecular motion is transmitted through the solid ice, without prejudice to its solidity, and detaches
the particles at the surface of the internal cavity, as the last of a series of elastic
halls is detached by force which has traversed a row of them without producing
visible separation.
The passage of snow into glacier ice was next considered.
It was referred to the enormous pressure of the moist neve upon its own mass.
That moisture was necessary, was shown by moulding ice at 32 deg. into cups
while, wheu it was rendered perfectly dry by immersion in a bath of solid carbonic acid and ether, the ice on being crushed became a powder as white as
snow. Crushed glass or quartz could not have been whiter or more opaque.

—

:

;

January
"

On

29, 1858.

molecular impressions by light and electricity," by Mr.

W.

K. Grove.

ROYAL SOCIETY.
December

10, 1857.

" On the chemical action of water on soluble

salts," by Mr. J. H. Gladstone.
" On a peculiar state of antimony, with experiments by Dr. Tyndall," by
Mr. G. Gore.
" Researches on the structure, homology, and reproductive organs of the
Annelias," by Dr. T. Williams.

December 17, 1857.
On the poison of the Upas Antiar," by Prof. Kb'lliper.
" On some physical properties of ice," by Prof. Tyndall.
"

CORRESPONDENCE.
GAS IN RAILWAY CARRIAGES.
Excepting upon through lines, where the trains are not broken up at
junctions, my system of lighting with gas (until very general) would be
more convenient were each carriage to carry its own supply. Thus,
a carriage twenty feet long having a tube one square foot area
running under the carriage, and twenty feet long, will contain, at the
ordinary gas-work pressure, twenty cubic feet of gas. Were this tube
filled at seven atmospheres, it would contain one hundred and forty cubic

January

7,

1858.

" Remarks on the magnetic observations transmitted from York Fort in
Hudson's Bay, in August, 1857, by Lieut. Blakeston, R.N.," by General Sabine.
" On the isolation of the radical mercuric methyl," by Mr. G. B. Buckton.
" On certain formula for differentiation," by Mr. A. Cayley.

January
"
"

On
On

14, 1858.

the electric conducting power of the metals," by Mr. A. Matthiessen.
the theory of matrices, by Mr. A. Cayley.
"On the automorphic transformation of a tripartite quadre function," by
Mr. A. Cayley.
"On some of the products of the destructive distillation of Boghead coal,"
by Mr. G. Williams.
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January

26, 1858.

the physical structure of the Old Red Sandstone of the County Waterford, considered with relation to joint surfaces and faults," hy the Rev. S.

"

On

Haughton.

January

28, 1858.

the existence of amorphous starch in a new tuberaceous fungus," by
Mr. F. Currey.
" Sur leslimites de la pression dans les machines pravaillant a la Detente,"
by M. Mahestre.
" On the singular solutions of differential equations," by the Rev. R. Carmichael.

"

On

INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.

chester.

u

a safety escape for steam boilers," by Mr. John Ramsbottom, Man-

On

chester.

"

On a new hydraulic engine," by Mr. D. Joy, Leeds.
" On balancing the valves of steam-engines," by Mr. C. Beyer, Manchester.
" On an apparatus for economising fuel," by Mr. W. G. Craig, Manchester.
August 5, 1857.
On an improved pressure, guage," by Mr. John Inshaw, Birmingham.
" On improved safety valves for steam boilers," by Mr. J. C. Kay, Bury.
" On a new convex plate laminated spring," by Mr. J. Wilson, West Brom11

wich.
" On a standard decimal measure of length for mechanical engineering
work," by Mr. Whitworth. This was an abstract of the. previous paper on the
subject.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.
Januai.y

February
in

February

2,

1858.

Cornwall, in dressing tin and copper

"

27, 1858.

the use of the Soulages collection of Italian art in modern art manufacJ. G. Crace.
the manufacture of puddled or wrought-steel, with an account of some
of the uses to which it has been applied," by Mr. W. Clay of Liverpool.

"

On

by Mr.

On

February

"On

house accommodation,
by Mr. R. Rawlinson.

its social

February
J.

" On the application of steam power
A. Clarke.

3,

1858.

10, 1858.

by Mr.

MONTHLY NOTES.
LAW REPORTS
Patent Marks

Myers

OF PATENT CASES.
Baker. This was a demurrer

—

to a plea.
The
penalty of £50 by an informer, under the patent act, 5th and
seventh
section
of which enacts, that "if any
6th William IV., cap. 83, the
person shall write, paint, or print, or mould, cast, or carve, or engrave, or
stamp upon anything made, used, or sold by him for the sole making or selling of which he hath not obtained letters patent the name or any imitation of
the name of any other person who hath or shall have obtained letters patent for
the sole making and vending of such thing, without leave in writing of such
patentee or his assigns, or if any person shall, upon such thing not having been
purchased from the patentee, or some person who purchased it from or under
such patentee, or not having had the licence or consent in writing of such
patentee or his assigns, write, paint, print, mould, cast, carve, engrave, stamp,
or otherwise mark the words 'patent,' 'letters patent,' or 'by the King's
patent,' or any words of the like kind, meaning, or import, with the view of
imitating or counterfeiting the stamp mark or other device of the patentee, or
shall in any other manner imitate or counterfeit the stamp or mark or other
device of the patentee, &c." The plea to which the plaintiff demurred was
that the patent in respect of which the penalty was alleged to have been incurred by the defendant was not granted for " any new manner of invention
in other words, that the patent was void.

action

was

:

v.

for a

—
—

—

home use and for exportation, and the offence was the printing, at the instance of Smith, of a lot of trade labels in imitation of those under which Mr.
Borthwick's wares are sold to the public. The forged labels were such close
imitations as to deceive all but the closest observers, aud Smith had succeeded
in disposing of a large quantity of his spurious articles under cover of his forged
Evidence was brought to show that Smith's productions were
trade marks.
composed of inferior materials, and thus, of course, a double injustice was done
to the patentee of the real articles, inasmuch as the mal-practiee directly interfered with the' patentee's trade, whilst the inferior quality of the articles thus
foisted on the public obviously injured the character of the real things.
After consultation, the jury returned a verdict of guilty of issuing a forged
printed paper with intent to defraud.
It would be well if other similar, but more serious forgeries or imitations of
trade marks were as stringently dealt with.
The trade mark is part of the
energetic manufacturer and merchant's stock in trade, and its integrity cannot
be too zealously guarded. But there are plenty of people honest enough in other
respects who yet do not hesitate to sail under the colours of their more successful neighbours, and it is these parties on whom the law should draw its net a

for

—

Mantilla Shawls Norton v. Ford. This was a motion to restrain the
defendant from selling or offering for sale any shawls known in the trade as the
"mantilla shawl," in fraudulent imitation of the plaintiff's registered design.
The plaintiff, who was a shawl manufacturer, had obtained from one of his
workmen a new and original design for shawls. This design, which was within
the Act 5th and 6th Victoria, cap. 100, for amending the laws relating to the
copyright of designs for ornamenting articles of manufacture, was registered by
the plaintiff pursuant to the provision of this act, and he thereby became entitled to the copyright of the design, and the sole right to apply it to shawls for
three years from the period of registration the 12th of February, 1857.
The
shawls manufactured under this design were known as the "mantilla shawls,"
and commanded an extensive sale. The plaintiff having been informed that his
copyright was being infringed, caused notices to be circulated in the trade,
warning parties against any application of his design, or any fraudulent imitaThe defendant, who was a linendraper and dealer in shawls at
tion thereof.
Manchester, was discovered to have sold shawls which contained an imitation
of the plaintiffs registered design, although, as alleged in the bill, he knew that
the consent of the plaintiff had not been given to the application of his
design to the shawls thus sold by the defendant.
The bill had been filed, and an injunction was now moved for on behalf of the
plaintiff.

bearing individually and nationally,"

to the cultivation of the soil,"

—This was a criminal informa-

—

9, 1858.

SOCIETY OF ARTS.

ture,"

Baking and Egg Powder.

:

Discussion on Mr. Henderson's paper.

January

:

tion against a man named Smith, at the instance of a Mr. Borthwick, the inventor of two articles known as baking powder and egg powder, as substitutes
for yeast and eggs in baking processes.
These articles have a large sale both

little tighter.

19, 1858.

Discussion on M. Guerin's "railway brake."
" On shearing, punching, riveting, and other similar machinery, employed in
the manufacture of steam boilers," and "On the self-acting tools employed in
the construction of steam engines," by Mr. T. S. Sawyer.

" On the methods generally adopted
ores," by Mr. James Henderson.

For the plaintiff it was objected that the plea was bad, as it sought to raise
the question of the validity of the patent, whereas the penalty granted by the
statute applied whether the patent were good or bad, it being the object of the
Legislature to protect all patentees from piracy.
For the defendant it was argued that if the letters patent were void, no
penalty attached. In the course of the argument it transpired that there was
also on the record a plea of "Not Guilty," under which the whole question
might well be decided on the merits without the judgment of the Court on the
demurrer, which would only involve a question of costs.
On the case coming on again, after an adjournment, the Chief Baron stated
that it was not the intention of the Court to deliver any judgment on the
demurrer until after the opinion of the jury had been taken on the plea of "Not
Guilty."

Trade Marks

June 24 and 25, 1857.
" On the saving of dead weight in passenger train9."
" On improvements in the steel manufacture, and its application to railway
and other purposes," by Mr. H. R. W. Dodds, Rotherham.
" On recent improvements in water meters," by Mr. B. Fothergill, Man-

March 1,1858.

For the defendant it was denied that there was any fraud or knowledge, on
He rethe part of his client, that he was infringing the plaintiff's copyright.
ferred to the 5th and 6th of Victoria, cap. 100, upon the question as to whether
the plaintiff had sufficiently notified that he had not given his consent to the
application of his design.
The Vice-Chancellor said that there was quite sufficient in the case to entitle
He could not accede to the
the plaintiff to an injunction until the hearing.
construction sought to be put upon the statute as to the notice necessary to be
given, and that there must be the most absolute and complete knowledge
brought home to the party infringing. In this case there was surely what
amounted to clear notice that the plaintiff was not a consenting party to such
an application of his design. Some objections had been raised as to the want
of distinctness in showing what was the novelty for which protection was
claimed; but the whole combination formed the novelty, and the plaintiff
claimed protection for everything that could be protected under the act.
Moreover, no one had sworn that the rounding of one corner while the others
were pointed (His Honour here entered into an investigation of the peculiar
merits of the " mantilla shawl") was not a new invention. There must be an
injunction until the hearing.
For the defendant it was asked that the plaintiff might be put under an undertaking to try his right at law.
This was opposed but the Vice-Chancellor said that he could not refuse the
;

defendant a

trial at

law.

—

Filter Smoking Pipe : Phillips v. Melen. This was an action brought to
try the validity of the plaintiff's patent. The defendant pleaded the usual pleas
placed upon the record in such causes, the principal one being a denial of the
novelty of the plaintiff's invention.
It appeared that the plaintiff carried on the business of a tobacconist and pipe
manufacturer, at 89 Holborn. He claimed to be the inventor of a pipe called the
" Patent Charcoal Filter Pipe," the object of which was by means of a charcoal
filter iuserted in a glass tube, about a foot long and one inch in diameter, which
formed the stem of the pipe, to separate the deleterious matters nicotine and
nicotianine
from the tobacco smoke, and so to destroy its narcotic and injurious

—

—

March

1,
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The defendant, who was a tobacconist carrying on business at
Shoreditch, had made and sold a pipe similar in principle to, although smaller
than, the plaintiff's.
great deal of contradictory evidence having been given, the jury ultimately
returned a verdict for the plaintiff, being of opinion that the invention was a new
and effectual invention. The parties then agreed to take a verdict for the plain-

properties.

A

tiff

for 40s.

Bottle Capsules Betts
:

before the court

v.

upon the point

—

Menzies and Others. This action again came
of the rule nisi, which we reported as granted

January part. After hearing counsel in opposition to the rule, the arguments being entirely confined at the request of the court to the question of misin our

direction

Lord Campbell said he thought that as the question was finally left to the jury
there had been a misdirection, and upon that ground there ought to be a new
trial.
He thought that in the first instance he had left the question correctly
viz., whether by the specification of Dobbs's patents of 1804 or 1820,
to the jury
or bv anvthing done under them, there was made known to the world anything
which was claimed in Betts's patent of 1849, or whether they were substantially
His Lordthe same as Betts's, or wdiether Betts's was not substantially new.
ship thought the idea of coating lead with tin was disclosed by Dobbs's patent,
but that, if the plaintiff had discovered a hew modus operandi, it was the subject
of a patent. But, in finally leaving the question to the jury, he (Lord Campbell)
asked the jury to apply a defective test viz., whether a workman of ordinary
That was in
skill, reading Dobbs's specification, could make Betts's metal ?
effect asking whether Dobbs's specification was good or bad. But it might be bad,
and still disclose a part of that which was claimed 'in Betts's patent. On that
ground, and considering the question had been defectively left to the jury, he
(Lord Campbell) thought there ought to be a new trial. Rule absolute for a new

—

—

trial.

Railway Wheels: Jackson's Application for Prolonoation. — This
Committee of the Privy Council, in the shape of a
petition presented by Mr. P. R. Jackson, of Manchester, for the extension of
his patent of 1844, for the construction and manufacture of wheels, cylinders,
hoops, and rollers. The ground of the application was that the invention had
only been brought into general use within the last few years, and that the
patentee had not as yet derived any pecuniary benefit from it. Their Lordships,
after hearing evidence in support of the allegations in the petition, and examining models of the improvements for which the patent was taken out, granted

was before the

Judicial

an extension of the patent for six years.

MARINE MEMORANDA.
The Glasgow and New York screw steamer New York performed her
She started along with
vovage home in eleven days, seventeen hours.

—

last

the

United States paddle ship Baltic, and ran her neck and neck auxiliary screw
Her greatest run in the twenty-four hours was 278
against full-power paddle.
miles.

The Persia is still the queen of ocean-going steamers. During her last run
home to Liverpool she logged 1344 miles in the last four days, 380 miles of
which were ran during the last twenty-four hours of her trip.
The Royal Hail Company's ship Tamar, in bringing home the Australian
mails the other day, performed the best voyage from Alexandria and Malta yet
known. The run home from Alexandria was done in ten days, twenty -three
and a-quarter hours, including a delay of eight hours and twenty minutes at
Malta and from Malta home in seven days, sixteen and three-quarter hours.
;

greatest run in twenty-four hours being
306 miles, or a little under thirteen miles per hour.

Her rate averaged well throughout, her

Mr. John Laird, of Liverpool, has just built a light draught steam launch to
take Dr. Livingstone up the Zambesi river in Africa. The builder has very judiciously employed Shortbridge, Howell, and Jessop's homogeneous metal plates
She
thus securing great strength in combination with lightness.
for her hull
is built in three sections, for convenience of transshipment, as she goes out to
section
contains
The centre
the
the African coast on board another vessel.
boiler and a single horizontal high-pressure engine of twelve-horse power, and
the two end sections are fitted up for the accommodation of the persons engaged
Each compartment is made secure with water-tight bulkin the expedition.

—

heads. In the aft section is a neat deckhouse, which will be comfortably furThe
nished, and will have every necessary appliance for securing ventilation.
vessel is a paddle steamer, her dimensions being length, seventy-five feet
breadth, eight feet; and depth, three feet. She will not draw more than twelve
or fourteen inches, so that she is expected to navigate the shallowest parts of
The boiler as well as the hull of the launch is made of the so-called
the river.
" steel plates," which are only three-sixteenths of an inch thick. The boiler
has been proved to 1601b. pressure, though it will only be necessary to work up
This is the first application of the cheap steel to shipbuilding purto 401b.
trust that it will be a success.
poses.

—

We

not very long since we noticed the fact of the commencement of the
great graving dock at the mouth of the Kelvin, in the river Clyde, by Messrs.
have now the still more pleasing duty of chronicling its
Tod & M'Gregor.
completion. The work was begun in June, 1856, by Messrs. York & Couper,
the contractors, who were selected to put in force the designs of Messrs. Bell
and Miller, the engineers, and the dock was formally opened, by the passage
The graving
into it of the screw ship Glasgow, on the 28th of January, 1858.
dock, entering from a basin with nearly an acre of water surface, having
wharves along the side of the Clyde and Kelvin, is 500 feet long inside the gates.
The width of the dock sole is 50 feet, and the gates will admit a vessel of 56
Glasgow may now he
feet beam, drawing 17 feet of water, at ordinary tides.
proud, that a private firm like that of Tod & M'Gregor has executed so fine a
md thus enabled shipowners to have their largest vessels duly overhauled on the very bosom of the Clyde.
It is

We
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—

Consumption of Smoke in Marine Boilers. The award of the judges
upon the competitive plans submitted to the Steam Collieries Association, Newcastle, for the prevention of smoke in marine furnaces, has just been made.
It
appears that 103 different schemes were presented, but only four those of
Messrs. Hobson and Hopkinson, Huddersfield
Mr. C. W. Williams, Liverpool Mr. B. Stoney, Dublin and Mr. Robson, of South Shields were selected
for trial at the expense of the association.
The premium has been awarded to
Mr. Williams, whose system consists in the admission of air at the furnace door,
or at the bridge, or at both, Dy numerous small apertures, with the intention of
diffusing it in streams and jets among the gases.
In the plan adopted in the
present instance, Mr. Williams introduces the air only at the front of the furnace by means of cast-iron casings furnished on the outside with apertures
provided with shutters, so as to vary at will the area, and perforated on the inside with a great number of half-inch holes.
The mode of firing which Mr.
Williams adopts merely consists in applying the fresh fuel alternately at opposite

—

;

—

sides of the furnace, so as to leave one side bright while the other is black.
The reports of the judges also state that the coal of the district, commonly
called the '• Hartleys," may be consumed in ordinary multitubular marine

making any smoke and that the combustion of the coal is perand its evaporative power far beyond what has usually been ascribed to it.
While the evaporative power of the best Welsh coal which the judges were
able to obtain was 12*35 lb. of water evaporated from 212° Fahrenheit by 1 lb.
of coal, the Hartley coal gave 12-90 lb.
Dr. Playfair and Sir H. de la Beche
formerly returned the calorific value of Welsh coal at 10-75, and that of the

boilers, without

;

fect,

Hartley at 7*87; the present judges return

it

14*60 in the case of

Welsh

coal,

hand picked, and 14*71 in the case of the Hartley, large and small together.
Ship-building on the Wear. The little out-of-the-way port of Sunderland,
on the Wear, is the greatest ship-building port in this country and a note of
its doings therefore affords good evidence of what we are actually doing in the

—

;

way

of the production of new vessels. The number of vessels built during 1857
143, representing a total tonnage of 54,780, and an average tonnage of 383.
This is a decrease of 11 vessels on the entire build for 1856, and a decrease on
the tonnage of 8269.
The following table will show the state of the trade for
the last eight years :Year.
Number of Ships.
Tons.
Average Tons
1850
158
51,374
325J
1851
146
355
51,823
1852
142
398 J
56,645
1853
152
68,479
454
1854
151
66,929
443J
1855
151
405
61,159
154
409+
1856
63,049
1857
143
383
54,780
Of the vessels launched last year 45 were purchased for Sunderland, 26 for London, 28 for Shields, the remainder being sold to the principal ports of the
country.
There were no purchases made for foreign ports. On the first day
of the present year there were 82 vessels building, with a total tonnage of
33,948 on the 1st of January, 1857, there were 108 vessels building, with a
total tonnage of 46,650, being a decrease this year of 26 vessels and 12,702 tons.
Iron ship-building is not carried on to any extent on the Wear, and only one
builder has followed it continuously for a series of years.

was

;

The naval expenditure for the year 1856-57 appears to have amounted to
L.14,664,513, out of L.16,568,614 granted, leaving a balance of L. 1,904,100 unapThe items were for wages of seamen, L. 2,552, 053 ; for victuals,
propriated.
L.849,675 ; for the Admiralty office, L.144,426 for the Royal Naval Coast Volunteers, L.9,090; for the scientific branch, L. 60, 155 ; for the home " establishments," L.155, 172 ; for those abroad, L. 30,773 ; for artificers' wages at home,
L. 1,128,833 ; and for artificers' wages abroad, L. 79,330 ; for naval stores, &c, for
the building, &c, of ships, the large sum of L. 3,516,952 ; for new works, improvements, and repairs in the yards, L. 891, 889; for medicines, L. 136, 354; for
half and reserved pay, &c, L. 671, 891 ; for military pensions and allowances,
L 495,086 ; for civil pensions, &c. L. 137, 830 for transports and prisoners of war,

—

;

;

L.3,009,181

;

and

for the packet (Post-office) service, L.748,956.

Exhibition of Inventions at the Society op Arts.

—

Monday, the 5th of
fixed for the opening of the society's tenth annual exhibition of invenPersons intending to contribute to the exhibition should communicate
with the secretary of the Society of Arts as soon as possible, stating 1. The
2. Whether the article will be a specimen, model, or
title of the invention
drawing. Articles for exhibition must be forwarded to the society's house,
Adelphi, London, W.C., carriage paid. The days for receiving articles are,
Thursday the 18th, Friday the 19th, and Saturday the 20th of March ; and no
articles can be received after the last of these days.
All articles should be accompanied with a brief hut clear description of the invention, with a wood-block
(when possible) for illustrating the catalogue, and a reference to any publication
All drawings must be framed.
in which the invention is described.
We hope that all our readers who are able will contribute models or drawings
to this very interesting and useful exhibition, and we shall be glad to further
their views and intentions in this respect in any way within our power.
Whilst we are writing on the subject, we may mention that the society offers
a prize of £20, and the silver medal, for the best writing-case suited to the wants
of soldiers, sailors, and emigrants. The points which will influence the society
April,

is

tions.

—

;

making

award are

—

lightness
smallness of size ; the avoidance, if posdurability ; cheapness ; with a guaranteed supply
and general applicability to the duties, habits, and requirements of the classes mentioned.
The competing articles are to be sent in on or before the 8th of May.

in

their

sible, of fluid ink

;

;

;

—

Fay's Railway Brake. Captain Yolland, one of the railway inspectors under the Board of Trade, has just made some experiments on the East Lancashire
Railway, with the railway brakes patented by Mr. Newall, of the East Lanca-
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of the Lancashire and Yorkshire Company.
The trials took place on the Accrington incline, which has a gradient of one in
forty-seven, with a train of nine carriages loaded with metal to the weight of the
passengers which the carriages would contain. Four trials were made with
each brake, the train being driven down the incline at a speed of from fortyfive to fifty miles an hour in each case. Mr. Fay's brake proved superior in eacli
trial, and in the last it brought the train to a stand in a shorter distance, by a
quarter of a mile, than Mr. Newall's.
shire

March 1,1858.

Company and by Mr. Fay,

—

Hanton's Improved Scythe. In this modification of the scythe, the inventor
has provided for the several adjustments required by the mower, in a simple
but ingenious manner. In fig. 1 of our engravings, which is a partially sectional
view of a portion of a scythe, sufficient to show the arrangement of the working
parts, the lower end of the handle of the scythe is fitted into a deep socket, the
extremity of which is made of a spherical form. A cylindrical aperture is made
in the ball at right angles to the scythe handle.
The heel of the scythe blade
is made round to correspond with the orifice in the ball
but this part of the
blade is made somewhat smaller in diameter, so as to have a certain amount of
play. The part of the blade which abuts against the ball has a shoulder formed
on it, the inner surface of which is made concave, and to correspond with the
convex surface of the ball. The end of the scythe blade projects a short distance
;

Hecorded November

—

2905. William Clay, Liverpool Improvements in the points, switches, and crossings of
the permanent way of railways.
2906. Philip E. Coffey, Bromley, near Bow An improvement in the process of distilling.
2907. Reinhold Goedicke, 29 John Street, Bedford
The suspending of the lines of
electric telegraphs in the air by means of gas balloons across water and land, or
the atmospheric telegraph.
2908. David Melvin, Glasgow— Improvements in machinery or apparatus for manufacturing heddles or healds for weaving.
2909. John Clarke, Shiffnal, Salop
Improvements in the construction of shafts and poles
for cabs, omnibuses, and other vehicles.
2910. John E. B. Curtis, St. James's Road, Croydon Improvements in apparatus for

—

Row—

—

—

filing papers and documents.
John Cope, Birmingham Improvements in buttons.
Tbumas F. Brabson, Birmingham, and George Hughes, Yardley, Worcestershire
Improvements in door springs.
2913. William J. Cantelo, Camberwell— Improvements in the preparation and application
of graves or cracklings for the purposes of animal food and" manure.
2914. Benjamin Keightley, Lofthousc, Wakefield
An improved apparatus for indicating
and registering the flow or supply of air to mines and other places requiring

—

2911.
2912.

—

ventilation.

—Improvements

2915.

Clement L. West, 25 Rupert

291G.

John Hinks and George Wells, Birmingham, and Joseph L. Petit, Aston, neai Birmingham An improvement or improvements in metallic pens.
Joseph Denton, Pendleton, near Manchester Improvements in looms.
Henry Walker and James Beaumont, Sand Field House, Mirfield, Yorkshire, and
Joseph Gothard, Huddersfield Improvements in steam engines.
Henry Page, Whitechapel Road—Improvements in the manufacture of sheet and
crown glass.
Pierre A. Brussaut, Mont de Marsan, France An improved anti-friction apparatus
for shafts, axles, and other revolving surfaces,
Henry Bessemer. Queen Street Place, New Cannon Street Improvements in the
manufacture of iron and steel.

—(Communication.)

Street,

Haymarket

Hecorded November

Fig. 2.
Fig.

19.

1.

2917.
2918.

2919.
2920.
2921.

—

in

window

sashes.

20.

—

—

—

—

Recorded November

21.

—Improvements in the navigation of steam

2922. William A. Cooper, DuBgannon, Ireland
and other vessels.
2923. Thomas Glover, Upper Chadwell Street,

Myddleton Square, and Alexander Bain,
Fetter Lane, Holborn Improvements in electric telegraphs.
2924. Napoleon F. B. de Chodzko, Paris Improvements in furnaces for heating boilers.
2925. Gerd J. Bensen, Christian Street, St. George's- in- the- East An improvement in the
manufacture of moulded sugar.
2926. Samuel Hall, 19 King's Arms Yard, Moorgate Street An improvement in apparatus for igniting matches and other articles.
2927. Jean M. A. E. Fabart, Paris Improvements in looms for weaving.
2928. James Wright, 19 Alfred Place, Newington Causeway Improvements in the mode
of treating madder for printing, dyeing, and distilling purposes, and also in the
preparation and treatment of silk, cotton, and woollen cloth for printing and

—

beyond the outer part of the ball, and upon this end is fitted a washer, the lower
surface of which is made concave to fit the ball. The parts are secured together
by a nut, which screws on to the end of the scythe blade. The ball, moving in
the socket formed by the shoulder on the blade and the concave washer, admits
The position of the blade
of the handle being adjusted to any required angle.
is regulated by means of the amount of play allowed between the end of the
blade and the aperture in the ball, which is sufficient to admit of the angular
position of the blade being altered as required. The proper adjustments having
been obtained, the screwing up of the nut secures the whole firmly together.
In fig. 2 the fitting of the scythe blade to the handle is somewhat modified;
the ball and socket principle being, 'however, preserved. An examination of the
engraving will he sufficient to show the difference of construction. The arrangement of this improved scythe appears to be deserving of the attention of
those who are interested in agricultural implements.

—

Railway Service of Gueat Bkitain. The length of railway open in this
country up to July last to which back date we must go for official information
was 8,942 miles. The stations number 3,121. There are employed on such
railways 221 secretaries and managers, 26 treasurers, 150 engineers, 398 superintendents, 198 storekeepers, 201 cashiers or accountants, 997 inspectors
or timekeepers, 2,471 station masters, 404 ticket collectors, 156 draughtsmen, 8,712 clerks, 1,335 foremen, 3,563 engine-drivers, 3,644 assistant-drivers
or firemen, 3,716 guards or breaksmen, 21,337 artificers, 3,263 switch-men,
1,998 gatekeepers, 2,349 police or watchmen, 17,091 porters or messengers,
8,260 platelayers, 26,285 labourers, and 2,885 persons in miscellaneous ways.
The grand total number of employes on the open railroads of the United Kingdom at the end of June, 1856, was 102,117, whereas the grand total number of
the employe's^ a list of whom we have just given in round numbers, was 109,660.
On 3,193 miles of unopened railways there were employed at the end of last
June 44,037 persons, so that the railway business of the empire required the
services of 153,697 persons of all grades and capacities.
Of those employed
116,634 were in England and Wales, 20,172 in Scotland, and 16,891 in Ireland.
By turning back to page 285 of our eighth volume, the reader will inform
himself as to our railway progress since 1855.

—

—

—

—

—

—

dyeing.

—

—(Communication.)

Recorded November 23.

—

Samuel Riley, 1a Victoria Terrace, Victoria Street, Manchester An improvement
in the preparation of chocolate and cocoa.
2930. Walter MTVrlane, Glasgow
Improvements in moulding or manufacturing cast-iron
pipes and other generally similar hollow articles.
2931. John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields, and 1(36 Buchanan Street, Glasgow Improvements in ship's signal lanterns.—(Communication from Hector L. Stevens,
Washington, U.S.)
2932. Charles Barlow, 89 Chancery Lane Improvements in steam and air engines and
2929.

—

—

—
—
—(Communication
David Hulett, 55 and 56 High Holborn — Improvements
—

furnaces therefor. (Communication.)
Newton, 66 Chancery Lane Certain improvements in sewing machines.

2932. Alfred V.

.)

2934.

and

in joints for pipes

in cocks, taps,

Recorded November 24.
2935.

Emmanuel

O. Bordas, 36

—(Communication.)

Bond

—An improvement

Street, Piccadilly

—

in billiard cues.

2936. Thomas C. Wilkinson, Ashford, Kent Improvements in pump valves.
2937. Joseph Schloss, 75 Cannon Street West A so-called Diana lock or improved fastening.
2938. George Lowry, Salford, Lancashire Certain improvements in machinery for heckling flax and other fibrous materials.
2939. William Searby, Newgate Street An improved form of elastic spring, applicable to
bedsteads, sofas, chairs, the padding and seats of carriages, and other similar

—

—

—

—

purposes. (Communication.)
2940. Charles Sands, Felix Terrace, Liverpool Road Improvements in stereoscopes.
2941. Augustus F. Butler, Ceylon Improvements in machinery for pulping coffee.

—

—

Recorded November

25.

2942. Frederique Lemaire, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden
ladies'

—An

improved petticoat

wear.—(Comrnunicatiun.)

2943. Robert Willan, James Abbott, and Daniel Mills, Blackburn, Lancashire

PROVISIONAL PROTECTION FOR INVENTIONS
UNDER THE PATENT LAW AMENDMENT ACT.
8§f*

When

the city or town

is

not mentioned, London

Recorded October
2666. Jean Schmidt, 32

Essex Street, Strand

is

2947.
2948.

method

of

making

tyres for

railway wheels.
3.

London, and Brussels —Improvements
marine or condens—(Communicated.)
Simpson and David C. Simpson, 78 High Street, Whitechapel, and 5

Armand,

Paris,

in

ing steam engines.
2806.

Godwin

R.

in looms.

—
—

—

—

(Communication.)
tain improvements in heating apparatus.
James Hogg An improved safe or depository for cash, deeds, or other valuables.
Edmund C. Tisdall, Holland Park Farm, Kensington Improvements in the mode

—

—

of preserving animal and vegetable
vegetable substances.

fluids,

and

fluids

containing animal and

Recorded November 26.
Hecorded November

278G. Peter

ments

for

—Improve-

2944. Frederick H. Maberly, Stowmarket, Suffolk An improved general polishing machine or apparatus.
2945. Antoine and Jean Martin, Trieste, Austria Improvements in cleaning, and in pre*
venting the formation of deposits and incrustations in steam boilers
2946. Camille Bernard, 39 Rue de l'Echiquier, Paris, and 4 South Street, Finsbury Cer-

to be understood.

If.

—Improved

and valves,

and tubes.

George Terrace, Commercial Road

—Improvements in spring Minds.

—

2949. William T. Manning, 20 Great George Street, Westminster Improvements in the
treatment of sewerage and in the apparatus employed therein.
2950. William Blinkhorn, Sutton, near St. Helens, Lancashire Certain improvements in
machinery or apparatus for grinding and smoothing, and for polishing glass.
2951. Charles Farrow, Great Tower Street— An improvement in fire-arms.

—
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2952.

John F. Shoner, 4 Church

Street,

Kensington

—Improvements in common road car—

chinery for dressing grain.
2955.

—An improvement in

James Higham and George D. Bellamy, Plymouth

—

manu-

—

—

Hecorded Xovember 28.

—

—

sumed.

—

—

—

and ammunition.
2967. William Massey, Newport, Salop Improvements in guides or conductors to be applied to machinery or apparatus employed for winding or coiling chains, ropes,

—

lines, thread, wire, or other similar articles.
New or improved machinery for
2963. Frederic G. Grice, West Bromwich, Staffordshire
the manufacture of bolts, spikes, rivets, screw blanks, and other articles of like

—

manufacture.

•

Recorded Xovember 30.

and Henry G. Pearce, Liverpool

self-reefing sails.

John Nichols, Pendleton, near Manchester

2971.

Henry Deacon, Widnes Dock, near Warrington, Lancashire

tus used for sizing yarns or threads.

~~.

2976.

2977.

2978.
2979.

3005.

James Buchanan, Liverpool

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

Recorded December

—

Recorded December

1.

—

3007.

—

—

3009.

—

—

3011.

—

3012.

—

3013.

3014. Alexander Morton and
tive power.

James Howden, Glasgow
Recorded December

—

mo-

5.

—A

engine rollers.
3020. William T. Henley, 46 St John Street Road— Improvements in ropes and cables for
telegraphic or other purposes, and in machinery used in the manufacture of such
and other ropes and cables.
3021. John Brinton and James Crabtree, Kidderminster, Worcestershire Improvements
in the preparation of weft yarn to be used in the manufacture of carpets and

—

other pile fabrics.
3022. James Sinclair, Hill Street

—

Improvements in machinery or apparatus for cutting
or dividing stone and marble.
3023. Frederick O. Ward, Cork Street, Burlington Gardens Improvements in the manufacturing manure and obtaining accessory products.—-(Partly a communication

—

from Frederic Wynants, Belgium.)
3024. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane Certain improvements in apparatus
laying submarine telegraphic cables. (Communication.)

—
—

Recorded December

for

7..

Daniel Hiley, Percival Hiley, William Hargreaves, and Enoch Haley, Bradford,
Yorkshire Improvements in power looms for weaving worsted, cotton, silk,
woollen, and other fibrous substances.
James Stiff, High Street, Lambeth Improvements' in drain pipes.
George C. Greenwell and William Selby, Radstock, Somersetshire An improved
machine for washing coals and other minerals, and for separating them from
other substances.
James Harris, Hanwell Improvements in signalling, and in apparatuses employed
therein, part of which is applicable to the compression and exhaustion of air and
other fluids.
Robert Reeves and John Reeves, Bratton, near Westbury, Wiltshire Improvements in implements for. depositing seed and manure.

—

—

3028,
3029.

—

—

—

3031.

Recorded December

8.

—

3032. George Holcroft, Manchester, and George Denbolm, Wigan, Lancashire Certain
improvements in steam engines.
3033. Benjamin Shaw, Wellington, Salop
An improvement or improvements in the construction of windows.
3034. Henry Pershouse, Birmingham— An improvemen t or improvements in stereoscopes.
3035. Edmund Outram, Leeds An improved steam regulator.
3036. Charles Nightingale, Wardour Street, Soho Improvements in machinery for feeding hair and fibres intended to be spun or twisted.
3037. Henry Dolman, Nelson Street, Greenwich An improved stand for cheval and other
dressing glasses.
3039. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane Certain improvements in obtaining motive

—

2.

—

Edward C. Shepard, Jermyn Street Improvements in magneto-electric machines.
John Summers, Stalybridge, Cheshire, and David Wormald, Dukinfield, Cheshire
Improvements in machinery for manufacturing clog irons, and heels and tips for

boots or other coverings for the feet.
2989. Joseph Eccles, Blackburn, Lancashire Improvements in drying and colouring, or
ornamenting bricks, tiles, pipes, and other articles made of plastic earths.
2990. Joseph Hetherington, Birmingham
new or improved manufacture of the bowls
of castors for furniture.
2991. William Bird and Richard Ashton, Blackburn, Lancashire, and Thomas Bird, Manchester Improvements in looms and pickers for looms.

—

—A

—

—

9 2. William Thomson, Dalkeith Park Gardens, Mid-Lothian Improvements in machinery or apparatus for propelling ships or vessels.
2993. Charles J. M. Moireau, 23 Avenue de la Porte Maillot, Passy, near Paris
composition to be used as a substitute for bees' wax.
2994. John Fowler, jnn M 28 Cornhill, and William Worby, Ipswich Improvements in apparatus used when ploughing, tilling, or cultivating land.
2995. Joseph Francis, Liverpool, and Charles Manby, Great George Street, Westminster
Improvements in the manufacture of waggons and other vehicles, applicable
to the transport of troops and military and other stores on land and water.
2996. Alexander Parkes and Henry Parkes, Birmingham Improvements in the manufacture of sheathing metals.
2007. John Livesey, New Lenton, Nottinghamshire Improvements in the manufacture of
pile fabric?, and in the machinery employed therein. _

—A

—

—

—

—

Recorded December

in obtaining

Improvements in lucifer matches. (Communication.)
3018. William Mercer, William Bodden, and William Higginson, Oldham, Lancashire
Improvements in certain parts of machinery for slubbing and roving cotton.
3019. Thomas S. Adshead and Abraham Holden, North End, near Stalybridge, Cheshire
An improved self-acting combination of machinery for the grinding of carding

—

2993. Louis F. E. CicerL 38 Rue Pigale, Paris
a- a basis of colour.

—Improvements

3015. Stanislas J. Count Ostrorog, Paris
wind musical instrument.
3016. William Caldwell, Liverpool An improved fluid meter, which may be used as a
motive power engine.
3017. Marc A. F. Mennons, 39 Rue de TEchiquier, Paris, and 4 South Street, Finsbury

—

—

2987.
2988.

4.

—

—

3006.

3030.

2983. Frederic G. Spray Improvements in the manufacture of gunpowder.
2984. Richard Hipkiss and William Olsen, Birmingham Improvements in lubricating
shafts and axles, and other articles requiring lubrication.
2985. Denny Lane, Cork Improvements in lighting, regulating, and extinguishing street
and other gas lamps by means of electricity. #
2986. Thomas J. Thompson, Greenwood Park, Newry,' Ireland Improvements in apparatus for lighting railway trains with gas.

Recorded December

cock or^ap and flush-

Improvements in smoke-consuming apparatus, applicable to boiler and other furnaces.
Abraham Ripley, St. Helens, Lancashire Improvements in mills for grinding
myrabolams, valonia, bark, and other similar substances.
James Hamilton, Halifax, Yorkshire Improvements in the construction of strained
wire fencing for dividing fields, parks, and pleasure grounds.
Henry Deacon, Widnes Dock, near Warrington, Lancashire Improvements in the
manufacture or production of soda and potash.
John Rubery, Birmingham Certain improvements in the manufacture of umbrellas
and parasols, and in the application of a new condition of material to the production of some of the parts thereof that has not heretofore been used for that purpose.
Julien d'Helle and Albert Viscount de Waresquiel, Paris Improvements in railway
rolling stock.
Samuel H. Sewers, Curry Rivel, Somersetshire An improved powder for dusting
turnips, and machinery for distributing the same, which maybe employed for
similar useful purposes.
Joseph Grizard, Nevers, France Improvements in watches, and in the means of or
for winding up and setting watches.
William Standring, Bury Road, Rochdale, Lancashire An improved throstle and
mule spring for the under clearers of spinning machines.

—

—

—An improved

—

for

paratus employed in the manufacture or production of caustic soda from liquors
obtained in the manufacture of alkali, and applicable also to the manufacture or
production of soap.
Thomas Kaye, Grange Moor, Whitley Lower, near Dewsbury, Yorkshire Improvements in looms for weaving.
John P. de la Pons, Carlton Hill, St. John's Wood Improvements in apparatus for
retarding omnibuses and other carriages.
Pierre A. Montel, Paris An improved motive power.
Kichard A. Bruuman, 166 Fleet Street Improvements in casks and other vessels
for containing liquids. (Communication from A. Zoubschaninoff.)
Daniel E. Clark, 11 Adam Street, Adelphi Improvements in furnaces for promoting
the combustion of fuel without smoke, and the communication of heat, especially
adapted to steam boilers.
Charles Gi«xiyear, Leicester Square Improvements in the manufacture of buoyant
fabrics, which are applicable to the manufacture of garments, carpets, rugs,
cushions, mattresses, bags, and various other useful articles.
James Howard, Bedford Improvements in the construction of ploughs.
Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane Improved machinery for cleaning carpets and
other fabrics. {Communication.)
Simon Solomon, Wood Street, Spitalfields Improvements in umbrella, parasol, and
*
walking sticks or canes.
.

—

2981.

—Improvements

—Improvements in machinery or appara—Improvements in ap-

2970.

i

William Parsons and James Attree, Brighton
ing apparatus.

3010.

—

2962. Jules Peters, Eupen, Prussia, and 4 South Street, Finsbury Certain improvements
in the machinery used in spinning.
2963. Marc A. F. Mennons, 39 Rue de l'Echiquier, Paris, and 4 South Street, Finsbury—
An improved "tell-tale" clock or time-keeper.—(Communication.)
2964. Antoine A. Chassepot, Paris Improvements in breech-loading fire-arms.
2965. Wiiliam Binns, Claremont Villa, Victoria Grove, Brompton Certain improvements
in the treatment and application of surcharged or superheated steam.
2966. Robert Tindall, jun., Fraserburgh, Aberdeenshire improvements in harpoon guns

2969. Joseph Gardner, Richard Lee,

—

3004,

3008.

—

2960. Benjamin Peach,Leicester Sundry improvements in bedsteads, elastic bed bottoms,
the seats of chairs, sofas, and other similar articles (Communication.)
2961. Arthur Vandeleur, Royal Arsenal, Woolwich Improvements in the construction of
fireplaces and passages for air of air furnaces, by which (without machinery) the
intensity of the fire is increased, a saving of fuel effected, and the smoke con-

2974.

—

—

—

2973.

chair or couch.
Elijah Slack, Glasgow Improvements in the treatment, application, and use of
wheat and other grains and amylaceous vegetable substances.
3002, John Reeve, 46 Rutland Gate
Improvements in propelling vessels.
3003, Charles Henwood, Oxford
An improved arrangement of galvanic battery suitable
for medical purposes.

William B. Taylor, Ballymena, Antrim, Ireland Improvements in driving looms
for weaving.
Thomas Wheeler, Albion Works, Oxford Improvements in machinery or apparatus
for cutting turnips and other roots.
295S. Samuel B. Wright and Henry T. Green, Rughy Improvements in apparatus used
in the manufacture of bricks, pipes, and tiles.
2959. William Elcock and Samuel Bentley, Wednesbury, Staffordshire Improvements in
elbows used for joining wrought-iron and other pipes or tubes, and in tools for
manufacturing the said elbows.
2957.

—

—

Recorded Xovember 27.

2972.

3000,
3001.

the

facture of soap.

2956..

—

George T. Bousfield, Loughborough Park, Brixton Improvements in collapsible
boat 'j. (Communication.)
Robert Hazard, Thane t Place, Temple Bar Improvements in a self-acting reclining

2999

riages.

2953. Henry "Woodward, Birmingham— A new or improved knife cleaner.
2954. Joseph Ruston and James T. Proctor, Linculn An improved arrangement of ma-

331

3.

—Improvements

in the preparation of

white

—

power.

—
—

—

—(Communication.)
—

3040. William Rowan, Belfast Improvements in spinning flax and other fibrous material,
in preparing the same for weaving, and in the machinery employed therein.
3041. Richard A. Broomau, 166 Fleet Street Improvements in cocks and valves for regulating the flow of fluids.— (Communication from P. J. Guyet, Paris.)
Improvements in the manufacture of gun3042. Thomas W. Willett, 89 Chancery Lane
powder and in the machinery connected therewith.

—
—

Recorded December

9.

—

Charles De Bergue, 9 Dowgate Hill An improved mode or modes of blowing, feeding, or introducing air into furnaces or other fire-places.
304-1. Samuel Clarke, 55 Albany Street, Regent's Park
An improvement in wicks for
candles and night lights.
improvements
Walsall,
Staffordshire
Certain
in securing rails in
Joseph
3046.
Smith,
their respective chairs for railroad permanent ways.
3047. John Haddon, Birmingham Certain improvements in the manufacture of wood
screws, a portion of which is also applicable in the manufacturing of certain de-

3043

—

—

—

scriptions of nails.
3048, William Riddle, 4 Stonefield Terrace
,

—Improvements in steam engines.
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Recorded December
3049.
3050.

10.

apparatus or stoves for burning the same.
3051. Guillaume Ther-Katz, Paris— Au improved registering and controlling apparatus
for hackney coach and other public carriages.
3052. Isaac A. Best, St. Paul's Square, Birmingham A new or improved mode of manu-

and

buttles.

3078.

in

—
—

facturing printing types.
3053. Samuel Biggin and Joshua Biggin, Sheffield Improvements in the construction of
the handles of tea and coffee pots, and other similar articles.

Recorded December

3059.

3060.

—

had on

Registered

from

168ft

January

to

Sth February, 1858.

Edwin Page, Birmingham— "Improved

Regis Minodier, Paris.)
John Stather, Hull Improvements in producing surfaces in imitation of wood for
printing from.
William Denne, Bedford Improvements in apparatus used for lifting patients off
beds and other surfaces used for reclining upon.
Nathaniel R. Hall, Northfleet, Kent An apparatus for registering the phases and
age of the moon.
Julius Roberts, Poplar, and Miles Beale, Surrey Street, Strand Improved machinery for obtaining and applying motive power, applicable chiefly to the working of ships' pumps, and other mechanism on ship board.

21st,

4045

22d,

4046

link or fastener for shirts,
gloves, and other articles of wearing apparel."
Bartleet and Sons, Redditch— "The Princess Royal envelope for
needles."
George F. Morrell, 149 Fleet Street— "A rule, pencil, and pen-holder

23d,
29th,

4047
4048
4049
4050
4051

William Tonks and Son, Birmingham "A casement stay."
Armstrong Todd, Ardwick, near Manchester "Invalid bed table."
Murray and Heath, 43 Piccadilly ''Reflectors for stereoscopes."
William Cooper, Birmingham "Improved stud or fastener."
Rndall, Rose, Carte, & Co., Charing Cross "Improved configuration

—

—

—

Feb.

—

2d,

4th,

12.

—

JameB Parker, 4 Grove Terrace, Grove Read, Purest Vale, Sydenham A novel application of steam power for the movement of vessels or other bodies floating on
or suspended in water, air, or other fluid, and for moving machinery, and pro-

— Improvements

—
from Testud de Beauregard, Paris.)
—(Communication
Chancery Lane, and 29 Boulevart
Martin, Paris— An imvarious purposes. —(Communicaproved engine with rotary piston, applicable
Improvements
Bury
—
in
reefing and furling
Henry D. P. Cunningham,
photography.

M.

Trcau'd, 53

St.

to

tion.)

sails.

Recorded December

John

Oldfield,

Haughton, Lancashire

14.

—Improvements

machinery or apparatus for
or wool, from bides or skins, which said imin

cutting and separating fur, or hair,
provements are also applicable to cutting vegetable or fibrous materials.
3070. Horatio Bunting, Colchester, Eaeeat Improved apparatus fur obtaining and applying motive power.
3071. Jean P. Brignon, 39 Rue de 1'Echiquier, Paris, and 4 South Street, Finsbury Cer-

—

—

tain improvements in forging.
Improvements in lamps.
3072. William Little, Queen's RQ8A, Regent's Park
Joseph
Parker, Liverpool Certain improvements in tlx- construction of bedsteads.
3073.
Imprnvc-ni'-nts in regulating the
3074. Adam Baird, Finchett House, near Liverpool
supply of water and other fluids for domestic and other purposes.

—

—

—

Recorded December

15.

18 St. Andrew Square, Edinburgh
manufacture of copying-paper.

James Hogg,

inn.,

—An

improvement

MACKAY AND

in the

—

of a drum."
H. F. Lawes, Bristol

—

—
—"The paragon shirt."

4052
4053

-

4054

Thewlis and

—

4055

Joseph Pimlott Oates, Erdington— "
musical instruments."

—

3067. Jean

—

—

6th,
8th,

in the

—

W.

combined."

—

production of artificial stone.
.
3064. William Uren, Redruth, Cornwall— Improvements in machinery for cleaning and
dressing minerals.
3065. John de Normann, Two Sicilies, Naples, and William T. Henley, St. John Street
Road Improvements in machinery for preventing the overlapping of chains or
ropes when used on drums or shafts, which improvements can be applied to the
laying of telegraphic cables.
Improvements in
3066. Charles Cowper, 20 Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane

3075.

be

DESIGNS FOR ARTICLES OF UTILITY.

manufacture of rollers used in machinery for preparing and spinning fibrous materials, and for other purposes where clastic pressure is required, also in the
machinery employed in the manufacture of the said rollers.
A new combination of mineral substances for the
3063. Francis Puis, Haverstock Hill

3069.

may

4044

pelling solid bodies on land.
3002. Frederick Walton, Haughton Dale Mills, near Manchester

3068.

baking bread

Jan. 16th,

Recorded December
3061.

for

John Gedge, 4 Wellington Street South, Strand Improvements in the process of
(Communication from
rectifying liquids, and in the apparatus used therewith.

.

3058.

—

11.

—

3057.

—

<8g" Information as to any of these applications, and their progress,
application to the Editor of this Journal.

Chad wick, Manchester, and Arthur Elliott, West Houghton, Lancashire
Improvements in machinery for spinning, doubling, and throwing silk.
3055. Joseph Tanton, Frederick Street, Caledonian Road Improvements in shepherds'
crooks.

1858.

—

John Bradley, Huddersfield Improvements in ovens applicable
and pastry, roasting or cooking meats, and similar purposes.

3064. John

3056.

1.

3076. Wiiliam Smith, 10 Salisbury Street, Adelphi
Improvements in chromotypographi(Communication from A. E. Rochette, Paris.)
cal printing presses.
3077. Edgar Breffit, 61 King William Street Improvements in the manufacture of glass

—

James Hoddell, Northampton Square, ClerkenweH, and Coventry, Warwickshire
An improvement in watches.
Richard R. Cox, Kentish Town, Middlesex— Improvements ii£the manufacture of
fire, lighters,

March

The Edinburgh Machine Sewing Company, Edinburgh

— "Royal

Princess corset fastener."
Griffith,

Warrington— "Churn driving apparatus and

stand."

An improved

piston for valvcd

TO READERS AND CORRESPONDENTS.
Completion of Volume II., Second Series, of the Practical Mechanic's Journal.
present Part, No. 120, completes Volume II., Second Series, of this Journal, or the
tenth volume of the entire work as far as published. The entire set of volumes may be
had from any bookseller, in cloth, lettered in gold, price I4s. each; or the whole 120 parts
may be purchased separately, as originally published, at Is. each any single part being
obtainable. The whole ten volumes may also be had, handsomely bound in half calf in
five double volumes, twenty-four parts in each, with the Plates bound separately to correspond price 31s. 6d. for each double and its separate volume of Plates. Volume II.,
Second Series, contains twenty-five quarto pages of copperplate engravings, nearly 5 U0
engravings on wood, and 344 pages of letterpress.
Photogbaphic Repbesentations of Mechanical Subjects. The simplification of
the process, and the perfection of the practical results of photography, constantly remind
us that we ought to suggest to our readers the many advantages of this system for the
representation of meelianical subjects. Contributors to our pages cannot do better than
adopt the art when they favour us with particulars of matters of interest for our pages.
For external views, showing the main features of pieces of machinery, the art answers to
perfection, and thus good representations are secured, without taxing the powers of the
sketcher. Besides, sketching as an art is really little understood, even by those who
must so frequently have recourse to their pencil for the conveyance of their ideas. With
the accurate delineative power of the photographic camera within his reach everywhere
for everywhere there are to be found professors of the art who can undertake such things
the mechanical engineer can never te at a loss when he wishes to supply us with illustrations.
With such a draughtsman, the pencil need only be called in when sectional or
detailed views are required. We shall, at any rate, be always glad to receive photographs
whenever they can be properly made to serve the purpose of representation of such matters as fall within our province.
Our readers will better understand what we mean after
they have referred to the engraving of Messrs. Barton and Son's machine-tool shaper
which we this month engrave from a photograph supplied by the makers.
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